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Tom Santschi. Jane Cowl.

THE IDEAL HERO.
Incidents Humorous and Exciting in the

Work of Cinema Stars.

EVERYONE is asking when next we
are to .see Tom Santsclii. Many gills

liave confided in me tliab he is their

ideal screen lover. " The Garden of Allah,"

Robertr Hirhen's greatest, lore story, made
one of the mo?t beautifid photo-plays yet
produced. The tragic story of Donu'ne
lOnfelden and Boris Androvkv. tlie hivers

whose fates were written in the sands, the
oolourfid setting of the barbaric East, the
sensational scenes of the sand storni—all are

faithfully portraj-ed on the screen, and has
been one of the achieven\ents of the cinema.
Here is the latest portrait of Tuni Santschi,

who made the character of Boris so hum.anly
heartrending, and won much admiration from
iiianj' girls I know. We shall see liim soon in

a thrilling Oold\v3'n photo-play, entitled '• The
Still Alarm."

Dogs Of A^l Nations.

MISS COWL is a real dog lover. She
pos.scsses a French bull terrier, . an
Italian greyhound, a Belgian work

dog, a Pekinese, and Boston bull. The world-
famoiis detective, William Allan Pinkcrton,
said that her list of allied canines would not
be complete tmtil she had an English dog. so

he has sent her a stag-hound.

Marguerite Clark's Plunge.

MARC:UER1TE CLARK has her fair

share of discomfiture, which is one
of the tolls art demands. Iiu" Uncle

Tom's Cabin" she had to fall into the river

—

and she did. "The water vas dirty and
deep." she said. " Of course, I didn't like it,

would you ? "

Something New.

AC'INE.MA star must be always ready,
no matter what daring deed is required

of hei-.

I hear that Bcttie Bh the, the Vitagraph
?tar, is constantly trying for something new.
At present she is learning to drive a team ol

dogs. In her last film she broke through a

sheet of thin ice whilst skating, and pitched

herself over a cliff—she believes in realism.

Peggy And Her Pets.

PECt ; V HYLAND, the Fox star, confesses

that all her spare time is taken up with
her aviary. She possesses 22 canaries.

14 cockatoos, 0 parrots, and GO prize carrier

pigeons.

Her Fragrant Path.

ANNA LUTHER, who you will remember
is playing lead with Willi, m Farnham,
likes peifurae, and she has herself dis-

^

tilled one of the most subtle and fragrant of

!
.scents. Her friends say that no matter where
[Miss Luther is, they can always trace her.

I Pauline Frederick Next Week.

DO you like the presentation plate given
villi this nmnhcr of The Picture Show
This jiicture of " Mar}- Pickford" is her

CINEMA CHAT.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

very special fa\ ourite—and no wonder. I thiidc

it shows why the world's sweetheart has so

many thousand admirers. It shows her sunny
smile, the greatest charm j-outh can have.

Don't miss ne.xt week's plate of beautiful

Pauline Frederick. Order your copy to-day

and tell ^our friends to do the same. There
is sure to be a big demand for this issue, and I

would not like one of my friends to be dis-

appointed and unable to get this gift, so tako

ui}- advice and order j'onr copy now.

" Nothing Doing," says Dustin Farnum.

I
HEAR that Dustin Farnum had occasion

to be very indignant the other day. In

a scene of his new ])icture he has to carry

a fellow-actor (who weighs over foui-teen stone)

lip a steep mountain. He acted his part

succes.sfully, though painfully, and had just

sat down to a well-earned rest when the

cinemi n\an informed him. with many
ajjologies, lie had run out of film, and liad

licen photographing nothing. " Would Jtr.

Farniuu kindly oblige by going through the

scene again ?
"

The Other Side.

I
WONDER how many readers tliink of

the strange and varied means employed
by cinema stars in their efforts to make

their audiences laugh, weep, and think.

The players expose themselves to all kinds

of weather and all kinds of costume. They
brave the dangers of fire and water. Charlie

Chaplin dresses his feet in awful shoes and
wears wors? trousers ; Douglas Faii banks
climbs steeples; Rlae Marsh weeps, and can
mnke an audience weep with her. Marie
Walcamp treats wild animals as you would a

])et dog : Pearl While has won her title as

Peerless Fearless Pearl ; Helen Holmes climbs

like a steepk^jaek, and William Farnum fights

to a finish.

True, the life of a cinen\a stnr is the strenuous
life. Don't you agree with me 'i

Rumours—Just Rumours.

E^'ERY nowand then extraordinary rumours
float around that Miss Pearl AVhito

has met with a fatal accident. A
new and vei-y persistent rumour is now in the

air, but I can assure you that there is no
truth in it. Perhaps these ninronrs originate

because Pearl is well known to be a fatalist—

•

and the many thrills reciuired of her by the

Pathe serials always finds her ready, no
matter how daring the deed.

Pearl White— Fatalist.

HERE is her reason for being a fa ti list :

" I an; one of a family of nine children.

IMy father, myself, and one other

child aie all that arc left. Every one of those

who are gone dicil an unnatural death. My
grandfather and grandmother on both sides

died unnatural deaths. You know what that

means V One of my brotlicrs was accidentally'

shot last spring. He was in the Navy.
Another brother fell into a deep water-hole

and was drowned. A little sister fell off a tree

to her death. Another boy was hit by a

baseball bat. I'ou understand what I mean
by unnatural deaths ? Oh, I am going to get

mine. It is inevitable.
" You know, I am always just escaping

death, ' she went on. " Do you remember
Blakeley. the aviator, who was killed ? He
fell 2,000 feet while doing a spiral descenr.

I was to have accompanied him. but was
delaj-ed. He said he wanted to give me a

real thrill."'

Miss Chrissie White's Rainy Day Attir?.

I]ME T Sliss Chrissie AVhite in Regent Street,

London, the other day. How pretty she

is I -It was pouring with rain, but Miss

White was shopping, and faced the elements

.sinilingi}-. She did not carry an umbrelia.

but she was a dainty figure in white macintosh

with powder-bhic facings.

Carol HoHoway. Max Linder,

"Some" Reputation.

LOOK well at the picture of Carol

Holloway. She is the Vitagraph
heroine of a thousand daring deeds.

Cuts and bruises are part of her day's work,

yet they never damp her ardour. She is also

notid for being one of the best horsewomen
of the West—and that is a place where a

reputation for horsemanship is difficult to get.

Max Back At Work Again.

MAX LINDER, invalided out of the

French Army, is now busy supplying us

with his inimitable comedies. He has

even made up a good story out of his journey
back to America—he says it is true—more or

less. Remember this when you see '• Max
goes to America.''

Pearl While,

Not So Easy As You Think.

EVERY day I receive letters from reader-

asking me for full information how
they can become cinema st:irs. 1

often wonder if they realise that the cinenx'i

arl.ist?s gain their rejwtations by long houis

of sheer hard work in aildit ion to their natural

t.:ilent. Asking my young nephew what h'.'

w ould like to be when he grew uj) to be a man.
he answered prouxptly :

" A cinema actor,

'cause then 1 couhl act, and shouldn't have to

learn the words." And I've just heard that

pretty Bessie Love, the \'itagraph star, work-*

twelve .solid hours each day.

It's twice as diflicult to act a part without
the aid of the spoken word. Ask any actress

« ho has appeared on the j)ictures."
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Real Ship Scene.

WHEN you see " In the Gloaming," tlic

new Broadway production, remember
to talve special notice of the scenes

aboard the liner. They were taken on the

,ss. Mauretania, which, you will remember, is

the sister ship to the ill-fated Lusitania, and

is one of the largest liners afloat.

A Bloodthirsty Quest.

ONE of the lesser-known, but not the least

important, jobs in a screen-producing

firm IS that of the facilities man. His

work is to obtain facilities for photographing

this or that place ; or obtaining out-of-tlio-

way articles ; . or inducing notable people to

appear in a production. I was reading the

other day of Mr. Doran, who had the task

of approaching the Prince of Wales to obtain

his consent to appear in the film plays " The
Warrior's Strain " and " The Power of

Right."
Not long ago Mn Doran went into an hotel

and alarmed the frequenters there by asking for

a bucket of blood and a large knife. It seems

the blood was required to splash over wounded
men. It had to be the real article, for paint

shows in a photograph as paint. He finally

got what he wanted from a slaughterer.

Smiling Sammy's Future.

DON'T be sui-prised if Smiling Sammy, the

little coloured boy, who you will remem-
ber seeing in so many Baby Marie

Osborne pictures, does not soon become a

well-known screen star.

He has made such a hit in America that

picture theatre managers are offering very

considerable sums to his " mammy " to fetch

Jiim to their shows, so that he may appear in

person. He is so funny that little Miss

Osborne is generously giving him the centre

of the stage oftener than is called for in the

play.

Summer-Time Delicacies,

WINKLE, who is making such .a popular
feature of his " winkles," declares

that he now shudders when he looks

a pie in the face. He is tired of slap-bang

comedy, and, now the hot weather is coming,

he is tiying to induce his manager to substitute

this with ice cream, hoping that some of it will

get into his face.

A New " Petrova " Picture.

HAVE you seen " Tempered Steel," the new
Walturdaw picture, presenting Madame
Olga Petrova in the most entrancing

array of new clothes ?

This photograph shows her as she appears
at the opening of the story, in a smart silk

riding habit, which she wears as the daughter
«)f the proud old Caruthcrs family of

Kentucky.
She is then shown in the garb of a village

denizen, and from this rapidly changes into

the highly effective costume of " The Siren of

the Nile," in which her debut as a stage

favourite is made. There then follows in

<iuick and fascinating array a whole shopful
of frocks and gowns, topped off with a fur coat
of a cut that will make its wearer the envy
of every woman who sees her.

Three Hundred Letters a Day.

THE item of correspondence is a large one
in the daily life of Madame Olga Petrova,
whose working hours are more than filled

with the details of supervising the story, cast,

and productions in which she appears. 1'he

Polish actress receives at the Petrova studios

on each day an average of three hundred
letters.

A Lengthy Task.

AMONG the enormous pile of letters which
come to her weekly, there are innu-

merable requests for photographs, auto-

graphed letters, inquiries as to how one may
" appear in moving pictures," ofiers of

scenarios, letters seeking advice and assistance

on matters both business and personal. The
Polish actress has made it an invariable rule

to answer personally every letter directed to

herself, irrespective of its importance.

OLGA PETROVA.

The Handcuff King on the Screen.

WE shall soon see Houdini, the handcuff

lung, on the film. You will remember
he amazed us all a few years ago with

his wonderful exhibition on the music-hall

stage. No lock could baffle him ; no handcuff

could be found from which he could not free

himself. He says he learnt how to open locks

without keys during his apprenticeship, whilst

a boy, to a blacksmith.

Once a Butler Always a Butler.

VERY few people know the grudges Komc
screen actors have against an unfeeling
world.

For instance, Louis M. Wells is always cast
for a part of a butler. His first entry int<j

Filmland was in the part of a hero, but, hap-
jjening to show a super how a butler ought to
stand when his master talks to him, he was
immediately prevailed upon to continue the
role. This is his grievance ; for butler he has
been ever since. No matter how much he
longs for higher estate, he is called upon
continually to be a butler from one picture to
another ; and as humble servant he will
probably remain as long as he remains on the
screen. .

He Has His Grievance, Too!
FATTY ARBUCKLE, 1 hear, huft^mt

signed a new contract for three *'years
for the Famous Stars Laskj' Corporation,

for the mighty sum of £600,000—claimed to
be the biggest contract ever made with an
individual star. The only, consolation for

those who may envy his luck, is to think what
his income tax must be.

When Constance Talmadge is Frightened.

EVERYONE is looking forward to the
Gauniont film, " A Pair of Silk Stocks
ings," which is a film adapted from the

famous farce that had a record run at the
Criterion Theatre, London.

Bliss Constance Talmadge is the star, and
everyone who remembers the mountain girl in
" Intolerance " will want to see this clever

girl in her new successes.

She tells the story of how she and Dorothy
Gish, who is her closest friend, crept into a
picture-house to see " Intolerance," shown
for the first time. She confesses she didn't
recognise herself in the black ' wig of the
mountain girl, and didn't enjoy the show at

all. She had a sharp attack of stage fright

as soon as she entered the hall. It is the only
thing that frightens her—seeing herself on the
screen.

Not As Planned.

SOME of the excitement in the life of a
cincnxa star can Ix; imagined by the
following incident during the filming

of '' The Fable of the Speedy Sprite."

The hero and heroine of this film story are

Rod La Rocque and Virginia Valli, and the
story goes that Virginia Valli, in a motor-car,,

skids into a lake ; and La Rocque, as a
rejected lover also in the car, keeps his sweet-
heart in the water until she accepts him. So
far so good.

It was planned that the car should be run
into the lake and stop as soon as the water
t6uched the hubs. What really happened'
was that the car dashed into a hole and
submert^od up to the waist the occupants of

the car. While Miss Valli and La Rocque
shouted with real horror, they heard the man
at the camera shouting to them :

" Fine !

Fine ! Keep that up ! That's real action !

Good !

"

Miss Valli's Last Proposal.

THE drenched actors continued to show
blank fear for quite five feet of film !

Then they forgot their danger and
became actors again, remembered the stoi-j,

and completed the scene.

But worse was yet to come.
The car had to be towed back to shore, and

!

while these preparatiorus were going on an
extra big -wave broke over them, covering

i

them completely for a moment.
"I'm going to do my proposing on dry

land after this," spluttered La Rocque, when]
he reached the shore.

" Y"es, and I'll never reject another proposalj

either," added Miss Valli. Whether
Rocque has keirt his resoh'e I don'i, Icncrw. H
do know that Miss Valli hasn't kept has—

j

but that is telling tales.

Fay Filmer,
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AFTER " DADDY LONG-LEGS.

'

LOADS OF LOVE-LETTERS.

MARY PICKFORD, the world s sweetheart, resting at home after six

months' hard work, filming " Daddy Long-Legs." A picture of her

beautiful summer home is shown below.

PEARL WHITE has more love-letters in a day than most women
receive in a lifetime. After a week-end away from home she is here

seen trying to catch up with her correspondence.

DUSTIN FARNUM, who boasts he never An unconventional snapshot of the one and only Charlie being filmed in a busy street. The crowd have
" camouflaged " a scene for the camera. spotted him but Charlie doesn't mind. When you see this picture in the film the crowd will be blotted out.

t»rM'iMB«"'""tt
~- " «>i'i'(MwMi

r Aimmer residence of Mary Pickford, to which she and her husband, Mr. Owen Moore, escape from the limelight to the quiet of home lite.

Mary, whose real maiden name is Gladys Smith, is twenty-four years of age. Last year her salary was £50,000.
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A Charming, Complete Story Telling How a little Peacemaker Avoided a Domestic Tragedy.

The Little Peacemaker.
"IT is all very well for you, Shirley—jou
1 never have any troubles. Life flows

so smoothly for you. You have every-
thing."

Shirley put her arms around her friend.
" I suppose I am lucky," she said, as though

apologising for her good fortune ;
" but,

CJracie dear, it does not prevent mc from
symi)athising with you. 1 am so sorry for

you—^indeed I am."
I know, Shirley."

Her friend lifted her tear-stained face from
her handkerchief, and kissed her.

" I—I don't know how I could bear it if

it were not for you."
The two girls were walking in the secluded

garden of the convent, where they were at
school.

Shirley's friend had just been told of a
death in her family, and she had gone to

Shirley for comfort.

Everybody at the convent, when in trouble,

went to Shirley. Suddenly a nun crossed the
lawn and came towards them. .

" There is a visitor for you in the matron's
room, Shirley," she said kindly.

Shirley, having seen her friend safe with
Si.stcr Ann's arm around her, ran off towards
the house.

'J'he rich colour flooded her cheeks as she

went.
'Could it be Dick ?" she wondered. He

had threatened to , call, although she had
forbidden him to do so.

Dick Ormsby lived next door to them at

homo, and Shirley often thought of him, and
the happy days they spent together in the

liolidays

'J'he girl opened the door and eagerly

glanced in.

Then she gave a little cry of delight as

she darted forward.
" Motiier !

" she cried.

Mrs. Reynolds turned sliarply at the

sound of her daughter's voice, and then, to

Shirley's astonishment, she began to cry.

Shirley went up to her and put her arms
around her, much as she had done a little

while ago to her friend.
" Mother darhng ! What is it ?•" .she

asked.

Mrs. ' Reynolds put her arms round her

daughter and held her tightlj'.

" It's about your father, Shirley," she

said, striving to gain her composure. " Some-
how, since you have left home we don't get

on so well together. He goes out a great

(leal. People tcU ma that he has parties

up in his studio with most undesirable people,

and when I spoke to him about it he flew in

a temper, and—and we had a quarrel." '

" Oh, mother dear !

"

Shirley's eyes were big with sorrow.

Mrs. Tleynolds dried her eyes, and her

voice became indignant.
" 1 don't think he loves mc any more,

Shirley," she went on. " Of course, I shall

not stay with him. We must separate
"

" Mother !

"

Shirley's voice was full of pain. The girl

was very pale. There was terror in her eyes.
" There must be some mistake," she said,

" Mother dear, don't believe all you hear."

Mrs. Reynolds kissed her daughter passion-

ately.
" I don't mind so very much, not if you

love mc best, Shirley," she said. " You do,

my dear, don't you ?
"

Shirley put her arms around the elder

woman.
" I love you always, darling. I love you

both," she whispered.

Her Resolve.

IT was a, beautiful moonhght night. The
convent was in darkness, for its inmates

all went early to bed.

A little figure suddenly appeared creeping

towards the gates.

It was Shirley.

She had gone to her room as usual, but the

interview that afternoon could not be for-

gotten. Until then, she had been a happy,
careless child, for sorrow had never touched

her.

Now everything was changed. ,

Her mother had left her with words of

bitterness against the father she so dearly

loved.

•'There must be some mistake," the girl

repeated to herself, over and over again

;

but the idea of going to bed was impossible.

Shirley determined on her course.

She waited until all the girls were asleep,

then, carrying her shoes in her hand she crept

down the stairs and out by way of the back
door.

She would go to her father and try to be

the peacemaker between liim and her mother.

The Intruder.
" /^XJR host is in good form to-night,

yj Lola."
The girl shrugged her shoulders

as she glanced at the man beside her.
" I am not jealous, my dear," he said.

Lola Wayne laughed bitterly.
" You needn't be !

" she cried. " But it

is rather a differjnt story to the one you told
me, say three months ago, eh ?

"

'J'rask laughed somewhat uneasily as ho
lit himself a fresh cigar. " You are a success,
anyway. You would never have got on the
stage without me, remember," he said.

" No, and 1 should never have left my
home," said Lola. He glanced at her sharply.

" You should be satisfied. This supper-
part.v to-night—it is given in your honour, 1
understand," said the man coldly.

Lola laughed again, but it was not a happy
laugh.

The studio was a blaze of light.

James Reynolds was giving one of his

famous supper-parties to his Bohemian friends.

Lola took her place at the table beside her
host.

James Reynolds turned and looked at her
admiringly.

She was young, a dancer who had leaped
into fame at her first appearance.

Trask, his friend, had introduced him, and
his wife had been jealous.

That was what had made him quarrel with
her.

He did not interfere with her friends, and
he could not sec why she should interfere

with his. They were perfectly harmless but
very amusing people, and since Shirley had
gone to school home was dull.

To-night he was very merry.
It made him feel young again to have this

nieri-y, laughing, irresponsible crowd around
him.
Suddenly he happened to glance towards

the door, and the smile faded from his face.

A man had entered unannounced—an
elderly man with a terrible expression on his

face.

Lola gave a little cry as she too looked up
and recognised him.
"Father!" she gasped hysterically.

The man came slowly into the room and
caught her by the arm.

" I have found you at last," he cried

—

" you and the man who lured you from
your home !

"

He turned his fieiy glance on Reynolds,
and then suddenly he put up his hand.
A gasp of horror went through the studio

as those assembled saw he held a pistol.

Only one person seemed to have kept his

senses. Before Wayne could fire, a young
man had dashed forward and caught the
uplifted hand ; the pistol was wrenched away.
At that moment the door again opened, and

Shirley came rusliing into the room.
She gave a little sobbing cry as she recog-

nised the man who by his promptness had
saved her father's life. It was Dick Ormsby,'
her friend, the boy who Uved next door to

-them at home. Dick did not speak to her.j

He was intent on getting Wayne and the
guests out of the room.
The sight of Shirley startled James Rey-

nolds much more than the quarrel.
" What are you doing here ? " he cried.

^

The room was now empty ; the guests had
crept away, leaving father and daughter
alone. Shirley, half hysterical at the scene;

she had witnessed, was sobbing pitifully.
" I had to come, father," she cried. " Mother

1)

"What is wrong with mother?" asked:

James Reynolds hurriedly ; and the tense'

tone in his voice showed Shirley that he still,

cared.
" She is so unhappy. She has told me youl

are angry with her. Can't things bo put;

right ? " she sobbed,
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James Reynolds patted his tearful daughter's

arm.
" We will see. dear," he said. " Cioodness

knows I want her to be happy."
" Won't you meet her 't

" begged Shirley.

"Say to-morrow. Let me bring her along to

lunch ?
"

.lames Reynolds hesitated a moment.
'• All riglit," lie promised.

The Invitation.
* "Y^'Ol^ will come, mother (It-.ir. and be

I Kind to himr"
Shirley and her motlier were at break-

fast.

Mrs. Rcj'nolds pursed up lier lips.

" I will see how he treats me," she said

cautiously.

Shirley sprang from her chair, and passed

round the table to where her mother was

sitting.
" Oil, mother, you know in your heart

you love him !
" she said, putting her cool

little face afYeetionatcly against the cider

woman's check.

Mrs. Reynolds patted her daughter lov-

ingly. 1 suppose I do, or I should not

have married him," she said. " But, all the

same, 1 am not going to let him trample upon
me."

'" Of course not, mother."
Shirley laughed gently.
" Put on your pretty newjiat I saw in ynur

room," she said.

.Airs. Reynolds echoed the laugh.
'• Did you like it ? It suits me beautifully,"

she .said.

"I am sure it does, dear, and father will

fall in love with j'ou all over again."

Mrs. Reynolds, smiling to herself, went

across to her writing-desk.

You are a dear girl, Shirley, you seem to

have such an understanding heart. I suppos-^

it is silly of me,'' she went on, ' but T think it

is only because I love your father so much
that 1 quarrelled with him."

You expect so much of love, Shirley,

and when you are disappointed you say the

most cruei thii>gs. You don't mean them
really, but you have to say them. Then your
pride ]irevents j'ou from explaining, and
suddenly you find you have voiced every little

grievance you ever had. Then it's too late to

draw back. But wc won't talk about it any
more. Perhaps it will all come right."

She turned to her desk.
' I must attend to my correspondence,

Shirley," she remarked half apologetically.
"' Oh, of course, mother. I have an ap-

pointment at eleven."

'An appointment, Shirley?" echoed her

mother.
'J'he girl nodded.
" Yes, I'm only going to see an old school

friend. 1 had a message this morning from
her. It seems she saw me come into the hotel

last night. She wants me to meet her to-day
at her cousin's house. I won't be long. Don't
forget I'm coming back for you by twelve
o'clock. Be ready."

And with another kiss she was away.

Revenge.

IX another part of the town another couple
were seated at breakfast.

'J'hey were Lola Wayne and her
father.

Mr. Wayne had not been to bed. and as he
sat opposite his daughter there was a peculiar

expression on his face.

After a curt "Good-morning" at her
entrance, he had not addressed another word
to her.

Lola Wayne had had a fright the previous
xiight, and she had not slept at all well.

Her father had brought her home from the
studio, and she was wondering if he would
allow her to go to the theatre and fulfil her
engagement.

Suddenly she glanced up ; she could not

stand the silence any longer.
" Father ! What are you going to do ?

"

she said.

Mr. Wayne finished his coffee before he

troubled to answer her, and put down his cup.

Then he glanced coldly at her.

" I am going to give your friend Mr.

Reynolds a lesson," he said, " with the help

of your friend Mr. Trask."

Trask ! What do you mean ? " she asked.

A cruel smile played round the corners

of the man's mouth.
" Mr. Tra.sk and I arranged it last night."
" Arranged what ?

"

Again he smiled.
' The little girl—Shirley. That's her name,

isn't it ? Reynolds shall know what it feels ,

like to have a daughter kidnapped."'
" Stop !

"

Lola had risen to her feet ; her face was

ghastly pale.

She'put out her hand with a swift, compelling

movement.
" Y'ou are wrong," .she said harshly. " It

wa.'j Trask who brought me to the citj'. Ti-ask

with whom I ran away."
" You lie," cried the man, staring at her.

Lola sank back into her chair.
' No ! It is the truth," she said, and then

her head fell on her arms across the table,

as she burst into tears.

Mr. AVaync got slowly ui>, and for soma
moments he stood gazing down at her.

'"Trask!" he said in a bewildered voice.
' Trask ?

"

Lola sobbed wretchedly.

Mr. Wayne threw his hands above his head.

"Don't cry," he said to her. ''fome and

help me. Good heavens, what have I done?
"

Five minutes later he was in a taxi-cab,

whirling through the streets.

Reconciled.

IX a room in an hotel, Mr. and Jlrs. Reynolds

sat awaiting Shirley. Their little Shirley

had been accused of murder. Bravely

.she had told the story of what had happened.

She had been lured to a house by a false mes-

sage. In the struggle with her captor he
had missed his footing and fallen out of an
open window. The man was Trask—and ha
was dead.
At first the case looked black against her,

but ^\ hen Mr. Wayne, now very repentant of

the mischief he had caused, told his story,

Shirley was acquitted.

The news was brought to her anxious

parents as they sat trying to comfort each

other. The terrible experience of the past

few days had shown them how dear to each
other they were.

All the difierences of the past were wiped
out in the face of this great sorrow.

Shirley came upon them unawares, and,

throwing an arm round each, burst into

tears.
" We must not be miserable any more,"

she sobbed.
For answer, mother and father both ki-ssed

her. and the three sat quite silent for a while,

entwined in each other's arms.

Then Love Came.

SHIRLEY was walking in her garden under
the light of a harvest moon. Down the

path, to meet her, came a tall, lithe figure,

but she did not run to meet him, for Shirley- had
suddenly grown shy.

Dick Ormsby came up to her and took both

her hands in his.

" Shirley, do you care a little for me ?

Will you come to me and let me have the light

to protect you always, darling ? Will you be

my wife ?
"

The girl placed her hands upon his shoulders.
" I love you, Dicky," she whispered.

" And I just want you to hold me and never

let me go again."
" I won't," cried Dick emphatically.

He held her very closely for a moment and
then their lips met.

Adapted by permission of the Fox Fir.M

CoMP.\NY from i)Kidents in their pJiolo-phii/,

" Other INIen's DAtJr;HTERS,"/pf(/i<ri«3' Pec.gy

Hyland as Shirley Reysot.ds.

Sliirlcii nMliscs the message teas a Irnp
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CHARLIE'S LOVE LOOK!

I'm getting to like you

—

She doesn't know I'm on
the earth—

I've made an impression

—

I Jove you I I love you!
I LOVE you!—

But—nobody loves Af£.

THE REAL CHARLIE CHAPLIN.
An Intimate Pen Picture Of The World's Greatest Jester, Who Believes There Is No Place Like Home.

TO most men there is one thing that is above all things sacred, and
that they would guard from the prying gaze of a curious world.

This place they call " Home."
The movie star, however, lives in the limelight, and earning a colossal

salary, likes to have something to show for it. Which perhaps explains .

why the American' magazines are full of flamboyant descriptions of the

palatial residences of these super-twinklers on the film horizon.

There is one man, however, who.se home is a sanctuary in the truest

sense of the word, for Charlie Chaplin lightly argues that the man whose
work places him continually in the public e3 e can only preserve his sanity

and a wholesome outlook on life by reserving for himself a refuge to which
he can retire, and, for a space, be—just himself.

Chaplin's home is neither sumptuous nor Bohemian. I'lverything in his

surroundings testifies to his excellent natural taste. He likes quiet, restful

colours, comfortable furniture meant for use, and plenty of flowers. He, is

a great reader. 1 think music is his only real hobby outside his work,

and a fine concert '"gi'aud," his 'cello and violin, are the only articles of

luxury m Charlie's den."

He Loves Work.
CHAPLIN is first and foremost a worker. On his desk there are

always numerous scrajis of paper full of ccmedy inspirations in

his nervous, characteristic hand, and there is a dictaphone at his

bedside to record any brain-waves that " happen along " during the night.

Charlie is naively detached in his attitude towards his wealth. He liates

to be bothered with money, and when travelling, his secretary settles

all his bills, and merely reminds his ab.sent-uiinded " boss " of a morning
that he has put a few banknotes into his pocket against emergencies. On
a certain occasion, one of Chaplin's bankers .sent him a hurry call, as an
important investment needed his personal attention. The messenger was
sent back with the answer that Charlie was open to discuss the matter if

the manager would take a walk with him in the park. " 1 hate banks," was
the only reason he gave, " and I hate talking to men behind desks. I guess

it's because of the memory of the time when I was a little boy and went
hunting for a job."

His Early Struggles. —

HE loves harmless fun and a good storj^ but fundamentally he is a serious

man, and I think the memory of his early straggles has left a mark
on his soul that time will never efface. " AVliat I need, you know,"

he once said in his C[uaint, whimsical wa}', is someone to keep me from
feeling pathetic about myself ; someone to saj', ' Here, j-ou poor little devil,

what business have you to feel sorry "for yourself, you poor lonely child,

with no one to love you, and only about one million pounds between
yourself and starvation ? Come, get up here and work !

' That's what
I need."

Charlie's warm and unspoilt nature is best shown in his passionate love of

little children. There is a big hot^l at Pasadena, and when he takes a day
off from his work, he slips down there, gathers the children around him on
the sunny porch, and tells them stories. Every child loves him, for he

is still a child at heart, and they just feel he is one of themselves. His
weekly post runs into thousands of letters, but those he treasures most are

the ones that come from his little friends, telling him about all their joj'S

r.nd sorrows that mean so much to every child.

The Portrait Of A Woman.

TO (-oncludc. Showing some pictures one day to a friend, Cliaplin

came to one, a woman's portrait, at which he gazed for a time
with loving, tender eyes. " My mother !

" he then .said simpl}'.
" To her I owe everything and all that I am to-day."

And, knowing that a great son is invariably the work of a gi'eat mother,
I still like to recall that memory of little Charlie Chaplin gazing with dim
eyes at his mother's picture. E.G.

A recent home portrait of Charlie Chaplin, who, in the comedy

which he is at present filming, for the time abandons the world-

famous Chaplin character, and is appearing in a totally different

role, which he hooes you will find just as amusing.
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CINEMA

LOVE REALISED. STOLEN. FAREWELL.
Violet Hopson niid Basil Gill in Norma Talmadge niul Robert Harron in Olga Petrova mul Thomas Harding in

'•Crucifixion." {Hn.adiini) "The Mitfuimj Banknote." iTr:„„jtcj ''The Life Ma^il-." ^w.in.ir,:,,..

Cinema stars in thrilling love scenes express their emotions in the oldest way in the world—the silent language of the kiss.
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This Breathless Drama of Love and Revenge BEGINS TO-DAY.

The Night of the Storm.

A STORM of exceptional violence was
raging along the Devonshire coast.

The rain fell in blinding sheets, and
the waves rolled in solemnly like great hills

come to life, and then crashed to ruin with

iindescribable fury on the stony beach.

In the shelter of a rocky boulder, jutting

out at the foot of the overhanging cliff, three

men crouched, and stared with intent,

fascinated gaze at the tumultuous sea.

In appearance they had little in common.
One was a big giant of a fellow, with an
enormous chest and great arms like a black-

smith's. As he leaned against the boulder

he thrust out his round, close-shaven, bullet-

head and glared at the sea as at an enemy.
The man who stood by his side was a young

fellow of five-and-twenty. He was clean-

limbed, well set-up, and his attitude was
easy, almost nonchalant. A flickering flash

of lightning revealed the fact that his face

was handsome, and that a smile, half-humorous,

played about his well-shaped mouth.
At the feet of these two sat a little old man,

hugging his knees. He was any age over

si.xty. His little puckered lace was rendered

even smaller than was natural as he tightened

up his lips over his toothless gums.
One thing united the three men. They were

all dressed alike. Each wore the misshapen
jacket and knickers stamped with the broad
arrow—the mark of the convict.

The little old man was the first to speak.
" Ho ! Wot a 'ajjpiness to be free !

" he
rxclaimed in a squeaky tone of bitter sarcasm.
" Noffink to cat, wet to the skin, and shivering

wif the cold ! I feel like a dead 'addock in a
fishmonger's shop. Garn ! .Jimmy Twiss,

wot yer grumbling at ? Where's yer grati-

tood ? You got yer freedom, ain't jer,

ain't yer ? Huh !

"

The other two took no notice of him, for

at that moment a more sustained flash of

lightning splintered the blackness of the

night and lit up the whole scene.
" Look ! Look ! Did you see that ? " cried

the big man, in a tone of hoarse excitement,

at the same time pointing eagerly out to sea.

"The open boat, you mean—close in to

the shore ? " said the young man by his side.

'• It's dragged its anchor, I fancy, and pretty

soon it will be knocked to pieces on the

beach."
The other gripped his arm fiercely.

" It's our chance—our one chance ! Are
you game ? " he roared in a frenzy of excite-

ment.
The younger man was silent for a bare

second, staggered by the suggestion.

Then he gave a reckless laugh.
" Why not ? " he shouted back. " It's one

thing or another—an ocean grave or a

warder's bullet ! What's the odds ? Come
along, Jimmy, we are going for a p'.casant

little row on the briny."
The little old man, as soon as he realised

the meaning of the other's words, sprang to
his feet and darted away with a scream of

terror.
" Wot ! Me trust myself in that there

boiling ! Not 'arf ! Who are yer getting at ?

I'm a-waitmg, I am ; when my number's up,
it's up. But I ain't a-shoving it up ! No
suicide stunt for Jimmy, thank j-e kindly !

You don't 'appen to hev gone off your napper,
do you, Jlister Blake ?

"

The other two men heard very little of

this ; they were already striding down
towards the water's edge.

The little old man, scared at being left

alone, followed reluctantly, expostulating
shrilly all the time.

The others took no notice of him.
" There it is !

" cried the big man, jiointing

into the blackness.
" Yes, she rides it well. It's a marvel she

hasn't Ijeen swamped. There's just a chance
if we could reach it !

" exclaimed his com-
panion.

The giant roared out a savage oath.
" I mean to reach it ! You can do as you

like. Go back to Bleakmoor, if you fancy it.

I don't !

"

As he uttered the words he plunged reck-

lessly into the sea, matching his brute
strength in a kind of frenzy against the fury

of the storm-tossed waves.
" Let 'im go, guv'nor, let big Ben go !

"

shrieked the little man, clutching frantically

at. his only remaining companion. Don't
desert me ! Don't frow away your precious

life. You promised you'd stick by me to the

end ! Don't go back on your word ! You're
a gentleman, Tom Blake ; I allers said so.

Don't make me out a liar. A gent wot is a
gent don't desert 'is pal ! You won't do it,

guv'nor ; say you won't do it !

"

Boom ! A gun sounded above the unearthly
racket of the storm.

" Hear that, Jimmy ? " said the young
man. " You know what it means. They have
discovered our flight, and they are after us.

This is our only chance, and I mean to take
it. So do you. I am going for that boat, and
you are coming with me. Come !

"

As he spoke he put his arm round the little

man and by sheer force rushed him headlong
into the waves.
There was one scream of terror, and then

no other human sound. The three desperate
men, fugitives from justice, had vanished,
swallowed up in the black fury of the storm-
ridden sea !

For hours longer the storm raged. The
great waves rolled in on a desolate shore and
crashed into seething cauldrons of foam at
the foot of the rocky cliffs.

The House on the River.

THERE is a charming villa, delightfully

situated on the bank of the Upper
Thames, not very far from Pang-

bourae. As a summer residence it has many
attractions, and from May to September it is

rarely unoccupied.
Late one evening, Just a week after the

great storm which had raged in the Channel
and strewn the southern coast of Engl nd

with wreckage, a young man sat alone in the
pleasant sitting-room of Weir View Villa.

Although it was the month of May, the day
had been chilly, and the remains of a fire

still smouldered in the grate.

The curtains were drawn in front of the
windows, which overlooked the river, and the
two standard electric lamps, with their

delicate red shades, gave a pleasant, warm
light to the apartment.
The man, in evening clothes, who reclined

in an easy-chair by the fire, his head thrown
back and his eyes fi.xed upon the ceiling, was
rather good-looking, in a dark, sleek way.
His features were small and clean cut, his

hair black and smooth, and he had a pair of

very bright, dark eyes.

At this time John Marsh was just thirty

years of age, and he had a good many reasons
to justify the complacent smile which played
about his well-shaped mouth.
He was a successful young man. Already

he had achieved most of the objects he had
set himself to win. He began life without
resources, other than his wits, only six or

seven years ago. .

To-night, however, he was a little restless.

He did not long l etain his recumbent attitude.

He glanced at the artistic little French clock
on the mantelpiece, and then at his watch.
Then he rose, and, going to the door, opened
it softly and stood listening for a few moments.
He heard nothing, and returned to his seat,

and sat strumming with his finger-tips on the
arm of his chair.

vSuddenly he thrust his hand into his

breast-coat pocket and drew out a letter-case.

From this he selected a newsjaaper cutting.

It was from a London evening newspaper, a
week old, and for six days John' Marsh had
carried it about with him.
He now read it through again, although he

knew it almost by heart. It was headed :

" Daring Escape from Bleakmoor," and ran
thus :

' Last night, during the storm, three
convicts effected an escape from Bleakmoor
Prison. Although the alarm was immediately
given, it was found impossible to get on the
track of the runaways, 'owing to the darkness
of the night. At dawn thLs morning, however,
the course taken by the fugitives was easily

traced. -
•

"They appear to have made their way at
once to the sea-coast. Here they comman-
deered an open boat and, in spite of the
furious storm- which was raging at the time,
the desperate men, with incredible daring,
attempted to put to sea.

"The boat has been found five miles aftay
along the coast, dashed to pieces on the rocks.
So far, only one body has been recovered,
but there is no doubt that all three of the
misguided men lost their lives in their fatal

dash for liberty.
" The names of the men ai-e Benjamin

Weyland, James Twiss, and Thomas Blake.
Weyland and Twiss were old offenders, well
known to the police. Blake will Ije remem-
bered in connection with the great llomney
Association Swindle, of two years ago. Blake
was serving a sentence of ten years penal
servitude for his complicity in that affair."

When John Jlarsh had read the paragraph
to the end he twisted the scrap of paper into a
ball and dropped it carefully on the embers of

the dying fire.
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It smouldered for a time and then burst into

flame.
" And tiiat's tliat !

" said the man. rising

to his feet and again consulting liis watch.

He switched off the light of the standard

lamp nearest to him and then walked across

the room to the other.

This stood between the two windows, and
he had just leached it when a slight sound
attracted his attention.

It seemed to come from the window on his

right, and his glance turned quickly in that

direction.

It was a very still night, and as he stood

listening he heard the sound agam, quite

clearly this time.

Someone was at the window. It was a

French window, concealed now by the close-

drawn curtains.

Marsh looked round as though in search of

a weapon, but seeing nothing suitable, he

drew back a little farther away from the

window, and waited, holding his breath.

Suddenly the folds of the curtains began

to ripple, and then they bellied out and a cold

current of air came into the room.
" Who's there ? " demanded the man in the

harsh voice of one who is afraid.
" Jack !

"

The curtains were flung apart and a man
sprang into the room.
He wore a ragged pair of trousers and a

fisherman's jersey, but his face was glowing

with eagerness and pleasure, and he advanced
towards John Marsh with both hands out-

stretched.

His whole appearance was of one who is sure

of his welcome. But the effect on Marsh was
startling.

He fell back a pace, his jaw dropped, a

sickly pallor crept over his dark face, and into

his burning eyes came a look of indescribable

horror.

' The intruder laughed.

It was a boyish, good-humoured, chuckling

laugh, quite free from cynicism or bitterness.
" It's me all right, old boj'. I'm not a

ghost !
" he exclaimed cheerfull3\

" Tom—Tom Blake !
" gasped Marsh

stupidly.

'The newcomer nodded, and gripping the

other's clammy hand shook it lieartilj'.

" Thought I might catch you here. You
always had a fancy for this jolly little place.

What times we've had here, eh ?
"

" I—I thought you were dead," said Marsh
feebly.

He was recovering his scattered wits very

slowly.
" Everyone thinks that. Isn't it a glorious

bit of, iucki'l e.Kclaimed the unwelcome
visitor, crossing to the fire and stirrmg it

vigorously into a blaze. " If it hadn't been
for that we shouldn't have had an earthly.

Two of us got ashore after the smash up

—

your humble servant and old Jimmy Twiss.

You must know Jimmy, old boy. He's a
marvel ! Between ourselves. Jack, I don't

think much of the criminal classes—not all

there, you know
;

mentally deficient, that's

my candid opinion. But Jimmy is different.

I .saved his life the night we got away, but he's

saved mine a dozen times since. He got me
these clothes. What do you think of them ?

"

He laughed in that frankly boyish way that

was getting more and more on the other's

nerves.
" What—what are you going to do ? " said

Marsh, concealing his agitation as well as he
could.

" That is what I want to talk to j-ou about,

old chap. You will be able to help me a lot,"

replied the convict seriously, as he seated

himself before the fire and warmed his liands

over the blaze. " All alone here ? Any
visitors ?

"

" No."
" Servants in bed, I sujipose ?

"

" Yes."
" Good ! That gives us breathing-time,

anywaj'. If you knew the hide-and-seek
game we've been playing the last week, you'd
know how glad I am to bo in a place where I

know I'm safe for a few hours. Jimmy is

outside, you know, in the boat-house. He
opened the window for me ; he's got a gift

that way. But I thought I had better come
in alone, in case you had visitors."

John Marsh nodded and waited for more.

He and Tom Blake had been very intimate
in the old days, but he was a good deal as-

tonished to find that two years of Bleakmoor
had not brushed any of the bloom ofi his old

friend's amazing simplicity.

The convict went on. He seemed eager to

talk.

" I'll fetch him in presently. But first we'll

have our little chat. I've got an immense
lot to tell you, and then there are our plans for

the future. But before anything, old boy,
give me the news ; I'm starving for it, Lucy."

As he spoke he looked up, and there was an
eager, anxious look in his brown eyes.

"All right !
" replied Marsh. " Fit and

well."
" Thank God for that ! I knew .she would

not give way. She is the bravest woman ia

the world, Jack—the bravest and the best !

"

Then he gave a quick look at the other.
" She is comfortable ? No monej- troubles,

eh 1
"

" Oh, no ; I liave seen . to that," replied

Marsh quickl3\ '"She has not wanted ^for

anything."
" Of course not," said the convict apolo-

getically. " I never doubted you would look
after her. All the same, I'm grateful, Jack.
AVhere is she now ?

"

John Blarsh liad seated himself at a littia

distance from his visitor and had now regained
something of his outward calm.

' In Scotland," he replied. " She ia

staying with friends. Her address
"

He stopped suddenly and looked confused.
The other glanced at him inquiringly.

John Marsh leaned forward and put his

hand on the convict's .shoulder.

"You know, Tom, how glad I am to sea

yoU) how splendid it is to see you alive and
well," he said in a voice which betrayed
emotion, real or assumed. " Somehow wa
must find a way to get you out of the country.
The world thinks you dead. That gives us
our opportunity. The more I think of it tha
better I like your chances. But with regard
to your wife, of course, she would be over-

joyed to know 3'ou were living when she
thinks you dead, but I do not think it would
be wise under the circumstances to com-
municate with her just now ?

"

The convict opened his eyes wide.
" Good lord, no ! I wasn't thinking of it !

'*

he exclaimed. " Lucy must continue to
believe me dead until "—his eyes hardened
and a resolute note came into his voice

—

" untU I have cleared my name."
John Marsh gave him one swift, furtive

glance and then averted his gaze. " And I'll

do-it. Jack!" cried Blake, suddenly rising to
his feet and striking the palm of his hand with
his fist. " With your help I'll do it. Y'ou
know what a travesty of justice that trial was.

Y'ou know I knew no more about that hideous
business than a new-born babe. I was just

put up to shield some clever villain in the
background. Now, who was it ? That's
what we've got to find out."

He put his hand as he spoke on his friend's

chest and looked earnestly into his dark eyes.
" The evidence was cooked. You saw it

yourself. I know you did the best j'ou coidd
for nie, old boy, but there was someone
behind it all, too clever for us innocents, who
was scheming from first to last to save himself

bv putting tlie blame on me. I saw his hand
working at every stage of the trial ; every
new and cunning lie was concocted by liim.

But for the life of me I could never guess who
it was. Where did the money go to ? If

we could only find out that we could put our
hand on the man who ruined my life. Got a
cigarette ?

"

John Marsh crossed the room to a side-

board, and came back with a box of cigarettes.

Tom Blake selected one and lit it.

" But never mind that for the moment."
he went on. " I will only say this—I mean to

find out the truth and get a new trial. I

mean to clear my name. Once or twice in tha
last two years 1 nearlv gave up hope, and onl,v

the thought of Lucy kept me from going mad.
But now I am a free man and, by Heaven, I'll

fight ! Nothing on earth shall stop me from
running to earth the cowardly villain who
saved his own skin at my expense and senti

me to the living hell of Bleakmoor !
"'

John Marsh nodded .sympathetically, buS
seemed anxious to change the subject.

' And now, Tom, what are vour presenti

plans ? How can I help you '.' You know
\()U have only to conunand me."

(Continued on the next page.)

Boom ! A gun sounded above the unearthly racket of the storm ! " Hear
that, Jimmy?" said the young man. " Jt means they are after us. / am going

for that boat, and you are coming with me. Come !
"
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" I know that, old boy," replied Blake
warmly. " A friendship like ours doesn't need
(o bo talked about. First of all there's money
and then a change of clothes "

" Right ! I'll SCO about that at once," said
Marsh quickly, taking a step towards tho door.

" No, no, old boy," protested the other.
" There is no desperate hurry. My idea is to
stay here for the night, and

—

—

"

'• Eh ?
"

John Marsh had wheeled round and was
staring almo.st wildly at his visitor.

" .Sorry, old boy, it's impossible !

"

John Marsh uttered the words desperately.
Tom Blake stared at him.
" Impossible ? Why on earth is it impossible?"

he asked, without anger, but in sheer surpri.se.
" I can't explain," returned Mar.sh excitedly,

and seeming to swallow sometliing that stuck in
his throat. " But it's a fact. You can't stay
here to-night. I'll give you money, clothes, any-
thing you want, but you must get away."
As he spoke he seemed to stagger, and caught

at tho mantelpiece for .support.

In a moment Tom Blalce was by his side.
" Why, man, you aro ill !

" he exclaimed.
A deathly pallor indeed had come into John

Marsh's face.
" No, no," he said. " A touch of heart. The

old trouble, you. know. It, is nothing—1 sl)all

bo oil right in a few moments."
He sank into a chair, breathing heavily-
Then, with a feeble smile, he turned again to

his friend.
" You think me unreasonable, Tom ?

"

" Well, frankly, I do, old boy. Under the
circumstances

"

"1 know—I know! But honestly, I can't.

The truth is
'

" Well "
.

." I am married !

"

The convict stared incredulously for a monieut,
and then his eyes danced with laughter.

" Married ? You ? Never ! Well, upon my
word ! And yet, why not "J But I never dreamt
of such, a thing. I always looked upon you as a
confirmed old bachelor. So you were caught at
last. Good luck to you, old son !

"

" Thanks !

"

" When did it occur ?
"

John jMarsh raised his head and fixed his

companion with liis dark eyes.
" Tliis afternoon. This is my wedding day !

"

Tom Blake stared at the speaker wide-eyed,
and for several moments could not find words.

" Good lord !
" he ejaculated at length. " My

dear Jack, forgive me. When I camp in at that
window I had the idea—just for the moment,
you know—that I wasn't welcome. And I

confess I was hurt. But now I understand.
You should have told me at once. An escaped
convict is not exactly tho .sort of visitor one
would welcome on one's wedding day. Jove,
what a situation ! Look here, Jack ^\ hy,
man, what's WTong ?

"

Then, suddenly, John Marsh uttered a deep
groan and his whole body coUap.sed.

Horrified, Tom Blake gazed down at him.
" My God, he's dead !

" he cried.

Then lie lushed to the bell to summon as-

sistance. But just as he reached it he paused,
?tartled by a sound just outside the room.

His past week's experience in avoiding
capture had rendered his senses very keen.
With a swift, noiseless movement, he crossed

the room and stepped behind the curtains at
the window.
Uven as he did so there came a gentle lap at

the door.

Then the door softly and slowly opened,
though no one appeared.

' Jack ! Aie you there ? Jack !

"

Then, when there was no answer, the .speaker

appeared.
She was a tall, beautiful girl, with a tumbled

ma.ss of golden hair about her shoulders.

Her lovely face wore a look of alarm as she
peered into the apparently empty room.
Then s-ho saw tho motionless figure in the

cljair, and with a cry she sprang forward.
" Jack !

" she cried in terror. " .lack ! Jack !

And the convict in his place of concealment
<t<)od rigid like a figiu'e turned lo marble.
Tho curtains were slightly apart, and between

tlicm he gazed out upon the scene.

His eyes, now stern and hard, were fixed on
the beautiful, scared face of the woman.

It was tho face of his wife 1

(Another instalment of this story next week.)

WHY I LIKE AND DISLIKE FILM ACTING.
By OWEN NAHES.

[P/io'.u : Claude llarris.

OWEN NARES.

I
DO both like and dislike acting before a
film camera. I like it because of the
relief it afford.s me from the monotony of

stage work.
This is particularly so if I am acting in a

play which is enjoying a long run.

The monotony of playing the same part

night after night for two and three year.s is

obvious to anyone. It also confines one to

tho town (or very near^ it) where the .show

is playing.

Lack of variety in one's work does not tend
to restfulncss. You get into a groove and, like

Micawbcr, would wdqome something to turn up-
to jog tlie monotony.

The Earth for a Stage.

I
ALWAYS find film work strangely restful,

which is a great comfort. And only a
busy actor can appreciate the real signifi-

cance of a restful occupation. In the produc-

tion of a film there are

numberless "waits."
Curiously enough, this

waiting about generally

gets on the nerves of most y''

artists. But I always manage to rest more
during periods of taking a film tlian on a day
1 have no film engagement.

Plenty of Variety.

THE scenes for film productions are for the
most part conducted amid beautiful
pastoral sairoundings, wliich 1 thor-

oughly enjoy and appreciate.
Further, cinema acting is intei-esthig work

as opposed to stage work. • Freedom of move-
ment alone is of tremendous a.ssistance to an
actor. The average space of a stage in most
of the theatres in the Kingdom is twenty
square yards.

In a film, space is almost illimitable, jiiro-

viding it is in the focus of the camera.
The advantages thus gained arc inestimable,

and enables actors and actresses freedom of
movement they desire, but cannot obtain, on
the legitimate stage.

Screen acting calls for quite a different form
of expression too. The eyes play an im portant
l)art, whilst without facial expression an actor
who is successful on the stage would assuredly
fail before the camera.

Evening-Dress in the Morning.

MY reasons for di.shking film acting are
several.

'

The horror of driving about llic;

countryside Or suburbs with a yellow face,

wearing evening-dress at ten o'clock in tho
morning, I confess 1 do not rehsh.

A yellow make-up is, of cour.^e, essential for
film acting. When it is confined to tli(^

l)rccincts of a studio, comment would Ijc

superfluous, but outside it—

—

Several " Reel " Wedding Days.

I WAS once suspected of being a German
spy by a dear old lady when operating in

St. James's Park in a propaganda film.

But far worse than this ! I have been
mariied several times on the film. Once tho
inevitable crowd that as.sembles to watch a

film " take " thought it was a real wedding.

£250,000 for Five Years* Work.

IHA'VE received some tempting ofllcrs to

visit the States and do film work. And
I reahse the wonderful money to b.-;

My best offer was made to me bv
D. W. Griffith, (who offered
me work there which was
to reahse £250,000 in five

years.

I preferred to slay in

England and act.

earned there.

ICra.'ijcr.

Mr. OWEN NARES and Miss ISOBEL ELSOM in "Tinker, Tailor. Soldier, Sailor."
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A SIREN OF THE SCREEN IN HER GREATEST SUCCESSES.

Tkeda Bara,

Nellie Lyne in " THE FORBIDDEN PATH." Theda Bara : Herself. Lolette in " THE SHE DEVIL."
As Juliet in " ROMEO AND JULIET."

known to the world's cinema-goers as the greatest exponent of Siren and Vampire woman characters. In the centre photograph
however, we see her. for once, as the trusting Juliet in that greatest of all romantic plays, " Romeo and Juliet " (Fox Star).

^ •



Who's Who in

ON the left is Marie Walcamp, who, as you
know, has a way with wild animals. The
two cubs she is cuddling appear with her in

The Transatlantic serial "The Moon Child."

TJa rktau Hhow, May ZrJ, 1

On the right are the delightful " Fox Kiddies,"
or, to give them their rightful names, Francis /

Carpenter and Virginia Corbin.

Eddie Lyons, known to

his admirers as " the
boy with the golden
smile." He is never
seen without his chum,
Lee Moran, whom you

see below.

Eva Nova
the Tra
atlantic s

in L - K o
comedies

Slim Gale Henry.
Here, on our left, is a portrait
of Gale Henry, principal
comedienne of the Joker
Company of the Trans-
atlantic Films. She is so
thin she has to sleep on
three feather beds. When
she "wore the bathing cos-
tume in this week's picture,
"She Was Some Vampire. '

'

she was told she looked like

a strip of striped ribbon
wafted along by the breeze.
What she lacks in width
she makes up in length.
The distance from her ankle
to her knee is incredible.

She is an adept in the art
of eccentric make-up. Gale
Henry is nothing if not
eccentric. She has a talent

lor the grotesque that
almost amounts to

genius. Miss Henry
has not even ordi-

nary taste when it

comes to pets. Hers

is an orang-outang.
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This Week's
IJERE IS Mary Miles Winter, the popular

Bolton Star, who, although only sixteen
years of age, is earning a salary running into

see her this week in
Birds That Prey."
Mary has won for herself the title of "The

Fairy Child "—you cannot imagine her growing
up Ever since she appeared in "The Fairy
and the Waif," a story as well known in
America as our own" Peter Pan."

Ivy Close, who won the English Beauty
prize as she appears in the Broadwest
photo-play Crucifixion."

OUISE HUFF.

Alma Taylor Again.

Alma Taylor, whose
sympathetic acting in
"Cornin' Through the
Rye '

' won the admira-
tion of Queen Alex-
andra. We are soon
to see her in the
Hepworth picture
version of Peggy
Webling's famous
novel, " Boundary
House," in which she
stars with Gerald

Ames.

Lee Mo ran,
who with Eddie
Lyons (up on
the left) fea-
ture in Star
comedies. One
is never seen
without the other. They
have the same friends—
and even like (he same

kind of girl.
Gladys Varden is one
of the most popular
of the L-Ko comedy
girls.— TnidsuMuyijie.
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IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
The Charm of Your Favourite Cinema Star—The Romance of Mae Marsh's Jumper, and How to

Make One for Yourself—Fascinating with a Scarf — Frocks on the Film.

DON'T r-aiss the froc ks

in '' The Reason
Wliy," flic Gau-

niont fihn version of

Ellnot Glyn's well-

Ivnown novel. In flii.s

plioto-phiy Miss Clara
Kimball Young wears
no fewer than nineteen

magnifieent gowns,
newly created for her by
the famous autliority on
fashion, Liieillc—Lady
Duff-Gordon—who, by
the way, is actually a
sister of Miss Elinor
(i[yn. The scenes in an
old English castle home
shows some beantifu

ideas for furnishing. It

is a film every woman
who loves pretty things

should see

You can knit this Jumpe'^
for yourself by following

(be simple instructions

•riven on this page.

SEENA OWEN {Triangle).

WITH Peace we can look forward to the
return of pre-war festivities. Once
more we go out at night tim,e to dance

and theatre, and once more the old quest for

a substitute for a hat is with us.

Nearly every girl possesses a scarf, and it

she does not, they are easily procurable, either

in chiffon or tulle. Wound round the head, as

tScena Owen wears it in the photograph, it is

a fascinating adjunct to an evening wrap.

Ethel Clayton's Health Recipe.

DO you know Ethel Clayton's recipe for

keeping fit ? Here it is. " Eat, and
pay as much attention to your food

as a man does," she says. " Most women do

not, and that is why they soon go down and
out." Ethel Clayton (she is Mrs., by the way)
should bo an authority on keeping fit, for she

works in the studio morning, noon, and niglit.

She keeps going when nine out of every ten

women would have long since dropped from
sheer exhaustion

MAE MARSH {Qoldtajn).

A Pretty Story.

THERE is a very pretty story attached to

this delightful knitted jumper worn by
Miss Mae Marsh, the Coldwyn vStar, in

licr next film. It was knitted by a little girl.

Kathleen Monahan by name, who is blind. All

her sisters constantly visited jjicture-houses,

and for a year Kathleen had been hearing the

praises of Mae Marsh sung by them for so

long that she came to love her, too.

The Romance of a Jumper.

EVERY time a new " Jlae Marsh " film

came to their picture-house they would
tell Kathleen all about it. Her visua-

lisation of Mae Marsh was as acute as if she
had not been sightless, and to express her
happiness Miss Monahan detcrrnined to give

Miss Marsh material evidence of it. That is

how the idea for the jumper came into being.

The colour, a beautiful fawn, was chosen
because Miss Jlonahan sensed that that shade
would express the delicate, elusive c{U,ality of

tlie Cioldwyn star s individuality.

A Blind Girl's Gift.

THIS gift touched Miss Marsh more than
anything she had ever received. With-
in an hour of receiving it she WTOte to

the little blind girl thanking her, and, as an
expres.'i'ion of gratitude, she made it a part of

one of her costumes in her Goldwj'n picture,

"AH Women." A photo-play which will be
released the 19th of this month.

I have been able to get full instructions for

knitting this delightful jumper, which is the
easiest possible pattern to make, so if .^ou

would like to make one for your.self. follow
these instructions.

The "Mae Marsh" Jumper Pattern.
Full Instructions for Knitting.

TO knit this jersey you will require about
IJ ib. of ddiible knitting wool and a setof
four No. C bone needles; but if you are a

loose knitter get one size finer, tbat is No. 7.

In ordinary medium knitting (neither loose not
ti<;ht) you should get five stitehcs to the inch.
The amount of wool given will allow forany extra
taken up with Inoser knitting or to have a littio

over for longer sleeves. The size given is for a
n'.ediurn figure, 36 inch bust measurement, and
the correct jumper length 26 inches from shoul-
der to liem.

A Smart touch is given to the whole effect if

tlio little bands of single rib are knitted in .a

different colour or black; you might carry out
a scheme for school or club colours, or even
re<;imcntal colours. About 4 ounces of the colour
will be sufiicient.

Abbreviations : k—knit, p—purl.^
Begin at the hein by casting on lOi stitches,

then slip the first stitch purlways and knit to

end of row. Repeat this row, always slipping
the first stitch, until you have done 26 altogether.
This will make thirteen ribs, as it takes two rows
to make a rib, and should measure about three
inches.

In the next row you begin the single rib of
knit 1 and purl 1. and if you are introducing a
colour you must join it here, and only bring vip

the main colour with the first stitch of each row,
then drop it and continue the row with the new
colour.

21t/i rov : I plain and 1 piu-l to end of row.
Repeat this row five more times. Do 12

more rows of plain knitting. 6 rows of single rib,

12 rows of plain and again 6 row.= of single rib.

Now continue plain knitting until the work
measures eighteen inches.

Next row; Sl.pl.k J. pi, knit plain to
within four stitches of the cud, then p J,

kl,pl,kl.
Next row : Like last row until within fivo

stitches of end, then p J, and k 1. to end.
Work the last two rowS alternately five moro

times.
Next row : S I, p 1. k 1, p ], k 27. then p 7,

k 1, p 1, k 1, turn, leaving the rest of the row
unworked.
Next ro^o : Like the last row until within 5

stitclies of end, then p 1. k 1, to end.
Repeat the last two rows imtil the back of the

shoulder is reached, about 60 rows. Leave
these stitches on the needle, break off the wool.
Take another needle and join wooFto the first,

stitch after the firs.t shoulder row and cast off

34 stitches.

Now on the remaining '3.5 stitches work the
second shoulder, exactly like the first. VS'ork

across this shoulder once more, then cas4' on
34 stitches for the back of neck, knit acro.s.s

second shoulder, taking care to keep tlie pattern
of rib correct.

Continue tliese rows until j-ou have the six
rows of single rib at the back of neck as in front,
then continue with the ribbing at beginning
and ends of needle and plain knitting in the
middle until you reach down to the first under-
arm row of front, folding the work at top of

shoulder to measure. From this point continue
low for row like the front.

The Sleeves: Join on the wool to the first

stitch at imderann, put the needle through the
two loops of a stitch and draw the wool through ;

do tliis through each stitcli right roimd to tho
last stitch left for underarm ; these were
marked out by the single ribbing worked at side.

Now continue to knit in plain knitting, decreasing
one stitch by knitting two together at tho
begiiming of each row until the stitches aro
reduced to 60, then continue on tliese stitches

until within about six inches of the length
required for sleeve. Do six rows of single

ribbing to match hem of jumper. 6 rows plain,

6 rows ribbing, 6 rows plain and again a third

band of ribbing, then plain rows until full

length of sleeve is attained, and cast off as
explained for back of jumper.
Sew up siile .seams and sleeve seams beginning

nt the hem. Take a stitch from each side of the
scam' B.nd use the same wool as in jumper.]!?^
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GERALD AMES. Popular British Star ol Stage and Screen
Describes Some of His Worst Experiences.

GERALD AMES, the well-known actor of

stage and screen, has decided to devote

the whole of his time to tlic producing

.if picture-plays only, and has joined the Hep-
worth Fihn Company.
For close upon ten years Mr. Ames has

dieted on the stage, and nearly five years ago

lie turned his attention to the art of the photo-

play, chiefly because a great future is in its

n^alms, and also on account of his fondness

for sport and the out-of-door life which is one
i f the advantages of acting for the screen.

Now he has decided that he prefers the

Ncreen to the stage.

In these portraits you see him in private

life—off to the hunt, and as a gentleman-

jockey.

'I'he last picture is an unconventional snap-

shot taken recently, showing a nasty spill ho

ichcarsed "for the lilms." (ierald Ames is

nothing if not thorough, and you can see for

yourself that this accident was not faked.

His Only Duel.

CHATTING with him tlie other day, he
said that, though he has fought in many
fencing contests both at home and

abroad, he has only been in one mil duel hi

the course o/ his life, and then, by a strange

coincidence, his opponent was a German.
He proved the victor, but he said he would

never forget the feeling of faintness that came
over him as he felt his sword pierce the Hesh

of the arm of his opponent.

What to See Him In.

NEXT week we can sec liim in " A Turf
Conspiracy." This is a film adapted

from the racing novel by the popular

Australian writer, Nat Gould, and we are

given a picture of the Epsom race-course in

the big race scene.

Following next month, comes his first

ajipearance in a Hepworth picture, in " Boun-
dary House," in which he stars with the ever-

))opular cinema favourite, Alma Taylor. The
combination of these two jilaj'crs in one

picture sliould make " Boundary House "

—

which is a film version of Peggy ^Vebling"--

novel—a particularly attractive tilm.

A Real Birthday Treat.

SOMETIMES a very trying experience is

very humorous afterwards, and tliis is

the ease with the other story lie tells.

The occasion was his birthday and this is

liow his colleagues celebrated it.

Ho was playing in '"The Drums of Oude,"
which, you will remember, is a story of the

Indian Mutiny. A handful of English ollicers,

with one white girl in their care, are trying

to hold out with what seems certain death

before them.
Ames, in the part of the senior oftlcei',

almly lighted a big cigar. Suddenly, however,
lie was badly shaken by an explosion inside

the'cigar, and he was sorely puzzled as to what
was the matter. Any sign of disquiet woidd
have ruined the play, so he grimly smoked
on. Again and again the cigar exploded. Later
he found a mischievous comrade had introduced

several match-heads into the cigar !

Where He Stuck.
Later, when the tension of the play was at

its height, a fellow-officer came to shake
liands

—
" Good-bye !

" To his horror Mr.
Ames found he left in his hand a particularly

sticky fly-paper, business side to his Jiand.

The last joke was when the business of tho
play required him to take a small cake from
a dish on the table. He nearly laughed out
loud when he found that the cakes had been
strung together with thin thread, like a
si ring of sausages, and he took, not one, but
tlic lot from the plate !

Jt says much for Mr. Ames as an actor that
the play was not ruined. ' What do you say ?
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

Mrs. Vernon Castle in "The Convict."

MRS. VERNON C'ASTf.J^., who is paying
Loiulon a visit, is a great cinema
favourite, and I'athe promises us a real

sensation when " 'J'lie Ciirl from Boliemia " is

released.

Mrs. Castle is quite at the top of lier form
in this powerful fihn, and there are some very

exciting scenes, especially one where Mi's. Castle

risks her life in a rough sea to rescue a little

girl. This picture is the last she took part in

before the tragic death of her husband, Captain
Vernon Castle, who was a British Army aviator.

Whenever Mrs. Vernon Castle revisits her old

home in New Rochelle, New York, she says she

is besieged liy her former cluuns and girl friends

who went to .school with her, for advice on how
to get into the movies. Mrs. Castle went to

the screen fresh from lier triumphs as premier

ball-room artiste, without previous training or

Btudy. Yet in her brief screen career of less

than two years, she has earned nearly £100,000.

.

The Next Clara Kimball Young Story.

AFTER seeing this week's select jiicture " Tlie

Reason A\ hy," you will be interested to

know that another film is coming soon,

BtaiTing Miss Clara Kimball Young.
This is " The Savage Woman," adapted from

the French novel '' La Fille .Sauvage."

Clara Kimljall Young in this film plays the

part of a girl brought up in the jungle, being

transplanted in the midst of the smartest of

Parisian society. You can imagine the sen-

sation she causes.
•

A Would-be Cinema Star.

BY the way. here is the latest story .she has
to tell. Stepping into her kitchen one day
recently to interview the new char-

woman, she was puzzled by feeling she liad

seen the applicant before somewhere. The face

was familiar, tliough she neither knew the name
nor could she recognise the voice.

" Haven't I seen you before somewhere ?
"

queried Miss Young hesitatingly.
" No, mum," blandly answered the artist

of the washtub, " we have never met before,

liut you have seen my picture. I am a movie
actress myself, mum. I want to get a job in

your company, and am willing to start with
jou as your washlady."

Miss Young was taken aback : then slowly

it dawned upon her that the previous day's
post had brought her a picture of a buxom Irish
woman in full evening dress, long evening gloves,
shoes and spats, and a large picture hut perched
on top of a large, round head. On the pict ure was
written; " Bridget Ann McCilliendy, Actre.ss."

The charlady's identity was discovered,
and Bridget now holds the centre of the stage
of Miss 'V'oung's kitchen. At present no part
on the lectures has been allocated to her.

An All-British Photo-Play.

BELOW is a scene from " A Turf Con-
spiracy ''—a Broadwest photo-play with
an all-British cast, starring Violet Hopson

and flerald Ames.
" A Turf Conspiracy " contains all the excite-

ment of horse-racing, combined with a really
strong domestic drama. This fihn is relea-sed

ne.\t week, when we shall tell you the whole
storj- in pictures.

Another Mae Marsh Film Coming.

M.\E I\IARSH'S\ ersatility knows no bounds.
Though younger than most stars of the
screen. Miss Blarsh has had years of e.K-

perience in almost every conceivable role. But it

remained for "All Woman ' (a Goldwyn produc-
tion we shall soon see her in) to give her a
part she had never anticipated playing—that of

Susan Sweeny, a country innkeeper.
One of the scenes in the dining-room finds

Susan waiting on a dozen men and women.*
Bearing a well-filled tray and depositing its

contents at the various places seems no more
of a task to Susan than dressing dolls, which
she IS seen doing as the play opens. She has
two cooks woiking their hardest to fill her
orders, and, once when she feels they are lagging,
Susan is seen running into the kitchen and
gathering t»(i food to appease se\ eral complaining
patrons.

Jf Mae Marsh e\ er tires of cinema acting, many
hotel-keepers would gladly give her a good
position in their restaurant.

The Sinking of the Lusitania.

THE Trans-Atlantic film, " The Sinking of the
Lusitania," is a wonderful picture. The
more one thinks of the work entailed in it.

one wonders how it is possible to put so much
into a one-reel picture. The fihn consists of 2.J.000

separate drawings by Winsor MeCay. the famoua

MRS. VERNON CASTLE, who is soon to be
seen in "The Girl from Bohemia."

artist, and took twenty-two months to make.
It is a picture the public will never tire of, and
one which will live in the memory of all who see it

WHEN AT YOUR PICTURE-HOUSE
YOU MUST NOT MISS SEEING—
QrEES M.\RV in

" Women who Win " (Davidson's Film Co.)

Fr.vxk Kekxax, the old innkeeper, when
in his dreams he realises that the conjurer
has made him confess to the crime of murder-
ing the Jew. " The Bells " {Paiy).

Lily Elsie showing sympathy to a wretched
sister-woman. " Comradesiiip " (Sloll).

OhC.x Petrov.\ being accused of murdering
her husband. " The Life Mask ''

( WaUurdatv).

Axx Penxixgtox, " the terror of the
neighbourhood," tenderly mothering her
neighbour's baby. '"Sunshine Nan'' (LasJ:i/),

Sessue H.vv.vKAW.i sacrificing his life for

the heroine to save her from death.

''The Honour of His House " (Famous Players).

Doi'ciLAS Fairbanks climbing up the side

of a cam on with Marjorie Daw clinging to his

neck. " A Blodern Jlusketeer " [Lasly).
-•-4 '

Mildred H.aeris (who, you know, is now
Mrs. Charlie Chaplin") trying to get even
with a young man who told her lie was not a
marrying man, just when she thought he was
going to propose.

' For Husbands Only '" (Jurti).

William S. Hart with his followers, armed
with guns, etc., stopping a wedding service and
telling the bridegroom to '"quit"' as '"hewa.s

going to marry the girl himself."
" Down Texas Way " (Triangle).

Ivy Close being embraced by her sister's

lover,, in

" The Irresistible Flapper " (Broadweil)-

Pauline Frederick finding her prison

record in her husband's library in
'" The Woman on the Index '" (Goldwyn).

Henry Edwards hearing that his child i^

lost in ''Towards the Light" (llcpnorlh).

Lady Love winning the race in

"Sporting Life" (Paramount Arlcrojl).

•-»
CiLADYS Brockwell being shot in

"Revelations" (jPo.r).

The Look-out Man.VIOLET HOPSON and JOAN LEGGE in a scene from "A Turf Conspiracy" (Qranger).
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FILM FAVOURITES IN NEW PARTS.
Stars of the Screen in Photo-Plays Released This Week,

@ ® @

PICTURES WORTH SEEING.

IT is my part of tlio work in the production

of The Picture Show to visit what aro

called " the Trade Shows ' in the

cinema world. Trade shows are

.shown privately to buyers of films, the Press,

and others interested in the cinema ,• of pic-

tures that have just been completed, or arc

ready to put on the market. By seeing these

I am able to tell the readers of The Picture
Show, what in my judgment arc the best

films which aie about to bo released. I do

not claim to see every iihn—the cinema busi-

ness is developing so vapidly that each week
sees more and more of these private shows,

but I sec practically all the best, and from

these it is my intention, week by week, to pick

out the best, and give a list of them in order

that the readers of The Picture Show may
be advised of photo-plays that ought not to

be missed. In this way I hope to act as

counsellor and friend to the readers of this

journal. At all times I shall be happy to

hear from readers of any film they have seen

which 1 may have missed
The photo-plays given below are films that

are being ijreseatcd to the public this week :

ALICE BPvADY in -The Trap.'

VIRGINIA PEARSON in • Her Price."

MITCHELL LEWIS in

"Nine-Tenths of the Law.''

PAULINE FREDERICK in "Fedora."

EDDIE LYONS in "Never Again, Eddie."

BILL PARSONS in "The Widow's Might.
'

CLARA WILLIAJIS in
" Carmen of the Klon<like."'

OLIVE THOMAS Madcap Madge,"

THEDA BARA in "The Forbidden Path.
'

WALLACE REID in "The Fire-fly of France

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNC in

"The Reason Why."

MARY MILES MINTe"r in
•• Powers 'i'liat Prey."

PEGGY IIYLAXdTT"
""Other :\len's Dauglitcr-."

OLGA PETROVAin "" Tempered Sic !.
"

MARY PICKFORD^" Johanna Enlists.
'

THE LOOK-OUT MAN.
ROSCOE ARBUCKLE in

Porter."

' The Pullman

JUNE CAPRICE in "Miss Innocence MABEL NORMAND in " Joan of Pittsburg.
"
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How Would You Like This?

THOSE poor "comedians on the film work
hard to make us laugh. I have just
heard that when the Sunshine Company

was working on a really funny Hlia they hired
from a travelling circus a toothless old lion, of
whom noliiidy was afraid—at least, that was
the lion they bargained for ; but when the
comedian started poking him with
8 stick, the lion let out a roar like

an air-raid warning. " Oh !
" cried

the comedian, hopping away.
" There is some mistake," acknow-
ledged the producer. " This is the
wrong lion. But never mind. C!ii

ahead ! This o>ie will he junt as
funny ! " t!uess if the comedian
thought "funny" was the right woi d.

Not Smiling Time.
" ^MILING" Bill Parsons, whose
I^J portrait is on this page, is

here seen without the smile,
for which he is as well known as
George Robey. But you won"t
wonder at it when you see him in
" Bill's Predicament." If ever a
man was in trouble, poor Bill was when this

f)hotograph was taken, and though he didn't
augh, you will.

1 was watching the filming of an hi.vtorical plav
the other day. One of our most noted actors
(%yho irxust be nameless), though very proud of
his figure, is painfully aware that he has very
thin legs, and he had to wear a doublet and hose.
To add to his gallant figure our friend padded

his calves with some straw ; but when the scene
demanded his walking across a path, a goose

from a neighbouring farm crossed
the road. The actor tried to shoo
him away. The goo.se became
angry, ami began pecking at his legs.

Imagine how his fellow-actors
laughed, seeing the haughty young
knight running for his life, an in-

furiated goose, with flapping wings,
rushing after him. The silk of his
hose was torn, and the goose had a
bit of the straw in his mouth !

[This part of the film was cut out.
|

The rest of the film was acted
without the " padding."

" Smiling
in " Bill's

Heard In The 'Bus.

T'

Pride Goes Before A Fall.

TO be made to feel ridiculous maj- be very
funny to the onlooker, but it is most
embarrassing to the victim.

WO young girls were seated at
the far corner, when a young
man jumped in and sat down.

First "Voung girl (nudging the other with her
arm) :

" See who that is'/
"

Second Young Girl :
" No ! Who ?

"

First Young Girl (breathless with excitement);
" He's the man who stole that will the other
day, that did the girl out of all her money,
and then tried to marry her himself, sent her
young man to prison, and when he was found out
tried to shoot himself. Don't voii remember ? ''

THE ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF.

Sipcond Young Girl (whose eyes liave widened
to .such an extent as to be ne'arly jjopping out
of her head): ''Good gracious!* How awful!
Is it true V Which paper was it in V

"

- First Young Girl: 'Paper! It was on tl >

pictures, silly, so 1 know it's trw !
"

Young Man (you can guess who it was if you
go to the cinema), blushing furiously, jump.sout
of 'bus, though he was yet a mile from the fihi.
office, which was his destination. He told i.,

the story, and says he's going to agitate' for .i

hero's part in the next film !

The Only Use For Them.
BILLIIC RKE\-KS tells the story of ,,

letter he received—not of adiniratioi:.
but of complaint. The writer said

that though .she enjoyed his acting in thu
comedy "Hamlet Made Over," she strongly
objected to the scene where she watched " a
frenzied audience pelt the would-be actor olT
the boards, using eggs as ammunition. Do
you know, " the writer went on, " that in
England eggs are selling at 4Jd. each ? Do
you think it nice to watch quite one hundred
eggs wasted in- this scene ? We would rather
eat those eggs than see them."

Billie has replied to this letter. His answer
was short but to the point :

" The eggs you write about were better seen
than eaten. I remember them well ; the\
were all bad, "

£200,000 for a Heart !

DO you remeniber Hale Hamilton, the
American actor, who jjlayed the tit'e
role in "Get Rich Quick ^-^lingtord '

when that play was produced over here ? We
are soon to see him on the screen in After His
Own Heart." The title does not give tlu-
story away, although it is a true one. The
plot is that of a penniless man who is gi\en thi-
choice of death or £20J.000 for liis heart.

Why They Raised Their Hats.

BY the way. 1 ha\e just heard a good storv
of him. As you know, the play he brougli(
o\-er here wa.s an instantaneous success,

•and Hale Hamilton received manv calls before
the curtain. He tells the story how ne.xt
morning he was walking along the Strand, when
an Englishman raised his hat to him. E\erv
few steps this happened, and Hale Hamilton
says he began to puff with pride, thinking that ;i

photograph of liim had appeared in one of th
daily newspapers and been recognised, and tl -

crowd were taking oft" their hats in admiration oi
hnn. At that moment he met a fellow American
Slightly flattered he told the storv. His friend
smiled, then pointed to a hear.se that wa.
travelling along the road. ' You have bee;
keeping pace with a funeral." he said, ' and an
Englishman always raises his hat as a funeral i-,

passing."

He Does Not Laugh.

EVERYONE knows Chester Conklin. of the
MackSennett Comedies, who has, perhaps,
made as many people laugh as Charlie

Chaphn. This is how he tells the storv of his
life. " I am 49 \ ears old and been" in the
business 15 years. During that time I have been
in hospital 2.5 times. I have been hit on the
head with an iron hor.se-shoe, knocked silly
with a barber's pole, stepped on bv horses, anil
run over by motor cars. Once thev hit me with
a statue, which should have been made ot
papier niache, and the property man got a real
one by mistake. When 1 came to, I didn't
know whether my name was Dick Turpin
or Mary Pickford. It's one of the hardest jobs'
in the business, making people laugh.

A Real Dog's Life.

THE .saddest thing in the world. " confessed
Charlie Chaplin, '

is trying to be
fuujiy. In ' A Dog's Life ' I got

stuck in a sewer pipe and they had to cut me
out. I had to eat a couple "of dozen cream
puffs, one after another, and they were made
of papier mache and not nicely fla"\-oured ; and
in ' Shoulder Arms ' we worked for several daj s
in a tank half-filled with water to simula'te
a trench. I had to submerge about sixteen
times before we got the right effect, but the worst
experience was iu that ruined liouse .scene.
It collapsed before its time—vith me in—and
they had to repair both me and the set before \i e
could get on with the picture."
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A Thrilling, Complete Story Tempered by the Charm of Mother»Love.

SAY, Adair, who have you got here ?
"

Red Adaiv's partner, Jean Papincau

took the pipe from his mouth and

stared in amazement as be put the question.

Stare he might, for surely no stranger vision

had ever been seen in Red Adair's company.

The terror of the western wilds had burst

into the shack with a bundle in his arms. He
unwrapped the shawl and disclosed a sturdy

baby boy about four years old.

Red Adair griimed and winked as he set the

youngster down by the rough wooden table.

" Son of Judge Le Mar, the richest man in

Vancouver," he remarked. " I guess the judge

will let us have a few postage stamps for the

kid's return !

"

" Bully for you !
" declared Jean Papincau.

' We're made men, Adair ! By thunder, we ll

irack a bottle or two over this !

'

He tossed a glass of fiery liquor down his

throat and passed the bottle to Red Adair.

The latter seized it and gulped down a great

ilraught eagerly.
•' Hero's to the ransom, and a good one !

"

he said. " What news of the Leneaus ?
"

He asked the question anxiously, and tlie

other laughed.
" Never see them," he responded, " ever

since the night you had that fight, I haven't

cast eyes on either of 'em. They say Jane is

still grieving over the kid that died, and Jules

sticks to his bear traps and keeps honest. It is

quite safe you coming back. Give the kid a

drink. Adair ! He looks a bright little brat

enough !

"

' No. Can't afford to waste good stuff on

the likes of him," grunted Adair. " Pass the

bottle, Papineau. We're made men from this

day on !

"

The bottle passed from hand to hand like

w inking, while the little stranger sat and gazed

at the two men with bright wondering eyes.

Infant as he was, he Icnew he was hi wrong
hands. And when Jean Papineau fell heavily

to the floor in a drunken stupor, and Red
.\dau- falling over him, slept too, the small

boy rose and went to the shack door, which
Adair had forgotten to fasten after him.

Two minutes afterwards the little stranger

was straying through the gloomy woods.

It was night, and from time to time the

iiloomy forest echoed with the howling of the

wolves.

Startled, the little follow l)egan running
forward, and then suddenly tripping over a

heavy log he fell forward on his face into a

gloomy pit lined with brushwood. He had
-tumbled into one of the bear-traps set by
J<>an Leneau, Red Adair's bitterest enemy.
The big log rolled over him, and the little

stranger was a prisoner.

The Little Stranger.

EVER since the death of their baby boy
the home of Jane and Jules Leneau
was a very sad one.

Jules Leneau, a trapper by profession, set out
at dawn each day to attend to his bear traps
;ind bring home carcases which earned for him
his daily bread and provided for his young
wife Jane. When their first-born came they
thought life could hold no greater hapj)iness.

But one evening the baby was stricken with
fever. On his way to fetch a doctor Jule-
was molested by_ Red Adair, anil they fought..
When the fight was over Jules arrived home
to find his child dead and his wife demented
with grief.

The baby was laid to rest, and with him was
buried the hearts of his sorrow-stricken parents.

Since that day nothing had been seen of

Red Adair, till the night ho came stumbling

back with the little youngster in his arms.*****
The next morning Jules Leneau strode

into his cabin with the little stranger in his

arms.
" Jane ! Jane ! Sec wliat I have brought

you !
" he cried.

The sad face of Jane Leneau brightened

with wonder and pleasure as she turned to-

wards him. And as the little fellow caught
sight of her, lie held out his fingers, as though
to stroke her pretty face.

She caught him to her breast with a sob.
" Where did you find him, Jules ? Oil, the

darling !
" she sobbed.

" Caught in one of my bear-traps, poor
little mite.! But he am't hurt, and it saved
him from the wolves, anyhow. He must have
been straying^through the woods all night !

'

The woman kissed the child tenderly.

" We must find out where he comes from,

and take him back again ! Think what his

mother must feel, who has lost him !
" said

poor Jane in choking tones.
" Must we '! " answered Jules slowly as ho

saw the look of pain die out of his wife's face,

and the wonderful look of mother-love spring

up in it again.

She did not answer.
Her hungry heart had found the need for

which it yearned, and as JuJes watched her,

a pang shot through liis breast at the thought
that she should again be robbed of a little child

she was prepared to love and cherish.

" Let's look after the kid now, at all events,

Jane, and treat him as our own," he said

hoarsely. " I've asked him who he belongs

to, and he can't tell. He doesn't belong to

the camp, anyhow. I reckon he comes from
a long way off. As likely as not, he has been
kidnapped. Let's keep him till we laiow, and
see what happens."

" Do you think I would ever turn him
away ? " she answered, as she looked at him
with the light of gratitude in her eyes.

It seemed that the little stranger had come
to stay, for with mother-love Jane Leneau

tended hiin from day to day, while Jules kept

close watch over them both.

The honest trapper had his suspicions of

his bad neighbours, and the little stranger was
not allowed to stray.

And week by week he continued to grow
and thrive in the shelter of the forest.

The light and the happiness began to come
back to the sad face of .Jane, too, and Jul'^'5

often smiled to himself with secret pleasure as

he watched the woman and the little one
playing together.

Very seldom was his guard over them re-

laxed. But it was still necessary for him to

set and wati'h his traps.

The Fight.

AND it was on one such evening v,I;i-n

he was absent that .Jean Papin'&n
came wandering moodily by.

Jean Papineau was down on his luck. Ho
and Red Adair now scarcely spoke, except to

swear at one another. Each blamed the oih< r

for tlie loss of the little stranger, and fur

throwing away the fortune that had fallen

into their hands.
Papin --au stoppeil short when he found hisn-

self in sight of the Leneau's house, for he was
in no mood to encounter the trapper.

But as he did so. the door ojiened, and the

little stranger suddenly ap])eared to view.

Papineau shrank out of sight with an oath

of amazement.
' By gum ! Here's our luck back again, for

sure !
" he muttered grimly, as after a momciii's

hesitation the little stranger ran straight a. roa
the clearing.

He was a,waitmg the return of Jules Leneau.

But Pa])ineau knew nothing of this.

Ho waited like a wolf in his lair while the

boy approached him.

The child was already out of view of thts

cabin when Papincau sprang upon him from
the bushes.

To seize his victim was the work of a moment.
One frightened cry the child uttered, and

Papincau turned to fly.

But that cry was enough.
A buUet suddenly flashed from the scrub

{Continu'-d on next pwjc.)

Red Adair grinned. "Son of Jud<jc Lc Mar, the richest man in Vancouuer,'' ht rinniiliCd.

guess the judge icill let us have a few postagi stamjisfor the kid's return,
'
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jyjR. LOUIS KAUFMAN,
the able and genial man-

ager of "Truth," as he appeared

at the Grand Ball in the large

Queen's Hall, Langham Place,

London, given by the Carlyle

Club, of 210, Piccadilly. No
prize is offered for finding out what

character Mr. Kaufman represents.

NWE-TENTHS OF THE LAW
(Continued from prfrlons pngc.)

Iiard by. and Joan Papincau spun roiiiid atul
fell dead in his tracks.

The next moment .Tales Loneaii sprang into
siglit, and raising tlic little stranger in his arms,
he bore him off to the safety of the eabin.

At the same moment the faec of Red Adair
peered out, contorted with fury.

The ruffian's fingers fumbled with llic

revolver at !iis belt. But lie was too late.

The door of flic shack banged to. Jules
Leneau liad already carried iiis little charge
into safety.

Red Adair swore an awful oath.
" ril have that kid to-night, or I'll die for

it!" he muttered. "It's now or never!
I'll wait till they are sleeping sound. 'I'hey

don't know where I am, and they know
Papineau is done for."

In the Wild ^Vest men live l)y their courage
and their cunning.
Red Adair was now more desperate than he

had ever been before.
He dared not go back to the mining-camp

where Jules Leneau had let the story of his
j)erfi(ly towards a dying child be known.
He was half-mad with drink and ihe desire

for vengeance. Ruin stared him in the face.

And like a wild beast he crouched among the
bushes until the light went out in the traj)per"s

shack and the time had come when he deemed
it safe to act.

Like a serpent Red Adair stole from hi^
hiding. He tried the door, scarcely daring to
hope it would be unfastened.
But it yielded to his touch. Even this fact

did not awake his suspicions, and pausing first

a moment to listen, he stole stealthily within.
All was quiet, save for the deep breathing of

the trapper and his tired wife.

Stealthily as a, wolf Red Adair stole to the
bedside of the little stranger.

With one dexterous turn he muffled the
child's head in the clothes to stifle a cr_y.

Then he stooped to snatch him up in his

arms, when the form of Jules Leneau sprang
fully dressed into the middle of the floor.

' Cucss I've got you this time, Red Adair I

"

tlnindered the trapper, and the two men
closed in deadly grapple.
For fully five minutes there was fury and

tenor in the little cabin—fury of the meri, and
terror of the woman and the helpless child.

At the end of that time Red Adair found
himself overpowered, and flung against the
outer door.

It gave with him, and finding himself
suddenly released, the ruffian turned and ran.

It was very dark outside. But with the
quickness of thought, Leneau seized his rifle,

and fired upon him as he fled.

''Missed him! " he said to himself grimly.
" Never mind. I'll go to his shack and finish

with him in the morning. There will be no

peace forthewifeand the kid until that L'idone."
Then he went back to soothe the fears of the

two trembling for him within.
True to his purpo.se, Leneau was before Red

Arlair's shack at the break of dawn.
1'lie door was fastened, but one mighty

kick from the trapper's foot kicked it oi)en.
He sprang in, with rifle ready poised, and

tlien stopped short.

Refore him at the table R^d Adair sat—dead.
The Irajiper strode forward, and as he did

so, his eyes fell upon a scrap of paper by tlio

dead hand on the table.

Leneau picked it up, and read :

" Judge Le Mar, \'ancouver. Leneau has
kidnapped your son."

" My bullet found its mark, but I'm not
sure lie hasn't bested me, after all," ho
muttered grimly, as he strode from the eabin.
Back in his shack he took his wife in his arms.

" We must do the straight thing, ,Tane, now
we know who he is," he said sorrowfully.
" We must give up the little 'un. It's a hard
thing, but we must do it."

" I can't ! I can't ! It would break my
heart !

" Jane cried miserably.
' I knew you wo\dtl take it like this ; f

feared it. poor girl," he said, in a husky tone.
" But I'll go to the judge, and ask him. Yes,
I'll pray him to leave the little one with us a
while longer, at any rate. But we must be
straight, whatever happens."

" (jo then !

" she said; in a low tone. " But
your ])rayer won't be gianted. 1 know it

won't ! And I love hiui—I love him as my
very own !

"

So once more Jane Leneau was plunged
into bitter grief, and this time had to face it

alone. The little boy had so wound liimself

about her heart that without him life seemed,
to her a waste of void despair.

I']ach day the desperate feeling grew that
Heaven had deserted her. 'J'here was none to
whom she could confide her sorrow.

" Heaven help me, I can bear it no longer !

"

she murmured : and then turning, her eyes
suddenly fell upon Leneau's gun.

"It's the answer—the answer to my
prayer !

" she gasped hysterically.

)She ran to the rifle, seized it, and was about
to turn it upon herself when the door opened
silently behind her, and the liand of Jules
Leneau was laid upon her shoulder.

" It's all right, wifie ! It's all right !
" he

shouted in his excitement. "I've seen the
judge, and he's a real man. ' I've been judging
men for thirty years,' he told me, ' and 1

believe your storj'. That child is not mine, but
the son of my housekeeper, who died not long
ago. I promised her I would find the cliild a
good home ! Take him—he's yours !

'
"

And in his delight, Jules Leneau never
seemed to notice his wife's desperate purpose,

as he clasped her, and then the little stranger,

to his heart.

And from that day happiness alone reigned

in that little cabin of the West.

Adapted by permission from inddtnt^ in. the dramalir Wnlturdaw photo-plai/ "Nixe-Tesths ob
THE Law," fealurinq MiTCHEr.r, Lewis as Jules Leneait.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE MANAGERS.
No. 1. Put a time-table outside your theatre. Nothing is

so annoying as to rush to a hall that is showing the

picture you want to see and find you have missed a
good bit of the first scene.

DO YOU KNOW ONE?
If so, write it on a postcard and address it to The Editor, " The
Picture Show," Gough House, Gough Square, Fleet Street, EX. 4.

A Prize of 2/6 \yill be awarded for every hint printed.
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FILMLAND'S FAIRY WAND.
. How Ireland was transplanted to the Bermudas by One Jaunting Car.

ALTHOU(JH tlie film companies will and
do spend thousands of pounds to get
the actual men, women, and children

to give a true picture of the scenes they aio
going to throw on the screen, there are times
when even the millions of money behind the
big cinema companies is powerless to aid the

- producer of the movies.

When Sidney Olcott's charming leading'

lady. Miss Valentine Grant, made her debut a's

a Famous Players' Star, the first story chosen
for her was an Irish production. There were,
however, two big difficulties in the way.

First of all the war prevented the company
going to the " Ould Sod " itself, and, secondly,
it was the month of January, not the time
for a colleen to bo running about barefooted
amid the hills and dales of County Kcny.

What The Postcard Showed.

HOWEVER, Fate usually favours those of

the "never say die" spirit, conse-
quently Mr. Olcott's steps led him to

a windowful of pictorial postcards, and among
the lot was one showing a scene in Bennuda

;

and, strangely enough, a cottage nestled down
by the water's edge that looked as if thatched.

This roof is really of lime composition, which
cleanses the rain water for drinking purposes,
but it looks typically Irish in a photograph.

A trip to the Bermuda Steamship office.

A glance at the shore line of the Island
gave a glimpse of great cliffs and reefs. That
was enough to settle the matter so far as the
country was concerned.

Ireland—And a Jaunting Car.

BUT no Irish picture could be complete
without a jaunting car, and this was a
real difficulty. All the livery stables

in New York were searched without success.

Suddenly, when almost in despair, Olcott
recalled that several years before he had seen,
on the streets of Brooklyn, a jaunting car
carrying the advertisement of a well-known
firm of Irish distillers. Getting them on the
t-elephone, he told his tale to sympathetic
ears ; the firm told him where the car was
stored, and gave him permission, with their
blessing, to take it to Bermuda.

Soldiers To The Rescue.

ON the arrival of Miss tirant and her
supporting cast in Hamilton, Bermuda,
they were astounded by the fact that

they saw comparatively few white people,
and as they had a number of scenes to do in
which would be required at least two hundred
people as Irish peasants, the outlook was
a very serious one. The next day was Sunday
—and the producer's salvation ; for at "a

MiUtary band concert being given in a park,
he saw hundreds of Canadian soldiers who
were in training for overseas duty, and eventu-
ally he persuaded the commanding officer to
allow them to don the peasant suits and take
part in the film.

The Little World of Make-Believe.

AGREAT friendship sprang up between the
company and the oflicers and men of the
regiment during the stay in Hamilton,

and later, when this .same battalion took a
»^^plcndid part in the capture [of Vimy Ridge,
tlu" news of their great sacrifice brought a
lump into the throats of those who had met
(he brave fellows in the " little world of make-
believe," when they so willingly helped out in
the scenes of " The Innocent Lie."

Mr. Olcott and his company in the Bermudas. The one jaunting car is in the extreme left.
Note the coloured men in the background.

Here is a picture as you saw it in the film. It is typical of Ireland, isn't it ?
Valentine Grant the heroine with her pets Tom, Dick and Harry.

Inset Miss

Inside a cottage in the Bermudas Miss Grant is being shown the wonders of the cinema camera
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HUSBANDS AND WIVES.

BESSIE BARRISCALE and HOWARD HICKMAN.
{Qaumoni).

WHEN you see this scene in " Madarao
Who," you will see Howard Hickman
making love to his wife. Few people

know that pretty Bessie Barriscalc is married,

but she is, and here is her husband. Miss

Baniscale has been on and off the stage since

she was five years old. She has been over hero

once and played in " Lovcy Mary " for ten

months. She is about .5 feet 3 inches in

height, has blue eyes and golden hair, and is

just as pretty off as on the screen. She is a

real out-door girl, and very fond of all sports,

including dancing.

Howard Hickman is also a well-known

screen star. He is splendid in character parts

such as in " Rose of Paradise." In it he

takes the part of the old cobbler.

THIS is a portrait of Sessue Hayakawa and
Tsuru Aoki, the Famous Lasky player.-',

whom you often sec together on the

film. In real life they are husband and wife.

This clever Japanese couple are two of the

most interesting figures in the photo-play

world. They have built up a large following,

and their work is greatly looked for by cinema-

goers all over the country. Hayakawa is a

man of great personal magnetism, and a clever

entertainer in a social and professional way.

They both speak English like natives, and arc

very devoted to each other. In this j)lioto-

graph you see them as they appear in " Tlie

Bravest Way."
You will be able to see them in this thrilling

piioto-play at the end of this month. May
20th to be e.xact.

Mr. and Mrs. SYDNEY DREW.

REAL LOVERS
ON THE REEL.

MR. and Mrs. Sydney Drew have made
for them.sclves an unique i)lacc

in screen art. They are the leaders

in the making of comedies of domestic
life.

" We get our ideas out of our own lives

and those of our friends," said Mrs. Drew
in an interview. " Every married couplo

hafi ex))cnenced the little differences?

of opinion or habits that can easily

develop into real trouble. We believe

that if the humorous side can be thrown
on these little differences, a laugh is the

result instead of a quarrel, an<l wo have
added our bit toward the domestic peace
of humanity."
And that, in a nutshell, is the secret of

the success of the Drew comedies
; they

arc true to life. Only the other day I

sat next to a woman in a picture- house
who watched the story develop on the

screen with tears running down her face.

Then she turned to her husband, who sat

next to her, and said :
" It's funny when

yoxt watch it happen to someone else, but

it isn't when it happens to us. It reminds
me of that time you and I " I didn't

hear the rest of the sentence, but it proved
the truth of the story, didn't it ?

Mr. and Mrs. Drew have prov<;d that

it isn"t necessary to resort to vulgarity

to raise a laugh. Whenever you see a

Drew comedy (and a large number are

now being shown by the (Jaumont Com-
pany), yo\i can be sure of seeing clean

humour—a kind of humorous philosophy

of married life. Our photograph is taken
from a scene in "The Joy of Freedom."
Have you seen it ?

It may surprise many people to know
that Mrs. Sydney Drew is the business

end of this matrimonial combination.
She usually selects all the scenarios, and
more than often directs the picture.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA and TSURU AOKI.
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No advertiser, except the

company whose announcement

appears on the back page, has

been approached with the sug-

gestion that he should make a

business appeal to readers of this

new weekly.

^ rl; ^'J

We preferred to wait until

the public had shown how they

regarded the new venture

* * * *

The value of a periodical for

the advertiser depends upon the

number of copies sold and the

class of public from which its

readers are drawn Every busi-

ness man, and this includes every

advertiser, looking through this

paper will be able to judge the

class of public to whom the

paper appeals,

* * * *

Thus, if an advertiser, you are

able to judge for yourself if the

paper is suitable for you, and,

as we now know what reception

the periodical has received from

the public in terms of copies

sold, we on our side are able to

determine what is a fair price to

ask for advertisement space.

* * *

Therefore I use this column in

No. I of The Picture Show
to invite your inquiries for space.

* * :i5 *

To be profitable, advertising

space must be sold at a price

that will pay the advertiser.

The price given you will be on

that basis.

* * * *

P'ease address inquiries to

W, B. Robertson,

Advt. Manager,

The Amalgamated Press, Ltd.,

The Fleetway House,

London, E.C, 4.

£50 In Prizes! Easy Competition !

WHAT DID CHARLIE SAY?
HAVE you .seen " Sliouklcr Arms " ? If

you have, you will recognise tlie

scene from whicii this pliotograph is

taken. If you liave not, here is the int iilent.

C'liarlie, discovering that liis identil v nunil)er

is tlic unlucky one of after heing third to

use a match to liglit a cigarette (anot tier omen
of misfortune), ajid .sraasliing his pocket
looking-glass, is given the order to go over
the top."

Ho knows liis luck is out, so " What did
C'liarlie say ?

"

£.jO in prizes.— 1st Prize, £2.">. 'l ueiity-live

Prizes of £1.

All you hare to do.

Put your.self in Charlie's jikice and uin a

mi>ney jirize.

I'nderneath the pliotograj)h you -will find a
coupon. Cut this out, write plainly in ink
the words you think (,'liarlic used when
ordered to advance, add your name and
address, and .send to "Charlie," care of Tnn
PjCTURE Show, Cough House, Cough Square,
London, E.C.

Ail solutions must be received at that
address not later than May 31st, 1919.
The decision of t!ie Editor must be accepted

as final in all m.atters eimceming this competi-
tion, and the acceptance of his decision is a
condition of entry.

No correspondence should be enclosed with
effoits, and none will he entered into.

Conipetitors n;a}' send as many solution.""

as thej' please, but each nui.st be accompanied
hy a coupon cut from The PiCTniE Show.

WHAT DID CHARLIE SAY

Name

Address

jg ^ TO MY READERS

—

m TTHIS. the first number of THE PICTURE SHOW, is a paper for people
1 who go to jiicture palaces. lb is in no .sense a trade paper, thoughW 9 9 we shall work heartily , in co-operation with the produceirs, since

our object is the same: ...
^^^^ To interest and amvse the millions of people u-ho vlai! cinema sJiows.

But the primary object of this paper is— .
'

; .
-

To EST.VELISH A LINK BETWEEX THE CIXEM.I. PL.4YER Ayo YOU. : -

AVcek b\- week, through THE PICTURE SHOW, your favourite cinema stars will speak
to you. They will tell you of their trials and their successes. The joys and the perils

of their calling.

FAY FILMER will gossip to yon about film favourites.

THE OUTLOOK MAN will keep you informed as to wha*' is best in forthcoming pictures.

A DRESSER will tell yon the secret of the charms of the leaduig stars.

In our picture pages the "most beautiful women in the world will pose for von.
OUR PRESENTATION PLATES will be works of art—an ornament to any home.
^Vlit^• to me. Tell I'.ic the pictures yOu want to sec—the photographs you want

me t I print.

THE PICTURE SHOW is a paper that no cinema-goer can afford to miss.—yorR Editor.
.\nni;r.ss : The Editor, The Pif tim'.k Show, Fleetway House, Farringdon St.. London, E.C'
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I ELSIE FERGUSON

|9i

IN

"A DOLL'S HOUSE."
"An Artcraft Picture."

'THE story of "A DolFs House," written hy

Hcurik Ibsen, is a world-famous one. This

illustrious Norwegian playwright won enduring fame

with his remarkable psychological plays, and for

more than thirty years the greatest actors and

actresses in the world have appeared in-them.

Briefly, the story of the " Doll's House " is this :

Nora Helmav, a pretty doll wife without initiative or

ideas, is content with the petting of her husband and

her pretty home. When her husband falls seriously

ill she does not see any harm in forging her father's

name to a cheque in order to pro\'ide funds so that

her husband may take a long jorrrney for the restora-

tion of his health.

But a man in the bank learns her seciiet". He
taxes her with it, and writes to her husband. Seeing

the letter in the boxv and knowing the hour of her

exposure has arrived," Nora tries every means in her

power to delay the fateful moment of discovery.

)She has not the key of the letter-box, but every

time her husband's eyes travel in this direction she

I'esorts to some artifice to draw his attention away.

She dresses herself up and dances in front of him
;

but at last the letter is discovered, and ber husband,

afraid of the consequences the crime may have on hi'^

position, leaves liei'. ,

-

Eventually a reconciliation is patched up, but in

the meantime Nora has learned to gauge her hus-

band's shallow soul. Her doll-like nature is trans-

formed. In obedience to the dictates of . her

conscience she leaves him.

Added pathos is given to this tragic story by the

presence of children, to whom Nora is devoted, and
this mother-love is the inspiration to the tremendous

power of will acquired by the former " doll."'

M
ELSIE FERGUSON and H. E. HERBERT as Nora and

Thorvald Helmar.
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Send no money, but post "The Picture SKow- Coupon Id-day for

free descriptive Booklet on "The Childrehs .E"<:y<^'0P*°'^-
,

ndid volumes; more than 5000 pages i more than 8,000 delighttui

tiiore tiian .300 beautiful illustrations in colour.
splenc

pictures.

-^Y^&lij^ 5^ I ''<' telcgriiph

Tl —-I wires liutH f

sUww lis

poii'itr ?

Hdil) can
ft>grr- yn rirf, -

>! Iic.ii it

When your children

ask you —
" What mak6a a Ria'mbow ? "~"How many
tvites away it ihe Sun ? " " Where are the

Stars in the daytime? " -f' What is an echo?
- "How bg IS the wnrld ? What n-.akc-

pie' sneeze ?" - " Why fs snow white ?
"

i'/hv do parrots \a!h and nol 'other birth ?
"

e/thetn 1

lildrens' LiK I u-i-
f • •

C:hildrens" ininds v for knowledge jfasl^s

their bodies are huogi> lui ioo<J. To deny them the

knowledge they crave for is to starve their mmds at the

most critical period of intellectual growth. '
.

^
' Your boys and girls look"^ to you as iHe source of

knowleSge. Th«y would not ask those searcliing

questions unless they Wieved you could answer Do

not let them be disappointed. You are their ideal of

what a father or mother ought Co be. Do not let that

ideal be shattered. The sure;st way to keep your

children's love and trust as they grow;up is to sharfc m
their intellectual life and to make them feel that ii they

go to, you in any difficulty you can and loitt help them-

•<iet's find the answer in the

Children's Encyclopaedia"

fire hot /

w
€'-l !

tide

8 Sgteodici Volume*
« ji

'• * »

Over .50p0 Page*
» • « t '

Over 8000 Pirture»
• » « «

•

500 beautifut coloured

illustfatioits
"

-,\ t « •

No br.ok for children and (overs

, r ,1 |,l,V,, ry( sillli A
lildrens

-,
I ill I.I L-,: „

"You enter the g«te>oi,u uosiiive

fairyl'od." ^ - -
•"

THE DEAN OK ELY wrote •

. . I he ittuitcV'iopj ifr •plendid and

ttie pfice marvcllou'.'*

SIR JOHN COCKBURN «rote:

intereil and instroctio.

idt is l)ie way |6 deiil with tli.e

pi oblerns (he children bring yoji

when you cannot answer " oul.of

your head." Tiie 8 splendid vol-

umes of the Children's Encycio-.

paedia will enable you lr> satisfy

the eager, healthy curiosity of

tiiQse young minds. Nobookhas

ever beeh wiilten that meets tHe

needs bf children so perfectly. It

is as interesting as a story, book.

It is so clearly and simply written

ths? it rati br understood b/ the

§end TO-DAY for the

FREE DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLET

he interesting Free Pros

pectus that tells you all about the

Children's Encyclopsedia. Then
'you will be able to form your

own judgment of its value4

For you will have before you

actual specimenii of the illus

trationi. the beautiful clear

print, ttie paper, and abov.*

all the infinitely , varied

contents of thia unique
work. Donots nda-

. monfiy. Simply-fill ii>

and po«tt le coupo
and in a few hour
theProspecu.« w ll

be slipped throu^ih

your lelter-box.

Take the firsi

«tep NOW.

yotingest school-child. It rs- so

scienlifically accurate that cyen

the grown ups can learn iniicli

froinits fascinating pag s. It f» a

real Encyclopaedia covering the

whole field of human knowledjje

J—An, Science, Literature, Corn

merce and IndusKy. Thousands

of beautiful illustrations add
immensely to its educational

value, since ,'ch il dreo
understand best. Vhat
they can see.

PICTURE SHOW" COUPON
for FREE BOOKLET

The EducaHon&l Book Co . Ltd .

17 New Bridge St. l-oudoh, B.C

1 Sii-<<,
'

•
-

'

Pieaee forward me FRKE axl POST, FftEfi A iony cf Four

' .jtifu! iMiokiet in colour d,,6cril ii t- il,. ? v .'i .-,.? 'J U,«

"'Chiidrena' Ertcj-clop'aidia.*' and p
the work.

NAME...

rriu.0,1 .nd rnbii.hod every Won.lay l.y the Propn.ton., T,.K Pre^
/^^^^siSlv CaSnJi^ga^n^

incnt Offices, The FIceUvay House, I'amngclon Stre( t, London, L.t
. 4. Kogibtcr^d tor transjmtoioii % fig 3^^^^ Afzents for South .\frica, Xhh Centbai.
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Lionelle Howard. Lina Cavalieri.

A SCREEN STAR'S RISE.

Incidents Humorous and Exciting in the
Work of Cinema Stars.

A DJIIRERS of Lionelle Howard, whosotV photograph appears above, will be
plca.sed to hear he has been demobilised

&.nd we are soon to see him in some new
Hepworth plays.

Singer and Screen Star.

r> Y his side is the beautiful opera singer and
•LJ screen star, Lina Cavalieri. You can

see her now in the Famous Plaj-ers' new
photo-play, Love's Conquest.''

Declared to be the most beautiful woman on
the stage. Lina Cavalieri was born in Rome
of humble parents. They were. very poor
Unless you have lived in Italy you can have
no notion how pitifully

,
poor . one may be

without perishing. Tiicre were six children
in the family, and two of them died. Lina.
hke her mother—who was most beautiful anci
possessed of a rare voice—used to cheer herself
when all seemed dark bv singing to the ac-
comimniment of her guitar. She san^ verv
prettily, although she had no training and
when at the age of thirteen her falhcr'dicd
a music master, who was also a conductor at
a small music-hall, procured an engagement
for ^ler to sing at a fee of about 2s (ifl.^a i)er-
tormance.

From 2s. 6d. a Performance
to £5,000 a Month.
npHLS was her first public appearance, and
* she rapidly climbed the ladder of success

until .she arrived in Paris, where she
bec^ame a ce ebrity with a salary of about
15,000 a month at the Folies-Bergere
Then she^sang for Marconi, the celebrated

tenor, and Tetrazzini, who told her that if she
studied .she would succeed in Opera. Nine
nionths later she was engaged for the San
Carlos in Naples, where she made her debut
in Lia Uoheme."
You will remember how she took Londonby storm a few .seasons ago when she san-
losca. °

Wallace Reid in Railway Accident.
r\ \ make scenes of a railway

wrec4c, \\allace Reid and company, of

thino-
' c-xppricnced the real

Their carriage jumped the rails and turned
over, injuring everyone more or less.

GIN E MA CHAT.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

A Veteran's Death.
PDDIE POLO, star iif the I'niversal
»-' Serials, is feeling deeply the death of

his father. Herman Polo, who was
76, died ot the prevailing epidemic of "''flu"
with complications. Mr. Polo, like his son,
was of the hardy type of man, and„desi)ite
his age, was very active in business.

Songs For Stars.

IN the olden days ladies of high degree
* were honoured by having sonnets written

to them about their eyebrows, or their
hands. To-day, songs take the jilacc of
verses, and Norma Talmadge, Select star,
is surely the most sung-about lady on the
cinema stage. During the last few months
Norma has had four songs dedicated to her.
The latest, " Tears of Love," was written by
S. R. Henry and Frank H. Warren.

The Craze For Change.
T SUPPOSE it is human nature to love
1 change. Every girl J have spoken to,

as soon as she knows that I am on the
staff of The Picture Sho\v, says : '"Oh, I
wish I were a cinema actress. If only you
could manage to let me appear on the screen
just once."' The last post brought me a
letter telling me that Madlainc" 'J'ra verse,
who, you know, is the new star under the
William Fox banner, had fallen in love with
out-of-door life, and as soon as she had
finished her first picture, she insisted on a
four weeks' holiday. This is what she did.
She left a very comfortable hotel, antl put
aside the beautiful gowns—which every
cinema aspirant sighs for—dressed herself iii

a woollen skirt, a khaki coat, riding breeches,
and heavy shoes, and went fishing and
tramping over the mountains. She said all
she really wanted was to cUuib every liisli
peak she saw and find out what was on to'p.

The Heroine in " Sandy."
'T'HIS is pretty Louise Huff, the dainty
1 little lady who plays opposite Jack

Pickfoid. You can see her this week in
the part of Ruth Nelson, the prcnv heroine
in "Sandy." An adaptation from' the love
scene of this delightful photo-play ajjpears in
our fiction pages.

Louise Huff is just a fraction of an inch over
five feet tall, weighs 105 pounds, and with her
light, fluffy hair, shadowy grey eyes and fair
complexion, is not a bit "'hard'to "look at " on
the screen or off. There is a certain charm
of mannerism and face that seems best described
by what the French would call " spiritiielle."

The Real Thing.

WALLACE REfD s«ffeie<l a three-
inch scalp wound which took six
stitches to close. (Jracc J)armondwas badly bruised an.l r ut, and all aetiviti"

lor that day were ende.l. ' When we .see thehim .showing the make-believe railway smashwe shall know our heroes and heroines haVobeen through the real thin".

Keeping Fit For The Film.
CINEMA hero has always to k op
himself fit. In one corner "of the Fox
Studios there is a gymnasium which

has been specially built for^tom Mix, so that
he can keep himself nimble, and keep his eya
sure. The eymnasium is in one corner of
the big William Fox Studios in Hollywood.
Cal. It has -in it, beside the usual baVs and
rings, shower bath, sti-am room and rubbing
table, a twenty-four-foot .ring. Tom used
this every day until he was compelled to go
to the hospital to have a bullet taken out of
his leg. Immediately upon his recovery from
the operation he went into his gymnasium

,
to get into condition for his next picture.

Flying To Work.

JACK PICKl'-oriD claims to be the first
star to use an aeroplane to get him
to and from his work. He cannot

pilot a machine himself yet, but he is learning.
Jack is very keen. aiKl has been interested
in flying for a lona time. At the time of the
Armistice, he had anauofd to be transferred
from the regular TS'avy Service to a ilvin"
branch of the Naval Reserve Force '

'

Bryant Washburn. Ethel Clavton.

All About Bryant Washburn.
npHIS is the latest p,,rtrait of Bryant Wash-
1 buru. who has just celebrated h'li

thirtietli birthday. .
'

. .
"

.
.

He doesn't like talking about himself, but
I can tell you he is six feet tall. His hair is
brown, and his' eves exactly the same colour.

Miss Ethel Clayton Part.

ANEW Famous Placers' plioto-plav we
shall soon sec has a real Ethel Clavtou
])art for this delightful heroine. This is

she : don't forget to see her in '- The Cirl Who
Came Back." when it is sliown in your
l)icture-house.

A Bret Hai te Film.

r>ItK'J' HARTE wrote many wonderful
i-» books, but perhaps the story that best

^
showed his love for humanity was

'The Outcasts, of Poker Flats," and this
story is to be adapted for the film. I
hear the cast has already been engaiied. an-1
we are to see Harry Carey, (Gloria Hope. \ io
Potel, and Kate Lester, in tlie star part>.

A Wet Rehearsal.

"W/'H shall soon see little Joyce T. jiipk i . .a,W who .took the part of Tom Browii
in " Tom Brown's SchooUlavs." in a

new film, entitled •• The Ja<le Heart."" Luckily
Joyce is as much at home in water as on land,
f(ir in Ihfs play she had to fall in a river when
il was so cold that another actress in the
same scene fainted. In a .scene where Joyce
has to die " • because of her wetting. sh.>
said, "[ like 'dying' in bed inueh bettc-
than dying in the water, don't vou ;

"
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CINEMA CHXT—ConUnued.

Hundreds of Letters.

MY atteutioii has been called to the

.statement in the first number of

The Pictuee Show that I had
received hundreds of letters from readers,

and, of course, this was queried, as it seemed
impossible. But it is quite true, as I am the

same ''Fay Filmcr" who has been running

the Cinema Chat, in Woman's Weekly," so I

have hundreds of friends amongst lovers of

the pictures.

Alice Brady's Dual R61e.

ALICE BRADY /« eaeli part .she plaj-s,

and that is why her performance is so

convincinc; in her latest Select picture,

"The Ordeal of Rosetta." In this photo-

drama, Miss Brady creates the dual role of

Rosetta and Lola Gclardi, twin sisters, but

radically different—physically, mentally, and
morally. Rosetta is a sweet, reUant girl,

bles.sed with evei-j- virtue, who supports

herself and her aged father by- learning

shorthand and typewriting, and securing a

position first in a typist's agency, and later

as the secretary to Aubrey Hapgood, a

successful novelist. Her innocence and her

gentility win his heart, and at the close of the

story lie marries her.

The Other Woman.
LOLA, her .sister, is .seen as a member of

the underworld, a fellow conspirator

of sharpers and confidence men mas-
querading as foreign nobility who seek to

ensnare Aubrey's sister. Lola is venomous,
revengeful, and possessed of the basest

elements in human nature. A tremendous
Contrast, and one which owes its successful

delineation to the faitlifid poi-trayal of each

role by Alice Brady, the versatile. Select star.

Have You Heard This ?

AT a local hospital, the cliildren's ward
was given a cinema show as a treat.

After it was over, three convalescents

were heard discussing the show. " The mon-
keys were best," said a six-year-old boy.
" No, they wasn't. The ladies dancing was
best, wasn't they, WilUe ? " came an indignant

voice. Willie, a five-year-old, put on his

gravest air, weighed the matter carefully for

a moment, and said :
" Well, there isn't much

difference between them."

A Problem Solved.

ONE of the many difficulties the producer

of a screen story has to contend with
is to find a child to take the part of

the hero or heroine in the early years. As
you know, many screen stories begin with

early years of the principal characters, and
someone has to be found who looks so much
like the grown-ups whose early youth they

are portravnng. One of these problems was
solved in a most reahstic way the other da\-.

The Play was Bessie Love's Vitagraph picture,
" The Enchanted Bam." Mr. and Mrs.

(Iraham were taken by WiUiam T. Horne
and Jcne Hathaway. Then came the quest

for two children to jilay the part of their

early days. Tlic producer learned that Mr.

Homo had a son and Jene Hathaway a
daughter—and the jn-oblcm was solved.

What Can There Be?
M18S"PEAHL WHITE, who is hard at

work on her new serial, has found a
new hobby, which has been keeping her

holiday-making. It is fishing. Pearl hooked
27 flounders in one afternoon. By-the-way,

it is rumoured that there arc no " Iron

Claws," " Hidden Hands," " Masked Mys-
teries," " Hooded Terrors," " Veiled Villains,"

or " Menacing Ma.sks " in her new film.

Honour For a Fox Film.

PRIVATE JACK FLAHERTY, who is still

on active service at Coblenz, has written
to his brother Charles, who is a cinema

actor. It was a postcard, he said, and it read :

" I saw j'ou in a Fox film, ' Tiic Broadway
Boys,' and it was greath' clicered l)y the boys.

It was tlic first film shown to the boys over
the Riiinc, and they just howled with joy."

An- All-British Re-issue

I AM glad that East is East " is having
another lease of life. There is no need
to tallc a lot about this picture. If you

don't remember it, your friends will. It is a
romance of Cockney life with Henry Edwards
and Florence Turner in the star parts.

British in sentiment, it is played by British

actors and actresses.

JUN& CAPRICE.

A Schcol-Girl's Record.

ENVY fills the hearts of many girls in tho
world of films when they realise that Juno
Caprice has only been at work in front

of the camera for a year. It was her dis-

arming smile that really claimed attention for

this Dresden china actress in the first place,

but it's talent and hard work that have brought
her right along to the front rank of favouiites on
the screen. When you see her in "Miss Inno-

cence," the Fox film that is now showing, you
will acknowledge her success is well deserved.

Tlu I'irtun SU'Hc, Mdij \Qtli, 1919.

A Good Judge, Too !

IN the opinion of (ieorge Walsh, the famous
Fox star, rowing is the greatest of

exercises. For two years George stroked
victorious eights for the New York Athletic
Club. He is i)articularly fond of this sport,

because, as ho says, it develops both sides <)f

the body at the same time. In most other

Sfjorts, if the player ijj right-handed, the right

side is given the greater exercise. To show
liow muscular George Walsh is, in a rectjnt

film he has a strenuous scene where he is

attacked by three men; and vanquishes ail

of them. While the scene was being rehearsed,
George hurled one of the actors with such
terrific force down a narrow staiiway that he
laJ'

there stunned for over a minute. When
George reached the man he found that his

lip had been badly cut, and, instead of gomg
on the film, George had to give first aid.

When Marguerite Wanted Ready-Mades.

MARGUERITE CLARK has been called

"The Little Sister of Peter Pan,"
for though she is married, she

seems to have learnt the hajijiy secret of

perpetual cliildhood. Perhaps her size has
something to do with this, for.she laelis exactly
two inches of the dignified height of five feet.

Here is the latest story told of her in . the
Lasky Studio. It was necessary for her to

purchase some gingham aprons for her use
in a coming Paramount picture, and although
she asked for tho smallest size—those that
they usually sell for twelve-year-old girls

—

she found that they were too long for her.

This is the first time, they say, that Miss
Clark failed in sizing up a situation correetls

.

Next Week's Presentation Plate.

ORDER your copy of 1"he Picttee Show
for next week at once. The pre.senta-

tion plate is of Owen Nares, and there

is sure to be a big demand for it.

The Horse That Loves Him.

TOM JlIX, the daredevil Fox star, like all

great riders, is passionately fond of

horses, and his horse loves him, too.

Recently Tom Mis had to undergo an opera-

tion, and while he was in hospital his favourite

horse, " Old Blue,'" was heartbroken. The
faithful animal, who had performed many
hazardous and dangerous stunts in company
with his master, apparently knew tKat some-
thing was wrong. He would not eat, and had
to be brought to the hospital where Tom was.

Old Blue, satisfied that his master was
alive, returned to lus food with relish.

Hero in New Photo-Play.

IN the newest WiUiam Farnham photo-play-

in-the-maldng, there is a recently de-

mobilised soldier,who claims the distinction

of having brought dowii a raiding Zeppelin
over London. He told j\Ir. Farnham that he
had been attached to the Royal Flying

Corps, and, while stationed in London, he had
been engaged in conflict with a large Zeppelin,

bringing the raider down in flames ; and Mr.
Farnham prizes a piece of aluminium taken

from the destroyed adrship as a souvenir.

Hi! Hi! Fire! Fire!

AFIRE is the most terrifying and fascinat-

ing of things to watch. Wherever there

is a big blaze you may be sure of finding

a crowd of sightseers. Perhaps that is why
everyone is looking forward to " The Still

Alarm," the Phillips Film Company adaptation

of the famous play that was shown in London
about tliirty years ago. I knov.' that motor-
engines are a great saving of time, but I must
say, to watch the horses in the fii'e engines of

that period is most thrilling. The final scene,

where the fireman drives his liride through
the streets at a wild gallop is wildly exciting.

Fay Filmer,
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HAPPY SNAPSHOTS OF FAMOUS CINEMA STARS AT WORK AND PLAY.

Charlie is not always posing for Ihe camera. MARY PICKFORD watching some scenes being taken in hernew photo-play " Daddy Long Legs,"

This picture was snapped on one of the rare the film that took six months to produce. This dainty httle star always takes a real interest in

occasions Charlie went to a garden fete. those who work with her.

This IS the summer residence of Pauline Frederick. A beautiful resting-place for the

Goldwyn star on the few occasions when she is at rest. We are soon to see her in
" A Daughter of the Old South,

'

' a Famous Players film to be released on June 2nd.

PAULINE FREDERICK discussing a scene in "Resurrection
With her director. Her favourite dog takes an intelligent interest

in the conversation.

PEGGY HYLAND with her pets. The pretty Fox
star is very fond of all animals and birds.

Smiling BILL PARSONS rehearsing a scene in " Widow's Might " with pretty members of the coiij-

pany. The Goldwyn star either looks very merry or very miserable. This is one of his happy days.
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A Delightful Story of a Stowaway Who Becomes a Rich Man's Protege and Wins a Girl's Love.

Sandy.
" QANDY, you're wanted ! Judge Hollis

^ has called to see you."

Sandy turned down his shirt-

bIccvc^;, and drew on his well-worn coat, and

went to the door.
'• Hallo, Sandy, boy !

" the old judge ex-

claimed genially. " I've como to have tv

Btraiglit talk with you."
" Yes, sir," said Sandy.

"I've been thinking 'things over, Kilday,"

went on Judge Hollis. " I've neither cluck nor

child of my own. l^e watched your grit and

|iluck ever since I saw you and tliat worthless

friend of yours. Ricks Wilson, arrive at the

station—let me see. three years ago '!

"

" Yes. three yeai's," said Sandy ;
" and you've

been awfully good to me, sir. Y'ou got me a

job, and I've tried to do my duty."
" I'm proud of my protege," the old judge

Laughed. " That's why I called as I passed by.

I've made up- my mind to push you ahead.

Satidv Kilday flushed.

"I never thought I'd find such kindness

when I left England," he said. " I came over a

stowaway, and reached New Y'ork penniless.

Then I inet Ricks, he was friendless, too. We
palled up and drifted here, and then you helped

me."
Sandy's blue eyes spoke volumes of grati-

tude, aiid the old judge took out his pocket

-

liandkerchief and blew his nose violently. He
had taken a real liking to tliis plucky Scotch

youth ; more than this, he had grown fond

of him, for old age is lonely.

" How would you care to come along and In c

with an old man like me ? " he asked.

Sandy gasped with astonishment, it seemed

almost like a fairy tale.

"
I'll have you properly educated, ' said the

judge. " I'ou've brains, Sandy. You shall

liave your chance " He broke off suddenly.

Coming towards them was Ricks, his hands

dug deep in his pockets, a cigarette between

his loose lips.
" We'll discuss this again,

Sandy." said the judge. " I don't Ukc your

friend." ,t n-
"Y'ou struck oil when old Judge Hollis

cast an approving eye on you," said Ricks,

with a touch of sarcasm in liis tones, as he

watched Judge Hollis stride down the street.

"I was certainly in luck's way," Sandy

agreed quietly.
" Y'ou're a curious chap," said Ricks, leanmg

against the wall. " We've knocked about

together for three Vjlessed years, and some-

times—well," Ricks laughed mirthlessly, " I

feel you're just a stranger."
" I'm sorrv for that," said Sandy.
" Don't fret," Ricks retorted, with a shrag

of his shoulders. " You're a sport. I'm not

sorry I persuaded you to come along with me.

Races are better fun than peddling soaps

around New York, like we were doing when

wc just bumped up against each other. By
Gad, we were stony broke then !

"

" That's true," said Sandy.
" I've just been fixmg thmgs up with Carter

Nelson," Ricks went on. " I'm gomg to pull

off that race. I've sworn it to Nelson ; and if

I swmg for it I'll see it through !

"

Sandy didn't speak for a moment or two,

he was studying his friend—studying his

Hushed features, his rather dishevelled hair, his

eliabby clothes ; but Sandy's suit wa.s not

altogether guiltless in this respect, either.

Poor Sandy always struggled to look as

smart as possible, even in a coat and vest that

had borne the vicissitudes of many months of

" Y'ou're a fool to mix yourself up with a

man like Carter Nelson," Sandy said abruptly.
" He'll bring you to grief as sure as fate, sooner

cr later. At the moment he's crazy about

Annette Fenton. She's foolish, too, to en-

courage a dissipated rascal like Carter."

Wc can't all be proteges of Judge HoIIm,"

5MDY
said Ricks, with a sneer. " And as for Annette

i'enton, why, what do you know about a girl,

or love, or anything like that ?
"

" What, indeed," Sandy said, with a half-

smile. For it was a girl that had made him fall

in so readily with Ricks's wishes when he

announced the fact that he was tired of New
"i'oik. peddluig, and all that sort of thing,"

and that " he was off to Kentucky.''

Sandy was trying to find the girl—the one

girl in all the world—the girl most men
treasure as a secret ideal, even if they never

realise the bliss of all their dreaming.

A curious, soft, tender look had crept into

Sandy's eyes—as if he were gazing upon some
e.xc{uisite fantasy.

Sandy was in love—hi love with a girl of

whom he had had such a fleeting glimpse when
he was a stowaway on that occau liner that

bore him from the old country to the new.

She was the sweetest, damtiest little soul in

all the world. But she was as far beyond Sandy
as the blue sky is above the earth. She had
passed through his lonely life like a ray of

golden sunshine. The infuriated captain had
dragged him out of his hiding-place, and put

him to shame before—it seemed to Sandy—

a

thousand scornful eyes. In the midst of his

bitter humiliation, somebody threw him an

orange. He looked up, and met the pitying,

friendly eyes of the girl" who had tried to

express her sympathy. She was a wealthj^

heiress from Kentucky. Sandy was almost a

bcgG.ir. But that wonderful smile of sympathy
was like a bandage on an aching wound. It

took the iron' out of Sandy's soul : it touched

his heart, and enslaved it for all time.

And then, like a gleam of sunshine, she was
gone.

Directly the liner reached New York.

Sandy's dream girl was lost in the vortex of

human life. But the memory of her was
treasured in his heart, like a sacred rehc. She
inspired him to make a clean fight against

cniel odds.

Sandy had made a vow to search the world

for her until he found her. He made a vow,

too, that he would work and slave until he had
placed liimself in a position to try and win her.

She was his twin soul, if twin souls there be.

Her enchanting smile, her lovely face were

ever before him. Sandy knew no more of her

than that her home was somev,'hcrc in the

Blue Grass State.

Then he had met Ricks. They started to sell

soap, microscopes—anything that was handy
to carry round through mazes of streets and
nmltitudes of side doors.

The game became too slow for Ricks.
" I'm for chucking this," he haxi said. " I

can do better with races. I'm ofi to

Kentucky."
"Kentucky !

" Sandy had exclaimed. Here
was his chance to begin lus search for his

dream girl.

" Y''es. Kentucky," Ricks retorted. " I'm
as keen as mustard on a bit of sport. I guess

I'll get hold of the money. Say, old chap,

come along, too !

"

And Sandy had consented. That was three

years ago, and still his dream girl was as far

away as ever.

Y''et Sfindy was sure that they must meet.

If only one desired a thing sufficiently, surely

it must come, he had argued with himself on
those days when a great, haunting fear tugged

at his heart-strings—that all his longing was

in vain.

On the day of the big race Carter Nelson

was waiting impatiently for his sister Kuth
and her friend, Annette Fenton. He was
taking them to the races, and hoped to have

a few minutes alone with pretty Annette

before they started. Annette was very pretty,

vei-y coquettish in her broad-biirained hat

with its gay ribbon streamers, faUing over her

perfect shoulders. And Carter was becoming

more difficult to keep at arm's length every

moment. Annette was afraid, when directly

Ruth had gone to fetch her hat Carter placed

his hand roughly on hers.

"I can't go on hke this much longer," he

said hoarsely. " My love is strong, Annette,

like a volcano held in check. One day it will

overpower me. I'm mad for love of you."
" Carter, don't," Annette pleaded. She-

had grown pale. His passion terrified her

one moment, yet it fascinated her the next.
" Besides," she smiled tremulously

—
" you

hurt me !

"

But Carter only gripped her hand still more
fici-cely.

" Not as much as my love for you hurts

luc !
" he said hoarsely.

Annette Fenton shivered. She was growing

still more afraid, and yet he attracted her.

She was like a moth dazzled by the bright

flame of the candle, she knew the flame was
dangerous, and yet she couldn't keep away
from it.

Annette adored admiration, it pleased her

coquettish tcm])eraui'ent, it was the salt of hfe

to her. And she was flattered by Carter's

attentions, because up to now he had been

regarded as something of a woman hater—at

any rate, he had shown no desire to embark
upon matrimony. Horses were lus passion.

It was whispered that he drank and gambled.

In spite of his wealth, Annette's parents

desired their child's happiness more than
worldly wealth, they warned her against him.

Carter knew of it, and he said determinedly :

" I know your people are dead against

our marriage. They think I'm a wild lot,

Annette ; but you can change all that. You've
got to marry me even if I kidnap you and
run away v.ith you—Uke they used to do in the

good old times."

Ruth Nelson came out on the sunlit

verandah.
" Do I look nice, Annette ? " slie asked

with an anxious little laugh.

Carter turned angiily when he saw that she

was coming towards them. He did not at-

tempt to hide his fury that Ruth had inter-

rupted them. He was madly in love with

Annette, her dark eyes, her red lips—her

vivacious, irresponsible ways inflamed him.

Opposition from the girl's family only made
him the more determined to win her.

You're always butting in at the wrong
moment," he said to Ruth angrily.

"Aren't brothers homd ?
"' Ruth laughed

good-humouredly. " But I'm so excited

!

It's lovely to be back from school ! It's gor-

geous to be grown up ! It's heavenly to be

going to the races !
" Ruth cried in deUght

;

and, clapping her little hands, she made an
cxciuisite picture. The sunshine turned the

girl's hair into an aureole of burnished gold.

She was as fair as a lily, her perfect lips were
parted in a bewitching smile, and betrayed a

row of small teeth as white as pearls.
" Carter, deax, I do hope your horse will

win," said she. " Don't you, Annette ?
"

" Indeed, yes," she answered, almost in a
whisper.

Ruth looked sharply from one to the other,

and her sweet face clouded. She was dread-

fully won-ied and distressed. Carter wasn't a bit

like he used to be in the old days. He bulUed

cj'erybody. His temper was distracting; it

was all the more difficult to bear because
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C arter was hor on\y ^relation in tlic wide
world.

Tlu'ir parents had died wlien tlicj- were
mere babies. For a time Kutli li\cd in Eng-
lantt vitli a very di.slant connection of her
inotlierV by marriage ; but' as .she .grew older

fhc had longed for her" old home and her
brother.

And now her .schooldays wcr(> o^er she
was taking np her new life, the life she had
looked forward to so much with Carter, in

their luxurious homo. But Carter had
become a stranger.

M'ild rumours had reached tlie girl that the
tjld phue was going to the <Iogs, that her
brother was reckless, dissolute, and despotic.

The night before—Ruth's first night home—had
been full of heartbreaking disillusionment.

Carter" had no thought of anjK>no but self. His
wild infatuation for Annette was purely
selfish. Poor Rutii knew this only too well

when she saw them together, and she was
troubled. Pile was fond of Annette, but
how could she warn her against the wicked
callousness of Charter—hei- brother !

But now they were off to the racers, and on
tlie way Ruth tried to shake off her dull fore-

bodings.
' Who is riding your colt ? she asked her

brother.
" A stranger, an odd sort of dare-devil

named Ricks," lie retorted with a sardonic
grin. ' I was hicky to drop acjoss a hard nut
like him. There's no .sentimental hanky-
panky about Ricks. He's got to win or break
his neck. I told him kg. He won't let any-
thing pass, believe me," he went on, chuckling
savagely. " He's fly."

'" I don't hke Ricks Wilson," sighed Annette.
" Where did ho come from ? " Ruth asked.
" He turned up with a Scotch boy. Sanely

Kilday," Annette lauglied, " as poor as rats.

15ut Judge Hollis took an interest in Sandy.
He'll get on."

' Trust a stowaway from Liverpool for
that." Carter snarled.

'"Was he a stowaway ?" liutli asked with
interest.

" So they say,' Cartef retorted with a
shrug. " What's the cveitement, anyway ?

"

" Oh. nothing in i)articular." said Ruth.
" But when I came to New 'li'ork three j cars
ago, there was a stowaway on our liner. He
was a Scotchman, a handsome boy. I never
saw anyone look so utterly ashamed and
humiliated as he did when iio was dug out
iiom behind the baggage. The captain was
furious. I was miserable about that bo\-. Ho
«as nearly in rags and half-starved. I was
i-eally. sorry for him."

" Sentimental kiddie." Carter grinned.

The Girl of His Drsa-ns.

SOMETHIXC; lured N.vndy to the fair that
day. The old restlc.ssness to try and
find his ideal : besides. Ricks was

keen for him to see him dri\ e Carter's colt to
victory.

Sandy felt enormously depressed that
afternoon. Nothing created such- a sense of
complete dreariness ^s to be alime in a vast
throng which does not contain one single
iriendly face.

His eyes .searched the mass of people,
-searched for that one being who seemed to
lominate every imptdst; of his body and soul.
A teiTil>lc, hojielcss disconteiil was" upon- him.
riiey would never meet: Fate was a£rain-<t

liini. He had touched the highwater~mark
of despair. Just when everything was a
blank, he saw a girl in white, a girl with
wonderful hair, with a skin as fair as hlies and
roses.

He gave something like a sob. and he l)rushed
liis hand nervously acro.ss his face as if he
feared his great hmging was trying to cheat
him into creating a vision when he wanted
something tangible, flesh and blood, the "irl
herself.

' ^

She came slowly along, it seemed as if some
memory made her smile. She turned, met
his ardent gaze, the next moment Sandy had
lost his head. He had seized her hand, and
was looking down into her little flower-like

face, saying incoherently :

' Fve found you at last !

"

Ruth flushed. She looked at the handsome
youth in angry amazement.

' You must remember me,"' Sandy pleaded.
" The stowaway on that ocean hner. I've

lived "for this hour," he went on unevenly,
'" ever since I lost sight of you when wc
reached New York."
Sandy had forgotten all about his old

clothes, but Ruth, the rich Kentucky heiress,

had noticed them at a glance. His familiarity

was distui'bing.

Sandy, in his adoration and ecstasj^, saw" no
gulf between them, such a thing was impos-
sible. They had met at last. He had
dreamt of Ruth, and pined for the sight of

her, for endless hours, days, months, and years,

that now they were face to face it seemed
impossible they could only meet as sti'angers.

•
" When two people meet like you and I,

it's not an accident," Sandy declared. " It's

fate." Her rebuff had chilled his soul ; his

j'oung, handsome face looked drawn and white
in the sunlight. " One cannot thrust out love
like mine."

In spite of h-erself. Ruth was touched by
his devotion and humility.

" Hallo ! I'm glad you've come !
" someone

called out to Sand\\ " Carter Nelson's colt

is some sport."'

Ruth looked up cjuic'kly.

Are you Ricks \^'ilson ?
" she asked.

' Sure, that's me,"' he smiled.
" You're driving my brother's colt," said

Ruth.
Sandy drew a long breath. His lovely

dream-girl was the sister, then, of the notorious
Carter Nelson !

'

" I must get off." .said Ricks. " Wish mo
luck." and Ruth waved her little hand as he
hurried away.

" I do hope he'll win," Ruth said earnestly.
" If he doesn't. Carter will be furious."

" Don't you worry your.self." Sandy said
kiudly. " Ricks will do his best, and you
nuistn't be angry with mc," he stumbled on
clumsily. I don"t want to annoy you, I

only want to serve you. I'm a real friend,

and perhaps "

" One can't afford to refuse friendship,"

said Ruth cpiickly. Sandy's honest admiration
was not unpleasant, moreover, she was terribly

troubled a))out Carter. The thought flashed

through her mind that Sandy might bo very
useful.

The race had commenced. Sandy and the
girl watched Ricks breathlessly. Both saw
that he was in a desperate humour. The colts

and the gigs with their drivers came thundering
past. Ricks gave his colt his head. There
was growing excitement among the spectators.

Ricks was leading, but another contestant was
coming up from behind in magnificent stjle,

and Ricks's colt was slackening down. "

The vast crowd yelled itself hoarse, and
Ricks began to mutter low, vindictive curses

as the other colt gained on him. The winning
post was almost reached. Ricks heard his

rival creeping past him—the two colts were
neck and neck. Again Ricks urged on his

beast, but it was useless. With a hoarse cry

of rage. Ricks saw red : the next moment;,

-with gleaming, infuriated eyes, and shouting

loudly " Nothing shall pass me !
'.' he crashed

into the gig. The race was ruined. A thrill

of horror passed over the people.

Judge Hollis had been watching from his

reserved seat on the stand. His strong face

was white with anger when he cried out

:

" Arrest that rascal !

"

Ricks heard him, and struggled with the

police, but they overpo"wered him. With
superhuman strength he managed to reach the

iudge. A dull blotch of colour dyed his

]iallid cheeks. He raomentaiily got beyond
his escort, and said threateningly to Judge
Hollis:

"It's unfair ; you've ruined me !
" His

tones were laboured and disjointed. A deep,

undying hatred for the old man who had
brought him to justice blazed in his eyes.
" You've spoilt my life !

"

" It's horrible !
" Ruth cried, covering her

face with her hands. " He looks as if he had

gone mad with anger." And she wondered

with a great dread what state of mind Carter

would be in when he knew what had happened.

Sandy tried to get at Ricks to restrain him,

but the excited crowd surged between.
"

I'll kill you !
" Ricks shouted to the judge.

"As sure as I~am alive, I will do you in for

this."

"Guilty" or "Not Guilty."

THE days that followed Ricks Wilson's

arrest were full . of anxiety for Sandy.

He was now liv'ng with Judge Hollis

He had made many attempts to see Ruth,

but she had studiously avoidctl him, and all

the time Ruth was fighting against he^-

" Ruth," he said. " you have hauvlcd my dream-i shier the Jirsl hour I saw you. Can you
care f01 mc a lillk hit?''
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natural inclinations. Her piidc was too slrpng

for her to admit how deeply Sandy had
appealed to her.

At last the day canio when Sandy set out

to embark on his student's career.

He had scribbled a note to Ruth to say

ho was gyinff, but she made no response. As
lie trudged along the road to the junction

where his (rain would pick liim up, he saw a

carriaec. furiously driven, coming along the

road.
"
Witliin, a girl was stniggling violently

with a man. In a flash Sandy saw that the

man was Carter Nelson. Tlie girl was Annette.

Her face was tear-stained, her pretty hair was

in a tangled mass of cui'ls, and she was hatless.

Sandy hid in a hedge until the carriage

had just .passed, then he ran swiftly behind,

and climbed on to the back of the vehicle.

Annette turned and recognised hiu).

" Sandy, save mo ! I'm so frightened.

Take me home, Sandy !

"

But Carter had been drinking. His mood
was gay and insinuating.

It's only her little joke. Kildaj'," he said

thickly. " She's my sweetheart. You've

made" me believe you eared, and I'm not

going to let you go now."
The carriage had stopped, and during the

discussion Sandy managed to get hold of the

reins.

Carter sprang to his feet and Sandy seized

his opportunity, and pushed him out of the

carriage,
" I'm going to take Miss Fenton home,''

Sandy said firmly. " What's the good of

elopuig with a girl against her will ?
"

The next moment Sandy wa'* driving along

the deserted road, and Annette told him a

pitiful, disjointed story, how Carter had
forced her to come with him.

" I thought I cared for him once,'' she de-

clared. " I wouldn't believe he was cruel,

but he is ! I don't know what I should have
done if you hadn't rescued me." She stopped

abruptly and caught his arm.
" Look," she muttered. " There's Ricks

Wilson. How has he got out of prison ?

Don't let him see me. I don't want anyone
to know about my eloping with Carter—not

even Ruth. He is killing Ruth—Carter, I

mean," she went on. " He's so unkind."

Sandy's face was like ice. Perhaps it was
because Ruth was so imhappy that she was
avoiding him! Then he began to wonder
about kicks. Why was he at large ?

" I'll leave j-ou at your home, then I'll take

the earriace round to the Nelsons' place.''

Sandy hadn't liked the wild, irresponsible

look about Carter at all. He felt anxious for

Ruth's safetj'.. Before he reached his destina-

tion he came across a group of excited people

in the roadway. He drew up.
" What's the trouble ? " he called out. His

heart seemed to stand still when he heard the

answer :

" Judge Hollis has heen shot, and Ricks

Wilson's escaped from gaol !

"

It was a terrible blow to Sandy. Judge
Hollis had indeed become a father to him.

He drove on, with tormented brain. Both
he and Annette had seen Ricks. He found
himself wondering how this terrible thing

could have happened. He left the carriage at

the stables, and went up to the great house
where Ruth lived with her brother.

There w£ls a ghasth', brooding silence over

the place. He tried to find Ruth. He didn't

want to attract attention by going up to the

door ; but he was compelled to make for the

verandah. There sat Ruth's black nurse,

rocking herself to and fro, and moaning. When
she «aw Sandy she wiped the tears awa^-.

" Massa Sandy, hide this wicked thing," she

moaned. " The little Missie mustn't know. I

wa.s near the place where the old judge was
sJiot. ... I found this."

He looked down ; it wxs Carter's rcvols-er !

With a groan Sandy turned awaj'. So
Ricks was innocent and Carter guilty. He

went, straight ofif to the prison, his suspicions

were confirmed ; he knew that Ricks had
broken away after Judge Hollis ivas shot.

Was ever man in a more terrible position ?

Sandy was in despair. He could not bring the
guilty man to justice without hurting his

beloved—the little girl for whom he was willing

to share his heart's blood, if the need be !

He .strolled along the lonely road lost in
deep-troubled thought, he was tortured almost
beyond endurance. In the far distance lie

saw something lying prostrate in the ,road ;

he hurried forward—it. was a man—and
directly he got nearer he recognised Carter.

For a moment Sandy hesitated, he dropped
on his knees. Carter was unconscious. With
a desperate effcjrt he got him firmly in his anus
and made for Carter's home.
Ruth was on the verandali. When she saw

Sandy staggering up the drive with his burden,
she gave a fittle cry of fear, and ran to meet
him.

" Sandy," she exclaimed, uncon.scious that
she had called him by his Christian name,
what is it ?

''

Tlie question seemed to freeze on her lips.
" It's an accident— I hardly know," Sandy

answered. I'll get him to bed. Send for a
doctor, Ruth dear."

" You're good—good and kind," she fal-

tered, her lovely eyes were full of suffering.

It took poor Sandy all his time not to take her
in his arms and try and comfort her.

" I'm sorrj', awfully .soriy," he said unevenly.
" Ruth, my dearest heart, if I can serve "you

—

send for me," he crushed her hand in his for

one brief moment, and left her.

And as he walked away his brain became
obsessed with the one thought: "If he dies

it's a wiiy out—if he dies.''

His thoughts were interrupted by a crowd
of mounted . police searcliing for Ricks.
Directly they had found that Judge Hollis was
shot, Ricks's escape from gaol was discovered

;

suspicion immediately fell on liim.
' Come on, Kilday ! Join us !

" they called

out. "We've got a spare horse. You know
Ricks Wilson better than any of us. He's
shot Judge HoUis."
They almost dragged him on to a horse.

Sandy fell in with their whim
; perhaps lie

would be able to spare Ruth still gi-eater sorrow
if he tried to gain time and diverted their atten-
tion from Carter, for sooner or later he knew
the truth must come out as to who had shot
his Ix-nefactor.

Eventually Ricks was run to earth in a
barn loft. He looked dowii like a hunted
animal upon his would-be captors, and ho
experienced some bitterness of lieart 'when
he saw Sandy Kilday amongst them.

The mob was in no mood for dalhnng arid

every moment it was Ijecoming more incensed
against this reckless outlaw. Ricks Wilson.

' We must burn the rat out, if we can't trap
liim," a score of voices shouted.

Sandy's blood ran cold with horror as the
full significance of the situation dawned upon
him. They would set fire to the barn, and
Ricks, who was guiltless of the crime of shoot-
ing Judge HoUis, would be tortured to death.
' How could he stand by and witness this foul

injustice when he knew that he was innocent ?

" Stop !
" he shouted ;

" you must not do
this thing."

The jx>lice turned on Mm fiercely.
" This is our business !

"

" You shall not bum the bam,'' declared
Sand}' passionately.

Ricks heard him ; he climbed down, and
stood in the shadow of the door.

" Ricks Wilson is innoc-efit. I swear it !

"

Sandy exclaimed.
" That's all nonsense," someone caUed out

angrily.

The crowd surged around Sandy, their fui y
was directed towards him now. Sandy saw
that things had gone too far ; no one would
believe in Rii k's innocence, and a terrible

dread came over Sandy that Ricks would lose

his life through him;
Sandy managed to reach Ricks.
" Save yourself," he urged. " I'll keep

them off."

Ricks recjuired no further invitatioa and in

the excitement he slipped away, and was gone !

The sheriff was the first to realise what had
happened ; his anger was a thing to fear.

" You've helfx-'d that scoundrel to get away,
he eiied. " You've etssi.'ited a criminal to

resist the officers of the law, in the dischargi-

of their duty."
Sandy threw back his head.
" I t<-ll j'ou he is innocent."
'' That is for the law to decide," the sheriff

roared at him, the next moment he had given
his orders, and Sandy was arrested.

Jleanwhile, Ruth had passed through
many an.xious hours—the doctor from tin-

first had declared that Carter was dpng.
Poor Ruth fell on her knees by the bedside ;

it was an awful thing to see Carter's UfV

ebbing away. He had been the idol of her

childish dreams. He died with her arm^
around him.
And then, one day. Aunt Melvy told the

" fittle Mi.ssie " all that had happened. How
Carter had tried to take Annette away, and,

later, how she. Aunt Melvy, had fountl

Carter's revolver. And how Sandy had tried

to hide the truth, and all about RicLs's escape

and Sandy's imprisonment. Ruth heard the

whole story in silence, but a wonderful light

glowed in her eyes, when she knew all Sand\-

liacl done for her.

Sandy was very disconsolate in his cell that

evening. He fretted against his imprison-

ment, and yet it was a relief to liim that he had
saved Ricks from a horrible death.

Then he began to wonder about Ruth. H(
longed so much to comfort her, thoughts of hei

sweet face seemed to make it easier to bear

his .self-imposed penalt}% for nothing on earth

should ever make him give Carter away.
The door was thrown open and Sandy

received a curt order to " come out !

"

I'he next moment he was face to face with
Ruth !

She was in cTeep mourning, but her black

gown showed off the delicacy of her skin ;

Sandy thought she was more beautiful, more
adoralsle than ever.

" Sandy," she commenced tremulously.
" Carter is dead ! I know why you are here !

"

" You've done aU this for meT*' she went on

shj-ly. " Sandy ! when you're free, will you
come and teH ms what you tried to teB nn-

ages ago ?
"

The next moment he was alone.

He was afraid to move, afraid that he ha<l

been dreaming: until a pofice officer shook him
roughly, but not unkindh-, by the shoulder.

' We know who shot Judge HoUis ; it « as

Carter. Wilson—you are free !

"

Ruth was sitting on the verandah when Aunt
Melvy told her her fortune in the tea-cnp.

" Missie, dear, there's a wedding," she smiled.
" Your wedding ! The bridegroom—he's a

fine laddie. He'U make you happy. Look at

the brightness in the bottom of the cup !

"

They both heard a step on the drive, and
Aunt Melvy sfipped away ;

Sandy was at

Ruth's side in two seconds.
" You—Sandy !

" Ruth faltered brokenlj-

:

" I'm glad you've come."
It was then that Sandy felt that he had

reached his Heaven.
" Ruth," he said hoarsely ;

" I love you

—

you have haunted my dreams since the first

hour I saw you. Can vou care for me one fittle

bit ?
"

He felt her arms creep around his neck.
" Sandy, I love you," she wluspercd, as their

lips met in one long, rapturous kiss.

Adftpled from incidcnls in the Paramount
Picture-Play, "S.vNDy"

—

Jack Pickfokd as

Saxdy Kildvy, LomsE Htjff«s Ruth Cartek.
;
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You can Begin this Thrilling Story of Love and Revenge To-day !

m

The Escape.
a STOKJI of cxcuptioiui! viulcnce was rasins alon™

the Dcvijiisliire cua-t, :i* tliree inon made their

way hastily towariLs tlio sea. ThP broail
arrow on tlieir ill-shapen suits pro-lainicd to tlie

worlil lliat thoy were convicts.
hiuddoiily the boom of a gua tohl them their

^'lapc luwl been discovered.
An open boat was their only hope of e.scijpe,

though it seemed madness to attempt to battle with
tlio storm-tossed waves.

'I'lierc was one sereain of terror, .an>l then no otiier

Innuau sonnd. The three nun, fnsritives from
jiisticf, had vanished, swallowed up iu the blaeli

fury of the ^torm-ridderi sea.

Tom Blake Sees His Wife.

OXE evening, a wrclc later, a man sat in the
plfa^ant sittina-room of Weir Vii-w Villa,

which is situatetl on tin,' hanks of the Upper
Thames. He was startleil by tbn entrance of a man
from the window.
The man was Thomas Blake, one of the escaped

convicts.
He entered the room as if he were sure of his welcome

;

but the effect on .lolm Marsh was startling.
" Tom Tom Blake !

" he gasped, horror-stmelc.
" 1 read in tlie papers you were dead I Drowned !

"

Tom Blake explained how one of his companions
bad died. The other was waiting outside.

' I've come back to i>rove my innocence !
" he said.

A curious grey i)allor came over John Marsh's
face, and he swayed unsteadily.

' 1 am sorry I cannot ask yoii to stay here," he
said. " The fact is I have only been marrietl a few
hours." Then he broke off and fell forward on his
face.

Tom Blake rushed forward to help hira, when a
sonnd outside the doov reminded him he was still a
fugitive from justice. He concealed him.self beiiind
the curtains, and watched the door open to admit
a girl.

The girl was his wife !

The Convict's Wife.

HIS wife—Lucy.
In Ills place of concealment behind

the curtains the convict stood staring

at her. The two yearti of black despair
through which he had passed fell away from
hini. For a moment he forgot, and it seemed
but yesterday when ho stood with her at the
altar, and saw the light of womanhood grow
into the girl's eye.?, and read in them the
love of the agcH'.-

Tho girl qif his dreams ! His golden girl

!

For a few short weeks .she had tatight him
the meaning of a woman's love : shown him
the depths of a purity and faith before which
he had almo.st trembled.

Tiien—calamity! The prisoner's dock, the
felon's cell. And from that day until now
he had not seen her face.

Abruptly the hot wave of joy, which the
sight of her had involuntarily brought, spent
itself. Something .sinister laid icy hands
on him.
Why was shn here "? His Lucy—his golden

girl ! Why was she in this house with John
Jlarsh ?

What did it all mean, the whole grim
business What was he afraid of ? Why

was he shaking, and why in Heaven's name
wer(! his hands and brow wot ?

These were the crowding, tumultuous
thoughts of seconds, and he "tried savagely
to shake them off. He cursed himself for
a bitter, suspicious fool.

John Marsh was married to-day !

Weil, what of it '! Why shouldn't Lucy
be here ? Probably she was a friead of
Jack's wife.

After all, wasn't this the mast rea-sonablo
place for her to be ? John Marsh had
always been liis very good friend, and Lucy's.
,1 lid Luci/'.s !

Something tore at bim, and he groimd his
teeth with pain.

This was very fine and plausible. But
why—wtiy in Heaven's name had Marsh lied

to him ? Wliy had he told him Lucy was
in Scotland ? Why had he wanted to get
him out of the country as soon as he saw
him ?

Meanwhile, the girl had been .starwling as
if tuined to stone, staring wild-eyed at the
stricken man collapsed in the big armchair.

For some time she seemed tinablc to move.
Then she shook herself as if out of a

trance, and approached the chair with a sort
of fascinated reluctanee"; or .so at least the
concealed man interpreted her fearful hesita-
tion.

" Jack ! Jack ! W^hat is the matter, dear
Arc you ill '! Oh, s{)eak to me ! Don't
look at me like that !

"

His eyes were open, and their lack lustre
glare drained the courage out of her, as it

had drained the colour out of her face.

She shook him wildly.
'• Jack ! Jack !

"

In Iter distraction she tried to lift him out
of the chair. He was lying half across it,

and in her cilort to raise him the chair slipped
awaj', and he crashed on the floor.

" Oh !
" she breathed, in a long-drawn

whisper of horror. " He's dead !

"

She knelt down and rapidly loosened his

collar and tie. Then she put her hand to his

heart.

There was a curious intentness in her action
and attitude. It sugge.sted the calm air of
d(>tachment which one expects from a doctor.
Then she rose slowly and pressed her hand

to her white forehead.
" He's dead," she said again, in a low

voice—a voice no longer strained, but calm,
like her aspect.

She stood for a moment looking into

vacancy. The light shone in her blue ej-es,

and in them Tom Blake read mysttfry on
mystery.
How often he had .seen that light there,

even when she was a slip of a girl. It wa.s

at such times he had felt she was far away
from him. That ho did not know her ;

would never know her.

It was what he called her ghost look, and
he used to tell her there were ghasts behind
her eyes, looking out into the world. The
ghosts of all a woman thinks and feels—and
never tells.

She went c(uickly to the bell, and seemetl
to recollect that the servants were in bed.
A moments hesitation, and she walked
f^uictly out of the room.
Tom Blake stepped into the room agam.
His brain was reeling and he was breathing

quickly, as if spent with exhaustion, as
indeed ho was. There was a mist before his

eyes, and he had to draw his hand across them
before he could see.

He could not believe that Marsh was
dead. He knelt over him and felt hLs heart.

There was not the faintest tremor. He
could feel no trace of a pulse or respiration.

His face had the grey hue of ashes.
" He's all in," said Tom, .surprised at the

tone of callousness in his voice. John
Marsh cannot clear up the mysterj-. But
she shall. Lucy shall tell me herself. I wi!!

not leave this house until I know."

He was interrupted by a hoarie whisper
from behind him. He swung rouml, and
saw the puckered, wicked old face of Jimmy
Twiss peering at him through the gap in

the eurtain.s.

Seeing, as he believed, that Blake was aloie .

Jimmy stepped boldly in.

" Aw ! Mr. Tom Blake," he said, in his

husky whisper^ " wot in the name of Penton-
villc do you 'appcn to think you're 'ere for,

a change of hair and scenery 7 'Ow are you
gettin' on with the job ? Where's the swag—
the nuggets, my boy, where ar^ they ?

"

Tom looked at the little old fellow, IiLs

mind still dazed and irroping in the dark.
' I don't know what you're talking about,

Jimmy."
Jimmy gave one quick, shrewd look at hi-

white, drawn face, and whistled softly.

" Goo' tor !
" he gaspecL " It's like that,

is it ? Got stage fright, guv'nor ? Fort you
had nerve enough for anyfink. Anyone
w(juld fink it was yer first offence if they
didn't know. And you 'avcn't done a blessed

thins:, 'ave yer ?
"

" Pone what, Jimmy ? " a.sked Tom, b< -

wildercd.

t thought you says yon was going to get

clothes and money for both of us out of

this 'ere swagger crib. My aunt ! You make
mc perspire you do. You've got the 'ousc

lighted up as if it was yer own. I tell yer

you're making a lighthouse of it .so that the

perlice can see it a 'undred miles off."

' That's all right, Jimmy," returned Tom
testily, " Don't you worry yourself. Y"ou

seem to be under a wrong impression. Ttiis is

not what you W'ould call a crib. This is th

house of a friend of mine."
Jimmy gave a magnificent rendering of a

certain wink, which was the most impressive

tlimg in his list of accomplishments.
' That's aU right, guv'nor. I believe yer

where there's thousands as wouldn't. Ani!

yer do carry it horf with a hah-, too, belicv

me.
But some people is that disbelieving,

you'd be astonished. Once I 'ad the gent!-

touch on the shoulder when I was walkiiij

off with the spoons from the 'ouse of a certain

.Justice of the Peace who shall be namelc-ss, a-

the poet says. 'That's all right, my man,
I says, large as yer like. 'That's the 'ous

of a friend of mine.' But it laisn't all right,

siuv'nor, herlieve me. It's perfeckly sickeninii

wh?,t a lot of crool suspicion there is in this

world."
Blake was absent mindedly puUing o]3eii

some drawers of a roll-top desk near tlie

window.
-John Marsh had promised to give him

some money, and money he must have. Jf

he could find any he would give it to Jimmy
to get rid of him. He was not in the mood
to stick at trifles.

Jimmy looked at liim in open wonder.
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He sidk-d rounrl to tlic di'>k.
' Arf a 1110, Ml'. 'J'oin liUkv \o\\ make

me iiorvous. You don't take no piopei'

interest in yer profc.'^sion. Tliat"s not the

way to rise from tlie raiik.^. my l)oy, berlievc

nie. You go about ver job lilce as if yer

don"t earc if it snows.
'

'i'oni watehod gloomily while Jimmy's
])rattised hands went -through the drawers

like the hands of a pianist over the keyboard.

Presently there was a gasp, and ]?lake

saw the little man gloating over a bundle of

notes.

'I'oin snatehed them away. 1'liey were
Bank cif England notes. He eounted four

for five jioiuuls each off the top, and handed
them over to Jimmy.
'There you are,'' he said. "That will

do to go on with. I'll put the rest baek."

Jimmy's eyes ahnost jumped out of his

head, and lie choked in liis hurry to speak.

\V-what yer giving us. guv'nor ? Yer
don't 'appen to "a\'e gone oft yer loeker, do
yer ? This ain't a bird s-nest, yer know,
wlierc .^er take four ami put liaek two, so's

they shall lay some more. Some of those

others is fifties. I saw 'em.''

''I know they are," said Tom quietly.
" But you've got all you will get, Jimmy.
So now get outside and wait for me in the

boathouse—quickly, do you hear '/

''

Jimmy crouched his litth-, misshapen body
and snarled with his lips drawn back.

' Outside !
" said Tom sternly.

Just then the little man's ferret eyes fell

on the crumpled body of John Harsh stretched

on the_ floor.

The breath whistled in his throat, and his

face went the colour of lead. Tom coulil

scarcely hear his husky vibrating whisper.
'" Ciuv'nor !

" He plucked at'Tom's .sleeve,

and seemed to shrink even smaller than he
Vas. " Ouv'nor ! Oh, my aunt ! Y'er don't
mean ter say ycr've been such a staggering

fool as to out 'im ?
"

'" Ko,'' returned Tom sharply. " He's dead,
but I had nothing to do with it. I'm quite

innocent of the business !

''

'" Innercent !
" groaned Jimmy, wiping his

lirow mth the back of his lean hand. " Inner-

cent ! ]\Iy aunt ! I wished yer wasn't quite
.so da.slied innercent! Yer innercenco will

get yer head in a loop, and mine too, if yer
don't go easy ! Wish I 'ad never left nie

'appy 'ome at Bleakmoor. Yer a'ven't got
enough ordinary savvy to keep j'crself ali\e

with pap !

"

' Stop chattering. Jimmy, and get outside,"

snapped Tom. " There'll be somebody in

lierc in a moment !

"

' Huh! And I suppose >ou arc goin" to

stand 'ere an' wait for 'em V

"

'
I am."

' Batchy !
" groaned the little man. " That's

M'liat you are !

"

He was going out so dejected and crushed
that he almost left the notes lying on the
floor, where ho had dropped them in his

shock.

But at the last moment he remembered
them. He grabbed them uj). criimiiled them
in his pocket, and vanished out of the window.
There were sounds outside the door, and

1'om again sought cover behind the window
curtain.

Lucy entered, accompanied by 'two maids,
v.liite-faced and frightened.

Lucy was,calm and .self-pos-;esse(l.

They had brought a long door shutter.

I'nder Lucy's direction, and with her help,
they lifted the inanimate man on to it, and
gentl}' carried him from the room.

'J'om Blake heard the creak of the stairs, and
gathered that thc' dead man was being carried
up to one of the bedrooms.

After a time the front door clashed, and ho
assumed that somebody had been sent for a
do tor.

Again he stepped into the room, and stood

looking round aimlessls*. His disrupted
faculties were still in a state of tumult. But
there was one clear thing. Ho wanted an
answer to one question.

Afterwards, if necessary,- he would step

out into the world again, an escaped felon
;

or back to Bleakmoor, a re-captured one.

Pie cared little which. But before he left that
house h'j would have thc answer to his

question.

Whom did John Jlarsh marry to-day ?

•>>
The Lost Letter.

IT seemed to the convict that he waited
there ages before he heard a step outside,

and again sought shelter in his hiding-

place behind the curtain.

It was Lucy again.

She came into the room with a strange, set

face, as if she were walking in a dream. She
stop])ed in the middle of thc floor and stood
there quite still, like a white statue.

Tom Blake felt his heart leap at thc sheer

beauty of her as the light played on the gold
in her hair. She had the shadows in her eyes

again—the ghost look.

Tom pressed at his heart to keep it still.

She was like a tall, straight hly of the marshes
with a tawny crown. Heavens ! How he
.loved her, and longed for those red lips of

hers !

Suddenly her calm forsook her. She col-

lapsed into the very chair over which John
Heath had sprawled. She buried her face in

her hands and shook with a storm of soundless
sobs.

Tom emerged from his hiding-place and
moved silently across the thick carpet until

he stood over her.

He caught sight of his reflection in the glass.

His face was set and hard. It looked as cold
as fate. Yet every nerve in his body was
athrill to take her in his arms and crush her
to his heart.

Then he heard her voice breaking through
thc sobs. A broken whisper that throbbed
with tragedy.

" Tom ! Tom !

"

He touched her on the hair. She started,

looked up, and met his ej'cs bent on her.

He had expected a scream, but she did not
speak or move^e.xcept one hand that fluttered

half way to her heart and stopped. But ha
saw the severity of the shock by the whitening
of her lips, and thc dilation of her eyes.

For quite a minute they looked at each
other without a word. Then she rose slowly
from her chair, her level, unwavering gazo
fixed on his face all the time.

And in her eyes he read first amazement,
fear, increduUty ; then conviction. And after

that, sweeping up in wave after wave of won-
derful expression—joy, gladness, tumult upoa
tumult of unutteralDle happiness.
Her voice came at last, hoarse with emotion.
" Tom ! Tom ! Oh, my dear, is it 3'ou, or

liavo I indeed gone out of my mind^ as I liavo

been dreading for so long ?
"

The convict tried desperately to force into
his voice some of thc love for her which was
clamouring in him. But when he heard it,

it was like ice.

" Yes. I ara your husband—thc convict."

She swayed dangerously, and he made a
quick step towards her. But a slight, waver-
ing movement of her hand stopped him.

" They told me you were dead !

"

"Officially, I am dead," said Blake. "I
was reported dead by the newspapers, and to
that I owe my escape."

" You—you have escaped from Bleak-
moor ?

''

" Ye.s."

Suddenly a look of lioiror sprang into her
eyes, and she uttered a low, hunted cry of

cxc£uisite pain. She twisted round against
the manteliiiece and burst into an agony of

weeping.
Tom made no attempt to touch her or

to approach her. He waited like death until

the storm of emotion had spent itself. Then
he said quietly :

" Lucy, look at me."
She turned her beautiful face to his. her

eyes sombre with tragedy, and spoke like a
bewildered cliild.

" He—told me you were dead," she whis-
pered.

" Who told you ?
" demanded Tom.

"Jack."
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"I suppose by that you mean Mar.-»h ?
"

(saiil Tom coldly.

'lie no<lded miserably.
" How long ago was tfi.it ?

''

' Six days ago, when the newspapers

reported your death. It was then he asked mo
to marry him—urged mo to do so as soon

as possible."
" And you accepted his eold-blooded

proposal .without a moment's hesitation ?
"

I married him to-day,'' she answered,

because it was your wish."
' Ml/ icish ? " Tom stared at her blankly.
" Dear, j-ou cannot have forgotten. You

told me it was your wish that I should marry
Jack if you were killed, in your letter."

" What letter ? \ have sent you no letter."
" Toin. you can't have forgotten. You

"oiit mo a letter saying you were going to

make an effort to escape from Blcakmoor.

You said there was danger—great danger.

Once you got out of the prison you were
determined not to be taken alive. If you
vverc killed, you urged mc to marry .lack.

You said that you knew that he had
always loved me, and it would make your
ininii easier if you knew that in tlie event of

anything happening to you, I sh<3uld l)e taken

ears of by so upright and honourable

a man.''

For a minute Tom stared at her in silen< c.

" And 1 suppose," said Tom slowly, you
have burned the letter, or lost it '>.

"

"No. I have it still. 1 will get it.''

Tom waited, the fever of his mind gradually

clearing.

If his wife were the victim of a plot, then
nothing mattereil. The marriage which had
taken place only a few hours ago meant nothing.

And .John Marsh was dead.

There was a light, (iuick step outside, and
Lucy came in again. Directly ho saw her

face Tom knew that something had happened.

iShe tried to speak, and choked over a

frightened sob. He stopped her with up-

raised hand.
" Stop !

" he said coldly. '" Let us wait a

minute. I will tell you what you arc going

to say. The letter is gone."
" Y-yes," she faltered. "My jewel-case has

been broken open and my jewels are gone,

and the letter, too. Oh, Tom, don't look at

nie like that '. Y'ou look as i£ you don't

Ijelieve m?. Oh, how can you——

"

She dropped on her knees suddenly, her

white hancls plucking at his ragged coat.
".' Tom," she whispered brokenly, why

are you hurting me like this / Why are you
demanding proofs from mc of my love for

you ? Isn't my word sufficient ? Can't you
tell by oiie look at me whether I love you or

not ? Oh, my dear, if you could only see

into my heart ! You don't believe me,
Tom.''

"It \ias not my wish," said Tom harshly.
" I never' made any such ignoble proposal to

yoiT. I sent no letter. I'here never was any
letter, and you know it !

"

Thero was a heavy crunching step on the

gravel outside.

The girl stood up and sprang away from
him as the window was tiung open.

The curtains i)arted, and a unifonued
policeman with the stripes of a sergeant burst

in. He was breathing cp)i( kh', and his eyes

were ablaze with excitement.

Burglars in your house, ma'am. We
'•aught one fellow on the lawn, a little old

scoundrel that hasn't been out of jnison many
days by the look of his head. He's got a
I)ocket just bulging vntii diamond necklaces

and 1)racelets, and what not. 1'hcre's a ladder

up at one of your lirst -floor windows now."
Suddenly the sergeant caught siglit of Tom.
For a moment he stared at him with his

mouth open, speechless with surprise.

Then ho made a (juick, springy step forward
and laid a heavy liand on his shoulder.

{Another Thrilllii// Instalment Next Mondaij.)

rJIAT I wasn't funvij
/"

This startling confession I wrung
from the Prince of Jesters at the

London Hippodrome, where Mr. Robey i.s

at present bu.^ily engaged putting his very
considerable contribution of joy into " Joy
Bells." The announcement was made in

reply to my inquisitive incj^uiry as to what
the famous comedian thought upon first seeing

himself as others see him, through the medium
of the film.

The expressive Robey co\mtcnancc looked
so utterly woe-begone that I nearly cried

—

with laughter—and then begged for further

jiarticulars.

Mr. E. P. Kinsella, who also produced " 'J'ii"

Day Off." I cannot tell you much about it

at present, but in it I play- the? part of Madam
Cupid, a clairvoyant. 1 only hope other.i

will i'ind mc funny in the role. And then "—
here, marvel of marvels ! Mr. Kobey actually
smilet'J

—
" there are some aw fully nice girls

in this film. Jolly pretty girls, too!"

His Job.

WHICH do you prefer aeling for

—

the stage or screen ': " I felt

really encouraged by that smile.

It itvM nice to see him happy at hist !

" Well," said Mr. Robey, pointing in the

GEORGE ROBtY drawing one of his famous
for charity for

NO, I. didn't strike myself as funny,
though all the folks around were
chuckling," went on the man who

has more laughs to his credit than almost any
other comedian of the legitimate or variety

staee. ' To me it seemed just like an ordinary
photograph, save that it was in motion."
Mr. Robey sighed sorrowfully. You see,

1 am a photographer myself—/ knouj how it

was done."

Here was a refreshing absence of camouflage.
After all, it is only tlio very great who can
afford to Ix" very simple—and truthful.

George Robey's Day Off.

ALTHOC(iH reluctant to give pain to this

humorous soul who could not make
himself laugh, I tactlessly inquired the

extent of his activities before the moving
picture camera.

" Let me see
! "—Mr. Robey cast a

mournful eye skyward
—

" my first picture

was The Anarchist." Then I played in

Blood Tells." My la.st film was " George
Robey's Day Off." That was a farce, if yon
like ! Daij off, indeed ! Good Lord !

"

For a moment Mr. Roljey seemed lost in

painful meditation upon the fictitious leisure

of a man whose time is only his own when
he's in bed and asleep.

" What is your next picture to be ?
" I

hastily interposed, anxious to divert his mind
from ttiis distressing reflection.

" Dinky Doo," was the amswer, in a voice

strangely at variance with the seemingly
flippant replj'. " It is being produced by

landladies. The original of this sketch was sold

fourteen guineas.

direction of the stage, "rtw is reallj' my jol',

though I like acting^for the films, too. As a
matter of fact, I think there is a big future
for films—certainly for British ones."

This little conversation took place amid all

the workmanlike surroundin<;<i and bustling

activity which alone make possible the feast

to the e3-e, and appeal to the emotions and
risible faculties of those '" in front." Uliile Mr.
Robej' made his sorrowful confession to me,
he was obliged to- break off his remarlis to

greet an acquaintance or

answer a ((uestion. Melan-
choly he may have been,

but he was also distinctly

the man of affaiis.
^

" ^^'ell, I must be off.

Gcd-bye !
" He wrung my

hand. " Glad to liave seen

you. but don't give my con-
fession away !

''

But—by ( ieorge. I have !

M. H. C.

Drawn by
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MAE MARSH SOME OF HER "THOUSAND EXPRESSIONS'

13

I AM quiet sometimes

-

I like nice things said to me— I have my sad timej too I don t believe ALL I .l:ear- ! Ch

MAE MARSH.
The Life S:ory On And Off The Screen Of The Lovely Little Laay Of a Thousand Faces.

MAE ilAHSH, tlic famous Coldwyn star, has already paikcil moi"

in lior few years than is given to some ordinaiy mortals in a

whole lifetii'ne. Khe was horn on Xovemb(-r 9th. 189."), a montli,

l)V the way. wlneh astrologers tell us is good for actresses, so she is

just twenty-three, and 1 don't .sujtpose she will mind you knowing

that !

She was born at Madrid. New Mexico, but went to tlie Convent school

of the Sacred Heart, at San Francisco and l.os Angeles, .so she was

lucky enough to spend her childhood in California, wliich Americans

think is the special bjt of " (iod's Own Country."

Her success on the moving ))icturcs was so sure and speedy that

in a few weeks" time she was-taking leads, and since then has adai)ted

liei-self to so many characters that she has earned the title of the girl

with a thousand faces."'

She was introduced to the BrilLsh public in those masterpieces of the

film,
"

'J'hc Birth of a Nation" and ""Intolerance," although her first

star jiart in America was in " Sands o' Dee." It is still her favoui"ite

ehiiracter, and 1 know it caused many a choking throat in audiences

over here. Her many adniireis say that they like her !)est in character^'

that give scoi)e for her natural (juaintness and whimsicality, but at the

.s.'.me time she is just a^ attra(ti\c in powerfully diamutic piccts.

A Wonderful Personality

No r only is she a success in herself—on account of her capacity for iiai '!

work—but she imbues others with the same spirit. Mr. Welsh,
her leading man. testifies to this when he ' e.xplaiiis that

everyone feels a bit off colour for work sometimes, but that feeling

vanishes when Miss Marsh appears on the scene, and to quote his words,
'" She"ll crack ever\" laz_\ bone in the body.

In spite of her wonderfully magnetic personality she is just the same
simple girl as when at school, and has all the lovely points of character

that go to make her a real "" chiki of Xature,"" in that she prefers simple
wild flowers to hothou.se beau.ties, loves children and pets, hates posing

for a photograph, wearing diamonds, or in fact, glittering at all in

])ublic, cxce])t in her dearly loved screen-work, and the. less you say
about that the better she likes Jt. • '

'

Afiaid cf Horses.

HKK ]>ct hobby is sculpture, chiefly statuettes and jjlaqiies, but
she does it for pure love of the work, and not for c.xhibiti<>n.

For outdoor recreation she loves to take long rides into the
.'ountry. and wander through fields and woods. Contiary to her great

love of Nature she is awfully afraid of horses, and that is why she savs
'" Polly of the Circus " was one of her most dilfiriilt parts, because slie

had to .stroke the nose of her lovely white steed !

I am glad that she has spoken so strongly about the " Hazing,"' as

it is called in America, or Tagging of the new girl at school. She takes
• he part of Jane Ridgway in the new tJoldvvyn picture, '"The Fa<-e in

the bark," whirh we .«hall .see ne.xt month. She said it remind(-d Ir r

of the lonoly time she had after the San Francisco earthquake of lOOti,

when her family l(;st all their belongings and she was sent awav to
-.(hool. She feels, with other sensible ]ieople, (hat it is a custom to bo
Icplorcd,

Her Marriage.

IIIAVF often been asked if .Mae Mar.«h is married, because .she
look.s so y luthful in the pictures, cveiT younger than .her twe!it\ -

tlirec years. Neveithele.ss, she is married, and her ~!iusband,
r.ouis Lee Armes, also has the honour of being her stage-manager, so his
lot in hfe is well filled.

On Ihe Stage.

BY the way, her husband has just announced the fact that she

will appear next autumn on the theatre stage. I hope this

does not mean that she is having a long rest from the pictures,

or the possibility of giving them up altogether. I, for one, shall

be very disappointed. Yet with what joy and anticipation comes

the thought that perhaps she might be persuaded to come over hT.-.

Wouldn"t you love to hear her voice "? It would be a great consola'ion

for mi.ssing her face on the screen.

Mae Marsli.
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CLARA KIM^
rho Sarah Bernhardt of the S

playing in Gaumont Select Pic-

tures, began her professional career at
the age of three.

At this tender age she won fame for

very precocious rendering of a sona
that was world-wide in popularity

—

Ti! ra-ra-boom-di-ay.

From that day to the present her rise

lip the ladder of fame has been very
rapitl.

Like a good many artists on stage and
screen, she began in a stock coniiiany,

and in due course took New York
storm. She began picture work with
the Vitagraph Company, and has toured
India and .Japan in the course of her
career as a cinema star.

Her Own Company.

MISS YOUXC; is now head of lior

own compan}-. Her jjroductions

have become noteworthy
throughout the cinema world for their

artistry, for which Miss Youngis entirely

responsible. She even goes so far as to
])ersonally design the decorations and
furuisliings for big sets. Then, of course.

Miss Youngis famous for the beautiful

dresses which she wears, most of which
are designed by " Lucille " (Lady Duli-
<jordon). In "The Reason Why," the
Select picture just released. Miss Young
weai-s no fewer than nineteen magnifi-
cent gowns, all ncwlj- designed for her.

She is one of tfie best dressed women
on the screen.

Claims Descent from Mrs. Siddons*

MISS YOL'XG has often been re-

ferre<l to as the Sarah Bernhardt
of the screen, and her metho<ls

of work in )nany ca.ses are vciy reminis-
cent of that great French actress. Per-
hajjs that is thie to the fad that .«!ie

claims descent from the ininiortal Mrs
Siddons.

la the Tragic Scene «

' THE EASIEST WAY.

As "MAGDA.'

J
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Charact".!- Paris.

In "THE
REASON
WHY."

Her Wonderful Eyes and Skin.

HAVE you noticed her wonderful
eves ? They aro largo and
black, and therefore photo-

graph perfectly. Would-be aspirants

to cinema fame might also take note
of the fact that to photograph nicely

it is necessary to have a good skin.

Miss Young uses very little make-up,
but her complexion is such that she
makes tlie most perfect photograpli

of all screen beauties ; and it is said

that Miss Young can always obtain
the services of any first-class camera
man, for the simple reason that all

of them are only too glad to have an
opportunity of photogi'apliing her,

because they are certain of getting a
beautiful, soft, photographic ef'ect.

In the " HOUSE OF GLASS.'

A ch- rming scene in " SHIRLEY KAYE. '

THESE pictures of Hara Kimball
Young show .some of the charac-
ter parts this beautiful screen

actress has appeared in.

This v/eek we can sec her in The
Reason Why," the film adaptation of

Elinor tilyn's novel. Although this Hhn
was photographed in America, the

scenes are typically English. For in-

stance, there is a real old En&lish castle

in it, but where such castle exists in

America I cannot tell you. The interior

of the castle, however, to say the Iea.<t

of it, is cxipiisite. Another interesting

point about the_samo film is that there

appears iu it a hansom cab and aN'>

a true to-lifc Loudon policeman—an
individual which the American pro-

ducers made a very bad job of. Xext
mouth we are to sec her in a so)nc-

wluit dill'ercnt characterisation.

Her Next Film.

IN
' TheSavage Woman,'' Miss Youiis;

plays the part of a jungle creature.

For those people who like change
of scene, it will be diflicult to beat this

])lay which opens iu an African coast

town, then transfers to the midst of

Abyssinian jungle, then to a locale

which is absolutely typical of old

Egypt, then to the sea, then to P;'ris,

then to the Italian Riviera, and in the

end back to the African coast and
Abj-ssinia. There are several entertain-

ing diversions in the him which are

worthy of mention. The introduction

of the (Juecu of Sheba, for instance,

is beautifully staged and (piito elYec-

tive'. Likewise, an incident when, to

indicate the death of her fat her, Renee,

the ''jungle creature" (.Miss Young;,
.sees the shadow of a vidlure])ass over-

head. There is an exquisite seen •

which one would like to linger ovt r

when Renee returns to Africa, and there

couu's upon the screen the moonliglr

view of the sea and the African coast.
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M TMIE BLESSING = ROOM.
Tak2 the Cinema Stars a; Your Beauty Models—The Hair Can
Hida Facial Defecta^Look After it, and Catch the Mary Pickford

Bright Lights—Favourite Shampoos.

THE cinema star who sees lui-elf on lii;;

film for the first time losei many i'lu-

sions. Many—Dorothy Oish among
them—do not recognise tliemsclves ? This
can be readily understood by the girl who
remembers seeing herself in a " double

"

iiiiiTor for the first time, and has seen her own
profile. Wc ordinary mortals do not see

ourselves as othci-S'scc us."

When You Buy a Hat.

THE average woman, when she looks at

licrself in the mirror, puts on a set

expression. Watch yourself and see.

When you go to buy a hat, doesn't almost ((/(//

hat suit you until you get it liomc ? This is

easily explained. In the milliners shop you

Chrissie While adopls a ]ffl hand 2)arlui(j

with a deep dip over the forehead. This
style of hairdressing is always becoming to

the girl with a round face, especially if she is

careful to have one or two loose curls over the

ears. .

'

arc anxious to get something to .suit yourself.

You put the hat on, you smile, you make
your choice carefully. On the Avay home,
<loubts creep into your mind as to whether
you have chosen the best. By the time you
arrive home you arc certain you have not.

Anxiously you scan yourself in the glass. No,
the hat cloes not suit you as it did in the shop,
and you begin to wonder how you can get
rid of it.

The hat has not changed, but ycu hare. Yen
smiled in the shop,' j'ou frowned at home.
Now the cinema star has learnt to know

herself exactly as she is. The camera shows
her, not as /a studio photographer would have
her think she is, but as she really is, and .she

sees herself from every angle, sees her bad
])oints as well as' her good ones. This being

so, ] thmk that the giii who would know
how to make the most of herself, should make
the cinema actress her model.

The cinema actress has learnt her lesson in
the hard school of experience. Let us take
advantage of the knowledge she has gained.

Cinema Stars Coiffures.

TAKE, for instance, the hairdressing
stylos on the film. Here you find no
elaborate puffs and coils. In most

cases the hair is arranged not dressed. But
you will find a motive behind this. You will

notice that certain things have been carefully
studied by the artist, who realises that one of
her best assets on the .screen is beauty.

The hair-line is the most important thing
to settle in a coiffure ; after that the silhouette.

do to your mirror, comb your hair straight
back from your forehead, take a hand-mirror,
and study yourself closely. Jf your foreheacl
shows a spot whore the hair-line is not straight,
remember to conceal this when arranging j-our
hair.

Only t ho most j;erfect features can stand
the classic style of drawing ba< k the hair from
the forehead. Coaxing the hair into waves
will be found much better for the average face.

Covering the lips of the ears gives youth to
the face. ,

Mary Pickford's Sunlit Curls.

DECIDE whether a centre or side parting
suits you best, or whether you are
going to adopt a high or low .style of

hair-dressing, and remember that no coiffure
can be lovely v.'hcn the hair is dull and liteles.s.

Have you ever noticed the beautiful lights
in the hair of Mary Pickford. Only hair well
cared for will catch the simlight and give those
effects wo admire in her jiictures.

Constant brushing, freedom from dan-
druff and surplus oil, massage and careful
sliamiiooing, are all necessary to get the hair
into perfect condition.

Here are a few hair hints that I have
gathered from the notebooks of cinema stars.

Try them and prove their v/orth.

<-«•-»-

A Shampoo for Fair Hair.

IF j'our hair is fair, keep it so by using a
handful of camomile flowers for your
shampoo. Throw the flowers into boiling

water, and allow it to cool. Strain it, and use
it to rinse the hair in after it has been
thoroughly cleansed with soap and water.

If your hair is beginning to darken, as all

fair hair will if it is neglected, try the juice of
half a lemon instead of the camomile flowers
in your rinsing water.

Rosemary for Dark Hair.

DARK h.air should be rinsed in an infusion
of rosemary leaves. Use in the same
way as tlie camoniilo flowers. Rose-

mary is particu hi riy fragrant, which is an added
advantage, as the scent clings to the hair long
afterwards.

In brushing the hair, take a little at a time
and brush vvith long, even strokes. Don't
bang the head with the brush. It is the hair
that needs to be brushed not the head. Never
neglect to comb the hair. Brushing cleanses,
combing stimulates the scalp. This also
applies to massage.

2'/a /'iciure Slioii-, Miti) 10///, 1919.

The style of hairdressing adopted by Jeuel
Carmen when she appeared as the heroine in
" The Only Way " is a particularly j)leasing

coiffure for the girl who is just putting tip

her hair. Gallver the hair together loosely

and lie it on the crown of the head. Arrange
the ends in loose curls and pin carefully,

alloioing one or two to trail on the nape of the

neck.

Lina Cavalieri's Advice.

IF your hair is becoming dull and lifelo-
ma.ssage of the scalp with a little vaselii

or castor (iil is a wonderful revived Tin
must be applied to the seal]) not to the haii
Dip the fingers of each hand into the grease .

then thrust your fingers through your haii.
and massage the scalp with a firm, rotar\
movement.
Lina Cavalieri, the most famous beautj^ on

the screen, says :
" The best friend to dcfecti\

features is the hair. Softly arranged abo;
the face in cloudy veil-like curls, wee <.

quettish tcndi-ils, vagrant locks clustering
ho-re and there about ears, and check and
temple, it covers a multitude of shortcomim'

Follow these hints, and make the most •

j'our hair.

Pearl While has beautiful long hair, but th-

realises thai bobbed hair can be becoming.

She compromises by cutting it short each side

of the face and u-earing it pulled forward orcr

the ears.
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The Story of Teddy, who appears in

Paramount Sennett Comedies —
EDDY is a fiill-bloodwK ;rcat DcUjc

withtlie grave and sokinii luionof
liisspcfics. Tn his first appearance

on tlic screen lie rescued a baby from in front

of a tramcar. The scene niade a hif. and
ever since tlien Teddy has insisted on beini;

the hero. Ho will not go on unless he can
rescue somebody or something, even if it is

only a basket of kittens.

IN a recent I'ara-

mount-Arbucklo
comedy, The

Sheriff," Luko
trailed a gang of idd-

nappers. dug uuder
the wall of a log
caljin, forced his way
uj) tlirough the floor

and led the rescuing

party back.

HERO
— and Luke, the canine

comedian, appearing

in Paramount-
Arbuckle comedies.

LUKE is the antithesis of Teddy. Luke is

a pt'<ligreed English bull terrier, in.

whom high living has developed a ten-

dency to embonpoint. Luke is a born come-
dian, to whom life is the greatest joke that

over wa.s. He is fa-ml}' convinced that Fatty
Arbiiekle is the biggest man on earth.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

Who is he ?

THRILLS! Thrills and yet nuin- thrills!

This is what we .are 7)roniisc<l by the

new Pathe serial " Hands !
" Listen

to this for a description of the Piiantoni

Rider, the big character \>:\ti in the play.

Ho is garljed in a kmf; bladv cape and a big

sombrero. His face almost entirely covered
by a big black scart. AVho is the Phantom
Rider ? This question will be asked ))y a great

army of ])icture-goers all over the country
during the summer and autumn months.
Telling would be to weaken (he ])owcr of tiio

great story ; but this much ina\- lie divulged.—
the black horseman is one of the most expert
dare-devil liders fjf the south-west, and coiuits

taking his life in his hands as merely part of a

day's work.
Rutli Itoland i.s (lie heroine, and there are

many tense situations, where, as Echo, she is

rescued by the mysterious Phantom Rider.

Famous Tenor on the Screen.

MV('t)l'SIN C'AIU'SO'- is the titl- of

the first Artcraft jiirturc slarriu'i tin:

world-famous tenor. In this ((jiucdy

Caruso doubles the rule of Caruso ami Luigi

Vcddi, a si ul|^tor.

The sfoiy tells how the scul[)tor"s ambition
is fired by the fame of his cousin, the oj)cra

.singer. ]''rom the gallery he and his sweet-

heart hear the opcia " raiiiiai - i." and,

believing it will brinj; liim uooii ImiIuuc, he
models a figure of Caruso and taLcs it as a

gift to the tenor's hotel.

The visit is resented as an intrusion, and
the sculptor is heartbroken. He sends a boy to

bring back the little clay ligur.

messenger the great Caruso
cousin's worth as

a man. He then
examines the

s t a t u e a n d

i-ecognis8s

and from this

earns of his

it, and commissions the sculptor to reproduce
it in marble.

It is a wonderful .study of the tempera-
mental characteristics of the Italian. iShowing
his vanity, underlaid with talent, his humour,
liis passion, and his loyalty.

The Wonders of " Salome."

HERE are sbnu: of the many wondei ful things

we are to sec in the new Fox production
of '" Salome," in which Theda Bara, the

famous queen of the screen, stars. An e.xact

duplicate of the Holy City, from the famous
Jaffa gate to the streets and buildings leading
to (he King's-palaec, was built especially for

this colossal j)roduction. The furnishings for

Salome's boudoir, which were copied from a
rare Biblical print, were gathered at vast
expense from the finest stores of America, and
from exclusive cxjjorters of foreign lalids.

Even to-day the spell of Jerusalem hangs over
the entire world now that the Holy City has
been but recently wrested from the Turk.
This spell is doubly revivified in " Salome."
Never has Theda Bara worn so much rich

a|)parel as in "Salome." Her twentj'-five

costumes cost more than £10,000.

The Prime Minister on the Film.

NEXT month comes the long-promised film.
" Landmarks in the Life of the Right
Hon. David Lloyd (jcorge." This film is

particularly interesting as it traces the career of

England's Premier from the place of his birth,

through .scenes of his childhood and youth, to

his first entry in the Hou.se of Commons. We
are .shown tlio humble home in Manchester;
the village school in Llanystumdwy, Criecieth

Castle, near which he first started in practice

as a solicitor : and many other scenes which are

landmarks in the
life of the man
who to-day is

hoiionred through-
out the world.

DOROTHY DALTON m "Vive La France," a coming Paramount Photo-play.

CARUSO in "My Cousin"

IN COMING FILMS YOU MUST NOT
MISS SEEING—

Bill P.^rsons being .swept along the road
by the water from a Jiose pipe iii " Bill's

sVectie" (SloU).

BiLLiE RHODE.S and her wonderful dog in
" Hoop La " {Jury).

JLiROUERiTE Clark trying to make a fami
pay in " Little Mi.ss Hoover " {Famous Players).

James Reardon trying to prevent prospec-
tive tenants from taking the liouse of which
he is caretaker in " To Let " {Harimi).

Baby Marie Osborne falling from a fire

eicixpo in " Milady o' the Beanstalk " {Path().

Anna Leue making her child kiss her v:

" Parentage " {Western Import).

Ben Wilson and Neva CtEebee as newly-
weds in" Let'sTight" {Transath.nitic Comedy).

Eddie Lyons and Lee Mor.\n trying tr

engage a very pretty maid in "Maid Wanted
{Traiimllanlic Comedy). a ^

Basil Gill watching over a little patient

in " A Soul's Crucifixion." {^roadiccsl.)

Katherine Bi'Tler leaving her homo for

ever in "A Married Coquette." {Equitable.)

(•'eoroe Walsh stopping a runaway horse

in "Luck and Pluck." {Fo.r.)

Pauline Fredeeick in the dock in " Out
of the Shadows." {Paramount.)

Tajt.or Holmes's smile in " Two-Bil
Seats." {Essanay.)

>-M
MoLLiE M.iLONE, the captivating nurse

with whom a wdiole sanatorium of craz\

jjcople are in love, in " Mixed Nuts." {Trans-

atlrinlic.)
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ALMA TAYLOR
The Mach-Loved British Film Star of the

Hepworth Company.

MISS ALMA TAYLOR is umloiibtodly one

of the best bi'loNt'd artistes appealing
• in British films to-day. Her post-bag

every morning proves tliis, for she reeeives all

kinds of coniplimcntaiy epistles from all parts

of tlic United Kingdom and abroad.

She has been with the Hepworth ("ompany
ever since she was tw,clve 3»ears old, and her

introduction to the screen was the result of an
accident more than anything else. In the

I)lace of a friend she attended a party held in

the offices of a large '"chemical" works near

London. With other guests she played all

sorts of exciting games, but did not know until

. ;|atcr, that a moving-picture camera was
recording every action.

Complimented By Queen Alexandra.

SINCE those days Miss Taylor has appeared
in liuiulreds of picture-plajs and in

characters wliich have demanded full

use of the wonderful talent she possesses.

Slic has been coniphmcuted by Queen Alex-

andra for her work in " C'omiu" Thro' the Kye."
This picture is one of the few films which have

• been shown at a command jierformance from
her Majesty. Sir Arthur Pinero has also said

nice things about her when she ])layed the

principal character in '"Iris." Miss Taylor
is passionately fond of children and animals.

All the kiddies in the neighbourhood in which
.she resides go canoeing or walking with her in

turn. " Sturdec,"' Mr. Cecil M. Hepworth's
big St. Bernard dog is greatly devoted to her.

Her Greatest Charm.

MISS TAY'LOR owes a lot of her success to

the fact that she is imassuming and per-

fectly natural when appearing before

the camera. In private life she is a very charming
personality indeed, has a keen sense of humour,
and a passionate love for flowers, children,

and animals. In the summer-time it is a
common sight to see Miss Taylor canoeing on
tlie River Thames with several kiddies on
board, with " Sturdec " running up and down
the bank mingling his barlcs with the laughter

of the children. Another of her accomplisli-

ments you can see in-these photographs. She
is a good shot.

What Was It ?

JL^ST before her last birthday an old friend

of the family told her he had bought her a
birthday present. He described it as of a

squarish shape, of a purple bromi colour, with-
four legs. This information made Miss Taylor
very curious. She repeated the enigma to

a bosom friend, and the jjair of them
walked around some of the London side

streets in an effort to solve the mystery.
Eventually they decided that it must be a
writing-desk.

Her birthday morning came. Just as the
members of Miss Taylor s family were looking
through the numerous ])rcscnts which hacl

arrived by post, the door-bell rang. Miss
Taylor's brotlicr, Teddy, answered it, to find

no human being in sight, but tied to the fence
was a horse. The mystery was explained, but
Mi.ss Taylor candidly admits that, from the
description given her, she would never have
guessed what was coming to her in a hundred
years.

Miss Taylor possesses a very great .sense of

humour. She has played with some of the
most famous stage and cinema players of the
tlay, including Henry Ainley, Dennis Eadie,
Henry Edwards, Gerald Ames, Albert Chev-
alier, and many others. She has prepared
scenarios for the producer, an<l is a very talented
young lady in many directions.

Her next film is " Boundary House." This
is an adaptation of Peggy Webling's novel.

AV'c shall see it on the screen next month.
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MAGNIFICENT ART PLATE OF MR OWEN NARES
GIVEN AWAY INSIDE EVERY COPY OF " The Picture Show."

rho'.o C'lf(ii'l Harris

Special Article: ' WHERE HOUSEWORK IS WELL PAID."

VIOLET HOPSON ..

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S WIFE

PEARL WHITE

PHYLLIS MONKMAN
.

..

SESSUE HAYAKAWA

THE LEE KIDDIES ..

MARGUERITE CLARK

HUSBANDS AND WIVES ..

Plioto^r.iplis of lior in piivato life aivl

all article telling you all about Lcr.

A beautiful portrait of Mildred Harris

on our cover.

The latest ])liotograpli of tlie Peerle's

Fearless Girl of t!ie Screen.,

TclLs the .story of her screen d«'hut.

In the character parts he has made his

own, and an article telling } ou all

about him.

Their many frolics told in pictures

Her life story.

Eeal sweethearts who plaj' make-
belief love on the screen.

Flickers from Filmland— Films You Must See— Serial

Story—Two Short Stories—Cinema Chat—Film Fun—Dress

Hints of Cinema Stars—News Pictures, etc. etc.—and

your last chance to win £50.

28 pages packed with Pictures and Paragraphs,

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
No. 3 of " The Picture Show " (with

the Art Plate of Mr. Owen Nares) on

sale everywhere, first thing Monday

morning, May 12th.

Teil all your friends about " THE PICTURE SHOWr
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HUSBANDS AND WIVES. REAL SWEETHEARTS IN A
MAKE-BELIEVE LOVE SCENE.

I/IARSH ALLEN, MARY MARSH ALLEN, and "SWEE. PAULINE FREDERICK and WILLARD MACK.

ABOVE we sec Mary Marsh Allen, her

husband, and her boj% who is nick-

named " Swee." Marsh AUcn we are
familiar with on the stage. Ho is now
uiiierstudying Charles Hawtrey in " The
Naughty Wife," at the Playhouse, London.
Mary Marsh Allen we know on the screen,
when leading lady with the Windsor Film
Company. Her last photo-play with them is

• Peace, Perfect Peace." She is now pro-
ducing in her own right. These English
plioro-plays will be known as the Mary Marsh
Alli i\ Productions. Wc shall soon see her
lirst picture, " Forgive us our Trespasses."
When taking the final dramatic love scene
of this play, the producer wanted a cloud
of tobacco smoke, through which a visioa
of JIary Marsh Allen was to appear. For-
tunately Mr. Bolton, her manager, an in-
veterate pipe-smoker, was able to oblige.
Lying underneath the camera, he puffed as
ho had never puffed before. He was a great
success as a cloud-maker.

PAULINE FREDERICK, the beautiful

cinema actress who has been called

the ilrs. Patrick Campbell of the screen,

is maiTied to Willard Mack, America's fore-

most dramatist and actor.

The above picture is a scene from ''
'J'lio

Woman on the Index," a Goldwyn picture

which wc are soon to see. In it Miss Pauline

Frederick has a strong dramatic part, and
Willard Mack plays the part of the lov-r.

Pauline Frederick is of medium height

—

five feet four inclics, to bo exact. She has
blue eyes and brown hair.

Her next plioto-play, entitled " A Daughter
of the Old South," will be shown on the 2nd
of next month.

ENID BENNETT and Fred Niblo arc
well known on the stage, l)oth over
here and in America. Enid fii-st met

Mr. Niblo when she had a part in his companj'.
Their romance began wliile Enid was starring
in the Thomas H. Ince Company. They were
married a few months ago. At present Mr.
Niblo has given u[) his stage work to direct
some of Enid's pictures. Though he Jias never
iippeared with Knid Bennett on the screen,
they have been j)liotographed together.
'I he above was taken in the studio during the
filming of " A Desert Wooing," a new Para-
mount picture wc arc to see on the 22nd of
this month.

Other films she has appeared in include
''Naughty-Naughty." -

'I'he Keys of the
Righteous," and "The Biggest Show on
Earth." FRED NIBLO and ENID BENNETT
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FILM FAVOURITES IN NEW PARTS.
Stars of the Screen in Photo-Plays Recently Released.

'HERE aro several treats in store for you when llie followintr pictures are at your pictuK -

liouse. These arc photoplays 1 can thoroughly recommend, and there is some-
thing to suit all tastes—Tragedy, Romance, Drama, and Comedy.

GERALD AMES in "A ^I'lirf Conspiracy."
• (Orangef.)

MARGUERITE CLARK in
'' Little Miss Hoover."

(Puraniounl.)
VIRGIMA PEAR80N in "Her Price."

(Fox.)

This is my list

:

CHARLES RAY in
" His Own Home Town."

(Panimou)d.)
EDDIE LYONS in

" The Deacon's Waterloo."
(Transalhmtic.)

JEWEL CARMEN in '• The Fallen Alltel." PAI'RICIA PALMER in

(Fox.)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA in

' The Temple of Dusk."
(Lnsky.)

BESSIE LOVE in

"The Heiress at Coffee Dan s."— (Triangle.)
JACK PICKFORD in "Sandy." (L«s/,//.)

" The Coming of Faro Nell.

MAIXJE KENNEDY in " The Danger Came.'
((Joldwyn.)

EDW ARD EAPvLE and ACNES AYRES in

One Thousand Dollars."

(

I

' itagraph
.

)

ALMA RCBEXS in
" 'J'he Firefly- of Tough Luck."

{Triangle.}

The Outlook Man.

BESSIE LOVE, who appears in a charming and
appealing Triangle Drama, entitled " The Heiress

at Coffee Dan's."

Dainty MARGUERITE CLARK, who will make you laugh and cry in "Little Miss Hoover, a Para-
mount photo-play just released.

MADGE KENNEDY, who has a part that is half
comedy and half tragedy in the Goldwyn film,

"The Danger Game." VIRGINIA PEARSON in a scene from " Her Price.
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A Melodramatic Story Telling of a Young Girl's Daring.

IN a brightly lit drawing-room in one of

New York's great mansions, a girl sat

crying.

She was Gytie Rogers, datighter of William
Kogers, one of the richest men in the city.

Clytie had everything the world and a
dad who doted on her could give, yet she felt

that the one tiling she wished for more than
everything else had been withheld—no, not
witliheld, but stolen from her.

That thing was FAI\IE.
Print it in capitals, for it was in great,

flaring sky-sign letters that Clytie had dreamed
.of it coming for many months past.

As a matter of cold fact, the news—not
the fame—came to her in a cutting from an
ordinary newspaper, and the letters were
just the ordinary size. It was a review of

"The Danger (!ame," the book Clytie had
written to bring her PABIE. It was the
story of a girl who was a burglar. The
review was written by James Gilpin, one of

the cleverest critics in New York. He de-

scribed the book as absurdly impossible, and
added :

' Oh, Clytie, Clytie, why don't you try to find

out what life is like before you try to write
about it ?

"

It was tills paragraph that infuriated the
young authoress. That anyone should dax-e

to think tliat she knew notliing of life ! The
burning anger within her dried the girls tears.

She stamped her foot and shook her clenched
little hand at the world, and at James CJilpin

in particular.
" I'll run awa}' and get married !

" she cried.
" Dad and the rest will be sorry then. 1'hey
do not hko Leroy Hunter, but I have promised
to many liim, so I'll eloiw. That will bo
real hfe !

"

Quick to act, Clytie got out of the; house
unobserved, but on her way to meet Hunter,
the excitement of a runaway marriage did not
fc'cem so alluring as a desire for revenge

C'lytie clianged her mind, and went to an
hotel much frequented by hteraiy people.
There .she wrote tliis note to James GilpiiL

" If I were a man I would thrasli you
;

but being a woman I must be content to
hate you. Hate you with all my might.
Your criticism of my book was greatly
unjust. It can be done. Time and
myself will juovc it.

—

Clytie Rogeks."

Opportunity to prove her theory soon
came to Clytie. As she returned from posting
her letto^ she saw an opcm window. " What
easier," she thought, " than to c^hnib in and
stofti something ? Or, at least, powder my
nose before someone else's dressing-table ?

This would prove whether a girl could bo a
burglar."

So Clytie climbed in, and had just finished
the dehcatc operation of toning down the
colour of her pretty, nose, when the occupier
walked into tlio room.

AVith an inspiration born of fear, the girl

threw the contents of the powder-box into

the man's face : but, although partially blinded,

the man caught her, and Clytie left the house
in charge of a policeman.
Now, unfortunately for Clytie, in throwing

tlie powder into the man's face, she had un-

consciously copied a trick worked by a famous
criminal luiown as Powder Nose Annie.

A charge was preferred against her, and
she was lodged with other criminals in the
detention room.

Afterwards she was sentenced, and while

waiting to be taken to prison the real ad\ cn-

ture came.
Through the bars of the room in wliich she

was confined came a hoarse whisper :

" That you, Powder Nose ? My name is

Kid-gl(jve Jimmy. Y'ou pal up with me, lud,

and 1"11 get you out. I've got a pull here.

Tile door is open. Just walk out. No one
will stop you, and I'll meet you outside."

Trembling with joy at her escape and at

the prospect of further adventure, Clytie

crept to the door, and, to her great relief, no
one stopped her.

Outside, Kid-glove Jimmy was waiting for

her.
'" First we will get a snack, and then I'll

jnit you wise to my plans," he said.

Over the meal Jimmy confided to Clytie

that he was going to rob a bank.
" Take this gun, kid," he said, pushing a

revolver into her hand ;
'" and we'll get right

on the trail. Y'^ou and mo are going to do
great business together."

Clytie shivered with fear at the cold touch
of the revolver, but by a great effort managed
not to show it.

The Danger Game in real life was much too
exciting for hei\ If only she could just pull

off one job, just to get even with that horrible

man, James Gilpin, slio would gladly go back
to the cjuiet of oveiy-day hfe. But, despitt;

her fears, she felt a feeling of safety in Jimmj''s
palshi|). I do hope there will be no shooting,

she thought, as they walked along.

Poor Clytie's fast falling spirits dropped to

zero when Jimmy pointed out a huge stone
building half a street along.

' That's the bank, kid. That's the crib

we're going to crack."

Clytie could feci her limbs shaking.
" That one ? That great big one ? Couldn't

wc find a httlc one '!
"' she gasped.

Kid-glove Jimmy'.? face showed his disap-

pointment.
" Not losing your nerve, kid, arc you ?

'

he asked.
" No ; but I'm not feeling very well."

replied Clvtie. It was perfectly true. Only
the thought of revenge on that odious pci-son,

James Gilpin, kept Clytie from running homo,
but by a great effort she raised a smile and a

swagger. " Let's go and meet some of the

New York crooks," she said, " and theu we
can discuss robbing the bank."

" Right-ho," replicil Jimmy. " I know all

the big guys in the crook world."

He led the way to a low-class restaurant
and dancing-hall where as fine a collection of

criminals of both se.xes as New York could
boast were gathered together. They liad

not been in the place above five minutes before
Clytie made another blunder. Her wander-
ing gaze rested ou a man whose face might
have been used as a model for the wor.st typo
of criminal. Frightened but fascinated, Clj-tie

continued to stare until tlie Avoman wlio was
with the man came over to her, and in an
angry voice said :

' Y'ou just take your eyes off my Jake,
Angel Face !

" -

The crook felt that it was his diity to back
up liis lady friend, and asked Jimmy what ho
had got to say about it, He followed lli'!

inquiry with a blow, -Which Jimmy neatly
avoided.

The next moment the two men were engatrcJ
in a fierce fight, while Clytie, horrified at the
trouble she had caused, looked on in fear and
trembling. But, despite her feare, she felt a:i

e.vulting joy in seeing that Jimmy was more
than holding his own.

Some of the crook's pals, realising that
Jimnty was winning, attacked him, "and 'the

others, moved by that spirit of fair play that
is to be found even in some of the worst
criminals, came to Jimmy's rescue.

The fight now became general, and Jimmy's
danger aroused all Clytie's fightini; in.stiiuts.

She made a brave effort to get to his side, but
a man jiushcd her back. ' „ . :

" Y'ou keep out of this, Idd," he said, not
mdvuidly. "" Your pal can look after himself,

I guess."

Baffled, but not beaten, Clytie's quick brain
rose to the occasion. Slie made for the switch
and turned off the fights. Shouting to Jimriiy
to follow her, she got clear into the street,

where she was soon joined by her pid. Jimmy
had not come out of the battle unscatheil.
His knuckles were bruised and bleedinir, but
to Clviie's great rehef, his face was not marked.

"That was real cute of 3-ou, kid," he .<aid

admiringly, ''turning those lights out. Jt

gave- me a chanc e to get away."'
" I tried to get to you, Jininn- ; indc-ii f

did," said Clytie, anxious to let the burclar
know that she had not deserted him in the
fight.

"I know you did. I .saw you,'' replied

Jimmy tenderly, giving her arm an affec-

tionate squeeze. It was real plucky of
you. I guess you and me arc going to be
great pals, kid."

" Y'ou are brave, Jimmy,'' said Clytie.

looking up into the burglar's face with frank
admiration. And Kid-glove Jimmy flushed

at her praise; he was very pleased that tiie

fight had taken place, to give him an oppor-
tunitj' to make good in the eyes of his new pal.

At Jimmy's suggestion Clytie took a room
at a quiet boarding-house, and hi> left her,
jnomising to call round for her the ne.\t
morning.
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" l>o your Iiands hurl vou much, .liiniiiy ?

'"

iiskid Ciytii- softly, as they paitcd.

"Not a ))!(.' laiifihcd Jimmy, "and I

wouldn't caic if thr-y did. Why, I'd pnt them
in the furnace for yuii, kid. I'm getting

lo like you very mudi !

"

C'lytic felt the blood .surge through her

at tiie burglars words. With that unfainng

instinet tliat never fails a true daughter of

Eve. Clytie knew that .linimy was attraeted

towards her, and her own heait told \\vv Ih it

she eould love the handsome Imrglar.

I'erhaps Jimmy read her sceret in tiie

warm clasp of her little hand as she said

good-night
;
anyway he went away whistling

'Gent! Stratton's " Lily of Jjagnna," and as

the tune died away Clytie thought, with a

thrill of pk'asure. of the opennig line of tlie

<'horus : " J I nan- s/ii liirr.-i iik , I /. iinir -s/ic

hues 7ne,"

What Clytie Overheard.

THERK was little sleep for Clytie that

night. Kid-glove Jimniio might he a

burglar, but he was a man.
She realised, now, that she had never

loved Leroy Hunter, and bitterly regretted

her pi'omisc to marry him. Romantic visions

arose in her mind of how she might have

saved and reformed Jimmy, by the power of

her love, and got her father to give him a

real chance in life.

And then, wlien he had made good, they

eould have married.

The tender thoughts brought unbidden
tear.s to her eyes, and with the thought of

" What-might-have-bcen," and a vision of

liersclf and Jimmy in a little home of I heir

own, she fell asleep. An 1, by the wondeifnl

wii-eless of love that links all true lovers'

thoughts, Jimmy at that very moment was
leaning out of the window of his room, look-

ing with unseeing eyes at the sleeping city,

conjuring up a picture of a home with Clvtie's

eyes .shining a welcome to him—a home whic'h

(ontaii>cd all the hajijiiness the world can
ever give.

Jimmy came around early the next morn-
ing, and conlided to Clytie a plan for a liurglaiy

which only a woman could woik. Clytie

listened, and made up her mind that she
would go through with this adventure. She
would help Jimmy in this real Danger Game,
and then tell him the truth about herself,

go back to her father, and keej) her promise
to Hunter, even though the marriage would
mean the sacrifice of the only real passion she
had even known.
As darkness fell Jimmy conducted her to

a hou.se, and liaving unlocked the back door
by means of a skeleton key, he gently ]iuslied

her inside, saying he would keep watch out- -

side while .she collected the swag.
With a beating lieart Clvtic entered the

room. All was in darkness, and she wa.s

about to flash the torch Jimmy had given her
when she heard voices in the adjoining room.

'J'o her amazement she recognised one of

the voices as that of Leroy Hunter. He was
explaining to someone that although he was
in honoin- bound to marry Clytie Rogers, ho
leally loved another. A great feeling of

joy and thankfulne.ss swept over Clytie. So
she was free—free to reform and marry
Jimmy.

^

She threw open the door and faced the
astonished Hunter.

" I have heard all you have said," she
exclaimed. " We're both on the eve of

making the greatest mistake two people can
make in life. From a mistaken sense of

honour we were going to marry without love,

for now 1 know your secret 1 can tell you
mine. 1 do not love you, so yo\i need have
no regrets in marrying the girl of your choice.''

Uefore her former lover eould reply Clytie

[Continncd on third rolumn.)

" STURDEE," wlioiii you ollen see in a Hep-
wortli fihii.

BABY MARIE OSBORNE, the cleverest child

actress on the screen. She is only seven years
. of age, and stars in many Pathe plays.

MISS BILLIE BURKE, who is noted for her
extravagance in dress. Her hair is a wealth of

red-gold, and her eyes are grey.

rushed out of the room. Kid-glove Jin)my
waS waiting for her, but before he eould
speak Clytie bui-st into a torrent of words.

"' Don't ask jne anything just now," shr

said. " In that room which J went to rob
J learned a secret that will change all my
life, and 1 hope will bring mc happiness.
Come and sr-c mc to-morrow. J can't explain
now.''

The burglar looked straight at her, a
^strange, inscrutable smile sleahng over hi.s

face.
' All right, kid," he .said cheerfully. Never

mind about the .swag. J 'II .see you again.

You bet all tjie way that J'll never lo.se sight

t)l you."
And with a wave of his hand. Kid-glove

•Jinuiiy walked away, " because 1 love yoil."

Enter James Gilpin.

TWO days later Clytie was sitting in hc^
own home. By some strange means
her father had got to know her address

at the boarding-house, and had brought her

home.
Clytie had not .seen Jimmy .sincft they had

parted, but she had left a note with the land

lady of the- boarding-house for Jimmy, telling

him that she woukl call there at a certain

hour c\ cry day. 8he iiad called that day.

but limm}' liacl not been there.

iler heart wa.s sad a.= she reflected tliat

now she was free .she might never see her

burglar-lover again. Perhaps he had be^en

< aught by the police ? Perhaps he had been

shot '.' If he were alive, nothing would kee[)

him from her. She felt certain of that.

" I'll never lo.se sight of you," he had .said.

And Clytie knew he had meant it.

H( r thoughts were interi iipted by tli'^

( ntrance of a maid who brought a card on a

salver. Clytie picked it up.

James Gilpin," she read.

A liush of anger swejjt over ('ly tie's face:

Say I am not at home," she .said to tin

mnid. ' ^ui as the girl turned to leave the

room she changetl her mind. She would see

him. She had gone through enough real

adventure to enable her to answer his sneer-

ing cliallenge, To Sec life before she wrote

about it."

But she determinctl that he .should see her

at her best. She w(.)uld chanffc into her most

gorgeous gown. •

" Tell Mr. (!il)iin lo wait," she said. "[

will be down in a few minutes.
'

Clytie, dressed in a wonderful creation of

white charmeuse, stood before a mirror, and

carefully rehearsed au expression of cold

contempt for Mr. Gilpin's especial benefit.

Then .-^hc went down to the drawing-room

with head erect and flashing eyes ; but as she

opened the door, icy look faded from her face

to be succeeded by a flush of ])leasnre, for.

standing on the hcarth-rug» in evening dress

was Kid-glove Jinnny.
• You !" she cried. I was expecting Mr.

Gilpin."

1 am James Gilpin," said her burglar

lover. ".May 1 explain. AA'hen I got youi

letter I wa>i afraid that, m your attempt to

.^ee real life, you woukl come to haim. When
I saw your photograph in the i)aj)eis, and tlu-

stoi-y that you- had been arrested as Powder

No.se Annie', I went to the chief of police and

arranged for your escape, which 1 was able

to do° after felling bim the true story. As
Kid-glove Jimmy, the burglar, I determined

to watch over .you. AVill you forgive me ?
'

• I could forgive you anything and cvery-

thinn, Jimmy," .said Clytie, as she went to

his outstretched arms; •'because I love you."

Adapted from {iicidents in " I'he Danger Game,"

the (loldiri/n photo play featuring MADGE
KEXXEDY as CLYTIE.
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Charlie Chaplin's Very First Picture.

THE fact is little knowii that Charlie

Chaplin's debut on the film was actually

made on British soil and in a British

picture. It happened like this. In August
1912, Chadic was performing at thoSt. Heliers

Opera House, being at that time a member
of Fred Kamo's ''.Mumming Birds ' Com-
pany.

It was the time of the great Jersey

Carnival of Flowers, and a movie man from
London had been sent down to film the

procession for a " Topical Gazette." After

.some difliculty, for a moving picture camera
wa.s something of a sensatioji in those days,

he managed to set up his machine on the

racecourse, and with his eye glued to the
" finder," started cranking the handle at

the moment that a particularly fine floral

" float " bore on his line of vision.

Suddenly ho was roused from his pre-oe-

cupation by a yell of delight from the crowd.

A little slender man had unobtrusively emerged
from somewhere and had been entertaining

fhem for some minutes by performing a variety

of curious shambhng steps just in front of

the camera. A particularly funny bit of
" business " had suddenly broken the speU
of silence, and the on-lookcrs had given vent
to their amusement; in a storm of laughter and
applause. It was then that the camera man
discovered tliat his macliine had registered

some score of feet of the grand procession.

and a couple of hundred recording Charlie

Chaplin's first appearance before a mo^•ing
picture camera.

First Words of Praise.

CHARLIE says that the last thing he
heard as he melted into the crowd in

accordance witli the best Chaphn tradi-

tions, was a little bo}''s voice raised in indig-

nant protest at the smlden intcrniption of the

impromptu farce. And Charlie declares that

that child's remark was his first guarantee
that one day he would make good on the

silent stage.

If It Could Be Found.

A8 for that historic strip of "wasted cellu-

loid," to-day it would be worth thousands
in the film market, but six odd years

ago Charhe Ciiapiin merely representeil to a
disgustcil camera man a mischievous uiilciiown,

who hail dehberately " spoilt " a perfectly

good bit of film. Truly, Charhe ChapUn has
achieved greatness, but the movie man must
have belonf^ed to that category that have
greatness thrust upon tliem and fail to recog-

nise it as such.

Overheard In a Picture Show.

MLS« CHRISSIE WHITE is rather fond
of taldng what one might tenu " a
busman's hohday.*^ fcshe frequently

goes to the pictures, and the other evening,

THE ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF.
A STORY FOR WHICH WORDS ARE NOT NEEDED.

" Mutt "and "Jeff, "the funny characters created by" Budd "Fisher, the famous American cartoon-
ist, have made millions laugh in America. To-day, through the medium of tlie cinema, the British

race is added to the admirers of Fisher, who may well be called " The Charlie Chaplin of Cartoonists."
(Reproduced by iiermiasiou uj Tlie i<'ux Film CoiiipunU-)

MARIO BIANCHI in '• Did she do wrong

.

{Transatlantti:).

she tells us, she was in a surburban hall

sitting beliind a young couple whose atten-

tions were evenly divided between themselves

and the screen. A Hc^jworth picture-play

was being shown.
" Oh, there's ' Dippy '

!
'' said the girl, as

Henry Edwards came into view. " There's

Chrissie While, too,"' she added. Then there

was silence for a while. Do you think she

is pretty 'i
" asked the fair charmer a little

later. The youth with her proved himself to

be a Ijorn diplomat, for his i-eply was :

Xa-a-a-a !

"'

Food Chasers,

THE nu)st striking thing I have noticed

about New York,"' said Poggj' Hyland,
William Fox star, who, you know, is

English, is the racing of the people about
town to enter restaurants and get food. I call

them food-chasers. They arc seldom at home ;

in fact, they have no time to be at home, for

they are spending their spare time in loolung

over the menus of the restaurants.''

Names and Their Meanings.

MR. TOM WALSH, easting ilircitor for

the Thomas H. Ince .Studios, has eom-
j)iled a curious list of names from the

thousands whicli appear in his employment
books—names of jjersous who at some time
or other are " atmosphere " in au Ince pro-

duction. For example, we hud that Harry
Wanders. William - Creeps, Chjrlos Sings,

.James Robbs, William Stabbs, Anna Belts,

and Alice (Jumbles. Only one man at the
Studio is Sober, and only two—and they aro

brothers— Drinkwater. Cu|)id"s vocabulary is

re|)resentcd by Kiss, Lovewoll, Dearlovc and
Lovelock—although onl^' ono man confesses

to being a Hugger. " One of our experts is

William Kill," sjiys Walsh, " and. singularly,

his father is au mulertaker. Conielius Vesl-

luan is a tailor's son, and Herbert Paine, tlio

brother of a dentist.''
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The value of a publication

to the advertiser depends
upon the favour with which

it is regarded by its readers*.

* * * *

If the paper is a favourite

one, the readers like it, study

it, and accept the counsel and

advice offered in its columns.

A perusal of this copy of
" The Picture Show " will

convince you that it makes
an intimate appeal to the

audience to which it is

addressed—those who fre-

quent the Kinema Theatres

of the country.
^: ^;: *

That audience has money
to spend on luxuries. While
it may not be an audience

given to purchasing motor
cars and silk garments, yet

it is an audience . given to

spend money on pleasures

and with a surplus above

that sufficient for the neces-

sities of life.

The only space open to

advertisers at present is the

back cover, and this has

been secured by one adver-

tiser for a number of inser-

tions, but soon we shall have

other pages to let, and can

admit other advertisers to

the columns of " The Picture

Show."
* 5-;: *

I invite your inquiries for

I space. The amount available

will be strictly limited, and it

is a question offirst come and
first served. Therefore, will

you please write me to-day ?

W. B. ROBERTSON,
Advertisement Manager,

The Fleetway Hoifse,

Farringdon Street,

London, E.C. 4.

Have you Entered this Easy Competition ? £50 In Prizes!

WHAT DID CHARLIE SAY?
IF j'ou Imvo soon (ho Ciiailie ('liaj)liii film

- entitled " Shoulder Aiiuff," you will recog-

nise the scene from which this pliotograph

Ls taken. If you have not, here is the incident.

Charlie, discovering that his identity number
is the unlucky one of 13, after being third to

use a match to li^ht a cigarette (another omen
of misfortune), and smashing his pocket
lopking-glass, is given the order to go " over
the top."

He know.s his luck is out, so " What did
Charlie .say ?

"

£50 in prizes.—1st Prize, £25. Tvvcnty-fivo

Prizes of £1.

AU you have to do.

Put yourself in Chailie's place and win a
big money ])rize.

Underneath the photograph you will find a
coupon. Cut this out, write jjlainly in ink
the words you think Charlie used when
ordered to advance, add your name and
address, and send to "Charlie," care of Thk
PicTUKii Show, Gough House, Gough Square,
London, E.C. 4, , ,

All .solutions must be received at' that
address not later than May Slst, 1919.

'

The decision of the Editor must he accepted
as final in all matters concerning tliis competi-
tion, and the acceptance of his decision is a
condition of entry.

No correspondence should be' enclosed with
efforts, and none will be entered into.

Competitors may send as many solutions

as they please, but each must be accompanied
bj' a coupon cut from The Picture Show.

1 Rorrc^
ROW

WHAT DID CHARLIE SAY?

Name

Address

TO MY READERS —
BY this time you have read the first numbci; of The Pictuee Show, and passed,

your judgment upon it. I can only hope that your opinion is similar to that of

hundreds of letters I have received : That The Picture Show is a great s\iccess, and,

to use an old-fashioned phrase, it
'"

fills a long-felt want." What I should like all niv

readers to do is to tell me frankly what they think of the features in the jiajier

—

what are its faults, and how can. they be remedied.

It is by interchange of ideas between you and me I hope to make each successive numljcr a
greater success than the one before.

On page 20 j'ou will see the announcement of the cliief features of our next number, and
I think when you see the presentation plate of Owen Nares you will agree it is ecjually

as good as those of Mary Pickford and-Pauhne Frederick.

When j'ou write tome address your letter to The Editor, The Picture

Siiow', The Fleetway House, Farringdon >Strcct, E.C. 4.

Any question that requires a personal answer must I)c accompanied
' l>y a stamped, addressed envelope. Others will be dealt with in the paper.

\'m'R Editor.
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THE FILM OF
THE WEEK. A TURF CONSPIRACY. FROM NAT GOULD S

FAMOUS RACING NOVEL.

Ildl's d<ni(jlit(r pfi-iiiji'h s D li'lii'C Tl"i irloii lo i iiv •H^ji'' piirulili/—
Ci'i'jfl'U is re'ea^eJ, ami Drirclir' Thmrtoih finds a rllic ichifh hi_ 'thiuks

vUl put him oil the lific/c of the real mimhixr

~

The sccnp Oil the roui fc, irlu » /?./(// 's atti iiqit lo jin rrjil Ike fa rov rile iriiiiiinij Jail i-

Soinr of ihc flolcn nolrs are paid iinri!/

'ii'd bi/ Ihi in Ihr rriiiiiiinl /'< di ^rrin n d.

Mi f. lnman,who is an iiirrperieiirrd c/fimhln; a So n-hrn Jiool: confcaes to Ihc crimes of murder and theft and is arreMed, the stori/ ends happ-h/

(d^o ill Rook's})oirer. She loves (Jurdon Choriry— for two pairs of hnvrs.

These photographs are from scenes in the All-British photo-play, "The Turf Conspiracy," which has been adapted by the

Broadwest Company from Nat Gould's famous racing novel, and which has now been released- Included in the cast is

Violet Hopson, Gerald Ames and Joan Leggc. [Oraiiger.}



•^.'ii;{<<i.,.l(a;^t'.s 'Ijifmsaiids of vivid .ui'l

».. ;yrcsliiifj rpit>tu.i(;s. -True, stories jiiorc

cntraiuiiig than any novel. livery
' reader of tljc '^.Pic turi-, Sh^w V should
post the Coupon for I'rc-e Hooldt't to-flaj^-

Explore the

Wonder-World
of

I'HK any^of ilie'se superb voIumes.Sud

j oii will fitul 3'ourself reading on and
on. Forjicre, in siinple language, "ni

\ id and arresting pictures, you licivc t4ie

marvellous story of scientific discovery and i

dawn of time t6''tlie""2ot^"CeTitufy. ^'he world

, caled by modern Science is a reiility far more worideffiii tliaii anything

that pocti-or phijosopliers have ever dreained. With the ' Ilarnisworth

Topiilar Science' in your po';-.':-?qior, voii arc' fvce to '.vni-lrl

iu direction "voti

Your key to the Universe

The 'HARMSWORTH POPULAR SCIENCE'
Edited by ARTHUR MEE

Y' Ihc foi ests ot the Co:il Age, or study the force^lliat

nr Aeiopl;iiies'^lo-c1ay.' i \'oii _^caif t tlie sileii'

liilOUJ

drives our
oceans of space jukI \va!.ch,'lhe iKovcineiil of siiiis and
or gaze down uj)Oil the tiiicfbscopic hosts of hactefiai

thai are al once man's best servan'.s'and '
-

'

liest foes. ,
- ' * i

but siiujily hecauie there Wifs lio^ ineans of gelling; a s>iinj>lf

rmd infelHyible answer. You fo^uiVd. the. orrlkiary lc<c' I>fK>k^

.such -technical languiige l.that^'^iiinc pco;''

L ,Ml could not luulersland tlicnt.

Story of Human Progrets.

r7K0M the niar.vcl.s of .phuil and • aiiinial liic .5

cau turn at will, to the story of huiiiaii jHOgrei.^

culminating in the triuiiiphs of medicine ativ.

sar{:;ery, commerce and industry, art and archilet

tuie, chctnislry .nnd engineering;. Vou can tle-sceiir'

itito the crater of a volcano, or watch how the inifjli'.

f)f Niagara transformed into the electricity that

lights cities and dru es enc>rnious engines. X-Rays and Ivau!!: n

— Wireless Tclegr.-iphy—the f^ubuiarine and the Acrojilanc -

the Cinema and the (rraniophone and tlie Calculating Rladiii; -

—in the pages of the llarinsworth. Popular Science you can ti'>:

only read about them all ))\.\\, nndcrsland every rvL^ril you fr.t-:'.

This is the Age of Scienca.

V/(,)r; n);iy do wi'Jii-.ut I,alin and Greek— but :

^ ignorant of Science is shut out from the best til

fcnlnry lias to offer. Ito not Ije content
til rough life withoiit enjoying your ' slrarc of I: ^
priceless inheritance of know !cdi:r thai men of sciet- "

iiave won for. you,
, ]

Yon liav<? al'vvay.s beci I

Kciuenibcr the (|iicstions 3011 .-e'i Lu a-.iv \-.

cliiirlhood—''Why is the slcy'bluc ? " "What tnak

i!ie noise of thunder—the tick of a watch? "
. "Wli-

(loes dcu come from ? '! " How' do steani-engi;!

v.ork ?
' •"ir-.v '.•r.K flv wi-how. f-.'.!ing ?

"

StiV.sfy your Longing for KnowJcdjOi.

"Wiir. long ag() given np asking '

^ ou would like to . undv'
r Icgilitiiale curiosity has !

Yours for

2/6
with order

A Delight to ReaiL
Mow the Ilarms'.vorth I'opr.'.ar Science te'.is Von

what yon Avanl to know, in language so hicid
;i'ul inter.esting tliat it is a delight to-read. There
)-. !!0 other work that cau compare with this master-
piece f<jr siniple'arrangenient atKl perfect c1earnes.<

—none thafwill so completely satisfy yourc)WU lovf
< '

••'
' is a book you onglit to pus.sess.

J ll'e want ei erv " i'iMn Shyv "

bend no money — Oat t •iirtet' io fonn lfiso> h^r-nn lon.

the FREE Booklet first. J'tds»if"^t of th/, //.« .«!.

»/'•
_

' • • ! (!','i,iti:s- to piii cba::/. I' \ <ii^ tivftC

t ' i!'^u U K s 'j(/- y /ft tflti fxa"!'"!' the j voltinin
a! roil' ' "'il I! J tins tj gfiirraHy irripo:,iible, tve hav
pt -pH' - "I ivhich }C>'j cttii iff sp!ci"irv^ of the acliia'.

I'Hittal','' j.',^,' : ''"t ptifirt . i.ior'h'i r/rtha c"<"fi'/rtf :timiii{i>r or
r>t^.co'ttfnfs am! p'tin o/^/if^ hii ,v i)> /f ?'

r

'.' f ,> .
' jyvm nolh'i'x

(,,., I I!.,-- :„,,,',„!. ft /''' ,.>.•.(•'•).; '•....',.'» S-Kf

PICTURE SHOW" COUPON
FOR FREE BOOKLET.

I he EducAtionai Book Co , Ltd., 17 New Bridge 5t., London. E.C

tif Wond- s iiitl adiissriii'T'ii •.

ISA

riiiitc-i nnd i;iiMi.-l]f<] fvpry Monday l>y the Proi.ric(fir=, 'Jut: Ajlucamm 1 n ^s, LnriTrf, 51ir- rUctw.Tv Honsf. J'urririxdoii SIrfct, London, E.O. 4. Advcrti?»»
rii' iit €?)icea, Tlic I'Isrtway llonsc, Farringdon btrcd. London. i;.C.4. i'.f'ii.-l.-rtd lor tri<n-.ai -sioii t.v t anadiiin JI.aL'nziuo J'o^t. Siil)jcriiition ttatos: Jriland, lOs. lOd.

IW .Tiiinim; i>in!jlc ( opies. 2!tl. : Abroad (except, l^oiitli Alrien and Aii-tr;di;0. i:js, j.er annum; .^in2l>- copie-.. :id. !?ol<- Asent- lor >oiiUi Afriea. 'J Hi; CKNTliit
Krwb- Agi.ncv, Ltd. Sole Agents tor .Auslialui and .New Zialand. .^Ii:-?-!',--. l.of.i'C'N A taiTCii. Ltd.: mid for Cannda. 'im, Imit.iu.vl Nl;\vs to., Ltd.
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CINEMA CHAT.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

THEDA BARA. JACK MULHALL.

THE IDEAL HEROINE.
A Paragraph that will Cause Controversy

Among Other Film Favourites.

WHO ir-: tlic ideal screen heroine ?

Someone has awarded the palm
to Dorothy Dalton.

" Miss Dalton," he says, " has beauty and
sweetness of expression, tempered by a certain

(leraurenoss ; an exquisite taste in dress, and,
above all, the dramatic ability to convey any
emotion—be it pathos, happiness, or tragedy.

" This rare combination of quahties seems
never to desert her whatever the role she is

called upon to fill. If placed in a drawing-
room, she exhibits that refinement of manner
indicating one to the manner born. If cast as a
girl of some Western village, untutored, per-

haps, living in an uncouth environment,
.she is equally at home—yet never once does the
charm desert her. She remains to us the ideal

heroine, the sort of woman men fight and die

for; or live and cherish throughout the
years."

'

At the studio, Miss Dalton is known for one
quality—her cheerfulness ; and she i.s very
proud of tliis tribute from her comrades.

Theda Bara Entertains.

EVERYWHERE Theda Bara goes she i.s

royally entertained. The other day,
however, she became the entertainer. It

was during the filming of a play-in-the-making,
entitled "The Light," that she had to take
a trip to New Orleans.

The famous Fox star visited the Southern.
Vacht Club and entertained a number of con-

valescent soldiers who were recovering from
influenza.

Offering one man a packet of cigarettes, he
said :

" I'd rather have an autographed photo-
grapL" Needless to say, he got both. The
men thoroughly enjoyed her visit, which ended
with an entertainment at which all the leading
artists in the city gave their set vices.

A Matinee Idol.

THE other portrait that heads our column
is Jack Mulhall. He is a real matinee
idol. He is dasliing, handsome, and

debonair. We can .see him now as the hero
in the new Transatlantic Serial dc Luxe,
" The Bra.ss Bullet." This film is taken from
the great fiction success, " Pleasure Island,"

which was written by Frank R. Adams.

Sydney Drew's Death.

ALL cinema-goers will regret the death of

Sydney Drew, who, with lii.-j wife, was
known to miUions by their splendid

work in the '" Drew Domestic Comedies."
The kindly spirit and the real human note of

feyrapathy with which the Drew.s delineated
quarrels between husbands and wives, and the
way they showed how these bickerings could
be avoided, paved the way to domestic peace
in countless homes. VVhen the full history of

the cinema comes to be written, the Drews
will ha.ve a «ery high and honourable place
iQ its pa_"-s.

Screen Star and Dancer.

IRENE CASTLE (Mrs. Vernon Castle), the
famous dancer and cinema actress, who
has just been engaged by The Famous

Players ]>asky Corporation to appear in

an adaptation of Robert W. Chambers's suc-

cessful story "The Firing Line," had s >rae

remarkably interesting experiences while in

i'.ngland. She appeared before the King and
Queen, and alsi) gave a performance at a
welcome entertainment given to Cicnc-ral

JoSre on his visit to London.

Her Husband's Cross.

MRS. CASTLE lost her husband in the
war—he was a captain in tlie Flying
Corps—but her grief was lightened by

the knowledge that her husband had done his

duty, and the decoration he won—now in her
possession—is one of her dearest treasures.

Human Nature.

TO make an audience laugh and cry seems
to be the ambition of every producer.

A few days ago a well-known manager
took a friend to see the initial showing of a
jjlay for which great hopes were cherished.

After the film had been run off, the producer
rubbed his hands in glee.

"It's going to be great," he said. "We
made 'cm laugh and we made 'em weep, and
they will carry the problem of the story about
in their minds, and talk about it, and every-
body will want to come and see it. It's going
to be a real success."

" I heard them laughing," admitted the

friend, " but I didn't see any evidence of

tears."

The Fact Behind the Sneeze. '

' V^OU didn't ?
" questioned the producer.

JL " That shows how little you know-
about human nature. Did you notice

that there was an epidemic of sneezing along
about the close of the third part ? And didn't

you heir how many people were blowing their

noses at the final climax '!
"

How He Knew.

THEY were crying," laughed the pro-
ducer. " Most people are ashamed to

be seen weeping in a public place, and
t'ney try to make others think they have a

bad cold, and .sneeze and cough and blow their

noses to hide their tears, but they can't hide

them from an old showman."

A Picture of Woe.

THIS is pretty Peggy Hyland. who is

quite English, although she appears in

a Fox photograph. Misfortune has
pursued her latest picture. At the start of the

picture Miss Hyland received word that her

PEGGY HYLAND,

father had died on his way to' England. Next,
Leslie Austin, Miss Hyland's leading man, was
notified of the death of his wife.

Then, when the influenza epidemic was at its

height, four members of the company
contracted the disease, holding up the picture
for several days. When everyone thought
notliing else could happen, the camera-man's
mother was taken seriously ill. and he delayed
the picture a few more days until she recovered.

CARMEL MYERS. LEON BARRY.

In Old-Fashioned Coiffure.

THIS picture of Carrael Myers shows how
an unusual style of hair-dressing can
alter jour appearance. Parted in the

middle and smoothed tightly over the cars,
where it is plaited tightly in a" huge bun, it was
a fashion adopted by our great -grandmothers.
Only women blessed by regular features could
look beautiful with their hair drcs.sed ia this
way. I'prefcr the present-day arrangement,
don't you '!

A Handsome Hero.

THE Mystery of the Double Cross," the
Pathe serial that has just commenced,
has a handsome hero and a beautiful

heroine. Mollie King is the lady and Leon Barry
(whose portrait appears above) takes the male
star part. —
A Dainty Comedienne.

THERE is always a big demand for real
<;omedy pictures, and the Pioneer Film
Company is to be complimented in having

secured fifty-two films featuring the clever
cinema comedienne, Billie Rhodes. . Miss
Pvhodes is not one of the knockabout come-
dians—her humour is as delicate as she ia

dainty.

A Leap for Life.

WE are all apt to get envions when we read
about the huge salaries paid to cinema
stars, but for my part Edith Roberta

is quite welcome to all the money she gets in
" Beans," a comedy drama run by The Inde-
pendent Film Trading Company. In one of
the thrills, Edith, in a break-neck race against
time, drives a motor-cycle clean off the edge
of a quay, clears a yawning gap .several yards
wide, and lands on the tail-board of a ferry-
boat, which is steaming away from tho
landing-stage. No price would induce me to
make that leap.

Mae Marsh in the Kitchen.

MAE MARSH, the Coldwyn star, whom
you can now see in " All Woman." says
her kitchen is the place she likes best

to be in. She says she likes making jams and
jellies best of all. and whenever you aix^ invited
to tea with this shy little star,' she will bring
out a iK)t of her own preserve. Knowing this,

the gardener of tho C.oldwva Studio com-
mandeered two baskets of ligs he had been
guarding all last year, and presented them
to Miss Marsh. With the gift he sent a
little note, saying that as sugar was short, she
would find the sweetness of tlie figs very useful
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His Name is Really Paul.

DO you know ])ow Tom .Santsclii obtaiii' il

liis Christian iiamo ? It is i-eally Paul,
not Tom ; but in thr Civnt lolc lie ])laj'ed

<ho part of a man naniwl Tom, and Uio diicrtor
began to rail him (lial, vvitii the iv^ult thil ho
iias been railed Tom ever siiiee.

The Film Flicker.
*

PRJSCILLA DENE is nothing if not oniii-

nal. fShc Jias invented her own danee,
nhii h she ealls tlie Film Flicker. It is

a I oinhinati(jii of thr> one >;lep and the Maltz,
« 1: . ( hi ii« n in-

DOROTHY OlbU.

Dorothy's Black Wig.

MISS DOROTHY GLSIF, «l,o jou ^^m
remember as The Little Intruder in
" Hearts of the World," has ju>t re-

turned from a holiday tour. Leastways, it was
meant as a lioliday tour, but as soon as she
started she was persuaded l>y ]ier manager to
make a personal appeai;inr(^ in tlio houses
showing Hearts of th- \\'orld."' At first slie
refused, but was then persuaded to ajipcar for
a eharity seliemc.

" I just had an awful time in some places,"
said the little comedy queen, " and some of
the funniest experiences. In Philadelphia I

appeared, and the manager told the audience
who I was. A woman in the crowd cried out :

'That's not Dorothy Clish. This one is a
blonde.' And I had to tell evenyone that I

wore a blaek wig in the picture before they
would believe I was really me."' Have yo'ii

seen her in the Triangle lilm, " C'retcheu'lho
«.!reenhoni " '!

Her Lesson in Boot-BIacking.

DOROTHY is another star that lakes h, r

work seriouslj'. We are soon to sec her
in a film comedy of London life en-

titled •' Boots."
It was during the scieening of this ])lay

(hat Dorotliy was watched by an old coloured
.servant in the studio while, for the purpose ol
the play, she cleaned a number of boots.

" Dat isn't the way to clean 'em, uiissie,
'

interrupted the old man.
Dorothy laughed, and (he film was sjioilt.

Bcfoie resuming work, she took a lesson from
(he 1 rilie, and as the camera man resumed
work,. Dorothy was watched in admiration by
her teacher.

" My, but you've learnt quick !
" he said.

Dorothy ran away before ho could say any
more. She feels certain he was going to offer
her a job.

Two Hundred Turkeys.

MANY people think that him stars arc super
people, but thoy arc not. They have
the same sort of hobbies and foil/les and

e\ crythmg- just like j ou and me. " For in-
stajice. May Allison is not content with being
a cmema star. .She is devoted to a turkc^y
lanch, and enjoys notliin;; belter than a trip
to the farm to see her little gobblers. .May is
suie of her ne.xt Chri.-tmas dinner— Mic has
more than two hundred lilljr tnrkcx-^.

A Treasured Possession.

WIIEX you sec
"

'J-h.. R,,d (.(ov,-.
- tak-

notice of ) he .scene wlierc Marie WHlrainp
is seen with a revolver. 'This parlii ulor

ie\ olver was |^i, ked ii)) on the Manie bv
•/acques Jaccard. a director recently rctunvd
Irom the war zone. He gave if to JIarie. and
>he IS using it in her ne.xt liliu.

Chain of Theatres for the Big Five.

BY the way, 1 hear that tlu^ United Arlisl-,"
Corporation, including Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks. Chaihe ('ha).liii,

and D. W. Crillith, is planning to bnikl a
• ham of theatres all through the allied and
ncutial countries in Europe, starting with
London, where their particular j)i. turc>"vil! bo
c.vhibited.

A World Tour for Barbara.
BARBARA CASTLETO.\ will tiavcl neai lv

all over the wotM Mhcn she takes pail
ni the series of eight pictures which

Jl. b.^ Warner has engaged her to star in.
The Man Who Turned White " is a story

of the Bedouins. Then comes, an Oricntar
(Mcture, "Pagan (Jods." Tliis is to be fol-
lowed by a lilm with an Indian settin'r, and a
• rook play. The whole of the eight are to be
oticrcd as a series of " tra\ el stories.

'

She Should Be Lucky.

HELEN FRRcrsON, Ihe Mclro star,
happened to tell a >oldicr that she loved'
the little '• Kewpies." Within a week

she received tifty ••Kewpics " from .-oMi-i
admirers.

The Gold Band.

DON'T forget to noliic the ghm-
mer of the band of gold on
Marguerite Clark's third finger

when you sec her in - Little Miss
Hoover." This is the first lilm she
took part, in after marrving Mr. 11.

2'!i< I'irtini Sli'ju; .V»// I'lH,, 1915.

Palmerson-Williams. She refused to take hei
wcdding-ring off when at the studif). You . an
sec It all through the picture, thou>;h, as Mary
Cra<ldock, she does not come to the oi.ni"'-
blossom scene till the finish of the play.

Naughty Dog !

CLARE DFl'REZ has ju.st been presenU-d
with a dog. ( 'lare says that if it were not
lor tlie fact that she knows the dog's

record, she would ha\e thought he ha<l belonge<J
to some modein I'^agin. Every morning h<.
brings her in someone's newspaper, door-mal
or anything else that happens to be lvin>4
around; and Clare says she and her maid
.spend lw-.:t pait of the morning rushin" round
J lying to find the owners.

Her Own Work.
'

YOr never know when "any aceomjilishmeu)
you may possess may come in useful.
When E\ elyn Nesbit entered the l inema

world, she did not realise that the course of
lessons slie look in sculpture and clay model-
ling would help to make a picture play'reali.stii

.

In '- Woman. Woman," you will .see Miss
Nesbit as an artist's model, and the clay bust
which you see her modelling is the work of
this gifted star.

Our Cover Portrait.

OL'R p. .'i trail on the cover this week is (i
Jlildied Harris, the beautiful little stai
who was recently married to Charlie

' 'haplin. I hear Miklicd" wants to viMt Europ.'.
so jieihaps we shall see them when Charlie ho>
completed his ne.xt million-dollar )>holo-play.

Lillian Gish's Character.

BEli)W is the photograjih of I.ilhan Cish.
Hyoii look carefully at it, you will notice
It is .signed by her. Lillian's handwiitin''

denotes her i haraetcr—.sensitive, refined, afte."
iioiiate, with keen artistic sen,se. As Dorothv
says, Lillian is the good girl of the famitv

'-

I am the tomboy." '

" Limehouse Nights " on the Film.
LLMEHOUSE NIGHTS," tlie book bv

Thomas Burke, the British author wh'..
made such a sensation in England, has

HOW iecci\ed further publicity. The .storv is
being filmed by D. W. (;riffith, the great cinema

pioduccr. who, it will be remembered is

Tcsponsiblo for those great successes
Birth of a Nation," Intolerance," and

'• Hearts of the World." Lillian Gish.
who played in all these lilins, is iakin2
pan in this new production.

Fay Filmer.

LILLIAK' GISH
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When Caruso Sang and No One Listened!

Thb is the opera scene in "My Cousin Enrico," which is a Paramount picture we are soon to see on the screen. Here we see the world-famous tenor
singing ; but the screen is silent, so we cannot hear him.

It r

A side view of the house of MR. and MRS. SESSUE HAYAKAWA. He was the first

actor to introduce Shakespeare to the Japanese theatres. A full page of character studies

of this famous player appears on our centre pages.

CHARLIE is interrupted in the making of one of his

"Million Dollar " photo-plays bjr the arrival of friends

at the studio.

ALMA TAYLOR, the Hepworth star, taken with MR. JOHN
HODGE, the Minister of Pensions, during the filming of
*' Broken in the Wars," taken in aid of the King's Fund. In

this screen play Mr. Hodge played a small part.

MARY PICKFORD adores all kindi of birds and animals, though she confesses she loves
dogs best. This photograph was taken during the filming of the Artcraft picture " Captain
Kidd, Junior," and we see the world's sweetheart with a parrot. Mary says she grew

to love this bird very much during the time she spent with it.
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A Homantic Story of How a Little Servant Found Love and a Husband in the Prosaic Setting of a Boarding House,

KENNETH HARLAN as Betsy's Burglar.

BETSY, the little maid-of-all-work at Mr?.
Randall's boardiiig-houso, sat in tlio

basement scullciy, dreaming. Even in

her sliabliy uniform of servitude she made a
pretty picture. Her floppy cap could not
conceal her wealth of glossy brown liair, and
bcr big, dark eyes, wide open and gazint<

ardently into dreamland, were eyes that many
ft wealthy girl would have been glad to pur-
chase with a substantial slice of her fortune,

Betsy should have been cleaning the stairf,

but she was dreaming—dreaming of the young
knight who would eome in shining armour to

carry her away to the fairyland where girls

did not have to slave for thankless boarders,

but wore silks and satins and beautiful pearl

necklaces, and rode down green country lanes

In motor-cars, and learned eacli new Jazz step

as it came along.

She was trying to settle just what her
knight would look like. Sometimes ho had
the curly hair and merry grey eyes of licr

friend Oscar Schlitz, the butelicr boy Avho

meant to become a great detective and make
ft fine home to sliare all between their two
elves. But, do wliat she would, the face of

the knight grew more and more hkc that of

Mr. Henry Brent, the new boarder, who was
BO tall and straight, and had such clear, dark-
blup eyes, and wlio spoke so kindly and
respectfully even to a poor little maid, always
laying " Please " and " Thank you."

•' Betsy !

"

'!"he erj' bi'ought Betsy to earth again. Sho
ircnt quickly to the back door, where Oscar
Schlitz stood with the joint for dinner.

" Well, Betsy, how's everything ? " asked
the lad cheerfully.

" Just the same, Oscar," sigHed the girl.

" It always is the same."
'" New star boarder doing anything for his

li\ing j'ct ?
"

" Mr. Brent is a gentleman, and does not
have to work," said the giil loftily.

" No crook ever docs have to work," snapped
the lad. "Still as nice as. ever to you,'

I

(iiippose ?
"

" He is nice to everybody ; lie has been
taught manners."

"And I've not, ch ? Look, Betsy, liero'sj

Rnothor ease in the paper to-day of a burglar

viio made a haul by striking up friends with
the servant-maid at a big house. It's the

first lesson in criminal investigation always
to find out what friends the servants have
))','.n making. You be careful

" Thank you," Raid Betsy coldly- " T liope

thi'' joint is not sjo tough as the last."

Willi whii'ii sK," j.is?'d llii' door on
tlie amateur '".slcuili. ' and, with a sigh, took
up her broom and dustpan, in order to .set

about her woik.

Jfer light steps haidly sounded on the sfair-

carpet, but when she ieach(;d (he landiiitr.

and faced down the long passage, something
elie saw there brought her to a standstill.

It was Mr. Harry Brent himself, the kind
and handsome new boarder, and he was
slcalthily trying the door of the room opposite
Iiis own, that occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Jasper
Dunn, the mystery boarders of the hou-ie.

Breathlessly Betsy stood and watched him.
With a gesture of impaticnte he gave uj) his

fiiiitless efl'ort to open tiie Aow, and, bending
his head, applied his eye to tlic keyhole.

Crash ! Down went the broom and pan,
fallen from Betsy's nerveless hands. The
iiisjiector of keyholes turned smarl ly about, and
a smile of relief flitted across iiis handsome
face when he saw it was only Betsy. But
Iho girl met his insinuating smile with a dark
frown.

" What arc you doing there ? " she de-
manded, with all the sternness that the shat-
tering of an idol conjured into her spirit.

The young man looked at her with a frank
and amused glance ; but something in her
face made him ]3ause.

' Look here," he said. " I'm Mowed if I

don't tell you. You are a good httle girl,

and you might be able to help me. Come in
here."

Ho led Betsy into the sitting-room, and
made her sit down in a big armchair.
'Don't look so grim," he began. "It's

f|ui(e all right. I'm looking for a missing
will."

Bct-sy's ej-cs brightened, for she sensed
romance. -

"(Jo on!" she breathed.
" Yes," said Harry :

" the last will of my
foster-father, A\'iLfred Brent. He quarrelled
with jne some time ago because I wished
to become an artist, in-jtead of entering his
business, in hich he had become a millionaire.

The quarrel was fanned by his solicitor, a
rascal named Victor Gilpin.

"When my foster-father, died, Gilpin
])roved a will by which I was disinherited,
and he Avas made sole heir. But an old family
servant has since come to me, saying that
on his death-bed my father relented, and sent
for Gilpin, who was forced to draw up a fresh
will, reinstating me. That will was duly
signed and witnessed."

He paused, looking wth admiration at the
big, shining eyes of the girl, riveted on his
own in fascinated interest.

" Yes, yes," said Betsy impatiently ;
" and

then ?
"

" The will was never produced," continued
Harry, " and the two witnesses, servants of
my foster-father Avhom I had never seen,
have also disappeared. I ani on their tracks,
and F. have reason to beheve that thej' are the
two people who occupy that room in the
names of Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Dunn."

" How wonderful !
" exclaimed Betsy.

" Old James, the .sei vant who is my in-

formant," cfontinued Harry, " told me that
when the will was signed it was put in a
peculiar box which my father had—a square
box, on the to]) and sides of which were
painted white .Maltese crosses."

" But—buf . I :-,|,' ii
I . , . f.agerly,

' The Dunns have got just such a l>o.\ as that

i

I have seen th^ni with it on the table bcforo
fhcm when I have been making a fire in their
room."

'"'Then T was right,'' said Harry. "That
box contains the will : and that box I mean
to have, Iiy fair means or by foul."

" Betsyi Betsy !

"

The shrill cry rang through the house.

"She's calling," said Betsy, and flew down
1 he stairs in obedience to the insistent summons
of Mrs. KaiMlall.

That niglih Betsy took counsel of OscaJ',

Ihe budding detective, telling him the story of
llic missing will.

Jliili! " jaid the lad eontemptuouslj',
when the exciting narrative was finished.

You don't mean to say you believe a lot of
gulf like that ! That man's notlung but a
smooth crook, like Swifty Simmons, who gob
five years the week before last. lie filled, ft

.slavey up with romantic stories like that."

He stojiped there, for Betsy had left him*
Many times before she had warned liim not
to refer to her as a "slavey," and ho had
transgressed once too often.

[

Betsy jia.ssed a sleepless night, in spite ol
her contempt for Oscar's insinuations. Harry
Brent's story was hard to believe, and she
had experiences of her own of the traps set

lor guileless and confiding maids-of-all-work.
Her in.stinet, which was high above the class

of hfe into wliich fate had east her, told her
to trust Harry Brent. "The sad wi.sdom of her
surroundings impelled her to believe Oscar's
theor3', and to distrust him as a crook.

''

Torn between these two opinions, she rose
the next morniug. Chance sent the Dunu
couple out early, and when Betsy entered their

room, there was the box, under the bed, and
staring her in the face. Like a flash sho
snapjied it up, and fled with it up to the Httlo

attic she occupied in the eaves of the house.

All the morning she was sorry for what sho
had done, and the arrival of Oscar for orders
provided her with a welcome counsellor. In
a few breathless sentences she poured forth
her exciting experience ; and Oscar tackled
the problem manfully.
"No, don't put it back," he said. "Wait

until the Dunns find out their los.s. If they
make a fuss, they're honest, and you can say
you took the box to put it in a safe place."

Betsy clapped her hands at this bit of
piactical wisdom.
"Now, about this crook Brent," con-

tinued Oscar. " You tell Irim you've got tho
box, and promise to give it over to liim. Fix
a place where j'ou can meet him in secret

;

and I'll be on hand with the police, so that
we can get him wth the goods on him."

At this second piece of advice Betsy did
not clap her hands by any means, but she
^1retended to consent. In her own loyal mind
she had made up her mind that, crook or no
crook. Brent should not suffer. If he were
what Oscar suspected, she would save him
from liimself.

So Betsy wrote a little note to Harry,
saying :

'" Meet me at Mulberry Park at 9.30 to-

night. I have the box, and will hand it over
to you."

" Yes," she murmured to herself, " he shall

have the box, but only the bo.x.
'
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Aa she spolic she empliotl tlio contc'tifs of

fche box on to her bed. It held a number of

papers, a big bundle of banknotes, and a
quantity of very valuable jewellery. This

property she swiftly bid in various holes and
corners known to her in her shabby attio

room.
Betsy waited tlirough the afternoon and

evening, but nothing was heard in Mrs.

iRandall's boarding-house about the pcculiaf

itox. Jasper Dunn and his wife did not ap-

pear at dinner, and at nine o'clock Betsy
put on her cloak, and, hiding the famous box
beneath it, stole down the stairs.

On tlie waj- she was startled to encounter

Ja.sper Dunn, who rushed past her with a

wliite face, shouting something confused

about leading his room imlocked. That only

made Betsy run the faster. At the back door

fihc eneoiuitercd tlie faithful Oscar iSehUtz.

" Listen, Betsy,'" he said, in a low whisper.
" I'm staying here. There are one or two
suspicious- looking C'+iaracters hanging about
the house to-night, who must be ronfederatcs

of that crook Brent. So you let him wait,

.while I watch the rest of the gang."

Then Betsy confided to Oscar the fact that

she was taking to Brent only the empty box,

a notion which filled the budding detective

with glee.
" Good girl !

" he said. " Off you go. then.

Won't he just be mad wheji lie finds there's

nothing in the box
Privately, Betsj' hoped he would not be mad,

but that hope she kept to herself. As she slipped

round the comer she noticed a rough-looking

man, who honoured her witli a prolonged stare

which only made her hurry the faster to kee^i

her appointment.
" One of the rougli fellows Oscar noticed,"

she told herself, with a sinking heart, dis-

couraged to think that Harry Brent was as-

sociated with such characters.

He was waiting for her outside the park in

the shade of a large tree, and .she had just

placed the box in his hand, and was preparing

the sentences of explanation with which <she

proposed to account for the emptiness of the

box. when a big car drove swiftly around the

corner.

in another second the pair were attacked

b\' four men, among whom Betsy was able to

recognise one as the rough fellow who had
honoured her with so close a scrutiny as she

Rft Mrs. ^Randall's house that night. This

fellow clutched her in a grip which left her

powerless, while the others threw themselves

upon Hany, striving to take the box away
from him.

Harry Brent fought like a man possessed.

an''l it was oraXy when he was stunned by a

cowardly blow from behind, delivered upon
liis head with a thick stick, that the box
could be -wrested from liis hands. Almost
choked by the horrible hands of the man who
held her, Betsy was swung in a half-fainting

condition upon the car, and the four men
drove away with her ami the box, leaving

Harry senseless upon the pavement.

The next thing Betsy lemcmbercd was a

sight of the four men about a ta!)le, in a fine

room of what was evidently a big mansion.

All four were staring into the empty box, and
all looked dismayed. 'J'hen Betsy heard the

man who was her captor demand :

What does this mean, (iilpin ? This is

Bomc game of yours."
'• ttilpin ! That was the name of the lawyer

for whom Harry had been disinlierited. Then
his tale was true, after all, and he was not a
crook, but the clean gentleman he appeared
to be. In her joy at the discovery. Betsy
gave a httle sigh of sheer pleasure, and the

attention of the four men at the table was
turned upon her at once.

' What does it mean ? " repeated Gilpin.
" Ask her, she knows."

" Where are the papers, girl r
" demanded

t' • If.idor of the gang. Quick —out with it !

"

" What papers ? " asked Betsy : and stead-

fastly refused to give any information.
" ISho has cold feet," sneered Gilpin.

" Perhaps she would bo able to remember
better if we warmed them a little."

The other Imites seized gleefully upon the
hint conveyed in these words, and presently

poor little Betsy, bound hand and foot, was
experiencing the exquisite torture of a lighted

candle held at the soles of her bare feet.

While she was gritting her teeth, deter-

mined to die rather than tell her secret, there

was a ring at the telephone in the next room,
and to her wonder she heard the voice of

Harry Brent lifted in an urgent call for police

assistance. In a second the gang were upon
liim, and a minute later, bound hand and foot,

lie was sitting a helpless witness of the renewed
torture of the brave little girl.

He toi-e and plunged at his bonds as he saw
the skin blacken and shrivel in the flame of

the cancUe, and heard the muffled moans of the

sufferer, that presently- turned to wild screams
and prayers for mercy.

(Jilpin held up his hand, and the torturers

desisted for a moment.
" Where are the papers you took from that

box ? " he demanded. " Answer at once, or

3'ou shall feel the candle again."
" Tell them, Betsy, for goodness' sake, tell

them !
" implored Harry Brent ; but the girl

set her mouth in obstinate silence. The help-

less man watched the villains renewing the
torture, realising in a flash of the keenest agony
that he loved this brave, suffering girl far, far

better than anytiling else upon earth.

There were limits, however, even to the
Spartan endurance of Betsy, and with a rehef

too great for words, Harry heard her cry :

" I will tell, oh, I will tell ! The papers
you want are hidden "

Just at that nwment the door was burst
open with a terrific crash, and the police, in

answer to the call Harry had managed to
send over the telephone, poured into the room.
The gang of torturers were overpowered in a
few seconds of frantic struggle, and Brent was
freed from the cords which bound him, just

in time to catch the martyred girl as she
slipped from the couch where she had lain.

Betsy passed out of consciousness with the

pleasant sound of Harry's voice in her ears,

addressing her as " his brave daiiins, " and

llit^ij insists on rcnovnriny ]c ,

Unirij u ill not murrtj ho

with the thrilling touch of Harry's lips upoa
hers, as he clasped her shrinking form in his
strong arms.
But when she came to herself again, she

learned with a shock that both she and her
newly found lover were under arrest. They
were suspected in connection with sensa-
tional events which had been crowded into
the hours elapsing after her departure from
Mrs. Randall's boarding-house.

In the first i^lace, Oscar Schlitz had been
picked up by a policeman from the spot whero
he lay in the dark street, unconscious and
with a broken leg. An investigation of tha
liouse had disclosed a more serious matter
still, for in the room occupied hx the Dunns
had been found the bodj' of Jasper Dunn him-
self, evidently the victim of a brutal murder.

It was not until Oscar recovered conscious-
ness that Bjetsy and Harry were cleared of
the charge under which thej' lay.

The story the boy had to tell enabled the
police to force a confession from the leader
of the gang of crooks. They had raided the
Dunn apartment at the instigation of Gilpin,
and, being opposed by the watchful Oscar,
had thrown the lad out of the window. While
they were ransacking the room for the missing
box, Dunn himself had burst in upon them, and
had paid the price of his intrusion with his hfe.

Then at last Betsy and Harr.y were free to
recover the papers the girl had" hidden in the
attic in the eaves of the liouse. One among
them proved to be the missing will of Wilfred
Brent, and Harry awaited the reading of it

with easy confidence.

Yet another surprise awaited him, for the
document was couched in the following terms :

" I bequeath all ray property uncondi-
tionally to Elizabeth Harlow, daughter of my
sister Janet Harlow, hoping by this late act of
justice to atone for all the wrong I cUd in my
lifetime to my only sister, the said Janet
Harlow."
Harry Brent read the document through a

second time in a mixture of surprise and
anger. He had never heard of such a person
as I^lizabeth Harlow.

But, Betsy, who had recovered from the
wonder into which the reading of the will had
thrown her, managed to find her voice and to
stammer :

" Elizabeth Harlow ! Why, that's 1\IE !

"

And so it was, as the few
treasured papers she had received
from her mother by Janet
Harlow's death-bed proved be-
yond all cavil.

" Then you are an heiress, and
r have nothing," said Harry
sombrely. " I congratulate j-ou.
Miss Harlow."

But you may be sure that Betsy
was not going to have her knight
ilisinhcrited in that way, so she
nsisted in renoune ing her claim

' her uncle's millions. As Harry
IS equally obstinate in refusing

> accept the money, Betsy pro-
[iDScd that the question should
be referred for settlement to tho
future Sherlock Holmes, Jlr.

Oscar Schlitz, now recovering ia
hospital from his serious injuries.

Oscar knitted his brows over
le problem, and then remem-
" red one of his authorities.

The detective book savs you
>|ilit fifty-fifty," he ruled" And
turned his face to ttio wall to
avoid .seeing the parties to tho
dispute signifying assent in the
usual manner,

Adapkd by formisnwr) of the

T K I A N G L E -Du.VMAS COMPAXY
ftom incidents in their photo-pUvj.

s iniUions ij "Betsy's Briiisr.AR," Jeaturiwj
Constance Tvi-M^vDCEas Betsy.
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VIOLET HOPSON.
It chwtacter that counts,"

says the Broadwest Star.

Is the Villainess Popular ?

THIS is the question wliich we asked Misn

Violet Hopsoii rceeiitly, liiiowing that

in a great many of lier lilm.s she portrays

th" wicked woman of the piece.
" Yes," she said. " I thiiil? to a great

t-Mi; nt men like just a little bit of the villainess

in every woman. And I am sure the reasons

for this are, that one seldom finds a woman, who
is a villainess either in fiction or real life, who
has not a very strong personality and a great

command of .self. And men admire a woman
with plenty of character, don't they '!

" Besides, women's responsibilities have
increased to such an enormous extent during

tlie last four years, that the majority of us

have become rather independent.
" This terrible war has in a great many

ways improved woman's position in this

country ; and I am certain that men who have

been overseas for so long will consult their

women folk, and consider their advice far

more than they have doao in the past.

A VilUiness is Often Sympathetic.

BUT I certainly do not think that the siren-

villainess is at all popular. She is the

type of woman who ia out to cause

trouble everywhere. On the other hand, the

mild type of villainess has such a complete
comprehension of human nature and its

myriad frailties that she also possesses a

wonderful sympathetic nature. And sympathy
is one of the finest traits in any woman's
character.

• Many of the letters which 1 receive (and

ihcy number on an average 700 a week) are

fiom the 0])posite sex, and a great proportion

of them convey a])))reciations of my film

work. I iind my screen characters are

popular because I usually portray women who
arc stronff-willed, and yet not real sirens.

'

' The ilull'y, irresponsible type of woman may
be popular, and in many cases she may have
offers of marriage ; but I think our returned

v.-aiTiors are looking for the reliable, capable

jiiils as mothers of the coming genera tioi).

He Liked a Woman With a Temper.

ONE correspondent in a recent letter

writes: ' I've always liked villainesses,

but I have really fallen in love with one
•—you can guess who it is. The only thing that

worries me is that if I marry a villainess I'm
jifraid I shall not have enough money to buy
all the wonderful clothes they always seem to

n-cjuire.'

Another one writes :
' 1 love to see j'ou on

tlie screen. I prefer girls with a bit of a
)cmi)er and wlio can stick up for themselves,

and your characters are ju.st right—especially

wlicn J ou played Lady Launcelot in the Nat
'j'ould racing story—she was my ideal woman.
A thorough sportswoman yet so sympathetic.'

"As a rule the villainess usually turns out

to be a really good sort in the end ; and I think

this is so in real life too, for no matter how
villainous a person may be, there is always
.some fine, dominant feature in their character

that will make them well worth while. For,

as Carlyle says, ' Evil, in the widest sen.se we
can give it, is precisely the dark, disordered

material out of which man's free will has to

rcale an edifice of order and good.'

"

Her Own Brand of Pictures.

'

WffEN not acting for the Broadwest Film
Company Miss Violet Hopson intends

offering to the world her own particular

1 and of pictures. She believes .she knows
what the public wants and likes. Her first

production is to be a racing story, "For," she

Mays, "Our national sport is undoubtedly
Ijorse-racing. The fascination of the turf is

inborn iri us."

r/f riduit Shot/.; MuljV.th, 1910.

VIOLET HOPSON is devotedly attached to horses. That is why, she says, she prefers taking a part

in a play in which there is a race. The above photograph was snapped at the racing stables when " A
Turf Conspiracy

'

' was in the making. Here you see her and other members of the cast as they are,

not in their film characters.

Teatime at the Broadwest Studios is always a busy time for VIOLET HOPSON. You will notice

that GREGORY SCOTT is one of her vishors here.

Every woman who can ride looks her best in the saddle. Here we see VIOLET HOPSON with

GERALD AMES off for a day's run.
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S WILLIAM FARNOM and JEWEL CARMEN in
' "A Tale ol Two Cltle«." (Foi\

Cameos from Famous Picture
Plays which thrill youthful
lovers, and bring back the

jj|

memories of their courting
days to fathers and mothers.

PEARL WHITE in "Annabel's Romance." {rathe.)

Mrs. VERNON CASTLE in "The First Law." {PalliL) BILLIE BURKE in In Pursuit of PoUie." {Famoii.'< Ph>/cr.s.]

Love is Eternal. To the young it is the promise of life ; to the old, a recollection of the romance of early days, and a pleasing vision of those golden
hours of youth, seen by the firelight of declining days. These silent pictures of famous love scenes on the screen will appeal to all ages.
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You Can Begin this Thrilling Story of Love and Revenge To-day

!

Synopsis.

Olll story opens with a stormy iiiijlft, on tlic

IJ'iVonsIiire coast, aud three escaped convic ts

in an open boat. It is a rlioicc between tliat

and Ihc warder's bullet as a gun is already booniiiis;.

I'lie Ijoat is afterwards found with one body, that ot
Benjaiuin Weyland, and James Twiss and Thomas
Itlake arc believed to liavc perislied. The first two
are seasoned convicts, but Tom Bla-ke has been given
(en years througli " cooked evidence " in a conspiracy
case.

John JIarsh, a man about thirty, was sitting in liis

comfortable home when he read tlie accotnit of the
' Scape and smiled contentedly, for it was his wed-
ding-day and it served Ills piu^posc that Tom Blake
should be dead. A noise at the French window
attracted his attention, and when he opened it Tom
Blake entered. They were old friends in bygone
•lays, so the situation was explained and also tlic

fact that Jimmy Twiss was outside. Tom Blake
wants to stay the night, but, after some demur,
.Tohu .^rarsh adn))ts it is his wedding-day. The shock
•jf seeing Tom Blake alive gives John Marsh a heart
attack, and he colhipses in his chair. There is a
noise in the corridor, and Blake gets behind the
heavy curtains. A lady enters, to Blake's amaze-
ment she is his wife—Lucy.

She tries to rouse John Marsh, and Tom Blake
reveals himself. She is amazed and relieved to find
liira alive, and confesses that she was married that
)norning to John Marsh to comply with Tom's
wishes which he sent in a letter. He never wrote
that letter, and doubts his wife. Then there is a
sound of a tussle outside, and a police-sergeant enters
I lie window and explains that he has caught a
burglar with his pocketful of jewellery, and he has
left him in charge of a man outside.

The Sergeant Deals With a Mystery.

IT was a vciy ra.sy matter to read (he
polieeman's mind.
He bad burst into the room full of

exoitcmcnt. He was coiLscious of the glow of

achievement.

Ill thi.s little, out-of-tlie-world river village

there were not many chances for a zealous
sergeant of police to earn distinction, in his

profession.

Burglaries were few and far between. Other
interesting crimes were practically non-
txi.stent.

And here a most important burglary in liigli

life had plumped risiht into Jiis hands. He
felt thrilled.

He had caught a burglar on private premi.sc.s

with a pocket bulging with jewels. He had
found a ladder at an upper wiinlow.

When he burst unceremoniously inio the
drawing-room and confronted Lucy, he knew
that liis feet were already on the rungs of the
ladder of fame.
Then, after his few panting .sentences with

i'Wy, he had caught sight of Tom.
At the mere siglit of him suspicion blazed up

until it was alniost certainty. 'J'he look of

Lim was sufficient.

Tom wore a blue fisherman's jersey, ft
waa mud-stained and torn where he liad

struggled through bramble tliiokcis.

His trousers woo in an even moio lament-
; ' lo condition. His boots wc^rc Government

pattern, and a rioter iiispccti(jn would iiave
jcvealed the .sinister staui]) of the broad arrow.
He wore a greaty cap on his head, and under
it his hair was sus])i( ioii.sly short. It was not
(piite so short as .Jimmy's, because it grew more
quickly, and .Jimmy's hair had seen its best
days. But it was short enough to be sus-
picious, and for that reason Tom had kept his
hat on.

But perhaps worse titan all (iiis was his face.
Here and tlien? he had contiived a makeshift
wash in a muddy stream without soap! But
he had not shaved since the night he and his
two companions made their desperate sortie
Irom Bleakmoor Convict Uaol.
So when he found this ragged, unshaven

(ramp confronting the lady of the house, it

did not take liim long to jump to a conclu.sion.
Ho saw the strained, white face of the

woman, and the lowering expression of the
inan ; and his hand came down with a con-
lident, ahnost triumphant, clap on Tom's
slioulder, as he made his light, springy .step

towards him.
" Now then, my young fellow, what's all

this about ? " ho asked sternly. " I thought
most hkely there woidd l)e a couple of you in
t he game. You can make your mind cpiite easy.
Your mate is outside, and there's someone to
take care of hmi."
Tom shook the liatul off savagely. He was

in no mood to be man handled by a poUceman.
" Drop that !

" he said, in a low voice. And
there was something in the wintry look he
turned on the sergeant \\hich made him obey
against his better jiidgment.
But he stood between Tom and the window.

He recognised that tltis was not the ordinary
typo of burglar. He knew the voice of an
educated man and a gentleman when he heard
it. But he was not out to take any chances.

" What are j'ou doing here, my fine fellow
"

he asked.
Tom laughed harshly.
" What's that to do with you, sergeant ?

Aren't you rather exceeding your duty 't

"

" You leave my duty alone, my man,''
returned the pohceman. " I'm quite ca])able
of looking after that. I asked you a question.
I want an answer ; and quick's the word."

Again Tom lauglicd, and shrugged liis

shoulders.
" Perhaps you liad better ask the lad}-,

who, you may be aware, is the lady of the
house."

A puzzled frown came into the constable's
face. There was sometliing fminy about this.

He felt he was treading on insecure ground.
This was liigh life, and he had got to be
careful. On the face of it, there 'was no
reasonable ground to fear a mistake. But he
glanced at Lucy, and began to feel decidedly
uncertain of himself.

Lucy had recovered command of herself,

and was looking at the neweomei- with a cool,

challenging air, and a httle supercilious smile.

Beneath the sur-face she was a tumult of
conflicting emotions. But the one over-
whelming instinct to save her hu.sband in this
abrupt crisis had risen above everything. She
set herself with all her strength and wits to
meet the threatened danger.

The constable turned to her, but with an eye
on 'J'om all the time.

" Who is this man, madam, if you please ?
"

lie .Tsked.
' He is my husband," returned Lucy quietly,

allowing the ghost of a smile to !licf<cr fci' a
moment into her eyes.

The sergeant looked from one to the other
dumbfounded.- The blow took his breath
away completely. It was the lust thing in tho
world he had been expecting.

" Your

—

huaband, jna'am 'i
" he .said weakly.

" I said my husband," r<;turncd Lur y
quietly.

He took a deej) breath.

Well I'm Vjlowcd !
" he murmured.

But he still kept between 'J'om and (he
window, and there was suspicion in every line

of his figure.

Tom came to his rescue. He also, though
not so quickly as Lucy, was beginning to

recover from the scene through wliich they
had just been passing.

He began to reahso that his new-fo\ind
hberty was in danger, ati.d that -Jimmy wa.s

already in the hands of the police.
" You're a bit surprised, sergeant," he said,

with that well-bred air which had more effect

on the policeman than anything that bad been
said up to the present.

" And 1 don't wonder, either," he continued.
" We ^yeren't exactly expecting anj'onc to

butt in on our little scene. And I may say that
you surprised us as much as we apparently'
.surpri.sed you."

" I—don't wonder, sir," returned the con-
, stable blankly.

"As a matter of fact," said Tom, "you've
barged into the middle of a rehearsal of some
private theatricals."

" Private theatricals !
" repeated the police-

man automatically. But liis eyes hghted up
again with another flare of suspicion.

' Y'^es," went on Tom desperately. " My
wife and I were just trying over a scene in a
little sketch we are bringing out. A rehearsal,

you know ?

"

" In character, sir ?
"

' Yes, in character, certainly. What do
you think of my disguise ?

"

" Very good, sir. A vei-y good imitation of

a board, sir, if I may say so."

Tom stroked his Seven days' growth re-

flectively, and realised that he was not finished

with this fellow yet.
" ll'm, j'cs ! (3ood, isn't it ? Now about

this burglary ? AVherc is this fellow you say
you've caught with my wife's jewels in his

pocket ?
"

" He's in the garden, .sir. I've got a man
with me, and he's taken charge of him. I

rather fancy he's an old offender, sir, aud
we're lucky to get liim so easilj'. He had a

pretty good haul, too, sir."
' Won't you bring him in ? " a.sked Tom.

" I should hke to have a look at him."
" Yes, sir," replied the pohceman hesitat-

inglj'. I'll bring him in presently. Y""ou

shall ha\-e a look at him."
But he made no offer to go .awaj', and Tom

began to feel desperate. He did not mean to
go back to Bleakmoor without making a fight

for it.

Neither did he mean Jimmy to go back if he
could prevent it. Jimmy had been up to his

old tricks, and had precipitated this di.saster

by dehberately burgling the house. But that
was no reason why he should forsake the old

fellow.

It was Lucy who came to his rescue.
" Dear," she said, turning to him, " won't

you run upstairs and change your clothes, and
get that false hair oft" your face. You look
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positively dreadful. TIu> sergeant will wait

here for you, and then you can go over the.

house togctluT, and see what is nus.sing, and
whether there i* anybody else hiding in tlio

plaee."

'"That's the idea." said Tom easily, but

with a wave of relief. ''I certainly don't

look in the condition to receive vi.sitors. 1

shan't be many minutes, sergeant."

He svvimg off to the door and slipped

through it before the bewildered ])oliceman

could think of an excuse to stop liini.

' You can go over tlie hou.se yourself, you
know, if you want to," said Lucy .sweetly to

the policeman. " But I would rather yo>i

wait until my husband comes back, if yon
don't mind. You see, the .servants are in

bed, and if you go blundering into their rooms
by mistake "they will be frightened out of their

lives."

There was a ring at the door boll before

the sergeant had madi; up liis mind what to

do. -

A .servant entered the room.

'J'he doctor, ma'am '.

"

"Will you excuse n\e fi>r a moment-?"
said I>ucy.

She slipped out of the room, and as lier

sweet face glided from his view. Sergeant

Humby, of the local police, came to his senses

with a shock.

I'm being fooled," he muttered. " That's
wliat it is. Between them they're maldng a
jirieeless idiot of me. But, by Christopher,

I'll show them that they can't play their

Httle tricks on me !

"

He strode to the door, his mind made up to

great issues.

He turned the handle and pu.shed defiantly.

Notliing happened.
He pulled—and still nothing happened.

The door was locked on the outside. He
could sec the kej' in the lock.

Well I'm blowed !
" he gasped.

He heard voices out.side the door, and slood

t' use and still to hstcn.

There was the soft murmur of a woman's
voice and the deeper tones of a man—evidently

the doctor. He put his ear to the keyholo
and held his breath.

' I understand that Mr. Marsh has been
taken ill, madam 't

"

The reply was too low : he could not hear
i^. He heard the soft pad of footsteps up
the stairs, and then silence.

The .sergeant stood up and took another
exercise in deep breathing.

"Huh !
" he muttered. " This is a bloom-

ing mj-stery ! There's more in this little

caper than meets the eye—a lot more. Huh 1

How many men are there here '? This one
hasn't been taken suddenly ill, that's a dead
l ertainty. And what about this door 'i

Fancy locking the door on a sergeant of the
police engaged in the execution of his leniti-

uuto duty 'I That beats cock-fighting !

"

The Letter from Bleakmoor.

SERGEANT HUMBV for the moment
was distinctly crestfallen.

Tliis was a check. He was on the

ladder of promotion, but could get nri further.

He held in his hands the threads of what hi-

feit to be a thrilling mystery. How to follow

it up. That was the question.

Anyway, he had the little old scoimdrel

with the jewels. He was taken red-handed.
So there was no question about him.

With regard to Tom Blake he was full of

fcu.^picion.

Private theatricals," he muttered dis-

gustedly. " That'.s a hor.se that won't run
with mo. And false hair, too. Doe.s h'l

think I don't know the difference between
false hair and a week's growth of beard ':

Oh, no ! They don't catch me so ea.sy as
; Anl the doctor, too ? Thxt's where

I'm out of mv depth?. Who is the man who
is ill ?

Ho started suddenly. Another brilliant

idea struck him.
What if his first idea were correct—that

T'om was hand in glove with the little rogue
out.side ? Why not ? And the woman ?

Why shouldn't sho be one of the gang—the

beautiful decoy, a visitor in the house, who
opens the doors to her confederates outside ?

The sergeant began to feel dizzy at the

prospect of the splendid myster}- which ho
might yet have the honour of unravelling and
reporting upon to his superiors.

Though .suspicious of Tom, it had not
occurred to him that the two men were
escaped convicts.

1'he pohce had sent round no ofYicial descrip-

tion of the fugitives from Bleakmoor. The
official view of the matter was that all three

men had lost their lives at sea, so there were
no fugitives.

,
He took another look at Jimmy, who was

in the summer-house in charge of a poUceman.
Then he took a stroll round the lawn, and

afterwards chmbed the ladder and entered

the room to wliich it led.

Here, however, he met with no Letter

success. This door was also locked on the
outside.

He had no right to go breaking doors down
without the invitation of the owner c>f the
house, so in default of anv better plan, he
went back to the drawing-room, prepared to

wait until someone came t() him.
Meanwhile Tom, directly he found liimself

outside the drawing-room door, had gone
straight up the dark stairs to a dressing-room.
He knew the house like the palm of his own

hand, having often been a visitor there in

better days. He found all he needed there in

the waj- of clothes and shaviivg materials, and
.set himself to work to make the quickest
change of his life.

In another room Lucy was alone with the
ch)ctor and the body of John Marsh.
The doctor was very grave, and shook his

head.
' It would be very wrong for me to hold

out the slightest hope, madam,'' he said
deliberately.

• Yon think—he is quite dead ?
" n\ur-

mured Lucy.
I think so. I have sent my car back to

my house for the o.xygen a])paratus."

" There i.? a chance then, you think 7
"

" My dehberate opinion is that there is no
chance wliatcver. Believo me, madam, I
would teU you if there were. But I am confi-

dent that it would be wrong of me to encourag*
the slightest hope. I am going to try oxygca
because it is my duty to do so, and in one casa
out of a hundred it has been known to succecd.

It will bo here in a minute, and I will ask you
to leave me alone with him. ' But please don't
build anj'thing on what I have said. It is

quite hopeless."

A few minutes later tlicre was a wild, sten-

torian .shout from the garden.

It startled the night and set the biida

twittering in the branches.

Again it came—yell after ycU of furioui

amazement, accompanied by a sound oi

scuffling and tremendous kicking.

Sergeant Humby, who liad been taking his

ease in onO of the armchairs, started to hi*

feet, appalled by the awful noise, and for »
moment completely bewildered.

Then he reahsed that the sound came from
the garden, where he had left the captured
burglar in charge of his man.
He dashed out through the French windows.
The uproar came from the summcr-liousa.

With a sinking heart, he charged across tha
lawn. ,

In tlie summer-house he came upon a most
amazing scene ; the most heartrending
spectacle a man in his position could expect
to meet.

IJie little old burglar was not there, but
the policeman in whose charge he had left

him was. He was shouting at the top of his

voice, kicking and plunging about hko a
frightened nuile. And, so far as the sergeant
couhl see in the dim hght, the man was—
chained to the wall.

Meanwhile, others in the house had heard
the alarm.

The oxygen apparatus had just been taken
into the room where John Alarsh lay dead,
and Lucy, coming out of it, met Tom Blaka
emerging from the dressing-room.

She gave a little gasp of astonishment.
He had been in there ten minutes at the most,
and he had indeed accomplished wontlei-s.

He wore a smart, well-cut lounge suit, on«
of Marsh's, which iitted him well. Hi.s linen

and shoes were perfect, and he had washed
and sliaved.

"Asa matUr of far!,'" said Tom, with that well-bred air which had more effect on the poUceman
than anythiixj that had been said up to the present, ''you have interrupted a rehearsal of som»

private theatricals."
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" Oil, Tom !
" »lic wliispoi'.tl. ' You look

Biore like my boy now !

"

For a swift moment she clung to liim in tho

dark of the landing. And Blako forgot, in the

thrill of her proximity, all that had passed

between them, all that had been said, and all

that remained to be said.

He knew only that she was liis wife, that

her low, sweet voice was music in his car.

She was his, and ho ached with longing for

her. He took her in his arms and crushed her

to his breast. And all the tui-moil of un-

happiness in her died dow^l to a sudden'

stillness, a hushed, thrilling realisation that

she was in his arms, and that his heart was
beating stormily against hers. That this,

after all, was the real man; and not the man
who had stunned her a few minutes ago with

his dreadful accusations and his icy bitterness.

The moment of forgetfulncss was shattered

by the sudden uproar from the garden. They
.started away and stai-ed into each other's

faces.
" What is it ? " she whispered.

She saw the flash in liis eyes, as he dartcil

away from her down tho stairs.

In a second he was through the drawing-

room out on the lawn. Something brushed
against him. Something that slunk in the

shadow of the ivied walls.

Tom caught it in a grip of iron, and there

was a little low squeal as the creature squirmed
and tiied to get away.

Come in here, Jimmy, quick ! wliispcred

Blake.
And before the httlc old gaol-bird realised

that he was not in the hands of the poUcc
again, he was dragged into the light of the
drawing-room.
He looked at Tom with amazement. The

.shock and fear had not yet gone out of liis eyes.
' Lor', guv'nor !

" he mumbled, " j'ou give

me a turn and no mistake. I thought you
was one of them stiffs. Lummo, I'm horl of

a quake. You don't ai-f look tho goods in that

suit. iSomcbody's done you up good and
proper, ain't they ? You look a real top
knotch swell, and no error."

Ho ?)egan to shiver again.
" 'Ide me somewhere, guv'nor," he mumbled.

" Put me in some 'ole where they can't get

at me, for the love of 'Eaven. I don't want
to find mcself back in mo 'appy 'omc at

Bleakmoor. That cop 'ull be tearing round
for me something dreadful in a minute or two.
and 1 ain't got the 'cart to run far to-night."

All right, Jimmj^" said Tom. " I'll hide
you. They slia'n't get you again to-night,

take my word for it. I'm no more anxious
than you to go back to Bleakmoor, and I'm
not going."

" \'ou ain't goin' to do nuthin' desprite ?

"

questioned the old man anxiously. Y'oii

ain't going to out nobody, arc yci' ? You
done quite enough of that fcr one night."

"That's all right, Jimmy. Tell me what,
happened. How did you get away from the
man who had you, and what made him ~\-ell

so?"
^The old man's face creased into a thousand

wrinkles, and he gave a little snigger.

" I jest chained him up to the wall. I

couldn't 'elp it. He arst mo to. You bet
when I left him there ho was a sight madder
than a wild tiger. But never mind about that,

guv'nor. Where am 1 to hide ? Tliat sergeant
fitiii 'ull be back fcr my blood in a minute,
and you bet 'c won't be too amiable. Oh !

r!oo<l lor !

"

He nudged Tom agitatedly witli Jiis elbow,
and whispered hoarsely :

" 'Erc's a fomal(; !

"

)>ucy had entered qriii tly, and was looking
at the sfi'angc little man with wonder.

" JJon't bo frightcMi d, Jiiniiij-. 'J'his lady

won't gtvc you away. Where can I hide him,
Lucy ?

"

" In here," she said. " Come quickly."
Jimmy was diving after her. The .shouting

in the garden had ceased now, and he was
trenil)ling with anxictj'. But Tom caught him
by the shoulder.

' Before you go, Jimmy. That jewellery."

.S'eli) me, guv'nor, I ain't got no jewellery."
" Come along, Jimmy. Out with it, or I'll

hold you here until our friend the sergeant
jcturns. You're a guest in this house now,
you know. 'J'his lady is your hostess, and you
don't rob your hostess. It's not done, Jimmy."
The little man snarled fecbh-, and tried to

twist out of Tom's masterful grip.

Blake thrust a hand in his pocket and
brought out a collection of jewellery screwed
\ip in ;i 2)apcr. Moaning and almost in tears,

the httle man was hidden in a cupboard under
the stairs.

Meanwhile the sergeant was venting hi.s

wrath on the man whom he had left to guard
Jimmy Twiss.

The man was handcuffed to an iron upright,
which formed part of the door frame of the
summer-house. One steel bracelet was ronutl

the man's wrist, and the other round tlie iron

post.
" What s tlie meaning of this, Saunders ':

'

demanded .Sergeant Humby. '" Where's your
pi'isoner '!

"

"Gone, sergeant," muttered (he man,
sulkily. "Cleared! Cave me the slip

proper.'"'
' Gave you the slij), did he ? And how did

you come in this mess, may 1 ask 't

"

He played a dirty trick on me, sergeant,"
said the man resentfully. He's an old hand,
lie is. I reckon there's not many tricks of

the trade he isn't up to. I could see he was a
bit of a tough handful, and that it wouldn't do
to give him half an inch of rope. So I thought
I'd better put the bracelets on him. I snapjwd
f)ne on my own wrist, and held the otiicr out
to him.

" ' Come along, my man,' I says. ' We'll
just have this on you, and harness you to me,
.-o as we shall both be safe and comfortable
like.'

^" What docs he do but grab liold of it with
both hands, and before. I knew what game he
was up to, he had snapped it on to ^his iron

post. And I ho c it is."

And there he had to remain.
Neither the constable nor the sergeant had

a key to unlock the handcuffs. This was
kept at the station. Consequently PoUce
( 'onstable Saunders had to remain chained to
the iron upright of (he summer-house until the
key could be fetched from the local station.

The sergeant in angry mood, and with all

his tine di'cams of jiromotion dissolving into

t liin air, tramped back to the house, and
tlufnii)ed nncercmoniously uito the drawing-
room.

I'om Blake, who was in clo.?c converse with
Lucy, looked up with a frown of irritation.

''Look here, sergeant!" he said euitly.
" I'm afraid you're under the impression this

house is your own. I don't Viant to interfere

with your dut}', but you arc maldng your.scif

rather offensive. ^'J'he next time you want to

come into this house, I shall be glad if you will

come to the front door and jing."

The .sergeant .stared at Tom in amazement.
A quarter of an hour before he had seen him a
human derelict—an outcast of society. Now
he was looking at a well-dressed, well-groomed
gentleman of the leisured class. It was too
much for him.

Luck had dealt him a back-handed blow.

He looked urgently at Tom's immaculately
shaven chin. If he could only have seen a cut
t here, it would have been something to go on.

But there was nothing. He admitted son'ow-

fully that that wicked growth of beard uuist

have been false after alL
" I—I beg your pai'don, sir," he .stammered

humbly. " 1 didn't know that you -wero

here."
" All right !

" said Tom .shortly. " Where'.?

this burglar you've caught ?
"

" I'm Sony to say he's made Jiis escape,'

sir."

"Escaped!" T'om stared in well sinui-.

lated astonislmient. " That'.s pretty steep,

isn't it ? " •

' I suppose you haven't seen anything of

him, sir ? "

'Seen anything of him ?" repeated Tom.
' Well, if your man has Ijeeri .so obliging as to

let the fellow slip tlu'ough his fingers, it's

scarcely likely that he would come into this

house and introduce him.self to me, is it ?

I was waiting for you to bring liim in, as you
promised."

• It's veiy unfoilmiatc, sir," mumbled the

sergeant.
' 1 should say it is," returned Blake. " It

seems to me you're making rather a mes.s of

this aflEair, sergeant. Where's the stolen

jewellery ? You've got that, at any rate ?
"

" I'm sorry to say we haven't, sii'."

What " '

'" Unfortunately we dicbi't stop to lake it off

1 1)0 man, sir."

Tom's indignant surprise was a good piece

(if acting. The .sergeant wilted under it.

You mean to say you let the fellow

escape with it ?
"

Yes, sir."
' Well, that's about the richest piece of

official humour I've heard for many a long day.

You had better get your men out and scour the

neighbourhood for that fellow as quickly as

you can. Send men out on bicycles. He
can't be far away yet. Y'ou can search this

hou.se before you go, if you wi.sh to. But j'ou

will be wasting valuable time. I have already

been over it."

' I won't ti'ouble to do that, sir," said the

pohceman hurriedly. I'll get my men on
the track of this fellow at once. He can't be

far away. And I hope, sir, I shall be able to

return those jewels to j"OU before many hours

arc past."
' I hope so too," said Tom.
TJie policeman left by the window. Tom

bolted it after him and drew the heavy
curtains.

Lucy's eyes were on his when he turned,

and there was something in them he did not
know how to meet. Something that thrilled

him against his wiU, and sent the blood to hi-

head again.

She made a little eager step towards him.

thinking of that moment in the dark of the

landing. But something in his face chilled her,

and f'he stopped.

Tom took the packet of jewellery out of his

])Ockct and dropped it on the table.

" Here are j'our jewels," he said coldly. " I

have taken twenty j)ounds out of th^t desi;

and given it to Jimijiy. We must get food

and clothes, or we shall be taken again. And 1

don't mean to be taken again—ahve."

But she did not hear him. She wa.s staring

lit the .screwed-ui) paper packet on the table.

' Oh !
" It was a httle tremulous cry of

joy.' "Tom! Look, the letter! He has

used it to wrap the jewels in. See
"

She shot the jewels ui a heap on the table,

and with trembhng hands smoothed out the

paper. Then she held it out to him.
" Here is the letter you sent me, dear ; the

li'ttcr in which you urged me to marry John
Marsh."
Tom could scarcely believe his eyes. The

letter was in his handwriting, and the signatui c

' aj)pcarcd to be his own.

WHAT DID CHARLIE SAY? YOUR LAST CHANCE TO WIN £^0~See page 26.
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Hr rc'ul it villi hrow^.

It was cxnctly ns slic had said. Jt toUl li- r

that he M'as goins; to inako a dcspcrato attt'tnjir

to owape frf>n\ Bleakiiioor, and that cnuc dim-
t>f the prison. Jipwouki not be Uikon a!;ain alive.

Finally, in the oonchidiag jiaragruphs, .slic

was iirjiwl. in the event of his death, to marry
.John Marsh.

W'itliout a word Tom went lit the litHe enp-
boanl under the stairs.

" t'onie here, Jimmy," he said.

.Hnuny came out of liis liiding -place lilinkiii?

in the light. '.I'om led him into the ilrawing-

rooni.

" I 'eard yer putlin' it up to that eop," he
murmured almost as if talking to himself.
" Lor' ! you 'nv got a hair with yer !

"

]^ook at that, .linimy," said Tom, eutting
him short by handing him the letter. '' liOok

at the writing. J)o vou se<; anything about
it ?

"

Jimmy took it to the light and .^lerewed

eyes over it.

' It's f)ainted," lie said. " Copied, gii\ 'nor,

for a quid. It ain't too bad fer a hamatcur.
But it wouldn't buttcrno parsnips with a hex-
pert, mind yer."

Ton\ took a sheet of paper and a peti anrl

dashed off his signature.

"That's my signatme. Jimmy. How dees
it eompare with the one in the letter ?

"

Jimmy tapped the letter and winked.

This un's a tracing. .That's why T

knowed it was the work of a liaraateur. A
hexpert wouhL never trace a signature."

' Right. Jimmy. IS'om- go back to your hoK-
ill the wall."

The reluctant Jimmy was led ))ack to his

cupboard under the stairs, and 'i'om relimied
to IjUcv. His voice shook when he saw tha
.-hadowed look in her eyes.

' Lucy," he said, '' that man is known
'

among his associates as Jim Ihe /'(ninan. He
is an expert forger. You have heard his ver-

dict. 'J'his letter is a foro;erv from start to
tiiiisli. 'J'here is nothing true in it. I did not

send you a letter. Somebody dui; n pil for tis.

and 1 think 1 know who it was.""

" Who ? " she asked.
" John ISIavsh !

" answered I'om sternly.

" Do you think—he forged that letter ?
"'

" I am sure of it. But it doesn't mattei' now.
Wewon't think of it. ^'ou arcstill my wife.and
ail the love I have to give is yours, as it has
always l>cen. The plot has failed, and the
jilotter has gone to idcv his Judge.

_

.' I am an escaped convict, but if 1 can keep
o'ut of the clutches of the law for a ti?nc, 1

know I can prove my innocence, and with
Heaven's help [ will. The luck is on my side,

because they believe I am dead..

There are no barriers between us, dear.

•Mm Marsh tried to make one, and ho failed,

^'ou are my wife, and you are free to leave
this house jvith me now. Or, which would be
better, to follow me and join me when I have
a place ready for you."
There was a tap at the door, and they stood

apart as it opened.
The doctor entered.

"I am glad to tell you" he said, " J.Ir.

Marsh is alive !

"

" Alive !
"

Lucy stared at him blankly.

"Olio of the miracles has happened," con-
tinued the doctor gravely. " \Vith Heaven's
lielp, I have been able to drag him back
from the gates of Eternity. That is what it

amounts to."

Lucy swayed, arfd the doctor caught her.

"Sit down, madam. Don't svorry. Mr.
Blarsh will live. Ho will l>e little if any tlio

worse for thia attack."

(.4 Il'i-illinff i»al/ihne»f of thi^ hiiinnn

(Ifdnui ncxi vi'rh.)

"MyScwDebut"

Phyllis Monkman Tells

Why She Loves Film

Work.

MISS PHYLLIS MONKMAN. [L'holo by Fuuhham and Banjield.)

AQI'ICK, light footstep, a cuiestloning,
bird-like look, as .she paiiscd, uncertain,
M'ifh iny eard in ber hand. Then Miss

Monkman espied me, standing humbly by the
J'ortal of ^\it and Beauty—the btagc-door of
the Comedy Theatre. '

" Oh, do come in !
" she said.

And she smiled, and right away I knew one
reason why '

'J'ails Up " is such a, success.

1 folknred her to an adjacent dressing-rooin.
' This is really Mr. Buchanan's room," said

I\liss J'liyUis, ' but M von"t mind !
" (As a

matter of fact. Mr. Buchanan was^ust departing,
and obligingly matio no protest.) 'J'here are
such n lot of people in my drcsving-room, so I
thouglit wc could linve a chut better here.''

Her Wonderful Frock.

SHI-; seated bcr.self, the intense electric

lights on the drcs.sing- table, than which
there could liave lieeu no more severe

test) of a woman's beauty, falling full upon
her. But she had no cause to mind lliem.

She was clad in a soft', cli.iging black dress,
CTit low enough t^'show the pearls round her
wliito neck to advantaae. while a picpiant little

liat, also of black, cast a becomiuK shadow as
far as the distracting tieauty patch beneath lier

right eye. One splendid diamond winked
wickedly tipon her left hand.

" I want you to tell me something about your
recent screen debut," I began.

" My very llrsi film 1

"

The Spirit of Youth

MISS MONK.MAN tilted her chin upward
with a gay smile, and as I looked at her,
with all her brightness and vivacity, I

suddenly folt ^ery, very old. Here was youtJi— youth of soul and body. Youth there
bui>bled over and spilt itself recklessl3'.

I roused myself with an effort.

'" Yes, please. You see, as the rev\te artist,

the actress, the dancer—wo know you well.

But now we arc anxious to malce your acqtiaint-
ance as a film recruit. So please tell me about
your first, excursion into Screenland."

Mis.s Afonkman settled herself more com-
fortably.

'' The picture iu which T have pist made my
initial film appearance is called " Iter Heritage,'
in which I take the role of l.ndy ^htry Strode.
1 ha\e some vor\' good sce]\es in i(. and some

very exciting ones, too. One depicts my fight
with a tramp, w hile another shows me iu a violent;

lit of hysterics. But I was able to v\ork in ioni-)

good comedy also."'

Facing the Camera.

" XA/EPvt', you nervous when facuig tha

VY camera 'i

"

.\\\ impertinent question, pcrlians,
to ask a footlight favourite, but T vvas curKKis.

"Well. I was for the first day or .so," con-
fessed Miss Moiikiuan, " csijecially as cmo lui.i

such a strong tendency at first to look at tlia

camera while iuis ' clicking.' But I soon gob
iLsed to it."

I next a.sked my fair vis-a-vis whether sha
missed the ap[)lause and presence of an audience,
and whether she liked acting for the " movie.s."

" Yes : I do rather miss the co-operatiou of
the audience, which is always such a .spm-

one's efforts. But I love fdm work."
Miss Monkman said it with such emphasis

that there was no doubting her sincerity, not
that one couhl doubt the sincerity of so charn\ing
a creature. Still, politeness, you know —-
But there was no mistaking iliis enthusiasm.

" I find it very tiring, however," she added.
I used to come baek from the studio feeling

quite worn out."'

" Do you find any disaiU autages at tached to
screen work ?

"'

Speaking broadly, no : though I must
own I do find the absence of projjer dialogue

—

which helps one so much to work up emotions
on the stage—rather trying. For instnuce,
during the taking of one scene the director
said to me :

' Lie down on the fiooi\ Xow get
up and have hysterics !

' There was no dialugua
to lead up to this; I was just given the word
of command, and it had to bo done. Of course,
I did it. But, certainly, it was difficuU.

' Another thing I Tniss is the freedom of tlia

stage. When acting before the camera one tiaj

to keep within a certain restricted space—

s

sort of imaginar}- square —outside the boun-
daries of which one would be beyond the rauga
of thb camera.

" But these are small considerations, and I
can only repent that 1 really love actin<; for tUa
films, and 1 hope my fir.st picture will not l»«

my last," concbuled .Miss Monkman.
" And So say all o! us, " 1 ropliiHl. I bad*

her adieu.
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Sessue Hayakawa—The Man.

SKSSL'E HAVAKAWA, the cflcbratt'd

.Japanese aetor, was boin in Tokio,

.lapau, on Jnne 10th, 1880. His

laiuily ileeidotl that lie should be educated

for a higli position in the Japanese Navy,
an<l vvitli this view he was sent to the

Japanese Naval College.

jSut as Hayakawa's uncle was a famous

actor and stage manager, the boy became
fascinated by tlie stage, and at last

obtained permission to enter his uncle's

company, in wliich the famous Madame
Yacco was appearing.

It was through this famous actress

that Hayakawa first went to America
with her theatrical company. Here he

lealised the value of introducing English

• lassical plays to Japan. For one year

lie studied English at the University of

<'hieago, and when he returned to Japan,

}ie appeared in Japanese versions of

f'-hakespeare and Ibsen, making a special

success of the role of " Othello."'

J^ater, he returned to America with a

Japanese company. It was at this point

of liis caiecr that Jesse L. Lasky offered

)iim a part on the screen. His first picture

was in " The Typhoon." In this he made
a phenomenal success, and at one bound
reached tlie high place in popularity that

lip has held ever since.

It was way back in the days (hat he

•was in Madame Yacco's company that lie

lirst met Tsuru Aoki, his talented Japanese

vife. She was playing child parts at this

lime. Later, they met in the Lasky
Studios. wher(! the two worked together in

photo-plays, and also in mastering the

English language.

Jt is said that Tsuru Aoki has become
FO prolicicnt in (Ik; English language that

f:he has almost forgotten her native
^

tongue. Hayakawa himself is also an

expert linguist. 1-

J

As "HASI
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Sessue Hayakawa—The Actor.

ESSUE HAYAKAWA, star in Para-

mount pictures, and easily the most
gifted Oriental actor in the pro-

fession, recently uttered an aphorism that

deserves a place with some of .
the great

sayings of those who have worn the sock
and buskin through the ages of the drama.

" Dramatic art is the most difficult in

the world—because to succeed you must
never try to act."

Mr. Hayaltawa proceeds by stating that

it is necessary to " study concentration

—

conoentrate your tliought, concentrate

your emotion. Feel ! Feel ! Feel !
" He

also says that " portraying the Oriental

in his true charact?r upon the stage or

screen is no easy task."
" Properly to interpret the true Japan-

ese," said Hayakawa, " is very difficult,

especially on the screen, • because from
childhood we are taught never to betray

by our facial expression the least emotion.

Stohdity of expression, indeed, is almost
a racial trait. On the speaking stage, the

voice might serve to express emotions, but
on the screen there are only the eyes, the

gestures, etc., with which to convey the

feelings. Perhaps by no more than a
fixed expression of the eyes, a rigidity of

the lips, possibly with not a single gesticu-

lation, we must carry to the audience the

thoughts necessary to an understanding
of the plot. To do this requires deep
concentration."
Among the plays in which Sessue Haya-

kawa has starred in are " The Typhoon,"
" Alien Souls," " The Bottle Imps," and
the popular screened version of " Hashi-
nuira Togo," Japanese School-boy tales,

and " The Call of the East," " The Secret

Game," " The Honour of liis House," and
" The While .Man's Law."
We .shall see him the end of this month

in "The Bravest Way."

c- 3
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Alma Taylor, the charming English cinema star,

who delights in all open air sports ; a secret of

good health.

Beauty Secrets From Behind the Screen.

SOftlE women arc bom boauliful, Komo
achieve beauty, others have beaut v
tliMist upon them. (K the first class f

eannot say anything but vhat ha^ been saitl

ah'cady, so I pass on.

But, in passint;, let me say that tlioi'c are
many v,oinen in this class who can be ineluded
in the sceond, .^ince Nature often yains some-
thing by the tactful application of Art. Even
the wondrous Helen of Troj' knew the value of

adornment, whilst Cleopatra spent a fabulous
amoiHit of time and wealth on liei- toilette.

Style of Dress.

EVERY screen actress knows (o the full the
value of individuality in dress, and the
simplicity with which this can be

obtained by a little subtle skill. For instance,
if the charm of her face lies in its Quakerlike
simplicity, she can enhance it )iy a demure
coiffure with a parting down the middle (lon;^

middle partings arc ahva,^s demure) and a
neat little coil round her ears, a la Odette
tioimbault. If her simplicity is of the classic

•sort, with good features and a smooth bro«-,

Ilk'

Beauty Secrets from Behind the Screen -Marguerite Clark's
Health Hints—Full Directions for Working Lace Worn by

Enid Bennett.

she must affect a Tiiirne-Jonesian coil in tlio

nape of her neck. Shoidd she be all soft
prettincss, with snub nose and round blue
eyes, curls are the only jjossiblo thing—.so she
has (hem! The girl wit li Eastern duskiness
in her eyes and hair, and a low brow, can dis-
pense with a parting altogether, in the manner
of Jose C'ollins.

Beauty Achieved.

TfllOIM'; is a curious, indefinable charm
about th(^ woman whose lieauty is as
<.'lusive and mifixed " as the April sun-

shine. .She is the interesting woman; the
woman who feels and expresses her feelings ;

liie imi)ressionable, elastic, temperamental
woman, who avoids monotony and gets the
most out of life.

Keep Youthful.

THE art of keeping youthful is well under-
stood in screen-acting circles. A>,'<',

ill-health, and fatigue register on the.

screen with appalling clarity, becau.se an
ordinary untouched negative magnifies (^very
defect of the skin, and this is more apparent
in the enlarged screen i)icture. 'J'herefore,
the freshness of youth and good health arc
more necessary to the success of the movie
star than they coidd ever be to her legitimate
stage comrade. If a screen favourite would
keep her popularity, she must keep her fresh-
ness, the brightness of licr eyes, the .softness
of her contour, and a complexion minus bolli
wrinkles and crowsfeet. To this end she
keeps early hours, makes a duty of exercise,
cats wisely and well, and indidges, perhaps,
in that greatest of all .skin beautifiers,^ the
milk bath.

Marguerite Clairk's Beauty Hint.

MAKOUERITE CLARK, by the way.
alwa\s gives \ egctarianism the credit
for her wonderful health, and no doubt

it is an important factor in her youthfulness
and l>rightness. She believes in a diet of

fruit, vegetables, milk and eggs, and
" all clean kinds of food," as she calls
fhem. She also believes in ten hours
sleep for a woman, and in not worrying
over trifles.

Lots of us might take a leaf out of
her book with advantage in the latter
resj)cct, for women are apt to make
worry a habit, and this is ruinous to
both health and appearance.

Working size pattern for the expert.

THE ENID BENNETT LACE.

IN this picture Enid Bennett is looking
her very demurest, and her light
gre_y zephyr house-dress, trimmed

with filet crochet lace at the neck and
cuffs, is quite Quakerish in effect.

No doubt some of her admirers
would like to work some lace hke it

for their summer cotton frocks. If j'ou
like a low or V-neck, a long length of
the lace sewn round the edges like the
single ruffles would make a pretty
trimming, while that rotnid the cufis
is ju.st a straight piece without any
fulness.

Malerkds : No. .30 or 40 ordinary
crochet cotton, with a No. 5 hook,
would make a fino lace about three
inches wide.

Ahhreri<iliut(S : Ch.. chain: tr..

lieble: sp., .space. Asp. is 2 'h.. iiii^s

2 stitches, J tr. in next stileh. and take not."

that the tr. finishing the last s}'. before n.

group of tr. is counted in tfic sp. and not in

the tr. group.

Begjn with 70 ch.

\st row : I tr. in 5th ch. from hook. 2 tr..

2 sp., 3 tr., 4 sp., 3 tr., 1 sp., tr., 2 sp.,

:« tr., 7 sp., 3 tr., 3 ch. Turn.

2nd row : Miss 1st tr. over whieli 3 eb.
stands, 3 tr., 2 .sp., 3 tr., 3 .sp., (i tr., 3 .sp., 3 tr.,

4 sp,, 3 tr., 2 .sp., 3 tr., 3 eh. 'J'urn.

'ird row : Mis.s l.st tr. over which ?> cfi.

stands, 3 tr., 3 sp., 3 tr., 3 sp.. 3 tr., 3 sp..

!) tr., 3 sp., 3 tr., I sp., 3 tr., 3 eli.

4lh row : 3 tr., 1 sp., 3 tr., 2 sp., 0 tr., 2 sp.,
G tr., 1 sp., tr., 3 sp.. 3 tr., 3 eh. Turn.

rtl/i row : 3 tr., 2 sp., 12 tr.. 1 sp.. 12 ^r.,

1 sp., '.\ tr.. 1 sp. and 3 tr. twice, 3 ch.

EI^ID BENNETT, in the Paramont Mm " Tha
Tramp," wears demure cuffs and collar in crochet.

6th row: 3 tr., 2 .sp., 3 tr., 4 sp., 12 tr.,

1 sp., 12 tr., 1 sp., 3 tr., 3 ch.

7th row : 3 tr., 1 sp., 27 tr.. 2 sp.. 6 tr., 3 .sp.,

3 tr., 3 ch.

Sth row : 3 tr., 2 sp., 3 tr., 2 .sp., 0 tr.. 2 sp.,

3 tr., 1 sp., 3 tr., 3 .sp., 3 tr., 6 ch. Turn.

9th row : Here the scallop inerea.ses, so work
1 tr. in Sth ch. from hook, 2 tr., 1 sp., 27 tr.,

3 sp., 6 tr., 2 sp., 3 tr., 3 ch.

lOlh row: 3 tr., 3 sp., 6 tr.. 2 sp., 12 tr.,

1 sp., 12 tr., 1 sp., 3 tr., 6 ch. Turn.

ll/7f row: 3 tr.. 2 sp., 12 tr., 1 .sp., 12 tr.,

1 sp., C tr., 4 sp., 3 tr., 3 ch.

12^/t row : 3 tr., 4 sp., C tr., 2 sp.. 9 tr., 1 sp.,

9 tr., 3 sp., 3 tr., 6 ch. Turn.

13//( row: 3 tr., 3 sp and 3 tr. twice, C sp.,

3 tr., 4 sp., 3 tr., 3 ch.

14th row: 3 tr., 11 sp., 3 tr.. 4 sp., 3 tr.,

2 .sp., 3 tr., G ch. Turn,

This completes one pattern, so repeat from
the first row for the length required.

A Dre.ssek.
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"Peter Pan's" Sister of the Pictures
Studies of Marguerite Clark, the

Film Star who will never ** Grow Up.'^

When she questions

—

— Or answers In pensive mood A coy smilo Her look of trust

A Living Fairy of the Fifm who Laughs at Father Time.

JUST supposing Marguerite Clark had r/rait « out of her skirts and
her chubbiness and her winsome, ehildish ways ! It is too dreadful
to think of ; yet it might so easily have happened. In fact, it

certainly would have happened if she were hke other people. But,
fortunately. Marguerite Clark is not.

To begin with, she had a mother who was as famous in Cincinatti for

her youthfulness as for her remarkable beauty ; she had a father whor
happy nature dehglited all who knew him ; she was born and brougl.

up in an old country house, with a garden full of old-fashioned flowers

and fairy dells and whispering trees; and when she was left an orphan
at the tender age of twelve, she was handed over to the care of an elder

sister, Cora, who was the living embodiment of devotion and ^ho has

watched over her tirelessly ever since as the most precious thing on earth.

Played with Fairies.

UNDER circumstances like these you could not expect Marguerite

^

Clark to be q'uite hke other people. She still wears the eager,

joyous look that grew in her eyes when she played with the fairies

in that old-world garden or read about them in Wonderful books in a
crook of the big apple-tree on the daisy-covered lawn,

j
Like Petei Pan, whose sister she might quite well be, she did not

mean to grow up, and the fact was quickly discovered at the convent
school to which she was sent in her should-be flapper days. She was
so young at heart and ways compared with the other girls in the school

that, when her brilliance as an amateur actress was discovered, they
had dainty, elfish roles specially written for her into the plays which
marked " breaking-up days," and other festive occasions.

Her Famous Characters,

WT^HEN she betook herself into professional circles her youthfulnessW attracted even more attention, and as she had deemed it right

to stop growing at a heiglit considerably under five feet, she was
L;ivcn parts like Snow White—in the fairy tale of that name—and
Prunella, the title idle of that famous old romance of Pierrot and the

forsaken Pierette.

The play of " Prunella " is one wliieh has happy recollections for

Die httle actress. For it was a photograph from the stage production
i.f it which caught the eye of Adolph Zukor of the Famous Players Film
< 'ompany several years ago, and set him speculating as to whether ho
had not found an actress who would charm the whole world tluougli

the popular medium of the screen.

Her film debut was one of the greatest successes in the history of the
" silent stage," and made a happy beginning to her wonderful career,

the latest event of which is her appearance in the dual r61e of Topsy
and Little Eva in a film version of " Uncle Tom's Cabin "—an event
which, as the grease paint and burnt cork, and the kinky curls of the

picaninny get-up had to be n^placcd by the fluffy daintiness of Eva some-
thing like eight times a day for over a fortnight, has left poor Marguerite

with a skin quite raw through the vigorous scrubbings it received.

I wish I were ten feet tall," sighed the little star to sister Cora, dui ing

these pioceedings in her dressing-room at the studio. " It is nice enough
to be small in pictures like " Tlie Seven Swans "

; when I went to sea

in a sunshade and had the fun of presiding over a tea-table with seven

leal white swans, eating off real plates. But burnt cork—ugh !

"

!Miss Clark is even prettier off the screen than on, for she has very
dcUcatc colouring—a fair complexion, with a soft, wild-i'osc-like pink
that comes and goes, on her cheeks, and which is rendered doubly attrac-

tive by the contrasting hazel of her eyes .and her juasscs of wavy l)roWn

hair. She and her sister live the quietest of lives together, seldom enter-

taining, save close friends in an intimate, homely manner, and they are
never happier than when reading together in their garden or chatting over
Marguerite's latest or next production.

Although married, pretty MARGUERITE CLARK looks as youns
and girlish as the first day she appeared on the fihn. This photograph

is from the photo-play "Uncle Tom's Cabin," in which she takes the

part of Little Eva.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

"Less Than The Dust."

MARY PICKFORD is to delight us in an

altogether different role to anything she

has given us—a little waif in an Indian

bazaar—in " Less than the Dust," whicli is

an adaptation of one of the most passionate

of the Indian love 13'rics. An Englishman is

attracted by her and teaches her Englisli

lessons, and incidently how to love. Later

she learns she is English, and the final scenes

bring her to England, where she again meets

her beloved Captain Townsend.
Mary is always delightful ; as Ruhda she is

wonderful.

"Quinney's" on the Film.

SINCE Henry Ainley played character

parts on "the stage the critics liuye

always praised him, but perhaps his

finest jjerformance was as Mr. Quinney, the

old anticjue dealer in " Quiuney's," thyt

wonderfully successful play by Horace
Annesley Vachell. The play has now been

filmed, with Henry Ainley in his orio^inal

character, and Isobel Elsom as the youn^
heroine, and is shortly being released by

Grangers. The only criticism of this really

beautiful film is that photography is too

realistic. For instance, Henry Ainley's

make-up, which looked all right ou the

stage, is a little too artificial on the screen.

Still, this is only one small defect in a very
successful picture. If some one old enough
to take the part of Quinney had done so, we
could not have had Henry Ainlej'.

By the way, the extremely clever work of

Constance Backner, as the spiteful typist in
" Quinney's," has raised a controversy,
" Are typists really spiteful when they are

crossed in love''" Constance Backner has
given to her part all the passion and fire

which is generally included under the term
" spitfire," and she makes a most delight^

ful tyjiist at her machine.

Where Ruth Roland Learnt.

RUTH ROLAND, who is appearing in

the coming Pathe serial, " Hands
Up !" is one of the best amateur

riders iu the Ignited States. She gives some

startling displays of horsemanship in thi^

film. When asked recently to what she
attributed her great success in her athletic
achievements she said :

' When I was a little girl my parents
took me to a circus, and I was deeply im-
pressed with the daring stunts of a young
girl bare-back rider. The following summer
my family went to the country, and to a
farm on which were many horses. At the
sight of them my mind was full of memories
of the circus. Secretly I practised jumping
from the hayloft on to a horse, and sur-

])rised myself in discovering that I was able
to do this very well within a short time.
This, of course, gave me great confidence in

myself, and since then I have been willing
to try about everything where a horse is

concerned. This early love for ' stunts ' has
made it possible for me to readily under-
take the exacting and oftentimes really^

perilous work iu ' Hands Up !' "

Norma Talmadge's Best Work.

DE LUXE ANNIE," Norma Tal-
madge's Select picture, which we
are to see next week, has been

described as a crook play; but apparently
fhis description is given to it for the want
of a better one, for " De Luxe Annie " is

vastly different from the average crook
play, and by the same token infinitely

superior. It is the story of a finely bred
woman whose husband is interested in

criminal psychology, and who is herself

transformed into a criminal by accident.

Norma Talmadge is especially suited for

the title role in this screen drama, since it

calls for not only beauty, style, and a high
order of artistry in the star, but also for

an innate intelligence and intellectual

background vouchsafed to but few of lis.

'Miss Talmadge's performance, however

—

and her myriad admirers need hardly be
told this—brings out every shade of

emotional feeling in her portrayal of this

crook'part, lifting it far out of the com-
monjjlace by the force of her vivid person-
ality as well as by the odd- psychological
t\vi-t of the storv.

Miss HAZEL JONES as Jessica m the Broadwest
production. "A Merchant of Venice." Missjonej

is now playing in " Nurse Benson," on tour.

What Every Woman Wants.
BARBARA TENNANT, who, yoH mu,t

know, is au English actress, has ju.st

turned her attention to the films, and
13 to appear with Grace Darmond in
" Wliat Every Woman Wants." Do you
J;now her one and only grievance? It is

that clothes are a nightmare to her! Just
because in one afternoon she had to maki
twelve changes. I wonder how many girl*

would not envy her ! She has eighteen cos-

tumes in this play. —

-

A Real Duel Scene.

INCLUDED in the forthcoming Broad-
west production, " Under Suspicion,"

is a very thrilling duel scene, in

which Horace Hunter, who is playing his

original role of Major van Holtze, take,<j

part. In order that the duel may have tha

real professional touch, Mr. Hunter was
coached by men who have actually fought

in duels, and know what constitutes a foul

in the true sense of the word. Proper duel-

ling swords will be used in this scene,

minus the buttons which are usually

slipped on to the points of the swords for

safety when a duel is being staged or

screened.

WHEN THEY COME TO YOUR
PICTURE HOUSE YOU MUST NOT
MISS SEEING—
WALL.\rE Reid. wrongfully accu:^d of

murder, in " The Man from Euneral Range "

{Famous-Lashj).

Jack Livingston, when he gets into \
matrimonial tangle, in Who ia to Blamo"
( Triangle).

Bettv Compson, teaching her fiance a good
lesson, in " Down by the Sea " {Oaumbnl).

Alice Brady, when she saves an innocent

man from the gallows, in " The WhirljK)uL

"

{(laumont).

Eddie Lyons and Lee Mok vn, .showing how
they manage when their wives go on strike,

in ' The Strike Breakers " {Transatlantic).

Theda B.4R.4, as a Spanish lady of high

birth she bursts the bonds of medi3?v;i,l

conventions, in " Under the Yoke " (Fox).

MARY PICKFORD m ' Les. tliai, -.lii- Uu.'. [I ,111,011-9 VUnjersj.

Mary Boland, who is unknowingly engaged
as a nurse by her own daughter, in " 'Thai

Prodigal Wife'" [Ideal).

The LooK-otJT M\tf.
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A Dramatic Tale of Life and Love in the Rugged Reality of a Western Mining Camp.

SILENCE ill (he hall, tjeiillcuicn, pleiise !

A lady is about to oblige us with a.

song !

"

There was a sudden stir of surprise and
riuiosity in the long, low hall where a concert
was being held in a certain mining camp of the
far North-West.
Men looked over their slioulders and slopped

talking. The cliiiliing of glasses and the
Ktuiflling of feet ceased as every head turned to
stai-e at a new and unexpected pcrfornicr.

.Standing at the end of the hall, close to the
thairman, stood a beautiful girl.

Her face was pale, and her figure seemed to
shrink a little as she found herself the centre of
all those rough men whom she had never seen
before.

Yet she faced the ordeal bravely enough.
One glance at a diminutive and pale-faced litllo

cirl who had stolen into the pianist's seat almost
unobserved and had already laid her fingers on
ihe keys, and she was ready to begin. Then
suddenly a burst of protest from the front part
>>( the hall caused her to shrink and pause again,
\\ liilc a wave of colour passed over her pale face,

p^issing to leave it whiter than before.
' Stoji talking there ? " " AVho's making that

f onfounded noise in the hall '! " " Give the
lady a chance !

" Who is it, then '.'

"

" It's Yates—Ned Yates—Selfish Yates !

Jfake him stop talking ! Chuck hiin out if he
won't !

"

" Order ! Order !

"

The chairman's hammer came down with a
smash on the table and he rose to his feet.

For dming that preliminary hvish one voice
had gone on talking in a lazy, insolent, pecu-
liarly irritating drawl. It was that of a big,

powerful, haaidsome young miner, lounging
back in a chair close to where the chau'maii

was seated.

His whole air was one of contempt for his

;ompany and siuroimdings, and the half-sneer on
liis face showed that his behaviour was a matter
of studied insolence.

" Selfish Yates !
" said the chairman ii>

Btrideiit tones. " If you don't know how to

behave yourself when a lady stands up to sing,

git out 1 That's all I have to say to you !

"

A general burst of applause followed.

Selfish Yates, as he was so aptly named,
half-rose to his feet, and for a moment an
insolent reply framed itself on his lips.

It was from no fear of the chairman that it

was not uttered.
It was a glance from the girl's eyes which had

rjuelled him.
There was nothing of contempt or even of

just anger in that glance. It was timid, anxious,

and supplicating.
" Give me a chance !

" it said, as plainly as

\\(ir<ls ooidd litter.

Selfish Yates had certainly the reputation
of being the most selfish man in all the rough
(•onmiunity among whom he lived. And he
usually lived up to his name. >

J3ut he was not a thorough-going brute, and
instead of challenging the chairman to throw
liim out, as he had at first intended, he subsided
agam into his chair with a clumsy half-bow.

" Jliss Mary Adams will now oblige !
" said

the chairman grimly, secretly delighted with the

victory which he believed due to his own
strength of will.

And the next minute the notes of a glorious

soprano \ oico were soaring \ipward like those of

a skylark above a dewy field of dawn.
And there was dew in the eyelids of more

than, one of the rough mmers when she had
linished. -

There was a sudden pause of wondering
delight.

Then the rough voices broke out in stentorian
Bpplaiise.

" Encore '. Encore ! Let's have it again -

8L;:ain i

"

:i: ii:

WILLIAM HART
as

"Selfish Yates."

The hall thundered \Mth their cries. Even
Selfish Yates felt ashamed of himself, (hough
he fought the feeling down with characteristic

selfishness, and neither looked up nor joined

with baud or foot in the applause.

Another wave of colom-, tliis time from piue

pleasure, crossed the girl's pale face.

Again the notes of the piano, played by the

delicate little girl beside her, sounded, and
again the glorious soprano voice pealed out.

Once more she ended amidst thunders of

applause.
Sis times was ^Mary Adams forced to sing

before her rough but hearty audience were con-

tent to allow lier to leave off.

But, indeed, the girl sang with pleasvue, and
I here were tears of gratitude in her voice as

she thanked them before she bade farew ell.

In this way did Mary Adams make her debut

before an audience whom she had dreaded
facing more than she had tU'eaded anything in

her life.

And the next day all the camp, including
Selfish Yates, were familiar with her story.

Mary Adams, with her fraQ little sister, had
accompanied her father, an old mining hand,
on the jom-ney to Eed Gulch Camp.
And on the way, in the lonely and dreary

desert, the old man, worn out prematurely by
early hardsliips, had broken down and died.

He lay buried in the desert, hidden mider
large stones which JIary had dragged above
him with her own hands. And she had st ruggled

along the rest of the way with her little sister

almost dead, too, in her arms.
Mary was in a desperate plight, and how she

waa to make a living she did not know.
The idea of singing for a livelihood was an

afterthovight as, lonely and miserable, she
ventured forth into the camp to inquire for

work, and found herself pausing before the Cafo
Chantant, almost the only place of entertain-

ment in the district.

Fortunately her interview with the manager
and chairman was an instantaneous success.

Talent was scarce, and variety small in that
o>it-of-the-way part of the world.

But none could have foretold how the rough
crowd that inhabited the mhiing camp would
have taken Mary to its heart.

A Warning.

FRO-M that first night she was a huge popular
success. Only Sehish Yates avoided her.

Woman-like, Mary noticed the man's
surly aloofness, and secretly wondered at its

cause.
Once or twice she made friendly, simple little

oxcrtures to him, but they were rebufted.

And so Mary, gentle and wimiing by natiu-e,

shrank into herself and attempted no more
where Seltjsh Y'ates was concerned.

Yet it made her secretly unhappy that he alone

should treat her with such constant indifference.

She did not know how tinhappy his own
conduct made Selfish Y''ates.

In his heart the man was thoroughly ashamed
of himself, but the time had not yet come for

him to admit it. He very seldom came to the

l oncerts where Mary and her little sister were
the most popular performers, and yet there was
one man who had noticed him several times

leaning up against the wall outside in the dark-

ness, listening, while the notes of the silvery

\ oiee overflowed from the hall and reached his

ears.

Rocking-Horse Ridley was the nick-name of

this individual who thus kept his eyes upon the

movements of Selfish Yates. And he put his

own construction upon them.
" You take care of that fellow Y'ates, ^liss

Adams," he said to Mary once. " I've noticed
him hanging about as though he were waiting

for you in the dark when no one wasn't looking !

He hasn't forgiven you that snub ^ ' 'I'om tlio

chairman the fiist night you stood up : !

Yon don't know Selfish Yates 1

"

" He never tries to interfere with me," Mary
answered. " I'm not afraid of him. If I .spoke

to him he wouldn't answer."
'' No, not when anyone was by," sneered

Ridley. " I tell you I know Yates. Yoti don't.

Selfish is his name and selfish his natme !

"

And so, talking in this way, Ridley artfully

constituted himself Mary's protector, and made
it his piactice to accompany her home at nights

from the concert-hall to her lonely little hut
near the outskirts of the camp.

jMary was by no means gi-ateful for liis escort.

Selfish Yates had indeed never molested her,

and feminine instinct told her he never would.
At the same time Ridley was always polite

to her and her little sister.

And the time came dm'ing the colder vveather

that the child became ailing, and could no
longer accompany her to the concert-hall in the
evenings.
And after this Ridley became more devoted

in his attentions than ever.

Mary was too unhappy about her lister, little

Betty, to notice them.
And one night great was her astonishment

and horror when Ridley paused on the path,
and said suddenly in a changed tone :

'" And now when am I to have my reward ?
"

' Your reward—for what '! " faltered .'Mary

feeling a sudden dread of the man springing up
in her.

" Why, for looking after and protecting you
this way ! Not another of the boys has offered

to do it. .\in t it about time I had a kiss for

my pains ? " said Ridley with a grin.
" No ! An I, indeed, I never asked you to

eoir.e '. Not one of the boys would ever bavo
oFlered to interfere with me. Not one but you !

Leave mo alone Help ! Help !

"

"' J'shaw ! You're only a singing-gh-l—put-
ling it on !

" said Ridley fiei'cely, as he attempted
to pass his arm round licr waist.-

The next moment, to his utter astonishment,
Rockiiig-Horso Ridley found him.sclf lyuig on the
broad of his back in tlie path, while a thousanil

stars seemed to flash before his astonished eyes.

To Mary it seemed that a great dark shadow
had suddenly risen from the earth to protd't her.

But it was only Sellish Yates, whose deep
voice sounded in a growl of anger.
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" So this is your gnme, Ridley ! Wait till

the boys come up ! I'll liave you tarred and
lenthered nnd driven out of the camp for this !

"

He whistled shrilly a,=! he spoke, and the signal

wa3 immediately answered.
A crowd of miners had been proceeding to

the hut of one of their number for a final game
of cards, and their appearance, to Ridley, was
A3 sudden as unexpected.

"Here's Ridley been interferin' with our
little singing-girl!" said iSelfisli Yates sternly.
*' What do you say we'll do to him, boys ''.

"

"Tar and feather him! Ride him on a
rail I Turn the mean crittur out o' camp!"
was the crj' immediately.
" Oh, no,' no !

" cried Mary in terror. " Don't
let there be any such troiible about me I He
didn't mean it. He never bothered me before !

Don't, don't : let him oU, please, for this once !

I beg you to save him !

"

The* last part of this appeal was addressed to

Belfish Yates.
" All right !

" he said suddenly. " If it

hurts you, we won't do it ! Boys, the lady begs
the crittur o£E for this once ! Get you gone,

Rocking-Horso Ridley, and don't trouble this

camp any more 1 If you do, there will be more
than one waiting for you !

"

Rocking-Horse Ridley scarcely waited to

listen, before, with a writhe, he had twisted
himself from his captors' hands and was gone.

"He don't deserve it," said Yates, with con-

tempt. " But since you wish it, miss, he shall

have his chance ! And now, if I may, I will

eee you the rest of the way home."
He took off his hat and bowed politely as he

BpoUe.
" Oh, thank you !

" murmured Mary, half-

frightened, half-glad to have such an ofler from
this inan, who had ne\er treated her with

common politeness before.
" Good-night, boys !

" said Yates simply.

"I'm just going to walk as far as this lady's

door."

The Letter.

HE stalked solemnly at her side, almost with-

out uttering a word, Mary- secretly sur-

prised and gratified to find herself in his

company.
" Say, I'm real sorry to hear your little sister

is ill," he said, pausing at the door and liiising

his hat. " There's a doctor coming up thi* way
in • day or two. Let me know if she ain't

better, and I'll fetch him for you. If he doesn't

come——

"

He paused, and then, without finishing his

sentence, said " Good-night !
" suddenly, and

vanished into the darkness.
" How did he come to be there ? " Jlary asked

herself, and a sudden flush dyed her cheelc.

. The thought that she had made friends with
Belfish Yates caused her to be strangely happy.
But Mary's anxieties about her little sister

were not yet over. That night and the next
day the "little one seemed growing slowly

worse.
She hoped Selfish Y'ates would call, and was

going in search of him, when she noticed a

scrap of paper, which seemed to have been
thrust under the door, unnoticed to her.

She picked it up and read :

"Dear Miss Adams.—I'm sending this by
messenger, as I can't get down till this evening.

If you could borrow a pony and meet me up on
the Lone Trail Road at the head of the camp,
just by the two big stones, I would be glad.

There "is an old Injun out on the Trail who has a

sure cure for the fever. If you asked him for

it, he would give it j'ou, I'm sure.—Yours, Xed
Yates."

" How nice of him to write !
" thought Mary

in delight. " He can't be called Selfish Yates
any more. Yes, I'll borrow a pon.v. The ride

wiil do me good, and I have heard father say
these old Indians lia\c wonderful cures.

"

The way was very solitary, leading out to the

bad lands be,vond where only Indians, bears,

and outlaws from justice ever dwelt.

But Mary had no fear, and not a tremor
crossed her mind until, pulling up her pony
between two tall boulders that marked the

commencement of the Lone Trail, she waited
lor Yates to appear.

And then suddenly, as Mary gazed on the

strange view around her, a mounted man
drew out from behind one of the boulders.

It was not Selfish Yates, but Rocking Horse

TI)isWcck's Films
Op ^ - 09

Thus is a list of good photo-plays released

this week :

CONSTANCE TALMADCiE in
" Betsy's Burglar."

A story adapted from this film appear? on
page. C.

EDDIE LYONS and LEE MOR.\X in
" Nearly a Chaperon."

The title gires you an idea %rhat these two
comedians ca7i malce of the story.

SMILING BILL PARSONS in
" Dad's Knockout."

Smiling Bill wears a worried look iic this

film, but you laugh if he doesrit.

WILLIAM S. HART in " Seiesli Yates."
A mining story of love in the Wild West.

The hero is a rough diamond.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG in
"The Reason Why."

LEAH BAIRD and JOHN MASON in
" Moral Suicide."

Photographs from this photo-pkiy icith a
moral appear on page 27.

WINKLE in " Winkle stays the Course."
Another Winkle scream.

DOROTHY DALTON in
" Tlie Mating of Marcella."

A pretty, romantic story.

PATRICIA PALMER in
" The Dismissal of Silver Phil."

A thoughtful story, full of channrr

GLADYS BROCKWELL in
" The Bird of Prey."

A dramatic phoio-play telling how a heart-

less, soulless woman became lran-^for),\ed by
love.

WILLIAM RUSSELL in " Lone Star."
A hero in a hero's piart.

Ridley. And before she wa=( aware of fii.<

coming, he had pulled fiis horue acro.sH tlio
path, and shut her off from the way ehe had
come.

" It's true !
" said Ridley, in response to her

startled look. "It was I sent you the noto
sure enough. But it's true that an old Injun
has a ciu-e for the fever, and only Yiitcs and l-

know he has got it. But ho didn't get it for
you, you see, and I'm willing to be your guide.
I want to show you I'm the man for you, and
not Selfish Yates !

"

" What do ^ ou mean ? " sh& an.swered, gazing
at him in scornful indignation.

" What I say ! You shall go up there and
return with the herb that will cure your Irttlxi

sister. But only on condition that" you take
your oath here before Heaven to marry me !

''

" Never ! Let me pass !

"

" You can't pass. My hor.se i.s bigger and
stronger than yours. He will throw yours down
the precipice if you attempt to get by !

"
" I will never rnarry you !

"

"Then you shall neve'r return. I will ha,a-
my revenge !

"

She thought for a moment. Then, suddenly
turning her horse's head, she cried out

:

' Yes ! I will trust myself to the Indians and
the bad men rather than to you !

"

And the next moment elie was galloping
madly along the rocky path.

Ridle.v watched her for a moment in amaze-
ment. He would never have belie\'ed thi.*
gentle girl had such spirit. Then lie suddenly
gathered up his reins and gave chase.
The path she had taken was little more tliari

a wild deer-track.
Beyond, it descended into a chasm, and

wandered for a while, to rise again and rejpm
tlie real track above.

Shouting now in real terror. Ridley gave chase.
He had a wild hope of o\ertaking her and

seizing the reins before she came to that fearful
jump.

There was a shout abo^ e. as though in answer,
but Ridley did not hear it. Nor did he see tho
form of Selfish Yates, also on horseback,
descending the main trail above.

Yates drew up his steed, and stood ' frozen
with horror to watch that dreadful chase below.
He saw the girl's pony come to that terribia

leap, and the gallant little horse just accom-
plished it. Yet the effort was too gieat for hiH
strength, and he pitched forward, sending his
rider headlong from the saddle.

" She's down !
" groaned Yates, and h^

covered his hands with his e.ves.

A wild yell from below forced him to look
again. Ridley's heart had failed at the la.sfc

moment, and he had attempted to check hia
horse.

But he was too late. JIatldened with, thu
chase, the animal reared, swerved, and thon
plunged headlong two hundred, feet into the
abyss below. But Mary's figure was lying
prone and still on the other side, by the edga
of the precipice.

How Yates gained her side he never knew.
His first clear thought was when he stumbled

with her into the hut of an old trapper on tha
hillside, shouting fiercely:

' Ride ! Ride '. Fetch the doctor here the
minute .he comes to the camp, and I will fill

your cap with dollars !
"

" An operation must be performed," said the
doctor when he had seen her. ' " Her head is

injured. I cannot tell whether she will live or
not. Y'ou must not stay here."

Put a light in the window, then, if she lives,
doc. I will go down and fetch the medicine
to the child. It's what she would like, I know,"
said Selfish Yates. And he went away.

There was a storm blowing when he"came in
sight of the trapper's hut in the pass that night.

All was dark there, and Selfish Yates knelt to
pray.

Suddenh-, as though in answer, a bright beam
of light broke from the window, and the laat
taint of selfishness passed from the heart of
Selfish Yates for ever in the gush of gratituda
that followed.

And yet his wife Mary, and his little sister-ia-
law Betty still call him " selfish " out of 'habit,
though nobody can tell why.

Adapted, by permis-non of the ArterofI Film Co.,

from incidents in the film phMo-play , '-Selfi-ih

yates," featuring William HaH.
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all the wonderful child actresses of the cinema none are better known than the LEE KIDDIES (Katherine and Jane) whose realistic pictures of the

comedy and tragedy of life challenge comparison with the work of grown-up stars of the screen.



The Picture Show, Muj/ llth, 1915.

HAVE you met her? The woman who
has seen the picture before. She is

niy pet abomination, and somehow I

always manage to sit behind her, and she

Always has either her sweetheart, friend or

mother with her, to whom she unfolds the

tale.

She never forgets anything'. She just

talks and talks through it all. Yesterd.ay

I sat behind sucli a person, and wliile the
etory was unfolded in front of my eyes,

this is what I heard

;

" Don't get excited, dear. He isn't going
to drown. He's hanging on to the rojie of

tlu submarine. Look—oh, no, yon can't sec

3t yet. But there is one; you'll see it soon.

No, silly—of course she won't marry him!
W-ait a minute. Yes, now—see? Isn't it

exciting.' See that little door at the back'
The hero is coming through there. There
is going to be a great fight. It's wonder-
ful ! You're just sure he'll be killed!
"Yes, I've seen it before,- but I don't

mind seeing it again. It's fin*, isn't it?

She isn't the old woman's daughter really,
you know. You think she is, but she's the
princess herself." And so on and so on.
Yes, she's a real pest. Have you met her?

Did He ?

IF Wallace Reid, Lasky star, wants a job.

as a piiofessional motor-car racer he
jirobably can get it. In a recent Lasky

production Reid did some thrilling racing
scenes. These were taken on the racecourse
at Santa Monica, when the star took the

MUTT AND JEFF IN A REAL, FUNNY ADVENTURE.

'^^
P0J.Tt«C<.V

[*MAT O'yuH tAGKH

TO Me

6uT Tub fo««^

P^S-T li . THAT
<jntk\ Your mat

MR, BUDD FISHER, the creator of "Mutt and Jeff," has every right to the claim of the world's
most popular cartoonist. For years his drawings have made millions laugli in America. To-day,
through the medium of the cinema, he is almost as well known in England as in the States. He is

the Charlie Chaplin of cartoonists.

Tho ahovK pictures are taken from the film by permission of the Fox Film Compamj.

BILLY ARMSTRONG, a Transatlantic star

who always can make you laugh.

famous Death Curve at record-breaking-
speed, viz., one hundred and teu miles aa
hour.

After the race a friend of Reid 'g ap-
proached a farmer whose land lies along
the road from Santa Monica to Los
Angeles, the farmer having paused to
watch the race, and being apparently still

in a dazed sort of roind.
" Did Mr. Reid go to Los Angeles?"

asked Reid's friend.
" W-waal," answered the farmer, waking

up, " last time I saw him he wa.s headin?
that way, but I'm blessed if I'd bet i

barley straw he ever got there all in one
piece !"

There aie Others.

MAURICE TOURNEUR is a man after
our own heart when he protest.,

against the conventionality of cer-

tain cut-and-dried screen characters. Mr.
Tourneur describes them this way :

" There are the impulsive, generous cov -

boys who s.pend their time lolling in froi

•of the sheriff's office. I have yet to see

cowboy looking after a cow.
" There is our old friend the convict wh.-.

insists upon wearing stripes, although sut k
prison attire has . been abolished in

America. Stripes seem to reconcile him t >

the rigours of prison existence. And h -

always escapes with absolute ease when th ;

inclination strikes him.
"I might go on explaining all the rp-r

of them. There is the doctor with ,his Van-
dyke beard, the irate landlady alwav-
demanding her rent, the, princess of tl;

imaginary kingdom, the brutal Russi i

grand duke, the guileless mountain maiii,

the beautiful servant-maid with her tatters

and perfect coiffure, and all the rest,"

Juvenile Critics.

The other day several small boys wer^?

standing outside a picture theatre ; their agea
ranged between eight and ten years.

"Have you been to Putney Picturcr
Palace ? " asked one.

" Yes, I have I
" came the reply from the

smallest boy, " and I'm not going again. It"a

all soft stuff Uke' love and kisses. Who wants
to see that."

" Well," said another, with a very superior
air, "what about seeing 'The Inevitable'—
that sounds something Uke."
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OLIVE THOMAS and JACK PICKFORD. Olive is a Triangle star and

'V just one year younger than her talented husband.

oLIVE ELAIN THO^IAS is twenty years old, just one ycai
younger than her luisbaiid, Jack IPickford. Sho went into

musical comedy shortly after leaving school, appearing in the
" Frolic of 1914 " when she was sixteen. Sho also took part in tho
; Follies of 191o," and the "Erohc " of the same year. After three

years of musical comedy, sho became a movie player. Since has
appeared in the Triangle plays " Madcap Madge," An Even Break,"
" Betty Takes a Hand," Indiscreet Corinne," Hcircss_for a Day,"
andj"'The Little Adventuress."
She enjoys motoring, horse riding, and swimming, and joins in her

husband's favourite forms of amusement. He likes dancing and
rowing. Miss Thomas is five feet three inches tall, and has beautiful

brown hair "and blue eyes, j,/, ;

— — ,

MARGUERITE CLARK, the popular little Paramount star, ap-

pears to have received an extra helping of honeymoons this

season. First she had her own honeymoon, Wlien sho arrived

back after a four-weeks' jourrtcy she was told that her next screen
production would be " A Honeymoon for Three."

X had quite decided never to marry at all," laughed Marguerite,
while she waited for a scene, but somehow after I met Harry—well,

I began to weaken a bit in this resolve, and the romance progressed
with such rapidity that we really didn't notice it at all until we were
married. Of course, I must admit that I made lots and lots of reso-

lutions before I married, and the most important one was, ' I shall

never allow any man to foicc his opinions on me, perhaps except tho
director.' Well, I hadn't been married very long before I began to

feel that I wanted to submit to my husband's wishes and ideas. You
see, he is quite different from most men, his opinions are usually just

the ones that I would want him to have."

wALLAC'E REID is Ihe " male ingenue" of the Famous Playcis.

He is a great favourite. W'e shall see liim again on June 5th
in ' Less Than Kin."

UARGUERITE CLARK, whom you will notice wears the gold band on
her left hand, Is married to Lieut. Harry Palmerson- Williams.

WALLACE REID, with his wife, DOROTHY DAVENPORT, and
Wallace Reid, junior.
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MAE MARSH.

MAGNIFICENT ART PLATE OF MAE MARSH GIVEN
AWAY INSIDE EVERY COPY OF ' The Picture Show."

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS ..

NORMA TALMADGE
THE LATE MR. SYDNEY DREW

GLADYS COOPER

GLADYS BROCKWELL ..

MUTT AND JEFF

Seen with Lis cheerful srnik- od our cover.

A fuu page print of her favourite portrait;.

The story of his career and glimpses of

his many expressions.

'Tells why .she has not been seca on the

film lately.

In the character parts she has made hec

own.

In a now laughable adsentui©

Flickers from Filmland— Films "You Must See— Serial Story-

Two Short Stories—Cinema Chat—Film Fun—In the Dressing Room

—News Pictures— Smiling Stars
—

" Dearest Treasures," etc., etc.

28 pages packed with Pictures and Paragraphs.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
No. 4 (with the Art Plate of Mae
Marsh) out first thing Monday morning,

- . . May 19th. - - -

TO MY
In tliis... the third number of The Picture Show, I wish to thank my readers

for the generous Avay in which they have supported the new venture—to me
and my staff it has been " the Great Adventure"—and to assure all who have

been kind enough to have wTitten to mc that their well wishes and kindly sugges-

tions have been of the greatest help to us in bringing out the paper. To my miid
a paper that has not got a genuine bond of interest between the staff and the readers

cannot hope to succeed, and to me it is a source of great personal pride that this

bond has already been established between The Picture . Show and its readers.

It will be my great end to endeavour to strengthen this bond week by week.

A gentleman who occupies a high place in the cinema world, in complimenting

on the first number, said :
" I have only one criticism to offer : Do }"ou thiitk you

can maintain the high standard you have set in this number ?
"

To him I replied that I should be very disappointed if I did not only maintaia

the standard but improve upon it. But I feel sm'e that this can only be achieved

by a regular interchange of ideas between you and me. I do not wish this to be

a one-sided arrangement. I shall be delighted to help my readers with advice, nob

only on cinema questions, but also on any of those daily problems which beset us all.

Above you will find a list of next week's features, and I think you will agree with

me that they are even more interesting than those in previous numbers.

Once again : Write and tell me what you think of The Picture Show, aai
don't hesitate to ask my advice and help. ' Your Er.rroa.

READERS.

Editor's Address:—
The Fieetway House,
Farringdon Street,
LONDON, E.G. 4.
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WHERE HOUSEWORK IS WELL PAID.

One could almost feel the ache in Marguerite Clark's arms and the weariness in her heart.

MARY PICKFORD never wants to black another gas-stove. BILLIE BURKE can cook.

THK tlunicslic cliania has always; boon
))0])ular on the .screen, but of lale it ha^
c;on)c into its own willi a von.ticanee. A

good eighty per cent, of the newest j'icturci

rely j'or mon; than half their altiaction ui)on
homely, domestic scenes, often witii a rcahsti''

kitchen setting.

Film actresses have their ca[)-and aproned
staffs just the same as other people, for thcii

lives are too occupied to permit of s' rvantless

houses: but you will often find a einenia stari)i

t he kitchen learning the light way to do menial
tasks, so ( hat when they become make-believe
.servants on the si recn the^' will look the real

thing.

Marguerite Clark has a Taste in Pinafores.

REALISM in the domestic line reached an
artistii- height in the JIaignerite Clark
film, " Rich Man, Pooi' Man.'' One

could almost feel the ache iu the little star's

arms and the weariness in her heart. Not
until Marguerite appeared in " Out of a Clear

Sky" did we know how ])iquanlly charming
•she could be with ^he rolling- piii and tht;

|)astry-board. Neither had we disi overed liei'

original and commendable fas1(^ iu kitchen
overalls, with their sensible shoil sleeves and
dainty tlowciy design, vyarrantcd to save any
ordinary girl from becoming a h()])e!ess dowd
just because she is attired for the kitchen.

Dirty Work.

BUT Mary Piclvford never wauls to black-

lead another gas-stove. She made a
fine show of the job in '" How Could

You, .lean," you will remcnibei', without stint

of decoration to her face and arms and over-

all : but the task, with its rehearsals, took
considerably more time and trouble than you
would ever guess by the linisheil film. And
lilackleading, together with wa'^hing-up, cook-
ing, window-cleaning, and what-not, made
' How Could You, Joan " a somewhat tire-

some production. Infinitely better was it,

however, than " Johanna Enlists," which gave
.Mary as much kitchen labour for four days as

most real-life slavejs do in a week. Only it

was better paid. Few of us, indeed—and
certainly no wage-earning houseworkers—
would mind the greasiest washing up or the

dustiest floor sweeping at a salary of so many
hundred ijounds a week.

Billie Burke's Apple-Pie.

IT
is seldom that liillie Burke lias a domestic
lole—in fact, I believe she has been quite
wealthy and well-waited upon in every

picture since The Land of Promis(-," wherein
she made such an excellent little wife to

Thomas Meighan that ho actual!}- ate the
apple-pie she cooked liim.

£THEL CLAYTON is one of those girls who can cook all the morning without turning a hair,

and wash up for twenty people without losing any of her freshness and charrn.

Another Kitchen Fashion. '

FOR kitchen fashions I would aNo commend
yon to Ethel Claj'ton, whose e.\cellence in

dom(?stie. roles is a commonplace in

Screenland. Ethel is one of those girls who
can cook all the morning without turning a

hair, and wash up for twenty without losing

any of her freshness and daitity charm. 8he
is a living proof of the fact that a woman can
keep her elegance even at the wash-tub if she

bears it in mind that clothes for the kitchen
should be botight and worn with as much care

as festive raiment, foi' it is in her own homi!
and among her own and dearest tJiat a house
w ife spends the major part of hei' time.

Ethel is so certain the doni(\stie drama i<

still ascending in its popularity that she is

making housewifery a .serious spare-time study,

albeit she is one of the most domesticateci
women in the cinema world to-daj-.

Perhaps one of these daj's we shall find

)>rodueeis searching for domestic servants in

lie liansl'ormed into cinema stars.
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The two numbers of" The

Picture Show " that have al-

ready appeared have justified

the hopes of the pubHshers.

* * * *

The paper is an undoubted

success. The tributes that

have reached the Editor have

left no doubt on that point.

The great film-loving public

of this country has expressed

its high appreciation of the

new weekly.

* * * * ,

The advertising value of

a paper, regarded so favour-

ably by its readers, is high,

and the fact that No. 3 carries

no advertising, except the

back page, simply means that

advertisers have not been

invited to take space.

* * * *

They are invited now.

YOU are invited now.

Your inquiries will have my
prompt attention. I shall be

pleased to quote you rates

on application, and give you

in advance the assurance

that these rates will con-

stitute remarkably good
publicity value.

* * * *

W. B. ROBERTSON,

Advertisement Manager,

The Fleetway House,

Farringdon Street,

London, E.C. 4.

Your Last Chance to Win £50! Easy Competition!

WHAT DID CHARLIE SAY?
IF j'ou have seen the Charlie Chaplin film

entitled " Shoulder Atrna," you will recog-

nise the scene from which this photograph
is taken. ]f you iiavenot, here is the incident.

Charlie, discovering that his identity number
is the unlucky one of 13, after being third to

use a match to light a cigarette (another omen
of misfortune), and smashing his pocket
looking-glass, is given the order to go " over
the top."

He knows his luck is out, so " What did
Charlie say ?

"

£50 in prizes.—1st Prize, £25. Twcnty-fiire

Prizes of £1.

All you have to do.

Put your.self in Charlie's place and win a
big money prize.

Underneath the photograph you will find a
coupon, put - this out, write plainly in ink
the words you think (Jharlie u.sod when
ordered to advance, add your name and
address, and send to " Charlie," care of The
PiCTUEE Snow, Gough House, Gough Square,
London, E.C. 4.

Ail solutions must be received at that
address not later than May 31st, 1919.

The decision of the Editor must be accepted
as final in all matters concerning this competi-
tion, and the acceptance of hia decision is a
condition of entry.

No correspondence should be enclosed with
efforts, and none will be entered into.

Competitors may send as many solutions
as they please, but each must be accompanied
by a coupon cut from The Picture Show.

^ ROTT£«

WHAT DID CHARLIE SAY?

Name

Address

I

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE MANAGERS.
I

I

No. 2. Put a notice outside your theatre telling that you

I

use an ozonator. This would prove a special attractioa

I

to those who have a horror of breathing stale air.

DO YOU KNOW ONE?
If so, write it on a postcard and address it to The Editor, The
Picture Show," Gough House, Gough Square, Fleet Street, E.C. 4.

A Prize of 2/6 will be awarded for every hint printed.
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THE FILM OF THE WEEK.
MORAL SUICIDE, or

THE SLAYING OF A SOUL.
(Palhf.)

Richard Covington, an elderly millionaire, though devoted to his rootherless son and daughter,
will not listen to them when they implore him not to marry again.

He IS fascinated by a woman, and, in spite of all

opposition, proposes to her.

Even after the engagement is announced, his daugh-
ter Beatrice implores him to reflect on what he is

about to do, telling him that Fay Hope only wants
to marry him for his money.

Once married to Richard Covington, Fay Hope begins to exercise a bad influence over Richard
Covington. He orders his daughter to leave the house, and here she is seen crying and telling

her friend that her father is lost to them for ever. Even when proof is brought to him of the

real character of the woman he has married, Richard Covington is persuaded by her that there

is no truth in their tale.

Later, we see him robbed of wealth, honour, and everything that makes for happiness. He wanders round the world an outcast, and in his fall we may
read a moral lesson. Had he listened to the advice of those who loved him, he would never have committed "moral suicide."

From "Moral Suicide," featuring John Mason as Richard Covington; Leah Baird as Fay Hope; Annie Luther as Beatrice
Covington ; Jack McLean as Waverley Covinqton.



Q END to-day for the Free Prospe^ctus that will tell you all

about the Charles Dickens Library-rthe Edilioa-de-Luxe

of the master's works—the edition wiiich the finest private

libraries in the world are proud to own, It contains unique

features to be foiind in'no other edition whatsoever, and it

surpasses aH others in the splendour and number of its illustra-

tions. It is a monument of Scholarship and Art.

P\ O not forgo the delight of
'-^

, possessing and enjoying this

magnificent Charles Dickens Library.

Its 14,000 beaiTlifully printed

pngcs will give hundreds of

hours of pure enjoyment to

yourself and your family.

^'ou will get more ~ple;asure from these 18

sumptuous volumes than from a tJiousand

nights at the theatre—and you will get it at

a fraction of the cost. The Charles Dickens

Library is an ornament of the home and an

ornament of the mind; an investment of

rnore than merely inaterial value ; a precious

he.rloor^ for your children. ' '
"

.

In addition to all the pictures bjr all the^

great classic ! illustrators^ Cruikshank,

Leech, Phizr Seymour— this edition has

been illustrated ihroughout in every volume

by the iaimilable genius of Harry Furniss.

Seize the opportunity before the limited

edition is exhausted. The cornplete Library

can be delivered to you for 2/6 down and

a few further monthly payments.

Bring them i.alo .your own home —
Micawber, Pecksniff, Fagin, Maritalini,

Pickwick. Tliey are all red/ people who
step right .out of the pages of the book to

entertain you and to fill your home wilh

their oddities, their humanity, their charm.

Ask them in to talk to you.

Some exclusive

Fealuie* of the

CHARLES
DICKENS
Library

500 copyright illujtra

tions by Harry FurnUb

600 iIIuirtrationsi>y al

the classic- Dickent

AVti&ts.

Special extra voluma

—the Dicltens Com-
panion —lellin:,.

you all ypu want
to know abo'ut

the greaf creator

of a thousand

inimitable chai

acters.

CHARLES
I>1CKENS

17

"PICTURE SHOW" COUPON !

To the Educational Booh Co., Ltd.,

1 7 New Bridge Street, London, E.C. 4.

I'lcase feed itte per return full pariitulars jliowlrf
g

I.,.,, ; ..,1 [fcure the 18-Volume Edilion of Dickens' WofU, 1

wiih il> 1. 100 ii ustrations end includinK the volume called (be
J

Uickeat Companion on Erit payment „{ 2/6. |
I
«
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ADDRESS •
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CINEMA CHAT.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

JEWEL CARMEN.

REAL THRILLS.
The Strange Paths of the Film Star Lead

to Many Adventures.

BEAUTIFUL Jewel Carmen, whose photo-

graph tops our page, tells thc^ following

story of the most thrilling experience

^hc ever had.
"

The scene was the heart of the Sierra

Mountains. She, with her ' director and
c amera-men iiad motored '- down. Engini-

trouble caused a halt, and Miss Carmen, whoise

fav0iiritc musical instrument is the iikelele,

began to'practise to while away the time.

They were in a valley, and suddenly Miss

Carmen, looking up, saw three mountain lions

just above her. They stood fascinated by the

music. Miss Carmen continued playing' till

the engine was adjusted, and they were able to

get out of reach of the fierce brute^s.

She said she did not feel afraid at the time,

hut for nights afterward.s her dreams were
haunted by the fears that she had not felt at

the time.

Douglas Fairbanks's Smile.

I AM sure you smiled, like I did. in answer
to Douglas Fairbanks's greeting on our
cover this week. If yOu did, you maybe

are smiling now, for Douglas says, Keep a

smile on your face till ten o'clock, and it wili

>tay there all day." So now you know the

hccret of I>ougla3 Fairbanks's optimism,

Mae Marsh's Delightful Photog^'aph.

TRE.4SURE the plate of Mac Marsh, the

delightful Cioldwyn star, that is given
away with this number. Though Mae

is photographed many times a clay, I'm sure

.•she'll never have a more delightful picture to

give us. Don't you think so ?

Strange Pets.

I
HAVE heard of many .strange pej:s

owned by celebrities of screen and
stao'e, hut surely the stran'g'est belongs

N> Charlie Murray, the screen comedian. He
owns a pet lobster.

Hfr Country Retreat.

ALIt;E .JOYCE has been dub'oed the
little country girl by many of her
friends. She has earned this appel-

lotion because, however attractive the invi-

tation, nothing will induce her to spend an
evening in town.
This is the description of the^iou?>e Miss

Joyce has .secured for the summer months,
which entices her away. '

"The house, a long, rambling structure.
set far back from the road, and .sheltered

by many fine old trees. About the pillars
of the wide awninged verandah entwine
rambler vines, scenting the air with the
(iweet fragrance of their blossom.s

" Here Miss Joyce has a number of com-
fortable wicker chnirs in which she and her
friend.s can ^o-t •

Entertained 200,000 Wounded^Tommies.
Al'TNE record is held by Mr. A.

ISpencer-May, the proprietor of the
Orpingt-on Picture Palace, Orping-

tiin. Kent. Since October, 1914, he has
(•iitortained over 200,000 \younded Tommies
at his Picture House, and still gives free

' seats to' over one thousand boys iu blue
each week.

The Letter X.

I
WONDER how many of my readers can
count writing on a typewriter as one of
their many accomplishments? I began

the other day, and it has absolutely
fascinated me. The biggest drawback so

far is that I find it is so difficult to spell

correctly.

• I am not the only novice at the game. I

hear Pauline Frederick has a machine iu

her dressing-room at the (ioldwyn Studios,

and writes letters on it as well as sugges-

; tions and ideas. On the quiet. Miss
Frederick also admits the letter she has
given most use to is the letter X. No—not

for kisses! Every real typist knows X is

used for crossing out'

To Leave the Screen.

THOSE of you who have enjoyed the act-

ing of Rudolph Cameron on the

screen will be disappointed to learii

that it will be so'me time before you
see him again. Although last January he

received his honourable discharge from the

.Naval Aviation Service, he is not to resume
his work as an actor, but as the manager
'of the Anita Stewart Productions, under
the direction of Louis B. Mayer. Mr.
Cameron, as perhaps you know, is Anita
Stewart's husband.

New "Select Pictures" Star.

MARION DAVIES is Ciaumont'.s new
" Select Pictures " star. Wc are .soon

to see her in her first picture entitled
" Cecilia of the Pink Ko.ses," which is a film

adaptation of the novel by Katherinc Havi-
land Taylor. Miss Davies is well known on
the theatrical stage. I am looking forward to

seeing her on the screen.

WARtOM DAV: = 3.

We May See Them Soon.

MILDRED HARRIS, who, you know, i.^

Mrs. Charlie Chaplin, confessed to a
newspaper-man the other day that

Mr. Chaplin would rather she did not work
any more. But, whatever her decision, we
are sure of seeing a good deal more of this
really beautiful little star's work, as it is

always some time before the American films
come over here, and she has been working
very hard lately.

Mrs. Charlie "Cha])liu is looking forward
to their postponed trip to Eurojie.
" I wiint to see Paris," she said. " and

visit Charlie's birthplace in the South of
France. We want to visit the art-galleries
of Paris together, and, of course, I want to
buy some clothes."

BEN WILSON.

A Romantic Hero.

THIS i- Ben Wilson, whom ycx: will re-

member as the hero detective in the
thrilling serial, " A Voice cn the Wire."

You can see liim next week in , a Trans-
atlantic comedy entitled " Let> Fight.''' It

is an amusing film, but I mu-t , ihiiit I like

Ben best as a thrilling hero.

Francis Carpenter's Ambition Gratified.

WHEN you .see " True Blue —."iid you
will be able to see WiJiiaw Fanium
iu this, his next release, before the

mouth i.s out—you will know that the am-
bition of Francis Caqicnter. the wee st.irof
''Jack and the Beanstalk" •..'.! "Alad-
din " fame, has been gratifie;?.

Big Bill " and Francis h<.ve .always
been great pals, and the latter * fondest
hope is to be Farnum's succcsior when he
grows older. When told that he was to
play Bill as a child in " True Blue,"
Francis's joy knew no bountlj'. He threw
out his chest. slrntteJ about the lot like a
miniature Farniim. and rushed r>"'!" ; for his

cha])s " and accoutreme!it>

.

Houdini in Mystery Stories.

HOIDl.M. known as the ' HiUulculY
King, " has been persuade:! by the
I'ainons I'layers-Lasky to ajipear in a

number of high-class mystery stcrie.s. As
you know, we. arc soon (o see him in his
first screen a])iiearance, " The " M.'^strrv

Mystery."



CINEMA CHAT '"'t
J

Miss Violet Hopson's New Part.

ON visiting- the races the other Saturday
I caught a glimpse of Miss Violet
Hopson in the paddock, busily

engaged with notebook and pencil, collect-

ing racecourse " copy " for her Hew iiliii.

Later I met her in the luncheon-room, when
.she told me that she had picked out several

interesting types of racecourse habitue,

whom she will double for small part charac-
ters in her racing .story. This talented .star

is certainly going to give picture-goers a

treat—a true-to-life steeplechasing drama,
with the sporting atmosphere of the race-

course very pronounced.
As is well known, Miss Hopson is a keen

enthusiast of the great out-doors, and is a

good horsewoman. This film, the first to

be placed on the market under Miss Hop-
.son a management, will give her a big
opportunity for plenty of " exterior

work.

The Coining of Sis Hopkins.

EVERYONE is looking forward to the

Goldwyn release showing Mabel
Normand in her wonderful new

impersonation of a character entitled >Si-<

Hopkins. I have .seen some photogra])hs of

her, and I defy anyone to look at them and
not laugh. She wears the weirdest of clothe-^

—a tiny sailor hat, with a huge daisy
standing on end in front, perched on hair

.screwed into two tight ])igtails. Tf Mabel
is half as funny as she looks, we have one
long laugh in store.

George Walsh Wants an Aeroplane.

GEORGE WALSH has also been bitten

by the flying craze. Recently he rode
in an aeroi)lane and took part in

several " stunts " for his new picture. Now
he has returned to New York he is full of

the experience, and nothing will satisfy him
now but the possession of a flying-machiu;'

of his very own.

The Flying Craze.

HER manager evidently values Mi>-
Doris Kenyou's life too highly 1o

allow her to risk it in any way. He
has made her sign .a new contract wJiicli

forbids her to make flights in aeroplanes.

This is because Miss Kenyon made four

flights the other day, to a distance of 5,000,

feet. She had to be persuaded to take her

first trip, but after that .she was so

fascinated by the new way of travelling

that she begged to go u]) again.

Wore a Bullet For Fifteen Years.

TOM MIX has just recovered from an
operation which was the result of an
accident fifteen years ago.

It seems that one of these long-ago day.s.

when Tom was on his father's ranch in

Texas, he and a cowboy were trying to

break a horse to a wagon. The horse ran
away, and during the big rumpus the six-

.shooter carried by the cowboy was dis-

charged in some way.
The bullet entered Tom's left thigh. He

went home, bound up the wound himself,

and thought no inore about it.

Some weeks ago, while Tom Mix was
riding in and directing an entertainment
for the benefit of some soldiers, his horse
fell and throw him. Next day the knee
began to ache. He thought it was merely
a twist, and, having had many worse things
happen to him, he continued with his new
photo-play. But tlie |)ain grew worse. He
had an X-ray photograph taken. The scien-

f.iKc photograph showed a bullet wedged in

th»' muscle. It had (ravelled a dozen inclios

in fifteen years.

A Poisoned Heroine.

RUTH ROLAND has been sufYeriug in
the cause of serial making, and her
suffering was caused by the villain of

the piece. In one scene he had to attempt
to choke the- beautiful heroine. When the
scene was finished. Miss Roland's face and
arms showed signs of poison-oak infection.
It seems the " villain " was immune from
jioi.son-oak infection, but he must have in-
advertently handled some, and transfened
the poison to Miss Roland. It meant an
enforced holiday for her for several weeks.

LEE MORAN.

A Man of Many Parts.

THIS is Lee Moran, who this year will be

thirty years of age. He is known as
" the man of many parts," and well

deserves it, for he certainly plays more roles in

the course of a month than most men.
In the course of five weeks Lee played the

part of a kilted Scotsman in '" Where the
Heather Blooms "

; a savage, in '" Love and
a Savage "

: a woman, in " Some C'haperone ":

a crook, in " Jed's Trip to the Fair "
:

• and the

devil himself in " jMiiigliiig Spirits "

; to say
nothing of a deacon in "The Deacon's
Waterloo."

His Many Professions.

LEE tried several professions before he
finally entered the field of moving
pictures. Ho first of all got a job as an

usher, but that was a failure. Then he tried
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liis hand at a practice of law, as he puts it. But
fiis jirst trial resulted in a verdict of three
months for the man he was trying to defend.
Then he tried motion pictures, and all who
have seen a Nestor comedy know what a huge
success liCe Moran is as a comedian.

The "Downward" Path.

GENIUS may be bom, not made, but it

often tries a few jobs before finding its

true vocation. I have in mind Tom
Santschi, who is .soon to appear with Geraldine
F.iirar in a strong Goldwyn drama. You
will remember him as the hero in " The Garden
of Allah." He has now changed his character
(() a villain.

I{y the way, Tom Santschi was not always
a cinema star ; he started life as a watchmaker
and glass- bio iver.

Lost Treasure Story Coming.

TO the South Sea Islands for the scenery
of a serial sounds a fascinating trip.
I hoar this is the programme of

Francis Ford and company, who are on
board the yacht " Visitor," bound for the
South Sea Islands. The serial is to be in
liftcen episodes, and the theme the ever
lii-cinatiug one of lost treasure.

Bessie Love's Horoscope.

BESSIE LOVE, who made her first

appearance under the I'athe banner
in • Her Great Adventure," recently

had her horoscope read. The results were
all that .she could desire.
" Miss Love was born very fortunate in

many ways," the expert declared. " First
we find Venus, the lady of pleasure and
beauty, in ihe ascendant, which gives her
those beautiful eyes and that charming
>nnle.

' Uranus is also in the ascendant, which
indicates intuitiveness and intellect far
;it)ovc the average woman.
' ^liss Love was born to fame, which will

always be with her. We find the benign
.Tnpiter, in the eleventh house, which
indicates that she will never want for a
friend. .. <

' Her greatest triumpli will come on her
twenty-ninth birthday, and again eight
months later, which promises lasting suc-
ress."

Praise Indeed ! ^.

PRAISE from a .stage actor to. a cinema
actor is praise indeed, and Mr. Hugh
Ford, the director of the Famous

I'layers Lasky Company, has every reason
to be proud of what Mr. William Gillette,

the famous American actor, says about him.
" Mr. Ford," he .says, " is a ma.ster of

dramatic suspense and direct action. He
never resorts to padding to gain his results,

and his dramas have invariably been
characterised by a unique quality of

emotion and tense treatment. He leads
.straight to the point, arriving at smashing
climaxes without superfluous words or
action, and his knowledge of the mechanics
of the photo-drama is profound."

The Art of Conveying Emotions.

GLADYS BROCKWELL, like many
other film stars, before and since her
advent, came by way of the .speaking

stage to the cinema ; but her success is

largely due to the fact that she realised

from the very first beginning of her ven-
ture into the next art the differences that
must obtain between conveying emotions
with words as against the use of facial ex-

])ression and gesture only. She tells us how
she calmly set aside much of what she had
already learnt, and started all over again

to paint portraits in an entirely new
niedium. {t^c'. ottr coitir prrgr.^.)

Fay Filmer.
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CiDciDa Stars in tt)e Studio, and Happy Portraits ta[(en at Home

Have you seen " Uncle Tom's Cabin " ? This is dainty DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, whose smiling face appears on our cover this week, has a beautiful
MARGUERITE CLARK in the make-up of Topsy. home. Tfus is it. It is used as a background in one of his new photo-plays.

Here is a pret+y photograph of VIRGINIA PEARSON, taken with two little KATHLYN WILLIAMS, the Famous Players-Lasky Star, had this picture
piccaninnies during the filming of her newest photo-play, "The Liar." taken during a recent holiday.

Here is a plan of ttie Finxous Players-Lasky Studios, in beautiful California. The LEE KIDDIES photographed witli a real hero.
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A CHARMING LOVE-STORY, TELLING OF A GIRL WHO REFORMED A TOWN AND GAINED A GOOD MAN'S LOVE.

Susan Makes Good.

THERE were Morning Glories in (he yard
at Beckett Hprings Hotel

;
Morning

Glories, a garden spray spurting merrily

in tlie middle of the grass-plot, a haiunioek

on the back porch, and two little girls swinging
in the hanuuock. The porch was newly painted;

the garden was tiiiu and tended ; a canary
sung lustily behind the shade-blinds ; from
the window came the pleasing odours of a

meal in ])reparation.

And, six weeks back, the garden was a
rubbish dump, and "tlie Springs Hotel the

most evil place in Beckett !

'' I saj% Kitty, that smells good to me,"'

said one little girl.

" It does," responded the other. '' Ifs
me for the 'cats' now that Aunty Sue runs

the dining-room."
The little Kibbys were like as two peas.

Their stiff, new, blue-and-red -checked gingham
frocks were alike, too ; so were the big checked

bows that topped their Bustercd heads ; so

were their shiny shoes and creaselcss stockings.

And six weeks ago the Kibby kids were the

sorriest little neglected mites that ever

enjoyed the blessing of a drunken father.
" Oh, say, Kitty, " observed Sadie con-

tentedly, " I just love Aunty Sue."
" Same here," responded Sadie's double.

Beckett Springs Hotel
—

" famous for its

water," as the new sign over the door pro-

claimed to the consternation of old habitues

—

was beginning to take ou a new aspect. It

was a gaunt, many-windowed frame building,

with a wide terrace that opened off the front

saloon, and was crowded as a rule with noisy

and thirsty men. To-day it was strangely

•piiet
;

only a curious knot of idlers congre-

gated at the hitching-rail from force of habit

were telling the latest Beckett sensation to a

man who had just ridden up.

Susan Sweeney, part proprietress and cliief

manager of the Springs Hotel, was super-

intending the preparation of the table d'hote

supper ; hence the aforementioned good smells

and sputterings. With the tail of her eye she

was watching the group outside,
" He's come. They're telling him about

.me. What will he think ? " Sue reflected.

There was a small furrow in her brow. " Expect
he'll think me pretty cool "—a smile—" and
pretty smart, and pretty level-headed for a

^irl, and pretty unwomanly." She bit out

ihc last vindictively, stirring pudding-sauco

over the stove.

' Huh ! V&ncy a man like > Austin Strong
feeling any way warm towards you. Sue !

"

she said to hcisclf. " A kind of Carrie Nation
with a gun. B<an in a tenement, raised to

Ihc factory ;
running a down-and-out hotel."

Then Sue realised that there was no salt needed
1o sweet sauce, and furtively dabbed her unruly

«ycs. ' Susan, you're a fool • You started

to clean up tliis town—just to help .Austin

Strong, first, last, and all the time—and if he
only respects you for your pains _\ou can't

complain."
She took off the sauce, and stood watching

the group outside. Thcic was that light in

Sue's dark eyes that would have told its own
story to Austin Strong if he could only have
seen it. Her chief enemy at Beckett had hi in

by the buttonhole ; she could see the con-
tempt and anger in the big man's face as ho
turned roughly away.

" I don't think he'll listen to much wrong
talk about me," said Sue contentedly. " Oh.
Sue Sweeney, he surely is coming in to, .see

you !
" •

Six weeks ago Susan Sweeney had left her
work in a New York toy factory to become
part proprietress of the hotel in the mountains ;

and her fair hopes received a portentous jar
when she beheld her inheritance. The hotel
was indeed, as Austin Strong the lawyer
had quite frankly informed her, a terrible place,
the haunt of all the local "booze-fighters,"
and a place where you might confidently*
expect rough house on Saturday night. Her
feliow-legatee, William Kibby, was the best
patron of his own saloon bar ; and the lessee,

llodges, was the most repulsive specimen
Sue—whose life had not lain all among roses—had yet encountered.
But it was a paying concern—there was no

doubt of that. If Sue had been content to
do as Lawyer Strong had advised her from the
start, go right back to the city and take her
quarterly cheque from him with her eyes shut,
why, she might have lived free from anxiety,
and would not have needed to go back to
the factory any more. '

But then Sue didn't see things all from her
own point of view. From somewhere this
Icvcl-browed, steady-eyed girl from a sweated
factory had got hold of ideals ; and she
meant to stick to them through fire and water.

' You say it's a terrible place ?
" she

challenged Strong, looking him fearlessly
between the eyes, and liking the shape of his-

nose and the set of his mouth,
" I tell you frankly, it's a badly conducted,

loose saloon, i)ot worth dignifying with the
name of hotel, It^s no sort; of a place for a
woman—a girl like you—to be mixed up
with. I tell you that bar is at the Iwttom
of about half the misery and crime that we've
got here in Beckett,"

"'Then it ought to be closed !
" spoke Sue

firmly—oh, qui(;c as lirmly as Strong himself
had spoken ; itnd he saw then that Sue's
little mouth could set stubborn, hke his own,

" There I'm with you. I've been up against
that proposition for years ; as district attorney
nothing would please me bettor than to catch
Hodges tiiinsgi-essing the law, and get his
lease cancelled. But he's a clever rogue, and

he knows I'm out to clean up the town of him
and his like. But, as your lawyer, I ought
to tell you, Miss Sweeney, that you^ve cer-
tainly come in for a share in a paying concern.
Hodges will continue to make good money
for you out of this so-called Jiotel, and you
may as well enjoy your good fortune. After
all, your hands will be clean."

" You mean, if I get it closed down I close
down my new income ? " Sue could not help
a little catch in her voice at that.

"That's right. So don't bother your head
aljout wliere the cash comes fiorn, but be
thankful for your good luck. As 1 said before,
your hand.s' are clean."

" But are they ? Are they ?
' a.sked Sue

(ragically. She pointed to Wilham Kibby's
motherless little girls hanging round the
saloon door, neglected and unkempt. " I'm
sure you wouldn't care to hear the swear-words
(hose kids can turn out, Lawyer Strong,"'
said Sue.

" It's certainly not fit for a girl like you to
hear," said Strong quickly.
"I say. Miss Sue—Miss Sweeney—this is

no place for you. No place for any decent
woman ! Best go right back !

"

Sue shook her head. There was. laughter in
its defiant poi.se,

• No, thanks. Lawyer Strong, I'm staying
hr rc: I'm going to clean up this rotten place,
and make good."

" You'll cam the respect of the whole town
if you do," said Austin Strong, as he held her
hand in a warm grip. " But—well, it's a
tough proposition for a girl like you."

' Now, what sort of a girl does he take me
for ? " mused Sue, " He must have a mighty
poor opinion of my capabilities, ,seeing I've
been taking care of little me since I was so
high,"

That was six weeks ago. To-day the town
of Beckett was getting used to what seemed
at first a modem miracle. For the Springs
Hotel was leally getting cleaned up. Not
only was the facade painted, for the first time
since the memory of man, and the broken
hitching-rail mended, and now sunbhnds put
out, but snowy vcurtains appeared in the
fly-blown upper windows, the grill-room
was decorated and cleaned, and meals were
solved there that more than merited the
description " Good Eats " opposite the words
-Good Beds," that William Kibby painted
up on each side of the door.

Sue had had a tussle for William Kibby's
last rags of self-respect, and Sue had won.
Kibby had stopped drinking—that was one
feather in her cap. As for the Kibby children,
well, here they are swinging in the hammock
ill clean gingham, while supper is cooking
within. Truly a transformation in six weeks !

Since the advent of Susan tojigues had not
been idle in the town. That a young girl

—

a promiscuous female, as the pious scandal-
mongers called her—should blandly enter
upon the personal conduct of a drinking joint
with a bad reputation gave a bad jolt to
Beckett's sense of the proprieties. That Sue
should be positively living under the same
roof, running the sleeping and dining side of
the business, while the cute and evil Hodges
l)iled up money in the saloon, was enough to
cause a scandal, and to make Susan an object of
aversion to the good women of Beckett.

And for those of less particular morals,
why. Sue proved an unexpected obstacle in
the way of many an irregular deal that had
come to be regarded as pretty regular under
ifodge's easy rule.

" I've nothing to do with your side of the
house," she told Hodges vehemently, " but I
tell you I'm keeping my side clean—clean bed.s,

clean register, clean conscience."
" Shucks ! Spoiling a snug business with

your priggish Sunday-school ideas," spat out
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Hodges. Vol! and i,«wyer Strong between
you think you'll start up a millennium in thi'<

'ore burg, don't you ''. But you've got another
think eoining, a.-i Strong will find when the

November election;* come on."

He lias the" whole towii at his back -
erevybody respectable, anywav," said tSu.san.

And they don't amount to anything. W'e

ain't re.»<i)ectable in Beckett, my dear—and a

good thing fiir bu.sii\ess we're not.
"

Hodges laughed thickly and j'ctunied to his

beloved .saloon. He wa.s out of temper. His
.>upper-tinie crowd were getting the grill-room

habit, and each day found a bigger company ot

diners and a corresponding gap in the line

that stood to drink in the saloon.

And to-da\' the bar was clo.sed.

The liglit of \ ictory shone in Sue's eye.s ; for

all that, she looked like a girl who has gone
through an ordeal.

'" Oh, T wish he'd come in. T wonder will he

understand ?
" sighed Sue.

"Now. Siidie and Kitty, time to wasli fur

supper."

Most folks found time to wash for supper
at the hotel now ; another of Miss .Sue's

itaring innovations. The rule didn't .seem to

drive custom away.
"Seems like we're always washing now."

grumbled Sadie, removing a piece of tofie* from
!<er check and transferring it to the window -

pane.

You don't hev to stick your toffee on the

window. Aunty Sue said not," shrilled Kitty.
"' Vou hev to go'n wash. I'm clean, I am."

" I don't hev to," snapped Sadie.

" She said we don't hev to say 'Don't hev
to '

!

" screamed Kitty. '' 1 won't hev you say '

thing.s she says she won't hev you say."

" I don't hev to hev ijou tell me what Aunty
Sue say.s

"

Then the twins closed in "battle.

Austin Strong's mu.scxdar grip .separated

tliem, one hand clutching a bunch of gingham
behind each combatant. He held them apart,

snarling like two terriers spoiling for a fight.

"I never heard you come in. Mr. Strong,"

Susan greeted him demurely.

Sorry I can't shake hands for the moment.
I've got my hands full," responded Strong.

His eyes greeted her, smihng approval. " Now,
you two ? doing to be good ?

"

' Y-yes. We're alius good. We wa.s only
fightin' 'bout who's best," explained the pair,

.and trotted off, the quarrel forgotten.

Sh'j t iiouglit fully removed Sadie's tofiee froui

the pane.
"I just can't believe all tliis the boys are

tcHing me," exclaimed Strong, " when I see

you sitting there—quiet and demure, and
reserved, and gentle, and all that—and only

last (night, you were cleaning out a rcgtdar

rough house with a broom—a young tornaflo :

facing the crowd like a young lioness—and
handling a revolver, too ! You with a gun !

'

Sue took a pocket Smith and Wesson from
her drawer and laid it before him.

I can give it up into your keeping now,"
she said. "1 got it just in ca.se of trouble -

and now we sha'n't have any more. It s

right, isn't it ? You can get the bar closed

now / "

Triumph shone in her dark eyes.
" Quite right ! Hodges forfeits his lease

for permitting drunkenness and fighting on the

premi.ses. I congratulate you, Miss Sweeney.
You will have the respect and thank.s of the

whole town. But it beats me how 3'ou did it -

a girl like you—more like Dresden china than

the sort to quell a drinking mob. You'm;
got some pluck \

"

Oh, well, I—I was raised pretty rough,

Mr. Strong," said Sue, in a hard, little voice.

She sounded tired. He noticed her eyes had
dark rings. '" Don't you think you'd better

take care of that toy for me ?
"

" No. No, I don't," said Strong, handling
the revolver, and giving it back to her. "

I.

think you're to be trusted with firearms better

than most men. I'd respect any fellow

who showed half your grit • Why, I don't

believe there's an ounce of fear in you ! I

wouldn't insult your common sen.se by taking

charge of it."

Sue turned away : her profile, delicately tip-

tilted, bore a scarcely perceptible air of dis-

appointment at the turn the conversation ^^ as

taking.
" I think there's quite a bit of man in my

make-up," she said. She slipped out two
cartridges and replaced them. " It doesn't do
to rely on bluff altogether."

" You've some nerve," said Strong. But
if it came to using it

"

'" I tell you, the hard thing was not f o let

dayUght into that bully Hodges !
" The girl's

face quivered with passion.
" What happened '? " asked Strong. I've

heard all sorts of yarns."
" Why, it was all over poorKibby. Y'ou .see,

he'd promised me he'd run straight and let

drink alone—they were ruining him body and
soul, tho.sc cowards—jeering and egging him
on to drink with them, becau.so he's weak
and can't face ridicule^—but he'd promised me,
and he's trying right hard to keep his promise.

You shouhl have seen the poor thing—tha
good fight he was putting up against fempl.i-

tion—and they were doing all they could to

make him break his word—they wouldn't
1(1 me help him. you see. Oh, if you'd .seen

nie last night, you'd never sa}' I was fit to
trust with a revolver !

"

" You're just splendid ! The whole town
thinks so. I'hey say it was fine, the way you
i-owcd the bunch ; faced them Mke a young
tigr-ess

"

Oh. draw it mild, lawj'er ! I'm not used
fo so many compliments ; first a res2>ectablo

yoinig woman, then a female tiger. And a
lioness—and .sensible."

" Yes, and gentle, and modest—and brave
and "

Here the Kibby children returned, proudly
holding pink hands to Strong.

" We washes in nice, smelly soap same as her,

now. She smells nice, don't she ? Lavender !

Dad says she's an angel ; he calls h'.'r his
' angel," they informed Strong, both sjseaking at

once. "And we don't hev to go in the

saloon now. She says it ain't respectable for

nice kids—and daddy says that's right."
' But they ain't no saloon any more. Sho

smashed it up : aU the bottles was broke."

.said the other chikL " An' dad says she's

just the strongest woman ever he saw. He
says she's miles stronger than him. He says

he's sworn off drink, but even so, he just

couldn't smash a bottle of spirits
"

" Strong ? Another comphment," said Sue
with a twisty smile. " Off to supper, kiddies,

I'm coming." .

" Y'ou're doing wonders for those children."

said Strong. He watched them depart with
some disfavour. '' I suppose you ca'n find

a warm place in your -heart for that rotter

Kibby ; can you "/
'

" Why, of cour.se I can ! I know he's weak,
and dissolute, but there's heaps of good in the

man. I wanted—I wanted to help liim so

—

to find the man that's in him, and save him
from himself. I expect it was partly grief

over losing his -wife that made him go
wrong "

" And eotdil you—could you respect a man
that goes all to pieces with grief ? " asked
Strong shortly.

lip-l.illed nose was iv.rwdlo htm <t dfyr"', arid" sudden tear gllf.'cned cn tlio dm-k.QirUiigJiiKh Oh, S>i( Y<in—yoH !foiid-'i- .' "
}i\ cm d.
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" Respect Oh, wcU, a woman doesn't

think all that much about respect," said Sue.
" I tell you, I was just sorry for Kibby. I

nas just mad. They wouldn't let me help him
—the cowards—and so I—well, I saw red, and
smashed up the bar. I wasn't a bit afraid of all

those men. I was just sui'e I didn't mean
Kibby to get the stuff—and I liked doing it !

"

Sue ended defiantly. " I'm made that way.
I'd go through fire and water for anything
I'm sorry for. And there's heaps of good in

poor Kibby, you knoV, though he does act

mean when he's in liquor."
" I suppose you couldn't any time feel a bit

sorry for me, Miss Sue ? " said the lawyer,

challensingly.

He had followed her out in the garden.

"Sorry for you ? Why ever? No, I've

too much respect for you, Mr. Strong," she

cried mockingly as she sank down on a log

on the ground.
'H'ra! Thanks!"
" You'd never like to have me put you in

the same book witli Kibby, now?- A poor,

feeble-minded ne'er-do-well, who neglects liis

cliildren and spends all he has in drink
Have you heard how they talk in the town
about me having those kids around ? " she

broke off. " Oh, I haven't a good name !

They positively make talk, 'bout me and
Kibby !

"

"They don't talk that way to me. Miss
Sue !

"

• " They know you ' respect ' me, I expect."
" That's so," assented Strong.

"Oh, but there's something kinder cold

and lonesome about getting respected," sighed
Sue. " I never knew it till I came right here
and got respected. Haven't you—didn't you
ever feel a bit like that, Lawyer Strong
The tip-tilted nose was turned to him a

degree, and a.suddcn t«ar glistened on the dark,
curling lashes.

" Oh, Sue ! You—you wonder ! You are

all woman !

"

Tlie man knelt down behind her as he
folded in his arms the girl who had smashed
the saloon.

" Like me as you like me now—and pity me
as you pity poor Kibby, if you can. Sue. I want
to see your eyes flash like that for me "

" Aunty Sue, you hev to come to the supper-
table right now. The boys is waiting to toast

you—and there's stuffed turkey—and no-
body's starting while you come. They're
pleased the bar's shut down. Ain't boys
i|ueer ? " said Kibby's precocious kid.s.

And Susan showed her little world that she
was, indeed, as Strong had said, " all woman,"
as she made a brave stand at the head of the
table, facing the diners with a friendly and
understanding smile. Austin Strong stood
at her elbow.

" Boys," began Sue, " I'm proud to see my
big family. But don't drink to me—please
drink good luck to Beckett Springs Hotel,
where we drink mostly water—and—oh, how
silly I am ! But I'm happy, happy, don't you
forget it !

"

Sue broke down in tears, and, covering her
face in her hands, rushed from the room.

Adapted from incidents in "All Woman,'' the.

(lolduyn photo play featuring MAE MARSH
as SVE.

Heard at the Film.

IT was at the most thrilling moment of
" Intolerance," and those who saw that
})icture must remember the fall of

Babylon. Battering-rams, molten lead, and
fiery flames were doing their best ; the
mighty man of valour with the two-edged
sword was living up to his name, and the head
of a big man was severed at the neck and rolled

to the ground. A voice next to me relieved

the tension by the remark, " See his napper
go off, that's good." in the midst of all the
excitement the mechanical side appealed to
him.

GLADYS COOPER EXPLAINS—
Why She Hasn't Been Seen on the Screen Lately.

" T\^^^ ^^^'^^ COOPER," I wrote, "I
|_y shall be very glad if you will allow

me to have a little chat with you
about your film work."
Back came a letter from the Playhouse.
" I am afraid it would be useless for you

to interview me in reference to film work,"
replied Miss Cooper, " as I have not done
any for some time, nor am I likely to do
so in the near future."
So I went to see Miss Cooper, to ask her

why !

I found Miss Cooper at the Playhouse,
just alighting from her motor-car.

She was dre-iscd in a tightly fitting Navy-
blue costume, with a becoming toiich of
orey at the throat, and an ecjually becom-
ing little grey toque on her pretty golden
hair. She indeed looked, with her blue eyes
—or are they greyP^and fair complexion,
a beautiful t3'pe of English womanhood.

I stepped forward. Miss Cooper smiled.
Together we entered the stage door.

" I shall only keep you a moment, Miss
Cooper," I explained, " but would you
mind telling me why we haven't seen you
on the screen lately? We've missed you
so

!"

Miss Cooper smiled again. And what a
pretty smile she has!

" My reason is a very simple one," she

replied. " It is that I've been too busy."
You see," she went on, " we are giviugf

nine performances of ' The Naughty Wife '|

a week, so I am kept on the go all the time,
and as we have recently celebrated our four-
hundred-and-seventieth performance you'
will understand I have ha^ no leisure for
film work for quite an ago."
" Then your absence from the screen has

not been due to any dislike of film work?"!
" Oh, no ! I like acting for the films very!

much. Although I have not appeared in
many pictures, I am in a way quite an old
stager, for my first film was ' Dandy Dono-!
van,' which was shown as far back as five

or six years ago. Since then, as you know,
I've appeared on the screen in ' Masks and
Faces,' ' My Lady'.s Dress,' and ' The Sor-
rows of Satan.'

"

Never shall I forget her as the worldly
and ill-fatod Lady Sibyl Elton in the last-

named picture—the tragedy, the coldness,
the beauty of her

!

It now wanted but twenty minutes to the'
rise of the curtain, and Miss ('o'oiter turned
in the direction of her dressing-room.
" When are you likely to appear in films

again?" I asked.
.

" Oh, I'm afraid I can't tell you at pre-
sent—I really don't know," replied Miss
Cooper, as she said good-bye. M. H. C.

GLADYS COOPER. [Phoio: mia Mar.in.
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You Can Begin this Thrilling Story of Love and Revenge To-day

!

m

Synopsis.

OUR story opens with a stormy night on tlie

Devonshire coast, and three escaped convicts
in an open boat. It is a choice between that

and the warder's bullet as a gun is already booming.
The boat is afterwards found with one body, tliat of

Benjamin Weyland, and James Twiss and Thomas
Blake are believed to have perished. The first two
are seasoned convicts, but Tom Blake has been given
ten years through " cooked evidence " in a conspiracy
case.
John Marsh, a man about thirty, was sitting in his

comlortable home when he read the account of the
escape and smiled contentedly, for it was his wed-
liing-day and it served his purpose that Tom Blake
slwuld be dead. A noise at the French window
attracted his attention, and when he opened it Torn
Blake entered. They were old friends in bygone
days, so the situation was explained and also the
fact that Jimmy Twiss was outside. Tom Blake
wants to stay the night, but, after some demur,
John Marsh admits it is his wedding-day. Tlie shock
of seeing Tom Blake alive gives John Marsh a lieart

attack, and he collapses in his chair. There is a
noise m the corridor, and Blake gets behind the
heavy curtains. A lady enters, to Blake's amaze-
ment she is his wife—Lucy.

She tries to rouse John Marsh, and Tom Blake
reveals liimself. She is amazed and relieved to find

him alive, and confesses that she was married that
morning to John Marsh to comply with Tom's
wishes which he sent in a letter. He never wrote
that letter, and doubts his wife. Then there is a
sound of a tussle outside, and a police-sergeant enters
tlie window and explains that he has caught a
burglar with iiis pocketful of Jewellery, and he has
left him in charae of a man outside.
Tom Blake bluffs the sergeant, and Lucy backs

liim up, admitting tliat he is her husband. They
pretend that they are rehearsing for private theatri-

cals, and Tom goes to change his suit and get rid of
fiis beard. Jimmy Twiss succeeds in handcuffing
the policeman to the wall and gets away ; he is

afterwards liidden by Tom in the house. He has
the stolen jewellery on him, and some of it is wrapped
In the letter tliat Tom was supposed to have written
to Lucy ; this clears her in the mind of Tom, as he
knows it was forged. In the meantime the doctor
«-all3, sends for an oxygen apparatus, and finally tells

Lucy that John Marsh is alive.

John Mnrsh Shows His Hand.

LUCY was in John Marsh's room.
He had been put to bed. His face

was white and ^rawn, and he was
weak and ill. But there was life and burn-
ing vitality in his eyes as he looked at the

cold, beautiful face of the girl with whom
he had gone through a ceremony of marri-
age that day.
Tom Blake, her husband, and the little

old man who had been the companion of his

perilous dash for freedom, were gone.
That calm announcement of the doctor

had fallen like a bomb in the midst of their

new-found happiness.
'JTieir plans were disrupted, but they were

not shattered. Lucy knew that she was a
very different woman from the one who
had ^tood at the altar with John Marsh
that morning.
Underneath the cold mask of reserve and

fontemjit which shi; turned to this man,
hho was aware of surging happiness. There
was a song of triumph in her heart. The

heart which had been numbed for two
years, and which since the -news of Tom
Blake's death had seemed dead, was now
alive again.
After all, what did it matter whether

John Marsh was alive or dead? Tom was
alive, and he was her husband still. No
subsequent mockery of marriage could alter
that fact.

And ho loved her still ! That was the
greatest thing of all.

Marsh, lying on his back, and breathing
with difficulty, watched her with narrowed
eyes.

Presently he said, with an effort:
" Well, Where's Blake? You've seen him,

I suppose?"
" Yes," she answered calmly. " I have •

seen him. He is gone now."
He gave a low, harsh laugh, which

roused a little hot surge of anger in her.
"I suppo.se you're thinking it's rather a

pity that doctor made such a fight to pull
me round? It would have been better for
everybody coucerned if I had slipped my
cable."
She made no reply to this.
" Where arc the servants?" he asked

presently. " Do they know all about every-
thing?"
" They know nothing except that you

were taken ill," returned Lucy. " I have
sent them to bed again."
" What time is it?"
" Nearly two o'clock in the morning."
" Good Lord ! Then I have been insensi-

ble three or four hours. Why did Tom go?
Didn't he want to stay here and look aftej^

you?"
" It was impossible for him to stay," she

replied; " and I told him that I was quite
capable of looking after myself."
" Oh I Are you?" His eyes flickered a

little. " Where has he gone?"
" I don't know. He had to get away

quickly."
" Why?"
" Because of the police." •

" What ! Have the police been here,"
demanded Marsh excitedly.
" Yes. They are scouring the neighbour-

hood for him, and he will have all he can
do to get away from them."
Marsh was silent for a time. The effort

seemed to have exhausted him, but pre-
sently he began again.
"I suppose you know all about every-

thing?"
" I know," she said coldly, " that you

Vured me into this bogus marriage by means
of a cowardly trick. I know now that the
letter which was supposed to have come
from my husband at Bleakmoor was a for-

gery, and that you wrote it in order to en-
trap me."
A dull flush spread slowly over his white

face.
" Well," he said gloomily, " that was a

trifle to me, when I compared it with the
chance it gave of winning you. We look at
it from different points of view. My love
for you was so great that I would have
done worse things than that to win you.
You admit that since your husband was
sent to prison I have been a friend to you,
and have done evei-ything in my power to
alleviate your lot?"

" Yes, I admit that very freely," said the
girl. " You liaVe been a friend in need.

and a \ery good one. That's why this has
been s'lch a shock and pain to me."

,

"But you knew that I did all these

services for you because I loved you?"
^

" No, I did not know that, Mr. Marsh,",
she answered sharply. " I thought better

of you than that. I believed you did them
out of pure disinterested kindness, and
because you were a friend of Tom's."

" Men don't do those things for each
other," he returned. i

He closed his eyes, and was silent for)

.-ome minutes. Then he looked at her!

again.
" Lucy," he said, with a note of plead-l

ing in his voice, " what are you going to

do now, after—all this?"
" I am going to my husband, of course,"

she an.swered.
" You.know where Tom has gone, then?"

he asked.
" No, I don't know. He is homeless, and

he does not know yet where he is going
himself."
" Then how can you go to him?"
" I am meeting him this day week in

London."
" That's rather dangerous, i.sn't it?'' he

said quietly. " Where are you meeting
him?"

" Outside Swan and Edgar's, in Picca-

dilly Circus. Tom says it will be quite safe

for him there."
Something in his expression suddenly

caught at her intelligence, and a cold wave
of suspicion swept over her.

She wondered whether she had been
f<x)lish to tell him her arrangements with
Tom.
Even when she was facing him with her

righteous scorn, she was making excuses for

him in her tender and forgiving heart.'

She told herself that what he had done
in the matter of the forged letter was but
the momentary triximph of an unworthy
impulse.
" Lucy, listen to me. I have something

to say to you. I advise you, for your own
sake and for the sake, of Tom Blake, to

stop and hear it."
" What do you mean by that?" she cried,

whirling round on him, her face ablaze
with passion. " What do you mean by say-

ing—' for the sake of Tom Blake?' "

" You were married to me a few hours
ago," continued Marsh.
She laughed in his face.
" Oh, is that what you are going to try

to frighten me with? I gave you credit for

.a little more natural intelligence, Mr.
Marsh. You know as well as I do that the
marriage is illegal, and does not stand. I

am wife to Tom Blake, and Tom Blake is

alive."
" But Tom Blake is not alivi.-," said

Marsh. " Tom Blake has been announced
dead by the authorities. Therefore, he is

dead in the eyes of the law, and you are
free to marry again. You have married
again, and that marriage is legal. In the
eyes of the law you are my wife, and I have
power of control over you. I propose to

hold you to that marriage until you dis-

cover its legality by producing evidencje of

Tom Blake being still alive."
" I think I am beginning to know you.

Mr. Marsh, for the first time," she said,
" Even if I am your legal wife in the sight
of the law, as you ingeniously urge, I.
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M\\ still froo to leave your house, M £ .101

uow about to do."
" You are ^o'ln^'r" he asked, ia v iv c-

ii; voii-e.

••Within the next half-hour.'!

But it is the middle of the night!"
'• I care nothing for that," she replied

rLTnly. Aft^r what you have said, I fihail

iTtaiiily not remain under your roof a

uiinute longer than I can help."

••'Lucy, you are mad! You ^hal! net

. ave this house !"

'• Who is to prevent me?"
• I will."

She .'iliruoffjed her shoulders and laughed.

He was weak and ill, and uuable to

:se from the bed. He was already

Khausted by what he had gone through,

lud only the" fierceness of his emotions kept

l.im from collapse.
" You shall not go to him, at any rat*-."

he said hoarsely. " You have me at a dis-

advantage. I tell you plainly that if I

had the strength to prevent you, you should

not leave this house. You wilt go, because

1 cannot stop you. But let me tell you

tiii.«. If I cannot have you, he shall not!"
'• Indeed! And how are you to prevent

m'e, I ask again?"
" You said just now that you would be

sorry to find yourself in my power."
" I did, and I never meant anything more

sincerely," returned the girl
' Well, you are in my power, you littl?

fool !" he shouted at her.

He tried to raise himself, but fell back,
gasping for breath. She stood staring at

him, white-faced with terror.
" Don't jou see hew you are in ray

()Ower?" he continued, in a low, shaking
voice. _" You can go out of my house now; but
if you attempt to join Tom Blake, I will

go straight to Scotland Yard and give

information that he is an escaped convict.

That he was not killed when he broke out
of Bleakmoor, but is alive, ajid living with

! you. Do you understand now what I mean
"when I say that you are in my power-

'

For .several long moments she stood
. oiceless, with a look of incredulity.
" You could not do that, John," she said

jt la?t, almost in a whisper.
He laughed sneeriugly.
'' Oh, it is John now, not Mr. Marsh :"

She- stiffened, and faced him again.-
You can do nothing," she said, trying

to steady her voioe and put into it a con-
fidence which she did not feel. She was on

the verge of panic, but she fought lo con-

ceal it. " We will go away and hide our-

f^elves," fshe said. " We ivill live under a

different name."
" You are childish, girl," said Marsh

" Do you think, once I gave information
that Tom Blake is alive, that the police

would not find him? I promise you thev

would. But it is much easier than that."

" What do you mean?"
"You have obliged me by telling me

about your appointment at Swan and
Edgar's on the evening of this day week.
Surely it is simple enough. 1 will ke"p
that appointment myself, but I shall not be

seen. Wherever you go when you leave this

house, and whatever you do, I shall find

you. I will keep watch on you, or have you
watched. And directly you make the

slightest attempt to get into communica-
tion with Tom Blake again, that day seals

his fate.
" He will be arrested. And he told me

that he will not be taken alive again. So
think well before you deliberately put his

life into danger.

"

On the Broad Highway.

TOM BLAKE and Jimmy Twiss went out
of the house by the garden, and, keep-
ing well in the .shadows of the rhodo-

dendron thickets, made their way to the

edge of the river.

Tom, who was much occupied with the

interview with_his wife, and the arr.inge-

ments they had made to meet that day
week in London, was rather inclined to

overlook the necessity for extreme caution.

The wonderful transformation in his

appearance, which still exercised a some-
what stunning effect on Jimmy, had made
him forget for the moment that he was a

fugitive from justice.

When they came to the little dark path
which fringed the river, he started striding

down it as if he were a free man, who
looked upo}i the strong arm of the law only
as a protector.

But Jimmy was not suffering from the
same exaltation of sentiment. !Ho clutched
Tom's arm, and dragged him back towards
the shadows.
" Easyi guv'uor—easy!" he n'hispered

huskily. " What's the little go? Are you
trying to run our heads straight into quod
again? You've given me quite enc^ugh
'eart shocks to-night. Now you're walkin'
along the King's 'ighway wiv yer noso in

tlie Jiair, jest as if you was the C'haiicetlor

of the Hcxchequei- hout fer a constitoo-

tional."
" Tt's all right, Jimmy. Come along."

replied Tom abscntmindedly. " We must
get away from that house quickly."

" More 'aste, less speed, guv'nor," .=.a!d

Jimmy, dragging firmly on his sleeve.
" Fine feathers make fine birds, and I'm
not dcnyin' that yer noo soot does yer
proud. But there's no reason why you
should go prinking about in the open like

a cock sparrow. Yer seem to 'ave forgotten
that you're a gentleman fro)n Bleakmoor,
Mr. IJlake."
" What's the matter willi you, Jimmy?"

exclaimed Toni irritably. " Have you got
an attack of nerves?"

But Jimmy still hung on to him, and
began to whine.

" For the love of 'Eaven, guv'nor,
moderate yer pace and 'ave a little care
for me, if you 'aven't any for yerself. Old
.Jimmy knows what he's talkin' about.
Didn't I 'ear you give it to that perlice-

sergeant good and proper? You jest wiped
the droring-room carpet with that pore
stiff. He's a hambitious man, if I'm any
judge of character. You can bet there
ain't a madder perliceman than 'im 'tween
'ere and the Cape o' Good 'Ope. If ever 'e

gets the chance 'c's got it in for you all

right.
" So don't give 'im the chance, guv'nor.

That's what I asks. I 'card yer tell 'im

yerself to scour all the neighbourhood, and
to send out all 'is men on bicycles. !N'ow,

be reasonable, guv'nor, for the love of

'Eaven."
" You're quite right, Jimmy," returned

Tom, pulling himself together briskly " I

was wool-gathering."
" I thought yer 'ead was in the clouds

a bit, so to speak," murmured Jimmy.
' That there good-lookiu' female 'as got
into yer brain a bit, 'asn't she?"

Tom laughed good-naturedly.
" Well, I think she has rather, Jimmy."
They were now slinking along ;n the

shadow of the bushes, going much more
carefully and slowly. But in spite of

the necessity for silence, Jimmy' could

not withstand his natural curiosity.

" Thought yer seemed to be makin" the

runuin' wiv 'er rather all right," he whis-

pered. " Is she a pal o' yours?"
" Jimmv, that lady is mv wife," retuin;'d

Blake.

There was a panting gurgle of astonish-

ment from Jimmy.
'Good lor, guv'nor! Yer don't say?

No wonder you was a bit shirty about them
trinkets I nailed. It was your missus—beg
pardou, your wife, as I was pinching tlietu

from?"

'^That's about it, Jimmy."
" Well, you fair surprise me, guv'uor.

And I makes a 'andsome apology to you.

Because, of course, if I pinched your wifc'^^

trinkets, I'm robbin' youj and there's

nothing like that about old Jimmy. You
must be powerful rich if you' can afford to

.give yer wife flash bits like them."
" I didn't give them to her, Jimmy.

And they're not really hers—at least. I

don't think slie will keep them. Also,, I'm
not a rich man, Jimmy. 1 don't believe,

to tell you the truth, that I'm worth four-

pence at this moment."
Tom laughed as he momentarily caiiglit

>iglit of Jimmy's expression of sheer bewil-

derment.

I know it's rather complicated," he

ccintinued. " I'll tell j-ou all about it later

on. At present, what we have tc do i-- to

concentrate our attention on gettiiiL' out
of this district a> quickly as we can."

/( i/n? Ser-i'^ant Hurrihif's voice that came raspinghj, " iV/'cy I ciih what yon arc doinn out here nhitc

at this timci
*"
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" THE VILLAIN OF THE PIECE.

"

CAMERON CARR, the Man Producers Won't Let Be Good.

They had one narrow escape before they
H*re clear of the village.

Two policemen came through the bnshcs
out on to the little river-path less than a
hundred yards ahead. Fortunately Jimmy
heard them before they came into- view,
and they were able to crouch down into

the shadows in time.

For some time after that they had no
more adventures. They got well out of the
village, and struck the high-road about a

mile on the London side.

Here Blake was inclined to take things a

little more easily, but again Jimmy en-

joined caution.
" This is jest where we got to look out

fer ourselves," he whispered. " If they're

out on bicycles, they'll be miles along this

'ere road. An' we got to bo keepin' our
ears skinned, 'cos they won't be showin'
no light, these cops."
No sooner had Jimmy finished speaking

than he gave a low hiss, grablved Tom's
arm, and dragged him into a ditch about
four feet deep, with six inches of mud and
water at the bottom.

"Bicj-cles! I heard them crunching,"
whispered Jimmy.
Almost as he .spoke they heard voices.

Two cyclists passed their hiding-place, and
dismounted only four or five yards ahead.
The two fugitives crouched low.
" Someone is coming along, that I'll

swear. I can hear footsteps. Stick the
bikes in the ditch, and get into the hedge

!

We'll wait here for him, whoever he is.

If it's that little bald-headed rat with the

jewels, I'll shake hands with myself."
It was the .voice of Sergeant Humby, of

the local police. Tom felt a violent dig in

his ribs from Jimmy's elbow, and a low,

wheezy chuckle.
Then the voice above them again

:

" It's a Woman, by gum ! I can see her.

I'll stop her, whoever she is. Women have
no right to be walking about the country at

three o'clock in the morniug, unless they're

up to mischief."
Then camo a shout in Sergeant Humby 's

voice

:

"Hallo, there! Stop! Who arc you?
What are you doing here?"
Blake was so excited that he raised his

head cautiously above the brow of the
ditch. He saw three dark figures in the
middle of the road, two policemen and one
a woman.
Suddenly a lantern flashed. The light

fell full on the woman's face.

It was his wife—Lucy ! He heard a little

gasp from Jimmy, who had also recognised
her.
" You !" It was Sergeant Humby's voice

that came raspingly. " May I ask what
you are doing out here alone at this time?"
" What right have you to question me

about my doings?" returned Lucy calmly.
'* We're looking for a gang of thieves,"

said Sergeant Humby thickly, " and I
shouldn't be a bit surprised if you know as
much about them as anybody else. So I'll

ask you to accompany me back to the
station to answer a few questions."

" I refuse to accompany you 1" said Lucy.
" Very good. Then I arrest you, and

you'll come back that way. Bill, follow on
with the bicycles."
Tom Blake was about to leap into the

road, but Jimmy had got a grip in his
short hair, and held him down by main
force.
" Stop where you are, guv'nor! For the

love of 'Eaven, stop where you are ! . She
knows what she's doing. He's making a
rojie to 'ang himself with. In a few hours'
lime he'll be the sickest cop that ever wore
wtripos. But if you barge out now you'll
>:poiJ everything."

(To be Continued.)

CAMERON CARR. [Broadwest.)

ALTHOUGH he is essentially of the dram-
atic school, and can carry the heaviest
character successfully through a piece

with just sufficient light touches to relieve the
drama, Cameron Carr has also played in
comedy. But, as he himself admits, his

temperament is far more suited to drama
—the villain who lures the unfortunate person
to destruction. For twenty years he played
on the stage, and although he likes film work
very much, has not entirely given up the idea

of returning to the glare of the footlights.

Ho commenced playing for films about eight

years ago, and has since that time played for

nearly all the British companies. Recently
he has appeared in the Broadwest films

—

" A Fortune at Stake," " A Turf Conspiracy,"
" The Woman Wins," " A Soul's Cruci-

fixion," " In the Gloaming," and " Under
Suspicion." In " The Woman Wins," the
Broadwest production in which Violet Hopson
plays the part of the woman, Cam has an
excellent role to fill—that of Vascour, a real

villain, and he did justice to the part. No ono
could have so vividly portrayed the villainous
instincts of Vascour as did Cameron Carr.
Cameron Carr also has a very fine j)art in the

Broadwest production, " Crucifixion," an adap-
tation of Newman Flower's beautiful novel.
It is quite a different charac-ter to the other
parts which he has played for Broadwest,
As Big Dog, he is the strong-willed and
sympathetic friend of Guilda, the heroine of
the story. Violet Hopson plays this part, and
with Cameron Carr and Basil Gill supporting
her, the film should prove a tremendous
success.

An Awkward Mistake.

CAMERO'M CARR tells a fine story against
himself. The incident occurred during
the filming of " The Woman Wins." The

scenes acted called for the use of some banknotes
•—dummy ones were used, and Carr, absent-
mindedly, pushed one or two into his pocket.'

That evening he took a lady friend to dinner,
and when the bill was handed to Mr. Carr, he
placed a note on the top of it, and the waiter
took it to the cash desk. In a few seconds he
returned—with the maitre d'hotel, who
threatened to send for the police. After a long
argument, Carr managed to explain to the
manager that by mistake he had given him
one of the property notes—and even when he
handed him a real Bank of England note, the
proprietor was loath to let him go.

He spent his early days at Kingston-on-
Thames, where he was bom; and for the
benefit of those who have not seen him inj

private life, I must tell you that he Ls nearlyj

six feet tall, has black hair, very dark brown
eyes, and a very pleasing smile.

He is fond of outdoor sports, and is an
excellent oarsman ; his beautiful little skiff

was specially constructed for him. During
the summer season, he spends most of liLs spare

time sculling on the Thames. He excels at the
piano, although he has never had a lesson in

his life. He has a very sympathetic touch,}

and improvises with marvellous skill. So the
next time you see Carr playing on the pictures

you will know he is playing a real tune.

A scene from "The Woman Wins," showing CAMERON CARR on the right.
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The Man Who Averted Many a Domestic Tragedy by His Sense oi

The Late MR. SYDNEY DREW,
PATRONS of the cinema theatre will be

sorry to hear of the death of Mr.
Sydney Drew, a partner in the

delightful Drew Comedies of marrie<l life

as portrayed by " Polly and Henry."
.
He was born in New York in 1864, and was
a Penn.sylvania University man, so he has
died at a comparatively young age.
He had rather a long career on the stage,

playing in Charles Frohman's companies
until be formed his own company, and,
amongst other pieces, presented " The
Rivals." He commenced screenwork with
the Vitagraph Company, and has directed
a large number of single reel comedies,
which are being distribut-ed in this country
through the Gaumont Film Hire Service.

Mra. Drew.

HIS wife has been his greatest helpmeet
in -film work, as she also had a suc-
cessful stage career before she began

motion-picture work with her husband for

the Vitagraph Company. One of their first

comedies was ' The Story of a . Glove."
She not only takes the leading feminine
part, btit she acts as director, and has
\sTitten many of the scenarios.

The Drews have certainly contributed
their share to human happiness by all the
" laughs" they have made, and although
Mrs. Drew says they have not tried to

point morals, or do so-called uplifting

work, they have cettainly set, a high stan-

dard in married life comedies.

Why They Succeeded.

THEY please the public becan.se they are
so natural, and they strike right
iome, judging by the ejaculations

from the audience. " Now isn't that just

like you?" says a femiuiiie voice, when
Henry (Mr. Drew) did something that
was particularly silly; and the only answer
is a grunt. As one lady remarked :

" It

is really funny to see yourself portrayed
on the screen, but when it actually happens
in real life it is a tragedy!"—and all

because a sense of humour is lacking,

Behind the Scenes.

POLLY and Henry have become quite
distinct personalities, so much so that
Jefcters have come through * the post

The late MR. SYDNEY DREW.

addressed to " Polly and Henry, care of
The Drews." A day behind the scenes,

when they were rehearsing for a film, was
both interesting and amusing. The little

difficulties and funny situations that arise

are never dreamt of by the ordinary picture-

goer, who sees the film smoothly passing
before his eyes without any trouble, except
when the operator's machine goes wrong or
the electric-light fuse.s, and that isn't often.

For instance, in one play the .scrip only
mentioned lettuce -and tea for a meal in
one scene, and poor Henry (not being a
rabbit) was puzzled to know how he was
going to look well-fed and happy on that.

And one cannot imagine a man looking the
one without the other. So, after much
cogitating, Polly decidcKl to .send for the
remnajit of beef-roll, left from the previous
day's luncheon, and the next item on the
programme is how to make it look twice
its size in the film. Henry had to promise
not to eat it up all at once, as it had to last

all through the rehearsal, with repetitions

of the same scene, uatii a perfect picture

was obtained.

When Henry Takes a Neip>

WHILE Polly was bitsy settling the
food question, Henry took thw
opportunity to fall fa-st a.sleep in an

armchair, and this is really a great thing
to be able to do, as during the " waits

"

is about the only time the busy m m gets
to recuperate his energies, and it wa.s

.

always with the greatest regret that Polly
woke him up. She is a marvel where the
question of sleep is concerned, for she can
manage with less than any woman on
the films. All the same, I do not advise

readers to fallow her example, even if she
happens to be your favourite in the
firmament of cinema stars, for it is a mat-
ter of individual temperament. Modern
scientists toll us that the human body con-
serves and .stores up a new supply of
magnetism while sleeping, .so think that,

well over, as well is the capacity'for going
without sleep.

Polly Direct*.

WHAT Mrs Drew lias to do'is .ihoi'fii in

the following conver.'jation which E

picked • up behind the screen
Polly and Henry had just dressed for their

part, and she began to direct the dinner
i^cene. ' Henry, go and sit there on tho
lounge in the living-room" Henry did
so. " Now look terribly bored, slip down
in your seat, and. diddle your feet up and
down and take up the paper. All right!
Lights on ! Now, camera ' When Henry
is all in, let me know; I will be outside th»
set, and will walk on with the tea.-

wagon." When the first part wa.q com-
pleted, Polly walked on, wheeling the tea-

wagon, and just looking the part of
Polly, as if sherhad never known Mrs Drew
or the director of scenes.

Mow She Does It.

THE secret of Mrs. Drew'.-* .lucce.-i.s in

getting through .so much work in

given away in her late husband'a owa
words: "She's got lots of energy, .ind a
j>erfect genius for being patient Littlo

things don't ruffle her That'.s the thing
that counts most in directing

"
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In "THE SCARLET ROAD."

r//"%

In

"SHADOWS OF
HER PAST."

MISS (iLADYS BROCKWELL'S first 4.
rise to fame followed the discovery ^
that she could get more expressions ^

from the corner of her mouth than most p
jjersons can from the entire face. She ^
liolds the remarkable record of playing ^
three diverse parts in one film—the ^
liardened woman of the dance halls, a care- ^
free schoolgirl, and a Madonna-like charac- ^
fer. Her range of facial expression gave ^
»-ai-h part an individuality that could have ^
been attained in no other way. ^
The cinema world talks constantly of the 0.

pliehotnenal rise of this charming girl. ^
Little more than a year ago she enlisted ^

. imder the Fox banner to play a small part ''4

in The Honour System." The force of her i i

personality made her part stand out promi- f i'

iiently in the picture. From that day Miss ^
Jirockwell was cast opposite William ^
Faniura in " The End of the Trail," " Fires p
«»f Conscience." Then ' she starred in W>
*' Sins of Her Parent," " One Touch of 0
Sin," " Her Temptation," " To Honour and ^
< >bey." Her latest releases are " Revela- 0
tions" and " Birds of Prey." ^

By the way, when filming " Her Tcmpta- p
lion," Miss Brockwell lost a small fortune. ^
On the beach, just outside Los Angeles, ^

Miss Jkockwcll came upon a lump of sub-
stance about the si/e of her two fists. At
first she thought it was a jellyfish, then she
J<new it could not be. Then she forgot it.

Next day the Los Angeles newspapers
told tfiat a lump of ambergris had been
found on the beach by a resident of Venice,
The sum it netted will keep him in com-
fort, for tlie rf»Rt of his life. The lump Miss
Bro'kwcll had spumed was it.

P

BIRD OF PREY.'
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M To Become a Cinema Star.

M I IKE other screen stars, Miss Brockwell

^ l_i is often a-sked how to train to become

P a cinema actress. She says two
;

tilings are necessary. They arc a mirror

iM * patient disposition, provided, of

^ 0 course, tliat the ability to act is there.

S "My system,"' says" Miss BrockweU, "is

P this. You select a nice quiet room, run

^ everybody else away from it, turn on tho

^ brightest lights you can find, and begin. It
M really amounts to a rehearsal, all by your-
^ self, with no audience except yourself.

/ " I make myself up just as I expect to
tl be the next day before the camera. Then I

^ read through the parts I am to act, and
practise my facial expression before the
mirror. Often I

' find it necessary to
i, improvise lines, and speak tiiem as" I go
i along. It helps a great deal in gauging the

emotion, and that is the big thijig in film

0 work.

m "I have achieved success in portraying

0 emotions by practising before mv mirror,"
# says the William Fox star. " I believe the

p mirror is the training school for the motion
^ picture actress just as schools of expression

c for the legitimate stage. 1 alwaj's try
to be as hai-sh a critic as possible, and have

^ spent hours in an attempt to show a slight

^ shade of emotion that seemed difKcult to

J.
gft. Sometimes ] have to work myself into

^ fearful passion, or laugh uproariously boforo

^ I can get the jjrnpcr grouping of lines about,

P the eye; but I a^jually keep at it until I
W' am siiccessfnl." Expi-ession is tho chief

asset of the screen star. It is only by seoin"
yourself in t he glass that you can be a judge
as to whether you are gifted in this way.
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IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
Hints we Learn from Screen Actresses—The Charm ofa Boudoir Cap—The Art of Wearing a Veil'

Norma Talmadge's Advice^ and a Recipe for Buckwheat Cakesr

CONTINUAL feasting of our e_yes upon
film beauties in all their film adorn-

ments is revolutionising our ideas of

dress.

We have been taught the delicate art lof

line and fold in relation to beauty of form
and grace of movement. ; we have picked up
such little tricks as the accentuation of lieight

by the wearing of a long chain or by the high
waist -line that Marguerite Clark affects with
such perfect charm in her grown-up roles ;

we have even thrown off our national habits of

early morning dowdiness since close acquaint-
ance with the negligee of screenic folks. In-

stead of slipping into a red merino dressing-

gown for the early coffee and toast, we sport

a real dressy boudoir robe, quite serviceable

and inexpensive, perhajiS—but, oh, so becom-
ing, with its touch of lace here and its bit of

fur tliere ; or a negligee such as Maiy Miles

IMinter delights in.

The Charm of the Boudoir Cap.

INSTEAD of a scratched-up coiffure—or

none at all—we flaunt saucy boudoir caps,

the creation of which provides such a
fascinating way of using up the odds and ends
of silk and lace in our workbasket s.

Which reminds me of. a clever little way of

avoiding the " flat look " a boudoir cap some-
times gives over undressed hair. A picture-

playing friend of mine, long opposed to the

wearing of boudoir caps on the screen on
account of their unplcasing contrast to the
high coiffures she affects, hrts shown me one
of soft lace and Georgette which she fabricated

herself on a small wire toqae shape, easily

detachable for washing. Quite a good idea,

don't you think ?

Dressing For Work.
ANOTHER lesson the screen has taught

us is that the domestic role in life

requires special dressing. At one time
it was customary to wear any old clothes in the

house, whether velvet, silk, or calico, it mat-
tered not at all. To-day, the housewife or

stay-at-home daughter remembers the dainti-

ness of some domestic drama heroine when she
dresses for the morning's work, and eschews
with d'i.<!gust the haphazard garb of lier dowdy-
minded days.

The Art of Wearing a Veil.

THANKS also to the stars of the screen,

we have discovered the art of wearing
a veil. We used to think—goodness

knows why, for our French cousins knew
better before we were born—that a " fall

net " was a sort of face-blind for the aged and
ugly and the sensitive in sorrow. Veils may
be useful to these same to-day, but haven't
we grasped the fact that a carefully chosen
veil lends charm and distinction to any and
every woman ? I think so ; and what's more,
we have got over our national aversion to the

American whim of wearing our veils on the

backs of our hats, nurse fa.shion, and letting

them dress the often unbeautiful gap between
hat and shoulders, especially when furs are

throwai aside for the summer s\in.

The Character of a Veil.A VEIL is a remarkable inde.'C to character,

as it is an article of dress of which every
woman has very decided views of her

own, and is very little influenced by fasliion.

Yon will notice how carefully a screen actress

chooses one to suit the character site portrays,

and how carefully she wears it, too, so that it

shall enhance her good points rather than
conceal them and never cast other than the

lightest of shadows ivpon her face. Note the

way Pauline Frederick makes use of hej fine

Shetland silk veil in " Out of the Shadows."

The Art of Being Well Dressed.

THE art of being well dressed, as Norma
Talmadge avers, is to " look just right

all the time,'" even though it may mean
leaving your favourite hat at home half your
days and selling your best frock when it is out

of fashion instead of wearing it up at the office,

where neatness should be the motif of your
garb.

MARGUERITE CLARK believes in a high
waistline.

You Can Have Buckwheat Cakes.

IN the photograph we sec William S. Hart
in " Branding Broadway,'" an Artcraffc

film, indulging in that favourite American
dish—the buckwheat cake—and I do not
blame him. I for one fell Si victim to its

charms, particularly when served in true

American fashion—that is, two at a time, so

that a large pat of butter can be placed

between the two while very hot, and a small

jug of real maple syrup poured over all.

I took good care to get the recipe before I

left New York, and here it is.

The Recipe.

FIRST you want a good hot griddle, wliicfi'

is a flat iron plate that can be put on
top of the gas or coal stove. In the case

of the latter you want a good red fire.

la the mixing bowl put two breakfast-

cupfuls of milk, and half a cupful of water.!

Now gradually stir in two breakfast-cupfuk of

buckwheat flour, and after that a teaspoonful

of salt, which mix well in. This should make a

rather thin batter. Now stir in one table-

-epoonful of treacle (or in the absence of treacle,

you may use golden syrup), and if you have
stood this on the stove a little wliile before

adding, you will find that it wiU mix much
easier. Dissolve one and a half teaspoonfuls

of baking-powder in two tablespoonfuls of

lukewarm water, put in the batter, and mix
well. Now here is the secret of light pancakes
of any kind, and it applies to these. Beat
well for ten minutes.

Now grease the griddle, and drop the mix-
ture in a tablespoonful at a time, so that when
the cake spreads on the griddle it will be about
five inches in diameter. C!ook on one side

until it is a light brown on the edges, and full

of bubbles, then turn and cook on the other
.side. Serve immediately with butter and
syrup as descrilx-d above. A Dees.seb.The Buckwheat Cakes that were made and eaten when " Branding Broadway "was being filmed.
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Famous Photo-Players who have Risen from the Ranks of the Profession,

The gipsies ivho acted ivith Elsie Ferguson ui " Under (he Greenwo'jd Tr re not character actors but the real thing.

HIGH hopes, hard work, and a lucky chance
—these arc the things wliich make a
motion-picture hfe the most fascinating

life in the world to the vast army of " extra
"

men and women who earn their salaries by
giving " atmosphere " to the story.

High hopes they liave always, all of them,
otherwise the ups and downs of the "extras'

"

lot would drive them to the clerk's stool or

the farm plough. Hard work they love and
grasp wth eagerness wlien it comes their way,
for it is in hard work that they look for the

third of the elements that make tlie fascination

a lucky chance.

With that lucky chance every " extra

"

believes he or she will start the climb to

celebrity and a salary of two hundred pounds
and upwards—a week. It most often

takes the form of a role in which they can
show a httle talent. Given that, who knows
but what the camera will pick them out from
the crowd as its particular favourite ? Who
knows but what some director will see in that

bit of work some special, success-bringing

ability ? Something of the kind happens to

someone almost every day.

The Work of an " Extra."

"pXTRAS" are the most heterogeneous
iZr body of workers in the world. They are

recruited from all classes, all professions,

from the aged and the infantile, the educated
and the illiterate. Some of them are wealthy
people, bent on finding fame for themselves
or their children in the silent di-ama. It is

probable that a large percentage of the young
girls who daily line up outside a studio or

agency looking for parts are girls of good
position, who have parents willing—nay

anxious—to train them for any profession

they please, but who have no thought of be-
coming artists, musicians, doctor-j, business

women, ov anything else, until they have tried

their luck, and found it wanting, in the
pictures." For such the life is a joUy one ;

they have the clothes requisite to a pleasing

appearance, and the means upon which to

exist when days and days go by without a
single engagement.

But there arc others—who are veiy poor
and often very hungry—men, women and
children, who would be better ofiE in factories

and domestic service.

In the old da}-s, when the only way to get
work was to make a round of the nciglibouring

studios everj' morning, these men, women, and
cliildren would walk five—six—seven—eight

miles to get a job, not having the price of a
tram-fare until they drew their day's pay.
Not one or two, mind you, but one or two
hundred. They would lend each other their
" make-up," share each other's meals ; sit or

stand all day in the heat of the studio—a feat

of endurance in itself—and then work right

on througli the night, because the director

couldn't fit in the crowd scenes in the day-
time.

Send Me Fifteen Old Men.

NOWADAYS, in America, the "-extras"
are systemised in most film-producing
districts. There are agencies, through

which the director can order " extras " by
'phone, as you would order eggs from the
grocer, " Send me fifteen old men for ' atmo-
sphere ' in an almshouse scene," or, "I want
three barmaids, and a dozen j'oung girls with

The overage pitij for work in a crowd v.en' i.s )0/- to JT)/- n dny.

evening dresses." And, lo and behold, there
they are, all ready waiting, the next morning

!

The Average Pay.

THE average pay for ' atmosphere "—that

is, work in mob scenes, battle crowds,

etc.—is ten to fifteen shiUings a day
(such as is shown below in the crowd scene ia
" The Biggest Show on Earth "). The work is

easy, and as far as the actual appearance before

the camera is concerned, the money is lightly

earned. It is the waiting about that makes it

hard. Every '

' extra " engaged in a studio is ex-

pected to report there first thing in the morning,
and to remain there, " made up " and within
call, for the rest of the day, though perhaps
only required for one particular scene.

Specialised Parts.

SOME " extras ' specialise. The very fafe

man, for instance, will train himself

—

a la Roseoe Arbuekle—for cometty parts.

Or perhaps he wiU go in for negro roles, jusf;

as the very fat woman will specialise ia

"Chloe ' characterisations, A thin man may
trade upon his hungry appearance for roles in

slum scenes, prison scenes, etc. A petite girl

may become known to producers as " good
atmosphere " for juvenile scenes in the school-

room and elsewhere. Those "extras" have
their nii lie among the better-paid " charact'er

crowds,"

How Mary Pickford Began.

OTHER " extras "—and perhaps tlio

majority of them—make versatility

their watchword. One day they are

members of an elite audience in an opera-

house—as when some thousand supers were
treated to a performance of " I Paghacci," ia

the Metropohtan Opera House in New York,
during the filming of the opera scenes ia

Caruso's first Artcraft production, " My
Cousin." The next day—if they are fortunate
enough to obtain work two days i-unning—they
may be Huns dying on the battlefield, or a
crowd of Russian prisoners en route for

Siberia. A large number of the highest paid
stars in Screenland to-day began as one of the

crowd. Mai-y Pickford did.

The Real Thing.

THERE is a growing tendency on the part
of directors to employ real tramps where
tramps are needed, real society women for

ballroom ncenes, real soldiers in a battle picture,

and so on. When producing " Under t he Green-

wood Tree," from the play by H. V. Esmond.
Elsie Fergiison's director required a crowd of

gipsies for some of the woodland scenes. Tho
real thing and nothing but tho real thing would
do. So the surrounding country was searched

for juany miles imtil a gipsy encampment was
located, and the members of it engaged foj-

many days' work before the camera.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

"Women Who Win."A FILM event which is being awaited with

impatience on botli sides of the water

is tlie coming plioto-play, " Women
Who Win," in which her Majesty Queen Mary,

her Majesty Queen Alexandra, Princess Pat,

«nd H.R.H. tlie Crown Princess of Sweden
were photographed.

This is not a propaganda picture, but a

domestic drama written by Almaz Stout. It

tells a deeply interesting "human story. The
reason for the Queen's interest is that half of

the proceeds will go to " Women's Service."

The three leading roles are carried by Unity

Moore, Phyllis Villiers and Mary Dibley. and
the two former play in the Clarence House
garden scene with the royal ladies.

Unity Moore recently married a cousin of

the English commander-in-chief, Sir Douglas
Haig, and is well known both on stage and
ecreen. Phyllis Villiers is making her first

appearance as a screen player, but is going to

be one of the leading English stars in filmdom.

She toured America for two years with Frank
Benson's company. The producer is Percy

Nash, assisted hy Fred Durrant, and the

photography is by J. C. Lee Mason.' It is

being released by T. H. Davison.

A Timely Photo-Play.
' INSIDE the Lines," down for release by
* Granger's a month hence, will eome

none too soon to be almost of the

nature of a topical play. It shows, as King
tieorge recently said, the Navy as Britain's

sore and safe arm. A great stage success, its

moral is one that can never be told too often.

Around it, a love story with Marguerite Clayton
and Lewis S. Stone as stars is wo\en.

Henry Ainley's Advice to Screen Actors.

SPEAKING at a showing of " Qiiinney's,
"

now placed on the screen, bj- Samnelson,
Henry Ainley, who made the part on

screen and stage, has given good advice to

prospective cinema stars. The actor who
desires fame, must either choose the camera
or the footlights, the strain in following botli

is too great for the best work. '" Quinneys"
"

is being controlled by Grangers.

A Delightful Film Coming.

MAKING a photo-play from Katherine
Haviland Taylor's novel, " Cecilia of

the Pink Roses," was not the easiest

job in the world. A charming little story,

wistful in its delightful simplicity, it is a

talc of the child of the tenements who, through
the newly acquired fortunes of her bricklayer

father, realises her dead mother's dream that

she may become a " lady and have a bonnet
with pink roses on it."

Miss Marion Davies is the Select Picture

star who portrays this wistful, appealing little

heroine, who is almost spiritual in her eager-

ness to turn her wayward brother's footsteps

into righteous paths, and, in her loyalty to her

cruel old dad, reveals abilities hitherto unsus-

pected, abilities which should place her in the

first ranks of favourites on the screen.

You can see her portrait on our Gossip page
this week.

PHYLLIS MONKMAN and JACK BUCHANAN
in "Her Heritage''—a coming Ward film.

WHEN THEY COME TO YOUR PIC-
TURE HOUSE YOU MUST NOT MISS
SEEING-

The Lee Kiddies, combining the parts ot
charming etiiklren and spy-catchers, in *'Two
Wild Irish Poses "{Fox).

MARGifERiTE Clark, taming three men
instead of bears, in " Three Men and a Girl," an
C^oldiclocks {Players-Jyisky).

V'iRGiNiA Pear-sox, shooting herself, in

'The Liar" {Fox).

Ethel Clayton, as the pretty daughter of an
old " crook." in The Girl Who Came Back "

{FktyersLasl-y).

Peggy HyLand in a most appealing story
of Scottish life, " Bomiie Annie Laurie

"

(Fox).

Wm. S. Hart, as a Half-Indian tribesman,
in "The Captive God" {Triangle).

Theda Bap.a, a.s a young and pretty nurse,
in ' When a Woman Sins " (Fox).

F.lsie Ferguso.v, fighting the drink habit,

in " The Danger Mark " (Pluycrs-Lasky).

Mutt and .Jeff, taking a shot at theKa.iser,

the Crown Prince, and others of that ilk in

convict garb, in Round the World in Nin«
Minutes" (Far).

Will Rogers, a.'* an escaped convict, m
"Laughing Bill Hyde," who risks being ro

taken rather than desert a dying pal. (SloU.)

Bill Parsons as a contented bachelor
when he suddenly yearns for married life.

How he tries to get there will give you ono
continual laugh in "Matching Billy." {StoU.)

ETHEL CLAYTON in a striking scene from the coming Famous Players' film, " The Girl Who Came
Back."

Harry Morey and Betty Blythe in "A
Game With Fate," a fine "mystery" drama
with strong, exciting situations and a lovc»

story rnnning through it. (Vit^agraph).

Constan-ce Talmadge, with a burglir, in ,

"A Pair of Silk Stockings." (Gaumont.^
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Equine actors in

Famous Film

Dramas with
their Charm-
ing Owners.

All these pictures

can be seen to-

day on the screen.

PEGGY HYLAND in a scene in "Other Men's Daughters."

GLADYS BROCKWELL in " Her Temptation." You can see VIRGINIA PEARSON with this horse in " The Liar."

When you sec those wonderful riders of the plains depicted so often in screcm and dramas, think sometimes of the horses they ride.Daring and wonderful as the women riders are. the camera, man would otten have to sto « turning the handle of the movie machine were it
not tor tne intelligence otthe horses these saddle stars ride. Those who know the affection betweeni rider aimdl steed will understand

that these actors are happy horses.
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REMEMBER this when you see " Sunny-
Bide," which, as I told you last week,
is a Charlie t'haplin photo-play, iu

which Charlie has created a new part—
something: qiiit© different to the character
known as the Charlie Chaplin part. In
this play there is an incident where Charlie
13 upset by a squealing' pig running be-

tween his legs. This scene was taken four
times before it gained the approval of the
directors.

A Chapter of Accidents.
*' C'-'^^'^^ P'o o'^'' outside the focus of

r the camera," said Charlie; " then
I did; then we both did. And

then, the camera got temperamental, aud
the film buckled." " Sunnyside " is the
nest million dollar photo-play we shall see

Charlie in.

The Interfering Psirrot.

TEDDY, Eoscoe Arbuckle's dog, is

very much disgusted with life these

days. Thi.5 is due to the fact that a
parrot has come to work in the studio, and
vou know what a parrot can do. She has
learned to imitate Teddy's trainer, and
when Teddy is peacefully sleeping between
ecenes a long, shrill whistle will bring him
to his feet with a bound. It is his master's
signal. Teddy flies through the studio iu

that direction, only to bo shouted at

:

" Get away I Get away with you. silly!"

Teddy is saving something up for that
parrot.

A Well-Paid Part.

BY the way, that reminds me. Do you
know that " Fatty " Arbuc'kle
t'Ugaged Luke, the dos-actor, to

star " with him for fifty bones a week?

A Question for Stage Aspirant*.
'* lA/HAT would you do \i yoTi were siip-W posed to be killed by lightning m

a play, and the lightning refused
to bolt?" This is not a riddle, but a real
question asked by Walter Catlett.

This occurred when I was taking the
part of a Court Jester in ' The Palace of the
King,' " he said. " Not ou the screen but
ou the stage."

Presence of Mind.
"I WAS to walk over to a window and,

i following the flash of lightning, drop
dead. Bxit on this particular even-

ing the electrician wa,s nowhere to be seen.
I waited as long as I dared, and then, when
tTie action of the play was threatened with
disaster, I reached in desperation for a
f.word fastened to the wall above my head.
I simply had to die to save the scene, and I

decided that if the stage lightning was not
on the job, the next best thing would be to

appear to kill myself, even though it

violated all the rules of situation."

How -He Died.
'' 1~> UT the disaster I caused wae even
LJ greater than the failure of the

lightning flash to fl«sh. You scr.

THE ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF.
' Mutt and Jeff Receive a Shock.

'lifts Voui«.ijw<s(k

IT 1% fMt««^\l«t.« FOM.

•ffOO Une ^Nft JVKC,

MR BUDD FISHEK, the

creatorof " Mutt and Jeff."

has every right to the

claim ol the world's most

popular cartoonist. For
years his drawings have

made millions iaogh in

America. To-day. through

the medium of the cinema,

he Is almost as well known
in England as in the States.

He is the Charlie Chaplin

of cartoonists.

The above picliires are
liiketi from (he film by
permission of the Fox
film Vomva»y.

WINKLE in " Winkle Stays the Course." {Palhe.)

I am very near-sighted, and that prevented
me from seeing clearly that the sword I

grabbed was only a paper decoration. You
can imagine how horrified I was when half
the wall seemed to became detached. I was
buried under an avalanche of papier-macli''
armour. But it gave me an excuse to die,

and I seized upon it, you may be sure."

When I Wanted To Be Rude.

I
SAT in front of a man at the pictures
the other day and tried to witne_r hiru
with a look; but, of course, picture

palaces are dark, and he did not see me. I
was alone, and he had a friend with him, or
I should have asked him to hold his tongue.
He irritated me so. But perhaps you hav>'
met him. He just loves to read the titles

out loud. Apparently he has just learned
to read, or else he thinks others are not
as gifted as himself, so he announces care-
fully, in a voice that carries over the
musical accompaniment, each word of every
title or wording as it is flashed on the
screen.

If by any chance the wording stays long
enough, he will read it through twice.

" ' John asks the question, and Mary
nods her head.' See that, Pat?

' Mary nods her head.' - A nod's a.s

good as a wink to a blind horse—eh? Ha,
ha !

" The fatal letter arrives.' Now for it,

Pat ! We'll see how she can get out of thi.M

" ' John returns homo unexpectedly '

Oh, look, Pat, he's got a revolver! Look'
See? He's pulling it out!
" ' Irf)ve's old sweet song !' Doesn't that

remind yon of the day you sang that, and
1 played for you, when we were at the
Browns', and yoxi

"

And so on aud on, till the only thing h>
do is to either change yoiir .seat, or grin
aud bear it.

Rather Smart.

BUT sometimes one does hear amusing
little bits of chance conversation, par
ticularly from the schoolboy patron wln>

likes to exerc:.se his critical faculty where th i

lectures are concerned. Two boy.s were leav
iug the theatre just behind me when ono
remarked to the other: "Do you Imow tli.-

difference between the man who photographe d
those pictures and ourselves V " But the other
one thought the difference was too big to even
think about. " W^ell, we've scon the film, and
the photograplier filmed the scene," wa.s tlm
explanation. . -
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A SPLENDID COMPLETE STORY TELLING OF A WOMAN'S CHANGED NATURE.

NORMA TALMADGE as De Luxe Annie.

DE LUXE ANNIE!"
The words fell involuntarily

from the lips of the house detec-

tive at Harridge's Stores, as he watched
from his hidden point of observation the

great crowd of eager shoppers which
surged through the main hall of the vast

store building.
" De Luxe Annie?" repeated his woman

assistant, who stood by his side also watch-
ing. " Who may she be?"
" See the tall, graceful woman by the

fourth pillar—the woman with the rich

furs? See how the men turn round for

a second look at her? That's De Luxe
Annie, one of the most cunning criminals

in all the world !"

" I'd better go down and keep an eye on
her," suggested the woman detective.

The lip of the more experienced watcher
curled with a touch of scorn.
" Save yourself the trouble," he laughed.

" Annie is here on pleasure, not on busi-

ness. She stoops to no small games like

shoplifting or picking pockets. Why, Annie
clears three thousand pounds a year, and
the police cannot lay their hands on her!"
" But how?" asked his puzzled assistant.

" From here she looks like a lady—the real

thing, I mean—and her face is the face of

a good woman."
" De Luxe Annie," replied her mentor,

-in the didactic tone of a schoolmaster,
•'" works a little "confidence game with
elderly married men, rich, and the fathers
of large families. She sells them edition.s

de luxe, and then makes their cheques
grow by adding a nought or so. There is

always some circumstance about the trans-
action which makes them prefer to stand

the loss rather than take criminal proceed-
ings. That is why Silky Anu can afford to
come here and pay cash for what she wants
—and that's no small matter, either."
"Lookl" inteiTupted his assistant

breathlessly. " Look at her now ! Her face
is as cunning as that of a devil ! Oh, see !"

As she spoke, the two watchers saw the
object of their attention stumble against
a stout, overdressed woman, and then slip

away and lose herself in the crowd. At the

same time the stout woman raised a loud
cry of ' Stop thief!" while the two detec-

tives burst from their hiding-place and ran
swiftly down the stairs

" A diamond brooch!" the stout woman
was wailing. " A brooch worth two hun-
dred pounds at least ! She snatched it from
me, and just melted into the crowd !"

"Come into my office, madam. " insisted

the detective, and, with the prompt aid of

his assistant, quickly separated the victim
from the curious crowd.

"It's ilrs. Cronin, isn't it?" he asked.
" I was once a colleague of your husband
at Scotland Yard.''
' For the love of Heaven, then," implored

the woman, "don't tell him about this!

That brooch was part of a haul he made
last night, when he raided the house of a
big ' fence,' and he was holding it for

identification. I thought there would be
no harm in wearing it, but he'll never for-

give me if I do not bring it back !"

" Be easy, Mrs. Cronin," reassured the
detective. " Cronin will thank you for to-

day's work>* He's been waiting for two
years to catch De Luxe Annie with the

goods, and this accident gives him the

chance. I'll telephone him at once."
But before he could ring Detective

Cronin on the telephone, Annie was doing a

bit of 'phouing on her own account. Her
last backward glance as she sped from
Harridge's had shown her the two detec-

tives rushing from their observation post.

Raging at the sudden impulse which had
made her indulge in so reckless an adven-
ture—an impulse she was as unable to com-
prehend as she had been to resist it—she
was clear enough iVi her mind to realise

that she must get out of town at once,

and that she could not return to her flat,

which was known to the police.

Her swift call to the flat was answered
by Jimmy Fitzpatrick, her tutor and accom-
plice in the series of swindles the pair had
found so lucrative. In a few succinct sen-
tences she conveyed to him the nature and
extent of her danger.
" We must leave town within the hour,"

she decided.
" No ready money," objected .Tiniiny.
" I've enough to take us to Birming-

ham," she answered. " There's no time for
the bank, and it's dangerous. Bring the
little bag with the books."
" Train in seven minutes," announced

Annie, as Fitzpatrick greeted her at the
station. " I've got the tickets, (^ome on."
At the barrier the ticket-collector

inspected the tickets she held out, and
raised a restraining arm. •

" Train to River View from platform
nine," he said curtlj'.

" But we are going to Birmingham,"
answered Annie sweetly.

" Perhaps that is why you hare ticket-s

for River View?" objected the man.
Jimmy was about to argue with him, but

Annie pulled his sleeve and said dci isively :

" (,'omc along !"

The two walked quietly to platform nine,
and as they walked De Luxe Annie mur-
mured :

" Did you see the plain-clothes man
watching us?"
"Yes," said the man. " He could not

have been after you, for he did nothing.
Besides, it is too soon yet."
Annie nodded abstractedly, and the pair

of swindlers took their place in the train,
which was just about to depart.
" Why did the ticket clerk give me these,

instead of tickets fo^ Birmingham?'' she
asked. " Do you know, Jimmy. I believe I

really asked for River Vievc. Whv should
I do that?"
The man's shifty eyes fell
" How should I know?" he growled.

" What's the use of going there, anyhow?
It's a dead place—not three thousand
people there all told, and most of those
have forgotten they are alive !"

" We'll go," said Anne decidedly. " Per-
haps it's luck. We'll follow it, anyway."
In the meantime. Detective Cronin,

advised of his wife's loss, and of the chance
to lay De Luxe Annie by the heels at last,

had swooped upon Annie's flat, only to find

the birds flown. He scoured the town for

the two swindlers, availing himself of all

the generous resources at his disposal. But
no success came his way until late in the
afternoon, when a young officer who had
been watching at the railway-station for
some hours returned to report.
As soon as he heard of the search for De

Luxe Annie, he recounted what he had seen
and heard at the railway-station.
" They tried to get to Birmingham," he

concluded, " but when I lost sight of them
they seemed to be heading for the place to
which they had tickets—River View the
collector said it was."
"What a dog-hole!" grumbled Jimmy

Fitzpatrick. as Annie and he walked
briskly up the main street of River View.
The place was in the grip of a hard frost,

and in the misty foreground stretched a
long expanse of smooth, unbroken ice.

De Luxe Annie knit her brow with a
puzzled air.

" It seems familiar, somehow," she said.
" And it looks good to me."
" Good to get out of !" answered the male

swindler. " Though how we are going to
manage it I don't know. They are gaping
at us from every window. The whole town
will know we are here in two hours!"
"We must get a car," decided Annie.

" and we must get money first. There's
the biggest place in the town—Cyrus Mon-
roe's. Cyrus Monroe pays for everything,
Jimmy. Give me the books, while you go
«nd wait at the hotel."
Five minutes later, Cyrus Monroe, a pom-

pous, elderly citizen—the great man of
River View—was listening to the merits of
a new publication entitled " Men Who
Won the War," in which, it appeared from
the story related by De Luxe Annie, he was
to find a prominent place.
Ten minutes later he had told her a.s

much about himself as he had confided to
anybody for ten years. Annie Avas particu-
larly interestod in his hobby of breeding
bloodhounds, and a.ssured him that his por-
trait, with his two champion hounds, would
appear i)rominently in the de luxe edition
of the famous work, a subscription for
which would cost him only seven pounds

—

When Annie left Cyrus Monroe, she had
his cheque for seven pounds: and before
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she entereii the littie t-oruer iKuik of liivcr

View tihe h.id added the two letters* ttnd

the single uumeral whif-h " euabled her to

cash it ;i,s a c'hefjiie for ^£70.

She returned in triuinph to the hotel,

when the r.ittle of a swiftly travelling car
Bounded ill tlie quiet street. Auuie inspected
it from a ^afe place by the window, and
saw it pull up bef-ore Cyrus MonroeV store.

Then ehe saw Detective C'ronin alight.
". They're after u.i, Jinirny," she said

calmly. " We have ten seconds to get out."
Without a word the man rose and fol-

lowed 'her lead. Annie's beautiful face was
distorted by the look of fiendish cunning
the woman detective had noticed in Har-
ridge's Store; but there was no tremor

,

noticeable in her hands as she walked
coolly through the hotel and out of the
back door. By the stretch of smooth ice she
noticed a little boathouse, and into this she
clipped, Jimmy following her.

The place u'as built over the water, and
in addition to the boat it sheltered, con-
tained a litter of .miscellaneous articles,

jtmong which Annie's quick eye noticed
some pairs of skates.
" As soon as it gets a little darker we

must slip away," answered De Luxe Annie.
Dusk was falling, and the pair were making
lip their minds to move, when a new sound
came from the town street—the deep bay-
ing of dogs.
" Old Monroe's bloodhounds !" exclaimed

De L\ixe Annie, aghast.
"Then we are done for!" retorted Fit/.-

patrick, with the calm of despair.
Annie's answer was swiftly to rummage

two pairs of skates from the corner.

"Put them on, quickly!" she ordered.
" Toil can skate, can't your"
" What's the use?" sullenly demanded

the man. " The dogs will catch us, any-
iow."

" Don't you know," she replied curtly,
tugging at the strap of her skates, " that
bloodhounds cannot follow the scent of a

person on skates? Quick, Jimmy!"
The two adventurers were on the ice just

in time, for the baying of the hounds was
sounding nearer and nearer to them.
" There's no hurry," said Annie, as they

skated off into the growing dusk. They
•cannot make our pace, and they cannot
follow our scent."
Both statements proved true, for soon the

alarming clamour died away, and the i>air

were skating alone through the darkness.
When they did stop at last, it was De

Luxe Annie who supplied the initiative.

She turned without a word toward the
bank, steering for one of the many little

boathouses which jutted over the sheet of

water.-
" There'.s a house up here where we can

get food and shelter," she announced.
" How do you know that? ' demanded the

puzzled Jimmy.
" I don't know," she answered un-

certainly. " But it is so," she continued.

Confidently she led the way through the
pitch darkness, and brought her companion
to a large house, which stood, dark and
.'ipparently untenanted, amid a grove of
elm-trees. Annie did not trouble about the
door.s, but made straight for a window at
the side of the house, which, like all the
other windows ou the ground floor, was
heavily shuttered. With the runner of her
skate she prized the shutter a.side, reraark-

"'ihls is the only window in the jilace

without a catch
."

And, in proof of her strange .statement,
she throw the window open with no more
trouble. Jimmy follotvcd her through the
o))en window into the empty house, nim-ing
like a mar. in a trance, ,so bewildered wa.s
he by her at range knowledge.
With the same uncanny precision she

made h<?r wa? about thft dark house, found

matche.s and fuel, and lit a bun/) and .'t

fire. She also found materiiils for a sub-
stantial meal, even unearthing a bottle of
wine from a secret recess. Her manner
was so strange that her companion regarded
her with silent ami:zeraent, eating and
drinking what was set before him.
When their meal was finished, Annie took

the lamp and set about exploring the house.
Jimmy followed her to a better living-room,
and found her lost in contemplation of the
portrait of a man which hung ou the wall.

It is Walter," she murmured to herself
Walter Kendal."
How do you know?" again demanded

Jimmy. " Who is Walter Kendal, and
what ha.s he to do with you?"

" I don't know," said Annie, in her far-
away voice; and then her eye rested on
another photograph—that of a sweet young
woman, with a beautiful face eloquent of
transparent goodness. Against her side
nestled a charming little girl of eight
years, obviously her daughter.
Annie picked the jihotograph up, and

looked at it long and wistfully. As she
gazed, the evil, cunning look left her face,
and a new expression took its place—an
expression which made Jimmy start for-
ward with an exclamation of surprise. For
the face of the new De Luxe Annie and the
face of the beautiful young woman of the
photograph were one and the same.

In his distorted mind blank surprise
quickly made way for suspicion. He sprang
forward with a rough oath, catching Annie
by the wrist, while he angrily demanded :

What does this mean? What is your
game, Annie? If this means a double-
cross, you shall not

"

" Hands up !"

The voice of Detective Cronin cut across
his threat as sharp as the crack of a whip.
The two swindlers turned, and faced a little

group of men in the doorway.
In addition to the detective there were

Cyrus Monroe, tiie old merchant whoAi
Annie had defrauded at Eiver View; a

grey hairod man with * kindly face, v/h';rr)

Annie remembered having seen as fthe^ wm
making her way to tJiie bank to casli Cyrus
Monroe's cheque, and a thirtl man, whom
she at once recognised as the man whoK<;

photograph hung upon the wall—the man
whom, for some unknown reason, .s>he ha'l

at once named Walter Kendal. It was thi;*

man who spoke first.
" Julie!" he cried, coming forward ini.

pulsively with outstretched hands. " Juli*-
'

Don't you know me?"
" My name isn't Julie," said Annie.
As she spoke, the fold of her jacket f»'ll

back, and disclosed the stolen brooch, thu'

cau-se of alb De Luxe Annie's troubles,
pinned inside the lapel.

Kendal stared at it in amazement.
" Your brooch, Julie I" he cried. ' How-

ever did you get your brooch back.''"

Then all the evil cunning came back in-

to the face of De Luxe Annie. Trying to

trap her, were they? Very well !

" I don't know what you are talking
about," she said suavely. '• You are mis-
taking me for somebody else."
* It is no use!" groaned Kendal to hi.*

companions. " She is just as bad as ever
she was !"

At that the detective beckoned Jimmy
Fitzpatrick into another room, and the
other men followed. As he left the room,
Cronin locked the door.
" The house is well watched," he said to

Annie before he did so. " You needn't try
to get away."
' Fitzpatrick," he said, when the men

were together, there is one chance for yon
to get clear of this, and one chance only
Tell these gentlemen the full truth—and
nothing but the truth—about your ac-

quaintance with De Luxe Annie."
" It doesn't take much telling," said

Jimmy sullenly. " I saw her first about s'ik

months ago, when I was staying at a cheap
boarding-house. I caught her in my room,
if you want to know, and she was going
through my things, and helping herself to

Fril De lAtxe Annk and enter Waaler JKendal's wiff.
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FALLING" STARS.
Why the Cinema Acrobat can Fall Down Stairs as Easily as You

can Walk Down.

BILLY MERSON in "Billy Strikes Oil." (aiobc.)

What, she -(v.nited. Wo settled that bit of

trouble by eiiferiug into a partnership."
• B^it how did you come here to-dayr"
Simmy then i-olated the story of the sud-

ilen theft of the brooch, th« strange mii--

take about the railway-tickets, and all the

other mysterious incidents which had pre-

ceded their capture in the empty house.

When he had concluded, Kendal and his

companion nodded.
" It all fits," said the kindly, grey-haired

man, whom Cronin addressed as Dr. 'Niblo.
" Now listen, Fitzpatrick, for there is

something you must do lor us if you want
to keep out of gaol.
' Six months ago the young wife of Mr.

Kendal here was set upon near the riverside

by somebody, who struck her a severe blow
on the head from behind, and robbed hei-

of a brooch—the brooch which has made all

this trouble for you. She returned to her

home—the house in which wo are now sit-

ting—a woman changed in nature and
appearance. The blow had perverted her

mind, and changed her disposition. She
had uncontrollable impulses toward evil.

I alitended her in her illness, and had
decided that an operation would restore her

to her real self, indeed, Mr. Kendal and 1

had made all arrangements for having the

operation performed, when Mrs. Kendal
disappeared. That was six months ago."

' Thou De Luxe .Vnnie is Mrs. Kendal !"

cried Jimmy.
The doctor nodded.
Observe," he said, with an air of

addressing an audience. " Observe the

chain of events which brings her back to

her husband. She sees the brooch which
once was hers, and gives way to an irresis-

tible impulse to snatch it. She decides to

take .'-efuge by flight to Birmingham, bnt

some old association impels her to buy
tickets to River View, the town where she

was borji and brought up.
• It's wonderful !" breathed Jimmy.
" The power of old association led her to

break into her old ihomo by the easiest

way," continued the doctor, " but there the

influence ends. And there, Fitzpatrick, is

where yoii must help us. Your influence is

strong with her, because it is an evil

influence. You must persuade her tQ under-

go the opera'tion which should have been
performed six mouths ago."

•' I'll do what I can," promised .Jimmy.

The Past Recalled.

TIIEEE days later a sweet-faced womnn.
her head swathed in bandages, awoke
in a bed iu the best room of the same

house, when her gaze fell upon two well-

remembered faces.
" Walter," she asked, " what are you

;ind the doctor talking about? Am I ill,

and have I been ill for long?"
'Julie, my darling!" cried Kendal,

while happy tears streamed down his

cheeks. " At last—at last!"
'Ask her what is the last thing slic re-

members," whisi)ered the doctor.
- " You have been ill for a long time,"
said her husband tenderly. " What is the
last thing you remember?"

" Why," said Julie, in a weak voice, " it

—it—it was the man who snatched my
brooch, and struck me on the head. Where
is Janet?"
By way of answer the litlle girl of the

photograph burst into the room, and
jicstled by' the side of her happy mother.

It remains only to lecord the opinion of

Jimmy Fitzpatrick, expressed as he
travelled back to London, after a stern
interview with Detective Cronin.

" Well," lie soliloquised, " that's the last

of Dc Luxe -\nnio. .\nd a pietty good end
of it she made."

[
Adtiplcd from incidnnls in the film Mrsion of
" .l>r -Luxfi Annie," fml.urhi{j NORMA J'AL-
MA J)'! /'J, hf/ pfrmiasiori nf (Iniitnonl Film Cc).

IF you are a regular cinema patron, you
must often have wondered how some
of the actors think nothing of falling

down a long flight of stairs, or tumbling
backwards through a window, not to speak
of more terrible falls.

Of course, when an actor " falls " from
the roof of a ten-storeyed building to tht;

ground beneath he doe^>n't fall at all—at

least, not that distance. There are many
devices to get these thrilling feats realistic

without danger to the actor, such as havi)ig

a net underneath him, or -.ubstituting a

dummv bodv at the psvchnlogical moment
of the' fall.

"

This article deals only with the way
acrobatic actors of the screen do really fall

from dangerous heights without injury.

The Art of Falling.

It is sSid that only three persons can fall

without hurting themselves—a baby, a
diunken man, and an acrobat. There is

certainly truth in this statement, and the

explanation is that all three fall naturally.

That is to say, Ihey do not attempt to

recover their balance while in the act of

falling. Of course, men under the influence

of liquor, and also babies, have frllen with
serious and often fatal results, but in these

cases it will generally be found that the

victim has struck soniethi.ng unluckily,

such as the kerb, or the edge of a fender.

On the other ha"iid, anyone who has closely

observed the falls of liabios and the num-
ber of times they fall will agree that it is

little short of marvellous how they escape

serious injuries from these accidents.

The difference lietween a baby and an
acfobat is that the former just falls

naturally, while the. latter trains himself
to fall naturally. There are two chief ways
of falling, from the aci-obat's standpoint.
Supposing an acrobat slipped while stand-
ing on a high pedestal. If his body
remained vertical he would land on his

feet, and at the exact moment of contact
with the ground lie would take care thi\t

he alighted on hi.s toes, and bent his knees,

thus le--oni)ig the jar of the faJl.

If a fall occurred, say, while turning in

the air to catch a trapeze bar, the acrobat
would fall on the back of his shoulders,
taki/ig care to keep his head from striking
the ground. Even from a great height,
such a fall, taken by a well-trained acro-
bat, would probably .not result in any
.serious injury. The explanation in this
case is that between the back of the shoul-
ders and the breast is the great chest
cavity filled with air, which acts as a
break to the fall very much in the same
way as would a pneumatic pillow or au air
cushion.
There are, of course, artificial means of

minimising the effects of falls. Chief
among the>e is a hair pad, which is placed
at the bottom of the s))iue. 'J'his prevents
that jar to the backbone which, might
otherwise cause paralysis.
Some acrobats also use padded guards

for the elbows and knees, bnt mostly they
rely on the hair pad and their own
agility.

The Real Acrobat is Born.
But a real acrobat is born. He mu^j

have a natural gift, and this gift is per-
fected by a course of training which
begins at a very early age. In many cases
it is in the family. This is notably the case
iu the Lui)ino family. Barry Lupino, Mark
Lupino, and Stanley Lupino can all fall .as

easily and gracefully as they can dance.
Their father, the old Drury Lane clown,

was a great stage acrobat, and not many
months ago was still playing in- a music-
hall sketch which called for considerable
agility.

Billy Merlon, vrhose falls on the stage
and while playing in the pictures are a
source of endless delightj was once a circu.s

performer, which ex])Iains why he can fall

downstairs as easily as he can walk down.
But all people who fall on the film are

always in strict training. They are iu
perfect condition, their muscles supple
and strong, and their joints loose. They
have been falling all thoir lives, but are
by no means f.illen stars.
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"MY TREASURES."
Screen Stars Tell of Their Dearest Possessions.

ft

FILM stars, like kings, and other wealthy
folk, can buy practically all they wisli

of this world's goods. Yet it ii-siially

happens that, amid all their costly possessions,

there is one thing, sometimes of no great
intrinsic value, that they especially prize on
account of its quaintness, may be, ororiginahty
or sentimental interest.

Souvenirs of the War.
VIOLET HOP.SON, the famous British film

star, and perhaps the hest-dressed

woman on our screen, numbers a cat's-

eye- ring among her greatest treasures.

It was brought her from (<allipoli by hor
brother, and is composed of a liilge stone,

dropped carelessly, as it were, into a crude
claw setting in a brass band. This ring has
a history—but let Miss Hopson tell the- story.

To record it," .she says, '" 1 must go back
to the time of that wonderful landing in

(iaUipoli, when our brave colonial boys had
met with a little success.

" My brother was detailed with his men
to bury the dead.

" It was a perfect, moonless night, and, as
they were returning from their gruesome task,

something gleaming—like a tiny glowworm

—

attracted their attention. On reaching the
object, my brother discovered this ring, which
W£is still encircling a dead Turk's finger.

"Against the rules it may have been, but
my brother was so struck with his find that

lie .secured it, and, carefully wrapping it iii

his handkerchief, brought it home to me.
' I shall keep it as a sacred memento of

the landing in tiaUipoli. I shc>uld hke to havo
the beautiful cat's-eye reset, but this would
destroy its fascination, so I think it; better to

preserve it just as it is."

Most of us know the beautiful cafs-oye tliat

has been described as a drop of water with a
light imprisoned in it, as that is the impression
it gives one by the shining streak right across
the centre of it. It is supposed to have the
1 lystical power of preventing night terrors in

children if worn round the neck.

Historical Treasures.

VALUED above a lot of Fanny Ward's
many possessions is a treasure at once
costly and liistorical. This is a won-

GERALDINE FARRAR S greatest treasure is a
slipper cabinet.

ViOLET HOPSON values a ca-: ,-ey-; i-ug

derful bed, upon which Najioleon often slept.

It belonged to the Empress Josephine, and
its present owner purchased it in Paris for
75,000 francs.

Another historical souvenir—though in thm
ca.?e a thealrifalli/ historic one—is owned by
Nina Oldficld, a stage favourite, who has
recently finished her work in her first photo-
play, a (Jeorge Robey film. The souvenir
in question is a beautiful old-fashioned emerald
ring, whicli was worn by the famous eighteenth
rentury actress, Nance Oldfield, at Drury
Lane Theatre, in 1704, in " The Careless
Husband." Nance Oldfield was Nina's
fceventh great aunt—(yes ; it sounds a bit,

complicated, doesn't it '!)—and the ancient
ring, handed down from generation to genera-
tion, -is to-day proudly treasured and worn by
its present young owner.

Virginia Pearson's Brooches.

VIRGINIA PEARSON has two brooches
which she values highly, not only for

their intrinsic value, but for their

psychic powers as well. One brooch has been
in her family for three hundred years. iShe.

has always worn it when acting in the spoken
or silent drama. The other was given her by
Bert Reiss, the celebrated psychic. It camt^

from italv, and is over two hundred years
old. *

.

" From Yout Admirer."

EARLE WILLIAMS, one of the mast
debonair and popular heroes of tlio

silver sheet, greatly prizes a present

from an admirer—the most costly gift ever
sent him by a stranger. It is a monograme/l
cigarette-case of hammered silver, gold-lined

Wilhams seldom- smokes cigarettes,, except,

when his roles demand it. This case has often

been used in his pictures, so watch out for it

next time you .see him in a film !

One of the greatest treasures of Gcratdinc
Farrar, the world-famous prima donna and
film star, is the slipper cabinet in her boudoir.

It is a silent history of her wonderful career.

Many are the exquisite pairs of foot-gear it

contains, and each " could tell a tale
"—a tale

of triumph.

The famous female impersonator, both on
stage and screen, JuHan Ettinge, has tb<i

home and posse-ssions of a milhonaire—whicli,

indeed, he is

—

\mt one of the greatest "apples
of his eye " is a v.aluable collection of wit.<)

graphed photographs of hundreds of cele-

brities, from royalty to stage and screen. In

the years to t ome, such a collection, in which
crowned heads so largely figure, sViould bo
well-nigh priceless.
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THE LOVE OF LITTLE DOGS.
Care of Pet Dogs—A Cup of Tea—A Word About Muzzles,

MAE MARSH with her Peke.

THE love of little dogs lias always been a
trait o£ the English girl. It is a lovable
trait, and nobody need be ashamed of

it. For it is a great mistake to speak of " wasting
love " on the little creatures that love you ; the
lieart that can gpare .some love for a little doggie
is capable of expansion. So we will make
no apology for loving and doing well by our
house pets ; I would just say this, however

:

If you are not prepared to give them their share
of kindness and proper care and attention,

Robert Harrox in " An Old-fashioned
Young Man." (Trianylf.)

A thrilling romance of large-lioarted i harity
and' small-minded malice, in which a modem
and political knight-errant cleared a woman's
fair name—later discovering her to be his own
mother—and won for himself a beautiful wife.

Norma Talmadge in " De Luxe Annie."
{Gaumdnt.)

The vibrant Talmadge personality is hero
demonstrated to advantage in a lieroine who
is the wife of a criminal lawyer, and yet be-

comes a crook herself. Eventually, however,
returning to her husband and child.

" With the Kandy Elephants." (G'aumoiil.)

One of the greatest things the cinema has
done has been to show u.s all parts of the
world—fiom ' an armchair. Here is an
" interest picture "—but not so as you'd know
it—for it is from that master of scenic and
" sercenic " travel pictures, Burton Holmes,
whose series of fascinating peeps into British
(Jolonies you should look out for.

sometimes at the sa>^rifioing of some other whim
of the moment, don't go m for dogs.

But that docs not mean that he must bo
pampered, especially R-' regards his diet ; it is

fatally easy to get the little dogs into a saucy,
greedy way of feeding, which ruins their figures

and tempers, and makes them into cross, nervous
valetudinarians instead of normal, happy,
healthy members of society.

Let his meals be three in nvunbe.r, moderate in

quantity, and regular, modelled in fact on the
nursery meals. A little Quaker oats, with milk,
is an ideal breakfast ; plain water biscuits are
better than dog biscuits ; for dinner a little meat
from your own plate—you won't grudge it. if

you love the little man—with vegetables and
yravy ; or fish or anything that is going. But
he likes it daintily served. Let him have his

own plate, and have it washed up with the rest.

Don't mix two meals together. He will like

a little rice-pudding, too. And he loves his

afternoon tea. A cup of tea is as good as a
dose of medicine for any dog ; but don"t
indulge Master Poke's sweet tooth at the tea-

table. If you let his wai.st measure slip down,
you will ruin his chief beaut}% the graceful curve
of his body. He loves a little pleasing ceremony
over his meals. Teach him to get out his table-

cloth ; it may be yesterday's pa|>er, alwa.ys put
in the same place. Do not overfeed, and do
not be overanxious and in too big a hurry to
give medicine. If he is off his feed, let him fast

for a day, ajid take him for a good run
; always

take away a meal if he seems disinclined for

it, and do not tempt him to eat with dainties.

Ho will come up smiling to the next meal.

The Importance of Exercise.

NEXT in importance to diet is exercise.

Of course, the I'eke is quite a different

matter to exercise from the sturdier
kinds. If you want to see your pet again,
don't turn him out to nm alone. The dog-
thief credits the Pekinese with a money-value
that not every specimen possesses, and snaps
him up very readily. Take him for a .short vim
before breakfast, and in the evening ; once or
twice round a square is enough. He must wear
a light breast-harness, as a nerk collar would
spoil his coat, and also his figure is not suited to
Mear one : and he should run on a lea^li when he
is among trafiic. unless you have him perfectly
trained. There is no need to whip him ; indeed,
it is sheer cruelty to do so, in training him ;

a disapproving tap and a cross word is quite
enough, for he is ultra-sensitive.

If the weather is unsuitable for him to be out
of doors—and wet and mud are very bad for him

—

let him play indoors with a ball : and his ball

should be hard enough to give his teeth some
work, not a soft india-rubber one. Otherwi.^e

Douglas Fauibanks in "Mp. I'ix It."

(Artcrafl.)

Dealing with the nnstardiing of a slilf-

necked- family of aristocrats by transplanting
into its midst a small horde of waifs. Hut the
great thing is the ever-popular and daring
Houg., with the inimitable Fairbanks.

Virginia Pearson in "The Liar."' (For.)
The drama of a terrible .shadow on a baby's

name dispelled by a mother's loyc.

Carot. HotLOWAY in "The Wimiiug of I he
Mocking Bird. {Vikiiiroph.)

A delightful comedy of love and nir.ny

thrills, in which a rollicking cowboy abducts
Lucinda, (iildersleevc, the " Mocking Bird of
Arizona," is sentenced to be hanged, but at the
last minute is saved by the girl herself, who
has Icai-nt- to love the tempestuous young
scapegrace.

"The Sinking of the Liisitania." {Trans-
nllnntic)

An autlientic picture.of the sailing, tor|i«do-
ing, and .sinking of the groat ship - a )in}(3

which shoi kcd the whole of humanity.

he should find plenty of exercise for his size in

lording it about the house, trotting from room
to room, following his mistress about her honio
duties, and accompanying her on fine days on
walks and visits. But never omit the )iecessary

twice-a-day rini out for pui-jioses of cleanliness,

for without it he cannot be well and healthy.
In the country, he comes out iu quite a new

light—he is a keen ratter, a dead-game little

sport ; and it will do him a world of good to
let him giatify his sporting tastes a little, so long
as you are at hand to see that he does not geB
hurt. Those lovely, prominent, expressive ej-es

are all too liable to injiuy.

'

Five Minutes a Day to Groom Him.
GROOMING is a part of the ilay's routine

that he enjoys. Don't overdo it, how-
ever. Five minutes a day with a soft-

bristled hairbrush and an extra ten minutes
once a week should keep him in perfect;

coat, and fit to lie on drawing-room cushions.
Use a bluntT-toothed comb gently, and do not;

pull out the soft undercoat. In grooming a dog,
as a horse, follow the same course every time.
Begin with face, 7nuzzle, and ears ; then do his

fore-feet, combing the foot-fringe, and looking
out for sores in his pads, which nuist be treateil

promptly, if they occur, with hot fomentations;
iinisli up with his tail. In a few times he will

realise that when you have come to that teasing
part of his toilet the ordeal is nearly over, and
he will be looking fonvard to his little reward.

In grooming, much harm may be done by
laying on too heavily over the loins, a point to
remember with the little stud dog in particular.

After the daily grooming, pass a silk hand-
kerchief o\er all to impart a brilUant sheen to
his silky coat. Bathe the ej es if they show any
traces of. nmens about them. Cold tea ia the
safest lotion to use, and a soft linen rag.

\Vashing should be done once a month only,
as too much spoils the coat, and causes chills.

When necessary, vise warm water and a nice-

smelling, non-alkaline soap ;
patent preparations

may be obtained. JIake a good lather and
shampoo him ; rinse with lukewarm water, and
rub lightly with a ro\igh towel. Let him run
in the air, if possible, and shake himself. Bo
careful to rub his chest and vuiderparts dry.

A "Word About Muzzling.
The Peke will bitterly resent a wire cage

;

accustom him to it gradually, and it will be
better for him to confine his exercise to the
yard for a few days, until he comes to regard
iiis new plague in the light of a game, associating

it with his daily promenade.
T'lie Peke isjiaturally equipped ajiainst cold :

in a coat—with motor goggles and shoes—^lie Is

a freak and absurdity; but damp is his bane,

so carry him over a muddy crossing.

EN!D BENNETT in ' A Desert Wooing."
(J'<ir<vi>oui.t.)

FILMS RELEASED THIS WEEK.
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SPECIAL ARTICLE :

CHARLIE AND THE CHILDREN.

ELLEN TERRY

WILLIAM FARNUM ..

MARY PICKFORD

JEWEL CARMEN

DOROTHY DALTON

CHRISSIE WHITE ..

Interviewed on, "Should ShakespcarC' be
Filmed? "

A double page of pictures, showing him ia

the characters we liavc seen him in.

Her wonderful expressions and some newsi

about her.

A real picture on our cover.

Her latest portrait, big enough to frame.

Designs a summer frock.

Flickers from Filmland— Films You Must See— Serial Story-

Two Short Stories—Cinema Chat—Film Fun—In the Dressing Room

—News Pictures, etc.. etc.

Tell your friends abput "The Picture Show."

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
No. 5. Out first thing Monday morning,

- - May 26th, . -

TO MY

READERS.

Editor's Address:—

The IFIeetway Mouse,
Farir ii ngdon Street,
LfONOON, E.C. 4.

There is a movement on foot in America for the abolition of oU
objectiouablo films. The organisers are not confining their efforts to reporting

such films to the police and municipal authorities, but arc striking at the heart of

the problem by making it impossible to make objectionable pictures pay. ,

AH the biggest producers ai-e in the league, which has many social reforrii

organisations, such as mothers' societies, affiliated with it.

Branches of tlie parent league ar^ being formed all over the country, and ti;e

battle fur clean filnis is almost won.

Needless to say. The Picture Show is in hearty sympathy with this move-
ment, and we would welcome such a league in this c^suntry. flappily for us, the

spade work of this reform has been done for us. When America was sending ha

[)ractrcally the whole of our films, the sellers quickly discovered that there was no
demand in this country for the questionable film, and they ceased to supply it.

Nc>w that British producers are extending their scope, we may rest assured that

uo film that is cjuestionable ^vill be produced at their studios.

The high character of all the producers doin» business in tliis country is a sure

guarantee that the public will be protected from anything that is unwholesome or

vulgar.

I shall always welcome the opinions of my readers on 'hi- subject.

YovR Editor.
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"TUT T TAP "/Z7 X
FEATURING

i rllli JLlAlX. (Fox.) VIRGIN/A PEARSON as SYBIL.

Hugh Houston, owner of a plantation, was naturally a kind master, but on one
occasion he lost his temper and struck a lazy negro, causing him permanent
injury. Houston, to prevent his daughter luiowing how the negro came by

his hurt, keeps him regularly supplied with money.

Houston's daughter Sybil is a beautiful girl. She comes home from school
in England to settle down on her father's estate, and there is more than one
man who would be very willing to marry the rich and charming girl, but Sybil

has no interest in any of them, and particularly dislikes the most pertinacious

of all—Frarjclyn Harvey, the manager of her father's estate.

Sybil becomes worried at her father's long fits of de-
prtKian,Mni tries to coax him to tell her of his trouble.

One day she sees him giving money to the negro, and learns that the negro is in some way being
bribed to hold his tongue.

Houston dies, and Franklyn Harvey, searching through his late employer's papers, finds the
reason of the dead man's gifts to the negro. He tells Sybil that her father had been married
before to a mulatto woman, and that the negro is her half-brother. He tells her this to

prevent her marrying John Carter, the man she loves.

Sybil will not listen to him, and marries the man she loves.

Then come doubts, and she pretends to commit suicide.

Franklyn confesses the truth, and Sybil realises she has
nothing further to fear from " THE LIAR."
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Send no money, but post "The Picture Show" Coupon to-day for

free descriptive Booltlet on "The Childrcns' Encyclopaedia." Eiglu

splendid volumes ; more than 5000 pages ; more than 8,000 delightful

pictures ; more than 500 beautiful illustrations in colour.
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thunder turn
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When your children

ask you—— ~
"What makes a Rainbow?"—"How many
miles away is the Sun ?

"—-" Where are the
Stars in the daytime? "—" What is an echo?"—"How big is the world?"—"What makes
people sneeze ?

"—" Why is snow white ?
"—

" Why do parrots talk and not other birds ?
"

give them the true answer. You will find it in the

Childrens' Encyclopaedia.

Childrens' mmds are hungry for knowledge just as

their bodies are hungry for food. To deny them the

knowledge they crave for is to starve their minds at the

most critical period of intellectual growth.

Your boys and girls look to you as the source of

knowledge. They would not ask those searching

questions unless^ they believed you could answer. Do
not let them be disappointed. You are their ideal of

what a father or mother ought to be. Do not let that

ideal be shattered. The surest way to keep your
. children's love and trust as they grow up is to share in

their intellectual life and to make them feel that if they

go to you in any difficulty you can and toill help them.

"Let's find the answer in the
Children's Encyclopaedia"

Thdt is the way to deal with the

problems the children bring you

when you cannot answer " out of

your head." The 8 splendid vol-

umes of the Children's Encyclo-

paedia will enable you to satisfy

ihe eager, healthy curiosity of

ihose young minds. No book has

ever been written that meets'the

needs of children so perfectly. It

is as interesting as a story book,

li is 30 clearly and simply written

that it can be understood by the

8 Splendid Volume*
« • * •

Over 5000 Page*
* * » •

Over 8000 Picture*
• - » » •

500 beautiful coloured
illustrations .

» « « •

No book for children and lovers

of children had ever such a

wthome as the Childrens'

Encyclopaedia :
—

H M. THE QUEEN wrote

:

" Elach one o£ the children it

de'ighted with it."

SIR JOHN KIRK wrote :

" V'ou enter the gates of a posilive
fairyland.'

THE DEAN OF ELY wrote

:

"The illustrations irc splendid and
the price marvellou*,"

SIR JOHN COCKBURN wrote:
-
" Every pace ie luminous with

interest and initructioc."

Edited by
Arthur Mee

youngest school-child. -It is so

scientifically accurate that even

the grown-ups can learn much
from its fascinating pages. It is a

real Encyclopaedia covering the

whole field of human knowledge
—Art, Science, Literature, Com-
merce and Industry. Thousands
of beautiful illustrations

immensely to its educati<

value, since child re
understand best what
they can see.

Yours for

5/-
with order
to be followed
by further
monthly
payments

Send TO-DAY for the
FREE DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLET
Send for the ititeresting Free Pros
pectus that tells you all about the

Children's Encyclopsedia. Then
you will be able to form yonr
own judgment of its value.

For you will have before you
actual specimens of tho illus

trations, the beautifitl clenr
print, the paper, and Gibove
all the infinitely raTied
contents of this unique
work. Do not send any
money. Simply fill in

and poet the coupon
and in a few hours
theProspec'.us will

fee sU,oped throu:;h
your letter-box

Take the first

Step NOW.

** PICTURE SHOW" COUPON
for FREE BOOKLET

Educational Book Co.. Ltd.,

1 7 New Bridge St , London. E.C. 4.

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me FREE ard POST FREE a copy of your
benutiful bootclet in colour drscribiiig the 8 volunieB of.tho
" Childrens' Kncj-clopsedia," and giving the subscription terms for
the work.

NAME .

ADDRESS
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CINEMA CHAT.
PHOtOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

NEVA GERBER.

A REAL SAFEGUARD.
Screen Star's Advice to Those Who arc

Afraid of Burglars.

MISS NEVA CIERBER, the Transatlantic

star who appears above, advises every-

one who is afraid of burglars to keep a

brindled bull jnip. She has one, and .say.s that

her dog Lucifer .safeguards her possessions

better than all patent locks, burglar alarms,

or insurance plans.

The only drawback she finds is housing him.

He Ls such a ferocious-looking creature that

!:indlords and hotel proinietors arc all afraid

ti) Lave him on their propertj'. Miss Gerbcr

wanted to take a suite of rooms in a- hotel for

a holiday, but it was Ciuite irapossiljlc to find

I no where Lucifer woidd he welcomed, too.

S i, for the .sake of her pet. she has had to take

a bungalow. —•»-

—

A Strenuous Time.

I
HEAR that James J. C'orbctt, who, you
loiow, is the ex-world's champion hca\y-
weight boxer, and who is to appear

' lortly in a Transatlantic serial, has been

iving the busiest time of his life at Los
Angeles. He has discovered that being a film

\ tor means working harder than if he was
raining for a big fight. He has to rise with

: le sun, go to bed long after the day is done,

'nd be active everv minute of his waking

He Was Not Afraid.

TOM MIX well deserves the name of " the

fearless cowboy Mix."' as ho does not
seem to realise danger.

In the making of his latest photo-play.
' Arizona,'' you will .see him on a clitf, with a,

num who portrays the character of a Mexican
bandit. This cliff, as you will notice when you
see the film, is a steep one. It is narrow, and
has a sheer drop of forty feet into water. As
'j"om and his o})ponent swayed to and fro, thi^

cowboy star suddenly stopped, because his

opponent cried out.
_

Tom, thinking the
' ther had' 'lost his 'nerve, held him and
lid: ' What is the matter ? Did you thinic

i was gnira; to push you over ?
'

' No," 5^eplied the other, "but I tlionghl

you were going over the cliff."

" Me ?
"" laughed Tom Mix. Then he looked

round and found he was within two inches of

the edge of the cliff. Don't worry about me,"
he said. " I won't fall unless the picture calls

for it. Dun't worrv, old man, I'm all right."

Nearly Drowned.
[ADELAINE TRA\ EKSE recently had

an experience she will not be likely to

forget for a while.

She was bathing in between the ".scenes"

of her new film with a party of friends. Tlic

friends, however, after the first dip. sat on the

beach, while Miss Traverse went farther and
farther out into the by-water. Suddenly one

large wave struck her full in the face, toppled

her over, and swept her completely off her feel.

Wiien she finally rose to the surface .she cried

for help, but it took three strong swimmers
to bring her back to safety.

Live Dragon Wanted.
'TTHE ])ropcrty-nuin of a big cinema studio

1 has a large res[)on-ibility. He is sii|)-

poscd to procure at a moment s notice

anything from an elephant to a horseshoe.

Imagine the feelings of Howard Wells, head of

the Lasky property department, when he was
given a list the first item of which was :

Live dragon. Must be very ugly and
ferociou,s."

Mr. Wells, when he read this, turned to his

card index hoi)cfully. and looked under f).

" Derbic's, dodos, doul)lets, doughnuts," he

read. But there were no dragons He called

his head assistant in.

" Oot any dragons ?
" he asked. " I can't

find them in the catalogue."

The head assistant went to tiie menagerie
department and loolicd over the cages. We've
got a mountain lion, a tarantula, and an arma-
dillo," he said, ' but I can't find any dragons."

—

—

His Idea.

WELLS was thoroughly perplexed. To go
to the producer and tell him the article

was not forthcoming would be such
humiliation that he couldn't force himself to do
it. Finally the idea came to him. He ordered
a car and madefor the desert. And after an all

day search he found a Chinese lizard, which j:>

about three feet long and the ugliest nionster
alive. He was a day late with it. but the pro-

ducer was so pleased that he didn't mind.
I hear that, photographed in a miniature

forest, with a microscopic lens, the lizard looks

as ferocious as any fabled monster. It is being
used in a vision " in a new Lasky photo-play
entitled "For Better, for Worse."

Her First Experience of Screen Work.

MISS JOAN LEG(!E. the i)rctty English

cinema star we can see in "A Turf
Conspiracy" and other Broadwest pro-

ductions, tells of her first ajipcaranec on the

screen. She was to appear in a crowd, and
with the other girls wrestled with the grease-

paint and powder to " make-up."
" I thought I looked all right," she said.

"I walked out in great .style, when the pro-

ducer shouted, ' Say, you with the powrlei -

box. your face is too white.' And I reaiised

that he was addressing me.—

—

Never Again.

IN great haste I ran back to tiie dres-ing

room, and after many attempts to take tin-

stuff oft' my face got desperate and teri ibl\-

late. Everyone was on the studio floor, and
they were waiting for me. although 1 was
only one of the crowd. I tried to pull myself

together, and again cautiously ai)proachecl the

producer. To my horror I found a tear trick-

ling down my cheek, and the black round my
eyes dropped in nasty blobs all over my face.

Once more I took the whole of the make-up
off, and finally got on the scene just as the

producer was deciding to start without me.
1 felt, and I know I looked, a perfect sight.

I learned to make up at home after that."

Photo] JOAN LEGGE. [Claude Ilarri-'

ANN LITTLE.

It's the Human Element That Counts.

ANN LITTLE, whose portrait this is, is

the most daring of cinema e(|U('sti ieiuies.

In her opinion, a knowledge of huiuan
psychology is the most valuable assct of a

cinema actress.

- "The cinema stage," sh(^ says, ''com[)el-. an

actress to change her character on such short

notice that she must be an adept at maUc-up,
and she must be able to ))ut herself imme-
diately into a new role. She may have to act

a wild tribcswoman to-day and a society liclle

to-morrow. So she will have a tremendous
fund of human psychologj-. I am always
studying people, atrd trying to imagine myself

in others" jjlaces. It is a wonderfid faculty t'l

cultivate, for not only docs it keej) n\e growing
in my art, but it makes my lifi' full of interest,

aiul the better I iniderstand everyone the

happier i am. It is the lunnan elenu-nf, after

all, which coimts the most in pictures. It's

the tug at the heart -.strings that makes the

film worth while. I thoroughly enjoy comic
situations, but a touch of jjathos .seems to mo
indispensable if a photo-^ilay is to be a real

story out of life."

By the way, in the photo-play Miss Little

is now working on she is th ' one wonuui in the

cast. William S. Hart is the niale star
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Ke Didn't Understand.

DOGS arc too loyal to uadcrstand play-

acting. I was at a cinema studio the

other day, watching the filming of a

pccne fgr a new pieturc play. The villaiH

liad to enter and take tlic " hero " by tho

throat. Unfortunately, the "hero" had

brought iiis dog to the studio with him. When
tlic above scene was being photographed, the

dog flew at the villain," resulting in spoilmg

tiio film, and a good iialf-liours hard work
getting the dog into a safe ))laee. Even when
the"hcro" shook handswiththo " villain" for

the dug's benefit, ho wouldn't "make friends."

The Penalty of Playing the Villain.

PLAYING tlic "villain of the piece ' hasi

its disadvantages. Cameron Carr, of

the Broadwest Film Company, says ho

is often recognised by someone in the street,

witli uncomfortal)lc results; and you may
liavo heaid the story told by Sheldon Lewis,

who took tlio part of the villain in " Tho
ICxploits of Elahie," when he was foolish

I nougli to visit a picture-house to see himself

in tho part. He was recognised by a group of

bovs. who shouted, " There he is ! There's the

Ihief ! Help ! Tolice ! Catch him !

T^ewis ran and dashed into a shop. When
fh(> ])olico arrived, Lewis explained, and they

dispersed the crowd, to allow Lewis to dash

i:;lo a restaurant, for dinner. He came out to

find the crowd bigger than ever, and had to

l>ersuadc the manager of tiie restaurant to go

out to them and explain that he was a

naturally harmless man, before the crowd
allowed him to enter a cab to take him home.

Those Million-Dollar Chaplins.

LOTS of people have wondered why " A
Dog's Life" and '"Shoulder Anns!"'
arc so much funnier than any other

Chaplin pictures they have seen, but not many
know that they are the only two films yet

i< leased under the famous star's million-dollar

c<;ntract, and issued by the Western Import
Co. as " Minion-Dollar Cliaplins." They have
1' reived tliis expensive-sounding title because

c|i;u'lie signed a contract with the First

-National Exliibitors' Circuit of America to

Mipply eight pictures for one million dollars,

anil he receives a bonus of 7o,000 dollars on
the signing of the contract. The third film,

' Sunnyside," has just been completed, and is

expected to arrive m Eugla.nd very soon.

The New Charlie Chaplin.

AS those who have seen " A Dog's Life"

and " Shoidder Arras • " know, Chaplin

has forsaken his old " slapstick

"

iiielhods, and has set out to show just how
I'.inny he can be by sheer cleverness of acting,

; nd hejnits it over every time. The Million-

Dollar Chaplins may be recognised by the

fact that each one bears Charlie's signature

—

\ ou see him writing it—in the main title.

Ccmedy in Kitchen Work.

ENID BENNETT has a wonderful little

way of imbuing her screen housewoik
with quaint humour. In " The Desert

Wooing " she extracts more comedy from

brooms and saucepans than most of iis could

<ind in the whole of a kitchen—and even a

v iTcn kitchi-n, wherein the work is neither

|.iolitlcss nor daily grind.

—

—

Appeared with the Queen.

THIS is a portrait of Miss Phyllis Villicrs,

who plays a leading part in the photo-

])lay " Women Who Win," in which

1 cr Maic>ty Queen Mary, her Majesty Queen

Alexandra, H.P..IL. Princess Victoria, ILPv.II.

Princess Patricia, H.R.H. Crown Piinccss of

Sweden graciously consented to take a part.

Miss Villiers, as you will see, when the photo-
play is released, acted with her Majesty Queen
Alexandra and her Roj'al Highness Princess
Victoiia in the scene taken in the conservatory
of Marlborough House. She was presented to
Queen Alexandra and Princess Victoria.

By the way. Princess Victoria was greatly
interested in Miss X'illiers's work- in France,
where during the war she acted as a V.A.D,
nurse. Before becoming a nurse and cinema
star Miss Villiers toured America

MISS PHYLLIS VILLIERS

Star's Simple Taste.

HA^'E you noticed that Gladys Brockwell
rarely wears jewellery ? She says she
dislikes it. Wh.y should I attract

attention with glittering things ?
" she says.

" I want people to like to see me as I am, not
to admire or envy me my diamonds.

' Pcihaps you thmk this is egotistical,"

she went on, " but I d<m't feel that way.
I love unadorned sira])licity. You will find

)ny home the same waj'. When I buy any-
thing I try to get .my money's worth ; and
when you come into my home I want you to

feel that it is home, not some place like a
museum. I get more fun tramping the
country in a tweed coat and skirt than 1 could
possibly get in a ball-room.

DO YOU KNOW—
That Fannie Ward, who is now in London,

made her last ap|jcarancc licrc at tho Waldorf
(which is now known aa the Strand Theatre)
in " Tire Bishop's Carriage " ?—4-»

—

That she i-eccived £2,()00 for appearing in

I^asky'.s The Marriage of Kitty," her first

photo -play '!

That Marie Doro (also in England) appeared
years ago at the Comedy Theatre in " The
Dictator," and as Clarice in " Sherlock
Holmes " at the Duke of York's ?

That in the cast of the latter production
wa.s a lad who later became known to the
world as Chajlic Chaplin t

That Grace Cunard has returned to tho
screen in " After the War," which is said to

give Grace a highly emotional role ?

That Elsie Ferguson is the wife of one of

the most eminent bankers in New York ?—**—
That Madge Kennedy is married—to

Harold Bolston ?

That Lillian Gish is twenty-three, and
Dorothy twenty-one ?—*-*—
That Dorothy is a blonde, but wears a

short black wig in all her new pictures ?

That Nell Shipman is one of the brainiest

gills in pictures, being a successful novelist, a
biilliant lecturer, an excellent actress, and on
two occasions manager to her own theatrical

comi)any ?

-M- •

That Olga Petrova was at one time on tho

stage in this country, later appearing with
"Songs at the Piano" at tho old Tivoli in

the Strand ?

That she has red hair and green eyes ?

That Sessue Haj'akawa's name is pro-

nounced Ses-soo Hay-yah-kah-wah, each
syllable having the same accent ?

4-4—
That in .Japan sub-titles are not used, but

a man stands beside the screen reading lines

instead ?

Tiiat Madge Evans was bom in New York
City in 1909, and was a child actress with
many well-known jjroductions in America
and England before going on the screen ?

That Theda Bara is a clever writer, and
ha-s promised to write her memoirs one day ?

4-4^

—

That ^'iolct Hopson first played on the

stage in musical comedy, her first engagement
I^ing with Courtneidge in " The Blue Moon " 2

That she receives on an average about 500
letters a, week from admirers all over the

world 1

That Thomas Holding comes from Black-

heath, London, S.E. ?

That ICitty Gordon is the Hon. Mrs. H. H,
Beresford, and that she has one daughter,

\'era ? —4-.

—

That Thomas Meighan's name is sometimes
])rouounced Mec-gun, sometimes My-gan; but
that the right way to say it is Mee-an, with an
accent on the first syllabic '!

4-4

That Elliott Dexter was courting his wife,

]\Iarie Doro, when they ])layed as lovers in

the Famous Players pictui-e, "Diplomacy" ?

Fay FiLMER.
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News Told in Pictures from Behind the Screen,

PEGGIE CARLISLE, the English star cf the Stoll Film FANNIE WARD has many hobbies, not the least of which is collecting homes and things from
Company. She has appeared with Lily Elsie in " Com- homes. The one photographed above is in California. By the way, we are soon to see this
radeship," and is the heroine of the photo-play version delightful star in a beautiful Paths film entitled " A Japanese Nightingale." She is at present
.iif Ethel M. Dell's novel "The Keeper of the Door," in London,

both of which we shall soon see.

VIOLET HOPSON with the officers on board the " Mauretania," the sister-ship of the A happy snapshot of CHARLIE with a number of friends,

ill-fated " Lusitania." The occasion was the filming of a scene in " In the Gloaming." taken during a wait in the studio.
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The Story of a Man Who Only Believed in a lucky Stone Until a Girl Brought Him Love,

IT'S Iiard to be turned out of the old

j)lace, Anne. Wc"ve been very happy
here, girlie, you and I. Sometimes

I've wondered if 1 have been selfish to keep you
i;p licre, my dear, among the hills; but"

—

I 'ic old man's voice shook with emotion as he
1 lid a trembling hand upon the giiTs sliglit-

shoulder
—

" folks arc erucl, lass, and their

tongues a,re bitter as asp-bites. Your father

was a bad man, and lie is now sutferijig the
])cnalty of his crime. I didn't want you to
suifer, too, lass. Your mother was an angel,

though I do say it of me own daughter."
'i'lic girl had flung her arms aroiniil the

old man's neck.

You've done right, grand])a," she said

ijuickly. " You have always done what is

1 Lght and best. I love this little home of

I'urs, and I can't just bear the thought of

!; aving it."

The old man shook his head in a di.siual

way.
"If I were only younger, I'd go and .sec the

landlord," he said.

Anne glanced up at liim.
'

I'll go," she cried suddenly. " Why not
let me go ? I want to go into Sunning
Thatches ; and Mrs. Mead, the carrier's wife,

said that at any time she would put me up.

I could look around there for a cottage, if the
new landlord will not let us stay here ; but I

think he will, grandpa. Don't you worry any
more. Indeed, I am quite certain that wo
will be able to stay."

Her face was glowing with her enthusiasm
as she bent over the old man.

" Why, gii'lie, what makes you say that ?

Have you heard aught ? " cried her grand-
father eagerly."

The girl's face flushed slightly and her eyea
'

drooped.
" I've prayed about it, grandpa, and God

is good. He always answers prayer if we
believe," she said gravely.

The old man smiled.
" Well, let us hope he does, lass," he said

gently, as he fondly stroked her hair back from
her low, broad forehead, and gazed into her
steadfast, tender eyes.

" You will be all right, grandpa. You don't

mipd me going and leaving you here ?
"

" Xo, child. Go by all means, and stay as

long as you like. It's unnatural for a young
t hing like you to be buried alive here away from
everyone, so to speak."

" Oh, but I like it, grarjdpa. I shall only
^tay until I have airanged our business. I

shall wait for the diapery cart which comes in
from Haley on Fridays, and I shall go and see

the landlord and Mrs. Thome, the vicars
wife. I can do everything in a week."

" Unless you have to look for a new cottage
for us, lass."

' Oh, but I won't have to, grandpa," said
the gii-1 serenely. " You wait and .see."

Surly.

THE Sim was shining brightly on the little

village of ' Sunning Thatches as Anno
made her way up the main street to

their landlord's house. He had bought Lone
Cottage with the idea of living in it himself, but
Anne knew nothing of that.

No one knew his name, but the villagers

called him Surly.

Through his open cottage door, Siu-ly saw
the girl ap])roach along his narrow garden-
I)ath, and an ugly scowl settled on his features.

CHRISSIE WHITE as "Anne," and HENRY
EDWARDS as "Surly."

Surly did not appj)rovc of his fellow-creatures
—women lea.st of all.

' What do you want ? " he demanded dis-

agreeably. Anne flushed at the tone of his
voice, but fier ste)} did not falter.

'
1 am Anne Wilton," she said gentlv. "If

you please, arc you the new landlord of Lone
Cottage ?

"

'" I've bought Lone Cottage," said Surly
gruffly. Anne came into the room.

' I liave come to ask you if you will let

grandpa and I stay on there ? " she said
pleadingl3'. " Grandpa is very old, and has
had a great deal of trouble. He dreads the
thought of having to come and live among
people agam. 'They don't mean it, but often
they arc thoughtless and mikind."

Surly stared at her.

His heart, too, lyas sore by the ceasele.ss

cruelty of those he lived among.
Surly was deformed, and all his life he" had

lived at Sunning Thatches, an outcast, because
of his misfortune.

The people at Sunning Thatches were
ignorant and thoughtless, they mocked the
cripple and nicknamed him Surly. Nobody
showed him a Idndness, and nobody seemed
to care except perhaps the vicar of the place,

whom Surly would ha-ve nothing to do with.

Amie, with her gentle manner and kindly
smile was something new to Surly. In spito

of himself, his tone was kinder when he spoke
again.'

I am going to live in Lore Cottage my-
self," he said. " That is why I have bought
the place."

Anne clasped her hands together.

But you will not, I am sure you will not,''

she said eagerly. "It is our home, and my
grandfather is so old. I luiow you will be
kind."

"' Kind ! Why should I be ? No one is

kind to me." And Surly laughed grimlj'.

Anne put a trembling little hand upon his arm.
" Please wait a little while longer. You

have no idea what it means to the poor old

man. He has lived there eighteen years—

-

ever- since I was a baby."
Surly looked at her.
" I tell you I want to live there myself,"

he said impatientlj'.

Anne placed her hands over lier eyi^s, while
her lips moved silently.

Surly watched her curiously.

When she again raised her head and looked at
him she was smiling serenely.

" You will let us stay on '! " she said.
Surly stared at her.
" What were you doing just now ? ' ho

demanded.
.

For a moment she hesitated, then she gazed
fearlessly into his eyes.

" I was asking God to soften your heart
so that you will let us stay on," she said
steadily.

Surly laughed uproariously.
" Asking God," he said. " Well, that's a

good one. "i'ou're like our fool of a pai-son,
eh ! (!od ! Who is Ho. anyway '! He can't
do anything. Now this"—he produced from
his pocket a stone

—
" this is a lucky stone,"

he told her gravely. " This is ray god.
Sometimes he brings me more luck than other
days, but he's a real lucky one."
He watched her closely, defiantly.

He expected her to scoff at him, as the well-
meaning old vicar had when he had told him
the same story, but Anne did nothing^f the sort.

She examined the s-tone gravely, and then
suddenly held it very tightly.

" If I had this, then, very likely you would
let us stay at Lone Cottage," she said, smiling
at hun brightly.

Surly thought for a moment, wondering if

the stone would work such a desire.

She held it out to him on the palm of her
hand.

It was such a soft, rosy little palm.
He coloured as he took his charm and his

own'clums\' fingers touched hers.
" You can stay on if you Uke," he said

awkwardly. Her eyes shone with gratitude.
" That Is real kind. I'm verj', very grateful

to you,'' she whispered.
" That's all right. Perhaps we will meet

again somewhere '! " There was a question in
his eyes.

" Oh, yes. I am staying in Sunning
Thatches for a week. Thank you again so
very much. Good-bye."
- Surly watched her as .she went do\STi the
village street.

" She's a nice girl," he said, as he aficc-

tionatdy fingered his lucky stone.

A Woman's Love.

ANNE was not the only visitor to Sunning
Thatches. Rex Richards had also come
to stay a few days. He met Anne as

she was coming from her "visit to Surly's.

He was a keen amateur photographer, and
soon found an opportunity to speak to her.
There was something so straightforward and
simple about Anne, yet so refined and intelli-

gent, that made her very attractive, and Rex
soon found himself planning how to meet her
on every possible occasion.

In the village irm tongues were maliciously
wagging.
Anne and Rex Richards's names were

coupled together.

Surly overheard the gossipers, and his fury
knew no bounds. Catching the man who
was talking by the throat, Surly nearly choked
the life out of him before he was pulled off

his victim.

Anne, who happened to be passing, was
terrified ; and Suily slunk away. He wanted
to get out into (.iod's free air, and to wander
among the hills.

Suddenly it occurred to him to pay a visit

to his property.

As he plodded across the hiUs he was
startled by the sudden appearance of a man.
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was ilrossod in convict's clotlies, and ho
wa.> faint and ill witli hunger and weariness.

The convict looked very closely at Snrly,

.\:i l then, after some hesitation, ajiproached.
'. Don't give nie away, fiuv nor !

'' he said,

ill a lioarse wliispcr. I've escaped from
(irison for a crime I never did.''

"They all say that," said Surly siispi-

cio.usly.

" \\'ell. it's the truth in niy case," replied the

conviot doggedly.

Surly thought of liis own troubles, and,
with that kindness which was under the hard
veneer of outward callousness, he gave the
convict some money to help him on his way,
and promised that he would not tell the police

that he had seen him.
Surly walked on to the cottage, where he

was an.xions to do some repairs to please Anne
wh.en she shoidd return, and, after a chat with
I'lie old gran'dpa, he left for the village.

-Hardly had Surly left the cottage when a
stealthy footfall sounded outside. The old

grandfather, who was about to lock the door
fnc the night, glanced out. Then, as he saw
the convict, he uttered a cry^ and snatched up
his gun*.

The convict came forwaid with a cry :

'" Father I
'' But, even as he spoke, the old

man's trembling fingers touched the trigger

while the gun was pointing towards himself,

and he fell, mortally wounded.
Before he breathed his last, however, he

managed to write a few linci e.TOnerating his

s >n-in-la\v from all blame.

The (onviet, afraid to sta^' any longer,

crept out into the night.

The news of her grandfather's tiagic death
was brought to Anne at Sunning Thatches.
She was now alone in the world—her

grandfather dead, and her father an outcast.

C)ne day Sin-ly caine to sec lier. Ho knew
she was penniless and alone, for he had heard
tlie cruel tongues in the village bar parlour,

and he wanted to help her.

A'ery tenderly and shyly he asked her to be
his wife, and Anne, able to understand all

the heartache and bitterness he had suffered

through his deformity, consented. Anil,

having given her consent, and wishing to get

-away from the viUagc where the people seemed
to have turned against her. they were quietly

married, and went to live at Lone Cottage.

Here they were ha])|)y. Surly's nature
seemctl to have completely changed with her
love, but one day they woke to tragedy. The
'])olice called at Lone Cettage and took Surl^'

away. -
' , •

He was accused of the old man's murder,
f'ruel, thoughtless tongues had been wagging.
Surly 's visit to Lone Cottage had been eom-
niented upon, and- Surly awaited his trial;

wiiile the convict—the only one who could
prove his innocence— was far away seeking
i'or thc facts which would get his own reprieve.

Conv'i(:t Gi), disguised, was working side

by side with the n)an he suspcctecl had
committed the crime he had suffered for,

hoping day by day that soinclhing woukl
liappen. and he would be able to confront the
mnn with his iiime. Tile man «as Rex
l!icliards. •

—

In Search of Revenge.

Dun INC the days awaiting his trial Surly
became moi'c surly than ever. His

; lucky stone had failed him : every
hand was against liiin. Kven when he was
"leleased becau.se of insuHicient evidence to
convict him. he made iio tomment'— the iron
had entered his soul. I'evenge was the one
tlionghl in his mind. He did not go to fiOnc
Cottage," but roamed the country in search of
the convict he felt sure in his mind was guilty
of the murder for which hi' had been accused.

-But his search was in vain.

Months went by, and then, weary and dis-

hr.uiened, and longing to see Anne again,
Stuiy returned to Lone Cottage.

I'-ut the cottage door was dosed, and Anne
yiA^ nowhere to be seen.

With a dreadful fear at his heart, Surly
lifted the latch and went in.

Then he stood in astonishment as the wail

of an infant fell on his bevviklcrctl cars.

He had a baby son.

For one long minute Surly stood speechless,

then,- in a trembling voice, he whisjiered the

question which meant so much to him.
" Yes : the child was perfectly healthy

and straight."

The cripple's eyes were shining as he took
out his lucky stone. To-day was indeed a
luck\' day. He had a son ; no jeers or mockery
would spoil his hoy's life as it had hij own.

I must go out and clear my name," whis-

)K'red Surly. "1 shall not rest till it is done,
not only for my own and yoav sake, dear, but
for my son— oiu' little child, Anne !

" he said.

And his eyes shone proudly as he gazed on
this, his dearest possession.

Without another word, not daring to listen,

to Anne's ])leading voice that lie should stay,

he strode away.

Convict 65 Reappears.

FOl'R years passed by. and tlicu one day
Surly met Convict 05, and recognised
him.

'I'hen came explanations, and Surly learned
that the man was none other than Anne's
father.

" Here is the letter," said Convict 0.";.

"I would not kill the old man. He didn't

trust mc. though. He believed I was guilty

of the crime that sent me to gaol, but he was
wrong. I have been wicked, but I am not a
criminal, believe me. My boy, you know
liow cruel the world can be to one who is

down on his luck. Forget this. Go back to

Anne. I hope to come to you soon and tell

you I have found the man f(u- whose crime 1

was sent to prison. I am on his track.
'

Surly looked at the man doubtfully, but the

earnest expression on the face of Anne's father

proved that he sjjoke the truth, and Surly

believed him. And, with a heart lull of hopi!

and thoughts of the future he hurried back
to Lone Cottage.

But tragedy was awaiting him.
His little son had disappeared, lost among

the hills. The days went by as they searched
for him, and then a little hat was brought
to the grief-stricken ^larents. It had been
found floating down the stream.

Surly was almost be-ide himself with tloulit

and fear for the little one; lint Anne would not
be discouraged. Firmly believing in Cod's
good and merciful kindness, she prayed and
lioped on.

in vain the neighbours tried to discourago
iicr ; Anne would not listen.

" Some day my father's innocence will bo
proved, the manner of my dear grandfather's

death revealed, and my boy retuined safely

to me," she said steadily, her steadfast eyes

shining with the fiiv of hope which biinietl

within her.

And, sure enough, one day her father's

innocence was ]iro\c(l. he was able to bring
the real criminal to justice. The missing boy
was now their one great sorrow.

Surly had nothing to say. His lucky stono
brought him now no comfort, no faith. His
stone, he realised, wa^ usdc--^. and the vicar's

words came back to him.
,
Desperately h<»

sought in the" darkness to find a ray of the
,

truth— something to bring cfuniort : and
when he saw his wife's calm confidence in her
Cod, the wretched, distracted man at last

knelt dumbly beside her while Anne prayed.

The Answer.

OVER the hills the sun was slowly rising

as another day dawned. It shono
through the cottage window and

lovingly touched the two bowed heads.

Surly rose and looked through the windoM-,
and then he uttered a cry. For, on the hill-

lop, coming towards the cottage, were two
tigures--a man .and a little child.

The man was a stranger, but the child was
their baby. He was toddling along, holding
the man s hand and talking merrily as he ran.

Surly rushed out, and cm the hill-top

stretched out his arms to the broad, wido
lieavens.

"There is one Almightv C!od !
" he cried.

" Thank God Almighty !

"

And Anne, watching, knew in her heart
that all was well. Just as the faith which had
always uiiheld her filled her scuil afresh with
complete and perfect haiipiness.

Addplcd from , incideiiis in llic jiholo-p'Uiy,

"Towards . the Liiiht," fcatiuiiirj HEXRV
EDWARDS as '-Surl,/" and CHBISSIIJ
WHITE as "Anne." Bii perinissii>n of the

Ilrpworlh Film Company.

Anne and Sarly were mankd, and iccnt lo live at Lone Cottage.
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Why All Kiddies Love CHARLIE CHAPLIN.

NOT so very long ago a lady was passing

a picture theatre showing Charlie

Chaplin in his latest comedy. Notic-

ing some photographs of Charlie exhibited in

the entrance, she stopped to look at them.
Beside her stood a typical little " newsy,"
devouring every detail of the pictures with
eager, longing eyes. Attracted by the boy's

absorbed interest, the lady asked him, with a
smile :

" Do you like Charho ?
"

" Yes, m'm." Then, in a burst of con-

fidenco :
" An' one of these days I'm going to

see him, too."
" What, haven't you seem him yet ?

"

" Oh, no. I jes' sec his picture out here,

but the other fellows go in and they tell

me all about him."
And the lady said that the rapture on

that child's face when she paid for him
to go in would have been a revelation to

any emotional actress. His joy was so

great and deep that it was almost sorrow.

"I Want Charlie."

CHAPLIN was once asked which sec-

tion of his vast public he considered

his staunchest friends, and unhesi-

tatingly he rephed " The children." No
man can boast of a greater empire over the

hearts of millions of little people than the great

•Jaughter-maker, who, unspoilt by years of un-

broken prosperity and success, is still a child at

heart. 1 think all children love Charhe, because

they instinctively feel that he loves them, too.

Listen to the httle voices querulously raised

during the interminable screening of a senti-

mental five-reel drama. " Mummy, is the next

one, Charlie ?
'' " Is Charlie coming soon ?

"

Or, in a shrill and indignant protest :
" 1 want

Charlie !

"

In France the same cry is rai.sed for
" Chariot," and a man recently returned from
Japan told me that in an up-country town the
only English word they understood was
" Chaplin."

Charlie's Good Time.

THOUSANUS of letters reach Charhe in

liis postbo.x, but he is never too busy
or too tired to read the ones -the childroi

.send lum. " There's something so fair and
square in a child's letter," he say.s, " no sub-
tleties, no ulterior motives. I love to think
they come to me, and tell mc aU about their

little troubles and little joy.s. I wouldn't
miss a word of what they write, and I'm grate-

ful to think they know I'm interested in

Tommy's new pup and Nellie's broken doll.

I'm proud of their trust and affection, indeed
I am."
Down at Pasadena there is a big hotel, and

whenever Charlie wants a little rest he slips

off and spends an afternoon with his child

friends there, playing their games with them,
or gathering them around him on the sunny
porch to tell them stories. Every child in

the place adores liim, and one day the kiddies

determined they would give him a big sur-

prise. Amongst themselves they composed
a little play, rehearsed it, and then a formal
invitation v.'as dispatched to Charhe, written
in a round and laborious schoolboy hand,
requesting the pleasure of his company on
such and such a date. Charlie sent an equally

CHARLIE has won the heart of Cupid, and they are now great pals. The two pictures on the

next Da?e tell the story of Charlie and Cupid when filming the U. S. propaganda story " The Bond."
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politf and fuinial acceptjuicc, and on tlic ap-
pointed (lay arrived at Pasadena for the great
perfornianic. Quite a crowd of grown-ups
had a»r:embled for the event, only to learn

that nobody was to ho admitted but the
< liildren's own partieuiar little god. In vain
( harlie united his pleadings witli those of the
disappointed elders. The " actors " remained
ailaniant, and eventually the show was given,

with Charlie installed as the " a\idicnce " in

solitary state. And to this day he declares that
nc\cr in his life had he had ouch a good time.

Hates To See Children Work.
ClfARLrE very rarely employs children in

his pictures. In spite of the fact that

, ciiildren love and trust him so much, I

think lie understands children so well that he
hate.«i to see them working for d living, even
in the ideal surroundings of his own picture

studio. Possibly his aversion dates back to the
cai'ly years of his own experiences, M hcn, as a
little boy of .six, he was already earning a
lin ing on - the British variety stage, and contri-

buting towards the su])[)ort of a dearly loved
invalid mother. Only once has he starred a
( liild in a picture, and that was in a propa-
ganda P.lm he made last year entitled " The
Bond." The film was a particularly delicate

little l>it of allegory-, and Charlie found he
needed a child to play the part of Cupid. He
ilidn'l want the usual sophisticated typo of

M-reen starlet, and his choice eventually fell

on ,a little girl of five who had never faced
a moving picture camera in her life before.

At first the child was utterly dismayed and
howled dismally, refusing to bo .separated for
a' moment f;-om her mother, 'fhen Charlie
took her in hand, bribed her with chocolates,
and told her a wonderful fairj' story in which
a little girl came out of a beautiful big moon
and grewinto-a little tv\ inkling star, whilst the
< amera man was represented as a species of

licnevolent wizard in disguise. Needless to

-•iv. Charlie aeain won throui;h.

Whenever CHARLIE appears in an outdoor -cene you will find a crowd of children round him.

This snapshot of CHARLIE and his friends was taken durin"
CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S next million-dollar

the filming of

picture.

'Sunnyside,
*'

Cupid has no inclination to act, and cannot see what CHARLIE
wants her to do.

CHARLIE bribes Cupid to act, with smiles and toffee
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A Thrilling Drama of Love and Revenge.

Synopsis

THE story oiicii.s with a sturiny iiitjlit, and three

csf-apcd convicts on tlio Devoiisliirc coast.

Tlicy escape in a boat, ami one is drowned.
Tom BliiUo and Jininiv Twi.ss save tliemsclves.

Tom Klalic goes to tlu- liome of Jolni iMarsli, who lias

tliat (.lay been niarne<l. Tlie sliocli of seeing Tom
tiives John a lieart attaclv. A woman comes in

while Tom is liiding, and slic turns out to be Lncy,

liis own wife. .John Marsli lias forged a letter telling

li."r to marry him. .liumiy Twiss is caught by the

police while he is burgling John Jlarsh's house, but
lie breaks away. The doctor uses oxygen, and
restores Marsh, so the two convicts have to go.

Lucy has a painful scene with John Marsh, anil fool-

ishly tells him the place where she is going to meet
'lorn. Marsli tlireatcns that he will give them away
to the police if she meets Tom. She leaves his

house in tlic middle of the night, and is arrested by
the police sergeant, who thought lie was going to get

promotion through capturing the bvu'glars at John
March's house.

Lucy Makes Another Enemy.

THE adventure of Scigoant Humby whin
lie brought Lucy back to tho village

policc-.station'did not turn out according

to his liopcs.

Ho found las prisoner very calm and uncon-

cerned. She deliberately refused to answer

any cptestious, and asked whether .she was to

consider hci-self under arrest, and for what
crime.

Her mamier was so exactly the opposite to

what the worthy .sergeant had expected it to

l)c, that ho immediately had a bad attack of

panic.

He _assured her that she was not under

arrest, but was only brought to the police-

station " under detention," and for the sole

X)uii)osc of answering a few questions.

\Vhcrcupon Lucy faced the sergeant with a

very cahn and cold face, which made his heart

lose several beats, '

"AH this is very interesting,"' she said

deliberately, " and, I am afraid, will turn out

disastrously for you. All I have to say to

you is that I refuse to' answer any of your

(luestion.'f. Tho only way for you to satisfy

your curiosity about my private concerns is

to ])ut me under arrest and biing me before a

magistrate under a definite charge. After that,

it will be open to my husband to take what
action he thinks lit against the police for

wrongful arrest"

Rw this time the .sergeant was in a state

bordering on nervous collapse, and would have

witlxlrawn, but Lucy did not give him the

chance.
"

I happen to know," she said, " that Sir

Charles (Uafton, the Chief Constable, lives only

a couple of miles from here, and I have no

doubt lie is on the telephone. Will you please

ring him up and say 1 wish to speak to him."

Jn a few minutes she was speaking to Sir

Charles.

I am Mrs. Marsh," she said. " You do

m t kuow me ))ersonally, l)ut you know Mr.

Join) .Mai-.sl), of Bi.nkside, and you probably

know tliat lie was married j'esterday. I am
being detained at tlie i)olicc-station here on a
ridiculous charge—in fact, on no charge at all.

Will you please come here at once and see
about it ?

"

By tho time Sir Charles (irafton arrived in

his car, having got out of his bed not in the
best frame of mind, the local sergeant was a
broken man : and, even if he had attempted to
do so, was incapable of putting up any case
against Lucy which could be acce])ted as any-
thing more or less than the incoherent bab-
blings of a lunatic.

In a few calm words, Lucy informed Sir

Charles that she was married the previous day
to John MarSh, and that during tho evening
Marsh had been taken ill and was now confined
to his bed.

While this was going on burglars had broken
into the house and stolen her jewels. The
sergeant had arrested one man and had let him
escape again. Later on she herself, because
she was walking along the road at three o'clock
in the morning, was stopped by the sergeant
who demanded her reason for being out of her
house in the middle of the night, and in default
of a reply brought her to the station under
detention.

Needless to say, the Chief Constable listened

to this remarkable .story dumbfounded.
" 1 don't know what the man's charge is ?

"

went on Lucy quietly, " because he refuses to
make one, and he refuses to put me under
arrest. Consequently, I declined and still

decline >o give any explanations whatever of

my perfectly innocent conduct."
" I should think so indeed," murmured Sir

Charles, his face a study in blank amazement.
" I believe," continued Lucy mercilessly,

' the man has some sensational idea that I am
in league with the thieves and assisted them
to rob me of my own jewels."

There was a stifled sound from the sergeant
rather resembling a groan.

" I am perfectly wilting, if you w"ish it,'

added Lucy, " for you to accompany mc back
to my house. Mr. Marsh is very ill, but I will

take you to him, and you can ask him whether
I am some unknown adventuress. Further
than that, I am not disposed to answer any
questions."

"I should think not, indeed, Mrs. Marsh,'
muttered the outraged Chief Constable.

What small defeiice the sergeant (Jricd to
offer sounded like' a' nightmare, and the Chief
Constable cut him short."

" If you will allow me, Mrs. Marsh, I will

drive you home. My car is at the door. I

offer you my very deepest apologies for what
has happened. I require no assurances from
you whatever, and if you are disposed to over-
look this amazing instance of muddle-headed
blundering, you may be sure j'ou will hear no
more about the affair."

Whatever vague doubts there might have
been in the mind of tho Chief Constable were
dispelled for good when he saw Lucy let herself

into John Marsh's house with li,er own latch-

key, which she fortunately had with her.

Finding herself home again, and the hour
nearly four o'alock, she went quietly to her
own room and packed a little bag which she
could carry in her hand.
Then she sat down in an armchair and

tliought.

After the crowded adventures of the last

twenty-four hours^ she was rather surprised to
(ind that the one which held most persistent

possession of her mind was her adventure j>ith

Sergeant Humby of the local police.

She had a conviction that she had now
made a bitter enemy of this man, through a
series of unfortunate circumstances over
wliicli she had had no control.

She knew well that if ever it carrie within his

power, Scrgfiant Humby would work her ill.

As soon as she heard the servants about, she

went downstairs.
She had a light breakfast, and caught the

first train up to London.

Adventures of Tom Blake and Jimmy.

TOM BIjAKE and Jimmy Twi.ss reached
London next day on foot, and, rather to

Blake's surprise, no obstacles, so far as

they were aware, were placed in their way.
The few policemen they passed on their way

while they were yet in the f^ountry, paid them
no particular attention, and obviously took

them for honest men with no stain on their

characters.

The irrepressible Jimmy even had the

impudence to wish several of them good daj',

and chuckled softly for miles afterwards.

. They arrived in London in the evening, and
before he woiiid listen to anything else, Jimmy,
who was a rather ragged spectacle, paid a visit

to Houndsditch, and got himself rigged out in

a respectable suit, boots, hat, and undercloth-

ing for an astonishingly economical sum.
" Now, guv'nor," he said when this was

done, " we're both on the same level, so to

speak. Perfect swells the pair of us. Ready to

go anywhere or do anything, as the sayin' goes.

So now what about it t
"

" Meaning, Jimmy, what do wc do next ?
"

answered Tom. smiling.
" You've 'it the nail exactly on the 'ead,

guv'nor," responded Jimmy. " You're cap-

tain of the ship, and the next move's up to

you."
' There was a certain lurking anxiety in the

little man's face, and Tom was not slow to

read the meaning of it.

They were standing in a street in the East
End of the City. It was rather deserted, the

City workers having long since departed to

their suburban homes. Tom stood for some
minutes in deep thought, until Jimmy, even
more husky than usual, broke into the sUencc.

" Guv'nor, for the love of 'Eaven, you're

not thinking about givin' me the cold mitt? "

" Giving you the what, Jimmy ?
"

"The go-bye, guv'nor; the sack. Yer not
goin' to turn me horf on me own ?

"

" Well, I wasn t thinking of doing so,

Jimmy," returned Tom. " I was just wonder-
ing what you want to do in the matter. Have
j ou anywhere to go in London ? " '

^

" Nowhere, guv'nor. Anywhere where you
go Is good enough for me. Don't send mfe away
from yer, guv'nor, for the love, of 'Eaven. It

would break me old 'eart, I tell yer. If you
give me the frozen mitt, old Jimmy Twiss will

be going to the dogs cjuicker'n you can thiak,

and 'e'll wind up again in 'is 'appy 'ome ajt

Bleakmoor inside a fortnit sure. We beep
through somethin' together the last few day*,

guv'nor." •

This was quite true, and Tom realised it.

He had saved Jimmy's life in the sea, and had
thereby clearly earned the little old fellow's

eternal gratitude. And in return Jimmy had
saved him from recapture at least three times

before they were clear .of Bleakmoor on the

night of the escape and the following days
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MdivovtT. aUliou<;h tliis was a mvslery
wliicli he (.ould.not cxpliiin to hinisself, lie

lik.-d the lioaiy little .scoundrel.
' Well, 111111113'^' .said 'i'otn at length, " .since

'.I'll wish it. we'll stiik tdirether. I may tell

vou I in just as aiixitius to '.stii k . tu you as

\'.'U are to me."
"Right, guv'nor. 'i'iiat's a het." said

.limnw, with a big sigh of heartfelt relief.

"" Hut you've got to remember,'' continued
'I'Min," ''that I'm not the rich man you seeni

ti. imagine. At the ])resent moment I am
nnt vvortli a penny in the world. So oiii'

nnited capital now amounts to what is left of

your twenty pounds, and even tiiat was pur-

loined."

.liiumy sniggered.
" I'urioined ! 1 like that word, guv noi-.

.'bounds sorter respectable and high-class.

I!ut that's all Hght. Jf we .^tic k together wo
.-iha'ii't tie liard up for a few shillings now and
t hen. 'J'lu re's various ways of earning money."

Tom loc>ked rather .sharply at his companion.
Hut there was nothing to be read from Jimmy's
iu-'cr{italile face.

" Well, the point is, .Jimmy, that until 1 can
liml something to do, we sliall have to go easy

on e.tpenditurc. We must find .some lodgings

>iiinewhere, and they must be cheap."

Leuve that to me,'' said Jimmy. ''And
don't yciu worry about the funds. This is a

^ur|irisin' rich town, this I.on<lon, and it'll be

pity if you and me can't turn our 'ands to

something or other in tlie next few days—two
ingenious chaps as we are, so to speak."

This sounded quite satisfactory, and Tom
allowed it to go at tliat for the present. But
there was something in Jimmy'H face which
somehow he did not quite like the look of.

However, he very soon had an exnmjtle of

one of Jimmy's ingenious ways of making
nicmey in his favourite city.

They were passing a Tube station, and an
old gentleman in .silk hat and white waistcoat,

and encumbered with a suit-case and um-
livella, was getting out of a taxicab.

.Somehow his legs got entangle<l with the

umbrella, and he came diving out head fore-

mast.

What would liave been a nasty tumble for

a man of his age was saved by Jimmy's mar-
vellous promptness and agility.

Jimmy leapt forward before Tom had eveit

seen what was happening, lie taught the

old gentleman round his (apacious waist, and
bore him rip with his shoulder.

.Timmy was forced down on hi> knees by
tlie ponderou.s weight, but he stuck to it mau-
fullv, and the old gentleman was saved from
a fall.

His hat v.ent spinning one way, and the

suit-case antl umbrella another.

While the old gentleman was g<'tling his

breath back, Jimmy [)icked these articles,

while Tom watched with inui h amusement
froni a distance.

He paid particular attention to the silk

hat, brushing it with his coat sleeve with
extreme care.

The cild gentleman panted his thanks, and
put his hand in his pocket. Jimmy came
away smiling.

" Well fielded, Jimmy." said Tom. '" I've

never, .seen anything quicker or neater in my
life. How much did he present you with ':

"

"Five bob," repliecl .Jimnjy shortly.
'" Oood ! As you say, ther<» arc vai i(uis

ways of [licking up money in this cily if you
have your eyes open. If you can do thai

two or three times a <lay, Jimmy, you won t

have to worry."

Jimmy found tlicm a very respectable

lodging, which, to 'J'om's idea, was astonish-

ingly cheap.

'I'hey had a bedroom between them for a

few shillings a week, and paid for meals
separately.

.Sitting on the sides of their ))eds that night,

Tom took Jimmy Twiss into his confidence.

"You .see, Jimmy,'' he said, "you may
liave a variety of good ways of getting aliviiig,

M(\t I'm afraid I -shall find it a dil'licidl matter
to make ends meet. 'J'liat's wliy I ga\ e you
the oppoitunity of ])arting cfrmpany. Not
because I wish to lose you. I don't. Hut

because it's very likely you may find mc a

drag on you."
.fimmy began to look alarmeil a^iahi.
' Guv'nor. you ftiu't going to leave jiic :

"

he asked lioar.sely.

"I've told you I'm not, .Timmy. \mlcss you
want me to. Hut I've got to tell you the

straight tale. Vou see. as far as I know,
there's only one thing 1 can do, and that's

clerical work. I'm an aceountalit, or was
before I became a convict."

"Well, that sounds all right.'\iuurmurcd
the old man. "What's the matter with
being an accountant again?"

"It's rather diHii ult. .limmy. An accfimit-

ant 'vi a man who keeps the books and deals

with the financial att'airs of a business or com-
pany. It is a position of trust, and consc-

(luently he has to be more than a bit above
.sus])icion. He has to have a referencis from
his last job, or a written character as long as

your arm."
"That's easy, guv'nor. I'm Jim (he Pen-

man, and [ reckon 1 can write you any sort of

character you want."

Tom frowned.
" That won't do, Jimmy, 'J'here are several ,

things you've got to imdcrstand yet before
you make up your miml to attach yourself
permanently to me."

" Don't worry about that, guv'nor. T (an
kec)) us going till you gets in your stride

again."

"And there's another thing, Jimmy. I was
sentenced for what was known as the Romney
x\ssociation Swindle, by which the public was
llceccd out of fifty thousand pounds. And 1

\\as entirely Innocent of that."

limmy grinned sheepishly.
" W hat are you laughing at, you idiot ?

''

"J.anghin'. 1 weren't laughin', guv'nor.
Ti s a abit I've got. It sounds so 'omely
like. Ain't wo all hinnercent, guv'nor ":'

"

" I5ut I tell you I am imiocenl. 1 was
made the victim of a conspiracy, and I hadn't
the slightest idea of what was going on.''

" That's all right, " murinured Jimmy, with
a very straight- face. "1 ain't disputin" yer
wor-d. Not me."

" Well," continued Tom, " there's the situa-

tion. 1 was ma<le the victim of a eons[iirac\ .

and I was presented with ten year.s' pcnul
servitude, wliieh ought to have gone to

somebody else. 8o the first thing I do now
is to set myself to w ork to prove my innocence,
and that, unhitp[iily, is a thing which needs
mon(\v.''

" Hut what about the fifty thousand
quid '.' murmured .limmy, witli a look of

blank surprise
" What fifty thousand ([uid 'i

" asked
'J'om astonished.

" Why, ain't yer just told me ? The fifty

thou' what you 'ad out of this little swindle."

Tom groaned, beginning to realise the im-
possH)ility of making .limmy sec life through
the eyes of ordinary honesty.

' Haven't I told you. .Jimmy, that I wj<s

iimoeent of any complicity in that affair.

Jf Hie fifty thousand pounds had gone to

me, I should havo been guilty. 1 diil not
have a penny of it."

" Oh. r see," murmured .Jimmy. " Vo ir

pals did yer down for your share r
"

Tom gave it iip. It seemed impossible to

make Jinuiiy realise that he really had not
liceu guilty of a crime. He began preparing
himself for bed, and Jimmy did the same.

Suddeidy he Hashed round with a cry of

amaiiement.

.Jimmy had just tossed cm his bed. with
an entirely casual air, a handsome gold
watch and chain.

'"Why. Jimmy, where on cailli did \ on
gel that ";

" he demanded.

.Jimmy dinged slightly. He diil not like

the blaze in 'J'om JMake's eyes. He felt (hat
souiething had gon<' wiong, although lie had
not the slightest idea what it was. A shifty,

flirt ive look came into his wrinkled face.
" What's what, guv'nor 'i

"

" That gold watch and chain.
"

"Touched the ohl toff for it." muinuircd
Jimmy.
"The old toft' •/

" echoed Tom blaiikly.

"The gay old bean what tried to take .i

nose di\e outer the taxi.
"

" Do you mean to tell me that you jiicki d
I hat old gciillemiin's jiocket whih- yc>u were
helpint; to save him from a fall ?

"

"Well, 'ow c6uld L "el[) it, guv'nor?
whined .limmy. "I arsk yer y There wa-i

I clarspuig him round the weskit, antl .i

peifeckly good walch and chain right rnider
mc nose haisking for a change of liownership.
Hcsidcs, guv'nor, what does 'e want with il

in a place like fjondon ''. There's clocks all

.(long the loatl. Vou aiu'l 'ardly got fo (urn
\our '(ad to see (he time. And he (l(\serx(s

to lose il. Teach "im a hsson. He's the
MXl of (lid idiot that ain't got the I'l.linaiv

tii^Vvy locame forward with her finger minute !
' she cried.
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" Look hoio, .linirny,"' intprniptcd Tom
st(-rr.ly, " this has uot to stoi)."

Wluit 'as, miv'nor '.' " asked .Jiinniy

iiinoccntly.
" 'Phis poi !:ct pic king and simihir things."
' Why, it's only just begun, guv'nor."

I hope it lias. Well, it's just got t) stop

right here."
" Well, 'ow arc we going to live ','

It was with dirtieiilty that Tom eould keep
a sdaight faee, .limmy's astonishment was
M) ()))viously geiiniuc.

In the leeturc whieh followed, Tom did his

lic st to impie.ss npon the little old gaolbird'

1 hat from this time forward, if they were tO re-

main together he was to earn his living hcmcstly.

]?ut ho foresaw loeks ahead. Jimmy's
])romises were too glib to bo very deep-

seated. Ho knew ho wonld have to wateh
hin; with the utmost vigilance.

Tom Searches For Woik.

Till'] next day Tom began his lli-st cx-

))eriment in seareliing for work as a

rlerlc or bookkeeper.

Hr lookeil at the papers first, and made a

note of half a dozen addresses. They did not

appear to j)romisc high salaries, but he knew
lie would have to aecept something humble
in that line to begin with.

There was another considerable problem
\i lii' h had a place at the back of his mind, as

10 which he had not yet had any conversation

\\ il li Jimmy.
This was the problem of his wife.

He knew that Lucy was by this time also

in London. She had promised to leave

.lolin Marsh's house immediately, and he was
to meet her in Piccadilly Circus in si.x day.s' time.

After that the problem was how he was to

provide for the establishment which they hoped
to set up together.

He was sjx'aking the truth when he -told

Jimmy that he had not a penny in the world.

At the time of his anest he had about

( wo thousand pounds in the bank, but after his

(onviction this was what is known as cslreuted,

>\hi.h nu'ans commandeered by the Crovm
to hel]) pay for his supposed delinquencies.

He a])plied forthi ee positions as book-keeper,

liut each time was t'.nneil down for want of a

reference.

The next advertisement he leplicd to was
rather diiferent. It was for a secretary. The
advertLscr did not give a name, but an address

in ( 'hclsca.,

'J'oni found himself there late in the after-

noon. He \vas tired and dtspirited. It was
a rather big private house.

A neat maid ansv/cred the door, and her eyes

I winkled when he asked for the master of the

house.

Is it about the advertisement for a
i-etary ? " she asked demurely.

Yes," an.swered Tom, and saw the girl's

eyes sparkle even more misehievotjsly as she

invitetl him to enter.

He was taken through the house into a big

barn of a studio which had so jnany windows
tliat it looked almost like a gr.'enliouse.

I>ut before he had time to look round, the

door opened and a remarkably handsome
•;irl of not more than twenty-tive entered. •

A little gas]) of astonishment tame from
lull) of them simultaneously.

" Tom ! " she whispered.

Then, as he would have come forward, she

t'.pped him with upraised forefinger.
' Wait," she whispered.

She ran to tiie door, opened it and looked

into the corridor. Appai'ently satisfied, she

dosed it again, and tuined the key.
" In the ordinary way I don't mirid a peep-

ing maid," she said. " It's a little excite-

ment which I don't grudge them in the least.

J'.iit not this time. Now come here, Tom."
She held her arms out to him.
' And before you say a word, give me a

11 al kiss like yon used to," she said.

{ Ati'ith'r Un ilfii{(i i nsl'iliif ul. nr.d Moiidrn/.)

EVER since the >\<)rld began everyone has
" loved a lover/' never losing it-j insati-

able curiosity on the all-absorbing

question of " how they met."
No artistic profession can boast of so many

fair women and handsome men anion" its-

adherents as the theatrical one. Especially is

this true of the screen, wIkh-c beauty and
handsomeness arc of even. greater importance
than on the stage. Therefore, Beauty and
Romance ever going hand in hand, it is not

surprising that many a (harming love-story

has blossomed in ]''ilmdom, and I ])roposc

telling you of a few of these romances of screen

stars.

A Pictured Face.

NOT so very long ago a young man saw a

girl's |)ictured face in California. He was
so enchanted by its vivid, haunting

Ijcauty, that he~ was consumed with longing

to know its original, and determined to travel

across the continent to meet her. Before

starting he met a niutual friend, who obligingly

gave him a letter of introduction to the fair

one and her mother, and also the address of

the fair one's old nurse. From the nurse the

infatuated young man acquired every baby
picture his charmer had ever had taken, in

unbroken 'Sequence, so that he seemed to know
lier quite well when they did meet. Not only

was the lady of his dreams as fair in reality as

in her pictures, but willing—at least eventually

—to listen to his declaration of love and to

marry him. The name of the lady was Madge
Kennedy, who in private life is Jlrs. Harold
Bolster. " It was odd,'"confesses Miss Kennedy,
" when I first met Harold I had the thought :

' You arc going to be the best friend I'll ever

have.'
"

Cupid at the Club.

THE Sixty Club, the most exclusive of

exclusive American artistic organisations,

where stars of the stage and screen and
the shining lights in art and literature con-

gregate to dance—and, it would seem, to make
love !-^has fostered several romances of film

folk. It was there that Billic Burke, who had
sprained her ankle in the dance, met a sym-
])athetic stranger, who eventually became her

husband. His name is Florenz Ziegfeld, of

the famous Ziegfeld '" Follies," whose fii-st

wife was that remarkable woman and actress

the late Anna Held.

Here, too, was fostered the romance of

Elsie Ferguson and her millionaire husband,
Thomas B. Clarke, Jun., vice-president of the

HariTman National Bank, whose marriage

was one of the social events of the New York
season. A)id it was at the Sixty Club that

Jane- Elvidgc first met the gallant young
soldier who became her husband last No-
vember, Lieut. Frank Badgely, M.C., one of

the original 33,()(W who composed the first

Canadian Expeditionary Force.

Love and Liberty Bonds.

ANOTHER war romance was Marguerite

Clark's. Her husband, as you know, is

Ijieutenant H. Palmerson Williams,

U.S.A., son of a wealthy New Orleans lumber
mei'chant, whom she met while she was in the

southern city in the interests of the third

Liberty Loan " drive." Lieutenant Wilbains,

hel)ied Miss Clark in her work for the Govern-

ment, and speedily decided he would like to

hel]) her—for life I
" I had quite decided

never to many at all," Margtieritc will tell

you, laughingly, " but somehow, after I met
Harry—well, I began to weaken a bit in this

0y'

LINA CAVALIER!.

resolve, and the romance progressed with such

rapidity that we really didn't notice it at

all until we were married !

"

Studio Romances.

THE romances of screen folk cited above
are remarkable for the fact that in each

case the star in question has married

someone outside Filmdom. However, quite a

number of love-stories have emanated directly

from the studio, and many a film player has

found a mate in another twinkleron the silver

sheet. Here are two notable examples :

The love-story of William Russell and his

wife, Charlotte Burton, is an out-and-out film

romance. It started when Russell was
specially engaged for an important role in
" The Diamontl from the Sky." He and Miss

Burton were the arch villain and villainess of

that film serial, and, though busy with villainy,

managed to find time in spare moments in

which to nourish tire friendship which later

developed into love. They have since played

together in a number of films.

CJeraldine Farrar and Lou-Tellegen met at

the La-sky studios in California, where th& great

operatic star made three pictures in tea
weeks—" Carmen," " Temptation," and
" Maria Rosa." Tellegen arrived first, to

appear in "The Explorer" and "The Un-
known," and later on, when a conference took

place between Geraldine and De Mille, pro-

ducer for " Maria Rosa," as to how it should be

produced, it was Lou who volunteered in-

formation, the result of his own experience

of the spoken version of the great play. The
conference lasted until the small hours, and it

was then that one of the happiest romances

of the screen began.

Married Lovers.

ANOTHER operatic and screen star, the

beautiful Lina Cavalieri, found her fate,

Lucien Muratore, fittingly enough, at

the Grand Opera in Paris. They met at

rehearsal, they loved, they married. And,

though eight years have passed since their

meeting, they are still lovers, still children at

heart, often "playing in pictirresquc costumes

from their operatic wardrobes at masquerades

among the slums rovmd their beautiful home
in Connecticut. Theirs is the secret of eternal

love—and youth.
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f//fp . f,^. u Screen Stars Siesta after

vCSM'" sA'fftS Strenuous Studio Work.

MARGUERITE CLARK employs her rest time by reading her favourite authors.

SHIRLEY MASON at home. VIVIAN MARTIN beheves in complete relaxition.
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W]LLTA.At FAHNTM 1ia^ made luin-

self an ifliassailaUlc jiositioa in tin'

woild^of tiliiis. Ho liad already gainoil

a liii,' position 0)i the siioaUint; >;tage before In^

left it for tlie silent iliania- iiuining his own
tliealie for several -'eii^oiis ; lilif chance and
own anibil ion led hini to iIk' newer artj an(

has never left.it since. '
''

He is the actor from whom all comparisons
of nianliness;and virility aie drawn, lie never
takes np a ])art wit hont. fretting into it every
hit of fineness and nohility of character that it

will hold.^ . . - -
.

'

His anlhofs always remain liis grateful

friends after he has niade their creations live

and lireaihe lieforb then- eyes, a-nd he treasures

as liTs^jnost heart-warminir possessions certain

fts and remenihrances from them.

His' Many Parts.

HE can show us a perfect G;entleman of the

olden time: such as " ISydney Cartoh in
" The Only Way : a" man of every age.

hrol^en and beaten by ill-fortune, yet alwa\s

fighting Ujrtv'ards . to the light, as in " Les

Miserable,?; " or tlie strong man of the snow-

wastes wlio hides Jtis troubles till the moment
conies for vengeance, as in " Rough and Rcad.y."

'

Every one of tliese,' with inany others, is a

m-rfect eamw of act ins. William Tarnum

FABNUM
"Big Bill of tl)c Screen."

never fails because he is always in dead earnest

over his work, and because of his heart to feel

for others' troubles and .sorrows, is worthy of

his nickname of Big Bill."

By the waj', in " Riders of the Purple

Sage," which was his first appearance in a

Zanc Grey story, Big Bill u'es a saddle of

heavy black leather, inlaiil tliroughout witli

silv(^r, wliile the bridle is a mass of silviir and

gold emblems, with the initials, ' W. F.,""

inlaid on the headstall.

- For rougli work Jlr. -Farnum" bought a

'bucking saddle" valued at £6t). He uses

this in-brf)ncho-bnsthig and in the great raco

\Vith Jeify Card, during which the latter daring

Vider changes horses while going at full speeil.

We can see him this week in a thrilling Wild

West'story entitled " True Blue."

In - A TALE OF TWO CITIES.'
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Poses That Photograph Artistically—Hints on Light
and Shade, etc., etc.

the road hy the lii^li TAlk to tlic sitters, Init do not lot tlicm talk.

ALMA TAYLOR, the Hepworth star is a keen

amateur photographer.

NOW that restrictions are being removed,

and once unobtainable supplies appear

in the shops again, people arc turning

to photography with greater zest than ever

;

and judging by the crowds in every photo-

grapliic dealer's shop, there will be countless

beginners this year pressing buttons and

releasing the shutters of their newly bought

cameras. May their efforts be crowned with

success, for of all ways to get the best out of a

lioliday the snapshot way comes first. One
has biit to open an album of pictures made on

some holiday ten years ago, and memories

come flooding back, bringing jilaccs and faces,

and a thousand little thoughts connected with

them. One reraemljcrs which were the hot

days, the sluific of the shadow thrown across

roofed Ifiim ; and, better

than all, exactly how tho

dimples laughed in a

baby's elbow, and how
the soft, (h)vvny curls fell

o\ er the back of a fatly

creased neck. An album
of beautiful holiday pic-

tures is a treasure indeed,

yet how few amateur
photogra])heis produce
])ictures which are .satis-

factory.

Processes arc now made
so simple that anj- novice

will produce prints which
arc technically good, yet

artistically a failure; al-

though with as much care

devoted to the subject and

eoini)osit i<m as was devoted to the technical

diihculties of exposure, printing, etc., they

would iuivc been a success. 'J'hese hints, then,

are intended to helj) the amateur to make his

snapshots more beautiful.

Know Your Camera.

THK lirst step to success is to know your

camera. Tiicre should be no fumljling

nor uncertainty when the moment comes.

Practise sfetting things cjuickly into the range

of your view-finder, and releasing the shutter

at "the instant. This can be done without

exposing plates, merely in your empty camera.

Practise also with tlie\am"ora held at different

heights, as you would have to hold it for low

objects or tall ones, and,' above all, learn how
to keep the camera level and steady. This

last is most impoi-tant. If you have to fix

the front for distance, as in some cameras,

learn to judge distances quickly and accurately.

It often happens,' in taking .street scenes,

peasants, or children, for example, that yon

do not wish the subjects to know, but a little

practice will enable you to take the picture

under your arm when standing with your back

to the subject as though you were taking a

((uite diSerent view.

Choose Yo«r Subjects Carefully.

MOST Ijeginners err in not knowing what
subjects are suitaljle for their art.

How often does one'hear the cry, " Oh, if

only you had your camera
!

" from some

inexperienced person who sees what he thinks

is a picture. Incidents merely freakish,

amusing, or interesting only for the moment
are not worth recording, and the wise snap-

shotter will have nothing to do with them.

Take fewor pivturas, and let those bo worth

takins:. f^ven when they are snapshots, think

out the pictures to- be taken, and if the

subiects allow of it, arrange or pose the sitter.s.

How to Arrauige Groups.

THK holiday group is usually a dull mass

of faces, merely a record of those

present, but without any pictorial

valife. Yet it is possible to make a picture

and get them all in it. Pose them looking for

an aeroplane, with one or two pointing hands

outstretched, or walking along the sands, or

gathering blackberries, or consulting a map.

The result will give more natural portraits,

as each person loses his stiffness and eelf-

conseiousness through having another interest.

Remember that back views of people are

interesting and c'haracteristic, so that your

sitters need not all be facmg the camera. With
a small camera, which exaggerates the per-

spective, arrange your group so that the

sitters are at e((iial distances from the camera.

D

or the faces will sometimes appear distort<5d

through being fixed by the photograph in a
j)assing expression. Let your sitters laugh or
smile freely. Your picnic group will be all the
better for airangiirg, but warn your sitters

not to be actnally eating.

Don't Waste Films.
kO not waste tilms^ by taking views of

which you can buy a picture postcard,
but .snap the little incidents of your

holiday that will not onh' give local colour,

but fix your own connection with the place.

Then, many holiday snapshot albums are

spoiled as souvenirs because they give a ba<l

impression of the sitters. Why should wo
choose the ugly and undignified incidents to

sei-ve as a permanent record of our doings on
a joyous holiday spent amid beautiful sur-

roundings '! Why should we not rather be
taken when doing picturesque things V

Be Careful with Bathing Pictures.

MOST amateurs come to grief over bathing
pictures, while STimmer magazines are

brimming over with eharmmg exam]>lcs

of the professional photographer's art. TIk^

reason may be that one perhaps employs paid
models who are beautiful, well-posed, and not
sunburnt. The araatem would be well advised

to studj' what happens to colours in his

photographs, and he will soon learn that the

jolly, sun-browned maiden, in her scarlet

bathing suit, who looked so bcwitehingly

bright when he snapped her on the beach, will

•look hard-faced and dark in his print. A
better idea of holiday bathes will be given

by groups of your party arriving at the

bathing-place with their towels. Never photo-

graph people whose costumes are partly we t.

Watch the Sun.

DO not spoil pictures by taking them
with a bright sun directly at your back.

Your sitters wUl be more comfortable,

and your light and shade more pleasing if

you move round a little. As long as the sun

is not directly in front of your lens you will

get your picture, and even with it there you
can make the " moonlight " pictures, so

much admired.

You will be surprised at the beauty of the

)>ictures made when the camera is well shaded
from the sun, wliile the sitter is in the sunlight.

Try taking a group on the beach from inside

the bathing -hut, or someone standing in the

cottage garden when your camera is inside

the cottage, and the exposure made through

the open door or window . Y"ou will get good
portraits in this way, with beautiful modelling

on the face, and with the lovely aureole o^

light about the hair which we admire so much
on the cinema pictures.

The picture house is a good hunting-gi'ound

for snapshot hints. Notice where the light

comes from in an outdoor scene, and how the

picture is arranged on the screen. An artist's

manual on composition will give instruction

on the ait of composing your pictures. It is

not necessary to^ use a large camera ; a small

one costs less to run, and a good print is often

improved by being eiilarged.

Mounting the Prints.

A COMPLETE set of good prints should

be made of each holiday, and pasted in

an album with plain art leaves or

mounts. A slip-in album is easier, but experi-

ence shows that there is a gi'cat temptation to

slip the prints out ta give away, so that a

co'm])lete record is not kept. With a fine

camel-hair T)rush and a tube of Chinese white,

print the name and date of each below.
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MARY PICKFORD SMILES AND FROWNS.

Her frown is as ternfying—as her rmile is charinins Her natural expression—and in character part. Her profile.

MARY PICKFORD'S EMPIRE.
The Girl Who Rules the World With a Crown of Curls and Two Blue Eyes.

WHEN one hears the pot names of " Our Mary," " America's
Sweetheart," and then " The World's Sweetheart " applied to

anyone it is not really necessary for mo to tell you that the
owner h&si entwined herself round the hearts of all those who know
her, both in private and professional life. Who has not heard of Mary
Pickford, and who has not seen her without feeling that the above
names are the very ones they would have christened her ? And when
a tiny tot, who has only just reached the lisping stage, announces, with
all the pride in the world, that she had seen Mawy Pitford "—well, she
must be a favourite indeed.

Her Birthplace.

THIS famous s-tar gave her lirst peep at the world in that most
English of all Canadian cities—Toronto ; and it was only five short
years after that day before she was actually on the stage, so she

did not lose much time in letting the world know that she had arrived
here.

Not many of us start our professional careers or life's work at that
early stage, so those of you who are thinking that Miss Pickford has had
more than her share of this world's good things poured upon her, will

7'ealise thai she has earned her success and has only reached her present
position through sheer merit and genius, even if the gods did have a
share in bestowing the latter.

Hers was not a royal road to success, nor did she walk on a pathway
of velvet pile ; she first trod the rougher road of experience and hard
work. Her rise to power and fame was phenomenally rapid, and for
that we can be thankful, for she used her power to lift and maintain
the present high standard in moving jiictures, and, as these pictures
reach almost everyone from the poorest to the richest, it is a big moral
responsibility. Others, of course, have done their share, but Mary
Pickford was first, and after ten years of screen work she is at the pinna- I'o

of success.

She Begins on the Stage.

HER first bow to the play-going audience was not on the pictures ;

she had a one-lino part as the character of Little Ted in " The
Silver King," and was only five years old then. Three years

later she went with a travelling company m " The Little Red School
House," and the following year, at the age of nine, she was playing
ft star part in " The Fatal Wedding." She still continued her stage
work up to thirteen years of age and was only eleven when she played
with Chauncy Olcott m ' Edmund Burke."

On Broadway
NEXT we hear of her on the " Great White Way,"the famous Broad-

way of New York that gets its name from the gorgeous and
dazzling array of electric lights ; that Way where fashion and

beauty mingle unknowingly with crime and crooks, where ambitions
are realised and hopes dashed to the ground—for the strangest motley of
human crowds treads along the Great White Way. There this stage
favourite appeared for the first time in the " Warrens of Virginia," in

the part of Betty Warren, which she had the honour of originating.

Her Introduction to the Screen.

AFTER leaving David Belasco's management, she went to the Bio-
grajjh Company and made her first appearance on the screen,

and, after three days at the studio, she was playing in a one-
reeler entitled " The Violin Maker of Cremona." She remained with
this company for 18 months, starting at a salary of £8 a week, which
jumped to £20 before she left : this was considered a very high salary
at the time. Her next step was with the Independent Motion Picture
('ompany at a salary of £3.5 a week, but, after nine months with them,
she went back to the Biograph. Again, nine niontiis after that, David
Bclasco sent for her to taice a star part in " A Good Little Devil, and
when this play was filmed, in the early part of 1913, of course she was
the star. ^

Her Present Position.

THIS brought her back to the film world, and .since then slio has risen

to be Vice-President of the Jlarv Pickford Famous Players
Company, and finally, in 191(5, the Mary Pickfofd Film Corpora-

tion was organised, and this famous star was guaranteed a drawing
account of £4,000 a week and fifty per cent of the net profits, with her
own choice of stories, directors and cast.

We arc all looking forward to seeing her in Daddy Longlcg^," the first

of the super-productions for 1919 which are controlled exclusively
by tlie Walturdaw Company, Limited.

MARY PICKFORD.
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FLICKERS horn FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

Ruth Roland Architect.

11' is a wondi iful tliiii.f; for a man to be a

ninst( T of many liadcs, and it is even more
so ^vlicn' a young woman is found pos-

sessing tliis L'o'.id foiUuic. Riitli Roland,

star of "Hands I'p !
" the new Patlir serial,

could readily aljandon lier dramatic career—
whieh, of course, slic will never do and
secure a pt)sition in an arehitcil's oilier.

There are no " sets " in any of the jiroductions

\\ ilh wliii li she has Ixcu identified that she has

not assisted in the direeliun or eonstruelion

I hereof. Many of the novel devices used in

" Hands ! are her hrain children. When-
ever the scii|it calls foi a .scene to create a big

thrilling ctl'c< t aii<l there is a problem as to

cffectivclN- arranging the "props"—Miss

Roland is always drafted into .service, and
usually she lias a ready solution to oflVr.

Ilci- work ill this serial is niarkcil by splendid

daring, anil the )ierilous feats seem ainio-il

impossible to aeeoinplLsU without injury.

Authoress Sees Her Novels on the Screen.

I
HEAR that Miss Cynthia Slocklcy. tic-

authoress, paid a visit (c> (^nuuioni's

private theatre the other day, to see (he

•Select I'ictures adaptations ((f herwcll kiiown

novels, " I'o|i[iy and " 'i'he Claw." .She

Ihorouglily enjt)>ed botli films, and descrilicil

them as excellent, alt hough she said she

preferrcil " l'op[)y " to " 'I'lie Claw," probabU'
for the reason that there is a great deal more
;lrarna and psychology in the former.

The lilm story of " Poppy " has been con-

?trueled on quite different lines to the book,

and from the (ilm point of view Miss Sloekley

thought this a Krcat advantage. 'J'he pro-

ducer had very cle\ C1I3' introduced a mystery

at the vciy beginning of the picture, whicii

alone made it a subject whicli would claim
attention. The tropical atiuos[)herc was well

<lone, the fact that the scenes were taken
in thf Bahamas being responsible for this"

Ste wart Rome Again on the Film.

THE Rioadwest Film Company are now
workiny: on an original story entitled

"A I)aughter of Eve." The cast for

this film will be a strong one, headed by \'iolei

Ho|ison and .Stewart Rome. This will be the

lirsi Broadivcst film in Avhich Stewart Rome
apfiears. and the picture should |)ro\e a bi>;

attraction. Tliis [xipular hero of the film lia^

fiiily just been demobilised, an<l lias come back
keener than ever for the work before him.

• -t
Over The Top.

I I4EAR that pretty young Lois Meredith,
who'took the leading part in Vitagrajih s

super fdm, "Over the. 'I'op," i.s now
taking Shirley Kellog's part in "Joy Bells,'

at the London Hippodrome.

Tom Mix's Horse.

TOM MIX. whom we shall see next week
in "Mr. Logan," has a horse that

rmderstands not only all the things that

are usually addres.sed to an intelligent animal,
but also many of the orders that are gi\en to

T'om Mix by his director. Tom says that this

horse will often get the meaning of an order
before he. does. By the way, 1 liea'r that

Kathleen Conners. who plays opposite Tom
Mix in his latest picture, "Eame and Fortame."
is almost a,s daring as Mix himself. She is an
excellent horsewoman, and likes nothing better

than to 1 ide v\ild race.'} with the cowboy star.

HARRY MOREY, the hero in a coming Vi*a-
graph photo-play, • The Golden Goal."

WHEN THEY COME TO YOUR PIC-
TURE HOUSE YOU MUST NOT MISS
SEEING—
Corism: CJriffith as the plucky wife #ho

readies the top of the theatrical tree to keep
an imbecile husband, and only gets ingratitude
for it.

' The Clutch of Cireiiinsti»n(e."

{Vitagraph.)

V^Efil^'I.v Eeakson, marrying for

The- Lore Auction." (Fox.)

Pftirsi iLL.\ Dean, who, a,s the centre of a tJnve-

coruered couspVacy, gets mixed up with <•

young and good-lookuig burglar. " Kiss i.'t

Kill." [Butcher.)

Ltxa C.w.insp.i, representing the statiie' o'f

a prince's ideal. " The Two Brides." (lAiiLf/.]

liABI.L L VMO>", FlOREXCE Ff.KVX, DOKOTHV
Bernard, Lilian Hal!.. and Katb Lts-rKi:,

as the fi\ e " Little Women "
iri Loxiise Aleott'.s

famous- novel, Little Women." .(/'\<>»t)'(s-

LndJoj.)

.

'

Wfi.t.TAM Fab^ hm as a stowawav in "UHk-

Man Who Repaid." '(Fox.)

Chaki.es Rack as a K,( '. in

Love." {Giirrick FUrn^.)

Ihe (.1

McTT and .Iefp looking for a lost dug. " 'Jit.-

Sausage Maker." "(For.)

Kdoif. Lvo\> ;\nd Lke Muisan as woidd-b'^

picture "producers," a screaming farce.

Frenzied Film."
(
Trar' <-A iln nlic fyl'ir ( 'owH*;.)

Nl^vRiF. l)i'r.o carrying out Uie last ifquest

in a will,
• Twelve-Ten." (/>. nfd C. Hfn --f.)

-
'

Ar.if E Joi'fK being sold by a not ion in •

J' .

tlse Highest Bidder." (I'iiii'jfiiifi.)

PAULINE FREDERICK in the co;niii» pholo-pla/. " The Woman on the Index.

Patuicja Palmei: as- the Taneh owie i'i

ilaughter. " By Injunction.'" (Viki'/mpl'.)—
E\F;i.iE Montgomery and JfrsfipH Rex k

having -liair-bri-iwUh e.seapp* from the ]»olii-fiir

•• Roofs and.RiotK." (Yilminiph.)

.Ji'SK El.viDOE being forced intoaui.n' >:

•• riu' Strong' Way." (Gntngfr^.) .—

-

THK i.oOK-OlT Ma.v.

1
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SHOULD SHAKESPEARE BE FILMED ?
ELLEN TERRY SAYS NO."

You want me to tell you what I think of Shakespeare] on the
lilms ? " said Ellen Terry.

We were sittin<i in her dressing-room at the Lyric Theatre,
whither slio is drawing all London to see her woiidevful portrayal of

the Nurse in " Ronico and Juliet." And it wa.s in the cliaractor of
that intensely human and lovable guardian of Shakespeare's immortal
heroine that I found her—dressed in a plain 'grey gown, wilh a grey
\'cil and white drapery round lier face.

It has ever been the interviewer's way to prate of the beauty of

his subject, if the subject be feminine. ' Therefoftj I do not propose to
take that way, more especially as in this instance I should be but
echoing what countless timgucs have already said. I will only say
that as I lookeil at the woman, who has won such undyinii fame ami
such universal love, sitting tiiore with all her old-tinic giacc aixl dignity,

the divine fire within her unqucnchcd and undiminished, 1 felt very,

very humble, as one always docs in the presence of true and simple
greatness.

" What I want to know. Miss Terry, is whether you consider

Shakespeare should be filmed ?
"

Ellen Terry looked at me and smiled—indiilgi ntly.
'" No, I don't," she replied. " When you film a Shakespearean

play you immediately lose a beautiful poem.
"

But 'the plot ?
"

" Ah, that is another matter. There you are dealing w ith something
that is not really Shakespeare's at all. Take " Romeo and Juliet "

—

what is it that makes it immortal ? Not the old Italian story which
Shakespeare resurrected, but the divine words in which he dressed it.

Then agahi, much of his work, of course, is based upon history.
" Hamlet,' 'Macbeth,' "The Merchant of Venice.' 'Romeo and

Juliet,' and, I think, 'King Lear'— all these have been filmed, but
Shakesptare, the soul and beauty of his work, has nex er been filmed

and could never be filmed."
' Have you any prejudice against the films ':

'"
I next asked.

' Oh, no," replied Miss Terry quickly. " Not the slightest. As you
know, I have appeared on the

.
screen myself— iii ' Her CIrcatest

Performance '—and I was most interested in the w r. i

'

What is your opinion of the films ?
"

I think they are a wonderful and beautiful art—aa art

future."
' I suppose you are not likely ever to desert the stage c'ni

screen ? " I asked.
" No," replied the golden voice, "because, of course, I ai,i es-^entially

a sUnje actress, and there is no real connection between the sttigc^aud

si rccn—they are, and must always remain, two totally different ^ii'aiiches

of theatrical achievement ; two totally (hfFerc'IifcmfcdiCm expression."

But is it likely that we shall'see'yiju again on the films, Mis, Terry ?
"

Oh, it is.quite probable that . I shall pla'y for the. camera "again,

but in a part created for the films—a part about which the jniblio have
no preconceived idea. Ceiiainhj nol q Shal/cijmircfin rule .'."-^

-•

' The Queen of the English Stage rosel and "in her dear and queenly

way gave me her hand. " Good-bye," she- said. " " It is' time for me
to go on now." . -i^-tiaijfe.,. ^wj ;<> i ^^y-' .$

- ", Good-bye, Miss Terry. _ Have you any message for rny loaders ?
"

•
' My love—give them iny love."

[
was th?" answert^-: .-^ r

Readers of The Pictcke f?HOW, Ellen Tcrrv" seads vou her iovc-t
- .\ . * M. J?: C.

ith a big

K- for the

FILMS RELEASED THIS WEEK.
May 26.

—

Doeothy Gish in " Gretchen the
Greenhorn."
AU- about a little Dutch maid, who won all

hearts, and found peril, adventure, and
ultimate happiness. There's a thrilling race
in the water between some counterfeiters and
the harbour police, and one of the prettiest

weddings ever filmed. A charming and
refreshing story. (Triangle.)

secured by simple and easy methods. Being

an Americait production, the situation is

handled in accordance with the laws of that

country. Throughout, the dramatic element is

maintained at a constant pitch. {Fox.)

May 26,-—J- L- V. Leigh and Heather
Thatphee in " Pallard the Punter."
Adapted from Edgar Wallace's famous racing

story of the same title. This film has the
advantages of an interesting plot, a good
clement of surprise, and considerable excite-

ment. (Gaumont.)

May 26.—WiLi'iAM Faenum in True Blue.
"

A story of true blood and blue blood, in

which the two sons of an earl go out West, .

and each " mala> good "
_
in .his own way.

Bob (played by Farnum) wins a fine girl for

his wife as well. The sunlit quality of the'

plains has been well caught, while city interiors

afford a great contrast. There's some cattle-

hustling, too ! {Fov.)

surprises, and witha! a pretty , love story.

"To see Tom Mix and hi.<- horse' taliingi^ the
staircase in a couple of gallops, ti'fitting^i^und

the upstairs • lahfling, and 'jumpmK; fi'om' the
first-storey window, is to hojd one's heart in

one's mouth—but then, vrhaf cj.'.
' Tom do

with that horse of hiip ? (Fox.)

rhe

May 26.

—

Beetha Mann and Charles
Clary in " The Blindness of Divorce."

This picture confines itself to one aspect of

the divorce problem. It presents, in vivid
and gripping form, the consequences and
dangers which may arise when divorce can be

May 20.—" Battl.e RoyaL"
_ . ,

;

A "scream" from Mack Sennitt's fun-'

factory. This will niake you hold your sides

with laughter. (F<imous-'Lasl-ij Film Service.)

May29.-pToMMix in "Mr. Logan, U.S.A."

A " 'Western '-' (of which the scenery is a

delight), containing many ' thrills, several'

May 29.—SEgsg«<- Hayakaw a u

Bravest ,Way." • ,• t * —
A strong, clean drama, concorpini a man

who .sacrificed all his hopes',qa the altivf of

friendship, but eventually foinid luvjipinpss

with the woman he kwed. .. Wayafciwa has
found in the part of Tamira a fine'ovitlefc, for

his art, and is brilliantly supportpd by his

wife, Tsurt Aoki. Florence \'ider, and -<i couple
of delightful doll-like Japanese 'kiildics.

[Faiiious.-LasTcy Film Servian

May 2!),—" With the Kandy KlephanU."
Part II. of the interesting Burton Holmes

( ravel picture, mentioned ^last \fcck. [Fammis-
L'asky Fihn Service.)' ' ~ "" ' "

""
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IN>TME DRESSINC ROOM.
Chrissie White Designs a Frock for the Picture Show
Summer Girl—Hints on Colours Yoa Should Wear, etc

,
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London,

A TEW days ago I hail tea with Clui-s-ii'

White ill licr quaint and chamiint;

dvessiiir,'-n>oni at the Hcpworth Stiidici--

at Waltcin on-'l'liames. 1'he low-roofed room.

ju'-.t like one in some country cottage, was fuH

fpf dainty fripperies, and naturally it was not

lonj.' Iidore wc hecame absorbed in that all-

iiiijiortant feminine topic—dress.

Individuality !n Dress.

I
THINK a woman'.s clothes sliould In

. an
(X|)rcssioii of her individuality," Mis.s

\V'hitc said, in the course of conversu-

tii>n. "My maxim is, 'Woman, Imow thy-

.self

—

and dres.9 (ircordi itc/h/
'

'
,

C'laissie

White, as you know, is very fair, with pretty,

wavy hair, a beautiful, clear complexion, and
blue eyes. On this occasion she was dressed

for the part of \'alerie Barton in Possession,"

the fdm on which she is engaged at present,

and i could not but note how carefully the

(colours of her beautiful clothes had been

chosen to harmonise with her own fair charms.

Neutral Colours.

HER eveninu" ^riwn was pale mauve, with

a coi-sa<4i- <'f silxcr-spangled net. while

the skirt, tidling in full, draped folds,

was caught at the hem by a flower of old-rose.

A beautiful cloak of elephant -grey satin, with
a Howcred lining of black, pale yellow, and
grey silk, draped Miss White's shoulders, while

grey silk stockings and grey brocade shoe*,

with diamond buckles, completed a most

harmonious and artistic whole.

'"I. never wear very vivid (olours." Mis«

White remarked, but always favour neutral

tints, because. beinK fair, I think they suit me
belter. On the other hand, my clothes would
pro)>ably be unbecoming to a dark woman,
it is really a question of personality—and
colouring. Study the latter, and you have

the whole secret of the art of tlressiug."

The Question of Height.

MISS WHl l'E'S views are evinced in some
exquisite samjiles of her extensive

wardrobe which she showed me. Tlu-

frodv ill which she ap|)ears in this photo, and
whiili \oii will see later in ''The Kinsman," i-

of paic pink satin and beaded net—a gown to

delight any xvoman's heart. Another en-

i hantiuL' vjsiim was composed of silver gauze,

with a design of pale pink roses, caught here

and there with flowers oE the same tender kind

and hue. A furtlier incitement to feminine

envy wa> niailc of grey georgette, with kilted

ninon rouatl the neck, and a sash of cherry-

coloured ribbon. These two gowns will figure

in ' Possessicin. ' I noticed that the frocks

were of medium length, and remarked on the

fact.
'

P>ci auso T am of medium height," ex-

plained Mi^^ White. ''I think the considera-

tion of one's hci-ht a most important one in

llir selection of one's dothes. Nothing can so

mar a toilette as a gown whose length is C'Ut

of proportion to its wearer's Itcight."'-

Chrissie White's Hats.

MY fair hristess also showed rue the hats
which .-he wear-; in " Po^st ssicm." Thev
are the nm-t fascinating things imagin-

able- but the jiii-ee f'( rC-disiri iici is a big tagcl

straw "c>f shepherdes.s shape, with a flowered
georgette border, and trimmed 'with an
iirnaiiienl of ctjrn afTd roseliuds, and saxe-

bluc sti'eaniers. shape, as well as its

cplottring, suited her so perfectly; and
right there T made a mental note of'

what Miss 'W'hite has so obviously
studied—the importance of .studying ^ .

the contour and piofile of one's face ....^

when buying a hat.

Her Own Design,

WHILE the Hepworth star wa.s-giving
.simie directions to her maid, t espied

~Dn her dressing-table the design whieh
adorns this page. I was just thiidiing what i

delightful frock it was for the summer girl,

cither for walking or the river, when Misi

White came and pe.eped over my shouldei'.
'' How do you like my .little design " sir-

asked.
" )'(>i/i-.s ! " I cxclaiuicd. (Some women

liave all the talents.)

Miss White nodded.
' At one time £ did a hrt of noedicwork, but

nowadays I'm too busy. However. 1 still (iiwl

time tf> design some of my clothes, and the

other day I had a sudden inspiration for i

summer frock. 1 think it would look rather

nice in white flowered 'voile, the flowers of

saxe-blue. don't you'? " '
'

I agreed. In fact, I was .so pleased .with

the design that I begged Miss White to let ire-

have it re-sketched and pass it on to th •

feminine readers of Thk Pj( tifke Snow, whit h,

as you see, she very kindly consented to do.

Health and Hobbies.

CHRISSIE WHITE'S abundant vitality

and glowing looks tempted me to a-iv

for her recipe for keejfiiig fit.

"
I have no hard and fast rules," she sail'.

I keep pretty regular hours, getting up at

7.:{0 and going to bed about 10 o'clock, except

v/hen I'm indulging my passion for dancing
I'm not fond of walking, but 1 have a most
exciting motor-cycle—a Scott—which I use

very often. And then, of course, I'm on tic

river a good deal during the summer, so ge'

jilenty of fresh air. and keep healthy despite th

fact that I often work eleven hours a da\ .

CHRISSIE WHITE.
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PELMANISM and ENERGY.
It Brings Yonr Mind Into Action At Once/' writes a Pelman Student.

Ill' Business and Comincmal Life—as. in

fact, in every other sphere of human activity

—permanent success can only be won l)y tiiose

wlio ]>ossess energy, rightly directed.

Pcrhajjs move men anil vi'omen have failcil

in life througli lack of energy and application

than from any otiier causes, and very frc-

(piently theses failures have been the most

(lisajtpointiug and saddening of all failures, the

failuics of (liose of brilliant mental ability.

Lack of energy is one of the weaknesses which

often seems to dog the footstC})S of clever

people. All through their lives their talents

have proved their undoing. So quick arc they

at "picking up" tilings that they are apt Iji

be tempted to neglect that steady a))plication

and mental discipline which is so nc< cssaiy for

those who wish to succeed in any undertaking.

The fable of the hare and the tortoise has man,\

a counter[)art in contemporary life. I'coplc ai'c

attracted by the intellectual brilliance of an

individual, "and they trust him, they give him
opportunities—and then they are disappointed.

He never quite " gets there." He is bored l)y

loutine. He lets opportunity after opport iniity

slip bvT He gets the reputation of being

unreliable." And finally he is passed in the

race of progress by those who may not ])Osscss

his talents, but who have acquired that habit

of persistent energy which he lacks.

THE POWER-HOUSE OF ENERGY.
One of the most valuable features of

Pelmanism to tlic men and women of the day
is that, in acldition to providing a complete

course of mental discipline and training, and
besides " bringing out " just those qualities

which arc of the greatest use in every Pro-

fession. Business, and Occupation, it actually

develops, and, in fact, generates (hat energy

which enab.les those who possess it to put thrir

other fiicn.t'tics to the rcri/ best posxiblc

'I'o those who apply themselves conscientiously

to the lessons of the Pelman Course, Pelmanism
is a veritable Power-House of Energy. As a

Pelman student writes in a lett(^^ quoted below.
"

it brings your mind into act'.on at once," so

that you never, through lack of energy and
alertness, let an opportunity .slip by. Jt makes
you, in fact, " a live wire "

; one of those men
and women v. ho are invaluable to any business

and in every position : one of those who. prac-

tically speaking, arc almost bound to succeed.
" The ' little grey book,' which impresses me

very much," writes the student referred to,

" was the one which dealt with Human Energy.

It brings your mind into action at once. . . .

It makes you feel you are of some use to every

one. It inakcs you think for yourself. You
cannot help being energetic. It makes your

work come quite easy, and jou take a great

interest in your achievements. You feel that

you must keep on working hard, for only by
hard work and human energy can success come
your way. 1 am sure that, with energy, your

"charafter changes and your mental faculties

impi'ove. begin to feel happier, you liki'

your work . . . and you juni]) at t he chant c

of a more responsible job coming youi way. 1

am sure we all have our definite aims, ami only

human energj- will help us to carry them lo

the end."

''AN ALL-ROUND MENTAL RENAIS-
SANCE."

As the above letter implies, Pelmanism not

only re-energises the mind, but it develops

other vahiabh; qnalities as well, all of which
make for cHicicncy in man or woman. This, is

stated more definitely in a letter recently

received from a Sergeant in the Army :

r have expc'ricnccd," he says, " an all-

ronnrl mental renaissance. I have learned

1 he meaning of mental efiicicney ; I have eoino

to appreciate its value ; I have been brought
to realise the importance of a good memory ;

1 have been taught how to generate energy ;

the efficiency of my senses have })een wonder-
fully improved— I ' observe ' now where I

merely ' saw ' before ; my Will-Power has been
greatly strengthened ; I have learned to think
connectedly and to work methodically ; I

have been shown how to work methodically
;

I have been shown how to concentrate ;

self-confidence and initiative have been
developed ; and my imagination has been
stimulated. Other benefits I have derived:

they arc all attributable to ' Pelmanism.' My
improvement is self -evident and unmistakable."'

RAPID PROGRESS SECURED.
The result of (lcvcLi>[)iug these qualities is

f|Liickly seen in the rapid progress the Pel-

manist makes in business and commercial
life. His or her increased efficiency attracts

the notice of the management, and promotion
with increased remuneration follows.

Prior to being a Pelman student," writes

a correspondent. " I watched with envy others

succeed where I failed, and I wished i had
been born with the qualities to succeed as they
had been. '

" Then I applied Pelman methods, and in

three months am well on the way to succeed

as they did."'

It is a common fallacy to suppose, as this

student supposed, imtil Pelmanism disproved

the idea, that the qualities which make for

success for life are " born " in the minds of a

few cxcejitionally favoured individuals, ami
that others do not possess them at all. Most
people possess these qualities in some form,

but in 99 cases out of 100 they are not devel-

oped and are therefore made of little nsc.

Pelmanism develops these qualities to the

highest i)ossible ])oint of efficiency and l/rings

out the best that is in every one. And such is

the value of Pelmanism in business, that many
important firms have actually enrolled their

entire staffs for a course of Pelman training,

knowing that the co.st of the fees—and these

fees arc \-cry moderate and well within the

reach of e\ ery one—would be repaid over and
over again in the increased efiicicney of their

employees.

DOUBLING YOUR EARNING POWER.
A greatly appreciated feature is thc' personal

interest the Pelman Inst-itute takes in the wel-

fare of its students. As thc result of the

advice given by the Pelman instructors, '' I

have," writes one, " obtained a j'osition in a

firm where I always desired to go, and my
salary has been increased nearly .50 per cent."

And many Pelmanists report income-increases

of 100 per cent.. 200 per cent., and even COO
per cent, as thc result of thc increased efficiency

gained from Pclmau-training. It is the best

invcstmci\t I have ever made." is the phrase

lepcatcdly occurring in the letters received

fnim di'lightcd Pelmanists. And by this in-

ci'i'ascd efficiency not only is chrning ])ower

dindilcd and trebled. l)ut work i- made easier,

so that better work can be done in less time

and with less fatigue. "'1 have been able to

add two hours daily to my businiss working
capacity." writes a Pelman stiulcnt. and many
report an even greater gain than this.

FM partirulars of Pelnin nisin are rjirm in
" Mind arid Mpinorij," irhirh irill be soil you

free on tijiplirrilion. tor/ether vith a reprint of
" Truth' Iiitc.it Beport on the vork of the

I'clnmn Jnxlltiilc, and particulars shou-ing how
yon can .secure the Course complete at a reduced

fee.- Yov can apply -by -letter or po.st cnrd to

The I'cUnnu Institute, 514, Pelman Hono',

rttoejmiljur'/ Street, London, W.C. 1.

What s in a Name ?

SMILING "BILL" PARSONS
{in Capitol Comedic'-.)

CAN you imagine Smiling " Bill " Parson.s

as Smiling " William '" Parsons ? Not
for one minute ! And, on the other hand,

ran you imagine "Bill" Shakespeare or " Bill
'

(lladstone r Never! And why ? Simply be-

cause thc atmosphere created by those names
does not suit the part they played in life>, the
atmos[)herc in this ease being caused by mental
vibrations, and, consciously or subconsciously,
names du affect us.

The Meaning of Nicknames.

TELL me a person's name, and then the nick-

name by which they are known to certair.

people, and I will soon tell you their atti-

tude towards the person giving that nickname.
The shortening or alteration of a name ehangci
its charactei. The born Robert. James, oi

Thomas, who keeps that name all his life,

generally a little aloof from the ordinarv

crowd of folks, or they would have been calle -

Bob, Jim or Tom. The latter we can imagine

belonging to the type known as " good sorts
"

or ' real sports," always ready for a good tTm''

when occasion offers; but you would be mor'

inclined to go to a born Robert, James, or

'J'liomas if you wanted advice or good counsel.

\\ithout disparagement to the others.

When She Was Cross.

I
HAVE often noticed the at mosphcrc of na nv^s

amongst my own friends, and what the differ-

ent versions of the name indicate. The other

day a lady addressed her husband as" Henry.
"

wliicn was new to me. When I inquisitively

queried the name she said :
" Oh, I always

call him Henry when I am cro.ss with him.
"

The other was his nickname, so you see sh

was admitting a difierent atmosjjhere for thc

name " Henry."
The sajne can be said for girls" names. On

.of thc most appropriate names on thc screcii

is that of .Mac Marsh. '"Mae" siielled with
ai\ ' ' instead of a "y" at once suggests

the very quaint ness and charm of its ownc-r.

and yet it comes undc the class of strong t^c

self-sufficient names that spell success.

An Interesting Study.

DO you know any Elizabeths ? Then think

of those who get the shortened form c f

Bessie only. 1 think you will find th<>*

the latter is the most lovable counterpart et

Elizabeth, and often the same person in varying

moods or as that person appears to different in-j

dividuals ; the same with Margaret and Meg. and|

so on through all the string of names. Think ofj

your friends' names--and their nicknames,:

and what each name conveys to you, and youi

will find it a very interesting character studs

.
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7"^e Story of a Man Who Made Other People Haptty. hut Nearly Lost Happiness for Himself.

FIX-IT'
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

as
Mr. Fix-It.

IT'S jolly hard luck, Speed. I've a gooiT

mind to let the Burroughs' millions go
to pot altogether. Margery is worth,

more than the lot, but I suppose I shall have
to lose her or the money !

"

Reginald Burroughs, a rich .American

undergraduate at Oxford, handed over a

letter to his friend. Speed, and sank back in

an easy-chair, an angry frown on his hand-

some face. .

Speed read the letter, and agreed that
,

it was bad luck. The gist of the whole
matter was that Reggie had just come of ago

and inherited the Burroughs' millions, but
only on the condition that he returned at

once to America and settled there for good.

On the day the leXter arrived, Reggie had
proposed to Margery Threadwell, and she

had accepted him. Like any nicely biought

up English girl, Margery did not wish to be

rushed to the altar, and the marriage had
been fixed to take place in two months' time.

Hence Reggie's dilemma.
Well," said Speed, after carefully reading

the letter, " why don't you take Margery with
you, and marry her over there ?

"

Reggie gave a mirthless laugh.
" You don't know my family, old man. If

you only knew Uncle Henry and the tluee

aunts you would understand. They're not
flesh and blood people, but mummies with
just enough life in them to say they exist.

If Margery saw them she'd have a fit and
break off the engagement, and I shouldn't

blame her either. No, I must marry her

before she sees them, or she won't marry me."
Speed gave a thoughtful whistle.
" You certainly can't be accused of sufifer-

mg from family pride, Reggie. Never mind,

I'll fix it. " ' The last was Speed's favourite
phrase. He was aways fixing it for some-
body.

" How do you mean ?
" asked Reggie.

" Easy. You left home when you were
fifteen, didn't you ? They won't recognise

you now. I'll go in your place, and as soon
as you have had your honeymoon, you can
come over and ' live happy ever afterwards.' "

Reggie sprang up with a delighted yell.
" Speed, you're a genius. Pack up and

catch the next boat !

"

" One would think you wanted to get rid

of me," said Speed with a grin. " But there

are just a few things to fix up first. Lei mo
see, now. Names of the frozen family for a
start."

Reggie, in a solemn voice, caHed out their

names.
' Uncle Henry, Aunt Agatha, Aunt Pris-

cilla, and Aunt Laura. Then there is

Georgianna, my 'sister. She used to be a
great kid, but I expect they've frozen her'

like themselves by this time. Oh, and there's

Jarvis, the butler. He's a bit dangerous. Ho
might remember me."

" That'.s all right," replied Speed. " I'll

remember him first. I'll fix it, old man.
Don't worry !

''

The Frozen Family.

THREE weeks later Speed arrived at the'

Burroughs' maiisinu. Its forbidding .

exterior caused a cold shiver to creep
;

over Sjieed.
" Looks as if old Reggie had sized up his

family pretty well," ho muttered, as he
jumped out of the taxi and rang the bell. The
door was opened by a round-faced man, who,
from Reggie's description. Speed at once
guessed to be Jarvis. '

'" Hello, Jarvis ! You remember me, don't

you ? I'm Reggie !

"

" Master Reggie returned," the old man
said. "Well, I shouldn't have believed it if

you hadn't told me !

"

" And you'd have been right," muttered
Reggie under liis breath, as he followed the

butler down a long hall into the drawing-

room. It was a big room, and the three aunts

and Uncle Henry were sitting eacli in one
corner, as far as they could get away from
each other.

The aunts were very much alike—stout,

pallid-faeed ladies, as stiff in manner as the

silk gowns they wore. They sat like figures

in a waxwork show. Unele Hcniy looked
like one of those stone statues they erect to

men who are too good to be human.
Jarvis's voice broke the chilly silence.

"Mr. Reginald has arrived!"
Four heads turned slowly, but otherwise

the figures showed iio sign of life. Uncle
Henry rose from his chair without relaxing a
muscle of his face.

" Why did you not acquaint us by letter or

telegram that you were coming, Reginald ?
"

lie said reproachfuUj'. "" It k most unusual
for a gentleman to surprise his family in this

fashion." ,
•

" Most unusual," echoed the three aunts,

looking at Speed as if he liad broken the whole
of society's con.ventions with one ruthless

blow.
" 'J'hey're not flesh and blood. They're

glass images," thought Speed. " They'll

break if I say something cheerful."

It wa.s a painful meeting. Uncje Henry
held out a cold, fishy hand, the three aunts
turned three cold cheeks to be kissed, and
then the silent four sat down in the wax-
figure attitudes from which Speed had dis-

turbctl them.
' Let us go and find Georgianna," he said

to Jarvis. " I feel I only need a coffin to

make me feel at home here."'

Jarvis , frowned reprovingly, and intimated
that Miss Georgianna could be found in the

music-room.
Georgiamia was j'ust the opposite to the

rest of the family.. She was young, pretty,

and full of life. At Jarvis's introduction, she

ran into Speed's arms and gave lum a hearty

sisterly hug and kis,?. Then, after she had
asked a thousand questions about England
and Oxford, she suddenly became very
grave.

' I suppose they've told you about our
marriages ? " she said.

" Don't tell me that these frozen people

Mr. Fix-ll persuades Marij that she is the one ijirl i,i the ivarhl for
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Iji'lievc in lore and marviagc,'' he said. " Tliat

would be almost human."
' I don't know about love," replied

Cieorgianna, but marriage is to them a

matter of uniting families, and, of course,

ours being such an old family, you and 1 must
marry into old rcspcctabli- families. Y'ou are

to marry Olive \'an Tassel, antl 1 tlideon \'an

Tassel."

"Oh, are we?" replied- Speed. "Are y.ai

in love w ith this (.'idei'ii '.'

"

Cieorgianna hung her Lead.
" No'; I'm engaged tcr—Frank. It's a

secret, hut 1 don't mind you knowing. Jle

is very poor, and fit no family, and. of course,

I'ncle Henry will iievci give his consent."

"You l(;n ( il (i) HI!', ^'(lu shall iaa:i\\

Frank... I'll lix it.' s::iil Speed.

"Oil. <le;ir, darling l.irother '.

" cried

Occ>rgiiniiia. " Isn't it lucky yon canic '.'

"

" It is more than lucky it is pro\ idenlia!,''

replied Speed. " Now look here, you and [

ha\e got to waken this frozen house. It's

iji.l ti> lie n iidiie'. not a niaiisolcum."

Speed wa-* a- u.mmI ;• s his word. He started
to wake the waxworks stiaiglit away. He
did not walk downstairs ; he rolled down, or

slid down the liannisteis. He skated across

tlic polishetl floors. He scandalised cnciv

li\ing tiling in the house, from Uncle Heniy
to Aunt Agatha's pet Pekinese, except
Cieorgianna, who aitlcd him most loyally.

The frozen, people held • an indignatifm
meeting, and came to Speed with a protest

verbally tleli\ered by Uncle Henry in his

licst go-to-meeting voice.

S|jced listened and smiled. Then, with a

dianiatie wave of his hand, he said :

" This is niy house. If you don't like it,

yriu can leave !

It was a short liaflle. and S|iced won. 'J'lic

fio/.eu four letiii'd to llie big drawiiiL- room
ileleatcd and demoralised. -

Speed sought out the two Van Tassils. and
found that (Gideon was a tlissipated young

, man vlio did not want to marry * ieorL'ianna.

01i\ ewas eipially < andid. She did not wish
to marry ac( oiding to the family airaugemcnt

.

' Leave it(o me," sa-d Spei-d.' " I'll tlx iM"

Mary Comes To Stay.

ONE day Speed was driving in his motor-
car when, in jiassing along a poor street

in the City, he ran over a doll which
a little girl dropped. He stopped the car,

took the little girl and her broken doll to a

shop whcr;- the damage was soon repaired, and
then he drove the child to her home.

It was a tenement in a i)lacc called Flanni-

gan's.Flats. There he found the child was one
of a large family of boys and girls, motherless

and fatherless, their only protector their

grown-ui) sister, Mary MeL'uUough, who Avas

herself very young.

Their father, an Irish yioet. had died, leaving

them penniless, and they were depeiulcnt upon
.Mary's earnings and the foihearance of

Flannigan in the mattei of rent. It didn't

take Speed long to find out that I'lannigan's

lodging-house and the ^llops he owned were
resorts for criminals, and he detcrminetl to gel

i\Iary and the children awa^-.

Mary was a beautiful girl, with sun kissed

curls and two trusting. Iiluc eyes. She was
unsullied by her surroundings—a lady forced
by ])overty to laliour for a living among the
lowest of tho low. She listened to Speed's
offer with demure, downcast eyes, while the
( liildien played around the knees of their new
f I iend. Tho kiddies had instantly fallen in

love with Speed.
" But I don't know yon, " protested Mary.
" Neither do the kiddies," replied Speed

promptly ; " but -Chey trast me. You can
always rely on the judgment of children, horses,

ami dog.s."

And .Mary, who had formed the same opinion
about Speed as had the children, consented to
go to the Burroughs' mansion and lielp.to thaw
the icicle aunts and the frost-bound uncle.

The invasion of Mary and the children was
not welcomed by Uncle Ht-hry and his .sisters,'

but Georgianna speedily made friends' with the
family from Flannigan's Flats. And the
laugliter of liap])y children broke the still silence

of the apartments to which the frozen four
retired, but it did, not pierce thp.armour of ice

uhieli they wore over theiJ* hearts.

" Will nothing ever thaw them '! " thought
S|)eed despondently, as he romped the
children and saw with gladness hov/ the roses

were coming into their cheeks and the cheeks of

their sister Mary.

One day came an inspiration. He caught
one of the kidilies and told him to go to Aunt,
Agatha's room and climb on her knee. Speed
and Marv_ followed and jjeepcd through the

. door. 'With tho confidence of childhood, the
little one climbed into Aunt Agatha's lap.

With a horrified gesture, the sjnnster flushed
t lie chiidvfrom her.

. '1 (io away, I'm luisy," she said ; but.the only
answer 'was two i'os_y arras were suddenly,
clasped around her neck and two baby lips

asked silently for a kiss. At the touch of

those soft arms, the woman in Aunt Agatha
awoke. The mother-love, which lies dormant
in every true woman, respondeil to the caresses
of the motherless chfld,,and the armour of

, ice melted at last.

- Aunt Priscilla and Aunt Laura watched the
Scene with yearning looks. Emotions that
they' had iiimgine'd were buried deep down
in the dead past awoke at this, and tears that
came unbidden told that the' flood-gates of-

love and understanding had been opened at

last.
.

•
-

, Uncle Henry felt the kindly sun of sym-
pathy melting /'/y armour. His austerity and
dignity were fast slijiping from him. but He
wruild not yield so readily as the women. He
stiffcnctl his back and looked up at the ceiling,

and saw there a vision of a young man and a-

winsome maid parting in a < ountiy lane, and
he heard the words he had spoken forty
years ago. " I love you, Milly, but my father

will not allow me to marry yon."

Hc! saw again the look in the girl's c^'cs as she
turned away without a word. He saw the
cheap ])rint dress fading away down the lane,

and tlien, manlike, he sought refuge in his

handk reliief and wa.lkx;d from the room. Un-
conseiously. Speed's hand found Mary's, and
in that touch came a silent declaration of the
love that had come into their.hearts when they
first met in Flannigan's Flats.

From upstair.5 came a sound of falling

f unlit lire.

It was Uncle Henry kicking the chairs and,
as he kicked, he said :

" That for family pride."

There were great changes in the Burroughs'
mansion after the miraculous thaw". Speed
and Maiy saw but little of the children.

UiT.-lc Henry and the aunts had taken pos-
session of the laddies, and they vN'cre quick to
resent any interference.

S]iccd c huckled and cabled to Reggie :

" I'amily ([uito human n Come 'as

soon as you like."

Love Rules at Last.

IT was a thoughtless word from Aunt Agatha
that took away the sunshine from the
converted mansion. All uneonscious of

S|ieed"s love for Mary, she nieiitioned to the
girl that Speed, or Reggie, as, of course, she
called him, w.is going to marry Olive \in\

Tassel.

The news was a bitter blow to Mary, who
could not make out wljcther Speed had really'

meant his- unspoken declaration of love,

so siie decided to leave the house, and at
once ran up to the big bedroom where the
children were sleeping.

" Dress quickly, children
!

"' she cried.
" We must leave at once !

"

In the meantime. Speed had decided to
propose to Mary, and went all over the liouse

,looking for her.
,

Failing to find her, he tried
the kiddies' bedroom, arid, to his horror,
found it empty. Rushing downstairi?, he
found Aunt Agatha, and in reporting the
mysterious disappearance of the children,
disclosed his love for Mary.
Then Aunt Agatha knew that her thought-

less word about Olive's engagement had
driven Mary from the house. She quickly
explained to Speed, who at once set out for

Flannigan's Flats, that being the only phue
where Mary could possibly go to. because he
knew she had no money.

1'he^ first man Speed saw wa-s Flannigan.
" Where is Mary ?

'' he demanded in a
. tensc! voice. . ;

" Search me," said Flannigan, with * a
mocking leer. . . : .

1'hat was a direct challenge ia Flannigan's
Flats, and Sj)eed, although not versed in tlie

nicetk's of tenement talk, replied in tho
language they all understood. It was a
right-hand punch, to the jaw, and it dropped'
Fiaimigan like a pole-axed bullock.

That .started the fracas. The next .second
Speed and his fiiends were surrounded by the
mob, fighting for their lives.

Speed managed to get clear, and ran up to
the top of the tenement, but though he
searched every room, he could find no trace
of Mary. He looked out of the window acros.s

the street, where the fight was still raging,
and saw two men hustling a girl into a closed
car. The girl's head was muffled up in a
shawl, but Speed thought iie recognised Mary.

How could he reach her ? He could not
hope to fight his way through the big mob
downstairs.

• Speed made up his mind like a flash, and
began to climb across a cable, hand over
hand, to the building opposite. The wire held,

but Speed had risked his neck for nothing,
for the crooks had got the girl inside the car

and driven awa\-.

The police now began to arrive on the scene,

and, glad of the excuse to clear out the rookery
of criminals, tlicy made wholesale arrests.

' Sick at heart. Speed found his friends, and
returned to the Burroughs' mansion.

As he sat in the hall, his head between his

hands, his ear caught the sound of a soft

footfall.

Speed turned his head slowly, and then
ran forward with a joyous cry, for there,

creeping slowly down the stairs, was Mary
and the kiddies.

Explanations were soon forthcoming. Mary
had heard his footsteps outside the bedroom
just as she had got the children ready, and
before he could open the door they had all

liidden under the beds.

Having found Marj- again, Speed did not

intend to lose her.

" Why were you running away ?
' he cried.

" I don't want to come between you and
Olive,'' said Mary. "You will make your
family unhappy if j'ou don't follow their

wishes." '

"But they are not my family," said Speed
qnii kly : and he quiekiy told Mary his real

name, and soon persuaded her to change hers

for it.

It Avas a happy, household which greeted

the real Reggie and his wife when they re-

turned, and Uncle Henry was in great form
at the welcome-home dinner, when he pro-

posed the toast, " Mr. Fix-It and the kiddies,

who," he said, "have brought us all out of

the cold shadows of selfishness into the warm
sunshine -of love."

Adajilcd from incidents in the Artcraft Picture

I'laij. "'Mr.' Fix-It," featurinq DOI'OLAS
FAIRBANKS os "Mr. Fix-It."
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SO.MK of- us go lo funny pictuios to enjoy

11 good laugli, but it is not always tho
funny ones that cause the most mirth.

A keen observer, with a sense of humour, often

•^'cts a lot of anuiscment out of tihns tliat arc

liumorous witliout intending to be, and somc-
limes it is tho unexpected situations that

cause kuglitcr.

Good Advice.

THE otiicr day I watched a picture wUidi
showetl a battlefield after the lighting,

and a young woman witli a lantern is seen

searching about among the dead and wounded
for her lovei\ She was just giving up the search

iiulespair, when an attendant at the back of the

hall, in directing someone to a scat, called out

:

" Lower down, miss, please." The searcher oyi

tlie film at once took the advice—or appeared

to do so—and, passing lowefdown the slope of

tho battlefield, she soon discovered her

wounded lover, whom she affectionately

assisted from the scene of the battle.

Did You See This?

AXOTHER picture was showing an eartli-

quako somewhere in America " a

few years ago; tho people were making
for safety through the streets where huge
Imildijigs were rocking and falling to the

gromid, when one of the supers got too

near to one of the falling buildings. Ife

was struck on tho Jiead with a gigantic

piece of masonry, which must have weighed
about three tons, to judge by its size; but
instead of being killed on the spot, he was^

up like a Hash to escape being hit by other
' tons of masonry," and got out of the scene as

MORE ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF.

.Mutt gives Jeff the worst end-

MOLD IT, MUTTf ^

THAT'S GREAT!!/

—but Jeff gets his own back in the great cinema scene.
'' Mutt" and "Jeff," the funny characters created by " Budd " Fisher, the famous American cartoon-
ist, have made millions laugh in America. To-day, through the medium of the cinema, the British
race is added to the admirers of Fisher, who may well be called "The Charlie Chaplin of Cartoonists."

Jti-proilaccd h'j P'.riuisiion of llic t'ox Film Compiii>y.)

The Bros. Egbert have appeared on the screen.

Have you seen " The Dustman's Outing " ?

If so, you will recognize this picture of Walter.
[Oh'k Film, Lid.

quickly as possible, rubbing his head as lie

disappeared round the corner !

Wouldn't You Laugh ?A THIRD picture was showing an actress,

who is well knowi for tiro beautiful

and costly dresses she wears when
on the stage, and she was displaying her-

self wearing some magnifieent r.nd up-to-

date dress creations. Slowly turning round
to show the dress to tlie best advantage,
she displayed a rather haughty profile to

the audience. One young "gallant," who was
evidently out for fun, gave a loud alfected

cough, as if to attract her attention. Tho
audience tittered at this, but it quickly
changed into a loud roar of laughter as the
actress, at this moment, quickly raised her
ej'es and threw a pleasant smile in tho direction

from which the cough had come.

And He Meant It.

THE remarks of the attendants frequently fit

in with incidents being filmed. A picture

p showing some British soldiers ui a portion

of a battle picturem France was being reeled off.

They had captured a village from the (Jermans,
and three Tommies appeal ed dragging two very
imwilling Huns. As they were pulling and
pushing them along, an attendant, showing
someone to a seat, called out: " Came along,

now ! This waj' ! Huriy up !

"

I Should Think So!

IN a famous picture which depicts tho
habits of the people of ancient Rome, a
gladiator is brought before the Emperor,

having incurred his wrath. The t^mj)eror

turns down his tlunnb for tho gladiator's

execution, and ho is Hung into the avena to

the lions. The animals fight furiously for their

share, tearing the gladiator—or the dummy

—

to pieces. The scene is indeed excellent, but
as the lions have nearly finished him, this

announcement appeal's on the screen: ""End
of Ninth Part." • .

'

And Wei! He Might.

MO.XTR M. KATi'ERJOHN; the well-

known ])hot()-playwright, who is now
witli Lasky, has a new country home

out in California, and among othet features

of tho place must be mentioned five—yes, liv<>,

count 'em —bath rooms. It i.s said Monte is

kept up half the night trj"ing to deci<le in

wiiich one to take his bath.
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VIRGINIA PEARSON.

TOM MIX ..

VIRGINIA PEARSON •

GEORGE WALSH

BILLIE BURKE

PAULINE FREDERICK

LINA CAVALIERI .

The Cowboy Ilcro on our cover.

Her Life Story

Tells you how to become fit and strong.

A beautiful picture to frame.

The Mr.s. Patrick Campbell of the Screen in

famou.s parts she has played.

Tells about Mr. Ted.lv."

Flickers from Filmland— Films You Must See— Serial Story—

_

Two Short Stories^Gossip About Players—Dress Hints of Cinema

Stars : How to Make Vivian Martin's Sleeve'ess Jumper—News
Pictures—Answers to Correspondents, etc.. etc.

Tcil your friends about "The Picture Show."

No. 6 ON SALE Everywhere, Monday,

June 2r.d. ...
ORDER YOUR COPY TO-DAY!

TO MY

READERS.

Editor's Address:—

The Fieetway House,
Farrongdon Street,

LONDON, E.G. 4.

While fully expacting that my appeal for candid 'criticism of The Picture

Show would bring me a very large number of letter.s, I was totally unprepared

for the sackloads of correspondence which have been unloaded upon me:

I am pleased to say that, while there is a 'certain amount of criticism, there is

much more prai.se; and I wish to thank you for several helpfid suggestions I mean

to make use of in subsecjuent editions of The Pictcre Snow.

"Will readers kindly remember that, owing to the'faet that this paper goes to press

a considerable time before the date of publication, letters cannot be dealt with in the

nf'xt issue '.

I have not yet had time to deal adec[uately with this huge mass of correspondence,

but in nt'xt week's paper I intend to answer as many as pn.ssible.

YofE Editor.
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THE FILM « TI4V W A V ni TT >^ CARLYLE BLACKWELL
OF THE WEEK llllli W/\I VJUI. and JUNE ELVIDGE.

MARCELLE PINET, a secretary, is in love with ROBERT BARR, a young ROBERT BARR loves ALICE THORNTON, but her mother is ambitious

journalist, and is heart-broken when she hears him say " good-bye," as he and does not think Robert a good enough match. She takes Alice away,
is leaving for France. Robert joins the American Red Cross.

Just before the big battle ROBERT learns Alice has married the Count de On the battlefield ROBERT and the COUNT meet. Robert rescues the Count
Joinville, as she believed the story her mother told her that Robert was in under heavy fire, and both are severely wounded. They are taken to tha

love with the little secretary, Marcelle, who has followed him to Paris. chateau oi the Count, which has been transformed into a military hospital.

Marcelle comes to the chateau hoping to nurse Robert. ALICE and MARCELLE meet, and learn they are half-sisters. The Count dies, and, after a
year of waiting, Robert marries Alice, his first and only love. {Wolkni 1'ktu.res.)
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free descriptive Booklet on " The Chiidrens* Encyclopaedia." Eiglil

splendid volumes : more than 5000 pages ; more than 8,000 dehghtful

picture? ; more than 500 beautiful illustrations in colour.

When your children

ask you
"What makes a Rainbow ?""How many
miles away is the Sun ? " Where are the

Stars in the daytime? "- -" What is an echo? "—"How big is the world?"— "What makes
people sneeze ?

"—" Why is snow white ?
"—

" Why do parrots talk and not other birds ?
"

give them the true ans^ver. You will find it in the

Chiidrens' Encyclopaedia.

Chiidrens* minds are hungry for knowledge just as

I heir bodies are hungry for food. To deny them the

knowledge they crave for is to starve their minds at the

most critical period of intellectual growth.

Your boys and girls look to you as the source of

knowledge. They would not ask those searching

questions unless they believed you could answer. Do
not let them be disappointed. You are their ideal of

what a father or mother ought to be. Do not let that

ideal be shattered. The surest way to keep youi

children's love and trust as they grow up is to share in

their intellectual life and to make them feel that if they

go to j ou in any difficulty \ ou can and will help them.

"Let's find the answer in the
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No book for children and lovers

o( children had ever such a

welcome as the Chiidrens'

Enc)xloi)aedia :

—

H M. THE QUEEN wr«le

:

" Each one of the children it

(Jeliulitcd with il,''

SIR JOHN KIRK wrote
" You enter the gales of a positive

(air>!:;nd," .
•

THE DEAN OF ELY wrote

:

"The illustrations ore splendit] and
tlie price marvellous,"

SIR JOHN COCKBURN wrote:
" Every pa^e luminous with

interest and initructioi).*'

Edited
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by
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of the light

If -r—^ y u hcn it

' ' '' ^goei: out ?

What makes
lire hot?

Thai if ihf way to deal with llic

problems the cliildreii bring you

when you cannot answer " out of

your head." The 8 splendid vol-

umes of the Childicn's Encyclo-

(jaedia^will enable )ou to satisfy

the eager, healthy curiosity of

those young minds. No book has

ever been •viilten that meets the

neeus of children so perfectly. It

is as interesting as a story book.

It is so clearly and simply written

that il can bj understood by the

youngest school-child. It is so

scientifically accurate that even

the grown-ups can learn much
from its fascinating pages. Ilisa

real Encyclopaedia covering the

whole field of human knowledge
—An, Science, Literature, Com-
merce and Industry. Thousand>
of beautiful illustrations a

immensely to its education

value, since children
understand best w
they can see.
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CINEMA CHAT.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES. PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

MOLLIE KING.

AN ACTRESS AT. EIGHT MONTHS.
The Career of a Twenty-One-Year-Old
Star—How to Dress a Villain Part.

THIS is Mollie King, the heroine of " The
Mystery of the Double Cross," the Pathe
serial now thrilling us in the picture houses.

Miss Mollie King has been an actress for twenty
years, for she made her first appearance on the
stage at the age of eight months. At seven
years of age she was given her first actual
stage engagement in an important child part
with Maxme Elliott, the beautiful and famous
actress who is sister to Gertrude Elliott (Lady
Forbes Robertson), now playing lead in " The
Eyes of Youth^' at St. James' Theatre, London.

To Keep Five Children Quiet.

NURSEMAIDS, or whoever has the charge
of a number of kiddies, can loam a
wrinkle or two from Smiling Bill Parsons.

In liis next capital comedy, " Billy's Fortune,"
he has the task of rocking three children to

sleep and quieting two others.

Do you want to know how he does it ? He.
has three cradles arranged round an extra-
size bed and they are connected with ropes via
pulleys on the ceiling. This original idea of

his permits him to handle all five youngsters
without getting out of bed.

A Belgian Refugee.

WOULD you like to own a dog worth £20
a pound ? He is a precious pet—but
his upkeep is worrying Evelyn Nesbit.

His name is Refugee, so named because he
hails from Belgium, and is known as a griffon.

Although he weighs only three pounds, he can
make as much trouble as a full-grown mastiff.

During the filming of Miss Nesbit's latest

film he interrupted the filming of one scene
six times, and each time the scene had to be
retaken. The director then persuaded Miss
Nesbit to watch her from the end of a chain
tied to a post.

A Hint to Picture-Goers.A READER who boasts she has seen a
new programme every night (some-
times travelling as far as five miles to a

picture house showing a picture she hasn't
seen) passes this hint along to anyone who,
like herself, though a "glutton" for picture

shows, suffers from eye-strain.
" I did," she says, " until I had the following

recipe given me. Every morning when 1 ariso

I bathe my eyes in a solution of boric acid
and water. Keep this up and your eyes will

rarely trouble j'ou."

A Daring Leading Lady.

KATHLEEN O'CONNOR i.-i leading lady in

the f(jrthcoming serial, " The Midnight
Man," in which the hero is played by

James J. Corbett, cx-champion heavy-weight
boxer of the world. And I hear she is an
exceptionally daring actress.

Nothing is too dangerous for her to attempt,
and in performing many of her feats, she is

c£ilmly aware of the fact that she is taking her
life in her hands. Nor does she rely on her

fearlessness to uphold her reputation on the

screen. She possesses that greatest of all

assets, a strong sense of the dramatic that is

invaluable in screen presentations.

A Narrow Escape.

PRETTY PEGGY HYLAND recently came
near having a fatal accident a few days
ago.

She was travelling along the coast to a place
where a scene was to be photographed for a
new photo-play. Close to the edge of the
cliff the road takes a sharp turn. They were
travelling quickly, and the driver was unable
to turn the comer and the car shot over the
cliff and into the sea.

Fortunately the sea not being very deep at

this point, nor the cliff high, although the car

was smashed, the occupants except for a
soaking were unhurt.

A Big and Elonde Villain.

HENRY CARTER, the Trans-Atlantic star,

says he owes his " black career " on the
stage to his voice which is a deep bari-

tone, and everyone knows " the villain of the
piece " must have a baritone voice.

This may not have been his career if he
had taken up screen work as a profession

before he had his voice trained. But history

records that Henry Carter held the position of

leading baritone with De Wolff Hopper. That
was the beginning of his study of the ways
and wiles of a villain. As you can tell by his

photograph, he is big and blonde.

Proud of Being English.

THIS is Miss Daphne Glenn, popularly
known as " England's own picture

girl." Miss Glenn is English, and proud
of it. She is tall, blonde, and as you can tell

by her picture, has very expressive eyes and
beautiful hair. Her favourite flower is the
lily-of-the-valley, and, beyond believing that
it is unlucky to whistle in studio or dressing-
room, has no superstitions.

—

—

Behind the Footlights.

BEFORE she became a cinema star, Misa
Glenn plaj'cd in musical comedy. You
may have seen her in the title roles in

''The Merry Widow," "The Quaker Girl,"

HENRY CARTER

DAPHNE GLENN.

also she played in " To-night's the Night,''
" Bric-a-Brac," and " Carminetta." If you
have seen the film entitled " On Leave," you
have also seen her on the screen.

Holidays Now Over.

BILLIE BURKE, whose beautiful photo-
graph is on page 9, is looking for-

ward to the most busy time in her life.

She has just signed a new contract to ^pcar
in Paramount Pictures. She is also to appear
in an all-star revival this spring on the stage,

and is to rehearse for a new play that Ls

coming out in the autumn.
_—V*

—

Monroe Salisbury in a New Part.

MONROE SALISBURY, who is now to
be seen in " The Eagle," has made a
great reputation by his portrayal ^of

strong character parts, and particularly by his

studies of half-breed and Indian types.
In the Eagle we find him in a different rob—that of a Western " Robin Hood " who preys

only on the rich and that not for gain but
payment of a long-standing feud. One of the
features of the film is its wonderful scenic
settings, the Californian name for " th.e

Eagle's " secret eyrie is " the Garden of the
Gods." —

—

Prize for Photograph of Lillian Gish.

AT the Royal Salon annual exhibition of
photography held in London, a photo-
graph of Lillian (iish, of the GrifHtli

players, who is now appearing in Artcrift
pictures, won first prize.

Do You Care to Know.
FATTY" ARIil'CKLE has just passed

his thirty-second birthday. If you
keep a birthdav book. \o\\ can kiu>w

that the date is .Maivh iltl;.
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CINEMA CHAT "
from page 3.

Death of Old Blue.
1HEAR Old Blue, Tom Mix's favourite horso

and companion for fifteen years, is dead.

The story of Old Blue is ono of tho

most beautiful tales of horse and man friend-

ship that has ever been told. Old Blue was
feared by everybody until his unruly ways
attracted the cowboy hero.

The horse was fast, was trim when ho got

going, and displayed a keen intelligence. So
Tom Mix set to work to win Old Blue's

affection.

A Real Companion.

HE took him out, day after day, and played

with him. He always fed Old Blue him-
self, and in.countless ways only known

fo horse lovers, he showed that he wanted to

be friends. And he got his reward. Old
Blue grew to have blind confidence in Tom
Mix, and from then, till about a year ago, ho

was the only horse Tom would ride.

But Now They Know.
" IT wasn't so bad," he said to Warwick,

J. " except that all the women laughed at
me. They couldn't know why I was

doing it."

Warwick, not to be outdone, went in also.

Oni^hour later he came out, a shattered wreck.
" It was the worst experience of my life," ho
said.

Both men took a solemn oath of secrecy
that their friends should never know they had
had their hair curled at a woman's barbers',

but they reckoned without the hairdresser.

Two Artists in New Screen Play.

MARO McDERMOTT has long been
absent from the screen, but we are
to see him soon. Ho is appearing

with Norma Talmadge in " The New Moon."
Another member ' of the cast is Stewart
Holmes, and strangely enough both are

artists. Holmes is both a portrait painter
and a sculptor, while McDermott's medium is

black and white and his favourite subjects

land and sea scapes.

GERTRUDE McCOY, whom you may have seen in the celebrated Famous Piayers film of Maeterlink's
"Blue Bird," has been engaged by the British Actors' Film Company to play in their forthcoming

photo-play "The Castle of Dreams."

A Quiet Passing.

BUT the other day Old Blue, while galloping

about in exuberance of spirits, stumbled
—and broke a leg. Tom is too great a

horse lover to hesitate. Old Blue was
promptly chloroformed—and thus Tom Mix's
favourite horse passed.

For Art's Sake.

HOW would you like this experience ?

Captain Robert Warwick, who is to play
in a new Famous Players-Lasky pro-

duction, was told the part he was cast for

required him to have curly hair. Warwick
flinched, then shnigged his shoulders and
turned to Robert Cain, who also has an
important role in the picture, and said :

" We have to have our hair curled. Where
can we have it done ? " ^

" 1 know," replied Cain. " And there's only
«ine place in Hollywood that doe^s it, and that

is entirely inhabited by women."
The two men held a consultation, and

linally nerved themselves for the great event.

J5ut when they reached the hairdressing salon

iheir nerve left them, finally they tossed up
a coin to see who should go in first, (.'ajn lo.st,

and he went in trembling, was assigned to a
iittJc cabinet, and endured the ordeal.

Fell Eighty Feet Five Times.

DID you see the photo play entitled
" Queen of the Sea," in which Annette
Kellerman, the world-famous swimmer,

played the leading part ?

If so, you will know that one of the thrills of

the play was Annette Kcllerman's plunge into

the sea from a thin strand of wire, eighty-

five feet above the sea level. This fall was
taken five times before the final screening.

Do you know why. Solely because the first

four falls didn't suit Miss Kellerman—a real

woman's reason. She wanted to look right
" in the pictures."

—>

—

"The Best Man" Better.

I AM glad to be able to tell j'ou that Warren
KeiTigan is recovering from 'flu and
eompfieations. We are soon to see him

in a new film with Lois Wilson, entitled
" The Best Man."

DO YOU KNOW
—That Douglas Fairbanks is very fond of

perfumes, and that he has about a dozen
"ottles of scent on his dressing-table, becauso
some days he likes one kind and some days
another # # ,^—That he has a moving picture-machine and
screen in his drawing-room, where he often

has his favourite picture run off " ?

* * *

•

—

Thai when Marguerite Clark arrive<l back
at the studio after her honeymoon she was
told that her next screen production would be >.

" Honeymoon for 'J'hree 'i

« * «

—

That Lioncllc Howard is quite an expert
scenario writer, having written The Lie " and
"A Moment of Darkness" '!

* . * *

—That he has a considerable knowledge of

medicine, having been originally intended for

a doctor ?

* * *

—That Olga-Petrova detests poultry, and never
on any occasion eats it ?

« * *

—

Thai she says the first salary she received,

which was thirty shillings, gave her a greater

sense of success than any cheque s)ie has had
since ?

* * *

—Thai it is claimed that £40.000 was spent in

making the latest Douglas Fairbanks picture ?

* » *

—That Creighton Hale is ,30, has light brown
hair, Wue eyes, light complexion and is

5 ft. 10 in. in height ?

* * *

—That Manora Thew (who recently scored

another triumph in " The Man and tho

Moment ") was bom in India, and that she

came over to England soon after her seventh'

birthday ?
* ^ *

-^That George Randolph Chester, author of
" Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," is now »
scenario editor at the Vitagfaph Studio ?

* * * - .

—

That Nazimova's name is pronounced Naz-
m-ova "i if ^—That Marguerite Clark receives about forty

letters a day from her admirers '.'

* .
* *

—That the celebrated opera and screen star,.

Geraldine Farrar has a curious aversion foi

clocks or watches ? - . - •• ,

* * *

-—That Ruth Clifford has a sister seventeen

months older than herself, who is so much
like her that she could pose for her double ?

Fay Filmer.

Hazel Dawn's Smile.

WHENEVER you sec Hazel Dawn you see

her smile. It is her natural expression.

.She told a friend the other day that if

she ever looked at luuself in the glass whilst

she wa.s cryinp, she would laugh. RUTH CLIFFORD,
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HEDGES, HEROINES. COMEDIANS, and DARING RIDERS of the SCREEN

Seldom have so many stars been photographed in one group, as you can see above. From left lo right : Eddie Lyons (kneeling), T. D. Cochrane,
Dorothy Phillips, Robert Julian, Mary MacLaren, Carl Laemmle, Munroe Salisbury (behind), Priscilla Dean, Marie Walcamp, P. A. Powers, Eddie Polo,
and Lee Moran (kncelitig). The occasion was a big banquet of the Universal family, to celebrate the arrival of President Carl Laemmle, at Universal City.

ROBERT ANDERSON, The Trans- One of the most important departments of the Famous Players-Lasky Studios is the wallpaper depart-
aMantic Star, is an ardent golfer. ment. Here it is. Many a room owes its different appearance on the screen to a fresh wallpaper.

TOM E. DAVIES, CHARLIE CHAPLIN, and H. WINIK, who met to discuss the JAMES J. CORBETT, the former champion heavy-weight
next Million Dollar Picture, which will follow "Shoulder Arms." pugilist, and Eddie Polo, the strong man of the screen.
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A Complete Story, Telling of False Love—and True.

Jilted.

•' l^rX, my dear Lilian, surely you are

iJ unreasonable. A man——

"

' I am not unreasonable, antl I

want to hear no more, Richard !
" broke in

T he girl impetuously. " Here is your ring.

When I marry, I want a man I ran trust !

"

Her eyes were blazing at him. She was
angry and jealous.

If Richard was an author, that was no
reason that he should prefer another woman's
company to her own.

" My dear little girl, you can't be serious.

I have known Mrs. Clarke for years, and she

is old enough to be your mother."

He would have taken her slender hands and

dra^vn her towards him, but the girl repulsed

him.
"It is of no use, Mr. Ferris," she said proudly.

" And you need not trouble to see me home.

TJaddy will take me. I have just told him
I am giving you up, and he is rather pleased

about it. Good-night !

"

She turned and left him, the glittering ring

in his hand.
For a moment he stood irresolute, gazing

down at it, then he turned to follow her from

the conservatoiy.

Surely she could not be serious ? Why
were women so unreasonable ? Was it not

sufficient proof of his love for her that he had
chosen her from all others to be his wife ?

The ballroom was somewhat crowded as

he looked around for his little sweetheart.

Suddenly he turned away with a smile.

What a fool he was to look for her there!

She was no doubt getting her cloak to go

liome. He knew she loved him ; she was only

very angry and jealous, and she would suffer.

Poor Uttle girl !

He selected a cigar from a heavy gold case.

It was one of her presents to him, and he

recalled the pretty scene he had with her when
she had presented it to him on his birthday.

He had wTitten it in his last novel, " The '

Death Hour, ' and it had been very effective.

He raised his eyes as he replaced the case

in his pocket, and then the smile died from

his lips, for Lilian floated past him in the

arms of her partner.

He was bendng his head and talking to her

-jcry earnestly, and she was smiUng at him
as though she had not a care in the world.

And as Richard watched her a sudden

•loubt assailed him. Perhaps she did not

fare so very much for him, after all. Perhaps

she was tired of Mm, and really wanted to

break the engagement.
The place grew suddenly distasteful to him.

He hated the sound of the music, the glitter

<'f light, and the scent of the flowers.

He turned, and made his way out into the

night.
" I'm sick of the town and its endless

conventions ! I ll get away for a bit, and write

a new yarn. This place is enough to kill all

in»ipiration," he thought irritably, as he hailed

ft texi-cab and drove home.

His Ideal Heroine.

THE .>;ell of the church of St. Joseph
was chiming for morning mass as

Richard Ferris made his way down the

Tillage street.

It was a glorious summer's day, and there

was a pleasing air of joyousness and festivity

about the simple folk who passed him, dresse(f

»i» their be&t.
" This must be the setting for my new

\fivV. How for the characters," he said to

himself. " I suppose, as usual, I can be the
hero, but now to find my heroine."

He seated himself on an old stone bench
by the roadside and watched with a new
interest the people passing by, but no one
answering to the ideal in Jiis mind made an
appearance.
The bell suddenly ceased, and for a moment

the street was deserted.

Richard leaned forward and clasped his

hands, resting his arms on his knees.

Suddenly he was disturbed by the sound of

flying footsteps, and a girl passed him,
followed by an older woman.
The girl was simply but elegantly dressed.

A big picture-hat shaded her face, but
Richard caught sight of her profile as she
hurried hy.

For a moment he gazed after her with a
stare of stupefaction, believing her to be bub
an image of his brain ; but then, as he watched
her speeding towards the church, he suddenly
sprang to his feet.

" By Jove ! There she is !
" he almost

cried aloud. " T'le Ideal !

"

It did not take him long to follow her, and
he watched her while she lighted a candle to

her favourite saint, and knelt before the altar.

As she turned to depart he stood in her
way.
His admiring glances swept boldly over her.

She blushed, and dropped her eyes, but he
saw, to his intense delight, that she was not
offended.

In her a^tation she dropped her rosary, and,
stepping forward, he was in time to pick it up
for her.

" You come liere often ? " he whispered
ardently, his eyes fixed eagerly on her expres-

sive face, as he returned the beads to her.

She answered him by a swift inclination

of her head.
Her eyes, large, grey, and eloquent, gazed

at him as wonderingly as a child's.
" I come here every daj'," she said, in a

low, sweet tone, and then the colour sprang
again to her face.

She turned away hastily, for her heart was
beating loudly, and she was terrified that he
would hear it.

Once outside the church, she almost ran,

until she came to the big gates which led up
to her home.
She was frightened of what she had done.

She had spoken to a stranger, and he was
handsome and young.

Dolores had read all the old books her
aunt kept up in the attic, and she had often

pictured herself in the heroine's place. And
here, at last, was a stranger, and he had
bowed over her hand, and treated her just

as the hero did in the story-book.

The Lover From Fairyland.

THERE was no one in the large stone Jiall,

and the gul was passing up to her
own little room, when her aunt

suddenly appeared in the doorwaj'.
" Ah, so you are back, Dolores, my dear !

I have some good news for you. Pedro del

Alvarez is on his way here. He has come into
the whole of his father's fortune, and he comes
to ask you to be his wife."

" Pedro Alvarez !
" Dolores uttered the

name .somewhat vacantly.

A week ago she would have beert glad to

hear of the return of her old playfellow, but
now

" I do not want to marry him, auntie —

I can't I I do not love liim I
" slie eaid

agitatedlj'.

What do you know of love ': " replied
her aunt coldly.

The girl did not answer, b^t crept up to'

her attic.

She wanted to be alone, to think of the'

handsome stranger who had come into her)

life. Pedro was forgotten entirely as she sat;

among the rubbish of the lumber-room and'
dreamed of the romantic future.

" My grandmother ran away an<l got>

married. If necessary, I will do the same,"
she told herself, with a defiant little toss

of her head. She opened the big oak trunk,)

which had belonged to her mother, and took
out the filmy lace veil and the white satin,

frock trimmed with orange-blos.som. " Somei
day I will wear this," she said, 'and laughed!

happily at her thoughts.

Dolores was in love with romance. '

And Richard, thinking of his book, bor-'

rowed a guitar, and at night serenaded her'

window. He had a pleasing, if somewhat
weak, t«nor voice, but what it lacked in;

strength it made up for in expression.

Dolores was enchanted. He was a loveH
right out of fairyland, and when she leaned
from her balcony the bett«r to .see him posing
below, he threw away the instrument and
climbed in true Romeo-fashion up to her.

What then more natural than he should'

take her in his arms, and that she should'

put her arms around his neck, and their lips

join in a kiss.

" I have borrowed a trap, and want to'

take you out to-morrow, Dolores. .Ju.st you
and I. alone in the forest," he .said, when iti

was time to leave her.
' I will come wherever you want to take

me," she said, her beautiful eyes shining^

trustfully up at him.

They met just outside the village, and
drove into the cool shade of the trees ; then,

tethering the horse, they picnicked under
the shadow of a huge elm which overhung
a sparkling lake.

They found a boat, and Dolores punted
Jier companion to the other side.

' The Egyptian witch lives over here,"

she said, and a sudden awe crept into her
voice. " She is very wise, and can tell the
future, so my nurse used to tell me."

' Shall we go and see her ? " cried Richard.^

Dolores hesitated, but only for a moment.
•

I would love to know the future," she

said, very shyly.
" So you .shall, my dear,"' said the man,

highly amused and interested.

The cottage could now be seen quite plainly!

through the trees ; a small, black pig waa
the only sign of life. \

Dolores ran the boat into a cutting, and'

they alighted. i

Hand-in-hand, like two children, they ran.'

up the footpath which led to the door.
^

'An ancient woman bade them enter. Iti

was very dark and close inside. A small

lamj} buiTied upon a curiously-carved table.!

The old woman pointed to a chair beside it.
\

Sit down, Miss Dolores,'' she said. " The
gentleman must wait outside.''

Dolores started.

• How did you know my name ?
' f^l^e

said breathlessly.
' I know most things,'' said the old dame,

simply.
Very silently she took the girl's hand.

•'I see tears, and disappointment; a gieat^
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I'appincss, and a peaceful future," she said

in a droning voice.
" And is that all ? " cried Dolores.
" What more would you ? " asked the

old woman.
Dolores laughed nervously.
" I want to know whom I shall marry ?

"

she said.

The old woman held the girl's hand yet
nearer the light.

" You marry a rich Itian, handsome, and
dark—dark as the night," she said.

Dolores drew her hand sharply away.
" Oh, but you are wrong !

" she said,

thinking of Ferris's grey eyes.
" No, the hand can make no mistake. Your

husband will be dark, lady," said the old

woman very quietly.
" Surely you two have finished !

"

Richard was tired of waiting.
" I have told the lady all there is to tell,"

replied the old woman. " You can come in,

Mr. Ferris."

But when she had looked at his hand
she pushed it aside.

" I have nothing of interest to tell you,"

she said, and her voice was very quiet but final.

"I wish we had not come," said the girl,

and her voice had grown very sad.

A Voice From The Past.

RICHARD had taken a cottage which
stood in one corner of her aunt's

ground*?.
" You will come over and see how I've

furnished the place. I don't believe you
would recognise it," he said, as they were
parting.

" I should love to come," she answered
eagerly. And Richard kissed her again.

A yoimg man stood at the sitting-room

window, watching eagerly for her, as Dolores

ran up the carriage-drive. His dark eyes
lighted up as they recognised Jier.

"How beautiful she has grown!" he whis-
pered, as he hurried out to welcome her.

But Dolores did not respond at all warmly
to his greeting.

" Surely you have not forgotten me,
Dolores ? I am Pedro !

" he said pleadingly.
" I remember you quite well. But please

excuse me. I am late already."

The young man stepped back hastily.

His face grew white.

Was this the loving little playmate he
had left in his childhood, the girl who had held

his heart captive ever since he could remember ?

" Bah ! I must be patient. I have
been so long away I cannot expect
her to think of me as I have tliought

of her," he told himself, as he sat

waiting patiently for her to reappear.

But all the evening Dolore.s was un-
gracious. She was longing to get away
to the cottage where she knew Richard
was waiting for her—Richard, her
Prince of Romance, who came every
night and sang below her window.
He was the real lover ; she had no
use for any other. «

As soon as she could she pleaded
a head-ache, and hastened to her
room, but not to sleep. Covering her
dress with a dirk cloak, she hurried

across the green sward to the cottage.

Richard was waiting for her, and at
once took her in his arms.

" My little inspiration !
" he said,

kissing her.
" And is this where you write your

books ? " she asked him breathlessly,

us she stood beside his dosk.

He took up a pile of manuscript.
" It is all here," he told her.
" Oh !

"

She fingered it reverently.
" Read it to me," she said suddenly

" Read what I inspire you to write."
She seated herself in a large, old-

fashioned chair beside the fireplace and folded

her hands meekly in her lap.

He leaned comfortably back in his chair

and began.
Dolores was enthralled.

It was just like the books upstairs in the

attic. But the girl was herself—at least, she
did some of the things which she had done.

And the hero ? Why, it was Richard himself

!

Ferris, glancing up, caught her rapt ex-

pression, and it was as salve to his vanity.

She was pure and sweet and innocent, and
she gave up everything for love," he read ;

and then he put down tlie last page.

For some seconds there was a silence, and
then he stretched out his hand to her.

" Dolores !
" he said softly.

She stood up then.
" I think you are wonderful !

" she whis-

pered.

He caught her to him and kissed her
. passionately, then took his signet-ring and
placed it on her finger. It was much too big

for her.
" Wear it on a chain close to your heart,

dear," he whispered ; and she smilingly
placed it in the bosom of her dress.

Then he watched her speed away in the
moonlight, his kisses still burning her lips, and
the ecsta.sy of love glowing fierce in her heart.

Richard's book was nearly finished. His
thoughts began to turn on New York.
The summer was waning

;
already

leaves were turning brown.
As he walked up the village street

thoughts were busy with the future.
" If only "

He caught his breath as a fashionably-
dressed little figure came down the steps froni^

the churchyard towards him.
" Lilian—Jttss Hethington !

"

The girl glanced up.
Oh, Dicky ! Mr. Ferris, is it you 1

"

" What are you doing here ? " he managed
to gasp out.

He was leaning towards her, and his

voice had grown suddenly very afiection-

ate. There was something very alluring
about her apparent frailty to the man.

She s:niled slightly as he turned bo
walk with her.

She had a deal of gossip to tell him,
for he had been away from New York
for nearly three months.

Dolores was waiting for Richard at
their usual meeting-place, bub he had
forgotten her existence for the moment.

the

his

and would have passed on with Lilian if

Dolores had not called to him.
He frowned as he glanced towards her.
" What a pretty girl ! Who is she T

"

asked his companion, a trifle maliciously.
" Oh, only one of the village girls. I got

to know her, as I've been studying her type !

"

he said carelessly. "iShall we go and see the
church together—it is the only j^lace around
here worth visiting?"

" Yes. That is where I was going when
you met me."

" Good. I'll follow you in."

He raised his hat and stood l)areheaded
until she had disapiieared through the porch
into the dim darkness of the interior. Then
he strode quickly back to where Dolores sab
on the old stone seat.

" What do you want ? Why did you call

me ? " He asked irritably.

She glanced up at him.
" I do not quite understand," she said.

"Why are you cross? Who is the lady 7

Why did not you introduce me ?
"

He frowned impatiently.

"You would not care to know each other,'*

he said quickly.

Dolores looked at him very steadily.

And then, in a sudden fear, she threw her
arms round his neck.

" Richard, tell me you love me ! " she
pleaded. " You do, don't you, dear ? Have
you forgotten already ? We are going to be
married

"

He wrenched himself free from her clasp.
" Love is like a candle," he said brutally.

" It flickers high, burns low, and finally goes
out !

" And thrusting her from him, ha
turned and made his way into the church.
Then all the blood of her Southern nature

was aroused to fury.

Ferris had .scorned her, despised her, and
flouted her before the new woman.
As the hours passed her anger and jealou.sy

grew, and the next day^ unable to nurse her
grief any longer, she
hurried out of tho
house to the hotel
where Lilian and her
father were staying.

She met Lilian

outside. Tlie girl had
just given Richard
her promise to marry
him and left him to

interview her father.

(Continued on next page.}

Oh, Dolores, you are wonderful! " he cried,, thinking a farewell supper party was all zh: asked.
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Then, 6TH?i'':r!7r. Bc^'-Tr: a«csfed ber.

Where" ^ ' die said.

Lilian sto: red, beautiful giiL
" 1 do nc: . : .. ;ai !.

" He belongs to nie 1' eri- •
: appy girl.

'Come to-night to his cc::...;. 1 will

five ycu proof."'

FcT a jiiincie the two girls stood titarmz : t

cue another while Lilian hesitated.

$be saw that Dolores was half-distzaagbt.

1 will come/' slie said pently.

A Woman Scorned.

IT was a dull, damp night. The wind
moaned diaually through the trees as
Lilian reached the cottage and : \

limidJy at the door.
It wa= rr»=r.6d by Dolores.

an old-fashioD^ u, tvi_:c

'.sellowed by age.
= vid, sniiiing etrangely.

^he crossed the room to where a glass door
c^parated a small inner room.

" If you stand here," she wbiqjered. " you
ean see all without being seen yourself."

Lilian heard the key turn in the lock ae
Dolores -moved away.

She was a prisoner! And tfaen, before ^le
f'luld espcstuJate. the outer door was thrown
cKn oT-i Richard himself appeared.
He glanced round the room with soin»

rurprise.

Flowers were in profusion everywhere, and
the table was laid in costly state for two. Then
he became awsro that two white arms bad
twined themselves arotmd his neck, and as lie

turned his bead the beautiful face of Dolores
•Diet bis.

" I thought we would hare a farewell supper,
dear, just you and I," she whispered.

' Oh, ifclores, you are very wonderfid !

"

he cried, thinking that ebe bad realised the
hopelessness of ber passifRi and was satisfied to
have a sentimental party for the finish.

She langbed, and moved away from him.
" Come ! Let us drink to the future ! ^le

(aid, filling the goblets with wine, and lilian
ber t^e something from the boemx of h^

(?r'=?? and empty the contents into the glasses.
I ard kissed Dolores, and then, lifting the

~

drained it to the dregs.
^. r watched him, a smile rotmd her hps.
' The wine is good ? " she asked.
Then she held out her hand and dis.-.-!o?e J 3

'c<rtle. It was labelled Poison.''
" By heavens, you have killed i:.

cried, staggering back.
She nodded slowly.
Then she crowed the room and flimg open

t"tie glass door.
Lilian almc^ fell into the room-
Dc kres nimed and looked at ber, the ctiriotis/

enule twisting ber lips in scorn.
" Take him.

!

" she said contemptuously.
It wasn't poison—I only |Hetended. Take

him .' Tm through with him !
"

With a proud, defiant gesture dia turned on
her heel and went out of the house.
But once alone in the d^kness ber own

scrrow came back to her.
She had played the part she bad inten<fed to,

but what was left now !

A fitfial moon straggled for a moment through
the dark clotids and sent a gleam on to the
lake.

The tmhappy girl saw it through the trees.
" That is the only way," she told herself.

E Alvarez, wandering by the lake, had
: light of her wfaite dress.

r. - arms went rotmd ber before she kiKw
that be was there.

" Oh, Dolores : My darling ! "What is it !
"

he said very tenderly. '" If you cannot love me,
let me be your friend."

The kind words, so tinespected, broke down
the girl's aelf-controL
Sbe leaned her weary bead on his breast and

sobbed out all ber imhappy story.
* What is past, is past.'my <fcar," be told

her. " Will you not try and find happiness with
Die t

Sbe raised her bead ^yly.
" Ob, if only I had realised what tme Iovb is

befwe !
" she sighed. " I have been so very

foolish, Pedro ! " .4nd then ber bead dropped
again to bis breast.

(J4afUd/r«m (i« FrnmofuPlu^m pkoto-plat "A
Pnwtmer of tkt OU ScafA." now tein? tko-ni fn tA*
r-rt-r* kcmMs, ttmrrmt tkVWSE FBEDEBICE
EOLORES).

HENRY EDNV.ARDS.

HENRY EDWARDS
The Artist and the Man ::

who. oa thr« particular afternoon, f

herself as a capable little actre«. Pc^t.;

is her first picttire.

Hobby-Work.

MR. EDWARDS'S energy is indefaticab:

He work.5 aU day while

good, and often by art

tiD midnight. But, fortunately fci

for him, a heavy thtmderstorm came on during
the afternoon, and while he was waiting for

the sky to clear I managed to " cwner " h::

for a little chat.

"This afternoon I have se€n yon
ducing, Mr. Edwards," I h^egan, ' and I

be able to tell the readers of The F:

Show how easy it aQ is—when you knc
But what they also want to know i=

thing about yoorseK—-some intimate detau^.

My hobbies, for instance ':
''' broke in Mr.

Edwards in his boyish way. " WeM, I csn t-
"1

you my chief hobby right away

—

Writing-and producing picture plav-. -

ing in 'em—morning, noon and r. -

my ambition is to make 5>>- •

make each one better than the last.

,Why He Deserted the Stage.

I
KNOW that Mr. EdwanJs had, previous to

bis pi<;tare work, been on the stagse, both
in England and America, for seventeen

years, that he had written two or three stage

plays and had produc-ed them himself, and eo
I asked him why he deserted the boards
for the screen.

" I took up film work became it embrac .

everything the stage embrac<<l^and more," he
explained. " It particularly appeal-^ to nio

becad^e scenes c-oold be enacted in their

proper surroimdings, be:anse the whole thing
could be made more true to nature. That is

why in my prsduc-tions t always take secc -

out of doors if that is their place, no matt- :

how much emotion there may be in theL.

Some producers bring their characters into Xl

stndio for the filming of t; - -—
from the pryins eyes of

that is not my way. If _ . ;y . .

c-omfield. then I take her to a comiield, n

.

to a studio attic or drawing-room.
'Another reason why 1 love 'film work is

because I have a passion for photography

—

a passion I have cherished since I was sixteen."'

Other Hobbies.

WHAT are yonr inteie*ts apart from
yotir work, Mr. Edwards ?

"

" I'm very fomi of motoring "

—

I caoght a glimpse of his beautiful Rolk-Roy..

:

later— and apart from using my c-ar for busi-

ness or pleasure, it is utilised for my dnties

in connection with the County of London
Motor Volunteers who have been kept very
busy during tie war—and are still busy

—

conveying the wounded to different parts :

the c-oimtry. I Like motor cycling, too—in :

anything in that direction, .-^d if I can give

some little youngster—I love kiddies—a spin

on a bright,, stmny morning, when I'm
finding location, then I'm happy. Nerb to

children I love dogs. This old feUew "

—

patting Mac Edwards's silky head—" is my
inseparable companion. But doesn't he just

hate his muzzle ! And now I think I'-

monopolised the conversation quite enough

.

finished Mr. Edwards, laughing.
" Just one thing more,'" I begged. " Wh -

are your forthc-oming pictures ?
"

His Dearest Pcnssession,' ' Towards the
Light,' and " The Kinsman.' Bye-bye ! Best
wishe? to The Pictcp.e Show. Must get to work
now the sun's ont again, ' replied Mr. Edward*?.

A moment later the man was once mcr;
merged into the artist. M. H. C.

" C\S, come right in I
"' cried a genial Toic«

V^/ from the interior of 'the Hepworth
studio, as I hesitated on the threshold.

"So glad to see -you !
" And Mr. Edwards

gave me a hearty handshake which made me
feel at home immediately.

I fotmd him hard at work tipon a scene for

his latest film, '' Possession/' an adaptation
of Olive Wadsley's well-known book. As yon
know, he always plays the leading male r-Me

in his plays, as well as producing and often
writing them, and on this afternoon he
represented the character study of the
lovable " down-and-^DUter "' with, which he
has made us so familiar. His fac-e was yellow
with make-up (by the way, what long eye-

lashes he has I), while he was attired in a
shabby, ill-fitting suit—a ragged shirt, open at
the neck—and shoei? in keeping with his

costume.. But neither his make-up nor his

poverty-strieken appearanc-e could detract from
his lithej Celtic grace and inherent dignity.

The Artist at Work.
HA%TIX<T s«n me comfortably seated in

fuU view of the ''
set,"' guarded by hw

beautiful c-ollie.
' Mac," and provided

with some sweets to^ assuage any pan^ of
hunger contracted on my journey to Walton
(Mr. Edwards is deUghtfnUy informal), my host
proceeded with his business of rehearsing 3Ir.

Steven Ewart and little " Bubbles " Brown.
I was immediately struck by two things

—

the thorotighness of the producer and his tm-
failing good temper. Over and over again
was that scene rehearsed and taken." though
to the inexperienced eye it seemed all that
c-otild be desired long before Mr. Edwards set

the final seal of his approval upon it. Bat no,

each time he would see some tiny thing that
might be improved, some ge^ure that c-ould

be made more telling, demonstrating himself
how this and that should be done in the most
charming maimer izr . .\nd right

willingly did Mr. Ewa: ^ :" Bubbles
"

enter into the spirit .inz, for Mr.
Edwards is loved and respected by all who are
coimected with his work, from the highest

salaried member of his c-ast to the hamblest
studio hancL

Big things, by the way, arc ejcpected,of
' Bubbles,"' who is c-nly ten years old and
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BILLIE BURKE is a star o5 stage and screen. She is Mrs. FLOIISNZ ZIEGFSLi), Juar., aaj F1d:33:2 Pitri:ii t.v3 years old - is her treasure. {l\tmoi:s PlMjcn.;
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(SkSVtimsLi

I
HAVE always maintained that

anybody wlio is organically sound
can easily bocoine ht and strong

without going to the expense of an

elaborate course of physical culture.

Only two things are necessary—fresh
air and exercise. The first presents

no difficulty to the one who has an out -

door job, but to the clerk and other

sedentary workers it is a problem ; but

a problem that can be solved by deter-

mination. If possible, walk to and
from work, thus avoiding the foul air

of trains and tubes. If forced to ride in

trains, get as near the window as possible and
breathe through the nose. Correct breathing

is .one of the first steps to health, and should

be thoroughly mastered before anything in the

way of serious training is attempted. Half

the people in the world do not know how
to breathe properly. They inflate only half

their lungs, and, corusequently, get only half the

benefit from the life-giving oxygen. There

are two ways of practising deep breathing.

One is to get into the open air or opposite an
open window and take deep breaths through

the nose, exlialing through the nose. Some
people say exhale through the mouth, but my
experience is that the former is the better

plan. The other way, and the one I prefer, is

first to do some exercise that will compel you to

breathe deeply, and for this reason: in all

things physical old Mother Nature is the best

gui<^. If, when we are just walking slowly,

we find we do not lose our breath, there

13 no need to breathe deeply. On the other

hand, if we begin to run we lose our wind and
are compelled to take deep breaths. That is

why running is one of the best exercises, be-

cause it is a natural one. That great expert on
physical culture, Lieut. J. P. Muller, tells how
in his early days of training he always ran to

his work and ran from work to home. In run-

ning, one thing must not be forgotten, and,

since it applies to all other forms of exercise,

we had better print it in capitals. AVOID
STRAIN.

Stop before there are any signs of distress.

The Three Best Exercises.

AS many men have been injured through

exercising wrongly as have benefited

from . correct physical training. This

applies especially to those over thirty. I once

knew an editor who, advised by his doctor

to take exercise, went straight from the

surgery to an athletic outfitter's
;
bought a

robber exerciser ; rushed home ; had a big

tea and, without waiting for the meal to digest,

began pulling away at the exerciser at a rate

which could only have been done with safety

by a thoroughly trained athlete. He kept

this up for a week, and then had a complete

breakdown.

When he came out of a nursing home I took

him in hand, and he was very much offended

when, for his first day's training, I would only

allow him to walk round a square about a dozen

limes. Before I had finished with him
lie used to do a thirty miles' walk every Satur-

day quite comfortably.

Walking, running, and swimming are the

Ihrcc best natural exercises, and if we add to

Ihem ten minutes' bending and stretching

Mcrci.ses every morning, we have got all that

!« necessary to keep fit, well and strong.

O'

GEORGE WALSH,
the athletic hero of the Fox Film Co.

The "Hundied Up."

AS to the character of these exercises, I

hold no definite or binding opinions.

Personallj', I use a combination of

Lieut. Miiller's, an old Swedish system (the

name of the inventor I forget) and my own.
My first movement in these ^^morning exercises

is one that George, the one-time famous
runner, calls his Hundred Up." This is

simply runnuig standing still. Bring the legs

up smartly as in actual running, but bring the
feet down in the same place every time, taking
care to keep on the toes. For a beginner

about twenty or thirty times will be sufficient

for a start. Then I do some of Miiller's

exercises for the trunk muscles, and follow

these by some rather weird ones of my own
which, I am afraid^ would require a diagram
to explain them thoroughly.

My Kaffir War Dance.

NE is touching the ankle of the

left foot with the right hand
while keeping the legs perfectly

straight and the knce.s stiff, and the

same with the left hand on the right

ankle. Another is hopping on one

foot and at the same time kicking

out vigorously with the other leg. For
the neck muscles—often neglected in

many systems— I rely on a home-
made appar£^us. It is a double strand

of rubber fastened to the back of the

door. At the other end is a broad

cloth band, which fits round the head. Keep-
ing the rubber strands at a moderate stretch,

I bend the head backwards and forwards and
sideways. The other exercises are more like

Kaffir war dances, and would look sillier in

print than I do when I am doing them, so we
will let these go at that. ,

For strengthening the^ arms I pull up to the

chest on an horizontal bar. This, I think, is one

of the best exercises and yet the simplest you
can do in a gymnasium.

As far as I am personally concerned, I get

plenty of exercise in my work on the pictures,

but in this article I have endeavoured to give

a few hints that will benefit all who wish to get

strong, and, believe me, there is no greater

asset to anyone in any business than to bo fit

and well. Take my advice and, if you have not

started to train your body, begin to-day.

My Favourite Outdoor Exercise.

IF you ask me what is my favourite outdoor

exercise and sport, I think I should eay

rowing.

It is unfortunate that a greater number of

men do not avail themselves of the splendid

sport and opportunities for physical develoj)-

ment that lie in rowing. In the leading mu-i

versifies, of course, rowing is one of the big!

sports, giving place in popular estimation

only to football and baseball.

One of the. things about rowing that I lika

particularly is that it is not a " one-sided;

sport." By this I mean that the right and left^

sides of the rower's body arc equally developed.,

In baseball the right side is usually developed

by constant use in throwing and batting the/

ball. The same is true to a certain extentij

in football and tennis. But in rowing justj

as much exercise is given to the left side of thei

body as to the right.

Another thing about rowing is that every]

muscle is brought into play. The shoulden

and back muscles are given wonderful exerciseJ

and those important muscles of the abdomen^

so often neglected, are made flexible, and giveal

the exercise so necessary to good health.

The development of the lungs and training;

in proper breathing are other benefits fiomi

rowing that make this one of the best of sports.

A man without good wind cannot last long hi

an eight-oared shell—especially when iha

stroke is up to a 38-stroke-a-minute pace.

As stroke oar for the New York Athletic Chili|
'

eight for two yeai-s, I found that rowing w<isj

one of the greatest aids in developing my bodyj

Rowing is hard, of course ; but a man in a nu:«

forgets about the hardships in the excitement)

of the contest.
'

But the great thing, after all, is—get exercis^

and fresh air. Get strong and keep strong.
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Begin This Powerful Drama of Love and Revenge TO-DAY.

Synopsis

THE story opens with a stormy night, and three

escaped convicts ou tlie Devonshire coast.

Tliey escape in a boat, and one is drowned.
Tom Blake and Jimmy Twiss save tlifmselves.

Tom Blalic goes to tlie home of John MarsTi; who has
tliat day been married. Tlie shock of seeing Tom
gives John a heart attack. A woman comes in

wliile Tom is hiding, and she turns -out to be lucy.
Ids own wife. John Marsh has forged a letter telling

her to marry him. Jimmy Twiss is caught by the
jiolice while he is burgling John Marsh's house, but
lie breaks away. Tlie doctor uses oxygen, and
restores Marsh, so the two convicts have to go.

Lucy has a painful scene with John Marsh, and fool-

ishly tells him the place where she is going to meet
loin. Marsh threatens that lie will give tliem away
to the police if she meets Tom. She leaves his

house in the middle of the night, and is arrested by
the police sergeant, who thought he was going to get
promotion through capturing the burglars at John
Marsh's house.
Lucy telephones from police station to the Head

Constable, who comes along and apologises to her
fcr the blunders of the police, and sees lur home.
She leaves there for London ne.xt morning. In the
meantime Tom and Jimmy are in London looking
for work. Tom misses several good posts through
lack of a reference, and finally answers one who wants
a secretary. There is a mistake, as the advertiser
really wants a lady, but Tom finds that he has
answ'cred the advertisement of a very young aunt of

his whom he thought was in New York. She gives
him a hearty welcome.

Aunt MolJy from New York.

TOM BLAKE responded to this invitation

readily enough. There were probably
few men who would not have done the

same.
Molly Carlton was a tall, handsome girl of

the statuesque order. When she lilced she
could look like a queen of tragedy, and play
the part too. Bat she had a merry smile and
a heart of gold, as all those knew who had
come in contact with her.

" Well, ju.st fancy !

" murmured Tom, not
yet recovered from his surprise. " I thought
you were still in New York."

" My dear boy, I've been back a year. I

'sat in all the best art schools of New York, and
I'm now the finished product. I'm sure some
artist, I promi.se you. You'll have to get used
to my American language. It grows on one
out there. But you—what does it mean,
Tom ? Are you released, or have you broken
out of that penal settlenicnt place ?

"

" Just that," said Tom grimly. " I say,
Molly, arc you taking mc on trust ? You
were over the water when I went to prison.
But I suppose you know all about the business.
You don't ask me whether I am innocent or
guilty."^

Molly's face became almost stern. •

" Do you think I'd insult you just like that,
Tom Blake ? " she said. " And don't you go
telling me you're innocent, or I shall get sure
aimoyed. I reckon I can gamble on the moral
rectitude of my one and only nephew as ever
was."

" Lord, Molly !
" laughed Tom, wiping his

brow. " It's an awful strain to remember

that you're my aunt. Really, it's too absurd."
" So it is. And you'll find it dangerous, too,

if you start calling me auntie, or any of that
funny stuff. That was all very well. Tommy,
when you were eighteen and I was fifteen ;

but now that I am twenty-five and you are

twenty-eight it's a different pair of shoes, so
cut it out in company, please."

" Never !
" returned Tom, with a twinkle.

"I shall insist upon calling you auntie. If I

don't it would be altogether improper for me
to ki.ss you."

" Oh, well, then, auntie, goes. I can't afford

to let you stop kissing me. It would be just

too awful to shake hands with j'ou after having
kissed you for years and years. But to return

to business. I guess you're an escaped convict.

Is that it. Tommy ?
"

" That's just it, auntie."
,

" If you say auntie again I'll call the police

and give you up. But seriously, Tom, it is

just sweet of you to come to me in your
trouble

"

" But, my dear Molly," cried Tom, aghast,
" I have not come to you in my trouble, or

not willingly, at any rate. I had no idea in the

world that you lived here, or that you were
back from New York."

Molly frowned.
" Just what do you mean, Tom ?

"

" I came here for a job," said Tom.
" A job ? " She looked at him blankly.
" You advertised for a secretary, didn't

you •?

"

" Oh, goodness, that secretary !

"

Molly flopped into a chair, and laughed until

the tears came to her^pretty eyes.

That secretary will be the death of me. In
my advertisement I forgot to state that I was
a woman, and that I wanted a woman secretary.

You know what a wool-gatherer I am. The
result is that I have had half a dozen men here

already, and not a girl has appeared up to the
present. But why do you want a job as a
secretary '?

"

" Because I haven't succeeded in getting

anything else up to the present," said Tom
grimly. " I've got to work. I haven't a
penny to my name, and I want to make some
riioney as quickly as I can, so that I can get
to work on proving my innocence.

" As I have no references from previous
employment it is not such an ca.sy job to get

work. I have tried five this morning, and been
turned dowh without any waste of words."
"One. minute, Tommy. You talk too

much. Let me think. Listen. Here am I,

a lone, lorn spinster, getting along in years.'

I'm within days of being twenty-six. Think
of it ! I have a thousand a year for life, and I

live on five Inuidred. You can have the other
five hundred just as long as you want it, and
welcome as the flowers in spring."

" No, no, Molly. It won't do ; and you
know I wouldn't accept it, although it is like

you to make the offer."
" Fudge and fiddlesticks ! Think it over,

and let me know later. Meanwhile, what's
the matter with your being my secretary 1

"

" That's impossible, Molly !

"

" Why is it ? I've done more impossible
things th&n that and lived."

"I refuse to put you in the position of
harbouring an escaped convict. Besides, I've
got a pal with me—a man who escaped at the
.same time ; a little old fellow whom I've
taken quite a curious fancy to."

" Well, bring him along too. Ho can carry

coals, and chop wood, and wash brushes. I
suppose he's innocent too '!

"

" Not so's you notice it," replied Tom
grimly. " I tliink he's done most things ho
ought not to have done ;

yet I am somctimea
doubtful whether he is any more to blame than
I am. I don't think he's ever had the faintest

chance to be honest."
" Tom, I've got a brain-wave !

" cried the
girl excitedly. " What about your wife '? I've
never seen her, of course, but you sent me her
picture, and I think she's just the sweetest
thing that ever happened. Let her come to

me till you've cleared yourself, and can look
the world in the face again."

" I'll do that gladly," said Tom. deeply
moved. " Will you have her, Molly '!

"

" Will I ? You watch me. I suppose .sha

knows me. You've told her about me '?

"

" She knows you by name," answered Tom
guardedly, but I rather fancy she has an idea

you are somewhere in the seventies. I

meant, when you came back from New York,
just to bring 3'ou in one day as a surpri.se."

So Tom told his girl aunt all about the
arranged meeting in Piccadilly Circus, and
promised to bring her straight from that
meeting to Molly.

Although he had failed to get a jol), he went
back to his modest lodgings considerably
relieved in mind.
When he reached their little room he founC»

Jimmy hard at woi k writing.

There were sheets of foolscap strewn on tha
floor beside him. He picked some of them
up, and ga7.cd with astonishment at the
beautiful copper-plate handwriting which was
flowing from Jimmy's pen with limpid ease
and smoothness.
"My, Jimmy!" he gasped. "What a

writer you are ! I never dreamed you could
do this sort of stuff."

" Ain't I Jim the Penman ?
" replied tho

little man, without stopping his work.
" But what is it all, Jimmy ? Does this

mean that you've got a job ?
"

" Sure ! I used to be a law-writer once.
That's a long while back, but I can still write
a bit. Fve only got to blow in at two or
three places in Chancery Lane, and the}'"ll

always give me all the work I want."
" What do they pay you for this '?

"

" Three halfpence a folio," answered Jimmy.
" That's sevcnty-t-wo words, and I can do a
folio in two minutes when I get real going.

Say three shillings an hour to allow for stop-

pages to breathe. I've earned fifteen shilling.-j

since this momin'."
" Why, Jimmy, you're a perfect gold-mine,"

said Tom in open admiration. " This is better
than pinching gold watches, i.sn't it '!

"

Jimmy didn't answer, though the expres-
sion of his face rather suggested that he had
his doubts about the matter. But he dkl n it

allow Tom to see this expression.

Blake, for his part, was heartily asham? I

of himself for having misjudged the little ol.l

man. Jimmy was the first to get a job, an I

had stuck close at it all day, monotonous as ib

was. Surely his regeneration had begun.

A Matter of Disguise.

MEANWHILE,' Lucy was also in London,
and, like John, was engaged in tho
task of looking for a means of earning

a living.

But first she set herself to outwit Jo'.in

Marsh.
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She was by no means a helpless woman,
aiul, after the first shock of dismay whicli

i-amc when Marsh unmasked "his atrocious

trcacliery, slic pulled herself together and
faced the situation pluckily.

Marsh had threatened that if she went to

Tom, her husband, he would betray the

onvict to the police. To make matters as

liad as they could be, she had herself told

Marsh the time and place of her arranged meet-

ing with Tom in London.
Except by keeping that appointment, she

had no other way of meeting Tom. If she

Icpt it. Marsh would see, and would imme-
•liately betray Tom to the police. So he had

threatened, and she believed he would keep

his threat.

Further, she had no way of communicating
with Tom before the meeting, because she did

not know where he was.

For a time it seemed that Marsh had her

in a cleft stick. For the first time she realised

Iho true nature of the man, and she knew
that he would take the fullest possible ad-

vantage of every circumstance that favoTircd

his plans, and she need expect no mercy from

him.
But it was not long before her quiet reserve

if moral strength and determination began to

reassert itself. She was fighting not merely

for herself and her own happiness, but for

Tom and his liberty, perhaps his life.

Had he not said that he would never go

hack to Bleakmoor alive ? She knew that if

he believed he had lost his wife Tom woiild

he reckless, and would take chances which

he would otherwise not dream of taking.

So it was not veiy long before she had
thought out a plan to meet Marsh on his own
level, and defeat him with a woman's strategy.

She stayed her first night in London in a

hotel. She had five pounds in her purse

when she left Marsh's house. That, together

with the few modest pieces of jewellery which

Tom had given her, and .such clothes as she

rould get into a small bag, was all she hail

brought away with her.

The next morning .she left the hotel with her

bag, and went into the suburbs to search for

lodgings. But before starting on the search

fbe visited a hairdresser.

She was received bj' the little urbane French-

man, who was a miracle of courtesy and
|i;estieulation.

His first glance was at Lucy's face, and his

second at her hair, after which he became her

»!evoted slave.

What was madam's desire ?

" I want my hair bobbed," she said.

" But certainly, madam. It is the fashion

nl the moment. One must obey the dictates

,f fashion. But yes."

Already he was debating in his mind
whether madam would demand to take the

>=hom tresses away with her, and how mufh he

would be able to subtract from them as he was
{acking up the parcel ?

"

" And then 1 want it dyed," said Lucy
casually.

The Frenchman's little white hands went up
in horror.

" Dyed ! But, madam, it is that I do not

fomprehend. Dyed ! But truly, madam,
it is impossible !

"

" Why impo.ssible ? " asked Lue}'. Can't

it he dyed ?
"

" Dyed ! But certainly. It can be dyed.

Hut, madam, pardon me, your hair is of the

•«Iour most beautiful. It is luxuriant, of a

fexture incomparable. Not too fine and not

too coarse. It matches madam's perfect

« Dinplexion, and, if I may say so, madam's
l:eautiful eyes. Any other colour wouUl be

a calamity. Terreeble ! But yes, madam.
You could not ask me to spoil Nature's con-

summate handiwork."
" Well, I do ask you," said Lucy, unaHe to

i»>press a smile. " I want it dyed black. My

eyebrows arc fairly dark, so I think I .shall

pass as a natural product, after all."

The man was an artist, and he was broken-
hearted. He loved to beautify j to mar
beauty was pcwitive pain to him. He even
forgot the profit he might make out of the
golden switches if his customer was obliging
enougli to forget them.

There were many mysterious washings and •

sprinklings and brushings after the initial

operation with the scissors. Finally, after

an hour's work, she saw her hair a beautiful
lustrous black and fashionably bobbed.

She heard a sigh behind her.
" Perhaps after all madam is right," mur-

mured the little Frenchman.

What he meant was that the black-haired
girl looking into the gla.ss was fully as beautiful
as the golden-haired one had been. He even
wondered whether she was' not perhaps even
more beautiful.

Certainly it was a beauty more piquant,
more subtly provoking, and as such appealed
to his artistic soul. The almost startling

contrast between the glossy black of the
hair and the pure, alnfTost transparent com-
plexion, was a thing which could never be
passed unnoticed.

Lucy asked the charge. But by tliis time
the artist was in love with her.

" Madam wishes to take her hair ?
"

" No,^' returned Lucy, " I don't want it. I

will leave it with you if you can make any
use of it."

" Then there is no charge, madam. It is a
pleasure to work upon such hair as madam s.

But certainly.''

A little way from the hairdresser's shop
Lucy visited an optician's, and bought a pair
of smoked spectacles. She did not even try

them on, but put them in her bag.

The Appointment at Piccadilly Circus.

ON the appointed day Lucy went to Pic-

cadilly Circus full of high hopes. She
was determined to meet Tom, and to

beat John Marsh at all costs.

She had found lodging in a moderately
comfortable house in Clapham, but had not
yet started ber search for work, preferring to
wait until she had seen her husband.

She 5id not trust entirely to the bobbed
hair for her disguise. She had bought a new
hat, of a shape she had never been known ^o
wear before, and a ch(%p raincoat.

Dressed in these she left the house in Clap-
ham, and when she turned the first corner she
put on her smoked glasses.

She reached the Circus at eight o'clock in

the evening, which was the hour appointed for
her meeting with Tom. /

The Circus seemed to be surging with people.
Late workers were waiting for omnibu.ses,
jostled by diners in evening-dress and theatre-
goers.

The crush in front of Swan & Edgar's was so
thick that it was difficult to walk.

' Twice she elbowed her-way along the crowded
pavement from Piccadilly to Regent Street
without seeing anything of Tom.
Then she realised abruptly that .she must

not walk up and down in one place in this
open manner, or she would be inviting notice.
She had every reason to believe that .John

Marsh was somewhere in the Circus, and that
he would be looking out for her even more
than for Tom.
She made up her mind that she would walk

a little way up Shaftesbury Avenue, and
return in a quarter of an hour or so. Tom
would be sure to wait if he did not find her
at once.

1 And just as she had come to this decision she
.saw him. He walked right pa.st her. His
coat brushed her sleeve, and, in the shock of
the meeting, the iron I'estraint she was putting
on herself almost gave way.

His name was on the lip of her tongue,
but with a fierce effort she mastered tho
almost overwhelming desire to speak to him,
and walked straight by.

But she soon found it would not do to keep
too close to Tom's vicinity. He was Ijcginnint;

to get anxious, and -cpiite unconsciously was
making him.sclf a little conspicuous.

It was nearly half-past eight. Tom wa«
shouldering his way from the comer of

Piccadilly to the comer of Regent Street, and
back again, rather like a caged animal, and
peering into the faces of pa.ssing women ami
girls in a way which some of them very
obviously did not approve of.

Once as she passed she found him staring

straight at her, and she shook with a moment-
ai-y conviction of discovery.

But he jerked his head away impatiently,
and she breathed freely again. He had not
recognised her; and, if he did not, it was not
likely that .John Marsh would.

But she left the pavement and crossed to the
other side of Regent Street.

The thing she had to do was to find John
Marsh. ,She had no doubt whatever in her
juind that Mai-sh was somewhere in the Circus,
and that from some position he was watching
Tom Blake. _

Three times she walked round the Circus,
slowly, studying the faces of all the men who
in any way resembled .John ^Marsh's cla.ss.

But half-past nine came, and she had seen
nothing of him. Could it be possible that he
was not there ''. Could it be that he was still

unable to leave his house ? Dare she go across
and speak to Tom, as every throb of her
heart was urging her to do ?

He was still at his post, tramping more like

a caged beast than ever, from comer to comer.
But the light of hope and eagemess was gone
out of his face now. He was haggard and
drawn, his eyes dark with pam. He seemed
to grow older before her eyes.

But no, she dared not betray herself by the
slightest sign until she knew for certain where
John Marsh was.

She did not believe he had not come to the
Circus. She felt that he would come if he was
in danger of dropping dead in the street.

And moreover, might he not have engaged
somebody else to watch the Circus, so as not
to appear there himself ? It was no use.

She must keep her watch until Tom gave up
his hopeless sentrj--go and left the Circus.

Her attention Avas distracted for a moment
bj' a grant close to her elbow. She was on
the refuge in the middle of the Circus, among
a group of people who were waiting for "buses.

The man who had grunted was a rough
working man in navvy's corduroys and hob-
nailed boots. He wore a greasy cap pulled

well down on hi« head, and at least three

days' growth of beard.

She had seen him several times, and, without
paying it much attention, the realisation

flashed through her mind that this man had
been in the Circus at least an hour.

Just as she realised this, the man took from
the pocket of his corduroy waistcoat a <jold

iixitcli, and looked at the time.

Again she had to exercise all her control

to prevent herself calling out. She walked
away quickly, her heart thumping and ' her

brain a little dizzj', but nevertheless thrilled

with triumph.

She had won the first move of the game. She
had discovered John Mai-sh, and be had not
discovered her.

This corduroyed man with unshaven chin,

who took a gold watch from his pocket with a
white, well-manicured hand, was John Marsh,
and he was watching Tom on the other sidf^

of the road. She knew the watch well. She
and Tom had given it to him soon after their

marriage.

(Anollirr thrilling inaldhntnl of this human
Atari/ nf.rt Twsdaij.)
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"Tbe Mrs. Patrick Campbell of tbe Screen."

PAULINE FREDERICK, who is known among
her screen admirers as the " Mrs. Patrick Camp-
bell of the Screen," says she first made up her

mind to go on the stage when at school. She was
always cast for the big parts in school plays, and her
success in these proved she had the talent necessary
to make a success.

Her Many Charms.

OF medium height—five feet four inches, to be exact—Miss Frederick has blue eyes and brown hair,
and weighs somewhere about 130 pounds. She

is a crack shot, delights in hunting, a beautiful
musician, a motorist, and a linguist. She speaks several
languages fluently.

Her First Appearance.

SHE is as well known on the stage as on the screen.
Her career began there In farco, then we find
her in musical comedy, later in the big produc-

tion of " Josepli and Hia Brethren."
Her first appearance on the screen was in a pictur*

version of Hall Caine's "The Eternal City." In this
she made for herself for all time a reputation of being
one of the foremost emotional actresses of the screen.
Those of you who have seen her in the parts pic-

tured on this page in " Zaza," " Sapho," " La Tosca,"
" Bella Donna," " Mrs. Dane's Defence," etc., know
how ably she has portrayed the characters of these
women who were created in novels and plays by the
most famous of authors and dramatists.
Her Latest Part.

WE can see her now in her latest photo-play, "A
Daughter of the Old South." (A story adapted
from this film appears on page 6.)

Other photo plays coming are " One Hour of Life,"
" The Woman on the Index," " Out of the Shadows.'

Jliss Frederick will also take the leading part this
autumn in a play written by her husband, Willard
Mack, who is one of America's foremost actors and
dramatists. He takes — —^—^—^—
the part of Hugo De- "BELLADONNA." "Out into

classe in the forthoom- the night and the nowhere.
'

•

ing film play "The „„„..
Woman on the Index."
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THE STAR.

TOM MlJt, the cowboy hero, is to be seen

in a new Fox film .this week—"Mr.
Logan, U.S.A." It is a story of a

man who, because he is bound to secrecy for

his country's sake, comes near losing Love and
happiness on the altar of duty.

An Expert with the Lasso.

BUT "Mr. Logan" is no ordinary man.
When his enemies have him arrested on
a false charge he is not dismayed. Prison

bars do not daunt him. Alone with his gaoler, he

neatly lassoes the man's revolver through
the bars of his cell and forces him to givo
him freedom.

Real Thrills.

THRILL follows thrill, until "Mr. Logan"
has dealt with his enemies as they de-
serve. Then awUy goes our cowboy hero

to rescue the girl he loves.

Across a tiny footbridge above a terrifying

ravine Im wonderful horse takes him step by
step, and we leave our hero with his pretty
lady-love in his arms, explaining away all

misunderstanding.

Watch him lasso the revolver out of his gaoler's pocket.

But right and might win in the end.

TOM MIX,
" the Cowboy

Hero."

THE MAN.

TOM MIX (who is also on our cover this

week) is not an actor who has been
trained to ride and wear cowboy clothe."

in a more or less natural way. Tom has been
a cowboy all his life. He brings the breath

of the prairie, the chill of the Great North

-

West, and puts his own unique personality

into his photo-plays.

Fought in the Wcrs.

HE has always craved for a life of adven-
ture and excitement. When quite young
'he roamed the Canadian North-West as

one of the daring Mounted Police. Later he
served in the war in the Philippines, and after-

wards, fighting as a soldier of fortune, in Mexico.

IJe also fought in China at the time of the
Boxer Rising and was wounded at Tien-tsin.

How he Began.

TOM Mix came into the film business by
accident. Hearing that a number of cow-
boys were to be filmed, he joined them

for the sport of the thing as one of the crowd.
But his wonderful skill as a horseman and his

magnetic personality soon made him the
leader. No task is too dangerous for Tom Mis,
the Fox star.
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1rhe Story of Two Men and a Girl, Telling How the Best Man Won.

SAY. what's up here ? You let

that youncr fellow alone !

"

Bob McKeevcr. the big Cali-

fornian ranchman, shouldered his way
through the angry crowd outside the
Jfar Western drinking-saloon as he
s])oke.

" Don't you interfere ! The fellow's

a crook !
" " He's been cheating at cards !

"

" Says he's an Englisher. and the son of an
carl ; but he's a wrong 'un, every time !

"

" Don't care what he is ! He's had enough
of it !

" said Bob McKeever shortly. " Drop
it. you fellows ! Can't you see the kid's
heat ? I'm not going to stand by and watch
liim being man-handled any more !

'

" Bah ! Go on with it, boys ! Chuck him
in the river, I say !

" retorted one fellow.
Bob turned on him with a look that showed

lie ineant business.
" What, Danny " he said slowly. " Your

own record isn't so pretty bright, is it ? I

say. • No !
' And if one of you tries to lay

another finger on that boy, he's got mo to
M ltie with first. Now, then ! Who's going
to begin ?

"

There was a movement of indecision amongst
the crowd. They were a -rough lot, but the
sight of that slight, golden-haired ycnmg man
lying senseless, with blood about his lips,

touched the hearts of some of them.
Only Red Dan Raggett seemed implacable,

and looked at the prostrate figure with a
snarl.

" This young feller owes me a hundred and
fifty dollars, won fair and square, at the
kyards !

" he said, with a snarl that showed
Ills black teeth. " When he found he couldn't
win he tried to cheat instead. All the boys
seen it. And I reckon if he can't pay, I'm
inc to do what I like with him. Ain't that
fair speaking, boys ?

"

" fair !

"
You've got it, Danny, this

plain fact. And what Danny

" That's
1 inic ! It's a
says, goes !

"

There was a movement among the crowd
that showed public opinion was turning
iifjain towards Danny.
Bob McKeever's lip curled.
" You've certainly got a case there, Danny,"

he said drily. But I ain't going to look'on
iiny more at this kid being tortured. Take
ini a man if you want to fight. Take on me
if you like. And in the meantime, I'll put
up the money for the youngster's debt."
He hauled out a big pocket-book as -he

f-poke, and tlie next moment displayed a roll

i.f dollar-bills before the greedy eyes of
Danny Raggett.

" There you arc ! A hundred-and-fifty of
the best !

" he said, coolly handing over the
amount named. " And now," he added, with
a sudden touch of ferocity in his tone, as the
o1 her pouched the mtmey, " is this fight coming
•lYi or is it not ? Jf not, git !

"

And he thrust Danny from him with a push
<liat almost sent him sprawling.
Dan Raggett recovered himself, and bent a

1 lack and bitter look on McKeever. For a
inoment it looked as though ho would have
obliged the crowd .with the fight which they
obviously hoped for.
" But the next moment he changed his mind.

" (Juess the little cur ain't worth fighting
about

!
" he said, with a xneer, and turned

away.

Bob McKeever's lip curled again, and the

crowd, with laughter half-humorous, half-

contemptuous, turned once more into the

drinking-saloon.

Only one or two dallied for a bit, struck

by the trouble big Bob McKeevcr was taking

on account of one who seemed to be a stranger.
" Say, Bob, what's the meaning of it ?

"

one of them asked, in a tone of good-humoured
chaff. " Arc you going to adopt the crittur,

or what ?
"

" You can say so if you like !
" replied Bob

grimly. " Anyhow, I'm going to take him
home with me to work off that hundred-and-
fifty-dollar debt. And by the time that is

done, maybe I shall have made a man of

him. One never knows.
" What did you say his name is ? " he added.
" Somerfield—Stanley Somerfield. Says

he's the son of a lord in England. Ho must
be a remittance man, I guess. Anyhow, the

kid's no good. He ain't a spark of use to

anybody. I'd let him alone if I was you.

Bob."
" You leave me alone. I know what I'm

about," grunted McKeever, in a tone that

made the other turn aside with a shrug.

Bob, stooped down and lifted the young
fellow, who was showing signs of returning

consciousness, to a seat hard by. Then he

fetched some water from a pump and removed
the traces of blood from about his face.

The big fellow's action, while he did this,

was curiously tender, like that of a woman.
Yet his brow was fi'owning, and there was
little gentleness in the look with which he

scanned the young fellow's face.
" Somerfield ! Stanley Somerfield !

" he

muttered softly to himself. " Yes, you have

got the Somerfield hair and the Somerfield

eyes, and, from what I see of it, you have the

Somerfield nature too.

Well, kid, whoever you may be, I'll see

if I can't teach you to play the straight game
before I have done with you !

"

Half an hour afterwards Stanley Somerfield,

the son of an English earl, but, as Bob's

friend had shrewdly guessed, a remittance

man, and a bad lot generally, was driving

home in Bob's team to his cattle ranch.

He had contracted to be one of Bob's men
until his one-hundred-and-fifty-dollar debt

was wiped off. From that day a new era

began in the life of Stanley Somerfield.

K He was not so far simk in shame as not to

recognise that the big ranchman had saved

him from utter ruin, if not from death.

But he had been softly reared in England,

and there was a soft strain in his nature.

His father had been a remittance man once,

like himself, and had only f[uitted America
when he unexpectedly came in for the title.

And Stanley seemed to have inherited his

father's worst qualities. Yet he had good

looks, good manners,' and everything that

attracts friends to a man, except that most
. sterling quality of all—grit.

And in Bob McKeever he thought Ix? ha<l

found a hard task-master. Bob was an older

man than himself by nearly twenty years.

There could be no real companionship

between them. And yet for s<ime reason

the elder man never seemed to lose his strange

interest in the younger.

He was rigorously just to him. So long

as Stanley did his work. Bob saw that he was

well-treated and if he slacked in his duty. Bob
was pitiless. And though Stanley writhed and

groaned inwardly over the treatment, there

was no doubt it was making a man of him.

Within a month he was already carrying

his head higher than he had done since the

days of his childhood.
"

I'll make the kid worth his salt yet !

"

quoth Bob McKeever to his sweetheart,

*Maisie Gray, the girl whom, of all people, tho

big ranch-owner loved the best.

She was younger than Bob by nearly

twenty years, but the big fellow would have

Icnelt down and worshipped the ground she

trod upon.
" You arc far too hard on him. Bob, I

think," said Maisie, with artoss of her head.

Sometimes this stalwart lover of hers made
her afraid. She had not accepted him yet,

though she knew his intentions as well as

did Bob McKeever himself.

Bob laughed grimly.
" I know what I'm about," he said. " I

know something about that kid that yon

don't luiow. I tell -you, I'm going to make a

man of him !

"

" What do you know. Bob ? " asked Maisie

eagerly. She always felt there was a mystery

about the ranch-owner which she could never

penetrate.

It was nothing to Bob's discredit, that she

was well aware. But it piqued her curiosity,

and, woman-like, she was eager to find out.

" Never mind," said Bob provokingly.

"I'll tell you some day, when the kid shows

he's worth it !

"

This answer annoyed Maisie. She was not

betrothed to Bob, and yet she felt he should

'deny her nothing.

So she pouted her lips and said no more

on that subject. And yet from that moment
Bob began to feel that he had a lival in his

sweetheart's affection.

Time after time, when he rode out in

spare hours to see Maisie it was to find Stanley

Somerfield there before him.

Bob could raise no objections, for he was

not yet Maisic's accepted lover, and Somerfield

was careful not to pay his visifs in his em-

ployer's time.

What he wanted was petting and sympathy,

and he found Maisie willing to give them.

At heart young Somerfield was homesick.

He wanted the sounds and sights of England,

where ho had been brought up—the luxuries,

tlie ease, the wcll-groomcd men and the gently

nurtured women—all the things his own bad

behaviour, had lost to him.

And Maisie, with a woman's intuition,

imderstoo'd this. And she half-enioycd pro-

voking big Bob because ho kept the simple

jnystery hidden from her—why it was he had

interested himself in Stanley .Soiuerlield

when no one else would.

It was th(> only request she had ever made
of him that he had refused. She had ques-
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tioncd Stanley tactfulU', but it was plain he

could tell her nothing.

And BO Bob McKeever began to stay away

from her. It tore his heart to do it, but he

Bet his jaws hard and sufiered w-ithout a

word to her.

"Maybe I'm too old for her, and the kid

is good-looking and her own age," he thought

bitterly. " Yes, and she knows he's the son

of an English earl. Maybe, if she knew all I

know, she wouldn't set so much store by

that. But 1 shan't tell her—not I !

"Anyhow, if the kid gets her, he'll have

to be made into a man, first."

And Bob never altered in his treatment to

Stanley Somerfield. When the boy did well,

he praised him, and saw that no other man
interfered, or got the credit of his work. If

he slacked or showed signs of sullenness, Bob
never spared him.

Many a time Stanley cursed his employer

bitterly beneath his breath. Many a time

he complained to Maisie, wlio seemed always

ready to ]jity and console him. But in the

back of his mind, witli a sense of wonder he

could not help feeling that McKeever was

just. In his heart, he knew that he had

never rcsj)ected a man so much before.

And in Maisie's company he found some of

that gentleness of home for which liis nature

pined. On the whole Stanley flourished and

was happy.
"I'm well fixed here," he told himself..

" I shall stay on. McKeever must find me
useful, or he wouldn't trouble himself about

me the way he docs. Shall I marry Maisie,

and never go home ?
"

His thoughts brightened and he began to

be full of day-dreams. The old conceit and

self-confidence began to ri.se again, but this

time he felt it rested on a more solid basis.

" McKeever says I have done well," he

told Maisie. " I shall sign on again when
my present contract is finished. 1 can tell

you, he doesn't praise me without good

cause." And he laughed proudly, and held

his handsome head erect, not noticing that

Maisie looked at him rather oddly. He had

not told her what that original contract was,

and yet Maisie knew.
" I'm very glad you have got on so well,"

she said, rising to her feet. '• Bob McKeever
is a man ! Good-bye !

" And holding; out

her hand to him, she turned and quitted the

room.
It was a .sore shock to Stanley's new-found

conceit, but worse befell him two days' after-

wards, when McKeever called him into his

private room.

"The debt ia wiped off now. young Somer-

field," he said abruptly. " You are free to go.

I'm not denying that you shafjcd better tharf

I ever thought you would. But I have no

place open for j ou on this ranch any longer.

Yon were doing ^n extra hand's job, and all

my other boys are experienced men. I

can't turn away oiie of them to make place

for you. But with the experience jou havo

had you can get a job easily enough. I'll

give you a letter to a pal of mine down south

who is looking out for a good stock-rider.

Stick to your work as you did here, and there

is a good future before you. The cattle thieves

arc out, and J must go. H*re is the letter of

recommendation. And now, good-bye and
good-luck !

"

Had a thunderbolt fallen at Stanley's feet

he could hardly have been more hurt and
surprised. In his new-ffiuiid conceit he had
almost come to regard himself as McKeever's
right-hand man. And now here he was,

<ii.smi.s.sed as it were, without a moment's
notice.

And there was that about Bob's tone and
look tliat showed there was no room for

'argument.
Stanley took the letter and the outstretched

liand almo.st mechanically, and stuttered a
good-bye.

After that he remembered almost nothing
until he found himself galloping wildly across

the plain, his blood boiling with rage.
" Chucked out ! Turned away ! It's be-

cause of the girl !
" lie told himself bitterly.

" I'll be even with him for this, by thunder

I will ! What shall I do ? Glo and visit

her ? Ask her to run away with me ? No,
I'll get a job first, and then I'll come back
and niarry her before his eyes !

"

Fuming in this way, Stanley Somerfield

galloped on south, all the old evil propen-

sities seeming to gather and gain weight

with him as he rode on. He would gel level

with McKeever at all costs—by fair means or

foul, he told himself.

He had been riding for hours before he
paused to think where he was going, or what
he would do next. He drew up his horse near

a little rocky gorge, and looked about him.

And as he did so his eyes caught sight of a

little group of men, ten or a dozen, riding

towards him.
They were cattle-men, no doubt, for beiore

them they were driving a herd of some fifty

steers. Stanley gazed on them for a moment
without understanding, and then a sudden
light broke upon him.

They were the cattle-thieves, rounding up
McKeever's cattle ! They were coming
towards him, straight for the gorge, and for a

moment a sudden thrill of fierce delight shot

tlirough the young man's mind.
Already ho was moving forward his horse

with the cry: " I'm with yoa, boys! Take
me on, and I'll show you where to find a

bigger haul !
" upon his lips, when a sudden

strange revulsion of feeling came over him
The vision of Bob McKeever's face, stern,

just and reproachful, rose before him. It

seemed to him that he heard Maisie utter a

cry and bury her face in her hands.

Already the cattle were near the mouth of

the gorge. Stanley sutklenly rode out, but

M(U-<iC mid Slunhij Soimrjirld.

it was with his head high, and a six-shooter

levelled in his grasp.
" Hands up, you thieving skunkjs

!

" he
roared. " Hands up, Danny Raggett '. I've

got the cinch on you, and I have twenty men
at my liack !

"

The last statement was sheer bluff, but it

had its effect. More than half the men
bolted. Two or three, more desperate,
opened fire, while the startled cattle broke
back and scattered far and wide. A bullet

struck Stanley's horse and brought him down.
Stanley felt his case was desperate.
The ground about him was littered with

empty cartridge-cases. He was running short
of ammunition. Danny Raggett and his two
friends who had remained staunch were
creeping nearer, taking advantage of every
cover, firing as they came.

" The last round !
" thought Stanley bitterly,

and was saving it for the final rush which
should destroy him, when a~checr rose far

behind him, and Bob McKeever, with twenty
stout fellows behind him, came riding into view.

Stanley rose to his feet in his excitement,
answered their cheer, and fired his last round.

It brought down Dani;y Raggett as he
showed himsL'lf incautiously.

The sight was the last that Stanley beheld
as, overcome with fatigue, lie swooned away.

Her Choice.

THE lad is a man, Maisie !
' said Bob Mc-

Keever proudly, when he was rjcounting
this adventure to the girl the next day. '"

I

told you I would make a man of him, -and I

did! Now I'll tell you who he is. He's my
own half-brother, younger ."^on cf the Earl ol

Somerfield. You needn't stare so. Long
ago my father and his came to this country, a

remittance man, like himself.
" He married my mother, and I am their

only son. Then, when he came into his title,'

he went back to the old country, and never
wrote to her to follow. She was too proud
to complain. Anyhow, she stayed behind,
and she never saw him more. I worked the
ranch when I grew old enough, and a bitter

time I had. Then when my mother died

—

of a broken heart I have often thought—

I

sold the place and came up here.
" I wouldn't bear the old lord's name,

not I ! I took my mother's, and I mean to

keep it. But when I came across this young
fellow, and guessed who he was, I thought I

would give him a chance. And I did—
though it nearly broke my heart to carry it

through ; for I believe he has stolen the heart
of the only girl I ever loved ! But never mind,
Maisie, he is worth it ! He has proved him--
self a man !

" And Bob's voice broke as he
held out his hand.
Then Maisie did a strange thing. She stepped

straight up to Bob and kissed him on the lips.

" No, Bob !
" she said. " You are the man

I love !

"

^" But—but jJon't you want to be Lady
Somerfield ?

" stammered Bob, who seemed
unable to understand his own happiness.

" You goose ! I can be if I choose ! Woiv't
you be the next earl ? -But I'd rather marry
plain Bob McKeever if It was left to me!"
was the answer.

Bob's face grew radiant. -

" That's good, Maisie, that's real good !

'*

he said. ''I'll take you at your word. Let
the boy have the title and the lands. He'.s

proved him.self a man, and it will suit him
better than me. • To tell you the truth, I

have a letter here from the old earl asking
me to make it up, and go to England to bj
his heir. He .says the young chap is worthless.

We know he is not. What shall I say ?
"

" Say I'd rather be Mrs. Bob McKeever,
and thank him for his offer," said Maisie in a
wliLsper, as she nestled into her big lover's

arms.
(Adnpleit from iiiriiienls in the photo play, fefittirini/

WILLIAM FARNUM in •'True lilue." bu per-
miis'on of the Fox Film Compnuy).
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HER POWER OF EXPRESSION.

Renunciation. Her Smile. Amazement. Inquiry. Interest.

VIRGINIA PEARSON.
A Temperamental Queen of the Screen Who Has Her Own Recipe for Health and Beauty.

VIRGINIA PEARSON comes from the famous Kentucky family of

Calloways, a family well known in the middle and far west of the

-States. She was bom in Louisville, and spent most of her young
(lays there, until the theatre called her to New York.

She is an ardent worker in the film world, as she adds scenario writint;

to all her other work, and, having acted for many years, she knows all

the vagaries and limitations of the camera,

A Noted Beauty.

ONE glance at the large photograph of Miss Virginia Pearson (the famous
Fox Film star) is enough to tell us that she is a noted beauty. She
is more than that in the ordinary sense of the word, for one of the

most strikijig features is her wonderful physique ; there is that subtle

suggestion of " quiet strength " that will accomplish great things without
making any fuss, the majesty and strength of the lioness as she sits in

repose, but, all the same, impresses you with the fact that there is a good
deal more behind than stillness. This quality is generally found in people

of great dramatic power, and this personality is generally the making of

such plays. Combined with a regular passion for active, outdoor life, she

has the first essentials for beauty and health, and you cannot have the

former without the latter.

In spite of these facts, she does not allow herself to get slack, and imposes

beauty hardships on herself that not many women would follow. She
uses very little make-up (if any) when she goes before the camera, and
none at all when she is off the stage, as she absolutely scorns rouge and
other " makeshift colourings."

Her Beauty Recipe.

ON rising, she has her morning cream bath and massage ; the cream is

allowed to stand overnight, and has rose leaves or lavender soaking in

it ; the latter is a wonderful brain stimulant as well as a most refreshing

perfume. After that she goes for her morning ride or walk, and she is often

in time to see the dawn. She then has a steam bath and a vigorous mas-
sage with olive oil, including features and entire body.

At night, before retiring, which is often after midnight (she' evidently

does not observe the law of getting beauty sleep before 12), she undergoes
more vigorous treatment—her nails are manicured ancl polished', the
scalp treatment, and the hair well brushed, and the pores of the skin

thoroughly cleansed. '

When not engaged on studio work she spends most of her time outdoors,
and this accounts for her healthy appetite. She is compensated for all

the hardships of beauty treatment by being able to eat whatever she likes

and whenever she likes it, without having any fear of the results.

Good Ideas on Dress.

SHE has very sound ideas about dress ; sho advocates beautiful

simplicity in her ordinary gowns, but on the screen she will not
spare any expense to get dresses to suit the character she repre-

sents, as she rightly contends that to play a part well you must get in

the right atmosphere, and the correct dress for this is halt the battle. She
eays that if women would dress more sanely, they would be happier and
healthier ; for in.stance, sho scorns summer furs, and discards hats when-
ever possible, as many American ladies do. And no doubt that accounts
for the many lovely heads of hair seen out there.

Watch for " The Liar " when it comes to your town if you want to

Bco this beautiful actress, who has been described as a " good, kind soul

3n an excjuisitely beautiful body."

'a Special Hobby.

THE making of a very unique form of jewellery is one of her pastimes. VIRGINIA PEAi
She has an old Italian formula that tells how to make a decoction in ^^o claims that her clothes give her her White will make her

which flowers can be soaked, which crystallises them, and so preserves ^""^ depresses her. Soft rose and violet shades

Ihcm. Gold dust is sprinkled on the blossoms, and they are then attached to
^he says are the most useful colours for her work

Jhe shoulder or arm with sticking-plaster. It gives a\ery pretty effect as l^^k^^ltwT^'T.ZZ\Z o'^Jt^Mm^MS fForma^n's'su' e"!•well as a mysterious one, as everyone IS curious to know how they arc made. ful novel, and " Love Auction."
iu« i-oi man s success
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Have you ever laughed over any incident tliat lias happened when you have been watch-
ing the pictures? If so, wrijte it down and send it along for this page. We want to
laugh too. Half-a-Crown wMI be sent to the sender of any story that we print. No
copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be final. Address Film Fun,

"The Picture Show,'' The Flcetway House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

216 has been sent to the sender of thefollowing

:

IT was during tlio sliowing of "Micky"
at a suburban picture theatre.

Roggic, the " villain of the piece,"

had just entered, and the audience '.vas quietly

expectant, waiting developments. Suddenly

a child's sliril!, treble voice piped out :

" Look, mummy ! Charlie Chaplin !

"

Needless to saj-, the interruption momentarily
spoiled the effect of Reggie's entry, whilst

the hearers chuckled.—Sent hy H. J. S. Clark,

2C, Harborough Road, Polygon, Southampton.

A GOOD story is going the rounds of how
four young officers on holiday in a

somewhat deserted part of this old

isle of ours were attracted by the sound of

firing, and on rushing to the spot they catne
upon a lone party of two elderly men and a
very prettj' girl beset by a band of daring

' desperadoes.

These modern-day Galahads immediately
sailed in, and let fly all about tiicm, with the
result that soon the peaceful eoimtryside
resembled a small seetor of a battlefield,

Damaged desperadoes lay around, and at
last, when most of them were hors-de-eombat,
these four valiant gentlemen learnt the truth.

They had afforded a rather painful and
dramatic interruption of a perfectly staged
" hold-up."
There were no bars to their M.C.'s, although

their knuckles were Ijadly bruised. Honour
was finally satisfied with many ample apologies.

But it was " some " act wiiile it lasted.

FURTHER ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF.

Mutt and Jeff have a peep into the interior.

Jeff thinks the dog's a good watcher.

Mutt up the lamp-post feels sure of it.

The sight that made Mutt and Jeff sign

the pledge.

CHARLIE MURRAY, starring in Irish

roles in the " Pnramoxml-Mack Sennett
"

eomcdies, is gaining a repulntion as a
vyler that is likely to make him famous some day.

The Last Straw.

IN the early days of film acting, a " star
"

was not appreciated, from a monetary
point of view, unless she was highly

temperamental. The " stars "—canny folk !

.—knew it; and a story is told of one £100-

a-week actress who boasted of her temper-
amental qualities.

" I can get a rise whenever I like," she told

her friends. " All I have to do is to rush
unannounced into the producer's office and
scream, ' Those camera men have ruined my
picture by their idiotic bungling !

' " Then
she would hammer on the desk and scream
at the top of her voice, until he would meekly
inquire what she intended to do about it,

" I must have a hundred more a weelc,

and not a penny less !
" she would exclaim.

The producer would shake his head vigor-

ously. More screaming and pounding on the'
desk. He would shake his head less vigor-

ously. More screams ; less head shaking.

Then the shaking would give way to violent

nods, and the new contract would be signed.

One day this story reached the producer.

The next time the " .star " came screaming and
threatening to leave, he jumped to bis feet

and pushed a paper in front of her.

"Put that promLse on paper!" he ordered.

And before she knew it, she had signed a

release of her contract, and she had to look

round for another job !

" Mult "and "Jeff," the funny cfiaracters created by " Budd " Fisher, the famous American cartoon-

ist, v/ho have made milhons laugh. (Rfproduceii l^y permission o/ the Fox Film Company.)

How She Got a Seat.

IT is seldom that dainty Dorothy Gish is

seen in a tram-car, but one day owin?
to the sparking plug of her car refusing to

spark, she had to take a tram late one after-

noon after working hard all day in the studio.

It was while the 'flu was at its height. The
car was crowded, and the actress was so tired

that the prospect of standing for half an hour
was not a tempting one.

" You can imagine how pleased I was, ' she

says, " when directly I stepped into the tram,

four ^nen rose from their seats and got out."
" How on earth did you manage it ?

"

she was asked.

Miss Gish smiled sweetly.

"I just sneezed," she replied.
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liM lion
Lina Cavalieri tells of the Mystery of

Mr. Teddy,

LINA CAVaLIERI.

WHEN we arrived at the Famous Players-

Lasky Studios the other day, for the

making of my Paramount cine-

matograpli, " Love's Conquest," all was in

readiness for us. The .studio—how big it is—

•

flooded with morning sunshine, is spick and
spaii—as your English words go—and nothing
is forgotten.

My hu.sband, Lueien, "Muratore, the two
jnaids and I, start on a tour of inspection.

We approve of all, when I see, far in a comer,
one strange-looking curtained box, half-

concealed.

What can it be ? T start hastily in thai
direction, when Monsieur Jose, who directs
" Love's Conquest," stops me with a word
about my costumes.

After our talk^ I am about to mount the
stairs to my dressing-room, wl>en I see live

men, each bearing a dish, carefully covered,
inarching steadfastly towards the box.

I make a pretext and linger. The men
disappear behind the curtained-ofi space, from
where come strange muttorings and a sound
as if one heard the far-off thunder of an April
storm. Nothing interests a woman—especi-
ally a French woman—like a mystery, and that
is why I decide that I shall discover the—as
you say—plot.

The Mystery.

DESCENDING later, having spent a diffi-

cult hour with my hairdiesser, I am more
determined than ever. Walking slowly,

in spite of the men who so stupidly try to stop

me, I go always towards that mysterious corner.

There I take my stand, pretending to be talk-

ing to the camera man, who has the air

decidedly nervous.

Suddenly, what a roar ! It is as if the
heavens had broke loose at my elbow. There
are more studio attendants approaching
with more covered dishes, and I run wildly to

my husband. What is it I sec but one so-big

lion, who hungrily cries for his food.

That is the mysteiy. Teddy, the great lion

of your circus of Mr. Barnum and Mr. Bailey,

is there, waiting his turn to enact before the

camera. Monsieur wished to koe]i him
in the secluded corner for fear of exciting him,

and no one was to be near. His call for his

breakfast is near to upset my day, but when
we arc introduced. We become good friends,

Monsieur Teddy and I.

Teddy the Artist.

TEDDY has the temperament of a true artist.

His meat must be always of a warmness
to the exact degree. Jf not, he cries aloud

to the heavens, and it is that which I have heard.

The first meat one has fed him was too warm.
After his breakfast, he sits always so sadly

regarding one corner of his cage. It seems to

fascinate him. I have watched it myself to

see what is there, but I believe he is dreaming
of his far-away home in the—what you call it—

•

jungle.

Teddy has a role in "Love's Conquest" that

is very important. To help you understand
his work, I shall explain the plot a little. It

seems that Giamonda, the princess, is a rich

Italian widow, who now lives for her small son
alone. The boy is drop'ticd into the arena
by a wicked suitor who wishes the hand and
wealth of the princess Avithout the child to

inherit a share. In a great agony of fear, I, as

the princess, promise my hand in marriage to

the noble who shall save my boy. A slave,

Almcrio, accomplishes this, but I am too proud
to marry him, thinking to content him with
a mere purse of gold.

An Important Role.

BY one so brave act after another, this slave

makes of the princess his debtor. He be-

comes tlio idol of the populace as well.

Soon a great crowd of infuriated people come to

the palace of the princess to demand that she
marry Almerio. It is then only that she
knows her affection, and the story has the
so-happy ending.

So you see, Teddy has a most important role

in " Love's Conquest." Mystery surrounds
his rehearsals, and no one, not even the studio
attendants themselves, who have so faith-

fully waited upon Teddy, or even I, may watch
his act. As you will see from the story, his-

work comes in the early part of the film. It

has not yet been taken, however, as wo cannot
take the scenes in the order of their appearance
on the screen. Personally, I am resolved to bo
on the spot, as you say, when it happens,
for I like not to miss anything.

I think, though, that for the sake of safety

beforehand, I shall take with me one small
pearl-handled revolver under my wrap, and
one large husband also,

onnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

i The Ideal Beauty I
Q What it is, and How to Possess it. q
nnnnnnnn By "estelle." nnnnnnnn
Do you know what it is like to read a novel—

•

one that begins with a heroine whose
charms are not enumerated, but whose person-
ality and environment seem to have some
resoniblance to your own ? And then, on page
four or five, to tiiid something of this sort:
" Her (the heroiup's) hair rijipled in soft, shining
waves rovmd lier tielicately tinted face. She
liad one of those peacli-Iiko skins that never
seem to rouglien or to burn. Her eyes were
hidden at the moment under lon<r, silken lashes,

but a dimple ho\ered at tlic corner of lier red
mouth, as she pulleil a rose to pieces between
her white liantls "—and so on.
At tliis jjoint, if you are analytic, you begin

to compare tins > x(|iii-ifp < [I'atinc with your-
self. With whit ii'^ulis? '1',, liiid that you
ore hopelessly at a disad\ aiit,iL'i\ and that you
are lucky if you can hiid one ponit in your looks
that can vie with h( i- lictitions charms. The
story loses bah' its interest

; you are no longer
identified with the heroine.
But has it ever occurred to you that, with a

little patience and perseverance, that flowery
description, with one or two slight alterations,
mi<;lit be ai>|ilicd to YOU ?

YOU CAN'T HELP YOUR FEATURES—
BUT you can lielp your skin, your liair, your
hands—and tliat is something. Look carefully
at_the descrijition of your heroine. Nothing
is said about licr features, unless you count a
dimple as a feature. Let us be systematic.
Her hair is described as " rippling in shining

waves."
YOUR HAIR WOULD BE JUST AS

PRETTY if you would shampoo your hair with
stallax instead of tliat connnon soaf> or manu-
factured " wash " that you are ruining it with
at present. If, owing to j'our unkind treat-
ment, it is thin and inclined to split at the ends,
you should try this simple home recipe. One
package boraiiium, obtained from any chemist,
inixed with i pint liay rum. Boranimn pos-
sesses wonderful properties of renewing the
strength, beauty, and natural colour of the hair.
" Perhaps," you say ; "-this is all very well."
Admitted that, these preparations make the
hair thick and glossy, how can anything but
nature, or hot irons, pro<luce rippling naves 2

"

Have you never heard of silmerine ?

A little liquid silmerine, ayiplicd on the hair
before going to bed and brushed out in the
morning, will transform your straight locks
into the most bewitcliing tight curls or fascin-
ating " kinks," according to the amount used
and your individual tastes.

To return to oiu' lieroine. " How can I ever
accomplish a peach-liko skin," you ask in
despair, " and having secured it, how render it

impervious to roughness and sunburn ? No,
it is too much." Nevertheless, there is much
TRUTH IN OLD PROVERBS, and when you
so glibly quote Beauty is Init skin deep," do
you realise that you are stating a solid, unde-
niable fact—one on which a whole philosophy
of beauty has been based ?

Below a skin that may be blotched, rough-
ened, and discolotned, is a complexion as clear
and as fresh as a little ehild's. But how remove
the ugly outer layer, the pores of which are
clogged with waste matter ? The skin is a
delicate fabric, and no force must be used.
Mercolised wax, which contains oxygen, will,

if applied like ordinary cold cream, invisibly
absorb the ugly outer cuticle, leaving the lovely
new skin in all its glory.

To protect this delicate skin from the devas-
tating effects of wind and weather, batho the
face and neck with a little cleminito dissolved
in water, which will form the lightest of films
over the complexion, at the same time giving
it the much-coveted " peach-liko bloom."
As to the long, silky lushes, a little mennalino

rubbed into the roots of the lashes with tho tips)

of the fingers before going to bed \\ ill work
wonders. If your hands are not as white aa

,

you would wish, a little letnon-juicc will remove
bad stains, and hicrolium jelly will take away
all redness and chapping.
A week or two of this treatment will make

(hat description applicable to you.

PII.EXT.\ SOAP FOR THE COMPLEXION'. 1/-, .

ALL CHEMISTS. (Advt.)
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NOBLES
FOR VALUE.

Noble's offer a wide variety of dainty

Blouses — all the Newest Styles. Buy
direct from the actual Manufacturers.

}en/i you-
atiifi est to-itay

/or i\ oble s

A Dainty Blouse

Model D397i>

12'6
A d^-liyhtrul Blonde. Carried

i.ut in fine Wh te Voile Beau-
«ifulv cmbrodeied by hau l

and lieijistitche i. The neck
is cut squ lie. back and front

The deep basque is attached
with ti'irrow beadijig and is

kemslitched round the bottom.

I'rice 12'e

Materials by the yard
For ladies who prefer to bar*
Uieir cl'j hes made
uptheinsclves_ John
Noble, Liiiii ed. wiD
send a selection of
Diate ials post free.

Pleaselell usexactly
what you would like

us to send to you.

JOHN NOBLE L°

43 Brook Street Mills. MANCHESTER.

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtain one for 2/6. Particulars free.

W riie at once :

BRITISHSCOPE, 236H, Hig:h Holborn, London, W.C.I.

YOU i|H EYEBROWLIN
and Long

Lashes 11 you use

Why not follow the lead of Society Beauties and use
this marvellous preparation? It does not stain, is

perfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders of
fashion. A few applications will ei/able you to produce
that dark, fascinating appearance admired in women.
; Send at onceto Manageress,
Send Is.P.O. to-day JjEAN BINET & CO.

: (D.pt. 3S),

34, Strand, London,W.C.2.

". and receive a supply
: under plain cover.

ITS SURE, SAFE, & CERTAIN CURE
The very first do.se commences the
fat rerluotion, the first step in the
direction of tlie recovery of beauty
of form and \ igorous energy. The
decrease of weight is not a tedious
process. Within twenty-four lionrs
of tlie first do.se there is a
reduction varying according to
individual conditions of between 8
07., and 3 lb. No change of diet is ne.'essary.

GO TO YOUR CHEMIST
anil get a supply to-(i.^v

; the price ia only 3/* 6> pi^>

t,ottle. v., II can iihtain Antiprin at B.oti'. Taylm's.
Timolliy Wliitc & Co.. and alj high-class Chemists and

Id over ; or in the even* of difficulty it may
vrappei-. post fice. direct fiuin

Desk 74. 27. Store Street, London. W.C. 1

Stoi
be had
The Antlpon Co.

ANTIP6N

FUCKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

ADMIRERS of Fred Groves, who remem-
ber liis part as Pete in "Tfie Manx-
man," will be pleased to hear he has

been demobilised after three years' service

in the Nav^y, rao.stly spent, he tells us, on a

drifter at Scapa Flow. We are shortly to sec

him with Odette (ioimbault in a " British

Actors' Film"' entitled " A Castle of Dreams,"
a scene from which ajipears below.

Odette Cioimbault—whom yon know is

adopting a professional surname easier to pro-

nounce—although onlj' eighteen, has appeared
in a large number of British films during the

past two j-ears.

_ «-4

Will Rogers Complains.

THESP] niovin' picture producers don't

give actors mueh encouragement to

stay out nights," wailed Will Rogers
in beginning his second day's work on Rex
Beach's " Laughing Bill Hyde," the Goldwyn
picture we are to sec the end of this month.
" Getting on the job at nine is some task for

a fellow that works in the ' Follies.' I ain't

a hard man to handle—there's nothing tem-
peramental about me—but no stage manager
ever dared call me at nine in the morning
for rehearsals. But jvhen these Goldwyn
people can get Geraldine Farrar to show up'on
time, wouldn't I have an awful nerve if I com-
plained ?

"

Rex Beach Wanted Will Rogers.

IT was at the request of the author that Will

Rogers was chosen for the nami? part in

this photo-play. " I felt with regard to
' Laughing Bill Hyde,' " says Rex Beach,
" that there was just one actor on earth

that I wanted to see the hero of my story, and
that actor is Will Rogers."

He Saved the Situation.

DO you know how Will Rogers gained fame
as a humourist ? It came in a dramatic
manner one night about four years ago.

A revue was well under waj', with Rogers on

the stage, when every light in the house sud-

denly went out. Panic threatened for a

moment—but only for a moment.
From the blackness of the stage came a

soothing, not unmusically nietaliic voice beg-

ging everybody to keep their .seats. Then-
followfd a flow of impromptu funny stories

that so amused the fright<»ned audience that

it forgot everything else. When the lights

went on. Will Rogers was revealed as the nran

who had saved the night.

WHEN THEY COME TO YOUR PIC-
TURE HOUSE YOU MUST NOT MISS
SEEING—
Sessce Havakawa, who will be .seen the end

of this month in a new photo-play, "The
Bravest Way."

Cameron Carr. very much alive when he is

supposed to be dead, in " In the Gloam-
ing " (Broadwest).

Peggy Adam.s, eloping with a violinist, in

"Romance and Brass Tacks" (Fantous

Laskij).

Mae Marsh, in a new role as a little French
girl, in " Fields of Honour " (Goldn yn).

Henry B. Wai-Thal, boarding a German
submarine after being torpedoed, in
" False Faces " (Famous Lashj).

Mutt and Jeff, with the latter acting as

a fireman, in " Fireman, Save Mv Child"
(Fox).

Ruth Roland, penetrating a mysterious
colony, in " Hands L'p " (Path^).

The Lee Kiddies, crashing through a

roof in an aeroplane, in " Smiles "
(
Fox).

Emily Stevens, holding up her husband's
friends with a revolver, in " Kildare of

Storm " (3Ic)ro).

Concordia Merrill, luring victim.s to an
opium den, in "A Smart Set" (British

Lion).

Bessie Love, enduring the • trials and
troubles of a poor orphan, in " Polly Ann "

(TriangJr).

The Outlook Man.

ODETTE GOIMBAULT and FRED GROVES in "The Castle of Dream:
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THE FILM OF
THE WEEK: "THE SAWDUST RING" BESSIE LOVE

AS JANET,

JANET MAGIE loved circuses When one came to their town, a boy gave But her mother forbade her. She showed Janet her father's photograph,

her a ticket, and Janet dressed herself up as a fairy to go— saying :
" Your father was a circus man—he broke my heart."

Later, Mrs. MAGIE was convinced ^she was to Wame,
and, when she fell ill, kept calling for her husband.

She was taken to hospital—

•—And JANET, left alone, had her imagination fired by PETER, a boy little older^than herselfi
who, sick of his father's drunken cruelty, was running away with a horse and cart, and his dog»

to run a circus of his very own.

JANET goes too, and takes her father's photograph, in the hope of finding
film. Their "make-believe" circus was a great success. But at one

town they come upon a real circus.

The proprietor noticed JANET and PETER, ami cm to join his show.
In him Janet finds her lost daddy. Husband and wne were soon united, and

everyone lives happy ever after. {Triangle.)
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Cleanses and Refreshes the Scalp,
Feeds the Hair Follicles,

Strengthens Thin and Weak Hair,
and produces Thick, Luxuriant,

Brilliant Tresses.

CLEAR AS CRYSTAL.
CONTAINS NO DYE, OIL OR GREASE.

DELIGHTFULLY COOLING, REFRESHING,
AND INVIGORATING TO THE SCALP.

BUY YOUR BOTTLE TO-DAY
and start a new !eas9

of Hair Comfort.

Price 1/3, 2/6 & 4 6
PER 30TTLK.

Sold bv all Chemist-, & Stores or s«nt

direct post free on receipt of PriO«,

SPECIAL

TRIAL X
I OFFER
4/6
Anvonc foi warLlini: tlii^ '

Btainps 111 p;»y linstjiLi' .

dintelv loi tnal l.y J';.

Itejnlar 12-(.z. Iiottlf ol

uliicli is 4s. 6il.. lirnvi.i

fifiin tlie date of this off

bi'ttlf bf sent for the use

bottle oi KOKO lor | /Q
.!<Tf 6cl. extra.)

',,1, 1 Bill P.O. for IJ. ii. anrl six

Will receive iinme-
I .

' t-^r cover, prepaid, one
K'iK. 1

•
i.. the Hair, the prtee of

,1 it i.s ...dered v ithin Ten day.s

er. In no case will more than oni-

of the same person on thisConpon,
rt^i .ve make tht offer^ulely for trial.

/Idii.'fis aV. orders with
Coupon to—

KOKO-MARICOPAS
COMPANY Limited

16, Bevis Marks,
London. E.C. 3.

Wasted with
Indigestion

Sleepless, Nervous and Painworn,
but Cured by Dr. CasselFs Tablets.

Mrs. White, .'j, Hcadcom lioad, Tottenliam, Lomlon,
N. 17, says:

—"I have no hesitation in saying tliat I>r.

Cassell's" Tablets saved niy life. 1 bad been a sufferer

from indiyestion for years, but last May an attaek eamc
on that made me helpless. I d.ared not cat. The least

morsel made me sutler tlie most terrible pain, aixl wind
formed all roiinil my body, setting niy heart aoi'ig like an

engine. Tlie pain went right throu<4h to my I aek, and
round my side too. I was tortured witli headaehes, and

my nerves were in a dreadful state. I'or weeks I never

seemed to get any sleep, and I went as thin as a shadow.
" Doctors' medieiues did no good, but when I got Dr.

Cassell's Tablets I regained my health rapidly. Now 1

cat what I like, and nothing hurts me."

Dr. CasselFs
Tablets

Dr. r'd.sseWs Tahlrt,<i are ll,c rccnrjiii.^i'd Hc'ii^dy for

Nervous Breakdown

Neive Paralysis

Infantile Paralysis

Neurasthenia

Sleeplessnsss Wasting Diseases

Anaemia Palpita'ioa

Kidney Trouble Vital Exkaustion

Indigestion Nervous Debility

Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers,
and during the Critical Periods of I.ife.

So!i! by C'hemi.sis nn<l Htoren 'thrcmqhmt the liriti.tft Errtpire.

Prices : 1/3 iiml 3/-, the 3 - size heimi the more ecoitomicnl

.

FREE
INFORMATION

as til tlie suit-

ability of ]-)r.

t'assell's Tab-
lets ill any par-

ticular case will

be sent on re-

quest.-Address
Dk. Cassell's
Co.,Ltd , Ches-
ter Road, Man-

chester.

You cannot afford ^

—

to fumble with words!
To write and speak Vvinitingly and convincingly is the best

asset you can have in any career. It will make doubly effec-

tive every talent that you now possess, and will lead you to

financial and social success. The correct use of clear, concise,

forceful English can be easily and rapidly acquired by
devoting a few minutes daily to Professor Grenville Kleiser's

Mail Course in Practical English.

Become a Master of English
.—let this fascinating Course teach you how to

Enlarge your stock of words.

Use the right word in the right place.

Write tactful, forceful letters, advertisements, stories,

reports, sermons, etc.

Become an engaging convsrsationalist.

Enter good society.

SEND COUPON for FREE BOOKLET.
We want you to read this bcok'rt,
' How to become a ma^tsr of

Ivnslifh," that you may under^tar.-l

what this Course will do foryoii, the
real pr.ictical hclpitwi!! give you in

a hundred difft rent way?. You h?.ve

a message, a somtthitig v.i'hi.'i ycti

that demands expression. "S'ou need
T:o longer be voiceless. Learn the
mastery of English and realise your
own possibilities. Be yourself at

yhur best. It means more money,
more power, more life in every way
Sign and mail this coupon NOW'

Funk and Wagnalis Co., 134, Salisbury Sq., London, E.C. 4.

To Funk & Wagnalls To., 134, Salisbury Square, London, E.C.

Without any r-,'; on 'c/ oart, plea-e send mc your free booklet

and details of l'ri,feisor Kleijcr's Conrst in Practical English and
Mental Efficiency.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

FILMS RELEASED THIS WEEK.
.Tune •2nd.

—
" Our Boys in Germany."

The otfieial iiieture of the British troops now keeping the " Watc-li on the Rhine."
showing our lads' daily life, as they live it in tiermany , at work and at play. (Ideal)

June 2nd.

—

' Stripes and Stars."
Concerning the adventures of two jovial convicts, who weary of the prosaio

task of making big things into little ones, decide to try to break away, and aceoin-
plish this by means of an empty barrel, which serves to camouflage them, and
enables theiii to get clear of the prison precincts. ( Vitagrapk.)

June 2nd.

—

Jianit.V H.\nsen in "The Bra.ss BnUet."
An excif in;; instalment of this most e.\eiting serial. Episode 15. {Trans-Aihintic.)

June -Znd.—Ch.^rlie Chaplin in " Triple Trouble " (F. B. 0.)

.Tune 2nd.—EDDIE LYONS and LEE MOEAS in " The Strike-Breakers." ( Trarts-

Atlantic.)

.Tune 2nd.

—

Mae Marsh in " The Face in the Dark."
" The latest" in detective drama. What a panorama of perplexities! What

intricate problems! What an unrav<>!ling of knots! A mystery play of unitiHft

interest and power, in which tb.e dainty and winsome little star holds us spell-

bound. {Sloll Film Co., Ltd.)

.Tune 2nd.

—

Bessie Love in " The Sawdust Ring."
Tlie story of a girl and a boywlio made a circus with one horse, one dog. and

one bird—and made it pay. But there's a real circus, too, with performing animals,

in this " human interest " story of an unfortunate misunderstanding and a happy
re-nn'ion. ^Triangle.)

.Tune 2nd.

—

Pauline Frederick in " A Daughter of the Old South."

About a Creole'girl who neglects Jier true Spanish lover that she may listen

to the advances of a fickle novelist. But happiness comes at last to Dolores. But
before the climax there is a big scene, in which the girl tells her false lover that she
has poisoned his wine, and then ! (Famoiis-Lasky Film Service, Ltd)

.Iiine 2nd.—M.WTIN Harvet in " A Broken Melody."

A re-issue. (Ideal.)

June 2nd.—MONROE S.VLISRUUY in " The Eagle." (Phillips.)

June 2nd.
—

" Inside the Lines."

A thrilling spy play. (Granger.)

June .5tli.—" In Old India."

Part I. of another interesting Burton Holmes travelogue. (Fatnotts-Lanhj FUmr
Sen-ice, Ltd.)

June .jth.—W^ALLACE Reid in " Less Than Kin."

An interesting two-role adventure, finely cast and produced. " Wallie " Reid,

the great favourite, is supported by Anna Little, Raymond Hatton, James Neill,

Cnstav Leyffutitz, and James Curze. (Famous-Laskv Film Service, Ltd.)

June'5th.—Screen Magazine.
Showing the making of a machine-gun ; fishing for crayfish in Floriila ; •soinn

wonderfully trained birds ; and mud miracles, by W'ilkie Hopkins, the famous
sculptor. iTraiis-AII/iiitic.)

June 5th.—Edith Roderts in " Heartstrings." (Traiis-Aflfiti-ic.)

June 5th.

—

Geraldine Farrar in " A Turn of the Wheel "

A strong story, telling how n woman saved the man she loves from the gallows.
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THE DBIESSING=RO
Screen Fashions For To-morrow—How to Knit the Latest
Sleeveless Jumper—When to Wear a Tam, etc., etc.

VIVIAN MARTIN. Instructions for knitting
ihis new sleeveless jumper is given on this page.

Fashion Facts on the Film,

THE gill who follows fashion closely will do
well to note the coming films. What
the screen star wears to-day is fashion-

able to-morrow.

Here are a Few Hints.

TRAINS are beginning to be worn again on
tlie screen, and with them their wearers are
unconsciously adopting that regal state-

lincss that comes from the knowledge that yards
of surplus material are trailing, peacock-tail
fashion, behind them. I don't think trains have
ever been worn before in combination with such
ihort frocks as fashion still dictates; but that
dignity and impudence can be charmingly
blended in one and the same creation is very
well apparent. Note their blending in the
wedding-dress Marguerite Clark wears in
" Three Men and a Girl."'

A Coiffure Hint.

THE very latest thing in coiffures is the " hel-

met head-dress." I have seen it quite a
lot on the screen just lately. It varies as

to exact style, but the general effect is closely

allied to that of the helmet commonly depicted
<on the brow of Britannia. Sometimes the line

is obtained by a wide sweep of hair aci'oss the
forehead and around a high knoll of curls on
the top of the head. Sometimes—and this is

a cunning, albeit difficult way of dressing
bobbed hair—a section down the middle of
the head is cut shorter than the rest of the hair
and curled so that it ripples back from the face
ami over the head. .

WJiCn to Wear a "Tam."

I
T'S curious what a number of screen stars look
just right in tam-o'-shanters, when you
con.sider how few girls can wear them in real

life without running the risk of looking
common. The reason, if you haven't guessed
it, is just this: A picture star only wears a tam
when it is the logical head-gear to a particular

costume—and always a costume of the sporting
variety, with shoes and stockings and all the
odds and ends of like character. In real life

a tam is too often worn with dressy costumes
and townish frocks, completely spoiling the
effect.

TO MAKE THE NEW SLEEVELESS JUMPER.

BUT a tam would be just the thing to wear
with the very newest sleeveless jumper,
which you see dainty little Vivian

Martin wearing in this picture. You will notice
that it only comes a little over the hips, which
is the latest length. You can, of course,

please yourself and have it longer by knitting
more of the plain ridges after the border.

For a medium figure, 34 to 30-inch bust,

three-quarters of a pound of 4-ply fingering

will be plenty, and allow some over for those
who want to knit longer. Use No. 6 bone
needles.

Cast on 120 stitches, an^I knit 3 plain and.
3 purl for 24 rows. Always shp the first

stitch, and this wiU count as the first of the
three knitted stitches. Now knit plain rows
(two rows to make a ridge) until you reach
the underarm ; and the V neck also begins
here, so divide the stitches equally on two
needles.

The Underarm.

AT the beginning of the row (which is the
underarm end) shp the first stitch, then
knit 1 in the next stitch ; but before

slipping it off the left-hand needle, knit again
in the back loop of the same stitch ;

'

this will

make 1 increase. Knit to within 3 stitches of
the end, then knit 2 together, knit 1.

Knit 3 plain rows.
Repeat the last 4 rows 4 times more, when

you will have a little gusset of 20 rows at
underarm and 5 decrease rows at the neck.
Now continue in plain knitting up to the
shoulder. Leave this needle with a length of
wool about 12 inches.

The Back.

WORK the second front in the same manner,
then knit across the second shoulder,
east on 4 stitches, knit across second

shoulder, when you will have the full V(adth of

the back.

Work in plain knitting until you have as
many rows at back as in front down to the
underarm gusset. When doing the first row
of back, work in the length of wool that was
left after the first shoulder was completed.

Buck Gusset.

\st row: Slip 1, knit 2 together, knit to
within 3 stitches of end of row, then slip 1,

knit 1, pass shpped .stitch over, knit 1. Knit
3 rows plain.

Repeat these 4 rows 4 times, and this will

complete the back gusset underarm to match
the first. Now you can knit plain until you have
as many rows on the back as on front
down to the hem. Fjnally work the 24 rows
of knit 3, purl 3.

Now sew up the side seams on the wrong
side, using a ])iece of the same wool, and
taking 1 stitch from each side, under and over,
so that the seam will lie quite flat.

Round the neck and annholes it is an
improvement- to work I double-crochet in

each rib, as it prevents the neck from stretcli-
. 'iig out of shape when taken over the head.

A Dhesseh.

BEFORE AFTER.

Every lady can have a beautiful head o(CURLY and WAVY hair. There Is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle ofVETREX will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friend;'.
You will be delighted with the results.
Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6,
post paid, airect from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD .(Oapt 68), 8, Mortimer Strset, London, W I

Beautifies
11 L'lve \oni
brilliancy

the Eyes

n tind

f i€'-;hens and strenI^thens them . iiia

th.MM naturally mme beautiful.

"Eydol" is iccnmmpniled by leading
actresses, i nrludint! MissKvlle Bcllew.

I Pliyllis llcdrllK. Mdlle, I

De eyle etc

barmless. Kin
and headaehe.

' Eydol " is

Use " Eydolash "

to darken your
eyebrows and
lashes. It makes
them thick, long,
and luxuriant.
In Ivoiine Pots.

1/6

weak or tired '

lookins. 2/9
per linttlc. Of all

Stores and Chemists,
or direct tvoin Kvdc.l

Ijlhoratoiics iDei.t-

170, Strand,
W.C. 2.

HAIR ON THE FACE
instantly and completely
vanishes with EJECTHAIR, the
Testified Cure for this hideous
afHiction—S j in p 1 e . Safe ami
P a i n 1 e s s-Succcss assured—
Money-baek Guarantee Given
— Sent in plain cmer for 7d.
Send now 7d, stamps t.i—

Manageress. EJECTHAIR CO.
(Dept. 81,

682, Holloway Rd.,London,N.19.

WHY
NOT

YOU?
QTHERS—includin^ many famous beauties
and actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust aud
peach - silk skin by using
" Firmanec," the famous
secret preparation.

A few days' trial will
astonish and convince you.
\Vhynot st.irt to-day ? Send
Is, P.O. (or 12 stamps) lor
supply under plain cover to
Manageress^

—

] u
JEAN BINET & Co.

(Dept. 10).

34, STRAND. LONDON.
W.C. 2.
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Your Editor Replies
BRITISH AND AMERICAN FILMS ^ •BRITISH AND AMERICAN FILMS.

MY dear Readers, Amons the thousands of letters

I have received, threa which interested ma most
dealt with the merits and demerits of the British Aim
as opposed to the American. The first oi these which
I opened was from " Madge," of Upper Norwood.
Wriiin; on behalf of herself and her friends, she says :

" We do hope that you won't have anything about
British films or plavers. They are no good. VERY
few people (the italics are hers) are at all interested
in them. The American ones are the favourites and
always will be the best."

I was relieved after reading this to come across two
more letters on the same subject from " A Londoner "

and D. S. (Lowestoft) giving the other side of the
question. Let it suffice if I quote the opinion of D. S. :

" Please let us hear plenty about British film work,
as so many people seem to think that all British

pictures are rotten. Personally, I think that, con-
sidering the difficulties under which moving pictures
have been produced in England during the last few
years, they have made wonderful progress."

This diversity of opinion on the comparative merits
of British and American films is only to be expected,
and it will do an immense amount of good if it helps
to create between the two industries a spirit of keener
competition. At the same time, the old indictment
against cinema artistes in this country that they cannot
equal those of America has been effectively killed by
English film stars who have made a great success.
To mention only one Charlie Chaplin. True, the
British film industry is still in its infancy. That is its

only drawback. But of picturesque and varied scenery
in these isles there is an abundance, while I am certain
that they contain, too, a wealth of undiscovered talent.

It is my intention in these pages to tell you some-
thing about all players and picture- plays, because I

know that in the matter of entertainment you would
prefer to be cosmopolitan.

THE EDITOR.

Will readers kindly remember that, owing to the fact that

this paper goes to press a considerable time before publication
,

letters cannot be answered in the next issue. A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an

immediate answer by post. Address: The Editor, " The Picture

Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

W. G. (Cantorbiiry). Mary Pickford has liuht

brown hair. Her marri<>(l nanip is IMrs. Owen Moore.
She is not, as most people imagine, an .'\merican, for

she was born in Toronto, Oaiiada. in 1893.

R. 13. S. (Manchester). The fact that yon have
some practical knowledge of photography might help
you. But to become a tihn photographer additional
experience is necessary, and you will need to under-
stand thoroughly the technique and equipment of
cinematography, besides being prepared for many
disappointments on the road to success.

A. S. (Fulham) and others, lie Charlie ChapUn,
Mary Pickford, Mary Miles Mintcr, Pauline Frederick,
Thomas Meighan, and Sessuc Hayakawa, if you send
your letter in an envelope, stamped and addressed, to
any of the above, and enclose it in another envelope
addressed to me, I will forward your communieatiou
to the artiste concerned.

B. C. (Shefheld). It is difficult for me to advise
you, as I do not know what your capabilities are for
film acting. But as your parents wish > ou to become
a draughtsman, you may find that, in the end, the
safer profession of the two to follow.

11. S. (Kingston). - Yes, Chester Conklin is a good
comedian, but he is a linguist as well. He knows
seven different languages,

H. R. Hammond.— If I hear of a vacancy, I will

1 et you know.
W. Ci. T. (Newca.stle-on-Tync). — Thanks for your

letter. Owing to the fact that this paper goes to
press some little time in advance of the actual date
of publication, we were unable to delete the reference
to the late Mr. Sydney Drew, as the former was
printed before the news of his death reached us.

S. S. (Ball's Bridge). We shall not forget the Film
Co., of Ireland, and their artistes, and hope to have
something about them in due course.

11. G. (London). (Had you like Sessue Hayakawa.
I am afraid my influence in trying to get the film yon
want (in whicli he has appeared) re issued would not
be of much use. Hope to hear from you again.

A. G. ( Karl's Court). " Daddy Long-Legs " will

not be released for some months yet, so you must
possess your soul in patience, and we will announce
when it is to be shown in plentv of time.
H. J. P. (Southsea). To the best of my .ability I

shall always be pleased to answer your questions, so
ask them by all means. In due course I hope to print
a photograph of JIaciste, your favourite.

B. N. (Scarborough). Mae Marsh was born in

Madrid. New Mexico. She has never been on the
stage. Lilian Walker was born in Brooklyn in 1888,
and Mary Fuller in Washington, Columbia, 18;):i.

" NOKA " (Swindon) Address, Miss Alma Taylor,
care of The Hepworth Film Co., Walton-on -Thames.

" Peggie " (Petorboro'). See first part of reply to
B. (Sheffield). I am afraid your photograjili
would not help mc much. Why not send it to one
of the film companies instead ?

M. H (lilrmingham) and others —We have no
postcard photos of Pauline Frederick, Kddie Lyons,
W S. Hart, Marie Osborne, or any other cinema
stars ; but if you have not already seen i)hotos of

your favomites in the paper itself, then keep a look-
out for them In future issues.

G. W. (Halifax).— Address, Miss Ivy Close, rare of
The Broadway Film Co., Wardour Street. Hope to
hear from you again.

C. D. (Chester).^ He was born in Madrid, Spain, in
1888, and went over to America at the age of fourteen.
His full name is Antonio Garrido Mouteaugudo
Moreno. Long enough, isn't it ?

" CirAULlE " (Brighton).- Miss Billie Rhodes was
I)orn in San Francisco She is of small stature and
has dark, curly hair. She was on the.theatrieal stagp
for some years before transferring her ambition to the
screen. Like many other stars, she is very fond of
outdoor sports.

" Lilac "(London, N.).- Thanks so much for re-

commending this paper to your friends. That's the
sort of appreciation 1 like. With regard to the
addresses of Pearl White an<l JIary Miles Minter,
please see the reply to A. S. (Fulham) and others.

" Maisie H." (Ran siate). - In private life. Miss
Ivy Close is known as Mrs. Khvin Neame. She has
played in severa' leading parts in picttu'e plays pro-
duced by her husband.

P. K. (Stamford Hill). - Sorry we cannot oblige by
giving you a letter of introduction to any film pro-
ducers. You see, we do not know you. Why not
write to them yourself, stating your quaUfleations, if

any ?

NEXT WEEK'S NUMBER!
STAR FEATURES

;

ALMA TAYLOR on our cover.

WALLACE REID in character parts and

an article telling you all about him.

ROYALTY TAKES PART IN CINEMA
PHOTO -PLAYS-A page of photo-

graphs from the films.

MATHESON LANG'S VIEW — An
illustrated mterview.

COWBOY HEROES with their

Favourite Horses.

And all the usual features.

F. W. (Kensington). - Douglas Fairbanks was born
in 1883. Wallace Reid is married, his wife being
Dorothy Davenport. Eddie Polo is Italian. What
made you think he is American ? He has been an
acrobat since the tender age of two, so he ought to
know something.

A. G. (Hull).—You set me a poser, A. G. How-
ever, unless I am mistaken. I believe the honour of

being the first moving-picture camera operator in

this country belongs to an Englishman, Mr. Bert
Acres

" LOVER Of Shakespe.vre (Bradford).- Yes,
" Romeo and .Juliet " has been filmed. The title roles

were played by Jllle. Theda Bara and Mr. Harry
Hilliard. It is a William Fox production.

F. O. R. (Swansea).—We don't mind criticism at
all. We want it. Thanks for your good wislips.

A. D. (Matlotk).—William S. Hart was born in New-
York in 1876. Ruth Roland has brown hair, blue
eyes, and a fair complexion. She used to be known
as tile Kalem Girl, but has now become a Pathe
star.

Miss L. P. (London, E.).—Your ambition to act for

the films is shared, I am afraid, 'oy a large nufnber
of others. But the work is harder and more difficult

than most people imagine it to be. You must not
only be good at acting and an adept in the art of

expression, but you will require to be something of

an all-round athlete and acrobat as well. Can you
do all this ?

G. R. (Cardiff).—Charlie Chaplin says he got his

idea of the baggy trousers and his comical shuffle

while watching, as a boy, a rheumatic old man
named "Rummy" Binks, who used. to hold cab-
horses for a consideration " near the old Queen's
Head in Lambeth.

T. P. (Bedford).—His first Christian name is really
Paul, but as his studio I'lals persisted in calling liim
" Tom," so Tom Santsehi he remains. He is Swiss,
and was born at Lucerne.

.1. K. (Perth).—The i)art of Helen in " Comin'
Thro' the Bye " was i>layed by .\lnia Taylor. William

Wallace Reid has had a varied career, and was civil

engineer, cowboy, anil_journalist beforv taking to the
pictures. He is 28.
• " Tom " (Liverpool).— .\ " reel " is a film that is,

roughly, lOOO feet in length. WTien two pictures,
each 500 feet, constitute a full reel, it is known as
a split-reel." In.stead of the word " reel," how-
ever, many scenario writers now use the word
" part."

B. O. (Sheffield).—Your friend Ls WTong in his
as.sertion as to Creighton Hale's nationality. Ills

birthplace is the Emerald Isle and not the States.
Pearl White has auburn hair and brown eyes.

M, M. (Wolverhampton).—I do not think the film i.s

being shown now. Mary Miles Minter was born on
April 1. 1902.

E. C. (Norwich) wants to know what method is

adopted when taking pictures of -vehicles, sueli as
motor-cars, that are moving towards the audience.
This is done, E. C, by means of a " running board,"
which is attached to the front of the motor-ear.
On this board, which is large enough to enable the
camera man and his assistant to stand, pictures are
then taken of whatever may be happening in the car
as it is speeding towards you.

" Be.atru e'' (Tadcaster).—You're just 14 and a
keen iiieture-goer. I exjiect that is why rollicking,

dare-devil Marie Walcanip especially appeals to you.
Marie is a great lover of the ojien air, and a fine athlete
anil sijortswonian. I think her part in " The Moon
Child " suits her well, don't you ?

" Liljan " (Croydon).
—

" Don't trouble to an-
swer "

! \Miy not '1 Letters from my readers are
my greatest delight. I admire your taste. Pauline
Frederick is as clever as she is nice.

" Flapper."—Your suggestion of a picture of

Thomas Meighan, who played opposite Slary I'ick-

ford in " M'liss," as a companion to the one given
away in Number One, is good. , 1 must try to arrange
this later on,

E. H. (Holloway) favours Grace Darmond, who is
" so natural in her acting "

; William Desmond

—

" his facial expressions are very pleasing "
; Harry

Morcy, " always good "
; and Mrs. Yeriion Castle, " a

clever woman." E. H. doesn't like tlie " Vampire "

type. " Let's have a pretty love story, clean and
sweet," is this reader's opinion.
"Eva" (Hither Green) is a whole-hearted ad-

mirer of Alice Joyce. " Please, if it is but a mention,
publish her name once a week," is her apjieal. Eva
lias'a collection of 84 portraits of Alice, and still wants
more. " Aiiart from gentleness, refinement, and
sincerity, surely as a pure artiste she deserves it.,"

states this enthusiastic admirer. Eva will no
doubt be interested to know that ,\liee .loyce will

shortly be seen in a fine Vitagraph production, " The
Lion and the Mouse."

" Fan " ( Liverpool) WTites :
" My favourites are

W. S. Hart and Sessue Hayakawa. They are
real men, and such fine_ actors. I am tired of the
merely handsome hero. ' Have never seen Bill Hart
in anything but cowboy togs." Well, you will

shortly have an opportunity of seeing Bill in cloth

cap, collar and tie, and real smart evening dress, ton.

In " Tlie Poppy Girl's Husband " tliis great favourite

jilays a new kind of jiart altogether. This he declares

is the last occasion" on which he will appear in

anything but cowboy clothes.

E. A. N. (Lines.) is enthusiastic about the art

portraits, and also desires to see more photographs
of the two Charlies—Chaplin and Ray. All in good
time !

" Cadet" (Wedne.sbury).—Y'out letter was much
appreciated. " The Picture Show " should certainly

provide much entertainment for you and your chums
while at sea. The chatty talks about plays and players,

the artistic iihotographs, and a little flight of fancy

on your own jiart should make you feel that you are

comfortably seated in your favourite theatre watching
the " picture."

" Critic."—The printer was quit* " huffy " when
I told him of that little slip about Louise Hutf. You
<?aU your letter a " brickbat," but 1 don't mind ; you
didn't throw it very hard.

" ROYTON."—So William Farnum, Mary Miles

Jlinter, and Kathleen Williams are your favourit.es.

Maurice Costello appears in pictures very seldom
nowadays, and no recent i)liotographs of him are avail-

able. Your request in regard, to the other articles

lias been noted.

E. S. (Glasgow).—Y''our letter was fine. I agree

that little Mary's photograph will serve to brighten

up many a home. What a radiant, hapjiy little

ladv she is, to be sure ! You have hit the nail right

on the head. One of the missions of " The Picture

Show "
is to bring jiicture-goers into personal touch

with the artistes they love so much. 1 will deal with

the artistes you name as soon as space permits.

(More answers next mek).

IN answer to the many inquiries we have received from readers as to how they can send letters to Cinema actors and actresses,
' " The Picture ^how " will forward all such letters on, but it must be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters

will be replied to. Moreover, as many of these Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elaose before the letters

reach them. Address your letter c/o " The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
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CINEMA CHAT.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS. AND PLAYERS.

ANTONIO MORENO.

BY REQUEST.
A Popular Favourite's Next Appearance

—

A Star's Beauty Recipe.

IN answer to many enquiries. 1 am able to

head tliis week's chat witli a photograph
of Antonio Moreno, the Pathe star.

Look out for him in a new part that will surpass
anything he has yet appeared in.

Star's Beauty Secret.

MARIE WALf'AMP. the Trans-Atlantic
star's reeipo for beauty is very simple.

" Frosli air and cold water are the

best beauty seercts I know," says Marie. " A
f;ood cream in moderation is useful. The pores
should be kept open. Get a good complexion
soap and wash the skin frequently. 1 never
allow the sun to beat full upon my face, but
wear a wide-brimmed hat. and often a veil.

" Ice is excellent for hardening the muscles

under the skin, thus preventing wrinkles.

Sleep also is essential to a good complexion."—

—

Reminiscences of a Happy Time.

MR. TOM E. DAVIES, of the Western
Import Company, has just returned from
America. Below are some snapshots

that were taken over there with some of our
best-known favourites on the film. You can

see him with Olive Thomas, Mary Pickiord,

and Bessie Barriscale.

A Pretty Thought.

OLIVE THOMAS tells a pretty story of

one of her most treasured possessions.

It is a letter from an old lady which
she received .soon after Jack Pickford joined

the Service. The new.spapers had reported
that Olive was going to New York to see her

husband, and the letter came from a little

country town. Enclosed in it was £1, sent,

as the writer explained, " Because I know j'ou

must be under very heavy expenses with so

much travelling, and your husband in the

Service, and I don't think it right that you
should spend all that money you so labour-

iously earn." " I appreciated that," says Olive.
" It reminded me of the time a pound looked
very big to me."

How They Met.

OLIVE THOMAS tells that her first meet-
ing with Jack Pickford was at a dance.
" Jack," she says, " is a wonderful

dancer. He 'danced his way into my
heart. We knew each other for eight months
before our marriage, and most of that time
we gave to dancing. We got along so well*

on the dance floor that we naturally decided
that we would be able to get along together

for the remainder of our lives."

Alma Taylor in a New Part.

OUR beautiful British star. Alma Taylor,
appears on our cover this week. I)on"t

miss her in " Boimdary House," a
Hcpworth photo-play released the end of this

month (June 2r)th, to be exact). This is a
film version of Peggy Webling's novel.

From the Army to the Screen.

TOM FORMAN is back at work again
after serving in the American Army
during the war. I hear hi.s first picture

is to be called " For Better, For Worse."
He says that the pictures played a great part,

in his army training. They showed the
movement of the guns, the effect of ex])losives,

the explaining of manc?uvres. and other
things, and he says the soldier, seeing them
on the screen, coidd understand them in

about a cjuartcr of the time that was re-

quired to get them into his head hy word of

mouth.

An Idea Woith Thinking Over.

ALMA RUBENS has an original idea that
could be followed with advantage.
She says she always uses a bright;-

coloured umbrella. Her present favourite
is purple. Her idea being that if everyone
followed her example, the streets would look
as if hundreds of bright coloured flowers were
bobbing along a quiet stream. Surely this

would make a wet daj' less depressing.

Yellow Her Lucky Colour.

WITH a few exceptions, the screen star

has as many superstitions as lier

stage sister. Bladelaine Traverse, the
Fox star, believes that yellow is her lucky
colour, and unless this colour appears some-
where in a scene, she will not act in it. At
times, of course, the scene does not call for

yellow, but Miss Traverse sees it is introduced

in somehow fir somewhere, even though it is

only by wearing a ribbon or a flower.

All in a Day's Work.

TO fall into an eighteen feet snowbank is

not a pleasant experience, but it hap-
pened to Anna Q. Nilsson during tlia

filming of her latest photo-play. She was
working alone, her part being to seek a lost

trail that had been obliterated by the storm.
The howling of a number of Eskimo dogs used
by the company caused the director and
camera- man to look around. When they
again turned their eyes in Miss Nil.sson'-i

direction, she had vanished, and after a hurried
search, they found the hole and rescued Mis<
Nilsson with a rope. Not a very pleasant

experience, but, as Miss NiKson saj's, It's

all in the work of a film star."

— »-f

—

How Houdini Began.

HOUDINl, the Handcuff King, says ho
got his knowledge of opening lodes by
making a study of the subject \\\ul)

apprenticed to a locksmith v/hen a boy.

Later he ran away and joined a small travelling

circus and besides operating the Punch and
Judy show, and doing other odd bits of

entertainment, he gave a little exhibition of

his skill at opening locks. It was his success,

as an entertainer, that gave him the idea to

make a deeper study of the intricacies of

handculTs. etc.. with the result that he can
now puzzle the experts.

G. F. GREEN, OLIVE THOMAS and T. DAVIS. H. WINIK, T. DAVIS, MARY PICKFORD.
G. F. GREEN and ROY AITKEN,

G. F. GREEN, BESSIE BARRISCALE and T. DAVIS.
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CINEMA CHXT—Continued.

A New Character.

WE are soon to see Harry Morey in tlio

greatest character part of his career.

It is in a photo-play entitled " Fight-

ing Destiny." In it Harry Morey takes the

part of a bent and brow-beaten blind man.

—vf

—

Tired of Being Well-Dressed.

EVELYN NESBIT, though she loves pretty

clothes, says they are not everything

in life. She wants to be cast for tlie

part of a tired, overworked dressmaker, or a

down-at-heels general servant. She says it

would be a real holiday for her to be in any

part that does not call for her to be always

perfectly dressed.

"What Did Charlie Say?"

(HEAR that the popularity of this com-

petition is the cause of the delay in

announcing the winners of our prizes.

The task of judging the many thousands of

entries takes considerable time, but it is hoped

that at a very early date now the names and

the winning words will be given.

—>

—

Where Housework is Well Paid.

I
HEAR that when Seena Owen played.

- opposite William S.' Hart in " Branding

Broadway," sho was sent down to a

restaurant to learn how to" flip " pancakes, be-

ing required to " flip " fifteen of them for

William S. in a cafe scene of the story. Seena

made pancakes with the dexterity of an expert

when before the camera with her frying-pan, but

she declares she never wants to see another

pancake as long as she lives.

The Broken Melody.

THE photographs below are from the film

version of one of the best known of

all dramas. The late August Van Bieno

toured in "The Broken Melody" for some-

thing like thirty years. In the film version Van
Biene's part is played by Mr. Martin Harvey.

He is assisted by Miss Hilda Moore, who, as

vou know, besides being a well-known actress,

is the niece of Sir Arthur Pinero, the famous

dramatist.

Musical Selection Given Away.

HAVE you heard it V
" Anywhere in the

World With You." Everyone seems
to bo humming the tune these days.

I hear that " Woman's Weekly " is giving a

selection from this musical success in this

week's issue, dated June 14th. You can

always be surp of finding the very latest ideas

in this bright little paper. Watch it week
by week and tell me if I am fiot right.

—-

—

A Real " Victory March."

ANOTHER fascinating tunc I heard

for the fir!,t time the other day in a

cinema theatre. It was that kind of

melody that haunts you for days after you

have heard it, so I had to find out its name
and get it. If you like tuneful music, go

and do likewise. It is called " The Victory

March," composed by Alice Edwards. I

bought my copy from the publishers, Messrs.

West, 12, Moor Street, Cliaring Cross Road,

London, W. 1. It cost two shillings.

—

—

Marguerite Clark's Double.

DO you know that Marguerite Clark has

adopted a little sister ? The lucky

little lady is Aleta Dore, and this is

how it happened.
While " The Prince and the Pauper was

being screened. Marguerite Clark used a little

double who resembled her so much that even

tiie most devoted of her admirers could not

tell the difference in the pictures. All that

Marguerite knew about her was that her

name was Aleta and that sho was a very

cpiict and a very talented little double.

—M
Lucky Aleta.

AND then one day—Marguerite stumbled

over the little girl who was sitting

demurely in a comer of the studio

eating lunch. It was a queer lunch : a sugar

Easter egg, and a piece of stale bread.

k A few tactful questions brought out the

fact that she was eating this because there had

been nothing else in the house for lunch.

Marguerite Clark learned that the little girl

had come to the studio to seek employment,

being alone in the world since ;her father

had died, and tliat the child was being crushed

under the strain of poverty and loneliness.

Marguerite, without being prompted by many

roles she had played in

. pictures, adopted Aleta

as her sister.

DO YOU KNOW
—That Norma Talmadge has had a face

powder 'and toilet water named after her 'I

* *

— That Maurice Tourneurwent to the bottom
of the sea off San Pedro to direct scenes for

"The White Heather?"?
* * *

—That Bcbe Daniels started dancing at the

age of eight, and has loads and loads of prize

cups stored away 7

* * *

—That they even say she's the best dancer

in all the Los Angeles Moire Colony ?

* * •

—That Earle Williams has one ambition—to

tour Europe in leisurely around-thc-world-in-

cightccn-mouths fashion ?

* * *

—That the three Barrymores—Ethel, Jack,

and Lionel—will apjiear together for the first

time on any stage or screen, in a photographic

revival of Du Maurier's " Ectcr ^bbetson,"

for Famous-Lasky ?

* * *

— That the membership in the Jack Holt

family has been increased to four by the

advent of a baby boy ?

* * *

—That Theda Bara is said to be planning a

return to the stage ?

* * * • .

•

—Thai John Bowers was bom in Indiana ?

* * *

—That he is six feet and weiglis 100 pounds ?

* * *

—That it took eight hours for Director Dawley

to get a horse to yawn in filming Doris Kcn-

Yon"s " Twilight " ?

—That Francis X. Bushman was born in

188.5—on January 10th?
* * *

—That Julian Eltinge is in vaudeville at

present ?

* * *

—That Olive Thomas has a little sister and

two brothers, the elder brother being about

twenty-five, while the other is not quite out

of his teens ?

Fay FiLMER.
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PHOTOGRAPHS FROM FAR AND NEAR OF PROMINENT PICTURE PLAYERS.

EDDIE POLO, whom we are soon to see in a Trans-Atlantic serial, " The CHARLIE as musketry instructor to a friend visiting the studio.

Circus King," with his championship cups.

One of the old Property rooms of the Famous Players-Lasky studios, where pieces of furniture that have DORA SAVI, authoress of the drama
played a big part in many thrilling tragedy and love scenes, are stored until they are needed again. A from which the new Beacon photo-play,
producer must have at hand, settings for every type of picture. One day he may require " period " "Where Ambition Leads," was taken,
f .irniture, while the next he may desire to show an ultra-modern drawing room in the futurist style. She also takes the part of Beauty.

GLORIA SWANSON isn't really pawning her jewels. This is a scene in Here we see DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS at home. Judging by the files to
her new Artcraft picture "For Better, For Worse." be seen in the background, he has plenty of correspondence to attend to.
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A CHARMING STORY FOUNDED ON THE FAMOUS INDIAN LOVE LYRIC.

The Glamour of the East.

CAPTAIN RICHARD TOWNSEND
strolled leisurely through the crowded
bazaars.

He liad been in Bombay a year, but the

glamour of the East fascinated him as mucli

to-day a-s the first time lie had encountered it.

The Jiative cliildrcn, picturesque and swift

as young animals, who appeared to live in the

streets, gave him endless amusement. Ho
loved to watch them as, utterly without

conscience, they stole sweetmeats from the

open stalls and fou<;lit with one another,

shouting shrill defiance, yet, the fight over,

they displayed that kindly touch of humanity

which is always ready to hclj) and protect

the weak and feeble.

There was one child in particular who
amused the captain.

She was fairer than her companions, her

blue eyes told of white blocwl, but her tongue

and quickness of hand couM not be matched
by any of her companions.

He often saw her darting through the

streets, a fat shopkeeper panting after her,

while she cried derision at him over her

shoulder.

This afternoon, as he passed by the place

of Babur the Scribe, he suddenly caught sight

of her. She was standing beside the letter-

writer, spelling out to him from a torn sheet

of paper.

Captain Townsend approached.
" The fat fool rcpincth in his loneliness,"

he heard.

The words were uttered in English. And
the captain gave a little start of surprise.

Truly this little harum-scarum was some-

what of a mystery.

She glanced up and saw him standing

looking at her.

She returned his look with innocent frank-

ness. He had never seen her so clo.soly

before, and he realised that she was extremely

pretty.
" You are learning to speak English ? " he

a.sked her, with tliat charming smile which

had won him many favours from the other

sex in the past.

She nodded.
" I speak the English," she said quaintly.

"My father, O gracious one, he wish it."

" Your father. Who is he ?
"

" Ramla, the sword-maker."
She spoke proudly, with a sudden uplifting

of her small head.

The captain was amused.
" And so you leani English. What do they

call you ?
"

" My name is Rahda."
She suddenly appeared to resent his ques-

tioning, and turned her back to him. The
old scribe was busily writing, and she placed

the paper she still held beside him, and
turned to go.

Captain Richard 'J'ownsend put out his

fa.and to stay her.
" You must pardon me, Rahda," ho said

gently, " but I am an Englishman. Will you
|)lea.se accept me as a friend '!

"

The girl hesitated while her clear eyes

searched his face with innocent boldness.

Then suddenly the warm colour came and
went beneath the dusky tan of her skin, as

she put out her small brown hand.
" It shall be as tlu! Sahib wishes," she said

gravely. I'ojrethcr they passed out into the
street without speaking, ('aptain Townsend
paused before a bookseller's stall.

" T must make you a present. Oct you a
book to .seal our fricndshii), Rahda," he said

MARY PICKFORD as Rahda.

pleasantly, smiling down at lier. SJie clapped
licr hands, her shyness quite forgotten.

" A book ! An English -book !
" she said.

He nodded.
" Let's go in and choose it," he said.

Rahda walked into the .shop as though
she owned it. Never before in all her life

had she felt so important.

A handsomely bound book caught her

eyes, and she picked it up. It was poetry,

but Rahda cared nothing for that. The
embossed leather cover attracted her.

" This is the one I will have," she .said.

That night, in her little room, Rahda bent
over her new treasine. It was called, Indian
Love Lyrics." But Rahda was not coring

about its title just then. Her eyes were
riveted on the flyleaf, where was written :

" To Rahda, from her new friend, Richard
Townsend."

The Magic of Love.

IT had been just an incident in the captain's

life, his meeting with Rahda ; but to the girl

it meant the beginning of a great adventure.
She liad been just a gay, irresponsible child

before, but the magic of love had come to her

and turned her, all unknowingly, into a woman.
When Rahda read the lyrics, they spoke

to her in a new language, to which her young
heart at once responded.

Whenever they met, he had always a salute

and a smile for her, even when he was with
the grand English women, whom she soon
learned to resent.

She wanted to dress in the English style,

thinking it would please him ; it became her
chief thought in life—always how to please.

She knew very few English people. There
had been a poor degenerate—a drug-taker,

who had sunk to the lowest, whom she had
often tried to help out of pity ; his name had
been Brooks, but he had disappeared.
And so the months went by. And then oriC

afternoon as she came home at the usual time,

she founcf the house she had known as home
closed up. Ramla had been taken into

custody.

With a terrible fear upon her Rahda hurried

to the prison. What would become of her

—

alone in Bombay. She knew Ramla had
deserted from the Army, but surely they
would not take him away fro^n her. In

.inswer to her prayers and entreaties they
allowed her to see him.

"
I shall be imprisoned for a year, not

more," he told her ho|)efully.
" But oh, my father ! What is to become

of me ? " she cried fearfully.

Ramla started.

He had not thought of her before in his

trouble.

"You must go to your people," he said,

after a few minutes' painful thought. " Rahda,
I must tell you. You do not belong to me.
I was your father's ordeily, and your mother
ilied leaving you in my care. She wrote, a
letter explaining I was to send you to England
with it : but I loved you, you were a.s tho

apple of my eye, and I kept you with me.
But now, Allah be merciful, you must go to

I'Ingland, to your own people. You will lind

(he letter and instructions hidden in the

secret alcove near the door of my room.
Vou know the .fjlace. Take the pa{)ers—and
money you will also find there—to Babur
t he J^cribe, he is a worthy man and just. He
will see you are not cheated of your rights."

Poor Riilida, scarcely comprehending, could
only clin^i and (wy to the man whom she had
always thought her parent, until the guard
ifime and separated them.

'J'h'Mi hIic went sobbing back to her home.

Townsend Comes to England.

IN a stately English mansion an old man
lay dying. The rays of the setting sun
shone on the mullioncd windows, turning

them into balls of uleaming fire.

Into the loom came a young man, and
stood beside the bed. The .sick man opened
his eyes and smiled feebly.

" Richard, I shall soon be gone," he said.
" Remember, everything I leave is yours.

Let the son who has disgraced my name be

forgotten completely. Never help him on any
pretext, he has been long past helping these

many ycais."

Captain Richard Townsend, who had been
cabled to from India, put his cool, firm hand
in the aged, feeble grasp of his relative.

He could not utter platitudes which would
only anger the old man, but his heart was sore

all the same.

His cousin had been a degenerate. As a

last resource he had been sent to India, where
lie had disgraced his name for ever.

The old man had closed his eyes, but his

frail fingers did not relax their hold.

Slowly the door opened and an old servant
appeared, holding a tray with the evening's post.

He came to a standstill beside the bedside.

The sick man raised himself.
" I am nearly done with business, now,

Richard," he said pathetically. The servant

assisted the nurse to prop him up with pillows.

The old man opened the letter and began
to read, then he uttered a great cry, and his

face became convulsed with passion.
" This is a lie !

" he cried hoarsely. " An
abominable lie ! I have no son. And as for

his daughter
"

With a teiTible cry he fell back exhausted ;

the letter was flung on the counterpane.

There was a peculiar rattling in his throat,

and then an awful stillness, for death had
claimed his own.

It was the day after the funeral, and Cap-
tain Richard Townsend, accompanied by the

lawyer, was seated in the handsome library.

It was a goodly heritage that his uncle had
bequeathed to him, and Captain Townsend
was grateful.

"
I sent at once for particulars as to your
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cousin's whereabouts. Ifc happens be died

I'ight days ago," the lawyer was remarking,

when a servant entered bearing a long-looking

Idocument in his hand.
" There is a young person outside, sir, who

persists in seeing you. I have tried . to ex-

jplain, but she does not seem to understand."

As the man spoke he placed the sheet of

[parchment before the new master.

The captain glanced at it curiously. Then
he littered an exclamation, and passed it over

!to his companion.
It was written in a woman's handwriting, but

very clear and distinct.

Instinctively the two men rose to their feet,

,'and made their way into the big hall where
they understood the girl was waiting. To
Captain Townsend's amazement it was Rahda.
The two gentlemen stared at her in dismay.

For a moment she stood a pathetic little

figure, and then with a sudden glad cry she

darted towards the astonished captain.
" So it is you, O gracious one ! Then it

is you !
" she criedp clinging to him and

laughing hysterically.
" Rahda—^you ? " he cried, in bewilder-

ment. " What brings you here ?
"

And Rahda told him how Ramla the sword-
maker had confessed the truth, and sent her

to England to find her own people.

The Birth of Love.

CAPTAIN TOWNSEND sat up very late

that night wrestling with the problem
created by the arrival of Rahda. She

was his kinswoman, this little girl he had
thought an Indian child.

He must look after her. She must be sent

to school and taught to take her place among
the women of England in the state of society

to which she was entitled by birth.

Upstairs Rahda was tossing in the luxurious

f>ather bed.

The housekeeper had put her there and
told her to be good. Rahda was rather afraid

of the housekeeper. Everybody in England

was so stem and cold—everj'one except the

captain, and even he was not so nice to her as

h? had been in India.

The morning saw a Rahda determined to

b; good ; and, as the days went by, slie tried to

learn, because she wanted to please t'ou.sin

Richard, as she had learned to call him.

Together thej' took long walks, and the

man set him.self out to" teach her all he could.

He knew she must go to school, but before

tlien he wanted her to settle as far as possible

into the customs of England. And under his

care and kindne.ss Rahda blossomed out into

a very beautiful girl.

In course of time, she went to school, and
Captain Townsend found the big house un-

bearably lonely without her, and he was quite

as eager for the holidays as she Was.

Three months makes a great change when
a girl is growing up, and Rahda came back

with a certain new shyness and sweet dignity.

Captain Richard Townsend j-ealiscd with a

sudden pang that the impetuous girl had
developed into a woman,
"She was just as affectionate to him as of

old, but now he wanted something more
than a child's affection, for he realised that he

had fallen desperately in love with her.

iShe was so adorable in her wild, reckless

moods ; so fascinating in her fits of repentance.

Yet she was such a child, he told himself

miserably. How could he take advantage of

her girlish affection for him by asking her to

be his wife ? And in three or four years' time
no doubt she would meet .someone her own
age who would fall in love with her.

Someone—ah, no !—no one could ever love

her more than he did.

One day Rahda came and .sat beside him
on the rustic seat, her soft eyes were shining
with happiness.

" It is lovely to be back here again with you.
Cousin Dick," she said.

Her Tittle hand had slid confidingly into his,

but he managed to restrain the desire to

crush her in his arms.
" And do you forget India, Rahda ? " he

asked her.
" Ah, no ; not my friends. But most of it

seems now to have been but a dream. So
much has happened .since then. Yet I was
very happy there. Do you remember when
you first took me out and bought me a book ?

"

Did he remember ?

" You have the book now ? " he asked.
" Oh, j'es, it is my dearest possession. I

know it all by heart," she said simply. And
then, as though suddenly remembering some-
thing, the hot colour came into her face, and
she began to talk of other things.

" She does not want to be reminded of the
past. It is natural," thought the man. But
Rahda was trying to conceal her secret just

as every other woman docs until she knows
her love is returned.

One day there came a summons for the
captain to return to his regiment, and he had
to begin his preparations at once.

Rahda watched him with miserable burning
eyes. He seemed to have forgotten her com-
pletely.

Truth to tell the captain was afraid to

trust himself, too, alone with her. A vision

of Bombay without her now that she had
become so dear to him rose up before him.
Every stone would remind him of her. His
heart grew sick and sore at the prospect.

On his next leave everything would be
changed. If a few short months could create

this difference in the wild little Indian girl,

what would happen in years ?

The captain paced his study floor.

In another room Rahda was crying.

He was going back to India—away from
her. She was to go back to school, and learn

to become a fine lady.

The choking sobs caught in her throat as

she hugged her book to her breast.

It was all she liad to remind her of him— it

scorned almost liim«clf.

She knew tlie love lyrics by heart, it was
her cry to him. He was her lord, but she

—

What was she to him ?

She panted for the cool green of the open
air. She wanted to get away to the woods to

hide herself.

With her book in her hands and tears

blinding her eyes, she went down the broad
staircase.

At the entrance to the hall a motor had
just arrived, and the captain was about to

enter it, but on seeing Rahda he sprang
towards her.

'' Rahda in tears ! What is wrong ? Who
has displeased her ? " he asked quickly.

The gentle, eager tone of the dear loved
voice was too much for the poor, starved,
lonely little heart.

Rahda collapsed on to the stairs, and the
captain took a seat beside her.

" What is it, Rahda ? Tell me ? " he
pleaded.

With trembling hands and the tears falling

down her cheeks, Rahda opened her precious
book and pushed it towards him.

" Less than the dust beneath thy chariot vheel ;

Lejis than the ruf:t that never stained thi/ sword

;

Less than the trust thou hast in me mij lord ;

Even less'than these.

T^ess than the iveed that grotrs beside the door ;

Less than the speed of hours spent far from
thee :

Less than the need thou hast in life of me ;

Eren less am I.

The captain drew a deep breath.
" Rahda," he said; and his own voice was by

no means steadj'.
" Rahda, do you—could you really care ?

" You will come back with me to Bombiiy,
beloved ? " he cried eagerly.

" Even .so. Where ever thou would'st, my
lord," she answered proudly.

Adapted from incidents in the Artcraft version

of " Less than the Dust,'' by pvinission of Ih"

Famous Players-Laslij. Mary Pickfoiid u--

RmoA. ,

" She was fairer than her companions. Her blue eyes told of white blood."
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MATHESON LANG.
[Photo : " Daily Mirror."

" Tt ND what can I do for you ?
" asked Mr.

j\ Matlicson Lang genially.

In niy illogical way, I want to

start at the end instead of the beginning, and
place on record the fact that never have I

iiad a more charming or easier " victim " to

interview than Mr. Lang. Here he was, worn
out with a big rehearsal of his new play,
' Carnival," and yet within two minutes he

had put aside his exhaustion,, and was sitting

opposite me, chatting in the most delightful

way imaginable. For the benefit of those who
want to know " what he is like off," I can
only add that he gives one the impression of

bigness—in every sense of the word—of kind-

ness, geniality, and boundless entliusiasm.
" It's about your film work," I began.

"Film work? But I l\aven't done any
lately

"

" What films have you played in, Mr.
Lang?" I continued briskly.

" Well," he answered good-temperedly.
" ' The Merchant of Venice '—I used my whole
stage production and company for that

—
' The

Ware Case,' ' The House Opposite,' and "—
he hesitated

—
" the Government film."

" What was the title of that ?
"

" I cannot tell you," he replied, smiling,
" because. I do not know. I don't thinit it

ever got as far as a title. All I can tell you is

that it ivas to have been a propaganda film,

dealing with the war, and German brutality,

etc. At the time I was appearing in a strenuous

role in " The Purple Mask," of which we gave
nine performances weekly, but all my spare

time I gave to the film, often going down to

Portsmouth on Sundays to play in it, and,

for a time at least, I left tlic cast of my play

altogether, in order to give my services more
freely. This went on for six or eight months,
during which time I did all sorts of exciting

5<iiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiii»uiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii>ciiii(ir^i(iiiiiiiiiii^

That Costume Plays Could be More Effectively Filmed.

things, including going up in aeroplanes and
down in submarines.

" Speaking of aeroplanes reminds me of a
narrow escape I had. One day I was unable
to make the ascent, owing to an important
engagement, so it was arranged for someone
else to ' double ' for me. On that day the
machine came to grief, and both my ' double

'

and the pilot were seriously injured."
" And after all this

"

" Oh, it all came to nothing !
" exclaimed

Mr. Lang, still smiling good-humouredly.
" Ellen Terry, James Carew, Edith Craig,

Marie Lohr—who also left the cast of her play
for some days—and others, we all gave our
services in response to the request of the

Govemment-^of course without any remunera-
tion whatever—and I can assure you how
gladly and proudly we did' .so, but somehow
the whole thing flickered out, and we heard
nothing more about the matter."

" Why have you not appeared on the film

recently, Mr. Lang ?
"

" I get letters from all over the country
asking me that. The fact of the matter is

that, though I am much interested in the

work, at present I am far too busy to indulge

in it. You see, I produce and manage all my
plays, as well as playing the leading parts in

them, so you can imagine how busy I am kept."
" Do you write plays ? " was my next querj'.
" I wrote ' The Purple Mask,' " replied Mr.

Lang ;
" or, rather, I adapted it from the

French. I have also collaborated with Mr.

H. C. M. Harding on my present piece,
' Carnival,' which is an adaptation from an
Italian play."

" Going back to films, Mr. Lang, do you find

character roles, and the art of ' make-up ' more
difficult before the camera than on the stage ?

"

" I found no difficulty at all in my ' Merchant
of Venice,' in which my make-up came out
perfectly on the film, and Shylock is a very
fair test. About the only disadvantage I

find in screen acting is the suddenness of the
work—the manner in which an emotional
scene—and I am essentially an emotional
actor—has to be worked up on the spur of the
moment, so to speak, especially when scenes

are not taken in their natural sequence, as

often happens."
" Do you think costume plays are a success

on the screen ? " I asked this actor who has
made such brilliant successes of costume plays
on the stage.

" I think they could be made effective," he
admitted ;

" but, personally, I've seen few
that are."

I looked up from my notebook, and saw that

my victim's good-tempered smile had not
faded. At the sight my heart melted, and I

rose to take my departure. (Besides, it might

have faded, and I didn't want that to happen.)
" I won't keep you any longer, Mr. Lang.

Thank you for answering all my questions."
" It was a pleamre," he retumetl warmly.
And I knew he meant it. He's just that

sort. M, H, C,

MATHESON LANG at home. [Photo: "Daily Mirror.''

MONROE SALISBURY.
ONE need not be an expert character-reader to form an opinion of

Monroe Salisbury, the Trans-Atlantic star, whose latest por-

trait appears on our opposite page. There is a particular look

about the eyes that tells at once of the romantic nature of this popular

actor. The stern business man, who neglects hia wife, the Mexican
bandit, or the society crook, are all familiar to picture-goers, but such

parts as these do not appeal to Monroe.
He realises, of course, that such characters are indispen.sable to add

the necessary spice of variety to the screen, but so far as his own art is

(•.oneemcd, he prefers something that gives him an opportunity of finer

shading. His ideals arc sucli characters as are to be found in " Alles-

andro," " Ramona," and " Tlic Girl of the Golden We,st."
" A man can't liope to impersonate a type of man foreign to his own

nature," declares Monroe, ' and as I must confess to a thoroughly

An Artiste With Romantic Temperament.
romantic and sensitive nature, I make a point of specialising in parts
akin to my own temperament,"
His Latest Part.

IN his latest picture, " Master of My Own Fate," Monroe Salisbuiy

has a role which satisfies him immensely. He depicts the part

of a daring, medieval buccaneer, l)y name Lacitte. The story of

the picture is quite an unusual one, for it tells of the reincarnation cf

the spirit of an old time pirate in tlie soul of a modem millionaire. In

this film he is supported by Ruth Clifford.

He is luiown amongst his fellow artistes at the studios as the man
with two distinct personalities. The moment he enters the studio he i'i

apparently the most serious man in Ihc world. His whole thought is

concentrated on his art. At home, however, one notices a complato
change. He dons some roiigh and ready attire, and is game for anything.
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ROYALTY TAKES PART IN CINEMA PLAY.
THE Cinema stage bas scored a great

triumph in being able to present to the

millions of its patrons members of the

English Royal family taking part in the photo-

plays, " Women Who Win," and " The
Power of Right."

"Women Who Win."
" \A7^*^^^ ^'"^ is a romantic drama,

VY written by Miss S. Alma Stout. It tells

of the Graham family, who have to face

financial rain. The girls turn out to work, but

are inexperienced, and arc quickly dismissed.

At their wits' end how to get experience,

Miss Wilson, a friend, suggests the Women's
Service Training Bureau.

They join, and we see them working in

the positions they have attained.

This is the part of the story where the

Queen and the Royal ladies come into the film.

Betty Graham, who is now a proficient and

expert gardener, obtains a post at Clarence

House, and very proud is she when Princess

Patricia and the Crown Princess of Sweden,

walking through the grounds, paused for a

kind, appreciative chat with her; but even

niore gratified was the warm-licarted girl

'vhen her dear friend. Miss Wilson, was
prt.5cnted to Queen Alexandra.

Ella Graham, now a journalist, is com-
missioned to write up the work of women in

an aircraft factory. H.M. Queen Mary is also

a visitor to the works that afternoon, and
rhats with the workers.

We also see Queen Alexandra and Princess

Victoria interesting themselves in the work
of the bureau, and congratulating the leaders

on the success of their work. The part of

Miss Wilson is taken by Phyllis Villiers. Mr.

Davison, who holds the world's rights of this

photo-play, had the honour of being presented

to Queen Alexandra.

"The Power of Right."

OUR other photograph is from the Harma
photo-play, " The Power of Right,"

which, opening with a period depicting

Britons as cave-dwellers, shows how, right

through the ages, a constant struggle has

been going on between Might and Right. In
this story the Prince of Wales rewards Leslie,

the hero, for capturing a spy. The part of

Leslie is taken by Leslie Reardon.

QUEEN ALEXANDRA congratulates the leaders on the success of their work.

LADY PATRICIA RAMSAY and the CROWN PRINCESS QUEEN ALEXANDRA congratulating Miss WILSON.
OF SWEDEN talking to BETTY, the lady gardener-.

H.M.
QUEEN
MARY chats
with the workers
in an aircraft factory THE PRINCE OF WALES tilmed in "The Power of Right."
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Our Thrilling Serial, Telling of a Woman that Dared All for Her Husband's Sake.

READ THIS FIRST.

THE story opens with a stormy night, and three

escaped convicts on the Devonshire coast.

They escape in a boat, and one is drowned.
Tom Blake and Jimmy Twiss save themselves.

Tom Blake goes to the home of John Marsh, who has
that day b^n married. The shock of seeing Tom
gives John a heart attack. A woman comes in

while Tom is hiding, and she turns out to be I.uoy,

his own wife. John Marsh has forged a letter telling

lier to marry him. Jimmy Twiss is caught by the

police while he is burgling Jolm Marsh's house, but
he breaks away. The doctor uses oxygen, and
restores Marsh, so the two convicts have to go.

Lucy has a painful scene with John Marsh, and fool-

ishly tells him the place where she is going to meet
Tom. Marsh threatens that he will give tliem away
to the police if she meets Tom. She leaves his

house in the middle of tlie night, and is arrested by
the police sergeant, who thougrit he was going to get
promotion through captiu-ing the burglars at John
filarsh's house.
Lucy telephones from police station to tlie Head

Constable, who comes along and apologises to her
f(.r the blunders of the police, and sees her home.
She leaves there for London next morning. In the
meantime Tom and Jimmy are in Lontlon looking
for work. Tom misses several good posts through
lack of a reference, and finally answers one wlio wants
a secretary. There is a mistake, as the advertiser
really wants a lady, but Tom finds that he has
answered the advertisement of a very young aunt of

liis whom he thought was in New York. She gives
liim a heartv welcome.
Tom tells her about Lucy, and promises that when

he jneets her at Piccadilly Circus he will bring her to

stay with his aunt until he has cleared his name, and
they can all live happily together.

Meanwhile Lucy, frightened at John Marsh's
threat, yet determined to meet her husband, disguises
herself. She has her hair bobbed and dyed, wears
smoked spectacles and old clothes, and keeps the
appointment at Piccadilly Circus. She sees Toni^
l)Ut dares not speak to him until .she finds out if

Marsh is there watclxing. After an hour and a half

when 'Tom's patience seems to be exliausted, she
determines to risk letting him know who she is, but
at that moment is attracted by a rough-looking man
at her side, whose manicured hands are holding a

gold watch. Lucy recognises the watch. She and
Tom had given it to Jolm Marsh. It is Joliu Marsh
in disguise who stands by her side.

Triumph and Dis-Appointment.

LUCY forced herself to look at tlie dis-

guised man. No, he had not penetrated
her disguise, because she was watching

him now from a distance, and lu> had eyes
for nobody but Tom.
Again she felt the thilll of triumph. I,uck

was with her. She had disguised herself to
defeat Marsh, but it had never occurred to her
that he also might be disgui.sed. But luck
bad played into iicr hands, and now that she
knew w here her enemy w as the rest w as easy.

. But she found it not so ea.sy as she had
imagined.
Tom refused to recognise the blow which

had struck him. Grimly he stuck to his post.
Now and then he took a short tour, round the
Ciicus, which was now more tliinly'populated.
He was followed Jilways at a discreet distance
by the man in cordmoys. He, in his turn, was
followed at another discreet distance by tlio

girl with bobbed hair and smoked glasses.

But always Tom returned to the pavemerjt
in front of Swan & Edgar'.s, and there was a
song of happiness in Lucy's heart because of

this grim refusal to admit that she had been
false to him.
But at eleven o'clock even his faith broke

down
He struck ofT at a swift pace towards St.

James's Park. The man with the black patch
followed, and Lucy was thankful that he
elected to follow on the .same side of the
road as- Tom. She herself walked on the
opposite siile, and kept them both in view.

It was a long tramp Tom took them. He
went through the park, down Buckingham
I'alace Roacl towards Pimlico.
At Victoria, Marsh gave up the chase, and

turned off into the station.
liucy's heart leapt with thankfulness. But

she was determined now, having gone so far,

to leave nothing to chance.
She had everything mapped out in her

mind. Marsh might still be following. The
sudden debouch into Victoria Station might
have been a blind. Or somebody might liave
taken up the game for him.
She resolved to foHovv Tom to his lodgings.

Then she would walk straight past the house,
take note of it, and call on him next morning.
Thus she thought she would eliminate all

possible risk.

She followed through Pimlico, to Sloans
Square, down King's Road, into the quiet,
deserted streets of arti.stic Chelsea.
Then she saw Tom turn into the gate of a

big house, walk down a narrow path, and
push open a side door, through which he dis-

a ppeared.
At this point her resohition broke down.

She stopped outside the hou.^e for two or
three minutes, and looked keenly up and down
the street.

The lamps were lighted. She could see
from one end to the other, and it was
absolutely empty. ' There was no possibility
that they could have been followed so far.

Her heart was leaping now for very joy, and
the blood drumming in her head. What need
to wait for to-morrow?
She walked quickly and quietly down the

narrow path, and pushed open the little side
door, which was unlatched.

It was the entrance to a garden. \ few
yards from her was a whole row of long, un-
curtained windows. She knew it for a studio.
Suddenly she came to a stop, her hand press-

ing her heart.

The studio was brilliantly lighted. Inside
she saw her husband sitting on a chair, his
head drooped on his chest.
Bending over hirri was a young, beautiful

woman—hardly more than a girl.

As Lucy watched in the shadowed garden,
the girl put her arms rouiul Tom, lifted his
head, and kissed him.

Who Was the Strange Woman ?

Mt)RE than an hour later Lucy Blake
fiwnid herself wandeiiug on the Upper
Endjankmeiit in the neighbourhood of

Chelsea Bridge.
She had no recollection of the passage of

time. She had no recollection of leaving the
garden of the house where she had seen her
husband in the big, glass-fronted studio being
comforted by Molly Carlton.
She had groped her way out blindly and

wandered the streets in a state of mind whicli
for a time was almost unbalanced.
What .she had seen toppled her from triumph

to despair.

She had cleverly outwitted John Marsh in
I'iccadilly C*ircus, and had siu'CcssfuUy tracked
'J'om to this house in Chelsea.

It seemed that there was nothing to prevent;
her going straight to her husband, and joining
him in his exile.

Then she had seen what .she regarded as
clear and startling proof of his itu-onstancy.
Her bogus nuu i iage to .lohn iMarsli had

broken Tom's faith in her. So she reasoned
it out in her misery.
Already he had learned to love anothcT

woman, a young and beautiful woman wh»
very obviously loved him in return.
Her mind was so. staggered by the calamity

of what she had seen that she was literally
unable to reason out the poor little human
blunder to a better conclusion than this.

The kisses between Molly Carlton and th»
good-looking nephew who was a few yeari
her senior were a standing joke between th«
two which had been religiously kept up from
cliildhood.

It was an aunt's privilege which Jlolly
solemnly insisted upon. But on the occasion
when Lucy had been an unseen witness of the
little ceremony, there had been a good deal
more seriousness and tenderness about it

than usual.

The boy had just told her about his fruit-
less visit to the rendezvous at Piccadilly
Circus, and in the telhng somehow the
whole tragedy of the thing had overwhelmed
him, and he had broken down with a httle
storm of fierce, choking sobs.
Molly was alarmed, and her ready sympathy

took the usual form, llnhappily, it was just
at that moment that Lucy came into the
garden, and saw what she judged to be i^roof
of her husband's infidelity.

She did not stop to consider tlie possibility
of a mistake. It seemed to her to admit of no
other interpretation. It did not occur to her
shocked mind that if he had lost his love for
her he would. not have waited for hours in
I'iicatlilly Circus as he had.
She wandered blindly away, conscious only

of a deep resolution that she must never,
under any circumstances, see him again.
She found her way to her lodgings some-

where in the early hours of the morning, and
was met by a grim-visaged landlady who had
been sitting up to demand an explanation of
this unseemly conduct in her new lodger.
However, when she saw the girl's face, she

readily accepted her explanation that she had
been ill, and had been wandering about
scarcely knowing what she was doing.

It was only too evident that the girl was
ill, and at heart the landlady was a kindly
soul.

For three days after that, Lucy made no
attempt to go outside the house.
.During tliat time she thought entirely of

her night's adventure, and coidd formiilate
no other explanation of what she had seen
in the garden of the house at Chelsea.
The possibility of the girl she had seen being

a relative did, in fact, occur to her during
llio.se tliiee days. But she went over all Tom's
relatives without finding any comfort in the
exerci.se.

He had no sisters. Ho had two female
cousins, both of whom she had seen. They
were married, and decidedly matronly.

All the aunts she knew of were elderly, so
far as she was informed.

At the end of three days, circumstances made
it imperative tliat she should go out and look
for work.

Before her marriage, .she had worked in an
office, and was an acc'oriiplished shorthand
clerk and typist.

It was probable that she could easily have
found work with the firm with which she had
been previo..usly engaged, but, as they knew
all about her and'her marriage, that was im-
))ossible.

. She made perpon.il a^)pI!cafion in reply to
several ailvertisemenf.s, without at first meet-
ing with much success.

On one of these journeys .she received a
>eyero .shock: .She was .sitting in an omnilius.
thinking more of the tragedy which had
stalked into her life than of "tlio par'iculiir
quest on whicli she wa»s engaged, when slio
became aware of somebody starinij ut lier.
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It was a policeman on the opposite Real!

With a shock she realised that she was

looking into the face of Sergeant Humby,
who had investigated tha mystery of the

robbery at John Marsh's house with such

conspicuous lack of success.

To be accurate, he was ex-Sergeant Huniby.

Ha now wore no stripes on his sleeve, and the

ail of importance whicli had clothed him when
Lucy last saw him was lacking.

He had, in fact, boon summarily reduced

to the ranks and sent to London, where he

was now working as an ordinary constable.

The shock to Lucy, when she found his eyes

fixed full upon her face, was so unexpected

that she could not conceal a little start of

dismay. . ,

Constable Humby noticed it, and it added

vastly to his suspicion:?.

Ever since he left the little riverside village

he had carried in his mind the picture of the

beautiful woman who had been the cause of

his downfall. .

At least, he regarded her as the cause of it,

and the fact that she was beauti'ul had no

effect upon his judicial mind. He merely

recorded it as an item in his list of identifica-

tion marks.
, • •

i

He had come away from the little riverside

village with a sense of outrage, and the

ronviction that fortune, and the woman whom
he had unhappily taken to the police-station,

liad played him a scurvy trick.

Deep-seated in his mind was the firm

ronviction that the alleged robbery at the

liouse of John INIarsh concealed a mystery. In

that mystery this beautiful woman, and the

man who had called himself her husband,

were involved.

And Humby was certain that when he

leared up that mystery he would cover him-

felf with glory, and would incidentally have

his rank restored, with arrears of pay to date,

r lid perhaps even an expression of regret from

headquarters.
He had a presentiment that some day he

v.ould solve that mystery.
He knew that for this to happen Fate would

have to be kind to him. If only Fate would

(ake him bv the hand and let him once more
<:itch a glimpse of the beautiful woman who
had led him into this trouble, he felt that

he could do the rest himself.

And here was somebody very like the

woman he was looking for.

The alteration in Lucy's appearance, due to

Iho dyed hair and darkened eyebrows, was

so remarkable that he could not be sure.

But he had a keen eye for faces, and as he

reckoned this one up, feature by feature, he

was thrilled with possibilities.

His hopes were accentuated when he saw

Lucy's little start of confusion when she found

ihe was being stared at. He jotted it down
in favour of his theory.

Ho was, however, far from being sure of

liis ground. The girl's confusion, he knew,

might easily be due entirely to his intent

legard. '

Her general appearance was vastly different

from that of the woman who had faced him
in the drawing-room of the riverside house on

that eventful night; but there were certain

things about this face which distinctly

suggested that woman.
There was something in the eyes, and the

complexion, and the contour of the face—

-

sometliing, too, in the bewitching curve of

the mouth.
Not that P.-c. Humby considered it be-

witching. To him it was simply a rnouth of

a certain shape, and, as such, an item for

identification.

He knew that after the night which had
brought him his trouble the mysterious woman
had disappeared from John Marsh's house.

Ho much was established by a colleague who
liad kept watch for him. Also, no further

trace hud been seen of the other man whom
^ho had introduced as her husband, and who,

he had since ascertained, was not John Marsh.

Here, then, were all the elements of a lirst-

<lass mystery. When that mystery was
^olved, Humby would bo sergeant once more,

if not something higher; and, above all, his

-tagacity and detective instinct would be

justified iij the eyes of the local celebrities

V. here his name had once been great.

Smarting from a sense of bitter injustice,

he had come to London with one great object

to be kept always in view—to be on the look-

out at all times, whether on or off duty, for

three people. The three people he had in

mind were, of • course, Tom Blake, Lucy
Blake, and- old Jimmy Twiss.

If this woman facing him were indeed the

woman who had called herself Mrs. Mar.sh,

then, indeed, he had taken a grip of the

threads of the mystery again.

Because, in that event, she was disguised,

and disguise meant guilt. Humby was
convinced that he ' had been bested by a
clever gang of swell thieves, and this matter
of disguise fitted in very well with his theory.

He was oft' duty for the afternoon, and was
on his way to his suburban house.

He, however, cheerfully gave up his half

holiday, and resolved to follow Lucy wherever
she went until he found where she lived.

After that he could spend all his spare time
watching the house and its occupants, and
from this he expected in the end to gain great

honour and profit.

But on this occasion Fate did not take him
by the hand, and the adventure did not turn

out just as he had anticipated.

Lucy also recognised him, and, when she

alighted from the 'bus, it did not take her

many minutes to realise that she was being
shadowed. Immediately she set her woman's
wits to work to deal with the danger.

She was not greatly alarmed. Familiarity

witli ex-Sergeant Humby had given her a

certain contempt for his-detective qualities.

Moreover, now that her life was no longer

linked up with that of her husband, she did

not see that this man could do her much
harm even if he discovered who she actually

was.

Nevertheless, she considered it advisable to

shake him off if she could.

The opportunity was not long in presenting

itself. She found herself outside a block of

City offices which she liad known well in her

own office days.

It was one of those mammoth buildings

containing about two or three hundred suites

of offices, several staircases, innumerable
doors oppning into various side streets, and
thiee or four lifts.

One of these lifts was a perpetual motion
afi'air, one series of little boxes going
continually up, and another set continually

descending.

Frequenters of this building grew expert in

popping in and popping out of these con-

tinually moving open boxes. He who
hesitated was lost, and had to wait for tho

next-box.

Lucy had learned the necessary confidence

years ago. She entered the building with

Humby fairly close on her heels. She went
straight to wliere she knew the moving lift

was, and skipped daintily into a, box which
was already a good foot above the floor level.

As she entered the building, Lucy had
STirreptitiously slipped on her smoked
spectacles. She thought it might a.ssist in

the game of hide-and-seek with P.-c. Humby
which was to follow.

Humby, seeing his Sc|uarry actually vanish-

ing before his eyes, plunged after her.

But he was too late. When he arrived, her

feet were already on a level with his head.

He coukl not stop the lift, neither could he

drag her out. He had perforce to wait for

the next compartment.

Tliis was upon him long before he had made
up iiis mind how the problem was to be

tackled. It passed skywards serenely without

any serious attempt on his part to board it.

When the third box appeared, he made a

deliberate and courageous attempt to carry it

by stornTi

But, unfortunately, at the last moment ho

had two minds—one to enter, the other to

wait for the next. He got as far as putting

one foot inside, felt it immediately running

away from him, and hastily withdrew it.

At. the fourth attempt he challenged fortune

recklessly and won.
Meanwhile, Lucy, when she sprang into the

ascending box, found herself squeezing into

the narrow space with d very stout, smiling,

white-haired old gentleman, who had one of

the most benevolent faces she had ever seen. -

" Ah !" he chuckled. " You very nearly

lost your train."

He continued to gurgle over his joke until

they reached the third floor. This Lucy
considered high enough for her purpose, and

she accordingly skipped lightly out.

She knew that Humby would be following,

and it was her intention to jump quickly into

the next descending compartment and go

down to the ground floor and out of the

building.
However, the behaviour of her travelling

companion clianged her plans, and, incident-

ally, changed the whole course of her life in a

dramatic fashion which was, before long, to

reveal itself.

(Another long instalment of this thrilling story
next Monday.)

As Lucy watched in the sJutduwed garden, she saw tfie girl put her arms round Tom and kiss him.
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% Tl)e SiDiliDg "Male iDgenue" of Win Sd
WALLACE REID, whose latest photo-play, "Less than Kiii

just been released by Famous Lasky, is a man of t_
'accomplishments. He "has done everything that othei screeata'

have done, including falls, fights, dives, and even female impersflG
with the late John Bunny in the early part of his screen career.

A Darmg Hero.

HIS daring has not always been without accidents. During the
of the "Lost House," one of his earlier productions, lie was req!
jump from the third story of a burning building into a life-savi:

As he was falling, one of the men holding the net tl

over a hose, while another, by accident, turned s
stream of

,
water upon our hero, with the result th|

liit the edge of the net, and was laid up for many
with a badly dislocated hip.

Another dare-devil feat is a scene in his next
||

play, in which we shall see him drive a car at the M
over one hundred miles an hour in a very realistie
race ; but these feats are nothing to Wallace i

who tells us that he appeared in the big scene i,
saloon fight in " The Birth of a Nation," in which h
the other men fought all day.

First Appearance Wa* as a Little G!rL

WALLACE REID is twenty-nine years of
his first appearance on the stage waa
was four years old—as a little girl in " Sbm

Gold." He has worked on a ranch, has run a hot4
been a Government surveyor. He has been reporliti
editor of a magazine, and has directed, operai
acted for the screen. In the photographs on tl

we sec him in many of the character parts whi
made him a favourite on the screen. His wUe
perience makes him at home in any par*; he is cttt

He is an ideal hero. He is over six feet tall, aad
blue eyes and fair hair. He is a splendid musiokn,
expert cook^ and is the happy father of Wee
who favours his father, having the same colou
and eyes. His favourite sports arc motoring, ' tenni

swimming. He dances, and acknowledges that he
scenarios ''continually."

Mrs. Wallace Reid you may -know better undi
screen name of Dorothy Davenport. You will rei

the portrait of these three appeared in our issg

May 17.

In " BELIEVE
ME,

XANTIPPE."
In L'LESS THAN KIN."
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Don't Forget Your Sunshade.

SUNSHADES constitute one of the big

summer crazes. There has never been such
a wide range of shapes and styles in para-

sols Ijefore. Virginia Pearson is ordering one
with every summer frock she has made. Some
of the very prettiest of the new sunshades are the

little poke-.shaped ones of Early Victorian per-

rsuasion. Enid Bennett carried a very dainty
specimen of such in " Naughty, Naughty," you
v/ill remember, only, as Enid's was a last

season's sunshade—the film was made a year
ago—the shape is not quite as pokey as the

newest ones appear

"Comfy" Overalls.

JACKIE SAUNDERS' biggest hope at the

moment is that overalls will not go out of

fashion just becau.sc the war is over and
women don't need to be so utilitarian in

1 lieir dre.ss. " Overalls are so comfy," Jackie

declares, meaning, of course, the trouserish

variety in which she has done a good bit of

screenic. as well as real-life gardening. Most

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
Fashions Fancies on the Screen—A Hair Hint—Superfluous

Hairs—Improving the Shape of Your Nose.

of the movie girls are keen on them—even
Mary Piekford wore them in "Captain Kidd,
Jr."—so if we pull with them we can probably
manage to retain this one desirable item of

war-wear in our wardrobes.

PRISCILLA DEAN, the Trans-Atlantic Star,

believes in giving her hair a sun bath.

Fashion Facts From the Films.

rHE cult of the Oriental is with us once
again. You remember what an obsession

it became when skirts were narrow and
" serpentine " slimness alt the vogue four or

five 3'ears ago ? Bright colours and Eastern
Uimmings arc again to the fore. In "Don't
( hangc Your Husband " Gloria Swanson per-

mits us an advance peep into the fashions of

to morrow, and she wears strange bizarre

Ihings, like her headgear of snaky-looking

iish-net tulle, with evening dress. One of the

most striking of her gowns would be very

.simple to copy, for it is merely a close-fitting,

one-piece affair, made chic and extraordinary

l>V an Oriental sash some twenty or more
inches in width. The neck of the gown is

([uaintly pretty, being cut low and straight

across the shoulders, much as our ancestresses

f.ishioned theirs in the day of crinolines and
pantallettes.

Even Miss Swanson's boudoir attire is

Eastern in style. She wears a dressing-gown

of large-patterned Chinese silk, whilst her

silky hair is adorned by a coronet of coarse

gold thread which ought to suggest a new job

with the knitting needles to the eute-fingered

girl. Boudoir caps of knitting silk are only

passably interesting, but of metal thread,

loosely fashioned, and with Egyptian ear-

lapels, they are strikingly attractive to those

who can wear the bizarre and daring.

A Hair Hint.

PROPER treatment of the hair during the
A\'arm weather will prevent it falling

out in the autumn, for it is exce.ssive

perspiration of the scalp that is so ruinous
to the hair. Therefore, wear light-weight hats,

and, as often as po.ssiWe, let the hair hang
down the back,
lifeless hair.

A sun bath is a real tonic to

Shaping the Nose In the Way it Should
Grow.A CELEBRATED cinema actress, one

known the world round for her art and
facial beauty, claims to have re-

modelled her retrous.se nose by persistent

shaping. Not only had the tip an inclination

to ascend, but was too broad in the bargain.

Knowing that noses, imlike complexion.s

and luxuriant tresses, were not for sale, the
aforesaid actress set to work in a business-like

manner to redeem this unlovely feature by
persistently training it in the way it .should

grow. To-day its contour is universally

admired.

Superfluous Hair.

SUPERFLUOUS hair on the face is the
soiu'ce of endless annoyance and em-
barrassment to many women.

Possibly the. easiest way of treating super-
fluous hair—a French actress claims to have
eventually killed the growth after its con-

tinued application—is with peroxide.

Naturally, this bleaching agent takes the
colouring from hair, rendering it less con-
spicuous and drying out the nourishment from
tlie root. Apply with a sable bru.sh to the
affected parts, taking care that only a certain

space is thus treated, and strictly avoid the
eyes and natural growth of hair on the head.

When the skin becomes too dry, apply a
little witch hazel several hours after the appli-

cation. Also skip several days until the skin
becomes normal. A little boracic acid is

healing and bleaching in its effect as well.

Avoid anything greasy, as vaseline and cocoa
butter, as this tends to stimulate the hair

growth.

Her Secret.

WH,AT were the means employed for the

transformation ?J||
Here is the secret, revealed to me

by the actress in question.

Daily .shaping with the first finger and
thumb, starting at the bridge and working
slowly down to the end, using a firm, but gentle

pressure. As the descent is made, the finger

and thumb extend in farther, until the sides

of the nose are firmly clasped. The end is

held high for half a moment or longer. From
twenty-five to fifty times daily of this simple
shaping is claimed to give much satisfaction,

and t» materially improve the shape of the

nose.

The nose resents any rough or abusive
treatment by swelling and becoming red, so

that care must be taken. Proceed slowly,

looking in the mirror meanwhile. After a while

this ^shaping may be imdertaken away from
the glass, as the fingers will be accustomed to

their work. A Dre.sser.

GLORIA SWANSON, Famous Lasky Star, wears a charming Eastern head-dress.
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THE LITTLE LADY WITH THE EXPRESSIVE EYES.
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I can be miserable and amazed- I am pensive someumes- and bonietuiies i cry- but more often I smile.

MADGE KENNEDY.
The Former " Frivolous Wife " Who is Now Playing .Serious Parts.

To liosts of pictuie-goers Madge Kennedy is known as a rather
frivolous young lady, who delights in getting into matrimonial
difficulties, and getting out of them again before any really

•'erious complications arise.

She has been one of the most successful artistes whose lot in life,

or rather, in pictures, it was to jilay the part of the " butterfly " wife.

We loved Madge so much, and so admired her art, that we were
always ready to forgive her for her " skittishness," although, of
course, we sometimes felt that what she really deserved was a good,
old-fashioned talking to.

However, Madge, like so many other people nowadays, is possessed
by the spirit of unrest. In a moment of confidence", she confessed
that "nobody took her seriously," and she pined for an opportunity
to show people that she was capable of portraying a character of far
deeper feelings than those she had been accustomed to.

Her Latest Part.

MADGE KENNEDY was so insistent about her desire " to do
something different " that her producers found for her a part
which was a huge surprise for her endless admirers. Instead

of the Madge Kennedy of beautifully, furnished rooms and
glorious gowns, we see her as, the associate of hardened crooks and
" safe-crackers." In "The Danger Game," her latest Goldwyn photo-
play, Madge says that her part is more real than any of her other
girls, and this fact has given her no end of satisfaction.

How She Came to the Screen.

MADGE KENNEDY was born in California, and early in life

.
she exhibited great talent in painting. Indeed, her mother

_
was so impressed by her girl's cleverness that she took her to a

well known art school in New York to study. Had not the young
lady taken part in a theatrical benefit performance, she might have
been lost to the screen, and become instead a famous painter. As luck
would have it, there were some well-known actors present at the
performance, and they strongly advised little Madge to adopt the
stage as- a profession. She did so, and with great success. Later on
she was persuaded to play for the pictures, with the result that she is
beloved by thousands of people who have never seen her on the
stage.

At Riverside Drive, New York City, Miss Kennedy has a most
beautiful home, where in her spare time she studies French and
dancing, for she is really a most serious-minded young lady. Beneath
the coils of her bronze hair with glints of gold, is the most level of
heads. She is able to converse with the most intellectual thinkers,
and has her own considered views on many controversial subjects.

"Vanity Fair" Once a Year.

THOSE who think of her as the clever comedienne will find it
difficult to reconcile her nature, as she shows it on the screen
with the fact that she has read Thackeray's " Vanity Fair''

once every year since she was twelve.

Madge's favourite musical composition is the opera of " Tosca "
but she IS an accomplished musician liersclf, and delights to pl.ay
Kachmanmofl and Chopin. Unlike most artistes, she has no fads
or superstitions

; she never uses pcruinie, but lias a great love for
flowers 1 he gorgeous flowers of California," she declares, "

r,ro-
\ Kle all the fragrance I require."
A glance at the photograph will show that Miss Kennedy is notfond of jewcHei-y, she seldom wears anything mo,o than a simple

ring It vas once remarked that " if you saw her in tlie street youwould never take Imr to be an actress. She remin.is one more of thedaughter of conservative parents homo from boarding-school "

Her Ideal Man.

THIS opinion sums up Madge admirably. She loves simplicity

in everything, and simply bates "over-dressy" people. With rr'-

gard to her views on the opposite sex, it is interesting to note that
she rates gentleness above all other masculine qualities. " When a

man is gentle," she .said recently, " he is apt to be all else. I don't
mean merely mild. Real gentleness comes only from strength. When
a man is gentle, he will be strong wlicn the need comes."

MADGE KENNEDY.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

HILDA BAYLEY, wliorn we are soon to

Bee in the latest Broadwest production
" Under iSuspicion," has had to return

to the stage to fulfil a theatrical engagement,

but hopes to appear in the films again as soon

as her tour ends. A scene from " Under
Suspicion " appears on tliis page.

Another E. Temple Thurston Film.

ANOTHI']R E. "J'einple Thurston novel

has been filmed by the Hepworth P'ilm

C'ompanj'. It is entitled " The Nature

of the Beast," and in it we shall see Miss Alma
'Taylor and Mr. Gerald Ames in the principal

roles.

New Travel Series.

1HEAR that arrangements are now well in

hand for the announcement of an early

release of the (1ranger Travel Series.

They are credited with being the most superb

insights into the way and life of other countries

so far placed upon the screen.

«-»

A Fire That Was Not Faked.

DURING the rehearsing of " We Can't

Have Everything," the film version

of the novel by Rupert Hughes, the

fire alarm sounded. " The studio's on fire !

"

cried an excited " property " man.
" Good news !

" exclaimed the director,

springing to his feet. " Get every camera-man
about the place on the spot right away !

"'

A few minutes later, he stood " directing
"

the scene, with a megaphone to his lips.

The reason for his interest was that the
story of the film, which deals so largely with
the life of a cinema actress, called for several

scenes in a burning studio.

" I'd hardly have burned down my studio
just to get a reali.stic picture," the director
said, after it was all over. " But so long as
it had to happen, we were lucky to have it

happen when it did !

"

So when you see the picture, you will

witness, probably for the first time, a flro

scene that hasn't been "faked" !

The Effect of Beauty on Ordinary Life.

THAT clever little Jewel Carmen has
evolved a system of enjoyment of

life that has something almost of

the ancient Greek at)out it. iShe fei'Ls

that to grow in soul we must absorb
beauty, that we cannot think clearly
and increasingly xmless surrounded .by
what is beautiful. She Jierself has found
time to make a delightful nest for herself

in a little house not far from the studio
where she is at work in Eos Angeles.
This little place is a feast of beaiitifu

colour and form, and the dainty little

lady declares that it is of help "to her
understanding of the fascinating puzzle
presented by the character of Violet HILDA
Carson in "The ICingdom of Love."
Here is a character with a fine soul, but
with no outlet for emotions but through her
affections, and through them she finds the last
and greatest of all beauties—that of sacrifice.

Pearl White's New Serial.

GOOD news. We are to see Pearl White
.shortly in a new serial, entitled "The
Lightning Raider." The delightful

Pathe star will be sure of a big welcome.

When "Poppy" Was Being Filmed.

ALL the South African scenes in " Poppy,"
the Select Pictures adaptation of
Cynthia Stockley's new novel, in which

Norma Talmadge is featured, were taken in
the Bahamas. It :s interesting to note the
fact that Miss Stockley herself says that nearly
all her books are founded upon her own
experiences, or incidents with wliich she has
been brought into contact. For instarice, all

the early years of Poppy's life, when she was
drudge in an African farmhouse, are the
reflections of Miss Stockley's own life. Like
Poppy, C^ynthia Stockley ran away from home.
In the story. Poppy ends up by becoming a
famous authoress, and. of course, there is no
need to draw comparisons between her and
Miss Stocklev.

BAYLEY and HENRY LATIMER in " Under
Suspicion." {Broadwent.)

Miss Talmadge says of her characterisation

of Poppy :

" In my career before the camera I have
never experienced such a fascinated interest

in a character as I have felt for that pathetic
-little child of destiny. When I first read the
book, I did what every other girl ha.s done

—

cried myself almost sick ; but it wasn't until

I got down to studying in dead earnest that

I appreciated what a wonderful creature the
novelist had conceived. I'he more I studied
Poppy, the more J admired the breadth of

understanding of the author. She has pene-
trated to the very depths of a woman's soul,

and employed material there obtained iu a
manner that is positively awe-inspiring.

" In my characterisation of Poppy I have
suffered more real anguish, and at the sam^
time have been happier, than in any role I

have ever impersonated. When the final scene
came, and Poppy's troubles dissolved under thf

bright rays of understanding, and she was
restored to the arms of Garson, I experienced

a thrill that is simply indescribable."

Remember this when vou see the film.

When They Come to Your Picture House
You Must Not Miss Seeing—
Margot Kelly, flashing her wedding-ring

in the face of her father and brother, as Helen,
in "The .'Artistic Temperament. " [British Lion.)

Eddfe Polo jumping to a trapeze, and
dragging a girl from a runaway trap as the
horses gallop beneath them, in " The Circus

King." {Trant-Alio nlic Serial.)

Ray Brows's eyeglass and false teeth, as
Captain tiood in "King Solomon's Miries."

{I.V.T.A.)

Monroe Saltsbtky, the reckless dare-devil,
in "That Devil Ba'tesse.'" ^Phillips.)

NtoLLFE KixG. impersonating an old school
friend, in " Suspense." (Suprakinema.)

Sessue Hayakawa. about to commit
hari-kara, rn "A Heart in' Pawn." {Artcrafi.)

-—— —

—

^ IJessie Barrisc.\le. as a cheeky boy, in
" Two Gun Betty."' (Jury.)

,

'
'

KATHLEEN BUTLER in "Angel or Demon," a photo-play based on the famous poem by Ella

Wheeler Wilcox, soon to be released by the Equitable Film Company.

Wir.LrAM Haet, losing everything, even ti
his hofse, at fato„in "Breed of Men." {Art-

'
crajf.)^'

'
-.. -i l<

> i'- - - ,

CoNST*Jvf.E (Talmadge, , fimKng -out that
married life is 'riot all fronVy, rii " The Lesson."
(Gdumvvt.)

The Look-Out Man.
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EBE are some pictures o( cinema actors wbo play thrilling parts in Wild West
dramas. Tbeir daring borsemansbip wins tbem admirers all over tbe world.

The Circus King.

EDDIE POLO has been performing breath-taking feats in

public since he was two years old.

He was born in Italy, and began his training almost

I'rom the cradle. At the tender ago of two years he could

walk on his hands, and at seven he was an accomplished acrobat

and diver. For seventeen years ho was with the biggest circuses

in the world, as diver, acrobat, animal trainer,

and high diver.

One of his most daring feats was in Paris, where

he dropped from a moving aeroplane which was
circling the Eiffel Tower, depending upon a para-

. chute to break the thousand-foot fall. He claims

to be the only acrobat who ever caught a fellow

performer after a triple somersault in the air. That

he is a remarkable horseman can be seen from the

photograph. We are soon to see him in the Trans-

Atlantic serial entitled " The Circus King."

Daring Rider.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, the athletic hero

appearing in Artcraft pictures, can do

other daring deeds besides the a<^robatic

feats we have seen him in. Riding a horse is

like sitting in an easy chair to Douglas Fair,

banks. The more frisky the

animal the better he loves him.

A Strong, Silent Hero.

THERE are some people who think that horses

have no reasoning power. W. S. Hart is not
one of these. A complete bond of sympathy

and understanding exists between this artiste and
his steed. The animal has almost human instinct,

and invariably knows what his .strong, silent

master requires of him.
For his characterisations of Western life, William

S. Hart has no equal Wliethcr he is portraying
the firm, but just sherifF, or his favourite role of the
good "bad" man, Iris work is marked by the
strength of his human understanding.

WILLIAM HART. Artcratt Star {Fatrvoua Plai/n3 Lcwky). DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS (Artcraft Star.)
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Have you ever laughed ever any incident that has happened when you have been watch-
ing the pictures? If so, write it down and send it along for this page. We want to
laugh too. Half-a-Crown will be sent to the sender of any story that we print. No
copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be final. Address Film Fun,

"The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, FarriAgdon Street, E.G. 4.

FOR the representation of a celebrated

crowd scene recently, a more than

ordinarily large number of "super-

numerary ladies and gentlemen " had to be

brought together.

There arc black sheep in every fold, and

by some means or other into tliis one had

strayed a. certain " snapper-up of uncon-

sidered trifles " to whose hands other people's

pockets were so many magnets.

The result ,
was that .shortly after the re-

hearsal there was no little weeping, wailinrr.

and gnashing of teeth over simdry missing

watches, chains, purses, and tie-pins. One
dread certainty was established—there was

a thief in the " crowd.'- One scarce loss

terrible uncertainty prevailed—who could it

be ?

The developmenfof the film solved the

wretched problem, and the offender was,

indeed, " hoist on his own petard," for there

on the tell-tale screen were those busy,

blameful hands diving from one- pocket into

another. Fervent protests were, of course,

forthcoming—but so was a policeman. Though
the pickpocket could, the camera could not lie.

The screen had failed to " screen " him.

It May Rain.

THE restrictions of the local health bodies

are likely to lead to the increase of the

number of sliding roofs for picture

shows. But what about the sudden showers
so frequent all the year round in Great
Britain ? Too piteous requests to " Kindly
remove that hat, madam !

" will be trifles

compared with the frenzied demands to
" Put down that umbrella, sir !

"

Wished He Had Not Spoken.A WELL-KNOWN prima donna of the

pictures was watching the tricks of an
organ-grinder's monkey the other day.

The astute musician of the Handel school

promptly sent the little creature, cap in paw,
towards the donna bellisima, who dropped a
shilling in the cap.

One of the Mack Sennett Girls.

In an ill-advised moment the husband of

the film favourite chuckled :

" Is it a relation, dear ?
"

" Yes," came the lightning answer, " by
marriage I" And once again mere man
wished he hadn't spoken.

Almost As Good.
"you have nothing in America to match
A that," said a boastful' Neapolitan to

Booth Tarkington, as they watched th"^

eruption of Vesuvius. And the author of
" Penrh3'n Schofield '' and innumerable other
stories replied :

" Nope. But we've got
Niagara Falls, that would put the whole thing

out in five minutes."

Fatty's Pictures in Church.

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE, the famous fat

comed'an, always claims that his pictures

contain wholesome fun that
, nobody

could possibly object to. That this view is

also held by others is illustrated by an incident

which occurred in Rosooe's native town in

America. One of the churches was heavily in

debt, and various propo.sals were being made
that would, it was hoped, help to clear it.

Presentlj' someone suggested that the
children in the district could be made to assist

providing some scheme was started that would
really appeal to the little ones.

Accordingly it was decided to attract them
to a Sunday afternoon service by showing the
comic films in which Roscoe Arbuckle appeared.
The innovation was a decided success, and

the children contributed their pocket money
to the cause instead of spending it elsewhere.
This is the first and only occasion on which
moving pictures have actually been exhibited
in a church on Sunday.

The "Sennett Girls."

THOSE lively, and exceedingly pretty girls,

who appear in the Triangle Comedies,
are shortly to have a new experience.

For a time the.se vivccious aind mischievous
beauties will be lost to the screen, for they are

"

taking their smiles away from the studios, oa
a long tour of the variety theatres.

The girls have no names, at least, not so
far as the public is concerned

; they arj
always referred to as the " Sennett Girls," after

the famous producer of comedies—Mack
Sennett. They will stick to this name in the
theatres.

Mack Sennett, has a wonderful power of

infu.sing a distinctive personality into a troupe
of players. The antics of the famous " Key-
stone " police, whicli he also " trained," will

long be remembered.

MUTT AND JEFF IN A REAL, FUNNY ADVENTURE.

Mutt was persuaded to fight for the world's championship and a diamond belt. He
began to see visions of himself earning millions of dollars as a vaudeville star after Jie had

aimexed tne champ'onship, but the only thing he really saw was the stars which flashed

before him when the jJUgil'st sent him to dreamland.'

Je£f drank a bottle of rejuvcnator, revenged Blutt and won the belt and title, by knocking
out the champion.

Mr. BUDD FISHER, the creator of "Mutt and Jeff,!^ has every right to the claim of the world's
most popular cartoonist. For years his drawings have made millions laugh in America. To-day,
through the medium of the cinema, he is almost as well known in England as in the States. _He is

the Charlie Chaplin of cartoonists.

The above pichirei are Men from the film by permission of the Fox Film Company.
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Telling How a Girl Picked up the Threads of a langled Love Story.

"BOHNL»3 ANNIE JAURIB

PEGGY HYLAND as Annie.

His Jewel.

TIIF! Sister looUed up sharply from the
dressing as the attendant V.A.D. started

and all but let fall the basin she was
holding. Then the girl recovered her ooin-

posiire, and applied herself to wiping up the

water which had splashed on the oiled boards.
Sister said nothing. She never sco\,ded before

patients. With hands that long use had com-
pletely cured of the tendency to caress, she went
on with the dressing of the neglected wounds
of the new case.

Her attendant rose from her knees, and,
after a second involuntary, frightened glance at
the face on the pillow, kept her own face studi-

ously averted. But nothing was lost on Sister.
" You seem very clumsy, Laurie," she said

tartly, when sho got the new V.A.D. to herself,

washing dishes in the pantry. Sister always
used the polite " Nurse " in the wards ; behind
the scones Nur.se " became a mere nothing,
with a surname snapped out as if she didn't
matter nt all. " You can't have had much of

a training," went on Sister, " if you didn't
learn enough control to hold a basin still."

Laurie, winking hard to keep two tears back,
.showed a white, strained face, and said lamely
that she was not usually so clumsy.

" Had you seen the patient before ? " asked
Sister sharply. She had. keen perceptions, and
tho girl's start of recognition had not been lost

on hor. " I thought you seemed to recognise
him."

" Perhaps I fancied something of the kind,"
[jlterod the girl.

" Well, look here, my girl, you can just get
rid of fancies once for all. You're not hero for

f.mcies, you're here to work, and to work like

a machine too ; and you're not expected to
have personal dealings with the officers at all.

'i hoy don't want you, and you're nothing to
them. Mind, I'll liavo no nonsense ! I've had
enough of theso pillow-smoothing amateurs !

"

As the well-meaning woman delivered tho
warning that was often tho deathknell of tho
nspirations of some .sentimental young inirso

just arrived, relief and thankfulness filled

Annio Laurie's heart. Perhaps, after all, sho
uould never bo thrown into contact with him.

" I am sorry. Sister. I mean, I'm really not
a hit sentimental," sho said.

Her despondent face and the anxiety to please

in her voice somehow mollified the Sister.

Suddenly " Laiu'ie " set down her work and
covered her face with her hands.

" Oh, I want to be good; I do want to be
good ! I will try so hard 1

" she sobbed.
" There, there ! Don't let's have any scene."

Sister was possibly a little ashamed of her
vinegariness. She packed the new-comer off

into the court for a breath of air, and finished

her job herself. Which showed that her bark
was worse than her bite, like that of a good
many others of her kind.

" She knew him," said Sister to herself. " Of
course, I could see that with half an eye. But
why deny it ? Well, thank goodness, we've no
time here for sentiment."
Out in the cool court the new nurse, who

ought to have known that there was no time for

sentiment, was torturing herself by recon-

structing the scenes she had been trying so hard
to put right out of her memory.

Vain attempt ! For any girl who has looked

up with admiration, liking, innocent pride, into

the handsome, smiling face of the man who has
first tried to teach her the meaning of Love, and
solemnly ijlighted him her troth in the presence

of friends and neighbours, to try to put the

memory of that moment deliberately from her

mind. It can t be done ! It was absurd on the

face of it.

Annie Laurie was out to forget a great deal.

She had come out to France to do it. She
wanted to forget brave, gallant MacGregor, to

whom she was plighted, because she knew Mac
Gregor loved her truly, and she was no longer

sure that she loved him. At any rate, if she

did, she loved another man as well, and she was
woman enough to know that wouldn't do, and
child enough to imagine that if she worked hard
all tho time, and tried not to love or be loved

by anybody, she would perhaps be able to forget

them both.
She was honestly trying to forget, and when

she got lots of work and little rest and no thanks
at all, she accepted it all quite gratefully, as if

it was all part of the penance that would put
right the tangle of tragedy and sorrow that had
bewildered her yoimg life.

A stouter heart than that of a lass of nineteen
might have wilted then on being confronted
with the features of the man she wanted to

forget.

Deathly white, half hidden in bandages,
totally blinded, drawn and twitching in mortal
agony, she knew him at the first glance. That
was the kind movith that the small, trim mous-
tache did not conceal ; the firm chin ; the honest,
square-cut face that was connected for ever
with that wonderful short courtshij:), and the
impressive scene of their betrothal and parting
far away in the Scottish hamlet. And his last

words came back almost as if the voice of the
still, suffering man on the cot was somiding in

her ears :

" Gi'e me your promise true.

Which ne'er forCjOl shall he !
"

" And I did forget it ! Oh, I did, I did !

"

moaned Annie, wringing her linen apron in her
hands in the bitterness of regret.

Anybody might have been sorry for her. She
looked so yoiuig, and she was just such a
" bonny wee yormg thing," as Scottish songs
love to tell of. Barely seventeen at tho time
of her betrothal, and very young for her years,
Annio had been the chief joy and pride of her
father, the upright, old-fashioned , Scottish
gentleman, poor but proud, who ruled the
whole of tho little community with discijjlino

,
tempered with kindness.

Her little romance had opened singularly

smoothly, for the austere okl father was as
pleased with tho match as tho girl, almost as
the impetuous young captain. And Mac-
Gregor's departure for Franco was her first

tasto of .sorrow. MacGregor had begged tho
old man to consent to a war-wedding, but the
old man was obdurate.

" The lassie's ower young,'' he argued. " Ye
ken, a public betrothal in Scots law is ilka

bit as binding as a wedding, and ye can ha'e that
when the good God brings ye safe hame. Never
fear that my Inssie'll be true," he added. " There's
never yet been a Laurie broke his plighteJ
word."
Of course, Annie thought herself the hap-

piest, luckiest girl alive. Who wouldn't, at
seventeen, wooed and won before her honest
eyes were open to love and its snares and diffi-

culties ? How was she to know, how was poor
Ian MacGregor to guess, how dangerously in-

flammable is the heart of a young and ignorant
girl in which the spark of love is but hall
aroused ?

" Y^es, Ian, I will be true, of course I will,"
Annie had said. "I'll never go much as look
at anybody else until you come back."
Her eyes met his, full of childish trust and

happiness, and she meant it. She loved the
way he put his arm about her, and the way
he kissed her ; she loved to stand up before
them all as his betrothed, and she thought, poor
child—sho honestly thought—she loved him.
"The other man" came into her life after Ian

was gone. He came out of the stormy seas,
a waif of shipwreck and treacherous mine, en-
wrapped from tho first with the fa.scination of a
dark old superstition that " the stranger from
the sea brings sorrow to the hearth."

Scots hospitality, sacied in Sandy Laurie's
eyes, made tlio stranger, albeit "unlucky," a
welcome and honoured guest. And the super-
stition held good—he stole away gentle Annie'a
heart, and went away suddenly and left her.
An outca.st from home—for the stern old

father could not foigive a promise-breaker, and
when she confessed her feelings he diove his
once dearly loved little girl out in a frenzy of
rage—an outcast from love, and a prey to bitter
.self-reproach, Annie had hoped to lose alto-
gether ifi selfless service her old self and the old
life. And, after all, here he was again, re-

proaching her falsehood in his pain, his help-
lessness, his mute courage

;
needing her so

terribly, her one-time hero, with whom she had
broken faith.

' Yes, fjuite blind. Pity, isn't it ? " came
the doctor's voice, chatting with Sister as he
got into his car. " Fine fellow, too ! Gazetted
major last week, and twice mentioned in dis-

patches. Yes, oh, yes ; he'll pull througlu
Something on his mind, though. Keeps mut-
tering some girl s name—Annie, wasn't it ?

Pity we can't get in touch with her, she might
help to save him. But it's no xise to question
him in his present state."

And Annie, listening, clasped her hands tighter
than ever, and prayed that he might never, never
find out. He must never learn that she was
untrue. If he discovered her presence, she
would have to confess, and that would kill him.
For he cared, and somehow sho had nut realised
before this that her big, patronising lover really

did care, so much t hat she could hurt him dread-
fully by playmg him false.

' All this came to Annie in a flash as she
cowered in the little court in an agony of

penitence.
" I shall never have to go near him much, and

I needn't speak when I'm in the room, and he
can't see me," she told herself drearily.

Which shows that sho know very little about
it, for tho very next time sho was on night
duty she was told off to watch by Captain Mac-
Gregor. He was doing luut poorly ; exhausted
by fever, restless, and uiuililo to .>*leep. The
kind, boyi.sh face was sadly changed by a week
of fever, the cheeks were sunken, and the eyo.s,

no longer bandaged, were so restless in their

movomonts and so \innaturally bright, that it

was hard to believe that thvro wa.s no sight

behind their brightness. They were big with
trouble, \ery tiark, and full of sorrow, it seemed
to Annie. t>he .stood beside him, looking down
into them, her own brimming over with tears.

They would come. Aiinio couldn't help it.
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Before she could finish the little office she was
engaged upon, a tell-tale drop fell on the man *

thin wrist.
" Nurse, you never speak to me."
" It's best for you to be quiet, and I'm no

talker," said Annie as brusquely as she could.
She hardened her voice, he must not recogniso
it.

He turned his head restlessly and sighed.
" You are sorry, though t A girl might be

orry for any man, left alive to be a useless hulk,
all his days before him in the dark."
No answer.
" Girls don't usually cry vmloss they're sorrj',"

ho went on in a weak, tired monotone.
Annie rubbed the moist Bpot prosaically

with a towel.
" I am afraid I splashed you with the sponge,"

she said shortly."
" No, no," murmured the man dreamily.

"It was a tear—not from your eyes —it wa3
Annie—she's hero, somewhere—she'll coma
back again—she was crying—she's sorry

—

why did you rub it away ?—I wanted it-
are you there, Annie ?

"

"There's nobody here but me," said Annie,
pitching her voice low and hard. " You really

ought to go to sleep."
" All right, nurse ; I'll try. I expect I do

talk a lot of rot. You mustn't mind nie.

Thinga seem all mixed up. You're sure—
you'll swear there's not a girl there—a girl with
blue eyes—and hair like—like flax—and

" There's only me here at all," said Annio.
" All right, nurse," he said wearily.
The night wore on ; the long dreadful night

through which the sounds of pain and suffering
« ere never quite at rest. A car throbbed into
the court bringing fresh cases. l>own tho
corridor she heard the screen being moved out,
and guessed that the subaltern with the shat-
tered thigh was dying. A shrill voice, cracked
in delirium, woke the rest of Ward B.
But Ian MacGregor seemed to hear no sound ;

his own troubled brain and his own pain occupied
him to the exclusion of everything else.

" Annie !
" the persistent voice began again.

" There's only nurse here," whispered Annie.
" Oh, sorry !

"—half consciously. But a
few minutes later, with a weak, faltering voice,
he repeated the name.

" Annie ! Just sing to me ! Sing ' Annio
Laurie ' to me—then I'll go to sleep, I will. I
promise—you know I will sleep if I promise
to

"

Scalding tears oozed through Annie's fingers.
She couldn't ! Oh, she couldn't ! She !

Annie Laurie's own namesake, the girl who
had broken her plighted troth, who loved
another man. It was too much !

She gazed into the sad, troubled, sightless
fnce of her betrothed, and a great pity welled
U]i in her, conquering all other feelings.

" Sing to me, Annie dear ! Sing me to
sleep I

" said the low voice. Then he lay quiet,
ptiU and quiet ; but his unrestful eyes were
w ide open, and turning from side to side, as if

ill search of some comfort that was denied him
ill a world that was all pain and darkness.
And Annio choked down her sobs and cleared

her throat. Kneeling beside him, she began
to sing, very low and sweet, as a mother sings
to a little child tliat is afraid of the dark.

" Ma xwel ton's braes are bonny,
Where early fa s tho dew."

Across tlie white face flashed a look of wonder
and delight—the pain vanished from the tor-
tured eyes. The thin hand nyjved on the
coverlet, caught Annie's and held it fast.

" Good girl, I knew you'd come—when I
wanted you. Go on, dearest !

"

Annie faltered and went on bravely >

' Oi'ed me her promise true,

And no'er forgot will be.

And for bonnie Annio Lauris
I d laj' me doon and dee."

Lower and lower the sweet voice fell ; the
words scarcely scorned to leave her lips. 'J'ho

contentment deepened on Jan's face. Before
the Bong wa-s enrlcrl, he was slopping sweetly
and naturally, with Annie's hand hold tightly
against his cheek.
He slept the night through ; the precious

sleep that was to win him back to life and
liappiness.

Happiness or That rested with Annie.

He wa?? quite blind ; nothing would over alter

that. But, .strange to say, that did not seem
to trouble Ian. He had his Annie. She was,
tliere by his Bide, nursing him, loving hin;,

Bingiug to him. That was such a joy that it

weighed down pain, weakness, even the loss of
precious sight.

Of course, Annie's romance was a nine day.s'

wonder in the hospital. She was released from
her duties—sister grimly declaring that slie was
not much loss—and spent most of the time at
lan'a bedside during his tedious recovery.
Very slowly, but none the less surely, they woa
him back ; through skill and good nursing, the
doctor said. But Annie's grieving heart knew
bettor. It was the great strength of lan'a

love ; tho wonderful love that her own thank-
less, ignorant heart had never fathomed.
Ho had her ; nothing else mattered at all.

" Stay by me. I want to hold your hand all

tho time," he said contentedly. " Always
stay with me, darling. Sit there and sing to

mo ; let mo bathe in your love, and know you
are all mine, precious, every bit of you I I can't

bear e\ en to loose your dear hand, lest I should
lose my bonny wee thing."

" I'll never leave you, Ian I

"

Annio wrung the words from dry lips. But,
oh, her heart was heavy for the memory of that

man from the sea. For indeed and indeed Ian
had lost his jewel ; her heart was given to the

other ; and since it was not hers any longer,

she could not, however much she wanted, give

it back to him, whole and pure and shining as

he, poor blind thing, dreamed he had it.

Suppose, by any chance, that other were to

cross her path again 'I Would her faith to Ian
hold good ? Would she bo proof 1 She had
proved frail before ; how w6uld it chance
again ? Annie could only pray that she might
never sec him to have her resolve shaken.

The Answer.
" J* NXIE ! Annie ! Here's a friend of mine

you must know ! Dear old Hatha-
way, who saved my life ! You know

the story ?
' Isn't it ripping, him turning up

like this "/
"

Annie had been gathering
flowers for the table—the

honeysuckle that he loved

for its scent, and because it

reminded him of her in the

porch at home. Her arms
were full as she turned w
a pleased smile to greet lan's

friend. The name meant
nothing to her, but at sight

of him the smile faded, leav-

ing her white-lipped and rigid.

She was looking into the
face— the. arresting, eager

face—the too well -remem-
bered dark, penetrating eyes
of the man who had stolen,

in that mad summer time,

Ian MacGregor's jewel.

The man was a tall, smart,
typical American officer.

There was no sign of re-

cognition on his face. If he
knew her,die was a remark-
able actor indeed.

Annie had herself well in

hand.
" Whj' is your hand so

cold, dearest ?
"

Ian had reached for her
hand, finding it, and holding

it close in his.
' Truth is, I can't bear

you to leave me now," ho
said, laughing. " But you're

cold ; and what makes j ou
tremble so ?

"

" The wind is in the
north," said Annie hurriedl}'.
" it blows quite chill."

" Why. you're dreaming
-—or ill !

" cried Ian. "Tho
air's full of sunshine, and the
birds are singing gloriously."

"Yes, roallj", it's not a bit

cold," said Hathaway. "The
incest day since I came out
of hospital."

'' Then you've been ill-
wounded ? " Annie asked,

scarcely able to trust her
voice.

" Not wounded ; eick, though, very Birk
Indeed. Brain fever, and oMl sorts of' com-
jiUcations. 1 lost my memory one wlrilf ;

funny thing that. For six months or mon
before my illne.ss, my mind's a perfect blank.
Queer, isn't it ''.

"

' Funny for anybody you owe any money
to," joked MacGregor ; or for any girls you'd
been making love to, old bean !

"

" Nothin' doin'," returned Hathaway, with
a dry smile. "Say. you're still cold, Mi;->n

Laurie. Let me jmt the window up."

He stayed for about an hour, chatting
pleasantly to them both. And Annie sat on,
listening fearfully, at her lover's .side, his han<l
ever and anon reached out to touch hers, her
dress or her hair, anything to know that sh't

was near him in his darkness that her touch
made light.

Her thoughts ran riot all the time. Hatha-
way had forgotten. His illness had wiped out
the memory of it ; that mad episode was like a
dream of the night. He did not know. Ian
did not know, lie never would know. Only
her own heavy, doubting heart would have to

carry the secret for its penance all her life.

The visitor rose to go at last. He held out
his hand ; his pleasant thin face looked into

hers again witli evident liking ; his touch
lingered on her fingers an instant or so longer
than convention demanded.
When the door dosed on him, Annie buried

lier face in the quilt, and her slight shoulders
Leaved.

" Oh, Ian, Tan .' Hrld me ! Hold me tight !
"

" And »o 1 do, dearest ; always, all the time,

'Lest my jewel 1 should lose.'
"

And once more, in his arms, secretly in her
own heart, Annie plighted to blind, suffering

Ian MacGregor, " her promise true." This
time not to be broken in thought, word, or deed.

Adapted, by permission of the For Film Com-
pany, from incidents in their pholo-play.

"Bonnie Annie Laurie," featuriny FEGOY
H YLAXD as A nnie.

Annie thought herself the luckiest girl alive. Who wouldn't,

wooed and won at seventeen ?
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ARTOCKAT
orCOtlQNER
The Cat to Choose for a Pet—The Food
to Give Them— Their Sleeping Place,

and other hints.

MARY PICKFORD loves cats.

MOST people who go in for cats as a hobby
devote themselves to the fancy var-

ieties—the spoilt darlings of cat

aristoeraoy ; but while I have cultivated these

lijgh-bred pets, the ordinary cat has been my
special study. I like aristocratic cats—

I

admire them immensely ; but somehow or

other they never gained a hold on my affections

sufficient to rank them as a hobby.

Character in Cats.

PERSONALLY, these cats always seem
to me something of an abnormality ;

they haven't the real cat nature,

because they are " hybrids." One of ray

dearest cat friends was an old reprobate,

black Tom, a warrior aad, I am sorry to

say, rather more tlian a bit of a thief. He
had lost one eye in battle, and the greater

part of one ear, and his small portion of beauty
was not improved when one morning he
TOtumed home minus a bit of his tail. But
these defects notwithstanding. Old Blackie

was far dearer to me than some of the languid

Persians I have kept. He had character,

and that, in the cat world as in ours, makes
all the difference. Old Blackie went his own
way—if you fed him, well and good ; if you
didn't, he helped himself from mysterious
sources.' If you petted him, he appreciated it

in a surly way ; if you left him alone, he was
quite happy. Old Blackie took life as made
up of one thing after another, and if the things

didii>'t follow in their usual course, it was ail

the same to him.

Old Blackie, in fact, was worthy of study,

and it is that characteristic which has caused
me to make a hobby of the ordinary cat. As
a rule, the better the breed of the cat the less

original he or she is, and when you remember
that even the' most original cat isft't in it with
the most ordinary dog, I have always found it

necessary to adopt the ordinary feline if I am
to make a hobby of him.

Their Attitude as Companions.

BL'T, although the ordinary cat is the
best as a hobby, even he or she
never makes as good a companion

as a dog. All cats regard their owners in a
kind of impersonal waj', but the ari.stocratic

cat never seems to me to have any regard
at all for his master or mistress ; he's much
too taken up with his personal appearance
for that. My Old Blackie would exhibit real

tiigns of affection for me, and his lovely eyes
would beam with what .seemed, at any rate,

devotion. None of my Persians ever evinced
any sign of regard

; they appeared to regard
n)<; as somebody to provide them with food
and warmth, and there it ended. Not so Old
J51ackic and my mongrel Bill—a pretty pair

they were ! Old Blackie once conceived a
violent di.slikc to a yellow kitten belonging to
Toots. One day he took up the little thing
in his mouth and marched out of the room.

I followed him to see what was in the wind.
He stood in the hall a minute or two wagging
his tail and swearing, then walked up the
stairs, on to the landing,'and. pushing his head
through the railings, dropped the kitten down.
l''ortunately I caught it and so .<aved a tragedy,
but it was as barefaced an attempt at murder
as I have ever heard of. Still, only a cat of

character could have conceived the idea, so 1

forgave the rascal.

Points on Upbringing.

IN making a hobby of ordinary cats, it is

well to bear one or two points in mind as

regards their up-bringhig. One is as to

their food. Many people make much ado about
the food their cats have—it mu-^l he cat's meat,
or it III list be something vhc—and in many
cases the cats do not thrive at all. My own
experience has been a rough and ready one

—

to give them pretty well anything in the milk
line, and scraps of most other things. Years
ago, in the prehistoric days when things wei-e

plentiful, I used to give my cats bread and milk
every morning—just a good, big saucerful

—

and for the rest of the day they had no set

dish, but had scraps from the midday and
other meals, and, in fact, there was very little

the household ate in- which the cats did not
share. On that fare I found my cats thrived
better than any other. In late years, when
milk became scarce, I was driven to getting
cat's-meat for them—and it was difficult to
obtain that sometimes. The result is, now
that my cats have become accustomed to a
regular diet of cat's-meat, they will not touch
anything else—or scarcely anvthins—and I

am finding it troublesome to get them back
to their former diet. Ordinary cats will

thrive on the ordinary food of humans.

The Cat's Sleeping Place.

ANOTHER point worth more considera-
tion than it usually gets is the
cat's sleeping accommodation. Some

people treat their cats with the utmost

—

but mistaken—consideration in this respect

;

their animals are carefully called in at
night-time and given warm quarters in
the house—for example, allowed to sleep
in front of. the fire which has been left

to die out. That is a mistake. If cats must
remain in the house, they should be put in a
cold room with something to lie on, jand so left

to themselves they will curl up and keep quite
warm enough.

Different Dispositions in Families.

IN many ways cats are like human beings.
A family of kittens will have dispositions as
distinct as those exhibited by a family of

boys and girls, and if you wish to get as
much pleasure as possible out of the hobby
of " ordinary " cats, you must look for any
qualities out of the ordinary, ("ats, for
instance, arc more independent of their
owner's' feelings than are dogs. A dog seldom
does anything that is forbidden without
showing signs of his contrition, but cats will

sin riotously without turning a hair.

Much pleasure can be got in keeping and
studying ordinary cats, and such animals can
be made both an interesting and inexpensive
hobby.
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LET ME CURE YOUR
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR FOR
EVER AS I CURED MINE.

Sacred Secret Banished It For Ever, Root
and All, After Electricity and Many Depila-

tories Had Failed.

I WILL TELL YOU HOW FREE.

rntii iiparly middle age I was eorely troubled Thy
Hideous Superfluous Hairg. My lAce was a eight, with
a heavy iiiousiache on uiy Iip, and a

,
tough beard on

my rliin- My anne alec were heavily covered. I triwl
one thing after another without success. The «iectrie

needle only made the growth wore*.
Finally my husband, a noted Surgeon
and an Officer in the British Anuy.
gefTjred from a Native Hnidoo soldier
(whose life he saved} the closely-
guarded secret of the Hindoo Beli^ioD.
wlwch forbids Hindoo w omen to tuvr
the slightest trace of hair except on
their head I used it. and in a f«w
days my hair growths had entirely
disappeared. To-day not a trace of it

can be found. It has been killed for
e\er. root and all I will send Free
and withotit obligation to anyone full
information so that you can follow my

example and completely destroy all traces wittiout
having to resort to the dangerous electric needle. g«
stop wasting your money on worthless depilatory pr**-
parations and send me coupon below or copy of it
to-day. with your name and address, stating whether
Mrs, or Miss. All I ask is that you send me 2 penny
stamps to cover my outlay for posting. I will also
Fend you other valuable beauty secrets free, as soon zs
published Address as below.

THIS FREE COUPON "„\;To,;;'„rA^:/ar,.^
and '2*\. stamp.-!.

Mrs, HUDSON: Please send me free full informa-
tion and instructions to cure superfluous hair, also
details of other beauty secrets as soon as you eaii_

Address. Fredertca Hudson. Dept. A 46, No. 9. Old
Cavendish Street. London. W, ].

IMPOIiTAM NOTE~Mrs. Hudson fcriorjfl.s t9 <
fnmilif hi(jh in Society, and is the widotv of a promiti*mt
Army Oftirer. so you can write her with every confidtnte.
Address as above.

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S
World's

Hair

Restorer
Quickly Changes Gray

White Hair to itsNatnral

Colour and Beauty.

It is as good as its

promise and is not

an experiment, but

has been in use

for nearly 90 years

throughout the

civilized world. It

is the best, and the

best is always the

cheapest.

Cfr A BOTTLE

AHa. BE caitmcED

So!-i everywhere by Chemists, t <
' Perfumej%

Ac. if yni cannot procure lutaMy
^ -end tht*:

adverii-^enienf wttli P CO. or ?,tamp^. ' for 4J. 6rf to
114, Soatbampton Rowr London, and a luii.sized large tonic
will be sent I'.Trriace Paid anywhere in tne United KiD^lom.

M IND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDEHCE
AlO ><iii Master" of yuur iiiindl' Are you clcar-

iiiiniltil. '-tioun-willed, self-conrtdent. and succeasfol?
I.o.irn Hie »tfu-* >*'. MiDd-Mastcry and Sliong Ni^rves. Daatsb
sbviie.ss, aw k 1. ..idnesH. timidity, worry, self-feai"*, asd
Neivcs." L«-H. I) how to iiioic than bold your own in tW
Navy. Aimy. I. A.F., the Piofessious. Business, and Society.
Soml. only 3cl* stamps for particulars of contl<lent)al Uemlo-
NtM\o >jtr>>n^theniu^ iiicthods. Ustd in the Navy fiom Vice-
Adntiial t" S<'aii)iin. autl in tht- Army (mn) rolout'l to Frtiatr.
M t -. I) (• M ^. and M.M. s.—CODKRY ELLIOTT SMITH.
LTD .

r,A^. lmi" -ial IlniMnu'>. Ludv-it- t ii.,1'.. L.>^.l.^o. K.C4.

FOR AHRAaiVE CINEMA POSTERS

Send postcard to ARTHURTON,
.H>. UPPER WARWICK ST.. LIVERPOOL.

HAND-WRIHEN CINEMA POSTERS.
ANY SIZE—ANY COLOUR-MADE TO ORDER.

Eslim;ites and Samples Free.

VCccKly Of Monthly Contracts.

Ciiriitig,' paid

on all ordtn.
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Beauty
that attracts
True beauty consists of a clear,

fresh complexion—soft, smooth

skin—and attractive white hands.

If you want the Beauty that

attracts, you should use Icilma

Cream day by day.

No other toilet cream can do as

much for your skin and com-

plexion as Icilma Cream— the

Cream of perfect purity. Its

regular use is the secret of Beauty.

Many men use it after shaving—
andfind it very soothing.

Those who suffer from pallor

will find Icilma flesh-tinted Cream
helpful. It is a specially pre-

paredformof Icilma Cream for pa'e

skins. Withstands heat and rain.

Cream
(Icilma is pronounccl Eye Sihna.)

Price II- per pot. Ercryuliere.
Flesh-tinted Cream, 116 per pot.
Icilma Co., Ltd., St. fancras, A'.IC.i.

Use it daily and
look your best

FILMS RELEASED THIS WEEK.
June 2nd.

—"Love Loops the Loop."

In the priceless way in which love tvoiild in a Mack Scanett laughter-

raiser. (Famous Laskij Film Service, Ltd.)

June 9th.—Alma Reuben" in "The Love Brokers."

In which beautiful Alma plaj's the part of a talented song-writer, and
by her loyal love cures her crippled husband and saves his future. For
elaborate settings and brilliantly dear ])hotof.'raphy this film would bo

hard to beat, and it's full of incidents too. (Trian'jle.)

June 9th.—CoNST.ixcE Talmadge in " Good l^ight, Paul."

A verj- amusing adaptation of the masical comedy success. T .

story is one ©f the complications which ensue through borrowing

another man's wife to make good a claim to a large sum of money.
(Gaumont Film Hire Service.)

June 9th. Lawrence Senior in " Mutes and Motors."

Larry finds a lovely woman in distress at having missed her

motor-car, and gallantly puts his machine at her disposal His ex-

perience proves to bo rather unnerving, as you will discover when you
see Larry's cat and its antics. ( Vitaijraph.)

June 9th.—Mary Pickford in " Less than the Dust."

A story adapted from the photo-play appears on pages G and 7.

{Famous LasL-y Film.)

June 12th.

—

CharLes Ray in " A Nine o'Clock Town."
Charles Raj' shows the little business man how to turn a " sick

"

shop into a flourishing, healthy, go-ahead concern, and then makes a

sad mess of his own affairs. But he gets through all right, and
the laugh is on his side. Comedy, tragedy, and business pu.sh in one
pcifect picture. And Jx'se Novak! {Famous La^ky Film Service, Lid.)

June 12th.—"In Old India."

Part II. of the interesting Burton Holmes travelogue armounccd
last week. (Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd.)

June 12th.

—

Sydney Drew in " A Youthful Officer."

This film has a special interest in view of the recent much-
lamented death of the popular star. Here he Ls. as in all his pictures,

inimitable, and the two children are really wonderful. (Gaumont.)

NEXT WEEK'S

BIG NUMBER.
SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF .

CHARLES RAY, MAX LINDER, ELSIE
FERGUSON, EDNA PURVIANCE,

OWEN NARES AT HOME.

m m m

Cinema Chat—Film Fun—Flickers From
Filmland—In the Dressing-Room—Short

Story—Interview with Elsie Janis

—

Tips for Holiday Flying—Sparring with

James Corbett, Etc., Etc.

Pages and Pages of Pictures and All the

Film News.

ORDER TO-DAY.
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THE FILM OF
THE WEEK Turn of tl)c WW. >J GERALDINE FARRAR as Rosalie^

HERBERT RAWLINSON as Maxwell.

Enjoying a holiday at Monte Carlo, Rosalie Dean meets Maxwell Grey and they become great friends. Their

happiness, however, is interrupted, for one day Maxwell Grey is charged with the murder of his former wife.

Rosalie is convinced of his innocence and tells j

her aunt that she will never rest until she caa
prove the man she cares for guiltless.

She meets Maxwell's brother Frank and his wife Bertha, Convmced that Bertha and her friend, Wally Gage, know something of the crime, she
and notices that Bertha wears a charm which was de- invites them both to dinner and drugs their wine. When unconscious, she has them
scribed as being worn by a woman who visited the flat on both taken to the scene of the murder, hoping that this will assist in her effort to

the day of the murder. clear the name of her friend Maxwell,

Horrified at waking up and finding where they were, Bertha blurts out the truth and accuses Wally
of the crime.

The story ends happily by Maxwell declaring hif

love for Rosalie. (OoUluyii.)
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Your Editor Replies

My dear Readers,— I do not think it will be disputed

that this is the age of the child. Everywhere
there is a growing desire to foster the w fare

rf children, and to improTe 'heir education and
surroundings in a manner tha. augurs wel' for the

future of the rising generation. Naturally, in the term

education I wish to include literature, because its

instructive qualities must be recognised.

Yet not many years ago it was frequently the case

t ) trace juvenile offences to the literamre which
rhildren read in exactly the same way as cinema
entertainments were afterwards held for the same
thing The truth or otherwise of these charges does

not concern me here. But the fact remains that to-day

children have their own newspaper, maga:.ines and

books, in all of which the moral tone is distinctly

higher. Why should it not be possible, then, for them
to have their own cinemas, since these are. and will

continue to remain, the chief sources of their enter-

tainment ? The suggestion, I know, is not new. It

has been adopted in some of the States of America,

where children have their own picture theatres or

matinees, and In every instance the experiment met

with unqualified success.

The popularity of the pictures with old and young
doe^ not. of course, outrule the obiection that no single

entertainment which caters for both can provide

adequate amusement for the juvenile section of its

audience. The unhmited scope which the cinema

possesses in being able to furnish a constant programme
of fairy tales, nature, travel and wonder stories, and

other fllmc suitable for the young, is not, in my opinion,

tjkcn as full advantage of as it might be. I feel

certain, moreover, that it would receive the en-

thnsiastic support of the thousands of children of

all ages in this country, who at present are invited

to view cinema programmes that are arranged mainly

for the benefit of their elders.

The pictures to be shown at a children's cinema,

or in its absence at a children's matinee, would not

necessarily exclude favourite stars. And the films

would, of course, be selected by a board, the com-
position of which would include mothers, teachers

and social workers to ensure their suitability

What do you think ?

THE EDITOR.

If. B. G. (Birmingham).—How can I say if Miss

5Iary I'ickforil will aiiswir your Icttir ? 80 many
people write to her that her mail oacii day must be

iTiormous. However, if you stami' <lie envelope

of your letter to her, and enclose it in another

envelope addressed' to me, I will forward your tom-
iiuinicatioii to her.

" Be.WKK'E (ttlasgow).—So you also claim to be

llie first to have bought No. 1 of this paper. Quite

a lot of others have also written claiming the same
honour, so who is first ? Don't forget to collect our

art plates.
, , ,,

A. M. (London, N.W.).—I understand Ethel Clay-

ton will soon take a short and well-earned holiday

from film work. She is a clever musician, an expert

in cookerv, and is devoted to horses.

A. F. (Arbroath).—Sorry I have no photographs

to send you of the artists you name. Our art plates

are issued with this paper, and not .separately.

Patty J.—Yes, unfortunately, Sydney Drew is

dead. \N'hv have vou omitted your address '!

Violet (Shefiield).—See latter part of reply to

Beatrice of (ilasgow.

E. P. (Leeds.)—I will forward your letter to

Pearl White if you stamp the envelope to her and
enclose it in another envelope to me. Sorry I have
11(1 photos of her to send you.

L. R. (Oillinghaiii).—I regret I cannot give any-

one the private addresses of film favourites. If.

however, vou wish to write to the tliree stars you
name, please follow the advice given to E. P. of

Leeds. , , „ „
Pl. B. (Exeter).—Maurice Costello dead ? Cer-

tainly not. He retired from the films for a time,

that was all. But lie is back with the Vitagrapli

fo once more, and is now plaving with Alice .loyce.

D. ¥. (Hyde).— .Miss Billie Kliodes is English, and
so arc her parents. Pearl White lias written tl.c

story of her life, but it is not yt-l published. " Kidder

& Ko" is a PatliiS film featuring liryant Washburn.
Daisy (Leicester).—Before Mr-;. Sydney Drew

aplieared in iiicture plays for tb,> \'itagraph, she

was well known all over the States and in Europe
M an entertainer. She was then known to the

public as .lane Morrow. I cannot say what she will

do now, but, like you, I also hope she will not abandon
the pictures.

J. H. (Sandwich).—You certainly nave a big list of

favouriti'S and in time our art plates should provide

you with an interesting collection. Clara Kimball

\ oung was born in t'hicaao and went on the stage

at. the age of three, afterwards appearing in vaude-

ville and then playing for tlie films.

V. 11. (Bolton).- -Thanks for jour suggestion and
g.ii^ wishes. 1 hope iu lime to jirint a photo of

voiir favourite.

C. P. (Ashford).—Y'es, Miss Alice Joyce was once

ftn artist's model. Richard liarthrimess was born
in 18!).'i. Mollv King was born in New York.

I). D. (Dartlord).—Marie Waleainp was in musical

comedy bi^fore she appeared on the screen. 'I'hc

chief parts in " Vengeance and the Woman " were
played by Carol Holloway and William Duncan.

OLIVE (Chesti r).—Owen Nares plays on the stage

as well as for the films. Sorry to know you missed

the first two numbers of this paper. Bend me your

list of favourites by all means.
If. H. (Leeds).—! will consider your suggestion for

a competition. At [iresent I have-no opening for

auv drawings sucli as you mention.
' TilUEK liNTiit'siASTic Ukadrks" (Streatham).

—

Creiahton Hale is an Irishman, an<l has light brown
hair and bliu; eves. He is the owikt of a small sho!i

in New York where anticpie china and pottery arc

sold, so that he is a business man as well as an actor.

E. V. ( Tottenham).-You ask me a big (|iiestion,

which is dillicult to answer in the space at my dis-

jiosal, espcciallv as you do not tell me what you are

cap.ilikr of doing. Write to inc again, giving some
particulars.

T. H. (llayswater).—Miss Violet Hopson plays for

the Broadwest Co. "A Turf Conspiracy, filmed

by the same company, is based on Nat (ioiild's novel.

'(;. B. (Blackburn)'.—I think you are wrong about

Charlie Chaplin. Gale Hemy is a brunette and has

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE MANAGERS.

Why not fix an electric light under the steps

of every picture palace. So many people

stumble when leaving the hall, that I think

this might be an improvement.— 2/6

awarded to Miss V. Orford, 7, South Rd.,

S. Wimbledon, Surrey, S.W. 19.

DO YOU KNOW ONE?

If so, write it on a postcard and address it

to The Editor, "The Picture Show,"

Gough House, Gough Square, Fleet Street,

B.C. 4. A Prize of 2/6 will be awarded

for every hint printed.

dark hair. She was born in California in 1803.
William S. Hart is alive and well. He was born iu

Newbnrgh, New York, on Deeemlwr 6, 187fi.

V. H. (Edmonton).—Sorry I shall not bo able to
criticise your scenarios. Some film comjianies print

the name of the author of a play on the .screen, but
the practice, although good, has not yet become
general.
George (Luton).—Olga Petrova was born in

Poland. Htr husband, who is American, is not on
the films. Sorry I cannot disclose the private
addresses of any film favourites.

O. J. (Dover).—Eugene O'Brien has light brown
hair and blue eyes. Mary Piekford has also light

brown hair. Elsie Ferguson is an American, and was
born in New Y( rk in 188.j.

" Apmirer " (Birmingliam).—So The PiCTrRE
Show has " delivered the goods." I must put those
photographs of Olga Petrova and Thomas Holding
in as soon as space permits. I will not bo unworthy
of your ' undying gratitude."

i?ELl.A (Bridlington).—You say your " favourite "

is Marie Walcamp and Eddie Polo and Warren
Kerrigan and Florence La Badie. and so on. In
fact, I think .vou like them all, Bella I Still, if you
go to pictures four times a week, you have heaps of
opportunities of seeing a great number pf artistes.

Perhaps that's why you are so fickle ! .

Lizzie.—You always sit in the " 5d. seats." you
Biy, but don't state which theatre, so 1 can't pos-
sibly come and sit beside you—one of these tlays !

E. S. (Bradford) thinks the following three stories

would make good pictures :
" Essence of Honey-

Picon," by H. Perry Robinson ;
" Laddie," by Ciene-

Stratton Porter, and " Spragge's Canyon." Perhaps
the information will catch the eye of a producer.
• IREXE (South Tottenham).—You certainly do
Bcem keen about ,Taek Kerrigan. A photograph
" on horseback or with his horse " is a good idea.
I must sec if I can manage this. By the time this
answer appears, your wish in regard to some of the
otliers .vdu ineiition will be gratified.

Will readers kindly remember that, owing to the fact that

this paper goes to press a considerable time before publication,

letters cannot be answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an
immediate answer by post. Address: The Editor, " The Picture

Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

O. W. (Belgrave .Square).—All picture-goers
appear to have a place in their heart for Mary Piek-
ford. You say " her photograph is in a good posi-
tion, so that the first thing that catches your eye
when you enter your room, is Mary." The other
plates you suggest as " companions " will appear in
due course.

M. S. (Morafield). desires \a send her copy of
The Picti:ke Show each week to a lonely soldier.
So any Tommy wishing to take this opportunity
should forward his name and address to the Editor.

G. E. H. (Barton).—Thanks for good wishes
" Lucille Love," of course. Is Grace C'unaril. This
is the name of the character she played in her I rst
serial, many years ago. It Ls surprising how this
name has stuck to her. Ciracc Cunard is at present
working in a new sc^rial for Universal. It will be
some time before it Is eonipleted though. Will do
my best with regard to Eddie Polo, Ben Wilson, and
Neva tierber.

" Typist " (Bradford) writes :
" The pretty pose

of ' The world's sweetheart,' Mary Piekford, is

ripping, and I hopi^ we shall soon have art plates of
Alma Taylor, Chrissie White, and Henry Edwards."
Representatives of British screen art have hosts of
admirers, in spite of the fact that they do not aiipear
in |)icturc3 as often as .some other popular players.

" C'l iiLV " (Liverpool).—You must be very deU;r-
miiied to have made up yQur mind to be the first Ui
buy The Pictire Show iu the whole of your big
town. To be also " the first proud possessor of the
charming photo plate " was a record worth striving f<jr.

Vera (flull) has framed her art plate with brown
p.asse-partout. " It matches and looks so nice," i;-

the reader's opinion. This is a .suggestion for other
readers. The method of framing is quite incxpeasivc,
and the result most delightful.

P. _M. (Swansea).—You are called " The Unlucky
Ciirl " because your name is Pearl. Well, don't
worry over this. Think of Pearl White ; she is

still here to charm you, although this artiste has
probably had more " near squcak,s " than you will

ever experience.
W. R. s. (Cilasgow) states :

" For natural acting,
my unstinted admiration goes out to Mrs. Vernon
elastic. Her taste in dress Is to me perfect 1

cannot say more."
0 H. (Hunts) h<as only recently had a cinema in

her town, m\\ was only able to see the pictures when
a fair visited the district. It seems hard to realise

that there is anyone who has not seen Mary Piekford
films, but such is tlie unhappy experience of C. H.
What a treat she has in store for her I

" Blac k Bess " (Blackhcath).—I will endeavour
when possible to place the coupons for competitions
on pages which are not backed by photographs.
The difficnlty of cutting into " interesting matter

"

cannot always be avoided, however. Other cor-

respondents oil this subject, please note.

Beryl (Biirton-on-Trcnt) prefers pictures of the
type Mary Piekford and Mary Miles Minter play in

as distinct from the over-done society drama. Yes,
I get a lot of letters, Beryl, but, as you sec, I do
read them all.

E. A. C. (Harpendcn) says that a " lot of people go
to the pictures mainly to make love. I have often
done so myself." Well, you ought to know, E. A. C,
but I know thousands and thousands who go be-
caiLse they love the pictures.

' Pat " (Birmingham) suggests that Zane Cirey's

books would make good films. They do, " Pat."
William Farnuni is appearing in some of them very
shortly. " Everybody raves about them," says
' Pat." PJiotographs and articles about your
favourites as soon as possible.

Frances. Madge, and Dorothy.—I must advise
you to stick to your present work. Producers have
.all the artistes they recpiire, and the majority of

them are snowed under with applications from girls

wisliing to become screen players.

E. S. (Maidstone) "• thinks more of the artistes

than the pictures." I imagine a good many of us at
times are .so wr.apt up in admiration of the players
that we lose the thread of the picture. Yes, E.S.,

more pictures of those '" two little imps," Jane and
Kafhcrine Lee, shortly.

S. D. G, H. (Birchington-on-Sea).—So you have
met William S. Hart 'i* That's interesting. -I have
heard it whispered that he Ls thinking of retiring

from the film world, though, in company with his

host of admirers, I hope the rumour is not true.

Anywaj", he is still playing for the pictures.

J. cr( Blackburn).—tllad to hear you think so highly
of this paper. Sorry I am unable to give you the
private address <if Mary Miles Minter: but if you
want to write to licr, stamj) the envelope of your
letter to her and enclose it in another envelope
addressed to me, and 1 shall forward on your com-
iiuinication.

(More answers next week.)

/N answer to the many irxquiries we have received from readers as to how they can send letters to Cinema actors and actresses,
" The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters

wilt be replied to. Moreover, as many of these Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters

reach them. Address your letter c/o " The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
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ISOBEL ELSOM. (l'h >l-: : Clavd Harris.)

STAR OF STAGE AND SCREEN.
Played leading lady with most popular of

British actors.

ISOBEL ELSOM, whose portrait heads our
page, is fortunate enough to star with two
of our most popular and talented British

actors of stage and screen. Her work in
" Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Sailor " is too fresh

in our memory for me to call it to mind. In the

next few days we shall see her with Owen
Nares (who, by the way, in this film wears a
beard) in " The Man Who Won," and later in

the year with that most successful of ail

character actors, Henry Ainley, in " Quinneys."

The Footprint on the Wall,
"'TpHE handwriting on the wall " is an old
1 and often-used expression, we all know,

but who ever heard of " The footprint on
the wall " ? But I hear that the north side

interior wall of the Charlie Chaplin main office

is attracting an undue amount of curious

attention, as well as being the subject of much
discussion and uncanny prophesy.

A clear impression of a perfect human foot

has made its dark appearance on the tinted

grey, and more remarkable, the strange figure

is entirely encircled with a frame of like

creation.

What Can it Mean ?

MR. CHAPLIN'S personal feet have been
many times spoken of at length, but
hardly to this extent, as the mysterious

one is fifty inches long. And, too, the spooky
one seems to know its business, for somehow
it has managed to talk its creator into a means
of identification ; a large capital C graces the
adjoining wall.

There is little doubt that the figures are

caused by dampness in the foundation creeping

up the wall into freakish forms of discoloura-

tion. But regardless of the cause, the significant

effect is quite worthy of a decided recognition,

as it seems to have a solid footing in the
comedian's " Hall of Fame."

AU About Charles Ray.
CHARLES RAY, whose boyish smile

greets you on our cover, is twenty-cighfc

years of age. Ho is six feet tall, has
dark brown hair and eyes and is possessed of a
winning personality. Don't miss seeing him
in " A Nine o'clock Town," which is his latest

release.

The Price for Tiny Feet.

DO you know what Thcda Bara is most
proud of ? Her tiny feet. Would you

know how small they are ? Listen to this.

During the filming of her latest photo-play,
" When Men Desire," her foot crept into the
slim space that lies between the bottom of a

: CINEMA CHAT. :
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door and the fl,oor. It happened when the

aviator hero rushed out of a cupboard where
he was hiding. Miss Bara had just slain a
man with a dagger.

~

The director and the camera man thought
Miss Bara's acting was superb. The agonised
expression of her face depicted to perfection

the horror a woman would feel at the sight of

a man she liad killed. It was not until Miss
Bara rolled over and fainted that everyone
understood the reason for her agonised look.

When Miss Bara's little foot was caught under
the door the pain was so intense that she
could not even scream.

shall always know her as Mary Pickford ; so
with many another screen star. As to
whether or not a high sounding appellation
adds to a screen star's charm or whether it is

not better to use a real name is a moot point.

Here is the case for and against. Priscilla

Dean says :
" If you are going to win laureb

in your chosen profession, why not reap the
full glory of it for your family name ? I
imagine that people like me better because
they know that ' Priscilla Dean ' is Priscilla

Dean, and not Jennie Jones or Genevieve
What Not."

Tom Mix's Jumping Rest.

TOM MIX is a real man of the west. Ho
is never tired. The other day, after he
had spent several hours in the saddle

doing hair-raising feats for his next film, the
director begged him to stop.

" You must be tired," he declared. " I

am exhausted from watching you, and the
camera men are ready to drop."
Tom Mix laughed and consented to a rest.

Do you know how he spent his " off time " ?

Indulging in a jumpting contest with his

cowboy friends. Mix leaped on the back of

his horse ; from there he leaped to the roof of

a shanty, and from the shanty roof he jumped
to the ground. He kept up this diverting
pastime until the company was ready to
resume work.
By the way, if you are a Tom Mix admirer

—and one of the sterner sex—you must know
that you can tell a real cowboy from a reel

one by the way he knots his tie.

Tom Mix says that out on the prairie lands
anyone who claims to be a man knots his

kerchief on one side.

Why I Changed My Name.
MARY MACLAREN does not agree. She

says :
" We players are entitled to

some private life. My name is really

Mary MacDonald, but when I started screen
work I called myself MacLaren, not because

I liked the name better, but because I wasn't
sure I would succeed, and if ' Mary MacLaren *

wasn't a success it wouldn't reflect on the
honourable clan of MacDonald. Now I just

lay aside all my studio cares with the MacLaren
name and enjoy myself at home as a Mac-
Donald."
Which is right ?

Real and Reel Names.
QUITE a number of famous people wo

only Imow by the name they use for

professional purposes. For instance,

Mary Pickford's real name was Gladys Smith
before she became Mrs. Owen Moore, but we

Bill Parsons's Romantic Career.

YOU who delight in the capital comedies
released by Goldwyn, and starring

smiling Bill Parsons will be interested

to know that Parsons has had a more romantic
career than almost any star who figures ia

the films to-day. Before his entry into the

pictures he was a writer of life insurance.

His travels led him everywhere, and it was on
one of his foreign jaunts that he performed
his now famous feat of selling a £200,000
policy to the Amir of Afghanistan. Envcr
Pasha, one of the leaders of the revolution

party in Turkey before the war, now holds a
large policy purchased from Parsons. The
comedian, by the way, rarely speaks of this,

because the risks of war turned the Turkish
policy into a liability.

A Home Portrait of GLADYS COOPER, whose married name is Mrs. Buckmaster, with !;ec

two babies.
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DION CLAYTON CALTHROP.

A Big Personality.

THE above photograph is of Dion Clayton
Calthrop, novelist, dramatist, producer,
who, recently freed from work for the

Ministry of Information, has joined the London
i"'ilm Company.
He is a known authority on costume of all

nges and on architecture, and it says much for
Ihc wisdom of the firm that realises that in
these days you cannot film a shipwreck in the
Thames or pretend that Derbyshire is the
middle of South Africa. You have got to
liave the real thing for j^our settings, and you
have got to have it so artistically real that
there can never be a disturbing doubt in the
mind of an audience to take their attention
from the drama thej' arc seeing. In other
words, picture-making of to-day' must have
highly technically trained knowledge at every
jioint of the production of the film, and here is

where the wisdom of such an appointment js

shown.
Dion Clayton Calthrop is a remarkably busy

man, for in addition to this work, he is part
author of the next play for Daly's : he has a
new book of plays coming out this spring, and
writes delightful articles for the press.

Do You Want to Cry ?

IF you want a good cr\-,'' writes a little

girl in the Stoll Studios, " go to see
' Rocks of Valpre ' when j-ou can.

You will enjoy your cry though, for Cowley-
Wright dies like a real hero, and then comes
a happy ending."

William Farnum's Theory.

WILLIAM FARNUM, the Fox star, has a
theory that many of the ills of man-
kind are due to walking on two legs

instead of all fours. He says :

" Before the coming of man the dwellers on
the face of the earth walked in the natural
method—on all fours. Animals of to-day
walk in the same manner. Wild animals are

never .subject to such ills as we humans are

forced to experience ; in fact, they are seldom
ill at all. Domestic animals are sick occasion-

ally because the enervating contact with
mankind leaves its impression upon them.

with the impression that I am in favour of
having us go back to the old manner of walking.

" That would be ridiculous. But include
in your physical training exercises such stunts
as crawling about on all fours

;
holding the

body rigid, resting it in this state on the toes
and hands

;
lowering the head and shoulders

to the floor by bending the arms and raising
them to the original position by straightening
the arms. There are many variations of this
exercise, and they are all valuable because
they bring into play muscles that arc little

used nowadays."
Jlr. Farnum has long been a marvel of

power and endurance to followers of motion
pictures, so that when he advocates a certain
theory of training, such as walking on all

fours, there must be .something in it. ,

Adeline Gerree's First Step.

BUT what was your very first step?" stage
stars are always being asked. Every-
body wants to know how those who

reached the top of the ladder really began the
climb.

In this week's ' Woman's Weekly," Adeline
Genee, the well-known dancer, describes how
she began.

An Artiste at Eight.

SHE says :
" I was caught in my .auntie's

dressing-room, making up with ex-
aggerated care. I used the hare's-foot,

made up my eyebrows, and went through the
whole performance with extreme nicety. So
intent was I upon my task that I failed to

notice that I had been caught. My aunt,
who discovered me, silently called in the
assistants of the theatre, and they stood
shaking with silent laughter as they watched
me. 1 was about eight or less, I suppose."
An artiste who has appeared in practically

every country under the sun is sure to have a
fund of interesting reminiscences—the rest of

the article makes good reading.

The Picture Show, June 21st, 1919,

DO YOU KNOW
—That Theda Bara receives on an average
five hundred letters a duii ?

* *—That Minton Dufrce, wife of " Fatty "

Arbucklc, is returning to the screen ?
* * »

—That Marjorie Rambeau was married to her
leading man, Hugh Dillman McGaughy, in the'
early part of this year ?

* * *
—That Zasu Pitts, who has appeared with such
success in Mary Pickford films, will soon
appear on the screen as a star ?

* * «

—Thai H. B. Warner is a son of the famous
English actor, Charles Warner ?

* * *

—That Fox has purchased Elizabeth Robins''
novel, " My Little Sister," for the next
picture, starring Evelyn Nesbit '!

* * *

—That Olga Petrova always sits in the y.ery .

back row at the pictures, because she dLs-

tinctly objects to removing her hat ?'

* * *

—Thai Charles Ray at one time played on the
vaudeville stage ?

* * *

—That Chester Conklin (" Walrus ") is married,'
and owns a fine house and a 320-acre ranch ?

* «

—Thai Frances Marion, late scenario writer
for Mary Pickford, is now the highest salaried
photo-playwright in the industry ?

* * *

—That she is drawing a salary of £200 per
week for adapting to the screen the stories

by the Hearst novelists, which include such
writers as Robert Chamber's, Jack London,
Elinor Gljni, CoSmo Hamilton, and E. Phillips
Oppenheim ?

Fay Filmev.

Advice Worth Following.

NOW all this being true, there must be
something in the theory that I up-

hold—that the great change for the

worse came when our ancestors learned to

walk on two feet. But plea.se do not go away

An interesting photograph taKen ol tne bcotch comedian, now Sir Harry Lauder, when he visited:

Charlie at his studio. Also in the group is Sydney Chaplin, Charlie's brother, who took the part of'

the other soldier in "Shoulder Arms," Charlie's latest MiUion Dollar picture.
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ROUND THE CINEMA STUDIOS WITH A CAMERA.

iDERWENT HALL CAINE, who has come A luncheon party at the London Film Company's studio during the filming of " The Duchess of Seven Dials.
"

irom America to star in "Darby and Joan," Among those present were Sir JOHN REES (in the chair), Sir WILLIAM JURY, A. E. NEWBOULD, J.P.,
' written by his father, Hall Caine. F. E. ADAMS, HAROLD SHAW, Miss EDNA FLUGRATH, THOMAS BENTLEY, Miss GRACE

DEARSLEY, HARRY ENGHOLM, and FRED PAUL.

JAMES J. CORBETT, the ex-Champion Heavyweight Boxer, on the left,

W. J.'McADOO, in the centre, and DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS. Taken on the
occasion of a baseball match in aid of the Salvation Army.

OLIVE THOMAS, Selznick Picture Star, in the centre; on hei right,

CHARLES GIBLYN, director of Selznick productions, and (No, not Douglas
Fairbanks! ) MYRON SELZNICK, the youngest producer in the business.

Music plays a big part in the Fox-Studios. Note the string band accompanying the filming of a scene
lin which WILLIAM FARNUM is in the star part. At the moment this photograph was taken,

WILLIAM FARNUM was talking to his director. .

On the left MARSH ALLEN, by his side R. C. HYNETT.
Seated is MARY MARSH ALLEN and DORIS COOPER

(in nur;e's co?tume), sister of Gladys Cooper.
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A Charming Story, Full of Romantic Incidents with Just a Few Tears.

The Old Dutch Engraver.
" 'TO-MORROW," said old Jan van Honck,

J ' comes my little Gietclien to aiiive.

To-morrow, mv Pietro, we do no worlc

at all."

Ho peered through his horn rimmed
fcpectacics at his young assistant, who answered
with an eloquent gesture of his skilful hands.

Jan was a quaint liguie in his black skull-tap,

from which his straggling white hair hung
picturesquely down. Ho wore a velveteen

coat and wide, pegtop trousers of corduroy.

Indeed, he looked just what he was—a bit of

old Holland set down in the basomenr work-

shop of a New York tenement building.

Pietro, the assistant to the clever old

engraver, was also an exotic figure. His black

hair and vivid eyes, the red' necktie which

became him so well, and the quick, florid

gastures, betrayed him for a child of the sun.
" It will bo a great joy to you to see your

Gretchen again," suggested Pietro softly.
"" She is all I have in the world," said Jan

sin-.p.y. " Since her mother died I have had
only her to live for. And now we are to be
together again, never more to be parted."

The old man drew a large silk handkerchief

from his pocket, and unaffectedly wiped his

eyes. Pietro himself blinked away a tittle

suspicious moisture. They were on the best

of terms, this master and his assistant.

A knock at the door was quickly followed

by the appearance of a pretty girl of about

thirteen, with dancing blue eyes and hair of

.•I vivid golden-red. This was Molly, the

<'Idest daughter of ^Irs. O'Brien, the good-

natured Irish landlady of the building.
" The man from the second-floor room

wants to see you, Mr. van Honck," she an-

nounced ; and on her heels came the man him-

felf. He was a stout, thick-set fellovy, with

heavy features and closely cropped hair, and
when he addressed Jan, bidding him good-

afternoon, he spoke in the engraver's native

Dutch. .\t a sign from his master, Pietro

followed little Molly from the room.

Visions of Wealth.
" I ET me congratulate you, my worthy

J_j Jan," said the new-comer. One
little test of your skill, which you can

easily perform, and the fine Goveriuiient

position is yours."
" It is good of you to trouble yourself, Mr.

.Arden," said the old man, with dignity. It

is for my daughter, my Gretchen, who comes

to arrive from Holland tomorrow, that I

wish this post and the money it brings."

The other man nodded. With an an; of

stealth he drew from his pocket an American

currency note of ten dollars.
" Can you make the plate which would print

r.no of tliese?" he asked, in a low voice. " It

must be exact in every detail—work as good

as that from which this note was printed."

The engraver took the note, exariiining it

closely through a powerful magnifying-glass.
" And if I can?" he asked.
" The position is yours," said the visitor.

. " Think of it, Jan—sixty dollars at the encl

of every week to spend upon your Gretchen.''
" The day after to-morrow," said Jan, " I

will begin.
" A week later you .shall have the

plate. It shall be as good, in every detail, as

that from which this note was printed."
" In nine days, then," said Arden, preparing

to depart. " And, remember, not a word to

anybody; neither to that assistant of yours,

nor eve'n to your little Gretchen. Uncle Sam
wants men for his work who can keep a close

month."
, .J

•• That will be me," said the simple old Jnan,

folding up the note and stowing it carefully

iit his breast pocket. He bowed his visitor

out with a courtly, old-world air, and then

•at down to golden dreams ot the fine limes

he and his Gretchen would have.

Thrro was a mighty bustle in the hou.se next

morning, when Mrs. O'Hrien was dressing her

DOROTHY GISH as Gretchen.

six children to go and meet Gretchen from
Holland. From Molly, the eldest, down to
the baby, who could just walk, each required
special attention. Patsy, the eldest boy, with
a snub nose and a wonderfully freckled face,

being especially a handful.
The arrival of Pietro, dres.sed all in his

best, proved a great help, for Jan van Honck
was so excited that, as Mrs. O'Brien said, he
was as much trouble as any two of the
children put together. At last they got away,
and arrived on the landing-stage hours before
the vessel was due.
When at last she came in sight, Pietro was

the first to discover Jan's Gretchen. w here she

stood on the steerage-deck, with her wistful

eyes scanning the crowd on the quay for a
sight of her beloved father.

' Altro!" he cried. " See; it must be she!
She has her hands full of parcels, and boxes
and bundles all around her. She wears the

riuaint Dutch dress, with a long plait of hair

falling over each shoulder. And she has with
her a duck, which she leads by a string."
' It is a present from my good sister," ex-

claimed Jan, whose eyes were so full of tears

that he couUl not see. Ah, my little maid,
niy own darling Gretchen!"'

It seemed an age to the impatient father

before he folded his little daughter in his

arms, but the time came at last. And how-

happy they were then. Good Mrs. O'Brien
kissed the maid warmly, and the young
O'Briens fell upon her in a drove, completely
overwhelming her with the wamith of their

greeting. In the background, shy, but as

happy as anybody there, hovered Pietro, his

big faithful " eyes devouring every item in

the quaint daintiness of his nvaster's newly
recovered daughter.

The noise of the crowded New York streets,

the bustle of the traffic, and the immense
height of the groat buildiiigs, struck Gretchen
dumb on their journey homewards; she could

only sit and stroke her father's hand, while

she exchanged shy smiles with the troop of

chattering children. But she recovered her

speech in the homely surroundings of her new
home—her mother had been English ; she

spoke English prettily, with a dainty trace

of foreign accent—and soon she was on the

best of terms with everybody.

The baby held up her arms to be nursed:
pretty Molly took her about the place and
showed her where everything was kept ; and,
as a mark of great favour, wild Patsy dis-

played to her his sore thumb. The whole
seven children—for Gretchen was as much a
chiUI as the little O'Briens—were engaged in
a good romp when the only event which
maired a wonderful evening occurred.
The man from the second floor came

mysteriously, and called old Jan out into the
passage, where the two talked for a time in

low tones. An air of constraint fell on the
group. Gretchen noticed that Pietro looked
lonfuscd and uncomfortable, and she herself
remembered, with a mixture of anger and
apprehension, the stare the stranger turned
upon her.

In the week which followed Gretchen tried

to think she was as happy as she had expected
to be when the long-expected summons to

join her father came to her in Holland. In
.'-ome ways she was even happier than she
had anticipated, for her delight in her half-

<Iozen little playmates was boundless, and the
gentle homage of the handsome young Pietro
was a new factor in her life, which soon stirred
her gentle breast with emotions, delightful,

though they broughthot blushes to her cheeks.
It was the behaviour of her father which

was the alloy in her great new happiness.
Jan shut himself in his workshop from the
first hour of dawn until very late at night.

He was reserved and abstracted; his only ex-

planation to wistful Gretchen was couched in a
few unsatisfactory words.

" Patience, my darling," he said, over and
over again. " I am going to make you rich

and happv. .Just a little patience with your
old father."

Gretchen's Dislike for Arden.

HIS assurances did not comfort Gretchen.
Her heart sank every time she saw him
in mysterious conference witii Mr.

Arden, the lodger on the .second floor. Once.a
third man was present, a rough fellow who
said he came from a ship in the harbour, and
wore the clothes of a seaman. Arden intro-

duced him as Mr. Sanovitch, and he spoke a
barbarous broken English which jarred on
Gretchen's ear.

When a little more than a week had passed,

however, old .Jan began to behave much more
pleasantly. He no longer worked at all hours
of the day and night, and found a good deal

of time to spend with his little daughter.
His manner was cheerful, and showed a great

deal of suppressed excitement, and he
continued to throw out hints of the riches he
shortly expected.
Then the pair, the father in his quaint cap

and velvet coat, with his daughter, in her
new American clothes, might have been seen
inspecting the sights of New York together.

Often, when his work was done, Pietro made
a third in the party.

What pleased Gretchen best of all was that

Mr. Arden no longer haunted her father.

He was seldom seen now, though he came and
went mysteriously between Mrs. O'Brien's

house and the ship in the harbour, where his

friends were quartered.

One day, when Gretchen was busy in their

little sitting-room^ there came a knock at the

door, and Arden showed himself. He smiled

ingratiatingly at Gretchen, who rather shrank
from him.

'• Busy as usual, little Gretchen?" he said.

" Could you find time to do me a little

service?"
Gretchen nodded. She was always ready

to help others.
" First of all," he said, is there any little

present you would like to. buy for your father?

If there is, you shall have the money to go

and purchase it. and afterwards I can ask

yo:i for the little help I require."
(Continued on page 8.)
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OWEN NAKE5-F:.Mkne
THESE chavining glimpses of the home life of one of the most popular present-

day artistes will be fully appreciated by our readers. A great many of us have
only a brief acquaintance with Owen Nares through the medium of the stage or

screen. Now you are able to see your idol from a different point of view—in the
sunoundings of his beautiful home at Finchley.

David and Jessie.

MRS. OWEN NARES, whom the camera has caught in an industrious mood, judging

by the work-basket on her lap, is seen in the photograph below. Their two children

are named, respectively, David
and Jessie, and they arc such bonny
kiddies that one can well understand
the pride their parents have for them.

To Play Hamlet.

MR. OWEN NARES has many
plans for the future. He is at

present playing in "Tiie House of

Peril," at the Queen's Theatre, and
very shortly he has decided to play
" Hamlet " for a series of matinees,

hoping to introduce it into the evening
bill later on. This will be the most
ambitious part he has attempted, |and

modestly asks :
" Is it an unwarrantable

desire of mine to achieve the ambition
of every actor and play Hamlet ?

"

Although Owen is only thirty-one,

he has played Henry Prince of Wales
in "King Henry IV.," Thomas Crom-'
well in " King Henry VIII.," and Sir

Toby in " The School for Scandal."
He has also acted in plays of Ibsen
and Sardou.

I am sure all picture-goers are also

looking forward to seeing Owen Nares
in another picture play shortly.

Mr. and Mrs. OWEN NARES, DAVID and JESSIE. Pholoijrophs hij iliss Comptoii Collier.
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GRETCHEN THE GREENHORN.
(Continued from page 6.)

Gretchen's eyes slioiic. Theio was a present

»ho had dearly longed to give her father—

a

big Dutch pipe, with a china bowl and a long

wooden stem, which she and Jan had often

admired in the window of a shop close at

hand. Almost breathless with excitement, she

told Ardcn about the pipe.
" What is tiie cost of it?" he asked.

"A dollar and a half," said Gretchen fear-

fully ; it seemed a lot of money to her.
" Then run away and buy it at once," said

Avden, and drew from his pocket-book a new
yellow ten-dollar bill. " I shall wait here for

the change," he added.
Simple Gretchen fairly flew to the shop, and

in an incredibly short space of time was back
with her present, and the change from the

note, which Arden put carelessly in his

pocket.
"You have been quick," he said approv-

ingly. '' I wonder if you could make some
purchases for mo as quickly."

Ho drew from his pocket-book a list of

trifling articles, and a large roll of the new
ten-dollar notes such as he had given Gretchen
for the purchase of the pipe. Each of the

articles he required must be purchased at a

separate shop, and ho carefully in.structed

Gretchen that each purchase must be made
with a ten-dollar note, while all the change

she received was to be brought back to him
with her purchases.
Gretchen hardly noticed the oddity of these

instructions in her excitement and interest in

the errand he had given her; but, before all,

she set the pleasure of giving Jan his present.

So, with the roll of notes in her pocket, and
the pipe in her hand, she sought her father in

Ilia workshop.
" But this cost much money," said Jan,

surveying the pipe with astonishment.
" Where did you get money to buy it?"

Gretchen told him her story—how she was
to earn it by doing errands for Mr. Arden,

and how he had kindly allowed her to use her

earnings to buy the present beforehand.

Old Jan turned pale.
" Let mo see those notes, Gretchen," he

said sternly ; and the frightened girl gave

them into his hand. A short inspection was
sufficient for tho skilful engraver.
" They are forgeries," he groaned, and sank

into his chair, overwhelmed by the conse-

quences of his own simple folly.

Arden had not only duped him, by the offer

of a fine Government position, into using his

skill to engrave the plates from which the

forgeries were printed—he had actually

inveigled his innocent daughter into changing
the counterfeit money.
The trembling girl only partly understood

the gravity of the situation in which they were
both placed ; but Jan was quick to act. He
rushed off at once to confront Arden.
" These notes you gave Gretchen," he cried,

" they are forgeries; they are printed from the

plate I made for you, thinking you represented

the Government. "l go at once to toll the police !

"

"Steady, Jan!" said Arden, who had con-

templated such an emergency. " They are

perfectly good bills, printed by the Govern-
ment from your plate, and they have earned

you the post I promised. The agent of the

Government has sent me for you, and is now
waiting at a place, to which I will take y«u,

in order to complete the arrangement."
Only half satisfied, Jan peered at him

through his big spectacles.
" If you do not prove your words to be

true," he warned, " I will tell the police."

'Ho spoke loudly and threateningly, and
his words were overheard by a person for

whom they were not intended. Mischievous
Patsy O'Brien, as usual, was to be found in

a place where he had no right to be—just out-

side tho door. Consequently he overheard
everything which had been said, and when
Jan and Arden set out to interview the

supposed Government agent, their steps were
dogged by the sharp little street boy, who
knew New York from end to end.

Patsy followed them into the Tenderloin,

wliich he knew was one of the worst quarters

of New York, and saw them enter a house

which ho thought was not of a good reputa-

tion. Waiting patiently," he saw a taxicab

arrive at the place, into which two men
presently carried the unconscious form of Jan
van Honck ; after which the cab drove off at
top speed in the direction of the harbour.
Smart little Patsy knew then that Jan had

been drugged and carried off, probably to tho
.«hip from which the man Sanovitch had come.
At top speed he ran back home, and told his
.story to tho anxious Gretchen.

It was now dark, but Gretchen determined
to set off to tho rescue of her father, taking
Patsy with her. Patsy, with a livelier sen.se

of the dangers of the errand than Gretchen
herself, summoned a family council of his
bi'others and sisters, the result of which was
that posts of danger were allotted to all the
little O'Briens, with the exception of the
baby, and instructions were given that Pietro
was to be told if anything happened to
Gretchen and Patsy.
Now, the men with whom old Jan had

innocently been dealing were far more
dangerous and important than ordinary
counterfeiters. They were Bolsheviks, sent to
America, by Lenin, in order to carry out a
scheme of the Bolsheviks for flooding the
world with counterfeit money, and thus
producing financial trouble and disorder which
might lead to world-wide revolution. It was
of vital importance to them that no witness
of their crimes should be left to tell the tale.

They Were all ready for flight on their
steamer, but they could not leave until

Gretchen had been secured and made prisoner
like her father. Arden and Sanovitch, with
two other Bolshevik Russians of the lowest
type, were just about .setting out to kidnap the
girl, when they were saved the trouble by tho
appearance of Gretchen and Patsy on the pier.

They pounced on them promptly, and after

a struggle both were overpowered and carried
off to the steamer, which had steam up ready
for leaving the harbour. Only then did the
Bolshevik forgers think they were safe.

They reckoned without the little O'Briens,
and especially without Gretchen's friend,

pretty little Molly. She had lain concealed
behind a pile of timber and watched the
abduction of Gretchen and her brother. A
second later she was running like the wind in

search of Pietro, to whom she poured out the
whole exciting story.

EDNA I'URVIANCE, the pretty " heroine "

of the Chaplin pictures, whose latest por-

trait a]3pears opposite, was discovered
quite by accident. When Charlie was just

beginning to achieve fame, lie advertised in the
American newspapers for a leading lady that
would suit all his particular requirements. But
none of the Inuidreds of applicants quite suited

Chaplin, for he knew in his own mind the exact
type of artiste he wanted, and like the very
thorough man he is, he refused to be satisfied

until the right young lady came along.

Some months later IMiss Purviance chanced
to visit the studio to see an actress friend, and
as soon as Charlie saw her, he said, " That's tho

girl I want."

Edna, although somewhat startled at first,

took the opportunity offered to her, vpith the

result that sho is now admired by picture-goers

throughout the world.

Her Life Story.

EDNA was bom in 1894, in the State of

Nevada, so you can see she is thoroughly
Westem, and after leaving high school,

she became secretary to a firm in San Fran-
cisco. But how could office life appeal to a girl

of .such an adventurous spirit ? After a brief

stay in the office she threw up the position and
became a lady of leisure. However, time was
not to hang heavily on her hands for long, for

the incident referred to above changed the whole
course of her life.

By a lucky stroke of Fate, Edna Purviance
wa-s to be associated with the Prince of Come-
dians, and to be his partner in countless joys and
sorrows. It seems odd to talk of sorrow in

connection with Chaplin, but there Iiave been
many pathetic little incidents in Charlie's ])ic-

tures, which have dimmed the eyes of his

audiences.

The Bolshevik ehlp was just leaving hei'
anchorage when she and Pietro arrived on tho
pier; but the Italian lad did not hesitate one
moment about his course of action. Ho knew
all about the water-police of New York, and
went straight to the station on the harbour-
side, and in a few breathle.ss words revealed
the secret of the departing ship. y
His story fitted well with infoi-mation in the

possession of the water-police, and a squad
were soon in hot pursuit in a fast motor-
launch.
The Bolsheviks had a good start, and the

night was a dark one. There was a thrilling
chase down the crowded harbour of New York
before the counterfeiters were overhauled.
Finally, the launch drew alongside the
escaping ship, and the police swarmed aboard.
The desperate refugees fought stoutly, defend-
ing themselves with automatic pistols, and it

was only when Arden fell on the deck, shot
thiougli the heart, that the police obtained
possession of the vessel.

Then old Jan, and Gretchen, and Patsy were
set free. Jan was able to establish the
innocence of his intentions, and the ignorapce
of Gretchen, and the party returned home,
all their troubles over. They had a wonderful
reunion in Mrs. O'Brien's house, because a
big reward had been offered for the detection
and capture of the forgers, and this was
shared between Pietro and the little O'Briens.
Of course, the capture of the criminals was

all due to the cuteness of tho children, but
Gretchen chose to think that most of the
credit was due to Pietro. But, then, you see,

she was in love with him. Pietro, emboldenecl
by his good fortune and her admiring glances
of hero-wor.ship, was able to cast of! his shy-
ness sufficiently to declare that he adored
Gretchen.
And who was there to object? Certainly

not Jan, who was delighted at the union of
the two persons for whom he cared most;
certainly not Mrs. O'Brien, who believed in

happiness at all times and seasons; certainly
not the little O'Brietis, who looked upon a
wedding as the fit and proper ending to all

the excitement they had enjoyed.
|

So the two happiest young people in New
York were married, and old Jan's troubles
came to an end.

Do You Remember ?

DO you reniember that very human little'

incident when Charlie, down on his luck,

but finding half-a-sovereign, decides to

take the charming girl he has met (Edna) to a
" swell " restaurant. When the time comes to

pay the bill he finds that the money has dis-

appeared through a hole in his pocket. There
is a look of pain and utter despair on his face at
the unkindness of Fate, and the audience, espe-
cially the male portion, are disturbed by his dis-

comfiture. How will the girl take the situa-

tion ? Doubts on this point, however, are soon
set at rest, for pity and .sorrow are eloquently
expressed on the girl's face,

A Confession.
ACCORDING to Edna the first six months

of her studio experiences were some-
what tryin.g

" Before I entered the studio," she confessed,
" I imagined I was a girl of ordinary intelligence,

but before I was there two months I knew I was
the " biggest boob ' on earth. I know people
imagine it is very easy to be a picture artiste,

but, believe me, there is more in it than merely
standing in front of a camera. Mr. Chaplin was
very patient with me, though, and I think you will

agree that T am really ' camera-wise ' by this."

Her British Appearance,

EDNA has great, wide, blu(y eyes, and hair
to fair that it is almost white, while it is a.s

fine as spider silk. Although, as stated,
she was born in America, she thinks some
her early ancestors must be of British ex-
traction, becau.se her appearance is " so very
English." She loves everything British, and
says that Charlie has anglicised her a lot. " I
even drink tea now," confesses Edna. " Charbe
says every girl in England has afternoon tea,

although this is not the custom in America,
you know."

THE PRINCESS OF SMILES.
EDNA PURVIANCE, CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S LEADING LADY.



The little lady whose charming smile made her Charlie Chaplin's leading lady, (See "The Story of Her Life " opposite.)
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You Can Begin This Drama of Love and Revenge To-Day.

READ THIS FIRST.
TOM BLAKE, an escaped convict, goes to the home

of his friend, Jolm Marsh, and finds that his
wife, Lucy, lias that day been persuaded to

marry Marsh owing to tlie latter making use of a
forged letter. In the meantime, Jimmy Twiss, Blake's
prison pal, who also escaped, is caught burgling
jiarsh's house, and the two have to flee for their
liberty. Lucy is determined- to meet her rightful
husband, and leaves the house at midnight. Tom
and Jimmy go to London to look for work, and
eventually, Tom, through answering an advcrti.se-

mcnt tor a secretary, discovers that a very young
aimt, whom he believed to be in New York, has come
to London. She gives him a hearty welcome. Tom
tells her about Lucy, and promises that when ho
meets her, at the arranged place, Piccadilly Circus,
he will bring her to stay with his aunt until he has
cleared his name and they can live happily together.
Lucy sets out to meet her husband, but because

Marsh threatened to give Tom away to the police if

she did this, she disguises herself in order to deceive
liim. At Piccadilly Circus she sees Tom, but does
not speak to him, for at that moment she sees a
rough-looking man, whom she knows to be Marsh,
because of a gold watch he is holding—a former
present from Tom and Lucy. Tom is in despair
because Lucy has apparently not turned up, and he
returns to his lodgings. Lucy follows him home, in
order to note Ihis address, and is staggered to see
a young and beautiful woman kiss him. She is

ignorant of the identity of the woman, and, full of
anguish at the thought of his unfaithfulness, she goes
liome.
One day, when she is out looking for work, she

recognises the policeman who had previously in-

vestigated the Marsh burglary. He is reduced in
rank owing to his bungling, and now hopes to reinstate
himself. In spite of her dyed and bobbed hair the
policeman penettates her disguise, and he feels that
Lucy must in some way be connected with the
robbery. She acts suspiciously, fearing that Tom
might be implicated, and darts into a lift in a block
ofoflices. The policeman follows in the next. Mean-
wliile, Lucy has reached the third floor, and gets out
in company with a kindly old man who has spoken to
her in the lift.

You can now read on.

The Benevolence of Mr. Julius Corder.

THE stout, benevolent old gentleman leapt
nimbly oat as she did.

Immediately opposite was a door,

which he opened with a smile and a little old-

fashioned bow.
" As mine are the only offices on this land-

ing, I presume you are coming to see me.
Will you walk in, please?"
Lucy hesitated for a fraction of a second,

a hesitation which the old gentleman accepted
as the charming diffidence of a young and
ba.shful girl.

It was long enough, however, to show her
that the next compartment of the lift was
empty. Humby had not succeeded in board-
ing it, and he was not yet in sight.

She could not very well, in front of this

polite stranger, jump into the descending lift.

Even if slio did, there was the chance of

finding Humby at the bottom waiting for her.

There might bo more astuteness in him than
«ho had allowed for.

And hero was this benevolent old gentle-

man inviting her to an avenue of escape which
seemed far more hopeful than the one she had
herself decided upon.
She returned his little bow, walked rjuickly

through the open door, and breathed a sigh
of relief as it was closed behind her.
For the time being she was safe. If P.-c.

Himiby cared to undertake the task of search-
ing the three hundred offices which this build-
nig contained, he was welcome to it.

She had already seen the name of Julius
Corder and Company on the frosted glass of
the door. This, she presumed, must be Mr.
Corder. Or was he the Co.?
"Come right in," said the old gentleman,

with a pleasant smile.
They passed through a long room, where a

iiumbcr of men clerks sat at desks with heads
lowered and pens scraping mightily.
There was a tense silence in the room which

Lucy felt was highly artificial. - She had
never seen such grim application to work.
- The old gentleman passed through without
a look to right or left. Not a head was rai.sed.
lie opened a door marked " Private," and
.signed for her to enter.

'J'he room in which she found herself was
luxurious with deep, leather armchairs, Turkey
carpet, and gloaming mahogany writing-tables.

lie bowed her to a chair, divested himself
of hat and coat, sat down deliberately, and
smiled across the broad expanse of his polished
writing-table.

^

" I am Mr. Julius Corder,"' he murmured.
" Now, what can I have the pleasure of doing
for you?"
His manner was completely disarming, and

Lucy felt a wave of confidence.
" I must tell you at once," she said, in her

soft, thrilling voice, "that I have taken an
unfair advantage of your kindness to get an
interview with you which I feel I might not
have succeeded in getting if I had applied for
it in the ordinary way."
Mr. Corder chuckled, and rubbed his little

fat hands.
" Don't apologise," he said. " You took

no unfair advantage at all. I invited you in,
and you accepted my invitation. That's enter-
prise. That's the thing which succeeds in
business and in warfare. .Take immediate ad-
vantage of favourable circumstances as they
present themselves. That's how Foch beat the
Germans. Go on, please. Now that you are
here, what can I do for you; or what can you
do for me? These things cut both ways."

" I am looking for work," said Lucy
desperately.
" Ah, yes. That is interesting. What sort

of work?"
" I am a .shorthand clerk and typist."
The old gentleman joined his finger-tips and

beamed benevolently over them.
" And how did you know I was in want of a

shorthand clerk and typist, Miss—er—!Miss

" My name i^ Miss Mason," said Lucy
quickly, " and I did not know you were in

, want of a shorthand clerk and typist, although
I hope you are."
Both at her lodgings and in these applica-

tioris for employment she had adopted her
maiden name to simplify matters.

" Well. Miss !Mason," murmured Mr. Julius
Corder, " just as it happens, I am in want
of a lady who can write shorthand and use the
typewriter, who is of good appearance and
address, who is painstaking and intelligent
and—something else."

" What is the something else, Mr. Corder?"
asked Lucy calmly.
The old gentleman chuckled.
" Meaning that you have all the other

finalities?" he said delightedly. " Ah, well, I

believe you have. The other thing which I
recjuire is absolute trustworthiness. That
word covers honesty, reliability, secrecy

—

above all secrecy. You must understand, !^iiss

Ma.son, that under the strenuous conditions of
modern commeicial life every firm is out to
cut the throat of every other firm in its own-

line. Therefore, it is essential that whatever
vou learn in this office you forget when you
leave here at night, and do not remember
again until you arrive next morning."
Mr. Corder still smiled benevolently, but

there was a certain crude force in his words
and demeanour which Lucy had not hitherto
suspected him of.
" I am confident that I have all these

qualities, Mr. Corder," she returned quietly
^ *° convince you that I have

them?
" You have your reference with you''"

began Mr. Corder.

.

" Unfortunately I have no references at all
"

interrupted Lucy uncertainly. " I have not
been working for .some years past, and "
" Nevertheles.s, you have your reference

with you," continued Mr. Corder. "Your
skill at your work is a matter which will
prove Itself in a day or two. With regard to
that important quality of ti-ustworthiiiess, if
you will take off your spectacles. Miss Mason,
and let me look at your face for one minute^
I shall know whether you will suit me or not.
\\ hen the day comes that I am unable to tell
from the face of a man or woman whether he
or she is honest, that day I retire from
bu.siness. It has not come yet."
Lucy took her spectacles off without a word

and turned her calm, beautiful fa<o full upon
the little grey eyes of Mr. Julius Corder.
He looked at her intently, without the flicker

of an eyelash, and she returned his gaze with
equal .steadiness. It seemed that he held her
gaze for a terribly long time. In reality it
was exactly one minute.
Imagination seemed to be playing tricks

with her. The smiling benevolence of Mr.
Corder dropped away from him. The little
grey eyes grew cold and hard and merciless,
and looked like bits of fractured steel. The
whole face hardened into a wintry desolate-
ness.

She felt something cold inside her gradually
creeping over her whole body. It felt as if,

the beatings of her heart were becoming
slower and feebler.
When he turned his eyes awav, she drew a

deep breath, and realised that' she had not
breathed the whole time he was looking at her.
Mr. C'order's face was all smiles again. The

wintry look had gone out of it. His eyes
were those of a kind old man, at peace with
the world and his conscience, friend of the
weak and destitute. She ' concluded that her
nerves, overstrained as they were from the'
events of the past few days, were playing her
tricks.

\

'• Satisfactoiy, Miss Mason," said the old
gentleman, with a beaming smile. •' That is
my little ceremony, and I flatter myself that
it has never yet betrayed me I am ready
now to trust you to any extent, and I know
you would never fail me. I require no further
references. When can you start work?"

" Immediately, if you like," answered Lucy.
"Excellent!" murmured Mr. Corder.

" Nothing could suit me better. You will
work in this room with me, take my corres-
pondence, and attend to the telephone. When
there is a call on the 'phone, never say I am
in yntil you have infoniied me who is speak-
ing; then I will direct you. Is that plain?"

;" Quite plain," returned Lucy. ;

" Your typewriter is over against the
window. Whenever a visitor is announced,
you will not leave the office, but you -will

retire behind this screen at the back of my
chair before—note that—before the visitor,

enters the room. Behind the screen you will
find a small table with notebook and pencil
always ready. You will listen to the inter-
view, and make shorthand notes of any points
in the conversation which strike you as beingj

(Continued on page 12.)
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You can imagine with what feelings of joy these camera favourites leave the glare of the arc-light in the studio and seek rest and recreation in
the sunshine of the sunlight.
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"FREE—YET A FELON.

"

(Continued from page 10.)

important. That is where intelligence comes

"'Mr. Corder beamed and admired his well-

manicured fingernails.
•' There remains, then, Miss Mason, he

continued, " only the question of salary. I

will pay you twenty-live shillings a week. It

is good pay for a young girl like you, but I

believe in paying liandsojnely for efficient and
trustworthy .service. It has always been my
motto, and I lind it is appreciated."

Lucy thought the pay was astonishingly

poor. She had earned exactly twice as much
before her mairiuge, and less was expected

from her. She was minded to refuse the ap-

pointment and walk stiaight away.

But her stock of money was getting

perilously low. She had only a few shillings

icft. It would perhaps be wise to stop here

long enough to earn a reference.

She m-erely bowed her acceptance of the

terms. Mr. Cgrder smiled his most e.xpansive

cmile.
" And now, my dear ^Nliss Mason, he said,

" tell me, why were you running away from

tlie policeman?"
For a moment Lucy was dumbfounded.

The question, hred at her with easy geniality,

took her completely by surprise.

She recovered herself instantly, and laughed

with an assumption of unconcern.
" I'm afraid I dor/t understand you, Mr.

Corder."
Corder joined in the laugh.
" There, there, Miss Mason ! That was only

my little joke. There was a very earnest-

looking policeman right on your heels when
you jumped into the lift. But probably you

didn't see him."
" You evidently saw more than I did, ilv.

Corder," returned Lucy noii-committally.

She took off her hat and coat, and busied

herself at her typewriter.

But Mr. Corder was not deceived. He had

not only seen P.-c. Humby very obviously

following her, ho had also seen her slip on

the tinted spectacles. He further noticed that

directly she began work at her typewriter she

took them off.

" H'm !" he confided to himself. " Interest-

ing personality. Followed by a policeman.

Pops into these offices to escape him. Wears
tinted spectacles which she can see better

without. Dyed hair. Calls herself ' miss,'

but, I should say—yes, I should say—married.
It will be worth while to find out something

about her. She may be useful."
" By the way. Miss Mason," he said aloud,

" we do not believe in the custom of afternoon

tea in this establishment. It interrupts the

flow of business. I allow three-quarters of an

hour for luncheon. I believe in being liberal

in that matter, as in others. It will give you

time for a little walk round and a mouthful

of fresh air."

Knowing from experience how long one

has to wait to get served in the ordinary tea-

shop restaurants during the luncheon hours,

Lucy thought it highly probable that the

mouthful of fresh air was about all she would

get.
" What are the office hours?" she asked.
" Very lenient, my dear Miss Mason—very

lenient indeed," responded Corder unctuously.
" I believe in my clerks having plenty of time

for necessary recreation and mental improve-

ment. You will start at nine in the m.orning,

and leave off at seven-thirty. Of course, I

have no use for the sort of clerk who downs
tools when the bell rings, so to put it. When
there is a rush of business I often work four-

teen hours a day myself, and I expect my
clerks to take enough interest in the firm to

do the same."
" .And when there is no rush?" asked Lucy.
"Then you leave off at seven-thirty,"

answered Mr. Corder, w ith a charming smile.
*' You will, please, take this note to our

Stock Exchange representative in Throg-
morton Street," he added, a few minutes
later. " Wait for an answer, if you please."

Directly the girl was out of the room, Mr.
Corder explored the pockets of Lucy's rain-

«oal, finding nothing more exciting than a

pocket-handkerchief and two tram tickets.

He then opened her little handbag and
emptied the content." on the table.

The Romney Association.

ONCE again tlic very benevolent Mr. Julius

Corder was disappointed, or disappointed
in the main.

When he emptied the contents of Lucy's
handbag on t!io f able, he had only in mind tlie

laudable desire to know .sonietliiiig about the

private life and (.loingH of those who were in his

eniploj'.

He took an interest in hi.^ clerks. He liked

to know as nmch as he could find out about
their past ; also how they lived, and how they
spent sue)) spare time as tlie business o£ Julius

tVirder V Co. aflowed theni.

It was in this way, .at. any rate, that he
e.N'jilained the matter to himself.

He found notliing in Lucy's bog with the

exception of a few feminine trifles and—

a

wedding-riug.
TJie wedding-ring was interesting—extremely

interesting—as it practically corroborated one
of his theories—that she was married.
But this did not lead him far. It did not, for

instance, teil him her married name. That
he must certainiy find out. But there would be

other opportunities and other way.s.

It was a pity there were no letters. Mr.

Corder had examined handbags and pockets
before, with the .same laudable object, and lie

knew that there was a creat deal of useful in-

formation to be gained about the private affairs

of liis clerks by reading their letters.

However, he would naturally keep nn eye on
this very good-looking new recruit of his,

for her own welfare, of course, and sooner or

later there would be letters. Experience had
taught him that there were always letter.s

eventually. It was only a matter o£ perse-

verance.
In the course of two weeks, Lucy learned very

little about Jlr. Corder's business, except that

it related to companies and company-promoting.
Also, a good many people rang him upon the

telephone whojn he did not wish to .see, and
Lucy had to deal wifli them. A good deal of

glib lying was included in the list of duties for

which she received the sum of twenty-five

shillings a week.
One other thing she learned—that the big

safe in Mr. Corder's room was a sacred object.

Nobody ever went to it except Mr. Corder,

or in his presence. He alone carried a key,

and it was one of Lucy's duties to ask him,
every time he went out of the office, w-hether

at night, to lunch, or to make a call, if he h.ad

the key of the safe in his pocket. Tlii.s was
merely a reminder for him, and when Lucy
happened to forget it, he was very solemn
with Irer.

Otherwise, the business was dull—a weary
and monotonous grind—until, late one after-

noon, she heard a voice speaking to her over the

telephone.
Tliat voice cieetrified her. It was the voice of

John Marsh, and slie recognised it instantly.

She had answered tfie telephone in the usual

way, and the voice seemed to leap at her out of

the silence.
"' Tell Mr. Corder I want to speak to him, I

am Mr. John JJarsh."

The wa\ e of emotion, which swept over her

at hearing >,Iarsh's voice and name, robbed her

for tlie moment nf her r.Tlmness. She looked np
at Mr. Corder sitting at his desk. He seemed
to be watching her intently, and to have noticed

her embarrassment.
The voice came asaui sharply before she had

sufficiently recovered to retwn an answer.

"Hallo! Is anyone there? Did you hear

what I .=aid V
" Yes, I heard you,'' said Lucy into the

receiver. She hoped Marsh would not be able

to recognise her voice as easily as she did his.

Cntortunntel-,-," she went on, rey.eating tier

usu:il formulo, " ?ilr. Corder i- not in the room
at the moment, and 1 am not sure whether he

is in the huildin<r. If you will hold on a nunute
I will find out."

" Rubbish !
" came the reply irately.

But Lucy cut it short by jilacing her band
over the receiver, and turning to Mr. Corder,

who wos waitinc.

"It is a ;Mr. John 'Marsh wants to speak to

yon," she said.

He frowned, and waved his hand irritably.
" I don't want to .speak to him. and I don't

want to see him. Tell the man I am out, and
will not be back to-day."

Lucy picked up the receiver again.

" Arc you there ? " she asked.
" 'Ves, I am here," came the reply, " and

waiting for your usual reply. You are going to

tell me that Mr. Corder is not in, and will not be

back to-day. Don't trouble. That trick is

getting too old, and I know all about it."
,

" But—but—I assure you " began Lucy.
" Never mind !

" came the rapped out reply.
" Corder is lucky to be able to get clerks to lie

so patly for him, coii-sidering the starvation

wages ho pays them. I have no doubt at all

that he is sitting at his desk at this moment
instructing you what to say. However, tell him
from me that I am coming round to see him at

once, and the matter I want to talk about
concerns the late Romney Association. Have
you got that name '! Ptomney Association.

TeH him I .shall be with him in about a Cjuarter

of an hour, and he had better make it his business

to bo in. That's all."

She fieard the click of the receiver being
replaced.
When Lucy turned away from the instrument,

she was pale and shaking ; and although she

knew that Corder was eyeing her curiously, she
ignored him for a minute or so, and did not;

trouble to conceal her emotion.
j

The name of John Marsh had startled her.j

That he should be connected with this firm wasl

not, perhaps, particularly remarkable. She
knew he was a .stockbroker, and at times had a
good deal to do with the promotion of companies.
The unexpectedness of it, however, had caught
her unawares and unprepared.
But what he had said was far more startling,

j

The Romney Association !

She recognised the name in.stantly. That'
was the now dead and gone company of which
Tom Blake had been secretary in the early days
of their marriag?.

It was the collapse of that company—which
had been proved in court to be a sham concern,

floated for no other reason but to rob the specu-

lating public—which had brought her husband
to the dock an<l penal servitude.

The name boomed in her ears, bringing a host

of poignant recollections.

What was th.at company to do with .lohn

Marsh ? She had never heard that he was in

any way connected with it. Yet hero he was
demanding an interview with .lulius Corder to

talk about the Romney A.ssociation.

And .lulius Corder too ! What was he to do
with that sham company ? Had Fate any|
shadowy object in view when it took her by|

the hand and led her to this firm ?

" Well, well, what is it all about, or have you
gone to .sleep. Miss Mason ?

"

The voice of jSIr. Corder, pitched on aiv

irritable note which he very seldom used, inter-

rupted her meditations.

Even then she could not speak immediately.
Before she could frame a reply, Corder .spoke

again, this time in his nsual over-polite tones.
" ^lay I a.sk. Miss Mason, what is the matter

with you ? \''ou seem rather upset."

As always, when she was driven into a comer,
and she saw danger threatening the man she

loved, Lucy's spirit rose to meet the threat.

She turned coldly on her employer.
" Has it ever occtirred to you, Mr. Corder,"

she said deliberately, " that this continual

lying over the telephone, which is part of my
;

duties, may bo painful to me ?
"

" My dear Miss Mason," answered Corder
agitatedly, and yet, Lucy thought, with a tone
of relief, " surely you use too strong a term.

Lying is hardly the right word. You must not
allow these business prevarications to influence

yon in that way. It is much to your credit, in

a way, and I appreciate it. It shows your innate

honesty. But make your mind easy. It is a
matter of business w-hich has to be winked at in

every of!ice. It would be impossible to carry on
business at all if we always told the literal truth.

Believe me, you cannot go through life, even
opart from business, and tell the literal truth

every time and all the time. Dismiss it from
your mind. Now, what is it that Mr. Marsh
wants ? "

I

Lucy repeated the pnr|-iort of jSIarsh's remark.?,'

and Corder was annoyed.
|

" The man's a nuisance,"' he muttered
frowning. " But he'll have his own way, I

suppose."
Ten minutes later they heard the bell of the

outer office door go, and Lucy who was waiting'

for this, slipped <|uickly behind the screen.
I

(Another splendid instalment next week.)
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"WHEN I COME BACK."
Elsie Janis Tells Her Future Plans to " The Picture Show"

ELSIE JANIS.

'" /^O." was tbe Editorial commanrl, " and
\J reque.st an interview with Elsie Janis.

AVondorfiil impersonator, charming
singer, great stunt actress. And don't forget

she has appeared in fdm-s ! Get licr on tliat

subject !

"

The door of the Editorial sanctum slammed.
I found my.^elf on the mat outside.

As Miss Janis was lea.ving the cast of
' Hullo America '" the following evening, I

prayed she would be kind to me.

And she icas kind to me. Now I have met
her I know she could never be otherwise.

A few mkiutes after my arrival she alighted

from her beautiful motor-car and stopped on
the pavement to talk to two young girls out-

side. It seems (yes, I shamelessly listened !)

that they had given her some forget-me-nots

earlier, and she explained that .tihe had ven-

tured to share their present with an invalid

whom she had just been visiting
—

'' so that

she wouldn't be forgotten." (As if anyone
could ever forget Elsie Janis !)

As soon as possible I begged her for " just

a few minutes."

"Why, sure," she at once assented. (How
I wish I could reproduce her delightful Ameri-

can accent for you !)
" Come right along up

to my dressing-room."

The Little Girl's Request.

BUT before we could get that tar a little

girl came up to Miss JanLs with an
armful of beautiful flowers. Two big

bunches
—

" One from mother and one from

me. And please. Miss Janis, may I write to

you ?
"

' After the child had been made happy by the

thanks of her idol, and the assurance that of

cmir/te she might write—that the star might
always be reached through the (Jlobc Theatre
in New York, and that she'd love to hear

|from her young admirer, we finally reached
Elsie'a dressing-room. It was a delightful

room,' with chintz-covered furniture, and I'

noticed a huge horseshoe, covered with satin

ribbons on the walls, a«d several jolly mascots
about the place, in the shape of quaint dolla.

MLs3 JanLs apoltc a few words of voluble

French to her maid about placing her flowera

in water, and then wo found ourselves alone.

Her Appearances on the Screen.

"IVTOW we can talk," said MLss JanLs, as

l\ she speedily slipped into a kimono
and began " making-up " for the

evening performance.
" Yes, it is quite true that I have appeared

in films," she commenced. " I made my.fii-st

screen appearance in 1914, and I played in

three Paramount pictures
—

' The Caprices of

Kitty,' ' Betty in Search of a Thrill,' and
' 'Twas ever Thus.'

"

" Why have you not appeared in films

lately. Miss Janis ?
"

" Well, I've held out so far because I've

been too busy, what with my stage work and
trips to England and France, and because I

believe that one cannot serve the stage and
screen at the same time. The real screen

successes who have been recruited from the

stage, have left the stage to devote them-
selves entirely to their new medium How-
ever, I'm looking forward at some future time
to appearing again in films—I really love

them."
" Is it not true that you have been offered

very high sums of money to play in pictures,

Miss Janis ?
"

" Yes, but I do not care for talking about
such things because I think it sounds boast-

ful."
" If you play for the camera again, what

type of picture would you like to appear in ?

Would you, for instance, prefer Wild West
films, considering j'oui prowess at ' stunts '

!
"

Wild West Films Preferred.

YES. I should like Wild West pictures,"

replied Miss Janis, " but then, I should
like anything that gave me opportuni-

ties for doing stunts, at least to some extent. I

am, of course, a ' stuntess,' but the thing I

aim at most is doing things differently."

Her message to "The Picture Show."

J next questioned Miss Janis upon sport.
" I go in for every sport," she said, " and

ride, dive, swim, etc. I do them ' all a little

bit,' as the song goes, but none," she added
modestly, " very well."

" Whcji are you sailing. Miss Janis. and
when, oh when shall we see j'ou again ?

"

Back in the Spring.

1SAIL the 22nd of June, but I'm going
to France for a short time first, to see my
American boys. I love England, and I

wouldn't leave it now if I were not tired out.

I've been backwards and forwards seven times
throughout the war, and spent seven months in

France entertaining the soldiers—at least, I

hope I entertained them ! I would do any-
thing for them. The war "—and her voice
dropped a little

—
" has been the biggest thing

in my life. As regards my return to England,
well, it will probably be next Spring. I shall

not be away from it long."

I begged Miss Janis for permission to print
her poem (which she recited in "Hullo,
America ! "), " The Yank Speaks," and she
kindh' assented.

THE YANK SPEAKS.
Written and Recited by Elsie Janis.

DonU Ihinh, Tommy, we donH know just

what youve had to do ;

Believe me, kid, we realise the hell that

yo^Cve heen through.

When we came in we came in strong, but om
thing sure is true,

They^d have never stopped in Flanders if

it hadrh't been for you.

We watched you fight from over there, and
wished that we were here ;

We came jnepared to finish what we
' started—never fear.

But, oh, you British Navy, it's you that

helped us through,

'Cause loe wmddrit even be here if il hadn't
been for you !

And everything thai we do noic you folks
Ivave done before ;

Don't think tlmt we've got the idea that we
came to ivin the war.

We came to fight, and fight we did ; but all

the time we knew
We'd be practising our German if it hadn't

been for yon.

And one thing now is certain, though they're

winding up the show
And they're ringing down the curtain—there

is 07ie thing ice all know :

They used to call us cousins, and some to day
still do ;

But no matter what tve used to be, uv're

brothers now to you.

" I wrote it," she explained, " because
English people seem to judge the Americans
wrongly, while the Americans had, until the

war came along, perhaps misjudged the
English. You see. hitherto our boys had been
taught to regard England as rather an oppres-

sive nation, and then came the great event and
altered things. These sentiments you will

find in the poem, which embodies what 1

heard on the British front, where the Americans
.and the English were fighting together. And
wherever they fought and lived and died
together (hey understood—each other !

"

M. H. C.
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IN THE D)RESSING=ROOM.
Why Cinema Stars Look Graceful on the Screen— Their Dress

Hints—Are You Short or Tiny ?—Delicious Cake Recipes.

AMONG my many letters I have noticed
that many of my girl readers arc sur-

prised when they read that many of

their favourite cinema stars are not as tall as

they expected by their appearance on the
screen. This is v/herc the art of dressing
comes in, which is one of the first lessons a
cinema star learns when she sees herself on the
screen. To dress to suit your figure is the
most important beauty secret. Do not follow
any hard and fast rule such as " short girls can-
not wear full skirts," or " big hats are not for

short girls."

Marguerite Clark is less tiian five foet in

height, but big hats do not dwarf her. Wiiy ?

Because she is so beautifully proportioned
that she can wear them.

"Short " is a word that is often wrongly used.
" Tiny " or doll-like " would more correctly
express our meaning in the majoritj' of cases.

designs have an overwhelming effect on a
small person. Also avoid very large hat.s and
upstanding feathers, as these" draw attention
to j'our smallness and do not give you height.

Are You Short or Tiny ?

FIRST and foremost, then, make certain if

.you are short. Go to the looking-glass
in j'our wardrobe and raise yourself on

your toes. Does the added inch make you
look more S3'mmetrical, or does it give you a
top-heavy appearance ?

The girl who is sliort generallj- lacks inches
in the leg, from the thigh to the knee. That
is why high heels, although they help to con-
ceal the fact, do not have the desired effect,

because they merely lengthen the line from
the loiee to the heel.

TKe Happy Medium,

THE girl who is short in the leg must dress
more carefully. It is she who must
avoid the very short skirt. " Mediums'''

must be her dress motto. The right length
of a skirt will make her look taller, especially
if she insists on having it made sUghtly high-
waisted. Shoes suit this girl better than
boots, as boots thicken the ankle line, which
ought to be made to look as slender as possible.
The jumper (three-quarter length) is a boon

to the short girl because it conceals where the
true waist-lino is. The sliort girl will always
find semi-fitting clothes suit her much better
than tight-fitting ones, and she will always
look better in a frock than a blouse and skirt.

How to Choose a Hat.

THE^ ^hort girl should never choose a hat
unless she can see herself full length.
She must not buy one becau.se the

trimming suits her face alone. Her hat invsl
suit her fupire. A too-tall hat will make the
top part of her figure out of proportion. . A
too-wide hat will make her figure look squat.

Things You Must Avoid.

IF you are merely tiny—and slight—you can
wear almost any fashion. The only
things the tin}- girls should avoid is a

big check or plaid, or wide stripes. These big

Dress Hints.

THE sliort girl should also avoid the round
necks and cape collars : a V-shape neck
and fichu-shape collar will suit her be.st.

She should shun extreme fashions and wear as
little trimming and jewellery as possible, other-
wise she will have an over-loaded and over-
dressed look.

She will find that the simpler the fashion

PAULINE t-KEuEKlcK IS nve :eei joar nthes,
but she looks charming in a large hat.

she adopts the daintier and more youthful
will she look. Do not wear too many colours,
especially out of doors. If your hat b a
different colour to your costume, wear a ribbon
or wing on your hat to match your frock, or
vice versa. For smart wear let your hat and
your stockings match ; this gives " line " to
your figure. Avoid elaborate hair-dressing.

Hairdressing Hints,

THE fashion of " bobbed " hair dressing
suits most small women, especially if

they do not possess an abundance of

tre-sses. This style gives distinction, and at
the same time a boyish appearance that ii*

distinctly charming in .some girls.

Men like to pet the small girl. They like the
foil to their own bigness and strength. So,
girls, if j'ou are small, do not envy the tall

woman, but make the most of your inche-s.

Be happ}' in the knowledge that a small
woman can more often make herself look
pretty and dainty than her bigger sister.

CAKES ON THE FILM.
THIS picture show? you sweet Mary Miles

Minter in " No Wedding Bells." Sho
evidently knows how to get round

' Mammy " for a big piece of gingerbreaul, and
perhaps you would be just as fond of it, too,

if you tasted this particular brand, so her^

is the recipe, as well as the one for the little

cakes in patty -pans.

The Gingerbread
Ingredients : i lb. of flour, 2 oz. fat, 1 egg.

\ lb. of syrup (or, to make it look very dark,

some people use treacle, but this tastes much
stronger), 1 oz. of brown sugar, 2 teaspoonfuLi

of -ground ginger, J pint of milk, J teaspoonful

of bicarbonate of soda, \ teaspoonful of salt.

Now put the fat, sugar, and treacle inasmaU
pan on the stove to melt, until the syrup in

quite thin, so that they can be well mixed,
then stand it aside to cool. Well beat the egg

and add it to this mixture. Into the mixing-

bowl put the flour, ground ginger, and salt,

then gradually mix in the syrup, etc. Dissolve

the bicarbonate of soda in the milk, and finally

add this to the mixture, and pour into grea-sed

tin. Bake in a moderate oven for 40 minute.>i.

The Coconut Cakes.
Ingredients : C oz. of flour, 2 oz. fat, 2 oz.

sugar, 2 oz. desiccated coconut, 1 egg, 1

teaspoonful of baking-powder, a pinch of salt,

and a little milk to mix.

Put the flour, baking-powder, and salt in

the basin, rub the fat in the flour until it ii

dry and crumbling, then mix in all the other

dry ingredients. Beat up the egg well, and
add a little milk, just sufficient to allow you t.o

make the mixture fairly firm. Put in ragged!

little heaps on a flat baking-tin, or in patty-

pans, as shown in the picture, and bake in a

hot oven for about fifteen minutes.

A DRESSER.
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MAX LINDER'S FUNNY FACES.

I see you. That was a nasty one Things couldn't be worse. No more, please !

MAX LINDER.
The Return of the Dandy Comedian to the Screen.

PERSONALITY is the priceless possession of the screen comedian.

A man may be exceedingly clever at make-up " and be ])rovided

with a part that has many opportunities for fun, but to win a
permanent place in the hearts of pictur6-goers, he must be favoured with
a personality.

Max Linder is one of the screen's earliest artistes. He first appeared in

pictures long before the resources which the present-day prodlicer can
command were obtainable. And altliough a great many " funny men "

have come along at various times, none has created such an impression
as Max has. He ranks second only to Charlie Chaplin.

Like Chaplin, he does not rely on broad humour to create laughs. He
is a student and observer of the quaint characteristics of human beings,

and his success is due to the fact that he is able to caricature " life," and
make us laugh at our own silly little ways.
Max Linder was never guilty of throwing pies at his mother-in-law,

or emptying a bucket of whitewash over a policeman. His ways are far

too whimsical and subtle to make vise of such wom-out methods

What He Is Like Off the Screen

IN appearance Max Linder is dark, with brown, appealing eyes,

and he is really quite handsome in spite of the grimaces he has
been making for many years now. Max is able to twist his

face about just as he chooses, as a glance at the photographs above
will show. This accomplishment is a great asset to him, as he can
register for the camera every conceivable expression. Hard work
and long practice has enabled him to have complete control of his

facial muscles.

Every emotion and every thought can be portrayed at will on the
elastic face, and thus transmitted via the camera to the screen.

Another secret of his success is temperament. Max Linder is possessed
of all the vivacity of the Frenchman, and is able to infuse his works
with a " joyousness " that is absent in artistes of some other nationalities.

The French are proverbially light-hearted, and this is the case with
Max's gay, irresponsible fun. .

Away from the studio. Max Linder impresses one with liis manly
bearing. He is the typical " man about town," with clean-cut features
and leisurely walk. When on business bent, however, one notices a
change immediately. He becomes agile and brisk, and he reminds one
of the business inan, anxious to give attention to every detail. His
eyes are all over the studio, and he is constantly helping the other
actors by advice and suggestion. His big, creative brain is always
working, too !

Why We Have Missed Him Lately.

MAX LINDER pictures have been absent from the theatres for some
time now, and for a very good reason. When war was declared,

• Max joined the French Army as a motor despatch carrier, and for
a long time he was attached to a battery on the Aisne. On his discharge
from the Army he joined the Essanay Company, and agreed to make
twelve two-reel pictures, but he had to give up this work on the com-
pletion of his third film, owing to digestive troubles.

This was due to the after-efiects of sln-apnel wounds which he received.
After a long rest, however, he has completely recovered, and will shortly
make his re-appearance on the screen.

Recognised on the Screen.

WHILE in France, Max was a great favourite with our Tommies,
and when his first new film came ovci', numbers of wounded 1'oin-

mies were invited to sec the film, and many of them wrote to hiin

congratulating him. A sergeant in the 7th West Kent Rcgt., who was
amongst the party, recognised Max as the man who saved his life on
the battlefield round Guillemont, on the Sommc !

True—More or Less.

ONE of his last photo-plays was called " Max Goes to America," and
it is supposed to be the true story—more or less—of how the
popular French comedian crossed the "herring-pond." Max

Linder has always produced his own pictures, in addition to taking the
leading part.

Although French, Max might well be termed the " international come-
dian," for his refined and brilliant humour is appreciated all over the
world. He is still in the prime of life, and will, no doubt, accomplish still

greater triumphs in the future.

MAX LINDER.



FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

A CURIOUS coincitlcrKc liapppiied to

Hanv t'arcy during tlic- tiliiiiug of
'" A ilailifd JIan."' Ih • photo-play

which Gaumont's are showing shortly.

One of the most pathetic scenes shows
Harry Carey mectins his supposed mother
after a Ions absence, and. after completing the

picture, he took a 2,0tK)-mile tour round tlic

Western United States. Wliile at Chicago,

quite unexpectedly his own mother and
brother had come from New York to surprise

him. They had not met for over nine years.

I think the next Norma Talmadge picture

may have a surprise in store for us. I hear
that Norma Talmadge is studying clas.sic

dancing and Russian ballets.

At Charing Cross the other day I noticed a

little crowd of excited sightseers. The attrac-

tion was Henri- Edwards and other members
of the Hepworth Film Company taking scenes

in the heart of London for their next photo-
play The Kinsman."' We are to see Mr.
Edwards in a dual role in this production,

and Miss Chrissie White has a very good part.

Leading Lady at Seventy.

ALE.-VUlNd lady over seventy years of

age ! That is one of the novel features

of " Beauty in Chains," which tiie

Phillips Film Co. release on August 14th. Of
further interest is the setting— the background
is entirely Spanish, and a complete street of

houses was created in the Universal studio to

get the " local colour " correct. Much of the
action takes place in the chateau of Dona
Perfecta, an aged lady of high degree, admir-
ably presented by Ruby Lafayette, the
seventy -year-old star alluded to. As a

relief from " thrill '" and '" problem " stories,

this whimsical picture of a castle in Spain
"

will find many admirers. Emory Johnson, who
has recently played with Mary Pickford, has
the chief male part.

Owen Nares Wears a Beard.

WHEN you see the new Cl ranger photo-
play, ' The Man Who Won,"" you will

see your hero in a wild and bushy
beard.

In this film version of Mrs. Baillie Reynold-'
famous novel, Owen Nares take.> the part of a
man untrammelled by the conventionalities of
societv—hence the beard.

What Would the Major Say ?

MR. CECIL M. HEPWORiH is very
particular about the settings which
appear in his picture plays. Stage

" props ' are not good enough for liim

when the real thing can be obtained. The other
day a telephone instrument was required in one
of the scenes. The stage manager tried his

hardest to borrow one—and failed, so he got
the carpenters to fix one up out of wood and
paint it so that it woirtdlook like the real thing.

• What's this ?
" said Mr. Hepworth,

picking up the makeshift.
' A telephone !

""
replied the stage manager.

Take it away I
" said Mr. Hepworth.

The stage manager took it away and scoured
the neighbourhood once more for a stray
instrument. After searching high and low
without success, he told his trouble to John
JlacAndrews, a member of the stock company.
" Mac ""

listened to his tale of woe and promised
to get an instrument by hook or by crook by
the time the scene for which it was required
was ready to be photographed.

» » « «

He Got One.

NOW everybody knows " Mac "" in the
neighbourhood of Walton-on-Thanies.
He is even on good terms with the

N.C.O.'s in one of the military camps close by.

In fact, they'll give him anything he wants.
So Mac "' went over to see his Army
friends, and a few hours later he returned to
the studios with a face all wreathed in smiles.

" Here's your telephone,'' he said to the
stage manager. "" They hadn't a straj- one
over at the camp, but this is the major's
instrument. He's away for the week-end. I

got 'em to disconnect it. They weren't
anxious to do it. but I swore by Buddha and
every other idol under the sun that I d bring
it back before the major returned. So get a

move on and take '"
the. scene, for if I don't

hurry back with it, I wont be answerable for

the consequences."

Tl,e Future Show. June 2Uf, 1919

RUBY LAFAYETTE, the seventy-year-old

star, in "Beauty in Chains " (PhiUips)

WHEN THEY COME TO YOUR PIC.
TURE HOUSE YOU MUST NOT MISS
SEEING—
Saxsonia, thwarting the revengeful act of

burning a rope during his child's trapeze act, in

"The Spiral of Death" (H. B. Parkinson).

M\Rf:oT Kelly, earning her living a-

violinest in a cafe in "The ArtUtic Tempi i

ment ''
(British Lion).

ZoE Raf.. housekeeping in an oveiall much
too big for her, in " "The Danger Line

"

(EqviUibh).

Beet Lvtell, a thief with a lovable
character, in " Boston Blackie's Little Pal

"

{ ir. rf- F. Film.9).

EsiD Bexxett, profiting by reading " How
to be Happy Though Married," in " Happy
though Manied " {Paramount).

Fraxk Keexax, about to be hanged iri

"The Midnight Mystery" (Paihe).

^Carlvle BlackwellJ rescuing; Evelvn"
(ip.EEBY and holding up a German gang, ri
" A Leap to Fame '"

[Rci'ters).

William Rtssell, in evening dress in a
train without his fare; hiding on the carriage
top, in Hobbs in a Hurry "'

{.islrrt). •

**-

AxxA L NiLSsox and Herbert Have,
persuading a |>riest"to marrj- them ia "T'l -

Heart of the Sunset " {Hloll}'

Alice Joyce, proving her worth as a
daughter-in-law in '" The Lion and the Mouse

"'

(
Vitagraph).

Lois Wn..=ox jilting Warrex Kerrioax, in

Three X tJordon ""

( Ward's Films).

The Look-Out Man.
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Three typical character studies of BRYANT WASHBURN as he appears in Famous-Lasky photo-
plays

CAN it be possible !
" said Bryant Wash-

burn. " You actually want a story

about mc ? Well, you're the first

intei'viewer in sis months who has. I can't

believe it !

"

Statements which, considering that Bryant
Washburn, Paramount star, is probably one
of the most interviewed mqn in the world,

sought after by every newspaper man who
visits the studio, were inexi)licable. So I

anked him Vvhat he meant.
" Oh, of course, lots of interviewers call on

me !
" lie said. " They tell me they must

have something exceptionally interesting fiom
me. They assure me that their readers want
to hear all about me. But do they ever write

a story about me ? No ! After I have talked

five minutes, they forget about me, and when
the interview appears in print it isn't about
me at all, but about my greatest rival."

" Your rival ! Who is he ? " I asked.

"Sonny" Bryant Washburn IV.

"IJE'S a gentleman named Bryant Wash-
1. 1 bum IV., more familiarly known as

Sonny. He'i5 the one that all the
interviewei-s insist on writing about. If he
weren't a well-balanced child, with a very
level head and a proper scorn of fame, it would
be impossible to live with him.

" He isn't a star yet," added Mr. Washburn.
"But he in-sists he is going to be. What do
you think he did last week ?

"At ten o'clock in the morning, Mrs. Wash-
bum missed Sonny. She searched the house,

went into the nursery, wandered all over the

place. The boy wasn't to be found. She was
naturally worried. 'J'liinking I miglit liave

brought him to the studio with me, she rang
me up.

" I dropped my work, and began to search
the studio. Where do you think I found him ?

He was perched on the front steps of Cecil B.
De MiUe's office, waiting for Jiim ta arrive.

We questioned him as to what he was doing.

Why He Was At The Studio.
" ' I HAVE come to see Mr. De ^Mille relative

1 to an engagement as star.' iie said.

Not in those words, but the equivalent.
We dragged him away, trying to explain that
legal age was an important requirement.
He's only three years old, you know.

" You see, Jbcinj? a logical infant, ho probably
thouglit this way: 'Daddy is a nice daddy,
to be sure, but Ik; really isn't much. And if

he can act, so can I.' Whereupon ho departed
on his errand. How he got by the doorman, I

don't know. He probably slipped through
the gate without being even noticed.

" Soimy is mad about the studio. He sees

no reason why he should not be allowed to

spend all his time there. We were motoring
one morning, and he said to me :

" ' Daddy, that's where you work, i.sn't it ?
'

I told him it was. ' Then why don't we go
in now ? I want to go in !

' he said.

"It's surprising the number of presents he
gets from admirers. I have to be satisfied

with nice letters from people; but Sonny
gets silver mugs and things like that. We have
almost a' room full of the trophies he has
received. Nobody evei' sends me anything
like that at all. But then, nobody ever writes
anything about me."
So I said to h'm :

" Well, tell me about
yourself. We'll forget Sonny, and I'll guar-
antee to write a story all about you this time.

What do you think of
"

" And you know," interrupted Mr. Wa.sh-
burn, " that he is the best-behaved child I
have ever known. Why, he "

" Stop a minute ! I thought your rival was
out of the conversation ? " I interrupted.

A Word About Himself

I
WAS not inclined to iet Mr. Washburn off

quite so easily.
" Your many admirers will delight to

know a few particulars about the father of

such a famous child," I persisted.

Bryant smiled, looked very thoughtful for a
moment, and then imparted the following facts.

" I was born in Chicago in 188!), and was
educated at the Public school of my native
town. Fairly early in life I took an interest

in stage matters, and for some years I played
in a stock company with the well-known
American actor George Fawcctt.- I toured
nearly all over the United States, and in a
great part of Canada. My first experience as
a screen artiste was gained with the Essanay
Company, and later 1 joined the Pathe studios.

Now, of coui-se, I am with the Famo;is-Lasky
company. My producer is Cecil B. De Mille,

and J am glad to be working under his direction,
" Talking of Mr. De Mille reminds mc of

an amusing incident which happened at
the studio the other day. The sceno
was one in which I had to be ' married,'

and the man engaged to play the part of the
minister certainly looked the part. As Da
Mille was walking around the set he heard this

man say to soiie friends :

" ' When T was a minister in
'

" The producer turned on the man and
asked him if he had ever been a real minister.

" ' Yes,' replied the actor, ' I was at
St. Paul's Church in ."

" ' .\re you a minister now ?

'

" ' No !
' was the reply.

" 'You are certain the marriage ceremony
you ]ierform here won't be a real one ?

'

" ' Quite certain.' was the assurance. ' I
gave up being a minister five years ai;o.'

" Mr. De Mille was evidently not going to
take risks of any complications about the
studio," commented Bryant, " and I don't
know what my wife would have said if I had
come home that day and told her I had been
married again, quite by accident."

BRYANT WASHBURN, JUNR., with his father and mother.
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Have you ever laughed over any incident that has happened when you have been watch-
ing the pictures? If so, write it down and send it along for this page. We want to

laugh too. Half-a-Crown will be sent to the sender of any story that we print. No
copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be final. Address Film Fun,

"The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street. E.G. 4.

HALE HAMILTON, the Metro star,

recently journeyed to a popular water-

ing-place for a day's outing, hut almost

as soon as he arrived he was caught in a

crowd. It was a very hot day, and the actor

quite lost his temper when a flashily dressed

man jostled him roughly into the gutter.

Hamilton was just on the point of retaliating

with interest when the man suddenly stopped

pushing and turned to the film star with a grin.

" Do you mind telling mc your name ?
"

asked the stranger. " I've seen you before."
" Hale Hamilton," replied the Metro star.

Into the other's eyes flashed instant and
admiring recognition.

" Didn't you act on the stage in ' Get-Rich-

Quick Wallingford ' ? " he questioned.
" Er—yes," confessed Hamilton.

"Well," said the stranger, "if that's the

case, here's your watch. 1 haven't the heart

to keep it !

"

So saying, the crook pressed a gold time-

piece into the star's palm, and before the

astonished actor could recover from his sur-

prise, the man had vanished in the crowd.

Now, it was not the crook's strange behaviour

that puzzled Hamilton so much as the fact

he had left his watch at home !

She Liked It.

PEGGY HVLAND. the dainty Fox star,

declares she will become a mule tamer
if ever she leaves the films. When she

was acting in "The First Man," in the woods
of Northern California, she had so much
experience with mules that she could ride

them bare-backed as easily as she could a

horse.

"I love mules," she declared. "They're
such passive old things—providing you treat

them with kindness."

One day, however, her courage was put to

the test—she had to be jolted out of a trap.

The mules not only ran, but they bucked,

and when Peggy was thrown out of the vehicle

her only comment was :

" Jolly fun ! I say, let's do it again !

"

And they did !

THE ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF.

Mutt and Jefi find a pocket-book. When the constable catches them Jeff has an inspiration,
" but Mutt is caught.

Jeff gets his reward, but Mutt suffers the penalty.

Mr. BUDD FISHER, the creator of "Mutt and Jeff," has every right to the claim of the world's
most popular cartoonist. For years his drawings have made millions laugh in America. To-day,
through the medium of the cinema, he is almost as well known in England as in the States. He is

the Charlie Chaplin of cartoonists. ,

The aOui e pictures are lalen from the film by permission of the Fox Film Company.
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MISS LOUISE FAZENDA,
the sprightly screen comedienne. Don't you

admire her original style of hairdressing ?

Cood-Byee !

IT was a very tense moment in a great film

drama. After several reels of exquisite

agon}', in which the unhappy heroine
had been '' double crossed " by the dark-
haired villain, and the youthful hero had
been duped by the same unholy personage, the
villain took it upon him to really become a
nice person in the last few moments, and it is

his hand that not only begs forgiveness for

the past, but links both the hero and heroine

in Holy Matrimony.
After this " sob " act, and during a ten.sc

moment when the whole house waits with
bated breath for the final end to a great play,

the villain, lying limply in a large chair and
looking up at a reverend priest, is about to

die- when a youthful voice in the threepenny
part suddenly breaks the pregnant silence

with:
" Good-byee !

"

Not Her Hat.

SPEAKING about children, the other day
I was at a certain large picture house
with, seated next to me, a bright-eyed

youth of some ten years.

"Can't see the pictures for that lady's'

hat ! " he said intensely to his next-door
neighbour.

Then he leant forward.
" Would you mind removing that hat,

miss ? " he pleaded.

Dramatic pause, and then :

" It is not my hat—it's my hair."

Collapse of both myself, an interested;

spectator, and the small boy.

Charlie's First Funny Suit,

HAVE you heard how Charlie Chaplin ob-
tained the effect of his world-famous
costume on the .screen ? It was told:

by Mr. Fred Goodwin, the film actor who,i

four two years, was Mr. Chaplin's Press agent,

in a lecture on the great little comedian.
It was when he was acting for the Keystone

Company. He was searching through the

wardrobe room, and found a battered bowler
and a tight morning coat. He could discover

no trousers that would do. So he consulted
" Fatty " Arbuckle, the famous film comedian.

" What about a pair of mine ?
''

.said Fatty.

He is a very big man, and that is the secret

of the famous Chaplin " bags." The boots

were also obtained from the same source.

Chaplin took off the heels, and so the celebrated

shuffle wa.s born. The little moustache was
added with some idea of satirising an aristo-

cratic dude.
The Jester.
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The Luckiest Boy in the World. As You Were,
Rides with Cow-Boys—Eats Ice-cream with Beautiful Stars—Plays

'

with Lions—and Spars with Jim Corbett. By ALICE DELYSIA.

AFEW years baok, despite the convictions

of mothers that their young sons were
destined to become Cabinet Ministers or

judges, the youngsters aspired to be policemen,

soldiers, sailors, or circus performers. With
tho popularity and fabulous salaries of screen

stars the modem boy, as a rule, pictures him-
self as a " cinema star," and can be ,see n
walking like Charlie Chaplin on the way to

school, or demonstrating a Harry Carey Wild
West pose for the benefit of awed young
misses.

What the average youngster would do if

left alone in a motion picture studio can only
be imagined; but what one particular boy,
eleven years old, who has access to any part
of the largest cinema studios of the world,
actually docs, when he has the right to do
what he will in the studios, is interesting.

Thrilling Moments.

RECENTLY Carl Laemmlc, president of

the Universal Film Co., took his son to

Universal City with him for a two
months' visit. Having numerous business

details to attend to, Mr. Laemmle allowed his

SOD, Julius, to make his way around the studios

unescorted. Julius has arrived at the age
when most boys begin to realise the wonders
of tlie world, and when Mr. Laemmle gave
him the privilege of going round alone, nothing
was more appreciated. Julius first visited the

Julian studio and saw Monroe Salisbury

acting in an Italian play. He found this

interesting, but when the big star and his

company shifted to another location, where a
band of one hundred cowboys galloped back
and forth before the camera, his interest

doubled. Later he saw Marie Walcamp jump

from a falling oil well shaft into a window of a
building near by. This was a thriller.

A Real Playground.

ANOTHER day Curley Stecher let him
pat one of the lions on the nose and
hold a cub lion in his lap. He picked

up considerable courage when a photographer
later showed him a picture of himself holding
the little beast. Priscilla Dean took him for

a ride through the mountains one afternoon,

and when they stopped at a mountain inn ho
bought Miss Dean an ice-cream. It wasn't
everybody that could monopolise Priscilla

Dean's time as he was*doing.

Boxing with a Champion.

ONE day some Japanese officials visited

the studio, and one, a baron, gave him
a real Japanese silk dressing-gown.

Surely the lad was having the time of his life.

After all of the studios had been visited and
the little fellow }iad been entertained by most
of the stars and had received numerous auto-
graphed pictures and other presents, James J.

Corbett gave the youngster his first lessons in

boxing. Of all his activities at Universal City,

nothing pleased Julius Laemmle so much as his

daily lesson with Corbett. As young boys
were scarce around the studio, Corbett him-
self acted as tho younger Laemrale's sparring

partner, and with gloves as big as his head,
Julius would shift, counter, jab and upper-cut
Corbett to his heart's content. When the
youngster saw Corbett in a fight before the
camera defeat a dozen opponents, his little

chest swelled with pride. Here he was boxing
with a champion, and giving him the worst of

it, too.

You ask me how you can look as young
and as pretty now that you are thirty-five,
as you did when you were twenty. Well,
chcrc amie, it is quite simple, and it will not
be expensive. You will not need to go to a
great Beauty Specialist, who will charge you
many hundred guineas, but just to use a
few simple things every day and perhaps every
night.

Your complexion is not good, but that is

because the skin is the old dead skin you
have had all these years. Get rid of it and
give the fresh young skin beneath it a chance
to show itself, and make you look " as you
were."

Get two ounces of mercolised wax from
any chemist, and smear a little carefully
over your face and throat every night. Do
not trouble to nib it in as you would have
to do with other creams. Simply smear it on
the skin and the wax will do the rest.

Gradually this wax will peel off all the old
dead skin, and you will be astonished and
charmed with the beauty and freshness of
the new complexion, which is waiting to show
itself.

DON'T USE POWDER.
Then throw away your powder-puff. Powder

clogs the pores of the skin, so that it cannot
breathe properly, and nothing cafi live and be
healthy if it. cannot breathe freely. You
know that, don't you ? Yet you powder
your face and prevent the skin from having a
chance to breatlie. Never use powder. In-
stead get an ounce of cleminite and mix it

with four ounces of hot water, bottle it, and,
with a pad of cotton-wool, apply it to your
face and neck. It will give the skin a soft
velvety bloom which will not rub off. Also it

will last all day or all the evening, even in a
warm ballroom.

A TOUCH OF COLOUR.
A little colour in the cheeks is very be-

coming. Get some colliandum at any che-
mist's and use this instead of rouge. It is quite
harmless to the skin and gives a pretty flush

to the cheeks, like the tmt of a wild rose.

WAVY HAIR.

Your hair, too, wants attention if you wish
to look as pretty " as you were." Four ounces
of stallax will last you for twenty shampoos,
and once a week shampoo your hair with a
dessertspoonful of the granules dissolved in a
pint of hot water. Don't rinse the hair, it is

not necessary, simply dry it in the usual way.
Stallax, used regularly, will make your tresses

soft and silky and give them a natural
wave.

Then to stimulate the growth and increase

the vitality of your hair, apply a lotion made
by mixing an ounce of boranium with four
ounces of bay rum. Rub this well into tho
roots every night, and in a few weeks your
hair will bo thick and luxuriant, and you will

look, if you follow all my advice, as young and
as pretty " as you were "—shall I say—at
twenty.

PILENTA SOAP FOR THE COMPLEXION.
1/- ALL chemist's. [Ad\T.]JAMES J. CORBETT, ex-Champion Heavy-weight Boxer, gives JULIUS LAEMMLE a lesson.
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BRITISH FILMS and BRITISH PLAYERS.

SYDNEY PAXTON,

LIKE tlie famous four in America, ]\Iary

Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fair-

banks and I). W. Griffith, a number of

British actors and actresses have decided that

tlicy can give ))0.st satisfaction to themselves
and the public by producing their own cinema
plays.

Under the title of the British Actors" Film
Company, Ltd., they have formed a co-opera-
tive concern in which they hold tlie shares.

The company in' ludcs Robert Hale, Nelson
Keys, Lauri de Frees, Donald Calthrop, Fay
('om|)ton. Violet (iraham, Owen Xares, and
A\'illiam Ciwcn, all leading members of the
theatrical jirofession, jiossessing considerable
reputations as stage favourites, and are well
known to the British public, and who are

available for any parts for which they are
suited.

It is claimed that this system gives all the
advantages of the stock company as used in

America without the necessity of paying
regular whole-time salaries, which is com-
mercially impossible on the present scale of

British production.

The company has produced a very ambitious
film picture in '"The Divine (iift," which is

now being sliown. This photo-play covers all

stages of the world's historj-, from pre-historic

days through Bil)lical, Mediaeval, and legen-

dar3' episodes to the days of the Great War,
in an endeavour to supply an answer to the
question :

" What is the greatest gift with
w hich the gods can dower a new-born cliiM ?

"

The cast includes :

Sydney Paxton, who plays the butler in

the modern story, is one of the most accom-
plished character actors both on the stage and
the screen, and is also one of the prime movera
of the Actors' Association.

Henrietta Watson, who Ls the hostess,
also in the modern episode, has been one of

the principal members of the cast of that
highly successful farce " Nothing but the
Truth " at the Savoy Theatre for the past two
years.

Muriel Dole is understudying Miss Lily
Brayton in " Chu Chin Chow " at His Majestj''.s.

She plays Katherine in the Shakespearian epi-

sode of tlie film. She is an accomplished dancer
on the stage, beginning her career under thelate
Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree in tliis capacity,
and has distinctly good screen possibilities.

F. Pope Stamper, who has just been
demobilised after three yeara' active service

and two wounds, makes a handsome Tristan
in the Love episode of the film. He is ono
of the most popular men in musical comedy,
and well known to regular patrons of the
Adelphi and Daly's Theatres, London.

Ernest Hendrie plays the professor in the
prologue to the film. An exceptionally versa-
tile artist, who has "made" a great number
of parts in past London theatrical successes.

MURIEL DOLE. ERNEST HENDRIE. HENRIETTA WATSON. POPE STAMPER.

FILMS RELEASED THIS WEEK.
W. S. Hart in "The Captive God" {Tri-

angle).

A wonderfully staged story of the Aztic
reign in Mexico in the sixteenth century,

presenting picturesque pageants and barbaric
ceremonies portrayed with the greatest

historical accuracy. W. S. Hart plays an
entirel}' different role in this picture—that of a
stalwart Castilian, adopted as a Mexican
chief. Enid Markey, Dorothy Dalton, and
Robert McKin make up a powerful cast.

"Among Holy Hindus" (Puramonril).

Part L of another of Binton Ifolmes's in-

teresting travel pictures.

Elsie Ferouso.v in "The Dangermark

"

(Arlcrufl).

Adapted from the well-known novel by
P.obert W. Chambers.

Dorothy JJaltpn in " The Kaiser's
Shadow " {f nrr- Paramount).
A picture wliich powerfully illustrates the

strength and unscrupulousness of the Gorman
.spy system during the war. Dorothy Dalton
as a secret service agent provides one of the
most thrilling pictures of the day. Mj"stery
follows mystery, and romance completes it,

until the audience is left gasping in amaze-
ment at the climax.

Mack Swaix in " Oh, What a Knight !

"

(Far).

A rollicking sunshine comedy with plenty
of bewildering, breath-taking stunts, and a lot

of whirlwind riding. Mark Swain gives us
an exposition worthy of his palmiest Key-
stone days, while he is ably seconded by Ethel
Teare.

EARLE Montgomery and Joseph Rock in
" Flappers and Friskies "

(
Vilagrnph).

'J'he athletic Joe was walking with his

sweetheart in the j)ark. when care-free Monty,
strolling by, trod on his foot. I'/ien the
trouble began.

JrANITA Hansen in " The Brass Bullet

"

{Trans-Allanfic).

Episode 17 of this thrilling serial, and a very
exciting episode, too.

"Screen Magazine" {Trans-Allautic).

Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran in " Love
and a Savage" (Tran.i-Alhintir).

Another droll offering by this famous film

pair. Eddie, assisted by his friend Lee,
frightens his fiancee out of her desire to

become a missionary. Lee as a savage is a
scream.

GLADY-.S Leslie in " The Soap Girl " (Vila-

graph).

A comedy drama showing the strategems
of a soapmaker to secure his daughter's entry
into society—not as an. end in itself, but
merely as a niche to establish her position, and
thus enable him to triumph.
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How Robert H. Sherard, the Well-known Author and

Poet, Found New Health and Energy

After using a Wonderful Food Reconstructive which produces a Marvellous increase of Nervous force

and is now taking the place of ordinary Nerve Tonics. Medicines and Stimalants.

10,000 Packages for Distribution. 1-Week Trial Supply, Gd.

/ have been taking the Mailer Nutrient
and write to say that I have experienced
a most remarkable return of energy both
mental and physical. I had got so far
run down that the mere writing of a
postcard seemed to me a herculean task.
I am now back at work again and
scheming a daily campaign of about
3,500 words a day. I have found that
no stimulant of any kind is wanted when
one is taking this preparation, and
stimulants are what the nerve " run
down " usually resort to.

THE WELL-KNOWN AUTHOR OF
*' Whispeys," Poems, " il/y Fiyst Voyage,"
" The While Slaves of England," " Twenty
Years in Paris," " My Friends the French,"

" Modern Paris," etc., etc.

WHEN most people break down in

health and manifest all the fami-
liar signs of Nerve Exhaustion,

Biich as Sleeplessness, Depression, Loss
of Energy, Brain Fag. they generally
trust to the " magical " effects of some

drug or tonic to put them right again.

And this is a powerful reason, together^
with the present overwrought condition
of the nation, for the epidemic of drug
taking which is rife to-day. It cannot be
too strongly reiterated that all preparations

for nerve troubles that " dope " or " s<imu-

late " but do not nourish, are useless and

nearly always harmful.

The cause of exhausted nerves and nerve
exhaustion is understood by very few
people. Briefly, the nervous system is

composed of millions of nerve cells which
are supplied—when a person is in perfect

health—with a precious nutritive substance
extracted in jninute quantities from the

daily food. This essential substance reaches

the countless nerve cells in the form of

organised phosphorus. Worry, strain,

anxiety, excess or overwork creates an
extra wastage and proportionately greater

demand for this all-important sustenance,

and then the normal quantity extracted

from one's daily nourishment becomes
insufficient, and " nerve " starvation with
consequent exhaustion is the result.

This in a nutshell is the explanation of

most nervous' disorders. Theretcre, to

give the Nervous System a Drug or a

Stimulant when it requires Nourishment

and Strength is an absurdity that must

be apparent to the least reflective.

The Muller Nutrient is simply a very
concentrated Food devised for rapid assimi-

lation by the Nervous System, and its

purpose is to supply the essential element
which is required to build up and nourish
the millions of nerve cells to a full and
healthy state.

The Muller Nutrient has marvellous
reconstructive value in cases of mental
and physical exhaustion, and in convales-

cence after serious illness, and being essen-

tially a Food—a very different thing to a
mere drug or stimulant—it feeds the whole
Nervous System with those vital elements
the lack of which accounts for Neurasthenia.

This remarkable preparation is assimi-

lated in One Hour, and quickly creates

a feeling of new mental and physical

vigour. It is followed by no reaction, as is

the case with medicinal " Nerve Tonics,"

and the effects are Lasting.

Active brainworkers who frequently

suffer from Weak Concentration, Defec-
tive Memory, Loss of Will Power, Distaste
for Continued Work, Brain Fag, and
Cloudy Thinking will find this invaluable
preparation will dispel these symptoms by
nourishing the brain with the essential food
substance it imperatively requires, thus
renewing its mental freshness and
vitality.

The Muller Nutrient is largely used by
all kinds of mental workers, especially

literary men and women, who have found
it most helpful in their labours. For
example, the experience of Mr. Robert
H. Sherard, the well-known litterat.eur

and author of " Twenty Years in Paris,"

will be found to be of particular interest.

The Muller Laboratories have put aside

10,000 full-sized boxes of The Muller Nerve
Nutrient for distribution amongst sufferers

from any nervous ailment.

Each box contains sufficient to last for

seven days. By writing for it to-day you
can obtain the whole week's supply for 6
stamps. It will enable you to commence
to conquer your nervous trouble, and make
yourself strong and well and full of vitality,

force, and power.

With this
week's trial
course of The
Muller Nerve
Nutrient will be
sent a presenta-
tion copy of Dr.
Muller's Book
on the Nervous
System and its

requirements for

h e a 1 t h. Pub-
lished at IS., this

book will also be
sent you FREE.
Only one trial

supply can be sent

to the same person.

Medical

Times.
"As a typical example

of a true recuperative food,

the Muller Nutrient seems

to have overcome most of
the objections to which

many of the earlier and
less skilfully prepared

articles on similar lines

have been open. It pro-

moles metabolic changes in

nutrient cells which tend

to nullify morbid condi-

tions and thus help the

patient to regain health.

Send your full name and address, with .six

penny stamps, to 670, The Muller Labora-
tories, Scientific Food Specialists, 144,
Albany Street, London, N.W., and the
booklet and a package containing a seven
days' Trial Supply of the Nutrient will be
sent free in a plain .sealed cover.

The Muller Nutrient can be ordered from
Boots' Branches and from all high-class
Chemists, in the United Kingdom.

THE MULLER NUTRIENT, a True Nerve Restorative, Free of Baneful Drugs from 3/- a box,
of all good Chemists. Superior to any Nerve Food in '* powder " form.

RECORD HdN0UR.4BLE.—During 4 years oj War the pre-war prices of the Muller yiutrtent have been steadfastly adhcicd to, althotioh

most Proprietary Preparations have been increased 2$'^/^ to 100%.
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The Secret of Good Dressing — Shop N
at Noble's ! For Noble's are actual
meuiufacturers and are able to offer you
a wide variety of charming and up-to-date
Models for Spring and Summer wear.
Everythine at manufacturer's prices —
the lowest possible.

Lady's Alpaca Coat

MODEL S 4080

37'9
Lady s Alpaca CoatasSketch,
made w.Hi the new collar,

trimmed ornament, full back
and all-round belt. Sleeves
witti cuffs. S n^le -breasted
fronts timstied with buttons
and cord fasteners. Pockets.
Black onlv. Length 45 I is.

Price 37 '9.

PATTERNS POST FRFE

Materials by the Yard
For lidic; >i ho prefer to have
their Clulhes midc up tliem
selves. John Noble. Ltd.. will

send a ^election of material^
cost free.

Sfnd /or Xc&'e's fUusira'e'i
Fashion Guidt. free on receipt

of fostcardgixing your nam*
a7i(i aa\i' ess.

JOHN NOBLE ltd

UjBreok St. HUls, Manchester

lil'lllllllillll'illlillll lilillllHIIilill

Vo(i can ea^ilj- avoid that most dis-

quieliDg sign of age—^rey hair

—

using Valentine's Extiact. which
im]>AitB a natural colour, li^ht

brown, dark brown or black, and
makes the hair soft and plossy. It

is % pe:fect, clpan^y and harmless
stain, washable and lasting. One
litiuid, most easy to apply. No
odour nor stickiness. Doe? not
soil the pillow.

Price Not Advanced. QtuiUtjr and
Strength maintained at Pre-W&r

Standard

.

Of alIChemt*;ts..%t 1 -,2 6 6 per

botlle;or.if desi\e.i.by po=t SJ.evti,

R. S. VALENTINE. 46a. Holboni Viadnct London. EX. 1.

UliSlGN REGISTEKhD

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtain one for 2 6. Particulars free.

Write at oucc :

BRITISHSCOPE, 236H, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

YOUm EYEBROWLIN
and Long -

Lashes if yon tise

The

Secret

of

Society

Ladies'

Beauty

Why not follow the lead of Society Bciutici and use
this marvellous preparation? It docs not stain, is

perfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders of
fashion. A few applications will en^ible you to produce
that dark, fascinating appearance admired in women,
; ; Send at onccto .\faiiageress.

Send Is.P.O. to day
:jEAN BINET & CO.
: (Dept. 3S,i,

34, Strand, LoDdon,W.C.2.

and receive a supply
under plain cover.

1 1 TTOT

BY A PILOT.
1HAVE been asked so many foolish

questions by people who have come
for a flight that a few hints to amateiir

aviators may be appreciated by the readers
of The PicTrp.E Show, especially as at many
of the aerodromes now short trips can be made
in an aeroplane for as low a fee as a guinea.

Don't Worry.

FIRST of all : Don't worry. If you can't

help worrying, don't fiy. During the
Easter flights a male passenger came

to me wearing a life-belt. It was in vain that

I pointed out to him that we were not flying

over the sea.
" You might get blown out of yoor course,"

he said, and he insisted on retaining the belt.

Ciiven decent weather and a good pilot there

is very little risk in flying, and such accidents

as do occur are in the main caused through
carelessness. There is no need to make anj'

elaborate arrangements when going for a
trip in the air. At all the aerodromes where
civilian flying takes place, overcoats and
gtiggles are at the disposal of the passengers.

For a short flight it is not necessary to put
on any extra clothing if the weather be fine,

but for a long flight a heavy overcoat and
thick gloves should be worn.

If You Have Nerves.

THE ability to fly without discomfort is

largely a matter of the stomach. Person-
ally I have never felt any real sensation in

any of my flight* except once when I crashed
in France ; but I know many airmen who
always get that funny feeling in the stomach
every time they go up. To counteract this

some recommend a sip]of brandy or sal volatile

:

but, as a friend of mine remarked. '"Some of

them take it more for the nerves than the

stomach.''

My advice to those who suffer in this way
is to fly on an empty stomach. In any case,

it is very imwise to have a heavy meal just

before a flight. A great many people actually

get seasick, or to be correct, air-sick. I have
heard manv remedies for this, but the onlv

KANE is

an ardent die:.

one I knew that has been effective is to chew
coffee berries ; but then, again, this might
not act with everj-body.

"Shall I Look Over the Side ?"

OXE of the questions nearly everybody asks

me is : Should I look over the side ?
"

I can only answer : " Try it, and see how
you feel." Some people can stand it, other.>

can't. A curious thing I have noticed about
amateur fliers is that they feel safer when
flying at a low altitude than when high up
in the air, whereas the reverse is the case.

If an airman is flying high and he makes a
slip, he has plenty of time to get the machine
imder control again : but there is not much
chance of doing this if he is flying a few
hundred feet from the ground. Flying is

boimd to become more popular as time goes
on. You get the maximum of thrills with
the minimum of danger, and in a very short

while we shall find people taking a seat in an
aeroplane with as little concern as they
would take a seat in a 'bas.

HEATHER THATCHER - ar.d v. ;'h CECIL MORTON YORK and CYRIL SMITH, in a scene frc.n

"Pal'.ard Ihe Punter, " the Cimm'.rU photo-play, from the novel by Edgar Wallace.
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Dorothy Dalton in "The Kaiser's Shadow/'

Paula Harris is a highly rated member of the German Paula is sent to oe a maia to Dorothy Boyd engagea to Clement Boyd, an inventor, whosei
Secret Service, and a still higher rated member of the machine gun is prized by the United States Ordnance Department. Paula hears that Boyd is;

United States Secret Service. Her sweetheart is Hugo taking the plans of his gun with him on his honeymoon, so that he can feel quite certain that

'

Wagner of the German Service. no information will leak out.
,
a

[Hugo IS Boyd's chauffeur, and Germany has commissioned Paula and Hugo to kidnap the bride The Germans threaten Boyd with inoculation with a
and bridegroom. They are taken to a mysterious house and searched. But the plans are not to racking disease unless he discloses the whereabouts
be found. Paula, whose affection for the United States is greater than her affection for of the plans. As one of them is about to insert

Germany, has concealed them. the needle Paula cries ouV.

lost, but at that moment the United States Secret Service arrives in force, and a hot battle When all is over, Paula discovers tha* Hugo w
ensues. The Germans are overwhelmed, and their plan frustrated.. . (I'ummmnl.) reality working for the United States, as she
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Your Editor Replies yi^J^
ARE COMIC FILMS DISLIKED?

PROBABLY, because humour is so elastic in its

meaning that most of as find ourselves at times
in diSerent avenues of thought respecting its

Qnality. For this very reason it becomes difficult to

confine its definition within an accepted compass, and
hence the degrees ol appreciation it evokes are apt to

vary. There are, of course, aspects of life over which
we all laugh in agreement, as there are also those
which tickle the fancies of some, while others they
merely bore. It all depends on the fineness of that

inborn characteristic of ours which we call " a sense
of humour."

These thoughts have been prompted within me by a
lett?r I have received from a lady reader at Guildford,
in which she confesses her dislike for comic films.

Had she stopped here, my disagreement with her would
have gone no further than a matter of taste. But when
she proceeds to bring up as support the statement that
" so many others also do not care for this style of

amusement on the screen," I am forced to question
whether the comic film has really fallen in popularity
at all.

Candidly I do not think so. But let me also hasten
to assure my correspondent that I respect her inde-
pendence of opinion, though I should have been
interested in her reasons. She has not given them.
Why, I do not know. Anyway, I am certain that the
charge of vulgarity cannot be brought against tha
humorous moving pictures exhibited in this country.
And though they may not all reach the same standard
of merit, I cannot imagine any great number of people
desiring their total exclusion from a picture theatre
programme. No, the comic film is a happy necessity

which I do not think we should be wise to do without.
I only hope the day is not far distant when, with all

due respect to American artists, this country will be
able to provide our British film producers with the
same amount of humorous talent for the screen as it

has done for the stage. There cannot be such a thing
in life as too much humour. And the better its Quality
and the higher its tone, the greater will be its value as
a tonic for the jaded nerves of men and women harassed
by the trials and worries of tb:s work-a-day worll.

THE EDITOR.

Will readers kindly remember that, owing to the fact that

this paper goes to press a considerable time before publication,

letters cannot be answered in the next issue ? A "tamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an

immediate answer by post. Address: The Editor, " The Picture

Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

D. M. A. (South Wisston).—You evidently mean
to be busy if you are going to write to all the
favourites whose names you liave given me. It is

against the rules of this paper to rtist lose the private
addresses of film artist<>s. so will you please follow
the advice given to J. C, of Blackburn.
Ivy and XUTT.t.—No, Baby Marie Osborne and

Little Zoe Ray are not the same. What has hap-
pened to your address ?

S. H. G. (Cambridge) and A. W. (Putney).—If you
want to write to the artistes named, kindly follow
the advice given to Quccnie and l\y.

C. A. M. (Grimsby).—Your method of showing
your appreciation of this paper is .splendid. Please
accept ray heartiest thanks. I hope all the workmen
to whom you have recommended it will follow your
example and become regular readers of The Picture
Show.

If. V. (Se.acombe).—Yon evidently believe in
brevity. No, Pearl White is not married.
M. R. (Folkestone).—Gladys Brockwell is twenty-

two. She is a Fox star, not Vitagraph. Some of

her recent films are " The Forbidden Room," " The
Soul of Satan," " The Moral Law," and " A Branded
Soul."

J. H. B. (Sunderland).—Douglas Fairbanks and
Pearl White have a host of admirers, and I am in-

t'?rcsted to know that they are such favourites in

your town. It is against the rules of this paper to
disclose the private addresses of film artistes.

A. W. C. (Wolverhampton).—You must cheer up.
and not get so downhearted. One day, -xvheri you
grow up, you may be able to leave " the old working
town " you arc in for something better and brighter.

Meanwliilc. I am glad to know this paper gives you
such pleasure. I have noted your list of favourites,
and those which have not appeared will be published
in time. Write to me again.

M. L. (Dundee).—What a big list of favourites
you seem t > have, judging by your list, and you say
you have others besideji ! However, I hope to issue

photographs of them all, so keep a look out.

E. C. (Liverpool).—Pearl White is not married.
You say you want to hold a friendly correspon-
d;nce " with her, but do you know how to start,

e pccially as the photograph request is played out.

I am sorry to say I am unable to offer you any
suggestion.

B. W. ( Leytonstone).—Anita Stewart (not Stuart)
and Blanche Sweet still act for the films. Glad to
know your brothers and sisters are as keen as you
are about tliis paper.

L. M. (Halifax).—Sorry I have no photo of Sesiue
Hayakawa to send you. Thanks for showing this
paper to your friends.

P. M. (Cheltenham).—Grace Cunard and Franria

Ford are all right, as far as I know. In fact, the

latter is now busy on a new serial, called " The
Purple Trail," which, of course, will not be seen in

tills country for some time yet.

M. L. J. (Cardilf).—1 am glad you find enjoyment
In tlic competitions. My post shows that this is a
very poimlar feature with many readers, so you may
be sure 1 will set others from time to time.
n. 1". (Boscombe).—Thanks for all the nice things

you said, and also for new readers. Your wislies m
regard to your favourites will be borne in inlnd.

" JESSIE " (Staffs.).—Your letter was most interest-

ing. I am sure it is very good of you to get me so

many new readers amongst your friends. 1 am mak-
ing arrangements to publish jjhotograplis of the

artistes you mention in early numbers of your
favourite i)aper.

F. J. B. (Kennington).—More photographs of W. S.

Hart soon. It is kind of you to offer to lend me that

nice, autographed portrait, but I am afraid it would
be soiled in the process of reproduction, and I am sure

yoM do not want that to hajipcn to it.

U. W. (Portsea).— British producers are not re-

quiring any more actresses at present. 1 have
just recently made a round of niy friends in the
studios and they all have the same story to tell

—namely, no vacancies at all. You see, M. W., .so

many girls are anxious to take up this work, and the

services of all aspirants cannot possibly be made
use of.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

Let the manager give his patrons

to understand that he would

appreciate their opinions of the

films exhibited—thus to gauge

the wants of the public. Put

a notice on the screen asking

them to clap or hiss.

C. Frisby, 40, Coldcotes Avenue,

flarehills Lane, Leeds

—

Awarded 2s. 6d.

L.D. (Abbey WoodK—Does it need courage to
write to the Editor, then ? I expect you picture hira

like Bill" Hart with a revolver In each pocket.
Your letter was delightfully ^vritten, for one so young ;

so don't be nervy in future.
RES.*. " (Clapham).—Sorry, but I cannot say

who the actor was from yoiu description. There are
so many " talL exceedingly handsome men." The
pictures you refer to have not been released in this

country yet. Announcement will be made in the
paper when the time comes. So you consider Bessie
Barriscale bears a resemblance to Mae Marsh, " who
is always charmlna."

_ A.M.C. (Edinburgh).—Why should I laugh at you ?

I think we all have our tearful moments at times.
Mary, certainly, has the power to tpnch our sen-
sitive spots, and as you rightly remark, the " Hanging
Judge " is also powerful enough to influence the
most hard-hearted person. No wonder " tears

burned your cheeks."
' Norma " (Glamorgan).—You want me to write

to Alma Taylor and " ask her to get you on the
pictures, and then wTite to your mother and ask
her if you can go on." I am afraid, Norma, it is much
more difficult than this to become an artiste.

K.T.P. (Norwich).—You don't state wliat sex.

If you are of the " fair," surely you could make an
attractive case for your Pictcre show out of some
suitable mateiial. If you belong to the fiercer se.x,

get your sister to do this for you—or someone else's.
" Ver.4. " (South Hanipstead).—That was a very

pretty drawing you sent of Mildred Harris. Glad you
liked Owen Nares. Yes, more pars about him
soon.

F.P.S (Golder's Green).—You say " I am head
over heels at the bookstall for The Piotcke Show."
Do be careful I As you have been waiting montlis for

a photo of Sessue, I can imagine your enthusiasm
over No. 3. "Cheerio" to you, too!

F.H.D. (Essex) is so keen on pictures that she
posscs-ses a drawing-room cinematograph, and all Uie
films in which Pearl Whit* has apiiearcd. She is

thug able to see the " Exploits of Elaine," " Ad-
ventures of Pauline," and so on, as often a-s she
\vishca. F.H.D.'s next exr>eriment will be to buy a
camera and tjike her own plays, acted by herself
and friends.

Fr.^nxi.s (Gla.sgow).—Am afraid it is Impossfljle
to bring out a paper like The Picture Show every
second day. The photographs you desire will t'C

published in early numbers.
H.B. (Beds).—Thanks for suggestions. I am

afraid, however, I have not time to devote to them
at present.
" DOROTiiT (Seacombe).—No. the publishing de-

partment has no postcards or photographs for sale.
Glad your friends like the paf>er so much.

" Eul.vBi KGH L.\ssiE " wrltcs :
" I like to compare

my ideas of the actresses with your description.
For instance, 1 always thought Pauline Frederick
was a very tall woman with dark brown eyes, and
was very much surprised to read otherwise." I am
not a heart specialist, "Lassie," but the fact tliat your
Bister is engaged, is probably the reason why slie so
constantly refers to the love pictures in the paper.

E.C.M. (Portsmouth).—Your suggestion not«U.
Thanks.

P.A.S. (Oswestry).—Your desire for a " letter
"

fiage lias been realised. So pleased that the troops
ike The Pictlre Show. The suggestion will be
borne in mind.
QiEEME and IvT (Teddington).- -You both are

lucky to have had a reply from Miss Slary Pickford
with the promise of her photograph. Sorry, however,
I cannot let you have Mi&s Pearl Wliite's address, as
this would be against the rules of this iiajier. But if

j'ou will send me your letter to her in a stamped
envelope enclosed in another envelope addressed
to me, I will forward your communication.

A. P. (Manchester).—Sorry I have no art plate of
your favourite to send you. A full-page portrait is

appearing shortly.
J. A. G. (Sunderland).—I sliall certainly not forget

to give British film players their due share of honour
in this paper. A photograph of everyone's favourite
will be issued in time, so look out for yours.

SiMinE (Belfast).—^You a.sk me to " paint you a
nice picture of Pearl White !

" 5Iy dear Sammie,
1 am, alas, only an editor, not an artist, and I could
not draw, let alone paint, to save my life.

H. M. (BroacLstairs).—Earle Williams is married,
also Wallace Reid. Quite a numtier of those wfio
liave achieved fame in the cinema world have been
on the stage at one time or another.

R. T. (.Maidstone).—June Caprice's real name is

Betty Lawson. She has blue eyes and blonde liair.

Bessie Barriscale lias liair of the same colour and
brown eyes. I don't mind how often you write
and ask me questions, so don't be backward.
Mabel, Wisifred, and Jeas (London), E. A.

(Salop). T. J. (Richmond), J. E. (WestcUff-on-Sea),
and E. R. E. (Forest HUl).—Please see reply to L.B.
of Sunderland.

A. B. (Warrington).—Addres-s Mr. Owen Nares,
CO. Saniuelson Film ilanufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Worton Hall, Isleworth, Middlesex, and Miss Ahna
Taylor, c.o. Hepworth Film Co., Hurst Grove,
Walton-on-Thames. I know of no studio In Xlan-
cashire. All tlie studios are in or near London.

D. B. (Nottlngliara).—Glad to have your appre-
ciation of the photographs in this paper, and which
you say are " lovely." Unfortunately. I am unable
to accede to your request {or photos of artistes you
name. Those tliat have not already appeared will
be published in due course.

J. H. C. P. (Liverpool).— am always pleased to
consider suggestions and ma?t thank you for yours.
As regards this page, it was already in preparation
before your letter reached nie. However, if you
have any questions that want answering, just bring
them along, and I will do my best.

L. B. (Sunderland).—I do not wish to disappoint
you, but in the film world there are so many who
liave gained their experience on the theatrical stage
that the newcomer who has not had this training
is at a great disadvantage. However, there is no
harm in your trying; and I would suggest your writing
to one of the film companies, such as, the Garrick
Film Co., Ltd., Park Road, Surblton, Surrey ; the
London Film Co., Ltd., The Studio, St. Margaret's,
Tnickenliam ; or the Hepworth Film Co., Hurst
Grove, Walton-on-Tliames, mentioning 'your quali-
fications and experience (if any), and enclosing a
photo of yourself with particulars of your age, lieight

etc., written on the back.
M. H. (Doncaster).—Gerald Ames is married.

Your idea is not new. Movins; pictures have beeu
taken from aeroplanes many a time.

More answers opposite^

WN answer to the many inquiries we have received from readers as to how they can send letters to Cinema actors and actresses,
•* " The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters

will be replied to. Moreover, as many of these Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters

reach them. Address your letter c/o " The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street. London, E.C. 4.
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K. M. (Biitli).—William F.armim was horn on July
Kh, 1870. He is tlio brotlicr of tlip. c(uially fiimoiia

Dustin. Billy Jtpcvcs is English. Ife was for

several years in a circus l)efore soing on lllc stago, and
from thence to the pictures. He is reiHited to be a
line trick skat^^r, dancer, ami skilled iiuisician.

(J. S. (ISi-adt'ord).—I (inite share your opinion tliat

Miss Alma Taylor is a charming and synipathetie
actress. A full-page portrait of her wiil appiar
shortly. Did you see the one of Pearl White in

N (). :{ of The Picture Show !

W. A. F. (Kent).—Herewith a few partieuliirs

f bjut Antonio Moreno, liorn in Madrid, Spain, and
following Ills parents' wishes, he began studying for the

f)

estliomi. The stage soon attracted him, and as

lis parents objected to this latter profession, he went
t .Vmerica. He is fond of an out-dOor life, and is a
voilretor of hooks, jiaintings, and hunting trophies.

I . E. W. (C'alne).—Shall always be pleased to answer
ti> (he best of my ability any iiuestions yon wish to
ask. Sorry I am unable to adopt your suggestion,
( r though, as yon say, it may be great fini to cor-

respond with unknown readers whose names and
adilrcsses yon want ns to print, yet in this kind of

thi ig there may also be risks.

J), .s. (I'cekliam Rye).—So you also are interested
in handsome Warren Kerrigan '? He was born in

Louisville on .Tuly 25th, 1889, and was educated for
tlif ministry, but. luckily for those of us who love the

1 ictures, he went on the films instead.
D. V. (Eastbourne).—William Duncan is a Scotch-

man, who went over to America at an early age.
Ij>ter on he interested himself in physical culture,

md eventually took to film actmg, which, though
•genially strenuous, he found more interesting. Carol
iloUoway is the daughter o£ a college jirofessor. She
his done some adventurous work for tlie films, in

many of which she lias apjieared with William
Duncan .and Antonio Moreno. No, I shall not mind
if you vrrite to me again.

K. O. M. (Edinburgli).—^You wonder what has
b:^comc of Billie Khodes ? She is still in lilmland,
and may be seen in ,Tmy's pictures. Thanks for

your good wishes.
STANLEY (Old Ford), and M. W. (Blackburn).— The

error you mention was due to an oversight, and was
(miy noticed by me when it was too late to correct it.

1 am glad you both like the paper.
W. D. (London, S.E.).—Tlianks for your sug-

gestion. I may adopt something of the sort in time.
B. W. (Itrentwood).—Alice .Toyee is a Vitagrapli

stir, and is a relation of Mary Pickford by marriage.
Cli irles Clary is not married as far as I know. Sorry.
1 i.innot settle the argument between yon and your
irieud as to his correct height.

S. D. (Windsor).—Roscoe, or as he calls himself,
' Fatty " Arbuckle, went on the stage at the age of

t "urteen, and he lias been a good deal round the
world since then. Carol Holloway has bhie eyes and
(lark brov n h&ir.

DoRKRX " (Weston-super-Mare).— I will not for-

get to print shortly photographs of your favourite.
Thanks for your suggestion, which I have noted, and
also for your handsome praise of this paper.

" A Little Iri^h Girl " (Belfast).— I really eonid
not tell you where you could obtain a photograph of

I'earl White. Didn't you see the full page picture of
lirr in our issue for May 17 ?

" Hilda " (Upper Edmonton).—You ask me how
some people become film actors and actresses ? Well,
most of them have been on the theatrical stage, an(l

this goes a long way as a recommendation for the
lilms. I am glad you mean to wait a year or so and
sec how things turn out. If you send me your letter

ti) Pearl White, I shall forward it on for you. Don't
forget to stamp the envelope of your letter to her.

Sorry I cannot give her private address.
• 1. T. (Leeds).—Your method of appreciation is

just the sort 1 like. I hope your friends have taken
your advice and become as enthusiastic readers of

this paper as you are. Am pleased to hear Mary

Pickford has written you, and I have no doubt you
will treasure her letter.

M. L. (Whitstable).—There is no truth in the
rumour whatever. Pearl White's birthplace is

Springfield, Missouri, and the year, 188!). Baby
Marie Osborne was born in 1911, so now you can
calculate quite easily how old slie is. I did not re-

ceive the enclosure you mentioned, but perhaps you
will write to me again.

0. D. R. (Dunbar).—Tell your friend he nee<l not
be afraid to give his name when writing, as it will not
be disclosed if he does not wish it No letters from
anonymous correspondents will be considered. Yes,
the picture yon mention is an excellent one, and Ruth
Roland's acting was fine. She was born in San
Francisco in 1893.

U. M. (Dorchester).—Enid Bennett is not an
American. She was born in Australia. Mae Marsh
in private life is Mrs. Amies. Yes, Billie Rliodes and
Smiling Bill Parsons were married quite recently.
Couldn't tell you where they are at the moment,
though I understand they are contemplating a tour
round the world.

"_.\R( IIIK " (Reading).—The actress you refer to
in " Shoulder Arms " is lidna Pnrviance, Charlie
Cliaplin's leading lady. Although Marguerite and
Ethel Clayton both rejoice in the same surname they
are not related to each other. Theda Bara has eyes
and hair of the same colour—that is, dark brown.

B. R. (Lewes).—Norma Talmadgc is Mrs. Joseph
Schenek, and Francis X. Busliinan is married to
Beverley Bayne. " Sisters of the Ciolden Circle " is

from the story by the late O. Henry. It features
Edward Earle as James Williams. No, you haven't
asked too many questions. Hope you will enjoy
your holiday.

D. F. (Hingley).—Sorry I cannot undertake to
" place " any scenarios lor yon. You should send
these direct to the film companies themselves, whose
addresses yon can obtain from one of the trade
joiu-nals.

S. F. (Bamsle^').— The leading parts in " A Turf
Conspiracy '' were played by Sliss Violet Hopson,
Mr. Oerald Ames, and Miss Joan Legge. The other
play you inquire about wiil not be shown to the public
for some time yet.

" Enqi irer " (Bristol).—Mary Pickford made her
debut on the theatrical stage at the age of five. Tlie
part of Adele Durant in " Tlie Bird of Prey " was
taken by Gladys Brockwell. " Moral Suicide " is a
Pathe Him featuring Leah Baird, John Mason, and
Ann Luther. In answer to your last question, if you
have had no experience at all in writing, then you
will certainly not find it easy to become a scenario
writei'. In any case, the space at my disposal here
will not permit me to give you instructions on how
to become one.

F. G. (York).—Mme. Olga Petrova is married to
Dr. Stuart, an Indianapolis physician. Billie Burke
was born in 1886, is .5ft. 4in. in height, and has auburn
hair and blue eyes. Violet Hopson played her first

big part in " The Vicar of Wakefield," in which she
apiX'ared as Olivia.

L. M. (Richmond).—Charles Ray and Albert Ray
arc cousins. Little Virginia Lee Corbin was born
in Prescott, .Arizona, seven years ago, and was an
artist's model before she started acting for the films.

Glad to know you are going to write to me regularly.

M. H. (London).—So you refused to part with
your art plate of Mary Pickford. Don't blame you.
Sorry, I cannot tell you the <late or place in London
of J. Warren Kerrigan's next appearance in the
near future. But I have no doubt you will sec it

announced.

A. M. (Spitalfields).— I intend to devote as mueli
space as I can to English fihas and players, but as
there are so many favourites amongst the American
artistes, it would not be fair to leave them out.

E. L. (Doncaster).— Regret I cannot oblige with a
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" coloured plate " of Henry Edwards, but your other
request I shall bear in mind.

R. W. (Kilmarnock).—Miss Olive Thomas was
born in Charleroi, Pa., and, after three years spent in
musical comedy, made her appearance on the screen.
Her birthday is on October 20th. Her real maiden
name was Olivetta Duffy, and her marrie<l name is

Mrs. Jack Pickford. No, you have not bored me
with one question, so you can ask more next time.

K. T. (BlackpooJ). Lilian Walker is American, not
English. She has not left the films. If you write to
the company you mention, they may, perhaps, send
you the particulars you require. Yes, I know the
lllm you mean, but up to now it has only been
exhibited at a trade show in this country, and the
public are not likely to see it for some months yet.

W. W. (Smethwick). I don't think the book in
question has been filmed as vet. As regards the other
two, by ICthel M. Dell. " 'The Keeper of the Door "

and ' The Rocks of Valpre," they will be shown on
the .screen shortly.

S. K. (Shorehara).— Lois Wilson was born in
Birmingham, .Alabama, and has brown hair and
hazel eyes. Don't know her height at all. Is it

important ? Charlie Chaplin's next picture to be
shown in this country will be " Sunnyside." The
following are the years of births you want : Theda
Bara, 1800; Billie Burke, 1886; Constance Tal-
madgc, 1900 ; and Owen Moore, 189.3. Any others ?

" Cell\ " (Whitechapel). It is kind of you to
hoiie that some day 1 shall change my mind and
tiring out this paper twice weekly instead of only
once a week, but I am afraid that won't tie, thougii
I am grateful for your appreciation. Yes, our com-
petitions will continue.

P. W. Y. (Bath), W. T. D. (Merthyr Vale). C. T.
(Upper Clapton), and M. H. (Guildford).- 1 do not
want to dishearten yon or any others, but without
qualifications or experience of any kind you will not
find an entry into the film world an easy matter.
On the screen, I know, it often looks ridiculously
simple, but that's where the deception comes in.

However, you may try your luck by writing to one
of the film companies (addresses obtainable fi'om the
Post Office Directory or from one of the cinema trade
journals) stating what you are capable of doing and
your experience in acting (if any), and enclose a photo
of yourself, with particulars of your age, height, etc.,

written on the back. And may you have the best of
luck.

L. S. (Heme Bay). - Sorry, i\e have no photographs
to sell of cinema stars. I hope your brother in
Franc e has recei^ ed the copies of this paper all right.

M. R. (Denm.irk Hill).—I agree with you that
William S, Hart is siilendid in the type of films he
appears in. He a])pears on our centre page next
week.

.A. H. J. (Hull).—I only answer correspondents
through the post when they enclose a stamped,
addressed envelope. Otherwise, they are replied to
im this page. As your letter came under the heading
of " Otherwise," I did not answer " by return of post,"
but hope .\ ou were not too disappointed. I cannot
tell you whether our serial, " Free, Yet a Felon," will
be filmed, though it certainly is very interesting.
You WTite well for a boy of fourteen.

C. W. N. (Finsbury).—So you have been studying
Charlie Chajilin all these months and claim to be his
exact double in features " with or without make-up."
Well, if you think you can " make good " on the
films also, follow the advice given above to P. \V. Y,
of Bath, and others, and may you get on.

C. E. (Blackburn).—What, another one wanting to
go on the films > Perhaps you have seen the reply to
1'. W. Y., of -Bath, and others ; if not, look above and
follow the instructions. If you wish to ask W. S.

Hart for his photo, send your letter to him in a
stampeil envelope enclosed in another one to me, and
I will forward it on.

HAIR ON THE FACE
instantly .and completely
v.Tni«hrswith EJECTHAIR, the
Testified Cure for this hitieo»»s

irtl'Ltiou—Simple. Safe and
e I i n I f B s— .Siict-e.'js assured—
Money-back Snarantee Olvcn
— St:nt in plain cover for 7d.
Send now 7(1. stamps tn

—

Manageress. EJECTHAIR CO.
I
Dept. Rl.

682, Holloway Rd.,London.N.19.

WHY
NOT

YOU?
Q T H E R S—i n cl u d i n g^ many famous beauties
and actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust and
peach - silk skin by using
" Firmanec," the famous
secret preparation.

A few days' trial will
astonish and convince yon.
Why not start to-day? Send JEAN
Is. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for
supply under plain cover to 34, sTRAND. lONDON.
Manageress— W.C, 2.

BINET & Co.
(Dept. 10).

ITS SURE, SAFE, & CERTAIN CURE
The very fir.st dose commences the
fat reduction, the first step in the
direction of tho recovery of beauty
of form and vigorous energy. The
decrease of weight is not a tedious
process. Within twenty- four hours
of the first dose there is a
reduction varying according to
individual conditions of between 8
oz. and 3 lb. No change of diet is ne^'essary.

QO TO YOUR CHEMIST
.^nd gel a supply to-day

; the price i.s only 3'" or 6 '• per
bottle. Yon can obtnin Antipon al Roots'. Taylor's,
rimothy White & Co., and all high-class f'heniists and
.Stores the world over

;
or in the event of difflcvilty it may

be had in plain wrapper, post free, direct fioni
The Antipon Co.. Deik 74 , 27.Store Street, London, W.C. 1.
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Send no money, but R,osl "The Pictur^ Show" Coupon to-day .for

free descriptive IJooUel' on "The ChiFdjens* l^ncyclopaedia." Eight

splendid volumes ; nrjore than 5000 pages ;
mqre than 8,000 dehghtful

pictures ; more than 500' beautiful illustrations in colour.

What malePS
the toleyrnph
tci/es hum t

Why does
thunder turn
miik sour ?

Whtil givg$

^ sicam its

power f

How can
finger -vutrka

betray burglars?

What becomes
of the light

trhen it

goes out f

What make*
fire hotf

Why are bin
eggs of
different

ccloursf

What
causet
the

'

tides t

When your children

ask you
" What makes a
rr.iles away is th

Rainbow?" "How many
Sun ? " " Where are the

Stars in the daytime? "— " What is an echo?"
—"How big is the world ? " —" What makes
people sneeze ?

"— " Why is snow white ?
"—

" Why do parrot* talk and not other birds ?
"

give them the true answer. You will find it in the

Childrens' Encyclopaedia.

Childrens' minds are hungry for knowledge just as

^h?ir bodies are hungry for food. To deny them the

knowledge they crave for is to starve their mmds at the

most critical period of intellectual growth.

Your boys and girls look to you as the source of

knowledge. They would not ask those searching

questions unless they believed you could answer. Do
not- let them be disappointed. You are their ideal of

what a father or mother ought to be. Do not let that

ideal be shattered. The surest way to keep your

children's love and trust as they grow up is to share in

their intellectual life and to make them feel that if they

go to you in any difficulty you can and will help them.

"Let's find the answer in the
Children's Encyclopaedia "

8 Splendid Volume*
» » » ^

Over 5000 Pages
» * »

^

Over 8000 Picturei
• 4-

500 beaui.iful coloured
illusti alioii*

• » » * -

No book for diildren and loveu

of (li:ldieii had ever suth a

welicme ai the Childrens'

Encyclopaedia :

—

H M. THE QUEEN wro^e ;

" Each one ol the chtldieii ii

de'igliLed wilh ll.*'

;

SIR JOHN KIKK 'wrote:
" You enter ilie gales of a posilive

Idiryland."

THE DEAN OF ELY wrote

:

** The illustraiions are splendid and
llie price marvellom,"

SIR JOHN COCKBURN wrote:
" Every pi're is luminous wilh

interest and inslruclion."

Edited by
Arthur Mee

That is the way to deal with the

problems the children bring you

when you cannot answer " out of

your head." The 8 splendid

unies of the Childre;i's Encyclo-

paedia will enable you lo satisfy

the eager, healthy curiosity of

those young minds. No book has

ever been written that meets the

needs of children so perfectly. It

is as interesting as a story book.

It is so clearly and simply written

that it can be understood by the

youngest school-child, it is so\

scientifically accurate that even

the grown ups can learn much
from its fascinating pagf J. It is a

real Encyclopaedia covering the

whole field of human knowledge
—Art, Science, Literature, Com-
merce and Industry. Thousands
of beautiful illustrations add
immensely to its educational

value, since children
understand best wh
they can »ee.

Yours for

5/-
with order
to be followed
by further
monlhly
payments

Send TO-DAY for the

FREE DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLET
Send for the interesting Free Pros

pectus that tells you all about the

Children's Encyclopaedia. Then
you will be able to form your

own judgment of its value.

For you will have before you
actual specimens of th^/ illus-

tration!, the beautiful, clear

print, the paper, and tibove

all the infinitely rarie-l

content* of Ihia ' unique
work. Do not aend any
money. Simply fill in

And post the coupon
ctnil in a few houra
theProapectua will

bealipped through
your letter-box.

Take the first

Up NOW.

Piintid vuA r.i:bIi.-lH<] cvrry Monday by (lie Proprietors, Tiir. A>JAl.GAMATrri I'Ri s.^, I.imitld, U'Iip Floctway House. FarrinL'aon Street, l.orulon, E.C.4. Advorl .-e
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CINEMA CHAT.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

riiolo] MIRIAM FERRIS [CUind Ilarni

STAR AT EIGHTEEN.
Charming Young Actress to Play Lead in a

new British Film.

THE camera has caiiglit Bliss Miriam Ferris

in a pensive moo.d in the above photo-
graph. Tliis charming British actress,

although only eighteen years of age, has made
her name on the stage and screen. She appeared
in "Carminctta" at the Ambassadors' Theatre,
liOndon, and has just returned from touring

in " Telling tiio 'J'ale."

Her screen career includes " Bonny M^rj',"

a Master Films inod\iction, and now I hear
she has been engaged to play a leading part in

a new film produced by Messrs. Samuclson.

Pauline Fiedeiick's Beautiful Hair.

BY many Pauline Frederick's hair is

looked upon as her most beautiful

possession. It is dark brown, with
bright glints of copper where the light strikes

it, and when she wore it down as Potiphar's
wife in " Joseph and the Brethren," her
admirers saw it reaches below her waist.

Hair as a Character Force.

HAV'E you noticed that Pauline Frederick
arranges her hair to suit the characters

she is portraying, and never arranges
it in the same way in her successive appear-
ances on the screen ? She says it alters the
whole character of a face to arrange the hair

<lifferently.

I hear that never has this been more surely

demonstrated than in her coming Goldwyn
photo-play, " One Week of Life," in which
.she plays a dual role, each woman having an
outlook utterly opposed to the other.

The Selfish Society Woman.

AS Mrs. Kingslcy Sherwood, Pauline
Frederick's hair has been dressed by
the hand of an expert coiffeur. Every

.strand is in its proper place, each wave is as

regular as if it were sculptured. It is,

of course, becoming, but too perfect, and
gives to the beautiful actress a cold, hard,
calculating look. ^
To Express Gent'eness.

A8 Marion Rocke, Miss Pauline Frederick
has her hair arranged so that it softly

frames her gentle face, and a coil of
it rests far down on the nape of her neck.
There is no attempt to achieve an effect,

no desire to show the art of the hairdresser.

It is simplicity itself—and you notice how
this simple stylo tdves to Miss Frederick's
face an added something— it is really ama/.ing.

Something to Look Forward To.

EN'ERYONE is looking forward to seeing

the first photo-play that Sir Hall Caine

has written, in which his son, Derwcnt
Hall C*nine, will star.

Several of Sir Hall C'aine's novels have been
adapted for the screen, but " Darby and Joan

"

is his first yihoto-play.

Derwent Hall Caine, whose portrait appears
on page 5, is coming from America, where he
has been starring in " The Deemster," " Crime
and Punishment," and " The Hun Within Our
Gates." He employs the American method
of film acting—relying on facial expression,

and speaking as seldom as possible.

Cinema Stars must know how to Sew.
MAPvY MACLAP.EN says that her

advice to gii'ls ambitious of becoming
cinema actresses is to learn to sew.

A varied and becoming wardrobe is one
of the chief requisites of an actress, and
very few girls who are " beginning " can
afford to pay to have their gowns made.
But if a girl can design and make her own
wardrobe, she is just that much ahead.

" Even now," she says. " when fully a

third of my time is given over to milliners

and costumiers, I frequently design and
make a gown for myself to express the
delicate shadings of a certain character I am
to play. — —

-

Lou Tellegan Sees His Wife on the Screen.

WHEN the coming Coldwyn photo-play,
''The Wild Cat," was shown for the

first time in an American theatre,

among the audience was Lou 'J'ellegan. He
had come to see his famou.s wife (who. you
know, is Geraldine Farrar) in a new character
-—a Western role. Lou Tellegan walked
quietly into the theatre and sat down, hoping
to escape any attention, but one little girl

noticed him. She had seen his photograph
in the magazines and on the screen. The
word quickly went round, and when Mr.
Tellegan tried to make his exit, at the con-
clusion of the big picture, every light was
turned up, and everybody had a " close-up

"

of the popular stage star.

He modestly told his wife that the ovation
he got was prompted by the success she had
made of her part, and as she wasn't there,

he got it.

STANLEY T. BARRIE, [// ni
whom we slia'.! soon see again in a Regal F hoto-

ptay, entitled '' Th? A'-itocrat."

A Costly Fight.

WHEN you see "The Blidnight Man."
the Trans- Atlantic film in whirii

James J. Corbett will play the lead-
ing part, yon will notice one scene is taken
in a beautiful restaurant

Tliis restaurant is a fait'iful reproduction
of a famous New York cafe, and cost hundretU
of pounds to build. It was then ahnost
entirely wrecked in the fight between Corbett.
detectives, and patrons, whiclf we see on the
film.

Screen Star and Swimmer.
FATTY" ARBUCKLES pet diversions

after a hard day at the strenuous work
of making people laugh arp driving

two high-power motor-cars and swimming in

the surf at Long Beach, near his studif).

"Fatty" Arbuckle is one of the cleverest ama-
teur swimmers in the world, having picked up
many tricks of the natatory art from the
islanders in Honolulu. His constant com-
panion cither on the car or the sea is " Luke,"
the famous bull terrier comedian.

PW'J] ELAINE MADISON. [Cluud Harris

A Rising Star.

THIS pretty photograph is a new portrait

of Miss Elaine Madison, another
British actress who has been wooed

and won over to the screen. Her career on
the stage included understudying Miss Julia
Neilson in " Henry, of Navarre," and playing
Agnes Lynch in " Within the Law." She
has starred " Bonnie Blarv," and 1 hear has
been retained by the Master Film Company
to play in all future productions.

*

Attacked by a Lion.

MARIE WALCAMP will hare reason to

remember Independence Daj', July 4th,

1918. On that day last year she was
playing in "The Lion's Claws" along with
Kaiser heo and three other lions. The lions

were supposed to rini over a log behind which
Miss Waleamp was crouching in terror.

Kaiser was the last of the four, and he unfor-

tunately saw Jlarie as he jumped over her.

'I'urning like lightning, he ])i)uneed upon the

now really terrilied girl, and before the guard,
who always has his gun trained on the wild

animal's cage eouid lire, he tore Miss Wal-
( amp's shoulder. She was rescued just in time.

Incidentally she has lost her t aste for fdms with
animal adventure in them.
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from page 3.

Bruin's Part on the Film.

TOM MIX lias a bear who Jic says must
have had a goat ancestor, as boars arc

known to be fastidious in wliat they
rat, while goats will not hesitate to sample
the inside of a rag doll or the ball bearings of

a bicycle.

In "Gyp," a coming Fox photo-play, Bruin
was given a part. It consists of rolling down
a hill into the midst of a picnic party and
eating the dainties spread on the ground.
The grizzly did his part well ; he rolled

down the hill to perfection. But when it camo
to devouring the sandwiches and cakes, the
animal ate so fast that the camera-men got
out of breath trying to- keep time with him.
'I'he good food vanished so' speedily that the
director feared the scene would be too short.

He Wouldn't Finish.

BUT Bruin's goat ancestor came to the
rescue. When the grizzly had licked

the last speck of whi])ped cream off his)

nose and had made away with the last pickle,

he attacked the pasteboard boxes that had
lontained the luncheon. Then he went for

Ihe paper napkins and paper plates ; and was
about to try his luck with the linen table cloth
.Tnd silken cusiiions. But at this juncture Tom
Mix appeared and, fearing for hi.s pet's diges-

tion, pulled the bear away.

The Lariat-Throwing Wit on the Screen.

WILL ROGERS is an expert at throwing
a lariat, as you will see when you see
him in the character of " Laughing

Bill Hyde," the Goldwyn version of Rex
Beach's famous story. Will Rogers makes his

debut on the screen as a convict in a break for

liberty, for which purpose his trusty lariat and
Ills expertness at throwing it stood him in

good stead. With it he renders a prison guard
helpless, and not only frees himself but his old

pal as well.

He Was Fatigued.

BY the way, Rogers is ready to admit
that all is not movie gold that glitters.

For nearly two weeks ha, laboured like a
Hercules, working days in the picture and
nights at the theatre. Two whole days he
spent climbing up and down the Palisades in

New Jersey, most of the time carrying in his

arms the inert figure of an actor repiesenting
liis pal, with whom he had escaped from prison
some hours before.

" Register fatigue !
" shouted the director,

as the perspiring and out-of-breath Rogers
reached the top rock of a towering cliflF.

" Register," retorted the cowboy. " I don't
have to pretend if I don't want to, do I ? Do
I look as if I wns coin.: to a party ?

"

DUGGIE CRABBE.

Always Merry and Bright.

THIS is Duggie Crabbe, who has been
called the Dumb Show King of Comedy,
for it is said that Duggie can turn and

twist his face into so many expressions that
you have to hold your breath to watch him.
Look out for him in a number of new and
original comedies. He is a real laughter-

maker.

Chats on Careers.

HOW other women earn money is very
fascinating to the average girl.

A very helpful series on this .subject

appears in " Woman's Weekly " this week.

It is called " Chats on Careers." This week
" A Lady's Maid " is the career in question.

Next week, " A day in the Life of a Steward-
ess " aboard ship.

Girls who are not comfortable in their

present occupation should not fail to follow

these interesting chats which appear every
Tuesday.

' HAT-TRIMMING
WHILE YOU WAIT.
MARY M.\cLAREN is an

expert at hat-trimming. On
the left you see her with

little ZOE 'RAY, the child

actress, and a number of

German helmets brought to

the Universal Studio by re-

turning warriors.

Zoo letched a yard of rib-

bon and an ostrich feather,

and Mary soon trimmed a

hat lor Zoe, and in the latest

fashion too.

DO YOU KNOW
—Thill little Virginia Leo Corbin was an
artist's model until she began her screen
career ?

* * »

—Thill Ella Hall, wife of Emory Johnson, luas

a little son, who is occupying his famous
mamma's attention and time at present ?

* * *

—That William Faversham is not working in

pictures, though he appeared in one photo-play,
" The Silver King'" V

* * *

—Thai he is now on the stage ?

* ' * *

—Thai the mother of Dick Barthelmess,
Caroline Harris (herself an actress), taught
Nazimova—the wonder woman we shall see

over here presently—the English language '!

* * *

—Thai the old Harold Lockwood pictures will

very likely be issued by Metro ?

* * *

—Thai Dustin Farnum is forty-five ?

* * *

—That Lieutenant Earle Metcalfe is back in

America after a year's service in France ?
* mi *

—That Lew Cody was born in 1883, and
educated in Canada, at the McGill University '.'

* * *

—Thai Wallace Reid's wife, Dorothy Daven-
port, helps her husband with his cones-
pondence ?

* * *

—Thai 'Dorothy Gish is very good-natured
about answering her mail ; and that Lillian,

too, looks after her own correspondence ?
« * *

—That Francis X. Bushman is raising Great
Danes on his estate, " Bushmanor," in Mary-
land ?

* * He

—Thai Mr. Martin Harvey's big stage success,
" The Only Way," has not been filmed ?

* * *

— 7'hnt our reference to William Fariium as

Sydney Carton was in the Fox film, "A Talo
of Two Cities " ?

* * *

—Thai Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, hero
and heroine of " Adventures Among the
Cannibals," are risking a return visit to
Nagapate ?

« » *

—That by way of conciliating the grim old
chief they propose to project his picture for

him on the screen ?

* * *

—Thai Enid Bennett studies French and voice
culture during her leisure moments ?

Fay Filmer.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES

MARY PICKFORD, Judy in " Daddy Longlegs," ,
While WALTER EDWARDS, director oJ (he Select Pictures, explains a scene, CONSTANCE

stands with her mother for the camera. TALM.A.GE maintains an "icy " silence while HARRISON FORD takes a chocolate lunch.

TORT E. DAVIS, DOROTHY DALTON and G. F. GREEN, taken during Mr. DAVIS'S FRED NIBLO turning the crank on ENID BENNETT when
recent trip to America, on behalf of the Western Import Company. she was rehearsing a scene in " Naughty I Naughty !

"

Miss EVELYN BOUCHER, who has appeared The Walturdaw Company in Italy, where scenes are being made for "When It Was Dark," the screen
in "The Faith of a Child," "The Man Who version of Guy Thome's novel. The names, reading from left to right, are GEORGE BUTLER.
Bought London." Her latest success was in the CHAS. VANE, A. BOCCHI (producer), EVELYN HARDING, MANORA THEW, PEGGY CARLISLE,
Harma photo-olay "The Power of Right." E. G. TURNER (General Manager, Walturdaw), HAYFORD HOBBS and BERT WYNNE.
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A THRILLING STORY TELLING HOW A LITTLE SECRETARY REACHED A STRONG MAN'S HEART.

JOHN DORAX, is this MiiUc going on ?
'

" Going on ? Yes !

"

The big President of tlie Local Work-
n an's Organisation seated himself squarely in his

c.'iair, and Caced bis pretty, pale-faced girl

Eocretary.

There was a grim, rather cruel smile on
Doran's rugged face as he continued.

" I want you to take down my reply to

Talbot now, and despatch it at once. Make
it short, and sweet, and simple, so a,s he can
understand it."

Begin :
' To Richard Talbot, Managing

Director, Talbot Shipbuilding Co. Cannot
accejjt your offer of five per cent, increase on
wages. Men must have ten per cent., or the
strike will go on. .Signed, .John Doran, I'resi-

dcnt Workman's A.ssociation.'
"

"There! Hand it over to ine to sign.

Tliat will fix him properly, I gue.ss !

"

Laura Brooks, his secretary, suddenly leaped
to her feet.

" John Doran ! Think again ! Don't sign

it !
" she cried.

" Not sign it 1 What do you moan ?
"

Doran turned with almost a stupefied look

on his face, to gazC at the slight, graceful ligure

that conTronted him so bold!y.

The girl's pretty and gentle face was now
white as a sheet. Her clear eyes were playing
with anger and iindaimted courage.

" Because you know you oiight not to do it !

"

she cried. " Ask yourself tho question ! Are
you working in the real interests of the men
who follow _you so blindly ? John Doran, yo>i

know you are not ! G'o among the people and
=oe the misery this sti-ike is causing in their

liomes ! You know, quite well, the men have
already had more pay promised them than they
ever hoped for ! You know—no one knows
better, that Richard Talbot has done his best

lo meet them fairly. Every owner isn't a
shark, and he is one of tho best.

" If you refuse this offar you ruin him—but
you do more. You ruin the men and women,
too, who are trusting you blindly, and whom
you are lesidiii^ to starvation !

"

The girl's voice rang out clear as a silver bell.

She seemed inspired as she spoke, and there was
not a tremble in her slender figure as she faced
him superbly.

The Workman's president was taken aback.
Few men would have challenged him with the
courage and assxirance this gentle girl showed.
For John Doran was a bad man to cross.

He had raised himself from the lowest rung
of the ladder, to the most important position

among the workmen in the Talbot Shipbuilding
Co., with power enough in his hands to wreck
thecompanj', as he was now on the point of doing.

And he was still quite young.
Completely taken aback by this ' sudden

challenge from a quarter where he had least

expected it, Doran could only sit still, and
demand in a confused tone :

" What do you mean t
"

" I mean what I say !
" answered the girl

with the same .spirit. " You have got yourself
into bad hands, and I am not afraid to tell you
so. It is not the interest of the men you are
worlr' >, for. ' It is Walton and his friends who
have p. ^- you up to this. They want 'to ruin
the Talbot Company, because Richard Talbot
would not play into their hands.

" Oh, .John, I have been a good friend to you,
long before I came here to be your secretary.

Don't let mo have to reproach you now. But
for old times' snke, John, do—do let me beg of

you to go among tho fVien's homes and see the
misery that is there for yourself, before you
refuse Talbot's offer, and ruin them all !

" Why should you let yourself be led away
by o pet of shady financial crooks like Walton
and his friends ? What do you hope to "^ain

ly it ?
"

Soniething in this last question seemed (o
fling Doran almost to madness, and he bounded
fiom his chair with startling abruptness.

'How .lare you t.-\IU to mo like 'hie!" ho
ciieil iicicoly. " You forget your place ! Take
>oi.ir month's salary and quit the room this

instant !

"

Even as ho spoke his voice broke, and bo <e,lt

sick to tho soul of the word? ho uttered,
,\ glance of firo shot from the girl's clear eyes.

Vo.-i,'' she said (juietly. " I have forgotten
my place. .V paid secretary has no right to
interfere in her employer's aPfairs."

Then, without another word, she took her hat
and coat from the peg where they hung, and
went quietly out, without one look backwards,
or one word of farewell.

" She'll forget it !
" .said Doran hoarsely,

half-aloud to himself. " She'll come back !

'

Then as though the ans-wer had been spoken
in the girl's own voice, his heart answered him :

" No— she will never come back !

"

.\nd he sat there with limp hands, feeling

meaner than ever he had thought pos-sible in all

the daj-s of his hfe.

For ho folt himself checked in a moment of
evil triumph, and by one who he knew in his
soul to be the best friend he had ever met in all

his roviijh and stormy career. Laura Brooks
had befriended him when he was practically
an tu)lettered man.

She had taught him to read and write. She
had brought him books to read. She had
taught him fis;urps. She had given up her spare
timo to educate him for the position he now
held ; and finally .she had given up her well-paid
post as a secretarj' to act as his private
typist, so as to safeguard and support his

interests further.

And !»ow he had insulted her and dismissed
her at a moment's notice.

And for what t

For the sake of another woman, for the sake
of J^ealry^e Wi\ltoi), whom .John Doran knew
HI his heart to ^30 as inferior to her in honesty and
lovableness as he was proving to bo himself.
Every word that Laura Brooks had just

said to him Vas true—even more true tlian she
was awai"p.

.John Doran at that moment ha.d five thousand
dollars in his pocket, given to him by old Walton
to prolong the strike and ruin Talbot. ,

It had taken more than mere mercenary
motives to tempt Doran to betray his employer
thus. He believed Talbot to be his rival for

• Beatrice's hand—a belief artfully instilled by
Beatrice herself. Talbot had showed himself
proof against her attractions, and the vain
beauty had hated him for it, as only a slighted
woman can,
Doran wa.s a.s wax in her hands, and step by

step she and her Villainous father had drawn
him on.

This it was that stung Doran's conscience
to the quick, when J^aura Brooks put her fateful

question :
" W'hat do you hope to gain ?

"

" The woman I want !
" he told himself

savagely.
But at what a cost ! The cost of honour,

honesty, everything that makes a true man's
life worth living.

Ho had forgotten them all in the mad chase

—

even the sufferings of the men who trusted him
so blindly as their leader—the sufierings of

^ their wnves and families.

L'nable to bear the scourge of his own con-
science, Doran sprang from his chair and went
out.

The next three hours he spent wandering
abou; among the dwellings of the strikers.

Everything told . tho same story—want,
mis;ry, destitution, despair.

The sight ciit Doran to the <fuiek.

" I'm not all bad yet, I guess !
" he said to

himself in horror. " No—I can't stand this !

Not even for Beatrice Walton I I'll stop this

though I never .speak to her again !

"

The five thousand dollars he held burned his
soul like the price of innocent blood.

Calling a meeting of the Workman's Organi-

sation for that evening, he leaped into a cab
and dashed otf to Walton's house.
The shady financier was at home amongst his'

more shady friends.

It was the hour of their triumph. And thero'

was laughter upon their lips and malignant
exultation in their hearts as John Doran broke
ill among them.

' Here he comes !
" said Walton, smiling,'

and rubbing his smooth hands together. " Here
comes our right-hand man ! Doran, you are
late, my dear fellow. Help yourself to whisky,
and a cigar, and then—Beatrice is expecting us
to join her in the music room. And now—
what news of the strike ? Do the men stand
firm ? But I needn't ask you. Under your
leadership "

" I'm sick of the whole dirty business !

"'

thundered Doran. " Here's your blood-money'
back ! The men won't stand firm because I!

have called a meeting to fell them they shouldn't.,

I'm tired of it all, Isaac Walton, and I tell yoJ
here and now, the strike will end to-night !

"

And he flung the money on the table before
the eyes of all, with a ge.sture of disdain.
Had a thunderbolt fallen among that group

of shady financiers it could hardly have caused
more consternation and dumb dismay thani
Doran's conduct at that moment.

Walton was the first to recover his self-'

possession, and he threw a look at the others
as much as to say :

" Leave me alone to deal with him."
Then he came forward, and with an air of

affected calmness said :

'' Why, my dear Doran, what's this ? Haven't-
we treated you handsomely 1 li you're not
satisfied-

"

" Handsomely !
" repeat'id Doran, with a

growl of disgust.
.

' Yes ! Perhaps you have
treated me what you call handsomely ! But
it's the men I'm thinking of—the men and their,

women and their children who are starving
to-night ! They have left the affair in my hands,
and I tell you I am satisfied with Talbpt's
terms. The strike, gentlemen, ends to-night !

"

Doran had regained his coolness now. More-
over he had made up hLs mind.
And when he had made up his mind, ther©

was no man that he had ever met capable of
making him change it.

He felt his own power as he stood there;
looking about him at the fac3S of silent dismay.
Then Walton suddenly broke the tense

stillness with a little mocking laugh.
" Why, Doran !

" he said, ''
if that is all that's

bothering you, you needn't worry much longer.

Listen, man! Good news has come thi-ough
to-night. Walton has got a big concession from
the bank—enough to allow him to give the five

per cent, rise, but not enough to give the ten.

and the condition is the strike must end before
midnight. " Only hold out till to-morrow,
and the game is ours. Talbot goes smash,
and the business falls into our hands. Then the
men can start work again as fast as you like.

Have you anj'thing to say against that "?
"

" I have !
" said Doran abruptly, with his

chin set square. " I've thought it all out.

Talbot isn't being treated fairly. Good-nightJ
Mr. Walton. Good-night, genti.imcn all ! The
strike ends to-night I

"

And w ithout waiting for a reply Doran strode'

out of the room.
" He mustn't be let go !

" hi wed one of the

financiers below his breath.
" Leave it to me," answereil Waltan. " There,

is still one hope left."

And he glided from the room by anotheri

exit.

Big John Doran jiaxised at the head of the.

grand stairca.se to mop his brow. ~"

All he had set himself to win for years 'wa.s

lost now, ho told himself.

Walton was now his enemy. Beatrice would-

never see him again. The thought made him

(Conlinwd on page 8.)
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RENEE MAYER.
A Chat with a Pantomime Idol.

RENEE MAYER loves acting for tlio

pictures. She likes the excitement.

Anything with <t,
" thrill " in it appeals

to her, and when you remember that she was
nearly drowned during the taking of a recent

film, you cannot help admiring her pluck.

This dainty little actress began her stage

career at the age of seven. That was in a

charitj' performance. No one who saw her

in " Puss in Boots " or " Hop o' My Thumb,"
or any of the famous Drury Lane pantomimes,
can ever forget the charm she gave to the old

nursery stories.

As Others See You.

I
FELT very strange the first time I saw
myself in a film," she told me. " I

had always imagined that I knew just

what I was like, but the girl on the screen

seemed somehow different. It was very funny to

see oneself from the outside like tliat."

During the taking of the National Film,

when Renee Mayer appeared among sucli

stars as Ellen Terry, Marie Lilhr, Jose Collins,

Mathcson Lang, James Carew, and Sam
Livesey, she had a big struggle with a German
who, in the stoiy, invaded her home.
When he came upon the scene she was busy

washing up the dishes in her cottage. To give

a homely touch to the picture, the producer
had an opened tin of beans in tomato sauce
placed on the table when the film was pre-

pared, and stacks of clean dishes showed the

result of Rente's industry.

Then came her struggle with the German.
With a loaded revolver he threaterus her.

There is no escape, so, with despair in lier

heart, the young English girl turns the revolver

on herself and falls across the table, dead.

In the production it was arranged that the

table should collapse, and Renee fall among
the debris to the floor.

Not So Serious After All.

ALL went well until the fall. Cinema
actresses are used to bruises, and Renee
knew she would get a few. But what

was that that she felt trickling down her
neck ? "The falling crockery must have cut mo.
I wonder where the gash is ? " she thought
She dared not move until the two whistles

denoted that t+ie' camera man had finished.
" Are you hurt ? " the others asked ex-

pectantly. Renee lay quite still, and poL.ted
fcarsomely to the back of her neck. " Is it

a very dreadful cut ? " she asked. A burst of
laughter was the answer. The producer's
realistic beans in tomato sauce were trickling
down her neck

!

"Is it very tiring work? It sounds so
very strenuous," I put in. But Miss Mayer
says it is only in the very hot weather that
film acting is especially trying.

" The make-up is a nuisance in the summer
months, too, because if you get at all hot the
perspiration is likely to trickle down it in
little ridges, and then, of course, that comes
out in the picture.

"When we were rehearsing last eummer,
Mr. Herbert Brenon, our producer, used to be
very particular about tfiis. There were maids*
waiting around with powder-pufis, so that in
odd moments we could repair any damage
caused by the heat. Wasn't it very thoughtf id

of him?"

Her Secret.

AND then Miss Mayer let me into a secret.
She doesn't use the u.sual jadlow
make-up, like most film actresses. Slic

has discovered a pink-and-white preparation
of her own which photographs with excellent
results.

She tells me she is very fond of sewing, and
gets through lots of needlework in between tlie
different sets.

The big portrait is her favourite, but I like
the tmy one when she was seven, don't you ?

"

7

Posing Teddy for a photograph.
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"The Golden Goal." ^^t^f^.

ftaggcr as thougli with strong drink as he went
down tl)e gvanil staircase into- the hall.

But lie (lid not relent, though his passion was
fearing at his very heartstrings.

"The strike will end lo-night," he repeated
to himself doggedly as ho passed his hand
wearily across his brow.

" John, are you going without saying good-
night to ine ?

"

The voice, soft and rich, yet reproacjiful was
that of the woman he never thought to see

again.

He turned with a ?tart. She was there,

fascinating in her beauty, exquisitely dressed,
radiant yet appealing, the very woman who had
filled all his dreams and fired his ambitions for

years, yet never more beautiful than now.
"John, don't go," she said, stepping forward

appealihgly. " I have been looking forward to

seeing you all the evening."
" I m^st go ! The strike ends to-night. I

have called a meeting to tell them so," ho said

doggedly. " Your father will never speak to

ir>e again." '
.

"He will—he will! At least, I will!'! she
said, laying a hand softly on his sleeve. " Oh,
John, end the strike if you will, but I won't let

you leave this house until you promise to be
friends with mo. Do—do stay ?

"

"Do you mean it, Beatrice, do you really

mean me to stay ? " he answered, all his fierce,

wild hopes rushing upon him again at the lure

of her voice, at the touch of her hand.
He had never called her by her Christian

name before, and he trembled now that ho had
done it, strong man as he was.

" Yes, I mean it, John. I want you to

Stay. Come in here and talk with me, and tell

me we part friends."

Led away by the power of his enchantress
when no man could move him, John Doran
suffered himself to be led almost without the
consent of his will into the rose-lit boudoir
within. ^

But enough consciousness of his purpose
remained to him to say fimlly :

" Let me telephone to the meeting first.' The
boys are waiting to hear from me. Then we can
talk."

" Oh, but you can't," said Beatrice, turning

to him with a merry smile. " For the very
good reason that the telephone is out of order. I

have been trying to get through to the exchange
all the evening myself to put off a friend who
promised to take me to the theatre.
*"

I put him off for you, sir ! Now will you
be kind and not argue ? But if you wish to

stop the horrid old strike, sit down and write

a note to the Workman's Committee, and I will

see that it is sent off myself."
" Do you mean it, Beatrice ? Will you do

that for me ? " said Doran, looking at her won-
deringly. Once again this big, strong man was
becoming like wax in her hands.

She smiled at him sweetly.
" Yes, I mean it. I will see that it goes ofi

fafely myself," she repeated.

Intoxicated by the charm of her presence,

Doran sat down and dashed off a note in his

sprawling schoolboy hand to the other chiefs

of the organisation.
" Convinced company can't pay 10 per

rent.—accept five per cent.," he scrawled care-

le.ssly, and then signed it.

The woman watched him with a swelling

heart. The feeling that this man held the fate

of others in his strong grip,' and that she alone

could sway or influence him, intoxicated her
with the sense of power.

" You are costing poor father a great deal of

money. You are nearly ruining hifn—ruining

me. But I will send the message off for you,

John," she murnmred ; and for a moment her
hand caressed his hair.

" I'll make it up to you, Beatrice," he replied.
" Never fear me. But you must let me do the

straight thing now. Then wo can talk."

Ho folded up the nq<e, thrust it into an en-

velope, and handed it to her. Without a word
she glided from the room.
He stood waiting, his heart thumping hard

against his ribs for her return. One, two, three,

four, five minutes passrsd. Woul(' she play
him false ? No, the door opened, and she stood
before Wm.
He made one long stride to meet her, and

stood gazing into her eyes.

" Have you sent it ? " he dornanded. Then
lie saw th.1t she was weeping.

" Yes, I have sent it," she murmured. " Oh,
John, you arc very hard !

"

Ho caught her in his armn.
" Hard ? Am I ? " ho sai,d. " Yes, I have

fo\ight hard for you Beatrice, all the=>e years."
" And you really—really—love mo so fnuch as

all that, John ? " she said trcmljlingly.
" Yes, I will let nothing prevent me from

making good for your sake. I will make it all

\ip to you whatever you have lost. Your father
won't lose a cent for my sake. Will you marry
me J " lie said. •

'

" Yes," she answered, in a low voice.
They sank together on the seat, wrapped in a

long embrace. And at that moment John
Doran believed the world was at his feet.

Then all of a sudden the te'ephone rang.
Like a madman Doran sprang to his feet.
" Hallo ! Hallo ! Kxchange ? Is that you ?

Why hasn't it been working ? What ?
"

His face grew white as death, but firm as
granite -as the faint answer came to his ears.

" Nothing the matter with the telephone.
I rang up your number not half an hour ago."

'! Betrayed !
" Baid John Doran as he dashed '

the receiver down.
• Then he strode over the prostrate body of

Beatrice, and rushed out of the door, hatless.
One piercing scream of fear and remorse

followed him, but ho never looked back. Then
the door of the boudoir was flung open and
Isaac Walton entered.

" Follow him I Follow him !
" he cried,

shaking his clenched hands. " Stop him before
he gets to the meeting ! Bring him back ! It
is our last chance !

"

People turned about to stare at the beautiful
woman with the wild eyes and dishevelled hair,
speeding along the pavement after John Doran.
And yet for all her haste Doran was there

before her. She saw his broad back as he forced
his way into the crowded hall.

As he forced his way through the crowded
meeting to the platform, a clear woman's voice
rang out :

"Think of your wives and children. Accept
Talbot's terms. Be men, not sheep!"

It was Lam-a Brooks' voice, addressing the
meeting. With a single bound Doran gained
the platform and stood beside her.

" Men !
" he cried, in a great voice. " She

is right ! I have been your leader, and I have
let you down. But it isn't too late, though it's

the last hour. Accept Talbot's terms. I tell

you I have betrayed myself and you into the
li.inds of crooks. Have you got the message I
sent you half an hour ago ?

"

A roar of fierce anger and disgust rang
through the hal!.

" Yes, here's your message, .John Doran !

You havo gone back on it ! But wo stick to the
terms. 'J'lie strike goes on !

"

The message was thrust before Doran's eyes
with the wording cunningly altere<J.

" Convinced company can pay ten per cent.
Do nit accept five per cent "—was how it ran
now.

" Men, you have suffered enougVi through
me," said Doran, in a low sad voice, yet which
penetrated through every inch of the crowded
hall. " This isn't the message I sent- from
Isaac Walton's liouse to-night. The words have
been tamijered with."
A pin might have been heard to drop as

John Doran stood there to make Viie confession.
Word by word he recounted it all, only sup-

pressing Beatrice's name and taking her share
of the blame as well as his own.

" I wanted to ruin Talbot for my own ends.
There was a woman in the case. I'll Say no
more about her. I alone was to blame," Wii«

the only allusion he made to the unhappy girl

who cowered in "the back of the hall.

For she loved John Doran now, and .1 scream
went up from her lips as with a roar the angry
mob rushed up to storm the platform.
But that scream was of no avail to save .Tohn

Doran. Already a heavy wooden chair, hurled]

ot his head, hi^d struck him and felled him.
It was Laura Brooks who sprang forward.
" Men ! .John Doran is more your leadei-

than ever, for he has shamed himself that you
might know the truth !

" '
*

IJer sweet voice rang out clear as a" silver

bell, and the angry crowd at the edge of the plat-

form swayed and hesitated.

Then, with one of those reactions which
marks an excited mob, a great cheer went up as

they looked upon the undaunted figure of the

girl. - ' -

" Good old Doran ! So he has ! We ll

stick to him yet for your sake !
" shouted a voice.

There were tears, but not tears of shame in

J>aura Brook's eyes as she knelt down on the

platform beside the prostrate man.
His eyes were open now, and he was looking

at her with wonder in hig gaze.

"Laura,"' he murmured faintly, "it was all

through you I had the pluck to do it ! Can yon
forgive mo now ?

"

" Yes, John dear, I forgive you," she mur-
mured, taking his liand.

" Laura, I believe it was yon I loved all the

time !
" gasped John Doran. ,

And it was in this strange way that their

betrothal was begun, and witnessed by Beatrice

Walton, with one last glance as she shrank un-

noticed from the crowded hall.

(Adapted from incidents in the photo-pla!/ " The Golden

God," featuring Habry T. Morey and Jean Paige,

bl/ permission of the Vitagrnph Co.):

SESSUE HAYAKAWA: AN ARTISTE WITH
AN ARTISTIC SOUL.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA possesses a true
artistic soul. He loves to have beautiful

works of art about him, and he devotes
as much care to the arrangernent of these at
his home as he does to his screen work at the
studio.

Tlie fan he is seen holding in his hand, in

the pliotograph ' opposite, is a particularly

fine' specimen of old ivory work. Without a
doubt, Sessue has one of the finest collections

of Oriental art outside a museum. He has
furniture galore made by Japanese workers
in rich and rare woods, and luiick-knacks of

delicate old ivories, lacquers, jades, and also

paintings and statuary.

In one of his pictures, " The Secret Game,"
the director required a curio shop as one of the
settings, and it had to be as near the real thing
as possible. The property man was at first

puzzled, but when he spoke to Sessue about
the matter, the actor solved the difficulty

without the least hesitation.
" You build the shop," he said, " and I'll

fill it."

So they sent a wagon to Hayakawa's house,
and it was loaded up with perhaps the most
valuable load of curios that has ever been
drawn through the streets of Los Angeles.

A Man of Many Parts.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA has been with the
Paramount Studios for three years,

and during that time he has been
hanged, shot, stabbed, and has engaged in

fistic and jiu-jitsu combats with individuals

and mobs. He has also made wild flights in

all sorts of vehicles, been dumped into rivers

and oceans, and has, in fact, braved enough
perils to satisfy the most adventurous "spirit.

'The Dignity of the Japanese.

SESSUE, although he has resided in

America for so long now, and admires
tlic people in the land of his adoption,

still holds a great affection for his own country
"and countrymen. For this reason he is

always exceedingly careful not to do anything
on the screen that might reflect upon the

dignity of liis country and its citizens. -

In his latest picture, " The Bravest Way,"
the mystic atmosphere of the Orient pervades

the production, and it gives Hayakawa an
opportunity to depict the actual workings of

the Japanese mind, which we Westerners find

it so difficult to understand.

Love, loyalty, true friendship, and, finally

self-immolation, are the. motives of the

picture.
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The famous Oriental actor enjoying a thoughtful half-hour and a cigarette, in his beautiful rest room at home. (See opposite page.)
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You Can Begin This Drama of Love and Revenge To-Day.

READ THIS FIRST.

TOM BLAKE, an escaped convict, goes to the home
of liis friend, John Marsh, and finds that his

wife, Luc,v, has tliat day been persuaded to

marrv "itarsh owing to the latter making use of a

forged letter. In the meantime. Jimmy Twiss, Blake's

prison pal, who also escaped, is caught burgling

Slarsh's house, and the tAvo have to llee for tlieir

liberty. Lucy is determined to meet her rightful

husband, and leaves the house at midnight. Tom
and Jinmiy go to London to look for work, and
eventuall.v, Tom, througli answering an advertise-

ment for" a secretary, discovers that a very young
aunt, whom lie believed to be in New York, has come
to London. She gives him a hearty welcome. Tom
tells her about Lucv, and promises that when be

meets her, at the arranged place, Piccadilly Circus,

he will bring her to stay with his auut until he has

cleared his name and they can live happily together.

Lucy sets out to meet lier husband, but because

Marsh threatened to give Tom away to the police if

slie did this, she disguises herself in order to deceive

him. At Piccadilly Circus she sees Tom, but does

not speak to him, for at that moment she sees a
rough-looking man, whom she knows to be Marsh,

because of a gold watch he is holding—a former

present from Tom and Lucy. Tom is in despair

becaiise Lucy has apparently not fumed up. and he

returns to his lodgings. Lucy follows liim home, in

order to note his address, and is staggered to see

a young and beautiful woman kiss liim. She is

ignorant of the identity of the woman, and, full of

anguish at the thought of his unfaithfulness, she goes

home.
One day, when she Is out looking for work, sne

recognises the policeman who had previously in-

vestigated the Marsh burglary. He is reduced in

rank owing to his bungling, and now hopes to reinstate

himself. In spite of her dyed and bobbed hair the

policeman penetrates her disguise, and l>e feels that

Lucy mast in some way be connected with the

robbcrv. She acts suspiciously, fearing that Tom
might be implicated, and darts into a lift in a block

of offices. The policeman follows in the next. Mean-
while, Lucy has reached the third floor, and gets out

iD company with a kindly old man who has spoken to

her in the lift.

He takes her into his office and eventually

engages her as his typist. There is something
curious about the stranger's business. Her duty is

chieHy to answer the 'phone, and tell people that

Jlr. Corder is out. When visitors do come she must
go behind a screen and take notes of the conversa-

tion. One day a caller will not be put off. He
persists in seeing Mr. Corder. Judge of Lucy's
iwrror when she recognises the voice of John Marsh !

When he knocl;s .at the door, she hurries behind the

screen.
You can now read on.

The Secret is Out.

JOHN MARSH fliuig the door open and
strode straight in without any preliminary
announcement. He hitched a chair round

to the side of Corder's desk and faced him,
knocking; the ash from his cigar over the Turkey
carpet.

' So you are here, eh," lie began. " I thought
I knew your habits well enough to know I

sliould catch yo\i at this timo of the day."
"1 have just this minute returned," began

Corder.
" You can cirt that out and save your

precious breath," snapped Marsh. " That sort

of twaddle is all right with some of yoiu- tame
clients, .Julius, but it doesn't cut any ice with
me. Get that in your mind. Where's your
swcot secretary—your latest one 7 Behind that
ecrecn, I suppose ? I'm a good mind to drag

her out into the daylight. Do you think I
don't know all your little acrobatics, you old
fox! "

. .

" Calm yourself. Marsh," said Corder in a
voice very difTerent from any Lucy hiu\ heard
yet. " You've got magj^ots in your braiii, man,
and' they'll bring you into trouble if you don't
keep a grip on yourself. There's nobody behind
the screen. Look, if you want to."
The answer seemed to satisfy Marsh, although

Lucy had a long moment of horrible dread.
" AH right," said Marsh. " Let it pass. Y'ou

can report my conversation for yoiu- private
ledger, if you like. You're welcome. What I
want to say to you is soon said, though the
tele|5hone is no place for it. What about those
Ilomney .A.ssociation papers ?

"

" Well, what about them ? " returned Corder
coolly

"' You've still got them in your possession, I
suppose ?

"

" I have," declared Corder.
" Well, what's your game, man ? What

object have you to serve in keeping them ?
"

' No object at all," returned Corder calmly.
' They are papers, records of the past. I merely
keep them. That is all."

All !
" echoed Mai-sh. " I tell you it's the

action of a madman. The whole Romney As.so-
ciation business is finished, wiped out—for-

gotten. You destroy those papers, and the last

record of it, as it affects us, is gone. Why,
then, keep them another day ? Why have you
kept them up to the present ? Every minute
that they remain in your possession, you and I
and othei-s are in danger. Are you quite mad,
Corder ?

"

" I don't think I am," answered Corder
quietly. Why this sudden anxiety on your
part to get rid of the papers ? What has hap-
pened lately to make that so urgent ? They
have been in ray possession for over two years,
and you have never particularly worried over
them."

' I have. I have always maintained that you
are a priceless fool to keep them."

' True, but you liave never shown anything
like this vehemence. What particular reason
has cropped up lately to mate you so keen on
their destruction ?

"

" Don't you see, Corder," went on Marsh,
adopting a persuading tone, " while you keep
those papers there is danger for all 01 us. What
if they were found. They are in that safe, I
suppose ?

"

"I don't admit it," repiied Corder. ."But
yovi are at liberty to suppose it. if you wish."

" Well," continued Marsh, " suppose that
safe were bui-gled and the papers discovered ? " -

" Burglars don't rob safes like that in ordinary
offices," said Corder. " They are reasonable
people, and they know very well that in nine
cases out of ten they would find simply papers,
as they certainly would in this case. The
burglar theorj" doesn't hold water, Marsh."

Well, suppose you met with an accident and
were killed, or died suddenly before you could
make arrangements about the contents of that
safe. Wouldn't-diseovery come then ?

"

Corder straightened in his chair, and a sort of

brassy gleam came into his little eyes.
" It is for that very reason that I keep the

papers," he said heavUy. " If I got rid of them,
perhaps I should be killed by a regrettable

accident, or die suddenly. Who knows ?"
" Don't talk silly rot, Corder," growled Marsh.

" You're getting maudlui." '

"Perhaps I am," continued Corder. "But
vvliile I have those papers in niy possession I
know that I have a stranglehold over—certain

people, who were as much mixed up in that
affair as I was. It might—I am only supposing,
of course—but it might be to the advantage of

certain people if I were to meet with n regrettable
accident or to die suddenly. While my death
means the publication of those papers, 1 think I

am less likely to meet with that misfortune.
That's all I have to say."

" You've got a diseased mind,- Corder," said
Maivh cpiietly. " You're • clever enough, but
you've got a kink somewhere, and one day it

will land you in a heap of trouble. .My only
object in coming here was to try to save you
from that. Now, listen here, "fhere is some-
body else, besides ourselves, who is interested in

those papers."
Corder looked up sharply.
" There is only one man who could have arp.

interest in them," he replied steadily. " W'
need not mention any names, but that man i

dead."
Mai-sh stood up deliberately and put his hi!;

on. He relighted liis cigar which had gone oui

.

and threw the match into the fire. Then li'

eyed the other man steadily.
' That's where you are a trifle out jji your

reckoning, Mr. Julius Corder," he said grimly.
" That man is not dead."
A little gasp caught Corder in the throat

Then he smiled and shrugged his shoulders.
" It won't do, my friend," he said with a smile

" The report is official."
" Official reports sometimes lie, like the lady

secretaries whom you engage to talk over the
telephone. This is one of them, but this is not
a deliberate he, it is an unintentional one. That
man is alive ; he is .at liberty ; I have seen liim

with my own eyes and spoken to him ; I have
roa-son to believe he is at this moment in

London ; I know that his one great object in

life BOW is to prove his irmocence ; I know it

because he told me so himself. Now pet tliat

into your ingenious brain and think it over,

I II leave you to digest it in peace."
Without another word Marsh flung out of the

office, banging the door behind him.

Corder sat back in his chair as if he were
sliding off it. His fat chin rested on his chest.

He had rather a collapsed appearance.
It was some minutes before Lucy, white-

faced but outwardly calm, walki?d out from
behind the screen, and went to her typewriter.

She felt giddy before she reached her little

table. She groped for her chair and dropped
into it abruptly, fighting off a dark cloud which
seemed to be pressing down on her.

Her mind was a riot of turbulent emotions.
What did it all mean—this conversation which
she had listened to, and mechanically taken
notes of ?

Who were these two men, and what hidden
part had they pLiyed in her life—hers and
Toni"= ? And who was this man who was
officially reported dead, but was alive and
seeking to prove his innocence ?

Who else could he be but Tom Blake ?'

•She was conscious clearly of only one. thing.

She must master her emotion. She must" be
calm and miconcemed, and show by her_out-
ward appearance that the conversation she had
heard conveyed no meaning to her and
awakened no interest.

Fortunately Corder had been too. interestofl in

hi.^ owi\ emotions to notice hers. Presently, he
looked up.

" Did you take a note of that conversation,-

Miss Mason ? " he asked. 1

" Part of it," answered Lucy. " I didn't get>

much I'm afraid, as I didn't xinderstand it."

"It doesn't matter. It is unimportant.
Where are your notes ? "

. .

Lucy indicated the .pages in her book_, and
C-order promptly tore them out and put fheiii

in the fire. -j

" No need to transcribe that. Miss Mason." he^

said. " And—that is one of the coiiver«rtion«

which you will—er—forget."

Lucy laughed slightly.
" I'm afraid I have forgotten it already, " she

returned lightly. " I find it difficult to re-|

member incomprehensible things."

(Continued on page 12.1
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FREE—YET A FELON.

She realised that Coicler was shaken or he

would not liave spoken hko this. There was
•nothcr shock in store for her.

" Er—by the way. Miss Mason," continued

Corder, I liave been considerint; the question of

your salaiy, and have decided to roise it to

thirty sliilhngs a vreek. I am pleased with your
work, and your attitude to business matters.

You have a serious mind, which so few women
have. Now, please take this key and open the

safe. In the third drawer from the top you will

find a bundle of papers endorsed ' Bomney
Association.' Bring them to me, please."

Lucy's hand di l'not tremble as she handed
him the bulky bundle of papers.

He studied them intently for half an hour or

so, then returned them to the safe and re-locked

it. His mind had recovered its normal balance.

He looked his confident benevolent self once

again.
" Bluff," he muttered to himself. They are

trying to frighten me with a cock-and-bull

etory. Marsh has the mind of a child."

An Adventure With a Baby.

TOM BLAKE came lionio late, and .«at o i

the bed, looking thoughtfully at Jimmy
Twiss.

The little old man was at the table, writing his _

beautiful copperplate folios, although it was
nearly eleven o'clock.

Tom had failed to find worl^ as a clerk, but
h.id got a job in a motor garage. He had
recollected that driving a car was one of his

accomplishments, and to his relief he found that
a motor-driver in a job garage does not require

a reference.
" Do you work day and night, Jimmy ? " ho

said at last. " Don't you ever take a rest ? -

No use burning the candle at both ends, you
know."

" Tliat's all right, guv'nor," replied Jimmy.
" I'd just as soon work as not. There's nothing
else to do."

If Tom had been more curious, ho might have
noticed that it was always the same pile of work
which Jimmy w as busy on, and he did not seem
to progress much. Yet ho was always well

supplied with money.
" Jimmy," said Tom, after he had sat for some

time in gloomy silence, " I saw a man to-night
who swore my liberty away two years ago with
false evidence."

" D'yer mean turned King's evidence on yer,"
asked Jimmj', " and save yer away ?

"

" No," answered Toin. " He perjured himself.

Told a deliber.ate string of lies that sent me to
gaol. And he always seemed a decent sort of
fellow too. I have never been able to think
from that day to this why he did it."

There was a pause. Then Jimmy asked :

" And what did yer do to 'im, guv'nor ?
"

" I did nothing, Jimmy. At least I followed
him home and fomid out where ho lives. At
present, I don't know what to do. I've got to
think it over. I shall know where to find him
when I want him."

" I was asked to be accountant and secretary
to a new company," continued Tom, seeing that
the little man was interested. " I was com-
pletely unsuspicious, and had not the faintest
idea that I was being deliberately made the cat's-

paw for a gang of clever swindlers.
." I ll tell you how it was done. I only met the

whole of the directors once, at a brief board
meeting. For the most part I was associatetl
only with the managing director, a man named
Charles Holbein. I did everything under his
instructions. But all business was transacted
thi-ough me, signing as secretary of the company.

" I, in fact, did everything in connection with
the company under my own name. I can see
now how cleverly it was worked up, but at tlie

time I was entirely unsuspicious, and was only
gratified at the confidence which I imagined to
bo reposed in me by the directors.

" ^ly signature was good for everything in
connection with the company except in the
matter of cheques. To draw from the bank, it

was necessary for cheques to be signed by
Charles Holbein, the managing director, and
myself. That - was, of course, quite a usual
precaution.

" The company went to allotment, and fifty

thousand pounds was subscribed J>y the public.

When I was arrested, I was asked Avhero this
money had gone to, and I replied it was in the
bank where I had put it. I found it was not.
It had been drawn, nil except about a hundred
pounds, by a cheque ostensibly signed by my.selt
and Holbein. My supposed signature was a
forgery. I had never seen the cheque. The
signature of Holbein was a true one. He had
drawn the money and decamped.

" I never saw any more of Holbein. He
disappeared, and the case against me in the
court was that he and the rest of the directors
had never existed. No trace of Montagu
Holbein could be found. The supposed private
address which I had was a bogus one, as the
name was. All the directors' names and
addres.ses were shams. Of them all, Holbein was
the only n)an I could have sworn to, and he had
disappeared with the money.

" They had put the whole responsibility on
niy shoulders, and then decamped with the
.proceeds. The company was a swindle from
top to bottom.

" My version of tlie story looked wild enough.
There was only one man besides myself who had
seen Holbein, and knew all about his coimection
with the company. Tliat man was the clerk,

the onjy clerk we had, a fellow named Thompson.
" That man stood up in the witness-box and

swore that my story was a tissue of lies. He
said there was no Holbein, there were no
directors. He had seen nobody in coimection
with the company but myself. Practically he
made out that the whole swindle was conceived
in my brain and carried out by me alone. I

went to gaol for it for a sentence of teh years.
That fellow Thompson is the man I have seen
to-niglit."

" What are yer going to do about it, guv'nor? "

asked Jimmy, moistening his lips nervously.
" Yer not thinkin' of doin' anything rash, are
yer ?

"

" I don't know, Jimmy, ' returned Tom. " T
haven't made up my mind yet. At present all

I am going to do is to watch him."
The man lived in a tenement building in the

Blackfriars district. "Tom haunted the place
jiight after night, but could come to no decision
in the matter.

Early one evening, Tom was walking thought-
fully past the tenement building, when he heard
a woman's scream. -

The woman was close beside him. She was
pointing wildly upwards. Following the
direction of her hand, Tom saw a child of some
three years, leaning dangerously out of a second-
floor window.
Tom darted inside the railings, and stood

directly under the window.
" Run upstairs and warn tlie people," he said

to the woman.
She disappeared into an open doorway round

a corner, and Tom waited.
- He waited for what seemed an endless time,
while the cliild cooed at the passing traracars.

There was time for quite a little crowd to
collect. But nobody attempted to do anything
but stare horror-stricken at the window and at
Blake standing beneath.

Then just as Tom imagined the danger must
be passed, the child turned its head quickly
towards the inside of the room, and in doing so
overbalanced itself and j>itched clean over the
window-sill.

Tom braced himself and caught the flying
bundle in mid-air.

The shock rolled him over our his back, but he
held the child up at arms' length, and not a
hair of its head-was hurt.

Willing hands helped him up, still clasping liis

bundle. There was a chorus of rough congratu-
lations from the crowd, consisting mostly of
humble people, who now pressed upon him.

Two women near him were crving. Tom tried

to push the child into the arms of one of them.
" Wait ajninute," called somebody. " Here's

the father. Give it to 'im. Oughter be
ashamed of 'isself, leaving a child at an open
window. People like that didn't oughter 'ave
a baby."
The crowd parted. A man with ashen face

and wild eyes burst through, stretching out
trembling hands.
Tom found himself face to face with Thomp-

son, the man he liad been shadowing for a week.
The man stopped dead, staring at him.
" Great heavens ! It's Mr. Blake !

" he
whispered Jioarsely.

" Goldilocks " and Mr. Thompcon.
THOMPSON had come face to face with a

man whom he beUeved to be dead. He
reeled at the shock, but almost inmiedi-

ately seemed to forget Tom in the greater tragedy
which he imagined had happened.

" Is—is she dead ? " ho ni-ked hoarsely,
afraid to come nearer to the child in Tom's
arms. '

" Nothing like it," answered Blake. " Cheer
up, Thompson. The little lady's very much
alive, I believe. Let's have a look at you,
puss."
The baby had a head of golden ciu'ls. She

had taken a fine grip of the collar of Tom's coai

and buried her face in his shoulder, a Uttli-

ovcr-aw cd by the pressing crowd of sympathiser^
Tom raised her little face. It was rathei

grubby, but as pretty as a flower.- Her blu'-

eyes sp.irkled, and sh.3 gurgled happily at him
Thompson stared, and seemed dunibstrickeii

for a moment.
Wh—where did she fall ? " he stammered at

length. • 'j^'

" It's a wonder she ain't smashed to pieces,
'

said an indignant woman,
" Her mother's dead," said Thompson

Qiiietly. ^

He was still white and trembling, but therf

was something in his face w;hifh told Tom in :i

fla.sh that this wisp of a ijhild held all the earthlj

hope that was left to the man.
' D—did you catch her 'l

" he asked in-

credulously.
" That 'e^id," joined in the indignant woman

again.
There was a chorus of corroboration from tin

crowd, and Tom, feeling Vastly uncomfortabli

.

wished he could make his escape.
" It was nothing at all, Thompson," he sai<l

hurriedly. " You see, I happened to catch
sight of her at the window, and I stood riglit

below and waited, in case anything happene l

before you could be warned. Then she took a
header right out of the window into my arms ;

didn't you Goldilocks ? I think you must have
seen me and fallen in love with me. I just

couldn't help catching her, and I'm mighty gl«d

I did. Here you are, Thompson, take her, cr
I shall be falling in love with her myself."

" Come in," whispered Thompson, as he took
the child. I want to speak.to you."
They went up two flights of grimy stone steps,

and into an equally grimy kitchen, strikingly

bare of ordinary necessities.

Baby Marion, which was the golden-haired
one's name, went straight to the now closed

window, and waved a cheery invitation to Tom.
" Do again, pease," she gurgled delightedly.

Tom smoothed her curls, and met her father'-

gaze across the little head.
" Well, Thompson," he said. " Whataboutit ?

'

' I thought you were dead," said Thompson.
" I^am dead, officially."
" 'Sfou escaped from Bleakmoor Gaol? '

" Yes."
" And the report that you were drowned w -

untrue ?
"

" Obviously," replied Tom. " I escaped. 1

was nearly djown'ed. The authorities cnjne tn

the conclusion that I wfis drowned, and 1 did

not consider it my duty to contradict thegi."
" Thank God !

" mvurnured Thompson.
"I suppose you realise," said Tom, after ^

pauie, " that you can go out into the street an'l

denounce me to the first policeman you merl.

and send me back to Bleakmoor for the rest '.r

my ten years' sentence. What are you going tn

do about it ? " -

" Do you think I would do that ? " replied

Thomjison bitterly. '' Especially after
''

He looked at jfarijn's golden head now lyin^-

perfectly still against Term's waistcoat.
' We'd better understand the position," went

on Tom. " I have been watching you for a

week. That is what brought me <lown thi-

way to-day. I may as well tell yoil that I wa*
out for your blood. Was, I say. I don't quitt

know wliero I stand now." He looked at tli'

sleeping child. " This seems to make a difference.

I don't know why on earth it should, but it

does.
" Anyway, Thompson," he went on, " I'd

like to ask you one question. So far as I know

,

I never did you any harm in my life. I always
got on well with you. I liked you, and 1

thought you liked me. Why, then, did you go

into the witness-box and lie away my liberty ?
'

(Another long instalment next week.)
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IN THE DRESSHNC = ROOM,
Violet Hopson as Dress Expert— The Pattern of a Frock for

Readers of " The Picture Show "—RealBeauty Hints—To Keep
the Figure to Lines of Beauty.

VIOLET HOPSON black velvet.

HURRYING down Bond Street one after-

noon recently I caught a glimpse of Miss
Violet Hopson, on a visit to her milliner s.

Anxious as The Picture Show is lor the

latest news I pursued her—for she was alone.

This popular star was looking very excited,

and told nie she had just come along to try on
the hats which she was having made for the

first production which is being manufactured

under her name. She invited me to go with her.

Small Hats for the Camera.

As perhaps you have noticed. Miss Hopson
usually wears quitesmall hats when she

is playing before the camera. " This is

because big-brimmed hats cast a shadow over

the face unless it is a very light hat," Miss

Hopson told me.
Having seen several beautiful creations

which were waiting only for the finishing

touches. Miss Hopson gave instructions foj;

still further chapeaux, and then hustled me
along to her dressmaker's.

Character from Your Frock.

ON our way thither Miss Hopson told me
some very interesting facts concerning

film frocks.

"For one thing," she said, "one has to

make a careful study of the colours and

material which photograph to the best

advantage. Then every difierent film calls

for a different style of dressing, for seldom

does one find two films in which the characters

are similar, and the difference in dress is most

important, for the mode of costume denotes

a person's character more clearly than any-

thing else.

Frocks for the Film.

My
clothes always form one of the most

important items in any film," Miss

Hopson continued. "So much de-

pends on what one wears, and, what is still

more important, how one wears it. In private

life my clothes do not worry me considerably;

and if there is one thing 1 dislike it is shop-

gazing. Oh, how I hate it ! When 1 am
arranging frocks for a film I know exactly

what I want before I reach my modiste's.
"

I then explain to her artist what 1 require,

and hey presto ! the design is submitted to me.

In the quiet seclusion of my own home I look

carefully at the sketches, and wonder if they

can be improved upon. If not, back they

go to the modiste's ; then I select the materials,

and in no time I am wearing the frocks in the

studio."
" You certainly choose some very delightful

gowns," I commented.
" Well, I think I have been fortunate in

discovering one of the very few dressmakers

in London who specialise in film frocks. It is

surprising to me that a larger number of well-

known stage -costumters do not interest

themselves in picture gowns; there should

shortly be a small fortune in this class of

business."

On reaching the dressmaker's, I was per-

mitted to see a beautiful evening gown which
Miss Hopson will wear in her racing picture.

Then there was a coat frock with which I

immediately fell in love. Noting that it was
quite a simple design—as it is for a simple

film character, so Miss Hopson told mc—

I

persuaded this charming little lady to allow

me to introduce it to you. She is wearing this

in her next film, and our artist has sketched ib

for you to see. Miss Hopson also consented

to a pattern being cut, so that readers of The
Picture Show can make a frock like it. Tha
design is shown on this page.

More Beautiful Frocks.

FOR " In the Gloaming," the most recently

completed Broadwest production in

which Miss Hopson appears, sh'e wears
some of the most beautiful costumes that

have yet appeared on the British screen.

New Ideas.

MISS HOPSON has the reputation of

being the most exquisitely gowned
British screen player, and from what I

saw of the frocks in preparation, her racing

film will give those who see it some brilliant

ideas for new frocks, because, of course, they
are at present all ultra-fashionable.

A Real Beauty Hint.

ONE of the first secrets of beauty the

cinema star learns is to keep her figure

to lines of beauty. To be fat (I

don't mean plump or well-developed, but
really fat) is fatal, unless you aim at comedy
roles., like "Fatty" Arbuckle.

Keeping Slim.

AN increase of flesh gives a matronly
look to the figure which the camera,
more often than not, magnifies ; and

excess of fat is not only unsightW in a youthful
figure, it is not healthy. It puts an extra
burden on the heart and adds to the labour

ofjhe muscles used in breathing.
,

The sensible way of keeping your figure

is riot a drastic one. It does not mean
starvation or violent exercises ; both of these,

even if they made you lose weight, would not
.. improve your looks. A hungry or tired look

is worse than fat, but it does mean a change of

habit and abstinexice from certain foods which
are causing excess of flesh because you cannot
digest them and throw ofi the sugar-making
products which result in added flesh,

A Specialist's Menu.
HERE is a French specialist's menu given

to a famous cinema actress. He
believes that this diet will, after three

months, cure any tendency to obesity.

Before Breakfast.—Largo glass of hot
water.
Breakfast.—One cup of tea or coffee (no

sugar, very little skim milk), a boiled egg and

brown bread eaten with salt instead of

butter, or toast, and fresh fruit.

Lunch.—A chop or steak (grilled), any
green vegetable (except peas), any fresh fruit

(except bananas), nothing preserved or canned.
Tea.—One cup of tea (no sugar and very

little skim milk).

Early Supper.—Chop or steak (grilled) or
egg,any green vegetable (except peas), dry toa«t.

Don't eat before going to bed ; a glas^s of

hot water with a squeeze of lemon-juice is th<;

only permissible refreshment.

PalUrn No.
26,524.

Paper patterns

of this dress can
be obtained in
four sizes: 22,

24, 26, and 28
inch waist. One
Shilling, post
fr-ee, from "The
Picture Show "

Pattern Depart-
ment, 233, Re-
gent Street,
London, W, i.

This specialist believes that variety in food
produces fat. He believes in keeping strictly

to chops and steaks in meat, fresh fruits, green
vegetables, with occasional eggs.

This is not a drastic menu, and the girl

who really wants to reduce her weight cannot
do her health any harm by following it. It

is well worth trying ; don't you think so ?

The Importance of Fresh Air.

LAST, but not least, get every bit of fresh

air you can. -^one up the body by
breathing exercises, walking, and all

kinds of active exercises, and get plenty of

fresh air.

Remember ! Be stern with yourself. Do
not say " I'll eat tliis to-day and begin to
diet to-morrow." To-morrow never comes.

A Dresser.
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VIOLET HOPSON'S MANY EXPRESSIONS.

Her charming profile. " My lady disdain." Repose." When thinking.

VIOLET HOPSON.
The " Dear Delightful Villainess " of the Screen.

MISS VIOLET' HOPSON is not only one of the cleverest of present-day
film players, she is also a very enterprising young lady. This popular
artiste has appeared in all the Broadwest plays for the last three years,

and now she is the head of her own company, and has already commenced
t he first picture that will be put out under her own name.

Violet first attained fame through hej- successful portrayal of " villainess

])arts. Somehow or other the unkind producer always managed to cast

licr in such a role, and it is greatly to her credit that she succeeded in making
herself popular, in spite of the unsympathetic parts she was obliged to play.

A villainess is certainly one of the hardest types to depict on the screen, for

unless an actress succeeds in making the part unpopular she has not accom-
plished her work.
The old-time villain of melodrama was never so happy as when the people

in the gallery began to hiss and jeer at him. He loiew then that his acting

was " getting over."

Violet had that clever Imack of making you like herself and dislike her

])art at the same time. She is still regarded by millions of picture-goers as

the dear delightful villainess."

Her Many Successes.

MISS HOPSON. however, has not always been the bad girl of the story.

In " The White Hope " she was a noble young lady, and in " T\w
Man Who Stayed at Home " portrayed a British Secret Service agent.

Other popular films in which Miss Hopson has appeared arc "The Waro
Case," "A Munition Girl's Romance," "A Gamble for Love," "A Fortum^
at Stake," " A Turf Conspiracy," " A Soul's Crucifixion," and ' The Woman
Wins." .

'

From the above list it wOl be noted that Miss Hopson shows a partiality for

hoi-se-racing stories, and, indeed, the first picture under her own management
will be a tale of the Turf.

"I have made a special study of what the public wants and likes," she

say.s, " and I consider that everj'one who makes pictures should study the-.

))ublic. Our national sport is undoubtedly horse-racing. The fascination of

the Turf is inborn in us, and in this picture I shall endeavour to bring the
' sport of kings ' nearer to those who arc unable to travel to racecourses."

Her Rise to Fame.

LITTLE more than five years ago Violet Hopson played a super's part, so

her rise to fame has been fairly rapid. In addition to her natural
talents, and strong, pleasing personality, hard work has contributed

to the success she has attained.

The close .study of the character she is playing and her wonderful facial

expression have made all her screen work convincingly real. Violet Hopson is

/lark, and possesses glorious black eyes, which photograph beautifully, and
tills greatly assists her expression.

Her Recipe for Success.

WHEN asked rcccmtly what .she considered the most important assets to

a cinema player. Miss Hopson replied that " to make a success on the
screen you must study every point about the woman whose character

you are going to portray—her mentality, her peculiarities, and her likes and
dislikes. You must forget yourself entirely. The life of a screen character

is widely different from your own, and therefore, if you let your own person-

ality obtrude, your characterisation is ruined."

In her latest picture, "The Woman Wins,'" Miss Hopsoii plays the part of

IJrcnda, the supposed daughter of .Justin Marsh. -

The cast is a popular one, and includes S. Crcagh Henry, Trevor Blanil.

.1. Hastings Batson, (.'. W. Dewhurst, Vera Cornish, Cameron Carr, anil

Arthur Walcott, Many beautiful examples of IJritish scenery appear
throughout the production. VIOl-L
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Have you ever laughed over any incident that has happened when you have been watch-
ing the pictures? If so, write it down and send it along for this page. We want to

laugh too. Half-a-Grown will be sent to the sender of any story that we print. No
copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be final. Address Film Fun,

"The Picture Show," The FIcetway House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

One Way to Get Rid of Them.

THE studios out in California are besieged

every day with a small "army of as-

pirants to film honours, and one cjirly-

hcaded youth, whose pet ambition was to

play the hero to Mary Pickford, was effec-

tively cured of his optimism in a novel and
drastic manner. The producer to whom the

youth had applied several times for an en-

gagement, invited him one day to witness

the filming of a six-reel " thriller." After

watching the crack " stuntist " leap from
.1 railway arch on to the roof of an express

train, and then take a header from a motor-

car over a clifi, the producer approached
him, and said :

"That's the sort of work you II have to

do if I take you on. There's nothing to fear,

providing j'ou're insured." Tlie eyes of the

youthful film aspirant goggled with horror,

and the next moment he was lost in a cloud

of dust !

and it was there that a dear friend of his

found him.

"I say, Gus.sie, old dear!" exclaimed the
friend. " Who's the girl

"

" Perfectly priceless girl !
" Gussie answered.

" Goes by the name of Mary Pickford, and
she's been on here for two nights, but I must
have missed her. . I'm hoping for better

luck this time."

With a subdued laugh the friend faded
softly out of the picture, leaving Ciussic to

wait for Mary to step out of her latest success.

He is Still Waiting.

HE was a spotlessly clad dude, replete with
white spats and a new shiny top-hat set

at the right angle. His collar and tie

denoted that he was dressed to kill, and in

his hand was a bunch of red, red roses.

He looked very pensive as he stood outside

one of the largest cinemas in the West End,

Always Makes Her Cry.
"/DRYING to order " is said to be very

V.> difhcult, and some actresses are only
able to induce tears by listening to

more or less soulful music. In these cases

violinists, harpists, and so forth, are intro-

duced into the studios, and the camera clicks

while they ..pour out their souls in harmony
and the heroine weeps bitter tears !

Little Madge Evans, the wonderful child

actress, has an even more effective way. It

is related that in an emotional scene in which
she was parted from her parents the small
girl sobbed bitterly and with perfect realism.

" What did j'ou think about to make
yourself cry like that ? " she was asked.

" I thought how awful it would be if I

had to go back to school," replied the little

actress, wiping away the last of her tears.

THE ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF.

Mutt and Jeff try to make .a for. im:" byopening Mutt "entertains " his customers with music
11 re*it;uirant. and son2.

Jcttetitertuius tliciii more by liisamii/cingentiancc— —and his original way of laying the table.

Mr. BUDD FISHER, the creator of "Mutt and Jeff," has every right to the claim of the world's
most popular cartoonist. For years his drawings have made millions laugh in America. To-day,
through the medium of the cinema, he is almost as well known in England as in the States. He is

the Charlie Chaplin of cartoonists.
77ie aboi e pictures are taken from the film by permission of the Fox Film Company.

A MACK SENNETT Laughter-Maker.

Local Colour.

PRO. :
" I hear that Movie went amongst

the slums to get local colour for his new
picture."

Duct: "Yes; and he returned with plfiit\

—a black eye and a red nose."

Charles Ray's Sparring Partner.

CHARLES RAY ought to become a fine,

strapping lad now. If he doesn't he l:us:

nobody to blame but himself. I hear
the Ince Company have hired a sparring partiiei

for him, and he is described as a real " honest
to heavens " rough-neck. The idea ia to tciiii

Charles for a coming fight in a new picture.

Actresses and Their Motors.

BESSIE BARRISCALE'S press agent re-

ccntly declared that the only thing he
couldn't do was to find a new way to

photograph a motion picture star with a motor-
car. He has now been almost smothered with
suggestions. Here are a few of the less startling

ones :

Drinking water from the radiator.

Dropping a match in tho petrol tank.

Steering a car so that it goes the way she i.s

looking.

Driving a car over Niagara Falls.

A close-up photograph showing a star

refusing a presejit of a £7,000 car.

A close-up showing lier "telling a policeman
she was " loafing about " at ten miles an hour,
after he had chased her 100 miles at about CO
miles an hour. Perhaps the best suggestion of
all, however, is " a photograph of a star refusing
to have herself photographed with a motor-
car !

"

Who's Guilty ?

MR. J. STUART BLACKTOX, the famous
producer, is looking for the author of a
type-written document headed " A few

definitions Mr. Webster overlooked in liis

dictionary." This was posted on the wall in liis

office. Here are the definitions :

-An exhibitor is a person who thinks he knoWs
all about producing.

A producer ia a man who tliinks he knows all

about exhibiting. -
*

An actor is a man who thinks he can direct.

A director is a person who thinks he can a( t.

A star is a man or woman who thinks the
capitalist can't get along without them.

A property man is a gent, who wants to ba
a great star.

A press agent is a fellow who thinks the
editor i« crazy when he doesn't print his stuff.

An editor is a person who is crazy when he
does.

Anybody acquainted with the inside of i

studio will realise the truth of the above.
" Jester.
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FILMS RELEASED THIS WEEK.
.June 23.

—

William S. Hakt in "Shark
Monroe." (Artcraft.)

In which a slip of a girl works wonders in

one of the fiercest seal traders of the Alaskan
roast, whose very name inspires terror. Most
sinprising thing of all, thc/giii marries hira.

Katherine MacDonald as the girl.

June 23.—"Two - Tough Tenderfeet."

{Paramount.) " '
.

A Mack Sennett dfiering.

June 23.

—

Bessie Love in " Wee Lady
Betty." (Triangle.)

A sparkling Irish- play, full of the quaint

humour of the Emerald Isle, with all its

picturesque atmosphere, which includes somo
delightful glimpses of an old Irish village and a

haunted castle. Bessie Love is altogether

i harming as the imperious little mistres.s of

the castle. Supporting cast—Walt Whitman,
Frank Borzage, and Aggie Herring.

June 23.

—

Evelyn Nesbit in " The Woman
Who Gave." (Fox.)

Little Colette, the heroine, is a tragic figure,

for she is -an artists' model in the Quart ier

Latin in Paris—Little Colette, with her soul

and sense of honour. Then a prince comes

into her life, and with him sorrow. Biit in the

end there is happiness for " The Woman Who
Gave." Irving Cummings, Robert Walker,

Eugene Ormond, and Russell Thaw (the star's

little son), make up a capable cast.
— —

•

June 23.—JuANiTA Hansen in " The Brass

Bullet." ( Transatla ni ic. )

Episode XVIII. of this thrilling serial.—»-»—

•

June 23.

—

Edd;b Lyons and Lee Moban in

Frenzied F^lm." (Transatlantic.)

Backed by local capital, the Bird Centre

Amateur Dramatic Company start on their

first moving picture. But when you know
that those irrepressibles, Lyons and Moran,

arc concerned in it, you can guarantee it has

some finish. ^
June 23.

—

Sessue Hayakawa in " His
Birthright." (Walker's Pictures.)

In this film the famous Japanese star's

strong, forceful personality is a dominant
factor throughout, and in his bands the

character of Yukio is a living reality.

—>

—

.June 23.

—

Harry T. Morey in " The
Golden Goal. (Vitagraph.)

Another version of the " cave man " is un-
folded in this sterling picture. Jean Paige as

heroine. —
..June 23."

—

Baby Marie Osborne in " A
Daughter of the West." (PatM.)

Containing daintiness, a touch of phantasy,
good drama, and a love element.

June 26.

—

George M. Cohan in " Hit the
Trail Holliday." (Artcraft.)

George M. Cohan (the famous actor-

manager) as Billy Holliday, the bar-tender,

and afterwards as the prohibitionist, gives us
one of those characters whom we laugh at, but
always love. Marguerite Clayton as the heroine.

June 26. — " Among Holy Hindus."
{Paramount.)

Part II. of the Burton Holmes travelogue.

June 26.—^ToMMixin " Fame and Fortune."
{Fox.)
A drama of the great " out-doors," where

men dp—not dream. Kathleen Connors as the
dear little sweetheart Clay Burgess (Tom Mix

)

won.

June 2fi.

—

Edith Roberts in " The Great
lesson." (Transatlantic.)

Edith usually takes comedy roles, but hero
she is seen in a domfstic drnni;).

Lipton's Tea Garden Film is one of
the most interesting of modern film

productions, and has been witnessed
and appi'eciated by millions of Cinema-
goers throughout the British Isles. It
is in eix parts, and gives, in an in-

tensely interesting form, the complete
story of the production of Tea from
" the Tea Garden to the Tea-pot."

Several years ago Sir Thomas Lipton
purchased large Tea Estates in Ceylon,
and now owns thousands of acres of the
finest Tea Gardens in the world. As
the scenes from the sunny Tea Gai'dens
of Ceylon, to the final packing rooms,
are unfolded, and one sees the number
of processes through which the tea must
pass and the care and thought taken in

selection and blending, one realises how
fully justified is Lipton's advertising

slogan : "If you want the best Tea,
go to the Firm that grows it."

Cinga!es3 girls, in their picturesque
costumes, pluck the fragrant leaves just
at the very moment of ripe perfection.

Then you see the hill-grown tea con-

veyed by serial wire-way to the valley.

Later there are the bullock waggons
lined up outside one of the depots,
being loaded up with cases of Lipton's
Tea, and you watch the departure of
the new crop as the carts move slowly
down the sunny road. You are leaving
Ceylon with the cargo of tea when the
barge takes down load after load to the
liner bound for England.

One of the later processes is the
blending of the Tea. There are fifteen.

A most amusing cartoon film which
creates enormous interest. The delight-
ful part about it is that it is what
actually happened in the Train, on the
morning Lipton's Advertising Jlanager
was demobilised at the Crystal Palace.

The conversation, as shown on the
fvCreeii, took .place between two other
demobilised men. When asked what

or sixteen different kinds of leaves in
Lipton's Tea—the very pick of the Tea
Gardens. Each kind of leaf is included
for a special reason, some for colour,
some for flavour, some for fragrance,
some for strength. Thus skill in blend-
ing can only be acquired by years of
training, and the long experience of
Lipton's i,s one of the most valued assets
of this famous House.

Just as in 1899 Lipton"s brought down
the high price of Tea, so to-day they
set the standard of value. Since they
are Tea Growers and owners of big
plantation.s, they are able to give you
just what you would expect—better
value in Tea.

And the public know from experience
that Lipton's Teas are the most
delicious it is possible to obtain—and
so they prefer to buy from tlie firm
who plnnt, pick, sort, ship, pack and
blend their own tea.

Lipton's special line of Yellow Packet
Tea is undoubtedly tliG finest tea the
world produces. During- the War Lip-
ton's went everywhere with the British
and some of the Allied armies. They
followed' the Union Jaclr into Bagdad,
Joppa, .Jerusalem, ' and many other
places.

The story of "A Cup of Tea " is

necessarily long, for the proces^ies are
long and many through which the tea
must pass before it reaches you in the
familiar packet in which you buy it

at your nearest Lipton Branch.

would be the first thing he did when
he got home, the other said, " I'm
going home- have a cup of the Best

—

a cup of Lipton's Tea—a bath—and go
to bed.

'

The fact that Lipton's Tea was one
of the firat of demobilisation's lu.xuries

that rose to his mind shows the place
this famous tea holds in the niiiids of
users.

WHAT HAPPENED TO BILL !
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"And now for Bed"

"
I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

clean as a new pin. Now
I don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth, My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

mg years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement, And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed.'

Vomerojf
SkinFooa

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars

of High-class Chemists

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.
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To some golf is a religion—sompthing to
swear by to the exclusion of everything
else.

For quite three months I went entirely ofl

jny game. 1 sliced my drives, couldn't get in

a decent deck shot, and my approaches i;o the
green, upon which I prided myself were the
best shots in my bag, made me look like a
verital'le tyro.

Every golfer of any other than the first class

knows these unaccountable phases of the game
when his form seems to have disappeared* into
the limbo of forgotten things.

When I spoke to our professional, a pawky
Scot, about my deterioration, he shook his head
sagely and said :

" Look ye here, laddie ; it's

nae use. Ye canna expcck ever to play guid
gowf if ye practise only once a week. Yc're

allowin' yer business to interfere wi' yer gowf.
If ye want to become a first-class player ye'd

better decide to gi'e up yer business."

It is the glorious uncertainty of golf that

is its greatest charm. At one hole you may be
in the depths of despair becaAise you've taken
six or seven strokes to a " bogey three "

; at

the next you are in raptures because you have
done it in ' bogey," or, maybe, one under.

To Improve Your Game.

EVERY player can somehow find an incen-

tive to improve his game if only he does

a round or two occasionally with a better

golfer than, himself. And some of the

worst players I have ever met are the

game's greatest theorists. They could

quote " Vardon on Golf " by the yard,

their encyclopiedic knowledge of what
to do and how to do it was something to

marvel at, and yet in practice—well,

if Colonel Bogey were alive instead

of an imaginary person, he would simply split

his sides with laughter at their efforts.

We all have our " off days," but if these

days extend into weeks in your case, then
there is something radically wrong with the
system, and it's time to see the "doc."
Although you know it not yourself, you may
not be getting the fall value in length of your
.shot owing to bad timing of the ball

; you may
be standing wrong ; you may be bringing your
club back too quickly when addressing the
ball ; you may npt be " following through "

with that sweet, circular sweep over the left

shoulder ; or—the greatest mistake of all—you
may be mo^ientarily taking your eye off the
ball. In driving, there isascoie of little things

that count, and an hour or two's treatment a
week will add yards to your long game and
materially help to reduce your handicap.

Even if you do not drive like a Braid or a
Ray, you need not lose heart. They won't
be upset about it in any case. But every
golfer knows that long, tearing drives are by
no means the most important
points in the game. It is the
man who plays well through the
green who can get in a telling

iron shot and lay his
"

approach dead—he is

more dangerous oppo-
nent than the player
whose only good shot
is a long drive from
the tee.

Iron Play.

IRON play is the most difficult of all to
master. The man who can use his iron

clubs effectively is hard to beat. It has
always struck me, in matches between the pro-
fessionals and amateurs, that it is in this

department of the game that the " pros

"

score most heavily. They seem able to hol.l

the ball in the wind much as they please, and
few amateurs have the same easy " flick

"

which sends the ball flying unerringly toward?
tlie pin as that wonderful triumvirate, Vardon,
Braid, and Taylor.

In iron play, the stroke should be made
pendulum fashion, with a "slow back"
movement and a faint pause when the club
reaches its backward limit, the stroke being
then delivered with a stiff arm movement, and
the body, shoulders and arms working har-
moniously together, following through with
the arms after the ball as far as you can reach.
The man who plays his iron shots in the same
way as he uses his driver will never cut ice in
the world of golf.

A well-known player, when asked to give a
tabloid desoription of the game of golf, said
that, "driving was an art, iron play a science,
and putting an inspiration."

The Importance of Good Putting.

To sum up, driving is the most enjoyable
stroke, but of least consequence ; iron
play more important and scientific ; but
priod putting will win moregames foryou
than either. And no better advice can be

given in this connection
than to play for the
back of the hole, and

remember the

old phrase
" Never up,

never in.''
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^i^oZZ'r^REf: WILL ROGERS in "Laughing Bill Hyde.

"

Laughing Bill Hyde escapes from prison, and also assists Dan, an old prison pal, to But later, poor old Dan is seriously wounded, and Bill

regain his liberty. Bill has a motto which is, " When you are in danger, keep Hyde is confronted with the problem whether to help him or
smiling," and his cheery optimism encourages his friend when things go wrong. make sure of his own freedom.

Friendship prevails and Bill carries Dan to a doctor, who in
turn becomes Dan's friend. The doctor decides to give Bill

another chance.

The doctor takes Bill with him to the mine-fields. Later he meets Ponatah, a half-breed
girl whom a thieving mine-owner is trying to rob of her interest in a mine. Bill's intro-

duction to her is to save her from the man's cruelty.

After many perilous adventures, he finally triumphs in a fight against overwhelming
odds, and brings riches to the girl and to the doctor and his wife who befriended him.

Ponatah offers him half her money. But Bill replies, " I

want all of you.'' And they go straight away to find a parsoCB'.
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Alma Taylor
{Leading Lady of the Hepworth Co.)

will award a

£10 Prize!
Miss Alma Taylor has a Favourite
Song! She confesses that she is

intensely moved by the pure melody
as well as by the soul-stirring notes
and beautiful words of the new
Waltz Ballad

5)

"What Rind of

Love is This?
(By Robert Hylton and C. Archer Leftwicb.)

She acknowledges this Song of all

others to be her favourite!

You can purchase it for 2 • from
all music-sellers, or it will be
sent post free for 2/1 J by the

Publishers.

Enclosed you will also receive the
words of the Firm's next publication,

who are offering a Prize of £10 for

BEST TITLE
Miss Alma Taylor has consented to

judge the titles sent in by com-
petitors, and to award the Prize.

Your suggestion must be submitted
to the Publishers not later than ttie

30th August next.

You admire Miss Taylor as she ap-

pears before you on the screen—you
will love the Song she loves so
much if you hear it sung or played
—you will long to sing it yourself

—

you will delight in its sweet har-

mony and haunting waltz refrain.

WRITE IN AND WIN!
Send to-day 2I\}, to:

Manton Lewis Music Publishing Co.,

60, Theobalds Road, London, W.C.1.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND,
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

MUC!H has been written of realisiji in

moving j)icture.s—real scenery, real

liquid to drink from a tea-cup or bottle,
everything as genuine as it can be made, so as
to malco the actor really feel his part. In this,

it i.s a well-knoMn fact, does a photo-play oiit-

stcp all reality of the stage.

J5ut it has been left to the <lireetor of the
Fox drama, '' Blazing Love," to originate
probably the most realistic sensation. When
yon see this thiilling photo-drama, there is one
tscene vhore two of the actors are supposed to
be starving. They have been lost in the Arctic
regions with no food. The director insisted
that this scene should be taken just as the light

was going in the late afternoon. Both actors
had eaten nothing since early breakfast ; one
had eaten nothing then, but a cup of coffee and
one thin slice of toast.

Thej- should " look the'part," shouldn't they ?

A Shower-Bath for Theda Bara.

IHICAK that Theda Bara liad one shower-
bath she didn't bargain for when acting in

tlie Fox super-pToduction, " When Men
Desire." It was in a conservatory built

specially for the scene.
Miss Bara was .seated i\ear a fountain. The

place was abloom with red roses and tropical

flowers, and the beautiful star in an equally
beautiful frock was waiting for the camera.
When all was ready, the water was turned on

for the fountain to play, but no water came.
Behind the scenes stage liands began to get
excited. Somebody caught up a hammer and
gave the screw a whack. Water came, but
evidently too abundantly, for Mis.s Bara save
a piercing shriek. The fountain had drenched
her thoroughly. Jmd work had to be stopped
while Miss Bara's clothing was dried. Her
frock was ruined.

A Cowboy and His Clothes.

TALIvIXG of clothes, no^voman was ever
prouder of her wardrobe than Tom Mix.
In his Wild W'est pictures he may appear

to the casual observer carelessly dressed. But
the casual observer is wrong, for Tom Mix is a
dyed-m-the-wool cowboy.

No blushing (16!)Ufanlc could devoto more
rare to her " coming out " frock than Tom Mix
liestows upon liis ro\igh cowboy garment!'.
Like every true cowboy, he loves liis clot hi.

and embellishes them in a multitude of ways.
Milady wears jewels on her fingers and in licr

ear.s. 'J'oin Mix walks on gold. Ho tak'--

pride in hammering the precious metal if '

the heels of his cowboy boots. I hear thai m
" Gyp," a coming Fox film, the casual observe r

may find nothing unusual in this star's attir»'.

But those who look more closely will note at

least the remarkable leather belt be wears.
Fashion and wealth could not produce a mcru
elaborate one.
A Mexican made this belt especially for Turn

Mix. He cut ornate designs into the leaflfr

and finished it off with a quaint buckle, tlie

counterpart of which could not bo found if oi c

travelled round the earth iu search of it. Mix
paid a small fortune for that belt, and then
swaggered about the ranch for two days, prciid

as a peacock, showing off his new acquisition

to his friends.

"The Blindness of Youth."

THl': BLINDNESS OF YOUTH" is th"
title of a coming photo-play producfH
by the Shervil Art Dramas Studio-;,

and released by the F.B.O.
It is a story of the son and daughtet^of i

millionaire left too much to their own devices,

with too much money to spend—the result

being tragic.

Pearl White's New Serial.

IN
"The Lightnine Baider," Pearl White-
coming new serial, I hear the princess < f

thrills is supported by Warner Oland, who
plays Wu Fang—the polished, gentlemanly
Oriental to all outward appearances, yet
actually and secretly the craftiest, most un-
conscionable criminal ever conceived in fiction.

Henry Gsell is the good-looking leading man
who acts opposite to Pearl Whit« throughout
the story, and ho makes an admirable foil.

Gsell is no stranger to i'athf^, and owes much of
his present success to having appeared in many
previous Bathe pictures.

WHEN THEY COME TO YOUR
PICTURE HOUSE YOU MUST NOT
MISS SEEING—

Little GLor.i.\ Joy, promising to elope with
a boy of 10, in " I Want to be a Lady."
{Path(':)

4-f

Carlyle Blackwell, becoming jealous of

Montague Love because of his love for June
Elvidge, in "His Woman." {Walker's Pic-

tures.)

Eaele Montgomery% fighting with Joseph
Rock, in " Love and Lavalliercs." {Big V.

Comedy.

)

Daphne Glenn's wedding being stopped
in " The Life of a London Actress." {Urban.)

WiLLLVM S. Hart and Lotiise Glaum being
married by Charles Ray in The Convert."

(
Western Import.)

Madge Kennedy, dreaming of a Fairy
Prince, in " Daj' Dreams." {Sloll.)

Baby Marie Osborne, running away with
Sunshine Sam.my^ in " Dolly's \'acation."

{PatfU:)

Charles Richmann being blackmailed in
" The Echo of Youth." {Granger).

Constance Talmadge nursing A. D. Seap.s
in "(Jirl of the Timber-Claims." {Wealcru
I til port.)

QUEENIE THOMAS Mothering a Little Child in

"Rock of Ages " (Walturdaw),

Henry B. Walthall escaping from prisr.n

in "The Long Lane's Turning." {Jury's.)

Billy Rhodes, deciding that the call of

love is preferable to the school of learning, in
" The Love Call." {Jury's.)

The Lookout Man
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Don't Make
any Mistake

!

Nearly all Lemon Cheese
looks alike so that if you
want the best you must
ask for it by name

—

In dainty hygienic
jars of Grocers and
Stores everywhere.

Js

'I'hc Daily SpnacLfor the Children's Bmid.

Tn hundreds of thousands of British

homes " Laitova " is an essential part

of the daily fare.

Delicious and nourishing, it forms an

ideal food for the children, providing

tho.se food elements that build up
the body, making them sturdy and

strong.

Don't be put off—accept nothing

but "LAITOVA."
If unable to obtain, send i/,^ and the

I. name of your Grocer, and we will send
you a large 1/4 jar post free.

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM, Ltd.,

MANCHESTER.

Drummer Dye-deas.

Curtains,

Cushion Covers.
To give a complete change of colour to those faded Curtains,
Cushion Covers, and Hangings sounds too good to be true;
and yet the Drummer is a marvellous little chap, and a few
coppers will set him to work with his magic colour, trick,

and, in the end, save you pounds.

And it's so fascinating to have a Dye-day once a week; but
for the best results ask for Drummer Dyes, and be sure to
see the little chap in the sentry-box, and pay only the price
printed on the packet.

Drummer Dyes are all British, and can be had in any colour.
Hundreds of pleasing art shades can be mixed by yourself at
'will. In addition to faded curtains, cushion covers, and
hanging.s, try Drummers on the following:

—

Hats, Feathers, Ribbons, Socks, Blouses,

Scarves, and any other, articles of wear.
Drummer Dyes are sold by Clwmists

and Stores everywhere.

Write for Booklet, "The Art of Home
Dyeing."

EDGE & SONS, Ltd., Bolton;
And at 25, Front Strret, Toronto; and 15, Valentine

Street, New Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.

To keep
your hair nice
—BETVv'EEN THE WET SHAMPOOS

The secret of keeping your hair

always nice is this :

In between the wet shampoos

—

DRY shampoo your hair with
Icilma Hair Powder. A /iu/e

powder—a good brushing—that's

all.

Simple though it is—this process

removes every atom of dust and
grease—makes the hair fresh and
clean and easy to do up.

Icilma Hair Powder was the

pioneer DRY Shampoo and is

still the best. Guaranteed pure
and harmless as toilet powder.

Next time you need a quick
shampoo try Icilma Hair Powder
(DRY)

; the result will please

you.

Hair Powder
3d. per fnckel ; 7 or 116: lurgc box, 213;

everywhere—pronounced Eye-Silma.
'

Icilma Co., Ltd., 37, 39, 41, King's Road, Si. Pancras,
Loudon, N.W.I,
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Com Flour

How to

obtain it

Cut out ihis^ advertisement

and send it with your name
and address and I d. stamp for

postage, to Brown & Polson.
6 Bouvcrie St., London, E.C.4.

The book contains 73
recipes for:—
SOUPS,
FISH,

SWEETS,
CAKES,
PASTRY.

VEGETABLES,
SAUCES,
<>AVOURIES,
PUDDINGS,
INVALID DISHES.

j

" 7'ft» Picturf ,Sh''V!.

IF YOU SUFFER
trora nervous, worrii'd fL-clings,

lack of encrsy, scll-confidcncc',

\vilI-power, mind concentration,
yr feel awkward in the presence
of others,- send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the
.^[ e n t o - N er V e Strenrthening
Treatraen t. — G
KLLIOTT-SMITH.
Imperial Buildines, Luctgate
Circus, London, E.C.4,

tren^thenins I
*

; O D F R V V?
Ltd.. 536, 1

The Asthma Sufferers' Greatest Friend.

HINKSMANX
1 hfsffi/naRelievec'J

Spetfly and Pleai-mt in its ef'ects and always to be re ierl on.

1/3 per Tin, from all Chemists ; postagre, 2d. extra
Free Trial P-iCkaye fruin I HinKSMAN. Che^mst. Carluke.

If your Chemist is without it, ask him to get yon Hinksman's.

GOLD MEDAL, DIPLOMA
AND THE

GOLDEN PALM LEAVES,
the highest awards given at the
International Exposition of Arts
and Industries at Barcelona (1917),

were awarded to

WM. S.

8 and 9,

RICE, Ltd., A. 908,
Stonecutter St., E.C.4,

for the excellency of their

ELASTIC TRUSSES.
If you arc ruptured, write them
to-day fcrrfuU particulars of the Rice
Method, which has cured thousands
of ruptured people at horn'-,

without pain, danRcr, or operation.

fARE YOU SHORT?
If RO. let the fllrvan System lif Ip ynu
to increfiiiH y<,nr hpiglit. Mi lii ii-iis n--

ports 5 inclies incrfase; I>river K. F.,

3 fnc)ics ; Mr. Ratcliffe. 4 inches ; Miws
l/eedtll, 4 inches ; Mr. Ketley, 4 inches.
Tbis By .stem greafly itnprovcj* the
health, iittur?. and cariiuge. Kend .1

penny Ktamjis fur fnithpr particulars
and £100. Cu.aranter- t<i Enrpiirv
Dept. C.T.. 17, strf.iid Oieen l:f)ad,

Ixmrion. N.4. '

Herman Darewski, the Famous Composer, Gives Advice to

Cinema Orchestras.

TO be siicto.ssfiil a musiral director of

pictures must have a very wide know-
ledge of music.

In addition to being well versed in cla.ssical

.stuff, he must at the same time be up to date
as regards the latest comedies, new songs, both
sentimental and farcical.

Every picture mast essentially have appro-
priate music, and the task of the actual
selection is more often than not left to the

musical director.

Consequently, he has a considerable amount
of work to get through before the cinema
opens.

Moreover, practically every picture theatre

exhibits two programmes weekly, or if the

place possesses a licence for Sunday openin'g,

it is three.

That means the selection of two or three

programmes of music each week.
In some eases, where a star film is booked

some time previous to its appearance at a
certain hall, it is seen by the musical director

at a trade exhibition. He then arranges his

usual casts for that tilm there.

But should this not be possible, he will

receive a synopsis of the picture, with all

subtitles and notes as to the type of music
required, from the film producers or hirers

on the morning of the eve of its appearance.

From these notes the musical director

must select his pieces according to the scenes

and general scheme of the film story.

Music for a Drama.

FOR instance, take an ordinarj* drama.
The story might open with a love

scene in a moonlit garden.

Suitable music for such a piece might be the
Love Song from the " Tales of Hoffmann

—

Night of Stars and Night of Love."
Then the scene changes to an indoor one.

The heroine's father appears and trouble

ensues because he does not approve of his

daughter's lover. Blows are exchanged.
The music immediately changes to one

symbolic of dramatic incident.

We then haVe an entire change of scene

showing the hero endeavouring to make
good in a foreign country.

Here another type of music would be
necessary—music suggestive of adventiire,

varied according to the occupation ' of the
hero.

This scene would probably be broken by
another depicting the heroine waiting at

home for her lover and incidentally receiving

the un\velcome attentions of the villain of

the piece. There must be a villain, of course.

And so, again, the melody changes, and so

on throughout the piece, each incident, each
scene, having its own suggestive musical
setting.

Romantic Stories.

FOR romantic films, such music as selec-

tions from Coleridge Taylor's charming
suites would be suitable. For this type

of film, too, the " Romeo and Juliet " suite

is very popular.

For the very humorous, knockabout films,

in which it is apparently the cliief object of

all the players concerned to do as much
damage as possible. Ragtime and Jazz music
are chiefly used.

Of course, there are other types of film

stories, but in every case the music must be
selected accordingly.

And thus it is fairly obvious that ihe task
of a cinema musical director Ls by no ine:i(M

as easy as it seems.

I have been very glad to notice of late that
the majority of cinemas now have a short
musical interlude between performances.

I consider this an excellent innovation.
For one thing, it makes a pleasant break,
and also many cinema-goers welcome it.

because they cannot look at the screen fur

any length of time by reason of defective
eyesight.

By the way, I have noticed the new
American song :

" I2vervthing i.5 Peaches
J)own in Georgia," has been accorded a gre at

reception at most cinema theatres jn i

recently.

Screen Flickers.

SPEAKING of American songs reminds
me of a rather humorous incident that
actually happened a few weeks ago in

a West-End cinema.

A comic film was being shown on the
screen, and the orchestra was playing that
immensely popular stammering song

:

" K-K-Katey !
" when the machine beg in

to flicker rather badly.

And a little girl amongst the audience was
heard to exclaim :

' Oh, mamma, the pictures are stammer-
ing a-s well !

" Hkhman" Darewski.

If

HERMAN DAREWSKI.
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BEHIND THE FILMS.
WOMAN'S PART IN FILM- MAKING

MISS VIOLET CLARK

MISS VIOLET CLARK has been] put
in charge of the scenario reading
department at Universal City, and it

is she who makes the selection of stories

for Dorothy Phillips, Monroe Salisbury,

Priscilla Dean, Mary MacLaren, and others

who shine brilliantly in the " Big U " con-

j-tellation.

IRENE DUNCAN with RHEA MITCHELL.

MRS, IRENE DUNCAN is in charge of

the monster wardrobe at Universal

City.

In the picture Mrs. Duncan is shown dis-

cussing with Rhea Mitchell, Monroe Salisbury's

leading woman in the " Blinding Trail," a
dance-hall costume that Director Rupert
Julian desired for Miss Mitchell.

MISS JEANNE SPENCER.

BEFORE a completed photo-drama is sent

from the studios to the picture houses,

it is shown many times in the projection

rooms of the producing plant.

At Universal City the projection is under
the supervision of a girl. Jeanne Spencer,
a keen studdnt of mechanics and technology,
Hces to it that every screen is perfectly <;oatcd

and that the machines arc running smoothly
when a print is given a pre-vicw.

MISS VIOLA MALLORY.

AFTER the motion picture director has had
his camera-man take the film necessary

for his picture, someone must arrange
the scenes in their proper sequence, and see that

correct and appropriate sub-titles aro in-

serted.

Miss Viola Mallory is in charge of the

cutting department at Universal City, under
the general supervision of Frank Lawrence,
editor-in-chief of nil Universal productions

HEVBK
FAILS.

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S
World's

Hair

Restorer
Quickly Changes Gray or

White Hair (o its Natural

Colour and Beauty.

Il is as good as its

promioe and is no( an
experiment, but has
been in use foi nearly
90 years throughout
the civilized world. It 4
is the best, and the
best is always the

cheapest.

GET A BOTTLE
AND BECONVINCED.

Sold t?vp!yw)ieie l>v'

Chemists, Pcrfiimers.
Ac. If jcju caiinot pro-
cnre locally send this
advertisement with
P.0.0. or stamps for
4s. fill, t,) 114. South-
ampton Row, London, and a
full-si/ed lari;e bottle will
be sent Carriage iPaid anywhere in ILc United Kini»don_

WHY
NOT

YOU?
Q T H E R S—i Deluding^ many famous beauties
and actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust and
peach -silk skin by using
" Firmanec," the famous
secret preparation.

A few days' trial will

astonish and convince you.
Why not start to-day? Send JEAN BINET & CO.
Is. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for (p^pt jq)
supply under plain cover to

34. STRAND, LONDON.
Manageress— w.C. 2.

HAIR ON THE FACE
instantly and c inpletely
vanisli, s with EJEOTHAIR, tha
Testified Cure ior this hideojjs
artiiction— s i 111 p I e , Safe and
Fainter s—Success assured—
Money-back Guarantee Givea
—Sent in plain cover for 7d.
Scud DOW 7.1. stamps to—

Manageress. EJECTHAIR CO.
,llept. SI.

682, Holloway R<l.,London,N.]9.

EYEBROWLIN

Why not follow the lead of Society Beauties and usa
this marvellous preparation? It does not stain, 13

perfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders ot

iashion. A few applications will enable you to produce
that dark, fascinating appearance admired in women.
\ ; Send at once to Manageress,
': Send Is.P.O. to-day

:jg^N BINET & CO.
: and receive a supply .

,
,m,

• under plain cover. :_ , . i^-'M'^. .i").

: -34, Slrand, London, W.C.2.

DhslljN KUGIS riiKliI).

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtaia one (or 2,-6. Particulars free.

Write at once .•

BRITISHSCOPE, 236H, HtKh Holborn, London, W.C.I.



Your Editor Replies
^^J^

THE FILM SERIAL.

I AM obliged this week to record a grumble, though,
happily, it is not directed at this paper.

The complaint reaches me irom a correspondent
in Hull, who, over the nom-de-plume of " Wanderer,"
informs me that he is a commercial traveller, and
that when making a brief stay in some town he usually
spends an evening or so at the local cinema. Some-
times there has been a serial shovring, but nearly
always he has had the ill-luck to start seeing it from
sjmewhere in the middle. Moreover, the end of the
story has been lost to him because his stay in that
particular town has had to be short. This, then, is

the thing which irritates " Wanderer."
"Is the serial film worth while showing," he

argues, " when the casual visitor to a picture theatre
suddenly finds himself confronted by episode five of
sjme thrilling tale, the beginning of which he has
unfortunately missed, and the end of which he may
not have the opportunity cf seeing ?

"

I do not know hcvs muny ether readers share the
same view as my rcncspondent, though it is easy to
appreciate his complaint. At the same time, it is a
matter which is received with a gocd deal cf favour
as well as disirproval.

The film serial, of which the Edison picture, " What
Happened to Mary," was the forerunner, first made
its appearance in this c;'untry about eight years ago.

Since then there have been others of varying types,
and how long this feature will continue in popularity
can only be decided by the public themselves. The
reason for its existence is obvious. It is meant to

whet the curiosity of the cinema-goer, so that he or
she will go regularly to the same theatre each time
till the whole serial has been followed through to the
end. From the manager's point of view, it is a good
business proposition. While cf the public there are
many who welcome it so eagerly that they would
willingly forgo any tiling rather than miss the " next
instalment." On the other hand, the film con-
tinuation story is a dissatisfying feature for those who
pre obliged for more reasons than one to lose a good
('eal of its seauence. But while it has this advantage,
it must be admitted that its present popularity is in

no way affected.
No ; I am afraid this question of the cinema serial

is largely one of circumstance and of taste.

THE EDITOR.

Th<: I'idim S/ioir, June 2St/i, 1919.

Will readers kindly remember that, owing to the fact that

this paper goes to press a considerable time before publirati"".

letters cannot be answered in the next issue ? A starnpetl ai.u

addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring zn

immediate answer by post. Address: The Editor, "The Pictuie

Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A. L. M. (Bronilcv), i:. W. (lliitlcv), D. B. (Rat-

dock), C. \V. (Toianiuouth). 1'. F. (lila^^sow), and
Heatrice (Tottenham). 1 rcurct I ciniiot disclose the
private addrcsisps of any cinciiia stars. Jf, however,
you ^vish to write I0 any of tlicni, put your letter in

ail envelope, stamp it, anil write tlie name of the
addressee on the outside, leaving a space for me to lill

in the address. Then enclose this in another envelope
addressed to me, and I shall do the needful as soon as
possible.

W. E. S. (Manchester).- So you look upon this
paper as " a sift." That is indeed flatterinK. No, I

cannot tell you where you can obtain the photograph
you desire, or else would oblige,

R. S. (Oxford), At present I have no information
whether she is married. Later on, perhaps, the infor-

mation, it an.v, may come along. For the addresses
vou want see reply to A, L. .M, (Bromley), and others.

K. H, (Forest Hill), Ulad to know you've done
\ our "bit" as a land girl, I'earl White is not
married, and I agree with you that he will be lucky
^. ho gets her. Certainly, I will excuse you for not
using " aristocratic words," whatever they may be,
I annot tell you, I am sure, if Pearl White would send
\ou her photograph. Why not write iind ask her '/

C. C. (Derby). Mary and Jack Pickford were both
I orn at Toronto, Canada, the former in 1893 and the
latter three years later, Houdiiii is playing for the
Famous Players-Lasky Co, The other artistes you
mention have not to my knowledge appeared on the
screen in any picture play as yet, but whether they
will do so in the future, of course, 1 cannot tell.

H. B, (Sheeniess). Do you mean Wallace Reid ?

Because I know of no such player as " Walter Heed."
If the former, he was born at St. Louis, Missouri, in

1892. Yes, Charlie Chaplin has two or three
imitators, but they certainly don't come anywlicre
licar the original. His latest release is " Shoulder
Arms," written by himself,

C. (i. (Boguor). - Horry to know you were disap-
Ipointed because you did not see in this paper the
j^hotos of the artistes you like. Hope to have them
jirintcd one day, so look out,

F. G. S, (Nottingham), —Madge Evans is really very
young. I shall not forget about a photograph of
iier. So you also have a great ambition to be on the
screen, but think there is a drawback in your being
only a " middle-class " boy, 'I hat's no obstacle. The
point is, have you any qnalilications or experience,

•T, C- (Dublin).—You will be able to get The
I'lCTUKK Show bound quite cheaply elsewhere when
the time come.s.

I. B, (Pedchani).— Dream-castles ,irc not very
safe, arc they it is perhaps as well, tberefori', that
youT father is wise. .Since you and your friend have
no acting experience or (inaliHcations—and they are
both very necessary—it may be better for you two
to continue "imagining" yourselves as stars than
embark on an undertaking which may bring you
bitter diappointments.

A. C, (Kidderminster),—Unfortunately, I do not
know of anyone whom I can put you in touch with.
Your best eoiurse would be to advcrtiwe your require-
ments in one of the trade journals. Your request
for a reply by post shouM have been accompanied
by a stamped, addressed envelope, .as those which
are not arc dealt with on this page.

L. J!, (Worthing).—Douglas Fairbanks was m-irried
some time ago, Ho also is Bessie Barriscale, The
' handsome actor " wliom you saw playing in " The
Turn of a Card " is .7, Warren Kerrigan. Don't you
go to the pictures often 1

" Neli.ib " (Preston),—Billie Burke is married,
and in private life is Mrs, Florenz Ziegfeld, (JIadys
Leslie was born on IMarch .'ith, 1899, Margarita
Fisher's husband is Harry Pollard. .Horry, 1 cannot
tell you.

K. R, (Leeds),—" Tow.irds the Light" a Hep-
worth picture play written by Henry Iklwards,
and featuring him and Chri.ssie White, Please send
your sceniirios to a lilin company.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

Put white covers over seats during

rummer, a-, coloured plush some-

times marks ladies' light dressas.

— 2s. 6d. awarded to B. Tingley,

21, Perry Vale, Forest Hill, S.E

DO YOU KNOW ONE ?

If so, write it on a postcard and
address it to The Editor, " The
Picture Show," Cough

Square, Fleet

A Prize of 2s. 6d

Cough
E.C. 4.

House,

Sireet)

will be

awarded for every hint printed.

K, B. (Houthwiclc-on-Wear).—There is no particular
studio at which film artistes begin. It just depends on
what company engages them, and the majority of
those you see on the screen gained some of their
experience on the theatrical stage.

P, S, (Paddington),—Thomas Meighan wa.s born
in Pittsburg, U S.A„ and after .spending some years
on the theatrical stage, first started on the films with
the Lasky Co, Pearl White is not married,

B. W. M, (Hertford),—The address of Hepworth
Picture Plays, Ltd., is Hurst (irove, Waltou-on-
Thames ; and the office address, 2, Denman Street,

London, W. Thanks for your suggestion, which I

shall consider.
W. L. (Dulwieh).—.\s this paper has no connection

with the Sunday paper you mention. I regret I cannot
advise you wiiat to do with regard to the competition
in question, I do not know what film company you
mean, but I should certainly advise you not to pay
the fees you were asked, Y'our best plan is to write
to the film companies in this country—addresses in
the Post Office Directory—and state your qualifica-
tions,

E, Mc- (Worthing),—Regret to say I did not see
your photograph in the paper mentioned So you
think you will become a cinema star one day and make
a good " comedy," though 1 suppose you mean
comedian. Well, there's nothing like being confident.

S, H. R. (Sheffield),—You are too l.ate this year
for Maurice Costello's birthday, which is on February
22nd, He commenced work as a printer's " devil,"
and at sixteen was appearing in amateur entertain-
ments. He started for the films with the Davis
Stock Co,, afterwards joining the Vitagraph, You
are sure to see him on tlie screen, as he Is back !igain,

Ruth Clifford has dark blue eyes and light brown hair.

To all who entered our Competition WHAT DID
CHARLIE SAYP The task of judging this competi-
tion is nearing the end. I am hoping shortly now to
announce the prize-winners.

F, H. (Canlilf).—Tsnru Aoki is the wife of Se.ssue

Hayakawa, and bot.h are real .Tapane3oaiid.not " nwde
up," as you think. Yes. many tiiink they are uplendid.
Alma Reubens wa.s born in San Francisco, and ba.s

Jilayed with Douglas Fairbanks as bis leading ladv.

M. L, (New Maiden),—It was Wallace Reid wh.i
played in " Believe me Xantippe." 'I'his film docs not
feature Owen Nares at all. Trust this will clear up
' the slight misunderstanding" between you and
your girl friends, and that you will all be all right
once more,
"A Londoner" (Paddington) —I "have no doubt

you will see your favourite in the course of time
amongst the full page portraits in THE I'ltTVr.K
Snow, George Fawcett took the part of Mae Marsh's
f;Uher in "The Cinderella Man,"

P, M, B, (Eastbourne).—I am sorry I do not know
where you could get an enlarged photo of Paulim
Frederick. Why not take oiu' art pUite of her to some
photographer ?

V, W, (Hythe),—Maurice Costello gave up aetinj
for the films tor a time, but has now come t;ack.

Sorry I have no photo of him to send you.
Miss C (l''ulliam) —As you diil not enclfwe a stamp.

T am answering you Iktc, X regret I do not know
how to guide you, as you say you have had no
experience ; nor do I know of any openings in the
particular capacity you inquire about. You can if

you like, however, try one of the lilm companies,
such .as Harnia Films, 10, Limes Road, Croydon, 1 r

tlie London Film Co., Ltd., The Studio, St, Margaret's,
Twickenham.

15, C. (London, S.W.),—Everyone wants to see a
photo of his or lier favourite, and ex'eryone's turn
w ill come in time. Thanks for your good wishes,

" liKKTH.\ " (Htreatham).—Cannot give any private
aildresses, but if you will send me your letters to
M.irguerite Clark and Dorothy Dalton in stanipwl
envelopes, enclosed in another envelope addressed to
me, I will send them on.

M. (i. J, (Htroud),

—

So : Stewart Rome is not
married to Alma Taylor. (Mad to know .vou think
liim " heavenly," A full page portrait will appear
of him shortly.

" CissiE " (Rye),—.\nna Luther has not lieen on
the stage, I understand she took up .acting for the
films as the result of a wager, Charles Rock was born
in ^'elore, India, in 1860

P. T>. (Stretford),—Your scenario sliould be type-
written, otherwise the company you are sending it

to may not consider it. State no price at all. L;ave
it to them.
H F, (Wandsworth) says about Warren Kerrigan :

" He has such a strong ciiaract,er, such a merry smil.-,

,ind, above all, a keen seitic of humour. That's wli .t

I think of him,"
H. B (Wakefield).

—
" Last week you left Rosalind

in the water in an underground passage." 1 g ,t

quite alarmed until you explained about " The Br tss

Bullet." I agree Jack Mulhall and Juanita Hansc.i
are splendid,

K, F. (Commercial Road).—You are so eager tr>

travel that you tried to join the Land .\rmy, but
tliey wouldn't have you because you were too young.
Hard luck ! I think the photographs should look nice

adorned with amber and green silk ritibon,
" Netty " (Alloa).—Y'cs, William Hart has a style

quite his own. If you have not seen Mary Mik's
Minter, you have still a treat in store for you,
H, G.—Thanks for your appreciation. Afraid I

cannot hold out any hope at present. The opp' r-

tiuiities for a young man of your age are so \tr.,'

limited. '

" Valerie " (Durham).—Wh.at a pretty name !

By all means write for an.v advice you need, 1 do
not think there is uuieh opportunity for yon unless

you possess some very special qualification. The
demand for screen artistes in this country is sma'l i^t

present,
M. L. (Battersea Park),—Yes, photographs of your

favourite soon,
' IsOBEL " (Berk,«) expresses the follow ing opinirn :

" Mary Pickford is a great favourite of mine, a!s 1

sweet and dainty Billie Burke, an I Norma Talmadge
'

Replying to your questions, •• Jsobel "
: (1) Maurice

Costello rarely acts now. (2) Billie Burke is married
to Mr. Ziegfeld. juur, ; l.e is an American theatre
manager,

M. F, (Durham),—Y'our parents are wise. Li.steT

to their advice. The opportunities open for you at
your age are very few.

G, W, (Goole).— .\t the age of ten you have big
ideas. You were toUl by a man " that a person
wanting to be an actress must be able to pull sad
expressions, and then glad ones." This seems t"o
eijsy to be true, I am glad you can " jiLst about d >

it " .ifter six weeks' jiractice. It ts a pity you cannot
" walk the tight rope yet "

: but you are not likely

to be called upon to do this feat much, wiien .\'oii

become an actress.

#yV onsu;er to the many inquiries we have received from readers as to how they can send letters to Cinema actors and actresses,
" The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters

will be replied to. Moreover, as many of thesa Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse befors the lettei*

reach them. Address your letter c/o " The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

1
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CINEMA C HAT.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

STELLA MUIR.

AN ENGLISH MARY PICKfORD.
Seventeen-year-old Star Who is Said to be

iWary Pickford's Double.

ABOVE is a portrait of—no, not Mary
Pickford, but a little lady who is so
like her that she originated the false

rumour that Mary Pickford was in London.
Stella Muir is the heroine in a new Grenville

production entitled " The Heart of a Rose."
One scene in this play is laid in a street in

Brentford, where she is supposed to give away
toys to poor children. Wlien the scene was
being taken a false rumour went round tliat

she was Mary Pickford. A crowd soon cA-
Ixted, and people came running down tie
.street to welcome her. It was impo.ssible ta

finish the scene. The producer had ti

rescue " her, get her into the car, and take
the scene elsewhere.—>-»—
The Leon's Lead.

I
HEAR that Harry Granville, whom you
may have seen in Samuclson and Victory
productions, has signed a long contract

with the Leon Film Company as heavy lead.—

—

Cheers for Mrs. Hawker.

I
WAS luck}' enough to be present at the
Majestic Picture Theatre, Clapham, to
witness Jury's films representing the trial

trips and the start of Mr. Hawker and Lieut.

-

Commander Mackenzie Grieve on the night
that Mrs. Hawker was also one of the audience.

When Mr. Derwent Hall Caine made the
announcement " Mrs. Hawker is here," the
crowded house rang with cheers.

When Charlie's Dog Charged.A FINE story is being told of " Bill," the
.studio dog, who every morning waits
for Charlie Chaplin. As soon as the

little comedian arrives Bill makes one hap and
invariably lands by the side of Chirlie as
the car stops.

One day Bill was dozing in the room where
Charlie and his colleagues were viewing a scene
in "Shoulder Arms" (you know th? one
where Charlie is rushing about in a car and
looks as if he were racing towards you), when
the wl'.irr of the machinery roused the dog just as
thi.s part was showing on the screen. Before
anyone was aware of what was happening,

Bill leaped boldly at the screen, expecting to

land beside his master in the car, but. landed
in a dark and unfriendly corner. Thoroughly
disgusted with himself for having failed in his

usual easy trick, he pulled himself together
and started off in a dead run in the direction

the car was seemingly ' going. Before the
lights could be turned on poor Bill had come
up against a perfectly solid wall, and he was
knocked down and out. Under the gentle
caress of his master's hand, he opened his big
eyes. " This is one on me, Charlie," he
seemed to say. —

—

Schoolgirl Star.

FEW people know that ever since pretty
Bessie Love became a cinema star, three

years ago, she continued her school
work under private tutors, and when her cla.ss

marches up for honours for their work during
1910, Miss Love will have the satisfaction of

having kept apace with her classmates in

addition to having attained one of the most
phenomenal successes on the screen.

-—

—

An Awkward Moment.
(HEAR that during the filming of " When

it Was Dark ' the producers had just

arranged for the '" angry crowd coming
down the steps of the Colosseum with the

Capitol as a background " when the Military

Guard were called out with loaded rifles and
fixed bayonets prepared to fire and charge. It

^as not until it was explained that it was for

a cinematograph film that the police officer

in charge prevented the men from spoiling the
scene.

Mary Pickford's Best.
1HEAR that " Daddy Long Legs," in which

we are to see Miss Mary Pickford in -the

name part, is the best character study
the world's sweetheart has ever done.

" Daddy Long Legs " is the story for which
Miss Pickford paid £8,000. It has become a
stage classic becau.se of its phenomenal success
in play form. The original story by Jean
Webster is already in its advanced editions in

book form. Miss Pickford has the role of

Judy, the " orphant " girl, who is taken from
the children's home by a wealthy man and sent

to " a boarding school for young ladies." The

only condition upon which this philanthropy is

bestowed is that he remain unknown to Judy.
This is the beginning of a romance which
develops from a ridiculous homage Into a
serious attack of " heart trouble," both for

Judy and the mysterious benefactor whom she
addresses, in her letters on personal conduct,
as " Daddy Long Legs." You will remember
Rene Kelly in the name part when the play
version was produced in London.

The Sad Lot of a Star's Life.

ONE of the sad parts of being a successful

cinema actress is that life loses all its

thrills. The only thrill a successful

moving-picture actor or actress can get i.s

when he or she learns that he or she is no
longer successful. Then he or she gets the

thrill of his or her lifetime.—

—

Bought With Her Own Money.

BUT Constance Talmadge still manages to

get some thrills out of life. Her latest

sensation consisted of the purchase of

a motor all by herself and paying for it out of

her film earnings.' It is a beautiful big car.

and no sooner did Constance acquire it than

she decided that she must immortalise it in

the pictures. So the car, with Constance in

it, appears in her new Select picture,

"Romance and Arabella." Remember this

when j'ou see the photo-play.

On the Stage Since Her Sixth Year.

RUTH ROLAND, who is featured in " The
Price of Folly," "The Red Circle,"
" The Neglected Wife," and other Pathe

series, is twenty-three years of age, but she

has been on the stage since she was six. She
made her reputation when playing little Lord
Fauntleroy, and gravitated to fhe screen about
six years ago, and achieved immediate success.

—-«

—

Tom Moore as Cowboy.

WE are soon to seeTom Moore as a cowboy.
We remember him as an author in
" Fair Pretender," as a millionaire

with many troubles in "The Floor Below,"
and as a poet in " The Cinderella Man." Now,
in " Go West, Young Man," he is a typical

cow-puncher. Will you like him in his new
role ? Wait and see.

JOAN LANGFORD REED. I'hoKi : LILLIAN & MYi^A ABERG. Clinul ll.ims.

Baby Reed has made her first Known as "The Picture Twins, ' Lilhan and Myra have
appearance on the screen in a appeared in many British films, including " Justice, "" Nelson,"
small part in "The Heart of a " Bonnie Mary." They are so much alike that one producer
Rose," written by her father, insists on tying one child un with ribbon when mother is not

Langford Reed. there to explain whicli is which.
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CINEMA CHAT continued from
previous page.

A Hepworth Capture.

MR. JAMES CAREW, the well-known

actor, is to appear exclusively—as far

as the screen is concerned—in Hep-
worth films.

This .does not mean that Mr. Carcw is to

desert the stage. You will remember his

recent successes as the " villain of the piece
"

in " The Freedom of the Seas," and as tho

detective in " The 13th Chair." His first

picture for Hepworth is entitled " The
Nature of tho Beast," and although Mr.

Carew has the part of the villain in this photo-

play, I hear he is not always to be cast for these

unenviable roles. —
To Play for Stoll.

TWO very interesting engagements are

announced by the Stoll Film Company.
One is that of Miss Marjorie Hume, who

took the part of the mad girl in Ethel Dell's
" Keeper of the Door."
The other is that of Mr. Cecil Humphreys,

who for a long time acted with Miss Doris

Keane in " Romance." Both of these well-

known stars are to appear in forthcoming

photo-plays. —•f+

—

Lou Tellegan on the Screen.

I HEAR that Lou Tellegan has decided to

come back to the screen in a number of

new photo-plays, in which he will play

opposite Geraldine Farrar, who, as you may
know, is his wife.

Famed for Her Garden.

DO you know what Gladys Brockwell is

most proud of these days ? It is

winning the first prize for having the

best garden in her neighbourhood. Miss

Brockwell is an enthusiastic gardener, and
every moment she can spare from her picture
work you will find her in her garden dressed
in an overall, heavy boots, and a sun bonnet. -

—

—

Another Talmadge.

I HAVE received two or three letters lately

asking if Norma and Constance Talmadgo
are sisters. Yes ; and they have another

eistcr, Natalie, who, I hear, is shortly to follow

in her sisters' footsteps, and appear for tho
screen.

Nurses Like Farnum.
WILLIAM FARNUM has just had a week

in hospital—having his tonsils removed.
Word soon went round that he was in

a room on the fourth floor, and within an hour
twelve diiierent nurses found some odd job

that wanted seeing to in his room. Each of them
was rewarded by the expansive Farnum smile.

—-

—

First

!

LOUISE LOVELY, whom we shall see

playing leading woman in " Wolves of

the Night " (a new Fox photo-play, with
William Farnum in the male star part), was the

first woman to fly in an aeroplane in Australia.

She was also first in a number of other things.

For instance, she was the first star selected

from the regular dramatic stage to appear on
the screen in Australia.—
Why She is Popular.

IF you want to know who's particularly

popular in movie society, I'U let you in

on a secret. There's hardly a party given

but what the name of Anna Q. Nilsson is

included in the list of guests. The main reason

for her social success is her utter candour, good
wit, tireless spirits, and willingness to go any-

where, play any sort of game, and never spoil

the sport by being cross.

DO YOU KNOW
—That Dorris Lee, who has supported Charles
Ray in several I nee productions, has been on
friendly terms with the public since she made
her debut as a pianist at tho age of four ?

* « *

—That Elaine Ilammerstein is a grand-
daughter of the famous Oscar Hammerstein,
whose genius revolutionised the realm of

music in America ?

—That Oscar Hammerstein
Opera House.

built the Stoll

—That " Fatty " Arbuckle Joined a stock

repertoire touring company at the tender age

of fifteen ?

* * *

—Tlu/t his wife, Minta Durfce, who has so

often played in his pictures, is a blonde,

though she may not look it on the screen ?

* *

—That House Peters is an Englishman, from

Bristol way ?

* * *

•

—

That Marcia Manon, who appeared in
" Stella Maris " and " Old Wives for New,"
is a real child of the theatre, liaving been

actually born in tlie Palais Royal in Paris ?

« * *

—TJiat Conway Tearle admires women who
are brainy, and yet confesses be is afraid of

them ?

* * *

—That Alma Reuben has never had the heart-

breaking experiences many young movie
actresses have had in the struggle for success ?

* * *

—That with !ier it. was but a step from leading

roles to stardom ?

Fay Filmer.

IRON NERVE HUDSON. Some of the stunts performed by Thoma.s Hudson, the daring Australian film actor, who will shortly be seen in a photo-play

produced by the Garrick Film Co. He is hero seen crossing Wardour Street hand over hand on a single rope and standing on the edge of parapets as

cooly as if he were standing in the street. Mr. Hudson brought himself before the public by his inserting an advertisement in the "Era," saying he was
prepared to do anything, from dropping off Waterloo Bridge to a parachute descent from the Monument. (Qarriclc Film Co.)
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

MARY MARSH ALLEN, the British star and producer, with her husband, MARSH MARGUERITE BLANCH, who took the part of Sylvia in
ALLEN, and P. BELLAMY. The photograph was taken at Bushey during an interval in "Comin' thro' the Rye." We are soon to see her in a number of

the filming of "Forgive us our Trespasses." new Progress films, among which is "Sweet and Twenty."

Mr. HENRY EDWARDS, Miss CHRISSIE WHITE.Sand BUBBLES Miss PRISCILLA DEAN, with BAYARD VEILLER, the famous dramatist, and
BROWN coaxing "Henry," the dog, to take part in a scene in Director STURGEON, discussing the details of "The Chatterbox," Miss DEAN'S next

photo-play." Possession," a coming Hepworth production.

The Prize-winners at a costume ball given at the Harma Studios. From left to ELSIE FERGUSON, the delightful Famous-Lasky star inspecting a piece
right : J. GILES, " Order of the Bath " (ls< l'nz< ) ; STELLA ROBATHAN, of film in the studio. Even a star is human, and is very anxious to sc«
Early Victorian " (2nd Prizf)

\ EVELYN BOUCHER, "A Squaw," (U< how she has " come out " in her latest production,
Vnzi), and HARRY MORRIN "Indian Chief " {find Priz<').
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HOW A MODERN GOLDILOCKS'' CONVERTED A WOMAN-HATER.

MEEME
When Sylvia Said "No"

SYLVIA WESTON ha<l never known
father or mother, and the aunt with
whom she lived had set her heart upon

a ricli marriage for her niece. Sylvia waa
dainty and fairy-like, with sweet red lips and
glorious, sparkling eyes. Her aunt had only

a very short time to wait before the advent
of a wealthy suitor for Sylvia's hand appeared
upon the .scene in the person of a Mr. Van-
dyke D. Jones.
He was elderly, and what he lacked in brains

he made up for in money. His vapid smile

and smug, self-satisfied air bored Sylvia to

death.
Her aunt shut her eyes to these numerous

little visible and outward signs of Sylvia's

repulsion towards the man she had chosen for

her.
" Yoxi must marry him, Sylvia," she said

one afternoon, as he drove away in his

magnificent motor-car; "then, dear, all our
troubles will be over."
But Sylvia was not the only person in the

world who found things unpleasant. Not a
hundred miles away from where she lived

with her aunt there was the exclusive

Century Club—so exclusive, indeed, that it

was said that even the lift-boys had ancestors !

Three members of the club had cut the fair

sex out of their lives with a clean sweep.
Each one of these men had had his soul

lacerated by a woman.
First of all, there was Dr. Henry Forsyth,

the elder man, who took, as it were, the other

two heartsick men under his wing. Henry
Forsyth, tall, lean, sensitive, with keen,
sombre eyes, had known the agony of dis-

illusionment. Some years ago, during a
campaign in India, the news was brought to

him that a young officer friend of his had been
killed in the encounter, and the servant who
brought the news said

:

" These papei-s were found in his pocket."
Forsyth took the packet, hesitated, then

examined it to see if it contained anything of

importance. The next moment his heart be-

came ice. He was looking at a photograph

—

the photograph of the girl whojn he was going
to marry—and the cruel words faced him,
words that she had written to the dead man :

" My darling, now that we have confessed

our love, love for Henry has become a
mockery." The letter was signed, "Ethel."
Forsyth brushed his hand across his eyes

as if awakening from a horrible dream. The
next moment he gave orders that the letters

were to be buried with the other man, and so

that bitter episode was at an end.

Julius Venneman was the second member
of the Century Club who had vowed to have
no more dealings with a woman. He was a
celebrated violinist, but at the death of the
girl whom he adored he had vowed to give

up music and to remain a lonesome bachelor
for the rest of his days.

It was a certain fascinating Julis Draper
who brought lovesickncss to the third man, a
young lawyer named Christopher Kent.

They had been having tea together on a
roof garden, when a man came up and spoke
to Julie in a rather familiar way. Christopher
was at once assailed with jealousy.

" Who is that man, Julie?" he asked. And
«he had said

:

" Chris, can you ever forgive me? I

promised to marry him last night. He can
give mo what you cannot; but I love you."

That ended romance for Christopher Kent.
Thus, the young lawyer Chri.s, Forsyth, and
Vanneman took vows of celibacy, and at the
Century • Club they found comfort in each
other.
Now it so happened that not every member

of the Century Club was a woman-hater; one,

although it must be admitted that he had long

GIRL
thrilled tliat vast assemblage, and Mr. Van-
dyke Jones, full of pompous, self-satisfied
vanity, hardly realised what had happened,
and Sylvia's aunt gasped for breath in her
anger, as her niece's pretty voice rang out
distinctly through the vast building:

" I do—not
!"

In the twinkling of an eye, like a fairy in
her gossamer and silver, with her train
drawn around her exquisite body like an
elegant glittering mantle, Sylvia passed out
of the building, running swiftly down the
wide drive, never pausing to look behind until
she found a motor.

" Help me !" she begged the chauffeur, with
pleading, tearful eyes.

It would, indeed, have been a hard-hearted
man who could have refused her piteous
behest.
"To the station!" she implored. And was

carried far away from her auni and Mr.
Vandyke Jones.

MARGUERITE CLARK as Sylvia Weston.

since cut his wisdom teeth, in spite of his grey
hairs, was a gay Lothario

!

To the agony of the three woman-haters,
keen billiard players, and members with a
studious turn of mind, the frivolous one
constantly used the club telephone as a means
of communication to his " lady-love."

" At what age do they get sense?" one of

the three groaned, as " Lothario's " voice
grated on their cars:
' Baby, meet oo's darling baby boy for

supper at the Cocoanut grove to-night."

That was the climax.
" Isn't there some place in the world where

we can get peace?" sighed one of the three
heartbroken men.

" I've rented Loon Lake for the summer,"
said Dr. Forsyth. " Let's go there. It's

finite isolated. The scenery is gorgeous, and
there's heaps of sport. It is a place where we
shall constantly hear the rustle of trees, but
never the rustle of a skirt."

They decided to pack up and make straight

away for Loon Lake without delay.

And in the mean season poor little Sylvia
was slowly but surely being driven into
matrimony with Vandyke Jones.
She felt like a little entrapped bird. She

tried to do everything to escape from the
toils in which she found herself. Vandyke
Jones was determined to marry Sylvia ; her
aunt lost no opportunity of making it more
or less impossible for her niece to refuse to

comply with her wishes.
" Come, now. Miss Sylvia," Vandyke Jones

insisted, " you must name the day."
Sylvia saw her aunt's commanding figure on

the horizon ; she met Vandyke Jones's beady
eyes with a little shiver of horror. Her aunt
had said something about her being a June
bride, so, with sudden hopeless recklessness,

she said

:

" June the fourth."
June the fourth arrived. A perfectly en-

chanting golden day of summer, with flaming
roses and a sky blue as a turquoise.

Sylvia made the most bewildering, lovely

little bride that ever eye could wish to see.

Her face, her figure, her wonderful ethereal
bridal gown were perfect. The church was
packed with a fashionable ciowd. The
romantically inclined pitied Sylvia ; tho.se

whose hearts were hardened by a struggle
with the world envied the wealth that would
be hers.
" And do you take this woman to be your

lawful wedded wife?" asked the parson.
" I do," said Vandyke Jones.
" And do you take this man to bo your

lawful wedded husband?" Sylvia was asked.

A thrill of horror, surprise, and wonder

The Three Bears.

AND whilst all these things were happen-
ing to little Sylvia, Henry, Julius, and
Chris had arrived at their destination

—

the beautiful lodge, on a still more beautiful
lake, miles away from anything in the. shape
of petticoats

!

The lodge Hukween stood alone in its own
grounds, except for a little artistic cabin which
was built as an annexe.
The squaw, who acted as caretaker to

Hukween, said to the three men

:

" I clear out little cabin—wife cook!"
"Not if she's a woman," the trio groaned.
" You not like women?" asked the squaw.

" Then why you come here? Loon Lake is

owned by a woman,"
Then there was a lively and heated

discussion between the trio, and Henry said
angrily, for Julius and Chris started to up-
braid him for his carelessness:

" How the dickens did I know it was owned
by a woman?"
However, peace was assured when the squaw

declared there was no likelihood of the owner
appearing upon the scene, and the three
friends took their fishing-rods and strolled

ofi: to the lake.

They had only just left Hukween when a
tired little figure, still clad in all the bravery
of her bridal gown, made her way up the
wide drive which led to the lodge. The sun-

light played upon her hair until it looked like

burnished gold.

She ran up the wide steps which led to the
great lounge hall, with its artistic hangings,
skins, and curios, and saw that there was food
upon the table. Covers were laid for three
people. Sylvia had not realised how hungry
she was until she saw that appetising meal
set before her, or how thirsty she was until

she noticed a jug of rich new milk.

She ate and drank eagerly, and then a
delicious drowsiness came upon her. She felt

that there was only one thing she wanted in

the wide world, and that was to lie down and
enjoy the luxury of a long sleep. "There was
an ideal sofa at Hukween, upon which Sylvia

had often snatched an hour's " beauty sleep."

Sylvia knew every hole and cranny in that
comfortable dwelling, and this is not to be
'wondered at considering that she was the
person whom the squaw had already warned
the trio about. Sylvia was the woman who
owned Hukween. Smiling contentedly, she
strolled off to the corner of the room where
the sofa lived. She threw herself down upon
it, nestled amongst the seductive cushions,

stretched herself, closed her eyes, and made as

an enchanting sleeping beauty as ever Prince
Charming would long to awaken.

Eventually, in spite of the attractions of

the lake, Henry, Julius, and Chris felt that
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the pangs of hunger were upon them. They
di-ew in their fishing-lines and made their way
Lack to the lodge.

i
The dinner-table was inviting, but when

they reached it there was surprised silence

for a moment until Julius broke out with:
" Somebody's been eating my biscuits."

Somebody's been lapping up my milk,"
«ald Chris.

j

" And somebody has-been here with orange
ifclossoms," said Henry Forsyth, with a puzzled
frown.

WThen they looked about to try and firid

is mysterious disturber of the peace, and,
lo and behold, they saw Sylvia—Sylvia asleep
in her laces and silver brocade—Sylvia, the
^exquisite little runaway bride!

" A girl!" they exclaimed, with a giTian.

The squaw came in and joined the wonder-
ing trio.

' " Poor girl!" she exclaimed. " She lost. I

.find way tor her in the morning."
" Ye gods!" cried Henry, Julius, and C'ln-is

in chorus. "In the morning I" And they
studied the sleeping girl with dull foreboding.

Sylvia slept just as comfortable as if she
liad been an invited guest. When morning
dawned the three men came down. She was
etill sleeping as peacefully as a child.

Ignorant of her hosts' earnest, troubled,
puzzled gazes, when she awakened Sylvia
threw out her arms, raised herself on (he
cushion, and then, to her confusion, met the
eyes of Henxy, Julius, and Chris.
" At any rate, she's married," they agreed,

in tones of relief.

She heard the remark, and the sweetest
emile imaginable dimpled her dear little face.
" But I'm not married," she declared. '• At

least, I think I'm not."
" May I ask you to explain the object of

this visit?" Forsyth questioned.
" I'll explain when I've had breakfast," she

answered, with dignity. " There's heaps of
time." And she ran upstairs.

When she came down she looked as fresh as
a new pin. The three men were at breakfast.
She sat down with them. The squaw set

soecial food before her.. She tried to make the
three men share her good fortune. They
ignored her, and her little face flushed witli

anger, and something bright and wet glistened
on her long, curling eyela.shes.

"Good lord—tears!" groaned one of the
men. " Have they come in again?"
At this critical moment Abbie. Sylvia's old

nurse, arrived on the scene. She had guessed
that her young mistress had taken refuge at

Hukween. She had followed her as quickly
as possible. The three men heard her
expostulations in silence, and they discovered
that the girl had run away from her aunt.
When Abbie begged her to come back, she

shook her head emphatically, and said:
" No; we are going to stay here."
The three men looked the picture of despair.

Sylvia noticed their annoyance. She turned
to them with spirit, her delicate features
quivering with indignation.
" I shall call you the ' Big Bear.' " she said

io Henry ; "and you the ' ]\Iiddle Bear,' " she
said to Julius. But there was the faintest
trace of a smile on her lips when she said to
Chris: "And I shall call you the 'Little
Bear.'

"

" They were all very cro.ss aTid sulky !" And
at last Sylvia said, driven to real anger:
" You're worse than real bears. My nurse
and I can use the little cabin."
They w:ere momentarily rendered speech-

less by this thrust, for the three men wondered
how Sylvia could possibly know about the
cabin.
When alone the trio held a council of war.

They decided to establish a dead line between
iHukween and the cabin, .so across the vivid
green grass they pegged down a thick white
ijope.

They sought Sylvia, and told her to keep
|to the cabin side of the line, and then they
:would be left in comfort on their own side of
the dead line at Hukween.
That afternoon, having settled this knotty

problem, the three men were gettiiig ready to
go fishing

When the trio had left the lodge, Sylvia
ran up the steps, and on Christopher's writing-
table she saw a girl's photograph, and across
it was written:

" Julio Draper, with love."

Her prclty face clouded. She liked the
" Little Bear " ;*ar—far more than she cared
for tlia others.

The First Step.

ONE day, when "the bears" were out,

Sylvia placed a delicious chocolate cake
on their table at Hukween. Coming

back she met Heniy Forsyth face to face.

He pulled her pretty curly hair, and
laughingly said:

" This dead lire is an absurd idea. I'm
sorry they've insisted on it."

Sylvia smiled.
" I wish you'd tell me something, doctor.

What is the matte with your patients?"
Forsyth hesitated, and met her eager gaze.
" Heart trouble," he said gravely.
" The little one, too?" she asked, with ill-

concealed anxiety, for the more she saw' of
Chris the more she liked him.

" Bad attack of Julie Draper," said Forsyth.
Just then Julius came up to them.
" I was just giving this young woman strict

orders to remain her side of the line," said

Henry, walking away.
Julius sat down by Sylvia's side.
" Don't mind him," he said, pointing to

Forsyth's retreating figure. " I was very
much against this dead Tine business, but the
other men insisted."

Julius could say no more, for Chris came
up, and Julius pretended to be doing exercises
with his arms.

" They keep me wonderfully fit," he ex-
plained.

" Then see if you can run," said Chris
savagely—so savagelj, indeed, that Julius
made off, and Chris sat down by Sylvia's side.

" You know, this dead line idea is awfully
foolish," he declared. " I was dead against
it; but the others iii.sisted. Do you know, it

isn't at all bad having you here, after all."
" I never really knew what an ogress was

before. But you're net really bears; you're
awfully nice," Sylvia admitted.
Further conversation was impossible, for

Abbie wanted her mistress.
" Here's a letter from your aunt," said

Abbie.
The squaw had also got a letter for Chris.

It was from Julie Draper. Julius and Henry
were very annoyed that Chris had such a
long innings with Sylvia.
' Isn't it glorious?" Sylvia cried. " Aunt

says I'm to remain here until the story of
how I ran away has died down." She waved
her hand and -n-ent indaors.
From that hour the trio plotted to get Sylvia

some dresses. Henry, Juiius, and Chris made
an earnest study of the fashion book.

" If a girl's got to remain here she will

have to have somethiiig to wear,'' they
decided.
They chose numberless garments, and

eventually the Squaw was sent off to post the
order. Chris wandered off again in the
direction of the dead line.
" Kent's acting a bit strange. Y'ou don't

think he's falling In lovo again, do you?"
Julius asked Henry ; but Henry only shrugged
his shoulders. As for Chris, he didn't feel
liappy until he was once again sitting by
Sylvia's side.

He told her all about the pretty clothes they
had ordered for her.

" But, you know, otie doesn't accept
presents from strange men," she remonstrated
gently.
"I'm sorry," .said Chris; "but your

wedding-dress recalls things we are trying
to forget."

" I understand," said Sylvia, with a sigh.
Chris caught his breath, and ho said

earnestly

:

" You're sure to look nice in anything. Diil
j'ou ever see your eyes? They are
wonderful I"

Sylvia laughed shyly, and she broke away,
and a few minutes later she came face to
face with a girl—the girl whose photifgraph
she had seen on Chris's table.
" I'm Miss Draper," said the girl. " Can

you direct me to Hukween? I'm looking for
Mr. Kent."
Chris—Chris—her " Little Bear!" This giil

was going to take him away from her! In
her agony Sylvia could have cj'ied out aloud.
She hardly recognised her own voice when
she said

:

" He's not here at present. Y'ou're Julie
Diaper. I've heard about you from Mr.
Kent. We're engaged."

Julie Draper gave a hard laugh.
" To you ? Why?"
It was then that Chris came up. He looked

at Sylvia's exquisite, flushed face, and at
Julie's white, set features.

" So you're engaged to this—to her?" Julie
saiti hoarsely.

Chris gave one swift look at Sylvia. He
gre\y very pale, and a wonderful light camo
to his eyes.
" Why, yes, of course," he cried.
" Do you love her?" Julie cried.
" I'm afraid I do," said Christopher

steadily.

There w-as a brief silence, a sob, and then
J ulie said

:

" And I've given up everything to come to

you." Without another word she left thcni.
" I only wanted to save you," Sylvia panted.

" Dr. Forsyth told me about it. I was afraid
it would hurt you again."

Christopher's arms were around her; for a
moment her pretty fate was buried against his

breast.

And Chris and " Goldilocks " smiled in'o
each other's eyes, and she confided her secret
to him that Hukween was hei'S.

" Paradise," he said softly.
" Our Paradise," Sylvia whispered, as their

young lips met.

Adapted from incidents in the Famou-t-Laslcf
Pliolo-play, "Three Men and n Girl," featuring
M.4EGUEE1TE Cl.\rk ag S'/Iria IVeslon.

They were all very cross and sulky. " I shall call you the three bears,

bear, the 'middle' boar, and the 'little' bear."
said Sylvia, " the ' bi;;
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A PICTURE PIONEER.
William A. Brady, the Great American Producer, says Star System is on the Wane.

William A. Brady.

WILLIAM A.
BRADY is the
husband of

Grace George, tho

famous actress of tho
legitimate stage, and
father of Alice Brady,
who needs no intro-

duction in these pages.

But he is also some-
thing far more than
that.

For twenty-five ycara
Mr. Brady has been a dominant factor in

American theatricals as a pre-eminent stago

manager and discoverer of wonderful histrionic

gifts, as a promoter of bcth the popular
and higher-class drama, a patron of

American authors, and as a builder of

theatres. And though it docs not concern
ns here, it may be remarked in passing that

ho is also an authority on pugilism, a
national political force, and throughout tho
war the close and confidential personal friend

of President Wilson. But what does practically

concern us is his prominence as a motion-
picture manufacturer and director—a pro-
minence which gained his appointment by
the President in 1917 as organiser of the
motion-picture industry, and a fighting arm
of the American Government.

In a word, Mr. Brady knows the whole art
of production—both on stage and screen

—

—
from A to Z, and it was only to be expected
that he would have some very interesting and
illuminating things to say upon films and
film players, so during his visit to England I

begged i\Ir. Brady for an interview, which ho
verj' kindly granted.

An Early Motion Picture.
1WAS connected with practically the first

motion picture ever shown," began Mr.
Brady,

'

' which appeared in 1 891 , afterJim
Corbett, my protege and ' find,' beat Sullivan.

It was made by Edison, and featured Corbett
in a fight—not a real fight, however. But
he had made such a success that Edison per-
suaded him to go through some of his pugilistic

poses before the camera."
" And your recent productions, Mr. Brady ?

"

" Well, of course, I've produced all tho
World-Brady productions—the Select pictures
have come under my direction, too—but if

you want me to mention particular plays, here
are a few :

' Rasputin,' ' The Whip '—yes,

Maurice Toumeur was the director, but I was
responsible for the racecourse scenes

—
' Sealed

Orders,' and ' Little Women,' of which I
believe you already have a version by an
English Company, Mr. .Samuelson's."

" I understand that ' Little Women ' has
been called the photo-play classic of the present
American screen year, Mr. Brady. We are
looking forward to its release over here. Will
you tell me who are the stars in it ?

"

" It has a fine cast—Kitty Gordon, Mon-
tague Low, Carlyle Blackwell, June Elvidge,

and Madge Evans

—

but there are no stars in it !

I'm not picking stars. My present contract
calls for competent casts, but no stars

—

as
stars. As a matter of fact, the star system
in America is beginning to wane. In the
theatre, at least, there are only a few names
that have drawing capacity. In Pictures
Nazimova, who has not yet been seen in

England, is even more in demand than Mary
Pickford. Wonderful ! She is the movie
sensation of America at present."

" Speaking of stars, Mr. Brady, I should like

to hear of any difficulties you have ex-

perienced with them, or noticed about them."

Won't Work Seriously.

THE great difficulty with so many
picture actors and actresses," replied

the great producer, " is that they

won't take their work seriously. They receive

fabulous sums for screen acting, and
yet they don't ' go at it ' as work. Where
they should do thirty or forty scenes a day,
they do four, and so on. There are ex-

ceptions, of course. Mary Pickford is a great;

a true artiste. She takes her work seriously.

You should see her before the camera—every-
thing is perfect, and her director carmot tell

her much, either. In fact, she knows all thero
is to know about the screen, but then, of

course, she has grown up with it. Still, the
art of pantomime is the most difficult of all.

Then there is Chaplin. There you have a
consummate screen artiste. And all his

success he owes to himself, because he creates

everything he does within himself, and by
himself. Other really great screen artistes are

Douglas Fairbanks, Marguerite Clark, Pauline
Frederick, and Madge Kennedy, and, as I've

said, Nazimova."
" Have you found any of your artiste?

particularly responsive to your direction, Mr.
Brady ?

"

" Those who have succeeded have always
been responsive. I don't believe in ' temper-
ament '—as a general thing. You may get

it in Duse or Bernhardt, but not in these

yoxmg ladies who are supposed to be temper-

amental," replied Mr. Brady with a smile.
" With them it's just pose—ego. In the
States we call it ' swelled head 1

"'

It was only natural that I should ask Mr..

Brady for news of his daughter, Alice, and
whether we were to have the pleasure of

welcoming her over here.
" Well, Alice is just crazy to como to

England," answered her father. " If she does

she'll make pictures over here, and play on the

stage, too. At present she is playing at my
theatre. The Playhouse, on Broadway.

A Story About Alice.

(REMINDED Mr. Brady of different stories

of Miss Alice's strong will, especially when
it had come in contact with his own, and

asked him if he had any little anecdotes in

this connection.

His eyes twinkled.
" I certainly did object when Alice an-

nounced her intention of going on the stage,

though I entirely gave in, and she made her

first appearance at the age of nineteen, as one

of the three little maids in ' The Mikado '

—

and ' made good.' She has a good voice, and
she studied for two years at the Conservatoire

of Music in Boston. After 'The Mikado,'

she played all the leading roles in the Gilbert

and Sullivan operas.
" As for the pictures, well, I put her in them

myself, but I can tell you of one funny little

incident concerning a difference of opinion

with a picture director once. You must know
that movie artistes and their directors seldom

do get on very well together. Well, Alice

and her director—a man young in the business

—were doing ' Camille,' and they had come to

what we call a ' bad spot ' in the picture, this

particular place being where the old man
comes to Camille and begs her to give up

Armand. The director wanted to do another

scene, but it seemed to Alice that this one

should be taken, and she didn't hesitate to say

so. The director^ remonstrated, but at last

Alice said, ' I've been raised in the theatre,

I've had experience, and the benefit of my
father's experience, and yet I can still learn—
from anybody, from a little child, even.

And I'm tvilling to learn. Everyone can learn

from someone else. This time I feel I'm

right, and you must listen to met'"
" And did the director listen ? " I asked

Mr. Brady.
" Alice usually gets her way," said Alice's

father, with a smile, as he bade me good-bye.

M.H.C.

MARGUERITE* CLARK. The* Little Fairy whose
Magic Wand is a Smile.

IT
is said that the war was responsible

for little Marguerite Clark's wedding.
She firmly made up her mind never,

never to marry. But Mr. H. Palmerson
Williams came along in his unifoim, and she
simply couldn't refuse any longer. The little

fairy of make-believe, though, had often pic-

tured to herself her ideal type of man, and it

only needed him to come along to weaken her
resolve.

Marguerite has well-earned the title of tho
fairy of filmdom. Her delightful child-like

parts have made her famous over two con-
tinents. Her admirers will remember her
especially in " Snow White," " Molly Make
Believe," " Still Waters," and " The Prince
and the Pauper." Her part in " Snow White "

was perhaps her most youthful part.

Marguerite has had so many animals in her
supporting casts in recent productions such as
"Out of the Drift" and "Molly Make
Believe," that she almost wept when she was

informed that the nearest thing to an animal
in her next photo-play, " Silks and Satins,"
would be the villain.

"I have had so many dogs, sheep, pigs,

horses, and other things in my pictures, that
I will almost feel lost without some sort of

animal to play with," declared Marguerite.
Then she was informed that she would have
to be content with playing the harp.

Marguerite is at present engaged on scenes
in " Come Out of the Kitchen." These are
being made at a beautiful house belonging to

a friend of her husband's.
The visit of Miss Clark and her company

proved to be a great event in the quiet social

life of the quaint little town. Never before
had the village been honoured with the
presence of a motion picture troupe. The
result was that the schools were closed for the
day, and excursions were run from near by
towns, so that the inhabitants could catch a
glimpse of thCj'' fairy " at work.

Jlarguerite Is a great believer in the value of

a smile. " It is a pet theory of mine that a
smile has magic qualities like the fairy's wand

—

to bring happiness and beauty," confesses

the delightful artiste. " In daily life a smile

"paves the way with kindness, and you will find

by watching the successful people that they
are the ones who have been able to smile.'

Nowhere is this truer than at the studio, where'

the confusion, delay, and frequent petty
annoyances become almost unbearable."

The first picture in which Marguerite ap-

peared was " Wild Flower," and she declares

that when she saw herself on the screen for

the first time she received a terrible jolt.'

"The bitter cost of motion picture work," says
Marguerite, " is the abrupt realisation of the

staggering number of one's unsuspected faults."
J

"Three Men and a Girl " is the latest released

picture in which Miss Clark appears, and a
sweet little story about the film appears on
page 6.
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You Can Begin This Drama of Love and Revenge To-Day.

m

READ THIS FIRST,
Last week we read liow John Marsh comes to tlie

office of JuHus Corder, where Lucy, the wife of

Tom Blake, the escaped convict, is working. Marsh
demands that Corder shall destroy certain papers,

which he lias in his safe, but tliis, the oily financier

refusea to do. Meanwhile, Tom Blake has tracked
down Mr. Thompson, who, -many years ago, told a
tissue of falsehoods, and got him sentenced to a
long term cf penal servitude.

(You Can Now Read On.)

The Plot Against Tom Revealed,

THOMPSON covered his face with his hands.
" I was their tool," he said brokenly,

" their spy ; their assassin, if you like.

Yoxi were swindled from first to last. I was piit

into the office for the very purpose of swearing you
away, so as to protect the real criminals."

" And how much were you paid for thi.s, may
I ask ? " demanded Tom, with a cvirl of the lip.

" I'll tell you," continued Thompson heavily.
" There are two men who were chiefly respon-
sible for the swindle of the Ronmey Association
and for your downfall. The chief culprit was
Charles Holbeen, the managinp; director.

Equally guilty with him, but perhaps not so
clever, was JIartin Thorngate. The three other
directors had their share of the pickings, but
•were more or less creatures of Holbeen and
Thorngate. Jly own share of the responsibility

was heavy enough, but what I got out of it I
will tell you.

" Holbeen is not only an organised thief, he is

a cruel, calculating, and cold-blooded scoimdrel,
who is ready to sacrifice anybody to reach his

own ends.
" I was in his employ before he started the

Romney Association .swindle. I was a wretched-
ly underpaid clerk, and he watched me imtil
he' knew all about mo and my home difficulties.

"Just at the beginning of the Romney
Association business I was in trouble. My wife
was dangerously ill. It was not long after
Marion was bom. I was desperately in need
of money to send her away. The doctor said
it w.is the only chance to save her.

" Holbeen, knowing this, deliberately put
temptation in my way. I was half out of my
mind tlirough anxiety and want of sleep. I
stole some money—fifty pounds—to save my
wife's life, as I thought.

" Holbeen found me out immediately. That
is how he got me into his power. He threatened
me with prison if I did not do his bidding in the
Romney A.s.sociation affair. He promised me
more money—a thousand pounds. And my
wife was dying for lack of a little money.

" Well, you know the rest. Once I had
perjured myself I was in their power. Holbeen
did not even pay me the money. I had less

than two hundred of it. When the ca.se was
over he laughed at me and dismissed me from
hifl emplo}'.

" That's practically all there is to tell. Don't
think I have suffered no remor.se on your
account. When my wife died, as she did soon
after I loftHolbcen's employ, I thought I could
summon the strength to denounce Holbeen and
myself, and go to pri.son in your place.

" But my wife had left this chikl— her legacy ;

and Ood knows we loved each other. I havo

fouglit with myself over this qxiestion for two
years, and I .simply have not had the courage
to see this baby sent to a foundling institution,
as sho would be if I went to gaol, because there
is nobody to take her.

" But some day I feel that I am going to
settle my account with Charles Holbeen. I
thought it had come to-day. If Marion had
been killed, Holbeen's hour of retribution would
have been at hand."

Blake had listened to this recital outwardly
calm, but inwardly with a tumult of agitation.

" Have you anything more to tell me, Thomp-
son ? " he asked. " Remember, I am an e.scaped
convict, and I have eight more years of my
sentence to run. Any day I may be recognised
and hauled back. I have escaped from Bleak-
moor with one object in view—to prove my
innocence. I am not interested in incriminating
you. You can change your name and dis-
appear, and if the Crown doesn't search for you,
I won't. But to prove my innocence I must
first of all get Holbeen, and I intend to get him."

" And I intend that you shall, too," said
Thompson gravely. " It is easy to get him.
Ho covered h^s tracks very well, but he was in
London all the time your trial was on."

" The name was an alias, of course ?
"

" Yes," replied Thompson. " His real name
is Julius Corder. He carries on business as
Julius Corder & Company in London Wall.
You will fin J. the address in the Directory."

" Good Heavens !
" gasped Tom, astounded.

" Do you mean to say I can walk into tho.se

officfis any day and see the man who deliberately
sent me to penal .servitude for ten year.9 ?

"

" Any day," answered Thompson. " He was
there all through your trial. The police could
have walked into his office at any time, but they
never got the slightest scent of him. As a
matter of fact, the thing had been worked so
cleverly tha* the police never believed from the
start that there had\ been anybody concerned
in it but yourself. Even the bank people had
seen nobody bvit you and me."
Tom was so stirrecl he could not speak. All

he could do was to sit there and listen to the
unfolding of this tale of infamy of which he had
been made. the deliberate victim.
He felt lightheaded. The thing seemed

amazing, impossible
;
only the face of Thompson

sitting opposite gave him the necessary sense of
reality.

" But you've got to bo careful how you set
to work," continued the clerk. " Julius Corder
is a clever man, and as imscruptdous as he is

clever. Ho has wonderful influence in high and
low quarters. If I went to Scotland Yard and
denounced him as a swindler and myself as a
perjurer, I am practically certain that I should
be imable to prove either of my charges.

" If I tried to betray him, he'd probably get
me put away as a dangerous lunatic. If you
go to him and reveal yourself, you will either be
arrested at once or blackjacked in some dark
alley. You can't bluff Julius Corder and j'ou

can't frighten him. There's only one thing
Julius Corder fears."

" What is that ? " asked Tom grimly.
" Death," replied Thompson. " Fear of death

is his one weakness. That is why he keeps the
papers of the Romney Association swindle, when
he knows very well it would be safer to destroy
them. But he is always afraid of his associates

giving him away or killing him. That is why
he keeps this evidence, so that they will be
incriminated equally with himself."

" There is evidence in existence, then ?
"

asked Tom, with a blaze of excitement in his

eyes.
" Yes. Corder has all the paper.s, nil the evi-

dence you \vould require to prove your innocence
up to tlie hilt. I even kno\V where he keeps
thom. They are in the big safe in his private
office. But what use is that to you ? Suppose
you went to the police for a .search warrant 1

The fir.st thing that would happen is that you
would be arrested and returned to Bleakmoor.
That would immediately be in all the news-
papers, and Corder would bo on his guard.

" Suppose you had the money and could
persuade a lawyer that there was anything in
your story and that you were not merely a
madman. Long before the lawyer had got his
search warrant, Corder' would hear what was
on. He has a hundred avenues of information,
and the Romney Association is not the only big
public swindle he has engineered. You will

have to go very carefully. If you make one
false .step your hfc will bo in danger."

'' I Kocm to be up against a very pretty gang,"
said Tom, frowning thoughtfully.

" As pretty a one as any man wants to be up
against," agreed Thompson. " Think it over
well, and go slow. Once you start acting, be
on your guard every minute, because your life

will ba in danger ni;:ht and day. Julius Corder
Will never bo safe until he is dead. You don't
ask about the other man, Martin Thorngate ?

"

" Ho doesn't concern me much," responded
Tom. " I never saw him. He did not even
appear at the one directors' meeting we had.
Corder is my man, and this thing is going to be
settled somehow sometime between him and
me."

" Nevertheless," added Thompson, " you
must be on vour guard against Thorngate. He
is almost as dangerous an enemy of your.s as
Corder, particularly as he was a clo.se friend of
yours."

" A f."iend of mine ? " echoed Blake.
His real name is John Marsh," said

Thompson.

Jimmy Twiss Receives a Shock.

JIMMY TWIfr'S sat in the dingy room
which he shai'ed with Tom Blake, and
looked at the clock as he filled his pipe

reflectively.
" Looks like as if 'e's later than ever to-

night," he murmured. " Wonder what 'is lay
is. I must make things look a bit ship.shape."

He began deliberately distributing written
sheets of foolscap over the table to give the
appearance of commendable industry.

Tom never looked at these writings of .Jimmy's
except casually. If he had taken more note
of them, he would have realised that they
had been written days before, and that Jimmy,
with his stem application to law writing, was
merely window-dressing for Tom's benefit.

Having arranged the table to his satisfaction,

Jimmy, who had only been in a few minutes,
began taking some strange articles from his

pockets.
First there was a watch, which Jimmy

looked at with frowning displeasure, and. then
sniffed over contemptuously.

" A nice thing, I must say !
" he growled.

" Rolled gold ! I houghter know better at
my age. The fellow looked a real slap-up
swell, too. The fact is yer can't tell nuthin'

at all from appearances these days. It's

perfeekly scandalous the way some people
dress up when they 'aven't got enough in their

pockets to buy a dog licence. And as for

watches ! Words fail me I Why, only yester-

day I seed a member of the 'Ouse of Lords take
out a hoxydisod watch that I wouldn't be
seen walking about with. Jimmy Twiss may
not be rich, but 'e's got 'is proper respect,

thank 'Eaven !

"

After this came two purses, obviously ladies'.

Jimmy was none too cheerful over these. He
counted out a few silver coins.

" I always seems to rneet 'em when they've

done their shoppin' and are goin' 'ome," he
paid lugubriously. " It's this 'ere paper
money, that's what it is. It'll be the ruin (f

the business. They don't .keep it in their

purses, and yer never can tell where they does

(Continued on page 12.)
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EDDIE LYONS and

LEE MORAN—
THE COMEDY TWINS.

EDDIE LYONS and Lee Moran, featuring in Trans-
Atlantic star comedies, are known among tlieir

admirers as " Tlie Inseparables."
They were born in the same State in the same year.

They both boast of Irish parentage. They both use their own
names in photo-plaj^s. They arc both five feet ten inches in
height, and both describe their own colouring as medium.

Since the day they both met in the Trans-Atlantic
studio, they have worked together, played together,
eaten together, roomed together, and exercised together.
They are co-stars. They live at the same club, they

play the same games, they have the same kind of friends,
they even like the same kind of girl.

Their One Trouble.

THAT is just the trouble," they told an inter-

viewer, looking as melancholy as only a comedian
in his leisure hours can. " Our tastes in girls are

so hopelessly similar that I'm afraid we arc condemned to
eternal bachelorhood. We both have extremely domestic
tastes, and we are perfectly certain that we'd both maki?
ideal husbands. But what can we do, when we admire
exactly the same typo of girl ?

" AVe really thought we had managed it once. For
days we went about avoiding each other. We each felt

that we had found the one woman, and we each dreaded
breaking the news of the dissolution of our partnership.
At last we screwed our courage to the sticking point, and
confided in each other. When we came to an exchange
of photographs of the charmer, we discovered that it was
the same girl !

" We regret very much that there is no apparent pros-
pect of our getting married. We shall probably have
to struggle on as we are, until we find a pair of twins,
who arc absolutely identical in looks, manners, and dis-

positions. And tiien they'll probably -refuse to look at
us. No, it seems that there is nothing but single -blessed-

ness for us, and we might as well resign ourselves to it."

What Can They Want More.
THERE arc probably no two young fellows in

the whole screen world who get a better time
out of life than Eddie and Lee. They are

enormously popular, both personally and pro-
fessionally. They arc young, being in their thirtieth

years, and are world famous as high-class comedians,
gaining their good fortune while they are young
enough to enjoy it to the utmost.

The Serious Task of Being Funny,A VISITOR to the studios one day said :

" I should think you two would be laughing
all the time, and growing too fat to work."

" Laugh ! Grow fat '. How do you expect a man
who is worried to death making "others smile to take
on weight ? " demanded Eddie.

•
" Listen, my friend," said Lec. " Did you ever see

a comedian laughing except during his act ? Making
fun is serious—very serious—and we worry all

through a scene for fear that we can't make a
laugh for the next one."

As a matter of fact, it is a very difficult matter
obtaining really funny comedies, and the resources

of the players are taxed to the utmost.

Eddie sad.

Eddie glad.

Lee caught in the act.

Eddie's golden smile

LEE MORAN and EDDIE LYONS. Lee's conciliatmg smile. Eddie surprised. Lee in " disc;uise.
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"FREE—YET A FELON."
(Continued from page 10.)

keep it. And when you've got some of 'em,
they're all numbered like a lot o' convicts, and
yer never feels 'appy till you've got rid of 'em.

The business ain't what it used to be, and
that's a fact."

The door swung open with a crash, and a
heavily built, heavy-jowled man clumped in.

At the first sound Jimmy grabbed at his ill-

gotten gains and rammed them in his pockets
with trembling hands. He gave a little gasp
of relief when he saw who his visitor was.

" What yer doing 'ere, Biff Harrison 1 " he
demanded, drawing his lips back with a snarl.
" Jumpin' in on me like that ! You oughter 'ave _

more sense. You know it gives me the 'orrors,

that sort of thing. What yer want ?
"

" All right !
" growled the gentleman known

as BiS Harrison. "Don't got fresh, Jimmy.
I only looked in to see if you've got anything
for me."

" No, I ain't !
" snapped Jimmy. " Only a

rolled gold watch, what you wouldn't accept
a.s a gift. You got tor get out of this quick.

I'm expecting my lodger 'omo any minute."
" Well, what's the matter with yer lodger,

anywaj' ? Is he shy of a bit of trade ?
"

" He's on the sqviare," said Jimmy steadily.
" And 'o doesn't know that I ain't the same.
And I don't want him to know. See ?

"

" Phew !
" whistled Bif^ Harrison. " What's

the little game, Jimmy ? You've got some-
thing \ip your sleeve, I'll bet. Never knew
you when you hadn't. You're a dark 'un,

Jiramj'."
" I ain't got nuthin' tip me sleeve !

" snarled
Jimmy. " He's my pal, and 'e's done a lot for

me. And I don't want 'im to find you 'ero,

so there."
" All right. Don't get your hair more off

than it is already. Let's have a look at the
watch, anyway."
Jimmy handed it over sullenly. Bif^ looked

at it contemptuously for a moment, and gravely
handed it back.

" Can't make you out, Jimmy," he muttered.
" What are you wasting your time on this sort
of thing for ? You used to go in for the bigger
things. Why don't you go back on the old
stunt ? Pay you better."

Jimmy looked thoughtful for a mintite.
" Can't talk now. Biff," he said. " I don't

want you to stop 'ere. I'll come and see you
Boon."

" Right -ho ! I can put one or two decent
things in your way straight of?."

Jimmy almost pushed his unwelcome visitor

out of the door. Ho had scarcely turned back
to the room again when he heard a well-known
step coming up the uncarpeted stairs.

Frantically ho dashed at the table, where
the rolled gold watch and the two purses still

lay in the open.
He grabbed them up and rammed them in his

pockets as Tom Blake swung into the room.
He fumbled, and one of the purses dropped

on the floor. Jimmy could do nothing but
stoop and pick it up, which he did in full view.
Then he waited miserably for the bursting

of the storm which he knew must come. He
sat down at his table, because his knees had
grown suddenly weak. He made pretence to
be fumbling with pens and paper.
Tom said nothing. He had not even greeted

his fellow -lodger, which was a bad sign. He
had not taken off his hat, but was walking
up and down the floor, frowning thoughtfully,
with his hands rammed in his pockets.
.Jimmy watched him nervously out of the

corner of his eye. He was sick with apprehen-
eion. This would mean separation, and that
was the one thing which Jimmy dreaded more
than Bleakmoor itself.

And still Tom said nothing. Ten minutes
passed by and he was still stalking up and
down the room with his hands in his pockets.
At last it grew, or began to grow, into .Jimmy's

intelligence that Tom had not seen the purse.
That he was so deep in his thoughts that he had
Keen nothing suspicious in .Jimmy's behavioiff,
which literally shrieked of suspicion.

And then .Jimmy jumped in his chair and
went cold all down the backbone as Tom
Ktopped straight in front of him and held him
with a glittering eye.

" Jimmy," he said abruptly, " I want to
congratulate you. I should imagine that for
a man brought up as you have been, it must

be a pretty hard wrencli to turn lionest all of
a sudden as you have done. You haven't said
a word

;
you haven't breathed a grumble ;

you've just stuck at it, and I think it's splendid
rf you the way you've slaved on at that monoto-
nous writing job."
Jimmy felt himself out of his depths in a sea

of mystery. But he knew the virtue of silence.

He held his peace and looked the picture of
innocence.

" I believe you have done that, Jimmy,
chiefly because I asked you to," continued Tom.
" And it is so fine of you that I can't tell you
how much I think of it. Now, hold on to your
chair, because I'm going to say something
which might knock you off it."

" Right-ho, guv'nor !
" returned Jimmy, grin-

ing hopefully. " I can stand it."
" I want to ask you to help me

—

professionally,
Jimniy.^Do you know a man who can get into
a business'office in the City and break open a
so-called burglar-proof safe ?

"

.Jimmy stared like a man in a trance. Three
times he opened his .mouth and was unable to
make a sound. Then he said solemnly :

" I'm afraid you'll 'ave to come again with
that, guv'nor. I don't quite get yovi."

Jimmy Talks About "The Profession."

JIMMY TWISS did understand. What Tom
Blake said to him was perfectly clear,

but the thing was so staggering that

the little man dared not believe that his ears

had heard aright.

So, at his earnest pica, Tom repeated him-
self. -

.

" Do you know a man, Jimmy, a real, tip-

top burglar man, who for a consideration will

break into a City office and rifle a safe for

me?"
Jimmy licked liis lips nervously, glanced

furtively round and round the room, opened
and closed his long, slender arms.
He felt sure there was a snag in this some-

where, and, having a guilty conscience in the
matter of that rolled-gold watch and many
other trifles, he did not want to give himself
away.

" Excuse me, guv'nor," ho muttered shakily,
" I suppose you ain't been out in the sun?
Ain't goin' orf yer rocker by any chance, are
yer?"
" No, Jimmy," returned Tom coolly. " I

am not suddenly insane. I am perfectly calm
and m my right mind. I will explain every-
thing to you in time. But first, tell me, do
you know such as a man as I ask for?"

" D'yer mean to say, guv'nor, as 'ow you
wants to break into a horfice and burgle a
safe? You surprise me, guv'nor; you do,

indeed !"

" That's not the point, Jimmy. Do you
know such a man? Can you put your hand
on him, and where is he to be found?"
Jimmy drew a long breath and squared his

shoulders.
" Yes, guv'nor," he said slowly. " I guess

I know the very identical man you want."
" Good !" responded Tom. " Can you put

your hand on him without much loss of

time?"
" I can put me hand on 'im any minute I

like."
_ _

" Good again ! Where is he to be found?"
" I guess he's lookin' straight at you this

moment, guv'nor."
" You, Jimmy !" cried Tom, in astonish-

ment. "No, no; I didn't mean you. I

wouldn't ask you to do it. I won't allow you
to share this risk with me."

" Who else is there, guv'nor?" demanded
Jimmy drily.

" I—I don't know. It is that which I am
asking you to tell me."
"Listen a bit, guv'nor! I've knowed bur-

glars, just a few. I know their ways and
their—er—what you call prejoodices. Safes
in offices ain't popular as a .speculation, so to

speak. To break a safe is a big job. It

wants a slap-up man with a proper kit of
tools, and one what knows 'is job inside and
out. Regular 'Igh Toby of the burglar per-

fcssiou he's got to be. And 'e don't set about
breakin' a modern safe unless 'e knows certain
sure that there's something worth while inside
when 'e's broke it. See?"
" Yes," replied Tom. " I don't expect any-

body to risk their liberty on my account for

love, Jimmy. I will pay for the job, and pay
well."

" 'Ow much would you call paying well?"
" These papers, if I can get hold of them,

will prove my innocence of the crime foi

which I was sent to Bleakmoor," continued
Blake. " I would pay a thousand pounds t<j

get hold of them."
" Where's the money?"
Jimmy shot out the cjucstion quickly and

fiercely.

It caught Tom full in the face of his new
enthusiasm and shook him.
' " 1 have no money," he said sadly. " You
know that well enough, Jimmy. The man
who goes into this with me will have to take
my word of hor«ur. When 1 have proved
my innocence, I shall be in a position to maki
money quickly, and I will pay with interest.

'

" That's oil right, guv'nor, from your point
of view; but that ain't no sort of a proposi-
tion to put to a perfessional cracksman in

the 'igher walks of the business. He's got
to bo paid for the attempt whether 'e gets the
goods or not. 'E's got to 'ave 'is money. "-

Tojn dropped into a chair despondently, put
his elbows on the table, and stared luoodily
at the wallpaper.
" Now," continued Jimmy, with a note of

pleading in his voice, " there's yer 'umble
servant, Jimmy Twiss. He's ready and proud
to do this little job for you, and 'e don't warn
no considerations and no promises. He's ready
to do it for jest nothing at all."

The old fellow's voice broke.
" I can't let you do it, Jimmy," he saiij

gruffly. " It's not fair to drag you into my
affairs. I'll try to do the job myself."

" And you'll stand as much chance of get-'

ting into a modern safe as you will of break-
ing into the Bank of England vault with a
sardine-opener," growled Jimmy. " Let me
'ave a try, guv'nor. I ain't so smart as I

was in me young days, but I'jl do me best

;

and if you're an innocent man, then it's no
crime."
The little old gaol-bird was actually ruf-

fling himself with pride. Tom sighed hope-
lessly, but he gave way, and told Jimmy the
tale he had hoard from Thompson about the
safe in Julius Corder's office.

Jimmy listened with interest.
" It'll take some time, guv'nor," he said at

length. " I shall 'ave to prospect around
for a f€W days to get the lay of the ground
And I shall want some tools, but I can
borrow them. You leave it to old Jimmy.
I don't say. I'm a star in these times, but I'm
as good as .some what fancies themselves no
end. Let me 'ave a week to look round, then
V\\ give yer me report."

The Keys of the Safe.

TOM BLAKE and Jimmy Twiss were not
the only people interested in the big
safe m the office of Julius Corder.
There was Lucy Blake also.

Ever since she had been an unseen witness
of the interview between Corder and John
Marsh, her mind had been continually at work
endeavouring to plan out some way of get-
ting at the contents of the big safe which
Corder guarded so jealously.

Inside there was the bundle of papers which,
she knew, contained the secret of the Romney
Association swindle. She firmly believed also

that it contained the proof of her husband's
innocence. *

She had seen the bundle of papers. She
had handled them when Corder told her to get
them out of the safe.

She knew exactly where to place her hand
on them if only the opportunity were afforded.

She had no scruples in the matter. She knew
now perfectly well that Conder was an accom-
plished scoundrel of the first water.
Under his guise of benevolence, he carried

the heart of a dangerous criminal, who did

not hesitate to send an innocent man to a
long term of penal servitude to cover his olvn
crimes.
Given the opportunity, Lucy would have

taken the papel's without the least hesitation.

But Corder was too careful.

The keys were always in his pocket. When
he lianded them to her and she opened the

safe for him, he watched her,all the time.

(The End Next Week.)

The characters and names in ihis story are entirely

fictitious and do not refer to any living person.
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EDDIE POLO,
" The Hercules of the Screen"
in Thrilling Moments in New

Trans-Atlantic Serial.

THERE are many wonderful athletes in the

cinema world, but probably the greatest

of them all is Eddie Polo. Cradled in the

circus, he performed acrobatic tricks at the, age

of two, and at seven ho was an accomplished

tumbler and high diver.

He has travelled all over the world as a star

performer in the biggest circuses, and since he

has been with the films he has brought off some

of the most daring and hair-raising feats ever

screened.

Ho has made a parachute descent from an

aeroplane circling above the Eiffel Tower ;

dived in a rough sea, and trusted to his swimming
powers to keep him afloat until he could be

rescued ; tamed all kinds of ferocious beasts :

ridden horses on tlie edges of precipices, and

swum them in raging torrents ; and in a hundred

other ways risked his life to get a sensational

picture.
.

To-day he is one of the fittest men m the world,

and able to take his own part against the

strongest men and the most scientific boxers.

Eddie has earned his right to the title of " the

Hercules of the Screen " in his new part in

" The Circus King."
Those of us who liave seen him in Trans-

Atlantic serials, " The Broken Coin," " Liberty,"
" The Grey Ghost," and " The Bull's Eye," can

now add "" The Circus King " to our list.

Among the many tests of his superhuman
strength that will be features of this serial is the

lifting of ten of his companions in the circus on a

plank suspended from Polo's shoulders.

Two heavy draught horses see-saw on a plank

across Polo's chest, and in another scene two

.Shetland ponies are lifted clear of the ground,

and suspended in mid-air by the actor, who is

acknowledged to be the strongest man in films.

AA'hen you see this film don't forget that

Eddie Polo's beautiful wife. Pearl Polo, plays a

supporting role aa a circus acrobat. Pearl

Polo attained recognition as the queen of the

circus aerial performers in seven seasons with

the Barnum show in America. At the same time

her husband became a famous strong man
through his remarkable feats with the same
show.

In " The Circus King " Pearl Polo goes back

o\^r the road to yesterday. She plays under

the canvas with her husband as she did before

tliey were married.

A tense moment in "The Circus King."

EDDIE POLO and EILEEN SEDGEWICK. A thrilling fight with a lion.
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EDNA FLUGRATH.
An Artiste of Great Versatility.

M'
ISS EDNA FLUGRATH, whom Britisli

picture-goers regard as tlieir very

I
own screen star, has returned from

her visit to South Africa, and is back at tlic

London Film Company's big studios again.

Miss Fhigrath has been in Africa since

1916, and during her stay appeared in one or

two pictures.

\

" I am so glad to be back at the dear old

I'London ' again," she tells " The Picture Show,"

i" and I am bubbling over with enthusiasm,
for I believe we have arrived at the period
when British films will come into their own,
and rank as high as the productions of any
other country."

L
Expressions, Not Make-Up.
ALL keen picture-goers will recall the

wonderful work whicli the London
j

Film Company accomplished in the
past, in spite of the handicaps which beset

them in all directions. Films of great quality

were produced, but efforts were unavailing,

owing chiefly to the greater facilities which
the American companies had for distribution.

I
Miss Fiugrath, who is in private life Mrs.

Harold Shaw, will again appear in pictures,

directed by her husband. She is undoubtedly
one of the screen's most versatile' players, as
a glance at the photograpKs will show. Edna
Fiugrath makes very little use of make-up.
It is by her use of the facial muscles that she
succeeds in conveying any and every emotion.

! In the first picture we see admirably
portrayed the effect of hunger and longing,
produced by the dropping of the jaw
muscles, accentuated by the thrust of the
chin, and the raising of the eyes. Next we
866 Edna portraying a girlish part with de-
lightful youthfulness.

In " The Heart of Sister Ann " (third and
bottom photographs), Edna Fiugrath was
required to portray the jiart of a woman of
dignity and graciousness, a distinct de-
parture from her child study. Here again
the expression of the mouth is important,
and it is sweetened and softened by the correct
play of the muscles around it. Note also
the wistful .expression gained by the lifting
of the eyebrows at the inner corners.

A Masterpiece of Disguise.

AS a boy in " Two Roads," Miss Fiugrath
has accomplished a masterpiece of
disguise ; and yet she has nothing to

aid her but a moustache, and the sweeping
away of the hair. The face has dropped into
complete masculine lines, and the jaw muscles
are hardened arouhd the chin.

I Miss Fiugrath is at present at work in a
picture called " London Pride." In this she
is playing " Cherry," who is the good-hearted,
quick-witted, honest Cockney girl, with whom
we are all familiar.

' Of course it is not possible to face the glare
of the studio lights with no help in the way
of make-up at all. It is simplv Edna
Flugrath's idea to use as little artificial aid as
possible. She considers, for instance, that
the use of make-up to alter age for the screen
so often gives a mask-like effect that it con-
siderably hampers the playing of a part.
" With practice," she declares, " any actor
or actress should be able practically to re-
model their features, and if they cannot do
this to suit the part they are playing, then the
part is not suited to their capabilities."

Miss Fiugrath has a wonderful trick of
apparently altering the width of the face by
the lowering or raising of the eye line.
Then again, if hollow checks are called for,
she never resorts to the shadowing under
the cheek bones that is usually considered
cs.scntial. She finds that a little practice,
and without this she never attempts a charac-
ter, will give her that drawn, gripped look.

Photographs showin? the versatility of EDNA FLUGRATH. This artiste uses very little "make-
up," and relies on her power of facial expression. (Londvn Film C' y.)
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

DID you see those thrilling sketches that were
played at most of the liritish inusio-halls

during the war, entitled " A French-
woman," and " The Woinan of Louvain " ? If

BO, you will remember Mary Mayfren, whose
euperb acting won for her universal admiration,

and incidentally the notice of many cinema pro-

ducers.
We are soon to see her in a Harma photo-

play, entitled " The Gates of Duty," a scene
from which appears below. In this play she

takes the part of Agnes Hallo wes, known among
the natives in Cairo as Slie-who-Hclps. Other
members of the cast include Bertram Burleigh,

Harma's soldier player, who has not Icing been
" demobbed "

; Charles Groves, Frederick
Victor, James Knight, Madge Mcintosh, and
Kvclyn H. Trevor.

Beauty Queen on the Screen.

MISS BIIRIAM SABBAGK, the "Daily
Mirror " prize-winner, is soon to be seen
on the screen in a F. B. O. photo-play,

"The Bridal Chair." Other memljers of the

cast include Mr. C. M. Hallard, Miss Daisy
Burrell, and Miss Mary Rorke.

Sees Himself As He Was Three Years Ago

THE F. B. O. representatives at Cardiff

had a unique experience at the Trade
Show of " The Ware Case." Matheson

Lang, who has been appearing in that city in

"Carnival," out of curiosity dropped in to

Bee himself on the film, where he appears as the
protagonist of this five-act drama. He expressed
himself highly delighted with the generous
audience that had come to witness his impersona-
tion, and to have experienced a new thrill at
the revival of a screen play in which he had not
seen himself for three years.

The Bachelor Miss Marries.

SOME surprise was recently caused, especi-

ally in America, by the sudden announce-
ment that Miss Alice Brady had been

married to Mr. James Crane. No news of the
marriage leaked out until after the ceremony had
been performed, and then only through a cable
which Alice sent to her mother in London.
Miss Brady has always tiecn referred to in

American moving picture circles ns the bachelor
miss, and has always l)ecn known to be very in-

dependent. It is evident that Cupid must hove
made a very strong sudden attack

Alice Brady's Latest Picture.

THIS week will bo seen the first pviblio

exhibition of one of Alice Brady's biggest
pictures, and certainly one of her cleverest

pictures which has yet been produced. It is

not only played on a lavish scale with spectacu-
lar scenes of an earthcjuake, but in it Miss Brady
gives a very wonderful performance in a dual
i6!e of twin sisters. In this the camera has
helped her tremendously, and there are many
instances where she is seen in the two characters
on the .screen at one and the same time. This,
of coiu'se, is done by double exposure, which is

becoming quite easy in modern cinematography;
but in The Ordeal of Rosetta." ]\Iiss Brady
is photograjihed as twin sisters and in some
amazing scenes has completely battled the ex-
perts, and which, up to now, has been thought
to be quite impossible. " The Ordeal of
Rosetta " is not -only a very strong story,
but it contains a remarkable surprise so
cunningly worked that it is quite impo.ssible
to anticipate it in any way. Realism was added
to the earthquake scenes in this picture by in-

cluding portions of film taken at the great San
Francisco earthquake a few years ago.

WHEN THEY COME TO YOUR PICj
TURE HOUSE YOU MUST NOT Af/Ssi

SEEING—
WiixTAM Desmond, being recognised as fv

thief at his little sister's wedding, in " Time,,
Locks, and Diamonds." [Triangle.)

Hall and Rcge, being chased by their land -

lady along telegraph wires, in " Dukes and
Dollars." (Big V. Comedy.)

MiLDBED Manning, falling in love with h' r

husband, in " The Thing's the Play." {Vitagraph.

,

JTaroot Kelt.y, meeting her twin spirit

"Artistic Temperament." (British Lion.)

TwEDE Dan, being blown up by a charge of
dynamite, in " The Wrong Flat." {F. B. O.)

IMuTT and Jeff, teaching their pupils to
im, in " Wild Waves and Angry Women."sw

(I' ox.)

Mahcery AVilson saving her husband from
prison, in " Without Honour." ( Western Import.)

MARY MAYFREN in " The Gates of Dutv. {HarmaJ

FILMS RELEASED THIS WEEK.
Jime 30th.

—

Marguerite Ci.abk in " Three
Men and a Girl."

A charming comedy, with sparkling situations,

based upon " The Three IJears," by E. C.
Carpenter, the well-known playwright. Three
women-haters find it impossible to go on hating
the opposite sex, and " the girl," in the person
of little Marguerite, effects the change. [Famous
Lasky.

)

June 30th.

—

Amce Brady in " The Ordeal of

Rosetta."

From the story by Edmund Gouldingi A
drama showintr how a girl \ras tricked by an
artist, and introducing the story of a terrible

vendetta. Alice Brady in a dual role of twin
sisters. Some clever double-exposure photo-
graphy and convincing earthcjuake scenes.
{Caumont.)

June 30th.

—

Gladys Brockwell in " The
Strange Woman."

Old-fashioned Victorian love stories have a
habit of finishing with wedding-bells, and " they
lived happy ever after." "The world, grown
wiser in thi.= twentieth century, finds that very
often a man's or woman's real life story begins
after the ceremony that has made them one.
Such is the case in this story of a crippled

BOul cured by love. {Fox.)

Jime 30th.

—

Belle Bennett in " Ashes of
Hope."

Concerning a dance-hall girl who saved the.

life of the man she loved, and, at great cost to
herself, sent him back to his wife and baby boy.
A real heart -stirring story of love, hate, and
self-sacrifice, with a virile setting of the Golden
West. [Triangle.)

June 30th.

—

Lawrence Lemon in " Duress
and Dangers."

BIr. and Mrs. R. Awful, variety artistes, are
.suffering from the after effects of a prolonged rest.

When various creditors corae and remove their

goods, then things commence to hum ! Running
around narrow copings, and crossing from one
building to another by a slender girder, are
examples of the amazing stunts seen. (Vita-
graph.)

June 30th.

—

Eddie Polo
King."

Episode I. of this great new serial.

Atlantic.)

The Circus

(Trans-

June 30th.

—

Eddi-e Lyons and Lee Moran
in " Guilty."

Eddie and Lee have serious frouble—

a

mother-in-law. Just what a serious trouble
fcihe is this fihn comedy relates. [Trans-Allantiv .)

June 30th.

—

Billie Rhodes in " A Matri-
monial Mi.sfit."

Neal is a bachelor, and lives in rooms opposite
those of a young married couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Make-Believe. All would have gone smoothly
if • Look out for the ' if." (Trans-Atlantic.)

June 30th.—" His Musical Sneeze."

A sunshine comedy overflowing with humour
that is derived from a clever and absurd plot.

Clever trick photography. (Fox.)

June 30th.

—

Billie Rhodes in " Mary's
Merry Mix-Up."'

As the title suggests, there is a regular mix-'

up; but it's more than merry—it's a scream!
(Fioneer.)

July 3rd.

—

Enid Bennett in " The Vamp."

Do 5-ou know how to "-vamp " your sweet-\

heart or husband ? See how Enid Bennett does!

it, and wins a husband, and afterwards charmsi
the plans from a Hun spy into the bargain. Anl
amusing and intensely interesting plaj'. (/nci-'

Pviramotinl.)

July 3rd.

—

East of Suez.
\

An interestitig travel picture by Burton
Holmes. Part I. this week, (I'aramounJ..)
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THE TASK OF MAKING JUNE CRY
THE difficulty of getting cinema actresses

to portray naturally the great emotions
is one of the trials of the director.

Different men have different methods.
D. W. Griffiths, for instance, works his

artistes up to the crucial point by hurling at

them caustic comments calculated to sting

the most phlegmatic person into action. Mr.
Griffiths possesses the great gift of being

able to realise the spirit behind the scene,

and, what is more important, the ability to

impart his conception to the players.

The greatest cinema actors are those who
can really live the part they are playing.

This is easy when the scene being filmed is

a ride across the prairie, or a motor-car trip

in the country—anybody can look the part
themselves. But when the player has to

impart to the audience, by looks and gestures

alone, those human emotions as Fear, Glad-
ness, Hope, Despair, Joy, and so on, the task is

very different. It is in scenes like these that

the director earns his money. One American
director, despairing of getting tlie right look

of fear in the face of the heroine in a burning
house scene, got some of his assistants to start

a real fire at the back of the studio, and he
himself started the panic by pretending he
was ten'ified. The heroine, thinking it was
the real thing, quickly got the real expression.

The Question of Tears.

TAKE the question of tears, for instance.

Wanda Hawley says she can cry real

tears to order.

June Elvidge, for instance, has such a

cheerful disposition she finds it very hard to

cry. In the photograph on the light you see

her director manufacturing tears of glycerine,

which has the merit of sticking where it is

placed.

Below are some other methods June has to

resort to.

Here we see Director Dell Henderson peeling an onion to make the tears. Then dropping ice water on to her cheeks.

A violinist played " Hearts and Flowers " while Director Henderson tells her a sad, sad story. The result is all that the most critical audience
could desire. Don't you think so i

\



"Shots"-from
Broadwcst—
!To those of vou who do not know the history

of the foremost of our British producing

companies the following will undoubtedly

prove of interest.

The BROADWTST Company was formed

just previous to the outbreak of the War (how

horrible that word sounds), but the two en-

terprising Managing Directors of the Company
determined to struggle valiantly forward

and they have not been disappointed.

Despite the restrictions which hampered

moving picture production, despite the loss

of a competent and energetic staff owing to

little old Armageddon, Walter West (whose

name is well-known to everyone interested in

films) adjusted the dislocated machinery to

the best of his ability and carried on like

the true Britisher he is.

" The Woman Who Did "—the first ambitious

film issued by BROADWEST-proved the

sensation of the year, and from this time the

Company leaped rapidly into popularity.

The re issue of "The Ware Case" recalls

vividly the enthusiasm that was aroused by

the engagement of Violet Hopson by the

BROADWEST Company some three years

ago . . . since when, this talented and popu-

lar player has starred in all but one of the

BROADWEST productions. You will no

doubt remember her in " Missing the Tide,"
" The Snare," "A Munition Girl's Romance,"
and "The Ragged Messenger," ^beside the

three popular Nat Gould stories— A Gam^ble

for Love," "A Fortune at Stake," and A
Turf Conspiracy."

The latest BROADWEST film to be released

is "The Woman Wins," in which Violet

Hopson plavs lead with Trevor Bland,

Cameron Cafr, and the grand old man of the

screen, J. Hastings Batson, supporting. It

Is a very thrilling plot, and I know when you

see it you'll grip the arms of your . . . your

chair and wonder what will happen next.

Another big success will be " A Soul's Cruci-

fixion." This certainly shows Violet Hopson
at her best—first as leading the light-hearted,

butterfly existence of a successful actress

named Guilda, and, later, as the penalty-

paying and forsaken woman—but, as all good
films should, it ends quite happily. And, as

someone remarked to me at the Trade Show,
"Oh (sob) it was (sob) siinply beautiful

(sob). I have (sob) enjoyed Guilda—she's

wonderful
!

"

You know, of course, that popular Stewart

Rome has won his case—and we can still call

him Stewart Rome—and it will not be long

before you see him in a BROADWEST film.

BROADWEST are getting really busy, and it

will not be long before they make the British

film world sit up and take notice. What with

Violet Hopson, Stewart Rome, and Gregory
Scott on their stock company, and Walter

West supervising every production, BROAD-
WEST are not afraid of the American pro-

ducers trying to steal a march on them in our
own tight little island. So watch for this

column each month.

BROADWEST have done big things—they
will do bigger yet ! B. B'.

J Broadwest Films, Ltd., Kon!"' w^'.':

Choosing a Racket — The
Right Way to Serve—Do's

and Don'ts.

The Picture Show, July 5th, 1919.

THEY ar^ calling it the "Lawn
Tennis liooiii," this sudden
popularity of the game in tliis

roimti^- ; but those of us who have followed
it, and played it, and loved it for years
just call it " lawn tennis coming into its

own."

On Choosing a Racket.

WHEN you decide to try it yourself, your
first job is the choosing of a racket.
Choose one by a decent maker ; it will

save you a lot of annoyance in the end. Fourteen
ounces is about the correct weight for a man ;

for a woman thirteen ounces is ample. Any-
thing heavier, in the case of beginners, at all

events, will only hamper the mastering of a
decent style.

Shoes are very important. They should be
of the hghtest possible kind, and, above all,

should not be the least little bit loose. There
are stone.': of chanipionsliips being won and lost

tlirougli fheso little things—though the stories

may ijot be true.

The Proper Way to Hold a Racket.

THE proper way to hold a racket is probably
the most hotly debated point in the
whole game. The famous Doberty

brothers invented the English hold. The
racket is lield as one would hold a stick ; it is

almost at right-angles to the wri-^t and fore-

arm ; and whether one is playing a forehand
stroke or a backhand stroke, the grip is not
changed.

This is the essential difference between our
" hold " and the one which almost every expert
agrees w-ill be the hold of the future.

This is the " American Grip." In it the
racket is held—it is difficult to express in

print—but, like a golf club. A slanting grip
is taken with the fingers and hand so thAt,

when the arm is stretched out, the racket, the
wrist, and the forearm, are in one straight

line.

There are all sorts of scientific explanations
of this ffrip, but the great point for the novice
is that it seems to be winning all the champion-
ships.

In the corresponding back-hand stroke the
thumb is slipped rovind the back of the racket
to support it against the impact of the ball.

Where to Hit the Ball.

NOW a few more elementary hints. The
only way to hit the ball is with the dead
centre of the racket. If you can see

a racket used by a crack player you will

find a little stained patch in the centre, often
no bigger than the ball itself. That is the
part that has done the batting.

Keep your eye on the ball right up to the
moiTieiit you hit it ; never mind where the
net is ; you will know that by instinct after

your first two games. As to where your
opponent is—and, of course, you ought to hit

the ball as far away from him as possible in

the ordinary way—well, that is easy to see

out of the tail of your eye. When you have
played a few games you will feel, rather than
see, where he is.

Grip firmly when you hit ; between times
your grip should relax, and you can rest your
racket by the splice on your left hand.

The Greatest Rule of AH.
PERHAPS the greatest rule of all, and it

is a great rule in all ball games, is " Don't
jab." Swing well back, swing forward

to meet the ball, and finish the swing right
out, pulling your weight behind it. You need not
in fact, you must not, hit hard at first, unless
you are dead sure. But swing you must, if

ever you hope to become a player.

DOROTHV
DALTON
enjoys a game.

Aim Over the Top of the Net.

IN
serving, and you should genei'aUy serve
from as near the middle of your own base
line as possible, don't fall into the habit

of trying to hit your ball doum into the service

court. Aim over the top of the net, and it

wiU come down of its own accord.
In plajnng through the game let yoiu: first

idea be to be accurate. Speed does not matter
so much at first, though speed you must
cultivate later if you are aiming for the top
class. The great mistake which the average
beginner makes is in trjing to win off every
stroke. It was one of poor old Anthony
Wilding's first bits of ad\-ice to novices. And
liis wonderfully patient play, always ending
into a brilliant shot which had been gradually
worked up to, showed how right he was.
At this stage of the game it ia hardly any

good advising the beginner when and when not to
go up to the net and " volley," but one can
say don't put any trust in the player who
tells you to trust entirely to the back line.

That game is dead. When j'ou get your
opponent in a difficulty and he looks like

returning a weak one, dash in and take a
chance. If he comes up, " lob " a high one
over his head and dash in yourself. Even it

you miss his'return it may fluster him enough
to make him "swipe " the ball into the next field.

And lastly, lawn tennis is a game where
infinite patience is needed. And if j-ou never
reach even the best " club form," you will reap
the reward of increased health and grace. For
there is no game in the whole world which lends
so much to the developrnent of grace of move-
ment and figure as lawn tennis.
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MABEL NORMAND&TOMMOORE in *'The Floor Below/'

Patricia O'Rourke is an assistant in a busy newspaper office, and To Stubbs particularly she is a perpetual worry. The grizzled old man never got a
she is always tormenting the men with her pranks, moment's peace. He used to write articles on "Advice to the Lovelorn."

One day Stubbs lost his watch, and he accused Patricia of stealing it. He gets

her "fired," but the Editor takes pity and gives her.an opportunity to prove her worth.
She is sent to find out what she can about Hunter Mason.

The Editor thinks he is the master-mind behind a gang of clever

robbers, but really he is a millionaire, whose aim .in Ufe I's to

reform crooks. He starts reforming Patricia.

Mason is devoted to his work, and organises a charity bazaar m aid of his home for
reformed criminals. Patricia is a great success here, and rakes in lots of money by her

charming ways.

Eventually Mason learns that Patricia did not need
relorniing after all. But she enjoyed the joke, and

when asked to stay for good, she accepted.



Sir Valentine Chirol
wrilirs:—" As a confirmed smolier of Turkish cigarettes
I can pay your ' De Reszke ' Americans no higher

pliment than by saying that they would almost
I me from Turkish and convert me to Virginians."

The Picture Show, July 5th, 1919.

%aoi» Raemaekers, Esq., writes :—" Your ' De
Sisake ' Cigarettes are very nice indeed."

Martin HarTey, Esq.,
HiZTey has tried your
*J>» Reszke ' Cigarettes
and he and his frietvds

find them ' tip top.' " "f.

SOONER or later

you will buy " De
Reszke "Cigarettes,
because of their

Venter quality. Why wait ? Why
rot make the acquaintance of the
V.OTld's best cigaretles now ?

DeReszkeW CIGARETTES
SoM al nil Military Canteens at

Bomt and Ovtrseas also Tobacco-
muts and Stores.

Mattia

YOUm EYEBROWLIN
and Long

laabss II yon use . .

Why not follow the lead of Society Beauties and us2
Ihis marvellous preparation? It does not stain, is

lerfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders of
lashion. A few applications will enable you to produce
that dark, fascinating appearance admired in women,
y ; Send al onceto Manageress,
Send Is.P.O. to-day IjEAN BINET & CO.

Z and receive a supply : ,7; '
J,

: under plain cover. ; „ C^.^P/- S?)-
„, „

: • 34, Strand, London, W.C.2.

WE TEACH BY POST
Aviation Engines Civil Engineering
Sbipbuilding Boiler Inspecting
Electricity Marine Engineering
Mining Motor Engineering
Engineering Wireless Telegraphy
Matbematics Structural Engineering
Draughtsmanship Surveying & Levelling

Architectural Drawing
Building Construction
Cleric ot Worlis Dut:es
Structures in Concrete and Steel
Also Careers f >r Women

: We have opincfi new 1 >i-pai ) iiifii t

: and are prt-pai cti t>i tt-.-icli Aeronau-
i
tics in all its Branches. Apply for

iparticulai^ at once .-is a limited
; number of students only will lie ae-

:eepted. Address: KLKJHT t'Al'

iTAIN. C O The Bennett ColIeBe.
jDept 121, Slicffield.

If yon think of studying any r.ne nt
these Trades or Piofessions » die foi a

FREE BOOKLET
f xplalr.iji- .,i,r i„,-Uin,l., ai„l Irnns.

MENTION WHICH SUBJECT
slan'P"' ' i>'-l.ii;r Please State Your A?e.

THE BENNETT COLLEGE.
Dep't. 121. SHEFFIELD. K~h,.l ru.n.

Half-a-Crown will be sent to the sender of any story that we print tn this page. No
copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be final. Address Film Fun,

The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

IT was during tlio .sliowliig of one of tlie episodes
of " Tlie Moon C'liild." Marie Walcainp (the
heroine) was sittinp; on a log, resting after

many exciting adventures. iSuddenly from the
I)uslies beliind came one of the Moon Men (her
hitter enemies) with a knife in his hand, the
heroine not seeing liim.

At that moment came a voice from the
'' fivepennies" :

" Look out, miss, 'e'll knife yer !

"

And Marie appeared to look up, as if she
would say :

" Don't say that yet, I don't look round until
the next cpi.sode.

'

8'^ut by Harry T. H. Atkinson, Mount -Ar^us,
Barmouth, 8. Wales.

THEY have a '' property " man at Mack
Sennctt's studios whose special job is to
provide animals of all descriptions for

use in comedies. Now it is whispered he is

looking troubled. But what is worrying him
is not the fact that he cannot get animals,
but that ho is getting too many.
Some time ago two very young white rats

joined the " cast " of a new comedy, and they
were required to play " opposite " Pepper, the
Cat. When thej- grew up, a romance developed,
and they were wedded. Since then the loving
young wife rat has presented her husband witli

BO many other white rats that the Sennett Zoo
simply swarm.s with them.

Being a tender-hearted man the keeper
refuses to kill any of them, and he is spending
all his spare time building cages and still more
cages for them. Mack .Sennett says if this sort
of thing goes on, the property man will have t")

buy the rat food for them out of his own
monev.

D'
What Did He Mean ?

kOROTHY GISH received a letter from
an admirer in Japan the other day, in

which lie evidently intended to convey
the information that .Japanese picture-goers
were " just crazj- " about her. But the word-
ing of the letter was " You make everybody in
Japan insane with your acting.

"

Now poor Dorothy doesn't know whether to
feel flattered or not.

" Feet " Day
~^

THE picture on the screen was one dealing
with a fete day in Italy. The scene on
the film showed a number of children

dancing.
Said one little boy to another :

" I know now. It is called ' feet ' day
because everybody jg^dancing !

"

FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
MUTT AND JEFF.

Jeff, left alone to serve in the bar, has a
problem to solve. He is asked for a
cocktail, for which he doesn't know the
recipe. He does his best, as the pictures

show, but the old gent doesn t seem
pleased.

"Mutt " and "Jeff," the funny characters
created by "Budd" Fisher, the famous
American cartoonist, have made millions

laugh on both sides of the Atlantic.

Reproduced from the film by perrtiissioii of l/ie

Fox Film Company.

THIS TIME 1 TUINK I'LL HAVE
YOU MIX ME A POUSSE CAFE.
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THEY NEVER FAIL

UNEQUALLED
FOR THE SPEEDY CURE OF

CONSTIPATION,
INDIGESTION,
HEADACHE,
BILIOUSNESS,

AND ALL

LIVERJR STOMACH TROUBLES

A TONIC TO THE
WHOLE SYSTEM.

In oval boxes, gid.. 1/3 and 3/-

at all Chemists. Post free, lod.,

1/3, or 3/-, from

C.WHELPTON&SON, LTD.,

4, CRANE COURT, FLEET STREET,
LONDON, E.C. 4.

Simutier
iimeis
Oatine
^ time

'THANKS to daylight saving, nearly

everyone finds it possible to spend
,

an hour or two out of doors. 1

But sunshine, and even the freshness I

of the air, soon have an effect on the

complexion, especially with those pos-
|

sessing tender skins.
|

Oatine Cream will be found most
beneficial for allaying the sore-

ness and sensitiveness resulting
from exposure.

Restores the skin to a perfectly natural temperature and, while bringing

relief, does not remove the healthy colour imparted by the sun, but deli-

cately soothes the nerve cells, removing all inflammation and soreness from

sunburn or the result of sea bathing. Of all Chemists and Stores, 1/3 and 2;6.

THE OATINE CO., LONDON, S.E. i.

XJSE IT AND STROVE IT.

and 2/6. S

IB B^HmI

"Please, mother,
don't forget to

order Laitova
Mothers cannot do better than let the

children have all they want of this

most nourishing and delicious food.

It's so wholesome.

The daily spread for the children's bread.

Don't accept substitutes—if you cannot ob=
tain Laitova in your district, send us your
grocer's name and 1/4 in stamps, and we will
send you a large 1/4 jar post free.

In dainty hygienic jars of grocers and stores everywhere.

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM, Ltd., Manchester.
j4iL

fARE YOU SHORT?
let the (?ii van System help you

to increase your height. Mr.Brigt;s re-

ports 5 inches increase ; Driver E, F.,

3 inches ; Mr. RatclifiFe. 4 inches ;
Miss

I>-edeI],4 inches ; Mr. Ketley. 4 inches.

This system greatly improves the
health, tit;nre, and carriage. Send 3

penny stamps for further particulars

and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T.. 17, Stroud Green Road,
London, N. 4.
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100 Pictures!
Keep your children happy and cheerful by giving them

the
•• RAINBOW " every week. PRINTED IN

COLOURS and permanently enlarged this week.

The " Rainbow " Boat Race—a splendid new game
given FREE. Ask for the

RAINBOW r

Health Insurance!
Keeping tit means more than good licaltli— it

means ability to withstand tlie attacks of disease
germs, whieh are continually seeking a victim.
Get the " Kkovah Habit"—a teaspoonful on
rising in the morning.

lealthSatt
Makes you fit—keeps you fit.

It cleanses the system, tones up the functional
organs, and does more to ensure good health than
anything you can take.

In tins, of Grocers, StorfS, and all Boots' branches.

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM, Ltd., Manchester.

PROMOTES CURLY HAIR.
Have you ever thought how much
a head of Curly Hair would im-
prove your appearance ? " Wav-
curl *' Imparts ijeautifnl perraa-

ncntcnrls. One packet sufficient,

however listless your hair is. One
testimonial says :

" My hair soon
becanf. a f>iaiS of wavy nirlsy
For either Ladles, or Gentlemen,
or Children. This i,s what you
have Iwcn looking for for years.

Guaranteed harmless. Price 2/9

per packet, post free. For a short

time, however, we are selling oiir

al Oder to all enclosing this

rt. Kend 1/6 for a2j!) packet.

for2/y.)

spec

The New Wavcurl Co.. ISg. tS^.^^^"

WHY
NOT

YOU?
OTHERS—including

many famous beauties

and actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust and
peach -silk skin by using
" Firmaneo," the famous
secret preparation.

A few days' trial will

astoois'i and convince you.
Why not start to-day? Send JEAN
Is. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for

supply under plain cover to 34

Manageress—

1? J
Beautifies the Eyes

,„. Eydol" will give your

IIkm!^ eyea tliat brilliancy

^JI^\Z-' i\>vivacity, and expros

FTr<f~ Irnion wliich men find

/J appealing. It
" clears tlie eye«.

beus and strentthena thetn. inakinj;

111 naturally '""'c beautilul.

Eydol" i^< iicniuiiiended by leadiiu-

v's.s, inchi.liiin MissKyrlc Bellow,

3 I'hjilis licdells. .Mdllc. Lucienne
vvle, etc.
' Eydol " is taarmless

es eye-t'train i id lit

BINET & Co.
(Dept. 10).

8TRAND, LONDON.
W.C. 2.

Use " Eydolash "

darken your
eyebrows and
lashes. It makes
them thick, long,
and luaurlant.
Ill [\

1 o

bo. I

isiible tin-

lioso oyos
ak or tired-

2 9 per bottle. Of all

Stitrort and Chemists*,

or direct from ** Eydol,
I.aboiatoiios (Dept. Ml.

iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinni



"What Kind of
Love Is This 7"
THE GREATEST OF ALL WALTZ

BALLADS.
(By C. ARCHER LEFTWICH
nd ROBERT HYLTON.)

Did you see last week's " Picture

Show ? " Therein, we told why
Miss ALMA TAYLOR has ac-

claimed this One-and-Only Waltz

Ballad as her Song of Songs ! Since

then, hundreds upon hundreds have

set their seal upon this famous

Cinema Star's acclamation. You
have only to purchase a copy to be

thrilled by the magic of the music

and the words.

Not only this, but with each copy

the Publishers will send you the

words of their next great publication,

PRIZE of £10
is offered for the BEST TITLE chosen.

Alma Taylor
herself has kindly consented to judge,

and your title must reach the address

given below not later than

August 30th next,

Send 2 1 } to-daij, and receive by return s copy
of the Greatest of all Waltz Ballads, tOKether
with as 'good a chance .IS anybody of winning
£10. You can also obtain it from your local

Atusic Dealer, price 2!- net.

Tlig Manton Lewis Music Publisbing Co.,

60, Theobald's Road, London, W.C.I

Motor-Cycling
is fast becoming the most popular
pastime, and those who do not
buy or order NOW will have great
difficulty in getting a machine.
We carry the largest stock of new
and second-hand Motor-Cycles in

London, and can supply from our
stock, which never falls below 100
machines. We can supply the
beginner with

A Motor-Cycle for £15
or the expert with a luxurious combination
it £150 or more. If YOU are interested in

motor-cycling, it will pay you to get into
touch with us—our advice is free, and there
is no compulsion to buv.

Remember lhat we are the only
firm that will exchange a second-
hand machini' after purchase, and
we give a three-weeks, option of
exchange with every machine sold.

We are also the only firm that
guarantees second-hand as well as
new machines. We also entertain
exchanges, and our list of machines
will be sent post free on request.
We are agents for all the leading makes.
Including Allon, Ariel, B.S.A., Calthorpe,
Enfield, G.N.

, James, Metro-Tvler, Morgan,
New Imperial, Norton, N.O.T., Kover,
Triumph, and Zenith, etc. Sole Agents for
London, the South and East of England, for
Metro-Tyler and N.U.T. machines.
If you do not know the House ofRider

Troward &Co. ask your Motor-CyclistFriend,
Dept. P.S.

Rider Troward & Co., Ltd.,
31, 40b & 78, High St., Ilampslead, N.W.3.

T/ic I'klurc Sliow, July 5</i, 1919

IN THE DRESSnNG=lROOM,
The Little Things That Count in Appearance-The Right Colours
to Wear-Faults That Mar Beauty—A Quick Road to Beauty.

earrings cmpliasir^cd the f.i^t that her faco
was long and thin. She should have worn
a small pearl or a jet bead fastened to the
ear, or else round earrings. The high heels
exaggerated her height; she needed very
moderate Cuban heels. 'J'lie satin should havo
been something a bit fuller, to have broken
the height and given a better figure. The
parted hair was all right for her face, but few
thin women can stand their hair parted
eevcrely.

'

Colours For Beauty.

THERE was a very fair girl in a yellow
coat. Blondes do not look well in

yellow as a rule.

There was a rather pale person in a grey
pilk. She had grey eyes—nice grey eyes—and
if she'd had a complexion, the giey of het
dress would have been lovely. But she didn't:

her skin was grey and dead. She should
have worn fiesh i)ink or rose colour, or somo
dceidcd shade.

PRISCILLA DEAN believes that sun and air is
the best tonic to the hair. Whenever possible
she takes all the pins from her hair and allows

it to fall free.

Her First Step.

JEANNE JOHNSON, whom you see below,
says she worried the dircetor at tho
Universal studios every day until they

gave her a chance to appear in a film. Those
of us who have seen her know her success.

"It was hard work, though," she says.
"For it isn't mere prettiness that makes a
movie actress—there arc so manv other things,
and you never can stop learning. You would
be surprised to know that even the wrong-
coloured frock can spoil your appearance on
the screen.''

The Little Things That Count.

I THOUGHT of her the other day when
talkmg to a producer of British pictures,
and he was showing me round the studios

and emphasising the value of a good appear-
ance to photograph well.

After all, it isn't the big things so much as
the httle things that make a woman pretty
or make her homely. For instance, here are
ft few little hints I picked up that day, things
which you will notice about people all the
time, and

,
which, if your observation is trained,

you will realise at once as being factors in
their good or bad appearance.

What Not To Wear.
THERE was a slight girl in the room.

She wore a satin dress and very
high heels, parted her hair in

the centre, and wore long drop earrings.'
Here were the bad points. The long drop

A Transformation.

DON'T think 1 saw only faults, for I

saw more pretty women than homely
ones ; 1 sec more pretty ones every day.

One girl I know quite well, and had never
thought her pretty until one day I met her when
she was wearing a pair of turquoise earrings.

This brought the colour out of her eyes. I

thought them a dead grey until this day, then
they were as blue as a summer's sky.

Another colour my blue-eyed friend found
becoming was a light shade of purple.

Remember the colour of your e3'e8 when
choosing colours for out-of-door wear. Tho
colour of j our hair for indoor frocks is a rule of

a well-known society fashion artist; and
remember, a brooch, a flower, or a knot of

ribbon of the colour that suits you, will often

make all the difEerence in your appearance.

It's the little things that count.

Are You a July Girl?

IN this week's Wojian's Weekly an article

is devoted to the " July " girl. Anyone
who is interested in the subject wiU be

delighted at the reading that is given. It

tells the weaknesses the July girl should guard
against, and occupations which will suit her.

Each succeeding month is to be taken in

turn—so your birthday month is bound to

appear sooner or later.

Another
article in

this week's

number
which is

specially of

interest to
women, is

" A Day in

My Life—
By a Stew-
ardess."

A Dresse3

JEANNE JOHNSON making up for her first trial at the Universal Studios
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JACK JARMAN, the Broadwcst player,

was bom at Mcldreth, a little, old-world
place near Cambridge. At the age of

seventeen he went on the stage, and appeared
in, amongst other productions, " The Gay
Lothario " at the Empire.

A Daring Deed.

HIS first introduction to the studio arc
lamps was when he was cast for the
juvenile lead in " Fate's Grip."

" In this film," said Jack, relating the
story, " I had to rescue the heroine from a
burning boat at a French resort, and swim
with her to a water^'plane, where wo took
refuge on the floats.

" The beach was simply crowded with people
who would keep interfering. Not being able

to speak French, the producer nearly went
mad trying to keep the crowd back. If we
took the scene once, we took it half a dozen
times, and how we were laughed at running up
and down the beach in wet clothes.

" But that was a mild experience. On
another occasion, I had to dive from Waterloo
Bridge into the Thames, in February. Ugh !

It was cold. Foolishly I went into the water

fully dressed, with watch and money complete.
As may bo imagined, I lost everything, but
only for the time being, for, when the tide

went down, some men waded in and found my
watch and chain calmly reposing in the
mud."
Jack .Tarman haf! just finished work in the

two latest Broadwest pictures, "In the Gloam-
ing" and " Under Suspicion."

On Board the " Mauretania."
" \A 7E had some fine times during the filming

VV f>f ' In the Gloaming,' " he relates.
" We all went down to Southampton

to film some scenes on board the Mauretania.
Of course, everybody wanted to explore the
giant liner, and Mr. West had a terrible time
keeping us together. Perhaps they would
be just ready 'to take' when someone was
missing. A hurried search would follow, and
the miscreant discovered in the engine-room,
or some such distant spot."

Jack Jarman, before the war, was an enthu-
siastic Rugby football player, but, owing to a
" groggy '.' knee, he has been obliged to take up
the less strenuous game of golf.

BEFORE I GO TO JAZZ

{A confideniial letter from Gertie to

her friend Geraldine.)

I DON'T DANCE WELL, BUT
I NEVER LACK A PARTNER.

My Dear Gerai-dine,
You ask me to tell you the secret of mj

success at all the dances at which we meet,
and say you can't understand why you, a
far better dancei*, so often lack a partner
while I invariably get my programme filled

a few minutes "after I arrive.

Weil, niy dear, the secret is this—I am
always " bien soignee," I look ficsh and
dainty, my complexion, though perhaps I
ought not to say so, is perfect, my liair beauti-
fully waved, and, above all. Hook natural. Shall
I tell you why ? Because I am careful what;
toilet ))reparations I use.

In the first place, I always take core of niy
complexion—I don't give it a little attention
now and again, but every night 1 carefully
rub a little mercolised wax over my face, neck,
and arms. The wax peels off all the old, dead
skin and leaves the fresh young complexion
beneath in all its beauty.
Then to give a touch of colour to my cheeks

I choose, not one of those unnatural" looking
rouges, which so many women use, but a little

colliandum, which gives to my face the faint
wild-rose tint, which all my partners admire so
much, never for a moment guessing—so per-
fectly natural is the tint—that I owe that little

itein of my beauty to art.

I wonder whether you can guess why no
one ever suspects me of making up ? It is

because I don't use powder. Instead of
powder, which is always so noticeable, I
get an ounce of cleminite and dissolve the
crystals in four oimees of hot water. This I
apply to my face, with a piece of cotton.wool,
and allow it to dry on the skin. It lasts the
whole evening as no powder would, so now
you know why I never look greasy and shiny
as all the other girls do.
To keep my hair bright and make it fluffy and

wavy, I shampoo it every week with stallax
granules. This old-fashioned shampoo, which
our grandmothers—who as you know took
immense caro of their hair—used, brings out
all the bright lights and gives to one s hau- that
natural " kink " which is so much more
attractive than the most perfectly waved
tresses.

Well, dear Geraldine, you know now that
it is to my toilet preparations that I owe
my social success, nnd you, too. can be equally
popular if you will follow my advice.
Go to your chemist and buy two otuices of

mercolised wax, Jib. of stallax for your hair,
a littio colliandum, and an ounce ol cleminite.
Throw away all those powders and rOugos of
yours, and your waving tongs, too, and follow
niy example—use preparations which beautify
you naturallij. an<l you will, I am sure, outrival

Your loving friend,

GERTIE.

JACK JARMAN having his nails manicured by Violet Hopson JACK JARMAN.
in "In the Gloaming." {Broadw.at.) As he is off the screen.
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Your Editor Replies
BRITISH FILMS AND ADAPTATIONS.

BY the time these lines appear in print, "C. H.,'" o!

the American army, whose letter lies before me,
will have probably returned to his home in New York.

But I am commenting on a part of his letter because
the subject may interest others of this paper.

While in this country my correspondent says b«
visited several picture theatres, not wholly through a

mere desire for entertainment, but because he wished
to observe how this form ot amusement here compared
with that over in the States. With the British Mms
and acting he was favourably impressed, but the

point which struck him was this :

" Your British motion pictures are all right," he
remarks, " but why is it that so many of them are

adaptations of well-known novels ? In the U.S.A.
we can get plenty of good, original movie stories with-
out having to go round to the publisher for ideas.

In England it :eems to be diBerent."

Of course, n^y correspondent has touched on an
old question, and we shall not mind his criticism.

That there are several excellent British films which
have be;n produced from original scripts is a fact

sufficiently well known to require no cataloguing.

The " adaptations," on the other hand, often resemble
their literary forbears more closely in title than they
do in narrative. This obvious difference, however,
which others beside " C. H." have noticed between
British and American films is due entirely to the lack

of serious attention paid in this country to scenario
writing. Unquestionably, it is an art in itself which
requires to be studied. But why instead of being left

to inexperienced amateurs whose work producers
are forced to reject, should it not be taken up by
ome of our well-known authors P Mr. E. Temple
Thurston's new film play for Hepworth's is a case in

point

Now that the American producer intends to make the
most of our scenery, it is certain that he will not
depend on adaptations, but will have at his back an
army of experienced scenario writers. No one doubts
that in the circumstances the British producer will

strive to do his best, but what he will greatly need
in the scenario line is the talents of capable writers
who are willing to assist him.

THE EDITOR.

Will readers kindly remember that, owing to the fact that this paper goes to press
a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?

A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter rea.uiring an immediate
answer by post. Address : The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

ANSWERS
K. Y. (Crewe),

managers, ) ou
theatre saying.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
As a hint to i>icture palace
' Exhibit a notice outside your

Admission Free.' Tlii.-> would attraet
the people, and you would liave a big queue." This
would be a line idea for the public, but I don't tliink

managers would quite appreeiate it,

E. \V. H. (Manchester).—Am afraid the fact that
the young lady is " five feet and resembles Marguerite
Clark in features " is not sufficient to attract pro-
ducers.

G. K. (Glasgow) suggests a competition for readers
to compose rhymes about film players ; but he
liastcus to add :

" I wouldn't enter because I'm no
good at poetry." I like vour candour.

Mrs. B. (Bruntcliffe):—Pearl White is not dead,
but the rumour seems to have spread pretty widely,
judging from the letters I have had containing the
same question.

V. S. (West Norwood).—I shall bear your req\icst
in mind, and shall not forget to give sonie more news
about Henry Ainley and Creighton Ilalc in later
Ksues of this paper. A full-page portrait picture
of Creighton Hale next week.
n. B. (Dundee).—fUad to have so enthusiastic a

reader, and must thank you for endeavouring to
secure others by reoomniending the paper. Here-
with the answers to your questions in the order
asked • (1) It is not essential, though it is undoubtedly
valuable to have had previous exix'riencc in acting
on the theatrical stage. (2) Sot necessarily. (3)
Talent for acting, good facial expression, ability to
t.»ke any part and do almost anything, such as ride,
ilrlvc, swim, etc., and, of course, good health. (4)

Write direct to a film company, giving full particu-
lars about yourself, with pl'.oto enclosed.

C. W. (Maida Vale).—Sorry to have kept you
waiting, but as thLs paper goes to press .some weeks
in advance of the date of issue, your lett:>r could not
be answered in an earlier number. Helen Holmes
wa-s born in Chicago in l.'iy;!. and has lirown hair
and eyes. Constance Talmadge has eyes of the
same colour, but golden hair.

M. A. (Harrogate).—Constance Talmadge and
Albert I'os ot are both featured in " The shuttle."
I.ois Wdson played in " Won by tirit.' and Clara
Kimball Young in " Tlie Rea.son Why." The latter

did not appear in the other fihii you mention.
N. T. (Hammersmith).—1 don't mind you writing

to me at all. Have you seen the full-page l ortrait

of .Sessue Hayakawa ? You can write to him
through this office. Just send mo a letter enclosed in

an envelope with his name on, and enclose it in

another envelope addressed to mc. Write to the
fdin companies direct, and state your qualifications.

"M.VY" (Xewcastle-on-Tync).—No, Pearl White
!ias not been on the film? all her life. She started a-s

n child in a touring theatrical conij)any, and later on
joined a circus with which she stayed for several
years as a bare-back rider. ,She then took up acting
lor the films with Pathe's, and scored her first big
success in " The Exploits of Elaine."

D. Mc. (.Tedburgh), O. M. (Southall). E. T. W.
(Durham), E. P. (Wmclimore Hill), A. C. P. (Gla.s-

gow). D. T. (Hull), U. Y. L. (Gloucester), J. F.

( Uourncmouth), W. B. (Portsmouth), A. T. (Edin-
burgli). E. D. (Hampstead), and J. H. M. (Edin-
burglO.- I regret that no addresses of cinema arti.stes

can be given. I shall be plea.sed, however, to forward
any letters sent through the office of tliis paper,
]>ri)vided such letters are sent in envcloiH-s, hearing
tlie names of the addressees, and enclosed in other
envelopes addressed to me.
Will Miss M.\Y Moore (address unknown) kindly

write and inform mc to whom her letter in a clased,

staruped envelope and bearing no name is to be
sent ?

B. B. (Halesowen).—Francis Ford has not given
up acting for the films at all. He will be appearing
soon in a new serial, " The Silent Mystery," which,
I understand, is particularly exciting.

Mrs, ,T. A. (Worcester).—The address of Butcher's
Film Service, Ltd., is Camera Hovise, Farringdon
Avenue, London, E.C. 4.

HINTS TO P CTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

When ranning a serial wby not issue books of

tickets for the complete run of it ? The object

being to give your regular patrons a small

discount.— 2/6 awarded to Mrs, F Simms,

113, Park Road, Upper Caterham, Surrey.

DO YOU KNOW ONE?
If to, write it on a postcard and addr^t

it to The Editor, " The Picture Show,"

Cough House, Gough Square, Fleet Street,

E C 4 A p-ize of 2/6 will be awarded

for every hint printed. When more than

one competitor sends in the seme hint, the

prize wUl be given to the ssnder of that

first receiv,:d.

P. S. (Oldliam), G. J. A. (Cricklewood), Mrs. E. Y.
(Paddington), A. N. (Stavelcy Town). E. K. (Kew
Garden.*), C. B. (St. Heller's, Jersey). V. H. (North-
ampton), R. B. (Portfimouth), M. S. (Twickenham),
F. H. S. (London, S.W.), C. E. C. (Birmingliain),

O. W. (Northwieh), L. K. (Grimsby), L. E. C. (SmaU
Heath), A. T. (Shcfiield). L. E. (Carnarvon), A. S.
(Southend), L. M. (Nottmgham). J. C. (Rve), and
D. D. and B. N. (West Kensington).—The only
advice I can give about getting on the films is to
write direct to the film tomiauies—addressees ob-
tainable from the Post Office Directory, or from one
ot" tlie trade journals—stati'xg your qualifications

and previous experience in acting, if any, with plioto

enclosed.
" ROBERT " (Hythe).—John Mason, Leah Baird.

and Anne Luther played in the cast of " Moral
buicidc." Jliss Marguerite Clark was bom in 1888,
and is married to Lieut. H. Palmerson Willianis of

the t'.S. Navy. I really caimot say wdiether her
husband would object to you asking her for a photo-
graph. Why not \vrite to her ?

Y. C. (Surbiton).—Thanks for your photo, which
is very nice. Neither Constance Talmadge nor Eugene
O'Brien are married. With regard to your ambition
to .ict for the films, ydease see reply to S. S. (OldhamV
and others. 'The film play you say you have written
should also be subirutted to the film companies.
Sorry, I shall not be able to do anything with it

iiiyseli.

W. L. (Dorking)*—Mae Marsh is a Goldwyn star,

and does not play for Patho s at all. Dorothy and
Lillian Gish are sisters, hut Marguerite and Ethel
Clayton are not related, although they bear the same
surname.

E. W. (Finsbury Park).—British Lion Films, Ltd.,

Boreham Woods, Elstree, Herts. Firoadwest Films,
Ltd., Wood Street. Walthaiiistow. Hepworth Pic-
ture Plays, Ltd., Hurst Grove, Wa!ton-on-Tliames.

The result of our " What did Charlie Say ?
"

competition, with names and addresses of the prize-

winners, will be announced next week.

S. F. (Hounslow).—"The Strike Bearers" i» a
Tran.s-Atlantic film featuring Eddie Lyons and I>ee
Moran. Mollie King and Creighton Hale i)layed in
" The Seven Pearls." Hale Ls not an American, but
Irish, and was born in Cork in 1892. Yes, Fatty
Arbuckle Is married, and his wife, Mias iUnta Dutfce,
b also a film actress.

J. K. (Pontypool).—Yrm will have seen the storv
and portrait o(, Edna Purvianee, Charlie Chapiin's
leading lady, in The PicTrRF Show. I don't thijik
it Is likely she will accomp.any him and Mildred
Harris if the two latter ever do pay a visit to thi-,

country, as I hope they will.

R. N. (Gainsborough).—filadys I,.esl:e has brown
eyes and light hair, .md is with the Vitagrapb.
Pauline Bush is married, her husband's name beina
Allan Dwan. A photograph of Mary Pickford's
summer residence apiwaredSn the first issue of this
paper. Sorry, 1 sliall hot be able to reproduce it.

M. T. (Dulwich).—Chrissie White is not American,
but Pearl is. The fonuer is " quite F.ngltsh."
Marie Walcamp was bf;rn in 189 1, and is not married.
By all means seiid mc your " next list of questions."

' Lily " (Brighton).—I presume you mean " Ti e
.Scarlet Road," as I do not know of anv film called
'• The Red Road." It featured (iladys Brockwell.
and some of her other films are " Fires of Conscience,

"

" Sins of Her Parent," " Her Temptation," " To
Honour and Obey," " Revelations," and " Birds of
Prey." She did not appear in " Rose of Paradise.'"

S. P. (Oxford).—Stewart Rome now plays for tl.e

TSroadwest CkjmpanV. Chrissie White, who plays
for Hepworth's, has blue eyes and golden hair. She
has been on the theatrical stage, like a good many
t)ther film stars. Charles Clary was bom in 137:J
Sorry, I don't know his height, nor the colour of his
hair.

" Don " (Brooklands).—I do not know about
Sessue Hayakawa being a painter, but I know he is

;i poet as well as an actor. The cast of " La Tosca
"

as follows : La Tosca (PauUne Frederick). Baron
Scarpio (Frank Losec), Mario Cavaradossi (Jules
Raucourt), Cesarc Angelotti (Henry Hebert), Spoletti
( W. H. Forestelle). The other play is not released yet.

51. W. (Bradford).—Edward Earie. 5Iary Pickfor l

and Jack Pickford are all Canadians, having been bom
in Toronto. Douglas Fairbanks, however, is an
American, and Denver, Colorado, is his birthplace,
the year being 1883.

G. J. (York).—Your letter to Olive Thomas was
dtdy forwarded, but as she receives many hundred.;
of others, you cannot, of course, expect a reply at
once. Of course, I shall be interested to know if

she replies to you. I hope she will.

A. L. (Mitcham).—Thanks so much for your
"heaps and heaps of Congrats." from your!>elf acd
friends. You seem to be quite keen on serials, from
the number you have seen. Glad you have such a
fine collection of postcards, but am sorry I have none
to send you of any film stars.

Will " Blue Eye " (Manchester). " A Welt,
Wisher," and others please note that no que-stions
from anonymous correspondent.s can be answered ?

Names and addresses must always be given, though
not necessarily for publication.

" FiLMiTE " (Croydon).—Her name was given as
Odette Goinibault in our issue of June 7th. becaase
at the time of going to press, wliich was some weeks
Ijefore that date, it was not known that her film name
was to be " Mary Odette." So you got a dozen new
readers. Splendid

:

G. R. (Reading).— In " A Doll s House." Elsie
Ferguson took the part of Nora, and H. E. Herbert
that of Helmar. Dustin Farnum—who, by the
way, is not a cousin, but the brother of William—is

forty-five, and is married. Don't apologise. Write
again.

A. H. (Rhyl).—" What does Roscoe Arbuckle eat
to make liim so fat ? " Is that a conundrum ? If so,

I give it up. Yes. he is married, and his wife is Miss
Slinta Durfee. I do not know of any studios near
your town.

C. M. (Cliiswick).—I am glad you tliink this paper
" absolutely great." I sliall not forget your requests
for more photographs of Norma Talmadge and
Billie Burke. Sorry, there will be no bound volumes
for sale, so save your copies and have them Iwund.

R. 51. (Nuneaton).—No. JIae Jlarsh is decidediv
not Spanish, although she was born in Macirid,
because this particular birthplace of hers happeas to be
in New Mexico. I *am interested to know you resemble
her closely. The photograph of yourself w,-i3 not
enclosed in your letter as stated, so when it does come
1 shall be pleased to compare it with Mae Marsh's
likeness.

Ol/jre (i>i$irers »ezt wek.)

fN answer to the many inquiries we have received from readers as to how they can send letters to Cinema actors and actresses,
' " The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, bat it must be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters

will be replied to. Moreover, as many of these Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time mast elapse before the letters

reach them. Address your letter c/o " The Pictvre Show, " The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

GREGORY SCOTT.

HIS DEAREST POSSESSION.

Screen Hero Tells the Story of the Tunic
that was the Joy of His Army Life.

AMONG the many screen heroes returned
from the war is Gregory Scott, who is

Com 'b*ck again with the Broadwest Film
pafty.

You will remember him in " The Ware
Case," " The House Opposite," " The Black
Knight," and " A Munition Girl's Romance,"
and we are to see him in Miss Violet Hopson's
next racing photo-play. His latest photo-
graph heads our page.

The Envy of His Comrades.

BY the way, when I asked him for remin-
iscences of his Army life, he evaded the
thrills, but told me the story of his

dearest treasure.

" It is an old tunic," he said ;
" an emergency

one, which was served out to me whilst in

France—and, like most Army tunics, it was
made for a man of the Goliath build. Whilst
home on leave, I got my tailor to alter it, and it

fitted me to perfection—it was the only joy
of my life in those days. And I had to keep
it well in my range of vision when I took it

off, because there were several people who took
a fancy to it. Then one day I washed it.

For fourteen hours after it was dry I was
running round trying to beg, borrow or steal
Bomeone else's, because mine had taken on
the hue of an over-ripe tomato, and, oh, it had
shrunk ! I simply could not get anywhere
near it, and although I nearly broke my neck
in my acrobatic endeavours to discover a new
entrance to my tunic, there was nothing doing."

Once the Joy of His Life.

I
HAVE never nm so fast in all my life
as I did to the quartermaster's stores,
and, aft«r a big argument, I persuaded

them to let mc have another. My tomato-
hued tunic now has the place of honour in my
dressing-room—and attached to it is the
pathetic .story of ' How Greg deprived himself
of the comforts of the finest regimental tunic
ever.' And, when I am feeling dumpy, I
take my miniature (it is small, really) tunic
from its peg, brush it, and hang it up again—
because it was once the joy of my life.""

A Strong Trio.

I
HAVE received many interested inquiries

as to the coming Patho serial, " The
Lightning Raider," in which Miss Pearl

White makes her welcome reappearance.
Supporting her in this serial of thrills is

Warner Oland and Henry Gsell.

The Reward of Daring.

MANY readers wonder at Pearl White's
daring, but, as I have told you before.

Pearl is a fatalist. She believes that
.she will escape from all hurt until her time
comes, and this perhaps accounts for her
willingness to take part in any thrilling scone,

no matter how dangerous. It is a remarkable
fact that through the long list of serials tilled

with nerve-racking thrills in which Pearl has
been seen, she has never suffered any further'

injury than a few bruises, and once a broken
finger when she misjudged a dive into a ferry-

boat.

Aurele Sydney in a New Part.

BEI,OW is a portrait of Aurele Sydney,
whom we are soon to see in a thrilling

Gaumont photo-play, from the pen of

Edgar Wallace. You will remember Mr.
Sydney as the creator of Ultus. Have you
yet seen him in " The Torment "

?

A Favourite in Three Centres.

BY the way, Mr. Sydney can certainly

claim to be universal in his talents as

an actor. I think he is the only cinema
actor in the v/orld who has played star parts
in three big European film-producing centres

—

Paris, Rome, and London.

A Talented Family.

IT is given to few women to achieve the fame
won by the " World's Sweetheart," Mary
Pickford, especially at so j'oung an age,

for Mary is even now only in the twenties. It

AURELE SYDNEY.

is a source of pride to the Britisher to remember
that Mary Pickford is of Canadian birth, for

she was bom in Toronto, and went on the stage

when five years old, as a member of the
Toronto Stock Company. D. W. Griffith was
the first to recogni.se her potentialities as a
film star, and since she began to act for the
screen, Mary Pickford has only once returne-J

to the stage. Some of her most popular
artcraft pictures have included " Rebcfca of

Sunnybrook Farm," " Stella Maris," " Amar-
illy of Clothesline Alley," " Captain Kidd,
Junior," "Johanna Enlists," and now we can
see her in " Less than the Dust." Her brother.

Jack Pickfor l, is almost as well known as a
film star, while her sister Lottie has achieved
no little fame.

Mary and the Orphans.

DURING the filming of " Daddy Long-Legs,"
which will be shown in our picture

theatres in this country next September,
Mary Pickford's director. Marshal Neilan
(who you will remember played with Mary
in several Famous Players' pictures) arranged
that a number of children from the Hollywood
Orphanage should come to the studios to take
part in the film.

A pretty story of Mary's kind-hearted
interest in the youngsters was told the other
day.
The visit to the studios was made con-

ditional on good behaviour, and as the children

simply adore Mar^', to say nothing of the

sweets she so generously distributed, the
goodness of those small orphans was par-

ticularly embarrassing. But one day a small

boy-imp of six, a particular favourite, was
missing. Marshal Neilan inquired the cause,

and a shrill chorus of voices informed him that
Danny had be:>n very, very naughty. He was
not to come to the studios any more.

Didn't you Know ?
"

THE next day Mary appeared at the
orphanage. She couldn't very well

plead for the culprit, because the rule

as to good behaviour was very strict. She
and the matron—who was not a Mrs. Lippctt
•—ej'cd each other whilst the sobbing criminal

clung to Mary. At last Mary's eyes tele-

graphed a brain-wave to the matron. Mary
bent over the small boy and asked :

" When
you broke the cups were you just practising

so you could play the way the naughty boy
in the story did ?

"

There was a pause while Mary and the matryn
hardly breathed, wondering whether Danno
would sec the loophole of escape, and be

allowed to go with Mary without discipline

being relaxed.

With something between a sob and a shout
the imp answered :

" Why ! Sure I was t

Didn't you know ?
"

Mary is still wondering whether that cliild

is a lineal descendant of George Washington
or just an ordinary genius.

Charlie's Cake.

HAVE you heard that for a number of years

the Green Room Club of Sydney,
Australia, has given a huge Christmas

cake to the actor who has proved most popular

in Australasia ? Last year it was sent to

Charlie Chaplin. By a happy coincidence

it arrived at the studio on April I5th—Charlie's

birthday ! The following day he took it to

the Hollywood Orphanage, and presented it

to the children in return for many birthday

wishes. Just like Charlie, isn't it ?
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An Alarming Rumour.
^ , , i >.

THE fashion of wearing the liair bobbed

is growing in popularity among tiio

players at Hollywood, California, where

most of the leading American studios aro

situated. Viola Dana is said to have been tho

first to discard the favourite bunches of

ringlets. A short while ago a journalist in

New York heard a rumour that Mary PickforJ

had fallen a victim to tho craze. Being a

friend of Mary's he wired for confirmation.

The telegram, when it was handed in, read,

" Have you bobbed ? " It arrived at Holly-

wood :
" Have you bolted ? " Thinking this

was an inquiry as to whether she was starting

on her holiday, Mary replied, " Off to-night !

"

The mistake was onljr discovered when a

picture paper came out with a detailed account

of how Mary discarded her " crown of gold."

Pauline Frederick Among the Bird Men.

HAVE you heard that Paulino Frederick

had a strong ambition to become an

air-woman ?
' Her mother, however,

heard of this, and eanic all the way from New
York to dissuade Pauline. And Pauline, who
adores her mother, gave way.

I

Marie Walcamp's New Title.

DO not think that any film actress enjoys

more popularity among her colleagues than

does Marie Walcamp. Recently she wa.'i

the guest of honour at a big cowboy meeting,

when over a thousand cowboys took part in

competing for many handsome prizes offered

for proficiency in typical cowboy sports which,

unfortunately, are in danger of dying out now
that the Cowboy West is not what it was.

It was at this meeting that the title, " Queen

of a Thousand Cowboys," was conferred on

this clever player, after she had participated

in various thrilling exploits with the cowboys

themselves.
Marie Walcamp's many friends will be

pleased to hear that she has now completely

recovered from the effects of the accident

she met with whilst performing a particularly

daring piece of work in her new Trans-Atlantic

serial, " The Red Glove," which we shall

shortly see.

A Trousseau Camisole.

EVERYONE is admiring the pretty

crochet camisole top which appears

in this week's number of "Woman's.
Weekly."

I have heard ever so many girls say they

want to m.ake one like it for " the bottom

drawer."

The design is a Wild Rosq pattern, and as

easy as easy to work.
On each side of t ho front is a pretty design

in brodcrif!" Anglflise with an initial inside.

'J'o work your initials on your '' audessous " is

very fashional;3e just now, you know.
Girls who arc interested in crochet and

pretty "undies*" should make a point of

securing this number of our little sister paper.

" The Seven Deadly Sins."

THE delightful portrait on this page is of

Constance 'i'almadgc, whom we aro

soon to .sec in a Gaumont photo-play
entitled " A Pair of Silk Stockings." Con-
stance says she doesn't like men, or, as .she

puts it : "I don't like men—or rather, I don't

like most men. I never could marry a man
who wore tan buttoned shoes, or ate spinach,

or carried an umbrella, or had a beard, or

said, 'I'm feeling badly,' or wore a ring on
his miildlo finger, or sang tenor. Of course,'

thefo arc plenty of other things which might
for ever bar him from becoming my lawful

l^rotector, but those are the seven deadly sins."

It remains to be seen how long Constance
will maintain her aversion to men. As she is

only just twenty-one. there is plenty of time for

her to reverse her opinion, and perhaps she
will do it quite suddenly, as Alice Brady, tho

baclielor miss, has done.

DO YOU KNOW
—Thdt Griffith has two new players in The Girl

Who stayed at Home, Carol Dempster and
Clarice Seymour ?

* * *

—That Gladys Brockwell calls her mothci
who is also her best pal

—
" Billic " '!

* * *

— That Gladys Brockwell says you aro con-
sidered a bad actress if you wrinkle your nose ?

* *

— 7^hat Elinor Fair received her music.d
education in Europe ?

* . * ' *

—That little Gloria Joy likes to have music
played for her " intense " scenes ?

* * *

—That Charles Clary protests at being bo
often cast as a " heavy "

?

* * *

— T?tnt £,5,000 is spent each year in corrcs-

spondcncc between motion picture cele-

brities and their admirers ?

* * *

—

That Harry Carey has a ranch of his own
near New Horn, where he spends all his time
in between productions '!

* * *

—That Dorothy Dalton's father wished l>er to

study law ?

* * *

—That Bessie Love's right name is Juanita
Horton ?

—That Dorothy Gish's greatest pastime is

fishing ?

* * *

—That D. W. Griffith is a son of the late

Brigadier-General Jacob Wark Griffith ;

* # «

—That he was bom in 1880 ?
« « «

—That it was he who introduced "clo.'c-

ups " and " cut-backs " ?
* * *

—That Sessue Hayakawa was intended
for the Navy, and sent to a Japanese
naval school.

* * *

—That Edith Storey was on the stage
for ten years before going into pictures ?

—TAai William Duncan once toured with
a show as a wrestler, and met " all-

comers "
?

* * *

—That Margarita Fi.sher was a star with
her own show on the Pacific Coast at
the age of twelve ?

* * *

—That Olive Thomas was born in 1898 ?

Fay Filmer.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE, who tells above the " seven deadly sms " her husband must not possess. (Select Pictures.)
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Pbotograpbs From Far and Near of Prominent Picture Players.

Picture" stars do not always dine expensively, with numbers of servants waiting on them. Here you see a

famous four snatching a cheap counter-lunch. The names are, starting at left, MARY MACLAREN, EDDIE
LYONS, PRISCILLA DEANE, and LEE MORAN. Don't they all looked annoyed at being interrupted!

BUD FISHER, the famous creator of

MUTT and JEFF, in military uniform.
[Photo : Jane Samufl.s.

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE, the comedian. A photograph
taken in his office while he was engaged in business

matters. Even the apparently care-free fun-maker
has his busy moments.

EDDIE POLO, thorou£;hly tired after a strenuous time at the studio, snatches a brief rest.

But the camera man won't let him alone even there.

MARGUERITE CLARK, so long before the camera,
has a spell behind it. She is focusing a scene, but the

little fairy needs the aid of a chair<

CHARLES CHAPLIN and KID LEWIS, the Welter Weight Boxing Champion, sumunjT them-
selves in the glorious Californian sun. Judging by the smiles on their faces, they have not

challenged each other to combat in the ring.
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A Thrilling Story Telling of a Woman who Defied Grim Fate to Rob Her of All She Held Dear in the WorId»

IN the library of a liandsoniely furnished

house in tlio fiisiiionable quarter of Washing-
ton a woman sat at a writing table, hor hca<;l

between her hands, staring into vacancy. An
hour ago she had been the happiest woman in

Washington—now she was probal)ly the most
miserable—for into the sunshine of her hfe had
come without warning grim ghosts of a past

eho had beheved buried for ever.

Sho was Sylvia Maber, wife of David Mabcr,
one of the most brilliant men in the Diplomatic
Service. The blow that had struck her was
contained in a short note, which read :

" I

must see you in my office to-morrow morning at
eleven.—John Alden, Chief of the Secret
Service."
An ordinary note on the face of it, but to the

woman who received it, it was a relentless hand
stretched across the waste of silent years to
drag hor from the home in which she had found
lorgetfulness and happmess. And so the woman
eat, a silent figure of tragedy, until the shadows
of evening merged into night—a night as black
as the despair in her heart.

John Aldcn rose from his office chair as Sylvia
Maber entered. Her face was pale and drawn,
and the rings round her eyes told of a night of

sleeplessness and tears.
" Sit down, please, Mrs. Maber," said Alden

kindly. " You need not fear me. I wish to be
your friend, and I want you to understand
that only the most imperative call of patriotism
could have mado me send that note. I have
no desire to recall the past to you, but for the
sake of our country you must do what I ask, or
1 shall be compelled to use the power that lies

in my hand."
" What do you wish me to do ? " asked the

woman tonelessly.
" Watch Hugo Declasse, your husband's

friend. Wo know him to bo an enemy agent
spreading Bolshevism in this country, but we
cannot catch him. You only can help us. He
admires you. Lead him on until you have got
his secrets. Then we will strike."

The woman rose froiii her chair, trembling
with agitation.

" Do you realise what you are asking me to
do T " sho cried passionately.

" Nothing I would not ask my own wife or
sister to do," replied Alden. " It is for your
country and my country that I aSk this sacri-

fice."
" To me it means the sacrifice of my husband's

love and respect," retorted Mrs. Maber. " I
ma ready to give my life ; surely patriotism
does not demand that I shall destroy my hus-
band's faith in me ?

"

"The call of duty comes in many diSerent
ways," replied the Secret Service man. " To
some, the soldier's death; to others, a still

greater act of sacrifice. I shall do all I can to
help you, and as soon as we have got Declasse
in our power I shall tell your husband his
honour was safe in your keeping, and that you
only used it as a weapon to fight tho enemies of
America. You say you would give your life

for America ; I only ask you to lend her your
beauty. What is your answer ?

"

" I am in your power," replied Mrs. Maber
hopelessly, "so I mt^t consent. But I ask
you by all you hold sacred that if this task you
ijavo put on me should rob mo of my husband's

'

love, you will lot him know the truth."
" I promise," said Aldcn. " You may rely

upon me to do all I can to smooth the rougli
path of duty."

PAULINE
FREDERICK
ss Sylvia Maber.

He bowed his visitor out, and sitting down in
his chair he lit a cigar.

"Life changes, but its principles remain the
same,"_ he muttered thoughtfully. "That
woman's beauty is worth more at this juncture
to our country than the brains of her statesmen
or the bayonets of her soldiers."

The Police Record.

THE beautiful i\Irs. Maber hoA never looked
more beautiful than on this afternoon as
sho sat in the drawing-room waiting to

receive Hugo Declasse.
Tho suspected spy entered with the air of a

conqueror. A good-looking man in a way, he
had a certain attractiveness, but it was of the
kind one associates with tho unscrupulous
a<:lventurer. An Englishman would have said
he was too polite ; a close student of human
nature would have detected beneath his assumed
French politeness tho arrogance of the Hun.

" It is indeed most charming of you to stay
indoors for mo this beautiful afternoon, Mrs.
Mabpr," ho said, as he made an extravagant
bow. " On ray way, I said to myself I will

indeed be a fortunate man if tho most beautiful
woman in Washington sacrifices the glory of

such an afternoon for a tete-a-tete with such an
unimportant person as myself."

Sylvia Maber stifled the loathing she felt for
her visitor, and gave him a radiant smile.
Having given her word to play the part, she
meant to go. through with it at all costs.

" You flatter yourself, Mr. Declasse," she
said smilingly. " As a matter of fact, I had a
bad headache, and it is to that really that you
find me here. But knowing the hundreds of

invitations you receive from our leading host-
esses, I confess that I feel flattered that you
should select our poor house for an afternoon
call. I regret that my husband is not at home.
He was speaking of you only this morning."

" Then I will be truthful and say that it is an
added pleasure, since I shall not have to share
your charming company," answered. Declasse
daringly. " I iiave thought for some time
past that you have been trying to avoid me,
but to-day " Declasse finished the sen-

tence with an expressive gesture.
" To-day you think I am anxious to have

your company ? " said Sylvia. " Perhaps I

have changed my opinion of you," she added,
with a coquettish smile. " It is a woman's
privilege to change her mind."

Declasse was just going to make a passionate

reply when a step in tho hall caught his ear, and
he sat down in a chair, assuming a nonchalant
attitude. It was David Maber who entered,

and he shot a curious glance at his wife.

" I was just telling Mr. Declasse that you
would not be home till late," said Sylvia.
" Has anything happened, dear ?

"

" No, except that I forgot a paper, and as it

is a very secret document, I thought I would
fetch it myself. 1 must get straight back to

the office."

He bent over and kissed his wife, and with
a curt " Good-bye " to Declasse, he went out.

" Jealous ? " sneered Declasse.
Sylvia's whole soul rose in revolt at the part

she was playing. The loathing she felt for this

man crept over her flesh, and she realised that
if she was to carry out Alden's instructions she
must get tho play over quickly. With fi

desperate effort she steeled herself for the ordeal.
" Perhaps he is," she answered, with a care-

less shrug.
Declasse's eyes gleamed with passion.
" Why don't you dine with me 'i

" he said
boldly.

" Because you have never asked me," re-

torted Sylvia.
" Then I take that as a promise !

"

" You may—if I donr't change my mind."
" You will be far too happy to wish to change

your mind."
" Happy ? " sneered Sylvia. " I don't wish

for that sentimental kind of happiness. I want
power, and I believe you can give it to me.
That is my interest in you, Mr. Declasse, and if

you wish for my friendship you must see that I

get it. I am tired of being the wife of a rising

diplomat. I wish to be a woman who • can
mould the destinies of men and empires. I

have the brains and tho beauty to do these
things, and I mean to use them !

"

" And so you shall be ! " cried Declasse
excitedly, forgetting his usual caution. " I

will make you the rtiost powerful woman in

Europe !

"

" The day you can do that you may come
and see me," said Sylvia. "Until then it will

be as well if you do not visit here very often."

Declasse's experience with women told him
that it would not be wise to press his attentions

further at this stage, and he changed the con-
versation to general topics. Ho had been
astonished and vaguely alarmed at Sylvia s

change towards him, and at first had suspected
a trap, but her declaration that she wished for

power had satisfied him. His cunning brain

saw a way in which Sylvia would be useful to

him in his work.

He had almost made up his mind to trust her
with his secret when a servant entered with a

note from David Maber. It read :

" Please give Gibbs, Hersehell's second
volume on IMaritime Law."

Sylvia went to the library to get the book,
and when she returned Declasse noticed she
was deathly white, and shaking like a woman
who has received a great shock.

She handed the book to the servant, and then
turned to Declasse.

" Will you please excuse me a minute ? I

must put things straight in the library. Some
of my husband's books are of a secret nature,

and must be kept under lock and key."

Feeling certain that the cause of her agitation

was something she had seen in the library.

Declasse excused himself, and on the pretence

of a forgotten engagement, he bade his hostess

good-bye. But he. did not go. When at the
door, he made an excuse to the servaTit, and
turned back. Gaining the library he concealed

himself, as he saw Mrs. Maber waa reading a

book.
There was a look of horror and fear on her

ffice, and as sho finished reading she gave a

convulsive clutch at the page, and then, bracing

[Cftntinued on page 8).
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MARY PICKFORD AT HOME.
The World's Sweetheart Snapped in Her Garden.

In her kitchen garden. Mary '> still child enough to delight in climbinj; trees.
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THE WOMAN ON THE INDEX.
(Continued from page 6.)

licr sliaking liinljn, she replacod tlio book and
went out hy tlio otlicr door.

Dcclusso moved swiftly, to tho booUoaso and
opened the volume at tho crumpled page,
noticing as he did so that tho title on tho out-
side cover read :

" I'ohcc Record, 1914—1018."
And on the (•runiplccl page was tho record of

Sylvia Martin, tried for the murder of her
husband, and acquitted on the grounds of
insunicient evidence. There was no mistaking
tho fact that Mrs. Maber and Sylvia Martin
verc one and the same woman. Her descrip-
tion left no sliadow of doubt.

" I've got lier now," chuckled Declasse. " If

sho attempts to fool me, a threat to tell her
liusband of her jiast will bring her to r(3a.son."

lie began to think out a plan of campaign.
As much as it was possible for a man of his

nature to feci real love for anybody but himself,
he was in lo\e with Sylvia, and behind that
love wa,'^ tho slircwd business instinct that had
been such an asset to him in his nefarious trade
ns a Gerjiian agent.

Hitherto lie had relied on liis power to fas-

cinate women, and get the secrets of their
hnsbands from them while they were imder liis

spell. Now, with Syh ia at his mercy, ho could
play tlic game witli donble strength. Her
beauty wouhl be another weapon in his armoiu'y
which would be invaluable.

No one know better than Declasse that, while
there were many who could keep a secret from
Iheir wives, there were very few who could
resist the power of a woman of Sylvia's beauty.
The authorities in Berlin had already iilarked
him for promotion, and, strangely enough, in the
letter in which ho had received the news there
had been a suggestion that if he could marry an
American society woman tho promotion hinted
at would carry a greater reward and less risk.

Moreover, Declasse was firmly convinced
that Sylvia was in love with him, and lier im-
passioned words when slic spoke of her desire
for power convinced him that even if she was
not madly in love with him sho was tired of
David Maber, tho diplomat, who, although
brilliant, did not rise in his profession. And the
honourable way would be the best. If Sylvia
would go away with him, he would marry her.

The Voice fiom the Past.

UP in her own room, Sylvia was sitting with
staring eyes, .seeing once again the scene
that led to her arrest. Sho saw Louis

Gordon, the man she had married not knowing
him to be a thief, crouching behind a door at
which tho police wore battering, with a revolver
in his hand.
Sho heard liis words, " They'll never take me

olive !
" Sho saw him turn the revolver on

himself ; heard the fatal shot, and saw his dead
body at her feet. As in a trance, she saw herself
pick up the pistol and stand with it in her hand
na John Alden, then a chief of detectives,
bnrst in the door, and sho heard her dead hvis-

band's confederates accu.se her of the murder.
Then, like a moving picture, she saw the scene in

the court as the judge pronounced her di.scharge.

Then followed the weary search for work,
nntil at last she became David Maber's secre-
tary, and afterwards his wife. And that dead
post which she had imagined was known only
to John Alden, might at any moment be dis-

rovcred by her husband if he chanced to look in

tho book.
With a great effort slio composed herself and

went down to the drawing-room, where she
found Declasse, who explained that lie had
taken the liberty to come back as he wanted a
last word with her. Looking her straight in
tho face, he said :

" Don't forget your promise to dine with me."
There wfi-s something very significant in his

voice, which Sylvia did not fail to notice, but
(ilio had no suspicion that tho man she hoped
lo track down held her in his power.

A Dramatic Meeting.

AWEKK later Sylvia was sitting in her
drawing-room wlien Decla-sso was an-
nounc<!d.

" I am sailing for Kuropo next week," he
f :\td abruptly. " Will you be ready ?

"

" Yes," replied Sylvia. " But before we sail,

von must prove to me that you can give mc
that position you pfv/iuised."

" You shall have all the proof you wish,"
returned Declas.se. He was moving towards
Sylvia wlicii the door was thrown open, and
David Maber rushe<l into the room.

" (jreat news, Sylvia !
" he criod. "I have

been appointed to the American Legation in
London. I sail next week. Can you be ready,
dear ?

"
^

As ho fini.she(| speaking he noticed Declasse.
I thought you wore alone, Sylvia," he said.

" I was just going," remarked Declasse with
an easy assurance that caused l)avi<l Maber to
bite his lips with anger. " Good-bye, Mrs.
Maber !

"

Left alone with her husband, Sylvia began
to make excu.ses for sailing with him, and David's
suspicions against Declasse grew stronger.

" What is the real reason you do not wish to
go with mo ? " lie demanded.

Before Sylvia coxild reply, the butler came in
and handed her a note.

" Who is that from ? " said David fiercely.
Anil as Sylvia hesitated he snatched the note
from her hand.

" Don't forget your promise to dine with me
this week.—Always and ever, Huko."

" So that is the rea.son," said David bitterly,
looking at his wife with contempt and loathing.

" David ! David ! You don't understand !

"

cried Sylvia, rushing towards him and throwing
her arms around him in a passionate embrace.

" I think I do. My eyes are opened at last !

"

.sliouted her husband, as he flung her from him.
And without another glance at the distracted
woman left the room.

Once again Sylvia sought John Alden and
begged he would have mercy on her, and allow
her to drop out of his plan of campaign, but
John Alden would not hear of it.

" Keep your word to me," he said, " and I
will watch over you. Go to Decla.sse, find out
what you can, and when the time comes your
husband shall be told why you have done this,
and he will be proud of you."
And with that promise Sylvia had to be content.

The Message is Delivered.

IN his private study of his handfjome apart-
.nients, Declasse sat with his chief a.ssi.stant,

John.son, and his Japanese valet, Nicka.
Handing a sealed letter to the valet. Declasse
turned witli a satisfied smile to .lohnson.

" Y'ou see, we are going to make David Maber,
America's trusted diplomat, carry our corre-
spondence. Nicka will give this letter to his
cousin, who is Maber's l)utler, and it will be
placed in the lining of his hat-bo,x. When he
gets to Liverpool one of our agents will annex
that hat-box. You see, .lohnson, it is all per-
fectly simple and perfectly safe."

" What about Mrs. Maber ? " asked Johnson.
" I tell you that woman is a spy for Alden !

"

" She sails with me," replied Declasse. " She
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is due here now, and I mean to test her. I tiavc
another envelope hero which I shall place on
tho desk so that sho can steal it. If she docs,
wo shall know that she isAlden's spy. If she
is, it docs not matter, because she is in my power,
though she does not know it. Now, Kicka,
you get off with the real letter !

"

An hour later Sylvia, closely veiled, entered
Dedasse's stutly. As she jjassed the desk she
saw the dummy letter and secreted it es sho
submitted to his embrace.

Declasse stepped back with a sardonic smile.
" So you are Alden's spy, Sylvia Martin ?

"

he criod.

Sylvia looked at him in horror.
" So you know ? " she gas-ped.
" Yes, and I mean to use my knowledge.

You sail with me, or I will let your husband
know the truth !

"

Sylvia realised her dangerous position. All

her sacrifice had been in vain. She was in the
j)ower of this man. He knew she was " The
Woman on the Index," and he would not hesi-

tate to sliow the police record to her husband.
But if she had lost her husband, she liad no

intention of yielding to Declasse.
She turned swiftly to the door, but Dedae-c

was too quick for her. He caught her in his

aims, and held her despite, her struggles.

Suddenly he released her as his ear caught
the sound of hurrying footsteps.

" What's that,? " he gasped.
For answer the door was thrown open, and

John Alden appeared, followed by David Mabcrl
and his .'apanese butler.

" I arrest you as a German agent !
" said

Alden.
" Rcallv ? " sneered Declasse. " Where is

your proof ?
"

" Here !
" said Sylvia, as she handed Alden

a letter.

Declasse smiled. The dummy letter contained
nothing incriminating.

But the smile faded from his face as Alden
began to read, lor the letter was not the dummy,
but the one he had given to Nicka to put in

Maljcr's hat-box. . .

" Nicka gave your letter to Mrs.. Maber."
said the butler, "on my instrvictions. I am
Count Tania Chelari, a member of the Secret
Service."

As John Alden went over to Declasse, David
Maber took his wife in his arms.

" Don't worry, darling. Come home with
me," he said.

" Not until you know all," she said.
" I do," replied Maber. " Alden told me

everything. Won't you forgive me, Sylvia ?
"

And Sylvia's answer was to cling tightly to

the husbond whose love she had regained.

Adapted from incidents in the Goldwyn photo-

play, entitled " The Woman an the Index " fea-

turing Pauline Frederick as Sylvia Maber.

THE HERO WITH THE IfilSH SMILE.
CREIGHTON HALE, the Popular Pathe Hero, Who Possesses Cleverness, Youth,

and Personal Charm.

ALTHOUGH Creighton Hale has appeared
in very few pictures at present, he has
indeed made his mark in the world of

films, and picture-goers are continually " asking
for more." Creighton is typically British in

appearance, and his long sojourn in America
has not tended to alter him in the least. He
has the smiling, good-natured face of the Irish-

man, and it is a source of pride to him that he
was born in the dear old Emerald Isle—Cork,
to be precise. This highly important event in

his career took place in 1892.

An Actor at Five.

CREIGHTON HALE liad considerable expe-
rience on the speaking stage before he
faced the camera, and his father also was

a popular favourite of London playgoers. He
was just five years old when he played his first

part, and this was in that evergreen mel^dcama
" East Lynne.'' When quite yoiitlifuli—lie is

now only 29—he played in various Shakespearean
roles iri the Oscar Ascho and lyily Brayton
touring companies in the provinces.

Later on this ambitious young man arrived

in America, via Lady Forbes-Robertson's com^
jmny, in a play called " The Dawn of a 'To-

morrow. ' Durinc his stay here, the l'ath6

pi'oducer was attracted by his fine, natural
acting, and his clear-cut appearance. The im-
pres.sion he obtained was that this young man
was just the 'right type to be successful in pic-

tures, and his judgment proved to be correct.

His Greatest Success.
CRKKiHTON'S greatest success was in

" The Laughing Mask," a serial in which
he appeared with Arnold Daly and Pearl

White. His fine work in this picture brought
him to the front rank of juvenile plaj'ers, and
secured him immediate popularity.

As secretary and assistant to the famous
detective, his work was characterised by its

great hiiman touch.
He appeared to be doing quite small things,

and playing a very minor part, but the whole
time he was " in the picture " the attention of
the audience was concentrated upon his doings.

His evciy action was greeted by their complete
satisfaction.

Creighton Hale's cleveniess, youth, and
pleasing personality will carry him a great deal

further along the path of screen success. He
will shortly be .seen in two new pictures, entitled
" The Plotters," and " Love and Finance," when
it is certain that he will add to his popularity.
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The Popular Cinema Hero whose Irish Smile has won him Thausands of Admirsrs on bath sidss of the Atlantic.
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READ this story of how JIartin Johnson
and l)is wife, Osa (who travelled
11,000 miles to take incidents for his

groat film, " Adventures Among the Canni-
bals '") fell into the hands of savages and
escaped as if by a miracle.

Martin Johnson tells his own story of how
he nearly lost his wife and his life.

FROM the moment of our landing in the
New Hebrides and the white people
became awaie of our mission (says Mr.

Johnson), I was warned against making
photographs of t he savage natives on the large
South iSca island of Malckula, but the stories

I was told only made mc want to photograph
these people all the more.

livery day for a wceic I watched for some
schooner. My intention was to make arrange-
7iients with the cajitain to take me to the
district known as " Big Numbers," twenty-
two miles from Vao, on the other side of the
island of Malekula.

Finally, I secured a whale hoa,t belonging
to a trader, and five Vao men for a crew.
I had tried to persuade Osa from accom-
jianying mc on this adventure, and she in

turn tried every v/ay in her power to dissuade
mc from going; but when she saw that I was
determined on the trip she gave in, and said

that if I went that she was going too.

Shortly after noon on the day of our sailing

from Vao, we came into Big Numbers Bay,
and drew the boat upon the sandy beacli.

At first, not a native was in sight. Then about
twenty-five savages emerged from different

places along the horseshoe bay, and came to us.

A Terrifying Experience.

MOST of them had very hairy faces, big

lieads of bushy hair, armlets and anklets
of wild boar tusks, but their faces were

the striking part about them—they were the
ugliest and cruellest and most repulsive I had
ever seen, their mouths were largfe, their eyes

those of an animal, their .sf<in looked thick

and seamed with lines A few of the younger
men carried bows and arrows and clubs, but
without exception the older men carried rifles.

With my wife to look after, I should have
been warned right here that such savage,

animal-like beings could not be trusted. But
I had heard of the chief, who had thirty wives,

and I wanted to see him, and so did Osa ; and
these people told us that their master was
close by, so I decided to go to him.

Following the lead of our guides, we climbed
up and up, first through a heavy jungle on
the side of a hill, then on top of" a plateau.

We walked through scrub for a mile, and I

then tried to find out from my guides, how
much farther it was. They could not under-

stand me, but waved me with gestures that I

thought meant that the chief was not far away.
While we stood there, four bushmen made their

appearance on another ridge a short distance

away. By this time I was getting a little

frightened, and Osa looked a bit pale despite

her .sun^iurn, but it was too late to. back. out.

When we reached the bushmen, we got our
next fright. Their cruel faces were made «iprev

hideous with big plugs through their niDi^es.

'

They glared at us in sullen silence, then

started a fierce jabber with our own savages.

One stepped on a huge boulder, and started

a queer shouting chant that was so shrill

that it seemed to penetrate for miles. In a

short time, he was answered by a like sound

irom away back in the hills. 1 judged we
were almost four thousand feet above sea
level, and about three miles from the sea.

It was about four-thirty, and I was afraid it

would be daric before we could get down again,
so I told my natives to pick up my para-
jihemalia, and that we would go back. But
they made .signs to show that the chief was
coming.

The Chief of the Cannibals.

SUDDENLY on top of the ridge there burst
into view the biggest, most savage,
handsomest, and finest type of savage

I have ever seen. He was more than six feet

tall, a mass of round, symmetrical muscles.
His body was glos.sy black. He came towards
us with a bearing that seemed to indicate
that he owned the earth, -and when he stopped
in front of us we, saw a handsome face that
had more character in it than any I had ever
seen. But it was a cruel, brutal character.

He stood and glared at us, and then shot'
quick, deep-chested questions to his men.
He fastened his eyes on my wife. It was
evident that he was fa.scinated by her—to him
—strange beauty, and then I became more
frightened than I ever was in my life. I

handed him a package that I had prepared
beforehand, consisting of twelve feet of

coloured calico, fifty sticks of tobacco, twelve
boxes of matches, a sheaf knife, and a large

mirror. But he showed no sign of friendliness,

and only handed the things to one of his men,
keeping his eyes glued on Osa. Poor girl

!

Her face was drawn with terror.- I had to put
up some pretence of photographing, so I got
out my apparatus and went to work, and
when I finished the Big Numbers savages
were still glaring at us. It was no trouble to

photograph them, for they were scarcely

paying any attention to me. It was my wife

the chief was intently watching, and I could
tell it was her he was talking about

;
my

natives afterwards told me he said ho had
decided to add her immediately to his harem.
I had her stand up beside the chief, and she
smiled a sickly smile for the benefit of the

camera. 'I'hcn I packed my apparatus, and
made signs to my savages to pick it up, and
that we would leave. I stretched out my
hand to shake hands good-bye with the chief,

and mechanically he gave me his hand, so

large that mine was lost in it. I told my wife

to do the same, which she did, but he did not
let go. Instead, he stretched out his other

hand, and felt her arms and face. Poor girl,

she was ready to swoon with fright ; as for

me, I was almost ready to pull my guns.

Surrounded.

OSA was dressed in a khaki riding suit

that we found best for roughing it

—

trousers and leggings and heavy shoes.

In her two hip pockets were two revolvers ;

two were in mine. So we were ready to fight,

but we both knew that we would not be a
match for these savages.

Finally, with a grunt and a leer, the chief

let her go, and, for the first time, took his

eyes off her, and, turning to my men, he

commanded them to drop my apparatus, whicli

they did. He th<>n growled out what I knew
to be orders to them, and they backed away.

My wife cried for me to look around, and, in the

bush and cane grass, surrounding us in every

direction, were big, busJiy .savages—at least a

hundred of them. We backed off. By t-his
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THE

time, I had decided to get away, if pcssib'e. and
)ei\ e my apparatus, but as'we backed down
the hill wo were both seized I tried to get

to my revolver, but mj' arms were held from
behind. Osa screamed as they took hold of her.

No words were spoken except by the chief.

I cried to my wife not to struggle, that would
only make our condition worse, but she lost

nil strength, and was ready to faint with
fright. I will always bear in mind the memory
of her face at that moment. I had decided to
tell her to draw her revolver and shoot as

many as po.ssible when I gave the word, for

as yet they believed us unarmed, when the
miracle happened !

To the Rescue.
1 HEARD the first word of EnglisJi spoken

by these people. It was " Man-o'-War,"
and a tremendous chattering arose.

Every face was turned towards the bay,
where wo could sec the British patrol ship
Euphrojine, coming into view around Espiegle
Point, and swiftly pointed into the bay.
My three bush carriers came running back,
and talked loudly and excitedly to the chief.

His peoyjle all jabbered at once. The chief
stood like an image, saying nothing, but
watching the P^uphrojine as she dropped her
anchor as a boat was quickly lowered. I
seized the advantage quickly, and through
motions I tried to make it understood that
the man-o'-war was coming after us. I
again ordered my carriers to pick up my
apparatus. They waited for the chief to speak,
which he seemed hours in doing ; then when
he did, without taking his eyes off the ship, my
men picked up my effects, and, taking Osa
by the arm, I moved quickfy down the hill.

Osa took the lead. I told her to hurry
faster ; in a minyte we were in the tall cane
grass, and, thinking that the bushmen could
not see us, we started running. We ran for a
mile. The cane grass cut our faces, but we
ran panting on. Then, whei^/Vdthin a mile of
the beach, we came to an dpen space where
we could again look out on the bay, for we
were still high up.

We saw the Euphrojine heave up her anchor
and steam out of the harbour. This seemed
to be the last straw. It was growing dark.
We were nearly winded from running, and I
knew a band of savages were on the beach,
and a long-drawn-out '" b-o-o-o " blowing of
a couch shell sounded away back in the hills.

No pen can describe thi.s awful sound—the
most weird, unearthly sound I had ever hoard.
1 knew as well as it I understood their signals
that it was a message to the savages on the
beach concerning us. Undoubtedly they liad
seen the ship leaving, and meant to rct apturo
us.

We then floundered on and on. We stum-
bled, tripped over vines, and scratched and
cut our skin. Our clothes were torn, but we
hurried on with tlie idea of getting to our
boat at no matter what cost to our^skins or
our clothes. We left the trail in the growing
darkness, and then wc fought 0!i tliroijoh the
scrub of the jungle.

°

(Cont'umed on page 12.)
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The Girl From America.

The ricturc Show, July 12th, 1919.

MARIE DORO CHATS ON BRITISH
FILMS AND FILM STUDIOS :: ::

IMAGINE a slight, girlish figure of medium
height ; a pale, oval face with large
dark eyes—sad, rather weary eyes

—

and a small mouth, vivid scarlet against the
ivory of the skin ; mid-brown hair, a few
tendrils of which persist in escaping the eon-
fines of a piquant little hat ; an air which is a
curious blending of self-possession and sim-
plicity and languor, and you have—Marie
Doro. Mario JJoro, the film star, who has
come from the States, with the big American
producer, Herbert Brenon, to disport her
elfin, wistful, haunting personality before the
camera in British pictures.

" I love London," remarked Miss Doro,
as we sat in a quiet corner of the luxurious
writing-room of the Savoy Hotel. " I used
to come over here every year before the war.
But then I've played at several London
theatres—the Comedy, Prince of Wales's,
Duko of York's. My last stage appearance
was at Wyndham's, with Gerald Du Maurier,
in ' Diplomacy.' "

** All Americans Love London."
** "THEN you are not homesick, Miss
1 Doro ?

"

" Oh, no ; though being an American
I feel a deep and tender tie with my own
country. Do you know "—the quiet voice took
a deeper note

—
" I think in these times one

does feel that way, one hears the voice of

one's own country as never before. But
though I naturally think of home, I am quite
happy here. All Americans love London."

" And do you find us tired after the last

four- years, Miss Doro ?
"

" No, you don't strike me exactly like that,

but perhaps you are more—more grown-up
than we are. America is so much younger
than you are over here, so very enthusiastic

about things you've forgotten, oh, centuries
ago !

" Marie Doro laughed.
" There is one thing, however, in which you

are far older than we," I reminded her—
" motion-picture 'making. I should be very
interested to hear what you, as an American
star, think of our British studios."

" I think they are surprisingly good, and
I like working here quite as well as in America.
But they liave one big fault—their artificial
lighting, which is very poor. In fact, it is

—

imposaible ! That was why I had such
difhculty with my make-up in my first British
picture, Twdua-Ten. The picture took three
weeks to make, and it was nearly finished
before I got my make-up properly adjusted
to the lighting. You .see, I couldn't see my-
self on the screen till a week after the various
pictures were taken, and so there I would be
with a whole week of wrong pictures—wrong
in the make-up sense—due to bad hghting.
The lighting overhead easts red shadows, and
red, of course, photographs_black."

Good and Bad Points.

AND how about the British film itself.

Miss Doro ? I should like to hear
of any weak point that may strike

you in that."
" Well, since you have asked me, I think

the developing is bad at present, but that
will doubtless improve. And now I will tell

you of a (jood point to balance that bad one,
and that is your beautiful scenery in your
pictures."

" To go back to Twelve-Ten, will you
please tell me .something of your character-
isation in that film ?

"

" I take the part of a poor French girl
who is adored by a rich English peer," replied
Miss Doro. "She has an unfortunate ex-
perience with the villain of the piece—an
experience, however, through which she
emerges happily. She is a good character.
I think you will like her.

An Amusing Experience.

SPEAKING of this film re-

minds me of the fun I had
the ' character

elothcs' for the part. The girl I impersonate
is fifteen—at least, in part of the film—but
1 take size twelve in clothes.

" I went into a shop one day, and, seeing a
child's frock which seemed suitable fox my
purpose, I asked the saleswoman if I might
try it on. She expostulated' with me, and
the disgust and horror on 'her face was a
study. I think she thought I was mad, and
contemplated sending for the police. How-
ever, I persuaded her at last to let me try the
frock on in the fitting-room, and proved to
her that not only could I get into it, but it

was too big for me I Then, kicking off my
slippers and letting my hair down, I ex-
plained to Jier why I required the frock.
When she heard it was needed for cinema work
she wanted to give me the whole shop."
At this" point I cannot refrain from men-

tioning the beautiful and becoming manner
in which Miss Doro was then attired. Her
gown—a Jenny model from Paris—was Navy-
blue, with a corsage of silver tissue, while
her .stockings and finely pointed shoes were
of a delicate shade of grey. A splendid fur
stole was flung round her slim shoulders, and
a closely fitting little hat, also of Navy-blue,
completed a most delightful ensemble. Her
jewellery consisted of a moire ribbon bow,
outlined in diamonds, and a black marquise
ring, also outlined in the same precious
stones.

. .
,

When we had finished laughing over the
episode related above, I asked Miss Doro
about her future plans.

A Boy's Part.

MR. BRENON tells me that the next
picture will have for its locale Lyn-
mouth and Lynton, that beautifal

Lorna Doone country about which wc have
read so much and seen so little. The story, I

understand, has a strong vein of comedy
running through it, and I appear as a
boy. I like tiiat ' (Oliver Twist thrilled me so,

every scene I played !) In November, when
the rain and fog makesjbeautiful exteriors

impossible, we go on the Continent, to do a
few stories by British authors, with a Britisli

company. I have visions of Venice, Madrid,
Monte Carlo, India, and Japan !" M. H. C,

n England and appearing in British pictures.

Adventures Among the Cannibals.
(Continued from page 11.)

On coming to the edge of the jungle, we
stopped and looked around, and, to our great

joy, directly in front of us, anchored about
a hundred yards out, was our boat.

Squatting and standing around a fire

higher up were thirty or forty savages, each
one armed, watching for our appearance.

I am absolutely confident that the f.aet of

our losing our way was the only thing that
saved our lives, but our boat was anchored so

far out that wo were faJr from safe, and we did
the only thing possible.

'

Wc crept out into the water waist deep.
One of our natives followed us, and, as luck
would have it, our men saw us, and quickly
took up anchor, and poled to (Is. Before we

were safelj' aboard, the savages saw us, and
came yelling down the beach. We rolled into
the boat and lay there. All strength seemed
to leave my body. My men were frantically

poling out again, and from the bottom of the
boat I gave orders to hoist sail, and they never
performed the feat c(uickcr in their lives.

The savages were 3'elling on the beach. A
slight breeze caught our pails, and we slowly
slid out into the bay. The breeze became
stronger, and in half an hour we rounded the
point, and in another hour were well out to

sea and safe. . >
' -

Mrs. Johnson.
''

J\ FAIR-HAIRED, slender young woman
1\. who looked as if she had never been

away from Broadway and its alluring

atmosphere."

This was the description of Mrs. Johnson
on the day before that adventurous lady and
her husband started out on their i-etum

visit to Nagapate.
When you see the girlish ways, the joy in

life, and the sunny smile of Mrs. Johnson on
the screen, j'ou will not be surprised to read that
the heroine of " Adventures Among the
Cannibals " might easily pass for a girl of

eighteen ; but she has already been married
nine years. Her undimmed gaiety at the
present moment may be taken as a tribute

to the cheerfulness imparted by the stimulatmg
sun-oundings of the South Seas. She has
nev^r been separated from her husband
for a day, and when Martin Johnson informed
her of his intention to go a'cannibaling she

insisted on accompanying him, and her hus-

band had to yieldi
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THE MAN WHO ROMPS AND LAUGHS THROUGH LIFE.

IF Douglas Fairbanks had fallen in with the wishes of his

parents and become a mining engineer instead of a movio
star, the screen would bo a great deal poorer than it is to-day.

"Doug.," as all his friends call him, is not only an asset to the art

of the screen, ho is a philosopher.

Laughter is his creed, and if we all followed his advice, how much
happier the world would be.

" We can alwaj'S aftord to laugh when wc arc honest," he
remarked recently. " Laugh and live, that's my motto. If

you are sick and despondent, laugh and grow fat. 'I'lioso who
laugh their way through life have nothing to fear for the future."

In private life Douglas is the same merry soul that he is on the
screen. He whistles while he is putting on his make up, he digs

the property man in the ribs when he least expects it, and the more
difficulties which face hiru the better he likes it. " Life is a
fight," he once declared, " not a funeral." That's why he always
trots wherever he goes, and vaults over any obstacle in his path.
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In
"Wild
and

Woolly.

Ill his opinion time is too short to walk. In hisjjicture Douglas

leaps ri^ht into our affections; ho is for on the go,

iumi)in<'''a tiight of stairs instead of walking down, leaping into

the saddle of his horse from a distance, getting into his bedroom

window by climbing up the outside of the house, and so on.

Dou,"las Faii'banks is never at rest, and his vitality and good

humoiu- are so infectious that everybody who comes into contact

with him desires to emulate his habits. Ho romps through life

'

as he romps through his pictures.

'J'hc secret of " Doug.'s" vigour and robustness

is his love for athletics. He thoroughly enjoys a

sprint across country in the early morning, before

coin" to his day's work in the studio. At night

when he is' hot and tired he indulges in an hour's

swimming. Besides his outdoor recreations, Doug-

las Fairbanks takes a keen interest in music, litera-

ture, and politics. Ho is a personal friend of

President Wilson's.

CATHERINE MACDONALD ' HEADING / SOUTH. BOUND IN MOROCCO. "

(Photos from Artcraft Pboto-playt.)
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Ihe Care of Jewellery—Cleaning Gold and Precious Stones—The Lace on Dorothy Phillips' Teacloth-
:; :: Working Instructions, so that you can make one likz it for yourself :: ::

MOST rincma stars possess a woU-fillcd

jewel case. Not necessarily because

of their value (although we all know-

that Fanny Ward possesses diamonds that are

priceless, and Lina t'avalieri is envied for her

v/onderful pearls), but it is part of the stock-

in-trade of an actress to possess jewellery for

any and every occasion so as to'dress properly

the part for which she interprets.

Hints on Jewellery.

THE care of jewellery is one of the most
important tasks given to the maid or

dresser at the studio. Here are some
hints which will not come amiss to anyone

volatile and .water, the surface being after-

wards polished with a clean chamoi" leather or

a soft piece of silk. Precious stones in general

arc usually improved if they are put away in

box-wood sawdust instead of being enclosed
in velvet-lined cases.

Turquoises must on no account be kept in a
damp place, also be careful not to let scent

touch them. A well-known cinema star had
a valuable necklace of turquoises made value-

less by a thoughtless friend who sprayed her

with a scent spray while she was wearing the

necklace, turning every stone green. Oil

or grease is equally fatal to pearls, whether
real or imitation. In cases where real pearls

Full instructions for working the lace of this beautiful teacloth owned by Dorothy Phillips on this

page.

have lost their lustre a method of treatingwho is fortunate enough to possess an item of

jewellerj' which is valuable.

A Word in Season.

THOSE who are the fortunate owners of a

well-filled jewel case are usually fully

alive to the cares and responsihilities

which such a possession entails, and periodical

visits to the jewellers, where skilled and expert

knowledge can be brought to bear upon its

preservation, are looked upon as a stem
necessity. Tlie average girl, however, w-ith

i:iexpensive jewellery is far less inclined to

trouble to any particular degree about their

care, the result being distinctly disastrous,

.especially where imitation gems or natural

crystals and other^stones are concerned.

them is to wear them night and day for a
time.

Cleaning Jade and Coral.

JADE ornaments soon lose their polish if

they are neglected, and to remedy this

few specifics equal the application of a

paste of chalk and water.

Coral can be successfully cleaned hy placing

the ornaments in a saucepan of boiling water
and adding a few pieces of white soap and soda.

Tfiej' should be boiled

for a few moments.

DOROTHY PHILLIPS' TEACLOTH.
ON ttic picture wc see Dorothy Phillips

presiding at the tea-table. Thclatterisa
round one, covered with a cloth of the

same .shape, and this is trimmed with a pretty

crochet lace in a popular pointed pattern.

It is a novel idea to have a round tablecloth

to fit an afternoon tea-table, and it is one

that can be easily acquired.

A'
Here are Full Directions to Work the Lac».

BBREVIATIONS : D.c, double crochet;

tr., treble ; ch., chain.

Materials : Ordinary crochet cotton

No. 26 or 28 with a No. 4^ steel hook will

make a lace about 5 inches deep from tip of

point to top of' lace.

Begin with r)G ch.

:

\it roil- : I tr. in eighth ch. from hook, 1 tr.

in same place. 2 ch., 2 tr. in next ch., * 2 ch..

miss 3 ch., 2 tr. in next ch., 2 eh.. 2 tr. in next

ohr, and repeat from * once, ** 3 ch., miss

3 ch., 1 tr., 2 ch.. and 1 tr., all in next stitch ;

repeat from ** eight times more, 5 ch., turn.

2nd row : 1 tr. under the 2 ch. space between

2 tr., 2 ch., 2 tr. in the same place, * 2 ch..

2 tr., 2 ch., and 2 tr., all in the space between

2 tr.
;

repeat from * 7 more times, then

2 ch., 2 tr. on 2 tr., 2 tr., 2 ch. and 2 tr. in

the space immediately after the 2 tr., 2 ch.,

another group in the centre of the grouj)

below, 2 ch., another group in centre of

group, G ch., turn.

3rflt row : One group in centre of group, 2

ch., one group in centre of next group (the

margin is always worked in this way), 2 ch.,

2 tr.^ 2 ch., and" 2 tr. in the space immcdiat«ly

after the next 2 tr., 4 tr. on 4 tr., * 3 ch., 1 tr.,

2 ch., and 1 tr. in space in centre of group

below, and repeat from * eight times, 5 ch.,

turn.

Repeat the second and third rows until

there are 18 rows altogether, and you will

notice that in each row' there are two more

trebles in the group by the margin, by work-

ing 1 tr. on each treble, and 2 tr., 2 ch., and

2 tr. in the space immediately after trebles,

so that the V shape of trebles gradually

increases. The point will finish iip with a

repetition of the second row.

The Second Point ; The first row of this is

worked as follows : Work the two first

margin groups as usual, then 3 ch., 2 tr., 2 ch.,

and 2 tr. in the ch. immediately before the

big'group of trebles, then * 3 ch., miss 3 tr.

on group, 1 tr., 2 ch., 1 tr. in next tr. ;
repeat

Care of Gold.

GOLD ornaments, when plain or v.orkcd

and unadorned with gems, should always
be washed in warm soap.suds from

time to time, excellent results being obtained
if a few drops of sal volatile are added to the

I
hot water before making the lather. In the

. ca.se of chaiivs copiposed of close links, which
; are most apt to harbour dirt and dust, few

i SOimedies equal that of placing them to soak in

a bottle half fidl of warm soapsuds mixed with
a little prepared chalk. The chains should

be left for a few hours, after vyhicli the bottle

must be well shaken, the lather poured oS,

and the ornaments first rinsed in cold water

. and then dried as thoroughly as possible.

Precious Stones.
,

DIAMONDS, sapphires, rubies, and emer-
alds aro wonderfully restored if they
are washed periodically in a little sal
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A HERO'S MANY EXPRESSIONS.

"Yes, Jimmy is my name.". His thougntful frown. His joyous smile. " 1)0 I know you ?' " I never believed it ol you.'

JAMES KNIGHT.
A British Actor who is endowed by nature with the Face and Figure of a Hero.

IF ever a man was endowed by nature with the face and figure to play

the part of a hero, that man is James Knight, the leading man of the

Harma CompaTiy.
Handsome in a strong, manly way, the chief characteristic of his face

4s a peculiar boj-ishness which is heightened by a frank, sunny smile.

His splendid physique is the result of constant training and taking
part in all kinds of sports and pastimes, and there is no man on tho
silent stage who keeps himself more fit. That is why there is a sort of

freshness about Mr. Knight's performances which adds so much to the

enjoyment of those who witness them.

JAMES KNIGHT is an Englishman, and he is one of the men who have
proved to tho world tliat this country can produce as fine film actors

as any of the l)ig American stars. Born at Canterburj-, Mr. Knight
began his stage career as a wrestler, touring the halls with the famous
(Jotz. These nightly bouts helped to develop a frame already splendidly

endowed by nature. In those days Mr. Knight had no thought of be-

coming a film actor; but he was unconsciously developing his natural
gifts for stage work and gaining by public experience the hundred and
one things which arc summed up in the phrase " stage presence."

An Ideal Hei o.

MR. KNIGHT will be remembered by our readers by his successes in
" The Happy Warrior," " A Splendid Coward," " Big Money,"
" A Romnny Lass," " Nature's Gentleman," and " The Silver

Greyhound." His favourite part is that in " Nature's Gentleman," but
many people—the writer included—think his greatest success was in

" The Splendid Coward."
One big producer suggested that Mr. Knight should play comedy

parts, but the actor did not think he was cut out for that kind of work,
and very wisely did not run the risk of ruining his reputation by attempt-
ing the lighter side of screen work. It is certain that the public would
not have welcomed the change, for we have too few ideal heroes in the
British cinema world to lose one of the outstanding ability of Mr.
Knight.

IT should be mentioned that all the plays named above are British

productions, and, naturally, Mr. Knight is a firm believer in the
future of the British cinema. What is more, he is, by his splendid

acting, proving to producers that there is plenty of talent in these little

islands, and when the day comes when Br'tain will fear no rival in the
icinema, industriallv' anc\ artistically, James Knight will have done more
than his share to bring about this state of affairs.

Prefers Racing on the Road to Scorching in the Sky.

MR. KNIGHT'S favourite hobbies are, to use his own words, " Any-
thing in the sports line;" and it can truthfully be said that ho
excels in all manly exercises. A fast and powerful swimmer, a

keen cricketer, a wrestler up to professional standard, a clever boxer, he
is also an expert skater and motorist.

At the outbreak of war, Mr. Knight ran an aviation school, but he
has never had any real love for flying, preferring racing on the road to
scorching in the sky.

" I was frightfully ill the first time I went up," he said, in a recent
interview. " It was in a sister '])lanc to the one in which Bleriot flew the
Channel, as different from the aeroplanes of to-da;(^s the first motor-car
from the modern Rolls-Royce. It rocked like a small boat on an angry
sea, and there was no sense of that security one feels in the perfectly
balanced machines of to-day. Anyone who had my experience in that
rocking aeroplane would have felt as I did and realised what a wonderful
thing Bleriot- did when he flew the Channel."

;A Father of British Cinema.

AS might be expected from a man with such a liking for sport, Mr.
Knight is an admirer of the late Jack London's works, and his

other favourite authors are Jeffrey Famol and O. Henry.

Like all great actors, whether on the stage or the'film, Jlr. Knight is

in love wit h his profession, and ho is a most conscientious worker. No
detail is too small for him, and tho.se who have seen him on the screen
will admit that he does more than play his parts—he lives them—and,
although still young, he has earned the right to be called "A Father of the
British Cinema."

JAMES KNIGHT—His favourite portrait.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

Three Plays on ths Screen.

THE Idoal Film Hcnliiifi t^onipany announce
an exciting list of new pictures. In ono—" Tlie Impossible Woman "—wo aie

to see Miss Constance Collier, who has been too

loug absent from the English stage. This will

be Miss Collier's first appearance in a British

pi(!tvire, and lier first work since returning from
America.

" Tlie Impo.ssible Woman " is based upon the
•play by Haddon Chambers. Miss Edith Craig
and Mr. Langhorno Benton are also in the cast.

Two other successful jilays are also to be filmed '.

" The Chinese Puzzle " and " General Post."
Both of these should make fino photo-plays.

Taken at Night-Time.
THEKE are some wonderful night eftect

scenes in the forthcoming Broadwest
production, " A Daughter of Eve." The

scenes were taken at night ; the whole Broad-
west Company worked from nine o'clock until

three the next morning. The incidents on the
lilra only occupy a few feet, but Walter West,
who personally supervised the reproduction, is

ono of the few Biitish producers who realised

a long time since that attention to detail is one
of the most important factors of first-class pic-

ture productao:i.

A coffee stall, a big limousine car, a road-
mender's shelter, a set of fire irons, three very
merry young gentlemen, and a very beautiful
little lady feature prominently in the scenes, and
when I tell you that Violet Hopson and Stewart
Rome are respectively heroine and hero, you
will know the film will be worth seeing.—n—
A Screen Villain at Home.

IN private life, Arthur AValcott is amongst the
quietest of old-world characters. He lives

in Kensington and often takes his strolls

in Kensington Gardens, where he is a great
favourite with the children. He specialises

in villains' parts, and just now, on many a
screen, he can be seen as all that is wicked and
bad in Granger's " A Turf Conspiracy." Per-
haps his biggest piece of villainy was to bo seen
in " The Woman Wins," also a Granger play.

Kind of Him, eh ?

MISS TJJEDA BARA, who is now working
hard on a new Fox film, is the possessor
of a very curious and unique ring sent to

her by an anonymous Italian admirer. The
ring, of exquisite workmanship, contains a tiny
cell wherein, the sender explains, can bo secreted
poisons of a deadly nature. Following was the
note accompanying this gift :

" To the finest woman of the age I am send-
ing a gift of a rijag whieh is the exact duplicate
of the one worn by Lucretia Borgia. A hidden
spring discloses ft tiny receptacle wherein you
can .secrete poisons for your enemies, should
you lia\'e any. A devoted admirer."

More British Films Coming.

MK. HKNRY EDWARU.S has made a very
fino picture of " The Kinsman," the
photo-play adapted from the famous

novel by Mrs. Alfred Sidgewick.

In addition to preparing the scenario and pro-
ducing the film himself, he plays a dual role, his

characters being those of a humble warchou.se-
inan who has lodgings at Putney, and then again
as a wealthy Australian.

The story has a rich vein of humour running
through it, which Mr. Edwards has used to the
very best possible advantage. Miss Chrissie
White is the heroine of the story, and other
well-known players appearing in the subject
are Miss Gwynne Herbert and Mr. .James Carew,
who made such a big hit in the recent Hepworth
picture play entitled " The Nature of the Beast."

Miss White wears some very fine dresses all the
way through the picture. The interior scenes are
very elaborate, and some gorgeous bits of

English countryside have been used for

the exteriors.

episode of the Robert W. Chambers' story. " In
Secret," is flashed on the screen. The director
has tried the idea of making an episode entirely
on exterior locations, and with only three persons
in the cast. The whole action of the eighth
episode is carried without assistance by Miss
VVhite, Walter McGrail, her leading man, and a
third actor not named.

' Tih-Minh."

BELOW arc to be seen the principal char-
acters in the thrilling Gaumont serial,

^ " Tih-Minh," which is now being shown,
la it we recognise Ren6 Crest6, of '"Judex"
fame, and other favourites. Every instalment of
this thrilling serial leaves you wondering

—

what next ?

Have you seen any of it yet ?

WHEN THEY COME TO YOUR PIC
TURE HOUSE YOU MUST NOT MISS
SEEING—
Sidney Wood, capturing enemy spies, in

"The Warrior Strain." (Harma.)

LiNA Cavaoeri, reali.sing that she has sent
love out of her life, in " The Two Brides."
(Famous-Lasky.

)

Alice Brady, as the Thorley Twins,
' The Better Half." (Qaumont.)

Rita's "Sheba" On the Film.

HAVE you read " Sheba," by Rita? If so,

you will be interested to hear that a film

version is now being produced by Cecil M.
Hepworth with Miss Alma Taylor in the title

lole. The part gives this charmmg English
player a splendid opportunity to display the
wonderful talent she possesses. James Carew
has also a fine part in the character of Mr.
Levin.sohn (the Jew who becomes Sheba's
Step-father in the story).

Gerald Ames is also one of the principals in the
story, whilst Lionelle Howard has quite a big

part.

News of Pearl White.

PEARL WHITE has established a new naval
record. She is the first woman to climb
to the top of a battleship's latticed mast—

•

and she ascended as nimbly as though it had
been an every-day job. She made the demon-
stration recently on the Mississippi in aid of the
Victory Loan. By the way. Pearl will be seen
in a sort of serial innovation when the eighth

Dorothy Bernard, .selling her hair, in
" Little Women." (Famous-Lashy.)

Sessue Hayakawa, seeing himself as a tliief,

in "His Birthright." (Walker's Pictures.)—

—

James Carew, being denounced by Ben
Webster, in "Twelve Ten." {World's Film
Renters.)

Wallace Reid, being thrown out of a house,
in "The Dub." (Famous-Lasky.)

Leslie Barbie, being forgiven by Ena
Beaumont, in " The Greater Love." {Oarrick
Film.)

—>

—

E. K. Lincoln, being sandbagged, in "Fight,
ing Through." (Walturdaw.)—

—

Alice Joyce, selling her services to th«
highest bidder, in " To the Highest Bidder."
(Vitagraph.)

Betty Blythe, being accused of murder, in
" The Green God." (Vitagraph.)

The Look-out Man.

A scene lioiu a new Eeri;'.l, ' lih-Minh," showing, from left to right, Mdlle. ROLLETTE,
M. DISCOT, fTih-Minh), and RENE CRESTE. (Oaurr.ont.)

M. LEUBAS, who plays the part of an Asiatic]

He was the banker Favraux in "Judex."
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Exercise No.

1. Standing erect, bend to

toes without changing the '-ino oi

the knees. Touch ground, and

list arms above head as body

resumes first posture.

Exercise No.

2. Swing from side to side with
arms parallel with listed knee.
In changing from leU to right,

and vice versa, the ieet should be
alternated. Greek and Egyptian
dances express this idea in

calisthenics.

is::

Exercise No. 3.

3. Running and swimming pos-
ture. With each step spread-
eagle the arms, then step back,
repeating the process.

Exercise No- 4.

4. Drop from upright position

with arms held parallel before
you go to a posture as close to the
floor as possible, with feet under
you ; then jump into original

position, and repeat ten or twelve
times.

Illustrated by Photographs Posed by Miss Kathleen
O'Connor, Leading Woman in James J. Corbett's

New Serial " The Midnight Man."

The Only Safe, Sane, and Sure Way.

NOBODY realises the importance of cultivating and keeping
a youthful figure more than does the cinema actress, and
most of our leading lights of the silent stage have their own

special system for keeping fit.

The exercises illustrated and described on this page were arranged
by James J. Corbett, the ex-world's champion boxer, and
they can be strongh' recommended as a sure means of train-

ing the figure line to the curves of Beauty.
Medical men are unanimous that the only safe, sane, and sura
way of cultivating a good figure is by exercise, coupled with
common-sense dieting. Nature is never hurried in her
mctliods and it is wise to follow her in anything pertaining
to the cult of the body.

Health and Beauty,
^^^s*^ "THE exercises laid down here

1 should bo carried out every
day. They may bo varied

in the order of procedure, but it is absolutely essen-

tial that they should be performed every day.

Persevere with them and you cannot fail to develop

a graceful, supple fignre, and, at the same time, you
will find that your general health will improve.

Every Woman Can Have a
Graceful Figure.

XERCISE is the best safeguard against

indigestion and from indigestion

springs bad teeth, bad complexion,

and a hundred other ailments.

To-day is t?ie day of the youthful

figure. An ungraceful fignre can no
longer be hidden under a crinoline.

In modern dress, faults of the figure

show up as clearfy as blemishes of

the face. It is not given
to all women to be beauti-
ful, but anyone can
develop a graceful figure.
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"And now for Bed

"
I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

clean as a new pin. Now
1 don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and moirth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

mg years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed."

Pomerojf
SklnFood

1/6, 3/8 and 5/- Ja?«

o( High-class Chemisa

and Perhimei*.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.

nnnn bb nn nn nnnn

See Special Announcement on page 24.

Free—Yet a Felon
The Concluding Chapters of our Dramatic Serial.

LUCY BLAKE was only waiting her
chance. Sooner or later she knew the
opportunity would arise for her to gain

possession of the Rornney Association papers.
When that chance came she was determined

to act swiftly and unhesitatingly.

But she dared not bungle. She dared not
let Corder have the slightest suspicion that
any of the contents of that safe had the least
interest for her.

If she did, she knew that his revenge would
be swift and terrible.

In these days Lucy thought a great deal
of Tom.

It was beginning to be borne in upon her
mind that she had acted hastily when she
assumed that he was faithless to her.
True, she had seen him in the arms of

another woman, and that other woman was
kissing him. She could think of no possible
explanation of such a scene ; but she had got
back to the stage when she admitted to her-
self that there niight be an explanation.
At any rate, it was her duty to give Tom

the chance, to explain it.

Ho had escaped from prison and found her
the wife of another man. He had not refused
to listen to her explanation. It was her duty,
therefore, to give him the same opportunity.
But another difficulty had arisen. She could

not find Tom.
The obvious thing was to go to the house in

Chelsea with the studio. To find the woman
whom she had seen in Tom's arms, and ask
whero her husband was.
But this, when it came to the point, was

what she could not do.
Her recollection of the wanderings of that

eventful night were altogether fogged and
sketchy. All ihe knew was that the house
with the studio was in Chelsea, not far from
the Embankment, and that she would know it

when she saw it—or she thought she would.
Already she had made three evening

journeys to Chelsea, and had prowled the
neighbourhood without success.
But she had not yet lost heart. She had a

presentiment that sooner or later she would
find that house and find Tom. And something
else whispered to her that perhaps there
might, after all, be a brighter side to what
seemed unrelieved tragedy.
When she found Tom, whether he had been

true to her or not, she wanted to be able to
place in his hands the papers which were to
prove his innocence.
At last a rather desperate scheme suggested

itself, and she resolved to act upon it boldly.
It was impossible to gain possession of

Corder's key. He guarded it too carefully.
There was only one thing to do—to get
another key, to have another key made.
For several days afterwards she carried a

piece of modelling-wax such as children play
with. She had this always at hand, £,nd

eventually her opportunity came.
Corder dangled his bunch of keys at her.
" Here you are, Miss ilason. Unlock the

safe and get me the Para Railway certificates."

The opportunity, had come. Lucy found
herself suddenly as cool as ice. Her hand
did not tremble as she took the keys from
Corder.
She had the piece of wax ready before she

left her seat. As she walked across the room
she carefully selected the key of the safe and
pressed it into the wax.
She found afterwards that the impression

was a perfect one. The next thing was to
get a key made from the impression.
She had imagined that this would be an

extremely simple matter, but she -very goon
found her mistake.
She went boldly into a locksmith's shop,

innocently produced her wax impression, and
handed it across the counter to a young
assistant.

" Can a key be made from this impression?"
she asked liweetly.

Immediately she had spoken she knew that

she had made a mistake. The assistant was

young or perhaps he would not have given
himself away so easily.

Directly he looked at the wax impression liii

face literally flamed with suspicion. Perhap-,
also, ho was not unaffected by the beauty of
his customer.
He took a .Tecond hurried glance at her, and

confusion was added to his obvious suspicion.
" Will you excuse me a moment?" he said.

" I will just ask one of the fitters about it."
Ho disappeared into a small office at the

other end of the counter.
Lucy, her fears now thoroughly awakened,

knew that to run away would be the worst
course. She slipped noiselessly down to the
further end of the shop, where she was able-
to get quite close to the door of the little
office. The door had been left open, and sho
overheard the following conversation

:

" Look here, sir, a young lady brought this
wax impression of a safe key, and wants a
new key made to it. What shall I do about
it? .She's a perfect lady, by the look of her."
A pause, evidently of consideration. Then

the voice of an older man

:

"Just take the order and tell her to call
for the new key at this time to-morrow. I'll

ring up Scotland Yard and see what they've
got to say about it."

Needless to say, Lucy did not call on the
following day. She escaped by a stroke of
luck; but she had lost her wax impiession,
and several days elapsed before she was able
to take another one.
She realised now that it is an unorthodox

proceeding to march into a locksmith's shop
and ask for a safe key to be made from a wax
impression.
What to do next she did not know, until

one Saturday night, wandering- in a busy
suburb, she found a stall where a man sold
keys for a few pence and was prepared to
cut one " while you wait."
He looked curiously at Lucy when she made

her request, but cut the key without protest,
and fitted it perfectly to the impression.

When it came to payment, he leaned
towards her confidentially and said :

" I guess that'll be ten shillings, miss."
The look with which he accompanied this

exorbitant demand was so peculiar that Luc-y
paid without a murmur.

Fate and Mr. Corder.

SO now, at last, the key was hers—the key
to the famous safe which enclc«ed the
guilty secret which was to bring about

the downfall of the benevolent Corder and tha
exculpation of her wronged husband
Almost had she persuaded herself by clear

thinking that the husband whom she had
endeavoured to thrust out of her mind was
indeed faithful.

Wrestling with the tragic problem in the
watches of the night, she told her.'jelf that

there must be a dozen plausible explanations
of what she had seen in the Chelsea studio,

although she could not think of one.

But she kept an open mind and an open
heart, which longed to be filled again with the

love of one who was the first to bring romance
into her life.

She did not go again to Chelsea. She was
so intent upon fashioning the weapon with

which to probe the secret of the safe that sho
had no time to spare.

And she wanted that secret out of the safe

and in her hand before she met her husband.
It was now only a matter of opportunity.

She had the key ready, and when the chance
came she had the courage for the enterprise.

But she dared not hurry matters.

It was impossible to do it during office

hours, and at night Corder always made a
point of sending her off first.

Once only within her recollection had he
gone off and left her in the office at night,

and on that occasion he had returned suddenly

for something which he had left behind.

(Continued on pasi 22.)
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Have you ever laughed over any incident that has happened when you have been watch-
ing the pictures? Half-a-Crown will be sent to the sender of any story that we print.
No copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be final. Address Film Fun,

"The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

LITTLE DORIS was much impressed by
Marie Dressler's facial contortions, as
shown in a recent photo-play production;

" Oh, mother," she exclaimed, "she rolled

licr eyes so that you couldn't see anything but
the wlrites ; the yolks didn't show at all !

"

Two shillings and sixpence awarded to Miss
Gladys Ward, Ash Tree House, Park Lane,
Aston Manor.

Do You Think This Funny ?

MARY MILES MINTER keeps a comedy
scrap-book of the funny things that
happen around the studio.

" What's the funniest tiling that has hap-
pened to you this week, Bill ?

" she asked a
friend the other day.
The friend paused meditatively.
" Funniest thing I heard of this week was

about the collector who tried to collect a bill.
"

" What was funny about that ? " inquired
Miss M inter.

" Why, he collected it," said her friend.

What Wally Practises.

THINGS are getting a bit steep for the
family of Wallace Reid. You see, that
famous screen actor has taken it into his

head to learn golf, and when a film actor takes
\ip a game he goes in for it hot and strong. It

wouldn't be so bad if Wallace played«out on the
prairie, but his particular golf disorder drives

him to attempting all kinds of impossible shots

in his own home. Rumour has it that he
makes bunkers of the kitchen sink, the furni-

ture, and indeed all the household goods, and
the damage up to the present is considerable."

He Couldn't Forget.

ONCE he liad been a leading ight in melo-
drama, but much water had flowed under
London Bridge since that day. He was

almost down and out when he happened across
the pretty ' lead," who took pity upon him.
He was given odd jobs at first about the

studio, and then one day was chosen for a small
part, in which he had to make a dramatic
gesture and then leave the scene.

Day after day he practised this gesture, much
to the amusement of the others in the company,
and then when the great day came for the
filming of the scene he was waiting nervously for

the producer to tell him that his time had come.
When the second of action arrived he came

to the scene, and as the handle of the camera
turned ho performed his part to perfection, but
the glamour of the old days was still .strong

upon him, and he coxild not resist the call of a
past that had found him famous.

Raising his hand, he advanced before tlie

camera.
" Take your money," he exclaimed. " Take

it, you cur, and remember that a man who
insults a woman is a cad !

"

Then, realising his position and that there
was no audience, save the waiting actors, he
hurried from the stage—and from there to the
street. Alas ! he had -played his last part.

For the Youth of the Empire.

HAVE you seen tlie new paper for boys and
girls entitled "Young Britain"? It

contains no less than five serials by the

EDDY LYONS {Trans-Aanili

best known boys' writers, and is profusely
illustrated.

Such experts as Fred J. Melville, " Stalwart,"
Sheriff Saville, and J. T. Brown. F.Z.S., con-
duct the sports and hobbies corners.

There is a special nature article each week by
the Rev. Theodore Wood, the well-known
naturalist; and there are tricks, puzzles, com-
petitions, and games galore.

Each week will see Charlie Chaplin in a
specially illustrated amusing comedy, and
Charlie weekly gives hints to boys on the great

world of the cinema.
Order your copy to-day. " Yoimg Britain "

is twopence, and can be obtained at all news,
agents'.

The Jester.

FURTHER ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF.

WANTED!
FANCY
SKATERS
BI6 SALARY
SPLENWD

OPPORTUNITY

^ STAGE
I

ENTRANCE \

1.—Mutt has visions of easy money, and applies 2.—He persuades .Jeff to practi.se with him, and 3.—They " fancy " skated all riglit till they
for the job. Jeff joins in against his will. came to a hole.

(for the LOVt OF MIkT|

1 DON T MOVE' ]

^S-i

4. -Jlutt thinks ho I'nii savj himself at Jeff's

expense. If only Jeff will keep still.

(j. — 1 wouldn't like to hear what .Icif is calliu.i;

Mutt, would you ?

.'j.—Jeff thinks otherwise, and Mutt gels a
ducking too. Togetlier they get tj the other
side of the ice.

Mr. BUDD FISHER, the creator of "Mutt and Jeff," has every right to the claim of the world's most popular cartoonist. For years his drawings
have made millions laugh in America. To-day. through the medium of the cinema, he is almost as well Jtnown in England as in the States. He.is the
Charlie Chaplin ol cartoonists. 1h'' ub/v: pictures are takin Jioni ttr fdm by penniasi^n oj the Fox Film Compiny,



SirF.H. Cowen, Mus. Doc,
vntes:—"I have tried 'De ReszUe' American Cigarettes

•nti find them excellent— mild, and at the same time
with a most pleasant flavour. For a Virginia cigarette

leoald desire nothing bstter."

Sir A. M. S. Methuen.
Bart^ writes;— Excellent."

MUs Victoria Cross
write*:— "1 find your ' De
Resike ' American Cigarettes

exquisite. The blend seems
to be absolutely perfect and
most delightful in every way."

JUDGE a man by the com-
pany he keeps —a cigarette,

by tho5e who smoke it. By
this test "De Reszkes"

«re easily best. Try a box—
their qualit/ will win your
dmiratioa.

DeReszlce"

Sold lit all Military Canletns
at Home and Ovtiiins, alio

Tebactanuti and Stores.

YOU^HEYEBROWLIN
and Long -

iMkeg UyoDOie . .

The

Secret

of

Society

Ladies'

Beauty
Why not foUow the lead of Society Beauties and usa
this ma^veUous^ preparation ? It doss not stain, is

lerfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders of
iasbioa. A few applications will enable you to produce
that dark, fascinating appearance admired in women.

; Send at once to Hanagercss,
Send Is.P.O. to-day :jEAN BINET 6" CO.

: (Dept. jS),

: 34, Strand, London, W.C.2.

and receive a supply
under plain cover.

Motor-Cycling
is fast becoming the most popular
pastime, and those who do not

buy OT order NOW will have great

difficulty in getting a machine.

We carry the largest stock of new
and second-hand Motor-Cycles in

London, and can supply from our
stock, which never falls below 100
machines. We can supply the
beginner with

A Motor-Cycle for £15
or the expert with a luxurious combination
at £150 or moFe. If YOU are interested in

motor-cycling, it will paj^ you to get into

touch with us—our advice is free, and there

is no compulsion to buy.

Remember that we are the only
firm that will exchange a second-
hand machine after purchase, and
we give a three-weeks, option of

exchange with every machine sold.

We are also the only firm that

guarantees second-hand as well as

new machines. We also entertain

exchanges, and our list of machines
will be sent post free on request.

We are agents for all the leading makes,
including AUon, Ariel, B.3.A., Calthorpe,
Enfield, G.N.

,
James, Metro-Tyler, Morgan,

New Imperial, Norton, N.U.T., Rover,
Triumph, and Zenith, etc. Sole Agents for

London, the South and East of England, for

Metro-Tyler and N.U.T. mai-hines.

if you do not know the House ofRider
Troward &Co, ask your Motor'CyclistFriend.

Dept. P.S.

Rider Troward & Co., Ltd.,
31, 40b t, 78. High St.. Hampstead, N.W.3.

FREE—YET A FELON."
(Continued from page 20.)

Lucy had a strong suspicion that the wliola
thing was <ione deliberately, so that he coukl
see what she was doing—as in truth it was.
Now, in her eagerness to make use of tho

duplicate key, sho played the same trick on
hirri.

Twice, after leaving the oflRce, she returned
after being absent from a quarter to half an
hour. She returned ready with a plausible
excuse, but each time sho found CoFder still-

at his desk.
She dared not ' try a third time. So she

waited and watched Julius Corder every
minute of the day. But in her eagerness and
her young, fine enthusiasm she forgot one
thing—Julius Corder was also watching her.

The restlessness of his new secretary had
not escaped the benevolent eyes of the little

man. He had seen for several days past that
there was somethmg the matter with her.

He was always interested in his employees,
as the reader has already seen. He was
specially interested in them when they showed
signs of restlessness.

When the restlessness was accompanied, as
in Lucy's case, by a frequent flush of the
clieeks, an unusual light of eagerness in the

eyes, and a stealthy watchfulness which she
imagined he could not see, but which he saw
very well—then it was a case which demanded
immediate investigation.

Corder believed in his old methods. He had
used them for years, ajid had always found
that sooner or later, they gave a good account
of themselves.
He penned a superfluous note to somebody

in the next block of ofiBces, and sealed it with
care.
" Miss Mason, will you oblige me by taking

this letter to Messrs. Jackson and Coles, and
wait for an answer? Don't slop for your hat;

it's only next door. Hurry up ; I'm waiting
for the answer."
He bustled her out of the room, all un-

suspicious. Then he turned the key in the

well-oiled lock of the door and slipped across

to her little typewriting desk.

He pulled open the drawer, and in it lay
the little handbag which she always carried.

" Wonderful," he murmured, with a
smooth smile, " the soft secrets which may be
read from a girl's handbag when one has an
observant eye."
As on a previous occasion, he turned the

contents of the little bag out on the t-able,

and the first thing his eyes fell upon was the
new key.
The man went white to the lips, and reeled

as if an invisible hand had smitten him
between the eyes.

For long seconds his throat worked convul-
sively, as if he were choking, and the sweat
of a tragic fear broke out on his face.

Then he recovered himself, and a cold, un-
certain smile edged his lips. But his hand
was still trembling when he took up the key.

He fitted it to the lock of the safe. It turned
as perfectly as his own key.

For a long minute he stood staring into

vacancy. Then he replaced the contents of

the bag, unlocked the door, and sat again at

his writing-table.
Lucy returned, gave him the reply to his

letter, and busied herself at her typewriter.

He took the letter with a casual remark.

All the rest of the day Julius Corder sat

at his table, pretending to write, but in reality

making meaningless scrawls on pieces of paper.

He was thinking and watching. He was
shaken to the soul. What did it mean? Who
was this girl—this girl whom he had already
ascertained was in disguise, whose hair was
dyed, who wore tinted spectacles which she

took off when she wanted to see—who once
seemed to be running away from a policeman?
The thought of female detectives sent him'

cold. He remembered her recent restlessness,

and the two occasions on which she had made
an excuse to return to the office after leaving

at night.
_ .

He sent her off that night and followed her
into tho street. He had no immediate plan,

but he intended to follow her to her home or

lodging and watch for developments.
There was an important struggle for the
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home-going 'bus, and Corder, who dared not
get too near, naturally lost it. Lucy went off
without him.
He hailed six taxicabs, one after the other.

All were engaged. Before a cab was avail-
able, the 'bus was out of sight.
He gave it up, and was about to return to

tho office. He felt that he dared not be away
fiom the office. If this girl had caused a
duplicate key to be made for his safe, it meant
that she intended to use that key. And sho
might be going to use it to-night.
Before he reached his office another thought

came—a new idea and a brilliant one. So
brilliant and plausible was this new explana-
tion that it lifted the weight of fear from his
heart and gave him back his benevolent smile.

It was clear, childishly clear. At the
bottom of all this mystery was John Marsh,
alias Martin Thorngate, who, with himself,
had played a major part in the Romney
Association swindle.
Of course, that was the explanation. He was

amazed that it had not occurred to him before.
Marsh wanted those papers of the Romney

As.sociation business. Had he 'not tried to
bully Corder out of them? Marsh wanted
them so that he could destroy them to safe-
guard himself, and Corder knew that he would
go to any reasonable lengths to get possession
of them.
What more likely, then, that he had

suborned this girl who was his secretary?
He it was who had contrived to get a
<luplicate key made. How, Corder did not
know; but it was not a thing which a girl
was likely to do on her own initiative.
She was furnished with the key by Marsh,

and when tho opportunity arose she was to
steal the Romney Association papers. That
was all. It explained everything.
He would confront Marsh with his duplicity,

and frighten the truth out of him.
Better still, he would wait until to-morrow.

Then he would confront the girl, and wring
the truth t>ut of her.
That was altogether a better idea. It was a

thing which he felt he would enjoy.
Quite recovered in spirits and buoyancy, he

went home to dinner. He was jubilant, and
at peace with himself again.
But as he stood in his dressing-room brush-

ing his hair, he saw in the glass a shapeless
mass of shadow looming behind him. He
flashed round, but there was nothing.
He looked at the clock on the mantelpiece.

It was exactly eight, and, as he looked at it,

something clawed at him out of the urseen.
His face paled, his knees shook under him,

an icy chill set his teeth chattering. He
wiped his wet forehead.
"Phew!" he muttered. "Somebody walk-

ing over my grave I"

It impressed him, because, among other
things, j\Ir. Julius Corder was superstitious.

And at exactly eight o'clock, right on the
other side of London among the slums, a
silent crowd stood round a little forlorn and
crumpled heap that lay still on the pavement.
Fifteen -feet above a tenement window stood
open.
" The pore little mite," said a woman, sob-

bing. " She jumped clean out of the window.
I saw 'er. Laughing she was, just as if it

was a game, the pore little soul
!"

Unseen by the crowd, the figure of Fate
stood among them, and looked down on tho
blood-dappled curls of little Marion Thompson,
whom Tom Blake had called Goldilocks.

And Fate stretched -a Jong arm out through
the darkness and the everlasting rumble of

the great city,' and. laid an icy hand on the
heart of Julius Corder.
" Phew !" said Mr. Corder again. " Some-

body walking over my grave, right enough!"

Retribution and Justice.

THAT same night there was a threefold
coincidence.

Julius Corder found John Marsh and
was satisfied from him that he knew nothing
about the duplicate key in the possession of

Lucy Blake. He, therefore, at a late hour, went
to his office, in case Lucy had decided to make
use of the key that night.

Lucy had so decided. Also Jimmy Twiss had
elected to make his attempt that night—without
a key.

(Continaed on page 24.)
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Scssuc HayakaAVa and Doris Pawn in "the city of dim faces;

The son of Wing Lung is educated in an American College. He
wears European clothes and uses American slang.

He falls in love with Marcell Matthews, the daughter of a New York tradesman,
proposes to her, and is likely to be accepted.

But her horrified relations cure her of her infatuation by taking
her into the Chinese quartet of the city where she sees her
lover in his own home. As a result she becomes disgusted with

the race and refuses to have anything more to say to Jong.

Jong Lung therefore conceives a violent hatred for all white people. All the craft and
cunning lying dormant in his Oriental mind asserts itself. He dons Chinese clothing.
For revenge he lures tiis former sweetheart to his tea-house and sells her to a

marriage broker to be sold by auction.

Unknown to Jong Lung his mother was a white woman, and when
!he has accomplished his Oriental revenge, his white blood stirs and
IJie becomes remorseful. Lung decides that he must act at once.

He rescues Marcell, but in doing so is mortally wounded.

The girl then admits her affection for Jong Lung, who whispers that love for them
is imposcible now, but promises her " That in a thousand years at the Flower of

Dawn, shall my soul seek yours." Returning home Lung seeks his mother in the
prison cell, where his father kept her captive, and makes known his relationship

to her and dies. (Fumona Lasky.)
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You can
always rely—
upon the firm who have the

finest reputation in the world

for quality to maintain.

Lipton's

!

C Everything at Lipton's

has a quality and flavour

"entirely its own"

Thousands upon thousands

of our satisfied friends remark

this daily.

C Not only are Lipton's

Manufacturers on a very

big scale — which gives

them "just that advantage"

required to maintain their

high standard of quality

— but they are also

the largest Tea Dis-

tributors and Retailers of

Groceries and Provisions.

QUALITY TELLS,

and you can always

depend on Lipton's.

Excellence, Purity, Freshness,

and Civility,

LIPTON'S
Tea Planters, Ceylon.
The largest Tea Distributors, Manu-
facturers end Retailers of Food Products

in the world.

Head Office: CITY ROAD, I^ONDON, U.Ci.

Branches and Agencies throughout tht

United Kingdom.

Lipton's Tea has the largest sale In the

wo.'Id.

LiPTON, Ltd.

FREE—YET A FELON/
(Continued from page 22.)

Jimmy was first, and successful.

He haci given Tom Blake no indication of when
the attempt would be made, until lie strolled
into their common room and dumped a packet
of ]papers down on tlie table.

There you are, guv'nor," he .said laconically.
" There's yer Romnoy Association papers."
Tom was amazed. He took the papers in

shaking hands. He tried to thank Jimmy, but
his voice broke, and he could only fumble with
the documents and try to read them.

Five minutes showed him that they were all

he needed, not only to clear himself, but to
convict Corder and Marsh.
Then he saw Jimmy rather furtively counting

a bundle of banknotes.
" What are they, Jimmy ? " he demanded.
" Boodle," returned Jimmy sullenly. " Swag,

guv'nor. There was something in that safe
besides papers, after all. There's a thousand
pounds here."

A painful scene followed. Tom insisted on
the return of the notes, and Jimmy firmly
refused. In the end, Tom took them from him
and said :

" These are going back, Jimmy. I will not
send them by post, becau.se there must be no
suggestion of ordinary robbery about this. I
will take them back myself and replace them
in the safe."

He did what he said.

Jimmy refused to have anything to do with
the foolhardy attempt, and Tom went to Corder s

offices alone.

He found no difficulty in entering, becau.se
Jimmy had already cleared the way. In the
darkness of Cordor's office he stumbled over
something on the floor, and fell on his face.

He felt something under his hand.?—some-
thing that gave him an icy shock of terror. He
struck a match.
He had stumbled over the body of Julius

Corder I He had been murdered.
Tom stumbled blindly out of the room, his

hands bloodstained. At the bottom of the stair-

case he came face to face with Lucy. When she
breathed his name, he reeled and would have
fallen, but for the support of her young strength.
They went that night to Molly Carlton's

house in Chelsea, where Lucy learned the simple
^planation of what she had seen in the studio.
The next day the newspapers were full of the

story of the mysterious murder of Julius
Corder, the financier.

It was a dramatic business. Corder had been
stabbed to death. On the white front of his
evening dress suit was a set of blood-stained
finger-prints.

Tlioy were perfect Impressions, and tho
amazing discovery was made that they wore tho
finger-prints of a^ convict named Blake, who had
escaped from Bleakmoor Prison, and was sup-
posed to have met his death by drowning.

In less than twenty-four hours a man came
to the house in Chelsea. It was the late

iSergoant Humby, now a plain clothes man at
Scotland Yard.

Since his dismissal from the little riverside

place where Marsh lived, Humby had never
forgotten his grievance. After his accidental
meeting with Lucy in London, he had per-

sistently tracked her, and through her ha
eventually found her husband.
Tom was arrested.

But he was never charged with the murder of

Corder. Immediately his arrest became known,
a man named Thompson, the father of Goldilocks,

confessed to the crime and committed suicide.

After the death of his little girl,, Thompson
had avenged himself on the man who had been
the cause of his downfall.

A clever lawyer speedily brought Tom's case

into court again. With the evidence stolen

from Corder's safe, he was cleared, and his

conviction quashed.

Marsh, who was arrested immediately after

Corder's death, went to Bleakmoor Gaol for a
sentence of ten years, on the very day that Tom
Blake won his acquittal.

A Continued Love Stoiy.

LUCY and Tom live now in a pretty little rose-

bowered villa a few miles out of London.
Tom, on starting business again as a

chartered accountant, found himself by way of

being a famous man. Owing, perhaps, to the
effects of his unusual advertisement, business

flows his way with steadily increasing volume.

In the rose-bowered cottage there is a little

old man who goes by the name of Mr. Hardy.

Besides being the gardener and general

factotum, he sometimes assists Tom in his

business, by making beautiful manu.script copies

of documents in a wonderful copperplate hand-
writing which is the admiration of Tom's clients.

The little old man is liked and respected in

the neighbourhood, and nobody dreams that he
is Jimmy Twiss, the notorious cracksman and
gaol-breaker.
As for Jimmy, he is well content with his-new

life.

Nobody was so surprised as he when ha
discovered that Tom was really innocent. Ho
had never seriously believed it.

He has come to the conclusion that, after all,

there might be something in " this honesty
business." At any rate, he has decided to give

it a trial.

THE END.

Sr»ECIAi:< NOTICE

!

In Next Weeli's Issue of THE PICTURE SHOW will begin the amazing revela-

tions in the life of a cinema star, entitled :

THE GIRL WHO DARED.
There have been many thrilling stories written of the tragedy behind the comedy of stage

life, but no more human document has ever been penned than the story of " The Girl Who
Dared," which has been specially written for The Pictube Show by the famous authoress
Elizabeth Yokk MrLLER.

It deals with the secret of a world-renowned cinema actress, and tells of a sister's great
sacrifice.

Among the figures that flit across the silsnt stage, looking at you with laughing eyes,

are many who smile at the world through a veil of tears. Romance, Pathos, and Gbim
Tragedy play their changing parts in the lives of the stars of the screen.

Marigold Clare was famed throughout the world for her reckless courage in exploits

whch thriilled millions of people who saw them in the cinema. But her public life was a
living lie. Lacking the courage to perform the feats demanded by the picture producer,
yet possessing most marvellous beauty and all the other attributes which go to make a suc-

cessful queen of the screen she solved the problem, but in doing so she was compelled to

deceive the man she loved, and this deceit was as a canker in her soul, which success, riches,

and the admiration of the public could not let her forget.

Don't miss the opening instalment, which begins in The Picture Show next week. Other
splendid features of this number will be :

EDDIE POLO .... The Hercules of the screen, on our cover.
QXTEENIE THOMAS . - A full-page portrait worthy of a frame.
VIOLET HOPSON ... In the character parts we have seen and loved her in.

JEWEL CARMEN ... Some of her many expressions and the story of her hfe.

DORIS KEANE .... Tells us we shall soon see " Romance " on the reeL
GEORGE WALSH . . .In his latest photo-play.

And all the usual features.

Order your copy of THE PICTURE SHOW to-day, so that you are sure of setting th!s splendid
Number, Usual Price, 2d.
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4^TOM MIX
The Language of "the Prairie and Camp Fire Explained*

BRONC.—All unbroken liorse.

15R0ZELL.—A band, usually made of raw hide, which goes around a horse's nose and forms a

sort of bridle, to which is attached a lasso rope. Used to break a horse before a bit is

placed in liis mouth. A knotted Brozell is sometimes used on extremely wild horses.

BULLDO(ilGlN(J.—To jump fromaliorse, running at fuUspecd, to the head of a steer, grab him
by the honis, twist his horns, and then throw him. Clay McGonical, in 1900, was the first

nian to perform this feat, which is the most dangerous of ranch life.

( 'HAPS.—Long leather coverings worn by cowboys over their legs. Worn for protection against

biush and lovv-liangins trees. Sometimes thcj' arc made of sheepskin.

CIRCLE HORSE.—A half-broken, sturdy animal used only in tlio round-up. Ridden in

circles to gather in the cattle preparatory to branding.

CUTTING HORSE.—The finest animal a cowboy owns. Intelligent and hardy, he is ridden

into a herd to cut out a cow and her calf, so that the calf can be roped on clear ground and
then branded.

COOK'S CALL FOR DINNER.—" Come and get it, or we'll throw it out."'

i>ALLY WELTY.—Throwing a lasso rope around the saddle-horn. Often cowboys have their

fingers cut off when a steer makes a break and the man attempts to keep the rope round
the saddle-horn.

FOOD.—Grub, chuck, nose-bag, chow.
LIMBER-NECKED.—A horse that turns its head, but not its body, when the rider pulls the

reins. Such horses are not wanted by cowboys.
MAVERICK.—Calf that strays from its mother.

MILLING.—Cattle that run in circles. A calf sometimes is separated from its mother and runs
frantically around the herd. The other cattle follow—mill. To stop milling, a cowboy
has the toughest job of his life. He must ride in or around the herd to get the leader and
drive him toward the centre, so that the others will follow. Dogs, noise, train-whistles, and
other things usually start cattle-milling.

NECK-BROKE.—A horse that can be turned left or right by the touch of the rein on his neck.

In breaking a pony the cowboy uses a hackmore, which is like a bridle minus the bit. All

Western horses are neck- broke.

JIcCARTHY ROPE.—A fifteen-foot rope usually made of hair, one end being attached to the
Brozell on the bridle and the other end tucked under the cowboy's belt. The rope is used
to prevent a horse running away after it has stumbled or fallen. A very necessary part of

a cowboy's e:iuipraent.

NECKERCHIEF.—A coloured handkerchief worn around the neck by a cowboy to keep out
the sun and dust. It is worn tight around the neck and not like a bib, as some actors wear
it. Used in winter t j prevent the neck being chafed by the cowboy's machinaw.

NESTER.—A man who usually starves

ti'ying to farm in a cattle country.

NIGHT-HAWK.—A man who takes care
of tlie remuda—five horses used m the
round-up.

PLOW-LINE.—A horse's bit.

POMMEL.—A saddle-horn used by a
cowboy in pulling himself from the
ground to the saddle. Also used for

tj'ing rope, too, in roping cattle.

Some tenderfeet use it to help them
remain in tlie saddle.

QUIRT.—A leather whip carried by cow-
boys. Sometimes called a persuader.

REMUDA.—A group of five horses used
by a cowboy in a roimd-up.

illATA.—A rope made of raw hide, used
for roping horses.

ROPING.—Cowboys do not use this ex-

pression. They say " Dab it on him,"
or " Dallas fair him," both of which
mean to rope and throw a steer

quickly.

RUSTLER.—A com-
mon cow-thief.

RINGY.—Term applied
when a cowboy be-

comes angry raw-
hiding.

RAW-HIDING. — Term
applied when a cow-
boy is being tor-

mented by a group
of rangers.

SOMBRERO.—A heavy
felt hat of large pro-

portions. A cow-
boy's wealth is

usually measured by
the size and decora-

tion of his sombrero.

Have YOU purchased a copy of '^'V^'V^

'WHAT RINDOF
LOVE IS THIS?'
(Wahz-Bcllad by C. ARCHER LEFTWICH

and ROBERT HYLTON.
Already 'the' RAGE OF LONDON. Dedicated
to ALMA TAYLOR, who acclaims it her ' Song
of Songs.' Each copy contains the words of the
next great Waltz-Ballad to be published, and the
OFFER OF JtIO FOR THE BEST TITLE.
Send 2/ 1 i to-day, and, by return, the Publishers
will post you this song that everybody is singing

To be published as quichly as possible

:

AT SUNSET. By C. Archer Leftwich & Percy
Kahn.

THE BANJO TROT. By Ralph Roberts &
Adolf Lotter.

" 'EAVEN HELP YER !
" (Baritone Song.)

Bv C. Archer Leftwich & Percv Kahn.
' YOU LEFT ME JUST LONGING FOR

LOVE!" By Will Wise,Jas. B. Bennett
& Lewis Anthony.

THE MOORISH PATROL. Bv Alf RItter &
Jas. B. Bennett.

THE SHADOW - STEALER MAN. By
C. Archer Leftwich & Lewis Anthonv.

A ROSE -THAT'S ALL ! By Will Xt'ise &
Jas. B. Bennett.

" YOU." By Alan Fenwick & Percv Kahn
"IF YOU COME DOWN WfiST VIR

GINIA!" Bv Jas. B. Bennett.
"I CAN HARDLY BELIEVE IT OF

YOU!" By Will Wise, Lewis Anthony
& Jas. B. Bennett.

Also the Great Oriental Song :

"ZWADIR!"
f The Cod v/ Passion.)

By C. Archer Leftwich & Lewis Anthony.
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Your Editor Replies
THE CINEMA IN THE SCHOOL.

WHEN, a few years ago, the London Polytechnic
be^an a new experiment in cinema entertain-
ments by running a series of instructive films,

it was felt that the educational value of the moving
pictore in this country was to receive at last its due
quota of recognition.
The scheme was an ambitious one, and embraced

the exhibition of films (many of them colouiel) de-
picting in all their variety and beauty the wonders of

the world, and scenes portraying various phases of

bird, insect, and animal life. Had a similar ste? been
adopted by other educational institutions throughout
the country, the progress of education would have
been advanced enormously. It may be that the war,
which has been held responsible for almost all our
shortcomings and offences, must be made to bear the
burden of this additional failure. But now that the
old conditions of life are reviving, the question becomes
once more of growing importance.

The moving picture entered the world of industry
primarily as a new form of entertainment. And, as
such, it has held captive the public liking to such a
degree that the efforts to utilise it for intellectual

purposes as well have been characterised by a good
deal of reluctance. The occasional travel picture,
which is timidly inserted in a theatre programme, is

not sufficient for the purpose, though no one advo-
cates that our picture theatres shall be turned into
schools. It is the schools, themselves, which should
adopt this new method of education.

In America, the Government are taking up the
matter ; and films of an educational character are
to be issued to the schools and universities desiring
them. How long will it be, I wonder, before our
educational authorities begin to deal with this question
in a really serious manner ? It is surely time that
most of the dry text-books were scrapped and the film

allowed to take their place. Imagine how much more
interesting history would be if it were shown in a
series of historical moving pictures, and the new
interest which geography, botany, and all the other
branches of learning would then contain for the youth-
ful mind. Are not these things worth while trying ?

And who shall count the cost or argue fooUsbly that
the difficulties cannot be overcome when the field of

knowledge will then lie revealed to us through a
better and brighter vision. The day may be slow in

coming—and yet not so far distant, I hope, before the
cinema becomes a complement of every school.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
EUSSEIL (Orpington).—The information was given

out as authentic, but I cannot discuss the matter in
"The Picture Show."

J. P. (Faversham).—The Lee Kiddies have not.

given up acting for the films, and if you have not seen
them in " Smiles," you ought to. Antonio Moreno
and Lilian Walker were botli born in the same year,

1888, the former in Madrid, Spain, and the latter in

Brooklyn, U.S.A. William S. Hart's birtliplace is

Xew York.
M. K. (South Shields).—Your request for more

about Elliott Dexter, also Tom Frohman, has been
duly noted.

¥. E. ,B (London, N.).—Your letters have been
forwarded. You are keen on getting on the films,

and you are looking forward to going to America,
" where all the big films are produced " But don't
you think there is more than enough of real talent
over there already ? What chance would you stand
when you did go there ?

G. P. (Shrewsbury).—The address of the Broad-
west Studios is Wood Street, Walthamstow, London,
E. Your art gallery of film stars must be quite
interesting.

A. K. (Coventry).—Cannot say whether you have
the largest number of favourites," though you

certainly have a big list. Elaine Hammerstein is a
sirand-daughter of Oscar Hammerstein, of opera
fame. Elliott Dexter is married, so also is Madge
Kennedy and Violet Hopson. Alma Taylor is not.
" Oscar " ((iillingham).—Charlie Chaplin is now

writing his own plays. Alan Forest was born in

Brooklyn in 1890. William Fariium was born on

Will readers kindly remember that, owing to the fact that this paper goes to press
a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?

A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an immediate
answer by post. Address : The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, B.C. 4.

July 4tli, 1876, in Boston, Mass. He made his

debut on the stage at fourteen, and played in various
rarts before acting for the films. Glad you have
bad such a nice letter from him

" Enid " (llotherliithe).
—" Pallard the Punter " is a

Gaumont film featuring .1 L. V. Leigh and Heather
Tliatcher. Hazel Dawn has not left the films, neither
liaa Malx;l Normand.

G. N. (Inverness). -Mary Odette is not married.
Yes, I get quite a large mail, but I am never tired
of answering (luestions, so don't hesitate with your
next list.

R. C. (Southampton).—You would like to meet
Douglas Fairbanks if he ever visits this country.
I am sure a great many of us would also, but X do
not know when that is likely to be. He was born in

1883, so you are six years out in your calculations.
L. B. G. (Eastry).

—
" Can you send me twelve

coloured portraits of my favourites ? I have the
frames all ready." Then, I am afraid, L. B. G.,
you will have to use those frames for something else.

Why not our full page portraits ?

S. C. (Swansea).—Tom Santschi is not Spanish, but
Swiss, and was born in Lucerne. Mae Marsh has grey
eyes and auburn hair; Anna Luther, blue eyes and
auburn hair; and J. Warren Kerrigan, hazel eyes and
black hair. The account of your holiday was most
interesting, and made me feel quite envious.

F. B. (Exeter).—What has happened to Marguerite
Clark ? JVothing that I know of, for she is still on the
films. If your friend has written to her, why need
you be backward ? The title-role of Marie Corelli's
novel, " Thelma," was played by Malvina Longfellow.
As your letter was only a page in length it was not
long, so you can write more next time if you want.
K. N. (Krome).—Tom Duncan's nationality is

Scotch, and he and Alice .Joyce have played in several
films. They are Vitagraph players. Constance
Talmadge was born on April 19th, 19U0, and (ilad.vs

Leslie on March .'itii, 1899. Edna Purviance played
with Charlie Cliaplin in " A Dog's Life." My thanks
for your many good wishes.

C. S. (Willesden Green).—Glad you like Marguerite
Clark. I could not tell you, however, whether she
would send you her photo. Tiie only way to find
that out is to write and ask her. Your best plan
is to apply to the film companies, enclosing your
photo.

J. H. D. (Chcadle).—There are a good many
" tricks " resorted to in Jjie making of picture plays,
and what you sometimes think is real when seen on
the screen is not so in the acting.

P. E. F. (Norfolk).—I .shall bear your request in -

mind about Melbourne McDowell. As regards " the
real Red Indian actors " you mention, some of them
are not Red Indians at all, but white men made up
for the part. The names of the real Indians have
not been made known to the general public, because
the former only play in crowds.

.T. B. (Wallsend).—Have you noticed our full page
pictures ? I am glad you like The Picture Show.

Mrs. W. (London, S.E.).—I must thank you for
your suggestion, which, with a number of others, is

under consideration.

W. V. K. (Plymouth).—If you apply to the Famous
Players Film Co., Ltd., 166-170, Wardour Street,
London, W., with regard to the film " Battle Royal,"
I have no doubt they will be pleased to furnish you
with the particulars you desire.

G. R. W. (Mcrthyr Tydvil).—Much regret I am
unable to oblige you with a photograph of William
Farnum, as I have no photos of any cinema artistes
for disposal.
W. R. M. (Cardiff).—Miss Alma Taylor is not

married.
E:' D. a. (Sanderstead).—What a long letter

!

Anyhow, I was glad to read it, and to know that you
are " exactly like Marguerite Clark." About the
film you a.sk, I don't think it is out. Yes, there are
two film companies at Croydon—Harma Films, at
16, Limes Road ; and Gaiety Protluctions, Wadden,
New Road. I think it would be better to wait till

you have left school before seriously thinking of trying

to get on the films. Glad to know you have such a
nice garden, and hope the rabbits, chicks and little
canary arc <lolng well.

N. F. (Seven Kings).—Yes, I intend having a largn
photograph in the paper every week, so that your
album in time ought to be quite an interesting one.
Wluit matU-rs it if your envelope was a bit soiled
(and to tell you the truth I didn't notice it), so long
as your letter was all right ? Yes, write again as
promised.

G. B. (Shepherd's Bush).—If you wrrite to Mary
Pickford and Madge Kennedy through the office of
this piper, they may (|uite possibly send you their
I)liotOKraplis. Ho|)e you will have had a pleasJint
stay in this country, and that you will still contiiuio
to be a reader of this paper.

C. H. (Southend).—Pearl White and Antonio
Moreno are not married to each other, and whatever
makes you think they arc related ? Florenae Vidor
is a Vitagraph i)laycr and has brown hair and eyes.
Charles Ray has hair and eyes of the same colour.

" Leslie " (Cambridge).—The part of the hero in
" The Perils of Pauline " was played by Crane Wilbur.
" The Heart of the Sunset " is a StoU picture, featur-
ing Anna 1. NiLsson and Herbert Haye. Owen Narcs
is married. Did you miss our issue for June 2l8t ?

N. T. (Windsor).-No, I haven't got a complete
list of the heights of all film players, as many of them
luive failed to oblige with their measurements. .Still,

what dilferencc does it make to tlieir acting ? Of
those you ask me, however, Mae Marsh is five feet
three

; Creighton Hale is five feet ten ; Billit? Burke
is five feet five, and Marguerite Clark is foiir feet ten.

J. K. (Edinburgh) tliinks that the " beautiful
rugged scenery of Scotland should not be neglected,'
and would like to see " some real, Scotch pictures
before long." Can I use my influence to get this
done ? I wish I could.

R. E. W. (Dewsbury).—Sorry, I do not remember
your previous letter, unless it was one of the anony-
mous ones which I liave not answered. You want to
know if Zoe Rae is English ? No, she was born in
Chicago in 1910, and will celebrate her ninth birth-
day on July 13th. William Farnum is married to
Olive White.

H. B. (Bridlington).—I have made inquiries and
fin<l that " The House of Hate " is not publislied in
book form.

F. J. (Hull).—What is Mary Miles Minter's favourite
flower ? I really could not tell you, F. J. You can
write to her through this office as no addresses
can be given.

N. M. (Falkirk).—Pearl White has blue eyes, but
her real liair is auburn and not golden, so you are
wrong there, N. M., although you claim to " know "

her. It is true she wears a blond wig because she
believes it photographs better, although she has a
sufficient quantity of her own hair. Sorry, I am
imable to oblige you with any postcards of your
favourites. Mary Pickford was twenty-six last
April.

R. B. (Oldham).—I really thought you were a girl

when I first looked at your photograph. Your
" make-up " is quite good. Did you win a prize ?

Certainly, write to me again.
" Private H. L. I." champions the British

films, and believes tliat everyone in tliis country
should back them up. At tlie same time, he admits
a liking for American pictiu-es, because they deal
with " the rugged side of life and are more thrilling."

C. P.—^Pearl White is not married, and, as far as I

know, is not engaged to be either.

A. E. M. (Watford Junction), A. E. H. (Oxford),
B, T. (Batley), T. D. C. (Belfast), and " Gladys "

(Watford).—All letters to artists must be sent tlirough
this office. Sorry no addresses can be given.

Clarendom (Tottenham).—Pearl White will be
seen again in a new serial, "The Lightning Raider."
though at the moment of writing I cannot say when it

will bo released. Sorry, I know of no vacancy, but
hope you will have got something to do before tliis

appears in print.

(More amtvers next week.)

RESULT OF "WHAT DID CHARLIE SAY?" COMPETITION.
In " Shoulder Arms," Charlie discovers that his

identity number is the unlucky one of 13. After being
Uiird to use a mateh to light a cigarette (another
omen of misfortune), and smashing bis pocket looking-
glass, he was given the order to go " over the top."

He knew that his luck was out, and readers were
invited to put themselves in Charlie's place, and write
down what they thought he would say, under the
circnmstances.

TJic first prize of £25 for the best solution sent in

)>as been awarded to the following competitor

;

JOHN RIGGINS,
469, Oallowo.vte, Glasgow,

Fc« the line, " If I'm not ' calm ' I'll bb
* COLLECTED.'

"

The Twenty-Five Prizes of ii each for the next
best solutions have been awarded as follows :

Bliss M. Wilbcrforce. Henley Stud Farm, Crew-
kerne, bomci'sct : Edward Butler, 142, C^umbia

Square, Columbia Road, Bethnal Green, E. 2 ; Miss
Bailey, 35, EatonvlUe Road, Upper Tooting, S.W.

;

Mrs. A. Jessop, 9, Westgate Terrace. Southampton ;

A. G. S. Tabb, " Incents," Berkliamsted, Herts.

;

Miss B. Tomlinson,27, King Richard Street, Coventry
;

Leonard A. Rogers, 34, Cumberland Street, Barns-
bury, N. ; H. G. Brownell, Lieut. R.A.F., 35, North-
wood Road, Forest Hill, S.E. 23 ; William L.'Kneale,
9, Bromford Road, Oldbury, Birmingham ; Mrs. C.
Fruin, 27, Shaftesbury Road, Hornscy Rise, N. 19 :

Norman Langley, 311, London Road, Dover; A. I.

Smith, 31, Warren Road, Chingford, E. 4 ; R. S.
Scott, Heatherdcne, Lytchett Minster, Poole, Dorset

;

E. E. Bowers, 55, Flaxton Road, Plumstcad. S.E. 18 ;

William Ridley, 42, Brighton Avenue, Waltham-
stow, E. 17 ; Watson McKay, 42, Kimberley Gardens,
Harringay, N. 4 ; E. T. Clitford-Jones, 97, Meldon
Terr.ace, Heaton, Newcastle-on-Tyno ; Miss P. M.
Parker, 25, Torliill Road, Torre, Torquay ; James
Holland, 13, Back Lane, Gallowgate. Ncwcastle-on-
Tyne ; T. HoUinshcad, 134 King Street VVest,

Stockport; B. L. Smith, 58, Victoria Street, Brain-
tree ; James Peart, 37, Wylam Street, Craghead
S.O., Durham ; Walter Scoftin, 53, Alfred Street]
Lincoln ; Miss M. Culverhousc, Logan Villa, Ro'^k
Road, Trowbridge, Wilts ; Lieut.-Commander E. L.
Morant, R.N., R.N. College, Keyham, Devonport.

Here is a selection from some of the other clever
lines sent in ;

" Anyone got a ' life preserver ' .? " " I vote for an
adjournment." " If I'm not back in time for tea, you
will know I am where I expected to be." " Hero's
where I get my wings." " Bill ! Send for one of my
imitators." " One minute to go ? That's all right,
my wateh has stopped !

" "I wish my front was
my back." " Where'll you have yours, matey '!

"

" Have you got me square, operator ? " "I do not
ask to sec the distant scene, one step enough for me."
" This way to the ' Holey ' land." " I hope the other
team does not turn up." " Gee whiz I Reckon tlio
boys will be using me as a cullender to-night."
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JAMES E. BARBER. MARY MAYFREN.

ENGLISH CHARACTER ACTRESS.
Music Hall Favourite in Two Pfew Photo-

Plays.

ABOVE .you see Mary Mayfren. the clever
little lady who thrilled us all «ith her
dramatic acting on the music-hall stage

as the Frenchwoman in the sketch of that name
and in " The Woman of Louvain."

An English Star.

MAKY MAYFREN has had a very wide
stage experience, and is immensely
popular. Amongst her greatest successes

have been the roles of Tiger Lily, and of

Mother in " Peter Pan."
Though she is fond of drama, she loves

comedy work better, and always she prefers
character roles. She describes film work as
"' enormously interesting."

Mary Mayfren was born in Brighton, but
though she is English, she is able, with the
greatest ease, to portray foreign roles in a
manlier which makes one really doubt her
nationality.

Don't miss her in " A Tower of Strength "

and in " The Gates of Duty," two new Harma
photo-plays.

A Successful First Appearance.

BY her side is James Edward Barber, wliose

appearance on the screen is as successful

as it was sudden. It was during the
filming of " The Warrior Strain," the Harma
photo-plaj- in which the Prince of Wales appears.

Someone was wanted to take the part of Baron
Hansen, the Hun villain. Now this villain

required to be a man with a strong personality—

•

someone with a strong character. Mr. Barber,
who had had no previous experience on the
screen, was chosen for the part. Success
attended the experiment. As the powerful
Viking chief in the early scenes of the play, and
again as Baron Hansen in the latter scenes, Mr.
Barber played his part to perfection. In our
photograph we show him as Baron Hausen.

in. At once the manageress ruslietl forward and
greeted her. Alma is [evidently well known
there.

" I want a hat—something new— tor a
wedding," remarked Miss Tnylor casually.
Then, as she tried on an exquisite creation of

lace and roses, she added, " I'm going to be
married to-morrow."
The announcement caused a sensation. The

news quickly (jravelled round the shop, and all

the assistants were talking about it, and wishing
they could ask who the fortunate young man
was. Even the manageress—a very stately
lad}'—was curious, and as she saw Miss Taylor
to the door, she said :

" So you are going to bo married to-morrow

" Yes," replied Alma, with a twinkle in her
eye, " I am—in a film !

"

Naughty of her, wasn't it 1

No fear of having to shout out their love to all

the world from tlie back .seat on top of a 'bus !

No fear of being cUscovered by prying bu.sy-
bodies. or of being disturbed by the arrival of
rival beaux 1 The Romeo and Juliet of llm
aeroplane can scorn the world, for they have
the heavens all to themselves."

It rounds ideal, doesn't it ?

All He Missed.

I
SAT next an old ex-circus man in the
picture theatre the other day. They
were .showing Enid Bennett in the Para-

mount picture, " The Biggest Show on Earth,"
and the old man was talking to the manager,
who had evidently persuaded him to see the
film.

" If I'd found a girl as pretty and clever as
Miss Beimett in my days as a showman," he
remarked, " I'd have secured her for the circus

if it had cost me a fortune. You know," he
continued, with a pathetic note in his x'oice, " I

sometimes think the circus is a thing of the
past, when I look at the pictures they are making
nowadays. Here's this one in particular. Y^ou
tell me the director rented a whole circus to
make the scenes—here it is, tents and menagerie
and all—and it'll show up on the screen like the
actual thing—well, it is the actual thing. Of
course, they can't get the smell of the circus—

-

that's the thing that clings and brings it back.
Wh}', if I scent a circus like an old war-
horse—just can't keep still. But I don't know
—these pictures certainly are wonderful—they
give you everything for one-tenth or a quarter
the price."

An Unforseen Accident.

THE almost sinicrhuiaan strength possessed
by Mitchell Lewis, combined with his
weight and a jiair of weak hinges on th^i

door of a studio backwoods cabin, were the covise
of an accident the other day. which resulted in ii

temporary posti)oiieinent of work on Mr.
Lew is's fortliconiing Select picture, " The OidS
Between."
The accident, which involved pretty Fritzi

Brunette, Mr. Lewis's leading woman, occurred
during the tilniing of a stuilio scene. .\ Ui.j

situation in this photo-play shows a thirty-niil.i

chase with a clog team which ends in a lonely
cabin, where Mr. Lewis, as Jacques, rescues a
girl from two tough characters.
The chase scenes were taken on a frozen

stretch of groimd near Mount Shasta. Then, in

order to make the cabin scene and the fight

between Jacques and the two other characters,
the companj- returned to the Los Angelos
studio.

The Romance of the Future.

THEDA BARA prophesies that within the
next decade every \over who has enough
pennies saved up will invest them in a

trip by aeroplane. She says ;
" How much

more poetical ' I love you ' will sound up in the
clouds than it now sounds in an underground
train or in the front parlour. And then there

w41J be no fear of the little brother spying on
their first kiss from behind the iiarlour curtains.

Knocked the Door In.

THE cabin in the studio was built for

strength, but it had one weak spot, the
hinges on the door. The girl and the two

characters were supposed to be in the cabin
waiting for the rescue. At the proper moment
Lewis rushed up to the cabin door and flung
his entire weight against it. It withheld the
first shock. The second time Mr. Lewis lunged
against the door with greater force. The
hinges snapped and the door fell in, pinning
Miss Brunette to the floor.

The force of the fall knocked her .senseless, but
she recovered consciousness in a short while
and wanted to go on with the scene. Everj one,
however, insisted upon calling a temporary
halt, and work was abandoned until the next
day.

Miss Brunette was considerably bruised, and
for a time it was feared that she had suffered
internal injuries, but according to latest reports,

there were no serious consequences. Bliss

Brunette has won the admiration of the entiin

company, as there are hundreds of less pluck.v

girls who would have demanded at least a week's
liolidav. Don't vou tliiiik so ?

But Peggy Likes it.

FILM stai-s ha\-e their likes

and dislikes. Peggy
Hyland detests Jazz

music. So much so that she
absolutely forbids it to be
played while she is about.
This is all right. But Peggy
has her likes, too, and whilst
making scenes for her newest
Fox photo-play, she insists

that the orchestra shall just
play two pieces and two
pieces only. One is " Nola,"
and the other a selection from
De Bussy. All the other
players are bored to tears
by the constant repetition of
these two pieces, but Peggy
likes them, so what can be
done ?

Alma Taylor Married ?

I
WAS in a very exclusive
m i 1 1 i n cry establishment
the other day—no, not

buying hats, just looking and
envying those who were

—

when Alma Taylor, the de-
lightful Hepworth star, walked

A charming picture, showing CHARLIE CHAPLIN amusing Mary Pickford Rupp, with a toy he had bought her for

her birthday. Mary Pickford Rupp is the daughter of Lottie Pickford, and her auntie's namesake. MAR'Y PICKFORD
is also seen in the photograph.
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ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.

A Noted Authoress and Her Latest Triumph.

ABOVE is a charrnins; home portrait of

Elizabeth York Miller, the workl-fainous
authoress, who has -ivrittcii the iiiteii.scly

interesting story, " The Girl Who DarcJ,"
which begins on Page 6.

Those of my readers who enjoyed " A Wife's
Confesiions," which Eliziibeth York Miller saya
was her most popular story, and which ran as a
Berial in the London " Evening Now.s," w!ll

realise the powc of this gifted authoress; but I

think when they have read " The Girl who
Dared," they will awree with me, that for real

human understanding, for the little knack of

revealing the secrets of a man or woman's heart,

this story will, in days to come, be quoted as the

best story Elizabeth York Miller has yet
written. Please write and tell me what «/ou

think of it.

A New Atlas.

THE great war has considerably altered the

inap of the world, so it is to supply a
very necessary want that Harm.sworth's

New Atlas is now being issued in fortnightly

parts at lOd. each.

This is the only atlas entirely compiled,

flrawn, and edited since the outbreak of war.

An ab.solutely up-to-date and superbly produced
work, emhoclying all the boundary alterations

resulting from the great war.

A unique feature of the atlas will be a pic-

torial gazetteer of the world, including more
than 4,000 ^iews of places indicated on the

maps.
The atlas will, be completed in about 40 fort-

nightly parts. Each part will contain three or

four double-page maps measuring 12J in. by

17i in. The completed work will contain over
400 maps, plans, and chart.?.

The completed work, as bound in the pub-
)ishcrs' registered binding cases, will be the
handsomest geographical volume ever offered at

so modest a cost.

A Story of Eddie Polo.

ON our cover this week i.^ a fine portrait of

Eddio Polo, who is now appearing in the

thrilling Trans-.\tlantic serial, "The
Circus King." It was whilst filming one of the

incidents in this senf:ational serial that Eddio
Polo insisted on an extra scene being added—

a

Bceno which called for a battle royal with a huge
lion. In the film only his escape was mentioned.

"You're all wrong, mister," Eddie told the

director. " It isn't done any more. Tf I went

In there and escaped, nine-tenths of picture

goers would cry ' fuko.' I'm going to show you
a genuine battle."

There was a battle, the like of which
nobody in pictures over saw before; but in the
cn<l, lOddie, who comes from a family of famouH
circus performers and lion-tamers, was the
victor.

" Now stop the camera," ho called. And when
the camera man heaved a sigh of relief, Eddie
forced the giant Nubian to lie down. Then
Eddio stretched out beside the animal and
shouted :

" Start turning again and you've got
a picture that will make everybody howl their

heads off about."

Scenes in Five Countries. .

BY the way, I hoar Eddio Polo is corning
over hero .shortly with his company to
take pome scenes in a new picture, for

the production of which five different countries
arc lo bo v'.sited, and over 10,000 miles traversed.

Devonshire Scenery on the Screen;

MPv. MAUK ICE ELVEY, of t he Stoll Film
Company, has made " glorious Devon "

a happy hunting ground for several of
liis film productions. Around simny Torbay, and
1 1 10 more wild coastline of Babbacombo and
'I'cigmnouth, ho has. laid several of his "set-
tings," and picture-coors familiar with these
places will have recoenised many well-remom-
I'ercd bits of scenery in the " Nelson " picture,
Ethel M. Dell's " the Keeper of the Door."
and "The Rock.s of Valprc," Mario Corelli's
" God's Good Man," " Adam Bede," and " Tho
Greatest Wish in tho World." Tho picture
version of Baroness Orczy's " Beau Broca<lo "

was also made at Torquay, and in the old-world
village of Cockington, just beyond.

The Land of Sunshine.

WITH tho solitiry exception of Guernsey,
Torquay enjoyed more hours of sunshine
during tho past winter than any other

place in the British Isles, and recognising tho
almost unlimited possibilities offered by tho
" Queen of Wateringfrlaces " for film produc-
tion, a British company—Paignton Picture
Productions—has recently been formed, and,
by the purchase of a large public building,
have acquired local studios. Their initial effort

will be a sixteen part and thirty-two reel .serial

—

the first British-made serial—in which David
Dovant, the well-known illusionist, and Winnio
Collins, of " Laughing Eyes," have been re-

tained to play lead. A prominent American
producer, who recently " went over the groimd,"
expressed the opinion that most British com-
panies will eventually " go West " for winter
work. He said :

" Torquay, from tho photo-
graphic point of view, has all the advantages
of Los Angeles and California, and one more—

•

there are no fogs."

Arthur Gadsby Back.

THIS ;s a portrait of Arthur Gadsby in tho
part of Buttons in his father's seven-
teenth pantomime ' Cinderella." Arthur

Gadsby, who has recently been dcmobilisefi,

will shortly appear in " The Sins of Youth," an
original photo-play taken amid the beautiful

scenery of Buckinghamshire. Arthur Gadsby
is the son of the well-known exliibitor and
theatrical manager. Will Gadsby, of " The
Central Picture Hall and " Grand Electric
Theatre," Lincoln.

A Cosy Little Sports Hat.

NEVER before has there beeji such a boo:ii

in crochet. Woollen sports hats are now
the latest tiling, and the girl wlui likes

to look .smart on a small income is busily making
one for Autumn wear.

In this week's " Woman's Weekly " directions
are given for jnaking a delightful little pull-on
liat, with a narrow brim ; hats with narrow
brims are vastly more becoming than those
without, as most girls have dLscovered.

If you are fond of crochet, and like to have
' the latest thing." don't mis.'; this Tuesday s
" Woman's Weekly," containing these useful
direction.^.

A seleotion finm the popular hesitation waltz,
" In Yovir Arms,"' is also given in this ninnbcr.

DO YOU KNOW
—That in pii^tures Norma Tahnadc;c has been
married 485 times and had ST.I children ?

* * *

— Thai she played women's roles for Vitagrapli

when she was only fifteen ?

* « *

—That Wallace Reid- plays the violin, while

his wife, Dorothy Davenport, it some performer
on the piano ?

* * *

—Thai Violet ilopson was born in California,

of British parents '/

* Hf *

—TJuit Mary Pickford at one time was a
" child wonder," playing Nellie Denver in
" The Silver King " ,-.

* * *

—That tho well-known producer, Stuart

Blackton, is an Englisliman, and was at one
time a lightning cartoonist on the halls ?

« !|I 41

—That Warner Oland was born in Sweden in

1880 '!

* * *

—77ot< Anita Stewart is said to have tho

largest amount of insurance ever placed on Ih';

life of a professional woman
* « «

—Thai the aggregate is three hundred thoii

sand dollars (equal to Miss Stewart's yearly

salary) and the insurance Ls divided among
three companies '!

* * *

—Thai Ruth Roland's husband is a "non"^

professional " ?
• * *

•

—

Thai William Duncan was bom in Scotland ?

* * *

—That Billie Burke (Mrs. Florence Ziegfclti)

and her husband call their little girl " Billie,"

too, because tloy wanted a boy ?

* * *

—That William Leach is the correct name of

Bill Russell ? Fay Filmer.

ARTHUR GADSBY.
(Central Film Co.)
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

Although scenes are sometimes taken far away from the studios, the musicians, wlio assist

stars to put the correct feeling into their parts, follow up with the rest of the "outfit." Here
you see the musical accompaniment on the top of a mountain location, while EDDIE POLO,

some distance away, is enacting one of his thrilling roles. {Universal.)

GWEN WILLIAMS, a British Lion star, wlio has ap-
peared in "A Nonconformist Parson," and "A Smart
Set." GWEN is a daughther of Surgeon General Sir

William Campbell. {British Lion.)

CARLYLE BLACKWELL, driving a lucky nail

into one of the big sets to be used in a forth-

coming World Film production. {World Film.)

W 1
This is not a matrimonial wrangle. ALAN HOLUBAR is just giving his wile, DOROTHY PHILLIPS,
his idea of how a certain scene should be played, and as he is also the all-important producer, and not

just "hubby," DOROTHY doesn't mind listening. {Universal.)

^
MARIEWALCAMP and J. P. MACGOWAN, examining horses for " The Red Glove." {Univeraul.) GLADYS BROCKWELL as a " camera-man. (lo.c.)
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An Intensely Interesting Serial Story of Motion

Janice C'luro, " the glii ivJio

il/ircd" and sister of the

world-famtms scrcm star,

Marigold.

.

" rjEALLY, Miss Clare, yon :ini!i7,o

JfV me. Do I uiiderstaiul tliat

you won'l

The girl. " Tlio Most Beautiful Cirl
in the World " they wore IjcL'iiimiifi

to call her. paled slightly under
Pacre Lawtoii's s-liarp rjufstidn.

Marigold C'lurc—a name w ith which to con-
jure, now, in the film-world ; but two years ago
nobody knew or cared in the least who Marigold
Clare was. what she wore or ate, how plic amused
herself, or what small friow she drew to
provide tlic manifold necessities of life. .And
now e\'crvbody knew that Miss Clare's salary
wa-s grcatiT tliari the I'lime Minister's, and each
day her i lr\er jjross n;,'cnt liad something new
and interesting to tell about licr.

It was Dacro Lawton who had done all this,

but any idea of gratitude between him and Miss
Clare was superfluons, since they had jnajJe each
other prosperous. In the >)Oginning, Lawton
had bori-owed money to back his faith in ^lari-

gold ; and now, thanks to his shrewd instinct,

he was coining it. In spite of her own import-
ance, the girl was still a little afraid of hiiu.

She had never quite got over that feeling. When
he repeated his question, she winced.
"Is this another way of telling me that you

won^t ?
"

" The truth is, I can't,"' slie i-cplied in a whis-
per that was scarcely audible. " I'm afraid !

"

The producer's face set like a mask. Thci'e

were peo|)le who said that he was a cruel man,
vutVilcKS to a degree when his will was crossed,

and certainly now he looked cruel. The mask
broke into a contemptuous thin-lipped smile.

"I didn't know that yon were a coward, Miss
Clare."
The girl threw back her shoulders with a

defiant movement.
" Call me any names you please. Perhaps I

am a coward. lUit it's ii sheer physical impos-
Kibility fur me (o walk into i hat cage in the lion,

taming scene. And as for t he elephants—ugh !

"

Lawton threw back his head and laughed
Fcornfully, but under his assumption of niirth ho
was horribly imeasy.

' What on earth could lmi)pcn to you ? Do

you im.aglnc for a mo-
ment that I would let

you risk your life '/

'i'here'a not the slight-

est danger "

" It doesn't matter.
I can t do it," slio

r peateii stubbornly.

And it isn't only the

iiimals. There's that
!-.:eno with Merstham
where I have to dive

into the tank and stay

imder water until ho
rescues me. We re-

liearsed it yesterday,

and out of pure spite

he kept ine waiting
until I thought my
lungs would burst. We
nujst get an under-
study for those scones,

otherwise
'

Lawton leaned to-

wards }ier across his

big flat desk and sliook

a lean forefinger im-
pressively. He was
thorouirhly roused.

" ft would be maJ-
nrss to have an imder-
study—particularly for

I he lion-taming scones—tlie pub-
would know that it wasn't

you. Now 1 have already spent
upwards of live thousand pounds
on thiii- play. A circus film

isn't produced with a few interior

sets and a country-house garden. I admit
that's how we began. Miss Clare, but the time
lias come to give your public more for their

money. You agreed with me that. 'The Show-
man's Daughter ' was the best scenario that

had come our way for a long time."
I liked Mr. Sugilen," Marigold said, with a

trace of sulkiness. " He was so enthusiastic

about his play that he quite carried nie off my
feet. I didn't realise the difficulties when we
first discussed it."

Then the only tiling to do, now, is to inform
Sugden that you've let him down—let the
whole company down—most hatefully. Of
Course, if you absolutely refuse, I suppose we
shall have to fake up an understudy "

' AVait a moment, Mr. Lawton. I don't
want Jlr. Sugden to know "

" Ha ! May I inrpiii-e liow "

" Listen to me. please. I have an idea. In
fact, I've brought the idea with me. It's

waiting outside in my motor-car now. May I
fetch it in ?

"

,\ touch of the elfish charm which so cap-
tivated lier audiences crept into Marigold's
mamier ; the fascinating dimple that hu'ked at
,n, corner of her lips came into play ; slie opened
her blue eyes wide in amusement.

Always acting," thoxight Lawton in disgust.

She did not wait for an answer to her curious
suggestion, but turned cjuickly and left the big

bare office.

Marigold Has.a Great Idea.

IT
was a beautiful spot in a wide, sheltered
hollow of the .Surrey hills that Dacre
Lawton had chosen for the summer -camp

of the Stellar Filni Company, where they were
to produce this elaborate and expensive screen
slorj\ Ho had, as he said, already simk a lot

of money in the venture, and would need
don blc that amount before he was tuiished with it.

To begin w ith, there had been tlic taking over
on a short lease of Hxirstfield Hall, a rambling
old country liouse with some five hundred acres
of land attached.
The estate now presented a curious panorama

of activity. A mock village of half a dozen
liouses that were merely picturesque shoUa had
sprung and flanking them were tho circus
tents—real tents and a real circus. Tho latter

had been engaged en bloc, from the ring-niastei'-

owner dow7i to the candy and lemonade boothe,
'I'hese pei.)i)lo lived on the premises, in their own
dressing tents for the most part, while the over-
flow was accommodated in ono of the aban-
doned Army liuts which Lawton h.atl purchased
and transferred to the grounds. One of these
huts did duty, also, as an oHice, and Lawton
actually slept in a ])artitioned off end of it.

The principal actors were S(-attered about
according to their means and fancy. Miss Claro
motored to and from London, which had a great
fascination for her, even in the summer time ;

and Roy Sugdon, tho author and part-prodticcr,

liad taken a furnished cottage in the village.

The nienag<'rie attached to the circus had it:i

own tents and lived under normal condition^.'

It was of great interest to the village children,

who were allowed at certain times to see th.o

lions and tigers fed, and the three yo\mg trick

elephants taken for a splash in tlie Jnige tank
which once had been a lily pond.

Dacro Lawton had worked like a slave getting

evei'ything into running order. He liad over-

come great difliciilties in a comparatively .short

time, and here it was the bcguming of May,
the weather promising to be delightful, and half

the interior pictures already taken. Next week
they were scheduled to begin on tlio circus

portions of the story, and Marigold Clare was
already supposed to have rehearsed her scenes

in the lions' cage.

He felt scant sympathy with his star in tho
sudden failure of her nerves, although he might
have known that something like this could;

happen. Marig.jld combined the face of an!

angel ami the form of .1 sylph, with a nature that;

had at times shocked Dacro Lawton by its

comm'onness. She was very self-indulgent,

and he had been obliged to warn her that her
mode of life was not consistent with the work
she had to do. He believed that this failure of,

nerves was due as much to champagne, cigar-

-

ettes, and late hours as to anything else. Often'

lie had reminded lier that youth had no per-

petual account at the bank of life, and that sho

was in some danger of creating an overdraft.

He had every reason to be curious as to her
" idea '—the idea that was waiting outside in

her motor-cai-. Ho saw her run across the wide
strip of meadow in front of the animal, tents,

then pull up sharply and shrink back against ;j

tree as the three elephants, accompanied by
their keeper, emerged in dignified single file

towards the bathing tank.

Lawton frowned and tapped his teeth with
)icncil. The gill should have made friends with
those elephants long before now ; it was part of

her business to do so. Even the village childreit

were on terms of greater familiarity with tho'

elephants than Marigold Clare. Lawton felt

contemptuous as he saw her standing against

the tree, with her hands pressed to her heart.

Then she relaxed and smiled theatrically as Roy
Sugdcn came into view. The author had a bag
of buns, and he called ont to Miss Clare, offering

to let her feed the monsters.

Lawton leaned out of the window in lii.?

anxiety to watch. Would she confess to Sugden
that she had no intention of fulfilling a certain

part of her contract 'I
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-Picture Life. By ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.
She got out of it cleverly by smiling and shak-

ing her head, pointing to the office building with
H wealth of gesture that told the trained eyes of

Lawton exactly what she was saying—namely,
that she must hurry back to him in a moment.

Presently Lawton saw Marigold Clare return-
ing with another girl.

So that was the idea, e>li ? An imderetudy.
Well, lie might have guessed it.

Lawton Meets Janice.

AS the two pills entered the room Lawton
received the .surprise of his life. Alari-

golds companion was in the act of

raising a thick-meshed veil, and but for the fact

that she was dres.sed not only quietly hut
shabbily, she might have been Marigold.

Lawton felt that he was seeing double.
Of course, they were sisters, of the same

height, figure, and features, and—he judged—
of the same age. It was clever of Marigold to

have kept the other so ab.solutely in the back-
ground that even Dacro Law ton had never e\ en
suspected her existence.

" My twin sister, .Janice," she said, with her
fascinating smile. " Jan has been begging mo
to let her go into the ' movie.s,' bxit I didn't think
it the life for her. And besides, somebody has
to look after oiu- mother, and I don't belie\e

there's room in the Clare family for more than
one star."

The callous selfishness of this statement
"ffectod Dacre Lav\ton curiously. Marigold
meant to retain her laurels without earning
them. He looked into the earnest young face
so like Marigold's, and detected a treniendous-
ilifference.

Jlaritrold's bine eyes held the serene expression
of a contented baby's ; while Janice's had a
depth which belonged to vonianhood. There
\Vcis a tenderness in the curve of Janice's lips

thiit Marigold merely simulated for screen piir-

))oses. Marigold's dimple expre.ssed delLberato
coquetry, while Janice's hinted at that rarest of

qualities in woman, a .shrewd sense of humour.
I hope yon'U give me the chance to under-

study Marigold,'' she said simply. " She's more
nervous than I am. I'm not afraid of animals,
and I can do the diving trick perfectly. I've been
practising it from the Brighton pier for a week.''

Lawton gaspcil.
" But did no one rceogniso you ? I mean—

weren't you laken for your sister '? Her face is

very familiar.''

Miss Janice Clare chuckled.
" Well, you see, Jlr. Law ton, I can make

myself very ugly if I want to. It's just a
matter of dragging back my hair and—anil of

expression."
" Let's see you do it," Law ton said.

aiai'igold frowned a little, and tapped an im-
patient foot.

" She's got to look like me in this production.
I don't sec what you want "

" I want to know if she can act," Lawton
interrupted coldly. It isn't enough that she
looks like you, my dear Marigold."

' Shall I give him ' the girl who bought a new
pair of shoes that were too tight for her, and
then walked out in them with her young
man ' '1 " said .Janice.

" Oh, I don't care !
" Marigold retorted

crossly. " Do whatever you like." .fanice

threw her a shy glance, and Lawton saw that
t he girl adored her world-famous sister.

" Go on, my dear. I should like to see this
little comedy of yours. It will help me to judge
what you can do—and afterwards I'll put you
tl rough a simple ' screen test,' " he said kindly.
In less than a minute she had whipped off her

hat, and completely altered not only the dres'^iiig

of her hair, but, by subtle suggestions, her very
face and figure. Law ton realised that he was in

the presence of a great artist, beside which
INIarigold Clare dw'in<lled to the \anishing point.

Marigold cou'd make an audience weep, but
Janice made the tears come into the hardened
eyes of Dacre Lawton, while at the same time
he held his sides to subdue an uncontrollable
burst of laughter. It sobered him instantly,

howe\er, to remember that it was Marigold's
name—-not her sister's acting—that would
attract great crowds to this film.

And then he recalled -Dacre Lawton had a
memory like a file cabiiict—many times when
there had been ditficulties with Marigold at re-

hearsals, she had announced that she was going
down to her cottage near Brighton to study over
those bits at leisure ; and when she returned she
had amazed everybody by brilliant conceptions
of scenes in which pre\ iously she had been si upid.

Naturally one would have supposed that it

was Blarigold who had taught Janice this

difficult form of acting, but Law ton was forced

to the opposite conclusion. Marigold's clevcrne.ss

lay in the fact that she had kept her sister's

existence very, very dark. It was only mider
stress of necessity that she produced Janice now.
As he had scant choice in the matter. Law t. in

was more than delighted to find that the tuirhT-

study would pa.ss muster; bvit when he proposed
to introduce her then and there to the other
principals of the company and to Boy Sugden,
his suggestion was vetoed.

Marigold spolce hurriedly.
~

" Janice doesn't wish it. She understands
that it would ho bad for me if anybody knew,
except you. The news would leak out, Jlr.

Lawton. I'red Merstham and Nora Coutt.s

would spread it broadcast. As for Roy—

I

mean Jlr. Sugden—he'd be nervous about the
success of his play. I've thought it all o\it,

Janice cait take the place of my maid, and we'll

simply motor dov^n together, and t il remain in

my dressing-room while she goes through these
scenes. 'X'^ith the make-up and nobody but us
three ha\\ng an inkling of the truth, they
wouldn't suspect. As for the salary ])art of it,

I'll arrange that privately w ith Janice."
'Jliis idea appealed to Lawton. The film

world hmnmed with gossip which w as not always
kind. He did not care to risk rival producers
getting wind of the fact that the famous Ma;;i-

gold Clare had only done the milk-and-water
scenes in this much-advertised film.

She had coached her sister thoroughly, she
said, as to the other people in the company, and
the terms of friendship they would expect from
her. Besides, .Janice's ijitercourse with them
would be confined merely to working hours.
There would be nothing personal in it. The
yellow )nake-up in itself was a mask between her
and her fellow-actors; he could himself be fooled
easily as to which was which.

As Marigold pointed out, her hixurious
dressing-room—fitted up so that she could, if

necessary, spend the nigVit—was on the ground
floor of the hall, and reached by a side entrance.
The two girls had merely to alight from Mari-
gold's car, rim up the steps of the shallow portico,

and as mistress and maid disappear through the
first door on the right. Nora Coutts's dressing-
room was some distance down the pa.ssage, and
as Marigold and she were not on es[ic( ially

iiltimate terms, there was small danger of her
appearing inconveniently.

indeed, it struck Lawton for the first time that
Marigold's starchy aloofness from the other
women in tlio com|)any a.t last served some good
piu-pose. With the men, however,, it was

Eoji Sugden. Ilit

rising young auihor

and producer.

different ; except Mer,^»tham. they were all at

her feet. He. who was always c.is; for lead=i.

hated her. There was nothing to account i <v

this but jealousy.

The Way Clear.

MARIGOr.D took her sister hack to wait in

the ilressing-room as .soon as the inter-

view with Lawton was over, and
smuggled in some sandwiches and mill; to her.

She, herself, Wiis obliged to attend the al fresco

supper the producer was giving that evening to

the principals. Including the minor parts, then'

were about thirty of tli(\sc, hut only five wlio;c

names wouUl appear on the screen programme.
The party would not break up until after dark,

when Marigold and .Janice—the latter ilisguis -d

as a maitl—could slip away in the car.

It was Law ton's habit to call a council in th;-:

pleasant way at sunset after the day's work.
Maricold Clare sat on his right, with Roy

Sugden on her other side. A\ his left was little

Nora Coutts, the comedienne ; and her other
neighboin- was Fred !\Icrstham, a liaudsome.
pushful young man, who thought it high limo
that he was starred himself, instead of beiuLT

cast for leail to Marigold. Armeit, the stoni

ring-masler, was another of the princi])als, and
a melancholy oldish man. with the high-soundiu'^

stage name of Beaumont D'Arcy, was the villain.

For the rest, they were a uuxcd lot, including
the circus folk—trajieze artists, barcljack riiler-,

clowns, etc.—.some of Lawton's pcrmanenD
stock company, and a few recruits from the
stage. On the whole, they were all on gooil

terms with each other, and the collection in-

cluded several married couples. Mr;. ^loL;ra. the

equestrienne, held a small child on her lap w hile

she ate, and ten -year-old Bertie .Vrinett p' -

nicked on the grass behind his father's chair.

Marigold's spirits were liiuh that evening. I
'

seemed to her that she had received a verit.dile

reprie\e froni death. \'ery carefully she jolted

down in her ' handsomely hound noteliook lli'">

suggestions Sugden g.ave her with re-jard to th>
fort licon\inK circus scenes, and b'I'vecn while;

her big blue eyes ma.le eou-t.r.it play at him.
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She )iad liecn attracted from the first to the

young author. He was ii typo of man who
ecldoin came her way. She could not .say,

honestly, that he had ever made love to her,

and his admiration of her work was anything
but- violent. Indeed, ho ventured often to

criticise her. As far as praise went, ho had
given far more to her would-bo rival, Nora
Cbutts.
At Sugden's suggestion M.irigold strolled

with him a little apart from the odiers. He had
said there was something ho wanted to say to

her quite privately, and she flushed a startled

pink, wondering i£ it was to lie the declaration of

love for which she liad angled so long in vain.

A1.1S, no ! It was but an apology—and a

curious one, at that—which raised fears instead
of hopes. When they were alone, they had taken

of late to callmg each other by their Christian

names, and he did so now, with an added
inflection of gentleness that made her heart

qvucken its beat.
'.' Marigold, I've done you a great injustice,

and I really must apologise," he said.

She glanced up into .his fine, sensitive face.

His eyes, like hers, were blue, but with liis dark-
tanned skin and black hair, a curious contrast

was afforded. There were times when Sugden
looked harsh and very nearly ugly ; but
Marigold knew that he could never look weak.

" What on earth is it you"ve done, Roy ?
"

slie asked.
" You'll be angry. I'm afraid."
" No—I promise I won't."
" Well, then, my child, in my heart I've been

accusing you of cowardice all these weeks."
" Cowardice ? " she echoed.
" Yes. It seemed to me you were funking

the nervy bits—but, of course, I was wrong,
and I apologise sincerely."

" How do you know you'ie wrong ? " Marigold
asked in a very thin voice.

He laughed gently.
" That's easy. ' To-night I could see that yon

were really eager. I don't think you missed ti

single note or direction, and when Armett

—

thinking he was cheering you—said that on no
account would he allow you to go into the cage
with Ben Adem unless the keeper was present,

you actually laughed. I was wrong ; entirely

wrong. You are certainly no coward. Marigold."

The girl blushed for shame now, and cast
down her eyes. What would Roy Sugden think
of her if he knew the truth—that she was allow-

ing her sister to face sm ordeal through which
she could never have forced licrself to go ?

" I think I must be getting oH now," she said.

Scarcely had she spoken when the quiet
evening air was split with a horrible sound—tho
roar of the jungle in a placid English village.

Simultaneously two of the circus men rushed
from the tent, waving their arms and calling

out to the startled supper party.
" Take cover—take cover ! Ben Adem's got

out of his cage !

"

Mrs. Mogra, the little equestrienne, suddenly
discovered that her two-year-old baby had
slipped from her lap and wandered off some-
where to play.

(Another splcndidlong instalment next Monday.)

TREVOR BLAND
TREVOR BLAND, whose photographs these

are, had a curious introduction to the
moving-picture world. He has travelled a

great deal—^^in fact, all over the world—and,
during one of his jaunts, he was on his beam
end-s. - _

Or, as he puts it himself, " My chancellor of

the exchequer had taken a very long holiday,
and I deemed it necessary to take tho very first

job that came along, which was that of an usher
in a picture theatre."

In those days he little dreamt that one day
he >/ould be on the screen instead of " on tlio

door."

Trevor Bland is tall, nearly five feet eleven
inches in height, and his hair and eyes are dark.
He joined the Army on the first day of the war,
fi;ially transferring to the Royal li'ield Artillery.

Ho saw active service in France in 1915 and
191C, but WHS invalided out in 1917 on account
of ill-health.

TREVOR BLAIjL., ;ne Broadwest actor, in scenes from "The Woman Wins,'

VIOLET HOPSON.
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V^^k*^ When it is wedding-time on the screen, and the artiste becomes a blushing bride, if only for a few short feet of film, you are sure
to see some magnificent gowns that will delight your eye, and make you perhaps just a wee bit envious. Our top left hand picture

shows PAULINE FREDERICK in "Her Final Reckoning"
; CONSTANCE TALMADGE makes a queenly figure in the centre photograph ;

CARMEN (bottom lett hand picture) in "Confession," has regained happiness ; and ELINOR FAIR, in "Married in Haste," is leisurely enou
it comes to fittin; on the wedding garment. I'hoios ; Param-junl, HiUcl, F.iiir'us Las'.y.

JEWEL
i;!; whe:i
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A PERPLEXING STORY OF A BIG JEWEL ROBBERY. WHO WAS THE THIEF?

The Masked Man.

WHO stole the Vincenti jewels? Was it

Prentice Tiller, oi- was it Aaron
Molitor, aided by Paul Chevat?

The story told by the caretaker at the

exhibilioji of the New York Society of Fine
Arts threw little light upon the question; but

it was all upon which the police had to work.

The Vincenti jewels, in matchless Venetian
setting, the work of a long-dead craftsman
whose very art has been lost,' were lent for

exhibition to the society by their owner. Baron
Vincenti. One night, after the exhibition had
closed, the caretaker went the rounds, and
was certain the hall was quite empty. Then
he went to see that these jewels, the most
valuable objects in the exhibition, were safe in

their glass case.

It was midnight, and as he switched on liis

electric torch a blow from behind felled him
to the ground. He lay there, conscious that

the hall was filled with the tumult of a

struggle, and when he managed to rise to his

feet he saw a masked man in combat with
several others. As ho watched, he saw a

knife flash and pierce the palm of an uplifted

hand.
He drew liis automatic pistol, and fired at

the masked man, whom he supposed to be
the thief. He saw him distinctly wring his

hand as the light of the single electric globe

was switched olY. When he managed to turn

it on again, all the men had disappeared

Two facts not known to the police, who
were baffled by the problem of the theft, may
be added. On the following day both Prentice
Tiller and Aaron Molitor were treated for

wounded hands.
Here, then, is the problem to be solved. If

Prentice Tiller stole the Vincenti Jewels, what
were Molitor and his friends doing in the hall,

and why did they not inform the jwlice?

If they were the thieves, what was Tiller

doing there, and why did he keep the fact

secret?

The answer to these questions did not begin
to reveal itself until a year later.

The Name on the Card.

GERTRUDE TEMPLE was the niece of

Simon Temple, a wealthy and well-

known philanthropist of New York.
She was surely not the sort of girl to arouse
suspicion—unless to be at once beautiful and
altogether charming is tc incur suspicion.

Yet, when she was staying with her uncle at

one of the largest of New York's hotels, a man
secretly observed her every movement. One
night, as he was watching her from a dark
passage, between which and her brightly lit

window yawned the well of the hotel court-

yard, he saw her go to a picture on the wall,

and, by touching a spring, set it sliding aside.

Then from the panel in the wall she drew a
bag, over which she bent intently.

He stood on tiptoe, the better to see, and
liis eyes gleamed as he saw that the objects

she was inspecting so closely were the Vincenti
jewels. As he watched, she put them back in

their hiding-place and went to the telephone.

He strained every nerve to hear what she
was saying, and one name, thiico repeated,

caught his ear. It was the name of Molitor!
('ould it be, then, that Molitor was really the

thief, and that this beautiful and well-

connected girl was his accomplice?
The watcher may have thought so, for ho

spec! from his hiding-place, and swiftly made
his way to Gertrude's room, wliich ho entered
most unceremoniously.

You called for Mr. Molitor," he said

poritely. " I am he."

The ciuestioniiig in the girl'.s eyes gave place
to open scorn.
" You are not Aaron Molitor," she answered

hotly. "No; but you are a bold impostor.
I\Ir. Molitor .will be hero himself in one
m.inute, and will hand you over to the police."

" He will be too late," answered the man.
" I shall have robbed you before be conies,

and I shall have escaped."
As he spoke, he went coiifidently to the

hiding-place, and took the jewels in his hand.
A step was heard outside, and tlio electric

light was switched off as Molitor entered.
When Gertrude turned it on again the

intruder was gone. But not the jewels; for

they lay on the table before her, and with
them a card. The two picked it up, and the
man's face blanched as he read the name on
it:

"Mr. PRENTICE TILLER."
A step forward, perhaps, but we are little

closer to the answer of our questioli.

Was Gertrude Temple innocent or guilty?

Why <lid Prentice Tiller try to steal the
jewels from her? Was he the original thief,

or was it Molitor?

Molitor Speaks.

LET Molitor speak, ajid throw what light he
can afford upon the my.stcry.

"Prentice Tiller!" he cried. "He is

one of the men of whom we are in .search.

He may come again; if so, it is important that

I should sec him. In some way you must
induce him to accompany you to the old

Mordican ruin, where I will await you. This
is most important."
He sought to meet Tiller again: but Tiller

did not behave like a person who courted
observation. All the following day he moved
about New York, seeking to throw frorii his

track men who seemed to be following him.
Could it be that he was really the man who

stole the jewels?
Late in the aftei-noon, as Gertrude Temple

was driving in the park in her motor-cai-, she

was startled to have a man leap suddenly from
a thicket and board the swiftly moving car.
" Again you intrude," she remarked,

recognising him at a glance as the man who
liad left the card on which was written the

name of Prentice Tiller.

"It is true," he replied. " But as I no
longer say my name is ^Molitor, perhaps you
may bear with me."
The jesting remark reminded her of

Molitor's injunction.
" Since you force yourself upon me," she

replied, " you must be content to go where I

am going—that is, to the old Mordican
church."

Little more was said until they arrived at

the church. Gertrude led the way to the

gloomy crypt, and Tiller followed her as if it

were the most natural thing in the world.

If Gertrude were innocent of all share in

the theft of the jewels, why did .she return

evasive answers to the skilful questions which
Tiller put to her? -

If Tiller were not the thief, why did he
fence with the queries hpr woman's wit

prompted her to shower upon him in sheer

self-defence?
The answer to the.?© questions must -^fvait.

One thing is very certain—the' two handsome
young people did not find one another's

company boresome in the stuffy and gloomy
vault. 'Gertrude was the more surprised,

therefore, when, turning . to, emphasise some
question with the battery of her eyes, sho

found her companion missing from her side.

A moment later there was a loud splash, and

she ixeard a voice i';j,i.scd in 15. call for help. Siie

fled out of the gloomy vault to her uncle's

house near at hand, determined to summon
help forthwith.

There she found Molitor, who at first made
light of her fears. Wlien sho insisted, he took
another line.

" There is no need to look for Tiller," ho
said grimly. " Prentice Tiller will trouble us

no more. He is dead."

Then Gertrude and her uncle eyed one
another in .silent terror. Was it innocence or

guilt which thereafter made Gertrude watch
Molitor in secret?

Whatever may have been the motive, sho
made some strange discoverie.?. The first was
his association with a sinister rnari named
Paul Chevat, who seemed to exercise a strong
power over the more gentlemanly Molitor.
On the very night of Tiller's death, Gertrude,
tracked the two to the ruins, where they held

a whispered conference with three or fo

n

other desperate-looking men.
In Ihc midst of their talk" she .saw the door

open, and a man walked in. It was Prentice
'J'iller!

"Hands up!" he cried; and before the
levelled barrel of his automatic every man
lifted his liands promptly.

" Now I want the Vincenti jewels," said
Prentice Tiller.

What was Gertrude Temjile to think—that
ho was a guilty man or an innocent oiie?
Twice in her presence he had attempted to

obtain possession of the jewels by force.

Was Prentice Tiller the original thief?

The Police Baffled.

""THE jewels are yours if you can get away
X with them," sneered Chevat. .

From her hiding-place, Gertrude could
see a man stealing behind Tiller, who was
holding the others with his pistol.

The man lifted his hand, and Gertrude
prepared to scream a. w'arning before the
threatened blow should descend: but a loud
knock at the door arrested both intention.?, and
the police burst into the room. Instinctivel.vi

they picked out the man with the pointed,
pistol. :

"Who are you?" the chief asked.
;

Before the question could be answered byi
the man to whom it was addressed, Cbevatj
burst out with his answer. .i

" That man's name," he said, " is Aaron
Molitor!" _

.

" Then he is the man for whom wc havft'

been searching," answered the ofBcer; andj
waited for some protest from the suspect.

|

Tiller or Molitoi-—for he had called himself
j

by both names, as will be remembered—did
not even deny the allegation. He was, there-

fore, marched off to the police-station, leaving
Gertrude Temple in a state of wild bewilder-
ment.
Was he Tiller or Molitor? Was he innocenti

or guilty? To judge by appearances, he was
a very guilty Molitor.
But when he arrived at the police-station, he

gave his, name as Tiller, and asked that one
of the leading financiers of New York .should

be summoned in order to identify him. The
great man was not slow in coming, and just as
quickly pronounced the suspect to be Prentice
Tiller. -

" Then where is Aaron Molitor''" demanded
the puzzled policeman.
" He w as one of the men whom you alloiived

to go free," said Tiller.

As a matter of fact, Molitor was already on
the way to Paris with his associates. He was

(Continued on /o'agt 72 J
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A REST BETWEEN THE REELS.

11

THE LEISURE MOMENTS
OF POPULAR PLAYERS.

PEGGY
HYLAND
takes a cup
of tea.

{Fox.)

NORMA
TALMADGE
indulges in

day dreams.
(Select.)
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A MIDNIGHT MYSTERY. ^"'t^X'""
as piizzlod iis (J('i'tvu(l(3 licisclf to explain why
Tiller had not denied tliat he \va« Jlohtor.
At last a solution occurrod to him, and lie

took the lirst opportunity of ijropounding it

to Tiller, who followed him to Paris.
" I fee," said Molitor :

" you are one of us."
A confession on the part of Molitor, perhaps;

but it does not clear Tiller from suspicion of
having really been the man \slio stole the
Vinceiiti jewels.

A Meeting at the Maison Montrouge.

WllKX J'reiitire Tiller next met Gortruile
Teriiple it was at the liaison Mont-
rouge, a popular Bohemian resort in the

ilontmartre quarter of Pans. The queen f)f

the dancing-hall wa.s a beautiful girl called
Lola Monies, while the real master of the
place was none other than Chevat.
Gertrude was at this place i:i obedience to

instructions from her uncle, Simon 'i'emple,

and those instructions had to do with the
ftolen Vincenti jewels. If she still suspected
Tiller of any share in their theft, she did not
show it : and if he had any doubts as to her
innocence, he took a strange way of expressing
them.
" You should not be here," he said, as they

sat talking together. This place is the
clearing-house of an international organisa-
tion for crime."

" If I should not be here, neither should
you," she replied.

The conversation was cut short by Chevat,
who now displayed his weakness for a pretty
face by paying marked attention to Gertrude.
This annoyed Tiller in no small degree, but
not nearly so keenly as it did Lola Montes.
From a place of concealment Tiller could see
the jealous woman stalking the engrossed
.'ouple, and, though his heart sickened at the
•tight, he moved in her ^teps as a matter of

precaution.
He was just in time, foi- she drew a long

thin dagger from her luxurious hair, and was
about to strike the imconscious Gertrude.
Tiller grasped her hand, and drew her silently

hack. While he was struggling with her. his

friend Jackalote, tlie conjurer at the Maison
Montrouge, arrived upon the scene.

Between them they induced Lola to tell all

she knew about Chevat and his associates.

From hei' Tiller learned that Molitor was
( omirig later on that niglit, bringing with him
a purchaser for the stolen jewels, now in the
possession of Chevat. The two men, Molitor
and Chevat, were tr meet 'in a private room.

Jackalote then motioned to Tiller that Lola
should be allowed to go, and drew Tiller aside.
' Even the conjurer is useful sometimes."

ho whispered. " Come, niy friend, and I shall

show you something."
He led the way, by a secret passage, to a

little hidden room, frozii which everything that
happened could be seen and heard.
In due time Chevat and Molitor entered the

room, and Tiller was able to overhear all their

plan.'. Finally, the jewels «cre just about to
pass fiom one man to the other when there
was a rush, and Lola Montes, springiiig from
a hiding-place she had made in the lOom,
buried her stiletto in the back of Chevat.

Tiller, covering the niorc dangerous Molitor
with his pistol, signalled for hc'p, and the old
lonjurer led the way U) liia assistance.

It was a curious .scene, and_ a dr.imauo
climax to the long-drawn-out ihystery of the
Vincenti jewels. There, in ihe garish sur-
roundings of the Maison Montrouge, stood one
of the boldest and most cunning criminals o£
all time. A conjurer, clad in 'his stage motley,
grasped him by one arm, and the conjurer's
assistant and clown by the 'other. .Xiownd
.stood the wondciing rhrpng of midnight
revellers; while it was made clear that .Molitor
and Che\ai had stolen the famous jewels.

The Reward.
you had nothing to do with stealing

^5 Vincenti jewels?" .said Gertrude,
when they were alone.

" No more than vou had," answered Pren-
tice Tiller.

" Then why were you in the exhibition
when they were stolen?"
" I was employed by Baron Vincenti to

guard his treasures. I tackled the thieves,
who were Molitor and Chevat, as soon as they
attacked the watchman. They would never
have got away with their plunder if that
clum.sy fellow had not shot me in the hand."

" I see," said Gertrude. " But why did you
announce yourself to me as Molitor?"
' I was puzzled to find you in possession of

the jewels, and I ha<l to test your innocence."
" You know why I had them now?"
" I think I can guess," said Prentice Tiller.
' Molitor asked my \inclo to help him to

restore them to their owner. He said that he
had rescued them from the original thieves,
but was being watched by them."

" I quite understand," replied Tiller. " It

was I who was watching him in the hope of
taking him with the plunder in his pos.session."

" But why did you allow the police to arrest
you, under the name of Molitor, without so

much as a word of protest?"
' I was bound by instructions from Baron

Vincenti," answered Tiller. " When the
jewels were first stolen, he applied for help to

the police. He was so disgusted by their re-

peated failures that he only confided the task
to me finally on condition that I was to accept
police aid under no circumstances whatever."

" And so you have won the reward single-

handed," .sai<l Gertrude.
" Have I won the rev^ard?" tenderly asked

Prentice Tiller.

There was no mystei'v, at any rate, about
the answer he received, which sati.stied him
even more completely than the recoveiy of

the Vincenti jewels.

Adapted from incidents in '-A MIDSIGhT
MYSTERY fmluring RUTH CLIFFORD as
" GERTRUDE " andKEyNKTH HARLAN as
" TILLER," ty permisfV'u of RhlUips Film Co.
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FILMS RELEASED THIS WEEIT^
(July 'th).—We Can't Have EvEfiy-J

THING. A timely reminder to the " grousers
who want everything at once. An all-star
cast, conip(;-r<l of Kathlyn Williams, £IIio«
i.'cxter, Wanda Hawley, Sylvia Bfcamer,
'I'hurstoa Hall, Rayii)"nd Hatton, Tuliy
Marshall, and Tlicodore Kuberts. (Dc MHl<:-
Arkififi.)

(July 7tli).— lli;u Screen Idol. The latest"
" scream " from Mack )Sennett's fun factory.
[Paramount.)

(July 7th).—Dahrkll Foss axd Teddv
Sa-MPSox ill

•• Her .Xnieriiian Husband. ' - An
appealin<( and oiiginal Japanese-American
.story of love and revenge, Teddy Sampson
as the Japanese maid. {Triangle.)

(July 7th).

—

Frank Keesan in " More
J'roiible." Frank Keenan in a serio-comedyi
role is sufficiently unusual to merit attentioD,i'

and this lilm will surprise as well as entertainJ
(Path/.)

(July 7th).—Bii.t. Parsons in " Camping
Out," in which Bill eventually decides,

that ii city life suits him best. {Stoll.)
,

(July 7th).

—

IJddie Polo in " The Circus
Kin^." Episode II. of this fascinating serial.;

{Traiui-Atlantir).
^

(July 7tii).

—

Eddie Lyoxs and Lee Moean
in '" All Bets ()ft." .\s the residt of a wager,'
Lee h&a to ])erform whatever service Eddio
likes to irapo.se—a situation provocative of
mirth for us— if not for Lee ! (Trnna-Allantic.y,

(July 7th).— EnniE Lyoks and Lee Moea.n
ill

'" Mixed Talcs." Eddie and Lee wakfi U)!
' the morning after the night before " U)
terrible heads;—and complications. {Trativ-

Allnnlir.) \

(July 7th).—Adventukes Among thk
(,'annibai.s. 'J he first instalment of Mr. and
Mrs. Martin .Johnson's wonderful picture of

their journeyings and adventures amongst;
the man-eatuig peoples of the Solomon and
New Hebrides Archipelagoes. (Ideal).

(July 10th).—Screen M.igazixe. "'An
Artist in Ancestors," s.howing a mtjseum
artist and historical expert reconstructinf;

histoiy in wax and i)laster. Next an enter-

taining illustration of the princi])lcs of self-

defence, by Ml', and Mrs;. Arthur .M( Govern.
The whole process of making American chee.«e

is shown next, and then the issue closes with
some dancing by pretty girls on an uninhabited
shore— irntil an airman breaks up the part;-

.

[Tnim-AUanlic.)

(.July 10(h).

—

Sesst;e Hayakawa in Tl..-
City of Dim Faces." {Lashi.)

(July 10th).—Ea.st of Suez. Part JL ..f

this interesting Benton Holmes travelogue

announced last week. {Parataount.)

Mf.'BILL'& Mrs/BILLIE.'
The recent marriage of Smiling "Bill"
Parsons and " Billie " Rhodes unites two
of the cleverest and most popular of screen

favourites.

THERE is quite a charming little story toid
in regard to 'the Christian narne of Miss
Rhode?. Her father and mother were bot h

Britisli, and Billie, although acting for an Ameri-
can producer, was born in England. During tlie

months preceding this important event, great,

plans were naturally made for receiving th«
expected visitor. Both parents, however, had
assumed that the baby would be a boy, ami
half uneon.seiously had fallen into the habit of
referring to their heir-presumptive as " Billie,

'

after the name of the father.

When therefore little Miss Rhodes made her
appearance it seemed a diflicult matter to

discard the name, so " Billie " she was called,

and by this name she is known by thousands . ;

picture-goers in every part of tlio country.
The tir.'^t of a twelve ' months' supply < t

Sparkling Billia Rhodes comedies will soon b«
released, and the fame of the dainty comedienne
vrill tlius rapidly .spread. .,

'.

Smiling " Bill Parsons we all know and )r\

.

to see in " C 'Oito! ' cc>med>es.



The Beautiful British Screen Star, who Rose to Fame in Five Years. (Bertram FhiUipn).
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THE ARTISTE WHO REALLY LIVES THE PART SHE" PLAYS.

MISS VIOI>ET HOPSON'S screen life has been very uneventful so far as narrow escapes

and thrills are concerned. That is because the parts she plays do not call for

" stunts " an I exhibitions of dare-devilry.
, i , •

Violet prefers to depict roles where depth of character is the chief thing. She hkes to

thinl? that the women she is representing are creating thought and discussion amongst the

audience. Miss Hopson is very serious indeed about her art, and to her every type she is

called upon to play upon the shadow-stage is a living being somewhere or other m this great

world of ours.
, i i ^ »,

To be serious in art does not mean dullness. We can be amused, and, at the same time,

have food for reflection. Violet Hopson reasons this way whenever she is called upon to

create a new character. She questions herself, with a view to finding out what such and

such a woman would do under certain circumstances.
^

" By thus analysing the character," explained Miss Hopson, I am able to understand

her I do not fed that I can make lier really livQ upon the screen until I am satisfied that

1 know her mode of life, her desires and ambitions, and her likes and dislikes. Thought and
study is the only

way to make
characters really

convincing."

With GERALD AMES in "THE RAGGED MESSENGER. In "THE WARE CASE." •

Photos : £roadwe»t Filnu, Ltd.
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A TRUE DAUGHTER OF EVE
Little MADGE EVANS, the Child Actress,

Persuades a School - Friend to See Her in

Her Latest Photo-play.

Little MADGE EVANS starts off for school
with the very best intentions. Here you see

her promising mother to be good.

But on the way she meets a little

(riend and whispers in his ear
that her new picture is now

showing.

The temptation to go to the cinema is very strong, but first

the conspirators take a last peep round the corner to make
sure that no one is watching them.

They arrive at the cinema where the latest picture was being shown, The little boy was very bashful at first, but Madge msisted upon him

and little Madge was the star, so they were bound to find more interest seeing the show; and so, of course, being very chivalrous, he went.

in this than in going to school. What happened when the children got home is another story.
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JEWEL CARMEN AND HER CHARM.

Die smile that rharnis, Wonder. Troubled thoughts. Her wonderful eves

JEWEL CARMEN.
The Charming Screen Star Whose First Name Was an Inspiration.

BE.SIDES being beautiful, Jewel Carmen
is one of the most interesting women
on the screen to-day. When you see

lier on the screen you instinctively feel you
•arc looldng at a eirl, full of the Joy of youth,
who has a love for all things beautiful. In
her work we find she possesses very strongly

a determination to find a worthy motive for

the great majority of human actions. This
characteristic adds considerably to her charm.

Miss Carmen says she does her best work
in her home. The only thing she is particular

about is that the thinking out of her work
Khali be amongst surroundings that are to her
beautiful and harmonious.

Her Songsters and Their Names.

HER cxfuiisito little home carries out
tins idea ])crfectly. There is always
ail abundance of flowers, and, swinging

jrom high cages, out of danger frgm her pet

cat and dog, comes the song of her liirds.

Jewel loves canaries. She has seven of them,
and there is hardly a monient of the day
when any one of the little birds is silent.

And because there are seven of these birds,

she has named each of tlx ni after a day in the

week, as a surname, with some famous'

dinger's name to top it off. Here is how the

Toll call sounds : Sunday iSembrieh
; Monday

McOormack ;
Tuesday Tctrazzini ; Wednes-

day Witzengrau ; Thursday Garufeo ; Friday
Fritzi Schofl ; and Saturday Scott i.. She says

ail imitate their namesakes.
Jewel iiad to wear one of the new light

skirts in a recent picture, and tliis fashion

Tnay bo the cause of losing one of our best

titars in motion pictures.
" Tt is a case of either the tight skii-t or the

motion picture," she said smilingly. " They
do not combine very nicely, and I must
banish one or the other.

" Notliing is quite so ungainly as a woman
rushing along a crowded street in a tight

skirt. But to comply with the last word in

fashion is even more awkward for a motion
picture actress, who is Ix'ing mercilessly

registered by tlie moving picture camera.

How can the beautiful heroine look dignified

;when trying to-<'seapc from the clutches of the

[villain '! How, again, can a villainess ' stoop

to conquer ' if she can't stoop ? And how,
oh, how, can the star save her child from a
iburning building or a runaway horse if her

ankles are impeded ? Surely there must be

Bome way out of this awful dilemma !

"

Her Rise to Fame.

JEWEL ('ARMEN has not boon sprung
on the cinema public suddenly and
di/.zily, but she has worked her wav

steadily through a long range of good pictures

until her place ha,s become naturally aurong
the select few who are featured " as the

centre point of a film. We have seen her

give a wonderful portrait of the i linging

little Lucie Manette in the immortal " Tale
of Two Cities," a wayward Agnes in ''Play-

ing Fair," a fine-hearted Painted Lady in

When a Man Sees Red," and a fine charac-

ter study as Violet Carson in " Tlie Kingdom
of Love."

Her Charm.

IT is almost impossible, any philosopher
will tell j'ou, to put a definition of charm
into exact words, but perhaps a pretty

exact description might be <:iven
" quality." This quality " Jewel Carmen
has in heavy measure, and its valuj
has been proved by the quickness of her
jouniey into the full light of public favour.

She has ))robably the most wonderful
eyes ever a woman was blessed with ;-• the
pathos of their tears, the lure of - their

iiuick glance of interest in any one on whom
they light with interest is indescribable.

One feels on seeing her when she is building

up a character on the screen for us that wo.

are reading the thoughts of a crystal-clear

mind, unspoiled by too much knowledge of

the woild, and yet inquiring eagerly what
life is bringing to her.

JEV7SL CARMEN
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Have you ever laughed over any incident that has happened when you have been watch-
ing the pictures? Half-a-Crown will be sent to the sender of any story that we print.
No copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be final. Address Film Fun,

"The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

IT
was during the showing of an episode in
" The Bull's Eye "

; the scene where the
enemies were being pursued, and one of

them was laying sticks of dynamite under a
bridge they had just passed, with a view of
blowing it up.
Not a sound could be heard in tlio hall—all

was quiet witlj excitement, when a shrill little

child's \ oice said :

" What is he doing, mummy ?
"

" He's going to blow up the bridge," an-
swered motlier in a hoar.se whisper.

All was quiet for a few minutes, then the
child's voice was heard again :

" But will lie have enough breath, mummy ?
'*

2s. 6d. awarded to Miss Dorothy G. Vincent.
39, Goodhind .Street. Stapleton Koad, Bristol.

The Latest Joy Films.

'HEX LOVE I.S BLIXD " is the title of
one of the newest Sennett-l'aramount
comedies. This concerns one Ben

Tnrpin, who may be all right, though he certainly
looks crooked ! He is aided and abetted in liis

career of wrong-doirig by Charly Lynn. The
two are friends of long-standing, and, in order
to prove their faithfulness to one another, they
endeavour to " double-cross " one another at
every opportunity. They eventually develop
into detectives, and, after risking life and limb,
disco\er they have tracked down tlie wrong
man.
The Sennett Girls, Teddy, the Great Dane,

Pepper the studious cat, and other animals all

assist in the fun.

Wanted Charlie to Bounce.

CHARLIE CHAPLIX loves a joke when it

is a good one ; but not when it is futile

and is likely to cause bodily harm. On
a recent occasion a man who was playing a
small part was stationed at the bottom of a
high wall, with the object of catching Charlie
when he fell from it.

However, ",when the time came, the " super"
stood away and put on a very serious air.

Charlie picked liimself up and inquired why
the man had not followed instructions and
caught him.

" I thought we should get a much funnier
effect there if I caught you on the bounce," lie

exclaimed.
" So we will," announced Chaplin seriously.

" I bounce you from the company right away !

"

THE latest Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran pic-
ture is called " Love Thy Xeighbour." This is

the 250th production made by these two fun-
makers. The two comedians decided to make
at least one comedy each week for two years,
and they maintained this' record, and in some
weeks put out two productions.

Oh, Dear!
TALKING of nigger

Carlyle Blackwell ?

minstrels, doesn't

IN
" Some Liar." a new Pathe farce featuring
\A'illiam lUissell. the hero is a salesman who
deals in coffins and cradles. The enterprising

traveller has a specially good line because, as
he explains, he " catches "em coming and going.''
Everybody wants a cradle and a coflin at some
period of their career. When trade is quiet
the Liar just enlarges on tlie wonderful
deeds of heroism which he did at the front.

His bravery always influences " sales," and
sympathetic listeners walk away witli their

l)urchases. His tales of heroism also win the

BILLY RITCHIE in "His Smashing Career."

admiration of Celie Sterling, a pretty village
girl, and all goes well until it is discovered that
the Liar has never been over-seas at all.

However, the Liar gives an exhibition of his

fighting prowess in the end, and all ends well.

Her Reward.

LITTLE BOY (to his mother) : "It you will

give me threepence to go to the movies.
I'll use my influence with Pa so that he'll

buy you that new hat you want."

MORE ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF.
Drawn by Budd Fisher,
the famous American

Cartoonist.

(1) Mutt, the inquisitive one, overhears the
secret meeting—

(2) —and pei-suades Jeff that it is money for

nothing.
(3) Together they measure

dre.imiag of untold wea'th.
spot.

(4) Jets, a/i usuiil. is left l6 do the liard-uork,
and begins to dig.

(.-.) To his

water inaiii-

disgust, lie tiniK ho pierced (G) For the,time being it is .Jeff that suffer.^

but wait till he gets hold of Mutt.
(From Ike Fox film).
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THE BEAUTIFUL BERTINI.

Italian Actress, Famous in Europe and
South America, to be Shown Soon on the

Screen.

THERE are several women who lay r'laim

to the title of " Tlie rnosfc beautiful

woman in t}ie world," nnd he would bo a

bold man who awarded the prize ; but if he gave

it to Krancesca Bertitii, the ^;tar of the C;i?sar

Film Company, ho would buvo the support of

tlie vast majority of ciueina-goers in Europe
and South America. -

The beautiful Bertini an Italian by birth,

and, aUhough only twenty-throe years of age.

she has, in the short space of seven years, risen

to the highest pinnai'le of -her profession.

Dark, with the rich colouring of the South,"

her face expresses the vivacity of the true Neo-

politan. But even had she been bom plain,

she would have been distiiiguished because

oi her figure. She can express by inovemcnt
the joys and soitows of humanity far better

than some actresses can by looks and words,

aiKl It is this power that makes her such a

wonderful tilm artiste.

An Instantaneous Success.

HER first appearance on the screen" was at

the age of sixteen when she played the

part of Leonora in " II Trovatoro." For
a year previous to this she had been on the stage,,

l)ut such was her success as Leonora that she

has never done anything but cinema work since.

The picture inlays in which she has made her

greatest successes are '' Assuuta- Spina,
'

" Frou Frou,-' " Odetta," ' Foodora," " Tosoa,
'

and "The Clemenceau Case"; but during her

seven years on the screen, she has appeared in

130 plays, practically all of which were written

liy famous authors, including Sardou.

. You will soon see the beautiful Bertini in

"Bitter Fruit," another Sardou play, which
created a great impression on those who saw it

at the private showing.

A Rare Gift,

IT
is dilViciiIt to explain the peculiar poAver of

Bertiiii's acting. Her passionate scenes .arc

tumults of emotion, but she has also the rare

gift of restraint. The. great climaxes in her

Kccnes are worked up naturally. There is no
sudden leap from one emotion to another, but

a gradual unfolding of the motives for the

actions of the character she is portraying which
enables the audience to grasp the true meaning
of tlie play.

Another great power posseissed by Bertini

is shown when she is playing the part of a wicked
woman. By some subtle means she shows one
tho real reasons for the woman's wickedness
,which leaves an impression that human naliue
is rarely completely bad, and makes one feel that

if one cannot sympathise with the villaiuess ono
can at least vuiderstand. This power is one
that is singularly lacking in the actresses on
the .speakmg stage, where words can tell tho

Btory; tlierefore it is all the more remarkable
that Bertini should be able to express it by looks,

gestures, and movement.
{

The fact that since she appeared on the film

ehe has never returned to the stage, raises the
|Old question wliether it is possible for an
'artiste to give the best of his or her work when
iplaying alternately on the stage and for the
jfilm. if we are to judge' by Bertini, we may
asemne that tho two cannot be mixed with
advantage to actors and public.

'A Unique Compliment.
It^ERTINI has had many compliments paid

I Jj lier, but if not the greatest, certainly one
that was rmique, was when the Ger-

mans smuggled her films over the frontier during
the war. She has ono characteristic that must
Burely distinguish her from every otiicr actress

.of the screen. There is scarcely a picture star

[who has not at some time becji photographed
patting her pet pony, caressing her favourite
cat, collie or <:anary, or bestowing her affection

.upon the iridescent charms of a tiny lizanl.

But Francesca Bertini is not one of tlie.se, for

nhe candidly confesses that, .so far as animals go,
ehe has no pets at all. Her main interest is in
iher work ; but for relaxation she likes to di;i\e

jthrough the lovely Italian scenery in her.high-
iBpeed racing car, which she says is quite as
|j«eponHive to her touch as any four-legged pet,

jnnd very much more useful.
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The Great Event
By A. L.

In their passage through the world men and
women niny he said to experience only
tliree great events," Birth, Marriage, and
Death, but in only one of the three events
does mankind liave any choice, and that one
is marriage.

I have known men and women exercise

tlie great prerogative of their hves with
less forethouglit and care than I have
known them to give to the ordering of a new
coat or in the selection of a new hat. Some-
times—in my own observation—Nature
blesses the union, and, in others, slie has
frowned upon tlie reckless alliance and has
bestowed none of her gifts upon the in-

harmonious duet.

Now for men and women of all ages, and
even for those who are already married,
there is room for a cultured treatise in

regard to the various considerations which
appertain 'to the Great Event, and I have
come upon such an one in a book entitled

"Matrimony: Tts Obligations and I'rivi-

leges," by Mona Bnird.

It is highly probable that this delightful

aid to the thoughtful may be regarded b.v

those who have not troubled to read it

with a certain air of suspicion. This is due
to the fact that so many despicable books
have been cast up by a subterranean press,

where science and honest inquiry have been
used as a threadbare excu.se for pand.^rijig

to the salacious and vicious. This work is

far above all such suspicion. In so far as

Matrimony is an lionourable state (and
there is no one to question it), this work
is worthy of its high office. The truth
about marriage is conveyed in a plain, yet
dignified, manner which must appeal to all

serious-minded people. While it is obviously
intended for those who are married or con-

template marriage, it can, with advantage,
be put into the hands of the young of both
s^xes, and, indeed, the sooner the better.

I emphasise the importance of this work
to young people by way of stressing the

fact that, for anything but good, it is wholly
innocuous. Indeed, its pages breathe the

scent of verbena, of mignonette, of new-
mown hay on the breeze. And yet, also,

one feels the sharj) wind and the salt spray
on one's face as one finds in Jlona Baird's

pages the great tonic of truth. It deals

with the psychological and srciological

side of married life. It points out the pitfalls

of unhappiness and the certain way to

obtain and increase perfect married bliss.

It is an extraordinary guide to engaged
and newly married couples, and those who
have been married for some time yet have
not succeeded in more than " rubbing along
together."

If Mona Baird in her book, which should
be in the hands of all thinking men and
women, expresses high ideals of all that
marriage implies, these ideals are not higher
than should be demanded of society to-day.

To obtain a copy of this excellent volnme
our readers should send P.O. for 2s. tid.

to-day, to Health Promotion, Ltd.,

Dept. UG, 19-21, Ludgate Hill, London,
i:.c. 4.

MATRIMONY—
Its Obligations & Privileges."

Kame

Addiess

Post this slip with P.O. for 2/0 to
HEALTH PROMOTION, LTD., Dept.
lie, 19-21, Ludgate Hill, LONDON, E.C.

"ROMANCE"
DORIS KEANE to Play
DORIS KEANE sat in her drawing-room

—

that wliito-and-grccn room of dazzling
brilliance—one evening during the final

week of " Romeo and Juliet." Erom (he
girlish figure, clad in the brocaded, pearl-sewn
gown and crowned with the red-gold locks of

Capulet's fair daughter, to Cavallini of tho
raven tresses and mature passions— llio

Cavallini of " Romance"—might havcBcemed a
far ciy. But sutii was not the case. You
cannot achieve a great artistic triuinph without
being forever reminded of it in the midst of

otlicr achievements less great, less artistic.

Cavallini, as wc all know, is, so far, Doris
Kcanc's greatest contribution to the stage,

and it was of Cavallini I begged her to tell me,
whether we shoidd again sco " Romance "

—

this time on the screen.

]\Iiss Kcane smiled.

" Ah, that is no new question ! she replied-
" Apart from countless personal queries, I

have received letters from all over the world
—from Africa, Egypt, China, Persia—all beg-
ging me to appear on the screen in " Romance."
And al last I am goinr/ to do so ! In fact, I

shall most likely appear in a film version of

tho play before my next stage appearance."

A Thrilling Adventure.

MOST of us have, I think, wondered
why you have not played in films

before. Miss Keane."
" Why, I've never had time before !

" she
laughed. " 1 played ' Romance ' tor live years
—two in America and three here—and it

nearly killed me. The rest I took last summer
was imperative, and by my doctor's ciders.

And since then, of course, I've been, working
steadily, and the rea.son why I have not
appeared in films hitherto is because, when
1 had more leisure, they did not occupy the
artistic position tliey hold to-day. Xoir to

play for the screen is such a big thing—the
thought of it i.s like a thrilling adventure !

" You know, " went on Miss Kcane quaintly,
in that voice so peculiarly her own, with its

curious blending of softness and rapidity,

languor and energy, " I am not commercial !

I must do something that intcresis me, or "

—

again she laughed
—"I would rather live in

the woods ! So when I find something that
interest.? me it absorbs me entirely for the
time being, and that is why I, personally,
conld not plaj- on stage and screen at the same
time.

The Appeal of "Romance."

APART' from the high standard of the

acting, 1 should like to know what
.you consider was the special appeal

of ' Romance '
?
" I then asked.

"It appealed because in it you saw the

soul of a woman," was the quick reply.

" Which do you prefer to play. Miss Keane,
tragedy or comedy ?

"

" Oh, I prefer tragical roles," answered the

actress. " I think women appreciate tragetly

more than men, bocause they are so much
more introsjicctive. At the same time, I .think

the woman of to-day enjoys comedy more than
tlie woman of the past, because she has 'a

broader outlook, despite the fact that her life

is so dillicult in tliesc times—perhip." because
of it. But tlie subdued woman of the past liked

particularly to see tragc.ly on 1 he s' ii; • Ik i .msr

she JdL the tragedy of life to which sliO tlid not

—as in tliese days—give expression herself,

wliile the husband—the men generally-—liked

to seek relaxation." .

Doris Keane, as yon know, i- but a young
woman, and in the comparatively short time
she has been on the stage she has achieved
success such as comes but to the favoured few.

But her career has not been uU sunshine.

Thr Picture Show, July 19(/,, 1919.

ON THE REEL
CAVALLINI for the CINEMA.

Three Successes.

IHA\ E achieved but three successes in

my life," she told mc. " Rachel Neve
in ' The HypocritcR,' Adrienno in

' Decorating Clementine '—an adaptation of
' Le Bois Sacrc '—and Cavallini. There must
be sun and shade in every life," she added with
a little smile, " and every now and again I

have periods of vegetation."

Which reminds me that the late Sir Charles
Wyndham once said that he expected a great
success cveni ten years. Anyone who ha.s

played successes and reached the summit of

their art early finds it impossible to keep to

that summit—always. There must, as Doris
Keane said, be " sun and shade."

Miss Keane will play many things, each
interersting for themselves alone, but wiien sho
again meets the character through which she
can express her message to the world—for she
is one of those women on the stage who has a
message, l»it who speaks only through special

roles—when she meets that character, she will

once more astonish and electrify ns.

In the meantime we must be content to

take the interesting things she gives us, for

they have more in themselves than we often
find in the theatre to-day.

In the meantime, also, Cavallini Ls to be
re-born and made perpetuate—on the screen.
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GEORGE WALSH in "I'LL SAY SO!'

Bin Durham, in search of his lady-love who
disappeared one night, has arrived in

Columbus, Connecticut, without a coin in his

pocket.

He commences a search for work, and eventually gets a job in the village store and post-office. One day
a letter directed to his loved one, Barbara Knowles, comes into his hands, and -he sees at once that she is

in another Columbus, in New Mexico. After saying good-bye to the friends he has made, he sets off to

look for the girl.

Difficulties are nothing to Bill, and he soon gets on the right track.

Landing in a town on the Mexican border he comes face to face
once more with Barbara,

Bill arrives in time to discover that German agents have planned a rising near
the Mexican border, in order to distract the attention of the States from the war.

He also learns that Barbara is in the hands of Hun agents.

He again loses Barbara, for her Hun guardi.nn takes her off to New York. Bill makes
a terrific dart after them by motor car and train, and arrives in time to foil an

attempt to make a German of the gir! by marriage,

Fate has played him so many tricks that Bill thinks tlie only safe

way to avoid any moro trouble is to keep Barbara for good. So
when he suggests this to the girl she promptly replies, " I'll say sol

"
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BEAUTYCULTURE
Some Simple Recipes That Give Siait-

ling Results.

Ry MIMOSA.

Getting Rid of Feminine Moustaches.

TO women who are aimoyecl by disliguiinc;

downv hair growths a mctliod of perina-

iicntlv era<licating the same will come as a

))icce' of goo'l news. For this purpose pure

powdered ])lieminol may be used. Almost

any eheinist should be able to supply an ounec

of this drug. 'J'hc reeommeudcd treatment is

designed not only to remove the disfiguring

growth instantly, leaving no trace, l)ut also to

ju tually kill the hair roots -without irritating

lliC skin.

How to Have Thick and Pretty Hair.

SOAPS and, artilieial sliampoos ruin many
beautiful heads of hair. Few people know

that a teaspoonful of good stallax dissolved in

a eup of hot water lias a natural affinity for the

liair, and makes the most delightful shampoo
imaginable. It leaves the hair brilliant, soft

iind wavy, cleanses the scalp completely and

greatly stimulates the hair growth. The only

drawback is that stallax seems rather expen-

sive. It conies to the chemist only in sealed

i lb. packages, which retail at half-a ( rown.

However, as this ls sufficient for twenty-five

or thirty sliampoos, it really works out very

cheaply in the end.

Blackheads, Oily Pores, etc.

THE new sparkling face-bath treatment rids

tlie skin of blackheads, oiiiness and en-

larged pores almost instantly. It is perfectly

harmless, pleasant, and immediately etfeetive.

All you have to do is to drop a styraol taljlet,

obtained fiom the chemist's, in a glass of hot

ivater, and after the resulting effervescence has

subsided dab the affected ^wrtions of the face

freely with the liquid. \Vhen you dry the face

you will iind that the blackheads come right off

on the towel, the large pores contract and efface

themselves naturally and the greasiness is all

gone, leaving the skin smooth, soft, and cool.

This treatment should be rep^'ated a few times

at intervals of several days in order to make
sure that the result shall Ix- ]>ermanent.

Grey Hair Unnecessary.

ONE need not resort to the very question-

able expedient of hair-dye in order not

to have grey hair. The grey hair can easily be

( hanged back to a natural colour in a lew days'

t imc merely by the application of a simple, old-

fashioned and perfectly harmless home-made
lotion. Procure from your chemist two ounces

of tammalite concentrate, and mix it with

three ounces of bay rum. Apply this to the

liair a few times with a .small sponge, and j'ou

will soon have the pleasure of seeing your grey

hair gradually darkening to the desired shade.

'J'he lotion is plea.sant, not sticky or greasy,

and docs not injure the hair in any way.

How to Discard an Unsightly Complexion.

HOW many women exclaim as they behold

their ugly complexion in the mirror, " If

I could only tear off this old skin !
" and, do

you know, it is now possible to do that very

i hing ? Not to actually remove the cnt ire skin

all of a sudden ; that would be too heroic a

method and painful, too, I imagine. 'The worn-

out cuticle comes off in such tiny particles, and
so gradually—requiring about ten days to

complete the transformation—it doesn't hurt

a bit. Day by day the beautiful complexion

underneath comes forth. Marvellous ! No
matter how muddy, rough, blotchy or aged

your complexion, you can surely discard it by
this simple process. Just get some ordinary

iiu;reolised wax at your chemist's, apply

nightly like cold cream, washing it off' in the

mornings.
TARKER BELMO.VT's C'LYNOT. BEREIES

I'OR OBE.SITY.

—

(AdVT.)

FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

W\\
are iJrornised .something in

the way of an innovation in

films .shortly. I hear that
Kcnelm Foss, who is one of the
busiest men in the film world lo-day,
lias just completed the first lOnglish

comedy serial, Mliich will be pre-

sented in six oncc-a-weeU episodes,

entitled " Till Our Sliip Comes In,"
an adaptation from his novel of the
.same name, w hich will be published
by Grant Richards eimiiltaneorasly

with the sb.owing <,f Ihe film. " K.
F." is also responsible for yet another
deparrure— an all-English comedy-
flrama in five parts, called I Will."
This picture is t)ie first of the " Lucky
Cat " series, iuid features a now
comedian, Guy Newall,

It will be remembered that Mr.
Foss, before migrating to the
" Movies," was a well-known stage
producer who, under his own
management, introduced "Damaged
Goods " and Mr. G. K. Chesterton's
" JMagic " to London.—
Tony Saves Tom Mix's Life.

TOM MIX. t!i€ intrepid cowboy
actor, recently look the most
dangerous horseback ride of

his adventurous career. He was
riding down a hill in the mountains
back of KoUywood, Cal., and missed
the narrow trail. Suddenly he found him.self

going headlong towards a precipice. There
seemed to be no way of stopping liis horse.

" I thought I was- gone," said Mix afterwards.
" I was prepared to fall and get clear of ray

horse ; but in some way that animal found a

crooked little turn around that drop, and
landed me at the bottom of that liill before I

had finished wondering what would happen. As
a matter of fact. I don't yet know how the horse

took the turn and saved us both."

He patted Tony on the head as he spoke,

and remarked sincerely, " You're some horse."

And the liorse looked as if he understood

every word of it.

Kcmembcr this scene when you see the

spectacular Iiorseback ride in the Fox photo-

play, entitled *' Gyp.''

She Ought to Afford It.

Do you know tliat Baby Marie O.sborne has,

for the last two years, been earning

SI,000 (£200) a week? When asked

what she would like to do when sbe grew up, the

youngest star on the Pathe programme rcpfied :

' Own an ice-cream shop !

"'

A Dash for a Throne.

IF
you like exciting fiction, you will be in-

terested to hear the news that a film ver-

sion of Mr. A. y^. Marchmont's romantic

story " A Dash for a Throne," is shortly to be

put upon the screen. This is, I believe, the

first of Mr. ISIarchmont's novels to be filmed, and
it is certainly one of his most popular successes.

The screen version of " A Dash for a Throne "

has been produced by the Cassar Film Company,
and, plentifully sprinkled as it is with varied

and exciting incident, it obviously offers an op-

portunity for ju.st that combination of pic-

turesque and elaborats setting, with capably

handled situations, in which this famous com-
pany invariably excels.

" A Dash for a Throne " is being handled in

this counti-y by the London Independent Film
Trading Company, whose record for films of

quality is well known. So look out for it.

Nevtrs of Norma and Constance.

'

PERHAPS no two actresses liave aroused
so much interest in cinematograph circles

during the la.st year as the sisters Norma
and Constance Talmadge. Norma Talmadge,
besides being fascinating in a certain way, is a
dramatic artiste of the very highest ability,

and, curiou.sly enough, she dislilvcs playing in

comedy. On the other hand, llii-re is a

spontaneity and joyous rpiality about the

KENELM FOSS as himself and in one of his many character
parts.

making of Constance that goes straight to the
heart of her audience, making them her friends
for life. Act iially she is one of the most likeable

girls, and she jiuts this same clement of friendh-
iiess into her pictures. She is as different from
Norma as one can imagine, and yet there are
inomenls when she looks and acts so much like

Norma that the similarity is alrao.st uncanny.
She is tall. Norma is i")etite. She is fair, with
the warmth of summer,- Norma is dark, with
the dusky -niy.stcry of tropical night. And yet

the family character is obvious, and makes
them sisters in more than name. Norma, of

course, is niarried. She believes in marriage,
provided the two partners are genmnely inter-

ested in each other's work. Constance, on the
other hand, liasn't thought very serious'y

about men up to th'' p-'csem-.

WHEN AT YOUR PICTURE HOUSE
YOU MUST NOT MISS SEEING—

Carmict. ;\Ivers, Ijcing arrested on the day of

her wedding, in "A Broadway Scandal." {Mutual.)

Mary Odette, masquerading in borrowed
plumes, in " The Castle of Dreams." {PhiUip-i.)

Bessie Lov^', shielding a murderer in a barn, in
" The Dawn of L'^nderstanding." (Vita-graph.)—

—

BiLi. Parsons, going to a matrimonial instead

of a domestic atrcncy, and engaging a wife

instead of a maid, in " Have Another." (Stoll.)

MaryMacLaren, stealing a loaf, in

Eyes." {Rujfclls.)

'

Innocent

Warren Keebican, fighting to regain money
that was stolen from him, being arrested by
the police, in " Prisoner.s of the Pines." {Wardi.)

Clara ICtjibael Youno, striking her lover

down with a stiletto, in " The Road Through
the Dark." {Gatimonl.)

.JOHX INIason, rising to great strength to save

his child from fire, in "The Reapers." (U.K.
Photo -plays.)

Evan Thomas, realising that Constance
Worth only cares for his money, in The Start-

ing Point." (Butchers.)

Dorothy Cish, returning to her boarding-

house, and finding that her liu.sband has run

away, in "Stage Struck." (Western Import.)

The Look-out Man.
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THE " SLEEPIHG BEAUTY " OF YOUR HAIR
How a Wonderful Liquid Tonic Awakens New Hair Beauty For

Every IVIan and Woman.

ONE MILLION 7-DAY FOUR-FOLD HAIR
"TEST" GIFTS FREE.

tN cvoy woman's hair there lies sleeping a wondrous beauty
that can be awakened to splendid life.

No matter how thin, weak, straggling, or impoverished it

may now appear, here is the secret of restoring its full natural

youthful charm.' '
• >

To-day tl»('r(; is offered free to every man and woman a Gift

>Su|)ply cf a Wonderful Liquid Tonic which, gently massaged into

the liair-i'oots, reawakens, as if by
magic, the sleeping hair-growing,

hair-health-giving, natural forces.

And this wonderful liquid tonic

js i']d\var(ls' "-Harlcne," itself ac-

clainicd by Royalty and a list of

world-famous beautiful actresses as

the one ideal preparation for those

v/ho treasure a luxurious head of

liair.

There is actually a Four-Fold Gift

awaiting your acceptance. Claim
this free gift to-day, follow the sim-

ple and pleasing " Harlcno Hair-

Brill instructions . for just two
minutes a day, and no matter what
your hair trouble may be, it will

disappear.

LIQUID HAIR LIFE.

FREE.

" Harlenc " itself is li((uid hair

life. As though all the sunshine the

hair needed were imprisoned in its

marvellous ( lements which, apphed
\o the drooping hair shafts and
wearied liair roots, hUs the hair cells

and follicles with radiant energy,

and where once hair poverty existed,

hair wealth and health now prevail.
" Harlenc " represents years of

careful seipntilic research. It is just

liair food, and the very first applica- „.,,,,,...„ ,„ ...„„.,,..

tion of this clear golden liquid is a f^,!""^
''

^"!:'f"f- f!'!'''://'''!^

"

revelation ot delight. It refreshes non, <ivd mi kHI realiw ihat Um
the tired and strained scalp, and -

—

-j i—
,

.

.

before and above everytliing else,

actually grows healthy hair.

But valuable as your gift supply
of " Harlenc " is, this is not alone

the contents of your Gift Parcel. As stated, you are offered a Four-
Fold Gift—a complete Seven-day Course of H^ir Beauty Culture.

Here is the contents of the " Harlenc Hair-Drill " parcel. Tliink

of its value to jou if yo\i will decide now and at once to banish
your hair poverty and awaken to life all the sleeping beauty of

your hair.

YOUR FREE GIFT.

treacherous thimiing and greying of the Iiair, and will keep back the
Time Clock.

Women also knoAV that healthy hair is the keynote of a charming
appearance, and should never fail to practise " Harlene Haii-^
Drill." It is a delightful toilet exercise in itself, it refreshes, in-

vigorates, and soothes tired nerves, and then it \\oiks its un.seen
miracle of growing hair.

IF YOU ARE
TROUBLED WITH

1. Thinning Hair.

2. Falling Hair

3. Scurf

4. Over-dry Scalp

5. Over-greasy Scalp

6. Baldness

7. Splitting Hair

8. Dank or Lifeless Hair,

accept the Four-Fold Gift offered

you here and now. Take your
pen in hand, write your name on
a half sheet of notepapei", then
jiost with coujion below, and direct
to your home aa IU come the Har-
lenc " Gift Parcel.

ENRICH YOUR HAIE

Here, pidorinflu tnhl.

Four-Fnltl Gift offered uon here lo-dmi
is a Gift worth hiiring. liituUh hmr
porerti/ XOW. You may hare henlll /

/i((lr ill nbuiidnHce. Commei'ce, a
detlijhlful two minutes a diiij ' Harlene
below for all the necessary articles ivhick

r-nrill

iioitrs for
course by sending the coupoa
the asking.

TO-DAY.
There is no exciiso to-day for

any man or woman having thin,

Inittle, weak, or falling hair.

"Harlene Hair-Drill" overcomes
I every kind of hair trouble, no
1 matter from what causo it

springs. It preserrcs the hair
'An health, and it restores sickly

[hair back to health and beauty

I
once more. Let " Harlene Hair-
Drill " enrich your hair, and
increase its value to }-ou. Simplv
send Id. stamps for postage, and
a Free Harlene Outlit \\ ill be sent
to vour address.

1. A Trial Bottle of " Harlene," the ideal liquid food and natural growth-
promoting tonic for the hair.

2. A packet of the unrivalled " Cremex " Shampoo, the finest, purest,

and most soothing hair and scalp cleanser, which prepares the

head for " Hair-Drill."

3. A Bottle of " Uzon " Brillianline, which gives the final touch of beauty
to the hair, and is most beneficial to those whose scalp is

'* dry."

4. A copy of the newly published " Hair-Drill " Manual, the most
authoritative and clearly written Treatise on the toilet ever pro-

duced.

r«[en who know the value of a smart appearance should give just
(v.o minutes a day to Harkmc Hair-Drill." It will arrest that

WliPii yon have proved to voiir own alisolute satisfartion tliat tlit' " ITarlono Kair-
Drill " metliod <loes firow :'n(l boaiitit'y liair, whrii yon ^ce your hair imroasin^ in
lliicknesf, in liglit and lustre, when you have lianislied for cV'T \our IVar of liair

poverty, then to complete yoiu' peimanent InU' health restoration and to kei p your
li.iir in an always healthy, lioantifiil condition, you ran obtain iinther >iipplit.'S of
" Harlene " at Is. lid., 2s. Od., ami -ts. Od. per bottle. " Vzon " Hrilliantinc aU
Is. Ijd. and is. Hd. per bottle, and " Cromex " .shampoo Powders, Is. lid, per box
of seven shampoos (simile packets 2d. each), from all Chemists and Stores, or direci
from ICdwards' Jiarlcne, limited, 20, 22, 24, and 20, Lamb's Coiuhiit .-itree*,

Lijiidou, W.C. J.

HARLENE HAIR-DRILL GIFT
OUTFIT COUPON.

Detach and post (o Edw.4uds' H.vrlent:. Ltd.,

20, 22, 21, and 26, Lamb's Conduit Sii-eet, London, W C, 1.

Dear Sirs,—Ploaso send mo your Fieo " Harlenc Four-Fold
Hair-Growing Outfit ns (Iescril)C<l above. I cnclo.-so 4,), in sinmps
for postage and pucUing oi parcel. The Picture /iow, 19, 7, 1!)

NOTE TO READER.
Wrile your full naiiio and iuldie-js , !r-uly on a pl.iin I'iorc of jiapor.
Ilia tlii.s Uonpon to it, and post n.s duvctoil ;il)o\ e. irU cm olopo
• Sample D pt,")
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Capt. Bruce Bairnsfather
writes:

—"I greatly appreciate your ' De Reszke'
American Cigarettes. I never smoke anything but
Virginia cigarettes myself, and I think yours very good
indeed."

J. St. Loe Strachey, Esq.. writes:—" Your 'De
Reszke' Cigarettes are very mild and pleasant."

Madame Ada Crossley writes:—" This gentle

'smoke' I find botli stimulating and soothing to the

throat."

quantity. 'Ihiia it

you enjoy a good cigarette;

take the advice of people

\ who know and put " De
Reszkes" to the test

They are sure to satisfy

you.

Sold at all Military

Canteens at Home
and Ovenetis, also

Tobacconiits and
Stores,

DeReszke

WHY
HOT

YOU?
QTHERS—including^ manj famous beauties
Bnd actresses have acquired
B beautiful full bust and
peach -silk skin by using
' Firmanec," the famous
Becret preparation-

A few days' trial will I \ I /

astonish and convince you. ' '

Whynotstartto-dayPSend JEAN BINET & CO-
33. P.O. (or 12 stamps) jor (Dept. 101,

fupply under plain cover to 31, strand. LONDON,
lianageress— w.c. 2.

2 Songs:

AT SUNSET."
By C. ARCHER LEFTWICH

& PERCY KAHN.
Sung with unparalleled success by

MISS MAGGIE TEYTE.
nnnn

"YOU."
By ALAN FENWICK and

PERCY KAHN.
Sung by MR. TOM BURKE.

flWhen the Publishers decided to issue

these two Ballads, they were naturally

convinced of their merit. Less than a

week after publication, the Public has set

its seal upon this judgment.

Obtain a copy AT ONCE from any

Music Shop.

DON'T FORGET!
AUGUST 30lh is the closing

date for the

ALMA TAYLOR
£10- Prize Song.

'WHAT KIND OF LOVE IS THIS ?

'

By C. ARCHER LEFTWICH and
ROBERT HYLTON.

The Manton Lewis Music
Publishing Co.,lll),'S'N%\l'i.

KING CRICKET
SOME USEFUL HINTS FOR AMATEUR PLAYERS.

JAMES KNIGHT, the popular British actor is

extremely fond of cricket and has played in
many big matches. (Harma.)

CRICKET this year has resumed its old-
time sway as the king of summer games,
and those who, like myself, are its willing

slaves, rejoicingly hunt out our flannels, bats,
and other impedimenta and look forward to
the delights of leg-hits, off-drives, and the rest
of those strokes with the willow, which, accur-
ately done, give as keen dehght as anytliing can.
The game has been my hobby since" the tender

age of seven. To me it is the finest game on
earth. I think it is George Gissing who wrote
that his last thouglit, as he lay djing, would be
of sunshine in an Englisli meadow ; I think
mine will be the same—with the addition to the
meadow of a game of cricket.

To Enjoy the Game.

TO enjoy cricket thoroughly, one sliould
aim at being an all-round man, as that
is the most certain way to make your

hobby yield its full return. It is a mistake to
set out to be a batsman only, and let the fielding
take care of itself. It is far more satisfying to
try to attain a fair proficiency in each depart-
ment. A lot of people have given up the game
—or fail to take to it—because they don't
score, and, in consequence of not taking an
interest in bowling or fielding, fail to get any
fun out of the game. A score of ten, a wicket
taken, and a good fielding show is a inuch more
satisfactor}' record in a match—and of more use
to your side—than a good score at long intervals
and in between only poor fielding and no
bowling.

Rules of Batt'ng.

HERE are a few rules I have found worth
following in order to become a useful,
all-round member of a side.

As regards batting, avoid 'the temptation to
model your style on a well-known player's, for
by so doing you generally court failure ; by all

means note the best correct strokes, but don't
copy idiosyncrasies.

Then follow out the lines of your natural
tendency in batting, by which I mean if you are
nattirally a stone-waller try to develop along
that line, and don't endeavour to be a Jessop.

By the way, put your pads on before your pre-
decessor goes in, and sit in the suii, so as to get
used to the liuht : don't wait in the sfiade of
the pavilion.

When Bowling.

iN
bowling much the same advice applies. l!

remember in tlie diys when the " googly "

craze was on, I spoilt "my bowling for
two seasons because I fancied I was a born
googly merchant. If you are naturally a slow-
bowler with a tendency to " turn " the ball,
don't try to bowl fa.st. If, on the other hand,
you have a surprising fast ball, do not drop it

to cultivate slow twisters. And if you have no
gifts in particular in bowling make up your
mind to do one thing—bowl good length balls.

In Fielding.

IN'
fielding there is a big scope, and yet how
much it is neglected—a neglect, from
the hobbyist's point of view, that roba

the game of three-quarters of its charm, for if

you happen to fail in batting, are not called in to
bowl, and can't field well, there is little fun in

that particular game for you. Most people are
specially fitted for fielding in some particular
position—or in similar positions. Find out
where they are. cultivate them, and prove to
your captain that you are best there, and he
will see that you are put there. For instance,
I am blessed, or cursed, with small hands,
yet I always went in the long field—and
dropped catches ! Moreover, I am not a
strong thrower ! At last I got sick of it and
tried short and long slip, where I found my
lack of hand capacity and throwing ability

didn't matter, and I made quite a small)
reputation.

Practical Clothing Hints.

TWO or three practical hints I may perhaps'
usefuUj' pass on to other cricket hobbyists.
First as to clothes and utensils, don't

aim at being a " swell " in the way of a hugo
collection of bats, pads, etc., and a swagger bag,
blazer, and so on—for you look all the sillier if

you are only a very ordinary player and possess
an extraordinary stock-in-trade. Neverthe-
less, choose your bat with care, have a good one
of the right weight, and as to pads and gloves,
see they fit properly, for an uncomfortable
glove or pad may so distract your attention
that as a result your wicket is lost. And let

your boots be good and easy fitting ; it's sur-
prising how much more ground you can cover
both in the field and between wickets if your
boots are easy ; and imagine the number of

runs that fact may add or lose to your side
during a match.

Food During a Match.
ANOTHER point is as to eating and drinking

during a iriatch. In these things " what
is one man's meat is another's poison,"

so I will give my own experience for what it is

worth, which is -that it is a mistake to eat or
drink much during a cricket match. If it is a
full day's match then have a light cold lunch
and a drink—soda-and-milk is mine—between
each innings, and at tea-time ^ cup of tea and
a slice of bread-and-butter ; these I have always
found see me through. In any case in drinking
the safe rule is moderation.

Be Smart.

BE smart when you move across for the overs.

,

It saves time. I remember a sleepy
player in a team for which I played who

was always holding up the game by his leisurely

crossings. One day he had not got into position,

when the batsman hit the ball—not very hard,
fortunately—but as that fieldsman turned
round to face the wicket it struck him in the
chest with sufficient force to upset him, and he
fell backwards. The astonishing -thing was
that his shirt being widely open, the ball dropped
within. He picked it out, and it not having
touched the ground, the verdict was " out."
The disgusted batsman's face was a study, and
his language expressive ! But the fieldsman
moved quickly in future.

And by observing these rules and cultivating
a real love for the gam^, I have foimd great
enjoyment in cricket as a hobby.
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IN T ESSHNG^ROOM,
Etiquette Learnt by Watching Film Stars—The Graceful Manners
of Elsie Fergjson—A Manicure Hint by Mary MacLaren, and so on.

Manners from the Screen.

FEW and far between arc the gauche girls

to-day. Do you remember how, a few
years ago, all the middle-aged folks were,

metaphorically, tearing their hair over the
" mannish manners " of the feminine juvenile,

her hooligan habits, and her get-out-of-thc-

way-pleaso attitude towards all who just

didnt happen to be concenied in her pet

enthusiasms of the moment ?

There was something wrong, you know.
Wc didn't like admitting it at the time—and
we didn't—but there was, and there would bo

still, I expect, if tl>e cinema had not come
along to knock us into shape again.

A Big Asset.

THE screen heroine, naturally charming or

no, has studied the art of how to charm
men, women, and children alike. Her

manners arc easy and graceful, though in a
thoroughly modem way ; and, quite uncon-
sciously perhaps, we are acquiring the oncc-

lost art of being the right person in the right

place and doing the right thing all the time. It's

a very big asset, you know—so thank the stars !

The Art of Pleasing,

WE haven't the time our grandmothers
had to pursue the cult of graciousness

and charm through prosy books on
etiquette and weary hours in " deportment
school " and the rest. That's why we aban-

doned the very idea of cultivating manners.

Wc thought wo could do without them, and we
(lid—until Mary Pickford came with her dainty

mien and pretty ways ; Pauline Frederick with
her exquisite social ease ; Alice Joyce with her

homely, dignified charm—oh, such a lot of them
and all past mistresses in the art of pleasing.

It Isn't Done.

SO that manners came into their own again.

We don't clump about the house in our
garden boots ; we don't flourish sweet-

bags in trams and 'buses; we don't push
through doors before our mothers or any other

seniors of our sex ; wc don't march brazenly

into restaurants in the van of our male con-

sorts—since etiquette still demands that man
shall be the forager for food as a tradition

from the Stone Age ; we don't, because it

isn't done - by those in whoso footsteps to

popularity we fain would follow.

The Secret of a Charming Manner.

OUR cult of manners througli the screen

stars is not only the cult of omission.

We have learnt to do just as many
things as we have leamt to leave undone. Wo
couldn't sec artistes like Elsie Ferguson twice

without getting a lift up with our social

manners, for instance. And, ta! Icing of Miss

Ferguson—one of the most cultured women
of the American stage—have you noticed what
a delightful way she has of talking to the folks

about her m society scenes, as though she had
an especial interest in each one of them, as

though each one were her chosen guest ? It

bespeaks a wonderfully kind and sympathetic

nature, and must endear her to all who act

with her as surely as it does to all v/ho watch
her on the screen.

The secret of a charming manner is to live

in the moment ;
get rid of that abstracted,

casual, tired air, and remember that by
focussing attention upon the immediate things

around you, you will add fifty per cent, to

your attractions. A Drejsek.

A BEAUTY 4
HINT.

Mary MacLaren on the Art of Manicuring.

THE above portrm'u ot -Uajy MacLaren, the
Universal star, shows this beautiful
actress practising her advice to girls

—

M.iUg your hands beautiful.
" (Jaro of the finger-nails is a finer art than

most girls realise," is Mary MacLaren's opinion,
" The girl who neglects her nails cannot realise
how much slio loses because of it, or she would
rectify her negligence. The girl who devotes
nemo of her time, if only a few niiniitcs a day,
to her hands and finger-nails, will find that she
IS amply repaid for her trouijie by the improve-
ment that will be noticed in her appearance.
"A girl shc(uld show the same care in the

treatment of her nails that she usually awards
her complexion. The cuticle should never be
•jhbead" at, because the nails will imme-

diately resent it, and the " moons " will become
imperfect. And care sliould be taken in
polishing that a too high lustre does not
detract from tlie beauty of the finished
operation.

, Soak the finger-nails for a few minutes in
warm soapy water. Wipe gently, pushing back
the cuticle, then dip in warm olive oil—tliis is

invaluable if the finger-nails aro at all brittle

—

wipe dry and polish with nail-powder, or if a
brilliant polish is not desired, rub each ])and
briskly on the palm of the other hand.

" Neglected nails reveal a slovenly instinct,
which most girls would resent being accused of
possessing, and just a few minutes a day .^pent
in caring for the hands would make tlie accusa-
tion impossible.

Noble's, being the actual Manufacturers,
•upply all the latest models at lowest
possible prices. Finest Quality and all

the Newest Designs— expertly tailored.

LADY'S COAT.
MODEL S 4076

73^6
Lady's Stylisli Glac^ Coaf. de-
signer) wttli liaiKlsotiie larga
collar and lonp revcrs. 1 he new
three quarter >ielt, linished witli

arge Draid luitti ns and floss

-litchiutf. Siites ol cfoat finished
with braid buitons and five row*
of floss stitchuig.

Sin^ilL-brcisted fronts, with two
laryeb'ittoniand cotd lasteners.

Length 47 inches. Price 73/8

Se'ia postcard to-day for i\'ol>le's

beautifully tdttsiratcit Fashion
Giitiie. F'feon requesl.

Materials by the yard
Fur ladies who preter to have
tlicir clotlies made up them-
selves, John Noble, Limited,
wiU send a selection of ma-
terials i)OSt free. Please tcil

us exactly what you wouidlike
us to send to yon.

JOHN NOBLE
43, Brook Street MilU,'

MANCHESTER

IH-Sir.N KI:G!STI.RLn.

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtain one for 2/6. Particulars free

Write at once:

BRITISHSCOPE, 236H, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1

HAIR ON THE FACE
instantly an'1 completely
vanishes with EJECTHAIK, thi
Testified Core for this hideovis
nffliction—S i in p 1 e. Safe a.nil

Pai n) eaa—.Success assmed

—

Money-back Guarantee 61veo
—Sent in plain cover for 7d.
Send now 7d. stamps to—.

Miiaagere«. EJECTHAIR CO.
(Dept. SI,

682, Holloway Rd.,Lon({an,N.19,

FIIL
Car

We have hundreds. Send stamped,
) addressed envelope for Lists to

—

I WHIP FILMS, 28. Grosvenor
I

Road. Norwich. NORFOLK.

1/6
POST
FREE.

Souvenir of Peace
Embiem of Victory

Beautifully EDaincllcd in Artistic Colours

1/6
POST
FREE.

This handsome brooch
in neat box will be
sent to any ad
dress, on receipt
of postal order
or stamps fon
Is, 6d. Also
made for men's
wear, fitted with
stud attach-
ment for coat
lapel.

1/6 POST FREE.

We have a large
variety of choice

desifrng in Peace
and Demobilisa-
tion badges
and brooches
in gold, silver,
and plated.

CATALOGUE
SENT FREE

on receipt of
postcard.

1 /ft
^^^'^ to-day (o~ -

Pos?
A- Jeweller,

PR£E I
33. Frederick St., Birmingham.

1/6
POST
FR£E.
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Your Editor Replies
THE PLAYER OR THE PLAY?

THERE are certain sayings which we are wont
to accept without dispute, until some new truth

arises to challenge the old. Among them is the

familiar Shakespearian adage " the play's tbe thing.''

Befpre tbe advent o! tbe cinema, this saying enjoyed

an immunity from argument as to whether it was
altogether correct. We accepted it at its face value,

because the stage at that time had no rival, and it

owed its unchallenged supremacy to certain special

attractions. Such and such a play, we were told,

was excellent, the acting was splendid, the mus.c

haunting, the scenery gorgeous, and so on. Un-
doubtedly the play was the thing. And so we went
t3 see it. Then came the cinema. It brought with

it no colour, no delightful refrains, no sound of life

and movement. It came silently, first of all in humble
form, yet captivating millions everywhere because it

made the world its stage, and the earth, sea, and

sky its natural scenery. But that was not all. It

compelled us to take note of the fact that, excellent

as the play itself might be, the artiste was as great

as tbe play, if not greater. In short, it challenged

the old adage " the play's tbe thing."
I am willing to admit that the p.<ist masters in the

art of the spoken drama do sometimt? prove an
attraction above that of the piece in which they E?rear.

But certainly not to the same extent as the lii.-^

artiste. A stage play can be taken into the provinces

or elsewhere minus its original strong cast and still

prove an attraction. But what would happen if a

film in which Mary Pickford had originally appeared

was to be retaken and exhibited elsewhere with every

scene intact, but with a lesser known player in her

stead ? The answer is obvious. People go to see a

comic film figuring Charhe Chaplin because he is in

it, in the same way as they flock to see a Wild West
scene depicting William S. Hart, or a breathless

serial featuring Pearl White. And it is the same
with every favourite. This is not because the picture-

play itself does not count, but rather that the film has

taught us to recognise the intrinsic worth of the

artiste as well.

And if you ask me on what I base my conclusions,

I vriU tell you. That after reading the hundreds of

letters I receive, 1 am convinced that the majority

of people visit a cinema theatre primarily to see a

certain player, and secondly to see the play.

THE EDITOR.

" Minnie Ha Ha " (Glasgow).— Your request to

Fay Filmer. to tell you more about (Jeorgc Walsli

lias been passed on. In the meantime, the answers
to your questions are: bis age is twenty-seven, and
lie is married to Seena Owen.

" Sapper S. B." (
,
France).— It is no mistake,

.IS this paper is published on a Monday, wbilo the

(late oh the cover is intended to show tlif week for

which the issue is current. Glad it helps you to pa.ss

away many a weary hour.
C. A. J. (Bedlino?).- Could I find you a place in

a crowd scene play ? I'm afraid I couldn't. Bo-
sides, the work is not regular, and if you've got a
regular job. why throw it up ?

R. B. (Camberwell).—Thanks for photo. Cer-

tainly write as often as you like. You have quite a
nice lot of favourites, and I am glad to say they arc

mine as well.

H. J. (Bristol).—Your letter to Olive Thomas has
been forwarded. Tlicda Bara is not niariictl, and
1 have not even heard that she is engaged.

" SOPEY " (Glasgow).—Is that what you are really

called by your friends ? I would have written to

you if you had enclosed a stamped, addressed en-

velope, so hope you were not greatly disappointed
V. hen you reached London and found no letter

awaiting you. As regards film acting, if you have
bad no stage experience and your abilities are not
above the average, then take my advice and don't
tliinkaboutitseriously. Hope to hear from you again.

"Charlie" (Lewishain).—The year of .Alan

Forrest's birth is 1890, and the place, Brooklyn,
I'.S.A. Hazel Dawn is not 30, but '11. Although
\ou have not soon hfv for some time, she has not
K-ft the films as \oii >uppnso, and 1 hope slir won't.

P. W. (Ipswicii).- William Duncan, Alice Joyce,

and Carol HoUoway are all Vitagiaiili players,

(ieraldine Farrar was born in Melrose, ftlass., and is

married to Lou Tellegan. Virginia Lee Corbiu is

six this year.
' TOM " (Acton).— So you have composed several

pieces of music for the cinema ! But why offer to
send them to me '! As I am not a music critic, 1

should not be able to express any opinion on their

merits.

C. N. (Derby).— If ysu are " head over heels in

love with Pauline Frederick," it may be a shock to

you to know that in private life she is Mrs. Willard
Mack. It was she who played in " La Tosca," and
not Pearl White.

Will readers kindly remember that, owing to the fact that this paper goes to press
s considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue f

A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an immediate
answer by post. Address : The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, B.C. 4.

H. M. (Southend).— Glad to have such an ardent
."idmiier of this paper, but 1 really cannot oblige
you with " a coloured photograph " or, in fact, any
other kind- of myself. Sorry I have none to give
away.' Can you write to me often ? Why not

D. C. W. (Stafford). The following arc married :

Norma Talinadge to Joseph Schenck; .-Mice Joyce to
Tom Moore; Be.ssie Barriscale to Howard Hickman;
and Helen Holmes to J. P. iMctiowan. Pearl White,
Alma Taylor, and Mary .Miles Minter are still single.

" i{OBERT"(Hampstead).-"l am pleased to think
that in such English artistes as Violet Hopson, Alma
Taylor, and thrissic White, we have real talent that
can hold its own against much of the American
kind." I echo your sentiments.

" Sid " ( Westelifl-oii-Sca).—Photographs of Sessue
Hayakawa, and sonic i)articulars about him, were
given in our issue of May )7tli. He has played on
the stage in Japan, but made liis name on the screen in

America. ICiiid Bennett is an Australian by birth.

H. K. (Exmouth).— Bryant Washburn was born
in 1889 and has brown hair and eyes. Florence
Turner and Henry Edwards have played together.

" Peguy " (Coventry).— Dustin Farnuin, and not
his brother William, played Mark Quaintanee in
" The Spy." liobert Warwick was a captain in the
American Army during the war, and is now back on
the films. His wife is Josephine Wliittell.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

Why not an electric fan in every picture palace ?

In the majority of cinemas I have visited

all doors are closed, and curtains drawn

during the show, except at the interval,

when even then only the main entrance is

fully opened. Ventilation is a necessity

(0 health. 2/6 awarded to Cpl. J. Lias,

R.A.M.C, Officers' Mess, No. 2 Camp,

Squires' Gate, Blackpool.

DO YOU KNOW ONE?

If so, write it on a postcard and address

X\ to The Editor, " The Picture Show,"
Gough House, Gough Square, Fleet Street,

E.C. 4. A prize of 2/6 will be awarded

for every hint printed. V^en more than

one competitor sends in the same hint, the

prize will be given to the sender of that

first received.

T. B. (Blackpool).—Your letter was not dull, but
quite interesting, though one page was missing. The
number of film stars wlio have not been on the
theatrical stage is very small. I am glad to learn
that you are one of those who has not got the " film
fever," though you love seeing the pictures.
"Mabel" (Chelsea).—Yes, Henry Edwards has

written several of his own plays, and I agree with
you that they are very good.

F. W. (Gravesend).—Do you mean .\ntonio
Moreno? He was the only Spanish iilayer I know
of who appeared with Pearl White in " Tlie House of
Hate." Have noted your request for photograph of
him.
To the many correspondents who have written

asking questions, and who have failed to give their
names and addresses, may I point out that no
anonymous communications can be answered.
M. E. W. (Birmingham), C. W. (Cambaslang),

Hvlda (Aklershot), M. W. Manchester). V. M. JI. I).

(Cheltenham), B. M. (Gloucester), N.C. (Tooting),
J. S. (Liverpool), 1. M. V. (Chelsea), " Delighted
Reader " (Wisbech), M. and 'f. J. (Carnarvon) and
F. A. (Nottingham).—Kindly refer to the rule at
the bottom of this page with regard to letters 10 film
artists as no addresses can be given. '

Betty (North Woolwich).—I am said to he quite
good-tempered, so am not in the least offended by
your letter. My reply on this page in a previous issue
was quite correct, as Mary Pickford was born on
April 8th, 189'3. so that she is really twenty-six years
old. I don't think the other artiste is oii the films
now. If you write to me again giving full particulars
of your qualifications, etc., and enclose a stamped,
addressed envelope for reply by post, I shall be pleased
to answer your other question.

B. k. (Maida V^le).—Your letter has been duly
forwarded. No, 1 am not the gentleman you mean,
to we have not met. Hope you will write again and
ask any questions you like.

" Inquisitive Perkins."—Miss Madge Titheradgrs
has not appeared in many flinu. The actress you
name is unmarried.

H. B. (Southampton).—It was too bad of the
manager of your tiieatre to miss out an episode of
the serial which you go especially to see. But per-
haps he showed it earlier iu the programme, before
you got there ?

" Doris " (Swansea).—There arc very few oppor-
tunities. Make an application to some British studios.

" S. H." (Catford).—Thanks for suggestion.
Frbddy (Luton).— It is a breaeti of newspaper

etiquette to give corresponrlcnt.s' Die addresses of

artistes. If you will send me a letter, enclosed in an
envelope, however, I will forward it to the arti.ste

you name. _
K. Y. (Swansea).—You will have seen our portrait

of Crcighton Hale by now.
N. K. (Dublin).—The photograplis you desire will

be published as soon as possible.
" British Si bject " (Glasgow).—You are quite

right ; we should have referred to Mr. Lloyd George
as Britain's Premier, instead of England's. Ol.ad you
are so pleased with The Picture Show.

'' .\lice " (Bristol) says ' Marguerite Clark Is so
dainty and looks so natural, tliat I would walk any
distance to sec her pictures. The serial, " Free,
Yet a Felon," is very tliriUing. Do you like the
new serial, .\licc.

" Two Bristol Girls.'"—Yes, photographs of your
favourites soon.

H. W. (Staines).—Mabel Normand u.sed to be known
by the name of Muriel Fortesque in this country, in

I lie early days of pictures, when it was the object of

companies to hide the identity of players, to prevent
rival companies obtaining their services.

.M. AND E. (West Hartlepool).—You would like me
1*0 write to Mary Pickford and ask her to send you
both two photographs of her. But would it not be
better to write to her yourselves ? I am sure she
would prefer it.

li. H. (Ea.st Fife).—Your drawing was quite good.
Anita Stewart is married to Kudolph Cameron.
Olive Thomas has dark blue eyes and is the wife of

Jack Pickford. Lottie Pickford is married and has'

B little daughter.
K. M. (Canterbury).- Inquisitiveness Is a thing

which I readily forgive on this page, sa don't worry.
Pearl White was born in Missouri, and in her early

days was on the stage and later on in a circus as a
bare-back rider. Who is she engaged to V Nobody

—

as far as I know, anyway. Earle Williams was boru
In Sacremenfo, California.

A. D. (Chester). Grace Cunard and "Lucille
Love " are one and the same. The latter is the name
of one of the parts she played. Theda Bara was
born' on the Sahara desert. Your friend is quite

right. Eddie Polo was with Barnum and Bailey's

circus as high diver, aero acrobat, etc., for about
seventeen years.
Enid (Teddington).—Hope by the time this appears

in print you will have completely recovered from
your illness. Your request for more news and photcs
of British players has been duly noted. Alma Taylor
is not married. Your letters have been forwarded.

Lottie (Bath).— You are "so much like JIae

JIarsh that you both might be taken for sisters."

The fact might interest her when you are writing.

She was born in Madrid, New Mexico, in 1897, so that
there is only a year's difference between you both.

L. D. (Clapham).—Mary Pickford has not been in

this country yet to my knowledge, but she hopes to

come one day. Edna Purviance is no relation what-
ever to Charlie Chaplin. She is liis leading lady, and
her photograph and an article about her appeared iu

our issue for June 21st.

C. E. (Portsmouth). -I do not know the theatre

vou mean, never having been there. Betty Lawson
is her real name, and June Caprice her reel one.

Billie Biu^ke has golden hair, blue eyes, and a fair

complexion. Pearl White's own hair is auburn.
Owen Moore is Irish by birth, not American. He
and Tom Moore are brothers.

Betty (Dover).—Your letter was quite amusing,
and made me smile. Is the little drawing supposed
to represent you ? Lilian Walker was born iu

Brooklyn and is .still on the films.

Movie Mad (Scarborough).- 1 should think your
newsagent, if you asked him, might be able to get the

issue for yoii through the usual channels, km
pleased to know vou like the paper so much.

C. N. J. (Doncaster).—Thanks for your suggestion,

though I do not think I shall be able to adopt any-
thing like it just yet.

(More ansicers vexi weel).

tN answer to the many inquiries we have received from readers as to how they can send letters to Cinema actors and actresses,
* " The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters

will be replied to. Moreover, as many of these Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters

reach them. All letters are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot enter

into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the star on the envelope and enclose it with a
loose l\d. stamp to the Editor, " The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
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PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES. PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

FRED PAUL.

ART PLATE NEXT WEEK.
More Beautiful Art Plates of Cinema
Stars for Readers of "The Picture

Show."

I
HAVE most welcome news for you this
week. It is that with the next issue of
" The Picture Show " will be given a beau-

tiful art plate of Mary Miles Minter. Don't
forget to order your copy, as I know there will

be a big demand for this number. There are
very few photographs over here of this delightful
little star, and our art plate is more than a
photograph—it is a picture. 1 have just seen
it. You tP'ist get your copy. I am having
mine framed.

— 4-*.

—

All About Fred Paul.

AT the head of this column is a new photo-
graph of Fred Paul of the London
Film Company. He has been called

The Shy Producer," but we who know
him admire his original method of getting liis

players to do just what ho wants them to do.
He is very quiet and determined, and gives the
impression that he is willing to consider personal
fancies and suggestions on the part of his cast.
Then he has an enviable knnck of persuading
anyone who argues that they are mistaken and
had better do the scene in 7(('.v way.

-—

—

Wales Scenery in New Photo-Play.

DID you see " Masks and Faces," the photo-
play with the wonderful all-star cast ?

That was tlie last film Fred Paul worked
«n before he joined up " for the duration." Since
being demobilised he hasmade two photo plays—
" Lady Tetley's Secret " and " The Duchess
of Seven Dials." Now he is working on a
"A Little Welsh Girl," and for this he is dis-

appearing into the heart of Wales so that the
scenes shall be true to life.

Hall Caine Novel on the Screen.A STRONG cast is promised us when
we see " The Woman Thou Gavest Me."
adapted from the novel by Hall Caine on

the screen. The Fan\ous I'layers-Lasky tel! mo
that Katherine MacDonald, Jack Holt, Milton
Sills, Theodore Roberts. Fritzi Bnmette. and
Katherine Grifhtlis are all in the cast.

Adorning Our Cover.

THl''j beautiful little lady on our cover thi«
week is Carmel Myers, who, when she is

not posing for the camera, spends e\cry
available minute out of doors. Her favourit'e
liour of the day, she says, is before the sun rises,

and at this time wo are most likely to find her
taking u ranter with her favourite mare.

Sydney Chaplin on the Screen.A MESSAGE from Sydney Chaplin, brother
of Charlie, who is also a comedian of the
stage and screen, says :

" For some time
past there have been rumours of my retuniiug
to the screen, and at last I am able to sa.v that
this is definitely so. My activities as business
manager to my brother have been particularly
pleasant, but the call of the .screen proved
resistless."

These pictures will be released over here by
the Famous Players-Lasky. I uni looking
forward to them, aren't you ?

Wouldn't You Like to Have Been There ?

THERE has been a big ball given in America
by cinema stars to welcome back the
soldiers from the war. I wish I could have

had a peep. By all accoimts it was a really

wonderful revel. Creighton Hale was the
master of ceremonies, and when the time came
for the parade round the hall, ho headed the
procession with the Lee Kiddies, followed by
'" Smiling " Billy I'arsons and his prettv wife,

Billy Rhodes.

"If You Can't Love at Home."
JANE and Katherine Lee delighted the

crowd with dances and songs, singing " Go
To the Movies If You Can't Love At

Home." Ann Luther danced for fully thirty
minutes, Creighton Hale told stories : auto-
graphed photographs of the stars were sold ; Ann
Luther and Florence Billings auctioned off kisses,

and Billy Parsons and his wife gave imitations.
It was estintated that receipts for the night,

including £720 collected by the actors and
actresses themselves, would amoimt to some-
thing like PI.400, which will be used for enter-
taining the city's returning soldiers.

—

—

Next Week's " The Picture Show " will

contain a Free Art Plate of Mary Miles
Minter. Order your copy to-day.—^—
World Famous.
ARRANGEMENTS are now being made for

the distribution of Mary Pickford's
photo-plays in New Zealand, Australia,

East Indies. China, Japan, and Sweden, and it

is estimated that the sub-titles of her plays will

be translated into at least seven different lan-
guages, and her films will be shown in picture
theatres ranging from photo-play palaces of New
York to the open-air theatres on the banks of
the Yang-Tse-Kiang in China-
While " The World's Sweetheart " is moving

HEUUA .NOVA, a dark beauty of the Vitagraph
Company.

us to tear?, probably Maori audiences' in Nevy
Zealand will be standing on their chairs warning
this little artist in their native language of somo
imposing danger wliich lurks in the plot that
is unfolding before them on the screen.

" Location."

BY the way. do you Icnow what cinema start
mean by the word "location"? If you
do or don't you'll be interested to read

Mary Pickford's definition :
" You start at

si-v: o'clock in the morning," eho says. " You
ride miles. The wind blows. Your make-up
is epoilfd, your hair disarranged. Tha road
is rough. \'ou have a puncture. It is either
February or July. If it is February, you nra
working on a summer story and clad in the
thinnest and flimsiest hiwn or linen, and the cold
bites to the marrow of your bones. If it is Julv,
J'ou are working on a winter story and. conso-
qiiently, lumdlcd up in furs and woollens in Ihe

WALTER F. TIMMS, who is now juvenile lead

of International Exclusives B.P. Production.

broiling sun. After working hard all morning,
you pause for lunch. The bread is cut thick
and the coffee is cold, but you eat, anyway.
Then you work all afternoon and ride home
after dark, glad it is over. Next day you discover
J'OU have to go back because the scenes you took
were not satisfactory and, therefore, uuist ba
shot over. That is location !

"

—

—

Dustin's Next Film.

IH.\D a most interesting letter from Jfr. Han-y
R. Smith of the United I'icture Theatres. an<l
some of his information, 1 am sure, you will

like to hear.

He tells me that Robert Brunton, who was
head, some years ago, of the scenic department
for Sir Henry Irving, personally supervised tho
sets for " A Man's Fight, " Dustin Farnum'tt
latest super-feature of Eastern and Westeri\
life which we are soon to see. In this film
we are to see Dustin as the wild son of an aristo-

cratic New York family, later going West and
beginning life anew after making a terrible

s.icrifice. —

—

Ths Brother's Fainum's First Appearance.
ISri'l'O.SI', \ou all know tliat Du-tin nnd

William Fanunn are brothers. Dustm,
recalling his first stage appearance, .says th.\t

ho and his brother William appeared together in

a song- and daiu e sketch, and they both wora
red whiskers.
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A Glimpse of Florence Reed's Home.

MR. SMITH also tells mo that somo of

tlio scenes of Florence Reed's next pic-

ture will be laid at her summer Ijome.

A force of piopcMty men, carpenters, and
electricians have l)c;c;n ocnt in advance to maUe
the neccBsaiy preparations.

The Story of Dorothy Green's Resolve.

TWO years ago, a young girl, in company %vilti

15 or 20 more other young ladies, set out

to the World Studio at Fort Lec to secure

a position in the ]5iotures.

The earnestness in wliieh she made her appeal

to the easting dii-ector won for Dorothy (Jreeii a

position as an extra girl. It was apparent to

everyone wlio was in this picture that Donitliy

wa-s determined to get on. i?he never lost an
opportunity to edge up in the very front rosv

and every now and then had to be cautioned by
the director not to get between the star and the

camera. Finally, losing liis patience, she was
discharged on account of her insistence on
starring herself. . As she left the studio lot,

she turned to the man wlio told her she was
1o g") : "I am eoining back some day, and"
when I do it will be as a star.

"

And the Result.

IT was with a great deal of satisfaction that
IMiss Green sighed a contract to bo starred

by World Pictures the other day, and when
eho appeared at the studio on Monday morning,
ready to go to work, sho turned to the casting

director and said :
" You don't remember me,

do you ? You lired me, ouce, and I told you
that I would con^e back as a star." And sho
did. Her fii'st picture we jliall see will be
" The American Way."

An Apology.

MY attention has been called to a photo-
graph in The Picture Show, dated
.June 2Sth, of the Walturdaw Company

in Italy. Among those shown was Miss Peggy
Patterson, whi-ise )iame was wrongly given as
Miss Peggy '/iirliKle.

As most ijf uiy readers know, Miss Carlisle

is at present starring with the Stoll Film
Company. Her most recent film is Ethel M.
Dell's " Rocks of Valpre."

Honour for Cecil Hepworth.

IT will interest our readers to know that Cecil

M. Hepworth, whose name is so well known
to nil lovers of Hepworth picture -plays, has

been gazetted to the rank of Honorary Captain
on his resignation from tlio R.A.S.C.M.T. (V.j.

Have You a Jerboa or a Mongoose ?

1HAVK received an S.(J.S. message from
Wilfred Noy, first producer for the British
Actors' Film Co. Ho is buSy with pre-

parations for a film based upon Lord Tennyson's
famous poem, " Lady (Jlare," and one of the
scenes calls for the introduction of a jerboa and
a mongoose—alive ! So far, he has not suc-
ccetled in finding either, and states that he will

be eternally giateful to anyone who can help
him ovit of his difficulty. Moreover, he will

either- hire or purcliase outright living examples
of these two ( reatvlres ; and the owners may
rest assurefl they will bo well cared for. Mary
Odette, who )>lays load in the film, has already
a hedireliog, a hzard, and a white doe imder her
charge, and as an ardent worker for all institvi-

tions for the care of animals, may be depended
upon to see they come to no harm.

If You Can Help.~^
THiiRK aroso many imu.sual pets in various

parts of England that somo reader may
be in the hapjiy position of ownitig the

jerboa or mongoose whicli Mr. Noy is looking for,

and if ho is willing to sell or lend, the latter will

be glad to hear from him, Co. The British
Actors' Film Company, Melbourne Road,
Bushey, Herts. For those who have not heard
of a jerboa, it is a jumping rodent which is

found in Arabia and North .'V.frica.

A Brilliant Comjng Photo-play.

1HEAR the night club scene which we are to
sec in a forthcoming B. t C. production,
" A Sinless Sinner, ' is the mo.st magnificent

over yet attempted by any British studio. To
obtain the correct atmosphere, Maurice Pilcer
and his Jazz band were engaged specially.

The " crowd " consists of about 200 people,
many of wliorn are well known in society. The
dresses are the very latest creations, aiid

London has been scoured in order to obtain the
furniture and fittings necessary to maintain the
magnificence of the scene.
Appearing in the cast are ]\Iarie Doro, Mary

.Terrold, Christine Maitland, Gladys Ffolliott,

Godfrey Tearle, and Sam Livesey. It is a film

worth looking forward to.

DO YOU KNOW
— That W. S. Hart has written a book called
" Pinto Ben and Other Stories " ?

» * *

—That Bobby Connelly (" Sunny .7im ")
appears as a Belgian boy seout in "The Unpar-
donable Lie," which wo shall be seeing later ?

Welch is married—to Dell—That NiLE3
Boone ?

•

—

Tha'. W.VN0A H.awley is to jjlay Peg, in the
forthcoming screen-version of " Peg o' My
Heart " '/

* * *

—That Bert Lytell is tho husband of Evelvn
Vauohan 'i

* * •

—That Nazi.mova, the great Russian actress,
played the violin Isefore sho becanie a tragedi-
enne ?

* *

—

Thit she is married to Charles Bryaut, who
usually plays with her, on the stage and screen '/

* « *

,
—Tadt Harry C'.\key says he didn't know
a thing about the West till a few years ago, but
that now he has learned everything ?

» « »

—Tha', his wife is his personal manager, and
hoUH of his big ranch in California 1

» * *

—T/wi George Beb AN has never been in Italy,

despite the fact that there is so much of that
sunny country in him and his pictures '!

* * " •

—That his little son appears in his daddy's
picture, " Hearts of Men " ?

* » - *

—Th2t Lou Telleoen will be Geraldine
Farrar's leading man, now that the great
opera-singer and film star has gone West to
resume her photo-play work ?

* * *

—

Th^t j\lR. Tellegen has never acted on the
.screen with his wife before, though he hts
already appeared in pictures ?

» * •
'

•

—

That the ambitioii of Dougla.s Fairbank.s'

parents was to see their son a mining king '/

* * *

—That the idol of Jane and Katharine Lee,

the Fox Kiddies, is Charlie Chaplin ?

Fay Filmer.

CONSTANCE WORTH. CONSTANCE WORTH and EVAN THOMAS. MICHELINE COLLEEN and ERNEST MILTON.
Three pretty scenes from David FaJcke's next British Lion photo-play, entitled "Wisp 'o the Woods."
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

DOROTHY MINTO, who is starring in the Here you see MARY MILES MINTER trying to get her dog to depict grief. The " music-man '

'

new "Q " British Film, "A Little Bit of Fluff. " assists by playing a plaintive melody, and the dog naturally howls in accompaniment. {Beautiful Art
[Flio'o : C/atid? Harris. Plate of Mary Mi'es Mintcr given irifli next week's issi/r.)

CONSTANCE TALMADGE bears no iU-feelinj towards her producer, as this GERALD AMES and MARY DIBLEY as they appealed ,it the Savage
photograph depicts. Judging from the expression on her face, WALTER Derby Night Ball. These two popular Hepworth players will be seen in

'EDWARDS is reading a very sentimental scenario. " "The Nature of the Beast." by E. Temple Thurston.
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READ THIS I'lRST.

MISS MAKKjOLD CLARE, who lias li^icii

rapidly to fame on the screen, is askoU by
lier ino'lufer, Dacic Lawton, to take part in

& circus film, written *y a clever young man, Roy
SuBden. Success has come easily to lier, and slin

Patly refuses to act with wild animals, and eiidaiit;i L-

ficr Hfe ! Her attitude, liowevcr, is due mainly
in cowardice, and an unwillingness to put hi^rselt

("lit in anyway. Slie suggests that her sister, .Janice,

wiiois remarkably like her, should act as her under-

"•fiidy in tlic ilangerous scenes, and in order that

T'lc large amount of money he has already spent on
»fio production should not be wasted, Law'ton

consents, much against his will. .Tanice, although
mrprisingly beautiful and a clever actress, has

always been kept in the background by lier selfish

sister, and even now that she desires her assi.stance,

she takes great pains to hide her sister's identity

irom the rest of the comjiany. One night, attcc

ihc day's work at the studios is done, one of the

huge lions escapes from its cage, and immediately

Sk hue and cry is raised.

(you Can Xow Read On.)

The Lion Creates a Panic.

IT was the lion himself who had taken the

jiiost effective cover of all. Bom uiul

raised in captivity and thoroughly familiar

with liuniaii kiiicj, it must have astonislied hiui

va,stly to find .himself free of bolts and bars

£,nd with every man's hand against hiin.

So ho hid himself in the rhododendron thicket

jisid roared. To Bill Blopgs, his particular

friend and keeper, the roar lield a plaintive

uot«.
" Pore ol' Ben—here y'are, Ben—'ere's

a nice 'am bone and some sandwidpes for your
isiTpper," coaxed Bill, the sweat pouring down
hia face as he seized viands from the abandoned
supper-table and boldly approached the thicket

with only a stout steel-tipped stave for protec-

tion. Bill was in deadly fear that Ben Adem
would be sacrificed to meb panic.

Annett, the circus proprietor, was the only one
who shared this sentiment—Ben was a valuable

snimal—but he did not let it obsess him.

The other keeper, a young, timid fellow, who
aas responsible for the lion getting out, took
So his heels when the roars were redoubled.

In that he had conipanj'.

Yoimg Bertie Armett shinned up a tree and
was followed by several athletic members of the

fircus troupe. The women, with the exception

of Mrs. Mogra and Marigold Clare, all ran for

the mansion and locked themselves in upper
rooms, and a few of the men did likewise.

Some climbed on top of the gaudily decorated

circus waggons, and the pusliful Merstham, real-

ising tliat here was his opportunity to be a hero in

Teal life, produced a revolver. In his zeal he i'or-

^ot that it was a stage property and loaded

Hierely vrith blank cartridges. However, he was
really no coward, and the camera-man, seated

>;afely on a waggon-top, regretted that such an
i«Jcal scene for a picture must pass unfilmed.

Roy Sugden and Marigold had been apart from
the -others w hen the alarm was raised. Imme-
•liately following Ben Adem's first roar, and the
iintimation from the keepers that he was loose,

Rad come the piercing mother-cry of poor little

Mrs. Mogi-a.
•' My baby—my baby ! Where is he ?

"

" Good gracious, I wonder if the lion's got
that kid !

'' Sugden exclaimed. " Stay here.

Marigold. You'll be safe enough "

That last was true, for between Marigold and
the thicket of rhododendrons was, not only the

width of the elephant's bathing-pool, but the

fordon of adventurous keepers, including

I.awton with a wood-axe he had picked up, and
Merstham floiirishing his revoh'er.

But the girl was mad with fear and clung to

Sugden witli a grijj he could not shake off.

"You daren't leave me—I won't be left!"

Her lips were white and her eyes fairly started

feoni )ier head. He whirled upon her savagely.
" Don't yo\i understand ? You're safe here !

I>on't be a coward. Think of lhat child ! I

>«>i<it try to (hid the little fellow. I believe I saw
him going towards the paddock."

" "Think of ruP— if yon earo for me, Roy !

1 won't bo left alone ! " Marigold protested.

Mr". Mogra, convinced that her chihl was being

devoured alive in

the rhododendron
thicket, pressed
hard upon the cor-

don of men who
were closing in on
Ben Adem. Anxiety tor her child's safety
made her inmiune to fear.

Bill Bloggs wished that the whole lot of them
would clear off and leave him to deal alone with
the lion. Merstham was the worst, flourishing
his silly revolver and being ironically cheered
by the camera-man from his safe seat on the
circus waggon.

Realising that he could not shake Marigold
off, Sugden urged her to make a run for it to the
house, but, to his disgust, she would not go
alone. He felt supremely humiliated at liaving

to flee with her, as though he, also, was in terror

of his life. He believed that he would never
be able to forgive her for making him sufier

that humiliation.
At the door she paused long enough to be"

him to come inside himself, but he shook
her off without a word and went back.

A Plucky Action.

MARIGOLD flew to her dressing-room,
breathing like an exhausted runner, and
then, turning f^uickly when she was

inside, bolted the door.

Janice, who had been very busy practising

to act and look even more like her sister than
Nature intended, was only just then aware of

something having happened.
She turned away from the tall, folding mirrors

with an exclamation of dismay.
" Marigold, my darling, what's the matter ?

"

she exclaimed.
Lock the windows and close the wooden

shutters !" cried Marigold. " He's got out—one
of the lions—that awful Ben Adem '. He's
eaten httle Eddie Mogra alive

"

Janice, who had heard the roars, but thought
merely that it was because the bea^s were being

fed, turned very white.
• Eaten Eddie iMogra ? Do you mean that two-

year-old baby of the equestrienne's you were
telling me about ?

"

' Yes—that is, they can't find the child. Oh,
I knew this circus film would be xinlucky !

"

Instead of closing the inside wooden shutters,

as she had been told to do, .Tanice rushed to one
of the windows and looked out. The eastern

wing of Hurstfield Hall overlooked a dell which
was now a mass of bluebells, ragged robin,

and cuekoo pint, and in the midst of this pleas-

aunoe, waist-high amongst the ferns and flowers,

stood a diminutive white-clad figure /industri-

ously plucking a bouquet.
Eddie Mogra, young though he be, was too

used to strange sights and sounds to pay tire

slightest attention to any disturbance. He
was by way of being a cinema actor himself,

and figured as such in Lawton's pay-sheet.
'• There—look. Marigold—isn't that the

baby '! " Janice cried.

She did not wait, however, for a reply.

Whether it was Mrs. Mogra's baby or not did not

really matter. It was certainly within the

possibility of great danger. Ben Adem might
or might not be a savage beast, but he was
a lion, a young one, and, in spite of his training

and man-handling ^ince cub-hood, jungle blood

ran in his veins.

.As Janice rushed from the side door of the

inanMion and made for the bluebell dell, Mers-

tham—the welliiicaniiig idiot— fired off his

levolvcr.

By ELIZABETH YORK MILLER,
Until tliat moment Ben Adem might hava

been of two minds—^^to come out and surrender,
or cling to liberty-—but now he was of one. He
had been taught to fear the sound of a revolver-

shot, and it probably seemed to him that dis.

cretion was the better part of valour.
" Now you've done it !

" snarled Bill Blogge/
" What did ye want to do that fur, anyway ?

I wish all you fool folks'd go off and take a
swim or somethin' and leave mo to deal with
Ben."
The lion let out a series of roars that to the

discerning ear of his keeper were so ni^ny yelps
of despair, and, with his tail between his legs,

bolted out of the thicket at the rear, cleare<j

a five-barred gate like a well-trained Inlntcr,

and headed straight as a die for the bluebell dell.
" Keep back—keep back, every one o' you !

"

shrieked Bill, foreseeing unpleasant consequences
if Ben Adem were excited further.

He wreneh(!d away Merstham's revolver and
sent it flying into a hedge.

' Better leave the beast to Bloggs," advised
Lawton.

" Thank you, sir— wish to goodness they
would !

" Bill said fervently. " Mr. Sugden,
sir, would you perhaps slip around quietly and
see that the front gate's closed 1 I can't answer
for it if Ben gets into the village."

The keeper's voice shook and his heart was in

his boots. Besides his stave, he had a thin but
strong rope coiled over one arm, which he
could use as a lassoo if he got within throwing
distance of the lion, but he feared greatly that

poor Ben Adem, owing to the excitement of

these silly people, might not come out of the

adventure alive.

The beast was only tasting liberty now.
There was no knowing at what moment the

full enjoyment of it would go to his head. He
hadn't yet realised that these people who
menaced him were really afraid.

He found himself, his tail no longer between
his legs, lashing gently as he sniflted the

woodland odours.

A squirrel darted across his path, and he

struck out at it with a huge paw, missing it. A
low-throated growl voiced his disappointment.

For a few seconds he stood tran.sfixed, wondering
perhaps that the hue-and-cry behind him had
ceased, and ignorant of the fact that his faithful

friend Bill Bloggs was stealthily getting over

the five-barred gate with stave and lassoo in his

hands and a prayer in his heart that Ben might

remain as he was for ten more seconds.

And it was then that Bill Bloggs came as near

to fainting as he was ever likely to do. ' He had
wondered a little as to why Ben had stopped,

and now he saw. There was little Eddie Mogra,

his baby hands filled with flowers, standing a few

yards from th^ lion. EdcUe, by this time, must
have.realised his danger, for a ciurious puckered

expression appeared on his countenance, and
suddenly the flowers dropped from his hands and
he whimpered.

,

The lion remained stationary, lashing his tail

and growling.

And then, like a streak of light, a girl s figure

flashed across the scene—a lithe, swift-flashing

figure that never wavered.
•' Heavens, it's Miss Clare !

" cried Lawton.
" Marigold !

" Sugden exclaimed in acute

dismay. Was the girl mad ?

The little figiire dashed on, caught up Eddie

Mogra and tumbled headlong into the brook

with him, just as Ben Adem, the jungle.roar in

his throat, gave a great leap and landed on the

spot where the chilfl had stood but a second

before. At the same time, Bloggs's lassoo hurtled

through the air and caught the lion squarely. In

another moment, the breath of life being

squeezed out of him, Ben Adem owned himself

beaten. Bloggs plunged a hypodermic of

morphia into the struggling beast's shoulder,

and presently there was nothing to do but eait

him back to his cage, where in the course of

time he would awaken with a headache and,

memories of a nightmare dream of liberty.

(Continued on page 8.)
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The Girl Who Dared ^rr;:^...

The Impostor.

THE gii-1 wlio had saved Eddie Mogra's life

was crawling along the brook with liiiU

towanls a litt^le low-arched stone bridge,

iiider which was the safest hiding-place fliab

presented itself, when the shout of victory

rf'.iched her.

"Where are you, Miss Claro.? It's all ri'.'bt,

DOW. Bill's got him."
" Bravo, jVIarigold !

"

" Oh, bless her, bless her—she's saved -my
baby !

" wept jjoor Mrs. Mogr^.
Thankful for the twilight that was now

^-rowing deeper, the girl—who was not Marigold
flare—considered the difficult position into

w hich her act of heroi-sm liad iilaced her. What
ought she to do ?

There was no sign of the real Marigold, and
Janice—the impostor—was moro frightened by
I he predicament in which she now found herself

', ban she had been of the lion.

Would they recognise her ?

•Janice's whole thovight was for her_ sister's

professional reputation. This unrehearsed scene

needed most careful acti)ig.

Now they were beating th.e brook, shouting
•Hit to her and to the child, who clung, wet and
tearful, to her drenched skirts. j

" Don't cry, Eddie—they've got the lion,"

s!,e whispered.
" Bad lion— naughty lion !

" said Eddie.
" There, there, dear !

"

' I want my mamma now I " Eddie an-
t-iunced xmgratefuUy.
The voices drew nearer.
" Marigold, where are you ? '^questioned a

Tnan's voice, low and vibrant with deepest
feeling. There was something in it that caused
-Janice's heart to contract curiously.

That man sjjoke in a tone wliich suggested
that he loved Marigold. Ought she, who was
not Marigold, to answer '.' There was really

nothing else to do.
" Here we ni-e !

" she said gaUy. " But
please don't anybody look. I'm a dreadful
sight."

As much as possible she made her voice like

Marigold's, but natvirally it had a shghtly
lioarser, deep-throated n/jte.

It was Dacro Lawton, however—not Sugden—
who reached her first, and she passed up Eddio
t o him. He, in his tnro, gave the child to Sugden
fo return to the evhausted mother. For a
!!:oment Janice Clare and Lawton were alone.

" I wouldn't have believed you had it in you.
Marigold," Lawton said, deeply moved. "" Do
you realise, my dear, that you're a lieroine,

•hat you've saved that kiddie's life at tremen-
dous risk to your own 2"

Standing knee-deep in the brook amidst reeds
4i.nd ferns, tlie dusk of the woodland dell render-
ing her features scarcely more than a blur, it

was not surprising that even Lawton failed to
see that she was not Marigold.
Would it be wise to deceive him ?

,She looked gravely into his eyes, and was
startled to see that his held an expression of
deep admiration.

" I am not Marigold," she said briefly.

He drew in a long breath as he realised what
hadl happened. Then he laughed.

" Gad, of course not ! How could I ever have
thought so ! But you must carry it through
now. Tell Marigold what's happened and pre-
pare her By the way, where is .she ?

'

" In her dressing-room, I think."
" That's where she would be, of course,"

T^wton said scornfully. " Well, run along,
• hange your clothes, and tell Marigold to come
out and be congi'atulated." ^

.Janice was on the point of replying indignantly
because of the scathing tone he had used when
speaking of Marigold, but Sugden, reappeai-ing
..list then, preveijted her,

Sugden stripped off his coat and biuidled
.Janice into it, while Dacre Lawton hurried ofi to
.see what was liappeuiag to the valuable Ben
.\dem.
Suddenly .Janice was gripped in a strong

embrace, and before she could free herself a man's
Jips were pressed to hers. She was the same age
as Marigold—to whom such experiences were by
no means rare—but it was the first time Janice
iiad been kinsed. She was astonished, for one
thing, and then terrified by the emotions which
turged over her. Yet it was not she whom this

u=an loved; iliat wonderful kiss, the trembling
of hi.s arnis'as ho held lier close to him, the soft

whispers in her ear—were for her sister.

Ah, she was a thief! Tears sprang to her
eyes.

" Don't—don't ! Yon don't understand "

" Marigold, I know you love me—you brave,
splendid little thing ! To think that I doubted,
mistrusted myself ! I was a silly fool. Of
course you were startled at first—I expect we
all were "

What on earth was he talking about ?
' Let me go ! I'm cold—1 want to change

my clothes !
" the girl wailed.

" I'm a brute ! Come, I'll race you back to
the house. Change as qviickly as you can. I
liave something more to say to you, my precious.
Don't keep me waiting."

.Janice was silent as she hurried back, Roy
Sugden's arm about her waist, and she feeling

most dreadfully self-conscious.
" I'll be waiting for you by the big oak, and

then we can finisli what we were talking about
when Ben Adcm interrupted, ' he said.

Jealousy.

WHO was that with you ': " Marigold said
sharply, when .Janice reappeared in

the dressing-room.
A part of the scene Marigold had witnessed

from a crack in the wooden shutters which she
had drawn.

" I think," faltered Janice, " that it was
Mr. Sugden. He lent me his coat."

.She sank down on to the wide couch, trem-
bling in every limb. Even now her lips burned
with the memory of the impassioned kiss which
had been pressed upon them.

" Don't sit there—you're all wet," Marigold
said. " You'll make the cover in a fearful mess."

Janice, weary as she was, sprang up with a
word of apology. .

' I'm sorry. Wo fell into the brook, the baby
and I. You'll have to lend me something.
Marigold.".

"There's the maid's dress I got for you,"
Marigold replied, with aii- air of annoyance.
" Did Roy Sugden recognise you ?

"

•fanico flushed, and busied herself stripping
off her soiled, damp things.

" No—I'm sure he didn't. But Mr. Lawton
did. As a matter of fact, I had to tell him. I

didn't quite know what to do."
Marigold was moved to a .slight sense of

admiration.
" It was foolhardy, but brave of you, Jan. L

saw the whole thing—except when that dreadful
creature spi-ang, and then I simply covered my
eyes. When I looked again he was on the
gi'ound, and the keeper was tying hini up or
something. And now tell me—did they really

think it was I ?
"

" Oh, yes," Janice replied, without a touch
of resentment. " You're

,
a real heroine,

Maiigold; but you'd better change your dress,

too, or somebody might notice that it's the
same as yovi had on at supper."
Her eyes twinkled, and she sought to make

a joke of something that was troubling her
soi-ely.

-

Mr. Sugden wonts to see you. He says

STEWART ROME, the popular Broadwest
player, is everything a cinema hero

should be. He is six feet tall, handsome,
and British. What more can picture-goers

desire ? Bom at Newbury, just thirty-two

yeai'9 ago, Stewart developed into the typical

adventure-loving schoolboy, and his life at

that time consLsted chiefly of getting into

scrapes, and getting out of them again.

Young Stewart confesses that he was not
fond of books or lessons, and that most of his

knowledge was picked up in the best of all

schools—namely, experience. He was first

intended for the engineering profession, but a
friend jiersuaded him to go on the stage, and
Jie thus becanio a member of a musical
comedy company.

His ambition, however, was drama, and at

the end of the run of this piece, he received an
offer to play H. B. Irving's part in. a touring

company of "Lights Out." Other success^i

he'll be waiting by tlie big oak. You can take
him his coat with my—1 should say, your

—

thanks." .

Marigold threw her a shrewd, fnxious glancej
" I didn't tell you, Jan—biit I'm in lovo

with Roy Sugden," she said quietly.
The forced smile left Janice's lipp.
" I wish you had told me before," she replied.)

It was veiy awkward. She felt a shy re-'

luctance to inform Marigold about that kiss.;

Would Roy Sugden ever find Out his mistake—

j

if he and Marigold married, for instance''/

Janice supposed that in such a case she would
have to meet him some time in Ihe role of herself

>

and he might, just possibly, realise that at ontt
time he had kissed the wrong girl.

. Janice Clare had always been a happy little

soul, but just now she felt most miseraljle, and
it was owing entirely to that kiss. She wished
that .she diiln't mind, and could regard the
episode wholly as a joke, but even lier sense ofl

humour was not keen enough to lift her abovej
such a tremendous event as her first kiss.

Often she had dreamed that a man would'
come along some day, and, becau.se he was for

her the only man in the whole wide world,
would carry her off her feet into the sweet
realms of high romance before she knew what
was happening. In a sense, that was exactly
what Roy Sugden had done. He was a stranger
to her, but with a kiss he had made her his own.)

" Praise for the heroine."

MARIGOLD hastened to make a few
changes in her attire. She was wild
with cxiriosity to hear what it was Roy

iSugden had to say to her, and it never once
entered her head that he had made swift love
to her sister, thinking that Janice was she.

Nor did it trouble her that she must face the
consequences of Janice's heroic act.

'

Her fingers trembled as she fastened the
buttons of her dress, and she hurried out, not
giving a thought to Janice, who was shivering
with cold, and looking about for fresh shoes and
stockings.
But Marigold did not reach the oak im-

mediately. To her dismay, she had to run a
whole gaiuitlet of congratulations.

" It was splendid. Miss Clare !

"

" Gad, I don't believe I'd have had the
pluck !

"

" There isn't the lea.st doubt but that Ben
woxild have got little Eddie if it hadn't been for

yovi."

And so on, and .so on. Mrs. Mogra kissed her
hands, and even Merstham and Nora Coutts
sang her pratses ungrudgingly.
Only Lawton stood aloof, watching her

cynically. Her eyes fell before his. For a
moment or two she liad really imagined herself

to be a heroine, but when she met Daere Lawton'

s

steady, half-amused gaze she felt sick with
shame and very angry, It almost seemed as
though Lawton was' meditating some scheme
by which she would be made to look ridiculous.

Well, let him try ! It w-as by his wish as
much as hers that Janice's identity was to be
kept: a 'secret. .Janice needn't have made such
an idiot of herself. Nobody had asked her to

(Continued en page 10.)

in which he appeared were, " The Eternal
City," Under Two Flags," and " Harbour
Lights." Stewart" travelled a great deal

during the run of these plays, including India,

China, New Zealand, and Australia.

It was after his return from Australia that
Stewart Rome's thoughts were turned towards
cinema work, and he was not long in getting an
opportunity to prove his worth. The varied
experience obtained on the legitimate stage
assisting him greatly in what was in those
days quite a new art. It should be remembered
that Stewart can claim to be one of the very
earliest of all screen artistes.

Now, after two years' absence from the
studio, he has taken off his khaki, and is again
posing before the arc -light.

Stewart Rome has returned refreshed, and
is full of enthusiasm, and he has a greater belief

than ever in the tremendous future of British

screen art.

STEWART ROME ^ ''^''^^^^ "^"'^
BACK IN FILMLAND
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THE GIRL WHO DARED G2;'/;;;;:^80

save Eddio Mogra'n lifo ; and, anyway, Bloggs
would probably have roped tlio lion before Uio

beast touched Eddie.
Thug Marigold, because of her owni shame,

tried to belittle what Janice had done. She
made the mistake of doing so publicly.

" It was nothing !
" slio said angrily. " I

do hope nobody will ever mention it again.

Any one of us would have done the same, and
never thought anything about it."

"Any one of us ? " questioned Lawton. " I

think not, Miss Clare. One of us I could
mention wouldn't have dared."

Marigold knew that he meant her.

.She hurried off, avoiding Lawton's interested

jrlance, to the old oak. There was a wide seat

around the tree, and Roy Siigden, pulling

thoughtfully at his 2''P^> waiting there for

lier to come.
He jumped ujj, his face glowing with lovo,

a3 she silently handed hiin the coat he }iad put
to tenderly abovit Janice.

" Marigold, my wonderful Marigold " ho
began ; but she cut him short.

" Really, Roy, I can't stand another wonl
era the subject. If you're going to begin, I shall

tlear off. jSTo, please sit down—and keep your
pipe. What is it you want to say to me "

He was rather sui-prised and Imrt.
" After what passed between us, wliat do

yon imagine I could liave to say, except '

" Perhaps my brain's not very clear. AYhat,
exactly, did pass between us, Roy ?

"

She was racking her memory of their con-
versation wlien Ben Adem made his great in-

rerruption. As far as sho could remember.
Key was merely apologising for having doubted
her courage about the animal scenes. Well,
the reflected drily, now ho would doubt still less.

He tapped out his pipe and laid it on the seat.
" Didn't it mean anytliing to you. Marigold ?

"

What 'i
' she asked, the little thrill in his

voice causing her pulse to leap madly.
" That I love you 1 Of course I'm an idiot !

How could I imagine tliat you'd care, although
I lelt that you did "

' But I do—I do ! Oh, why didn't .you aoy
to before ? sho cried.

'' But I did !
" he ))rotcstcd.

" Wlien ? Where ?
"

" You amazing child ! Out there, by the
fcrook—after Lawton took the Mogra kiddie
Lack to his mother. .Siu'ely you—you haven't
forgotten. Marigold ? " •

•

' No, of cour-e not," she replied faintly.

What had happened between liim and
Janice ? AVhy hadn't Janice, told ?-

"' Then, dearest, will you marry mo ? I know
I haven't much to offer you yet—and you ha\o
everything in the world, you- could . possibly
want

—

'—" ^
. , '

'

" Oh, no, Roy ! I want you—I want your
love ! I could do witliout everything else !

''

" Then, Marigold "

"' Yes—yes ! Oh, Roy, j ou •will love mo
tklways^no matter if I turn out to be not
Exactly ^\hat you thought ?

"

" Love you always ! Who wouldn't love
e»;ch a brave, wonderful girl ? Why, Marigold,

, when I saw you run across that meadow I
knew, just as sm'ely as wo are sitting here now,
that if anything happened to you life would bo
over for ine."

]fe put his arms about her, but slie drew away
with a shiver as Dacre Lawton strolled across
the field to them.

" Your ' maid ' has a severe chill, Miss Clare,"
Lawton said. I've just been to your dressing-
toom to speak to,hcr. Unless j ou get her liome
at once, and look after her, she may not be able
•o attend to you next week—and next week,
ms you know, will be a trying one."

Marigold jumped up, thoroughly dismayed.
Row stupid of Janice to catch a chill from a little

wetting in a brook 1 And next week—well.
Marigold knew what Lawton meant about that.
Next week they were to film the hateful circus
pictures, ill which Janice was to play her sister's

p&rt.
" Oh, T must go at once !

" 3Iarigokl ex-
elaimed softly.

Stigden looked after her, his soul in his eyes.
"What a thoughtful, kind heart sho has!"

ikF comniented.
Lawton chose a cig.ir from his case.
" f?r> you have discovered her heart, eh ?

"'

Wft£ «!l lie 5aii|.

(An >h r fpleivliil inftohmnt nrxl week.)

CONSTANCE COLLIER TALKS.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S GENIUS-A TREE STORY—ACTRESSES AS MOTHERS.

imitator. When he and ,Sir Herbert Tree wcro
dining together it used to bo most amusing,
for they would conduct their conversation iu
imitation foreign languages, and the imitation
was so good tliat it sounded as if they were
speaking the actual thing.

" They say that genius is three-quarters
hard work. Mr. Cliaplin works all the time 1

" He is a very good-looking man, and very
Italian in appearance."

" And now will you please tell me something
about the film you have just completed. Miss
Collier. It is called ' The Impossible Woman,'
is it not ?

"

" Yes. Ethel Barrymore appeared in the
stage version of it in America, and Lillah
McCarthy over liere. It is an expression o£
the artistic temperament, and offers the view
that all artists are tyrants, and yet at tlie same
time very lonely people, with Art as their
only love, and the one part of them that is

genuine."
" Do you share that view, Mis-s Collier ?

"

Actresses are Wonderful Mothers.

I
THINK Art either takes that form in its

devotees—that artists are sometimes
Juggernauts overriding everything and

everybody—or else just the reverse. Great
artists are very tender-hearted, and all great
actresses—Mrs. Siddons, iSarah Bernhardt,
Duse, Ellen Terry—have, been wonderful
mothers.

"
' The Impossible Woman ' is adapted from

the novel Tanle, whose principal character is,

in real life, a well-known pianist, whose name
I must not, of course, divulge."
"To ask you the time-honoured question.

Miss Collier, which do you prefer, stage or
screen i " '

" I have no special preference. I consider
the screen, wliich I find a very interesting
study, a great help to the stage, especially
from the point of view of magnificent settings.

The screen lias certainly made the stage look
to its laurels." M. H. C.

OUTSIDE, Kensington wilted beneath
theL glare of a pitiless sun, but within,
in Constance Collier's drawing-room

was serenity and shade.

The delicate grey of walls and carpet was
restful to sun-strained eyes ; and while I

waited for the mistress of the liouse, 1 looked
about me.
Not all was grey in this cool place of refuge.

Above the settee, whose puce-coloured cushions

were never made for mortal head, glowed a rich

painting of Miss Collier by Francis Haviland.
Beside it hung an exquisite little Meissonier,

given to the actress, as I learnt later, by the

gi'eat French actor, Coqtielin, the original

Cyrano de Bergerac. A AVilliam Nicholson
adorned another wall, and here and there were
sketches by Byham Shaw and Charles Conder,
and, in a corner, a pencil study by Viola Tree.

Against the dark background of the ])iano a
wonderful inlaid chair stood out in bold relief,

while near a window, a glittering display of

Bristol and American ctit glass caught and
lield the morning sunshine.

I had risen to look at some painted panels

over the mantelpiece when I heard a light

step behind me, and, turning, confronted Miss
Collier.

" I've shamelessly been inspecting all your
treasures, ' I explained, as we shook hands.

My hostess smiled.
•' Those panels are really part of a frock,"

she said, " and take me back to a dance I once
attended at the Slade School, when I was a

girl. I was quite poor at the time, and only

had a very simple white dress to wear for the

occasion, and so the great Charles Conder very

kindly painted these beautiful designs upon it

for me. I siippose it was one of the most
\\onderful frocks a girl ever wore."

Refreshingly Devoid of Make-up.

MISS COLLIER seated herself opposite me,

the gold of her velvet tunic adding yet

another note of colour to the room.

The light fell full upon her, and

her dark-brown eyes and hand-

some features, so. refreshingly

devoid of " make-up," met it

unflinchingly. There was
nothing of the "great actress"

about her

—

conscio usly.

Though grace and dignity were

in eyery hne of that splendid

body, there was an entire ab-

sence of pose, while the voice

that had thrilled so many
thousands fell in quiet ami

level tones. Her manner was
that of a frank and merry

-

hearted companion.
" It seems a long time since

we had the pleasme of .seeing

you either on stage or screen

over here. Miss Collier. Would
you mind telling me something
of your work in America ?

"

" For the past three years

I have been appearing on the

stage over there, hi ' Peter

Ibbetson.' Before that 1

spent a year in Los Angeles,

making pictures, among them
' Macbeth,' with the late Sir

Herbert Tree, 'Tongues of

Men,' and 'The Code of

MareiaGray.' As far as I can
recollect, at the moment, I

have appeared in about six

pictures."
" During your stay in Los

Angeles you became well

acquainted with Charlie
Chaplin, did you not, Miss
Collier ?"

" Yes. Mr. Chaplin was a
j^crsonal friend of mine," was
t he reply. " He Ls a very
different type of man to that
which some people imagine.
He is very cultivated, and
pliiys the violin wonderfully.
He is one of the most active
geniuses I have ever met—

a

brilliant companion, a great CONSTANCE COLLIER, who has recently returned from America,
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&\^ICTOR.Y
LEADERS^
SOME of tlie central figures in the patriotic film, " The Victory

Leaders,'" by the Stoll Film Companj', which is now being

shown in ditt'erent parts of Britain.

1'hcre was no harder worker during the war than King George,
whose many \isits to the battlefield did so much to strengthen
tlic affection felt by the Armj- for the Royal family.

To the soldier in the field King CJeorge was as familiar a figure as

to the worker at home, and rightly he is at the head of the leaders

to victory.

The military and naval leaders and statesmen of the Allies,

men whose names will be honoured so long as civilisation endures,
are to be seen in this wonderful picture, carrying on their work
through the dark days of disaster to the bright dawn ot victory.

The profits of the film go to the >St. Dunstan's Attcr-Care Fund
for our blinded heroes. ^

.

II

THE PRINCES OF THE HOtTSE OF WINDSOR
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SHOES tKat
)AMC£D

PAULINE
STARK
as Rhoda.

WALLACE
MCDONALD

as Harmony Lad

WHY don't you give w> tho gangster
game, Harmony, and live honest ?

"

Pretty Klioda Regan looked up
into the faeo of her lover, Harmony Lad, and
«:Iatol>ed at his sleeve with an appealing gesture.

The young man hesitated. He had an
honest face, and it was not altogether his fault

that ho was a gangster, and the associate of

crooks.
Born in. the Kast Side of New York, amid

rrhninals of tho worst kind, he liad never had a

real chance to make good.

He had never even known his parents, ai\d

(he )\amo he bore had been given him,ou accoiant

of his marvellous tenor voice.
' I think you're right, Rhoda," he said at

last. I'll quit the Cherry Hill gang right

now. Tliey know I'm no sciuealer, and I don't

suppose they'll worry me any. I've never been
keen on the crook game, and I've only been

wailing for a chaDic to go on the ' square.'
"

He bent down and kissed his little sweetheart.

Rhoda clapped her hands with delight.

Oh, won t it bo lino. Harmony ? You'll

soon make a lot of money with your voice, and
we can get married and get right away from
this horrible life !

"

There were not two happier people in the

whole of New York that niglit than Rhoda and
her sweetheart; but while they dreamed dreams
of .-i hajipy future. Fate Avas jjreparing a blow in

a way against which they could not j)rotcct

t hemsclves.
For years tliere had been a bitter rivalry

between the Cherry Hill gang, which was led

by Stumpy Darcy, and the Hudson Dusters,

and the feud came to a climax one night when
a hand-to-hand fight .took place, in which
revolvers and knives were freely used. In tho

melee Stumpy Darcy fafally shot Wedge
Barker, the captain of the Hudson Dusters.

Harmony Lad heard of the affair througli a

fiiend, and lie was more thankful than ever

that he had broken away fiom the gang. But
his satisfaction was short lived.

The police, after trying every member of the

f.vo gangs they could lay their hands on to

split on Stumpy, suddenly thought of Harmony,
a-td tried to make him turn informer, and tell

them where Stumpy was hiding. There «as
little honour in the code of tho gangsters, but
nne thing they held sacred. They would not

betray a pal. Harmony, though he had finally

lUt liimself ot? from the Cherry Hill gang,

would not betray his old leader, and, dodging

tho jwlice who were shadowing him, ho hid in a

friend's garret.

From there ho wrote to Rhoda, telling her

that he was safe, and as soon as the coast was
f lear he woukl get away on a vaudeville tour.

Ill the mo.intimo sho was not to try to seo him,

OH tho police would bo sure to shadow her, and
UrA out ))is hiding-place.

"You can ))clp me best," he went on, " by

going to the masked ball for which 1 bought
you a costume, and while the police are watching
you there, I will try to clear out of the city."

Tho nowa camo as a terrible blow to Rhoda,
but her misery was relieved by the thought
that her lover was safe,

Rhoda was only a poor East Side girl, but in

her heart beat a great love for Harmony, and
in her soul burned the sacred fire of sacrifice.

At whatever risk to herself, she meant to save
her lover. Well did she know the risk she ran
in playing the part she had set herself. Not
only was there the chance that the police, angry
at losing Harmony, inight arrest her on some
trumped-up charge and try to force from her
I he secret of her sweetheart's hiding-place by
(he cruel torture of the "Third Degree," in

which prisoners are kept awake and questioned
and questioned until, through sheer exhaustion,
they break down and confess ; but there was
also the danger that the gang, believing that
Harmony had " squealed " to the police, might
wreak their vengeance on her. But to Rhoda
nothing mattered except her lover's safety, and
she dressed for the ball, ))raying that she might
keep the police on her track until Harmony
escaped.

Dancing to Save Her Lover.

IT was a gay but garish scene that met Rlioda s

eyes as sho entered the dance hall. For
the greater part, the revi Hers were crooks,

but there was a sprinkling of rich young men
from the West Side, who sought pleasure in

such places under the mistaken idea that they
wore seeing life.

With a feeling of great joy Rhoda recognised
in one of the dancers nogan,the most relentless

blculh of all the New Y^ork detectives.
Sho knew he always worked single-handed,

and while he was watching her. Harmony
would be putting mile after mile between
himself and New York.
And so, with a smile on her lips to hide the

aching fear at her heart, she threw herself into
th^^ riotous frenzy of the dance.
Always a good dancer, she danced now as she

had never danced before. She was the gayest
of all the mad revellers, gliding with feathery
n'ace over the polished floor, laughing a chal-
lenge to care, as she went from partner to
\)artner, admired by the men and envied by
the women. All the time .she was conscious of
the steely eyes of Hogan the sleuth watching her
with a smile of triumph as he waited patiently
ior the end of the ball, when he could follow
her to the secret hiding-place of her lover.

.\3 the night wore on Rhoda recognised in
line of the dancers Stumpy, the killer of Wedge
Barker, and, her br.iin cjuickened by the desire
to save her sweetheart, she thought out a plan
to throw Hogan off the scent still further.

She had no difficulty in getting him as a
jiartner, and as they s^\ung rovtnd the room
Hhoda let Stumny vmderstand that sho did not
wish to dance with anyone else.

" I seem to know you," said the gangster.
" Won't you tell me your name ?

"

That would destroy all the fun of the dance,"
laughed Rhoda. " There is plenty of time for
you to know my name and see my face after
the ball is over—when you see me home," she
added, with an alluring smile in her eyes.
But though she spoke so bravely, Rhoda was

inwardly shuddering. It took all the courage
born by love, and sustained by hope, to keep
her from shrinking in tlie arms of the murderer,
the man whose crime had destroyed her haj)-
piness, and threatened the safety of her lover.
But Rhoda was filled with the determination
that enables a woman to sink her very soul in
the desire to safeguard the one slio loves. She
brought to bear all the blandishments and
artifices of which she was capable to induce
Stumpy to stay at the ball. The longer she
could keep him there, the further away Har-
mony Lad would be from the clutches of the

law, for Hogan would not leave until sho did.[

Round and lound she danced, never allov.'ing|

Stumpy to get bored. Once or twice she caught!
him looking at Hogan, and each time he began!
to get nervous and mutter something about
going hoine ; but Rhoda begged him to stay..

Towards midnight she began to feel the effect-'

of her exertions, but she would not give in.
'" Every step I take is another step to safety:

for Harmony," slie whispered to herself.

At last Stumpy indicated pretty plainly that,

if she was not ready to go she would have to walk!
home alone, and Rhoda consented. She had
achieved her object. Her lover by this time
would be far out of the reach of the police, andl
with a deep sigh of thankfulness, she allowed'
Stumpy to help her on with her cloak.

As they left the hall she saw that Hogan was
following them, and she kept Stumpy's atten-
tion directed to herself, so that he should not
become suspicious of the detective and bolt.

At the door of her home she nerved hcrselt

for a still greater task. It was absolutely;
essential that Hogan should have no doubt
that the man he had been shadowing was.
Harmony Lad. She threw her arms around:
Stumpy's ueck and kissed liini, and then darted
indoors.
As she entered .she started biK'k with an*

exclamation of dismay, for waiting at the foot

of the stairs was Harmony Lad.
" You ! " she cried, " Oh, why are you

here ?
"

" Y'ou didn't expect me, did you '.' " repliea,

Harmony. And there was a sneer in his voice,
i

" Oh, I heard all about you dancing <vll night
with Stumpy !

" he went on fiercely. " You're
a fine one to preach to me about being honest.

I see now why you wanted me to quit the gang.

As soon as I went on tour, you meant to take

up with Stumpy Darcy. 'Yom- fears for my
safety were all put on. Once I had got away
you intended to keep me away, while you would
be with Stumpy, the man you love."

'" Oh, don't. Harmony, don't !
" cried Rhoda,^

bursting into tears. You don't know the:

cruel thing you're doing. I have danced all:

night with Stumpy, and I kissed him outside;

the door, but it Ayas to save you. Harmony.
Hogan, the detective, watched us all night at
the ball, and trailed us home. He thinksi

Stumpy is you. and by this time he will havel

arrested him !

"

Harmony swung the girl roimd and looked:

into her face.

Is this on the level, Rhoda ? " he said.
"' True, as I love you, Harmony !

" answered:
the girl, and there was truth shining in her eyes.j

' Then I'm going to find out," shouted;

Harmony. " Y'ou wait for me here !

"

He came back in a little while, and taking;

Rhoda in his arms, he kissed her passionately.!
"' However could I doubt you ? " he whis-l

))ered tenderly. " Can you forgive me ?
"

' Forgive you. Harmony ? You don't knowt
how much I love you. If you were to kill nie,:

and I had got strength to do just one thing, iti

would be to kiss you. That's how much I lovol

you, Harmony !
" said Rhoda passionately.

Harmony spoke no word, but he clasped!

Rhoda still tighter in his arms. Presentlyj

Rhoda looked up,
" Did Hogan get him ? " she asked.

Harmony -nodded.
" Yes, and he's got the killing dead fixed oni

Stumpy. They were bound to get him sooner!

or later. Wedge Barker dead, and Stumpy
in prison. It will mean the break up of both
gang.«7 We'll get married straight away
Rhoda, and I'll take you on tour with me
right away from the memories of gangsters."

Rhoda looked down at her little satin shoes.

"I shall be married in these, Harmony,'
she said. " The shoes that danced all night/

for you," she said tenderly.

{Adapted from, incidents in the TrianqU photoA

play, " Shoes that Danced," shouAng this u-eei).
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PRISCILLA DEAN smiles at a complimeix*. GLADYS BROCKWELL rings oK. EVELYN NESBITT is serious.
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0 Brady is the daughter of ono of tho

;f;il managers in America is tho only

riies tho popular' star. Some people will

y made headway through the influence of

se picture-goers who know her best will

Having won her position, and will stoutly

; to influence.

(sroen favourite, Alice Brady dances well

She is twenty-three years of age, and is

nches. Her eyes and hair are brown, and

nplexion.

that Miss Brady is just as big a star on

rica as she is on the screen. In fact, tho

New York was scored by her in a play

She has played a variety of roles, ranging

tragedy. When she first went into pic-

Company, she was an immediate success,

great headway. She is now acting for

mtation of being the most independent

tends on no one for anything. Everything

rid directly under her supervision. " This

igs done properly," she declares. " And
have nobody to blame but yourself."

(va-s acting in " The Death Dance," her pro-

ofessional dancer to appear for her, but Alice
In " HER GREAT CHANCE.

'THE ORDEAL
OF ROSETTA."

The photograph on
the left shows
ALICE BRADY in

"Red Head," on
the right in "The
Knife," and below
in "Her Great

Chance."

In "THH DEATH
DANCE."

(l^h>loa : Oaumont.)
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MILDRED HARRIS.
Of salin libhon and tulle. The,

h CJtning ribbon boxes gin fiilncsa In

th" »icc''.

m TME DRESSING =

Frocks on the Film — Why the Cinema Star is Always Clothed in th?
Latest Fashion—A Question of Line.

Marguerite Clarke, whom we knov to be under fiv^

ft'pt in height, believes in simple styles and a bigH
waistline.

The Long Tunic Gives Line.

MlLlJRia) HARRIS, a.s slight as .she ia pelilf^

lias found out the beeoming line a long tunic
gives her.

Dorothy Dalton's long-walsted frock is as original
as it is becoming, the two tassels and the train giving
the necessary length to make a long-waisted frock
graceful.

The Fascination of Tulle.

BESSIE liARRlSC'ALE is the tallest of our bevy
of beauty, and she shows us the fascination of

a drapery of tulle that only a tall, slight

figure can carry off successfully, and you notice she U
carrying a ' jazz " fan—a sinrjle fenfher. Whilst Madge
Kennedy shows ns how delightful an ingenue frock of

net can be, especially if flower trimmed.
Can you imagine anything nicer for a summer dance ?

And each of these frocks are so distinctive that they
will remain in fashion imtil they are worn out—
a great consideration these days. A Dp.essee.

THE dioice and keeping up of a cinema stars
wardrobe is a matter of importance only second
to the interpretation of her parts.

When you tliink that a popular favourite lias per-

haps to play as many as forty plays in a year, witli

sometimes as many as nine changes in frocks, you will

understand how necessary it is that this should be so.

So the girl who would be well dressed can gain
many hints from her sister on the screen, who has
to study dress as part of her profession.

Never Out of Date.

ANOTHER big point worth remembering that,

although some of' the screen plays you are
seeing to-day may have been filmed two or

even more years ago, how seldom is it that the frocks of

our favourites appear to us out of fashion. 'I'liis proves
that tlie cinema star dresses herself with tliought.

choosing designs that suit her, never following any
extreme fashion, so her clotlies never go out of date.

Hints that He'p.

STUDY' the evening frocks on this page, and when
you choose a new one for yc>ursclf note the little

details which make these frocks so bccoinina;.

MADGE KENNEDY.
Of nnt and flowers. An ideal dance

frock.

DOROTHY DALTON.
The acme of elegance. Of satin,

pearls, and sequins. Note how the

tassels on the cords (dve a lon^gline to

the frock.

MARGUERITE CLARK.
Simplici'y personified. Of char-

meme, with lace side panels. Note
that the. drapery coming i^ery low does

not take from the. hdght.

BESSIE BARRISCALE.

A dazr/ingfrock of heads and ttiUf..

To carry a single feather as a fan »»

the very latest idea. Th'y are caUed
"jazi" fans.
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A FACE THAT MAKES FUN.

Oh, I say! You don't mean it ? Stop kidding. Stay and talk with me. It wasn't my fault.

"SMILING" BILL PARSONS.
The Comedian Who Makes You Laugh Loudest when He is Not " Smiling."

COMEDIANS who are really funny arc few and far between, and to be a success-

ful laughter-maker on the screen is the greatest acconpHsliment of all.

. The absence of the spoken quip and jest of the .stage must be compensated
by humorous expres.sion and action. " Smiling " Bill Parsons is a master in these

arts. In a short time he has won a great reputation for clean, brisk comedy, and
l)is face, figure, and funniosities are known nation-wide.

When "Smiling" Bill first went into hlms, his comedies were not widely heralded

or advertised, but their humour won increasing audiences everywhere. His fame
just " growed," and the more people saw of him, the more they wanted to.

There is nothing strained or forced about his fun. When we are watching him
on the screen, we are forced to the conclusion that his humour has not been thought
out and planned. li is apparently evolving in the ordinary course of events,

peihaps while lie is engaged in a " screen " conversation, at dinner, or, in fact,

wherever he may happen to be. , , ^
The Champion Gloom Killer.

HIS success lies in the fact that he is liomely, and not merely a manufactured
comedian. He is just the sort of man one would like to have about the

house. What an asset he would be to the ordinary domestic household. Can't

you imagine him teasing sister, ragging the boy, bouncing baby on his knee, and
digging dad in the ribs ? Wherever he was, gloom would give place to happiness

and laughter.

But besides being a first-rate comedian, " Smiling " Bill Parsons is a very keen
liiisiness man. He has built up a big organisation in California to increase the

output of his comedies, and he is leaving no stone unturned to merit the attention

which Ills " Capito- comedies have attracted. A very large number of new
players have been added to his companies.

His Newly-married 'Wife.

BILL " also manages the affairs of his newly-maiTied wife, Billie Rhodes,
and he is going to see that she appears in far more ambitious pictures

in the future. She has, of course, only appeared so far in two reel comedies;

Ho. has recently signed contracts that place her services under one of the most
impoi'tant managements, and Miss Rhodes will be at the head of an entire com-
pany of fifty players, and a complete technical organisation.

The first of her new films will be called " The Blue Bonnet." Thi.s is a story

of the Salvation Anny, and Ben Wilson will also appear in \\,.

A quaint incident occurred recently when Billie Rhodes was rehearsing for a
little comedy picture, " She Couldn't (jrow Up." In the film Billie appears as the

younger daughter of an ambitious mother, who dresses her up in extremely juvenile

costume in order that she may not spoil her elder sister's matrimonial chances.

She Looked so Young.

IN short skirts and long white socks she looked, despite her nineteen years,
the very embodiment of youthful innocence, but she scarcely knew whether
to be amused or angry when a youngster of some twelve ye.ars, who had

been brought to the studio to play dolls with her in one of the scenes, flatly

refused to have anything to do with " such a little kid as that."

In the end, however, Billie Rhodes solemnly explained that she wa(3 not quilc

Ko young as she looked, whereupon the youthful critic fell a quick victim to her
pretty charms, and the two romped together with an abandon that is well depicted
on the screen.

Before taking to the screen "Bill" Parsons was an insurance man, and lie was
so successful that he was always called "the millionaire insurance man. ' Regu-
larly every year- he didinsuranco business to the extent of one million dollars.

It is a curious thing that a man should want to give up a thriving business to
make people laugh, but this is what "Bill" did and he succeeded in his aim
right from his first production.

" Smiling " Bill Pareons, who is President of the National Film Corporation of

America, has just made arrangements which ensure that the whole of his next
year's output of comedies will bo bought by a well-known distribiiting firm, before
they have been seen by them, so the concern evidently has great faith in the con-
tinuance of Lis laughter-creating powers. "Smiling" BILL PARSONS.
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Too Much Realism.

AN old couple from tlie country wandered
into a moving picture s)iow in town.

As they entered, a Tom Mix cowboy
picture was being shown.
The old lady laid a restraining hand on her

liusband's arm.
" Bill," she said. " let's not so too far down

in front ; the dust those horses are kickin' up
is somethin' awful. My clot hes'H be ruined !

"

Scene : The local cinema.
Dramatis persona? : Tired father and a very

loquacious and energetic youngster. Picture :

" Dead Man's Land." ;

Intense darkness. Profound .silence.

Child :
" What's he doing now '!

"

Father :
" Oh, he's taking the watch from

the man who's just come in—no, he's jilst

gone out again now."
Child :

" Wha at ? " (The scene has
changed to a different set of characters, belong-

ing to anotlier part of the story.)

Father, hopeles.sly :
" The picture is gone

now, and we shall have to wait."
Child :

" Don't want to wait, want to
"

Father, desperately ;
" Well, you saw that

man that you didn't see, well, 'e took the
watch " (the unfortunate man endca%'OUring to

explain the last scene and to follow the present
one) -" and then the horse jumped over the
revolver, and 1 knew she didn't love him, and so

the great detective saw the watch, and so, so

—

er—oh, for goodness' sake, eat yer bun and shut
up !

"

This Should Be Funny.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN is to direct Douglas

Fairbanks, I am told, and Do*>g. will

direct Charles in a pwcture in aid of the

Boy Scout movement in America. The two
actors are also going to be enrolled a.s scouts.

The spectacle of Fairbanks cutting Chaplin
cvpers, and vice versa, should be distinctly

good.

Too Much For Her.

MAY ALLI«)X is appearing in a Bolshevik
picture called " Free.'' Om afternoon
a thunderstorm arose, and heavy drops

of rain pattered down refreshingly. The
players ran for shelter.

"Doesn't the damp earth smell sweet ''

asked the producer, who was standing near May.
" I absolutely refuse to smell anythni^;

to-day," returned the pretty star. '" 1 hav^'

been sitting and working all the afternoon with
Bolsheviks !

"

—

—

Louise Forgot She Was Driving.

MOTOR-CARS dont agree with poor
Louise Fazenda, the Paramount come-
dienne. I have sold my ' galloping

bedstead !
' " confessed the star recently, and

I have taken a solenm ' never again ' oath.

Every time I started out to drive the car .some-

thing made nie think of a ' funny stunt ' for a

comedy. The result is I've had four collisions

and three arrests in a fortnight, and that's

cjuite enough." —

—

He Would Die First

ADCDE entered the sacred sanctum of

Goldwyn's scenario editor, and handed
him a manuscrri>t entitled " I Will Die

First." He ordered the editor to read it at once
in his presence, and was altogether very rude.

The editor glanced up and merely read the title

to him.

Here's ALICE HOWELL. She's really very
pretty when she doesn't tie her face in knots.

[l^holo : Trana-Atlaiilic.

The Superintendent Servant.

AROUND the picture studios in California,

the servant problem ia a very seriout*

one indeed. May Allison is driven to

distraction trying to obtain a general maid.
The reason is that most of the young
women have 'deserted household work in

favour of playing in " crowds " for motion
pictures.

" Do you understand general housework ?
"

asked May, of one applicant.

'"Certainly," answered the girl; "but I

don't do any. I mi«tn't."
Miss Allison gasped.
" Oh, I never do an3-thing but superintend,"

the girl explained. " 1 can't aSord to ruin my
nails, it would spoil my chance of becoming a
star."

The Jester.

MORE ADVENTURES OF MUTT AND JEFF
(Incidents taken from the Film Cartoons.

By Permission of the Fox Film Company.)

QAUGMTEP

Mutt and Jeff weren't going to be left out .So Mutt hatches a scheme, and the two fly They arrive at the Sultan's palace, and, as

when the medals were handed round. ' off to Constantinople. usual, poor old Jeff gets the hardest job to'do.

RAN AVMy SO t

MAD TO KIDNAP
TUC SUOKH AIT

Mutt is not allowed inside. Of course, he
was not really anxioas to walk into danger.

Jeff does his best to amuse the Sultan, 'out

he only succeeds in sending him to sleep.

And when his opportunity comes kidnap'

the Terrible Turk-
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MIRIAM SABBAGE. The Beauty Prize Winner, Who will Shortly Be
: : : : Seen in Her First Picture-Play : : :

:

AN event which eveiy picture-goer is

looking forward to is the first film in

which Miss Miriam Sabbage, tho
'* Daily MiiTor " beauty prize-winner, appears.

We are promised a great treat, for the picture

will verUy breathe the spirit of Britain from
beginning to end.
The story will be British, the scenery will be

British, and one of the leading players will be
a bonny, essentially Britisli type of girl.

According to Mr. Samuelson, the producer,
'* The story has just that heartsome blend of

domestic drama and open-air life that will

appeal to every type of picture-goer. It has
suspense, surprise, and the gripping quality

of strong human emotion, and it is called
' The Bridal Chan.'

"

A Typical Open-Air Girl.

THROUGHOUT the five acts of the picture

the public will have an opportunity of

. witnessing Miss Sabbage in a succession

of scenes which will exhibit her qualities as

the typical open-air girl.

She will appear as a golfer and as a tennis-

player, as well as in punting scenes up river,

and in riding scenes. She will figure as a

central character in a racecourse incident, and
also in a big hunt scene. The beauty of the

surroundings in these pictures cannot be sur-

passed by the scenery in any country.

Miss Sabbage has shown remarkable aptitude

as a picture actress, for a beginner. She
photographs well from the " screen " point of

view, and has quickly learnt the difficult art

of moving correctly in front of the camera.
The camera, be it noted, is a relentless critic,

and the slightest fault in deportment, which
would .pass by unnoticed in everyday life, is

registered mercilessly.

Mr. Samuelson is quite satisfied with
Miriam's work.

Miss Sabbage," ho recently confessed,

has shown a tireless patience in her desire to

do iustioe to her part."

Miriam herself is highly elated with
her part.

I have always had an admiration

for picture artistes," she stated re-

cently, " but I little thought it woulil

be my great fortune to follow in their

footsteps. I have done my very best,

and I do hoxjo I have succeeded in

my work."
I was fortunate . enough to oatiii

Miss Sabbage in one of the few slad'.

half-hours of her crowded day. For
Miss Sabbage has not been content t(?

rest on her laurels. Acting for the

screen by day and on tho stage at

night, she is one of Londoji s busiest

workers.

" No," replied Miss Sabbage in answer t

my question: " although I have always wanted
to go on the stage, I have never acted before."

' course," she went on in her charming
way, " like all children, I loved
' dre.ssing-up ' when a kiddie, and I've

done very amateurish acting in school plays."

" What kind of part have you in ' The
Bridal Chair,' may I ask ?

"

" The type I like best—light comedy with a

touch of pathos. There are one or two love-

scenes, but nearly all the others are sporting

scenes—hunting, boating, cycling and golfing.

" Yes, I love sport. Particularly because I

am so fond of being in the open air. I think

swimming and riding are my favourite

pastimes. I like boatmg if
"—she added with

one of her sunny smiles
—

" someone else does
the work." ,

" Did you find much difficulty in adapting
yourself to screen work ?

"

"At first, yes. I could not forget the proximily
of the camera. In
studio work the lights

MISS MIRIAM
.SABBAGE

Photo : Dci'y Mirror.

rare very trying—outdoor acting is much
easier."

I next asked Miss Sabbage whether she
found the absence of an audience affected tlio

intensity of her acting, or whether she missed
the inspiration derived from contact with
music-hall audiences.

" Well," was her answer, " of course, one
misses the appreciation and sympathy of an
audience, but the absence of an audience makes
the part seem more real, and one is less self-

conscious.
" I tliink there is far more scope for indivi-

duality on the screen than on the stage,
but the cmema is the more difficult. A good
cinema actress must be born and not made,
whereas training counts for a very great deal
in stage work. I dread to see myself in my
first picture—it is pot like a stage debut, when
the mistakes one makes can be rectified at the

next performance."
" Have you any

hobbies ? " was my
next question. " When

you have
any spare
t i m e," T

hastened to
add as I noted

the whimsical ex-
pression tliat crept
into the bright eyes.

" I am very fond
of reading, and keep a little

red book into which I copy all

quotations and verses that
appeal to me. I also keep a

diary of all my experiences. Theu
I am passionately fond of music."

" I am sure you sing," I ventured.
" Well, yes. My favourite songs are Tosti's

' Parted ' and ,

' Good-bye,' and ' Softly
Awakes My Heart,' from 'Samson and
Delilah.'"

Do you "

But I was forced to desist, for

across the velvety lawn at the rear
of Worton Hall a messenger was

signalling Miss Sabbage that
" rest time," like all good
things, including my inter-

view, was at an end.
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"And now for Bed

"I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

clean as a riew pin. Now
I don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

ing years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed.'

Vomerojf
SkinFood

1/6, 3/6 and 5/. Jars

ol High-class Chemists

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29. Old Bond Street,

LONDON.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
INTERESTING FACTS OVERHEARD ABOUT COMING PHOTO-PLAYS.

SWKET LAVENDER " is one of tliose

stories that never grow old. Since the
night over thirty years ago (Mareli 21st,

1888, to be exact) when it was first played to
an enthusiastic audience ia Terry's Theatre,
London, to the present day, it is always to be
seen some%vhere in the provinces.

" Sweet Lavender " firmly established the
repotatidn of Sir Arthur Wing Pinero as our
foremost dramatist, and it gave that great
character actor, the late Mr. Edward Terry, as
DicU Phenyl, the finest acting success of bis career.

Early in 191C Cecil Hepworth produced a

film version of the plaj', which proved one of the
most, .successful British productions. For the
part of Dick Phenyl ho was fortunate to secure

Henry Ainley, an actor who. after appearing
for many years in romantic parts, had exhibited

a rich sense of character in his great success as

Joe Quinney at the Haymarket Theatre. Ex-
perienced and popular film stars like Alma
Taylor, Chrissie White, and Stewart Rome
filled in the other characters admirably.
The film was purchased by the London In-

dependent Film Trading Company, Ltd., who
have found it so popular and widely successful

that they have reissued it, believing that there

will be a warm welcome and pj"acticnlly a new
puljlic awaiting this proved favourite. Thus
does " Sweet Lavender " achieve still another
record to add to its list of happy and successful

revivals. Here we see Mr. Henry Aiidey in

the big part of Dick Phenyl. ^

— —
Polly to Stay.

MRS. SYDNEY DREW will continue to

play in comedies, and will still play the

character of Polly as in the past. Hence-
forth, however, she will be the sister of a bachelor-

brother. Donald McBride, a popular comedian,
who was associated with the late lamented
Sydney Drew in several pictures, will play

opposite Mrs. Drew as the brother.

—>

—

Which is the Best?

HARRY KING, Har\-ey Clark, and Emory
Johnson, of the American Studios, Santa
Barbara, are having a competition to

decide which of their babies is the healthiest

and prettiest. Of course, the proud fathers

each declare in favour of his own. The three
'" angels " arrived curiously enough in the

same week, and their mothers before marriage

were. Mrs. King (Gypsy Abbott), Mrs. Clark

(Ethel Uilman), and Mrs. Johnson (Ella Hall).

—

—

An Ideal Spot for Home.
MARY" PICKFORD has just paid £2,000 for

a plot of land at Santa Monica. It over-

looks the ocean, and is snuggled at the

foot • of the mountains just at the top of a

canyon. Plans are now being made of the new
house which is to be built on the site.

Who Will " Bob " Next ?

DOROTHY GISH has been threatening to

bob her hair, and Constance Talmadge,
her best friend, has been urging her on.

The other day a parcel came for Dorothy upon
which was written From Constance Talmadge."
" I expect Constance has sent me a new hand-

bag," exclaimed Dorothy ; and she hastened to

unfasten the package, arid found a box of

Constance's hair. There was also a note which

said " I have beaten you.—Cox." Dorothy is

quite sure that her friend will change her mind
shortly, and she is saving the snipped locks for

future use.

Billie Burke and the Soldiers.

WHEN rain interfered with her work before

the camera in a Paramount picture

recently, Billie Burke determined to

give fifty of the wounded soldiers in one of the

New York City hospitals the time of their lives.

The soldiers had been driven out to watch Miss

Bnrke work before the camera, and the popular

star announced that as soon as they could get

back to the city she would give them the best

HENRY AINLEY as Dick Phenyl in "Sweel
Lavender."

luncheon to be found in the city. They were
taken to one of the leading hotels, but no Billie

Burke appeared, and they were told to go ahead
with their luncheon.

A half-hour later the star appeared upon the
scene with an announcement that the reason
for her tardiness was that she had been for

matinee tickets for the soldiers. The reception
she got left no doubt as to the screen star's

standing in the opinion of the fifty wounded
men. And the inimitable Billie is telling her
friends that it was the best day's work she has
ever done.

WHEN AT YOUR PICTURE HOUSE
YOU MUST NOT MISS SEEING—
BrLLY West, mending a car, in " The

Chauffeur. {Suprakinerna.)
"

Herbert Rawlinson, telling Priscilla Dean
that if she doesn't kiss him he will kill himself,
in. " Kiss or Kill." (Butchers.)

J
Alice Bradv, as twin girls, in "The Better

Half." (Gaumoni.) . .

CH.A.RLES Rock, giving an eloquent " speech "

for the defence, in "The Greater Love."
(Garrick.)

CoKsTAKCE Talmadge. feeding the monkeys
in the Zoo, in '' A Lady's Name. " [Oaumonf.)

William Farnum, being discovered by"i»
semi-civilised tribe in the heart of the forest, in
" The Jungle Trail." (Fox.)

Ruth Cliffobd, deciding she cannot desert
her husband, in " In ^Friendship's Name,"
(Selected.)

Frederick Warde. working in his own
factory, in " Fires of Y'outh." (Imperial Films
Company.)

The Mysterious Hand, in " The Silent My-
stery." (F.B.O.)

Theda Bara, singing in the streets, in " The
Siren's Song." (Fox.)

Ethel Clayton, trying to "catch" a mil-

lionaire, in " Pettigrew's Girl." (Famous-Lasky.)

George Walsh, when his luck is out, in
" Never Say Don't." (Fox.)

Bessie Barriscale, dancing in " Maid of

the Storm." (Reuters.)

The Look-out Man.
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DOROTHY PHILLIPS in "A Soul for Sale."

Mrs. Pendleton has lived a life o£ pleasure, and in her se'fishness allows nothing to Her daughter Niela is a girl of singular beauty and fascination,

stand between her and her enjoyments. One day she receives notification that her and is blindly devoted to her mother. She recalls a promise she

deceased husband has left her but a small fortune, and she takes the newa badly. made to her dead father to look after her mother.

Steele Mintern, an old friend and admirer of Niela, falls Niela hates him, and scorns his advances. But in a stormy scene Simons explains
ardently in love with her. But Mrs. Pendleton tries to persuade thjft he has the girl in his power, as he holds a cheque which she has forged. Niela
her daughter to turn her attention to Wilfred Simons, a wealthy shrinks back horror-stricken, as she knows this was the work of her mother, but her

stockbroker. devotion keeps her lips sealed.

At a big house party Steele Mintern wins lieavily at cards. He This is too much for poor Niela. She rebels at last, and declares she is, tired of the
is playing in order to keep the girl out of Simon's clutches. Mrs. life she is forced to live. She seeks work as a typist, and,' s'ome itibnths later, again

Pendleton goes to his room that night and robs him. mee'.s her lover, Steele Mintern, and gains happiness at last.
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Sir Harry H. Johnston,
G.C.M G , K.C.B.. writes :—" I am not myself much
of a smoker, but my friends have tried your
' De Reszke' Cigarettes and like tliem exceedingly."

H. M. Bateman. Esq. writes :
—" I appreciate

the delicate flavour of your ' De Reszke ' Cigarettes,
and can describe them in one word—beautiful !

"

/•

Max Darewaki. Esq. writes:

—

" Your ' De Reszke 'American Cigar-
I'ttes are a cool, soothing smoke, and
unlike most brands I have tried do
not irritate the throat."

A CIGARETTE that has won
such high approval is surely

worth knowing. , That is

why we suggest your giving " De
Reszkes " a trial.

"DcReszke
>«3'ClGABETrES
Sold at all Tobacconists, Stores,

and Mililary Canteens,

WHY
NOT

YOU?
QTHE RS—including^ many famous beauties
and actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust and
peach -silk skin by usiog
"Hrmanec," the famous
secret pireparation-

A few days' trial will

astonish and convince yoa.
Why not start to-day? Send JEAN BINET & CO-
IS. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for (Dept. 101.

supply under plain cover to 34. strand. LONDON.
Manageress— w o. 2

DESIGN REGISTERED.

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtain one for 2/6. Particulars free

Write at once:

BRITISHSCOPE, 236H, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

HAIR ON THE FACE
Initantly and completely
vanishes with EJECTHAIR. th^
Testified Oure for thi.'i hideous
affliction—S i m p 1 e . Safe and
P a i n 1 e 8 s—Success assured—
Money-back Guarantee Oiren
—Sent in plain cover (or 7d.
.Send now 7<i, stamps to—

Manaeeress. EJECtHAIR CO.
(Dept. 8|.

682, Holloway Ril.,London.N.19.

You can easily avoid that most dis-
qiiifting ijign of age—grey hair—by
using Valentine's Extract, which
imparts a natural colour, light
brown, dark btown or black, and
makes the hair aoft anil glossy. It
s a perfect, cleanly and harmless
stain, washable and lai^ting. One
liquid, most easy to apply- ?^'o

odour nor stickined.^. Docs not
soil the pillow.

Price Not Advanced. Quality and
Strength maintalBed at Pre-War

Standard.
Of all Chemists, at 1S2/-,A 6/6 per

bottIe;Or,if denired.by post Sd.wctra.

R. S. VALENTINE, 46a, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C. I.
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Pretty WANDA HAWLEY. the Famous-Lasky
Star, intei viewed by Alice de Piquot.

WANDA HAWLEV wa^ in tear^i.

1 f-aw that wlica she tiirnccl her head at my .salutation. Her pyes were
floodoj and rod. the corner.-; of her month trembled i but when she looked

lip at me she made a pitiful attempt to smile and he polite.

But I was embarras.sod. Here poor Wanda was in the throes of a great grief of

Some sort, and I had rudely burst in with my trivial jocularity. I stuttered, bUi?hed,
and apologised.

'" 1 didn't know," I said. " Pardon me. please. I II go."
" Oh, no I Stay arid tnlU to me," she said, smiling now more Ijrightly. " What's

the rttatter ? "
'

" Well, you're feeling badlj' ; you "

" Oh, no. I'm just working lip the tears for the next scene, that's all. I'm cry-
ing to-day." And two big fears rolled frojn her eyes and dowji her cheeks.
Then 1 understood, and I sat down beside her while she diicd her eyes and sobbed

once or twice. It was really pitiful, in spite of the fact that I knew what it was all

about. When Wanda cries, she looks the most-to-be-pltied person on earth. I

even feU tears rising in niy own eyes at the sight.

Run Out of Tears.

IT
se<?ms as thoutrh I'd done- nothing but cry for months," said Wanda. " I'm
just about run out of tears. It 1 don't get a happv part pretty soon I'll have
to resign.

" I had tf) cry nearly all through C'eeil B. De Millo's last pieture, ' For Better, for

Worse.' You see, I thought tVie man 1 loved had been killed, and every time I

thought of it a big photogra]ih was taken of the tears. Then, cput,^ femininely, I

cried still harder when I learned he wasn't killed. And when he came back, "and
told mo he loved me, I cried so hard that all the paint came off the floor for yards
aroimd.

" In the next picture I did, ' Secret Service.' -with Captain Robert Warwick, I had
to cry some more. I had to cry in almost every scene. Captain Warwick claimeil

that the air was so damp ail around the set that he felt he was getting pneumonia,"
" But how do you manage it ? " I asked curiously. "Most people that I know

fake the tears with glycerine. Do you mean to say that you actually cry for all

these scenes, and never once have to resort to artifice ?
"

" 1 usually manage to work up enough tears. Only occasionally do I have to use

glycerine," said Wanda. " You see, it's easy enough to work up a good cry, and to

keep it up for four or five scenes. But
it takes so long to make scenc3, what with

the shifting of lights, cameras, and all that,

that before the day is over I have got

all the tears out of my system, an.l 1

feel so good—the natural reaction to

a weeping spell— that I can't pro-

duce another tear though the whole

picture depends on it.

What Makes Me Cry.

THEN artifice is necessary.

But there are other art),

fices than glycerine. 1 never

use that unles= absolutely neces.

sary "oecausc it hurts my "tyes,

and then I cry' in earnest.
" Mr. Ford, while workmg

on ' Secret Service,' discovered

how he could make me cry,

even after I had been crying

all day long. It's very simple_.

I don't know why it is, but I

always cry whenever I hear
' When Other Lips ' sung. As

soon as I hear it I burst into

tears, and I keep it up until

the sons is ended.
" So " Mr. Ford secured a

quartet of property boys, and
whenever he wanted me to

weep, he started them singing.

In a few monients the tears

would come. We \rorked

several days with those boys,

and wheii they were finished

they were hoarse., they had to

go 'through the song so many
time.;.

" So it's really verj- easy to

cry. If one thing doesn't

work, another wiH. It's easy,

but it isn't any fun."
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'IEA55IIERNFOAM'
VANIJil-IING CREAM

^'EASTERN
FOAM" stands for

perfection in Skin Cream.

Used night and morning, and after

washing, it will impart to the poorest skin a soft-

ness of texture and a clear, healthful bloom, such as

can be obtained by no other means.

EASTERN FOAM " is a true Vanishing

Cream—non-greasy, and containing no
glycerine. Its Oriental perfume is exclusive

and alluring. At holiday time

''EASTERN FOAM" is in-

valuable to counteract the effects

of exposure to salt-laden air and the

glare of the sun. After any exercise

it is delightfully refreshing and always

beautifying. Ample supplies of

"EASTERN FOAM" being now avail-

able, there is no need for substitutes.

0/ M Chemists and
Stores, "Away—at home,

Usc^EASTERN FOAM. "
1/4 pot.

The British 'Dru^ Houses., Ltd.., London.
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A PLEASING PAGE OF PHOTO PLAYERS
s: :: :: STARS OF THE SCREEN AT HOME

This IS DOROTHY PHILLIPS, who, you know, is the wife of Alan Holubar, MONROE SALISBURY is here seen snapped at home,
one of the cleverest of the young-actor-directors of Universal City. She herself answering some of his letters. Monroe Salisbury divides

is just twenty-five. Here we see her guiding little Gwendolyn in her new his time between his studio and his ranch. His latest hobhjr

"motor-car." is growing alligator pears, which make delicious salads.

MARY MACLAREN is very pioud of this illuminated address, HARRY CAREY is a real outdoor man. Though his favourite method
which appoints her Godmother to the United States Naval Reserve of travelling is by motor-car, he is fond of horses, and here we see him

Training Camp. making hay for their comfort.
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Novel Nurseries: fi'^^S Darlings of the Screen.

A pretty nursery, fitted with wee furniture, shown in the photo-play, "Contested Power.'

A dehghtful bathroom fitted up for bonny httle MADGE hVANiS

YOU ill EYEBROWLIN

Why not follow the lead of Society Beauties and US3
this marvellous preparation? It does not stain, is
perfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders of
ashion. A few applications will enable you t'o produce_
thatidark, fascinating appearance admired in women.

Send at once to Manageress^

JEAN BINET © CO.
(Dept. 38),

34, Strand, London, W.C. 2

: Send IS. P.O. to-day
; and receive a supply
: under' plain cover.

The Asthma Sufferers' Greatest Friend.

HINKSMAN\
Speedy and Pieas.Tiit in its effects, and always to be relied on.

1/3 per Tin, from all Chemists; postage, 2d. extra
Free Trial P.icliai;e from I HinksmaN. Chemist. Carl'iJte.

If your Chemist is withont it, ask him to get 70a Hinksman's.

IF YOU SUFFER
from nervous, worried feelings,
lack of energy, self-confidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the
Men to -Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. — GODFRY
ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 536,
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C.4.

GOLD MEDAL, DIPLOMA
AND THE

GOLDEN PALM LEAVES,
the highest awards given at the
International Exposition of Arts
and Industries at Barcelona (1917),

were awarded to

WM. S. RICE, Ltd., A. 908,
8 and 9, Stonecutter St., E.C.4,

for the excellency of their

ELASTIC TRUSSES.
If you arc ruptured, write them
to-day for full particularsof the Rice
Method, which has cured thousands
of ruptured people at home,
without pain, danger, or operation.

FILM ACTING
forMci»&Womcn
.\ie you interested in Film .\cting ? Have you con-
sidered the possibilities of this new and growing
business? If you would like full particulars write^or
call at once to LONDON ff PROVINCIAL CINEMA
COLLEGES, 236,Higk Holborn. LONDON, W.C.I.

fARE YOU SHORT?
If !50, let the GIrvan System help you
to increase your height. Mr.Briggs re-

ports 5 iuchea increase ; Driver E. F..

3 inches ; Mr, Ratclitfe, 4 inches ; Miss
Leedell. 4 inches ; Mr. Ketley. 4 inches.
This Hystein greatly improves the
health, figure, and carriage. Sen<i 3

penny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dopt. C.T., 17. Stroud Green Road,
" idon. N--4.

The Children's Newspaper

EVERY FRIDAY.
^

And dainty bedroom furniture in the photo-play, "Wanted: a Mother."
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NEXT WEEK:

ART PLATE OF MARY MILES MINTER
In Every Copy of THE PICTURE SHOW."

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

THE HANDSOME HERO.

FROM time immemorial, good looks have been the

admiration and envy ot all. They have been

made the symbolisms of virtue and goodness

and other god-hke qualities which we reverence in

human beings, 'even as certain characteristics of

human repulsiveness have been associated with

villainy and deceit. Of course, in real life the rule

by no means holds good, and the exceptions are very

often contrary to our beliefs.

But in art— which is the representation of life as

produced by the chisel, brush, pen and camera—the

tendency is to please even to the extent of sacrificing,

where necessary, reahty to the imagination. And
this is done, not because virtue and nobility of char-

acter are necessarily to be found in a beautiful woman
or in a handsome man, but because men and women
prefer that it shall be so, and the creators of art

wisely accede to the desire. The poet adorns with

rare and wondrous beauty the goddess of his theme,
while the sculptor and the artist pay homage to

goodness in a similar manner. The novelist who
dared to create an ugly hero and an ugly heroine

would lose a public, and no theatrical audience would
sit out a production in which the principal characters

had not the requisite amount of good looks. Is the

cinema, however, which has already proved its

wonderful capabilities, likely to achieve even a partial

revolution in this respect ?

The thought came to me the other day while reading

a letter I had received. The writer was a girl, and her

opinion frankly surprised me because it departed from
the general feminine point of view.

"I am tired," she wrote, "of the young and
handsome hero ; one meets him so often. In my
opinion is an ideal type of manhood. He is

stem where sternness is needed, tender and gentle

with children, women, and old people. A faithful
' pal,' and, above all, a true sportsman."

I have purposely omitted the name in order that the

space in this framework of qualities can be filled in,

if desired, by the picture of any other actor. Natur-
ally, the view expressed by my correspondent will

chieSy concern my fair readers. To them I put the
question : Is the day of the handsome hero passing ?

I do not suppose, of course, there will be anything like

unanimity of opinion. Of those who differ there may
be some who will prefer to be guided by looks, while
others may argue quite rightly that good looks and
good qualities often go together.

But whatever the answer is, I shall await it with
interest.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

; bl: time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address

:

The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farnngdon Street, E.C. 4.

S. D. H. (Rirclunston-on-Sca).—1. Because several
finer.ia theatres arc scmietimes owned by one com-
jio.ny. Kg. 2 is a question for exliihitors. Store of
NViliiam 8. Hart's luctiires, please. :5. Certainly,
tlie screen gives iis an opportunity of seeing the clever
and charming artistes of America. But because we
fan see Britisli iiiayors on the stage, why should they
be excluded linin tlie films ?

H. B. (Pendleton).—Pauline Frederick wa.s born
thirty-two years ago in Boston, U.S.A. Her husband
is Willard Mack, an American dramatist and actor.

S. D (West Harapstead).—Kufiert .Julian is his
correct name. You like liis jiortray.al of the ex-
Kaiser ill " The Beast ot Berlin," as well as his acting
in the other films you mentiorv. I shall not forget to
print some facts alioiit him as asked.
K. D (Salisbur.v).^His real name is Wernham

Wyott, and he now plays for the Broadwest films.
Cameron Carr, who also plays for Broadwest, spent, a
good many >ears on the .stage. Vou evidently missed
the Lssue for May 24th, in which there was an article
about him with iiliotograplis.

ToppY (Newcastle).—Harry T. Morey is American
right enough. He w.as bom in Rlicliigan. 80 also is

I'.ddic I'dlo, I,os Angeles being his birtlijilaee, although
he is ot Italian descent. You are ".simply dying to
get on the films," and want to know if I can help you.
Am afraid, Topsy, 1 cdn do nothing to save you if it

is so serious as all that. There are hundreds waiting
—anil thc.v are likely to be kept wAit iiig -for a chance
to get into "filmliind." But the film companies'
colli reply is " .\o vacancies." 80 there you arc I

,T. B. (Wednesbury), E. B. (Wrexham).—Sorry, I
have no postcards or other photographs of film
favourites to send you, or would oblige.

" A Uk.vder in Cologne."—My tlwnks to you
nnd all the boys in your battalion for your good wishe.s
for the success of this paper. Olad to know it is so
higlily ainH'eeiated.

" Haroi.ii (Kidderminster).—Thanks for your
scheme, Harold, but I don't think I shall be able to
adopt it. As you will see, there is a good deal about
the life stories of film favourites in the jiaper itself.

M. F. (Ashford).—Lois Wilson has brown hair and
haiiet e.ves, and was born in Birmingham, Alabama.
Theda Bara was born in 18'JO and is not married.
Cliarles Bay is twenty-eight. Yes, if you send nie a
stamped, addressed envelope with your ))hotograph
which you wish mc to see (and needless to say I shall
be pleased to have a look at it), I sliall return it care-
fully. I cannot hold out any hopes, however, about
your desire to get on the fihas. There is simply not
enough room for everybody, niy dear boy, that's the
trouble.

" Ivv " (Kenningt.on).—1 have not had the pleasure
of meeting Sessue Hayakawa personally, but I should
imagine he is as nice off the films as lie is on. So
you like his wife also.' Both arc favourites with a
largo number. '

M. P. (Camberwell).—Y'our letters to Marguerite
Clark and Charlie Chaplin have been forwarded on,
and I hope to hear that vou liave had replies from
both.

Pfe. E. C. (On the Rhine).— .\hvays pleased to hear
from those still " at the front," and am glad to have
your aiipreeiation of this paper.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

It would be a great help to the audience if the

cinema hall manager exhibited a slide at the

end of one picture telling people the name

of the one to follow. When people are not

sure whether they have seen the entire

programme, much inconvenience is caused

by people rising just as the title of the

next film is flashed on the screen.—2/6

awarded to Joseph Acors, 52, Majendie

Road, London, S.E. 18.

Billie (Sunderland)—Pauline Frederick is American.
She was born in Boston in J 887. Her husband is

Willard Mack. I cannot say that 1 see any re-

semblance between Billie Burke and Mae Marsh. I

dill not think your letter " f|ueer " at all, so hope you
will pick up courage a second time and write to me
again.
M. L. (Dundee).—Glad you liked Billie Burke's

photograph, and I hope you liave quite recovered
from your accident. You are puzzled to know how-
Mary Pickford's maiden name can be Gladys Smith.
Why ? Most artists, as you know, have stage names.
In this case, Smith is the real family name, Piekford
the stage name, and Moore her married name. See ?

Her brother's Christian name is Jack. Pleased to
know you stick up for British films.

• Frenchie " (London, E ).—Can I tell you ot " any
rich lady or gentleman that has nothing to do with
their money only squander and speculate it who
would put you on the films"? No, I don't. And I

am puzzled to know what you mean when you say
that you would make "a better speculation" than
" most of those mines (?) tliat men speculate on."
M. C. (Bexhill).—Neither married nor engaged.
Harold and Leon (Coventry), A. J. (Liverpool),

C. S. (Whitbv). L. S. (Snodland), L. R. (Cheltenham),
M. T. (Bolton). J. W. (Glasgow), R. A. (Durham),
Olive (West Kensington), Violet (High Barnet),
D. H. (Liverpool). D. B. (Wimbledon), P. M. (Swan-
sea), C. F. (Kentish Town), E. G. Leeds), I. M. (Ibrox),
and Norah and Lilian (Manchester).—If you do not
mind writing me again enclosing a stamped, addressed
envelope for reply hy post, I shall be pleased to advise
you according to your experience and qualifications.

M. G. (South Ealing).—I am afraid you are under
some misapprehension about a picture of Miss
Dorothy Dalton which you say you did not find iu

your copy of The Picture Show. In the issue

of May Hist you will find a full page portrait of her
on the inside of the front cover.

W.\.RRI0R (Sheffield). - Your letter has been sent on
to the company named, and a reply will have reached
you doubtless before this appears in print.

B. H. (Greenflieh).— Sorry, I have no photo to
semi you ot Mary Miles Minter. Have you seen-tfer

on our cover ? You will sec more about her in tliis

Iiaper from time to time.
Jl; \V. ( Itlaiklmru). \our favourites are "Violet

Hopson, Henry Ainley, and, best of all, Williaiii

Farnum." The PiC'TDUE Show, as you may have
noticed, has not forgotten them.

Q. N. (i. (S.vdenham).— Regret I cannot tell you
where they can be obtained. Horry to hear you are
not allowed to go to the pictures often on account of

your eyes, though I am gratified to learn that what
pleasure you may lose in that way is supplied you
by this paper.

P. P. (Leeds).— Billie Burke has been on the
English stage. She has auburn hair, blue eyes, and
was born in 1886. Margarita Fisher is Mrs. Harry
Pollard. Mabel Normand, Antonio Moreno, and
Mary Odette arc not married.

B. C. (Warrington).—You ,i.sk me if I prefer lengthy
epistles or short ones ? I prefer the latt/'r, be<ausc.

of the hundreds of letters I have to read. Still,

yours was not long at all. Alma Taylor wa-s born in

London and has not appeared in any American Hliiis,

but has been with Hepworths all alons, Brjant
Wiishburn's wife is Mabel Forrest.

A. R. (Grimsby). - There is no studio in Orinxsby.
Yes, I have no doubt many film aetresse* receive,

love-letters, though it's rather a waste of time, 'f

nothing else, on the part of the writers. It may
not be wise to send your autograph book to Peari
White owing to the risk of having it lost in transit

Why not write to her through the oflice of this paper ?

J. H. (Shoreham). The snapshot taken on your
holiday w.is most interesting. Elaine Hammerst'-iii
was born in 1899, and h.os brown hair and grey eyes.

Tom Moore is the brother of Owen Moore, and has a
little daughter, aged four.

i). M. ( ? ). - Sorry, the name of your town is

not very clear - or is it my eyesight ? Your letter to

I'earl White has been forwarded to her, though 1 am
really unable to tell you whether she will answer.
Let's hope she will, anyway.

R. T. (Highbury). - Thanks for your complimentH.
The pleasure is mine also to think that this paper
interests you. Charles Ray is twenty-eight. He is

married, though the lady's name has not been men-
tioned.

L. M. F. (Twickenham). - So you thought Vou might
" Wright a rime about Pe.arl White." ? If I am
correct in judging you to tie very young, then your
effort is not had. (This, of course is 7Wl an invitation
to send me more.) But you will certainly find it mon-
proHtable to spend your spare time in trying to write
indifferent verse than in cherishing a vain hope that
> on will one day become a cinema star !

M. W. (Cheltenham).— I have forwarded on .your
letter to Henry Edwards, though I did not think it

advisable to add a note, as you a-sked. I have no
doubt he will let you know if he wants your scenarios.

E. A. P. (Holloway).- Sorry to hear the discussion
caused you a sleepless night, though I am gratified
to know you are on the side of the British films all

the time.
(i. G. (Birmingham).— I have no dou'ot, G, G., that

although you are sixteen, you " can do lots of thing.s,"
but that, I am afraid, will not help jou to get on the
films.

CiNEOOER (Birmingham).—Instead of the art
plates there is, as you will have noticed, a fcUl-page
photograph in each issue suitable for framing. Space
would not permit all the incidents in a long film being
put into a short story, hence the difference you ha,vf

observed, I echo j our sentiments as regards British
films.

Star Gazer (Plymouth).— I may do something of
the sort later on. Yes, I am surprised to hear you
have not caught the " film fever." You are wise.

H. S. M. (Wigan).— Please see rule on next page
about writing to film plavers. - /'

I. W. (Cardiff). -True Boardmaa is dead. The
other information is not available.

L. G. (West Kensington). -^There are several tricks
employed in taking film photograplis, but not ad of
these are made known to the pubUc. Glad you thjnk
Douglas Fairbanks is a fine .sportsman. So do I.

R. T. (Lowestoft).— If you send lue a poem about
Mary Piekford will I send it on to her with a not«
froni myself ? What for ? Are you too shy to
send it to her yourself ? Even if she docs laugh at
it you will not see her doing it, which is one conso-
lation. Cannot tell .\ ou when she will be coming to-

England—if she does come at all.

M. G. (Halifax). —Thanks for cheery letter and
good wishes. Joseph Shenk, Norma Talmadge's
husband, is not a film actor. Jackie Saunders i,<

twenty-seven, Charlie Chaplin is thirty, and Priscilln

Dean is twenty-three. Mae Marsh is 5 ft. 3 in., and
has grey eyes and auburn hair.

"Sammy" (Deansgate).— Ha\-e not heard of
Charlie Chaplin's double on the films, though he hsLs

two or three imitators. All the actresses you name
are American, except Chrissie White, who is English.
She is no relation to Pearl. Mary Piekford is five feet

i)> height and Douglas Fairbanks is five feet ten.
.S. 11. T. (Bronclesbury).— Owen Moore did retire

from the screen for a time, but he h.as taken up
acting for the jiictures again. He and Tom Moore
are brothers.
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C. Fhisbv, of Lceils, wislics me to correct the hint

to managers piiblislicd in our issue of June 21st. Ho
wrote " Put a notice on tlie screen to ttiis clfect,"

which was printed "Put a notice asking tliem to clap
or liiss."

\V. C. (nacfciiey).— Tcarl Wliifc is not married,
and matrimonial news of tlio otlicr player has not
roacSied me yet. Syd C'liaplin, I hear, will soon 1)0

appearing in his own comedies. There is no studio
near your place.

C. B. (Itotherhain).- Pleased to l<now you put
this paper at the top of the list, (.'eorgo Walsh is

twenty-seven, and Charlie Chaplin is thirty.

W. ^. B. (I pton Paik). - Though I am sorry I have
no space for your letter, I quite afrree with your
opinion about British ac-tors. Charlie Chaplin, I
understand, w;ii> rejected for the Army.

(i. L. (<ireeu\vich). So you think (hat if the mar-
riasio of Pearl White to Antonio Moreno in " The
Hou.-ie of Hate " had licen " a real one instead of only
a reel one " they woulil have made an ideal pair.

I'ossibly possibly nut. It's difficult to say. Any-
way, tiiey are both still single. That article you
mention nuist have been written Ijy somebody vei'y

ignorant of " filmland." Douglas Fairbanks is

neith(,-r engaged nor married to Mary Pickford. Doug.
already married, and Mary to Owen Moore.

A. 0, (All)i. Tam.). Hope I have read your address
correctly. I shoidd not advise you to tliink seriously
about lilui acting, liecause there are at present more
people knocking at the doois of film companies than
the latter can possibly admit. Maurice Costello is not
dead, but alive, and so are bis two children. Mary
Pickford is twenty-six, and is the wife of Owen Moore.
Owen Nares is married, but William S. Hart has not
yet journeyed to the altar. Marguerite Clark is

ihirty-two. As your lilm stories may need con-
siderable altering even if accepted, the price is diiticult

fo state. Shall be glad to hear from you again.
IJ. U. (London, S.i;,).— I am afraid you stand no

chance. 8ee first part of reply to A. ti. above.
" Ri:mmy" (Kingston-on-Thames).—I do not know

what lilni it can Ix' of which you say you saw part of

the acting while it was being taken. But as you
state the artistes belonged to Hepworths, you may
soon have an opportunity of solving tlie mystery.

>r. T. (St. Jotm's Wood).—Owing to the many
incidents which occur in a film and tlie limitc<l

space which a short story must fill, it is not possible
to make the latter a complete narrative of the picture;

play. You inight be able to see the artistes at work
in the stutfios you name by special permission, but
this, unfortunately, docs not lie in my power to be
able to obtain for you.

r>. S. (Preston). You can write to Mary Pickford
aiul Marguerite Clark tlnough this office (see rule
below). No, ] don't think you at all rude tor saying
what you think, l)ut, of course, as you know, the
competition you mention does not concern this
paper.

" Popsy " (Dulwich). -Hazel Dawn was born in
1802. Kicluird Barthelmass ba.s dark hair and
brown eyes, and has i)laycd for several companies.
" Valentino (Jirl," " For Valour," and " Nearly
^tarriiHl " are three of his recent films. Alice Brady's
husband is James Crane. f?hc was married quite
recently.

L. F. (Tunbridge Wells). I shall look out for yoiu'
promised pliotograph. (ilad to know you like tlio

P. S. so much that yon wish every day was Monday,
tnit think of the work the poor Kditor would have.
Both Margarita Fisher and William Farnum are
married, tlie former to Harry Pollard and the
latter to Olive- Wliite.

"Madcap" (Kcighley). - You have been nlakin(^
up your mind for a loi»g time to write to me, and at
last you lia\e written. But don't let it be the last
time, for I hope to hear from all my readers as often
as they like to write. Helen Holmes has Ijrown hair
and eyes, and Marguerite Clark brown hair and hazel
eyes. Ruth Clifford is American. Her birthday is

July 17, 1900.
R. K. (Harrow ). - Charlie C'liaplin is FngUsh, in

spite of anything you may hear to the contrary. He
has otdy been married once, and that was to Mildrc<l
Harris.

B. -V. (Newca.sflc).—What has become of Maurice
Co.stello '! He is back ou the films « itii Vitagrapli,
and I am sure many of his old admirers will be pleased
to sec him acting on the screen once more.

" Billy " (Newport). Who do you mean by " the
socimd ^^:uy Pickford " '? \''oiu- question is not clear.

" Elsie " (Dundee).—Mary Pickford is twenty-six.

She has no cliildren. Mac Marsh is married to Louis
Leo Armes. 1 think your choice of cinema stars is

•luite good, thoug;!! I am .sorry 1 have no photograplis
of them to send you.

F. E. W. (Hove). Your letters to Antonio Moreno
and Pearl White have both been forwarded.

C. K. (Bradford). She is not married. I quite
ag.ec with you that she is both " fearless " and
" peerless," and deserves her popularity. Thanks
for telling your friends about The Picture Show.

F. M. B. (Ranelagh). Sorry, I do not know where
you could obtain a photo of the artiste named.

F. C. (Putney). Tlie trade journals would probably
help you, as they advertise such work as you men-
tion. Don't you like our full-page photographs ?

Jlany think them excellent for framing or putting in

their albums.
K. M. (Soutliport).— Thomas Jleighan was not

liorn in tliis country at all, but in Pittsburg, U.S.A.
Heather Tliatcher is " Gladys," while Jack Leigh
appears in tlie title role of " Pallard the Punter."
Zoe Ray was horn in Cliicago, Illinois, July i:i, 1910;
Bebe Daniels in Dallas, Texas, January 14, 1901 ;

Kingslcy Benedict in Buffalo, New York, Novem-
ber 14, 1882; and Maurice Costello in Pittsburg, Pa.,
February 22, 1887.

" Rosaleen " (Belfast).— Sonic of Zanc (Jrey's

novels have been filmed. " Itiders of the Purple
Sage " for one, which will sliortly be shown. You
are, you say, a great admirer of the " Wild and
Woolly West " pictures, which bring with them " a
refreshing, invigorating breeze, laden with the odourij

of the cedars and the pine-trees." Your criticisms

of the various playere is interesting. " Farnnni
gives a kindly, cheery type of cowboy, but his style

is more suited to the stage tlian the open. He
smiles too often," whereas " Hart's smile cornea in

just at the psychological moment." Mix (not Dix)
strikes you as " always posing, always conscious
that he "is in the picture." Yes, there are very few
good " Wild West " film actresses.

•'Redhead (Cardiff). Neither May Allison nor
Theda Bara ai'e married. .Mae Murray in private

life is Mrs. Robert Leonard. Olive Duffy is the real

name of Olive Thomas. Cannot tcH you how long

she has been marrii'd to Jack Pickford.
(More answers next tveek).

fN answer to the many inquiries we have received from readers as to how they can send letters to Cinema actors and actresses,
" The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters

will be replied to. Moreover, as many of tfiese Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters

reach them. All letters are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot enter

into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the star on the envelope -.nd enclose it with a
loose l-.d. stamp to the Editor, " The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
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Are you as well as you
would like to be . . .

Or do you get up in tlie morning languid and
tired, lacking even an appetite for breakfast?
Something wron; somewhere ! Try the " Kkovah

Habit"— a tcaspoonful on rising in the morning.

®alt
Makes you fit—keeps you fit.

It is a dclitious, refreshing drink with valuable
saline properties which tone up the system and
make lilc worth living.

In tin%, of Grocers, Slorca. and all Hoots' hrnnchc.

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM. Ltd.. MANCHESTER.

"Promise us
Laitova,Mother!
Laitova's 'creamy-lemon' flavour makes a

direct appeal to the kiddies' palate. And
Mother smilingly assents and promises

them Laitova every day knowing that

its purity, its wholesomeness, and its

nouiishing qualities are excellent for growing children.

The dallij spread for the children's bread.

3e sure you ask for Laitova—there are many
Lemon Cheeses and you want the best.

// i/oii cannot obtain .tend vs your grocer's name and 1/4 in

stamps, and ire u-i!l send you large. 1/4 jar post free.

SUTCLIFFE 6 BINGHAM. Ltd., Manchester.
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Iron Jelloids
"The World felt down in the dumps,
A Weary state revealing

;

So he took, they say, Iron Jelloids 2

A

And got rid of that tired feeling."

JF you are feeling down 4n-the-mouth,

off colour or seedy, take Iron felloids—
theyll soon help you to look on the bright

side. Iron felloids cost but 1/3 for a full
fortnight's treatment. A trial is well worth
while ; ask your Chemist for a box of
Iron Jelloids to-day.

For DEBILITY, WEAKNESS and
NERyiNESS, Men find the Ideal Tonic
and Restorative in Iron Jelloids No. 2A.

For AN/EMIA (shown by brealhlessness

on slight exertion, pallor, depression and
weakness) Doctors prescribe Iron felloids

No. 2.—there is nothing better.

Dr. ANDREW WILSON, wrote:—"To those tcho suffer

"from a deficient quantity of blood. Iron Jelloids will act in a
most favourable wanner by producing a more natural circulation,

"which will in turn replenish -every part of the system with fresh

"life, increased energy, greater strength and healthier conditions,

"Poorness or Thinness of blcod is kfiown as Anamia.
'

ForAncemia and Weakness in Men, Women and Children^

A Fortnight's Trial ( price I /3 ) will convince you.

IroRJeQoi
Pronounced Jeli-Ltoyds.

Reliable Tonic for Men ... «. •. IRON JELLOIDS No. 2

A

For Anaemia in Men and Women ... ••. IRON JELLOIDS No. 2.

For Crowing Children - - .-• IRON JELLOIDS No. 1.

Of all Chemists. A Fortnight's Treatment IjS.

Manufactured only by The Iron Jelloid Co.. Ltd., 205, City Road, London, E.C. 1.

Pnnted and publurfied every Mondjy by the Proprietors, The Am*i.oamatkd Pkbrs, Limited, The Flcotwav House, Farrfngdon Street, London, E.C. 4. Advertkf-
mcnt Offices, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, LoiidOn, E.C 4. Regi,itered for tfaiismissiOQ bv Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription Rates : Inland, ISs. 2d
per annufn; Single copies, 3iil. ; Abroad (except South Africa and Australasia), 13s. per annum;. Single copies, 3d. Sole Agents for South Africa, The CesteaI
H Miws AOEHCS:, Lti>. Bole Agents for Australia aud Wcw Zealand, Messrs. (Jokdos & GoiCB. Lil>. ; and for Canada. The IhpeeIal Nfws Co., Lti«.
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CINEMA CHAT.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

RONALD POWER.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS' PARTY.
Some News From the Studio of the Athletic

Hero of the Screen.

FOR the making of his first independent
production, Douglas Fairbanks is spending
a lot of money.

His new studio occupies fifteen acres of
ground and is situated at the foot of a range of

:Hollywood Mountains. It has a big indoor
stage, an adjoining outdoor stage, with a
nvunber of acres set aside for special sets. The
first of these sets—a little village—has been
erected for his next production, at a cost of
about £8,000.

For His Nexl Picture.
SURROUNDING the studio are beautiful

lawns and flower gardens. The mechanical
equipment of the studio is .said to offer

every modern device for perfect picture-making.
It is evident that we shall shortly see something
very "wonderful from the Fairbanks' Studio.

Celebrating Douglas Fairbanks' Birthday.

BY the way, the athletic hero of the screen
lias just celebrated his thirty-sixth birth-

day. To celebrate the occasion, a case of

cartridges and several barrels of powder were
used by the Fairbanks' cowboys in a Wild West>
entertainment. In our picture we see him \\\ a
characteristic pose, with the King of Comedians
and the Queen of Sweethearts. We are ex-
pecting big things from this trio for our enjoy-
ment on the screen, and I don't think we are
to be disappointed—do you ?

Ronald Power's Next Film.

RONALD POWER, whose photograpli ap-
pears above, you will remember as the
Master in " Rock of Ages.'' Mr. Power

—like many other British Film stars—came by
»ay of the stage to the screen. He has played
with the Bancrofts, Sir J. Forbes Robef t.son. the

late Charles Warner. Mrs. Bernaid Beer, and
other noted actors of the ol<l school. We are
sliortlv to see him in a new photo play, entitled
•• 1 will.

'

Next Week's Special Announcement.

DO you like the art plate of Mary Miles
Til inter, given with this issue This is

B real birthday photograph, taken on
the day she [became seventeen. The Editor
tells me that more of these beautiful reproduc-
lions are coming, and the next plate is of the
ever-popular favourite Antonio Moreno (ui

answer to many readers' request). ] mustn't
teil you any more, but don't misa next week's
.special announcement. ..j

Pearl and the Elephant.
PEAI'.L WHlTi*; has so long been known

as the most successful, daring rider of the
I screen that it would have been more than
an ordinary calamity if she had been thrown

from a tame elephant, which nearly ocourrs.l

the other day.
This is what happened.
Miss White hud been riding one of the

Barniun and Bailey elephants down Fifth

Avenue in a parade for the United War Fund
Camyjaign. During the return trip, Miss White's
elephant, Lena, commenced to perform the most
al>surd gyrations, waltzing and standing on its

hind legs, and Mi.ss White was compelled several

limes to hang on to the elephantine ear to keep
from being thrown. She was amazed at the
antics of Lena, said to be the cjuietest elephant
at the circus, until one of the keepers told her
that some of the pins affixing the War Fund
money to her clothing were jabbing the elephant,

and Lena, accustomed to oVjey the goad as a
signal for her tricks during the performance,
luidoubtedly thought she was to do her stunts

on the street. This accounted for her wild

actions, and, after the offending pins were
removed, Lena marched quietly home.

"The Yellow Ticket" on the Film.

DID you see '" The Yellow Ticket " when it

was one of the theatrical successes of the
year ? Gladys Cooper was the much-

tried heroine when the play was at the Play-
house Theatre. Now it has been screened with
Mi.ss Fanny Ward in the big part. I should
say this film will be one of the most thrilling

plays seen on the screen.

Tom Santschi's First Love.

TOM SANTSCHI, whom we are soon to see

again on the film, says he has never
yet hit a man off the screen or on, as hard

as he could. He is afraid. No matter how
furious the film fight, Mr. Santschi always
"pulls his punches," as the pugilists say. This
is why. When he was a schoolboy he fell in
love with a village beauty; but young Tom had
a rival, and Elizabeth—for that was the girl's

name—promised both of her sweethearts to go
to a dance with them.
That is how the trouble started.

Later there was a fight, and Santschi caught

his rival on that chin-spot which champion
pugilists always seek, and finding, live in luxury
ever after, 'i'he blow was terrific, and Tom's
rival passed out of all understanding. There
were cries from Elizabeth, and much pouring of

cold water on the senseless rival, and then Tom
hail the hiuniliation of seeing his rival taken
into his sweetheart'.s house, to a course of tender
treatment. Santschi was afraid for hours that
he had killed his rival, and every moment wa.s

filled with pictures of police, jiuSes, prisons, and
galloxvs. " And to make it worse," said
Santschi, " Elizabeth never spoke to me again,
but I often saw her later, out with my rival,

and I supposed she married him.
"

— *-¥—
Realistic.

WHILST staging a new Walsh picture the
other day, Mr. Walsh's director saw
that one scene in his script called for a

" hold up." As he had never been held up, and
never held up anybody, he deciiled to get
advice. After a lot of trouble he was introduced
to a member of a notorious gang that haunts
the back alleys aroimd New York. He was
told to walk down the room backward^. The
' hold up " man approached him, struck liim

imder the chin, pinioned him against the wall.

"See, it is nothing at all," he saiti, '"and if

yo»U' man sciueaks, crack him over the head."
The producer thought he had learnt tha

proper methods, so he thanked his man, and at- a
further mark of gratitude, gave him a pound note

;

but when he arrived back to the studio, he felt

for his watch, and discovered that it had gone.
Hi.s man had evidently believed in realism, and
had taken the director's time-piece.

A Treat in Store.

THE opportunity for a " good long read "

comes to us all on occasions, and everyone
should therefore have a *' Violet Novel

"

handy. Each "Violet Novel" contains 81
pages, and it has an artistic violet cover, with
a charming portrait. Two new numbers, price

i<\. each, are just out. Have you seen them t
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7'he first part of the " Hariiifiworih Atlas,"

containing these new ttjrritoiial adjuetnaents,
is HOW on sale, price lOd,

FKANKIE BRABY.

Thirteen Year 0!d Star.

ABOVE is a portrait of Frankio Braby, wlio

though only thirteen years of age, ba-i

already had a successful career on the
screen. You may remember him in the part

of the Blind Boy in the film of that name, in

•which he played with Chirgwin ; also in " The
l.,ost Chord, ' " Love's Old Sweet Song," " A
Romany Las.s," and " Her Cross."

William Russell's New Part.

THE latest portrait of William Russell is on
our cover this week. We are soon to seo

thia favourite screen actor in a nimiber
of new films. In Hearts or Diamonds," a
coming Astra film, William has a strenuous part,

which gives him scope for a display of the
athletic prowess that has made him famous
throughout two continents. Don't miss bis

scrap in the thieves' den—it is a terrific piece of

realism.

A Prize Offer.

1HEAR that Miss Alma Tayloi's favouvke
60ng at the present time is, " What kind of
love 's this ? " Have you heard it ? It

has a haunting melody that tits the sentimental
words exqxiisitely. Miss Taylor has also

promised to act as judge in an interesting com-
petition. The Manton Lewis Music Publishing
Company, the publishers of the song, have
offered a prize of £10 for the title of a new song.
The offer is open to every reader of The Picture
Show. All yon have to do is to purchase a
,copy of " What kind of love is this ? " Yon
will then receive the words of the new ,song,

and can enter for the title competition.

Explaining the Peace.

HOW often do we hear jicoplo remtuk that
they are unable to uiider.stantl what the
Peace terms are all about. And ypt a

ntudy of this .-subject can bo inado delightfully

interesting by a perusal of the new " Harms-
worth Atlas."

T\>\k is the first great atlas expressly designed
to embody all the historic decisions of the Peace
Conference. JJraught.smen are working night
and day preparing maps of the new boundarien
in Europe, and vthe. world.

Canada m Khaki.

ONE of the very jolliest books that owe
their being more or less directly to the
war is " Canada in Khaki."

It is packed with good things, literary and
pictorial, and sparkles with the high spirits of
its producers.

"Canada in Khaki" costs 3s. 6d., of any
newsagent or bookseller.

The book is published by the "Daily Minor"
for tho Canadian War liecords, and the net
profits of its publicattoit go to the i/anadian
War Memorials Fund.

DO YOU KNOW
—That Kitty Gordon's jewels are worth
£40,000 ? .

* * *

—That Viola Dana calls her new Hollywood
hou.se ' Heartsease " V

« * ^

—That several of the scenes of The<la Bara's
forthcoming Soutli Sea picture, " A Woman
There Was," were taken ou one of the most
palatial private yachts in existence—W. K.
Vanderbilt's Waterwiteh V

* * *

— TJttit Olg.a Petrova start- d her *(agcCivccr
at the age of twenty ?

» * *

—TJml Mary Pickford i^tiys she «loe.sn't want
to be pointed out a.s a movie actress in public,

but wants to be " jnst a person
'

* • * *

—Thit one of the biggest things iii her lih?

outside of her woik, i.s her little niece, Mary
Charlotte Rupp, daughter of Lottie Pick-

ford V
. * *

—That Mary Pickford introduced the Oish
Girls to D. W. Griffith, with whom thf^y started

then' picture career ?

* * «

—That the popular Vitagraph jdayer, Audrey
Clayton Beny, will shortly retuni to the

pictures ?

» * *

—

Th^U Hazel Dawn is not playing in pictures

at present, but has been appearing on the
stage ?

» *

— Tfiat Flora Finch is in -vaudeville ?

—Th<il Irene Ca.slle is twenty-six ?
' * « *

—That Harry Morey is married ?

* * *

—That Clco Madison is contemplating a
return to the screen ?

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from our Lot Angelea

Correspondent,

How Charlie Kept The Crowd Back,
CHARLIE CHAPLIN has stai-ted oijerationa

on his fifth million dollar comedy. Jj

was present at the shooting of tho initial

scenes, and the sight of Charles in full regalia
at the steering wheel of a prehistoric auto-
mobile, with a crowd of kiddies in tho tonneau,
demoraUsed all the traffic along tho La Brea
Avenue.

It was a 3'eal brain wave of Cliarlie to rig oul
one of the members of his staff as a policeman^
and get him to keep the crowds back from th€
" set." Nobody seemed to suspect that ho wal
anything but tho real tlnng.

The Aviation Craze.

THE moving picture folk in this city aro
all crazy on aviation. De Mille has rentctl

a htigc field just outside I^s Angeles,
from which passenger flights are being airanged.
Syd Chaplin and Wrigley, the chewing-gum
king, are also interested in a scheme to organise
passenger flights to and from Catalina. Charlie
was up just once for the sake of the experience,
but says he is not particularly anxious to try
it again.

Marguerite's New Leading Man.
MARGl'ERITE CLARK is at present

residing here in Hollywood, for the
making of her new picture, " Girls."

Marguerite has been enjoying herself. She loves
an out of door life, and several of the scenea
have been taken on location in Topango Canyon.
Marguerite's new leading man, by tho way,
is Gaston Glass,' a real French ace. After his

discharge fioiii the French army, Sarah Bern-
hardt took him to America, and it was during
that tour that he contracted the movie fever.

Shortly before the signing of the Armistice, ha
appeared in a picture made in Washington for

the U.S. Public Health Service, entitled " Open
Your Eyes."

Look Out For It.

MARY McLaren, the beautiful Universal
Star, has received a lovely gift from somo
Swiss admirers. It is a watch, one of

those Swiss wafer affairs, not to be worn on the
wrist, but attached to a, small chain, on the clasp
of which is engraved, " In return for the in-

spiration of your beauty and charm, from the
watchmakers of Stoermzinger." Mary, of

course, is returmng the graceful compliment
by wearing the watch in her next picture, " Tho
Unpainted Woman."— —
He Spoilt the Film.

JOE >L\RTIN, the highbrow orang-outang-
of Un-Wersai City, is extremely fond of
children. The other day he was a silent

witness whilst a little bit of domestic drama
was being " shot " in the studio, showing a
father chastising his first-bom in the approved
way. Joe was particularly fond of this kiddie,

and, of course, failed to realise that the slaps

the urchin was receiving were not of a nature
to deter him from his evil ways. With a flying

leap Joe grappled with the offending player,

tripped liim up, then gathered the kiddie to his

breast, a« though to soothe and protect him
from further harm. When they shot that scene

again, Joe was taken for a motor ride.

JMore next weak. E.G.

This js Mr. WHIMSICAl WALKER, the oldest clown in the world, who has appeared in severatt

films, in character parts.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

ROBERT ANDERSON has just signed a two-year contract to play in Universal WILLIAM FARNUM and his Director, RICHARD STANTON, going

productions. Our photograph shows him spending a brief holiday at home, with over the script for Bill's new production, to be called " Rough and
his favourite dog. Ready." (Fox.)

MARJORIE VILLIS, a member DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS went for a swim in the tank at the Chaplin studio, and Charlie, jumping to the conclusion
of the Harma Stock Company, that Doug, was in difficulties, hauled him out with his stick, at great "risk " to his life. The onlookers are enjoying
who plays [the lead in "A '

the scene more than Douglas.
Romany Lass."

L. C. MACBEAN, the camera-man at the Mary Marsh Allen Studio, makin? MONROE SALISBURY and PRISCILLA DEANE snipped in a ^actus
preparations previous to filming a new production. The camera-man has one of grove. This was the last portrait taken of Miss Deane before she

the most difficult of all tasks. became ill with pneumonia. The star has happily tecoVeted.
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Don't Miss this Thrilling Seriaj being the Adventures in the Life of a Cinema Star.

READ THIS FIRST.

MISS MAI(U;(JLB CX>ARE, who hafl risen

rapiflly (o lame on the screen, is asked by
her producer, Daere Lawton, to take part in

• Circus lUin. .Suceess haa come easily to her, and

Bhe flatly refuses to act with wild animals, and
endanger her life I Her attitude, however, is due

mainly to cowardice, and an unwillingness to put

bersclf out in any way. She suggests that her sister

J.-vnice, who is remarkably like her, should act os her

understudy in the dangerous scenes. Lawton con-

Bents, much against his will. Janice, althougli

mrprisingly beautiful, and a clever actress, has

always been kept in the backgr<3und by her seltisd

Bister, and even now that she desires her assistanof,

she takes great pains to hide her sister's identity

Irom the rest of the company. One night, affcr

the day's work at the studios is done, one of the

laigc lions escapes from its cage. The beast roams
aLout at will, and presently comes upon the littli;

Bon of one of the performers, who is playing in .a

field. Jnst as he is preparing (or a spring, Janice,

wlio witnesses the sc(Mie, rushes forward and carries

the child out of harm's way, receiving somewhat
Bcrious injuries. This brave action embarrasses
Marigold, for naturally everyone believes that she

rescued the boy, a* they arc unaware of the existence

ol Janice. Marigold's deception further comi)li-

eates matters, for the handsome Hoy Sugden, who Is

in love with her, unknowingly pays loving atten-

tions to Janice. The innocent girl is perplexed, for

if she declares her identity to Koy, she Mill betray

Ijcr sister.

(You Can Jfow Ecad On.)

Memories of a Kiss.

MARIGOLD lived as befitted lior salary

and what she considere<i was her posit ioii

in life. Sho luid a small but very
gorgeously furnished house in Alder Htrecf,

Mayfaii', which, however, saw little of her oxc(;iJt

when sho canio home to sleep. Her dally pro-

gramme was a full one. Except on Sundays,
fhe was nearly always at the studio or amusing
herself in various ways. 2Most of her meals sho
look out at the gayest restaurants, and midnight
ftlmost invariably foimd her dancing.

Success had come too quick for her to under-
«tand that the real race is a long one, and that
tho spurt she had won was no more than an
indication of what would be demanded of her
in the way of endurance.
Dacre Lawton's attitude annoyed her, and

fvlrcady sho was saying to herself that if lio

mcered at her oneo too often sho might avail

herself of a certain clause in her contract and
break with him after " Tho Showmau'^^
Daughter " liad heeu produced. She wished
with heart and soul tliat it was possi?:)le to
break now, and that ho ^vould get someono
quite different to star in tba hateful film.

Somebody would be sure to discover that Janice
was doing tho really difficult scenes, or elso

lawton would deliberately give it away.
By " somebody," Marigold cliiefly meant Roy

Bngden. '

She had intended to drivo her sister* back
to tho small cottage in Brighton whero their
snother lived, but common sense urged against
this plan. Mrs. Clare was too fond of Janice to
allow her to work next week if the child showed
ihe slightest indisposition. Marigold reflected
bitterly that Janice was their mother's
favourite.

A feeling of jealousy and annoyance crept into
Marigold's heart, as sho glanced sideways out of

her eyes at her sister leaning lifelessly back in her
orner of the car. Janice's face was very white
and her eyes were closed.

What had happened bel'reen her and Jl'y
fiugdeii ? - _ -

Was it possible that Janice was sly }

Marigold longed to shake her into life and
ii.ako her confess.

Sho forgot that Junico and Roy could only
liavo been together a very few inoinent-«, and
that they had never met bcftjre in their liv6s ;

and also whatever Koy had done or sairl, it

was in tho belief that Janice was ATarigold.
Thero would bo next week, and very likely

longer if Lawton got into one of his fussy moods
tjver these diliirnlt scenes, Roy would seo n
great deal of Janice, then ; but there

would be no ojiper-

tunities for lo

making, thank good-
ne^-s.

Sho must wan»
her sister

" Jan—I Say, Jan !

"

Tho white-faced girl stin-ed slightly.
" Yes ?

"

" Mr. Sugden asked me to marry him."
Janico opened her eyes and her lips parted.

She looked startled.

"Oh—did he? And have you accepted
him ?

"

" Yes, I have ! I thought you ought to know.
It inay bo awkward for you, for, of course, you
will have to fsec a great deal of him. But you
won't need to see him alone, Jan."

" Oh, no—no, I hope not !

" And he can't very well embarrass you with—er—loverlike attentions when you've got
grease-paint on." Marigold laughed insinu-
atingly, but Janico gavo no sign that tho
thnist was a deadly one.

That kiss, Jaiiien rellected, was something that
she really h.ad no need to mention even to tho one
for whom it was meant. Sugden would never
know how he had blundered and, if Marigold
guessed, that could not loe helped. But Janico
felt that something had been taken from her
own youth and innocence which would not
bear talking about. It might mean nothing to
either of the other two—they might laugh at it

as a joko if it were ever known—but it was no
joke to Janice.

A Day in the Country.

SUND.\Y morning, to Marigold's great re-

lief, Janico was quite herself again.
The attic in the house in Alder Street

had been fitted up as a practice room. Thero
wero strong lights to enable the cinema star
to experiment with " make-up "—that most
difficult and important adjunct of the film
actress's art ; the walls were lined with mirrors.

In tho beginning Marigold had worked indus-
triously in this big room, but of lato it had
seemed lumecessary for her- to bore herself to
such an extent. She was very glad whenManice
pro]30sed to spend the day up there. At the
s.ame time she was solicitous for her sister'a

health and begged Janice not to overdo things.
The coming week loonied ahead for Marigold as a
period to be dreaded. If .Janico broke down,
it would be like the end of the world.
Roy Sugden rang uji shortly after the girls

ha<I breakfasted, and asked Marigold if she
would- run down to Hurstfield for the day and
lunch with hirn at the charming little cottage
he had taken. They would spend an ideal
day together—the first day of their beti'otlial.

His voice over the telephone was eager,and
Marigold w as no less eager to come.

She dresseii herself nn the prettiest of her new
summer frocks ; a delicate lilac silk nmslin,
the skirt composed of tiers of fringe, the blouse
some thought low in the neck for day wear, with
sleeves cut well above the elbows. With this

wont a wide hat of gold tissue, a flovi'ered parasol,
and short gauntlet gloves which gavo her a-

quaintly smart air. In fact, she was much too
smart for a day in the country. Roy had sug-
gested that after lunch they might climb the hill

to the famous lily-of-the-valley wood, and
Marigold's costuiei wm- scarcely fitted for svicli

a rustic jaunt.

ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.
She had never been to Roy's cottage for the

simple reason that he had never asked iior before,
hut Lawton had once pointed it out to her. She
liad thought it small and rather insignificant-
looking, but, of course, Roy was poor.

As sho drove down to Hurstfield that beautiful
Sunday inoniing, she planned the noble country-
house lloy and she should build with her money
when thoy were married. It should be a
replica of an Italian ))alace, with wonderful
terraces and gardens, fountains, statues ; to Say
nothing of tho stables and garages.

Of course, such a jjlace would cost a fabuloue
sum, but, after tliis film was released,- money
would pour in, and no douijt Roy himself would
command a high salary as an author-producei-,
of whom thero were far too few in the film
world. Thoy would form a wonderfid com-
bination, just the two of them, and cut Digby
Lawton right <nit of it. She was beginning to
hate Lawton, to whom she really owed evei"y-
tliing. And Lawton must not be jiennitted to get
his revenge. She would spirit ilanico away
Bomewheie, so that his persuasive tongue could,
not reach her.

The big car rolled u]j to»the gate of Lavender
Cottage. Goodness, what a tiny place it was !

i

Roy came running down the path to meet her,
looking jolly, but m Marigold's opinion slightly
disreputable, with .an old tweed golfing jacket
supplementing white flannel trousers and
soft felt hat that had seen better days.
He stared aghast at her garden-party get-up.
" I say. Marigold !

" he cried in dismay.
" It's live miles there and back to the lily-of-

thc-valley wood. How on earth do you
imagine "

" VVe don't have to go, do wc 5 " Marigold
interrupted irritably. " Here's the car. Wo
could run dow4i to Eastbourne after lunch, or
go up the river. Some of my crowd will be at
Maidenhead, and it would-be great fun to join
them."

Roy's face fell, hut he did not want her to
know that he was disappointed.

,

'Well, come inside and we'll talk about it

afterwards. . , . Isn't this ^ a jolly old
hole 1 It's over two hun_dred years old»
Mind the doorway, it'-; a bit low !

'

j
Slarigold ducked in time to escape being

scalped, and they entered the long, low living-

room, with its wide hearth, beamed eeilijig, and
slightly uneven floor.

It was a chamiing room, furnished sparingly
with old oak, brightened with blue and terra-
cotta linen cushions and hangings, and shinlhg
brass. Books, i)apers, a tobacco pouch and
jar, and writing materials were scattered about
on various tibles. giving.the place a pleasant,
homely air of being lived in ; and there were
masses of Jajjanese maple branches and pink
and yellovv field flowers everywhere.

" Do you like it ? " asked Roy, with the
suspicion of a swagger.

" It's very pretty," Marigold replied
guardedly ;

" but old-fashioned. "Tlie ceiling's

rather low, isn't it '.' And why don't you put
down a paiquet floor 1 " ,

Roy looked blank for an instant, and then he
laughed. " -

" Don't tell me that you're a l^hilistine.

Marigold."
" I'm not, but I like tilings comfort-

able." , , . ' •

''But this little hut is comfortable. And
it's not so httle at that. Come, I'll. show you
over.'

She pulled off her gloves slowly, a pout
gathering on her lips. . .

" I'm sure it's all very nice, Roy ; but aren't
you going lo kiss mo ?

"

" I was wondering if I dared. You look so

—

so dreadfully, dressed up. Hallo, here's .\unt
.Susan !

"

Marigold started as an elderly woman in

silver grey—as " old-fashioned " as Lavender

(Continued on page 8.)
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THE ART OF VICTOR SEASTROM.
VICTOR .SEASTROM. llic great Suodisli nr tur arul producer, is one of

the most iiiterestinp personalities in film-hiiid. He is a man of
great intellectual force, posses.sing a strong imagination, and his

art is his life. " One picture play—one year's work " is his motto, and
expense in connection with his (jroductions never enters his head.

An interesting side-light on the methods of fieastrom is given by one of
his admirers. He says: '"I have seen liim walk about tlic studio as though
a being from another world, with no knowledge of the earthly things about
liim. All the time he is thinking hard about a project he has in mind.
His idea is not simply to produce a picture, but a masterpiece that will

live. The only thing that brings him down to earth again is a friendly
nudge by his n.ore worldly financial directors."

Victor Seastrom spends many weeks in study V>efore he actually
commences a picture. Then he strives to pick out the most effective

scenery for his story, and in a country where there is so much this is not
easy. After this follows visits to the peasants and their cottages, in order
to study the ways and customs of the people, the careful selection of act ors,

and so on. In Sweden players are selected more for their suitability
for a part thaa for their personal attraction—not always the case in other
countries. One curious fact is that during rehearsals, when Seastrom
has to watch effects, he is obliged to have an xmderstudy in his own
part. He plays himself only when the actual photographing is going on.
Peastrom regards the producing of pictures as far more interesting than

that of the stage. " One has to deal with more people." he says, ' and
also with grandly terrible landscapes, with shifting effects of sun and
shadow." On the stage it is easy to calculate the efl'ect of limelights,

but for the screen Nature herself must be studied in her different moods.
There is also the problem of getting the actors, as it were, to magnify
themselves^ so that, in spite of the immensity of the background,
man or woman shall still be the most compelling interest. A
glance at the two top photographs, showing Seastrom (left) in

"Love—the Only Law" and (right) " A Man There Was," well

illustrates how the lone appealing figure dominates the immense
landscape around him. His three most recent productions
are ''A Man There Was," bj- Ibsen, " Love—the Only
Law," and The Dawn of

''Jl

yiCTOR SEASTROM, the Swedish actor and producer, is one of the most interesting personalities in filmland. Our photographs show scenes froia
"A Man There Was" and ;'Love-The Only Law." Inset is a photograph of SEASTROM as he really is.
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The Girl Who Dared g;at.6

»,'ottage—camo into tho rooii), with an air oi

niliy dignity.
' Marigold, thia is Aunt Susajj. She kcc^ia

house for me, and sees tliat I behave myself.
'

So he had provided a </liaperon

!

Marigold's noso went up, but ulie had to bo
nice to the elderly porson as .-jho termed Auiifc

Susan. Tho latter greeted her cordially, but
with a certain air of formality, and amnjiuiced

that lunch was ready.
The meal was laid in a delightful' room at

tho back, overlooking a stretch of sunny garden,

and when iliey had taken their places Aunt
Susan askctl a brief blcswing. Afterwards she

spoke of the sermon that morning, and Mari-
gold gathered that had Hoy not been expecting
her, ho would havo accompanied hi« aunt to

church.
Was he a " goody-goody " ?

She could not understand tho dcf< reij'.e iio

paid to his aunt, unless tho old lady had money
which he expected to inherit. In tlie world
that Marigold had Iniilt up for herself thero was
no room for old age, as such. Truo enough,
thero were plenty of old men knocking about,
but they were rich and dandified. They wero
very xiseful when it canio to chartering river

launches, or in organii^ing Jazz dances and other

pleasures which demanded a long cheque-book.
Otherwise slie had no xise in lier life for them.
As for maiden aunts well over sixty—well,

there was na accounting for tastes, sinco Roy
really seemed to like his elderly relation.

During tho meal they also diseusved what
they should do that afternoon. Marigold's
Costume forbade climbing the steeiJ hill in

searclj of lilies-of-the-valley, and anyway, she
was by no means keen on it. What she really

wanted to do was to join her friends at Maiden-
head. Hoping to shock Aunt Susan into early

retirement, she lit a cigarette, but the old laily

refused to bo shocked, or at least, to show it.

She was amiability personified.

They went back into the living-room. Mari-
gold, listless and annoyed, Roy rather mystified

by her manner. It struck him forcefully that
ho and this charming talented gir-l must get to

know each other ever so much bettor beforo

they wero married. Ho wondered if ho could
teach her to lovo simple things, and why his

conception of what was beautiful, and hers,

fihould bo so radically different.

Scarcely had tliey re-entered the living-room.
And tho old lady was leaving them with some
wholly unnecessary excuse in Marigold's
opinion, when there sounded a shaip rat-a-tat-

tat at the door. Roy opened it, and in canjo
Dacre Lawton, lookina; frightfully anxious.

" Oh, thank goodness you're here !
" he

exclaimed, on catching sight of Marigold. " I'm
awfully soriy to bother you on a Sunday, but
Peter Dennett has just motored over. Yon
know he's under contract to the S. and O.
people who are lending him to us, and ho can
only give us this afternoon. Fortunately there
aren't many of his scenes. He gets- killed by
Ben Adcm in your big scene in the lion's cage,

you know.'
Marigold listened, her face growing whiter

and whiter. She understood , what Dacre
tawton meant. This man Dennett was a
famous trainer very much in demand for animal
films, and no one else had been found sulliciently

competent—indeed, willing to play the part
required. In tho scene Lawton referred to, ho
htid to allow himself to be thoroxighly well

mauled by Ben Adem, and laid out for dead
before Marigold—or Janice, as arranged—di'ove

tho lion into a comer of the cage.

Despairingly, Marigold raised her eyes to

Dacro Lawton.
" I can't do it to-day, Mr. Lawton ; you

know I can't," she said.

,-" Why not ? "- ho asked mockingly. " It's

fthsohitely necessary, or otherwiso I certainly

shouldn't ask you." '

'

" But none of my things are here !
" she

cried.

.Lawton laughed disagreeably.
" That's a detail which I've taken tlie liberty

ol remedying. I telephoned to . your ' maid,'

and she's on her way down noyv with every-

thing you require. Come, my dear, pull your-
self together."
"Oh, it's all right., of course.!" Marigold:

eaid with a ^ai^p of relici". " I'd' better go over

at once."

"I'm tToming, too," Stfgdcn said. " I feel

unejiBy aboufr that scene—after what liappencd
last night. Are yoii sure it's safe, Lawton 'i

"

The producer lighted one of his big cigars
before replying. Then he said quietly :

" If it wasn't safe, I wouldn't ask any wom.m
to do it—particularly a woman that I believe
I'm going to grow uncommonly fond of,"

" Hero !
" laughed Roy. " Marigold and I

haven't announced it yet, but——

"

" Oh, I wasn't really thinking of Marigold,"
Lawton replied enigmatically.

Janice Begins Her Work.
" 'T'HIS double business is going to take inn

I years off my life !
" exclaimed Marigold.

" Hero I'll bo shut up in this stuffy
hole all the attenioon, while 1 might havo been
enjoying rrtyself on the river."

Janice smiled as she plasteied her face with
tho yellow-white make-up which transformed
lier to all eyes but tho camera's from a remark-
ably pretty girl to the semblance of a nlown.

Marigold wished that in some way she couH
get a glimpse of what would be going on, but.it
was impos>iible. Most of tho animal scenes
wero to be taken in the main circus tent, and
tho.se in the bathing pool v/ould not be filmed
this afternoon.

Janice was assuming nioro confidence than
she really felt. Her heait was ijuaking us she
crossed the springy lawns to the big tent. Only
Lawton knew who she was, but he would help
her out, and she determined to fasten herself

to him and ignore everybody else in so far as
possible.

She wondered what they would all think if

they knew that a rank amateur was amongst
thisra—a girl who hatl never been filmed before.
Of course, she knew how to take the scenes—
ever so slow ; Marigold had tolfl her, because
the camera's eye couldn't follow every stage of
a quick move or gesture. .She had practised
and practised, imagining the click, click of tho
camera to be following hor.

And now she was afraid.

It wasn't the animals that made her nervous,
although, to be .sure, she would havo prefen'ed
to begin her career under less trying conditions ;

it was the crowd of perfonners with whom she
was supposed to be on friendly terms : Roy
Sugden, who iinagined himself engaged to be
married to her, and, above all others, the
camera man.
Lawton was waitmg for her at tho opening into

the big tent.
" Ah, hero's Miss Clare," ho announced.

"Now wo can begin. This is Dermett, Miss
Clare—yout ' husband,' whose life you try in

NO photograph can justly reflect the beauty
of Alice Joyce, which rests so largely m

« her exquisite natuial colouring. She is

one of the screen's loveliest women, and
possesses two of the most beautiful, sad eyes
imaginable.

Alice Joyce has the alino.sphere lA the sweet,

old-fashioned girl about her, and looks at

you with a frankness and honesty that are un-
mistakable. She is a thinker, and is positive,

without being aggressive, in her ideas.
" I have never been able to understand," she

onco remarked, " why a girl will change her
mode of dress or hair-dress, which is becoming,
to one that positively mars her, simply because
tho style changes. I believe in simplicity in

dress whatever fashion may decree."

It is Oiily natural that tho sweetly simple
thoughts of this unspoiled girl should be mirrored
m her beautiful face.

From Telephone Operator to Cinema Star.

ALICE JOYCE was bom in Kansas City,

and her first position was as a telephone
operator. The position did not satisfy

her, however, and when motion jDict ures beckoned
she joined the Kalem Company, and played in a
story of the rail-road. From the first she was
a great success, and picture-goers wero very
regretful when ehe announced her retire-

ment. . .

But her faithful admirers would not let her
reruain in obscurity, and in the end their

persistent entrcatie'! that she should I'elui'n

were rewarded.
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vain to sa\e, although he lias been a brute to
you."

Janice nodded gravely.
" Yes, I know tho story. How do you do,

Mr. Dennett V " »
.

'

Sho offered tho burly trainer her liand
politely, and Meretham, who was standing near,
nudged Nora Coutts, and whispered behind;
his hand :

" Look at ' Miss Haughtiness ' cou-;
descending !

" '
'

It was all too trae that Marigold gave scant:
courtesy to those whom she considered to bo her
inf'iriors, but .J.mice—even had she been awaro
of it—could scarcely havo emulated her sister

in that re.^pect. She was too innately courteous.
I'aying no attention to Roy Sugden, who

^tood near, regarding her with a faintly puzzled
expression, she devoted herself to Dermett, the
newcomer, with whom conversation would be
plane sailing. Lawton stood beside her also,

while the scene was being set.
|The lion's' cage was jnheeled in, the two old;

lions sleeping comfortably in their corner ;

Ben Adem looking rather sulky and bored
after his hour of dissipation the evening before.

From this pro]>er cage the two old lions were
prodded out into the - set, which was . also

arrangeil like a cage, except that one side was
open. Ben A>i'-m came last, in charge of his

keeper. Bill Bloggs. ' .
" Wo won't even try to rehearse this," Lawton

Said. " Camera from tho start. Even if it

hns to be done over again, it'll be worth trying."

He gave directions hurriedly, but clearly.

Lawton, from the actor's point of view, was aiv

ideal x.)roducer. He never scolded, and never
muddled people up so that they lost their heads.
But to-day^ he, also, was nervous, and (juestioned

Arniett, the circus manager, as to the danger
involved. Annett gave an evasive reply, and
it was evident that everybody' not .netively

engaged in the first scene, or on duty to keej) ii

sharp eyo on tho animals, had managed to
secure positions of sij-fety.

Lawton, however, remained by the camera,
and Sugden stood on the opposite side of tho
set. ,

The young author dug his hands into his^

pockets and wondered at the sav'age mood
which had ]jrompted him to write in these dan-i

gerous scenes, wherein a woman—at that timo
unknown to him—must risk her life.

Yes, they could say what they pleased, those
]3eople who seemed on su*li familiar terms with
wild animals—this scene was bnitally dangerous.
By a trick of Fate, he had written it for tha
woman he loved.

(Another splendid imtalment next week.)

Her Most Famous Part.

AFTER a year s ab.sence from the screen,
she joined the Vitagi-aph studios, and
she has appeared in a number of vei-y

fine produt-tions for them, including Find the
Woman," The- Triumph of the Weak," and
" The Lion and the Mouse." One of her
biggest successes was the part of JIary Turner,
the shop giri, in " Within the Law." In spite
>f the great demands on her time at the studio,
.she has found opportunities to write many
^successful scenarios, and to take an active
part in social affairs. She is also prominent)
in every charitable activity.

Alice Joyce recently started a new scheme
for the benefit of a charity connected with tho
acting profetision, and incidentally she has
solved one of the greatest problems with
which film stars have to contend—-namely, tho
sending of photographs.

She huls arranged to send lier photograph
to any of her admirers, providing they are
agreeable to show substantial proof of their
attection for her, by enclosing one shilling

with their request for a photograph. Tho
total receipts she obtains in this way will go t<.>

the Actors' Fund.
Alice is in private life the wife of that hand-

some young screen actor, Tom Moore, tho
brother of Maiy Pickford's husband—thus four
very popular screen artistes are related. All
began acting in the days when five-i>art pictui-CM

were undreamt of, and, although they are yomig,
they are eeriainly t he ~" oldest" of all picture-
pleyers.

Jf^TT^ ir^Vrf^lT ™^ BEAUTIFUL STAR OF
AkjlK^MLe dyJlK^MLt THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
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The mc»t Sadly Sweet Face on the Silent Stage. (See opposite Page.) liwjfjph.)
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T!?e Fascinating love Story of a Beautiful Singer Wbose Career- was Almost Crushed by the Tongue of Scandal.

ALICE JOYLL a.

IN his okl-fashioiicd room in an oW-
fashioned street in New Orleans sab
Mon^-ieur Morin, the celebrated worker

in gold and preciovis stones. The old man—

•

ho was close on f eve ity years of age—was as
renowned for his piety as he was for his

Hkill as a gold worker, and as he sat bending
over his work, with liis a;sthetic faco framed
with silver hair, he looked like one of the
kaints of old come to life from a stained-
glass window of an ancient abbey. He
looked up with a charming smile as three
ligures passed his window.

'Ah, I had almost forgotten," he said
to himself. "It is the good Madame Tibault
conae about the dot for her daughter
Nicolette."

He opened the door and ushered in Inn visitors

with a courtly bow.
Madame Tibault was a stout, pleasant-faced

woman, who kept a caf«5 greatly frequented by
journalists. Her daughter Nicolette was a
pretty girl, but her sweetheart Pierre Mouguin
was a sullen-looking young man with a boorish
manner. He scarcely returned M. Morin's
•?ourteous greeting as the old man ushered them
into the room and made them comfortable.

" Well, the twenty thousand dollars which
pretty Nicolette is to bring Pierre on his wedding-
day is quite safe. The marriage can take place
»a soon as these young people are ready," said
M. Morin. " Perhaps the young people would
like to see it i

" We have to thank you, Monsieur Morin, for
looking after ovu; interests so well," said
Madame Tibault. "I thank the good sainta
that 1 liave found in you such a friend and a
safe banker to guard the fortune so unexpectedly
)eft me by iny tmcle."

M. Morin led the way to his study, and going to
a combination safe, took out a bag full of gold
pieces. As the old man ran his fingers through
the coins Pierre's eyes glittered with greed, but
tho others were too much interested to notice
him.

" We may have another wedding, soon," said
Mme. Tibault. " As you know, Nicolette is

maid to Mdlle. Madeline Renard, the famous
cperatio singer, who is engaged to Maurice
Dnmars, the journalist. Such a nice man he is.

Often he visits my little caf4, and he is a favourite
with everybody. One camiot say the same of
his friend Sol Robbins. I do not think he has
A good influence over M. Dumars. By the way,
Mdlle. Renard told my daughter that she wished
to see you. She greatly admires your work,
especially the images you have made for the
convent where she was educated."

" I remember Madeline well," said M. Morin.
" Who would have thought she would have
turned out such a great singer ? They tell

me that she is to have a prima domia
part in the nest opera—that of Marguerite in
' Paust.'

''

Madame Tibault chatted a little while longer,
kod then bustled away. As soon a-s they were
©ntside, Pierre turned to his sweetheart and
eaid in an angry voice :

" Why do you trust that old jiian ?
"

" Why shovildu't we ? " rephed Nicolette
warmly. " It is very imjust that you should
enspect one who has been so good to us."
With an angry exclamation Pierre turned

•way. Suspicious by nature, he had made up
hia mind that M. Morin did not intend to act
honestly with the money. He went into a cafe,
and after several drinks, the suspicions in his
mind turned to cert-ain conviction, and he
lesolved to watch M. Morin.
The next day he .saw Madeline Renard ceill on

II. Morin and remain in the house quite a long
time, and tho visits were repeated during tho
next few days. |
To Pierre's snspieipns mind, these visits had

eome connection Avith tho twenty thousand
dollars, and he became convinced that Madeline
Renard was in lea:?uc with M. Morin to rob him
of the fortune.

^lARTlN FAUST

The Jewel<.

MADELINE RENARD stood in her garden,
a beautiful picture of budding womanhood.
Her lovely Madonna-like faco was all

smiles, for she had everything to make her
happy. She loved Maurice Dumars with the
virgin love that cornes only once to woman, and
she felt secure in the knowledge that Maurice was
just as much in love with her. And to crown
her happiness, she was soon to achieve the
greatest ambition of her operatic career. To-
mon'ow night she would appear as Marguerite.
As she stood singing softly to herself, a servant

came towards her, carrying a package. With
a cry of delight Madeline opened it. Inside was
a beautiful necklace and a number of jewels, and
a letter from M. Morin in which he said :

" For no one else in the world would I have
done this. Take them with an old majis blessing,
and may your future be brighter than that of the
unhappy girl whom yon are to impersonate
to-morrow night."

Madeline placed the jewel-box on a garden
table, and, singing the/Jewel Song, began to
adorn herself with the glittering jewels. So
engrossed was she that she failed to notice a
young man coming across the garden. He was
very handsome, and in his dark, dreamy eyes was
the tender light of love.

Suddenly Madeline caught sight of him, and
with a glad cry of " Mauiice " she ran towards
him and threw herself in his arms. , .

" I see you are rehearsing for the great night,"
said Maurice, looking at the jewels.

" Yes. Aren't they lovely ? " replied Made-
line. " M. Morin sent them to me."

" M. Morin ? " repeated the young man, and
a looktof annoyance passed over his face. You
know, Madeline, I wish you would never havo
anything from anybody but me. Sometimes I
am even jealous of your success, for fear it
should come between ua."

" Don't be foohsh, Maurice," cried the girl
gaily. " Nothing could ever come between us.
M. Morin has done a very wonderful thing for me,
and I am deeply grateful for his kindness."
The j'Oung man was about to make some re-

mark when someone called Madeline from the
house.

" I sha'n't be a minute, Maurice," she said.
" Wait for me."

Left alone, Maurice looked at the jewel-case,
and again a frown passed across his face. Then
he caught sight of the letter, and his face grew
stiU darker. For a moment he hesitated, and then
he picked it up. One phrase stood out amongst
the writing and burned itself on his brain : " For
no one else in the world would I have done tliis."

" Why had M. Morin done anything at all for
Madeline ? " thought Maurice angrily. •' What
right had he to give her jewels ?

'

Moved by bitter resentment, he crushed the
letter in his hand and walked out of the garden.
Only the jewel-case met Madeline's gaze as

she returned a few minutes later.
" Why had JIaurice gone without a word ?

"

Tears came into her eyes as she stood bewil-
dered and miserftblQ. As she stood, a cloud
passed across the sun, and a shadow fell over
the garden, and it seemed to the girl that it

Bymbolised the .shadow of unhappuie^s that had
come into her life.

Gone.

THAT same day Pierre Mouguiii, aftci

a heavy bout of drinking, determined
that he would go 'to M. Morin and

demand that he should give up the twenty
thousand dollars. His inflamed brain did
not grasp the fact that he had no right to,

act in tliis way without the consent of Mme.
Tibault. But when he reached the hou.se ho
was met with tho staggering news that M.
Jlorin was dead. Ho had died from heart:
failure while at work on a statue of the.

Virgin Marj', which he had promised aa a'

gift to tho sisters of the convent. Pierre
rushed round to Mme. Tibault with the
news.

" You will see now whether Nicolette'a
money is safe," he shouted. " I am going
get a lawyer."
" How dare you speak evil of the dead ?

"

exclaimed Mme. Tibault indignantly, but all

the same she rushed to put on her outdoor
things, for Pierre's oft-repeated suspicions
against M. Morin had shaken her faith. Calling
for Nicolette, she hurried round to the house of

M. Morin. The lawyer was already there, and
after a search they found a paper giving tho
combinatiori number of the safe.

' Now we shall see," said Pierre, as the lawyer
opened the safe.

" There, I told you so," he shouted, raising

his clenched fists in anger, for of the bag of gold
nothing remained but the bag. Not a single

gold piece was to be seen.
" Oh ! the wicked man !

" cried Mme. Tibault.
" He that pretended to be so pious. To think
that he should rob poor people who trusted him!"

" Don't say such things, mother !
" cried

Nicolette. " The money must be somewhere.
M. Morin would never rob us. Let us search 1"

Every comer of the house was thoroughly
ransacked, but not a trace of the missing money
could be found.

Suspicious.

MAURICE DU3IARS was with lus friend
Sol Robbins when he l;ieard the news of
M. Moiin's death and the disappearance

of the bag of gold. Sol Robbins was one of those;

men who are aptly described in the phrase " A
man about town." Unknown to Dumars,
Robbins was in love with Msideline, but the
girl had repulsed his advances in a very deter-
mined fashion, and Robbins was feeling very
sore at the rebuff. He knew that Dumars was
angry because Morin had given her the jewels,

and he saw a way to get even with Madeline for

the slight she had put on him.
"I am always suspicious of a man who is too'

religious," he said. "I never thought Morin
was the saint he pretended to be. Aa for the,

missing money, you know the old saying :
' Find

'

tho womtm, and you will have solved the
mystery.'

"

Leaving this innuendo to rankle in Maurice's
mind, Robbins strolled away ajid sought out
Pierre, in whom by subtle suggestions he
instUled the idea that Morin stole the twenty
thousand dollars to buy MexleUne the jewels.

Pierre was quita ready to believe anything
against Madeline, and before Robbins had left

him he had made up his mind to go to her bouse
and force her to give up the jewels.

The Cloud Deepens.
QUITE miconscious of the forces working

against her, but very unhappy because of

Maurice's strange behaviour, Madeline
went down to the theatre to play the part that
was to make or mar her pi-ofessional reputation.
She had a wonderful reception in the first' act,

and as the opera proceeded she received more
and more applause. When she finished singing

the Jewel Song the audience rose and
cheered tumultuously. Then, in the midst of

the applau.sc, there came a storm of hisses from
certain parts of the house. Madeline stood
transfixed at this unexpected development.
Her friends in front strove to drown the hisses

by applause, but to no piu^pose.

{.Continued on page 76)
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ISOBEL ELSOM'S CHARACTER STUDIES.

Her lovely eyes. Sweet and Eighteen. Up from the country. Old-fashioned and winsome. Age hath its charm.

ISOBEL ELSOM.
Charm and Cleverness go Hand in Hand with this Popular British Artiste.

1r there is -cine quality which is more outstanding than the many
others which Isobel Elsom possesses, it is enthusiasm. The topic;

of " films " is one of deep concern to her, and the moment this word
is mentioned she exhibits an intense desire to " settle down " to a
iliscussion.

Her ricl), thoughtful eyes reveal the fact that she is a student of

things, no less than an artiste.

Isobel's keenness in regard to the art of the screen is no doubt respon-

sible io a large measure for her success. And that she is successful is

proved beyond all doubt by the very large number of letters wliich she

receives daily from picturegocrs all over the country.
" It is wonderful to have so many admirers," slie said, referring

to the letters, " but it keeps one busy replying to them all. The large

majority of my correspondents just write a delightful little letter,

thanking me for the pleasure I have afforded them, but there are many
curious requests also contained in my postbag.

"For instance, ! sometimes get letters making application for a position

as maid, or secretary. Other writers desire some of the costumes I

wear in my pictures, while, of course, a numbe*' desire my assistance to

get them ' on the pictures.' I am so busy all the week that I usually

have to devote a great part of my Sunday? to answering correspondents."
Isobel Elsom is, of course, one of the many stage stars who have

answered the call of the screen, and, although she is so fond of picture-

acting, she confesses that she is not so completely " wedded " to it as to

give up the legitimate entirely.

Isobel has formed a decided opinion, however, as to wliich she considers
the harder, and the answer is the screen.
" My studio days begin very earl}' in the morning," she states, "and

I am rarely finished before seven o'clock on any evening. In addition to

the work L put in there, I spend a considerable time over my dresses.

I personally design every one of them, and, as you know, there are asually

a' large number for each film.
' Waiting about between the ' takes ' is very trying, and one dare not

wander far away because you are never certain when your call may
come. Still, I am very fortunate in having Mr. Samuelson for my
producer.

." He is so kind and considerate and patient that the hardest task
is made a pleasure. It may interest readers of The Picture ShQW "

to know that I have contracted to appear in films, solely for Mr. Samuel-
bon, for the next three years.

I have received several large offers to go to America to play, but,

although I think they have accomplished much, I~strongIy believe the
great future lies with British production.

'' Forgetting for a moment my own part in British films, I personally
feel that there is a certain, almost indefinable ' something ' about our
best films that will eventually assure them the foremost position.

' It may be greater refinement, depth of feeling, a more subtle under-
standing of the art of acting as opposed to sensationalism, or perhaps
just ' bulldogism ' but we shall get there."

Isobel Elsom has appeared in eighteen films altogether, and in her
latest ])roduction she is playing opposite Owen-Nares. Oth^r popular
favourites she has acted with are Malcolm Cherry, C. I(T- Hallard, and
Henry Ainley.

She prefers character parts best of all, although these are naturally
far mf)rc difficult than the ordinary straight role. In one recent produc-
tion she appears as a girl of 18, a woman of 45, and an old lady of 63.

Her make-up for the old lady is a masterpiece, and takes over an hour
and a half to comj)l(^tc. (Sec the top right hand picture.)

Miss Elsom is of the opinion that the screea is a great aid to the
fifaw artiste. All your faults become appareiit^on the screen, .she^ays,
<vii<.f, and a .study of the-w enables one to make amends in the future.

Isobel is a great admirer of many American artistes and her favourites

are Mary Piekford. Mac Marsh and Douglas Fairbanfo.

Photo] ISOBEL ELSOM. [FouMam and BanfieU.
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Mr. HERBERT BRENON.

A QUESTION OF FINANCE.
HERBERTBRENON Discusses the Handicaps of the British Film.

biwiks, Mary rickfoid, and others tlircw in tlioir

Jot with tho .screen. If I had a great legitimate

artist hke. Gerald Du Maurier, for instanoe, I

shouldn't let liim return to the footlights. You
must give the star every artistic opportunity,

and offer him or her such a sum that screen

work is made worth while from a monetary point

of view as well. That fine actress, Nazimova "

—whom Mr. Brenon introduced to the screen

—

" receives about £15,000 for one pi'-tur-, and as

she makes six a year, sho is receiving £90,000
annually.

" In passhig, I may mention that the Govern-
ment film (which was not seen owing to the
Armistice), cost under £20,000—little more, than
Nazimova gets for one film—and this was con-
sidered over hero a tremendous fortune. Why
an American company would have £1,5,000 an

overhead expenses before even taking tho film !

" The same sort of thing applies to authors.

In England they are offered £.500 for tho screen

rights of their novels, in America £.5,000.

'Daddy Long Legs'—and I am giving you
truthful figures—sold for £7,500, while 'The
Woman Thou Gavest 5Ie ' must have nettctl

Sir Hall Caine over that amount. Personally, I

would not hesitate to offer Sir James Barrie

£50,000 to-morrow for ' Peter Pan.' Tho
English manufacturer at the thought of that
would swoon away, and not come to for a week !

And yet that subject, treated as an all-British

picture with a British gtar would net its owners
at least £100,000."

[F I were asked to

describe Herbert
Brenon in ono word,

I should choose—Tem-
perament. Which
would place mo in an
awkward position im-
mediately, for unfortu-
nately — or perhaps
fortunately— tempera-

ment is one of those things that cannot bo
defined in cold black and white, least of all in

a dictionary. It is that magic something that

has inspired and stamped with tho hall-mark of

individuality all the great work of the world,

ami it has to be Jelt rather than analysed.
I felt it as I sat and talked with Herbert

Brenon.
'I want you to tell mo something about the

production side of the motion picture business,

please, Mr. Brenon," I said to this famous
director who numbers such films as " Neptune's
Daughter," " A Daughter of the Gods," " War
Brides," " Tho Lono Wolf," " The Kali of tho
Komanoffs," and " The Passing of the Third
Floor Back " among his screen achievements.

" Well," began Mr. Brenon, " I should like

to say something about the handicaps which
British production is suffering at th.e present
time. Perhaps the cliief of these is the financier's

lack of confidence in tho British manufacturer.
" Now you have recently read of the appeals

which are being made for huge sums of money

—

about a million pounds in each case—in order
to build picture theatres all over the country.
And when you have your theatres, what are you
going to put in them ? American and Joreign
productions I

" Simultaneously comes tho announcement of

ail amalgamation in Italy of all the Italian

manufacturers, who are out to make better
productions in their own country—a country that
has already given to tho screen such films as
' Quo Vadis,' 'The Last Days of Pompeii,' and
' Cabiria.' Italy vjill cope with America. And
she is setting about obtaining, roughly,
to,000,000 to do it. Compare that with the
demand over here for £2,000,000 to build
theatres to house foreign pictures, and ask your-
self, is that a step in the right direction ? Ono
would almost think it was a gigantio move for
spreading the propaganda of another country !

It behoves England at ]5resent to get a few
millions fcr her own productions.

Praise for Fay Compton.

THE question of money applies also to tho
players themselves. Now recently I
went to see ' Caesar's Wife.' Fay Comp-

ton gave an exquisite performance. If she wei-e
properly directed she would be a valuable asset
to the screen. Of course, I already have a star—Miss Doro—but if I had not, I would say,
' Miss Compton, I will pay you £20,000 for a
year's work,' and I would "give the public eight
pictures featuring Miss Compton—or anyone else.
Thie, of course, is just an example. And
gradually you would find that star had obtained
a screen following in England."

I reminded Mr. Brenon that many of our well-
known stage players—Miss Compton included

—

had appeared on the screen.
" Yes, but they have' only appeared spasmodi-

cally. On the screen you fannot have things
like that—you must follow them up, bit by bit.
Tho reason why pictures are so popular iu
America is becauso people see their favourite
stars, say once a month, and so get used to
them."

Stage Stars on the Screen.

DO you consider screen stars sliould bo
recruited from tho stage, Mr. Brenon 2

"
" Unqueationohly—tho arts are dif-

ferent, but allied. There is a certain typo of
actor that can never succeed on the screen—tho
mechanical actor, with whom the expected
always happens. But tho actor with soul and
fooling, who.se performance to-night sweeps tho
public off its feet, but who to-morrow may not
reach tho samo lieights—that actor always
succeeds. '

'

" But you must not let your actor or actress
return to the st.ago. Witness how Hart, Fair-

British Studios.

I
NEXT questioned Mr. Brenon upon British

film studios.
" A visit to Fr.ance or Italy," ho replied,

" would show you studios—such as Pathe's and
Cines'—which excel American ones, certainly
excel them technically, as regards their factory
work, developing, and printing. Over here you
have no studios to compare with these. England
must correct these things no"'.'—Italy is already
starting. Here there has not been a step
forward from the production side to balance the
theatre side of the question. It is really very sad.

" You talk about the difficulties of weather,
etc. Why, you could have had an open-air
studio built for the glorious months of Jlay and
June, and put on a more marvellous set than
any other country ! As for the old excuse about
your fogs, you have not far to go for sunshine

—

Italy, Spain, Algiers.
" You have directors over here—I don't know

many of them, but Maurice Elvey and Thomas
Bentley are two whose work I've noticed—give
them the same opportunities and studios as the
American and Italian directors get, and they
will do equally fine work. Is it fair to compare
the opportunities of, say, Mr. Bentley, with
Mr. De Miile on the other side, when the latter

is given fifteen times as much capital for each
production and tho finest mechanical lighting

and photographic equipment money con buy ?

A Word or Two to Screen Aspirants.
" 'THE day is past when the public wants

\ great beauty on the screen, but it does
demand one physical attribute—dark

eyes. No matter how clever an artiste may b$,

unless the eyes—the window of tho sou!—

-

photograi^h distinctly we cannot receive their
message. The message of dark eyes is more
readily received than tho message of lighter ones.

" The second necessary attribute is—good
teeth, a fact easily miderstood when you
consider how everything is magnified upon the
screen. And, after all, there is nothing more
beautiful than a sweet smile. Dark eyes, fine

teeth—these are tho only two absolute require-
ments, beside natural talent, for screen work.

" My advice to those who want to .-xct for tho
screen is this—try to become a super with ono
of tho big English fii'ms. You can then observe
yourself on the screen and find out if you photo-
graph well. If you don't photograph well, give
the screen up; but if you do, strive for a small
part.

" Ono day spent in a film stiidio, watching a
really clever artisto at work, will ft beginner
far more good thali seeing a thousand nVotion
pictures."

.M. ir. c.

"Shots"—from
Broadwest nnnnnnn

n
n
D
nDid you ever have so much to do that you did

not know what to do first? Well, that's the

way the BROADWEST Company are feeling

these Victory days.

With Victory has come an added zest for

work, and Walter West (whose picture you
see above), who is one of the real hustlers of

the British film business, realises that it is

now that he can really begin serious work, and
make the big strides forward that have hitherto

been hampered by the War.

One of the most recently completed BROAD-
WEST pictures, " Under Suspicion," has
been sold to Moss Empires, Ltd. This film

was personally directed by Walter West, and
is certainly one of the finest BROADWEST
have yet issued.

Horace Hunter, Henry Latimer, and Hilda
Bayley play the leading parts. Hilda makes
a wonderful Countess Nadia, and her dresses
are simply wonderful. Then there is the duel

scene between the American newspaper cor-

respondent (wJth whom the Countess is in

love) and the Russian General, one of the

most villainous characters I have ever seen

on the screen.

The two clever actors who take part in the

duel received special instructions from men
who have really taken part in honest-to-

goodness duels, so there is no 'fake 'about
the scene. Walter West worked the duellist

up to such a pitch of excitement during the

scene that the other members of the company
who were interested spectators, felt a bit un-

easy as to whether there would still be two
live actors at the end of the duel. And when
you see the fight you will wonder too !

At present Walter West is busy directing

Stewart Rome, Gregory .Scott, and Lavender
Lee, the Pictures' Girl in another fine Nat
Gould racing story, "The Great Coup."
Pukka race-horses, lockeys, stable lads, and
racing stables have been obtained for the set-

ting of some of the scenes, and the races will

be real ones for one of the most famous
courses in England has been placed at the

disposal of Walter West. So I can promise
you absolutely the goods.

Meanwhile the all-Jewish Him is well on its

way to completion at the BROADWEST
Eshcr Studio. To those of vou who know
little of the customs and the fife of the Jew
this film will prove one of great interest.

There is a thrilling story, which has been
written by Charles Barnctt, and "A Son of

David " (its appropriate title) will take vou
into the heart of the Jewish quarters. The
Ghetto, a Jewish watchmaker's, and Soho—
and nearly all the artistes playing in the
piece are of Jewish extraction. And, of
course, there is the never-failing attraction of
all BROADW EST pictures- it is all-British.

BROADWEST FILMS Ltd.,

175, Wardour Street, LONDON, W.I.

'•Phonc: Gcrrard 210.)
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As You Were.
By ALICE DELYSIA.

You ask nic how you cun look as young
and as pretty now tliat you arc- thiity-five,

as you (lid when you vvcie twenty. Well,

chore amie, it is tjuite tiini[)le, ami it will not

be expen^-ive. You will not need to go to a

great Beauty Specialist, who will charge you
many hundred guineas, but just to use a

few simple things every day and perhaps every

night.

Your complexion is not good, but that is

because the skin is the old dead .skin you have

had all these years. Get rid of it and give

the fresh young skin beneath it a chanee

to show itself, and make jou look " as you
were."

Get two ounces of mcrcolised wax fiora

any chemist, and smear a little carefully

over your face and throat every nijilit. Do
not trouble to rub it in as you would have

lo do with other creams. Simply smear it on

the skin and the wax will do the lest.

Gradually this wax will peel off all the old

dead skin, and you will be astonished and
• harmed witli the beauty and freshness of

the new complexion, wliicii is waiting to show
itself.

DON'T USE POWDER.

Then throw away youi powder ])ufT. Powder
clogs the pores of the skin, so that it cannot

breathe properly, and nothing can live and be

healthy if it cannot breathe freely. You know
that, *don"t you ? Yet, you powder your

face and prevent the skin from having a

chanee to breathe. Never use powder, in-

stead get an ounce of cleminite and mix it

with four oimees of hot water, bottle it, and,

with a pad of cotton-wool, apply it to your

face and neck. It will give the skin a soft

velvety blooTn which will not rub oft. Also it

will last all day or all the evening, even in a

warm ballroom.

A TOUCH OF COLOUR.

A little colour in the cheekf. is very be-

coming. Get some colliandum at any che-

mist's and use this instead of rouge. It is quite

harmless to the skin and gives a pretty flush to

the cheeks, like the tint of a wild rose.

WAVY HAIR.

Your hair. too. wants attention if you wish

to look as pretty " as you were." Four ounces

of stallax will last you for twenty shampoos,

and once a week shampoo your hair with a

<lessertspoonful of the granules dissolved in a

pint of hot water. Don't rinse the hair, it is

not necessary, simply dry it in the usual way.

^^tallax, used regularly, will make your tresses

«oft. and silky and" give thtm a natural

wave.

Then to stimulate the growth and increase

the vitality of your hair, apply a lotion made
by mixinii an ounce of boranium with four

ounces of bay rum. Rub this well into the

roots every night, and in a few weeks your

hair will be thick and luxuriant, and you will

look, if you to'ilow all my advice. 3= young and
as pretty " as you were ""—shall I say—at

twenty.

I - AI I. f IirviISTs'-. (.AovT.j

FIND THE WOMAN. (^<";^;;rf/r

Miuleline stood swayinp on the stage, a
pathetic fifiiue of fear and horror ; then, with a
little gaspiiif; cry, she fell down in a swoon.

Tlie stage-manager was one of the few «ho
kept his head. Ordering the curtain to be rung
down, he rushed on the stage, and, with the

help of some of the company, he carried Madeline
to lier dressing-room.

Tlie explanation of the hostile reception was
soon forthcoming. It was contained in a jiara-

graph in a late edition of the evening pa[)ei-,

\>I.i' h hinted very plainly that Moriii hatl stolen

the twenty thousand dollars to buy the jewels

tliaf Madeline wore in the gardei\jicene.

JIauriee IJumars, who was one of the first

to roa^h Madeline's dressing-room, was in a
furious rage at the suggestion.

" If is a ba-s ) lie ! he shouted. " The jewels

are pn-.te ! They arc not worth two hundi-cd
dollars !

'

" You can soon prove that," said Roljbins,

with a'sneer. "Why not get them valued V
'

'
J will !

" cried Maurice, and, snatching; up
the jewel-case, lie rushed out of the theatre,

followed by Robbins.
The c|uestion was soon settled by the leading

jeweller in the city.
" These jewels are undoubtedly the work of

the late 51. Moriji—and wonderful work it is.
"

he said. " Hut the stones are paste and prac-

tically worthless."
" fliere ! What did I tell yon ?

'" said

Maurice triutnphantly, turning to Bobbins.
"But," went on the jeweller, "this necklace

is real, and is worth twenty thousand dollars."
" Just the amount that is missing," sneered

Robbins.
All Maurice's doubts returned with redouliled

force. It was now quite plain to liim tliafc

Morin, in his mad infatuation for Madeline, had
robbed Mme. Tibault to provide the singer with
the necklace.

Going to his rooms, he wrote a note to

Madeline.
" I restore to you the gifts bestowed on you

by M. Morin. If you have any honoiu' left,

sell the necklace and give the money to Mme.
Tibault."
And then, bereft ot all faith in the girl lie had

loved so pas.sionately, he v\ent into the town
and stro\"e to drown his sorrows in drink.

Despair and Revenge.

THE next day found Madeline weak and ill

and nearly mad with despair. She had
lost the love of the one man she cared for

and her professional career w.as ruined. In her

distraction she resolved to become a. mm, and
she wrote to the director of the opera acrpiaint-

ing him with her decision.

That evening she was sitting alone in her
drawing-room plunged in the deptlis of misery.

As she sat there staring at her reflection in a
mirror, she suddenly saw, to her horror, the

figure of Pierre Mouguin creeping stealthily

into the room, and there was a look on his face

that spelt one word—murder.
With a scream of fear Madeline rushed to tele-

phone, but Pierre was too cjuick for her. Seizing

ber in a pG\Aerful grip, he hissed in her ear :

" Now I have got you, the cause of all our
misery, and I mean to have my revenge !

"

The terrified girl strove with all her strength

to escape from the murderous grip that was
slowly choking the life out of her, but in vain :

and, with a savage curse, Pierre threw her to

the floor. As she fell, Madeline disturbed a
screen, revealing a statue of the Virgin Mary.
The murderous glare in Pierre's eyes faded away
fts he saw the statue, for the face of the girl he
was trying to kill was the image of the face of

the A'irgin Mar\-. With a moan of anguish be
put his hands to his head and fled from the

room.

The Golden Statue.

SOL ROBBIJCS had been doing some deep
thinking since he bad parted with Maurice,
and be bad come to the conclusion that

Morin had not stolen the money to buy Madeline
the necklace, but had melted down the gold to
make the statue of the Virgin IMary which be
h»<l just finished before he died ; but how to

get hoKI of it he did not know." Fate came to

his as-sistance in a strange way. For some time
the> convent ha<l been in great financial ditfi-

T/ic I'K'line SIkmc, Aufjinl 2n'l, 1919.

cullies. M. Moiln had helped the sisters time
and time again wilh money, but with his death
passed ail hope of the convent ever beconiiug
solvent, and the sisters had been reluclanlly
compelled lo consent .and sell the relics to pay
the debts tliey, had incurred. The auction wa-s

to take [ilace the following day, and Kobbin«
thought that ho would be able to get the statue
very cheaply, as it was thought to be only a
gilt one.
When he arrived at the sales room be found

Maurice Dumars present and with the sam<-
intention as himself. The bidding slurlcd al

two dollars, and soon Robbins and Maurice
were the only two left in. Robbins did not
know tliat Maurice had come to the same con-
clusion as himself that Morin hatl melted down
the twentv tliousaiid dollars to make the
image. But Maurice's was actuated by a
different motive in wishing to get possession
of the statue. If his theory proved correct he
could prove that Madeline was innocent of any
complicity in the theft of the gold.

. J'very bid made by Robbins was increa-scnl

by Maurice until it approached five hundred
dollars. At this .stage Robbins ruslied u|) to

Dumars and said excitedly :

" This is madness ! Neither of us have fi\ e

hundred dollars ! Let us stop this insane
competition, and go halves !

"

Maurice consented, and the statue was
knocked down- to him at five hundred dollai-s.

The two men went off with their treasure to

Dumar's room, and Robbins, taking a knife,

jnocecded to scrape the image to see if it was
gold or gilt.

" Sold !
" be cried, throwing it down. " It

is not gold, but base metal gilded over ! We
liave robbed our.selves !

"

The loss of his money did not worry Maurice,
but he was bitterly disappointed, for the last

chance of pro\ing liis sweetheart's innocence
seemed to have gone.

In a very dejected mood he went round to

JIme. Tibault's in the forlorn hope that she
might have found the missing fortune.
But Mme. Tibault had discovered nothing,

and .she was of the opinion that slie would never
6f-e Nicolette's dot again. She left Maurice
standing in a very dejected attitude leaning
against the wall in the Uttle private room at

the back of the cafe.

Suddenly she beard him call her in a \ery
excited voice, and, on running into the room,
she. saw him trembling with emotion as he
pointed to something behind a picture of bis

sweetheart (bit he was admiring.
" What is this V ' lie cried. " Where did xou

get it ?
"

"Oh, that!" replied Mine. Tibault, in a
disappointed tone. " M. Morin gave me that.
It is a calendar. There was a crack in the wall,

so I pasted it over it."

" Oh, Mme. Tibault !
" cried Maurice, bugging

her in his joy. ' Don't you know what it is 7

1 1 is a Treasury Bill for twenty t housand dolla rs !

That is what M. Morin did with your money.
He invested it in the safest possible securitv.
Everything is clear at last."

Poor Mme. Tibault was so overcome with
emotion that for a few moments she could onlv
stand transfixed with amazement.

" Oh, to think that I ever doubled the good
M. Morin !

" she cried ; and, going down on
her knees, she prayed for forgiveness.

"And to think that I doubted Madeline,"
said Maurice. " I must go and find her."

" I am here, dearest," said a voice, and
jNIadeline came into the room. " I wa,T in here
when you arrived, but I ran away bec.nise you
did not wish to see me. I can tell you now that
the necklace was my mother's, and I got M.
Morin to make the rest of the jewels .to inatcli

it. It has all been a miserable misunder-
standing."

" Can you ever forgive me ? " said Maurice,
as he clasped his sweetheart in bis arms.
"I could forgive j'ou anj-thing, dearest,"

whispered Madeline.
" And you will forgive Pierre. Mdlle. Renard?"

pleaded Mme. Tibault. " He is a changed man
now, and sirft'ers- agony at the thought of bi^

attack on you."
"Willingly, willingly!" cried Madeline, as

she looked up to Maurice with the love Ii"-lit

shining in her eyes.

Adapted Jrom rncrdeitts tn Ihr V.'faqraph ph<pin.

plity^" rind the Woman," Jeiitiirhitf ALICE
lOYCK as Miidr-rhif.
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WILLIAM FARNUM in " Riders of the Purple Sage." ™^

Lassiter, who is in search of the man who decoyed fiis sister to a Mormon settle- Jane shows her newly-found friend the last resting-place of his sister

ment, meets Jane Withersteen, who, though a Mormon, refuses to marry a man Minnie, on a hill-side situated in the "Withersteen ranch, of which she is

whom the Elder Dyer chooses for her. the owner.

Lassiter, after many tribulations, successfully tracks down the villain who decoyed A hue and cry is raised and the Mormons enlist the help of a gang of

Jlis sister to her doom, and kills him dramatically in a Mormon church. For a desperadoes to help capture Lassiter. Searching for a hiding-place, hejand
moment the Mormons are spell bound, then Jane stumble through a crevice and find themselves in the Secret Valley.

The Secret Va ley ib a city of prehistoric caves, situated iii a bcautilul But the girl tells him that once tliii is set in motion, an av.iUinclic- would lollow,
valley, and the only entrance is by the way they have come in. closing up the crevice and sealing them up for ever. At Jane's simple words, "If
Lassiter ngnts desperately against overwhelming odds, and his only you love me," with superhuman strength he sets it moving, and in the Greal

hope rests on a massive boulder. Sealed Valley they begin their lives again.
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Major J. Mackenzie Rogan
(Colditream Guard*) writes :—" Your ' De Reszke'
Cigarettes are greatly appreciated. Good flavour
and mildness are particularly noticeable."

MUi Vetty Kurton wntes :—" The ' De Reszke'
Cigarettes are delicious. There is nothing so sooth-
lag as a ' De Reszkc." "

Gervase Elwes, Esq,
writes : — "I find the
'De Reszke' Cigarettes
very soft and mild, and
they do not have any
injurious effect ou the
throat."

SELDOM if ever

have so many not-

able people given high

praise to one particular cigar-

ette. " De Reszkes " win
universal praise because they

J

are worthy of it,

iTDeReszke
CIGARETTES

Sold at all Tobacconists, Stores,

and Military Canteens.

"Domestic Situations

Vacant."

SPLENDID SITUATIONS
are offered DAILY in

Under the above Classification.

©OiVT MISS THEM/

entirely if you use Valentine's

Extract. It stains grey or faded
hair black or any shade of brown
required and makes the hair soft

and glossy. Will not wash out;
is odourless, and does not soil

the pillow. A natural, impercep-
tible, lasting stain. Try it to-day.

Of Chemists, Is., 23. and Ss. Sd.
per bottle. By post 3d. extra. R. S.

VALENTINE, Holbom Viaduct,
LoDdon, B.C. 1.

ThisPEACE BROOCH
beautifully enamelled in

artistic colours

1f6

Send to-day t j~

This handsome brooch in
neat bo:} will be sent to
any address, on receipt
ol postal order or stamps
for Is. 6d. Also made
lor men's wear, fitted
with stud attachment for
coat lapel.

CATALOGUE SENT FREE
on receipt of postcard

A. WHITE. Jeweller, ^'liR-iS^ffaiTJiir

BE A BOXER A TALK AND A FEW HINTS ON
THE MANLY ART OF SELF-DEFENCE.

CHARLEi} H.-IY in hii> latest j /(itn-play has turned uul to be a uplendid fighter. Ko one in the

Thames H. Inc: S'.iM'j starts an argument wiili him Ih sc dai/s.

EVERY British boy should learn to box

—

and every British boy can be taught to
use his liands. It is the inherent gift of

our island race. The British answer to an
insult has always been the straight piuich.

Years ago, when other nations relied on the knife
and the revolver, British-bom men took their

own part in foreign countries by using their fists.

To-day, two of our greatest allies, America and
France, can claim boxers of equal merit with
ours.

The present champion of Europe is a French-
man. Georges Carpentier. The champion of tlio

world is an American, Jack Dcmpsey.
Britons can afford to acknowledge both, for

had it not been for us, boxing would have been
utiknown in both countries. England was the
nursery of the manly sport. In those far away
days, when " (lentleman " Jackson taught the
.sporting nobility (known as the Corinthians)
how to use their hands, there were gentlemen
who could put up a good fight with the pro-
fessional jjugilists.

The Spirit of Sport.

IN tlie days of George the Fourth there were
many black spots on the social life and con-
ditions of England, but there was one bright

star which kept England foremost in the nations
of the world. The spirit of Sport saved lis then,

as it saved us again in the dark days of the South
African War. and the still darker days of the
greatest war in history.

And of all our sports boxing is pre-eminently
British. It has suffered in the past from the
hangers-on and parasites of the old-time prize

ring, but the grand fairness, the great nobility

of the sport, has weathered all storms.
The code of the boxing-ring is the essence of

chivalry, and whenever anything contrary
happens blame the delinquent—not the sport.

It has been said by the ignorant that boxing
and glov-e fighting encourage brutality. A
baser statement was never made.
The man who can protect himself will never

take advantage of a weaker person. Even
in a moment of madness the old idea of fair

plaj^ will come to his assistance. The hand
that would deal the coward's blow will be stayed.
And boxing not only teaches us how to protect

ourseh es ; it gives us the power to protect
others.

For those who are about to learn the greatest
of all British sports, I will try to give a few words
of advice.

A Few Hints.

JOIN' a good club where there is a good in-

structor. There are plenty to be found in

all p"rts of England. In London especially,

there is no iicU of cTtibs and gymnasiunts where
what has been :^ght!\- tennctl '"The Noble Art

of Self-Defence " may be learned without paying
any extortionate fees.

Having joined such o club, see that you get
plenty of boxing. Don't hesitate to put on the
gloves, because your opponent is bigger or
smaller than yourself. If smaller, re;nen)ber
you have the advantage of weight, and do not
u.se it unfairly ; if bigger, rely on him to play the
game. If he doe.sn'f, take a hiding and with it

a lesson that you must improve your boxing
skill, so that if ever you are called upon to
defend yourself against a bigger man you will

have learned something.
The best fighters are always the best sports.

You couldn't pick a quarrel with Eddie
McGoorty, the famous American boxer, unless
you tried very hard.
Jim Driscoll. one of the greatest boxers of

modern times, would not insult himself by hitting
anyone who could not defend himself.

It is so with all the great boxers. They are
confident in their own powers, and they can
afford to let an angry word pass. But woe
betide the bully who tries to intimidate them.

A Word as to Trftining.

AND now a word as to training. Take as
your model the good old English style,

of which Jim DrLsooll is the present living

master. The straight left, the good guard witli

the right, the ability to swerv e away from a blow,"
to duck it. or slip it by a sideway bend of the
liead. It is an old style, but it has never been
improved upon. Above all, don't neglect j'our

feet-.^ Don't forget that your feet are as im-
portant as your hands. A swift step back, or a
iioat side-step, .will cause a rushing boxer to

flounder hopelessly and helplessly past you.
" Peggy " Bettinson, the genial manager of the
National Sporting Club, and light weight Ama-
teur ex-Champion of England, can still, though
well over fifty, give a lesson in foot-work to
many first-class boxers still under thirty years
of age.

Driscoll, to-day, at close upon forty years of
age, is still the greatest boxer in the world. H»
is the acme of style— t he apotheosis of efficiency.'

But, in modelling your style on Peerless
Jim," try to give full play to your indi^'iduality.'

and your physical quahties or defects.

If you have a long reach, take advantage of it.j

Box at long range. Use a straight left to keep
your man away. If you are short in the reach,
practise a lead and a duck that will get you
inside the other fellow's guard, so that your short,

arms may get within hitting distance.

Y^ou will find as you go on that certain things
come to you easily. Make the most of these,^

but concentrate on the things you cannot do.
,

Above all. get plenty of practice ; an liour'*

practice is worth a day's reading, when it comes,
to boxing.
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CICELY ESDAILE,
From Stage to Screen.

AN atiross wlio is mounting the ladder of stage

honoure with astonishing rapidity, -and who is

"
shortly to embark upon a cinema career as well,

is Miss Cicely Esdailo, who is featured on this page.

Miss Esdaile will soon bo seen in a leading part in a

big London production, having been chosen for this for her

great success as " Carminetta " in the play of that name.

Miss Esdaile combines a charming personality with a

gift of mimicry which is unsurpassed on the stage to-day,

und great things will be heard of this actress in the future.

From the Provinces to London.

SOME of the principal producers in London have
had thei)' eyes on Miss Esdaile for a long time

pa,st as on actress whose talent was so promising

I hat gi-eat things might be expected of her. Her con-

tract expired, she has definitely settled on a big engage-

ment which will give London a chance of appreciating

the gifts of one who, up to the present, has been an idol

of the Provinces.

In all probaliility she will appear at a theatre which is

not a mile away from 'J'emplc Bar, and it is said that the

part that she is to play will give her a full opportunity

to bring out the very best that she has in her.

Stage and Sport.
"

I
AM never so happy as when in two spheres," she

1 declares, " that of the stage or the world of .sport.

I love them both."

Although Miss Esdaile has had invitations to go to

America to act for the films there, she is very attached to

the liome country, aiul has decided to play in photo-
dramas in this country, in addition to keeping on with
hev stage work.
Through her charm of acting in Carminetta,",eho has

become known as the " Delysia of the Provinces," and
the soubriquet is well-earned, and all the -success that
is coming to her is v. ell des^'rved.

ink
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CAFE FRAPPE
(Kaffay-Frappay)

Try this delightful beverage (Iced

Cofi^ce). One of the most refreshing and
sustaining drinks imaginable on a hot
summer's da}% It is easily made with

MILKMAID
CAFE AULAIT
the delicious, all the year round beverage of
the French. Served hot, Milkm.Tid Cafe au
L;iit excels ordinary coffee and is very eco-
nomical. Xo Milk or Sugar required. Sold
everywhere, 5Vd., lOid., and 1/8 per tin.

For iuirodnctory purposes a ^\d. tin of Cafe
au Lait and hund^ome book of Recipes will be
sent free on icccipt of yi. tj cover postage.
Address

:

NestSe's (F.R.D. pt.),6-8, Eastcbeap, E.C.3.

Brings Out the Beauty
Your Eyesm

vivacity. ;

so ajipeali

eD3 aii'i st

nadir

"Eydol" L'iv.- yui

eyes that brilliancy
expression which uicn lliid

It clears the eyes, fresh-
thens them, making thcra
e beautiful

" Eydol" i^ reconnnende*) by leailiu

actresses, inchifling Miss Kyrle Bcllew,
Mis:i Phylli.s Bedells, Mdlle. Lncienuc
Dervyle, etc. " EydOl " iS
bStrmless* Relieves eye-strain
and headache. Indispensable for

all i jcs art

Use ' Eydolash "

to darken your
eyebrows and

I
lashes. It makes

I them thick, long,

'and silky. In
. IVQiUl- PMt^. 1,6.

weak or tired
loukiiic. 2y9
per bottle. Of
all Stoies and Cheni-
ins. or direct from—
"EYDOL"

liaboratories
(Drpt. liHi, 176, Strand
LONDON, W.C. 2.

WHY
NOT

YOU?
QT HERS-incIuding

' many famous beauties
and actresses have acquired
a bea\itiful full bust and
peach -silk skin by using
"Firmanee," the famous
secret preparation,

A few days' trial will

astonish and convince you.
Why not start to-day ? Send
IS. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for

supply under plain cover to

Manageress

—

JEAN BINET & CO.
(Dept. 101.

34. STRAND. LONDON,
W.C. 2.

IJkbU.N KlICISTEKi:!).

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtain one for 2/6, Particulars free

Write at once:

BRITI8HSC0PE, 236H, High Holborn, London, W.0.1-
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The Ferocious Bull.

THE valiant cinema hero wai risking Lis

life for his " faire ladye." A ferocious
bull was pursuing tho dnrinp rescuer, and

already he could feel the beast's hot breath
on his cheek—when the camera-man stayed :v

little too long. Then appeared a rustic, wildly
brandishing a many-knotted stick to induce tho
wondering, harmless cow to run. Thus are our
heroes made '

' Prize of i's. Cd. awarded to Marjorie E.
Coadby, 1 !, Houghton Rd., Grantham, Lines.

»

The Busy Tax Collectors.

RtJMOUR says that (lie moving picture folk

at Los Angeles spend most of their time
dodging tax collectors. The authorities

tax everything that is necessary once, and
everything that is a luxury twice. J. Warren
Kerrigan has been particularly unlucky, and a
gorgeous new suit he was wearing caught tho
collector's eye so often that, it is stated, it was
taxed five times before he had a chance to
remonstrate. Jack Kerrigan doesn't complain
about that, but, he says, when they tried to
tax Alice Joyce for her motor car, and then tax
her husband Tom Moore twice as much for the
same car, it is time someone said Bometliing.

What Over-work Will Do.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN is so busy these

days that his thoughts are always
pre-occupied, and he is in danger of

becoming absent-minded. Before he was
famous, Charlie wandered from ' olfico to
office looking ioi' a job, and he has never quite
got over it. Now, of course, he has an office of
his own with a door on it, and everything.
The other day, wishing to pop out for a
pick-me-up, he hung a sign up: " Back in-
Fifteen J'inutes." Having had his refresh-
ment, ho returned, and, seeing tho sign on his

office, ho mechanically Bat down and vailed
two hours for himself to come back.

I know tliis is a true Story, because the property
man tokl me.

What the " Jester " Wants to Know.
WHAT did Constance Talmadgo .'

What keeps Clara Kimball Young T

SVho will House Peters ?

What was it Lillian Drew ?

If Roscoe Arbuckle is fat, is Beatrice
Michelena ?

Why did Mary Pickford ?

AV'ho ga\e .John Barryiuore ?

M'hat made Xance O'iS'cil V

Is Francis X. Bushman from Australia ?

" Fatty " as Office Boy.
FATTV ARIJUCKLK is learning how to

wash windows and do other office work,
for a part of his new comedy rerjuires

that he sh.'ill start at the bottom of the hwlder
in a banking establishment, and ( limb to the
top by patience .and industry. Hlolly JIaUme is

aiding and abetting Fatty " in his work, as
leading woman.

Charge It To Me !

MAKCARITA FISHER is haunted to death
by a catch-phrase. Ever since she ap-
peared in her last picture, called Charge

It to Jle," these words have confronted her at
every tiun.

" If I drop into the jeweller's for a new string
of beads, or into the chemist's, the assistant asks,

with a grin, ' Charge it to me ?
' " explains the

unhappy star.
" When I misplace a book or a letter romid

the house, and ask what can have become of it,

someone is sure to remark :
' Well, charge it to

me.'
" Even our Jap servant has caught the habit.

BOBBY VERNON, the smart young man who
plays in Christie Comedies.

The other day I vvas mourning over the remain?
of a cherished piece of china, \\ itl) a profound.
Oriental bow the Jap explained :

' Me slamee the door, honourable mias. and
the honourable plate he fall. But me pay when
Thursday come. I say like you, honourable miss,
'-You charge it to me." '

"

The " charge it to me " business is really

getting on Margarita's nerves. She says it is •

worse 4lian "I'll say so," or any of the other
overworked phrases. One of these days she
thinks she'll do something rash to the person
who makes use of the expression, and then tell

the jiKlge to " Charge it to me !
" The Jestek.

MUTT & JEFF BECOME DETECTIVES
(Another Adventure extracted from the Film Cartoor

By Permission of the Fox Film Company.)

1. There had been many robberies in the 2. Mutt hides himself ui a travelling trunk, 3. Rut in his haste to get away vmobst-rveti,

freight yard-, and Mutt and Jeff decide to go and gets Jeff to drive him to the scene of action. he deposits the unfortunate Mutt upside
into the detective business. down.

I AOVISE HE Be
SHOT

AT SUNMSe —

4. For hours Mutt stniggles to right liimself.

end when Jeff at last returns to see what the
delay is. Mutt is very severe.

0. Jetf is made to write a letter to the head-
quarters of the freight department, and confess

that he bungled.

6. And what is worse, the relentless Mutt
makes him arrange his own death warrant.
Poor Jeff always pays !
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Beauty Htnta from the Screen—A Graceful Neck—To Whiten the Skin— New Frocks,

HAVE you noticed how conspicuous an ugly
neck becomes on the screen ? It isn't often
you see one, foi- every actress knows

that, no matter how beautiful her face may be,
its photographic effect will be quite spoilt by a
neck that is either fat or scraggy, and sees to it

that face and neck are twin graces. Plumpness
<;ttn be reduced by judicious massage, while
scrogginess can be overcome by friction with a
mixture of vaseline and almond-oil. Exercises
whicli gently bend the neck backwards and for-

wards, and from side to side as far as it will go,
arc great aids lo the attainment of that full and
.swan-like throat of which the poets sing.

Singing lo Beautify.

AXOTHKK excellent way of beautifying
the neck and minimising those unsightly
little " salt-cellars," is by a regular

course of breathing exercises. " Sing
enough to be beautiful and not enough to get
fat " is an old axiom which might well bo taken
seriously, and is by a good many actresses who
want to make the utmost of their physique. In
fact, it is becoming quite the regular thing for

stage and screen folks to study singing for

health and build alone, irrespective of whether
their voices are worth training or worth using
after.

Collars as an Aid.

STILL, talking of necks, such a difference can
be wrought by caieful drtssing. Long
necks, for instance, can be mado to

appear nnich more proportionate by a
slight collar effect at the back : this, of
course, when the dress is open at the throat.
High collars are supposed to be coming into
fashion, but the long-necked girl will do well to
keep hers of moderate height, for nothing
enhances her defect more than the " chokc-inc-
quick " modes.

T/ie (firl who likes
to be well dressed—and
-what girldoes not ?— is

wise_ if she watches
fashions on the screen.
Can you imagine two
moie deliffhtftd sum-
mer costumes than the
two shown here ? Alice
Brady's frock could be
carried out in serge,
shantung or pi,ue. Marion Dm ies's frock
would be delijhtful in sponge cloth.

MARION DAVIE3.

The Charm of the Veil.

ANOTHER artistic way of disguising a long neck is by
the wearing of a veil, French-wise, over the hat, and
hanging down behind. This is always a pretty style

for any girl, for whilst it shortens long necks it does not
dwarf short ones, and throws \ip the contour of the face very
clearly. Much, also, does the coift'ure give or detract
from the beauty of the neck. Too many women suit their
hairto thei facesand forget the rest—forget thata low dressing
shortens the neck, whilst a combed-up effect at the nape
gives length. Similarly, it is wise for the long-necked folks
to keep the liaiv as low over the ears as Dame Fashion will
permit.

To Whiten the Skin.

TO whiten the neck here is a good recipe: Twenty drops
of tincture of benzoin dissolved in one ounce of au do
Cologne. Add ten omices of cMei-flower water and the

strained juice of two limes or lenv n^—preferably the former.
Bottle the preparation and .shake it well each day for a week
before using. Then apply at night, after washing, with a soft
sponge, ami let it soak in until dry.

Blemishes Caused by Sunburn.
WEARING the fashionable low-necked frocks in the

stmnnor sun will often result in a sensitive skin
becoming irritated by the use of hard water ii'^ed for

washing, and this can bo overcome in great measure by
Uiixing e<iual portions of oatmi-al and bj'an, which should
be put info muslin bags about foin- inches .square. One of
thoso bags, allowed to soak for two minxites in a basin of
%vater, and then squeezed until all tho gluten has been
I'xtractcd from the cereals, will niako the water healing
and refreshing, as well as clean-int'.

A DuKSSKIt

The House of Granger.
Week by week wii villi tell ijjii something
intercstinq about the pictures Grangers'
control, the House that has w many good
picturea on, its programme, the House that
.consistently eruieavouri to increase the help-
fulness, rapacity to amuse, and prestige oj

the "'rcin.

GRANGER'S EXCLUSIVES, LTD.,
Managing Director : A. G. GRANGER,

London and Stoke-on-Trent.

REMEMBER AUGUST 4th.
It will bo a " red letter day " in the kinem*

world. On hundreds of screens Granger's
" Marvels of the Universe " will be seen for the
first time. Now, week after week, will ba
unfolded in beautiful pictures, that you can
easily understand, all about the wonderful
universe of which we are a part.

Pei-haps you will ask " What, precisely, are
Granger's ' Marvels of the Universe ' ? " Whilsti
it would take volumes to describe thoni
intimately they can, however, be summed up
in a few words. They are a complete library of
everything you may want to know or anyona
could wish to know, in moving pictures. Con-
sequently, it is a library in which everyone who
has eyes to see can learn all about the beauties
of the world.

You may ask does it only deal with tliinga

that are generally accredited with being beau-
tiful ? Tliat IS, lovely scenes, sweeo flowers.

A little moiikeij. He has been sv-rglcalli/ treated. Note
the wooden collar, so that he does not tear his bandAgf.
Seen from one of Granger's " Marcels of the Universe.".

animals in their owii peculiar and graceful
movements, together with all the wonders of
the mighty deep, and the snow capped mountaiu
range ?

Yes ! --\11 this it deals with, and very much
more. AU that is meant by Xatiu'al Historj-,
Biology, Travel, Invention, and all those other
subjects that generally come under the term of
Education, and which, if treated in an orthodox
educational manner, are often as dry as dust.

It is one of the reasons why education is a
word that people do not like, because, so often,
education makes for tears and headaches.
But in (Jranger's " Marvels of the Universe "

the real education of the world is brought homo
to everyone who sits in a kinen a. It is impos-
sible to sec only , A few of thcsn marvellous
pictures, and not to be brought info a greater
mtiniacy with the world, and all its I eauty
and its inner meaning. You learn while you
enjoy vuiu-seK es. You learn to know the world
better the men and women that are on it<'

the animals that do .so nnich to minister to onf
pleasure luid comfort, the ways other pcoplo
live (heir lives, and many a q<iaint nook of the
earth is brought to our gaze, n.aking a little

holiday for us in a strange land, and then, when
the lights go vq) once again, wo .are in our dear
old favourite kinema, a little wiser, a little

happier, for having seen sonio of Granger"*
" Marvc's of tho Univeisc."

Please ask your local kinema when they wilt
show Granger's " Marvels of the Universe."



Afoblc's
for Valtte ^

The de!iif!n. quality and value of the tfarmeniA
you buy from Noble's will completely satisfy

you. Noble*8 supply all your dress requiremeots
at the lowest pos^tible pr>ces, as

ifaey are actual maDufacturert,

Model ^% 4 f
F4178 O 1 O

A dainty Drc;?. in New Printed Vo^e.
m Reseda, Kcse Navy, Mauve i-r Mole.
The sailor coll-ir, cuds and wai^tbaiiil aiC
made oi plain V'oil -. studied ^^itU floss.

Plain skirt, gathered in to waist. In block
sizes to fit figures witU

Bust
S4 ins.

S6 ins.

»8in5.

Price 31/6.

W;iist

24 ins.

2G ins.

Front
Skirt Lengtli

34 -30 ins.

SC df=l ins.

Sd-40 ins.

If made specially to measur«,
price 3S/-

PATTERNS POST FREE.

Materials by tho yard
For ladies who prefer to have theii

clothes made up thenrselves, John
Noble, Limited, will ^eiid a selection
of matariaU post (rec. Please tell

exactly what you would lil;.e us to send
to you.

Send your ndc^resi to-cLty for Noble's

Free Fashion (',Ht<ie All the Season's

Urea I.ifai lUmtraied.

JOHN NOBLE ltd
43 Brook St. Mills, Manche»ter.

EYEBROWLIN

Why not follow the lead of Society Beauties and usa
this marvellous preparation ? It does not stain, is

perfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders ot
fashion. A few applications will enable you to produce
that dark, fascinating appearance admired in women,

•• Send at once to Manageress,
SendlS. P.O. to day

\ JEAN BINET 8" CO.
and receive a supply

; (Dipt qS)
under plain co\er. • „ o »

; 34, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
Nervousness depii\€3 you ot eifiployiuent. pleitsuies, aud many
advantages in life. If you wish to prosptri and enjoy life,

stiengthen your neives, and legaiu coufidt'Dt-e in youiself by
using the Mento-Nervo Strenethening Treat*
meat. GnaiantttMl cure in 12 days. U^ed hy Vice-Admiral to
Seaman, Colonel to Private, D.S.O.'s, M.C.'s, M.M.'s, and
D.C.M.'s. file I el V s^aid ? penny .'.tauips f<M pui 1 icxilais.-

GODFRV ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd.. 538. Imperial
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4.

HAIR ON THE FACE
instantly and completely
^anihhes with EJECTHAIR, the
Testified Cure f<>r this hideous
^miction—Si mple, hafe and
I'ainlens—Success assured—
Money-back Ouarantea Oirea
—Sent in plain cover for 71.
•Send DOW 7d. stamps to—

Managereit, EJECTHAIR CO.
(I>el.t. Hi.

6SZ. Holloway Rd..Londoii,N.19

fARE YOU SHORT?
If 80, let the Girvau System help you
to increaae your height. Mr.P-vigys re-

ports 5 inches inciease ; I>rivei E. P..

3 iDcheH ; Mr. Puitcli ire, 4 inches ; Miss
I>eedell,4 inches ; Mr. Ketley.4 inches.
This system tjreatly improve* the
health, figure, and caiiia^^e. 8end 3

peony Htaiupa for fuither parliculais
and £100 Oiiaiantee to Knqaiiy
l>ept. CT., IV, .iiioud Green P.oad.

lAndon, N 4

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

THE FILM OF THE FUTURE.
ALTHOUGH the moving picture hat passed

beyond the experimental stage, it cannot
as yet be regarded as anywhere near perfec-

tion. That time has yet to come, and while the room
tor improvement exists, the eradication of its present
defects must continue while new and better features
are substituted by degrees.

Undoubtedly, the chief amongst the evils to be
removed is the salacious picture, which still enjoys
an existence in our midst that one hopes will be short-
lived. It is being foisted on us under cover of the
most alluring and suggestive titles that can wheedle
the money out of the pockets of the curiosity-seeking
public. The purpose of these plays, we are told,

is to point a moral, and to lend a touch of genuineness
to the idea, some picture theatres blazon the title

with the added injunction that persons below a certain
age are not admitted. On the face of it, the intention
looks high-minded enough. And the curious grown-
up, having had Ms or her curiosity aroused all the
more by this ban on the younger generation, goes
inside, only to be shown again the eternal bedroom
scene, or the unfaithful husband or wife with the
third party in these triangular dramas dressed up
anew. The deception has worked, and is repeated
with success.

But do the public really want this type of picture ?
I am certain they do not. If an editor's letter-bag,
which conveys to him the conSdences of thousands
of picture-goers, is any indication, the demand is all

the other way.
The cry tor more of beauty and romance and all

the clean joyousness of life is growing more insistent.

The value of the educational picture is slowly, but
surely, gaining in recognition. And since the film
has shown us its artistic capabilities, the uu'
painted pictures of Nature with which the world
abounds can be transferred to the screen for our
dehgbt. Before long, too, the present photography
of the screen will be superseded by the coloured him
as soon as the difficulties in the way of the latter are
removed. The speaking picture, of course, is still an
experiment.

Yet these, and many other improvements, are
things which the public will eagerly look forward to
in the film of the future.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-
sble time before publication, letters cannot be
answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post.

Address: The Editor, "The Picture Show,"
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

n. W. (Sidcup).— Glenwood Springs, Colorado, is

the birthplace of Francis Carpenter. Antonio
Moreno is live feet ten inches, and was born in Spain,
not Italy. Photos and news of the players you name
have all appeared in previous issues. Ask your news-
agent to try to get them for you. I don't remember
your WTiting before, or your letter would most cer-
tainly have been answered.

" Doris " (Folkestone).—You stand in front of the
mirror all d.iy long making faces at yourself ! And
>-ou arc only twelve and feel sure you can become
a cinema actress ! Give up the idea, Doris, it's a
liard life, and only one in a thousand becomes a star.

Write and let me know how you spent your holida.\'.

B. N. (Oxford).— I shall forward on your letter to

Clara Kimball Young when you send it along. Enid
Bennett has no other name but her own. In private
life, of course, she is Mrs. Fred Niblo.

D. S. (Blackbill).—A photograph of Antonio
Moreno appeared in our issue dated .Tune 14tli.

New fdms featuring Anita Stewart will be coming
along shortly.

A. W. 1'. (London).—Lee Moran pronounces his

name with emphasis on the first syllable, thus :

More-an. (2) Maciste is usually pronounced Ma-
ciste, the first syllable short.

Y. N. (Bedford Park). — The Governinent fihn yon
,
refer to with Owen Nares and Reiiee Max er was
never completed, and so cannot be shown.

" Arthur " (Middlesborougli). — " Towards the
Light " was written and produced by Henry Edwards.
In it he takes the part of " Surly," w hile Chrissie

White is featured as " Anna Wilton." Kingsley
Benedict's birthday Is on November 14tli, so you
will ha\e pleutj' of time to send him a card if you
want to.

D. F. (Hendon).—As there happens to be an Athena
in New York as well, Crane Wilbur is not Creek but
American. As you say you are a reader, you
probably do not know that your suggestion for a
page of " Cinema Kisses " has already been adopted
in our first issue. Pleased to know you mean to stick
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to The Pictcre Snow always. Write acain'
when you have time.

" Bobbie " (Wintlermere),—Thanks for the pretty
snapshot. You seem to be enjoying yourself, while I

—ala.s !—am working hard in London, (ieraldtni;

Farrar gives her year of Ijirtb as February 2«, \m'>.
Of course, I shall write to you by post when you send
nie that stamp.

A. S. (Brixton).—Wernham Ryott and Stewart
Roine are the Same, the latter being his screen name.;
He is English, was born near Newbury, an<l has seen
a good bit of the Britisli ICinpirc. Bebe Daniels
says she is eighteen and hails from Dallas in Texas.

V. H. (Perth).— It's a very ol<l film .and I don't
supi)Ose you will ever see it again. Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran are both featured in " Love ami a Savage,"
;ind Constance Talmadge can be seen in " The Lesson,"
a fiaumont picture. (Madys Brockwell was horn
twenty-two .years ago. (ierald Ames and Owen Nares
are married. I am sorry I cannot clKunge fli'-

publishing day to Saturday. Besides, Monday with
'J'HR Picture show helps you to begin the week
well, doesn't it

'!

W. B. (Southend).—This is one of the favoiiriti^

questions I get: "Is Pearl White married And
the answer is always the same., " No." You are

going to write and suggest to her that she should
marry Antonio Moreno '! How kind of you ! But
do you think she will like it r Her late.st serial, with
any amount of thrills of course, is "The Lightning
Raider."

" I'nita " (Blaeklieath).—Clale Henry is not a man,
but a woman, 'fheda Bara and May Allison are not
ijiarri^l and I have not heard if either is engaged
to anybody. Robert l,eonard. of course, is Mae
Murray's husband. .Tulian Eltinge, the female
impersonator, plays in vaudeville as well as for fhe

films. Nazimova is wedded to Charles Bryant,
and is in her early thirties.

Pearl (filasgow).—Your letter was aaswerert

through the post as desired. Vou will have received

the reply long before this appears in print.

Pairlirie (Kentish Town).—Readers' letters are not
fded, and, therefore, i am unable to trace any previous
edriiiniiiiication from you. If your letter to Pauline
Fi( ilerick, bearing her name, and enclosed a stami>,

it would have been sent on. But, a.s you say

you omitted to do this, I cannot say what lia»

happened to it and whetlier it ever readied iiie

I am sorry, but it is not my fault. However, if you
care to write to her again and follow the instructions,

I shall be pleased to do the rest. She was born in

Boston. " Her Final Reckoning " is a new play.
" Ezra " (Nottingham).—I am afraid rt would take

too much space to give you a complete list of Pauline

Frederick's successes since 1016. But Uo.w \Yill thi»

do '. Her first film was " The Eternal City," and
among others, she has appeared in " Sapho," " Zaza,"
" La Tosca." "Bella Donna," "The Love that

Lives," " A Daughter of the Old South," " M.tdaine

Jealousy," and " Mrs. Dane's Defence." Have you
seen our centre page in issue No. 6 of THE Pictohk
Show ?

A. F. (Hitchin).—Cannot say why those two
stamps were put inside my tetter to you. 1 don't

remember doing it anyway, and. as it was doubtless

a mistake, you need not trouble about returning

them. Francis Carpenter was born eight year.s^ago

" The Mater " (Smethwick).—Your request for

a full-page photograph of Henry Edwards has been
noted. Am glad you like him. He ia a great

favourite with many.
P. J. H. (Bootle).—.Tack Mulhall was born in New

York, and Tom Mix is also a son of the I'nited State.-.

The ' Howled Terror " is a mystery character, an<l

perhaps by the time this appears in print you will

have found out w ho he is. Yes. 1 am " only human. "

as you say, but try to answer all the questions 1 c;in.

" Inquisitive " (Bedford).—Henry Edwards and
Cltrissie White are not married to each other. Tom
Moore is Irish, and it is his real name. Yes, you may
write to me as often as >ou like, I shall always be

pleased to hear.

(More (irmrerx on bad- parie.)

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

I hook miglit be fixed behind every seat so

that each member of the aadi nce may
have a place to hang his (or her) hat.

The only alternative now is to keep it on

one's lap, but during the excitement of

the pictures it is generally forgotten and

allowed lo roll on the dusty floor.—2/6

awarded to Arthur E. Dye, Tr ng Park

Gardens, Tring, Herts.

FN answer to the many in<juiries we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters t<i

' Cinema actors and actresses, " The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must bt
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many oflhest
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letten
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose l\d. stamp to the Editor, The Picture Show," The,F!ietway

House. Farringdon Street. London, E.C. 4. >
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BANISH HAIR POVERTY.
Test Free the Wonderful Effect of Harlene Hair-Drill '^

in

Promoting Hair Health and Beauty.

1,000,000 COSVIPLETE TRIAL OUTFITS FREE TO DAY.

makes all the difference to

EVERY woman looka into the mirror, and there i?i every
reason why she should, for Nature has given to women the
gift of beauty, and there are none who have received more of

Nature's bounty than the women of England.
But the Hair ! That is the crown of beauty, and special care

is essciitial to maintain its fine quahty, its strength, its gloss and
lustre.

Healthy, radiant, abundant hair

women's appearance (and men's,

too, for that matter), and now
you have the opportunity to try

the ' Harlene Hair-Drill" method
of securing and maintaining hair

health and beauty free.

What is the Condition of

Your Hair .

Reflect on the condition of

your hair 1 See what " Harlene
Hair-Drill " will unfailingly do to

improve its growth and keep it

in a perfectly healthy condition.

So necessary is it to-day that
men should preserve a fresh and
smart appearance, and that women
should look to their appearance,
in which the hair forms so con-
spicuous a part, that the Inventor-
Discoverer of " Harlene Hair-Drill"
wishes it to be publicly known
that he is prepared to dispatch to
any reader a seven days' " Harlene
Hfir-Drill " Outfit entirely free

cT charge.

" Hair-Drill " Ensures

Hair Beauty.
No one, indeed, who values and

appreciates hair that is healthy,
hair that is beautiful, hair that
will not fall out, grow too greasy . „ .

or too dry or become thin brittle t'^^o"'^l appearance. It ctrengthens the hair, improves its growth, removes scurf and
, , , . J. ' greasiiiess, and is a remarkable aid to hairdressuig.

and lustreless, can dispense with
"Harlene Hair-Dnll." Why? Because "Harlene Hair-Drill
penetrates to the very roots of the hair.

Does your hair full out when you brush and comb it ? Is it hrillle, dry, over-greasy,
weak, or lacking in lustre ? These are hair health defects which can be so easily and
effectively overcome by " Harlene Hair-Drill.'* Try it to-day free [see coupon below).
.4 short course of " Harlene Hair-Drill " will r^ake a wonderful difference in your

Make your application to-day. You will l^e well pleased wth the
gift, and astonished at the difference that even a few days' adoption
of " Hair-Drill " will make in the condition and appearance of your
hair.

'

You will be pleasantly surprised the first time you practise " Har-
lene Hair-Drill" (it occupies only two minutes a day}, for it is a
most delightfully refreshing toilet exercise. You will immediately
wonder how you have done without it in the pa,st. It imparts new

life to the hair, giving tone and
nourishment to weak, impover-
ished, straggly hair ; at the same
time it is especially beneficial in
maintaining well-conditioned hair
in all its pristine freshness and
!)eauty.

Letters of Praise from AU.
Thousands of letters in terms

of unqualified approval have been
received by the proprietors of
" Harlene."
Famous Actres.ses, Cinema

Queens, and especially woman
workers in factories and offices,

who have been worried over the
condition of their hair—all have
been particularly pleased with the
woJlderful results obtained from
the practice of " Hair-Drili."

Harlene " for Men Also.

Men, too, find " Harlene" pre-
vents Scalp Irritation, Greasiness,
and a tendency to J3aldness. It
is no exaggeration to say that
milhons of -men and wonien in all

walks of life practise refreshing
and beneficial " Hair-Drill" daily,

and so preserve hair hcaltli and
beauty. •

If You Value Your Hair

Write Now.

Try "Harlene" Free.

Two minutes a day " Harlene Hair-Drill " will quickly restore
your hair to its best. If you are troubled with

SCURF OR DRYNESS,

OVER-GREASINESS OF THE SCALP,

THIN OR BRITTLE HAIR,

SPLITTING OR FALLING HAIR,

you -should obtain at once a Free Trial Outfit. All you have to do
is to cut out and post the Free " Gift Outfit " Coupon below, which
is published for your convenience.

'The Gift Parcel contains :

1. A bottle of " Harlene," the true liquid food and Tonic for the hair,

which stimulates it to new growth.
2. A packet of the marvellous hair and scalp cleansing "Cremex"

Shampoo, which prepares the head for " Hair-Drill."

3. A bottle of " Uzon " BriJliantine, which gives a fmal touch of beauty
to the hair, and is especfally beneficial to those whose scalp is inclined

to be " dry."

4. The new " Hair-Drill " Manual, giving complete instructions.

If by tlie expenditure of a little

time—just about two minutes
daily—it is possible to acquire iiair health and beauty, surely it is

folly to refuse, or even to hesitate a single moment, in taking the
first step to secure it.

After a Free Trial you will be able to obtain further supplies of
" Harlene" at is. i|d., 2S. yd., and 4s. gd. per bottle; " Uzon"
Brilliantine at is. i jd. and 2S. gd. per bottle, and " Cremex "

Shampoo Powders at is. lid. per box of seven (single packets 2d.

each), from all Chemists and Stores, or direct from Edwards' Harlene,
Ltd., 20, 22, 2_(, and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C. i.

HARLENE HAIR-DRILL
OUTFIT COUPON.

GIFT

Detach and post to Edwards' Haklbne, Ltd.,

20, 22, 24. and 26, Lamb's Conduit SUect, Loudon, W C. 1.

Dear Sir."^,—Please send me your Free " Harleiio " Four-Fold
Hair-Growing Outfit as described above. I enclose 4d. in stainji*

for postage aud packing of parcel. ' The Picture Show, 2/8/19.

NOTE TO READER.
Write yo\u' full name and addn ss clearly on a plain pieco.of paper.
|)in tl o Coupon to it, and post as directctl -above. (M.vrk onvolopo
" Sjinijlo D ~pt.")



ART PLATE OF MARY MILES MINTER INSIDE THIS ISSUE.
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. ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
(ConlinncJ Jiom rai^c 22).

1(. Y. (Hornsea).—Yinir Icltcr t(j I'miline rie<lcrii k
)ias bfi'ii forwarded on. J am stiTi -your friend in

Viistralia must apT)re<iate your kiMdncs.s in iiostiii;,'

trim -'a copy of this paper. So you Uoii't like Mac
Marsh '! \Vh\ not '!

N. T. (Burslem).—Yos ; William Desmond is

married so, as you remark. " tjiafs done it." His,

.wife is Lillian l.ainson. Ves ; 1 can Hue.ss what you
wrote to I'enrl White a\)OUt, but I am afraid >ou will

find that, without experience or i|ua'lilieations, the

tilin world is dillicult to enter. Vou can write to

Mar> Mile;- Minter, c.o, this jiaper. -

^

. .1. I*, de fi. (I'aris).— Arc you not inakinj; a mistake?
I did not .say 1 would send anybody any photos 01

'

aetors or actresses, because I have none for disposal

or would be pleased to oblige \oU with tlmsc j'ou

name for your eolleel ion.

A. W. E. (Kcw).—1 do not think you will l)e f»ble (o

yet particulars of lilnis over- ten years old. . Ts'or ilo

1 think those >ou mention will be re-i>sued. Jf you
want the autoKrajjhs of ilary. -I'icklord, Charlie

t'haplin and JMauriee Costello you might try writin!;

them through the ottice of this p.r))cr. * '
1

" J.ola "
( Ashford). — .Mary Tickford is twcnty-si.\'.

.'ind J.ottie IMeklcMd is also in lier twenties. Sorry 1

cannot jiivi: >oii Vicilet IIopsou's address, but you ca'ii

\STite to hfci, i-.ii. this paper.
C. 1{. (l'c]i\stuwc).—J/ma f'avali<-ri is QtaJiai^,

and Konie is her liirthi)laee. Jicssic Ji.uriscale and
her husband, floward }liekuian, ha\:e one little boy.
Julian ];itinKe"s real name is William lJalto|i. lie

was born '
in Boston, MaSsaelmsett-s, tliirt} -si.\

years ago. - - -c .
• ^

B. H. (Todcaster).—Marie Walcamp is Aineriean
and is not married. Si)rrj , 1 • cannot give the
uddjcsses of aiiv lilm artistes, but send me your
letter to her and I will send it oii. ' 1 have noted your
reyuest for n large photograph of her in the paper.
"The ]*ur))li' Domino" (( wnuivon). —I shall bear

your suggestion in mind and may hnve something tA

the sort later on. , I don-'t min<l ^our expressing your
views on anything, so write to me again.

J. H. S. (liirmingliani).,-Please see reply to
B. H, of 'J'odeastcr. You would like to see some
photographs o( Mariim Swa.\ ne V Kight !

M. D. (Egremonl).—Slarie Walcamp was born
twenty-five years ago. Will publish other informa-
tion you want "as soon as 1 get it. 11 is good of you
to rt'coinmend this p.iper to every one you know
who i-> intcrestell in tlie pictures, and 1 thank you
y ery mucli.

"

]:. M. (;. ( Addiscumbc;.. ] hope you will like the
full-page photographs now being printed and also
(Hir new art plates. 1 nhall not forget to have sonic-
thing more about Antonio Moreiu) from lime to time.
His photo was in our issue of June 11th. Did you
sec it y

W. .T. (West Bromwich).— Harold Bockwood has
been di-ad some time and 1 do not think it would be
of any interest to print a photograph of him now. But
.Anil a Ste wart, I shall remembcrr, tiioiigh the other two
} am doubtful about, as they arc .stage cflcbrilics
rather than Him favourites.

B. (J. ('. (Kugby).'- The earliest moving picture
apjjroaching niost nearly to the present-day eineniato-
graph was invented by "Antoine Ferdinaiul I'leatcau.
.who called it " The I'licnakistoscopV." But 1 am
doublftd whether an artlch^ as you suggest, de.nling
with th( wIkjIi' history of the cinema and of Britisli
and .American i)roductions wouhl be of general interest
to readers of this pa))cr. Of course, you m.iy write to
loe again, and thaidi.s lor your congratulations.

H. K.-b. (Tor(imiy).—Olf the screen. " irnm " is

Lloyd Ycrnon Hamilton, while " Bud " covers the
i<lentify of .\. Iv DiMuan.- Marguerite Clark is her
real nanic and her e,\es arc hazel, not blue. Douglas
Eairlianks was born thirty-six years ago in Denver,
( oloradii, Alan Forrest majried Ann Little, - lie is
.") ft. 1 1 ins. in heighf , has black hair and brown eyes,
and was born in Brooklyn iu I8',)U. Annette Keller-
man's husband i> J. It. Sullivan. Your ))hotograph
was not enclosed as st^itcd. litiwover, 1 hope to
see it next tin(e you write. • . .

.
" t i Kiurs " (Bootle).—Sorry. T do'not know.
B. II. (Southend). Have you .asked your news-

agent V He should be able to get yiiw the copies
in the ordinarv way ifh( tri( s.- 1 am pleased tu know
you and your husbaud like THE riCXt'UIi SHOW, so
much and tliat >on both look forward eagerly for
Monilay to come. The letter postage to .\nierica is 1 .'d.

" lil.i.KN " (Waiiping).—Xo. 1 don't know of any
vacancies for cinema actresses, Kllen, ;iiid I don't
think you will lind any. The Lightning Balder '-'

will not be rclcased-till Xovcniber, so you must be
patient till then. Why not write to I'earl White,

.7. (i. (Uristol).—An.v newsagent will bt atile to sup-
ply you with one of the (inema trade journals wliieli

will give vou the information vou re(|uire.

A. M. (ICast Hull). I'earl Vvhitc is tliirty, and was
born in Springlield, Missouri. She has" auburn hair
and blue ey<"s. ' '

E. 1*. (Southaniptou).—I 1 have forwarded on
your letter to Sessue Hiiyjikawa. and you can write
to Pauline Frederick iu the same way, as no ad-
dresses are gi\ en. , . .

•

A. S. (Ho.\ lake),- -See reply to A. M., East Hull.
I have sent on your letter to Mary l'ickfor<l as desired,
(jlad you think this the linest )>ictnrc )>apcc out,
and this, by the way, happens to be tln^ unanimous
opinion of liiy thousands of readers. Your brother
in-thc Navj must appreciate your sending it on to him
every week;
. MoLLiK " (Carlisle).—Have forwarded on your

letter Xu Earle Eoxc, and will print news iiuU pliotoa
of him as soon as possible.
'A. V. (IJariislcy).—It's against the rule of thi-i

pai)cr to give any addretSBes. but you can write to
those you nanio in the same way as you have done
to I'earl White. Write again when you are not
busy.

" llONALp-" (Bromley).—Constance Talrnadge is

featured in " The Lesson," and Xoriiia. her sister,

appears iu " De Luxe Annie." William l''arnuni
was born on July 4, 187C ; Maurice Costello on
February 22. 1877 ; Zoe Hay on July lUlO ; Anita
St<^wart on Ke)*rilary 17, 1895

;
Kingsley Benedict on

.November 14. 1882 ; Gladys Leslie on March 1889 ;

Sc.Ssuc Hayakawa on June Id 1889 ; Mae .Marsh on
November 9: 1895 : Olive Thomas on October 21).

1898 ; and Mary piekford on April 8, isya. Are you
a collector ot births 't

•• Wkli. WisHKR " (Bournemouth).—Your letter
was ([uite interesting and 1 agree with it and think
Hart's a fine actor. Ho Wfis born in Newbiirgli. New
Yolk, and the date of iiis-birth, according tot-he
latest information is given as December (5, 1870.
't he refore, the Other <lates iiiust-be wrong. He ha>;

brown hair and blue eyes, and is not married. Like
many other stars, he has been on the stage, of
course. 1 shall publish more news and photographs
of him from time to time. Yes, I saw the same
rumour in print as Well, but hope it is not true. The
address ot the reader you want has been mislaid, but
1 .shall try to g(;t it.

" Mils, (i." (Islington),—As you do not give me
the title of the film you, mention. I am quite unab'e
to say why only Lee Moran appeared in it without
his chum, Eddie Lj^oiis. .So. " What Happened to

,
Eddie ," as you ask, must remain " wropt " in
mystery.
l. B. (St. -Helens).—No, Mary Piekford docs not

rcrforni any of the daring feats that^ Pearl White
does becaase her style of acting is dilfeient. I'oarl
White and Chrissie White are not even reniote'y
r(;lated. May you write to uie weekly 1 Of course I

Every day in fact.
^1). B. (Liverpool).—Sorry, no photo.s of any lilm

artistes. Your letter to Charles Hay lias been sent
on.

RUTH ROLAND LLOYD GEORGE "arry
Her latest photograph on our

cover.

JACK PICKFORD
In a number of character studies.

EDWARDS
Three new photographs of the

popular Hepworth player.

Pictures from the film showing milestones in

the life of the British Premier & Peacemaker.

MARY PICKFORD
Latest photographs and delightful home

studies of the World's sweetheart.

PEARL WHITE
The Wonderful expressions, and a. beautiful

portrait of Fearless Pearl, and an article

telling you all about her.

Pages and Pages of Pictures

O-M^ MK/^weed's "/S^iheSLnSr "^PAY

A full page portrait, worthy

of a frame.

EDDIE
A special interview with " The

Picture Show."

TOM
His latest film,

" Treat 'Em
Rough,"told in story and picture.
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CINEMA GHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

family went to tlie country, find to a farm on
which were many hor.ses. At tlie sujht of them
my mind was full of memories of tlie circus.

EDITH ERASTOFF, a popular Swedish screen
actress.

ART PLATE NEXT WEEK.
Beautiful Picture of Antonio Moreno Given
Away with Next Monday's '

' Picture Show."

AS I promised you last week, I am able to

announce the date of our next Art Plate.

E\ery copy of The Pictuke Show,
dated August 16th, published next Monday,
will contain a companion plate to the Mary
Miles Miuter picture. You will want to frame
I he fine picture of Antonio Moreno, so don't
forget to order your copy to-day.

Ruth Roland, Bare-Back Horse Rider.

DO you like the charming portrait of Rutli
Roland on our cover this week ? Ruth,
you know, is the heroine in the new Patho

thriller, Hands Up !
" and few people know

that she is one of the best amateur bare-back
riders in the country. Here in Ruth's own words
is the story of her first experiences with horses.

" When I was a little girl," she said, " my
parents took me to a circus and I was deeply
impressed with the daring stunts of a young girl

bare back rider. The following summer my

An Early Love of Adventure.
SECRETLY 1 practised juiii|)inK from the

hay door on to a horse and sinprised

niy.self in discovering that 1 was able to

do this very well withinJa short time. This, of

course, gave me great confidence in myself, and
since then I have been willing to try most every-

thing where a horse is coni^eriied. This early

love of ' stunts ' lias made it possible for lue to

readily undertake the exacting and oftentimes

really perilous work in ' Hands Vp I
'
"

Next Week's " The Picture Show " will

contain a Free Art Plate of Antonio

Moreno. Order your copy to-day.

Jack Mulhall's 'Wedding Anniversary.

JACK MULHALL has just celebrated the fifth

anniversary of his wedding. Jack very
seldom takes a day off in the middle of

screening a play, but he .said this was an occa-

sion, and he and his wife and a few frieiwls had
a picnic.

•—

—

A Honeymoon Holiday.

I
HEAR Smiling Bill Parsons and his jiretty

wife Billie Rhodes are going to cruise about
in the Pacific for their summer holiday.

Their first stopping-place is to be Honolulu.

She Nearly Did—Really.
BESSIE BARRISCALE had an uncomfort-

able half hour the other day. It is the
first time that Bessie has spoilt a sceue,

but what could she do ? Tlie scene called for

her to faint, and when the camera roan w^is

getting busy, an army of ants marched up
Bessie's left arm. A cinema star's life is not all

milk and honev !

Harry Carey's Ranch.

IN answer to many inquiries why Harry C!arey

looks so much at home on a ranch. I can
tell you, because Harry owns a ranch of his

own near New Horn, and all his time between
productions, and as often as he can persuade
his producer to set a scene there, Harry spends
his tune tliere.

Without A Rival.

THEKtO are rumours that Tlicda Bara in

going to tour Europe in the making of

some of her new films. Theda Bara has
been called the Burne .Jones lady of the screen.

She is of Polish and Swiss parentage, and sinro
her first appearance on tlie films in the film ver-

sion of Kipling's " A Fool There Was," I\lis.H

Bara has never had a rival in her own par-
ticular line of cinema acting.

Eddie Polo's Admirers.

AS you know, Eddie I'olo is now in England,
and is receiving a grea"^ ovation at th«

many picture halls where he is .showing

himself. He is receiving many touching letteia

from his admirers all over the country ; one froni h.

little girl is evidently the outcome of her seeing

him in one of his tight corners on the screen, for

she writes :
" Keep a brave heart, Eddif.

Don't give in. I will pra.y for you."

His heroic, manly character parts has, n.>

doubt, been the cause of one little corpespondent
writing : I wish you were my brother, Eddie,

and would teach me to fight like you do."

Another comes from a youngster who men-
tions the actors ho likes and the actre.s.ses he
hates, giving as his reason that he doesn't like

the sloppy love-making. But he ends his letter

asking for the address of an actre.ss (evidently

one he does vof hate) and concludes ;
'' Let me

know, no«-. Eddie. Be a sport."

A Risky Jump.

IN
" The .Sands of Time," a coming Hari.ia
photo play, we are to see some thrilling

' scene's,' not the least of which is an actu.it

jump of one of the players from a precipice —ft

distance of 119 feet—into the water, ancl swim-
ming to a place of safety whilst his pursuers are

hulling huge boulders at him. I hear the local

coastguard has certified to the genuinenes.* of

the incident, and the distance jumped, so there
is no fake about this scene.

Baby Mae Marsh.

IH.WE just heard that delightful .Mae Marsh,
who, as you know, is Mrs. Louis Lee Amies,
is rejoicing over her newly born seven-pound

baby girl. She has been christened Mary Marsh
Arines.

Mr. JOHN LYNCH, Miss JEAN DARNEL, AGNES JOHNSTON, ADELERE BUFFINGTON, TOM THOMAS H. INCH,
HOPKINS, MIRIAM MERIDITH and EUGENE LEWIS.

On the left are some of the members of the scenario department of the Thos. H. Ince studios. On the right a portrait oi the man behind thi bi;

Ince productions, Thomas H, Ince himself.
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ivy DUKE, whona we are soon to see in a
Lucky Cat Film "I Will."

A Cowgirl's Secret.

HOW did I'olly Morau learn to throw a rope V

Anyone who has ween the Paraniouiil-
Mack Sennott comedy star twirling the

rope must have wondered how she acqulied
tier proficiency luiless by actual experience in
cattle-punching or elsewhere on the ranch. But
not so.

As a mutter of fact, she learned to (hrow a rojje
I>y practising with a broadsword. Of course,
.-omeone had to show her how to make the actual
casts. But it was her prowess with tlie broad-
Kword and the foils that lent to her wrist the
necessary suppleness and enabled her to gauge
ilistances accurately.

Before entering into the pi oeincls of Filmland,
Polly Morau was on the stage for several years,
inuring that time she took up fencing and
ticcauie an accomplished swordswoman. A
\ear and a half ago, she was innocent of the .arts

"f the cowgirl. 'JTo-day she attributes it all to
Tier training with the rapier, sword, foil and other
finpleuients of the historic art of duelling or
actual war.

Never Mind.

MOTHER" LA VABXIE. cliaracter
woman witli Mack iSennett forces,
planted an oi'ange tree in the early

spring. Carefully she tended it, watched it

:;row with breathless interest, talked of wliat
fine oranges it would some time produce. But,
alas !—it has developed into a thriving tomato
).lant !

He Learnt His Pari Well.

IN Los Angeles, almost everyone gets a chance
now and then to be filmed in one way or
another, as there are always scenes being

taken in which crowds are needed ; and it is not
»n unusual sight to see men and girls from all

walks in life enterin" the door of the studio.
The other (lay Wallace Reid was being waited

on at an hotel, and to the amusement of the
other members of the party, the waiter kept
calling Wallace " sire." It transpired that the
waiter had had a small part allotted to him in
a filiD in which Wallace^ had impersonated b
prince of a reigning house. The waiter bad
evidently rehearsed his part so well that lie

could not forget it when he was back again in his

own calhng.

Jumped From Tram Into River.

MR. JAMKS KNIGHT, the Harma hero,
has done perhaps one of the most daring
ihings a British film star has yet ac-

complished for a photo-play. He jumped into
fhoTliames from a tramcar whilst it was nuuiing
over Kingston Bridge. We are soon to see him
with Miss Marjorie Villis in " A Romany Lass."
By the way, Mr. Knight came on to the screen

•("lite by accident. Ho was invited to the
Harma studio to take part in a fight for a film,

nod screened so well that it was suggested that
tto should play a st rong lead in " Tho Happy
Warrior," His success in this part we all know.

Henry Watthail's New Part.

HENRY WALTHALL has ju.st liiii&hed
" Parted Curtains," an interesting study
in criminology for tho National Film Com-

))any. His leading lady is Mary Alden, whoso
remarkable interpretation of Mrs. Alving in
"Ghosts" (Waltliall played father and son in
the same film) lives in my memory aa one of the
screen's immortal characterisations.

DO YOU KNOW
.

—

That Marie Uoro and Godfrey Tcarle are to
appear in tho next B. & (_'. photo p'ay, " A
iSinlcss Sinner " '/

• * iK

—That the late Sydney Drew made liis first pro-
fessional appearance on the stage soon after
graduating from the University of Pennsylvania,
in " Our Boarding House " '/

ENID BEr^NtTr on the steps ol her Cahfornia
home, with her pet Irish terrier, "Pat."

—That not only does Marion Davies skate,

swim, play golf, tennis, and bridge, but indulges
in horse riding—her chief pleasure—wheneve
there is an opportunity ?

» * *

—That Houdini, the Handcuff King, has gained
considerable recognition as a writer '1

m * ti(

— 7'hal his published work includes two series of
< 'hildren's Good-night Stories, " The Un-
masking of Robert Houdini " (a book on magic),
and a number of Christmas stories, while for two
years he was editor of " The Conjurer " ?

* * *

—That Dorothy Dalton has a good working
kuowlotlgo of mechanics ?

* *

— That Gloria Swanson spent several years o£

her early life in Porto Rico, and speal^s Sjianish
as well as English ?

* :> *

- That (Jliace Cunard has written almost all her
own stories aiul scenarios, besides over a hundred
others for other ptarg ?

Fay Filmer.

'J hi. I'ictun .SVitiiCj 'Ai'!/uH 'jth, l'jl'3.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News horn our Lot Angelta

Correspondent.

WILL R(>GERS, tho cowboy cornediaii, !•»

in Los Aiigelej making pictures for)
(joldwyn. He is reputed to be one of'

Aniericii's greatest witK, and his putter, whilsf
tfirowuig the lariat for the Ziegicld Midnight'
Frolics, has been so full of pithy coinmont on;
the events of the day that it is being issued in'
book form.

Rogers Btarted his new job with an
entirely unsojihisticated mind. " I'm so
liomely," he .says, " that no girl excepting my
wife smiled at me. I bet I'm tlie homolienr,
moving picture star on tiio screen, f can't act.
I told these Goldwyn people I couldn't act, but
they seem to think, maybe, 1 can learn."—

—

Too Much Emoiion.
CATHERINE CURTIS, who has made .s....i.

u hit in "Tho Shepherd of the Hills,"
tho film that has been running six weeks

here at the Rialto, liad some distressing expe-
rijnces during the+ihuing of that picture. Miss
Curtis suffers from hay fever, and relates how
she had to make up no less than three or four
times between each " shot." In the funeral
scene she was reduced to a state of collapse on
finding lierself surrounded by heavily scented
flowers, till her chivalrous director sensed the
cause of his star's super-intense emotion, held
tho scene, rushed oft and returned a few minutes
later with an armful of everlastings, after which
Miss Curtis was able to act beautifully, if some,
what less realistically.

He Had Said It Before.

THEY had to re-take a sociac Irom What s

Your Husband Doing 'I
" the other day.

It was laid in a police court, and tlie

director was urging Douglas McClean to say
something to the judge that should sound natural
under the circumstances. Whereupon the star

convulsed the court, and incidentally spoilt »
perfectly good piece of film by pleaiding in a
soulful voice :

" Your Honour, I wasn't,

travelling over 25 miles an hour at the most 1
'

'

Did You Know This !

SHIRLEY MASON is to be featured by tho
Catalina Submarine Film Company in

underwater cinematograph novel iies. It

is perhaps not generally known on your side that

Shirley and Viola Dana are both sisters of Ednf<

Flugrath of the London Film Co.

Where is the Water Coming From ?

DOUGL.AS FAIRBANKS is looking very
worried these days. He's been building

a wonderful swimming pool on top of a

mountain, as an annexe to his home in the

Beverley Hills, and Doug.'s wonied look results

from the inquiry on the part of a tactless friend,

who, on being shown the pool in process of con-

struetion, wanted to know whether Doug, had
thought about where the water was to come
from. As a matter of fact, Doug, hadn't.

More Next Week. Et.sie C<3DD.

WILLIE VICKERY (aged 6), who appeare4 with

Ellen Terry in " Her Greatest Performance," soon

to be seen in Harma photo- plays.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES,

This is not a photograph of a party of convicts celebrating Peace day on the river.

It shows Mr. CECIL HUMPHREYS and other actors proceeding to work on a new
picture produced by Maurice Elvey.

LOUISE GLAUM signing a new contract. She is returning to
the screen after a much needed rest. Her latest picture, pro-

duced by Thomas Ince, is called "Sahara."

MONROE SALISBURY passes away an hour by assisting the scenic
artist. The setting seen here will appear in his new production,

which is nearing completion.

Wet and hungry, CHARLES RAY, the popular Ince star, and his director,
eating a late lunch after working in a rainstorm for Charlie's new picture. Tha

photograph was taken about midnight.

"None genuine without this signature." Photographing
Charlie's hand at work as he writes his name. This pre-
caution ensures that you are seeing a genuine "million

dollar Chaplin."

An interesting photograph of members of the British Lion Film Co. playing in "Wisp o*
the Woods" having a brief rest for lunch. The figure, standing, with trilby hat, is

WALTER WINANS, the millionaire horse-breeder. The group also includes DAVID
FALCKE and CONSTANCE WORTH.



Don't Miss this Thrilling Serial, being the Adventures in the Life of a Cinema Star.

READ THIS FIRST.

MISS MARIGOLD CLAKK, who )ias risen
rapidly to fame on the screen, is asked by
her producer, Dacre Lawton, to take part in

a circus film. Success lias come easily to her, and
she llatly refuses to act with wild animals, and
endanger her life ! She suggests that her sister

.lanice, who is remarkably like her, should act as her
imderstudy in tlie dangerous scenes. Janice, although
surprisingly beautiful, and a clever actress, has
nlways been kept in tlie background by her selfish

sister, and even now that she desires her assistance,
she takes great ])ains to liide her sister's identity
from the rest of the company. One day one of tho
lions escapes from its cage, and while trying to rescue
a Irttic boy, Janice' is rather seriously hurt by the
animal. This brave action embarrasses Marigold,
for naturally everyone believes that she rescued the
boy, as they are-unaware of the existence of Janice.
Marigold's deception further complicates matters,
for the handsome Roy Sugdeii, who is in love with
her, unknowingly pays loving attention to .lanice.

The innocent girl is perplexed, for if she declares her
identity to Roy, she will betray her sister. 'I'hc day
comes when Lawton decides to take the circus scenes
in the new film. Janice is still suffering from shock,
bnt arrives at the studio heavily veiled, as Marigold's
maid, and wliile Marigold locks herself up in hei

room, Janice i|Uickly makes up as her sister, aii'l

prepares to play her part in the lion's cage.
(You Can J4ow Read On.)

A Success and a Tragedy.

LAAVTON did not use liis megaphone for thi.?

scene. Indeed, it was not necessary, for,

except for tho purring of the big cat, the
silence in the tent was painful. It wns also hot.
Outside the sun beat quivering rays upon tho
eanvas, and inside tho great arc lights did their

bit towards r-aising the teniperuture.
Janice took a mirror and puff from lier

make-up box, and plastered on powder where
tlie grease-paint was getting uncomfortably
sticky. Lawton took her clonk from her
shoulders, and pointed to the door at the rear
of the mock cage by which she was to make her
entrance.

" Now, then, Demiett—tliat's right ! Playful
as a kitten, ch 'i Work it up a hit. Stand ready.
Miss Clare. A little further to the right, Bloggs,
if you please, or you'll spoil (he picture. Your
pretty pliiz is all riglit in its jjlacc, but——

-

Now then—one, two, throe, camera ! Entrance,
Mis8 Clare. Slowly, slowly, pause. That's
right. Hold !

"

The scene began well, and Lawton was gradu-
ally losing the rmeasy feeling which had jios-

ses.sed him at the beginning.
The girl had her wits about her, right enough.

She was pure grit all through. And certainly
iio Olio would suspect that she was not Marigold
<"larc. If anything, her acting was better than
Marigold's, more natural, if less polished. Her
facial expression was wonderful.
But to one pair of eyes Janice appeared most

adorably different, while at the same time
delightfully familiar.

Yes, thought Roy, she was the same girl

who had behaved, as she 'was doing now, with
such wonderful heroism last night ; the same
girl he had kissed so passionately ; but how
different .she had boon this morning, in her
too-smart clothes, and with her stiidied maimer
of rudeness to poor old Aunt Susan.

" S|)lcndid !
" boomed Lawton's voice.

" Finish ! Well, wo won't have to do that one
r)ver, and it's the most trying of the whole
bunch. Congratulations, everybody."

" Bo'aved like a lamb, didn't yer ?
"' said

Bloggs to his pet, whose sulkinoss had partially
evaporated under the bjandishinents of Peter
Dern;ett. "Comeon.ol' bean, back to the stable."

He gave a tug at Ben Adem's shaggy inane,
and the beast, drowsy with the drug, and longing
for a nice long nap, followed, and allowed him-
self to bo proflded into his cage.

Janice, with a feeling of relief she had not
expected to experience, stepped aside as they
passetl. Like everybody else, she had .all but
forgotten the existence of the two toothless old
liona curled in their comer. They were there
not so much as actor.s as scenery.

In .stepping aside
she trod on tho tail

of one of them, and
like a fla.sh lie

resented it. A ^^fe Janice
piercing scream tt^s^ Clare.

from Nora Coutts was the lirst warning, but
it came too late.

The old, disregarded lion raised himself and
launched a paw at Janice's shoulder. There
was an ugly, ripping sound, as with a cry ?lie

fell forward, the lion on top of her".

Marigold Hears the News.
ACCIDENTS area part of the life of the film

world,y et by no means of everyday
occurrence. They are to be expected,

and they happen, but the actors do not go about
looking for them. And—hero is the .secret—they
are not in the least popular.

Of course, it took but a minute for Blobbs and
the other keepers to bring the old lion to his
senses ; but it took longer than that to restore
Janice to hers.

Curiously enough there was no uproar and
veiy little show of excitement. It was too
serious for anything of fliat sort. The lion was
clubbed back into his cage, and one of the men
went hot-foot for the village doctor, while a
mattress was brought and Janice was laid upon
i(.

She was quite unconscious, but breathing.
Roy Sugden could not bear to look at her
shoulder—the poor, torn shoulder where tho
cruel claws of the- beast had struck. Ho knelt
beside the mattress in (he .sawdust of the circus
ring, holding one of her cold little hands, and
hating himself for . ever having written that
odious scenario.

•lones, the camera-man, had a ralher grim
t hought which he conhded to no, one. It was
that, even if Miss Clare was very badly hurt
indeed, at least they had successfully filmed
that particular scene.
Nora Coutts, (he dainty comedienne, wrung

lier hands and wept f ilentlj'. while she whispered
(o Merstham that this all came of working
on a Sundaj*.

Peter Dei-me(f, (ho trainer, pu.shed his way
(hrough to where they had laid Janice, and
begged leave to give her first aid. He was an
old hand at accidents of this sort ; his owni body
was scarred with their jnemento.s.
Lawton nodded, and then leaving the t«ut,

ran up to the house.
Knocking at Marigold's dressing-room door,

lie got no response ; then he called out tensely :

" Open the door, quick ; it^s I—Dacre
Lawton !

"

There was a rustle of draperies, and the door
was opened, disclosing JIarigold, who had been
taking her ease on the couch with a novel to
while a,way the tedium of (he afternoon.

" What's the matter ? " she asked, turning
pale with apprehension.

" Your si.ster !
" replied Lawton breaihlessly.

" Accident. One of the lions struck her, and
her right shoulder is badly toni ! Sent for

doctor. Deuce of a business !

"

The producer was rather incoherent.
" Tell me—is she badly hvu't ?

cried, stricken with remorse. " Oh, I

(o her ! Poor little Janice ! How
was of me to let her——

"

She started foiTvard, but Lawloii pushed her
back into (he room and closed the door.

' You'll do nothing of (he sort ! Pnl! your-

^ By ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.
self (xigether, my girl. What you've got to do
IS to make yourself very scarce about here.
Nobody knows that Janice isn't you. There
isn't the least su.spicion, and I don't want any.
I hope tlio child isn't too badly hurt—in fact,
I really don't think she is. Anyway, you must^
get away quietly. Go down to your mother's
in Brighton, and stop there. PlI keep youj
ppsted as to what happens. I'll motor dowir
this evening and let you know."
She began to demur, but ho would scarcely

listen.
" Do as I tell you ! I can't stand here all

day arguing with you ! Take off those' fino
clothes of yours—you're too conspicuous —and
put on Janice's maid's dress. I ll say that Miss
(;lare has given her hiaid a holiday. Do'
you uliderstand ? " He -conFulted his watch
quickly. "There's a local train in twenty
minutes, and you can catch it nicely, if you
hurry. Mind, I rely upon yoti to do exactly
what I say."

In Dacre Lawton's curious composition two
motives were uppermost—that of the man, the
kindly, human man ; and that of the show-
man, who scented great advertising possibilities
in this affair.

He hurried back to the tent, leaving Marigold
to carry out his instructions as best she could,
and found that the doctor had iuet anived, and
little Mrs. Mogra was a.s,sisting him.
The tent hiid been cleared by this time, and

besides Mrs. Mogra and the doctor, only Key
Sugden remained.
Nora Coutts was just outside.
" 1 can't find Miss Clare's dresser," Lawton

^aid briefly. "Very likely Miss Clare allowed
her to go back to town."

" Can I do anything ? " Miss Coutts asked,
her big, dark eyes filled with sympathy.

" I don't know, I'm sure," Lawton said
lielplessly.

She clasped one of his arms, shivering.
" Oh, Mr. Lawton, I can't tell you what a pig

I feel ! You know, I never liked Miss Clare,
and neither did Fred." .

" Fred " was Merstham, Marigold's leading
man.

" Well, w-e can't all like everybody," Lawton
said gi'uffly.

" 1 loiow—bnt this dreadful thing happening
(o her-^and her being so pJwky last night.
It—it almost seems as though she was siiothei
girl, somehow '

Lawton started.
" Nonsense !

" he escjaimed. " You jwoplo
had your knife into Miss Clare, that's all. Yon
were blinded by your own jealousy."
At that, Nora Coutts broke into weeping,

and she turned away hastily. It was true ;

they had all been jealous of MarigoldJ; at thesam"
time, even Dacre Lawton must have seen thai-

Marigold hadn't treated them m a very friendly
fa-shion.

Ascertaining that there was nothing she could
do to help the doctor and Mrs. Mogra, Nora
went slowly towards the house. There would
be no more work that afternoon.
What a lovely afternoon it was, too : hot,

but with a pleasant breath of air that stirred
all tho garden scents. Beos and birds were very
busy, and the broad, smiling acres of Hiu'stficld

Hall lay like an enchanted valley amidst the
encircling hills.

There was a sentimental attachment between
Nora and Fred Merstham. The hand.some
leading man was waiting for her by the wide,
shallow flight of steps that led to the main
entrance of the hall.

"Change into mufti, Nora," he said, "and
Jet's go for a little walk. We can't do anything
for Miss Clare, and by the time we get back
they'll know just how serious it is with her."
Nora acquiesced. She was not particularly

anxious for a walk, but inactivity was hat*'-

. ful ju-f then. She went in, glad to be out

(Continued on page 6 )

Marigold
must go
cruel it



Tlie rklure Show, 'August 2th, 1919.

CAPTURING MARY WITH A CAMERA.

What Is probably the highest Military honour ever bestowed upon a civilian was granted to MART PICEFORD at
the aerial Pageant on Air Memorial Day in Los Angeles recently, when Col. H. H. Arnold, Commander of Rockwell
Field, California, conferred upon the little star the honorary title ol Reserve Military Aviator, and declared her
Queen of the American Air Service. This Impressive ceremony took place in the presence of 75.000 people, and Is

the first time such an honour has ever been bestowed upon any woman in America. Colonel Arnold pinned the Silver
Wings of the Air Service on Miss Pickford, and presented her with a Sash of West Point Colours bearing the title,

"America's Honorary Ace."

When the day's work i3 done Mary is free to rest awhile before dinner.

To save losing a moment of time Mary eats her lunch at the studio
etween the scenes "Big Bill" Hart eaplaius bis "six-shooter" to th*

dainty star.
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The Girl Who Dared from page 6.

of tho heiit for a few moiiioiilci, aiiJ turned ilowii

tho broad, empty corridor from wliicb licr

tlressing-room opened.
Hor liand was ou tho door-knob when

—

horroi-s !

She stood frozen with fright, as further down
tlie con'idor tlie door of Marigold Clare's dressing-
room opened Koundlessly, and a slim, black-
robed figure emerged and glided towards the
eido enti'ance.

There was no mistaking tliat golden hair and
pale, pure profile ; it was Marigold herself.

Nora Coutts believed that for the first time
in her life she had actually seen somctliing
sii^eniatural—a ghost, in fact.

hhe flew back to impart the news to Merstham.
" Poor Miss Clare's going to die—it she isn't

dead, now ! I tell yo^u, I saw her, Fred—all in
black—como out of lier dressing-room and leave
the house by the west carriage entrance, the
one slie always uses. Of course, it was her
ghost !

"

Merstham was lialf-eonvinced, and ))ciiig

rather superstitious himself, any thougl)t of
tho ghost being Marigold in the flesh did not
enter his head. In fact, how conld it ? Ho
knew that Miss Clare, dangerously hurt, was
lying on a mattress in tho circus tent. But
curiosity got the better of him, and he ran aroiuid
tho side of the mansion to the west carriage
drive. There was no sign of the ghost, however.
It had slipped safely away, and was now iml;ing
hard and fast for the railway station.

The Ghost.
THREE weeks of horedoin and worse ]ay

ahead of Marigold.
The cottage, near Brighton, wliich she

had taken for her mother and .Janice, lay tucked
away in an inconspicuous comer of tlie downs.
Mrs. Clare was not very strong, and Janice, on-
couraged to devote herself wholly to her mother,
had of necessity become something of a recluse.

Marigold did not want her sisters pretty face—
80 hke her own—to become too familial to the
townspeople, but as her fame increased it liad

become harder and harder to keep little Janice
in the background. The few neighboins were
convinced that there was but one of them, and
that one the famous Marigold. As Janice did
as well as she could to keep out of sight and
avoid tho public gaze, the idea was easily fostered.
Kow, indeed, had Marigold changetl places

with Janice more completely than she had ever
Intended.

She sat in a basket chair in the tiny garden
Tvith Dacre Lawtou beside her explaining things.
It was eight o'clock of the same evening, and
the garden was cradled peacefully in a scented
niac twilight. Mrs. Clare, exhausted by worrj-,
had already gone to bed. Lawtou had motored
down from Hmstfield after tea.

" Yes," he was saying, in his cheerfully sar-

donic way, " the doctor thinks it will bo quite
three weeks before Janice can do very much.
Perhaps longer bofore we can begin to finish the
fihn."

And her shoulder ? Marig()ld asked with a
shudder.

"There will be a faint scar—notliing at all

nnpleasant—if she is careful. He has pxit her
to bed, and says she must stay there for at least

a week. She's had a nasty shock, you see, and
must have careful nursing."

" Oh, yes, she must have evcryfkiiH/ she needrr,

jrr. Lawtou," ilarigold said earnestly.
The producer threw her a ciuious glance in the

dusk of the •twilight.
" Sugdcn will see to that,"' he said briefly.
" Roy ? What do you mean ': " Marigold

demanded.
T^wton shrugged his .shoulders.
"May I smoke ?

"

" Of course. But what do you mean ? They
won't allow her to see anybody, will they ?

What has Roy to do with it,' anyway,? "
' You forgot, my dear Marigold, that Sugden

has no reason to bche\o that Janice isn't his
betrothed."

" Oil—nonsense ! I mqan ''

"And he's flatly refused to let her go to a
nin^ing-homo. In fact, he's had lier taken to
(.jurendcr Cottage, and an old aunt or some
re'alive of his is going to look after her."

Marigold gave a little gasping ci-y.

" Dacre Lawton, this is your doings ! Yon
shouldn't ha\o allowed it ; vou coulrl easily

Iiave prcvcnleU such a thing. It's monstrous

—

scandalous!" . .. • , . „. ,
" I don't see anything scandalous about 'it,*'

Lawton replied, " and, indeed, yo\i wrong me.
Marigold. As a convincing proof of Sugdeii's
affection for you, he was like a wild man when I
suggested a nursing-home. The' doctor batked
him up, saying that a nursing-homo wasn't really

necessai-y, and it was much better to move her
to Lavender Cottage, becau^ie of its being so
near at hand." •

Marigold compressed her lips and endeavoured
to regain her self-control before replying. Then
she asked :

' And ilid .Janice herself agree 1
"

" Janice knew nothing about it. She was in
such pain that the doctor had to give her an
opiate. For goodness' sake. Marigold—have
you no heart ? Do you never think of a living
soul but your own most beautiful self !

"

Marigold's re)jly was to crush her hands to her
face and burst into tears.

Lawton patted her shoulder with a gesture of
tenderness he had never .sho\vn towards her
befo)e.

" You"lI be all right, my girl. A little holiday
will do yon good. I didn't mean to be brutal.
Now run upstairs and set your mother's mind
at rest about Janice. I must be off now, bufi

I'll come again to-niorrow about this time, and
let you know how things are going."

' Thank you, ' she munnm-ed faintly. " It's

very kind of you."
He turned back.
" Oh, by tlic way, a rather tiresome thing

happened. Nora Contts saw you leaving Hm-st-
lield ; she thought you were your own ghost, and
in a way that was fortimate, but, of course, tho
silliest superstitions ai-e afloat. The whole com-
))any is convinced that your sister is going to
die."

Instantly Marigold's jealousy for her profes-
sional reputation was stirred.

" Do you mean to say Xora didn't- suspect
there are two of lis ? " she cried.

"Apparently not. Tho experience has
knocked her out for the moment, bnt sho
found time to tell jjretty nearly everybody^
before she took to her bed. I warned you to
bo careful. Marigold."

" I was ; at least I tried to lie."

Well, we mustn't have a repetition of it, so
you keep clear of Hm'stfield, or somebody might
make tho interestiiig discovery that the ghost
was alive," Lawton said as he went off.

"iTCnow."
JxVNICK woke up in a big lo« -ceiled room

fragiant with the delicate flowers from
which Lavender Cottage took its name,

and fm-uished with the beautiful simplicity of
a bygone age. " She lay in a l'om--postcr bed
with its canopy of old English cretonne and
quaint patch-work quilt ; on the jJolished floor
were strewn rush mats ; and the dressing-table
had a gay petticoat of cretonne, an oval ma-
hogany glass flanked with silver candlesticks,
and was matle bright with a bowl of flowers.
The ceiling was oak-beamed, and the walls

whitewashed.
Through the ojjcn casement windows was

visible a charming view of the valley and its

encircling hills wrapt in the golden haze of
mornmg.

.Janieo remcjnbcred instantly what had hap-
pened to hei- the afternoon before, but she did

uot know wlieio sho waK now. Although ti.''

robni>as sliining neat and devoid of KuperHu(/u«
ornaments, there •wcro certain things about if

which removed the possibility of its being
guest chamber in a nursing-hoinc.
On the drefising-table, for instance, Ht>M<\

silver-framed photogi-apb, and againiit tho
windows wcro hung" stained -gla>iS medallions
with the coat-of-ainis of Magdalen College,
Oxford, and one of a family crest. The bookw'
in a small revolving stand hfui a homely, not an
institutional appearance, and on tho mantel-
shelf was another ))hotograph, a silver clock,
and a wonderful old Wedgwood vase filled with
roses.

It could not be a room in Hurstficld Hall,
thought Janice. Its proportions, tho low-
beamed ceiling, the cottage windows, m6kde
such a theory impossible. The door which facedl
the foot of the bed was open, giving a glimpse'
of a dim, cool hall,' and Janice felt that some-!
body had just gone out. Perhaps that was whati
ha/l awakened her. i

Convenient to her left hand was a table with a'
glass of water, a candlestick, and a silver call boll.

\

iSho could, if she wished, reach out easily and'
touch the bell, bnt, instead, she waited.
Her shoulder throbbed a httle, but she was'

not really micomfortable, only a bit weary ; and
it was yerj^ pleasant to lie q^iiietly in the big, soft
bed, with its fragrant linen and amusing patch-

i

• work quilt, even if she could not inovo about'
very much. ;

" I wonder," she thought to herself, " just who^
I am this morning. Am T still ' Marigold ' ? "
Anii from that she fell to worrying a little as to'
whether Marigold and her mother were worrying
abovit her. Only, of course, that kind Mr. Law-j
ton must certainly have let them know that sho
Arasn't so badly hurt. Poor old lion .' What a
shock it must have been for him to get his tail

steppeil on ! Of course he'd struck out. How;
could he knotv any better ?

A stojj sounded in the hall, followed by whis-
jiored voices in earnest consultation,

,\cting upon impulse, Janice closed her cy->;

as though still asleep.

One of the voices was hie—Roy Sugden's.
That was a surprise, and rather a painful one.
The other was a woman's.

" My dear lad, she's slept like an angel—and
she's still sleeping. There, peep in, do, and have
a look for yom-self."
The steps came closer.
'

' Do yon think .•ihe ought to bo allowed to sleep
£0 long ? " asked the voice tliat was Bugdeu'e.

" M\d why not t " queried the woman's.
" Nourishment, and all that. Shouldn't she

have a glass of milk or a cup of tea or some-
thing 1"
"When she wakes up," said the wonitj

firmly, " and not before."
Janice thought it was time that she ended tho

deceptioiu Slie opened her eyes and smiled
bashfully.

i

There he stood—the man wlio had kissed heri
in mistake for her .sister—and a dear, white-

i

haired old lady in a mauve print frock, with the|
sweetest embroidered linen collar and cuffs and
a tiny apron of flowered muslin—^looking for alll

the world like a picture against the dim back-'
grouud of the hall. , _

Roy's face lighted up at the sight of Jarace's
smile and wide-open eyes.

" My (I:nling—-did we wake you '• Aunt
(Continued on past 14.)

HARRY T. MOREY BIG IN STATURE AS
HE IS JN HEART.

HARRY T. MOREY. the well-lmown Vita-
graph artiste, has had a wide and varied
career, both on the legitimate and movmg

picture stage. Before liis entrance, into films,

HaiTy played in musical comedy and di'ama.

He has appeared with many prominent stars

of the speakuig stage, including Anna Held, and
Weber and Fields. Some of his plays were
"The Little Duchess,'' "Marcclla," and "The
Honejniooii."

Started Seven Years Ago.

BIG in statme as he is in heart, mgged and
virile, his personal popularity is not ex.
cceded by any player on Ihe legitimate

stage or in the silent drama.
Harry Morcy was born in Charlotte, U..S.A.

About seven years ago ho became intere.sted

in pliotd-pla vs. ijurl joined die Vitagritph

Conipany, Since that time he has appeared in

huudi^eds of their screen productions, and
created an enviable record. He has played a
great variety of jiarts from the village " bocby"'
to the promment statesman.

His New Films.

JUST now Hairy is playing in a lunnber of
fine films opjiosite that popular artiste Betty
Blythe. Some of these are, "A Gamo

With Fate," " The Green God," and " Tangled
I^ives."

Harry Morey will be espetially remembered
tor his fine performances in the two big Vita-

graph pictures, "Tlie American's Home" and
" Salvation .Joan. ' In this latter picture he waa
assisted by Miss Edna May.

Tw«» recent successes are "Within the Lai(»"\

and ' Womanhood, the G]cvy o< tlie N'stioTT.'"



HARRY T. MOREY, One of the Screen'* Strongest and Most Virile Artistes. (See opposite page. ) (Vitagtaph.J
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A Thrilling Story of Life and Death in the Wild West,
i.:

THJOKE was) .sliuuliiig uiilsido tho Two
Diamond ranch, but it was not of tho
kind that calls for the sheriff and his posse.

Dave Leviatt, the foreman, was showing John
Staliord, the owiier of the ranch, what he could
do with a gun, and he had just put six shots on
to an ordinary playing-card in less than so many
seconds.

" Well, I reckon that's the record for these
parts," remarked Stafford admiringly. " Xl
would take some gun-play to beat that.''

Leviatt, a husky, black-browed, tough-
looking man ga^ o a satisfied smile as' he shot
out the empty shells and re-charged his revolver'.

" Reckon there's no one in Arizona that can
show Dave Leviatt how to hustle when it comes
to shooting," he remarked.

" Huh !

"

The remark came from a man seatctl on a
splendid blue-grey .horse. So intent had every-
body been on the shooting, that uo one had
noticed him ride up.
The new-comer was a good-looking man of

striking physique He was dressed as a sheep
herder, but he sat his horse lilie a cowboy, and
he carried a gun on each liip.

It is the custom of the Western Wilds for

cowboys to look down on sheep lierders, and
Dave Leviatt turned with an angry scowl to
the horseman. Then, with a calculated sneer
in liis voice, he said :

" Once I saw a coycote with two tails. That
was unnecessary. But a sheep lierder with
two guns—well, that's more imnecessary."

" I always carry two guns,"' replied tjie other
pleasantly, " because I can empty them quicker
than most folk can empty one."

" And hit anything ? " retorted Leviatt, now
thoroughly angry.

" Every time," .said the horseman, dis-

mounting with easy giace. " Put the watch on
lue, boss."
He picked up a card and pinned it against

the pillar which had been used as a backgroimd
for the target. Stepping back to where Leviatt
had stood, he waited the signal, and then banged
away with both guns. So rapid were the shots
that it sounded like a Maxim gim firing. Kvery
shot went home, and the time for the twelve
was less than Leviatt had taken for six.

" You're greased lightning with a gun, sure,"

said the ranch-owner admiringly. " What
might your name be ?

"

" Ned Ferguson," replied the horseman.
" Well, come inside. 1 reckon you and I

can do some business."

When the two were comfortably seated,

John Stafford opened the conversation.
" There is a gang of rustlers around here

wlio have been lifting my cattle, and I reckon
you're just the man to trail them down. Will
you taito the job '/

"

" I'm not doing much just now," drawled
Ferguson. " I guess I will."

The ranch-owner gave Ferguson full par-

( iculars of the cattle thefts, and ended up with a
warning.

" Look out for Leviatt. He's a bad man to

cross."
" Is that so '! " said Ferguson coolly. '' Well,

J. guess I'll be getting along."
" It would take something to scare that

fellow," said John Stafford, as Ned Fergi.ison

lodo away.
Once on the open prairie, Ferguson eased his

horse to a walk, and fell to thinking about his

new Job. So engrossed was he in his thoughts,
fliat he failed to notice a jack rabbit which
jumj.)ed right under his - horse'.s nose, and so

startled tho animal that it did a side buck jump
and threw its rider to the ground. Angry at
liiniself for havuig been dismounted in such an
undignified manner, Ned sat on the grass until
he had recovered his temper. Once again ho
fjiiled to notice something. This lime it was a
rattlesnake, that had also been put out of temper
by tho incident, and it took its revenge by
dartuig at the seated cowboy, getting in its

terrible bite before Ned could "protect himself.
Unless instant attention is gi\-en the bite of

a rattler is fatal. Ferguson hopped to his feet,

and pulling out his gun, blew off the head of the
reptile as it glided away. Then he took off his

boot and slocking, and cutting off a piece of
rope from the headstall of his horse, he bound
it above the bite as tightly as he could, thus
making a tourniquet to stop the poisoned blood
flowing ujjwards. Then ho dragged himself
in the saddle.

" It's up to you, Old Blue," he said to the
faithful anhnal. If you don't land me some-
where before .-iundowu, I reckon I'm a goner !

"

Ferguson Meets Mairy Radford.
Outside the ranch of her brother Ben, pretty

Mary Radford sat in a daylight reverie. She
had come from the East to get characters and
atmosphere for a book she was writing, expecting
a pleasant holiday, but she had come into a nest
of trouble. For the past three weeks her
brother had been receiving threatening letters,

all written anonymously, warning him to leave
the district or he wovild be shot. Ben Radford
was not a man to bo intimidated, and he refused
to be driven away. Hence Mary's fears, for

she never knew whether he would come back
once he had ridden out for the day. Tlie sound
of a horse brought her out of her reverie. She
looked and then gave a cry of fear. A horseman
was heading for the ranch, but he was not riding.

He lay like a sack in the saddle, his arms clasped
round the animal's neck. A feeling of relief

passed through Mary as she saw it was not her
brother, and then she rushed out to meet the
stranger.

It was Ned Ferguson. His faithful horse.
Old Blue, had struck the nearest homestead,
guided only by that sagacity and instinct that
has enabled the horse on so many occasions to
save the life of his master.
The cowboy was almost done, as \vith Mary's

help he slipped from the saddle and staggered
to the 'house.
Mary Radford, although from the East, had

been long enough in the West to know what was
required. Placing the helpless man imder tho
verandah, she rushed inside and brought out a
bottle containing an antidote to the poison,
which she forced between Ned's teeth. Then
she treated the bite with lotion, and when her
brother an-ived a little later, all danger of
death was past ; but it had been a narrow call.

I'nder tho tender nursing of Mary, the cowboy
soon recovered, and having explained that he
was employed on special duty at the Two
DianKind ranch, he rode away with pleasant
memories of his ntirse.

There had been one mipleasant incident in his
convalescence. Dave Leviatt called one day,
and from his maimer Ned could see he was in

love with Mary, and it was with a feeling o£
great relief that Ferguson had listened to Mary
say :

' - -

" Mr. Leviatt is the fir.->t character I have got
for my book. He is the villain, and he- looks
the part."

-A.S ho rode along, Ned found himself wondering

who Mary would and lor a hero, not oiily jn the
book but in real Iilo.

On reaching the Two Diamond ranch, Ned-
reported his accident to Mr. Stafford, and told'

Iiim of the kindness he had receiv ed irom the
Radford.s.
The ranch -owner looked very gi-ave.

Did Ben Kadford ride out much ut i igli* •

he asked quietly.
" Not that I noticed. Why ?

"

' Because that's the man you've got lo \\ab.li,

Ned," replied Stafford.
' 'Vou mean he's the rustler !

" said Ned.
I don't believe it. Give me time and I'll prove
it. And the sooner I get about it tho better,

I reckon."
Ned Ferguson did his duty by Mr. Stafford

in trj'ing to catch the ru8tler9,-but ho also found
time to call on Mary, and from the reception

he got, he began lb have hopes thut he might
one day ask her to bo his wife. » •» j

One day tliey met on tho top of a high blulT,

where Mary had gone to add another chapter
to her book. Mary was looking prettier than
ev'er, and Ned determined to take his courage
in his hands, and ask the one question that
meant so much to him. As a prcliminai-y he
leaned over and took hold of Mary's hand?.
The girl showed no sign of displeasure, and Ned
was just going to declare his love when a shadow
Oil the rock caused him to look up. It was
Leviatt standing there with a sneer on liis'face.

" I reckon tliis is not a game for three, seeing

as how jou are holding such good hands," said

the foreman as ho turned away.
He mast have seen you holding my hands, "'

whispered Mary ; and there was sometliing in

hex yoicc that told . Ned that when a more
favourable opportmiity arose he would get tho

right answer to his question. But he would
not have been so easy in his mind had ho known
that Leviatt was riding to Ben Radford to tell

him that Nod Fergason had been hired by John
Stafford to kill him.

After days of patient watching Ned Fergason
located tho camp of the Rustlers. It was in a
valley behind a ranged ajid the only safe eutraiico,

to it was up a momitain trail which one armed
man could hold against a reghnent of soldiers.

Looking througli his telescope one day, Ned saw
one of ,the Two Diamond men chasing a
rustler. He was too far away to give any
assistance, and, as he sat there helples?,' the

rustler ttirned and shot his pursuer dead. Taking
a good stock of the scene of the tragedy, Ned'
momited his horse and rode to the spot. All he
could do was to bury the dead cowboy, and
perform the last sad rites over the grave of his

comrade. As he rode away he saw a tobacco-

pouch on the grotuid, which must have Ijeen

(.Iropped by the rustler.

A cry of understanding broke from Ned .is he
picked it up, for on the front wero the letters,

" D. L.," the initials of Dave Leviatt.
|

Armed with this information he rode off to I

see Ml'. Stafford. The ranch-owner immediately
|

recognised the pouch a.s belonging to liia fore-,

man, and was for having him aitested by the

sheriff. But Ned pointed out that it was
necessary to seize tho whole of the gang, and get

back the stolen cattle.
•' There is another way to the stronghold,' lie

said. " By swimming a huge lake I can get into,

the camp, and overhear their plans. It is a big

swim, 1)ut I guess OW Blue will do it."

Onco more Mary Radford sat outside her

brother's ranch, and once more it wa« with

anxiouK gaze that she scanned tho horizon. Be-.i

(Continued en pase 23.)
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The Youngest Member of The Talented Pickford Family.

^
,
Jack Pickford ia the youngest member of that talented fan\ily of which Mary is tlio

best known. He started in pictures many years ago with an old-time company, when he
was

'

young enough to wear knickerbockers; now he has grown into a versatile player,

and his work has won universal commendation.
" Brother Jack " is a sport-loving youngster. He is an expert swimmer, a boxer,

billiard player, and he has guided an aeroplane through the ozone, and *

lik'^s nothing better than to shatter speed records in his high-power
motor-car.

Jack is a jolly sort of boy altogether, and he is personally quite unassum-
ing, although it is something to he the idol of Mar\', for Mary is very
fond of Brother Jack.

I want to be known for my own work," said Jack recently. " That
is the reason 1 cut loose from the family and worked and studied for myself.

1 believe I am succeeding."

And ho is, for month after month his work improves, and he
possesses all the characteristic Pickford touches that bring success and
popularity. -

If you ask little Mary how " Brother Jack" is getting on, she

proudly exclaims :
" Just fine !

"

JACK
,

PICK-
FORD in

Paramount
Pictures.

In "GREAT
EXPECTA-
TIONS."

\

3!

In "THE GHOST HOUSE.
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The Girl Who l>Sirt^&lZ'i)
Susan thought you should be allowed to

sleep, but it seemed to me that you'd- slept

long enough. How ftre you feeling?"

So he still believed her to be Marigold!
A flush mount-ed iti a wave to the roots of

her hair, as he bent down and, lifting her

hand, kissed it with fervent tenderness.
" My .precious—my FWcet, sweet darling!

"

he whispered, as he smoothed back the hair

from her forehead. "You seem different.

Marigold, but so dear and lovable, just us

you were that night "

"Please—please don't! I can't bear for

Tou to—to touch me!" she cried, to his hurt
amazejaent.

" You can't possibly mean that you dcn't
Cure •for me any more!"

" No—but you mustn't talk to me about
—things. Walt until I'm more—more like

myself."
" WJiat a brute I am! Of course I mustn't

bothef you; but I didn't think you'd mind.
Marigold. Really I didn't."
She tried to raise hetself to a sitting

position, but the wounded shoulder would not
permit, and she sank back gasping with
pain.
-" Don't you see—can't you see? Are you

blind? Look at me. They should have told
you that I'm not the girl you think I am.
You mustn't kiss or t<"iuch me, like that. I

have no right to your kisses. Stolen from
her—from the girl you really love! Oh,
where is she? How could she be so cruel!"
White-faced, Roy rushed from the room to

the telephone, calling out to his aunt to go
to the patient at once, while ho rang up
the doctor.
" She's delirious," he explained, " and I'm

rifraid it's my fault. But she seemed so
much better, only she didn't remember you.
Aunt Susan, and that should have vv.aned
me that her head wasn't quite right. I only
kissed her—just a Uttle kiss—and she went
off like a rocket."
Miss Sugden listened to what he said, and

then pattered up the stairs, leaving him at
the telephone. There was a curiously bright
look in her eyes as she entered the bedroom,
and closed the door carefully behind her.
Meanwhile, Janice was regretting her out-

burst. It mustn't happen again. Obviously
Marigold wislied the deception to be kept up,
fr things would not be as they veie, and
Marigold's w ish was law to Janice. •

Exhausted and pale, the unhappy girl lay
back on her pillows and regarded Aunt Su-
san's alert face with the guilty conscious-
xiess of double deceit.
"I'm sorry," she said, "tell Mr. Sugden—

I

mean Roy—ihat I must have been light-
teaded just now. I really can't remember
what I said, but it seemed to upset him."
" And well it might," said Aunt Susan,

with a disconcerting touch of grimness. " It

he understood ycu," she added.
"I want to seo Mr. Lawton—Kct the

doctor," Janice said evasively.
"Oh?" quc-sticned Aunt Susan- "And for

why?"
" Because I—I w ant to know about mv

work."
" The doctor can tell you better."
"But there's my mother—and sii. Mv

mother will worry and she's not stronl'
tnough to come to see me."
" Mr. Lawton went last night to see your

mother," Aunt Susan informed her. .
" And

if it comes to that, Roy shall go with Lim
this afternoon."
"No—no!" .Tanicc protested.
Aunt Susan's little air of grimness decp-

ei.ed.

"Out with it. lass—what's the idea?"
"The idea?" Janice faltered.
"Surely, surely!" The little figure in thc

tnauve print frock softened slightly. " I'm
quit* in the dark, but it's as sunshine to the
Kloom of a dungf-on compared with poc-r
Itoy's state. You see, he doesn't knew that
there's two of you, and I do."
"Two of us?" faltered Janice.
" l>on't keep repc-ating what I say. You

aren't the grand young lady that citme to
lunch yesterday, and that Roy said he was
fcoinc to marry, although in one way you're
iis like her as she's like herself—if you under-
stand. But you're not her. It isn't a dif-

ference of face f>T figure, my dear. There's
little to choose between you in that respect

. —nor of hair, or eyes. It's just manners,
lass—and a bit in the voice and expression.
If you're Marigold Clare, then the other
wasn't, and Mr. Lawton's the one that knows
which is which, I'll warrant. My n€ph6w'.s
freing fooled up to the hilt, arid I won't
have that. I shall tell him plainly

"

The door opened, interrupting her long
speech, and Roy—anxious of countenances
tip-t<«ed in, announcing in a whisper that
the doctor was on his way.

(Another splendid instalment next week.)

Landmarks in the Life of the Rt. Hon, D. LLOYD GEORGE

The humble house in Manchester, where Mr. Lloyd Marvia House, in which Mr. Lloyd George started in

George first saw light in 1863. practice as a solicitor.

David Lloyd George—the man of the moment—with Essex Court, Temple, where Mr. Lloyd George, with

his daughter, Megan. his young wife, started life in London.

From ihc FUm, "Landmarks in the Ufe of 'h"- ni. Thn. Va' 'il TMyrJ George." Btl permission of the Emtable Ft'm Co.
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DARING PEARL AND HER MANY EXPRESSIONS,

The look that charms. Her smile. Ready for anything.
mm

Just a love look. She is still at times.

PEARL WHITE.
"THE FEARLESS, PEERLESS QUEEN OF THE THRILLERS."

THERE is one certain method of asoertaiuing the sort of person a
star realli/ is—ask for the opinion of the workmen around the
studio : the mechanics, the stage hands.

One day a visitor at the studio where Pearl White makes her serials

said to one of the roughest looking hands there ;
" Joe, what kind of a

girl is Miss White, anyway V
Joo may not have been a gentleman by birth, but he was one at

heart, and his answer was to the point.

"What do you mean?" he said. "We are all in love with Pearl
round here, and if anyone upsets her there's a gang of guys in

this studio would take pleasure in knockin' his liead off. All of us here
are strong for Pearl. She's the best little girl in pictures, and we would
all die for her !

"

Overflow Parties.

BRIEFLY, Pearl White may bo described as " a real good sort,"
without any of the attitudes or poses affected by some stars.

•She is just a very human, lovable girl, democratic to a degree,
and absolutely devoid of egotism. •

She is vei-y fond of entertaining and having congenial people round
her, and her beautiful home at Bayside, L.I., is the scene of many happy
parties. Generally, her parties overflow the house in summer, and she
has some of her visitors sleeping on the porches and in tents oa tho
lawn !

The chief " stunters " of tlie screen, as can readily be imagined,
find it of paramount importance to keep absolutely " fit," and to this
end. Pearl usually retires to bed at 9.30. But then, of course, she is

ofi to work in the [morning as early as 7 o'clock. On Saturdays,
however, she indulges in a little relaxation, and permits herself a
theatre-party, or a dinner, in the evening, as she is not obliged to rise
BO early next day.

Why Pearl Adopted the Screen.

I'H
ficems incredible that misfortune really led to Pearl White's intro-
duction to moving j)ictures, but sucli was the case. It was the
impending loss of her voice that turned her eyes towards the studio.

At tho time she was appearing in a stock company, and she was
working very hard and conscientiously, when to her dismay she found
one day that she could hardly speak above a whisper.
A physician advised her to take an indefinite rest. He said the

strain oi her acting had been too much for her vocal chords, and that
unless she remained comparatively quiet for some months, he could
not answer for the recovery of her voice.

" I saw my dreams of a career vanishing," she said. " For a moment
<,T two I felt inclined to give up in despair, but the fail' amount of
pluck with which I have been blessed came to my aid. I had given
little thought to the movies, but a friend of mine in the company
KUggested that I ought to look for an opportunity in films, and I did
so at once.

" I hurried over to New York, and presented my card at a studio.
But the producer held out no hopes for me. He thought I was a girl
from the country seeking to malce my way in moving pictures, and he
told me to go back home to my mother.

" However, I succeeded in convincing him that I was not altogether
an amateur, and he let mo play a small part in a new film. That was
rny introduction to Pathe pictures."

Pearl was once asked what she would wish if slie were granted a
Hing'-O wish, and she replied :

[

" I think I would wish to live a more simple life, a more everyday,
ordinary existence.

" J wish sometimes I had just got married, like other girls, and had
i>rought up a nice happy little family. I have seen so much that now
I Just sigli for simplicity and contentment."

An AII-Round Sportswoman.
PEARL is very athletic, and rides, motors, swims, and plays golf, and

does all well.

Pearl is an international gem, for she is Irish-Italian, and K-ag

bom in Missouri. She first attracted theatrical attention by reciting
" Hamlet's Soliloquy," and afterwards played as Little Eva in " Uncle
Tom's Cabin." The subsequent whirlwind career of the " Queen of the
Thrillers" all the movie- going world knows. It only remains to be
said that her latest serial is called " The Lightning Raiders," which,

from all accounts, fully lives up to its name.

PEARL WHITE.
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''And now for Bed

"
I have just rubbed a . little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

cleam as a nev^ pin. Now
I don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me 1 am look-

mg years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And J am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed.'

Vomerojf
SklnFood

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars

o( High-class Chemists

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.
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IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
How to Keep Youthful—Marguerite Clark's Beauty Hint—
The Latest Screen Fashions—Real Foot Comfort.^

H.W'K yon e\ei- noticed what a (liHorence sleep inakes to .voui
appearaiue The palest girl ha^i at any rate a touch of

pink in her elieeks when she awakes, and there are few who
do not leave li few of their years hehiiid them in Slumberland.
How .sooii these years fateh one up depends upon environnieni
and fircunistan^-es, hut those years can be trained to keep in the
liackground if one welcomes the day with a clieery face and
hearty And this in turn can be best acconiplislied by a good nine
or ten hours of rest.

Marguerite Clark's Beauty Hint.
MAKGrKKITK CLARK attributes lier almost juvenile

appearance to plenty of sleep. lOver since she gave uj>

stage for screen she lias made a habit of going to bed at
^

half-past nine. Like most movie folks, she gets up eafly, for/
the studios are open for work at eight in the juorning, and .shci

likes to make sure of something like nine hours. You've only
to look at Marguerite with one eye half open to realise how verj'

Uiuch worth while long nights ha\e been to her.

Ten Minutes Stolen From the Day.
THKRIO are plenty of girls who burn the candle at both ends

—

work through the day and run about until late at night

—

and still manage to keep their girlish charm ; but they
cannot do so for long. The timeWill come, before they are thirty,

when they prefer the' mirror at a distance—and in a poor light at
that. Marguerite Clark's advice to the girl who would keep her
youth is to cultivate the habit of resting whenever and wherever
po.ssible, and never less than ten minutes during the day. 1'lie

busiest girl can do this—in the train, in the 'bus, in the lunch-
hovn'. It may not be possible to sleep, but it is easily possible to

compose and qiiiet the mind into that abstract state which is the
twin-sister of sleep.

The Passing of the Sleeveless Gown.
SLEEX'KLESS evening gowns are going out of fashion. The

screen girls popularised them, and the screen girls have
exhausted their possibilities. The very latest styles have

some sort of sleeve effect that is original and distinctive, such as a
cape of transparent material—tulle or georgette—held about the
shoulders by narrow bands of velvet or cloth of gold, and falling

softly over the left arm. Few of us will regret the passing of the
bare-shoulder dress, for its lines are hard and unbecoming to nine
women out of every ten.

Fancy Stockings Again. n -
"

AN attempt is being made to restore to fashion the
" fancy " stockings which we all gloried in seven or
eight years ago. The plain silk hose has had a long

day, and it may be that it is doomed, but I think the elaborate

article will find it difilijult to get a sudden hold upon our
affections. It all depends, however, upon what the screen folks

do ! The only guides I have at the moment are these two : silk

stockings are getting cheaper, and one of the most modish of the

Mack Sennett beauties has sent me a photo of herself in cobweb-
em-broidered hose—and very fascinating, too 1

Constance Talmadge shows
how graceful a.basque can be

tf the waistline is set high.

Real Foot Comfort.

HERE, by the way, is a hint given me by
a soldier-actor just back from abroad.
He said that before soldiers start out for a long tramp, they dip their i;oi ks

in methylated spirits, wring them as drj' as possible and allow the remaining
spirit to evaporate. Tliis is Said to prevent sore-
ness of the feet and ankles. It is an easy thing
to do, and is well worth trying before starting cn
a rovuid of the shops or a long walk in the country.

Tight Shoes as Beauty Destroyers.
.C'OR of all the beauty hints I think the mo.^t

I important is the proper care of the feet.

III fitting shoes cause the face to wear h
worried look, which, in tihic, de-
velops into wrhikles. It has always
been a mystery to me why some
women will insi-st on buying shoes
a half-size"too small simply to .satisfy

a foolish vanity and cramp their focH
until e^'ery'step" fhej' take is torture,

for a Iialf-size. or even a full-size -Uirger maites
scarcely any difference in the looks of aehoe, but
it certainly makes a great difference in the coniforl..

Have you ever heard any one r^imark on a girPs

beauty when they are hobbling alongm tight shoes?

For Tired and Aching Feet.

AFTER soaking the foet, ii good plan is to mas-
sage t' e u thoroughly with methyl itcd

epiTils. Rub up from t^e toes t ward thH
.Tnkles, and pay spe.cial"attrnl'on to the s lesoftl.o

fe3t.. Rub them gently, using the rotary motion.
If callous .skin forms on the ball of the foot, it

can bo removed by massaging with cold cream or

olive oil and then subjected to a spirit bath.

This must be iloiie evcrv night. A DnKSSur..
A CHARMING HAT O.M A CHARMING STAR.

Miss Violet Hopion's newest black hat.
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EDDIE POLO ARRIVES.
Special Interview With THE PICTURE SHOW,

But you have to do mad things if you want
tlniUing pictures. * The Ciioun King ' is full of

dangerous stunts. 1 go hand over hand across

a street on a telegrapli wire and jump from
the dock side on to a moving barge. In doing
this trick I broke tin-ee ribs and fractured my
jaw. Yoa will see this accident plainly in the
film.

" Another nasty accident I sustained was in

the ' Cyclone Smith ' stories. I was riding

standing up on a horse, and had to jump to

catch a bar. I jumped too high and caught my
head against the balcony. I was clean knocked
out, but I came to before I hit the gromid, and
was able to turn and fall."

" I should like you to tell the reader's of The
Picture Show how you manage to fall from
great heights without hurting yourself."

" It is very difficult to explain in words.
Supposing you were jumping from a decent
height on to a pavement. If you landed on your
feet stiff, something would have to go. You
would break your leg and probably jar yom'
spine. The way to do it is to let yourself go
slack as soon as you touch the ground, and
almost before j'our toes have touched the ground
you tuni, throw yourself oji the back of your
shoulders, like this."

Eddie jumped up ill the air, lit lightly on
his toes, and, like a flash, turned and landed
on his shoulders.

" But of course," he went on. " I have been
falling ever since I was a kiddie."

Eddie Polo to Tour Britain.

YOU were originally a trapezist, were you
not »

"

" Yes. I travelled in this country for years
with Barnum and Bailey. I also did an acro-
batic act on the halls on various circuits, in-

cluding foiu" years with the StoU tolu"."
" That reminds me, Mr: Polo," 1 broke in.

" Is it true that you are going on the halls in

this country during yovu" present visit ?
"

" In a way, yes. I intend to give a sort of

lecture at those places where my films have
been shown. It will be to me like meeting old
friends."

" On this visit you are filming a new play, are
you not ?

"

Yes. It is called ' The Thirteenth Hour.'
When it is completed I tliink it will be one of

the finest I have ever taken part in."
" And now a word about your riding, Mr.

Polo. How did you pick up the Western or
cowboy style of riding ?

"

Riding Wild Horses.
" ^~VH, I don't know. I was, of course, used

to riding horses in the circus, but the
cowboy style is very different. It came

easy to me, and now I ride anything. I
have jumped a buck-jumper through a
window. Talking of buck-jimipers reminds
me. Wo were filming in Arizona, and part
of the time we travelled with ' a party of

cowboys who were on a round-up. They xised

to take out a fresh horse every morning, most
of them uiibroken ones collected in the round-
up. I had a party of cowboys in my company,
and I noticed that they kind of fought shy of
taking ovit these mibroken horses. This riled

me, 80 I said to the rancher, " I would like to

ride one of those horses.' As soon as I had said

it I knew they would pick out a special specimen
of wickedness for me, and they did. He was a
buck-jumper of the worst kind. It was a long
time before I could get near enough to mount
him, but at last I got one foot in- the stirrup,

and away he tore. I managed to get in the

saddle, and though he gave an exhibition that
made the other \\i\d horses seem tame, I stuck
on and rode him until he wore himself out."

" Just one more tjuestion. Are you an
American or a Britisher ?

"

" Well, I am an .American citizen, hut I have
lived just as nuich in this country. 1 joined up
m the American Armj', btit just as I was coming
overseas the armistice was signed."
Kddie sliowed me his disdiarge paper.-', and T

left him thinking what a pity it was that lie ditl

not get over to Franco in tin.c to show the Huns
some of his stunts. K. \V.

EDDIE POLO.

EDDIE.POLO, the famous cinema st.ar, has
broken almost as many bones in his body
as he has records in the lihn, but to-day

),e is still a wonderful athlete, and stunting

stronger than ever.

When I saw him the other day he was nursing

a badly sprained hand, an injury he had sus-

tained when doing a stunt in " The Thirteenth

Hour," a thrilling photo-plaj', some scenes of

I

which are being filmed in this country. Like

all great athletes, Eddie in his ordinary clothes

-does not give the impression of a powerful

athlete, but the trained eye can detect in the

compact body and the springy walk, the figiire

of a man fit for any feat of strength or agility.

The clear and the bronzed skin tell of an open-

air life, for Eddie has slept under the stars in

many countries.

What is the most dangerous stunt you ever

pulled ? " I asked.

Eddie hesitated a moment.
I

" Well, I don't know exactly. T have jumped
a horse from a height of 48 feet into eight feet of

water. That was in ' The Broken Coin.' And
that reminds me of another horse jump I did

thfet was not in the play at all. I was liding a
horse over a bridge crossing a ravine. As I

f'

ot to the middle the bridge broke in two, and
and the horse crashed to the bottom, a distance

of 80 feet. You would not think it was possible

to do much thinking when doing a drop like that,

but, believe me, I did some quick reckoning. I

kept in the saddle, and as the hor.se touched
the ground I threw myself off and escaped without
'an injury.

'

1

My Most Dangerous Stunt.
" 1"^ ERHAPS the most dangerous stunt

Jf^ lever did," went on the star, "'was
going over rapids , in a canoe. That

wnn in "Three Bad Men and a Girl.' The
ieat liad never been done before, and I

WHS looked upon as a sort of madman.

The House of Granger.
GRANGER'S EXCLUSIVES, LTD.,

Managing Director : A. G. GRANGER.
London and Stoke-on-Trent.

Week hij week wc iviU tell yoa something

interesting Q,bout the pictures Granger^''

control, the House that lias so many good

pictures on its programme, the House that

consistently endeavours to increase the help-

J'ulncss, capacity to amuse, and prestige oj

the screen.

ROUND THE WORLD IN 15 MINUTES.

To .Japan and back in a quarter of an hour.

What a wonderful achievement ! It can

be done, in fact, is being done nightly now
by thousands of people who are finding pleasure

and interest in seeing Granger's "Marvels of the

Universe."

Twice a week these wonderful pictures are

being shown at all the leading kinemas. Of

course, they do not all deal with Japan, that

charming country is only introduced because

it is so picturesque and crammed full of interest.

Also, just now, when everyone is in a holiday

mood, how you would like to go to the land ot

the almond blossom and the multi-coloured

costumed, dark-eyed daughters of the Far
East.

Although many of Granger's " Marvels of the

Universe ' deal with travel in countries that

are off the beaten track, from little known islands

in the Pacific to the snow-rigged confines of the

Y(m can go to Japan and back lo-nii/ht in

fifteen minutes. All the fun of a holiday,

without the expense and trouble,

Arctic regions, the "Marvels," as their name im-
plies, deal with all kinds of wonderful things

that you may wish to know about, or better

still, actually want to see.

There is no one subject in the sea or out of the

sea, on land, in sky, or, indeed, anywhere,
that does not find a reflex of its expression

in Granger's " Marvels of the Universe."

All this mass of carefully chronicled informa-
tion is co-related, one subject to another.

Week by week as you see new jiictures of the
series that comprise the " Marvels," you are

brought into touch with some new wonder,
enlightened upon some new subject, and all tho

time while you Icam you are interested and
amused.

Someone has called the "Marx els" a complete
library of useful knowledge displayed upon the
screen in beautiful pictures, which have been
so cleverly chosen, making it- possible in a few
moments for you to acquire a mass of really

valuable knowledge. If you want to know all

there is to he known about the bea'.itiful world
of w hich you are a part, there is no easier way

—

no more pleasant way—than to go week by
week to a kinema that is showing Granger's
JIarvels of the Universe." This week yovi

may see " A Trip Through Jai)an," next week
you may bo brouglit face to face with "Tho
Horse's Ancestoi-s," followed perhaps by pictures

taken on the highest mount iiins of the world.

All very beautiful, exciting, and thrilling. Get.
into tho tJranger's "Marvels of the Universe"
habit. It will make yovi happy a-s you add to
your knowledge of this wonderful world of ours.

Please askyour local kinema when they will

show Granger's " Marvels of the Universe."
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SirThomas Barlow
writes :—" I fio not smoke myself, Imt my friends

say the ' De Reszkc ' Cigarettes are excellent."

Spencer Leigh Hughes. Esq.. M.P. writes :—" I

have tried tlie ' Dc Ueszke' Cigarettes ami can say
tliat they have been in no way troublesome to the

throat as other sorts have been."

Lawson Wood. Esq. writes :—" If everything
that ends in smoke were half as good a<; the e ' De
Kcszkes ' what a glorious world it would l)e !

"

Madame D*Alvarez
writes: — "I find your
• De Reszkc* Cifiarcttes most

^ excellent and soothing."

T is not easy to

secure the praise

of discriminating

smokers. Only real merit

can win such high approval.

"DcReszke
gfctocs' CIGARETTES

Sold at all Tobacconists, Stores,
and Military Canteens.

Tin: I'iilure Show, 'Axfjiist 9<//, 1919.

I

REAl POSTCARD PHOTOGRAPHS
Messrs. Hepworth Picture Plays Ltd. have just added
some fine new postcard studies of Miss Alma Taylor, Miss
Chrissie White, Henry Edwards & Gerald Ames to the large
stock of real photographs which they already hold.

Full details of these new photographs can be obtain-
ed by sending direct to Publicitif Dept.. Hepworth
Picture Piays, Ltd.. 2. Denman St., Piccadilly. W.I.

Stamped addressed envelope should beenclosed for reply.

WHY
NOT

YOU?
QTHERS—including^ many famous beauties
and actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust and
peach -silk skin by using
"Firmanec," the famous
secret preparation.

A few days' trial will

astonish and convince yoo.
Why not start to-day ? Send
IS. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for
supply under plain cover to 34
Manageress

—

JEAN BINET & CO-
(Dept. 10).

STRAND. LONDON.
W O. 2.

MIND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
Ma of your iiiiml? Are y*n\ cle:ir-

1 , .self -con fidf n t , and succes,-*fiil t

Lvtery and Strong Nerve;*. Uiiuish
111 id it y. worry, self -fears, and
ir»re than lioWi your own iti the
lofessions, Bii-^iness. and ^^tcietv.

Hderitial Mcntti-

Are y
minded, .--troiiu'-willef

Learn the secrets of Mind-.M
frhyness. awkwaidiusH. t:

"Nerves." Learn lu'w to u

Kavy. Army, R.A.F., the I'

fSend only 3d. stanip« for particulars

Nerve strengthening inethmlrt. Uwed in the Navy from \ icf-

Admiral to .Seaman, and in the Arinv from Colonel tn rriviite.

M.C.'a. D.C.M.'s. and M.M.'s.—GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,
LTD., .^36, Imperial Buildings. Lud^ate Ciicu.s. London, K.i.'.4.

fARE YOU SHORT?
If 30, let the (iirv.xn .System belp son
to increase your height. Mi .lirigj!!* re-

ports inches. iucie.i.se
;
Driver E. y .,

;t inches ; Mr. Katclitfe. 4 inches ; Miss
LeeUell. 4 inches ; Mr. Ket!cy.4 inclies.

This system greatly improves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send 3

penny stamps for further particnlais
and i'lOO tvnarantee to Enquiry
iiept. t'.T.. 17. .Stroud Gieen Road,
Londf n . N.4.

1)1 ,1' ..\ I-. I (,,1 , i 1 Rill),

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtain one for 2/6. Particulars free.

Write at once:

BRITISH8C0PE, 236H, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

The Only Way.

IT
was in (he most thrilling part of tlie drama,
entitled " The Kaiser".s Shadow." The
young inventor of tlie " Ray " Rif)e is

being threatened by (lerniun spies that unless he
tells them where tlie plans of his invention are to
be fomid, they will inorciilate him with rabies
germs. The leader of the (Jerman spies says
to him " How will you like it ? Wliat will your
wife do when she sees you slowly turn from 11

man to a thing—a snapping, snarling beast ?
"

The answer to this was given surprisingly quickly
from someone in the audience :

" VVliy, muzzle
liim, of course," amidst a cliorus of giggles.

Prize of 2s. 6d. awarded to Mjss L. Baker, 43,
Lofting Koad, Barn.sbury, \. 1.

Rough on Viola.

WHEN' Viola paua purcliased her new
motor-car a girl friend gave her a card
with a telephone number written on it.

' If you ever have an accident, Viola," said
the friend, " call up this number. You can get
a machine there, day or night,"

Several days later Viola was preparing to
spend the evening with her mother in their new
home, " Heart.sease," in Hollywood. ,She dis-

missed- her C!U-, and gave the chuuffcur the
night off. Then she rememberetl she had to run
into town for some sliopping, She referred to
the card her friend had given her, and rang up
the number.

" Hallo !
" she said, " This is Miss Dana,

Send over a motor-car and a driver right away."
' What do you mean ? " came back an angry

male voice. " This isn't a garage, it's tlie fire-

statiou !

"

Viola rang off. Then .she took out her diary,
and wi-ote against the date, " I'll get square,"

A Fearful Dream.

THK mo\ie actres.s awoke with a scream.
Beads of persph-ation were pouring -from
her face, and slie was undoubtedly sulfering

terrible nicntal agony. Her distressed condition
was pitiable. Was her sleep disturbed by an
only too realistic dream of a dramatic part she
had recently played ? Or, was this beautiful
actress, wlio was seemingly without a care in
the, world, really the victim of some terrible,
wrackjng pain, or domestic trouble.

She passed her hand over her feverish brow,
and then stretched forward and took up the
bottle of nerve tonic on the table beside her.
"How horrible," she moaned, "I dreamt that
for a whole day my name or phofograj)h had not
been published iinywhere !

"

Then slie sank back exhausted.

Everything Eastern.

THEY say that if you step into the Metro
offices just now. you can't be sure whether
you are entering a Chinese laundry or

an opium den. 'J'his is how one man described
his experience : It s just full of atmosphere-.
And incense. And .Japanese lettering all over
the place. And red lanterns. And pictures of
Naziinqva, And more red lanterns. And so
on."

p AH this is the result of the filming of a won-
derful Eastern picture, called " The Bel
Lantern," featuring Mme. Nazimova,

Se'zing the Opportunity.
Filmstruck ;

" The movie star went on the
S|)rce, and when h" reported at the studio he had
three days' growth of hair on hi.s face."
Hashun :

" What did the producer do ?

Send him back home to .shave ?
"

filmstruck :
'' No, ho started a desert island

picture."

MUTT AND JEFF IN THE COUNTRY

Mutt and .Jeff go to the country for a holiday,
and a lady iii\ ites them to play Blind Man's Bluff,

Mutt is dubious but .Jeff insists on him playing.

Mutt is "blind man" fir.st, and he thinks
wheii he touches the donkey's tail that he has
caught the man with the beard.

The donkey, however, wa;s not in a good
humour, and he gave Mutt such a kick that he
v^as landed in a motor-car near a garage.

Th<: above pictures are taken from the film by perrnission of the Fox Film Corn,pany.

He was arrested for being a motor-car thief, and
the hard-hearted judge would not Ijelieve it was
an accident, .Sentence, one year's hard labour.
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HENRY EDWARDS just off for a spin in his car.

Explaining a scene in his production, "Possession."

Obtaining advice from a young cyciist in repaid to a suitable location for an exterior scene,

VY/HO does not know the

greatest of Irish Ballads
— "Father OTIynn " ? Which
of us has not paid mental tribute

to the warm human sympathies

and tender - heartedness of the

beloved priest?

* it * :>

YOU will soon have the oppor-

tunity of seeing"Father O'Flynn"
as a film drama. The author,

Tom Watts, has made a grand

panorama of the life of his hero

—his treatment rises to genius

—

he presents us with Father

O'Flynn in warm flesh and blood,

with all the wide humanity and
charm of character that made
Father O'Flynn the idol of those

who knew him and loved him.

* * * *

THE setting of the film is be-

fitting its hero. It was taken in

and around the beauty spots of

Erin's finest scenery — the Lakes
of Killarney. There, with some
of Nature's loveliest shrines for

backgrounds, you can see de-

veloped one of the most human
stories that has ever been pre-

sented on the printed page or

Kinema Screen.
f * *

THE part of Father O'Flynn
is played by Ralph Forster, and
his talents have never been dis-

played to better advantage. He
does more than merely play

Father O'Flynn— he is Father

O'Flynn.
* * * *

LOOK out for the release of
" Father O'Flynn." See it once

and you will want to see it more
than once—you will want to see

it often.
* * * *

ANY reader who is interested

may note that the world rights

are not yet disposed of, and any
applications regarding them
should be addressed to Regal
Films, Ltd., 40, Gerrard Street,

London, W.I.
Re^al Films Ltd. are at

present producing " The
Man ivho Broke the Bank
at Monte Carlo," -ivhich

ieatures Charles Coborn,
the creator of the character.
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PINE CONE BILL.

Mrs. MAPLE BLOSSOM.

Marvels of tbc Universe.
How the Filii] l)i;iiitis the ui)iulfi~ oi" till- eartli to yuui'

door is stiovvii l>y tlie pictuics fioiii (iriiii<;er.s' Mavvel-
o£ tilt' I'liivfi'sf, " which are now Jioiiig shown in tho

cinemas tlirouglioiil the country. These extraordinary
pictures vill be appreciated by e\t'rvbody wlio desires to

increase their knowledge in the most interesting manner
possible. From your coiiil'oitable sent you will be taken
for an expedition into the lii;<her Alps. Here you will see

intrepid men pracUuilly ascendinf; to the top of a high
mountain, when suddenly a huge snow cornice falls, lea\ ing

the whole of the party on the \ery brink of a precipice lliat

drops down thousands of feet.

WhUked Off To California.

AGAIX you are taken for a delightful trip to the

mysterious and (hiental "Land of the Rising Sun,"
Japan. Later you are whisked off to California, where

seals may be seen disporting themselves in tlieir native

haunts, and where the life story of that strange

bird, the peliean.Junfolds itself before your eyes.

All the quaint and interesting people in the

world that you had previously only read about,

arc, as it were, living their lives just a few yards

;i\\ay from you. AVe get, for- instance, many
uitc icsting glimpses of the Blackfeet Indians,

loni-tom dancing round a fire, and conversing

with one another by sign language.

Pine Cone Bill and Mrs. Maple Blossom,
photographs of whom you see on this page, are

two interesting people whose acquaintance you
w ill be delighted to make.

The Mystery of the Stag's Horns.

ONE pictiu'e, which took years to make, deals

with the biogi'aphy of a deer, and there

are things conncct^etl with the life of this

animal that you never dreamt of before. You
,
may have been told tliat the great antlers of

the deer dropped oJi every year, and only half

believed tho yarn. But not only do you see

that the brancliing liorns are cast each yeai',

but the amazing speed with ivhich they grow
again is also plainly showai.

Uniforms Hundreds of Years Old.

ANOTHER interesting ])i(ture in this

.series deals with I'nknown .Switzer-

land. These strange scenes were taken
in the wildest valley in lOnrope, which is

inhabited by curious medi:eval peasants.
As exits' from this Alpine valley are

frequently closed by terrible avalanches,
these weird human beings stay at home
and weave their own cloth and make their own
clothes and hats, whicli are very picturesque.
The great annual event is the fete of

Corpus Christi, showing peasant soldiers

coming to the fete wearing military imiforms
which date back to) the Neapolitan wars, 420
years ago, and [the flag seen in the pietiue
was in actual \ise before Columbus discovered
America.

ORANG UTANG..

Insects' Antics

A Dominican Belle. Indian Basket Worker. An Easterner Uses a Western Sewing Machine.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
The Photographs on this page are from the Films released to-day. A selection of notable scenes,^

dramatic or romantic, from the current productions will be shown in " The Picture Show " every Mondc^.

Ruth Roland and " The Phantom Rider in Hands Upl " ( ) Creighton Hale and Gladys Hulette in " The Plotters." :Pt:&.':)

Margery Wilson and Anna Dodge in "Flames of Chance." {Tiiangk.) Bryan*: Washburn in "Till I Come Back To You." (D^ Mille.)

Harry T. Morey, with Bstty Blythe, in "A Game With Fate." t>it Ferguson, w;th Grey Clcuc'.in "Heart ci the Wilds."
iVitagrafili.) H~t!ti.o:.i Losly)
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YOU EYEBROWLIN^ and Long ———
Lashes H you n:e

Why not follow the lead of Society Beaulifs and us'
this marvellous prcpnr.ition ? It docs not stain, is

perfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders of

fashion. A few applications will enable you to produce
that dark, fascinating appearance admired in women.

••••••••••• 1 Send at once to Manageress
Sendis. P.O. to-day : JEAN BINET & CO.
and receive a supply

; (Dent
under plain cover. • _ , i

' „, f n
; 34, Strand, London, W.C. 2

REAL ARTISTIC MOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS
OF FAVOURITE MOVIE STARS

Mary Pickford Theda Bara Sessue Hayakawa

Harry S. HilliarJ Anita Stewart Gladys Brockwell

Edna May June Caprice Lillian Walker

7ld. each; 6 for 3-. Po»» free by return.
Send to-day fur sir photographs selected from the liU

above, and yon nn!l rccene free our complete lis! of

all the phologioph: we arc able to supply.

KENNEDY BROS., 32 J. Walworth Road. LONDON. S.E. 17.

00
YOU
KNOW
THAT

A Rose-Bloom'^
Complexion Cloth

gni- n Nice l!o>y tlut t.. \c'i, (ln-fks

Tlics.' hltle C^ftttis lie .sptfiaUy iiupaird
fL.t llif joi^t delicate skill. fieni'-iiUv t'l-

.i.p.tl.i' ioi,;.f and paint. I. P't. i in- i pi i .1

i . I wil) spii.J you one t.y rctiliiJ, licf.

1 o(/ run f (tr<\ extra pnt ' -I'unir), hi/

introclurinll lliem If >HHir Irr. ,„/s

SF,M> K>K CM'. 'riihAN
A.li'.,,.ss:-r. MOPE. Dept. A. 71.

Beckenham Road, BECKENHAM. Kent

Would
YOU like

ACT FOR
THE PICTURES ?

You ma) do so, and thelirstslep Is to send for the

FREE GUIDE TO CINEMA ACTING

Beginners are wanted at once to train tor British

productions. The Victoria Cinema College and
Studios are being called upon constants for new
talent. 300 Artists supplied to B. & C. Films last

week, also numbers of artists to other companies.

Some names of stars working with different

companies trained by us are:

1. Miss Christine Maitland, featurins with the

B. & C. K. C''.. Ltd.

2. Miss Irene Drew, featuring with the British

Lion rilm Co., Ltd,

3. Mr. Dennis O'Farrell. "ho featured in the

"Fig'hting P.-trson" tilni.

4. Mr. B. Barnard, featuring with the Sloll Film
Co.

^. Mr. Bmce Gordon, featuring %vith the ProRie-s

Film Co., and with the Ganmont IMm Cu.

0. Mr. D. Gliddon, plaving with Harma's Film Co.

7. Miss Joan Crossley, who featured in the CUreu-
d ji! Film Co.'s Production.

AND MANY OTiiKRS.

Send to-day for the Free Book which
may prove the first step to a fascina-

ting and successful career. Addri s>

THE VICTORIA CINEMA
STUDIOS. I'ppt. I .S.

36. Ralhbone Place.
Oxford Street,

LONDON.
W 1.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

WM SHOW YOUR FRIENDS M.

''^he Picture Show.

NEXT WEEK:
ART PLATE OF ANTONIO MORENO

In Every Copy of "THE PICTURE SHOW."

d(io<4 not appear before tlik you will not have lotm
to wait.

• Arof.nti.V.\ " (Conibc Martin).—W. S. Hart, in

> niir opinion, lias no one to ^eomiiare with him in

aetint! or expression. To wliieh many will doubtless
say, •• Hear, hear." At the moment of writing I

have not seen any confirmation of the rumour that hi-,

is retiriiiK —and let us iiopc it'.i not true. The last,

art iilate was that of Maty Miles Mintcr. The uett
will be Antonio Moreno.

E. M. (New Maiden).— T do not know of any
vacancies in tlie trade you mention. Your )>mt plan
would be to get one of t!ie ciMeina trade journals.

' Cll.VRLiK " (Sunderland).—Mary Miles Minter in

seventeen. You liavc " already fallen in love with
licr ciianning smile." Well. 1 am sorry I eaniiof,

Kivc you her address. Charlie, but you can writ« lo

her through this office.
" English" (Cliorlton-eum-Hardy). -Have noted

your request for more news aliout 'l'lioma« Meiglian
But 1 have no iihotogiaphs of any film arti»t<?s for

disposal. Sorrv.
C. M. H.fHigham Hill).—Neither of you is right

( iiarlie Chajilin is a Londoner, and his father ami
mother are Englisli. At present lie is in America,
though 1 cannot give his jirivate address.

" CORiL " (Wallesley).—I lioiie to print mor«
about (ieorge Walsli later on.

D, <t. S. (Kensington).— .^rary riekford has no
children. Do not know atioiit the other actress

I shall not forget a picture of Owen Moore. I havt-

noted your suggestion. 80 you sold several of your
scenarios to tlic Edison and Lubin companie.s. May
you have the same, luck over liere.

" La. Tos< a " (Blackburn).— I have- forwarded on
your letter to Charlie Chaplin.

" Gyp " (Glasgow) states :
" In niy estimation

the two greatest stars are Mary Pickford and Alm;t
Taylor. Who can find two better ? " Who, indeed,
" Gyi) " ? 1 tliink your dad gets the best rjf the
argument, for Harry Carter did play '' The Grey
(ihost " in the serial of that name.
" K.ILPH " (Edinburgh).—The effect of one player

appearing in the same picture as two people is ob-
tained by double e.xposure.
H. C. (Bootle),—If you write to the manager of

your favourit« cinema theatre, and tell hnn that yon
w ould like him to show certain of the films which
are discussed in The Pictcke Show, I think he
would consider your suggestion. Say you read
about it " in this paper.

J. R. (Wigan).—You ask me why tlie leading
players in a serial never get killed, and would the
film stop if they did. Sometimes accidents do
happen, J. R,, but every effort is made to avoid such
a tragic result. If tlie film were nearly coiitiHrted. an
understudy would probiiblv be used in the final scenes,

H. 3". (Derby).—Henrj Edwards has not got
company of his own—yet. He acts for Hepwortlis.
It is desirable to have had previous stage experience
to get on the films, but it would be no use giving the

addresses of any companies, for at present there are

no s aeancies. I am sure you could write " heaps "

to me, H. T., but take pity on the poor, busy editor,

and be short and sweet.

(More answers ne.xi wee!:.)

SCREEN THRILLS.
WHETHER we choose to regard it as a portent

for good or evil, the sensational " stunt "

picture is at present enjoying a popular
existence. Before the film first flickered its entertain-

ment upon the screen the circus used to be the home
of mildly daring feats that appeared marvellous
enough in their way. The trapeze, the tight rope,

and " looping the loop " on a cycle or in a car were
among the few things which amazed us and stimulated

interest in a form of entertainment that has now
become almost a memory.

But the film has outdone all this. In a state of

breathless suspense we now watch the chief actors

in some thrilling drama as they leap recklessly from
one moving vehicle on to another, or engage in a

struggle on the edge of a dizzy height, or perform some
daring feat while suspended in mid-air. Meanwhile,
we fear for their safety, and never hesitate to heave a

sigh of relief when the end comes to assure us that all

is well. Common sense could tell us, of course, that if it

were not so the film would spare us an actual tragedy,

but in the thrill of excitement the whisper of common
sense is not heard. Yet it must be admitted that the

artistes who perform these daring acts do not always

escape injuries to themselves, and that they often

throw out a challenge to death is no mere figure of

speech. And the wonder is not that their perform-

ances are so excellent, but that the list of casualties in

the profession is so extremely small.

To some such films may not appear very desirable,

on the grounds that the personal risks to which the

artistes expose themselves should not be a matter of

entertainment for others. There is much to be said,

of course, for this point of view. On the other hand,

the thirst in human nature for sensation is as old as

mankind itself. And because man is by nature

intrepid, he is always ready to applaud any extra-

ordinary feats of daring in his fellow beings.

Nevertheless, the necessity for the film " thriller
"

is a thorny question and, perhaps, some of my readers

may care to pick out the points.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owtrig to

ths fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an urmediate answer by post.

Address: The Editor, "The Picture Shovir,"

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

G. R. (Claphatn).—Mary Me.\lister lias not been
playing for the films for (|uite a long time, but you
will shortly liave other opportunities of seeing Iter.

' BLLT3-EYF.L) El)X\ " (Bristol).—Your baptismal
names arc cjnitc pretty, and so also is your iioni de
pliiine by which you say you are known to your
friends. So tlie.v laughed at you for writing to me.
because they thought I would not answer a Bristol

girl! Whynot ? I think as iiiiich of niy fair readers
in Bristol as I do of those anywhere else. Sotell your
friends to follow your example, ami don't be afraid

next time to give me the rest of your address as I shall

not publish it—1 promise you. (;race Cuiiard is

still on the films, ami your request for a photograph
of her \vill be remembered.
W. (York.).—I am sorry, indeed, to know that,

berause you were determineil to do your " bit " in

the war your Quaker jiarents luivo disowned you.
But 1 do not think any one will deny that >oii chose
the ri.aht course. I am surr if \ 011 w rote to Violet

Hui'soii (which you can do through tlii< nitice). she
will be pleased to get your letter. Hope to hear from
vou again.

D, B, (Fineliley) — You won't see "Daddy
Thanks for securing
li;i\'r sent oil Vour
lly I'anuot tell you.
How can I '.' You

I.ong-Legs " for a long time yet

.

new readers for this paper. I

letter to Antonio Moreno, luit 1 ri

1). B,, whether he w ill aii^w er it.

must hope for the best.

N. M, (tiravesend).—.Taekie Saunders is not a
man but a very ehariuing actress. Y'ou wHl see
luT on the flhns again, Ethel Clayton was born in

l,s;in and is the posses.^ov of auburn hair and blue
e.\'e^, William S. Hart conies of lrish-.\inerican
pari'iits, Y'our photo in taney dress is fine, and I

1 uiit-'ratnhite you on winning a prize,

1), L. S. (Edinburgh),—So you would like a full-

page photograiih of .Marguerite Clark. Well, if it

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

One often bears a nice piece of music played at

. the picture theatre and wculd like to know
th; title. It would be appreciated if

managers put a slide on the screen, before

the pictures, giving the,names of Ihe selec-

tions ia the order played.— 2/6 avrarded

to Miss R. M. Palmer, 76, Trinity Road,

Wood Green, London.

DO YOU KNOW ONE?
If so, write it on a postcard and addreu

it to The Editor, " The Pictore Show,"
Cough House, Gongh Square, Fleet Street.

E.C. 4. A prize of 2/6 will be awarded

for every hint printed. When more than

one competitor sends in the same hint, the

prize will be given to the sender of that

first received.

//V answer to the many inquiries^ we have received from oar readers as to how they can send letters ta
' Cinema actors and actresses, " The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must he
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthesis

Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letteri*

are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date hasb^en sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose Ihd. stamp to the Editor, " The Picture Show." The Fleetway

House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
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"TREAT EM ROUGH."
(Continued from pnqe 10.)

wwi very late, and the girl was tillotl with j/riiii

forebodings. At ia-st a hoi-Beniau came in sight,

anil Mary's worst fears were realised. It was
her brotlicr reeling in tlie saddle. As she ran to

him she ooiilil see his ooat was stained with
blood, and sIk^ only just reached him in time to

pi-event him falling off.

As she got him inside Ben made a gi-eat effort

to .speak.

"Nod Ferguson did it, Maiy. Leviatttoldrae
ho liad been paid to kill me. Shot me from
behind, like the skimk lie is."

" Mary's blood turned cold at her brother's

terrible ajci^sation, and she almost swooned.
But Bon's dangerous plight steadied her.

Quickly she took off his coat and bandaged his

wounds. Having made him as comfortable as

possible, she ran outside to get a liorse to ride for

a doctor.
In the meantime, Ned Ferguson had reached

the lake that guarded the other entrance to the
rustlers' camp. It was a desperate swim for a
fresli hoi-se, mueli less one that hiul tlone a hard
day s work, but Old Blue's courage wa.s as great
as his speed, and after a great struggle he
oarri<id his master to the other side. Ned left

)>im to recover while ho climbed up the rocky
trail to the shack where the rustlers lived. No
one was on guard outside, and creeping up Ned
placed his ear to a crack in the wall.

Someone was speaking. He recognised the
voice of I.eviatt.

" Wo must get away to-night," he was saying.
' The game is up, but we can get a good start,

and bo miles away with the cattlo before they
know we have vamoosed. "

Nod waite<l to hear no more, but making his
way back to his iior.=ie he mounteil and daslied
away to rouse the boys of the Two Diamond
ranch, and set them on the trail of the rustlers.

The cattle thieves had got » start before Ned
could get all lii.s men together, but they were
hantlicapped by the stolen cattle, wliich could
only go at a lumbering pace. Gradually the
•pairsuej's began to get up with them.

Levitt tt, turning in his saddle, saw that the

capture of the gang was only a c(uostion of tiine

unless something desperate waa done.
" Turn the cattlo and stampede them back,

and then .set fire to the grass !
" he shouted,

starting the work himself.

The movement chocked the pursuit, but not
tor long. Dodging the now infuriated cattle

which charged down on them, and risking the
flames from the burning grass, the boys of the

Two Diamond ranch rode on. Ned Ferguson
was leading them, when suddenly he saw a
sight which Caused him to rein up his horse w ith

a jerk.

Only a few score yards in front of the herd

—

now mad with terror, wa-s Mary Radford on foot.

The herd was gaining on her at every step. It

wa.s only a question of seconds before she would
be trampled to death imder the hoofs of the
cattle.

Turning his Tjorse, Ned dashed to the rescue.

A* he reached the girl the leaders of the herd
were already passing her singly, but behind
these the cattle were in a thick bunch covering
the whole of the narrow trail.

Ned threw himself from his horse, and seizing

one of the steers by the hoi.ns, threw it by main
strength to the grovmd, as he shouted for the
girl to crouch behind it with him.

Protected by this living barrier the two
waited breathlessly until the herd had thundered
past

.

Ned rose to his feet, and was offering his hand
to Mai-y to help her rise when she turned away
from him with a look of loathing.

" Do you expect me to thank 3 6u ? " she said, .

with bitter scorn in her voice. " You shot my
brother in the back."
Angry words rose to Ned's lips at the terrible

and unjust accusation, but he bit his tongue,
and calling to his horse which had escaped the

herd, he gave J,he reins to Mary, and walked
away.
At that moment one of the Two Diamond

boys came galloping along, and with a shout of

warning to him to make room, Ned flung
himself on the horse as it pa-ssed, and the two
went off in pursuit of the rustlers.

After making a running fight of it until their

horses were nearly exhausted the gang sought
refuge in a shack. Here, protected by the log
walls, they had the advantage of the pursuers ;

but not for long.

Ned Ferguson's fertile brain soon evolved a
plan. The shack stood at the bottom of a high
slope, and going to the top, Ned got one of the
wagons which had followed the cowboys.
Unharnessing the horses, ho started the wagon
at the top of the hill and sent it crashing down
to the shack. The stout timbers caved in like

inatchwood, and once again the gang were in

the ojien, but this time they were surrounded.
Ned saw Leviatt make a bolt to the scrub, and
dashed after hini. Seeing he was pursued,
Leviatt turned and fired, but fear shook his

aim, and his bullet went wide. Not so that of

Ned's. His bullet found, its billet, and Dave
Leviatt fell dead.
The rest of the gang were captured and led

off with ropes round their necks to a bunch of
trees to be hanged. • This was the law of the
Wild West for cattle thieves caught in the act.

Just before the execution one of the men
called to Ned.

" Reckon you might like to know that
Leviatt shot Radford," he said. "' Anyway, the
information won't be of any use to ine where
I'm going."
The next day, his work completed, Ned

Fergu.son left the Two l^iamond ranch. OM
Blue, his faithful hor.se, which he had given
to Mary to ride away after the stampede, was at

the Kadfords', and he debated whether ho
shoidd fetch it.

' There's no reason why I should desert an old
friend because a new one played me fal.se," he
said to him.s<^lf ; and he went to get Old Blue.

Mai-y and Ben—the latter now out of danger
from ' his wounds—saw liim ride up to the
cori-al and saddle his own horse.

Without a look at the house, Ned turned to

ride away, but Mary ran after him.
" The boys have told me all, Ned," she said.

" Leviatt shot Ben, but he is now out of danger,
and wants you to forgive hini. Can't you forgive

me as well ?
"

Ned's answer was to dismount and take
iVIary in his arms.
"I'v^ found the hero for niy book, and my

• own hel^^oo," whispered Jtary,i as she nestled
still elosL- in th^ strong amis that had saved
her from death.

(Adapted from the film f if pchnii»ioii of tha
^

y-'ra- Film Co.,, featuring 'lOM MJX ex Xcd.)

FILM ACTING The -New

forMcn&Women.£^t'SSlOll.

Are you interested in Film Acting? Have you con-
sidered the possibilities of this new an! growing
business? If you would like full partiru^ars write or
rail at once to LONDON PROVINCIAL CINEMA
COLLEGES, 233,HigK Holborn, LONDON, W.C.I.

HAIR ON THE FACE
:'n3tantl7 and completely
vani-.hi9w!th EJECTHAIR, ths
Testlfled Cure foi tins hidumn
artiictioD—.Simple. Safe and
P a i n i e s 3—.Succes.s assnicd

—

Money-back Guaraatea Givea
—Sent in plain cover lor 7i ,
Bend uuw Jd.stantp,^ to—

Manageress. EJECTHAIR CO.
a>ept. 81.

682. Honoway R(l..London,N.I6.

The Asthma Sufferers' Greatest Friend.

Spefdy and Pleasnnt in its ef cets. and a!w;»y^ to be re'ied nn.

1/3 per Tin, from all Chamist'i; postare, 2ct. extra
Flee Trial P cka^'c Ir^ni ] IIlNKSMAN. Clieu.ist. < arOjke.

If your Chemift i( without it, ask him to get you Hinksman's

Tl)e Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY. 1
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THE itatiiral wavy curl of the
iiair that some ladies pos
scss is their great chartii

ami glory, and adds cliiefly

to the emboiliineiit oi t'emalo

beauty, givins pleasure alike to

lover and husband, and is the
greatest c'ouitort to the l.nly herself.

, ,1 LOTSOCURI- BRtNfiS

Me^f^^oj-^ THIS CHARM TO ALL !

and preserves to the Matron

ness and grace of Maidenhood

''i^ NKVUR THAVKL WITHOI'T IT! At concerts and
other .social fnnetion.s, the heat, damp, and wind have no ellVct on its ellicacy, and alter travelliiin i
and exposure to rain it immediately restores the hair to its natural beauty. INV.^LUABIdi .\T iT

IIOMI';, and in all positions where a smart appearance is imlispens;thle. Prict- 1/6, or 2 for 2,0, post free.
*

PORTLAND CHEMICAL CO , 100, Portland Road. KensingtoD. London, W. 11.
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CEND to-day for the Free Prospectus that will tell you all

about the Charles Dickens Library—the Edition-de-Luxe

of the master's works—the edition which the finest private

libraries in the world are proud to own. It contains unique

features to be found in no other edition whatsoever, and it

surpasses all others in the splendour and number of its illustra-

tions. It is a monument of Scholarship and Art.

DO not forgo the delight of

possessing and enjoying this

magnificent Charles Dickens Library.

Its 14,000 beautifully printed

pages will give hundreds of

hours of pure enjoyment to

yourself and your family.

You will get more pleasure from these 18

sumptuous volumes than from a thousand

nights at the theatre—and you will get it at

a fraction of the cost. The Charles Dickens

Library is an ornament of the home and an

ornament of the mind ; an investment of

more than merely material value ; a precious

heirloom for your children

.

In addition to all the pictures by all the

great classic illustrators — Cruikshank,

Leech, Phiz, Seymour— this edition has

been illustrated throughout in every volume

by the inimitable genius of Harry Furniss.

Seize the opportunity before the limited

edition is exhausted. The complete Library

ca« be delivered to you for 2/6 down and

a few further monthly payments.

Bring them into your own home —
Micawber, Pecksniff, Fagin, Manlalini,

Pickwick. They are all real people who
step right out of the pages of the book to

entertain you and to fill your home with

their oddities, their humanity, t.heir charm.

Ask them in to talk to you.

Take the first step now by sending this coupon

which brings you an interesting coloured pros-

pectus of the finest Dickens Library in the world

Some exclusive

Features of the

CHARLES
DICKENS
Library

500 copyright illustra-

tions by Harry Furniss.

600 illustrations by all

the classic Dickens

Artists.

Special extra volume
—the Dickens Com-

panion — telling

you all you want
to know about

the great creator

of a thousand

inimitable char-

acter*.

CHARLES
J>ICKENS
UBRARV
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"THE PICTURE SHOW" COUPON.
To the Educational Book Co., Ltd.,

17 New Bridge Street, London, E.C.4.
Sirs,— Please tend me per return full particulars showing

iiow I can secure the Ifl-Volume Edition of Dickens' Works,
with its 1. 100 il'uslrations and including the volume called the

Dickens Companion, on first payment of 2/6.
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HAROLD SHAW.

THE MAKING OF PHOTO-PLAYS.
Splendid Career of a British Producer.

AS you know, there are many parts that
go to the making of a photo-play, but
of the different httle fragments there is

none more important than the piece labelled
" producer," and among British producers, one
of the most interesting personalities is Harold
Shaw, of tlie London Filrn Company.

At Work.

TO watch Harold Shaw at work is a liberal

education ; he is a producer who has
forgotten the use of a megaphone, for

he has a method of gripping the attention and
reaching the understanding of a crowd that
frees him from ever having the need to shout
his instructions to anyone. In " London Pride,"
the big picture he has recently finished, he had
to show a big scene of a prize fight, and to watch
liim handling the crowd by means of gestures
and facial expression was a delight to see.

His Wife a Fascinating Film Star.

YOU will remember, in our issue of July 5th,
we gave a very interestmg account of
Edna Flugrath's fascinating ideas about

make-up, or rather the way to do without it.

Mr. Harold Shaw is the husband of this fascinat-
ing star, and they are working together in the
studio at St. Margaret's.

Musical Comedy Star on the Screen.
[^^OU will soon be able to see Jose Collins,

I the beautiful musical comedy- actress,
in a new film, entiiled " Nobody's Child."

The chief scenes are laid in Italy and the Balkans,
and the whole atmosphere is just that in which
our wonderful " Maid of the Mountains " will

ehine her brightest.

!
An added attraction of this film is that

Godfrey Tearle has a fine part in it.

Big Bill Russsell's Loss.

BIG Bill Russell has always had the name
of being a good loser, but he says there is

I
a limit to everything. This time Bill is

sore because he has lost liis valuable Russian
wolfhound. Bovine Orloff by name. It is not
so much the fact that the dog has gone that
worries Bill, as it is the thought that the beau-
tiful while animal had not given him a chance
to become acquainted. One day the dog arriverl
from liis exclusive Eastern kennels. Next day.
while his new master was trying to teach hiin
liow to be comfortable at the end of a leash, he
did a quick " Houdini," and did not even give
i.liem time to take his picture before he was lost
t.o sight for ever. Bill Russell says that it

IBovino Orloff only knew how passionatclv he
had been attached to the Orloff family, ho would
pome back unasked. For two years Russell
owned Bovine's brother. One day. several
months ago. the dog swallowed sonic poison
and died. His grieved but determined master

CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

sister, and stolen one thousand pounds from his
grandmother ; but I breathed again when I
read that this was not a real life story, but part
of the misunderstanding in the new Lyons-
Moran comedy, " In and Out." Lee Moran
thinks the scfenario reads more like a tragedy,
but both comedians know from experience
that the more serious the situation and the
more troubles they get into, the louder their
audiences laugh. And they are right, aren't
they ?

There Was a Provision.

NOT long ago Gladys Leslie told an inter-
viewer that she wanted to be a farmer.
Since that time she has received niunerous

offers of farms from gentlemen of the soil, but
there is one drawback to their offers—each
offer has been accompanied with a provision,
that she will co-star at the altar. However,
Miss LesHe prefers to be independent, and so
far has been successful. On her miniature farm
in Fhit Bush the \ itagraph star is harvesting
a big crop of potatoes, radishes, lettuces, and
beans, and recently entertained her studio
friends at a dinner of Leslie-grown and Leslie- f

cooked vegetables.

Milton Rosmer Back Again.

DID you .see "A Man Without a Soul" (a
" London" film), or the Ideal production,
" Still Waters Run Deep " and " Lady

Windermere's Fan " ? If so, you will need no
introduction to Milton Rosmer, whose photo-
graphs appear below.

It is still fresh in my mind the first time I
saw him in his magnificent performance in
" Justice," the wonderful play by John Gals-
worthy that, it is said, helped many prison
reforms.
Now, Milton Rosmer, besides featuring in"the

new Ideal film. " The Chinese Puzzle.'' is also
appearing in the big theatrical success at the
Duke of York's Theatre, London, in " Cyrano
de Bergerac." Manchester, of course, has no
need to be reminded that, with his clever wife,
Irene Rooke, he was for a long time the bright
particular star of Miss Horniman's company >

at the Gaiety Theatre, where he played in nearly
every important production, and was selected
by Miss Horninian herself to take a special
repertoire to America.

MILTON ROSMER and MARY CD ' I I E m ,i comini. Davidson MILTON ROSMER. (A studio
film, entitled "With All Her Heart. " portrait by Warwick Brookes.)

promptly wrote to the man from whom he had
bought him, and that is how Bovine the second,
just fivo months old, came to Ru.sseU's home.

Bill declares he has burnt up sixteen and
two-tenths gallons of petrol scouring the country
for a trace of the wanderer

How She Christened the Airship.

MARGUERITA FISHER leads a bu.sy life

these dav.s. She was asked to christen
the A 4228 and the A 4229—two of the

largest naval 'planes ever built.

That busy little lady was so hard at work
making scenes for her photo-play, " The Tiger
Lily," that she had no time to' don summer
finery ; so, in quaint Italian costume, ear-rings,
apron, fancy scarf, and all. she motored to
the beach, broke a bottle of wine on each
craft's no.se, delivered a brief speech, and then
rushed back in time for her next scene.

A Contrast.

MARIE WALC.4MP, the great adventuress
of the screen, whom we are soon to .see

in " The Red Glove," and who has caiLsed
many chills to race up and down the spine of

appreciative audiences through her reckless
escapades, confes.ses that she loves to sew,
and that cooking is her greatest delight.

Harry Carey's Ideal Leading Lady.

HARRY CAREY has been confe.ssing that
a blonde, petite, blue-orbed, and sprightly
athlete is his idea of an ideal leading

lady. If she has that which should give her
pride, she should be proud, but never snobbish,
he says. She should have a quick intelligence,
and she should understand that the philosophy
of screen acting is not to mimic expressions, but
to simulate part of emotions.

" Clara Hope, in ' The Outcast of Poker
Flat.' was close to my ideal ; likewise is Seena
Owen, who was, my leading lady in ' Riders of
Vengeance,' " he said.

An Awful Shock.

I
RECEIVED the shock of my life the other
day when I read that Eddie Lyons ran away
from home at the age of sixteen, after think-

ing he had murdered his fourteen-year-old
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BiascuUiie in )>is disliko for pastry, his birthday
cake was created from his favourite delicacy,
Camambert cheese, and was adorned with a
Kingle pink candle. Miss Griftitlia invited her
juvenile friends of tlie neighbourhood to cele-
brate the occasion.

Alice Joyce an Aunt.

WITH the name of AUce ready for ths
diristening, the baby born .June 19th
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Joyce decided

to bo a male star ; nevertheless, Auntie Alice
IS boastfully proud of her young nephew. The
iatbor of the young star without a name, is
lanious, not only as the brother of Alice, but
as a Vaudeville artist.

Have You Been Introduced ?
GEORGE WALSH, on our cover this week,

needs no iutroductioii to our readers.
That he is pleased to see you can be

guessed by his smile.

HARRY "Snub" POLLARD.

Didn't Think Much of His Voice.

HARRY POLLARD was made the object of
a practical joke when the above picture
was taken. It was at a party, and Hari-y

wanted to sing " I Dreamt that I Dwelt."
Harold Lloyd said he had a gramophone

record that would match Harry's voice.

The Kobin Film Company of players gathered
round, and Harry began—so did the gramophone—:and Harold had put on a Jazz band record.
Nasty of him, wasn't it ?

Our Next Art Plate.

DO you like the art plate of Antonio Moreno
given with this issue ? Many readers
write to tell me they are collecting tliese

pictm'es. Are you ? If so, write and tell me
whom you want for your album. The name of
the star who will adorn our next plate will be
announced next Monday. Order your copy
to-day.

DO YOU KNOW
—That Doris Kenyon is a poetess, and expects
to issue a volume of her verses very shortly ?

* * *

— That Natalie Talmadge will be seen in sister
Comiie's iJicture, " Information, riease !

"
?

* * *

—2'hat Eugene O'Brien made his dramatic debut
in a vaudeville sketch ?

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

HOUDINF, the " liandcutf king," tells a good
story of a challenge once made him by,
the warder of an ICnglish prison to escapti

from one of the cells provided with a specially
strong and intricate lock. The challenge wai^
accepted, Houdini was placed in his cell, tho
warder banged the door and awaited develop-i
mcnts. In accordance with the stipulations,'
Houdini had stripped himself of all his clothing
as a gtiarantee that he had nothing concealed
about his person which he could turn to account
as a means of effecting an escape. It was winter,
and the cell had a stone floor. For two solid
hours Houdini wrestled in the bitter cold with
a lock that obstinately resisted all his attempts.
At last, in desperation, he flung his full weight
against the door, and had the surprise of his
life when it suddenly opened. So sure had the
warder been of winning his wager that in his
excitement he had overlooked one little detail
and omitted to lock the door.

A Wonderful Achievement.
HELEN KELLER'S film " Deliverance " is

shortly to be released. The picture is in

three episodes, depicting her childhood,
girlhood, and womanhood. Miss Keller was
born blind, deaf and dumb, and the purpose of
the film is to show how, by sheer grit, she over-
came these obstacles, and woii her place in tho
front rank of science and letters. The lesson is

brought home by showing in contrast a girl

who, without Miss Keller's handicaps, fails even
to acquire the simplest education fitting her for

any sphere of usefulness in life. The blind
woman took her cues from her director by means
of sound vibrations. Whilst making the pictvire

at the Lasky Studio, Miss Keller visited Charlie
Chaplin, and " viewed " " Shoulder Arms " in

his projecting-room, her companion enabling
her to follow the story by telegrapliing tho
incidents, through the pressure of her finger on
Miss Keller's palm.

—That Elsie Janis discovered him there
gave him a part in The Little Duchess "

?

and

The Brothers Moore.

WE are soon to see Malt Moore again on
the screen. Matt, who. you know, is

the brother of Tom and Owen ^Moore,
is to play opposite Olive Thomas in her next
production, Owen, too, is soon to be seen in
a Goldwyn photo-play, entitled " The Crimson
Gardenia, ' a Rex Beach story, in which Owen
plays opposite Hedda Nova.

A Pampered Pet.

CORINNE GRIFFITHS owns a precocious
Pomeranian, who celebrated his first

anniversary recently. As he is distinctly

—

That Norman Kerry, one of the most popular
leading men in pictures, was " broke " when he
landed in California ?

* •

—

That one of Gloria Swanson's favourite fads is

the buying of close-fitting turbans ?

* * *

—

That Lois Wilson obtained her first chance
in films through winning a prize in a Southern
beauty contest; ?

* H> *

—That Lois Weber was the first director—or
rather " ess "—to give Miss Wilson a part ?

Fay Filmer.

A Quick Walker.

AT the Victory Sports organised by the " Los

^
Angeles Examiner," Art Springer, a boy
of fifteen, won Charlie Chaplin's prize

—

a gold wrist-watch—by covering, in a walking
race, 9f miles iii one hour forty-two minutes.

When Charlie Laughed.

THE " Shimmie Dance " is taking Los
Angeles by storm. Mary Pickford stood
half an hour in a queue to get a seat at

Pantages Theatre, where the craze is in full

swing. Charlie was an amazed spectator the

other evening, and declared afterwards that for

sheer funniness the exhibition beat anything he
had ever attempted. -^^^^^ f,^^^

Scenes from ' Bitter Fruit," a film adaptation of Victorien Sardou's famous play, " Spiritisme," featuring the beautiful Italian actress, FRANCESCA
BERTINI as Simonia, which is soon to be released over here by the L. I. F. T. Film Co,
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Like many other popular screen artistes, MARY MACLAREN receives If you 'enow of anything DOUG. FAIRBANKS can't do in the athletic line, please

letters from admirers all over the world. She is seen dictating a reply writ: "nd tell us. Here you see him exhibiting some rope stunts before Director

to her secretary, and, at the same time, enjoying a well-earned rest. Emerson (with megaphone) and admiring members of his cast.

A happy little group at luncheon, showing MARSHALL NEILAN, MARY PICK- BILLIE RHODES, the popular comedy player, and her pet collie, who
FORD, and the Director. Marshall Neilan, who is now a director, returned to has appeared in a number of her pictures. She looks very bonny as a

the screen in order to play in "Daddy Long-Legs." g'psy girl, on the steps of her caravan.

" FATTY "ARBUCKLE has taken up baseball as a hobby. In this photograph you see him in the act ot "striding for a base." " Fatty " has a te.uu

of his own, and is usually playing in a match when he can spare the time from his studio.
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Don't Miss this Thrilling Serial, being the Adventures in the Life of a Cinema Star.

*v7

READ THIS FIRST.

MIS? JANICE CLARE, sister of Marigold, tlie

wcll-lvnown film artiste, takes the place of

)ier sister in a new film wliich Dacre Lawton
is producing. It deals with circus life, and Marigold,

who lias won fame easily, refuses to endanger her

life by acting with wild animals. Janice has just

(omplcted a few scenes successfully when one of the

lions attaclis her and seriously injures her. Tim
accident complicates matters, for the identity of

Janice has been hidden l)y order of her selfisli sister,

and nobody in the studio suspects that anyone but
Marigold lias made the scenes. Janice is lying ill in

the cottage of Roy Sugden, the young producer,

who is in love with Marigold. And, owing to tlie

remarkable likcnes.s of tlic two girls, Roy also be-

lieves tliat tlie victim of the accident is Marigold.

However, )iis aunt, wlio Is caring for Janice, has a
Blirewd idea of the Iriith of the matter, and she

declares tliat she will not allow licr nephew to be
deceived any longer.

you can now read on.

Janice Wonders.

WHAT would .'\unt Susan do ?

Janice lay quietly waiting for the old

lady to give the whole show away.
Except for what Marigold and Dacro Lawton
would say, .Janice really did not care very

much. In fact the deception, wliich had
started as a wholesome sort of adventure, was
becoming a nuisance in every way.

Janice marvelled that the actors and actresses

who had been associated with Marigold for

weeks, and above all, Roy Sugden, her fianc^,

had not discerned the trick which had been
played upon them : while this quiet old lady,

having seen Marigold but once, knew the differ-

ence. Perhaps, indeed, it was just that, for

g)ie would have had no time in which' to mark
tlie sisters' manner of w\alking and of gesture,

which were as alike as their pretty faces. For
Miss Sugden tlie difference had expressed itself

radically in Marigold's pert insolence and in

Janice's courtesy and kindness of heart towards
herself.

The old lady had threatened—but would she
carry it out ?

Janice waited. Let the first move come from
Aunt Susan. She herself meant to say nothing,

and if accused before Roy, to refer the matter
to Dacre Lawton. It was a game that Marigold
and he had planned between them ; she—Janice

—was merely their tool, albeit so far a willing

enough one except for this business of having
to be made love to by Roy. At that, it must be
confessed, Janice was beginning seriously to

baulk. She had no wish to steal her sister's

lover, nor, indeed, for Roy to steal her heart.

It v/as so uncomfortable to have one's heart

captured by a man who belonged to another girl,

and even when he was kissing one, thought it was
the other girl.

No, Janice Clare wanted a lover of her own
when the time came for such things—not her
sister's or any other woman's. In the innocence
of her heart she did not realise that a man is

always being captured from some other woman ;

that nearly every woman in the world has taken
lier husband from another.
The question of the moment, however, himg

fire in a tiresome way. Aunt Susan did not
carry out her threat. Perhaps she meant to

speak to Roy privately : but that was scarcely

sporting, and whatever other people might be
up to, it had seemed to Janice that old Miss
Sugden was not the sort who would do any-
thing underhanded.

" Are you feeling better, my darling ? " Roy
asked, fearful of another outburst like that which
had driven him to the telephone.

" There's nothing (he matter with the lass

beyond what we know," sniffed Aunt Susan.
' Her mind's as clear as mine, and a bit more so
than yours. Now I'll be off to fetch up that
breakfast I promised."
Roy gazed in astonishment after the old lady,

who swished out of the room rather indignantly,
T'hen ho looked at Janice with an air of inspect-
ing delicate china.

" Will it bother you it I stop here until the
doctor comes '1 " ho asked humbly. " I don't

like to leave you
alone in your—er—
nervous condition."

" I'm quite sa'o,"
'™sai>

Janice replied, un- ^^fei Janice
able to repress a w^^-,^ Clare.

smile, "but there's no reason why you shouldn't
stop if you like. If I'm to eat. perhaps you'd
bo kind enough to lift me up a little and put
another pillow behind my head."
Roy moved to the task with alacrity, but with

a gingerly air. This time ho attempted no
endearments.
When the doctor came a few moments later

he found the patient enjoying a heartier break-
fast than he ever took himself.

" Well, well, what's the matter here ? ' he
inquired. " Seems all right— pulse and tempera-
ture absolutely normal."
The thermometer removed from between her

lips, Janice once more turned her attention to
tea and toast.

" / didn't send for you," sjio said between
niouthfuls.

Roy looked considerably abashed. Ho
scarcely liked to confess that the outburst which
had occasioned his anxiety was caused by his

kissing her. The doctor would laugh at him.

Roy is Jealous.

ROY was quite sulky when Janice asked to

see Dacre Lawton alone.
I don't think it's proper. Marigold,"

he said pettishly.
" Just as proper for you to come in and out

of my room when you please," Janice returned
with spirit. " And I wish you wouldn't call me
'Marigold.' It annoys me."

" CJood heavens, what next 1 You never
objected before."

" But I do now."
" Well, dear "—he was being very patient

—

" what shall I call you ?
"

" Jane will do. Mother often calls me .Jane—
' Plain Jane.'

"

But Jane isn't your name, and you're not in
the least plain," Roy protested good-humour-
edly.

" That's why I like it," said Janice.
" All right, Jane."
" And now send Mr. Lawton up. We have

ever and ever so many things to discuss—Mr,
Lawton and I."

" Hang Lawton !

"

" Oh, I'll tell him what you said !

'

' You may, for all of me," Roy replied.

Poor little Janice, she felt that she was being
very worldly and oS-hand with this lover of

her sister's, whereas she was really flirting hard
and fast. But she was an unconscious flirt,

and had no idea of what she was doing.
" I shall listen at the keyhole," Roy went on,

half-angrily.

Janice closed her eyes thoughtfully.
" That might be a good thing," she said.

" Then youM learn how I'm deceiving you."
Of course he didn't listen, he was much too

proud to do anything of that sort, but his

manner, as he admitted Lawton to the sick-

room, had a certain amount of frigidity in it

which the older man could not fail to notice.
" Well, how are you ? " Lawton asked, when

the door had closed upon Roy.
" Quito all right, except that my shoulder's

stiff and aches a bit," Janice replied brightly.
" I don't think it will be as much as three weeks
before f can go on with the scenes."

" That's good news," Lawton said. Then he

By ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.
nodded in the direction of the door. " What's
the matter with him 1 He certainly did not
seem to be the soul of liospitality when ho let

me in just now."
'

Janice lowered her eyelids with a demure air.
" I believe he's jealous," she said.

Lawton laughed.
" What—of me J

"

Yes. He thinks I'm on too good terms with
you. That is to say, ho thinks Marigold is."

A queer expression flitted across Lawton's
features.

" And what do you think of it all, little

lady ? " he asked.
Oh, dear mo, I wish I'd never got into the

thing ! There are so many complications, Mr.
Lawton."

" You know the old saying about the tangled
web wo weave when first we venture on decep-
tion ?

"

" Yes, and it's true. I almo.st gave myself
away to Roy—to Mr. Sugden, I should say

—

and Miss .Svigden has really found me out."
" Good gracious ! How on earth could she ?

No one else has so much as a breath of sus-

picion."
" I know. Isn't it strange ? Yes, she said

just now when we were alone together that she

knew I wasn't Marigold, or if I was, then Marigold
was somebody else, and she threatens to t^l her

nephew. She says she won't have him de-

ceived. But when he came in shortly after-

wards, she never said a word, so I don't know
if she really means to tell or not."
Lawton looked very thoughtful.
" Did you explain ?

"

" No, I was so taken by surprise that I couldn't
think of a thing to say, and besides, there

wasn't any time. Roy came back, and in a few
moments the doctor arrived. Mr. Lawton, it

was folly to let him bring me here."
" That couldn't be helped. He insisted."

"But surely Marigold could have prevented it."
" I sent her back to Brighton, where for the

present she's playing your role in life."

" Oh, poor Marigold !

"

" I fancy it will do her good. No, little

Janice, you must go through with this. We
can't let the cat out of the bag, now. It would
seriously hurt Marigold's reputation. You see,

she would never again be quite the same heroine

that she has been up to date. Marigold realises

that, and is greatly concemedfor her professional,

reputation. So am I."

Janice plucked with nervous fingers at the

patchwork coverlet and avoided Dacre Lawton's
eyes.

'" And what about her lover ? Mr. Sugden is

—is rather devoted."
" She must trust you to keep Sugden at arm's

length," Lawton said a little abruptly, as

though the subject was distasteful to him.

To his amayement, Janice burst into tears,

mingled with vehement protest.
" It isn't fair !

"

" Oh, Sugden won't know. He's an utter

idiot, in somo things."
" It isn't fair to me," Janice cried.
" Come, come, you mr.stn't excite yourself,

my child. Why not break your, or rather

Marigold's, engagement for the time being ?,

There, that's rather a good idea. Tell him'

you've changed your mind, or haven't really,

made it up, yet. Then when this business is

all over, he and Marigold can get engaged again."

Janice accepted this suggestion a trifle sulkily.
" I don't mind. But you'd better speak to

his aunt."
" I have a shrewd notion," Lasvton said, " that

it would be better for you to speak to her."

Suspicious Aunt Susan.

AUNT SUSAN sat in the big wing chair

knitting, and glancing from time to time

over the edges of her steel-rimmed spec-

tacles at Janice who, surrounded by cushions,

lay on a couch in the big living-room.

(Continued on page 8.)
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Da^Kiixjr

Here you see popular George Walsh in a number
of photographs, proving what a fine all-round
Athlete he is. No wonder he is so full of life and
energy. Have you seen him in his latest Fox Film,
"I'll Say So."
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The Girl Who Dared from page 0.

A fortnight had gone by and Janice was, she

declared, quite well again : but the doctor had
ordered her to remain quiet for another week.
She had been for little walks about the garden

. and for a short motor drive, bu' aa yet nothing
more strenuous or exciting was permitted.

It had been necess.ary for her to make a
confidante of Aunt Susan, and to lier great
Furpriso Ihe old lady had heartily backed up
Diicre Lawton's desire to keep the deception a
secret, even from Roy.

" But," said Miss Sugden. as Janice and she
chatted intermittently that long and lazy after-

noon. " was it necessary for you to break your
engagement to marry Koy? "

" You forget that it is my sister's engage-
ment," Janice reminded her.

Aunt Susan shifted her position with a little

oir of arMioyance.
" I doii"t like your sister," she said bluntly.
Janice flushed.
" That's because you don't know her,'" she

replied.
" She isn't the girl for Roy, for all she's so

beautiful," Aunt Susan went on. "And you are."
" You shouldn't say such things," Janice cried,

her flush deepening.
Aunt Susan folded her knitting carefully and

stowed it away in a flowered silk bag.
" Mark my word, Janice—it can only come

right through you. Your sister isn't the girl

that my lad's in love with—it's you."
She went out to see about tea, and Janice lay

back against the ci^shions thinking it over.
Breaking Marigold's engagement had been a

daring and not at all an easy thing to do, but
she had accomplished it. To her great surprise.
Marigold had not objected, but sent a message
by Lawton heartily approving the plan.

Roy, however, had been very troublesome.
He would not accept the verdict as final, he
said ; and, indeed, Janice had not asked him
to do so. She must leave a loophole for

Marigold.
So Roy liad played the humble, devoted and

patient lover, showering gifts and attentions on
tho little invalid, and refusing, absolutely, to
give up hope.

Scarcely had Aunt Susan gone into the
kitchen to see that his favourite scones were
being made properly, when ho appeared, having
returned from a business trip to London.

Janice's heart contracted with pain, and after
giving him a cheerful greeting, she turned away
her eyes. The very sight of him caused her such
suffering that she could scarcely bear it, yet ho
was a well-favoured young man, and her action
stung him into momentary bitterness of speech.

" Hang it all, you behave as though I was a
leper !

" he exclaimed. " Am I so repulsive, or
what is it ?

"

" How beastly I am ! " Janice exclaimed
softly.

" Yes, you are— rather." Roy agreed.
Here he was with his arms full of flowers and

a box of chocolates, to say nothing of early
Btrawberries and a pot of Devonshire cream,
and she turned away as though the sight of him
offended her,

" I wish you wouldn't spend so much money
on me," Janice said, changing the subject. " It
isn't right."

He sat down, tired and a little discouraged for

the first time, and flung his parcels on a table.
" It's my money, and if you don't care for

presents, give thorn to Aunt Susan—or to the
poor. I don't mind."

" Oh, Roy ! 1 don't msan to hurt you. You
are so kind—so wonderful "

" And so darned miserable," ho concluded,
with a wry smile. " You mustn't think I'm
hurt because you can't make up your mind to
marry me. I don't blame you for that. I'm
not good enough for any girl—let alone a girl

like you. Marigold "

" Oh, ])Iease don't call me Marigold !
" she

cried twisting her hands distressfully.
" Sorry, ' I'lain .Jane,' I'm always forgetting.

But why must you turn away from me ' It

was your own suggestion that wc could be good
pals, even if you—you decided in the long run
that it could never be anything more than
that."
Why did she turn away ?

" Darling, 1 don t believe yov; don't care ! On
your word of honour, little ' Jane '—am I so
utterly abhorrent to you t

"

" Of course you aren't," she whispered faintly.
His nearness was too much for her. It took

every ounce of strength she possessed to with-
stand him. What a temptation it was, to lay
her head on his shoulder and cry out that he was
all the world and more to her !

" Then

—

on your word of honoiu', is it true you
don't love me ?

"

" You have no right to put it in that way,
Roy !

"

" Yes, I liave. I have the right that love
gives. Do you think it cfuite fair to play about
with a chap Uke this ? Haven't you any heart
or conscience, darling ?

"

" Heaven knows I have a heart !
" she cried

bitterly. " And you are torturing it."
" My dear, it's you who are torturing both

of us. But you haven't answered my question.
On your word of honour, dear ?

"

" I ci^n't answer it ; I won't !
" Janice said

in desperation. '

He simply could make nothing of her and,
in a way, shared her sense of relief when Aunt
Susan came back followed by a maid with tho
tea-things.

The Sisters Meet Again.

NO, Roy, I don't want you to come with
me. Please don't argue the matter."

" Very well."
The young man s lips came together firmly,

almost with the suggestion of a snap.
" The car is here," called Awnt Susan. " Have

you enough wraps, my child ?
"

" Oh, yes," Janice replied nervously. " There
are rugs in the car. Is Mr. Lawton there ?

"

Mr. Lawton was there, to Roy Sugden's ill-

concealed annoyance. He was going to drive
with Janice back to Brighton, and, although
there was plenty of room in the car—which was
Marigold's—Roy had been told that his company
was not wanted. Xo wonder he felt resentful.

" I'll ring you up on the telephone this
evening," Janice said, as she gave him her hand
in farewell. " And thank you so much for
all you've done for me—all your kindness "

" Plea.se don't !
' inteiTupted Roy cri.sply.

" There's no need to make me feel any more
unhappy than I do."

Miss Sugden, with the knowing wisdom of an
old owl, tucked in the rug about her ex-patient s

knees. Her eyes twinkled solemnly. Slio felt

that she knnw what was going to. happen in the
fullness of time ; and if it didn't of its own
accord, she meant to constitute herself the god-
dess in the machine and play at being Fate.
With Janice out of the house and Marigold

in a position to return to Hurstfield next week
for the filming of some of the less arduous scenes,
Susan Sugden felt that the curtain had fallen on
Act 1 of a most delightfvxl comedy.
When Roy next met the real Marigold he could

not fail—in Aunt Susan's opinion—to realise that
something was fundamentally wrong, and Aunt
Susan was impatient of the interval. She
wanted the curtain to go up on Act 2 at once.

" Good-bye ! Good-bye !

"

" Back on Monday !
" called Dacre Lawton.

" I'll ring you up to-night," Janice repeated.
Aunt Susan waved her handkerchief while

Roy stood hat in hand at tlie cottage gate, his

heart sad with loneliness and bitter jealousy.
Could it be possible that his girl—the dear,

little girl whom he must always think of as hi.s—
really cared for Lawton ? If so, it was only
chivalrous to let her go. Love wasn't a thing
ho could forqe.

During the drive down to Brighton, Dacre

Lawton talked a great deal about Marigpld,
whom ho liad been seeing nearly every day.
He said a change had conio over her, and ho
called it a change for the better.

" She'.s been finding out things about life,"

he said.
" So have 1," .Janice replied thoughtfully.
A pas.sion of love for her sister and deep

remorse swept her.
" I think she's really very fond of you,"

Lawton went on. "Your accident frightened
her sadly. You see, poor child, wo all spoiled
Marigold. She had to lift but her little finger
to get what she wanted. That's one of tho
penalties of fame, being spoiled. And now she
sees what your life has been, and how bravely
for her sake—that she might become more and
more spoiled—you efiaced yourself and looked
after your rather troublesome mother."

" Mother ? Yes, she has her troublesomo
moments," .Janice replied gravely. " But it's

always been so dull for her with just me. She
wanted us Ui share with Marigold and have a
gayer sort of life, see people and all that."

" I know ; and Marigold, silly child, was
afraid to let you be seen because a rival pro-
ducer would have snatched you up and adver-
tised you with gusto as Marigold Clare's sister.

AVhy, I'd have done it myself, had I known of

your existence."
Janice could not iinderstand Lawton's air

of pensivene.ss. .Vlthough he liad been most kind
to her and praised her unsf intingly, instinct
told her that he was not in love with her, except
in a big-brother or fatherly fashion.

" Oh, Jan, darling !
"

Marigold flew down to the gate as the big car
drew up.

Janice leaned forward, conscious of a great
throb of surprise. Could that really be Marigold ?

Of course it was—yet how odd to see her
clad so simply and with an air of spontaneous
sympathy tliat hitherto she had, reserved for tho
moving picture screen. She ' was wearing a
faded pink gingham dress that belonged to
Janice, and her curls were bunched together with
a big ribbon bow.

" Jan, how pale you are I They said you were
well. Oh, Dacre, how could you move her,

when .she's obviously not fit for it !

"

" Xonsense !
" Lawton exclaimed.

Nevertheless it was true, that Janice suddenly
looked very ill, indeed, and ho picked her up
and carried her into the house, although she pro-
tested that there was nothing at all the matter
with her.

Her mother—the little "troublesome" mother
who found life dull in this quiet backwater

—

gathered her favourite daughter into her arms,
while Marigold, with unwonted selflessness, flew
about making herself generally useful.

It was an hour later before the sisters found
themselves alone together.

" Marigold, I told Mr. Sugden that I—I mean,
you—would ring him up on the telephone this

evening, " Janice said.

IMarigold's sweet face set in pensive lines.
" Very well, dear. I want to see him, and—

and set evei-ything right between us," she said.
" You'll be in your room, and I think I'll ask him
to come down at once. The twilights are so
long. I'd hke to have my first talk with him in

the garden. Xow you must tell me everything,
so I won't make mistakes. You see, Jan, I'm
going to feel rather shy with Roy after all

this."

(Another splendid instalment next week.)

CHRISSIE WHITE. A TALENTED AND CHARM-
JNG BRITISH PLAYER :: ::

BRITISH screen art is jumping ahead by
leaps and bounds, and one of the people
who have played an enviable part in this

happy state of affairs is winning, blue-eyed
Chrissie White. Chrissie, is British through
and through, and London was her birth-

place.

At the age of nine years she appeared in her
first Hcpworth picture play. Recently she has
come rapidly to the fore, and as Mr. Henry
Edwards' leading lady she has won a reputation
of which any film actress might be proud.
Her work has the realism which is so necessaiy

in picture plays, and in a few years she pro-
gressed far along the path to fame, until to-day
she is recognised as a talented and charming •'

j)layor of emotional role.s.

She is just as conviiicing'wheth''r portraying

a " character " part in a shabby costume, or as
an ultra-fashionable lady of society.

Some of Chrissie White's recent successes ara
as Helen in " Broken Threads," Molly in " The
Hanging Judge," Margaret in "Dick Carson Wins
Through," and Anne in " Towards the Light."
Each of these different types of womanhood

is a masterpiece of screen art.

Chrissie coiifesses that she enjoyed playing
the part of Anne better than any of her other
screen creations ; and all picture-goera will

agree that it certainly was a very human little

study. Chrissie is loved and admired by every-
body at the studio for her sweetness and sym-
pathetic nature.

She is inten.sely fond of otit-door life, and is

jiassionately fond of children, flowers, and
horses.
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MARY PICKFORD first plajcd for the Biograph
Co. in two-part pictures, and it was in these films
that she first captured the hearts of picture-
goers. Her first long picture was called "Caprice."

Their First Success.

IF a film player in these days is a star, you
can rest assured that he or she deserves

the honour. No actor or actress on
the screen can be popular unless it is by
merit. The picture-going public demands
ability, aud shown that ability it is usually

quick to appreciate it.

It is for this reason, probably, more than
any other, that the maiority of the actors and
actresses, who have reached the ranks of

stardom, have attained that height by their

work in some one picture—a picture where
the player's work stood out sufficiently to

attract the public's attention.

Mary Pickford.

THERE are three reasons that stand out

above all others for Mary Pickford

being the big public favourite. They
are D. W. OrifSth, " A Good Little Devil,

'

and the first long Pickford picture, " Caprice."

Mr. Griffith took Mary Pickford from the

ranks of the extra players, and made a leading

lady of her. 8ho went to the Biograph Studio

one day, and worked in a picture under the

direction of D. VV. Griffith as a super. Tliis

was the beginning of Mary s picture career.

Now she is the highest salaried star in

filmdom.

Charlie Chaplin.

NEXT wc come to Charlie Chaplin, that

much-imitated great little comedian,

whose feet arc his fortune. There are

manv versions as to the picture which really

PICTURES THAT MADE STARS.
When Opportunity Knocked at the Door, They Said " We're In."

made Chaplin the undisputed champion of
laugh creators, for with each release for the
past five years ho has gained new followers.
The first picture that brought Charlie into
tho golden limelight was a two-reel Key-
stone farce, entitled " Caught in a Cabaret."

Henry B. Walthall.

NEXT on the list comes Henry B. Walthall,
tlio greatest emotional acfor on the
f-crccn to-day. His worth has attracted

the eyes of the foremost critics in the countiy,
and they have proclaimed him the dean of
all photo- players. He, too, started his film
career with Griffith, at the Biograph. Wal-
thall made his name in that great Griffith
spectacle, " The Birth of a Nation," where ho
played tho leading role. He followed this
success up with his wonderful performance in
" Tho Avenging Conscience," produced by
Griffith, from Edgar Allan Poe's storj'.

Walthall exhibited emotional qualities in

this film that have never been equalled.

W. S. Hart.

WS. HART has certahily had a glorious

• moving picture career. Almost from
the start the public rccogniscd him as

a star, and one of their idols. The first picture

th^t he ever appeared in was " The Bargain,"
and this film all but made the big name for

him that he now enjoys. Then right on top
of this. Hart was with Robert Edeson in " On
the Night Stage." This picture put Hart on
the upper plane, and to-day he is recognised

as the greatest portrayer of Western characters

on the screen.

Francis X. Bushman.
MUCH disjiuto will certainly arise as

to the picture that made Francis X.
Bushman. Ho was elected by

popular vote to play the lead in Essanay's
" One Wonderful Night," and many people

are of the opinion that this is the picture

that made Francis Xavier Bushman famous
;

but such is not the case, as it was a two-reel

picture that was responsible for his rise to

fame and popularity, and it was called '" Dear
Old Girl." He did some wonderful emotional
acting in this film, and won praise from all

directions. The picture that first made Theda
Bara prominent was "The Two Orphans."

One of tho later editions to the " made "

class is Charles Ray. Although ho was
always popular on tho screen, tho public
did not recognise him as a truly remarkabl*!
person until they had witnessed the Triangh;
production, " The Coward."

William Farnum.
WILLIAM FARNUM, now a member of

the Fox Company, was " mado "
a;;

a film star when he took the leading
role in " The Spoilers," a Selig picture that
will stand for some time to come as one of
the greatest photo-plays that has ever been
flashed upon a screen. In this film picture-
goers selected Farnum right away as one of
their prime favourites. " The Spoilers

"

mado such a tremendous hit that the Selig
Company lengthened it to twelve reels and
re-issued it.

Bessie Barriscale.

BESSIE BARRISCALE, one of the
greatest emotional actresses on tho
screen to-day, has the reputation of

being one of the best cryors. She can produce
a stream of tears in an instant, antl Is a
master of facial expression. There is one
picture-play that especially stands out in the
making of Bessie Barriscale, and that is " The
Cup of Life." which was termed " the perfect
picture." Only once after this did Miss
Barriscale equal her wonderful work in " The
Cup of Life," and that was in " The Mating,"
an entirely different type of play.

Robert Warwick.
ANOTHER very popular star is Robert

Warwick. It was in " Tho Dollar
Mark," an old Eclair production that

Warwick mado his real name. After the
exhibition of that film he was at once pro-
claimed a star.

Yet, how many of the companies who made
these stars are there to-day realising on the
profits earned by them ? Very few, I can
assure you. In fact, only two of those I have
mentioned are still working with their old firms

—they are Earle Williams and Theda Bara,
who are with the Vitagraph and Fox corpora-
tions. So you will see that it is very seldom
that the company which '' makes " a player
ever derives any beneJ:t from it. V. F. T.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN, with MABEL NORMAND (left) and
MARIE DRESSLER, in one of his early successes. But he

has travelled a long way since those days.

"The Two Orphans" was the first

picture that {made THEDA BARA
prominent.
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THE JOYFUL LITTLE KIDDIES WHO PLAY IN PCCTUR
CHILDREN are a never failing source of appeal, and it is th' rofoi

wonder that pictures featuring the " starlets " are so [.oj

Many of the most charming boys and girlies in the woi : j aj

to have been captured for films, and some of them are earning ver
salaries indeed.
These little stars are never guilty of over-playing or under-actU

they go through their parts with a remarkable lack of self-consciL
Their success is due not only to their attractiveness, but to th«|
large amount of talent they possess. As a rule, just a hint from*
the director is all that is necessary. They will fol'ow out hia
ideas with the intelligence of mature actors and actresses. And,i
in addition, they are blessed with beauty, sweetness, joy in
their work, and energy and initiative. One might imagine that
these film cliildren are very grown-up in their ways. But the
tiny stars are just like ordinary children, and love their playthings.]



GWENDOLYN, the daughter of Dorothy Phillips.
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A COMPLETE STORY OF A WOMAN WHO FOUND LOVE ON THE TRACK OF REVENGE.

wiOTti'aiw'
i

BY the light of an electric torch, a man,
lieavily muffled, was manipulating the
handle of the con\bination lock of a safe

let into the wall of the drawing-room
of Monsieur Ilcnri Du Bois, the wealthy Parisian
banker. Only the sound of the knob as it

moved to the right and left broke the eerie

irtillness. The great mansion was as silent as

a tomb. The man worked calmly, conscious

(hat no one would interrupt him, but every
movement of his swift-movinfj hands wa^^

followed by two green eyes. They belonged
to a parrot which jx'ered through the bars of a
cage swinging ju.st near the safe. As the man
stepped back, baffled for the moment, his arm
caught the cage. The bird gave two piercing

Fqueaks as it clung to its percVi to retain its

balance in the rapidly oscillating cage. With a
muttered curse the man flew back to his task,

working feverisiily at the knob. Had the
bird's cry been heard ?

At last ! The safe was open, but at the
precise moment the heavy iron door swung
back, the door of the drawing-room opened,
and Henri Du Bois, clad in a dressing-gown,
pprang forward with a cry of recognition. It

was his last cry on earth. The man at the safe

turned swiftly. There was one crashing blow
and the banker crumbled up, a lifeless heap on
the floor.

The murderer's face turned grey with fear.

For one moment ho stood, trembling and
irresolute. Then, taking a steel instrument
from his pocket, he scratched on the arm of a
chair the one word, " Julian." _ Without
attempting to avail himself of the money which

lay within his
grasp and for
which he ha d
flamed h i s soul
with murder, he
dashed t h rough
the open window,
followed by t h e
piercing shrieks of

the green-eyed
parrot.

* * *

Three minutes
later Rl. Du Bois's
aged butler,

. aroused by the
cries of the bird,

entered the room.
He recoiled with a
cry of horror at
the sight of the
body of his beloved
master, and ran
upstairs, calling,
"MdUe. Celeste,
come quickly ; the
master has been
murdered !

"

He returned in

a few moments,
followed by a
beautiful young
girl, whose un-
bound hair and
night attire,
covered by a fleecy

white robe, showed she had been aroused from
slumber. A look of hon'or came into the big dark
vycn as elu; viewed the murdered body of tlio

banker. For a moment .she swayed as if she were
going to faint. JJut before the butler could reach
her she recovered herself, and in a low, tense
voice, said, " Do not touch him ! Do not disturb
anything ; tend for the police and the doctor."

ALMA REUBENS,
MADAME ST'UIKX.

As soon as the butler had left the room she
moved quickly to the open window. Just by
the safe she stooped and picked up from the
floor a broken cuff-link, with the head of a
sphinx carved upon it. After a moment's
hesitation she slipped it into the pocket of her
dressing-gown. As she did so, slie caught sight
of the name " Julian " scratched on the arm of

the chair.

"Julian, Apache king," she murmured.
" Yet they say he only robs the rich to give to the
poor, and has never comrriitted murder. Julian,

the man the police are afraid of, the man who
has made the Paris detectives the laughing-
stock of Europe. Where the police have failed,

I swear I will succeed. I will search every
Apache den in Paris. I will become one of

them until I find this man, Julian, the murderer
of my beloved guardian. The clue he has left

behind shall be my name. From now I become
Madame Sphinx, the mystery woman of Paris."

At the "Golden Butterfly."

LE PAPILLON DOKE, tlie famous Paris
resort of the Smart Set, was crowded.
E\ erybody who was anybody in the world

of Bohemia made a point of calling at the
" Golden Butterfly," and to-night there were as
many celebrities as sightseers. At one of the
tables sat Madame Spliiivx, coolly surveying the
crowd through a pair of opera -gla-sses. On a
stage at the far end of the room popular enter-
tainers were giving their performances. But for
Madame Sphinx they held no interest. Her
stage was much wider. The onlj- actors and
actresses who interested lier were real people
playing' their parts in the greatest drama of

all—the drama of life. As she swept the
crowded room her eyes rested on a good-looking
young man, whom she at once decided was an
artist. But it was not his good looks that
caused her to keep her glasses riveted on him.
It was his tie-pin, the head of which was a
carved sphinx. She beckoned to a journalist
with whom slie had become acquainted.

" Who is that young man over there ? " she
asked. " I should like to know him."

" Ah !
" replied the journalist. " That is M.

Andre, a clever but struggling artist. And, if

it is permissible, may one ask the cause of the
interest ?

"

" Merely a passing curio.sity," returned
Madame Sphinx, with a shrug of her shoidders.
He seems more intelligent than the rest, that

is all."
" I am rightly rebuked," said the journalist,

with' a bow, " and as the shortest way to regain
madame's favour, I will bring him over."
Bohemia is acciLStomed to these sudden intro-

ductions, and soon the artist and Madame Sphinx
were chatting freely, quite like old friends.

" I arn disappointed with Paris," .said madame.
" I want to see the real imderworld, the Apache
world where men and women love madly, hate

fiercely, live for the moment, and die suddenly
This"—she made a comprehensive gostnr'

which embraced the room—" this is all make
believe. One sees the same throng in I^ondon.
in New York, or any other capital city."
The young man smiled tolerantly.

"It has its defects," he admitted. "The
curse of civilisation rests on all cities. One get"
tired of gaiety made to order. But, after all, it

is pleasanter than the underworld. The sordid
side of Apache life would disgust madame as
much as this bores her. I speak as one wlio
knows something of our Paris underworld."

" Then take me to it," cried the woman ot

mystery eagerly. " It would not disgust me.
I would give a year of this for a minute in placc-c

where the only law is that of the pistol and tli<'

knife."
" There are dangers " began the young

artist.
" Dangers !

" Ijroke in madame, with a snap
of her fingers. " A fig for dangers ! There i.^

always danger where there is real sport. I can
trust you. Will you take me ? There is alread>
a bond between us. You wear my name ii

your tie-pin."
" Oh, this," replied M. Andre carelessly,

finf^ering the sphinx. "It is rather quaint,
isn t it ? Well, if you really want to visit the
Apache in his lair, I will meet you hero to-

morrow night at ten o'clock. Don't bring any
money or jewellery, and dress as plainly as
possible."
They chatted together a little while longer

and then Andre rose to rejoin liis friends.

" I wonder wliy she wants to see the under-
world ? " he muttered as he crossed the room-
" There is something behind this apparent
simple curiosity. Yet she is not a spy. A
woman with a face so pure as hers would never
sell herself for police money."
And Madame Sphinx, gathering up her wrap.s,

was saying, " At last I am on the trail that will

lead me to Julian, the murderer of my dear
guardian. I feel that I shall succeed." Then
with a little sigh came the thought, " I hope
he only knows the Apache ; that he is not one
of them."
Madame Sphinx did not keep the artist

waiting on the following night. Punctually at
ten she arrived at Le Papillon Dore. M. Andre
met her in the lounge, and as he escorted her
to a seat in the restaurant he noticed that,

despite m.adaine's desperate efforts to pretend
the whole aftair had been conceived in the
spirit of true adventure, behind her enforced
gaiety he saw that she had a real reason for

wishing to visit Apache-land. But of this he
gave no sign beyond an occasional inscrutable
smile. He insisted upon a little supper, and
then called a taxi-cab. They drove through
the brilliantly lighted streets imtil they came
to a working-class quarter. Here M. Andre
stopped the cab, paid the driver, and taking
Madame Sphinx's arm, tturned into a side street.

As they entered a sort of courtyard he stopped

.

" I must ask madame to submit to being blind -

folded," he said. " I have given my word that
no one shall know the exact locality of the
Apache den we are going to visit."

" Ah, tliis is indeed a real adventure !
" cried

madame. " I not only submit, I am pleased
to do 80. It is quite romantic." But again
beliind her laughing words M. Andre detected
that she was chagrined at the precaution.
Neither did he fail to observe thati madomo
cunninglj' slipped the silk handkerchief with
w)\ich he boimd her eyes, so that she could see.

But again he only smiled. Had he but knowri

(Continued on page 20.)
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CHARLES CLARY'S VILLAINOUS WAYS.

The Dignified Villain. Scheming and Deliberate. A Heart Full o{ Hatred. Remorse and Repentance. A Bold, Bad Ruffian.

CHARLES CLARY.
The Man Who Sighs to Be a Hero, But the Producer Won t Let Him,

CHARLES CLARY, just over six feet in height and handsome, with a winning

smUe, that never, alas, shows itself upon the screen, has an ambition.

This popular player, protests at always being cast in " heavy " or

villainous parts, and his great desire is to play straight leads, providing they are

not of the namby-pamby order.

But it is the way of the world, once a villain, always a villain, and the producer

never gives Charles an opportunity to play " good " parts on the screen.

Charles Clary first appeared in pictures with the Selig Company, and he played

in a long serial with Kathlyn Williams. Other notable pictures of his were
" Each Pearl a Tear," with Fanny Ward, and " Joan the Woman,"' in support of

Geraldino Farrar.

The Part He Would Like To Play.

ON the stage he acted with great success with some well-known dramatic stars.

He played in New York with Mary Manneiing, and in "The Road to

Yesterday." Clary has the distinction of appearing in the first five-reel

picture ever made in the United States.

His idea of the part he would most like to play is that of " a humanitarian,
above petty meaimcss, and who would make sacrifices for a woman's sake."

These sentiments disprove the oft-repeated rumour that Charles is a woman-hater.
When questioned on this subject once, he frankly admitted " that while he

did not love any woman but his mother, he certainly did not hate the fairer sex."

He also added the somewhat cryptic remark that he considered vvomen were
capable of fair play.

His Hobbies Are Business.

CLARY'S only hobbies are minerals and mines. " I've dabbled for about
three years in both," he said, " and I have not lost any money, so I

tliink I am on the right track. I'm interested in two in Arizona and one
in Mexico, and by the time I retire from the screen, I hope Mother Earth will

open her pockets, and give me enough loose change to keep mc comfortable in

my old age."

One of the many admirers of Charles Clary once sent him a copy of a French
history book, with the following quotation underlined in red ink.

" In Marseilles lived Jacques Clary, a silk merchant, very wealthy, who had
two beautiful daughters." In her letter she said, " I always knew your heart
and your descent were in the right place. I'm French, too !

"

A Wealthy Ancestor.A MINUTE investigation of Charlie's family tree revealed the fact that he
had no records before the fifteenth century. The Clary referred to in the
book lived in the thiiteenth, therefore it was impossible for Charles to

discover the exact relationship with the father and his two beautiful daughters.
" But that doesn't worry me a great deal," he says. " 1 only wonder what

happened to his wealth. If I'm descended from him, I certainly haven't had
my share."

If you judge Charles by the parts he plays, yon are likely to get quite a wrong
impression of him. He is in real life particularly good-natured, a pleasant talker,
with a whimsical smile, and, so I am told, a very attractive way of drawing
the eyebrows to a centre point.

Why He is Not Interviewed.

CLARY, unbke most film people, does not crave to live in the country—he is

perfectly content to five in a fashionable hotel in the city.

Ho has a reputation for being always faultlessly attired, and enjoys
nothing so much as a quiet walk by himself. It is recorded, too, that he has
occasionally been seen riding in an ordinary tramcar with no thought about his
fellow travellers, and only a novel for a companion.
When no was questioned once for the reason why interviews with him do not

appear in tho papers very often, he replied with a smile, "Nobody wants to read
jibout villains, so the reporters steer clear of mc. Now, if I were a hero or a
juvenile lead, tho case might be different. CHARLES CLARY.
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1 The Ideal Beauty g
5 What it is, and How to Possess it. p
nnnnnnnn By EsrnLLE." nnnannnn
Do you know what it is like to road a novel-

one tliat begins with a licroine whose

charms are not enumerated, but whose person-

ality and environment seem to have some

resemblance to your own '! And then, on page

four or five, to find something of this sort :

" Her (the heroine s) hair rippled in soft, shining

waves round her delicately tinted face. She

had one of those peach-like skins that never

seem to roughen Or to burn. Her eyes were

hidden at the moment under long, silken lashes,

but a dimple hovered at the corner of her red

mouth, as she pulled a rose to pieces between

her white hands "—and so on.

At this point, if you are analytic, you begin

to compare this exquisite creature with your-

self. With what results ? To find that you

are hopelessly at a disadvantage, and that you

are lucky if you can find one point in your looks

that can vie with her fictitious; charms. The
story loses half its interest ; you are no longer

identified with the heroine.

But has it ever occurred to you that, w\th a

little patience and perseverance, that flowery

description, with one or two slight alterations,

might be applied to YOU ?

YOU CAN'T HELP YOUR FEATURES—
BUT you can help your skin, your hair, your

hands—and that is something. Look carefully

at the description of your heroine. Nothing

is said about her features, unless you count a

dimple as a feature. Let us be systematic.

Her hair is described as " rippling in shimng

waves."
YOUR HAIR WOULD BE JUST AS

PRETTY if you would shampoo your hair with

stallax instead of that common soap or manu-

factured " wash " that you are ruining it with

at present. If. owing \o your unkind treat-

ment, it is thin and inclined to split at the ends,

you should try this simple home recipe. One
package boranium. obtained from any chemist,

mixed with i pint bay rum. Boranium pos-

sesses wonderful properties of renewing the

strength, beauty, and natural colour of the hair

" Perhaps," yo"u say :
" this is all very well.'

Admitted that these preparations make the

hair thick and glossy, how can anything but

nature, or hot irons, produce " rippling waves
"

Have you never heard of silinerine ?

A little liquid silmerine, applied on the hair

before going to bed and brushed out in the

morning, will transform your straight locks

into the most bewitching tight curls or fascin-

ating " kinl;s."' according to the amount used

and your individual tastes.

To' return to our heroine. " How can I ever

accomplish a peach-like skin." yon ask in

despair, ".and, having secured it. how render it

impervious to roughness and sunburn ? Ko.

it is too much." Nevertheless, there is much
TRUTH IN OLD PROVERBS, and when you

60 gliblv quote " Beauty is but skin deep," do

vou realise that vou are stating a solid, unde-

niable fact—one'on which a whole philosophy

of beaut v has been based '!

Below" a skin that may be blotched, rough-

ened, and discoloured is a complexion as clear

and as fresh as a little child's. But how remove

the uglv outer layer, the pores of which are

clogged" with waste matter ? The skin is a

delicate fabric, and no force must be used.

Mercolised wax, which contains oxygen, will

if applied like ordinary cold cream, invisibly

absorb the ugly outer cuticle, leaving the lovely

new skin in all its glory.

To protect this delicate skin from the devas-

tating cftects of wind and weather, bathe the

fae« and neck with a little cleminite dissolved

io water, which wil' form the lightest of fimis

over the complexion, at the same time giving

.1 the much-coveted " peach like bloom."

As to the long, silky lashes, a little mennahne
rutbed into the roots of the lashes- with the tips

of the fingers before L'oing to bed will work

wonders. H your hands are not a.« white as

i-ou would wish, a little lemon-juice will remove

bad stains, and bicroliiiin jelly will take away
all redness and chapping.

A week or two of thi-; treatment will n«»ke

lhat descrint^'.n applicable to you. If you sit

and pull a rc.-c to pieces, any critical observer

«vill have time lo notice charms in you which

1* tract immediate uttention, and which will

hear the closest tcruliny. (A!;vt.)

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM,
Toilet Hints from the Film—To Make Your Hair Glossy-

Do You Wear the Right Kind of Neck-wear—A Secret

H.WE you noticed the number of tips a
girl can gain from watching her favourite

actress on the sci-een ? The other day 1

watched pretty Enid Bennett putting up her

hair After she had arranged it to her satisfac-

tion, slie took out of a drawer in her dressing-

table a silk handkerchief and smoothed her

head with it. Try this wrinkle ; it is siirpris-

ing how it improves the appearance of your
hair, making it glossy and smooth, and helping

to keep the strands together.

When "Vou Twist Your Hair.

ANOTHER wrinkle I learnt from watching
a cinema star arrange her hair is. when
you twist your hair, twist from left to

right—never right to left. You will then find tho

twist will lietoyour neck, and keep muchtidier.

Our Illustration.

IK
our illustration below you will seo that
Madge Kennedy knows how to ensure
having a clean pocket handkerchief, e\en

if she is away from home, and the laundry is

not punctual. This is a tip for the holiday
girl. You can wash your handkerchief out in

your hand basin, and if. after rinsing in clear

cold water, you stretch it on the looking-glass

as Madge is doing, you will find it has the

appearance of being ironed in the morning.

The Fichu Fashion-

DO you wear the right kind of neckwear ?

Perhaps, more than any other dress

accessory, the line round the thrOat

is the most important to get real lines of beauty.
Watch your screen favourites. You will notice

that the fichu, which is becoming more and
nibrc fashionable, is a decided adjunct to a

dress. For a thin figure, the frilly ones
that cross over are very becoming ; for a
stouter one, the fichu should be severely plain

and of good material.

How Do You Walk?
THE first thing a girl has to learn, when

she adopts the stage as a profession, is

to walk properly. Only the girl who
wears her shoe-.soles out at the ball of the foot

knows the proper way to walk.

Do you know one reason why women develop

more superfluoiis flesh around the hips than
do men is because of their narrow, uncomfort-
able shoes that make their feet " toe out

"

too much.
Most men walk on the balls of the feet, which

is the natural way to walk ; but watch the

average fashionable woman, with her mincing
steps, and you will see she tlirows her weight
on the side of her heels.

Next time your friend tells you she is " always
running her heels over," you will see what 1

mean.

Their Simple Secret.

THKKl". is an old family in France, once
bearing an honoured title, which wa.s

famous for the wonderful grace of its

women,
Some thought it was the knowledge that

they were well-born, the sense of pride of race,
that gave these women such beautiful figures ;

but it wasn't. The poorest peasant girl on
their estate held the secret had she only
known it.

When the women of the hou.se were small
children, they were made to stand flat against
a door three times each day for a period of five

minutes.
The head rested against the door ; the

shoulders flattened against it. The hands and
elbows touched, as well as back and lieels.

This brought the body to its perfect position,

spine straight, chest out, shoulders in, I. alance
just above the ball of the foot. Through this

exercise this erect position soon became second
nat lire.

Biilie Burke's Beauty Secret.

AP.\KT from giving grace to your appear-
ance, walking improves your figure as per-

haps no other exercise. MissBiliie Burl e.

whom you know as grace personified, credits

much of her litl e less and suppleness of figuiv

to a walk each day of not less than three inilcM.

" And I believe that the bending exerci.se.

night and morning, will make any woman's
waist pliant," she said, demonstrating as she

spoke. With knees held rigid, and hands raised

together above her head as high as she could
stretch them, she proceeded to touch the floor

half a dozen times with easy grac-e.

How She Keeps Slight.

MISS BURKE also believes in avoiding the

foods that are better for the taste than
. the figure. Of vegetables she eats plenti-

fully, but sparingly of butter and rich pastries,

desserts, and sweets. -This, together with her un-
ceasing activity in her work and exercise, is the
reason why Miss Billie Burke's figure is that of

a sixteen-year-old girl, and seems likely to

remain so for some time to come.
A Dresser.

MADGI KENNEDY illustrates the way to launder a handkerchief in a hurry in ' The Fair

Pretender." (i^loll.)
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arc back to
the body the
legs are kicked
backward.

Annette Kellerman, the Fox Star Tells You How
Swimming Will Give a Clear Skin, Svelte Figure, and

Bright Eyes.

IF
I )iad my way I would have tho old pro-

verb, " Cleanliness is next to Godliness,"
altered to " Health is next to Godliness."

I say this because it is possible to bo clean

outside, but not healthy
; whereas, if one is

really liealthy one must necessarily be clean in

the fullest sense of the word, for to bo in perfect

health one must not only bo clean, but live

clean, and think clean.

Having altered that old proverb, to my own
satisfaction at any rate, I will get on with my
mission and tell the best way to attain that
perfect health. Being a vionian, I nmst break
off again because a thought has come into my
head, and I .shall lose it if I don't put it down.

Health is the sure foundation of all beauty.
I'aint and powder can only cover up blemishes ;

health removes them.

The Only Sure Way to Health.

THE only sure ways to health are exercise
and dieting. By dieting I do not mean
eating the patent food soldf by chemists,

but using common sense in clioosing plain,
wholesome food, and regulating tho quantity
to suit one's needs.
The best and the most natural exercises are

walking and swimming. These exercises cost
nothing—perhaps that is why they are not so
popular as the many expensive mechanical
exercisers that are on the market.
Anyway, these two forms of exercise hove

matle me what I am, for contrary to popular
belief, I was not always healthy. If I
am famous to-day for my physical develop-
mout and for my prowess and skill as a swimmer,
it is, not because I was endowed with these
attributes at birth.

On the contrary ! When I was bom, in
Australia, I was tlie frailest and most delicate
of infants.

But, luckily for me, niy parents believed in
the open air. They were Australians, and in
AustraUa life in the open is the rule and not tho
exception.
During my life I have tried many forms of

cxercis;. Not one of them—no niatler how
in ricate and costly—is as beneficial and as
hea th giving as swimmmg.

If you cannot swim, try the following lessons
in your home, and master them before you go to
the sea. All you need is a bathing suit, a
small bench, a piano stool or box, a kitchen
chair, and a cushion.

LESSON No. 1.—THE BREAST STROKE.
Place a stool in the centre of the room, with a

cushion on top. Putting a chair directly beliiiid
the stool, lie so that your stomach is on the stool
and your legs on the chair. Place your hands side
by side on a level with your cliest, palms downwards.
Move arms forward and stretch them straight out.
Tiu-n the hands so that the palms arc facing outward,
then bring them back in a wide circle until they
.ire at a right angle with your shoulders. Now
remove the chair, obtaining a perfect balance on «ie
ctool, stretch the legs. Bring the legs up towards the
body, keeping yoiur feet together and opening the
legs at the knees. Then kick out straiglit. Continue
Uiese movements until you have mastered the idea.
In this breast stroke the hands shoot out straight

simultaneously with the drawing up
of the legs. As the hands describe the

LESSON No. 2.—
HOW TO FLOAT.

Lie on the floor, flat

on your back, keeping
the back hollowed. Do
not stiffen the body.
Place your arms, exten-
ded, straight out beliind

your head, resting on
the floor. Stretch tlie

hands and interlock
the thumbs. Rest easily,

draw a deep breath,
and hold it. Then ex-
hale. Continue to in-

liale and exhale slowly.
When you try floating

in real water, keep your
head so that just your
mouth and nose are out
of water, li the rush
of water about the ears bothers
you, wear a rubber bathing cap.

LESSON No. 3.—
PREVENTING DROWNING.

Should you find yourself in
danger of drowning, shout for

help. Then close your mouth,
and keep it closed. Do not let

the fact that yon are sinking
frighten you ; you will eonie
up again. Watch your breath-
ing and remain still, for then
you arc bound to float. Do
not struggle, as it v.ill simpy

tire yiju out and luail yoii nothing. Remember that
aid is coming, and your rescuer must be able to
approach you easily. When your rescuer does arrive
do not grab him as if he were a log of wood, for then
both of you are likely to drown.

LESSON No. 4.—PREVENTING CRAMPS
Never enter the water until at least two hours after

eating. Do not remain in the water too long. Fifteen
to twenty minutes is long enough. Always keep
the body limber, for stiffening it tends to bring on
cramps. If you do get cramps, don't try to scramble
for safety, for you're really in no danger. What
you must do if the feeling of cramps grips you is

to float. Above all, keep your liead. Lie on your
back, as in the floating lesson, and try to propel
yourself toward shore.

Nature's Beauty Bath.

THE sea is Nature's beauty batli. It is

worth all the patent scent baths that
were ever invented. The fresh air is

Nature's own medicine. Sit in the siui, swim
in tho sea, and walk in tho eomitry every time
yon can, and you will soon got that health that
leads to beauty of form and face. And I
will tell you this : If you are really ugly,
walking and swimming will greatly improve

you.

ANNETTE KELLERMAN explains the proper position

for the breast stroke.
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'THESE are critical limes for

the British Film Industry.

It is a story which rather interests

the " Trade " than the picture

patron. For with a discrimina-

tion which has always been

characteristic the British public

goes to see the pictures which

please best—without caring a

jot who makes them, or where

they came from.

THE British picture makers

have at last awakened to the

fact that, if they don't buck up,

they will lose not only the small

percentage of the business of

making pictures left to them, but

the very houses where the

pictures are shown as well.

BUT the picture patrons must

make it their business as well.

They must stir their slumps.

Surely amongst the twenty odd

millions of habitual picture

patrons there are plenty who
will accept a suggestion from us

as to how they can help to secure

supremacy for the British film.

There must be thousands who
feel that if their artistic energies

were directed in the right way
they could write real human
attractive scenarios, and could

direct the making of interesting

pictures. With their wide ex-

perience as onlookers, they could

develop into operative and co-

operative workers in the vast

cinema world, which is really

only just opening out to its vast

potentialities.

THEY must combine to make
the British film paramount.

REGAL FILMS LTD. are

organizing such a combina-

tion. Write to us at 40, Gerrard

Street, London, W., and we will

tell you all about it. We want

to find the best producers and

the best scenario writers, the best

cinema actors and actresses. A
single idea is sometimes the

nucleus of a fortune. There

must be thousands hidden un-

tested amongst the nearly

million readers of "The Picture

Show." We are ransacking the

earth for the best.

Women aie specially acceptable. 1 he

phantasy of imagination which women
possess in so marked a degree should

be a priceless asset in Cinema work— if

properly developed. Write to ue.

REGAL FILMS LTD.. 40. Gerrard

Street. LONDON. W.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY-

MAE MARSH, is as charming and delightful as ever in "The Beloved Mrs. VERNON CASTLE and ANTONIO MORENO win our sympathy
Traitor; " a StoU feature. . and admiration in " The First Law." (I^aUte.)

WALLACE REID is a delightful lover in "The Source, " a new Paramount You must not miss DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in "Morocco Bound/'
picture. an Artcraft picture.

ALICE JOYCE jh;w; us of what mother love is capable of VIRGINIA PEARSON m a tragic scene in "Buchanan's Wife," from a Fox photo-p'ay^
lor her f£t!.e.le5i chi'd in "The Triumph of the Weak." adapted from the novel by Justus Miles Forman.

(f'ilaoraph.)
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Not in His Line.

THK Far AVest Trans-American Express was
" held up," and the passengers were at the

mercy of a desperate gang of "' cntlaws,"

with revolvers fully loaded.

Sadie, covered by a glittering repeater,

calmly took her jewels from her neck, hands,

and travelling bag.
" Say," she said, " they're right hero. Take

them. I'm a moving picture actress, arid I

guess
"

What she guessed will never be known, for

at that moment the desperado's face went a
sickly white.

" All right, miss," he exclaimed. " Take
back your jewels. I may be a crook, but I'm
not a publicity agent."
And the crook sought another victim.

2s. 6d. awarded to Miss K. Rands, 116,

Glenroy Street^ Roath Park, Cardiff.

A Smart Retort.

WHO says Madgo Kennedy is not quick of

wit ? A retort of hers ma'de them
laugh at the Goldwyn Studios the other

day, when an assistant to Clarice Badger, who
directs Miss Kennedy in her pictures, made a
slip of the tongue and called her " Miss Badger."
The fair Madgo replied at once, " Don't badger
me I My producer is the only one who has that
privilege."

Why He Wanted a Photograph.

WILL ROGERS, who plays in " Laughing
Bill Hyde," is ever so pleased, and all

because of a letter which came to him
recently, requesting one of his photographs.
Such letters are received all the time, of course;

but as Rogers points out, no other star, man or

woman, has been described as he \ia3 in the
letter, which ran thus :

" I always supposed I was the ugliest man in

America, but I think you have it on me. En-
closed please find stamps to pay for photo-
graph, as I want to hang it next to my shaving
mirror for consolation."

Will was so overjoyed that he sent the photo-
graph at once.

He Admired the Country So.

BERT LYTELL stood on the running-board
of his director's car. Bert was in spotless

white silk shirt and flannel trousers,

waiting for the camera car to catch up and take
the scene.

Up the hill towards them toiled a creaking

van, loaded with boxes containing roots of

flowers.
" Now just look at those beautiful flowers !

"

exclaimed Bert, admiration in his eye. '' I

think I'll make a stay in this place for a few
weeks. This is the life, boy—^far away from
the cities, healthful, clean, and beautiful, just

like that lovely load of flowers. Oh, to be out

in such glorious country, and "

But just then the van passed them, and, the

road being narrow and bumpy, about fifty per

cent, of the roots, including most of the dirt

and mould, remained with Bert. He certainly

looked then more like a farmer than an im-

maculate hero.
" Yes. It certainly is a poetical life !

"

exclaimed the director, as he dodged the falling

flowers. In fact, the farther you get away
from it the more poetical it become?."

The Jesteb.

MUTTAND JEFF HAVE A ROMANCE

Mutt and Jeff are patrons of the village
school, and at a meeting the Governor announces
that it is the teacher's birthday.

Jeff, who is sweet on the teacher, decides to
make her a little present, and he brings a " Good
Luck " horseshoe down to the school.

She accepts his present, but JcFt is much The two admirer.s, however, g<-t the slioL-k of

upset when Mutt takes up all the attention. The their lives when they discover that tho simplo-

tcachor later on invites them all down to a party minded village maiden is already married with

at her house. a happy family.

The abuve pictures are taken from the film by permission of the Fox Film Company.

The House of Granger.
GRANGER'S EXCLUSIVES, LTD.,

Managing Director : A. C. GRANGER,
London and Stoke-on-Trent.

Week hi) week wc will idl yon something
interesting about the pictures Grangers'
control, the House that has so many good
pirturrs on its programme, the House thai
ron-iiilcnthj endeavours to increase the help-

fulness, capacity to amuse, and prestige of
the screen.

DO YOU WANT A CHANGE?
Some people have been inikijid enough to

say they would go to the pictures more often
if the cinemas would only show them something
a little different to the ordinary fare now
generally screened.

There is just a little bit of truth in such
remarks. There are fashions in pictures, in
just the same way as there are fashions in all

the affairs that men and women take an interest
in. The fashion of late has been to dwell,
upon the love drama as the chief item in a

The new cinema star, Frederick Biirlingham,
the man who took a moving picture of the
interior of Vesuvius in eruption. Frederick
Burlingham has taken many of Granger's

" Mari'els of the Universe."

cinema programme. They have wanted pic-

tures with a real interest in them—pictures
that told them something

; picturos that made
them realise what a wonderful place the world is.

At the proper moment, to give this large and
growing number of people just what they want.
Grangers are showing their wonderful series

of the ' Marvels of the Universe." They have
been called tho Cinema's Arabian Nights Enter".

tainment. Not that there are any of the mar-
vellous stories of Sinbad the Sailor type about
them, but, like the world-famed Arabian Nights
stories. Granger's " Marvels," when once they
start, will run on and on. ^Moreover, they will

hold everyone who sees them enthralled.

The scope of Granger's "Marvels " areas infinite

as their title. They actually do tell you all

that is to be known about the univer.se and its

wonders. No matter in which direction your
interest lies, be it Natural History, Sociology,

Travel, etc., there will be found pictures crowded
with interest and information. But if, as is

more than probable, some one section of the
" Marvels of the Universe " interest you above
all others, then these .special pictures that you
see will be tho highest form of education you
can take, given to you in tlie mo-?t interesting

and pleasing manner it is possible for you t:i

receive it— the seeing of tho actual marvel
with all the reality moving pictures can give to

it.

Now in Granger's " Marvels of the Universe-"

there are .some picturos that show you boiling

lakes of lava. Tho hubbies are there ; indeeil,

so -actual aro they the screen seems to crack

with the heat. Then there aro pictures of beauti-

ful animal life, with all its sweotnes.s and tender

solicitude for its young pleosinply portrayed.

If you want a change front ordinary pro-

granunes, f;o to a cinema that is showing
(Granger's " .Marvels of tho Universe." You
learn while you enjoy yourself, and week by
week there is .some now and fresh thing to see

on tho screen you love so nnicb.

Please askyoar local kinema when they will

show Granger's "Marvels of the Universe.'
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LILIAN BRAITHWAITE INTERVIEWED.
Cinema Star and Footlight Favourite.

n

LILIAN BRAITHWAITE.

LILIAN BRAITHWAITE is one of those

stage favourites who have also " made
good " on the screen, winning for herself

aa assured position on the screen sheet, and

maintaining at the same time her enviable
reputation on the stage—an achievement not so
common—at least in England—as it may seem.
We all remember Miss Braithwaite's sound

performances in such films as Masks and
Faces." " Dombey and Son," " The Gay Lord
Qiiex," "Justice," '"The AVorld's L)esire,"

"The Climax," and "Because." And now she
is appearing in the screen version of " The
Chinese Puzzle," as Lady de la Haye. the role

created by her in that very successful play on
the boards.

Easier on the Screen.
" IT must be very interesting portraying on the

\_ screen a character you have already played
on the stage," I remarked to Mi.ss Braith-

waite, as we chatted in her dressing-room,
"between scenes." one night during the final

week of " The Chinese Puzzle.". '-' I should like

to know what your experience has been in so
doing—whether you have found it easier or
more diflicult ?"

'" Oh, easier '.
" was the reply. " You know

"one of the difficulties of a screen play about
which you have no previous experience is that
presented' by the film method of not taking
scenes in sequence. For instance, it is quite
likely that the final scenes will be ' shot ' first, and
so on, which naturally makes it harder for one
to grasp the true proportion of one's part to

the play than would be the case if a more
straightforward method were possible. But,
of course, in the character of Lady de la Haye
for the screen I have not experienced this

disadvantage.
If there be any difficulty attached to such

a portrayal it is that so much must be con-

densed for the film. For instance—again—

J

the scene in which the parting between tha
Chinee and myself takes place occupies the.

space of six or seven minutes on the stage,'

while on the screen it Ls compressed into two
sentences."

The Art of Pantomime.
" f BELIEVK it is considered that the art of

£ pflntomime is the most dill'ioult dramatio
medium of all. Do you find it so. Miss

Braithwaite ? " '

(

' Personally. 1 do not find it difficult,"

)

answered the actress, in the quiet voice which \a

eo essentially an expression of herself. Natur-
ally. I am a great believer in facial expression,!

- in the reflection of thought in the face." ;

" Can you tell me of any unusiial or amusing
experience you ha\e eneoimtered while acting

for the films ?
"

Miss Braithwaite considered for a moment.
' I'm afraid I can't," she said at la-st, with a

smile. Except during the taking of one film

when I sat in Richmond Park day after day,.

attired in evening dress and a -tiara, waiting for

the sun to come out. As a matter of fact, I

am staying in town for the same reason at

present. I have still a couple of outdoor scenes

in which to act for ' The Chinese Puzzle,' and
I cannot go for ray holiday till the sun relents

and allows me to do them.''

Then I expect you would like to go where
King Sol shows himself more frequently than here.

Miss Braithwaite—California, for example ?
"

" Oh, yes, I should love to go there ! And I

should like, too, to play in some Italian oc
Sicilian films. That would be lovelv '.

"

" M. H. C.

THE MYSTERY WOMAN. ''°"X1/.r

the result that was soon to follow niadame's

deception, how vital it would be to hi:ii.

In a few minutes they arrived at the entrance

to a cellar. The artist gave a peculiar signal

by knocking at the door, wliich was immediately
thrown open.

" What seek you ? " said a voice.
*' The night-birds seek rest," replied M.

Andre.
This was evidently the password, for the

gojkrdiaa bi the door stepped back. The artist

took Madame Spliinx's bandage off.

The sight that met the gaze of the mystery

woman was one calculated to strike fear into

the heart of the boldest. A score of villainou---

Jooking men and as many women—the latter in

many cases being verj' pretty, but bearing the

Bnniistakeable stamp of the underworld—were
eeated at little tables, drinking.

Inwardly frightened, but showing no trace

of it, Madame Sphinx turned to her escort.
" Is Julian, the King o£ the Apache, here ?

"

she asked.
" He may be." rephed the artist. " V\Tiy do

you ask ? Is he a hero of yours 7
"

" In the sen.se that the old highwaymen
always appealed to the romantic court ladies,"

Esid madamc. " I should like to meet him."
" You would be disappointed," said M. Andre.

" Julian despises himself. He became a robber

in order to help the poor, but he now reahses

that his ideal is impossible. Gladly would he

return to the days of his youth, and begin all

over again."
. , ,

"You know him. then? said Madame
Sphinx, with quickening Interest.

" I ought to," replied the young man. " I am
at once ius ffreatest friend and his worst enemy."

Before the woman could put another question

a wild uproar started. One of the men had

kissed his friend's girl, and in a second the two

men were at each other's throats.

Madame Sphinx gave a cry of horror.

Swiftlv SL Andre drew her clear.

"Help me, Gaston," he shouted to a yoimg
roan who stood leaning against the waU.

Together the two men half led, half carried

the almost fomting girl from the den into the

street, where M. Andre called the waiting cab.

" You are quite safe now," he whispered. " 1

mtist go bock."

Madame Sphiivx placed a detaining hand on
his arm.

" Promise you will meet me at the same time
and place to-morrow," she said.

'" 1 promise," replied the artist. " Au revoir !"

Alone in the cab, the mystery woman was
crying.

It is he; Julian, the murderer of my
guardian !" she thought. "The spliinx pin; his

power over the Apache. Mine is the hand that
must bring him to the gtiillotine. Heaven help

me, for I love him :

"

The Scene of the Murder.

TEN o'clock at Le Papillon Dore. Once again
Madame Spliinx and 51. Andre were seated
at the same Uttle table. The mystery

woman was ill at ease, but she strove to conceal
her emotion under a cloak of laughter.

" Come I
" she said impatiently, as soon as

they had finished supjier. "' Let us get away."
"" I am in your hands," replied the artist, and

Madame Sphinx shuddered at the words.

A taxi was ii) waiting outside, and the driver
had evidently received his instructions before-

hand, for he drove straight away. He stopped
at the comer of a park, and Madame Spliios
alighted. The place was deserted.

" I must ask you to let me blindfold you,"
said the mystery woman, as the cab drove away.

M. Andre produced a silk handkerchief.
' I consent, if you will allow me to wear the

same handkerchief which covered your eyes last

night," he said, tenderly.

The woman winced with pain.
Swiftly she boimd the handkerchief over his

eyes, and led him across the park. She- ojjened
the side door of a big house, and escorteil the
artist into a room. Then she took off the
bandage and switched on the lights, revealing
the drawing-room in which old Henri du Bois
had been miu-dered.
A gleam of recognition came into the eyes of

M. Andre as he realised where he was.
" AVhy have you brought me here ? " he said.
" To give back to you this broken cuff-hnk,

which you dropped when you miydered my
guardian, M. Henri Du Bois," cried Madame
Spliinx. " You are Julian, King of the Apache."

" I am Juliait, but I did not murder your
guardian," came the low answer.

" Tell that to the j>olice. They are here !

"

eaid Madame Sphinx sternly.

She rung a bell, and two detectives came into

the room, followed by the old butler. ' As the
policemen took hold-of their prisoner and led

him from the room, the butler staggered to the
girl with uplifted arms.

" What have you done ? " he moaned.
"Found Julian, the Apache, the murderer of

my guardian," cried the girl.

" Xo ;
" came the old man's reply. " You

have foimd Andre Du Bois, the son of my dead
master, who drove the lad from this house wlie-n

he was but a boy. Andre was wild, but he
could never be a murderer. You never knew
M. Du Bois had a son. My master never men-
tioned his name, and forbade me to do so."

With a cry of horror Madame Sphinx flew

after the detectives. She caught them up in

the park, and rushing to Andre she cried :

" It is not too late. Tell me where you got
the spliinx pin."

' From Gaston," replied the prisoner.
" Neither is he a murderer."
Back flew Madame Sphinx, and hailing a taxi

she drove off to the den. Gaston was there, ami
in a few words she told him what had happenfKl.

" Where did you get the sphinx pin from t
"

she asked.

"I stole it." he said, "from the house of

Paul I^veme. There wa= a complete set, but
I only took the pin. They were worthless, but
I knew Julian liked such tlu'ngs."

" Paul Laveme !
" echoed the girl. " My

guardian's secretary !

"

She drove back to the pohce-station. told her
story to the prefect, and detectives were sent to

question Paul Laveme, carrying with them the

clue of the sphinx cufi-hnk.

Two hours passed, and at last the detectives

retimied, bringing with them Paul Laveme.-
The prefect, after a brief interview with his

men, returned to Celeste, as we may now call her.
" Laveme has confes-sed," he said.
" And M. Andre ? " faltered Celeste.
" Oh, your prisoner ? " replied the prefect,

smiling. ""He is free. But I fancy, if I jnay be

so bold, to say it, that he is your prisoner for

life," he added, with a kindlj- smile.

The girl blushed, but the old pohce chief was
right. Two months later Andre and Celeste

were married, and Julian and Madame Sphinx
disappeared. The Apache world still talks of

the great Juhan, but he is only a memory. He
and liis wife have foimd a more honest way of

helping the poor than by robbing the rich.

AdapteJ from incidents in the Triangle PhiAJ>-ptay,
" Midanu ^/)/l^»J," l/U permission.
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WONDERFUL LIQUID TONIC THAT MAKES

YOUR HAIR GROW DEAUTIFUL
Like a Rare and Stimulating Wine to tiie Hair Roots.''

Every Reader to enjoy Fr»ee Harlene Hair-Orillf" including Gratis ** Har/ene-for-tfie-Hair,^'
** Uzon " Briliiantinef and *^ Cremex " Stiampoo.

fMUNIFICENT PUBLIC OFFER BY WORLD'S FOREMOST HAIR EXPERT.

The postman will bring
ur Free Gift Parcel.

THE foremost Hair Specialist of the age wants everybody

to realise that they can save their hair now and

coinincnce to grow it in the loneliest luxury and

profusion free of charge, by means of a wonderful liquid

tonic that acts almost like magic.

This sensational announcement is made by Mr. Edwards as part of

liis great National Campaign
against Hair Poverty, Bald-

ness, and Lack Lustre. " This

year," says Mr. Edwards,
" wil] see the greatest business

and social competition the

country has known. No one

who wishes to get on by per-

sonality and charm can afford

to neglect their hair and to

look old or ill-groomed. Beau-
tiful hair is almost everything

to a woman's appearance.

Men, too, can look years

younger by possessing crisp,

healthy hair. Moreover, with

a clean and healthy scalp

you feel more energetic,

more confident, more impres-

sive. That is why I have
decided to present absolutely

free a full Week's Toilet Outfit

for this purpose, including a bottle of " Harlene "—the

wonderful hair-grower about which everybody is talking

—as well as a supply of other toilet requisites to every
reader who sends the Coupon published below."

WHAT IS HARLENE ?

SCIENTIFIC MASSAGE OF THE HAIR.
Everyone knows the value of iiia>.-.ago in i)roinoting circulation and

assuaging pain. " Harlene Hair- Drill ' is scientific massage applied
to the scalp and hair. By rubbi^ig " Harlene" into the scalp with tho
finger-tips, nutriment is not only supplied to the hair-roots, but the
blood is also stimulated in its flow thiough the tiny capillaries that
bring to the hair supplies of essential elements to hair nutrition, prepared
and made ready in the wonderful laboratory of thp body itself, the
transformation is almost immediately magical, and, what is more, it

is permanent. For the improvement is really the result of

natural processes assisted by science, and the re-education of cells

that had lost their power of hcallhy functioning.

POSTIWAN WILL BRING YOU.

Everybody has heard of this "Harlene." Hundreds FREE GIFT
of thousands practise the delightful two-minuto Harlene

'

Hair-Urill " every morning, and see their hair daily growing in new
profusion, new lustre, and new brilliance.

"Harlene" is a rare and vital liquid which you
apply to the hair roots to revive them to new crowth.
In appearance it is liquid and clear—like a rich, matured, golden
wine. It "'glints" when you hold the bottle up to the light. If you
pour a drop or two into your hand it feels refreshing and revivifying ;

you are conscious of its subtle, enticing scent—the j)crfume that
creates an " atmosphere," as it were, of personality and distinctionT
In use it is cleansing and invigorating. It makes your head feel clear

and cool. You can scarcely credit
that this delicately pleasing liquid
is so powerful in its effects on tli3

hair roots that it stops your hair
falling out, causes a new growth to

^^^^^^^^^^
appear in bald places revives (he

^2tA^jC/yj^ IJL tone of the hair, and changes the

T:J^t^<*^^^i.^8L "lankest" of locks into splendid

Z^ii^S^^I^BSS^^tSS wavy tresses. But this really does
happen, and you yourself can com-
mence its use without cost. Simply
use the Coupon below as directed,
and the postmaa shall bring it to
your door, together with a comi)letc
Week's Hair Toilet Outfit, including
a delightful " Crcmex " Shampoo
and a bottle of the most refined
" Uzon " Brilliantine.

THE COMPLETE OUTFIT.

FREE

Resolve to have beautiful, enviable hair—hair that clusters caress-

ingly in adorable waves and curls—the distindive hair that only
" Harlene " can endure and maintain in all its natural glory. Sifc

down then—now—and write out your name and address on a slip of

paper. Cut out and pin to the Coujjon Iielow, with 4d. stamps
for postage and packing, and then post it to Edwards' Harlene,

Ltd., at tho addresses
printed on t he Coupon. By re-

turn of post you will receive

:

1. A trial bottle of " Har-
lene "—the scientific liquid

hair-food and natural growth-
promoting tonic.

2. A packet of the un-
rivalled " Gremex "Shampoo,
the finest, purest, and most
soothing hair and scalp clean-

ser, which prepares the head
for " Hair-Drill."

3. A bottle of '* Uzon "

Brilliantine, which gives the
final touch of beauty to the
hair, and is most beneficial to

those whose scalp is *' dry."
4. A copy of the newly

published "Hair-Drill"
Manual, the most authori-
tative and clearly written

treatise on the toilet ever
produced.

After a Free Trial you will

be able to obtain further
^ supplies of • Harlene at

Is. l|d.. 2s. 9d., and 4s. Od. per bottle; Uzon ", Brilliantine

at Is. lid. and is. 9d. per bottle; and " Cremex " Shampoo Powders
1 Jd. per box of seven shampoos (single packets 2d. each), from all

Chemists and Stores, oi' direct from Edwards Harlene, Ltd., 20, 22, 24,
and 2(5, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.(,'. 1.

Every render cun secure
beautiful hair to-day.

'^HARLENE'' GIFT COUPON
Dotaeh and post to Edwards' Harlen'E, Ltd.,

20, 22, 24, and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C. L

Doar Sir.'!,—Please send me your Free " H-vrleno " Four-Fold
Hnir-Growing Outfit as desoribpid above. I cneiosa 4 1. in stamps
for postage and packiiif^ to my address. Th'i IHcltir^ .S/toio, 16/8/10.

NOTE TO READER.
Write your full name and aiUlro-'s eloaily on a plain pioee of papier,

pin this Coupon to it, and post as directed above. iMirlt onvclo|>o
" S imple Dr3pt.")
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George Robey, Esq. CB.E.
write;:—"I hasten to tell you how much I
enjoyed smokiuR your ' De Reszke' Cicarc tlcs. I
shall smoke tlicm ui future a; I think they are
excellent in every way."

R. Kennerley Rumford, Esq. writes :
—" Many

thanks for the ' De Reszke' Cigarettes. They are
most excelleut."

Prank Reynolds, Esq.. R.I. writes:—"I think
your'De Reszke' Cigarettes very good indeed."

Robert Donald, Esq. writes :—" I consider the
' De Ueszkc ' are the best American cigarettes on
the market."

The' Picture Show, Aufjusl 16th, 1919.

THE price of the best
cigarette is such a

trifle more tlian that

of ihe mediocre kind, that
it is surely worth paying
the difference to obtain
the extra satisfaction

k^aia^ " Reszkes
'

$»3t-s' CIGARETTES
SolU al all Tobacconists, Stores,

and Military Canteens.

eyelashes
Oream wiii dm k.-n \')nr
lashes an<J hio« s.

'

jiri.l

luako th.in t)ii(k. long,
and silky, tlms L'i\iiii,'

the cyps ih.il fii« ]n;ctin|>, ex-
Iiies-siv.- lt.uk which men
BO ai.pcaliiiL'. "EYDOLASH'
is a leal dai konei— jKit a iii.ikt

I'ae also " EYDOL "

—It cleats II, f ,-y,.s,

iinpartittg tti thi-iti

wonderful l.iillian-
cy and lutitliful
charm. H.ii itile.s.s.

2/9 per l,,,ttlf

tlo

hie

In
ftill i.iicf 1-6 (full size—noe.xtra
tt. payj. Of all fhe,,, i sts & stores, or
ili.eet fioii. "EYDOL "Co iDept.

170, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

DESIGN KliGISTIiREfJ.

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtain one (or 2 '6, Particulars free.

^Vrite at once

:

BRITISHSCOPE, 236H. Higrh Holborn, London, W.C.I,

REAL POSTCARD PHOTOGRAPHS
Messrs. Hepworth Picture Plays Ltd. have just added
some fine new postcard studies of Miss Alma Taylor, Miss
Qirissie White. Henry Edwards & Gerald Ames to the large

Steele of real photographs which they already hold.

Fulldetails of these new photographs can be obtain-
ed by sending direct to Publicity Dept., Hepworth
Picture Plays, Ltd., 2, Denman St., Piccadilly, W.I.

Stamped addressed envelope should be enclosed for reply

.

You can easily avoid lliat most dH-
qiiieting sign of age—Kiey hair—by
^ing Valentine's Extract, which
riparta a natural colour, light

\liro\vn, dark brown or black, and
akes thf hair soft and jrlossy. It

a perfect, cleanly and harmless
ain, waHh.'i>>le and lasting. One
juiil, most easy to apply. No

od'nir nor Htickinesa. Does not
^snil the pillnw.

Price Not Advanced. Qnallty and
f^'ni - r\ Strength maintained at Pre-War

y / Standard,
d y Of atlC'hemiHts.at 1/-,2SA 6/6 per

m buttU-;or.il d(*siit;(l.by pu-st ^Jd.fxtta.

I
H S. VALENTINE. 46a, Holborn Viaduct. London, EX. 1.

MORE BEAUTIFUL ART PLATES COMING
{See Special Announcement Next Week.)

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

LITERATURE AND THE FILM.
A few weeks ago I wrote on the subject of film

adaptations of well-known novels, and pointed out
that what is needed in this country is more originahty
in screen plays.

Among those of my readers who thought the subject
worthy of discussion are some who hope that we may
still continue to see picturisations of well-known
books. I need hardly say that I share this hope as
well, for, as one lady reader, writing over the pen-name
of " Easter," says :

" When people have seen a film they liked, the
knowledge that the story can be had in book form
would make them eager to get it and have it by them.
Thus I think that the production of films adapted
from books encourages a taste for good literature."

Precisely the same thing, of course, holds true with
regard to stage plays, although the drama would be
poor indeed if it were to be never anything more than
the mouthpiece of literature. The truth is that the
public look for freshness and originality, and an excess
of adaptations, no matter how excellent, would soon
tire the public taste. Unfortunately, the chief fault
about all adaptations is their lack of complete re-

semblance to the originals. No adapted photo-play,
however well staged and acted, can give us an accurate
picture of a book and the delicate interpretations of

the author's theme. That is not a fault of the tUm,
but because literature and photography must always
remain separate and distinct. The one is dependent
on the mind, through which everything must filter ;

while the other has to rely on external qualities. And
in spite of our endeavours to bridge the gulf by
adaptations, it cannot be said that the union is a
success.

Let us by all means have occasional adaptations
since a gool film may introduce us to a good book,
and vice versa. But in the province of motion photo-
graphy there is surely an abundance of talent which
could be used to greater advantage in .he production
of original play?. After all, we do not want the film

io become simply an animated illustration to the

novel. THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post.

Address: The Editor, "The Picture Show,"
The Fleetway House, Fafringdon Street, E.C. 4.

" Norma " (Birmingham).—Lou Tellegan i.s still

on the screen, and will be appearing with his wife,

(ieraldine Farrar, in a series of pictures produced b.v

CioUlwyn. Sydney Drew and True Boardman are
both dead. Photos of the former appeared in our
issiie for May 3rd and May 24th. Will bear in mind
your requests about Marie Walcamp and J. Warren
Kerrigan.

(;. M. F. (Stourbridge).—'Sorry no postcards of
K.Ttlileen C'litford. You can write to her through
tliis office if you follow the instructions given in the
rule below.

C. F. (Sunderland).—Have you sent me the wrong
letter in mistake ? It bears no name, though the
envelope Avas addressed to me, and is evidently
intended for some film company.
H. H. B. (Warrington).—I do not think a film of

the life story of the dead actre.ss you name would do
tlie good you imagine. People might fltck to see it

out of curiosity—but that is all. The ijuestion re.

coloured films is too technical to answer adequately
in the space at my disposal.

H. C. (Ramsgate).—Your letter io Pearl White
was forwarded, so it was quite all right.

.4. G. (Oldham).—Have you seen our offer on
" Film Fun " page ?

" Pi;cK " (West Kensington).—Pauline Frederick,
as you say, is in America, and you are in business in

Lonclon. So how could I tell you whether you will

ever meet her or not ?

E. B. (Birmingham).— So you would like Thf.
Picture Show to be published twice a week V Well,
I am glad to know you appreciate it so much. Yes,
there will be more pictures o£ Mary Pickford from
time to time.

H. B. (Dundee).—Don't be so modest. One
question is not a " great deal," and I shall not mind
if you ask more next time. Jack Pickford is twenty-
three. 1 note you would like photos of Thomas Meighan

('. K. (Bristol).

—

So you think this paper is " run
by leading ciiietna stars with the idea of discouraging

any aspirants to the profession." You arc wrong.
'J'he former have no more sav in the matter of
people wanting to get on the films than tlie om-
I)loy6cs of a firm which can only engage a certahi
number and no more. Film companies, as a matter
of fact, Jiavc no vacancies, and the letters 1 receive
from disappointed applicants support this fact.
Tlift film industry in this country is being deluged
with applications from many hundred,s of pcopli;
who think they can act, and to find work for even
the capable ones would be an impossibility. Crowd
work is irregular and infrequent, and a producer can
always get a crowd with case w ithout having to scour
the country for " cxtr.'is." 1 agree with you thai
there is plenty of fine British scenery, and may we
soon see it all on the films. Hope to iicar from voii
again.

L. Y. (Inverarie).—Delighted to know you are
proud to go and buy this paper. Are the.se the facts
^ ou want ? Constance Talmadge was born in
Brooklyn, New York, on Ai)ril 1!), )H0(). She has
golden hair and brown eyes, and is .5 feet 6 inches in
height. Norma Talmadgc's birthplace is Niagara
Falls, New York, and the date, May 2, 1897.

A. A. (Wandsworth).—Charlie C'hapliu'.s talent for
the films, like that of many other stars, was dis-
covered on the stage. •

A. S. (O.xford).—The scene you mention may have
been reproduced by " stage settings," or it may
have lieen taken at Oxford and used for the pictuc^'
in America. Douglas Fairbanks has not been in
ttiis country. Your letter to him has been sent on.

B. a. (Kdinburgh) and others.—Art plates are
again being issued. Do you Uke the one in thin
number ?

A. W. (Burropfield.)—I have read with interef-t
the account of the " make-believe " film play which
you say your friends perform in the wooils. It is

not bad at all. Y'ou can write to Antonio Moreno
and Pearl White through this office, as 1 cannot give
addresses,

.1. (i. H. (Hereford).—Sorry, I cannot adopt yoi.r
suggestion, as the khid of photographs you mention
would have no bearing on cinema matters at alL

li. H. (Birmingham.)—Any one of the trade
journals would be able to supply you with the infoi-
mation you want.

" Anxioi s Kate " (Eaglesfiekl).—Sorry I am
imable to oblige you with an art plate of Mary Pick-
ford, but if you ask your newsagent, he may be able
to get you the issue for May 3rd containing it.

Pleased to welcome you as a new reader.
A. W. G. (Gunnersbiu:y).

—
" Ham " is Lloyd

Ycrnon Hamilton, while " Bud " is the screen name
of A. U. Duncan,

M. K. (Liverpool).—You must have been interested
to learn from your cousin in New York how closely

you resemble Dorothy Dalton. I hope to pritit more
about her in The Picture show.

" Dixie " (Chester).—Neither Theda Bara nor
Pearl White are married, i^ew Cody is the husband
of Dorothy Dalton. He was born in WaterviUe,
Maine, U.S.A., thirty-four years ago. Marguerite
Clark has brown hair, hazel eyes, and fair complexion.

H. r. W. (Siegburg, Germanj').—It's splendid of

you to be getting other readers of this paper, and for

passing it round. Accept my best thanks for your
" chunks of good luck."

L. M. (Blackpool).— I cannot tell you for certain,

but no doubt if you wrote to Mary Pickford ami
Pearl White they might tionour you, as you say,

with a letter in return. Of coiu-se you may write
again, so don't forget.

M. 1{. (Brixton).—As you are only twelve, why
not wait till you are older, when your ambitions may
have changed ? I have sent your letter on to .\ntonio
Moreno as desired.

'

(More answers next week.)

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

Monthly issues of a bcoklet containing parlica-

lars of coming pictures should be given to

regular patrons (o enable them to arrange

visits to their favourite picture-house. It

sometimes happens that a previous en-

gagement makes it impossibh for one to

attend to s^e a certain film, and an advance

notice would prevent this.— 2/6 awarded

to L. W. Sinclai'-, 45, Gorthland Drive,

Deniristoun, Glasgow.

/yV answer to the many inquiries^ we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
^ Cinema actors and actresses,'* The Picture Show " will forward all such letterf^ on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters

are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter ; Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose I id. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show," The Fleetway

House. Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
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DOROTHY CAVE, who is to star with the

Gloria Film Co.npany. (I'hoto: Claud Harris.)

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Beautiful Art Plate of Pe?rl White in Next
Week's Issue of "The Picture Show."

AS promispd last weeU, I now aiinounco
that our next art plate will bo an abso'-

lutely new portrait of the ever-fasci-

natinp Pearl White, and will be given away
with The PicTaRE Show next Monday. The
collection of art plates we give away every
other week will be invaluable to lovers of

screen favourites, so don't forset to keep Thk
PiCTUitE Show on order. Tell your friends

who admire fearless I'earl to tell their news,
agent to save them a copy of The Pictubk
.Show next Monday.

—

—

Owen Mo are Asain.

WE are to see quite a lot of Owen Moore on
the films in the near future. 1 hear he
has just signed a long contract. K\er

since the old days when lie appeared opposite

Mary Pickford, whom you know is his wife,

Owen Moore has been a popular player in pic
tures. In the last few years he has not been
seen regularly upon the screen, and has not
associated himself with any one film company,
as he has preferred to select individual role?

w^ieh were to his liking rather than be com-'
pelled to play parts which he did not like.

The Selznick Picture Company, with which
he has signed up, says that there is a growing
market for pictures with men stars, and that

is whv thev have secured Owen Moore.

Bl&nche Sweet Coining Soon.

ANOTHER star wo have missed for some
time over here is Blanche Sweet. I hear
she is now .appearing in a picture, entitled

' A Woman of Pleasure," being the film ver-

sion of a play by James WiJlard, which you will

remember had a long run at the Adelphi Theatre,
London. This will be a Pathe nlm.—

—

As Prophesied.

YOU will remember in the interview The
Picture Show had with Miss Elsie

.Tanis, j\ist before she left for America,
she informed us we might soon see her, on the
iilm. This has now come to pass, and 1 hear
n big story is now in the making suitable to Miss
Janis s remarkable talents.

It is said that Miss Jams has been one of the
most consistently successful artistes in the his-

tory of the American stage. Beginning w hen
she was but a girl, she made her appearance on
the halls, gi\ing imitations of famous stars,

and was barred from New York for se\eral

years boc.nuso she was under the age pre.scriherl

by law. She then entered musical comedy,
and from there she lias been one of the biggest

successes as a revue artiste, both in America
and London.

She is Not Engaged.
CO.NSTAXCt: TALMADOE wishes it to be

known that the platinum and diamond
ring thnt you may have seen her wear on

the third finger of her left hand is not an
engagement -ring. As perhaps you know, the

right hand is often a little larger than the left,

and this ring, which was gi\en her by her sister

Norma, is tight for the right hand, and that

alone is the onlv reason Constance wears it on
the left.

A Wonderful Sapphire.

MISS YIROINIA PEARSON owns what is

probably the most wonderful sapphire

in the world. It certainly is one of the

largest in e.'sistence, and was bought from an
Indian medicine man. It is rich in colour, ivnd

its changeful moods under the slightest \aria-

tions of lighting make for continual variation

of aspect. Sometimes it glows as though it

lias a heart of fire, then again it seems to be
grey with mists, or of pure liquid blue. The.
Indian from whom it was obtained called it

' The Soul of the Sea."

How He Got the Rieht Number.

THE telephone .service in Los Angeles is

the same as elsewhere—no better, no
worse.

1 hear that Harold Lloyd had ten minutes
to catch a train, and wanted to 'phone a friend.

He was told he could not do it in the time,

but was met coming out of the telephone-box
with a broad smile on his face.

' T got through all right," he said.
'" How did it happen '! " asked bis friend.
" I called the wrong number and got the

right," said Mr. Lloyd proudly.—

—

A Letter From America.
" fTR*^^' '"no to time certain articles ap-

pearing in foreign publications would tend

toward the belief that the gentlemen
behind the British presses had banded together

iti order to '' knock " films of home manufacture.
Perhaps this attitude is not altogether inten-

tional, in any event it is ill advised, " writes Mr.
George L. Cox, of the American Film Company.

' Americans are not privileged to view
England's picture productions in their entirety.

We seB many of your better grade pictures, and
I, for one, thoroughly enjoy them. True, they
are different from oiirs, they are not all great,

neither are they all bad ; the same can be said

of our oirn product. But in both instances the

average is above ' fair.'

An Appreciation of British Players.

IN your issue of June 7th. 1019, one of your
readers voices a complaint to the effect

that British trims and playeis are no good.
British players have long been thcenvv and

admiration of all true-spirited American actors.

Having been identified with the motion |;

picture industry for the past ten years, m the !

\aricd capacities of writ.^r, acior, producer, and
director, I ftfel entitled to discuss the situation
as one who knows nhat he is talking about.

Wake Up!
**

,

WAKE up. you men of the British Pre,sa.

toot your own horn : don't tell tlie

people how bad your pictures are. or
have been, but plug for dear life for their ffittire.

and tell the world Itow rjood theij are ! It's a great
thing to believe absolutely in one's self—to have
the courage of one's convictions.

" Having voiced my feeble protest againsf
those of little faith who lack vision to pierce tliH

veil of to-morrow, may I not say that dear old
England will come into her own, and here's a
health to her." Thank you, Mr. Cox.

Tom Mix's New Pet.

TOM MIX says that lior.ses have not lost their
fascinr.tion because he has bought a bruin—a little bear jilted by its mother at sik-Ii

an early age that it did not even know how t.t

climb a tree. Tom is teaching it now ; but t-t

careful, of course, that the tree is not high
enough to let the bear scramble out of sight.— —

-

A Princely Gift.

IT is .said that H. B. Warner is one of the best
horsemen among screen stars. I'ntil he wa'-
thirty years of age, you know, he lived over

here, and was an enthusiastic rider after the
fox hounds. When yow see him in his latest
f»m play, " The Man'who Turned White," you
will see him mounted on a ma,gnificent Araluan
thoroughbred, named Ahmed the Second. This
liorse was presented to him by the Maharajah of
Aurangzeb, who was a great admirer of the
actor. — —

•

Li'ian ard Doro'hy.

ADMIRERS of Lilian and Dorothy Gish on
the film mostly know Lilian as a blonde,
and Dorothy as a brunette. Few reallv

know that both are pronounced blondes, with
blue eyes, and a wealth of golden hair; and
thousands of times has come the question which
is the older ? To be perfectly frank, Lilian is the
older. She is just 23, while Dorothy is 21. You
might know Lilian if you met her off the .screen,
but you would never know Dorothy, for her
black \\ ig, the one she has worn in every picture
she has made, makes her look an entirely
different person ; but it does full justice U>
her particular style of beauty, and that's all she
cares.

Temperamentally, each is the antithesis of
the other. Whatever admirable attributes you

find in one j'ou may not
look for in the other. Dorothy
is a chatterbox, while Lilian
speaks only when spoken to.
Dorothy is mischievous, wliilt-

LHian is demure. Lilian repils
and reads, and when she has

HENRy A'NLEY— a fine charac(er study of the old curio dealer in "Quinneys." (Oranger.)
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finished she reads some more ; w}iilo Dorothy
works off her superfluous enerpy in tennis.

Lihari is partial to a certain lounge, while

Dorothy is never still long enough to know what
such an article of fuinituro was intended for.

Will She Take Their Advice ?

WE are to seo Alice Joyce witli fair hair

in a coming Rex-Beach photo-play. It

happened this way.
In this film Alice takes the dual role of a

mother and a daughter. To clearly distinguish

the appearance of mother and daughter, the
star decided to affect a blonde wig. When she
first appeared at the Vitagraph Studio, the
doorman gazed stxipidly at her, and inquired if

she wished to seo someone. The eyes and
features were familiar, but the blonde trans-

formation rather stunned his powers of recollec-

tion. When Alice Joyco made known her
identity, and was allowed to pass through, the'

«loorkeeper could not resist telling other mem-
bers of the studio that Alice Joyce had bleached
her hair. Soon there was a crowd round the

beautiful star, and all agreed that the effect had
proved so becoming, and urged her to retain

it. Whether she will or not remains to be seen.

Another Proposal for Mary.
ERNEST K. BACKLUND, a watchmaker,

forty-five years of age, journeyed 7,000

miles from Sweden to Los Angeles to.

propose to little !Mary Tickford, only to find

the little star already married. Having niade
this discovery, he is now on his way back home
with a heavy liearfc, 7,000 miles of dreary travel

ahead of him.
" Ya, I came all da way from ilarieham,

Finland, my home, to see her and ask if she my
wife would be," he said. " I did not know she
married already was. I now go back to New
York and sail for Sweden. I am glad I see her."

Have You Seen This Girl ?

EDITH MARY TAYLOR WILSON has

been missing from her home. All Saints'

Vicarage, Rochdale, since 7.30 a.m. on
Tuesday, July 1st. Her description is

as loliows: EDITH MARY TAYLOR
WILSON, aged 17 years, 5 feet 7 inches or 8

inches in height, fresh complexion, blue eyes,

brown hair, well built, good set of teeth. A
student. When last seen she was dressed in a
bfuc serge frock, blue pilot-cloth coat, white

panama hat with black band. ^lay be in

po.sscssion of a brown attache case, and a black

macintosh. It is strongly thought that SHE
MAY HAVE SOUGHT EMPLOYMENT
THROUGH A CINEMA AGENCY. The
photograph, though taken in 191.5, is still a

good likeness. A SUBSTANTIAL REWARD
will be pai<l for information leading to the

»ccovcry of the missing person. Any informa-

tion should, be immediately communicated to

Ihc Chief Constable of Rochdale.

Priscilla Dean Well Again.

OUR congratulations to Priscilla Dean,
who has just returned back to the
Universal Studios, after an absence of a

month, during which time she was combating
the germs of pneumonia. She has had a hard
tight of it, but now is quite recovered, and is

hard at work to make up for the weeks she has
lost. —M—
Holidays.

EVEN film stars must play sometimes, and
they all have different 'deas as to what
constitutes a holiday. Bert Lyt^U's idea

of a good time is to go off on a fishing trip.

Ethel Clayton's is to travel. She is even now
on her way home from a trip to Japan. Madge
Kennedy flies to join her husband whenever she
gets a week off, and Florence Reed coni^ime.9

business with pleasure by working at her summer
home in Maine in hot weather. Irene Castle
does not believe in holiday-'. Even her
honeymoon was turned to advantage, and used
to take the necessary s<one8 for her next
picture. —M

—

Not All Honey Being a Hero.
THERE must be some glory .in being a

hero, but, nevertheless, it lias its dis-

advantages, says Eugene O'Br en. Since
becoming a star Gene has received i-o many
requests for jobs and fin.Tncial assistance, lie

has decided that perhaps, after all. it would be
better to be a villain. There is one advantage
he says about being a villnin. You may feel

certain tliat no one will call vipon yovi' for

anything. They feel that the villain is no
friend of theirs. For the hero, however, they
have such a generous feeling that they don't
mind how much he does for them."

The Cinema in Church.
TWENTY-ONE THOUSAND Methodist

Episcopal churches in the United States
are making moving pictures a part of their

Sunday services. The announcement comes from
D. W. Griffith, who recently addressed the
Metliodists on the subject at a mass meeting at

Columbus, Ohio. He explains the startling

innovation by the fact that the churches are

beginning to realise that they must do some-
thing to hold their congregations, and " as it is

possible to preach powerful sermons in pictures,

why not use them to further religious work ?
"

The features are not to be confined to religious

pictures, but are to alternate with wholesome
comedy. As Mr. Griffith remarks :

'" This is but one more evidence of the potent
power and tremendous influence of the silent

drama."

One For Monroe.A GOOD story is going the round of

Universal City about Rastus, the old

darkey servant of Monroe Sali.=bury.

Salisbury belongs to a very fashionable church,

and Uncle Rastus once expressed an ardent
desire to become a member of the san^e congre-

gation. Realising that the old man would not
feel comfortable in so exclusive a community,
Salisbury advised him to think it over, and ask
counsel in prayer.

" Well, Uncle Rastus," he inquired some
days later, " and has your prayer been answered
yet ?

"

" It .sure has, massa," the old man replied.
" And the Lord Himself appeared to me, and
He sez to me :

' Don't get peeved, Rastus, if

you can't git into that mighty high-powered
chapel. I've been trying the .same thing

myself ever since it was built, and I haven't got
in yet.' "

Do You Know
-

—

That a producing company is negotiating

for the White City Exposition grounds at
Shepherd s Bush, for a studio site 1

* »

—That the first picture Mrs Sidney Drew has
made since the death of her husband is entitled
" Bunkered," and has already been released

in America ?

* • *

—That Viola Dana has c\it her hair for her new
picture, " Some Bride "—and regrets having
done so ?

* * *

—That Jess Willard, the world's heavyweight
ex champion, has answered the call of the niovies,

his first picture being " The Challenge of

Chance " ? Fay Filmer.

G. M. ANDERSON.
Better known as Broncho Billy, who first intro-

duced the cowboy hero to the screen.

FROM "OVER there;'
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

FRANK WOODS, supervising director of
the Paramount pictures, calculates that
35,000 productions have been made since

1908, including big features, comedy dramas.
Westerns, and comedies. Mr. Woods' figures refer

merely to negatives. It now only remains for

some statistics fiend to have the time of his hfe
figuring out the number of positives that have
been made from these negatives, and how many
streets of London could be carpeted with these

strips of celluloid.

Eugene O'Brien is to be a star in his own
rights. His first stellar vehicle is to bo " The
Perfect Lover," and the director is looking, for

four leading women, each of a different type, to
' support " Gene. Daring man this producer.

Lou Tellegen with a Beard.

LOU TELLEGEN is at present living the
life of a recluse. He is growing a beard
for the Goldwyn picture in which he ig

playing opposite his wife, Geraldine Farrar. He
says that the amount of attention his altered

appearance is attractmg from the public em-
barrasses him so much that he has decided to
take his exercise in the studio groimds, or after

dark, till the script permits him to enjoy once
more the luxury of a shave. Truly, some of
the.se picture folk suffer through sheer devotion
to their art,

EL.SIE CODD.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

Members of the cast and extras at the Harma Studios enjoying themselves at a fancy dress ball, given by
Mr. Thornton, the producer. Afterwards the camera-man appeared to take scenes for a new film. JAMES

KNIGHT can be seen in the centre.

Bruin, the mascot bear of GEORGE
WALSH, wishes his master "Good Morn-
ing," and is rewarded with a piece of sugar.

Life as it is lived in London. A party of society merry-makers take refreshment at an " all-night '* coffee

stall. The two central figures with opera hats are (left) Mr. STEWART ROME and (right) GREGORY
SCOTT. Of course, they are only acting Jor a new Broadwest picture.

The lighter side of studio life. NORAH MOORE, a popular Unive sal star, giving Pat and Mickey Money to burn ! HAROLD LLOYD revelling in

Moore a ride round the grounds. The ambition of these two children is "to grow up like ' Eddie Polo, a pile of dollar notes. But, perhaps, they are
only imitation screen ones.
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Don't Miss this Thrilling Serial, being the Adventures in the Life of a Cinema Star.

READ THIS FIRST.

MISS JANICE CLAKE. sister of JIarigoUl, tlio

well-known lilm artiste, takes the place of

)icr sister in a new film which Daore Lawtoii

is producing. It deals with circns life, and Mangold,

who has won lame easily, refuses to endanger her

life by acting with wild animals. Janice has just

foiiipleted a few scenes successfully when one of the

lions attacks her and seriously injures lier. The
accident complicates matters, for the identity of

Janice has been hidden l)y order of her sclfisli sister,

and noliody in tlie studio suspeeta that anyone but

Jlarigold has made the scenes. Janice is lying ill in

the cottage of Rov Sugden, the young producer,

who is in love with Marigold. And, owing to tlie

remarkable likeness of the two girls. Hoy also be-

lieves that tlie victim of the accident is Mangold.

When Janice is on the road to recovery, and just

before she returns to her home at Brighton, she

breaks the engagement with Roy, and tells him that

she will tcleplione him in the evening. On reaching

Brighton. Janice is surprised to tind that a change

host overcome her sister and tliat slie is pleased to see

her Janice tells Marigold to telephone Roy, and

Marigold replies, " Very well, dear, I want to .see

liiin and set everything right between us."

you CAN NOW READ ON.

The Lover Arrives.

IT
somehow bothered me to have him call

me "Marigold,' " Janice said, when her

sister came back from the telephone.
" I hope you don t mind. I asked him to call

me ' Jane '—mother's name for me."
There was a brief silence. The sisters were

in Janice's room, to which the latter had been

carried and made to rest. The son was setting,

ond it was shadowy in the httte white room.

Janice was glad that they could not see each

other's face very plainly.
" You mean that he'll probably call me
Jane ' ? " Marigold asked.
" Plain Jane, no doubt," her sister replied.

Again there was a little silence, then Marigold

said :

" Well, I'll remember that. And—about the

broken engagement
"

" Oh, it wasn't final. You can tell him
now that you know your own heart."

" What an idea !
" said Marigold. " To you

suppose anv giri ever does ?
"

'• Yes, of course I do," her sister replied, in

startled amazement.
Janice changed the subject.
" So lie—he's coming clown ?

"

' Rather ! My word. Jan, but you've been

a marvellous understudy in more ways than

one. You should have heard Roy. Somehow
I felt ratlier guilty. I was being very matey

and all that—but he just fastened on to the

fact that I wanted to see him ' again so soon,'

as it were. He's on his way now—hired the

old bone-shaker at the inn—and ought to be

here within the hour."
Janice shivered and drew her shawl about

her shoulders.

Coming here, but she would not see him, nor

even hear his voice. Her little white room
overlooked the garden, but she did not mean to

s«ay in it while Roy and Marigold had their

great reconciliation. Yet lie woidd be here,

and the thought of his mere presence near her

lilled her with dreadful rapture.

Thank Heaven Jlarigold hadn't the ghost of a

su.spicion, and she was light-hearted and cheer-

ful in a way that Janice had never known her

to be before. It was queer what Dacre Lawton
had said about her, that she was learning to

know life. Was that what ma<le her gentler

and less selfish ?

And how could Marigold learn lessons about
life cooped up in this pokey little hole with a
querulous .semi-invalid ? Marigold, who had
the world at her feet, and who had been every-

where and met everybody. It seemed incredible

to simple-minded Janice.

Lawton had taken him.sclf off soon after tea,

and Janice, from the big chair by the window
in her bedroom, had seen Marigold walk down
to the gate with liim, clinging affectionately to

his arm. She really looked like a child, thought
Janice—who, herself, suddenly felt quite aged

—

Janice
Clare.

a school girl ribbon

in the pink ginghaii
dress that was now
a little out of date
in fashion as it was
faded of hue, and
with her silken hair
bunched together with
bow.

She waved good-bye to Lawton, and then
mischievously blew him a kiss. After that she
leaned on the gate, chin resting thoughtfully
on folded arms. -

Janice, who had always been passionately
devoted to her sister, experienced a little pang
in contemplating Marigold's beauty, forgetting
that, so far as it was concerned, she and Marigold
were doubles. Nothing could make her believe
that she was as beautiful as Marigold.

For a long time Marigold stood there, while
the twilight faded a little and a misty haze rose
over the sea.

Then came the hoot of a motor-horn, and the
so\md of an engine working noisily, if otherwise
harmoniously, and Roy Sugden had arrived.

It had been Janice's intention to retire to the
back of the house the instant he appeared, but
desire was too strong for her. She would go
presently—yes, she promised herself that—as
she crouched white-faced in the shadows.

" Hello !
' Marigold called out to him as he

jumped briskly out of the car. " You didn't
let any grass grow under your feet getting here,
did you ?

"

He paused, and the watcher at the window
saw how puzzled he looked.

" Well ? " Marigold asked hghtly.
He came inside the garden and paused again.

Janice's heart thumped madly. For three
weeks Roy and she had been in close association
daily, living under the same roof and taking
most of their meals together. It would he
strange, in spite of the great likeness between
the sisters, if now he did not suspect some-
thing.

" What have you been doing with yourself ?
"

he asked. And his voice was puzzled, too.
" How do you mean ? " Marigold incjuired

quickly.
" You're changed—absolutely different," he

stated.
" W"hat an idea !

"

" I can't make you out," he went on stub-
bornly. " And your voice over the telephone
sounded different, too."

Marigold laughed merrily, a»d motioned him
towards one of the basket chairs.

" So you got down all right—with Lawton's
kind assistance," be added, with the ghost of a
sneei\ <

jMarigold plucked at the folds of her pink
gown.

" Don't you like Dacre ? " she asked.
" Oh, so he's ' Dacre,' is he ? I never heard

you call him that before."
" Why shouldn't 11"
" No reason that I can think of any more

than why you shouldn't prefer his company to

mine to take you home, and then send for me
afterwards like you'd whistle for a dog."

Janice covild scarcely believe her ears. Roy
had never spoken to her as rudely as this, and,

knowing Marigold, she expected to hear her fly

into a temper. But Marigold did nothing of

the sort ; she merely sat there looking rather

pensive, and making the skirt of her gown into

tiny pleats.

All the time Roy was regarding her very

critically.

By ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.
" I should think— if I didn't know such a

thing to be impossible—that you'd added quite
half a stone to your weight during the clrivc

down here this afternoon, as well as an extra-
ordinary coat of tan. And in other ways you
scarcely seem like the same girl to me."
He spoke in a mystified but detached manner,

as though striving to elucidate some interesting
problem that was, however, far beyond him.

' Why did you ask me to come down 'I
" he

asked abruptly, changing the subject.
" To—to talk about us—our future and all

that," Marigold replied.

But yovi wouldn't discuss it at Lavender
Cottage !

"

"I couldn't very well," Marigold replied,

more truthfully than he was aware.
" You mean, because you were my guest ?

"

" Something like that. Roy, do you still

want me to marry you ?
"

At that point Janice withdrew from the
window, and it was a pity that she did so.

R
Rcy is Puzzled.

OY got up and paced to and fro restlessly.
" I can't thinl< why you play fast and

loose with me," he said, with some display
of irritation. " I don't understand you at all,

Marigold."
" 1 thought I was to be ' .Jane,' " Marigold

said, remembering what .Janice had told her.
" You don't seem like little Jane to me a bit

now," he replied in that odd, critical way he
had suddenly developed.

" Really, I believe I'm jealous of ' Jane,'
"

Marigold said laughingly. " Is she nicer than
Marigold ?

"

' Much—but she wasn't very kind, either."'
" My dear Roy, I'm trying hard to be kind !

"

" Please don't. I'd rather you didn't make
the effort. I feel that you are acting. Listen,

Marigold ; it's very curious, but when you,

little ' plain Jane,' broke our engagement and
behaved in such a fashion that I thought my
heart was broken, too, I didn't believe you,
really. I felt that you were acting then, for

some unknown reason, and that underneath
your simulated indifference you cared for me.
There was a trick you had of watching me out
of the comers of your eyes, and of flushing up
when I came into the room. It was as though
some unseen power had forbidden you to express

a great lovo which I was egotistical enough to

think you had for me."
" This all sounds very strange," Marigold

commented.
" I dare say it does. And now I feel that

you're playing another part with everything
reversed. You ask me if I still want to marry
you—and I'm sure you don't care about me at

all."

She said nothing, hut sat staring at -him while

the twilight faded, remembering what she had
said to Janice about not knowing one's own
heart.

" Is it Dacre Lawton ? " Roy asked ^quietly.
" Why, whatever put such an idea into your

head ?
"

You knew that I was jealous of him at

Lavender Cottage."
" Were you ? I mean—good heavens, but

that's an odd notion !

"

"Possibly. I'm in your , hands. Marigold,

entirely ; but, of course, you can't keep me
dangling forever."'

" Y6u mean about our engagement ?
"

"Yes."
" Well, then, Roy, shall we wait just a little

longer ? As you say, I can t keep you dangling

forever. But somehow I don't tliink you care

as much as I imagined you did."
" And I'm sure that you don't," Roy added

quickly.

They shook hands at parting, and Roy left

with the strangest sensation he had ever experi-

enced in his life. It seemed to him that the

(Continued on Booe 8.)
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CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S NEW FILM, "SUNNYSIDE."

Sunday morning in Sunnvside haven of peace for all mankind except one - When off duty, Charlie can hold his own with the other knuts of the
Charlie, the man of all work at the local inn. The day began with his village; but when he is trying to earn his living he leads a dog's life,

master's kicks, which roused our hero from his infantlike slumbers. 1 his Sunday is particularly an unlucky day.

His employer's flow of abuse waxed stronger After a fight with a cow, Charlie was thrown over a small bridge, and there in comfort he dreams,

than usual when a portion of fried egg slid During the time he is in Dreamland, Charlie revels in an Arcadian dell where fairy nymphs dance
down his neck from the pan. with him, and he is happy.

Charlie is no dancer, and he stumbled and fell, and they threw a string of flowers to Arcadia has vanished and Charlie was kicked home, only
draw him up. They pulled, and he awoke to find his master there. to find that hi; lovely Edna has been taken from him.

A few adventures, tragic to Charlie, but amusing to us, in "Sunnyside," the third Million Dollar Chapljn. (Western import.)
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The Girl Who Dared Zl^Z'ee.

fjirl he really loved was but a mirage of imagina-
tion ; like a fair dream ^ity raising hope in the
angtiishetl soul of a desert traveller.

Vanished !

Was it a milder case in female flesh of " Dr.
Jekjll and Mr. Hyde "

.'

From the moment he entered the gate he had
known that Marigold was not the girl who had
been nursed bat-k to health and strength at

Lavender Cottage : she was not the girl he loved.
Yet. paradoxically, she must be.

Could he possibly have imagined that Mari-
gold ? It so, other peojjle had imagined her,

too. Aunt Susan had said how much nicer she
was than the Sunday she had come to lunch.
Bat the main ix>int wius that the girl he loved'

had vanished, leaving his heart empty and for-

lorn.

A Chat with Lawton.

IT had been arranged that Marigold was to

resume her interru])ted work on Monday.
The enforced rest and quiet had done her

good, and she was feeling at the top-notch of

physical perfection when she turned up at
Hurstfield Hall.

Some mysterious alchemy had been at work
in hgr, and it struck deeper than mere flesh and
bone. She felt very uncomfortable indeed
when the members of the company clustered

aroiuid and congratulated her on what was
supposed to be her marvellous escape and quick
recovery from the old lion's savage assault.

Eagerly, a little guiltily, her eyes sought for

Sugden, but he wivs nowhere to be seeUi

They wei-e to work indoors that day, and the
lieat promised to be stifling. Jones, the camera-
man, told Miss Clare that she would be needed
in about two hours, and she cros.sed the lawns
lowaixls tlio hut where Dacre Lawton had liis

office.

Midway she halted, filled with violent tremors
that were beyond her power to control. During
tliis weather the trick elephants were given three
baths a day, and, as on a fonner occasion, they
appeared attended by Bill Bloggs on their way
to the pool.

^Marigold Ivad either to retreat or meet and
pass them. There was no other alternative.

During those weeks of seclusion she had quite
made up her mind that Janice mast not be
allowed "to run ;uiy more risks on her behalf.

She had determined to conquer her cowardice
and go through with the scenes that she dreaded
so much.
And here came the elephants, the really " good

boys " of the circus, with whom even little Kddie
Mogra, aged three, took the greatest liberties ;

iuid, at sight of them, Marigold's blood turned
to water.
She wanted to scream out and run, but too

many people were watching her ; or, if not
.ictually attentive, would certainly become so if

she took to her heels in flight.

On the beasts came, their great grey bodies
swaying grotesquely, their tmnks swinging like

jjendulums, and their wicked-looking httle eyes
seemingly alert with ill-concealed mischief.

Bill Bloggs, to save his own legs, was riding

Hamslii, the leader, rocking carelessly on the
great carcass as though an elephant's back had
Ijecn his means of transport since infancy.
Marigold marvelled at Bill, even as she grew sick

with terror.

She turned perfectly white, but, strange to
relate, managed to stand her grotmd.
A flash of memory suddenly illuminated the

: ause of her cowardice with regard to animals.
There was a reason for*it, and she was rather
glad, now—though .suffering acutely—to have
gritted her teeth and determined to .see it

through.
The memory had been re\'ived purely through

sensation. When she was cjuite a small child
she had met a herd of cows in a narrow country
laiie boixlered on either side by steep thick
liedges, and one of the -beasts had made for her.

By a miracle, she slipped pa.st the menacing
pair of horns, only to find herself involved in a
nightmare of warm, huge shapes that tossed
angry heads as they passed and threatened her
small feet with their hoofs.

'Marigold had been very ill with an attack of
brain fever after that experience.
Now she knew why this terror of hers was

well-nigh uncontrollable.

On camo the elephants.

" 'Morning, Miss Clare. Glad to see you're
out again, miss," said Bill, casting away the
brief end of a cigarette.

" Thank you," Marigold gasped in reply,
trying not to see the elephants. One of them'
swayed his trunk, in her direction with an air
of inquiry. It w;is the custom for the ladies
of tho company to respond to this mananivre
with a bun or apple. Marigold managed not to
scream ; she closed her eyes dizzily—and the
elephants passed on.
For an infrtant she could not believe that she

was not to be crushed or trampled alive ; then,
with a gasping sob, she ran towards Lawton s

hut.
When she burst in on him, his face was nearly

as white as hers.
" My child, what did you do it for !

" he
exclaimed.

Marigold swayed giddily and sank down into
the cha;ir he pushed forward.
He brought her a glass of water and made her

drink some of it.

" I understand. Marigold," he said kindly.
" I was a brute to you that day when you said
you sini])ly couldn't face the animal stunts.
The truth is, you were right. You can't.
Watching you ju.st now, I realised what you
were suffering, and it made me Ul, Poor httle
girl !

"

" I don't want to be a coward,'' Marigold
said miserably. " Oh, Dacre, I tried so hard
not to be afraid—but I wjis !

"
' Yours isn't the only kind of cowardice,''

Lawton repUed abruptly. " Sit quietly for a
few moments, and we'll talk of something else.

Did you see Sugden ?
"

" Yes, but he didn't stay very long. He
thought that 1 had changed, ,and 1 don't think
he likes me as myself ; Jan seems to have made
more of a success of the role."

What do you mean ? " Lawton asked
(juickly.

" Well, we didn't get engaged again. He—he
seems to think I've transferred my affections to
you. Have you, by any chance, been flirting

with my sister ?
"

Lawton made a gesture of annoyed dissent.
He felt old, miserable, and wholly at sea in this
curious affair.

' No man would be impertinent enough to
flirt with Janice, ' he said severely.

" Then you've been flirting with me, Dacre,
'

the girl said gravely.-

L^pon my soul, I have not !

"

' You needn't roar like a bull.''
'" I'm sorry. Forgive me."
" To apologise is even worse."
He took a quick turn and ended up by the

window, with his back towards her.
' There's Sugden coming along,'' he said

gloomily.
Marigold got up and joined him. As he had

told liinLself often of late with some secret bitter-
ness. Marigold probably regarded him in the
nature of a father, so there was no reason why
he should resent the liberty she took of resting
a hand on his shoulder. Yet he did resent it, and
moved slightly, so that her hand slipped away
again.
Hang it all, he wasn't old enough to be her

father by a good eight or ten years, and he
wasn't going to be treated like one.

What's the matter, Dacre ? You're so
cross and stand-oiSsh tliis morning. '

WALLACE REID is a screen actor of many
parts, and for versatility he has no equal.
In the early days he played comedy parts,

and later he figured as a virile type of hero. He
feels equally at home whether in the part of a
sturdy cowboy or a smart society man ; and,
in fact, scenar'o writers have in turn cast him for
almost everj'thinc mider the sun.

Still Wally doesn't mind. It is all part of a
screen career, and he is partictilarly fortimate,
for whatever he takes up usually turns out to be
a great succe.ss.

Wallace Reid, who now plays for Paramount
pictures, has also had experience with the
Selig, 'V'itagraph, American, and Universal
Companies. On one occasion he played in a
comedy with the departed John Biumy.
Nature has endowed him with dash and

daring, in addition to a handsome face and an
attractive personality. Wallace was bom in
St. Louis on April 15th, and his schooldays were
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Again he apologised, • and while she wa«
rebuking him, the door opened and Roy Sogden
carne in.

Marigold started in a manner that was
distinctly guilty, and Roy observetl it. So hr:

had been right in surmising that there wu.s sonn-
secret understanding between her and Dacre
Lawton.
He scarcely looked at her, but gave a message

to Lawton in connection with thei* work, and
Marigold took the opportunity to excuse herself
and get reatly for the rehearsal.

A Change in Marigold.

IT was a very hot morning, indeed, when
about ,1 week later Janice came up to
London to do. some .shojjpinj;. She felt en-

tirely well now, and of late Marigold's kindness
and consideration had been such tliat she ought
to he a very happy girl, too.

Marigold had given her a fat roll of bank-
notes to buy herself some pretty clothes, and
had insisted upon her accepting the gift of some
of her own wearing apparel.

To-day, for the first time in her life, Janice—
the Cinderella sister—was clad in such raiment
as her beauty demanded. She was wearing,
in fact, the delicate Mac silk muslin with hat
to match and flowered sunshade which Marigold
had on that fatal Sunday.

" Now mind you do yourself well, and have
a nice hmeh. And if anybody .speaks to you as
though they knew you, play up and pretend to
be me. But I shoulchi't advise you to lunch at
the Ritz. You'd run into too many of my
friends there."
Thus had Marigold advised her before depart-

ing for the studio.

In the ordinary way, Janice could not have
failed to be happy, for these were all changes for
the good, but she was not in the least so.

She thought too much about Roy Sngdfn.
and .she was quite home-sick for a chat with
.\unt Susan. Her heart, unfortunately, was in
Lavender Cottaee. And it seemed impossible
to get Marigold to state anything definite about
Roy, beyond the fact that they were not yet
re-engaged. Whose fault this curious state of

affairs was, Janice did not know, and she was too
shy to try to probe deeply into her sister's love
affairs.

Sick and sore at heart though she was, the
day had pleasant possibilities.

The shops really delighted her.

Halting at the Picca'lilly end of Bo d Street.
Janice meditate 1 the problem of lunch. Marigold
had said she had better not go to the Ritz, and
indeed she woi.ld not have possessefl sufficient

temerity to enter such a magnificent -pot alone.

Stewart s looked very attractive, particularly as
Janice- was in a mood for confectionery. The
sort of lunch she meditated would have killed

anybody.
She tvmed to enter, congratulating herself

that so far the only friends of Marigold's who
had recognised her were two women in a motor-
car. They had passed with smiles and waves of
white-gloved hands, and .Janice had remembered
in time to return their salutations and not look
surprised.

And then, a hand was laid on her arm with a
familiarity that made her draw away sharply.
She whirled around and there stood Roy Sugden.

(To he continued.)

A SCREEN ACTOR
OF MANY PARTS.

spent in New Jersey. For a short time he went
on the stage in one of his father's productions.
Then he went into a newspaper ofliee. The ex-
perience gained here has proved of great value,

for in addition to acting for the screen, WaUacej
has written quite a lumibt-r of scenarios. In
fact, he was an established writer for the screen,

a cood while before he reached the dizzyi

heights of stardom.
A\'allace is married to Dorothy Davenport,

and he has one small son. He is 6 feet 2 inches

in height, and has light brown hair, and hazet

eyes. His hobbies are motoring and playing
stringed instnmients ; while he also enjoya
swimming, playing teimis, and dancmg.
He is particularly proud of liis domestic{

accomplishments, and can cook and do any-

household task when, the necessity arises.!

Nursing the baby is his especial delight. Mr. antil

.Mrs. Wallace Reid have a delightful bungalow
set in a picturesque garden in Califoroia.

WALLACE REID.
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A CHAT WITH HELEN MATHERS
ABOUT 'COM/N' THRO' THE RYEr

HELEN MATHERS. (Vandykv.)

WE drew two chairs into the shade where
the wild hyacinths made a blue carpet
under the trees, and Helen Illathcrs

chatted with me about '" Comin' Thro' the Rye."
It seemed as thongh I, who have read the

iook a score of times, was with Helen Adair
herself that sunny afternoon. The famous
authoress has all Nell's warm-heartedness,

her charm, her humour—and, dare I say it?

—

but, I believe, her wilfulness, too, should the

occasion arise.

Contrary to general belief, Helen Mathers

has not made an enormous fortune through
her books, though they have been printed
over and over again in every country under
the sun. " Comin' Thro' the Rye " has even
been set up in Braille for the blind. She does
not resent that overmuch, for, as she explains :

" Quite a sea of love comes to me from
people all over tlie world. If I don't get
money, I get love."

"Comin' Thro' the Rye" is an " open
Sesame " that opens everybody's heart.

Queen Alexandra has a favourite copy
bound in blue calf. The bookmark which
Helen Mathers sent her Majesty for a birth-

day present has embroidered on it in gold,
" Dieu dit ' Je ne peux etre partout,' s'il crea
la mere." ("God said, 'I cannot be every-
where,' so he made mothers").
When the story was filmed, a command

performance was given at Marlborough
House, and her Majesty expressed herself

delighted with the performance.

An Everlasting Appeal.
EVERYWHERE the film is sho.wn there

are queues of people eager to get a
glimpse of their beloved Nell. In

following the story of Nell's love is there a
woman who fails to read in it the seed-time,

summer, and harvest of her own heart, I

wonder ?
'

Last time I was in a picture-house where it

was being shown I overheard a woman behind
me saying :

What ever made you come to see the
film for the fifth time ?

"

Her friend answered :

HOW TO ACT
ONE cannot be surprised in these days of

marvellous human ingenuity to see the
most sober-minded people contemplating

cinema-acting as a means of earning a com-
fortable livelihood, and that false appearance
of worldly success—such a powerl'ui position

has the- screen established for itself in all

countries. With the usual disregard of conse-

quences, few stop to consider the needs of the
soni, or the possibilities of it, and do not look
ahead to the breakers beliind the glamour, that
might spell disappointment and worrj'.

Aspirants should be prepared to be their own
judges as well as pleaders, and not let absurd
ideas over-rule conmion-sense, or the wiser
advice of those in authority over them.

I have been approached in the matter of a
search for tlie discovery of talent. The nivich-

needed young lady need not be of tlie Pickford
type and appearance, but the main thing is

that I want personality and adaptability, as
well as good looks.

Aspirants to Film Honours.

IN the first place, the aspirants to film honours
must be as plastic as clay in the hands of
the potter, and patient, above all things.

Able to hide anxiety mxder an immobile face

—

that is, however, able and ready to portray
just the expression the producer wants at un-
certain moments. Artiste? must suipass them-
selves. Unfortunately, not all of our present-
day artistes are able to do this. But it is essen-
tial to true success, and the failure to do this

always leads to unpleasant results, non-engage-
ments, and the downward grade. They should
11I.SO pose.sss a strong independence, but sutficient

ta< t, not to be offensive. I must make this
«)iiite clear. People who do not obey come to
grief. The first day vinder the exactions of a
producer would drive most would-be artistes

from the cinema studio in despair. Not even
tvei-y hundredth person is suitable for the film.

I do not exaggerate. Tt is my duty to point
these things out, so that none br:t the most
courageous people, with a profound faith in

• licir own powers will approach. When ] say
1 want peoijlo with perfect assuraneo in them-

By MAURICE
ELVEY ::

selves, let no one infer that a pushing manner
passes by me as bona-fide and true ability. A
little while ago, it may be remembered, several
of our favoured journals made much ado over
the talents of a promising young lad3'. This
was not the genuine praise attendant on screen
success. Nor is that of persons who have been
boomed over-night by considerate and obliging
press men and aggressive pilots havmg an
interest in the success of that particular person.
It took little Marj' Pickford eight years to win
the approbation she enjoys to-day. Eight
years of grinding work, and hiding many fears.

I advise young ladies to notice this when con-
sidering that fabulous salary given her.

The Much Wanted Star.
ARTISTES should be masters of gesture ;

every action expresses some personal
trait, betrays ones own forgettable

faults, or the character of the soul which he or
she impersonates. What is the use of an
attractive face without intelligence, the depth
beyond it ? Everyone knows why statues
di.sappoint. The warmth of life is not in them.
They represent nothing but an idea—a cold
presentation, just what they really are

—

chastity or ugliness chained in immutable
matter.
The successful girl—and, incidentally, the

much-wanted girl—is she who can appear in
the imiocence of a Bume-Iones maiden,
exhibit the pangs of con.science of Salome, or,
better and higher, Magdelene, and as rapidly
express the languor of an ingenue : who can,
like the fabled Lorelei, tantahse, plead, chal-
lenge, abhor, in five minutes.

If I asked any of my aspirants to delineate
the several qualities that distinguish Pauline
Frederick, Jlae Marsh, Mary Pickford, Mary
Miles Minter or Alma Taylor, I guarantee that
not one satisfactory explanation would be forth-
coming. These, and our great tragediennes
Duse, Bernhardt, and Terry, as well as Mary
.\ndei-son {Madame de Navarro) ought to be the
studies of those desirous of true picture honours.
To improvise on the personality one ie

presenting is the conquest of self. True ability

" I'd come and see it at least a dozen times;

—I've read the book over and over again."

Alma Taylor as Nell.

IASKEU Helen Mathers, who you must'
know is Mrs. Reeves in private life, what
her impressions were when she saw the film.

She told me she was delighted with Alma
Taylor.

' The girl in the apple tree waa myself to

the life—even to her delightful legs," she said.;
" For mine were my only good point when I;

was a freckled, red-headed, madcap child.

One of the most ecstatic moments of my life

was when 1 overheard one of my father's

grooms say that for his part he couldn't see

Miss 'UUen was so ugly ! She'd got the beauti-

fullest dancing legs he ever saw in his life!"

The Manor House in the story was really

the Dower House of the Earls of Devon, and
very beautiful ; so was SteephiU Castle, where
the love scenes of the book were played in part.

" I howled myself sick in the scene where
Wattie dies," the authoress confided.

Truly science is the handmaid of romance.
" Do you write much now ? " I asked.

"No. I lost the power to write- novels

when I lost my son," Mrs. Reeves explained.

And just for a minuto I felt the shadow that

has darkened the life of the woman who was a

mother before all. ^

In 1910 Helen Mathers began her auto-

biography, and the story of her son's life.

She is still working on it. It is to be entitled
" At Eventide It Shall be Light," and will be

published this autumn. W. R. J.

lies not in being able to imitate, but in creating

an atmosphere.

A Word to Would-be Stars.

I
WOULD counsel all young people anxious

to enter the race for laurels not to look at

the work from the financial point of view
only, and to look behind the illusions of the

beatitiful picture before coming in contact with

the plain reality and awesome circumstances
behind it. The glittering of simshine upon
water is not the glitter of diamonds, and it is

foolishness for anyone to venture into unknown
waters without need when they cannot swim.
Remember, also, that the stars ghttering in a

calm night sky, like sequins on a gauze, are realiy

engaged in th.e grim struggle for an eternal

change, for existence in the chaos of the universe.

MAURICE ELVEY.
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A FASCINATING STORY OF A QUAINT LEGEND THAT CAME TRUE.

O'
Grandma Tells The Story.

kH ! For goodness' sake, grandma, give

over telling the children your foolish

'legends, it not enough that

have Bcareoly enongh to eat, and must bo

ever at work if we want to exist 1 Give over

the story telling. I say."
The widow Manot, busy with her weaving,

spoke sharply ; but her anxious glance was not

on the old woman, but on her daughter Marcia.

The girl was just budding into eavly woiiinn-

hood, but she seemed to care for little which
interesto;! other girls of her age.

She was nevei so happy as when seated at her

old grandmother's knee, listening to the weiril

folk tales from tlie old woman's endless store,

and to-nig!it her beautiful eyes were more than
usually bright as she listened to the story ot

the Devil s iStone.

Neither the old woman nor the young girl

paid any attention to the outburst of the

widow ; they were by far too engrossed in the

story.
" And tlie Queen F.smaralda wa? seated on

her throne when they brought the unhappy
priest before her.

" ' Where is th° rich and rare jewel which my
men failed to find when they ransacked your
church ? ' she demanded.

" The priest shook his head as he knelt before

her.

"'It belongs to the Lord Clod,' he said

liumbly.
" The Queen frowned.
" ' I desire the jewel and will have it I

' she

said.

"The priest made a faint gestui-e, but the

Queen's quick eye caught the glcajn of sornethirig

secreted in his tunic.
" ' Search him,' slie demanded to those who

stood around. And despite the priest's prayers

and supplications, a gold circlet witli a wonderful
green stone was soon in her hands.

" Never had the Queen seen such a beautiful

gem, and instinctively she rose to her feet,

holding the jewel to licr breast, her face shining

with ecstasy. But not for long.
" The priest, after struggling with his captors,

suddenly de-isted and tui-ned to her.
" ' Accursed is the stone !

' he cried in a loud

voice. ' Accursed shall be those who possess

it ; and you, oh, Queen, shall wander homeless
and wretched, until it is taken back to God, to

whom it belongs.'
' Then the Queen was very angrj-, and ordered

that Hie priest should be thrown from the rocks

into the sea. and he was dragged away.
" The Queen made her way down to where her

followers were supping, and, lifting up a horn
of wine, she cried :

* Drink to my jewel !

'

" And, even as she spoke, the ghost of the now-
dying priest appeared before h.er. There wa^ a
blackness, and thunder cras^hed

"

" Good gracious mc, what is that ?
"

The narrator paused abruptly as a Jieav.v

crash of thunder sounded suddenly without.

The widow Manot glanced up from, her work
impatientl.v. ,

^

" It's only a storm," she said.

Marcia had risen from her low chair and now
glanced half-fearfully towards the window where
rain was beating in a fury.

The old woman smiled at her reassuringly.

" Well, ns I was pa^nng," she went on, " there

came a,sudden blackness, and the Queen Esniar-

alda was transformed into a black cat, who
even now they say wanders "

Another rolling crash of tlnmder, succeeded by
a flash of brilliant lightning, interrupted the

narrator yet .again ; and while they waited for

the noise to end, the window suddenlj' blow open,

letting in a stream of raindrops, and something

f.]ge_a black cat, lean, wet, and wretched,

attracted evidently by the light, scrambled up
the wall and flung itself into the room.

Si'as had heard of the jewel which Marcij ia'l

found, and was anxioux to see it.

Marcia uttered an hysterical little cry.
" It is the Queen F.smaralda !

" she said.

The Green Gem,
EARLY the next morning, Marcia was out

with her fishing basket along the sea.shore.

The stoiTn had entirel.v disappeared and
the sunlight glinted on the rolling waves as she
picked her way among the small boulders.

At a small stone shrine, green with the spray
of ages, she paused for a moment to pray.

She was about to rise when her gaze was
attracted by a peculiar gleam in a pool near by.
Half-fearfully she buried her hand in the wet
sand, while her fingers closed o\'er something
large and solid.

She drew it up.
It was an oblong gem, set in a heavily

engra^-ed gold belt.

And then, as she stared at it. the legend of the
Devil's Stone swept through her mind, and the
peculiar green stone began to ghnt and sparkle.
It fascinated her, even while it repelled.

As she stood hesitating, with the jewel in

her hands, her gaze wandered to the shrine
and the small stone cross.

Acting on the impul.se she wove the circlet

roimd it, believing, as she did, it belonged there
by right.

But she could not tear herself away from the
gem. Again, and yet again, she had to take it in-

hor hands, and finally she wrapped it carefully
in her apron and rushed with it to her home.

(Irandma, the widow, and her little brother,
a Cripple, were at their morning meal.
The girl was about to pass tliem and go

straight up to her room, but her mother pre-
vented her.

" Come and eat w-hat we have," she said
bitterly. " There is little enough to be isure."
And then Marcia could keep her secret no

longer.
" See what I've found !

" phe cried. " It l.i

flie precious jewel of Oueen Esmaralda."
And while they all leant over the gom, thf

miserable, g.aunt, black cat came and rubbed
itself, about their legs, but none of them heeded
it'.

Weeks passed and then Silas Martin came to
I 111' fislieries.

He was the owner, a man who cared for
nothing but piling up his banking account, and
lie held the fishermen in the hollow of his hands.

Incidentally Sila= heard of the jewel which
Mar' ia had lound and was anxious to sec it.

On the pretext of getting Marcia to interpret
the fisherman's rctjuests for him, lie made her.
.1' quaintance.

Mar.-ia distrusted and disliked him from their
first meeting, but the poor widow, dazzled by
.'mIts Martin's v caltli, urged Marcia to be polite
to him.
Onf evening, when lie called at the cottage,

le asked to see the gem, and Marcia showed
it to him. The sight of the jewel made him
determined to get it at any cost, but the girl

refused to sell it. Silas then determined on a
vory drastic nieasure. He would marr\ Marcia.
He had neither love nor even tenderiie.««

to offer any woman, and Marcia would not listen

to him, but he found an ally in the widow
Manot.

' I need not work «o hard, your brother could
b.Tve medical advice, we could all be so happy
if onl.v you would marry Mr. Martin, my dear,"
she pleaded.
And so in tlie end Marcia consented and \>e.

came Mrs. Bfartin. A few days later they left

the little Breton village and sailed for New
York.

It was a blight spring morning when the ill-

matched couple arrived in New York, and
drove tlirough the streets to their home.
To the girl, who had been brought up in the

little village, it was all new and wonderful, and
she glanced around her with the eyes of a
pleased child.

The car stopped before a gIooni\- old house,
and once inside a chill swept suddenly o\ er her.

It was all so sombre and dark.
She glanced around the big room which they

had just entered, and suddenly she realised

what was wrong. With a laugh on her lips, she
crossed to the big window, and drew up the
hea\'y dark blinds.

Suddenly she felt a hand on her arm. Her
husband stood beside her, an angry expression
on his face.

" Let go that cord !
" he cried. " The sun

will fade the carpet, you stupid !

"

That night Marcia cried herself to sleep. She
was himgrj- : there had been plenty of dishes
on the table at dinner, but nothing in theia,

and she was homesick.
Downstairs in his study the miser sat at his

desk, gloating over the curious gem he had taken
from his wife's bag.

Marcia awoke the next morning with a
strange feeling of depression—tl'.e lowered
blinds were getting on her nerves.

She dressed herself, and descended to- the
dining-room, but there was no sign of breakfa.st.

She hesitated a moment, and then rang the
bell.

Simmons, the manservant appeared with a
tray.

" Yoiu" breakfast, madam," he said, placing
it on the table.

(Continued on page IS.) »
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HEATHER FOR HAPPINESS.

Can I believe you ? Pensive. Mischief brewing. Pleased to see you ! Her trustful eyes.

MISS HEATHER THATCHER.
A British Star of Stage and Screen Who Has Proved That Heather is Lucky.

THE girl who is ever, yet never the same, is about the best way of

describing clever Heather Thatcher, who has sailed into the

harbour of our heart on the good ship " Gaumont."
Needless for me to say, she is pretty. You probably discovered it

for yourselves in " The Key of the World " and " Pallard the Punter,"

and you'll simply be confirmed in your opinion when "The First Men
in the Moon," by H. G. Wells, and " The Green Terror," by Edgar

Wallace, are shortly released by the same firm.

Miss Heather was sunning herself on a rock at Beaehy Head when
1 ran her down the other week-end. It was her lovely, wavy, auburn

hair that I recognised first of all—and she was combing it in the sun

like a real live mermaid. For a moment I wished that all those who
admired her in " The Boy " at the Adelphi, and on the screen, could

have the little private view that I was sharing with the sun and the sea.

Then she caught sight of me, and in a trice the rippling tresses were

pinned into a graceful little knot, and Heather was herself again.
" So you've not grown up yet," 1 asked her laughingly.
' Oh, it's you !

" she said, in tones of relief. •' No, I've not grown up,"

she mimicked. " So don't you say I am."
" Then what is your latest budget ?

"

" Oh, I'm just keeping moving."

A Lucky Name.

NO need to tell me that. Two years ago Heather Thatcher went on
the stage, and whether her first name brought her luck or not.

I forgot to ask, but certainly she made good right away. So well

did she succeed in " The Boy," that only a few days ago the Vaudeville
tempted her to forsake musical comedy in favour of revue, and in less

than a week she had been wooed, contracted, and all, and " flitted," as

they say in Scotland, a few doors along the Strand to " Buzz-Buzz."
There her '" ever, yet never the same " personality is standing her in

good stead.

On the stage for two years, and on the films for nine months, Heather
has only one grievance to air, and that is that she has never yet had"
a part that is really her. " And I'll never be happy till I get one," she

said, as if she meant it. But the next moment she had forgotten her
grievance in watching a lovely .seaplane chasing the sun.

" See, I'm going to fly—just like that. A well-known flyer has
promised to take me up at Hendon one day' soon for a trial trip. And
if I like it, it will be 'Going Up' to some tunc.

How She Keeps the Sheen of Her Hair.

BUT it wasn't her flying aspirations I wanted to hear about, but how-
she kept her wonderful hair so wonderfully hve and sheeny,
and the secret, she tells me, is that she washes it as soon as it

shows the faintest sign of growing limp. Wasliing, she went on to
explain, didn't mean a lazy soaping, a careless rinse, and the drying
left to Mother Nature. But Til let her tell you herself.

" Make a shampoo with boiling water and shaved Castile soap, and
Bcent with verbena—just a few drops. Then slosh it on—sounds liko

slang, but that's the only word I know that expresses the application of

a shampoo.
"Sometimes I follow it up, after rinsing carefully with tepid water,

with a beaten egg. Tliis I rub well into the hair and scalp, then rinse

and rinse and rinse."
" After every particle of shampoo and egg have been washed out

of my hair, I dry the scalp thoroughly with a towel, as a little French
maid I had for a time always insisted that too slow drying rotted the
roots of the hair.

" And, when possible, I ask Mister Sun to come down and save my
elbow-grease, as he had just finished doing when you appeared, Miss

Gooseberry," she laughed good-humouredly, gathering up her needle-

work in readiness to go.

So I wished her the very best of good luck from The Picture Show,
and came off to give her love to you readers as I'm doing now—" whole
shoals of it " was what she sent. Got it ?

HEATHER THATCHER.
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THE DEVIL'S STONE. {Continued from
oage 14.)

Marcia drew up a chair and sat down. The
aroma of the coffee was appetising, and she was

hungry.
One half slice of bread and a half rasher of

baton was all that was provided.

Just at that moment there was a ring at the

bell, a flutter of skirts, and. before Simmons
could pre\ ent it, a young lady had entered like

a whirlwind.
The newcomer held out her hand to the bride.
' Excuse me rushnig in on you like this, but I

did so want to be the first to call on you. 1 am
Mr. Martins niece. I suppose he has not

mentioned me—I am Mrs. Clark."

Silas had not mentioned his relation' : indeed,

he had hardly troubled to speak to lier at all

since they had arrived. Marcia managed to

smile as she shyly held out her hand.

"I am very pleased to see you." she said.

And there was an appealing note in her voice

which was not lost o.n the other.

She noticed the signs of grief on the girlish

face, the meagre breakfast, and al.so the utter

lack of style in the yoimg wife's appearance.

She guessed that the' young bride was feeling

lonely and miserable, and her own warm heart

went' out to the forlorn young stranger.

Marcia gazed hopeles.sly around her. and at

that moment she caught sight of yet another

visitor.

Guy Stirling had come to see Silas Martin on

business.

He was waiting in the sombre drawing-room,

but the door had been left open, and now
Marcia. in her humiliation, felt the young man s

sj-mpathetic gaze upon her.
" Guy Stirling was going to the door, and he

hesitated a moment when he saw the slight,

girlish figure. Something in her pale face made
him act on the impulse. He crossed over to

her.
" Mrs. Martin." he said, very earnestly but

cently, '" forgive me, but I could not help

heariiig -what transpired this evening. If ever

you want a friend, will you please relv on me ';

"

And then before she could answer, he passed

out.
Meanwhile, Silas was at a famous jeweller's

with the gem.
" It is the most perfect large emerald ever

known. When polished it will- be worth a

fortime, Mr. Martin," said the expert who
examined it.

On reaching his house he entered his room,

and then rang for Simmons.
" Tell Mrs. Martin I want her," he said to the

man when he arrived.

When she entered, a few minutes later, he
turned to her. and, in a casual tone, said :

Bv the way. where is that strange jewel of

yours V I thiiik it should be locked up in the

safe."
" The emerald ? You have it. s?iu«ly," she

replied. " I have not seen it since we arrived

here."
Silas pretended to get into a fearful rage.
" Nonsense ! You had it. Look for it !

" he
cried savagely, shaking his fist in her face.
' Find it, I say."

^
She shrank from him in terror.
' I will look for it," she said. And Silas

smiled horribly as she nearly ran from the

room.
But as the days went by and Marcia could

not find the jewel, she began to be uneasy, and
wonder where it really w8is, especially as Silas

made a point of worrj-ing her for it to keep her

in constant fear of hira.

One day Guy Stirling called, and Marcia was
alone.

She was very shy, but genuinelj- pleased to

see him ; and being sure of his ready sympathy,
ahe told him the story of the missing emerald.

" Why, that's easy I

" he said reassurinsrly.
" I have a friend who is very clever. I ll take

you to .see him if you like.''

Even wliile they were talking, Sihis Martin
was being ushered out of the jeweller's, carrying
•the precious stone.

" Now I have it," he whispered gloatingly as

lie went out into the street. " All I have to

j'o is to get rid of the girl."

Hailing a taxicab he drove to his lawyer,
and was closeted there some time.

When he came out there was a puzzled frown
,on liis brow.

" You cannot get rid of your wife without

cause," the lawyer had told him. And into his

evil mind came a plan to entrap his wife.

Marcia could not understand the change
which had suddenly come over her husbarid.

when he suggestcnl giving a dinner party in

town. Guy Stirling was invited among others.

He accepted willingly, only too glad to be

near the sweet, unsophisticated girl, who, al-

though the wife of another, treated him with

such frank comradeship.
Tu'.'t as thoy were about to start, Sila= suddenly

excu-ed himself and .sent them off alone. He
watched them depart with an evil gleam in his.

eye. This was the trap he had set for them hot h,

and be Viad no doubt they woultl fall into it.

But while on their way to town. Guy suddenly

remembered that his friend had written him
asking him to bring Mrs. Martin to see him.

The opportunity was too good to be lost.

So the young people went to his liouse. Guy's
frifnd heard the story and, after a little thought,

he rang up the very jeweller who had polished

the emerald, and told him to come along.
" Such a jewel as you are wanting, madam,

was brought me to be polished by Mr. Martin,

1 very much doubt if he will sell,'' he said.

Then Guy began to sec the miser's plot.

He determined to save Marcia from sui h a

friend.

Silas was waiting up for them when they

arrived, and his quick eye.' noticed the signs c f

tears on Marcia's face. He rubbed his hands
with glee, for Guy also appeared disturbed.

* It suddenly occurred to the miser that, if

Guy would take away the girl, he need not go to

the expense of a divorce, and, when Marcia,

pleading a headache, left them, he suddenly
approached the young man.

" You love my wife, do you not ? " he said

bluntly, looking at the yoiuig man very steadily.
•" You would like to take her away ?

''

For a moment they stood looking at one

another and then Guy broke out.

"I do!"' he cried defiantly. "I do love

her, and. if I could get lier to come away from
you. I do not mind telling you I would take her."

Silas laughed.
" Take her, my boy." he said eagerly. " You

may haxe her. I will give her to you. She
is nothing to me. If you take her away I can
divorce her. ai>d you < an have her—always."

The la.st word was uttered with such intentne.ss

that the young man recoiled, and then, as the
evil, leering face of Silas came closer to him, he

caught hold of the mi?-cr and shook him.

"You miserable cur !
" he cried. Then, fling-

ing the older man from him, he loft the hou.se.

As he reached the street a black cat suddenly
darted across his path and sprang through the

railings, and at that moment Silas pulled up
the blind and shook his fist at the departing
figure of Guy.

.A. newspaper urchin slouching by. glanced up,
and lauabed derisively at liim ; and Silas, remem-
bering suddenly that he was making an exhibi-

tion of him-self , pulled down the bhnd . again

and went back into the room.
From the depths of his s:'cret drawer, built

cmmingly in his desk, he abstracted the hand-
some plush box in which the jewel now reposed

and opened it.

Suddenly the door was thrown open, and
Marcia appeared.

She had been up in her room debating what
she should do. and she had ccme down to accuse
h'm of having the jewel.

With a qui( k movement Silas managed to con-
ceal it with his handkerchief, but the girl saw
the case and insfinctivelj' guessed what it Bad
oriainally contained.

What do you want ? " demanded Silas

rudely. Marcia came close up to the table.
' My jewel ! You have it ! You have had

it all the time, even while you pretended it was
lost. I know ; I have proof.

'

" You lie ! I have never seen it. I
"

He stopped short as something dark and furry

swept sudclenly past his legs, and at that moment
Marcia caught a gleam from the stone. .Swiftly

she put out her hand and, before the miser
coulcl stop her, she had secured the jewel.

Silas sprang up and endeavourd to grasp her,

but she evaded him.
Almost crazy at the idea of losing the precious

stone, he rushed after her.
" Put it down !

" he cried savagely. " Do you
hear ? Put it down !

"

But Marcia held it tightly as she dodged
between the furniture out of his way.

Across the miser's' mind now flashed the

icJea to kill her, and he glanced hurriedly round
for a weajOTn.
The big iron iKiker caught his eyes.

With a quick mcjvement he caught hold

of it and rushed at lier.

Marcia, terrified for her life, instinctr\'ely ran

to the other wide of the fireplace, and theiJ.

as she clung to the mantelpiece waiting for the

blow, her fingers fastened on to a heavy brasn

candlestick. Scancly knowing what -she di;l,

she turned and flung the candlestick at him.
It hit him on the temple, and, with a groan,

he drojjped oj) the carpet.

And, us he f'-li. the black cat glided unheeded
out of the room.

A Propotal.

IT
w.os a beautiful sumn.er's clay, and th<-

young wi'low and her friend, Guy Stirling,

sat to.;cther in the Martin drawing-room.
Then when Guy lent suddenly towarcN

her and |X)ured out all his love and devotion,
she found il ver\' dillicull to refu.se him.
And so they were married. And Mcrcia went

to a new house where everj-thing was beautiful

and artistic, and for the first few weeks she waF
supremely happy in the love of her husband and
the new home.

" Put on your wonderful jewel, to-night.

Marc-ia. I have invited Dr. C'oombe—my old

friend, you know— to dine with us, " said Guy.
as his bride was leaving him to go and dress.

"The jewel? Oh, yes! I had almost for-

gotten it in my happiness," she whispered.
He took her in his arms and kissed her

passionately.
Marcia uiilockod the jewel-ca.'* and took out

the wonderful gem, and as she gazed on it the

memory of that terrible other night came back
to her.

It was through this gem that she had killeci

Silas Martin, and she shuddered.
What other evils might not the jewel br ng

to her';

Why had she not retiu-ned it to the church in

Brittany ? It was not too late now.
Yet. even as the thought filled her brain, her

fingers tightened over it. and she fastened the

clasp about her forehead.
" Your wife is not well : as a doctor a-s well

as an amateur detective. I should advise her tc^

take .a jo\irney—say to Brittany, ' said Doctoi
CoombCi latt-r in the evening.

" Not well ? You think her delicate ? " said

Guy, with unconcealed anxiety.
" I would advise the journey, " said the doctor

drily.
- One afternoon in early autumn, a slight figure

could be seen wending its way towards a little

church standing on a cliff.

In her hands she held the precious jewel.

It belongs to the Church, father.'' she sairl

simply. "Take it. and use it as God directsyou."
.As she passed through the small iron gate of

the enclosure on to the rugged road, she gave a
little cry, for lying in the road, its fur all damp
and matted, its paws stretched out in death, was
tlie lean form of a ga-ant, black cat.

When Marcia arrived back, she drove straight

to Doctor Coombes, and was shown into his

consulting room.
What terrible fears assailed the. wretched

girl as she waited for the doctor to appear.
He came in verj- quietly, and after apologising

for keeping her, he glanced down at her kindly

.as she sat in his big armchair.
"' So you have got rid of the jewel,", he said.

She nodded her head ; she was qiute unable
to speak.

The doctor bent down suddenly and tcok her

hand.
" I should have told you before, but I wanted

you to get rid of the jewel. Silas Martin did not
die from your blow. It was his heart that %vaa

aSeeted. 1 had told him months before that

he had only a short time to live.''

Marcia gized slowly up at the man before her.

/ did not kill him ? " she said. " You are

sure ?
"

" Quite sure." replied the doctor.
'' Thank Heaven 1

'" said Marcia.

As the tears of relief and joy came to her eyes,

the door opened and Guy entered.

Marcia !

"" he cried, as he clasped her in

his arms.
^

{Adapted from incidenis in the Arlrrafi photo-
play, "The Devil's fitone," 6y. permissicm.)
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THE audience were deeply interested in

the exciting picture " The Floor Below,"
in wliicli Mabel Norniand stars, when

J yoving woman, carrying a little girl asleep, who
rt-as on her way out, called back to her husband
lor Mabel's shoe.

Ho iniiaediately turned, and wliile goinfj

<lovvn to the front for the baby's shoe, on tho

screen Miss Normand was just picldng up lier

dropped slipper, and a young voice ^vas heard
to Siiv, " All right, mister ; she's got it now !

Prize of 2s. 6d. awarded to Dorothy Leech,

C, Everslcigh Road, East Ham.

Too Noisy to Make Love.

THE next time Albert Ray and Elinor Fair

take part in a love scene, they will first

make sure that there is not another

producer within hearing distance who is putting

on a prize-fight scene, with a mob of rowdy
spectators at the ring-side. " W'on't you be

my dear wife ? " murmured Albert romantically,

whilo the camera was busy, clicking. Just

(hen came an uproar from the adjoining studio,

where Tom Mix was working on a cowboy
picture. " Hit 'im in the jaw ! Now for an
upper-cut ! He's groggy !

" These were some
of the choice epithets that rang out from a

mob of 300 extras who were taking part in a
terrific struggle.

Albert Ray and Elinor Fair were startled in

Iheir tender love-ijcene, and paused. Then the
Hjiroar from tlie Mix studio died down.
The love scene was again resinned, but at

chat moment another violent outburst started

amongst the cowboy ruffians, and this time
hats and remnants of clotliing commenced
dying about.

" 1 guess we'll have to get out oi here, or

we'll all get the spirit, and you two lovers will

start scrapping^. That will never do,'' com-
mented tlio producer.

So things were hastily snatched up, and tho
carjjenters and property men got busy anti

moved to another stage where the love scene
was played again in a quieter atmospliere.

It Didn't Matter.
Visitor to Studio :

" Oh, how clumsy of me !

I stepped on that man's foot. I expect ho will

be very annoyed.''
Studio Manager :

" Never mind. Don't worry
about that. That wasn't the star, it was only
the president of the company."

How She Did It.

They say Edith Storey is remarkably clever

with a rifle. The other day she took part in a
shooting competition, and broke twenty out of

twenty-four clay pigeons. Yes, she upset a

box containing two dozen of them !

M - -

An Awful Revenge.
" Some of you actors think you can stroll into

the studio at half-past eleven every morning,
iust as if it was a Government olifice, or some-
thing !

" shouted the angry producer. ' But
I'll make you sit up in future. To-morrow we
start filming that farming picture. Formers get

up at 4.30 a.m. You are all going to be ' shot

'

at sunrise every morning for a week."
Being shot at sunrise is a greater hardship

for a movie actor than it is for a prisoner

of war. The Jester.

MUTT AND JEFF IN CHINA-TOWN

WE'LL MAVETO
SAVE TUI& GIRL
FROM TUE TONG!

Mutt and Jeff, while wandering round China-
town , overhear a plot to kidnap a girl who is

described as wearing a striped skii't.

Our two heroes decide to be bra\ e, and save
this poor girl from the unliappy fate which
awaits her at tho hands of the Chinese.

Mutt, resorting to strategy, discovers the girl. But the girl, thinking that Mutt was really
and makes love to her in order to entice her trying to kidnap her, wanders to the police-station,
away from the Chinese district. where she introduces liim to her husband.

The above pictures are taken from the film by permiasion oj the Fox Film Company,
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"And now for Bed

"I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

clean as a new pin. Now
I don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

- eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

mg years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And I am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed.'

Vomrou
Skinmd

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars

of High-class Chemists

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29. Old Bond Street.

LONDON.
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The Right Hon. W. Runcinian
writfs:—" Mr. Ruuciman desires to thank you for the
' Dc Rcszke' Ciqireitcs, and to order one hundred."
" George A. Birmingham " (Rev. Canon Hannay)

write s:
—"I find your ' DcRe^zke'

Cigarettes ocellent, aid as I

have been a i^mok;r of Am 'iican
cigarettes for Iwcn y-live years
I eu^ht to b abU- to judye.

'

C. R. W. Nevinson. Esq-
writes ; — "I seldom, if ever,

Slsmoke A'irciniaiis, l)ut I must
say your ' De Res/.ke ' Ameri-
ean Cigarettes liave quite

. ^ converted me."

//^OOD judges express a

i
^-J preference for " De
Res/.ke " Cigarettes bee i use

of their superior quality

Wliat satisfies them will

satisfy )0U also.

DeRcszke
J^tocrat CIGARETTES
Sold at all Tobacconii,ts, btores,

and Milttaiy Canteens.

WHY
NOT

YOU?
QTHERS—Including^ many famous beauties
end actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust and
peach -silk skin by usias
"Firmanec," the famous
secret preparation.

A few days' trial will

astonish and convince you.
Why not start to-day ? Send
is. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for

supply under plain cover to 34,

Manageress

—

JEAN BINET & CO-
(Dept. 10).

STRAND. LONDON.
W.C. 2.

Cinema Acting
|

1 T^rofession " 1
E — FOR — =

I Men & Women
|

^ Classes are now being ^
= formed fcr the new =
= term. Instruction by =
= qualified and well- =
= known Producers at =
= our various centres. =
= For full particulars =
= and terms write or =
= call as below. ^
= THE LONDON & PROVINCIAL =
= CINEMA COLLEGES, =
= 236. HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. 1. =
= (Studio : 38. Gt. Ormoaa Street. W.C.I.) =
— Branches and Studiot a'to ;

= 58. WEST REGENT STREET. GLASGOW. =
= 8, NORTH BRIDGE ST.. EDINBURGH. =
= 14. BROWN STREET (Nr. G.P.O.). == MANCHESTER. =

illll=!

ci

No modern writer of poetry has had a wider publieity than Ella Wheeler Wilcox, whose
works are known to millions of people on both sides of the Atlantic. Jvow she i,s to
receive the greatest of all publicity—that of the film.

The poems of this popular writer are particularly .suitable for the cinema, because they deal
with life as it is lived to-day.
Her charactcis are real people, with whom we ean sympathise because we ean understand

them. One of tl)e (irst to be si roencd is "Angel or Demon," which has just been released.

This is a most subtle character study of a faithful wife, who .so ])assionately and jealou.sly

loved her husband that she conjured up in her own mind a vision of unfaithfulness and scandal
—only to find it was all a dream.

In this film, which is one of a series now being released by the Kquitable Film Company, you
must admire the clever acting of Arthur Ashley, Charlotta de Felice, and Kathleen Butler.

The poem from which the story was adapted we are able to print below by the kind permission
of the owners of the copyright.

ANGE-L OR. DE-MON.
^'ou call me an ancel of love .md of li^lit,

A being of goodness and licavenl.v lire.

Sent out from (iod's kingdom to guide you
aright.

In paths whore your spirits may mount
and aspire.

Vou say that I glow like a star on its course,
J. ike a ray from the altar, a spark from

the source.

Now list to my answer ; let all the world
hear it

;

1 speak unafraid what I know to be true
;

A pure, faithful love is the creative .spirit

Which makes women angels ! 1 live but
in you,

We are bound soul to soul by life's holiest
laws ;

Jf I am an angel—why, you are the cause.

.\s my ship skims the sej. I look up from
the deck,

Fair, lirm at the wheel shine's Love's
beautiful form,

.\nd shall I curse the barque that last night
went to wreck,

By the Pilot abandoned to darkness and
storm '!

My craft is no staunclicr, she too had been
lost-

Had the wheelman deserted, or slept at
his post.

1 laid down the wealth of ray soul at vour
feel

(Some woman does this for some man
every day),

Xo desperate creature who walks in the
street.

Has a wickeder heart than
1 might liave, 1 say.

Had you wantonly misased the treasures
you won,

—As so many men with heart riches have
done.

This fire from fiod's- altar, this holy love
flame,

That burns like sweet incense forever for
you,

Might now be a wild conflagration of shame,
Had you tortured my heart, or been base

or untrue.
For angels and devils are east in one mould,
Till love guides them upward, or downward,

1 hold.

I tell you the women who make fervent
wives

And sweet tender mothers, had Fate been
less fair.

Are the women who might have abandoned
their lives

To the madness that springs from and
ends in despair.

As the fire on the hearth which sheds bright-
lies i around.

Neglected, may level the walls to the
ground.

The world makes grave errors in judging
these things.

Great good and great evil arc born in one
breast.

Love horns us and hoofs us—or gives us
our wings.

And the best could be worst, as the wor.?t
could be best.

You must thank your own worth for what I

grew to be,

For the demon lurked
under the angel in me.

Copi/rig/it.

(C.VY & HaKCOCK).

KATHLEEN BUTLER
as Francesca.

ARTHUR ASHLEY
as Dr. North.
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HAItaVERITE FISHER wear-
ing her latest summer gown of
while ge.rgelle over ahell-pink satin.

Mannerisms of the Screen Queens— The
Pickford Pout—The Charm of a Quick Smile

The Cult of the Eyebrow.

WHAT'S in an eyebi-ow ? Has it ever stniclt yoii, for

instance, just how much Elsie Ferguson manages to

convey by those delicate eyebrows of hers—how they
emphasise and reiterate, as it were, every one of the varied
emotions mirrored in her lovely " windows of the soul "

V

Watch this beautiful woman closely next time you see her, and
I think you will agree that the " cult of the eyebrow " is one
no would-be attractive woman can afford to neglect. To my
mind, the questioning, inner tilt to Miss Ferguson's eyebrows,
combined with her delicious little air of hesitancy and look of

wist^u'.ness, is one of the most fascinating " mannerisms " the
screen has to show.

The PoUe of the Head.

ANITA STEWART also has a questioning look, but liejs,

strangely enough, is largely due to the poise of her head.
.

" In fact, this fascinating little sidewa^ turn of her head
''^ in itself a note of interrogation. It seems to say, " Did you
''Peak ?

" And you long to answer.
Pauline Frederick is another instance of what can be con-

veyed by the poise of the head, but in her case, pomp and
queenliness is suggested ; and before that regal carriage and
side-long, scornful look which, on occasion. Miss Frederick so

magnificently affects, the sternest tyrant might well quail.

But hers is a style to be emulated only by the woman built on
Pauline's own stately lines.

Sunshine and Shadow.

MAE MARSH has a delightful way of turning her head
quickly, drawing her lips into a pathetic little line, and
then, just as your heart is wnmg by her look of wistful

aijpeal, melting into a smile as shy and dainty as a sunbeam.
It is a beautiful little mannerism which any girl of the fragile

Jlarsh type might copy with advantage. In passing, it may be
remarked that Norma Talmadge's eyes seldom reflect the
mirth her mouth may be expressing. You think her eyes are

laughing till you look into their depths and see a sorrow which
seems for ever to be slumbering there. Her expression is that
rare and wholly fascinating combination of siuishine and
shadow.

The Brady Blink.

ALICE BRADY is another actress who possesses the habit
of an attractive quick movement of the head, accom-
panied, in her case, by a smile of dazzling brilliance

which calls into play distracting dimples, while her eyes crinkle

into two darting points of fire which, combined with what I

will call the " Brady blink," gives an exhilarating impression of

effervescence—and sauciness !

The Upward Look.

ONE of the most aUuring mannerisms a
woman wdth expressive eyes can accjuire

is what I can only describe—all too in-

adequately—as " the upward look." And two
screen stars who possess it ai'e not ingenues, or
girls of the " suffering beautifully " type, but—
comedy queens. To see the " upward leok " in

the piquant faces of beautiful little Madge
Kennedy and Mabel Normand is a study in

exquisite humour—and fascination.

The Pickford Pout.

VOLUMES might be written on raanfterisms
of the jnouth, but none more delightful

can bo mentioned than Mary Pickford's
pout, whicli expresses a thousand elusive things,

,Buch as astonishment, petulancy, tearfulness,

winsomeness, kinses. It is a mannerism of all

others to emulate, for it belongs ta the sweetest
and most human and lovable little face on the
screen ! Don't you think so 1

Sad But Very Beautiful.

THEN don't you admire the way Alice
.Joyce can wring the hearts of her audience
by her beautifully .sad expression ? Sho

ilocs not look miserable, only sad. Her wonder-
ful eyes look at you from out of the screen
and you feel sho knows and syjnpathi.ies with
M your troubles. She has the gift of being
able to convey to you with a look that sho luider-
stands you—a gift as rare as it is beautiful.

Then, Chrissie White, with her impetuous
movements, and Henry Edwards, with his quick
smile; especially you will notice what I mean

PEARL WHITE:

when you see " His Dearest Possession,'' the
Hepworth photo-play that is coming September
1st. The smile that Henry Edwards gives
to his little wife, to reassue her that all is well,

is one of the most beautiful expressions I have
seen on a man's face for many a long day.

Charlie's Greatest Charm.

AND talking of men stars, we mustn't forget
Charlie Chaplin. His inimitable way of
turning hi.s sad eyes in pained endurance

when he has committed a more than usually
funny mistake, is one of his greatest charms.
Wait till you see "' Sunnyside " for an illustra-

tion of what I mean.

The Gish Girls.

THEN for real mischief give me Dorothy
Gish. The roguish glance of her turned eyes
is one of lier most delightful mannerisms.

And her sister Lilian has a demure way of looking
at you as if to .say You understand how I feel,

don't you '? " that is infinitely lovable.

Not Always Pretty.

AND so I could go on and on about our
favourites on the screen, but isn't it the
same of our friends in real life. Doesn't

some little mannerism endear them to us ?

Hasn't your heart been pulled many a time,
by some little movement that has reminde<l you
of a lost friend ? So let your mannerisms bo
happy ones. Get your friends to tell you if

you have any that are not pretty—a little way
of shaking the hair back, or screwing the eyes up
when laughing can bo very pretty—but there
arc little luvbits which are not. A Dkesseb.

BEAUTIFUL ART PLATE
GIVEN AWAY NEXT WEEK.

"pHE PICTURE SHOW
goes to press so far in ad-

vance that it is impossible to deal

now with the letters which have
come pouring in in response to

our invitation.

THEY show unmistakably that

there is an awakening amongst
picture-goers to the position of

British films. They realise,, if

the majority of producers do not,

that the market here has been
lost, and that it has to be regained.

HOW ? By finding out what
the picture-goer wants, and' see-

ing that he gets it. That is the

objective of NEW REGAL
SUPER-FILMS. That is why
we have invited the co-operation

of every picture patron.

THERE are thousands of people
who think that moving pictures

have reached their limit. On
the other hand, there are many
thousands who have not yet
visited a picture show, and
whose experience of moving
pictures is limited to a few films

at the tail-end of a variety per-

formance. The former class

are get'ing surfeited with the

repetition of stale ideas, ihe latter

are sceptical of the amount of

enjoyment to be derived from a
visit to the pictures or are choked
off by the hideous posters which
are more worthy of a fourth-rate

travelling circus than an up-to-

date picture house.

IT is the object 01 NEW REGAL
SUPER-FILMS to bring the:e two
clas:es loge.her, to give eld patrcns
somelhirg be ter than the/ have leen
yet, and to make new ones by provi-

d ng them with something ihey don t

expect—something which is at once
amusing and inleileclual. The NEW
REGAL SUPER-FILMS are out
for new ideas in every deparlment of

the business. You probably haven't
seen "Father O'Flynn, ' their latest

picture, yet, as it will possibly not be
released by the time these lines are in

print. But this is one Press criticism

upon it: "The scenery ;hown in
• Father O Flynn '

is the most beauti-

ful ever seen in a British film. The
photography is flawless."

THE DAILY MAIL speaks of the

"delightful glimpses of life amongst
the Irish peasantry, and of Killarney's

winding streams and woodland dellj."

AND yet nobody thought of the possi-

bilities of Killarney on the film until

the REGAL exploited them.

SO w rite to us and give us your ideas,

and ask to see REGAL FILMS
everywhere,

NEW REGAL SUPER-FILMS.
40. Gerrard Street, LONDON, W.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO DAY.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE is very fascinating and vivacious m "A Pair of Silk KITTY G01?D0N, FRANK MAYO, and MURIEL OSTRICHE
Stockings," which is a film version of the farce which had a record run at 'he is a strong cast in "Tinsel and Gold," a fine photo play we can

Criterion Theatre, London. {Uaummii.) see this week. (Wall-rrs l'ic urcs, Lid.)

WILLIAM DHSMOND in "Fighting
Back," a dramatic story of a man
who lost grip of manhood until a

woman's love reclaimed him.
(Tii uig'.r.)

WILLIAM FARNUM, m the sequel of "Riders of

the Purple Sage," entitled "The Rainbow Trail."

Picture^oers will remenbe' that in this film, Willian
FaTnum, a^ Lassiter, is trapped in the Great Sea'ei

VaUey. C-'f^-)

The irrepressible LEE KIDDIEi in another amusing ad-

ventu-e, entitled "1 iih Rotes. ' The LEE KIDDIES
have just co.Tiple'el arran;;erren's to appear in a number

o! new coxelie:. (Fox.)

Th? latest portrait of Miss JACKIE SAUNDERS, the popular artiste, who has
appeared in a large number of photo plays and seiials. JACKIE SAUNDERS is

now busy at the studios, and will shortly be seen in a number of new films.

ETHEL CLAYTON plays a notewo thy part in "The Girl Who Came
Back," a new Paramount picture.
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The Songs of the Cowboys on the Western Ranges,
Compiled by Tom Mix, the Fox Cowboy Hero.

THE COWBOY.
ALL day long on the prairies I ride.

Not even a dog to trot by my side

;

My fire I kindle with cliips gathered round,

My coffee I boil without being ground.

I wash in a pool, and I wipe on a sack

;

I cany my wardrobe all on my back.

For want o{ an oven I cook bread in a pot,

And sleep on the ground for want of a cot.

My ceiling is the sky, my floor is the grass,

My music the lowing of herds as they pass
;

My books are the brooks, my sermons the stones.

My parson's a wolf on his pulpit of bones.

Then between me and love lies a gulf very wide.

Some lucky fellow may call her his bride

;

My friends gently hint I am coming to grief.

But men must make money and women have beef.

It I iiad liair on my chin 1 might pass for the goat
That bore all the sins in the ages remote

;

But just why it is I can not understand,
For each of the patriarchs owned a big bjand.

Abraham emigrated in search of a range.
And wlien water was scarce he wanted a cliange.

Old Isaac owned cattle in charge of Esau,
And Jacob punched cows for his father-in-law.

He started in business way down at bed rock.

And made quite a strak at the handling of stock.
David weivt from night herding to using a sling,

And, winning the battle, became a great king.
Tlien tlie shepherds, while herding the slieep on a hill,

Got a message from Heaven of peace and good will.

A HOME ON THE
RANGE.

/~\H, give nie a home whor'^^ the buffaloes roam,
Wliere the deer and tne

antelope play ;

Wlicre seldom is lieard a dis-

coiuraging word,

And the skies are not cloudy
all day.

Where the air is so pure, tne
zephyrs so free.

The breezes so balmy and
.

light,

That I would not exchange my 9
home on the range /

For all of the cities so bright J

I

/Tk.

\
IT was with songs hke

these that Tom Mix
(whose pbotogiapb is

here) lulled the cattle to

sleep when keeping night

watch, as a real cowboy,

% on the ranges in the Far

X West.

The House of Granger.
GRANGER'S EXCLUSIVES, LTD.,

Managing Director : A. G. GRANGER,
London and Stoke-on-Trent.

Week hy week we will tell you somelhin!)
intens:irig c.bout the pictures Grangers'
control, the House that h'^s so many good
fietuns on i:s programme, Ihz Hoi-sz that
consislent'y endeavours to increa.se the Itelp-
J'uliKSa, cjpaci'y to amus', and prts'ige of

the screen.

HOW TO EARN £100
IN pood solid cash. That's the kind of
* earniiiqs most people like to have. But
most money has to be earned, as the old prophet
has it, by the sweat of one's brow. The Granger
way is quite different. .

.

Week by week you have been
. reading, and

with liujiflreds of thousands of others, have
been ^seeing. Granger's ' Marvels of the Uni-
verse." You have thus learnt sometliing of
the marvels of the world of which you are a
pait; Wliilst all the tin:e you have been
amused and entertained.

Whilst you have followed youi* nightly
pleasure, you could, if you were alei-t, join in the
very simple, but,at the same time, mentally stiiuu-

A hicii li. tle rssay about this little b tby might ivia
a cash ptiz". It's one oj Granger's -'Mai vAs."

lating exer
. ise of writing to the Press your im-

pressions of Granger's "Marvels of the Universe."
When these wonderful films were first being

eliown to the trade, the Editor of tho "Daily
Mirror " was one of the eager crowd who sat en-
thralled as he watched the first series through
on the screen.

"

^
That -:ame day he called round at Grangers'.

Nothing would satisfy him, but he must seo
niore and more of tho pictures. So accurate a
judge as the Editor of one of Britain's premier
picture-papers gave his assurance that never
had he soen anything in the realms of pictures
so beautiful, .so elevating, and so educative.
The sequel of his admiration lay in the scheme

ho l)as put into execution. The " Daily
Mirror " wanted all their millions of readers to
see Granger's " Marvels of the Universe."
Further, he wanted their opinions upon these
wonderful jiictures, and in order to encourage
his readers in the rightwaj^, a prize competition
with jClOO in cash prizes was instituted. Alto-
gether some five himdred prizes are being
offered. Some of them of high monetary value,
but every prize is worth striving for.

It is the newest form of kinema competition.
It is greatly popular. Already the Editor of
tho " Daily Mirror " says the greatest interest
has been evinced in this very exciting and
thrilling competition. All you have to do to
become a winner of one of tho " Daily Mirror's

"

magnificent prizes is to first see Granger's
" Marvels of tho Universe." In passing, onco
you see one of the series, you become a confiriheil
Granger's Marvclite. "ifou will never rest until
you have seen every one. They are so full of
human interest; they take you into .so many
dif?erent countries; show you so immy mar-
vellous siglvlsjand teach you all tho timo you
aro in tho kinema you so dearly love. If you
want to know all about this great kinema prizo
competition, buy n copy of tho " Daily Mirror "

to-day, or write to tho Publicity Department,
Oanger's Extdusives, Ltd., l!ll, Wardour Street,
London, W.I. It's worth your while to know all
about (iranger's "Marvels of tho Universe."

Please askyour local kinema when they will
show Granger's " Marvels of the Universe."
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HAVE
'

NICECURtS

BEFORE AFTER.

Every lady can liavp" a beautiful head of

CURLY and WAVY hair. There Is no need
to have .sleek, lank, luiattraetive hair. One
bottle of Viyi'JtKX will keep the hair in lovel.v

curls for montli'^, also invaluable for iniikini;

the hair grow, Guaranteed absolutely liarni-

less. Send for a bottle to-day, and mike
yourself the admiration of all your friends.

You will be delighted with the results.

Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 516,
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept. 88), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C, 1.

REAL POSTCARD PHOTOGRAPHS
MesHS. Hepworth Picture Plays Ltd. have iust added
some fine new postcard studies of Miss Alnii Taylor, Mils

Christie White. Henry Edwards & Gerald Amis to the large

stock of real photographs which they already hold.

Fulldetails of these netv photographs can be obtain-

ed by sending direct to Publicitq Dept., Hepworth
Picture Plays, Ltd.. 2, Denman St.. Piccadilly, W.I.

Stamped addressed envelope should be en closed lor reply .

J I Brings Out the Beauty
lC*S-» in Your Eyes

"Eydol" will sive you
* eyes that brilliancy,

viiacity, and e^pre^sron which infii find

so appealing. It clears the eyes, fiesh-

ens and 3trengthens th-'iii, uiakiug theiu

uatHy,r'h more b.'aiitiful.
*' Eydol "is reconniiended by leadn

actresses, incluilinij Miss Kyiie Bellew

Miss Phvllis Bedells, Mdlle. Lucienne
Dervylel etc. *'Eydol" Is
barmleas. Relieves eye-straiu

Mild beadiclie Indispensable for

rtll whose e.ves

Use " Eydolaih "

to darkeo your
eyebrowi and
lasbet. It makes
them thick, long,
and lilky. In
Ivorine I'ots. 16.

looking. 2 9
per bottle. Of
all Stores and Che
ists. or direct f

••EVDOL
Laborateriss
(Oept L'Si, 176. Strand.

LONDON. W.C. 2.

uiDiuHuiiiinniifflDiiniuiDiiniiiiiiininiiiiiiiiw^^

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.
All the
latest tunes
MP be played

hich
tly

played in any key. .Soldiers and .Sailor.s love it. "Km ks the
tJerinan mouth organ into a cocked hat." Post free Is yl. each.

R. FIELD (Dept. I9).H&II Avenue. HUPDERSFIELD.

1)1 SIGN KLGISTLRED,

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtain one for 2/3. Particulars free.

Write at once:

BRITISHSCOPE, 236H. Hif^h Holborn, Londan, W.C. 1.

NEXT WEEK:

ART PLATE OF PEARL WHITE
In Every Copy of "The Picture Show."

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

THE COWBOY PICTURE.

FEW parts of the world have proved so Jruitful to

the teller of tales as the " Wild and Woolly
West." Time and a^ain, by pen and picture,

have romance and adventure been staged amidst its

scenes, and never once have they failed to attract
And they might have remained the monopoly of

the youth of to-day bad it not been for the film. The
producer was a vrise man. He realised that in most
men and women, too the maturer outlook on life

may cover, though it has not removed, the childish
desire for many things. And it is good, after all, that
it should be so that age may not too quickly wither
our mental and physical activities. Therefore, he
transferred on to the strip of celluloid what the author
had been doing on the printed page, and gave us an
abundance of healthy adventure with touches of

romance set amidst rugged mountains and deep
valleys, with rough men who live in the open air and
make their own laws.
The pictures became an immediate success with

patrons of all ages. It is true these Wild West scenes
may have their faults : but, then, nothing is perfect.

Men have told me that they enioy these cowboy films

as heartily as any youngster. The Britisher loves

pluck and good horsemanship, and the rugged scenery
of Mother Nature is often a change to the coldly

civilised surroundings constructed by man.
For this reason I echo the sentiments of those who

have written hoping that the Wild West picture may
continue to enjoy a long lease of life. When we grow
tired of the villain and hero of the drawing-room type,

it is pleasant to turn to the prairies and log-cabins of

the West and witness the reckless daring of men whose
rough exteriors often conceal hearts of gold.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post.

Address: The Editor, "The Picture Show,"
The Fleetwajt House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

A. r. (C'liiswitk),—Glad you like our serial, Po.irl

White is American, You have quite a good list of
favourites.

" Dolores " (Cardiff).—No, I do not have a pee]>
at the letters I forward to film artistes. I am not so
itiqiiisitive. Besides, don't you think I respect the
confidence which my readers place in me '! 1 hope
to have more about Isobel Klsom later on.

A. R. (Highbury Park).—No doubt the place where
you have been traininf! maybe able to tell you. J

have not heard of any openings myself.
T. G. (Aylesbury).—Margaret Shelby and Mary

Miles Minter are sisters. Ruth Koland's husbanil
docs not act for the lilms. Earle Williams was bora
on February 28, 1880. His wife is Florence \Valz.

H. S. M. (Wigan).—Y'our envelope to Wallace
Reid came open, with no letter inside it. You can
forward the letter to me in a closed envelope if you
like without stamps, and it will be sent on.
M. M. (Leyton).—You are lucky indeed to have

received two lovely photographs, as you say, from
Mary Miles Minter. 1 expect you will treasure
them, won't you ? What a fine list of favourites.

V. E. (Sunderland).—Curb your " wild desire."
V. E., and try and turn your ambition into a less

crowded channel.
E. S. B. (London, S.W.).—Thanks for your in-

teresting letter. 1 agree with you that some comic
films might seem very absurd to your, or even my
way of thinking. \'et to others those same films
might appear " very funny." There's no accounting
for tastes, in humour especially.

" ROSSIE " (Londonderry) .^.^Y'oii have heard
" that Pearl is fat, and that her skin is rough because
of the paint she has to put on it." This is not true,
nor the " three or four different reports of her death."
It is extraordinary how these tales crop up, isn't it ?

(ilad you have so many nice favourites, and you will
see more about them all in The Picthre Show
before long. I like hearing from my Irish readers,
so write again.

II. 1*. (Hove).—Gladys Cooper is on tin* stage,

and does not find much time tor playing for the
films. There was an interview with her in our ibsiie

for May tilth. Yes, 1 will forward on your letter if

you send it,

E. W. (Lonilon, S,E.).—.T. Warren Kerrigan w,a»

born thirty-four years ago in Louisville, Kentucky,
and has black hair and hazel eyes. I'lorence Vidor
lias brown hair and e.ves, and Is twenty-four yearn
old. Her birthplace is Houston, Tex.as. The
other two are still on the films. Will publish par-
ticulars as soon as I receive them.

.7. E. (London, E,), E. W. (Cricklewood). G. A. M.
(Wokingham), " WhipI'Ino Top " (Camberwell).

-

Sorry, but it's a " cast-iron jule " of this paper that
no addresses of artistes can be given to anyone
All letters must be sent through this office, as stated
in the rule below. Will other readers please note.

K. B. (Gosport), L. .T. (Bury), and others.—Regret
I have no photos of any artistes for disposal. Why
not collect our art jilates.

M. J. (Cardiff). —Violet Hop.son is not married.
Baby Marie Osljorne was born in 1911. Chrissie
White and Pearl White are no relation to each otlier.

Your letter is not badly written at all for thirteen,

and you may certainly write again.

W. J. C. A. ((ilasgow).—Dorothy Dalton is an
American. Owen JCares is still acting for the films,

besides appearing on the stage. 1 have no doubt
you w ill see the others before long.

W. J. W. (Haverhill).—Mabel Normand does not
act with Charlie Chaplin now, but this is not becaiLse
she is dead. She is still in filmland, alive and well.

I will excuse yoiu- hurry until you can find more time.
How much nuisele have you managed to develop
since reading (ieorge Walsh's article '!

W. D. (Tipton).—The following are the names of
trade papers, with prices :

" Bioscope," 'Mi :

" Cinema," 3d. Mary Pickford is married to
Owen Moore. Sorr.\' 1 cannot understand .\ oiir thir<l

question, which is not quite clear. In answer to
yom fourth, 1 have no photo postcards of any
artistes,

N. H, (Cleethorpes).—Glad you have such a keen
sen.se of hnmour. So have I. But I am scrry I

cannot print your funny drawing.

T. A. (Edlinton).—Syd Chaplin did not tfike the
part of the count, so that settles the friendly argu-
ment between your friend and yourself.

D. K. (Aberderfyn).— Antonio Moreno, Pearl
White and Tlieda Bara are not married. Jlildred
Harris does not act with Charlie Chaplin. Y'es.

the Lee Kiddies still act for the films. As you are
still joung, it would be better to wait, and mean-
while take up something else. Sorry I have no
photos.

A. E. (Kiii2ston-on-Thames).—No, Pearl Wliite
did not marry Antonio Moreno in real life, although
it looked like real love in " The House of Hate."
Y'oii would like Eddie Polo, Tom Mix and W. S. Hart
to all act in one picture. Y ou like Eddie Polo because
he has " such lovel.v black hair, and rides a horse so
well "

; while 'Tom Mix m.akes you laugh ' the way
he gets out of every tight corner." Y'es. he is clever.

R. T. (Clapton).—Am I "a jovial old gentleman,
with large, rimmed spectacles, surrounded by a bald
head ? " Good gracious, no ! But you can guess
again. .Tuanita Hansen is twenty-two. and was born
in Des Moines, Iowa, U,S..\, Mary Miles SUnter anil

Gertrude Shelby are sisters, Minter is the family
name.

(More answer! rifxl iceel.)

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.
I suggest flat a F.rst Aid Outfit should be kept

handy in tvsry f ictur,: theatre in case of

accidents or fire. Especially during the hot

m:nths, when fainting is not aocommon,
patro::! who are at all affected by a hot

ctmrspher; would feel a great deal mor>
at ease if they knew that euistance was

kept bandy. 2/6 awarded to W. C.

Cooptr, 9, Freehold Street, Fairfie'd,

Liverpool.

IN answer to the many inquiries^ we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture 'Show " will forward all such letters on. but it must ba

distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose 1 hd. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show," The Fleelway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.)
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CAPTAIN CECIL HEPWORTH, founder of the

^
big British film producing company.

TART PLATE OF PEARL WHITE.
The third of a Series of Beautiful Photo-
I.; gravures in this Issue.

% THTNIC a good many of my readers will be

,i pleased with this week's number of The
Picture Show.

; It is in answer to the requests of a great inany
letters tliat our Art Plate of Miss Pearl White
lias been prepared. Our Editor tells me that
there are more and more plates coming, and
has promised me that next week I am to announce
the date of the next, and the name of the star.

—f-f—

•

"Scotland for Ever."

WILLIAil DUNCAN, who is on our cover
this week, is proud of havinc been born
in Scotland. As you will notice, he shows

his love for his cbuntry by wearing a plaid cap.
Have you seen him in " A Fight For Millions,"

the big Vitagraph serial now showing ? In
this film, as Bob Hardy, a prospecting mining
engineer, he goes through a number of thrilling
escapades. Don't miss seeing him tying one
end of a lariat to a tree, lowering him.sclf and
Edith Johnson down a precipice, while t!io

aope is burning at the top.

Dorothy Musn't Bob.

AS you all know, Dorothy Gisli wear.s a
wig ill her l.Uest y icturc, Init I hear she
has been acViing to liave lier own hair

bobbed ; but sister Lily and her mother won t

hear of it.

A Tribute to Norman Spencer Chaplin.
fHAVE received from Elsie Codd. who, vou

know, has just gone over to Los Angeles
to be Charlie Chaplin's private secretary,

the following story of the brief life of Norman
•Spencer Chaplin, who was born on July 7th,
and died July lOth. She says : "To-day they
buried Charlie Chaplin's baby son. No royal
child has been heralded at its birth with' a
deeper or more universal rejoicing. No baby
has had bigger chances of human happiness,,
ft greater incentive to live. Yet from the first'

(flay Charlie knew that his little boy was doomed.
All that m(xlica.l science could do nnavailed,
and three days after his triumphal entry into
the world, little Norman Chaplin passed peace-
fully away.
' "To-da^- the telegrams of condolence have
been pouring in, and the tragedy has been that
along with them came cables of congratulation
from distant parts of (he world. If anything
can bring any .solace to Charlie's heart in this
hour of bis deepest sorrow, it nuist be these
mesflage.'^ of sympathy from men and women
%viioin he h.TS never seen, but whom he now
knows to be his friends.

9

CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES. PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

Norma Talmadge—A Tribute.

ROBERT G. ADAMS, a private in thrt

A.E.F., has sent Norma Talmadge a post-
card that she will cherish all the days of

Iier life. Not that Norma is so keen about
postcards, but because this same picture
carried a photograph of an Amiens picture
theatre, showing " Panthea," the place having
been bombed in an air raid.

The letter is as follows :
" Camp Bassens,

Franco. Dear Miss Norma Talmadge,—As my
outfit passed through shell-battered Amiens,
Somme, which was almost entirely destroyed
by the Hims, I ran across the enclosed card in a
series which I purchased, and the idea^occurred
to me that you might like to know that you
liad been imder heavy fire. I even saw the
charred poster myself, shown on the portal,
so it's no phoney. As I sail for the good old

Real Sympathy.

YESTERDAY, just after tlie news had
come through to the studio, and wo
stood around, hushed and siilxhied,

some of us with tear-filled eyes, the telephone

bell suddenly shrilled. It was a woman speak-
ing. ' Was it true that Mr. Chaplin had lost

liis little boy? No, she would not give her

name. Mr. Chaplin would not know it, even if

she did. She only just wanted to say how
sorry she was.'

" I relate this little incident because it is

typical of many others. AH the world has
laughed with Charlie Chaplin, but it is only in

the hour of our spiritual desolation that we
find our true friends. And when time has
.softened the first sharp sorrow, I think Charlie

will learn to think with tenderness of these bad
days through which ho is now passing, when his

friends gathered round him in his trouble,

drawn by the touch of a little baby's hand."— •»-»

—

Painting Mary Pickford.

MARY PICKFORD is sitting for her picture,

which is being painted by Matteo San-
dona, the famous Italian portrait

painter. When finished, this picture will be
Imng in the National Gallery at Washington.
The painting is being made at Miss Pickford'a
palatial home in Los Angeles, where a living

room has been converted into a studio. The
little star sits on a specially modelled stand
like a little queen on her throne, and the artist

works at his easel in the middle of the room.
Miss Pickford is posing two hours every other

day, and while posing she conducts her business
as if she were in her dressing-room office. A
telephone extension has been placed beside her
on the table, with stationery and telegraph
forms, and a secretary will take letters while
Sandona is at work.

Trials of Scenery.

WHEN you see the farmhouse scene in
" Daddy Long Legs," Mary Pickford's
next big picture, you will know that it

took long weary days of travel before a suitable
place could be found in wliich to film the scene.
Over a week they searched beiore they came
upon the most beautiful farm, and the director
and photographer were so elated that they fell

on each other's necks and wept for joy ; and
then of a sudden they discovered a clump of
banana trees in the front yard. There was no
angle from which the scene could be taken
without including the banana bush, and who
ever heard of a banana tree growing in the yard
of a Down East farm ?

JAY BELASCO, whom you will have seen in

Christie Co:r.eJiej.

VIVA VEROME playing over here in "The
Broken Idol," the Trans- Atlantic Serial for

which Eddie Po'.o and Conpany are in
England filming a number of scenes.

U.S. in June, and want to know wliether or not
you get this, please let mo know at the St.

lames Hotel, San Francisco. Sincerely yours,
Robert G. Adams.''

.— —

•

A Good Record.

THE Hiirma Film Company has been pro-
scnted with, a very .sagacious bull mastiff,
which we shall shortly see in some of

their productions. Ho is an extremel.v docilo
doe, notwithstanding his adventui'cs during the
|)ast three years. I hear ho was employed in

the Dispatch Carrying Service in France, and
was wonnd'od and gassed, and on one occasion
he was captured by the Cicrmans, but after
being in their hands for four days, escaped and
made his way to the British liiii^s. He has been
given to the Harma Studios by Mr. Henry tS.

Wyeth. who was a dispatch rider, and is himself
a film actor.

—
William Farnum—Egyptian.

WILLIAM FARNU.M has discovered (hat
he is an Egyptian. It took one of the
leading Egyptologists on the Pacific

Coast to prove it to him. Whil«at Huntingdon
Lake, William Farnum went fishing. In
ncortlaMce with the custom of the ])!acc, tlio

trout that the actor civight were baked in a
coating of blue clay, befoi-e thoy were cleaned
and finally ready for serving.

One of the'clay eases particularly attraelcil
Farnum's attention, and he took it home to bo
used as a smoking tray. On' his library tablu
the Egyptologist found it.
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How He Knew.
"^/'OU'VE stumbled on sometliing rich

I here, Mr. Famum," he said. " That's
a perfect specimen of old Egyptian

ceramics. It is from the period of Ptolemies."
Mr. Farnnm's eyes twinkled as he explained

that he had come upon the thing iu the moun-
tains of California. This further excited tho
scientist, ivho had visions of tracing the migra-
tions of Egyptians to that country. And then
when his dreams had grown into a feeling of
certainty that he had stumbled upon the secret
of the Aztecs and Indians, Mr. Famum asked :

" Some wise Egyptian made it, eh 1 He
must have been a great man."

" He was," .said the scientist enthusiastically.
" Ho was one of the greatest of the Egyptians."

" Then I'm an Egyptian," said Famum
calmly. " That was what I baT<ed fish in up in

Iho mountains. 1 did it myself."

Jose Collins on the Screen.

IN the B. and C Studios at WaltharastOTc
^ the other d.ay I saw Jos6 Collins, Godfrey
Tearle, and Bruce Winstone being screened

in scenes for a new photo-play, entitled " No-
body's Child."

.los6 Collins was playing the part of an
Italian girl, wearing a green frock with generous
splashes of red, and brown shoes, fawn stockings,
and large tortoise-shell earrings.

To Look the Part.

AFTER an hour or so, she changed into
an orange frock with the most exquisite
hand embroidery, and all the while

she was so Italian that it was hard for us
to realise wo were really in a studio in London.
Even her accent is Italian when she is made

up that way, and, as you know, she has the
most wonderful blue-black hair, and it registers
beautifully on the screen.

A Real Actress.

I
WAS very interested in the way she goes
through the most tragic scenes in front of
the camera; and, the moment the handle

s-tops turning, she's just her own happy self

ngain, bubbling over with jokes and kind
words for everybody.
The same night I saw her in the' " Maid of

the Mountains," and no one would believe
that this wonderful little lady had done a
hard day's work already in front of the came'ra.
Her voice was clear and fresh, and she

seemed just an illustration of the wise saying
that " It is worry and not work that kills."

Jos6 Collins is made of the kind of stutt that
will get wherever her highest ambition on
the stage or screen may be, because she lias

beauty, brains, personality, and a real love forhor
work, as well as a happy, healthy temperament.

Not a Love Token.

THE post bag of a prominent screen actress
is full of laughs, surprises, and pathos.

Miss Theda Bara, the Fox film star, is

no exception to the rule. Her daily post brings
forth requests that, if she would comply with
one half of them, would mean the spending of
her entire salary, and would perhaps put her
in debt for the reft of her life.

Here is a specimen letter from a man who
writes regularly to .her asking for money. He
began by asking for a million dollars. Getting
no reply, he sent numerous letters, cutting down
the amount, until this final letter, which I am
able to print here.

" Dear Madam,—Once more I will appeal to
you for help. This time I ask you to use the
power of your magic idol to get me valuable
original literatufe, such as songs, stories, novels,
plays, and photo-plays, which I can readily sell

lor big money. Won't you please do this for
Die ? Surely you will help me out. If you
fannot get me these things, then get me dia-
monds, or other precious stones, or else clothing
of all kinds for a young man, or food stnffs,
such as beans and potatoes and eggs, and all

hindH of groceries and produce. Surely you
con do something for me. Get me something

which I can readily convert into money, Please
help me at once. Yours truly.

(Signed) Owen Turner."

"Forgive Ua Our Trespasses."

IN a recent issue we published a pliotograph
of Mr. L. C. McBcan, the well-known pro-
ducer, operating a camera at the Mary

Marsh Allen Studio. By an unfortunate error
we stated that Mr. McBean was the camera,
man there, but, as is well known, Mr. McBean i3

a well-known producer, and produced the
successful film, " Forgive Us Our Trespasses."

JOSE COLLINi.
(l-luAo : luulsluun and Bunjield.)

A Cowboy Queen.

MARIE WALCAMP is at present creating
the role of "Tempest Cody" in a .series

of two-reel plays. In the first of these
productions we shall see her as queen of a thou-
sand real cowboys, for the picture was filmed at
Sonora, Californ a, while a great round-up was
in progress.

The Pidurc Shoic, 'Aufjust ZOth, 1919.

DO YOU KNOW
—That Mack Seimctt has a beautiful voice,
and went into musical comedy when bo waa li

boy ? -
, ,

, . * * • --V^
—That King Baggott is married, and hafl A
small son ? q

• • »—That Nazimova received 70,000 dollars fo
her part in " The Red Lantern "

?
• • *

•

—That Tom Meighan has now attained star,
dom, having been selected to play the title r6J«
in Cecil B. de Mille's film version of "The*
Admirable Crichton " ?

• • •
—That Bert Lytell is married—to EvelyB
Vaughan ? - i -

• * • .,—That Tulby Marshall made his d^but on th«
legitimate stage before he was five months' old t

• • •
—That his mother was .lulia Mattie Tulby, th»
celebrated opera singer ?

• * •—That George Bevan also started his stage
career early—at the age of eight ?

•
,.

*

—That he toured America in concerts as the
" Boy Baritone of California," and before he
was out of his teens was the star madrigal
singer with Reed and Emerson's famous old
minstrel tro"upes ?

• • »

—That J. R. Bray, originator and creator of
the Bray pictograph and cartoons, was the
first to put motion into drawings ?

—That at one time John Emerson, the famons
producer, played leads with Nazimova on the
stage 1

• » •

—That William Faversham, star of " Tho Silver
King," was bom in London in 18C8 ?

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles,

The Explanation.
ITCHELL LEWIS is going to abandon

French-Canadian roles and devote him-
self to comedy. \Vhen last seen ho was

attired in bearskins, working in an Alaskan
feature, with the thermometer at 93. Possibly
this explains his desire for a change of " atmos-
phere."

M

Where is Ethel ?A GOOD deal of anxiety is being caused by
the unaccountable disappearance* of
beautiful Ethel Clayton, who was due

to arrive here from .lapan on June 1st. Misa<

Clayton had gone to Cherryblossom Land for a
vacation, and on her return was to start work at
once on a new picture at the Lasky Studio. At
first her non-arrival was attributed to the
possibility that she might have missed the boat :!

but as time went on, and no message was
received from her, the Lasky Corporation began
to feel anxious: Cables have been dispatched
to New York and Japan, but nothing is knownt
as yet of Miss Clayton's whereabouts, and con-
siderable concern is felt in many quarters.

A Real Handshake.
JAilES CORBETT speeded up his serial in

order to leave with the " billion dollar;

special " for the big fight at Toledo. He
shook hands with Charlie Chaplin on the

i

Million Dollar Rug at the Alexandria the night
before his departure, which possibly explains
why the diminutive Charlie took a week off, and'

went to Catalina to recruit after the shock.

Coming Here Perhaps.

IT is possible that William Russell may be
coming over to your side to m«dve pictures,

as he holds the rights of two books which
call for European settings. William Famum ia

al.so dallying with the idea of a trip ^.cross the
Big Drink. He wants to produce "' ThQ

i

Virginians," tho play which made him a star of

the " legitimate " stage, in a London theatre with
an all-star cast— if he can get one.

Er.PlF. CoDD.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

How do you like JACK KERRIGAN a; a This is not, as you might imagine, a boat-load of survivors from a wrecked ship, although, to be sure,

Spanish grandee ? This is the ro'e he e'.e:y de'ail is grimly realistic. The pho ograph illustrate; a scene from a photo-drama, called

piays in " A White Man's Chan:e." "Eve-y Mother's Son."

The rock which forms the backgrouni for this scene might well hare been a ALLEN HOLUBAR, who produce, for Universal, discusser with
Sphinx at one period of its career. Now it is doing duty for a motion picture his wife and leading lady, DOROTHY PHILLIPS, the suitability

play, with CHARLES RAY as the star. of the surrounding scenery for a new production.

Here they are, all three of them: CONSTANCE, NORMA,
and NATALIE TALMADGE; standing at the back is

BEULAH LIVINGSTONE, their business reore:entative.

Sometimes i.t is necessary to travel long distances lo get the correct scenery and atmos-
phere for a photo play. Here you see two makers cf p'-o o plays, who miles away

from a habitation, ha^e slept for the night un>'npat^l the stars.
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Don*t Miss this Thrilling Serial, being the Adventures !n the Life of a Cinema Star.

READ THIS FIRST.
MISS JANICE CLARE, sister of Marigold, the

wcli-lcnown film artiste, takes the place of
her sister in a new film whirl) Daore Lawtoa

is producing. It deals with circus life, and Marigold,
who has won lame easily, refuses to endanger her
life by acting with wild animals, ./anice has just
completed a few scenes successfully when one of the
lions attacks her and seriously injures her. The
accident complicates matters, for the identity of

Janice has been hidden by order of her selfish si.ster,

and nobody in the studio suspects that anyone but
Marigold has made the scenes. Janice is lying ill in

the cottage of Hoy Sugdcn, the young producer,
who is in love with Marigold. And, owing to the
remarkable likeness of the two girls, Koy also be-
lieves that the victim of the accident is Marigold.
When Janice is on the road to recovery, and just
before she returns to her home at Brighton, she
breaks the engagement with Koy. Roy goes to
Brighton, soon after her arrival, in response to a
telephone message, and when he sees Marigold he
is very puzzled, as slie does not seem to he quite
the same girl as slie was wlicn she stayed with him.
A week later Janice goes to London on a shopping
expedition, and she is sm'prised to feel someone
grip her arm. On looking round she linds it is Roy.

YOU CAN NOW READ ON.

" I don t ihmk
tliey will, ' slie said,
averting lier faeo.

" No, nor me, ' Jio

agreed, " for moro
important tliin-gs
'lappened at Lavender

Janice
Clare.

Roy is Puzzled.

THEY stood regarding each other in silence

for a few seconds while tlie life of London's
busiest corner surged round and about them.

Roy loolied as white as though ho liad seen
Nora Coutts' famous ghost of Marigold.
As for Janice, the colour crept into her cheeks

as she struggled with the problem of what to

say.

Y/^at, indeed, could she say, if he happened
TO Unow that Marigold was at the studio that
morning ? Perhaps he had just come from
yi'TTStfield. She waited, determined that he
rhould speak first and give lier a clue to follow.

All the time he was measuring her, as jt were,

and particularly taking in the detail-S of her
costume.
And then, after a seemingly endless interval,

he said :

" Have you had your lunch ?
"

Janice had expected pretty nearly anything
but that.

Slie shook her head in the negative.
" I was just going to—in here."
" Perhaps you'll be kind enough to lunch

with me."
What would Marigold wish her to do ?

Accept ? Perhaps, and perhaps not.

He took her silence for consent, and liailed

a taxi-cab that, having just deposited a pas«
senger, hadn't an earthly chance to escape him.

" We'll go out to Ranelagh," ho said authori-
tatively. " There's a polo match on this after-

noon in whicli I'm specially interested. Hop
in."

Janico obeyed, almost literally. She was like

one in a trance.

Did He Know ?

ROY'S manner told her nothing, and neither
did his conversation. He did not mention
Hursttield nor anything relating to tlie

moving picture industry. Indeed,he talked rather
frivolously, as though they were mere ao-

(juaintances, trying to discover common tastes

and interests.

Was she fond of polo ?

It was on the tip of Janice's tongue to reply
that she had never seen a polo match, but
Marigold who went everywhei'e and did every-
thing, would certainly be familiar with this rich

man's game. So she replied vaguely that she
enjoyed watching alt forms of sport.

The cab was whirling them through West
Kensington, when ho said something not quite
.so impersonal, and which revived hor worst
fears.

"I hope Ranelagh and its memories won't
disturb you ?

"

She loneed to cry out to him, " You know
I'm not Marigold, so why torture me by pre-

tending !
" l3i.it she could not bo sure. That

was the worst of it. If onl.y she were euro.

Cottage. Tliat is
really where we learned to love each other,
Jane."

She started, for never had the name she had
asked him to call her by come so trippingly
from his tongue. Did he know
Then she .sighed.
" Still, one mustn't forget Ranelagh. If it

hadn't been for that, you and I, little Jane,
niiglit never have come to understand each
other.'
He must think her silence stupid as well as

stjibborn.

Again he spoke.
' Now you are to choose where we're to luncli,"

he said.

"Where ? Why—why, Ranelagh you said."
Heavens, if only she knew the vaguest thing

about the spot

!

II
Well, of cour.se. But where ?

"
" There, I suppose." -

Really, my dear, one would imagine you
didn't know what I'm talking about. Out
doors or in ?

"

"Oh, I don't mind. I ought to be getting
back. It's madness for me to—to " She
stammered and broke off near to tears.

I'
To—what ?

'

" To be here witli you. I mean "
" Jane is rather incoherent to-day," he said

just a little maliciously. " Do you mean that
Dacre Lawton would be jealous i"f lie Itnew that
we were together ?

"

" I think you're horrid ! I believe you know
—I mean, Mr. Lawton has never been anything
but a good friend to me, and you ought to know
it."

'I

You're not in love with him ?
"

" Of course not !
"

•

"

" All ! I'm glad to hear that. I was under
the impression, particularly after last night,
that the greatest of all cinema stars had fallen
m love with the world's most-famous-to-be
producer;"

Last night ? There had been something of
which Janice knew nothing, and it had hap-
pened last niglit. Well, there were lots of things
she didn't know, the least of which was how to
shake off Roy Sugden, and warn Marigold
before he liad a chance to see her again.

" I think you are mocking me," she said.

"And somebody is certainly having"a little
game with me,'' Roy retorted. "Come, little
Jane, it i.sn't you, is it ?

"

" I don't know what to say."

"Why, my dear, I'll be satisfied if you'll
say you love mc— if it's only a tenth as much as
I love you. Did you think I wixs going to give
up my gill ? Darling, honestly I thought I
had lost you—that you'd never been—that you
were only a dream girl. I'lri not mocking you.
Sweetheart. You know, Nora Coutts saw a
ghost that day you were so cruelly hurt ; a
ghost of you. And to-day in Bond Street, just
for a minute, I felt very much as poor Miss
Coutts must have felt.,. Only, you weren't a
ghost, at all—you were my flesh and blood girl,
even it you do wear the ghost's pretty clothes."

Thoro was certainly every reason, now, to
believe that he did know. He was making it
very plain without actually saying so. The fact

ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.
that he didn't say so, left the element of doubt,
and .Janice h.ad to remember that nominally
this dear young man was her sister's lover.'
The fear of Marigold hung over her like a sword ;

and it was none the less a fe.ar becaaso tempere<li
so loyally with love for her sister. She would
rather die than hurt Marigold ; rather be tortured
endlessly than incur Marigold's righteous;
cont.,einpt.

" Little .Tane, onoe again I ask you to inarry^
nie," ho said, " and this time I'm not going t<>

take ' no ' for an answer. We're engaged, yow
and I. What do you think of that V

''
,

" 1 think it's—it's preposterous !
" Janice

gasped.
" Indeed ? 'iVliy ?

"

" Because—becau-so I can't !

"

" But you are. You're engaged to me, and'
after lunch we'ro going to whirl straight back
to Bond Street and choo.se a ring."

" Oh, no .'"

"Oh, yea! I'm rich to-day in more ways
than One. Got my quarterly cheque. Whtlt
do you think of that ?

"

The hand nearest her slipped down and'
caught liers, and a boyish chuckle escaped himj

" Aunt Susan will be so pleased," he said.i
" I believe all the time she knew that you were
the girl for me, although lately she's been saying
hon-id things beliind Marigold f.'lare's back.i
Now she will admit that it's all right ia spite of,

her unkind criticism."

The cab' turned into the tree-shaded drive'
leading to the Club-house, and Janice, be-'

wildered and upset to such a point that she'
scarcely knew what to do or say, tried vainly to'

get her bearings.

As Roy hande<l her out, two women—the
very two who had waved to her from the motor-'
car in Bond Street—trailed forward quickly,
their pretty gown.s and parasols making them a
picture, their faces alight with interest.

" Oh, Marigold darling !
" they gushed ia

turn ;
" where have you been hiding yourself 1 "j

" We read about your aceidentl How can
you do such thing.s—inu such dre.idful risks,

passes my comprehension. But doesn't she
look well, Phyllis ?

"

" H'm. a bit thinner, perhaps," said Phyllis.

.Janice's eyes implored Sugden piteously to
help her out. He must know that these women
were utter strangers to her, but so it happened
they were also to him. Yet he appeared not
to know, for quite pleasantly he entered into
the conversation, which was, all about Marigold
and her wonderful pluck.

.Janice did not Imow what to do. A nod an<f
a nudge from the one called Phyllis, urged her
to introduce her cavalier. At the best it had to
be a one-sided introduction.

"This is Mr. Sugden, the author of the
ghastly film," she said, striving to cojiy Mari-
gold's best and lightest manner.
They seemed not to mind that their own names

were not mentioned. They had heard of Mr.
Sugden. They had heard that he and Marigold
were—no, not engaged, apparently, for Janice
had taken off her gloves, and there was no ring.j

" We're jvist having lunch at that table imder,
the trees. Mickey will be terribly hurt if you'
don't join us—both of you. You know, Mr.-

Sugden, my husband is rather silly about
Marigold. Sometimes I get quite jealous."

Roy made no reply to this sally. His faca

clouded witli disappointment, for he did not
relish the interruption to his t te-a-t'te with the
dream girl who had come so miraculou-sly to life.

There was no getting away from the two pretty

young women, however. They wouldn't bear
of such a thing.

And presently, along came two others who
also hailed M.arigold, with two men in tennis

flannels. One of them proved to be Micky,
husband of Phyllis, and the other answered to

the name of Tub. And one of the women was
Birdie, and^he other Glorianna. They all ad-

dressed Janico as Marigold, and not one of them
(Gontinuea on oaoe 8J

I
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We have countless opportunities of

seeing our popular players in make-believe

romances on the screen. Here, the

camera takes you for a moment away
from reel, to real life, and presents an
interesting glimpse into the happy do-

mestic lives of

some more

MAUR'.CE COSTELLO, and his happy family. H s wife, and Helen and Dolores. ( Viltigraph.)
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The Girl Who Dared
""""""
from page 6.

appeared to have the slightest doubt of her being

Alarigold. .
-

These were some of Marigold's gay friends,

society people no doubt, but a shade too gay in

Janice's estimation. There was champagne for

lunch—a lot of it—and Glorianna, a yellow-

haired, much made-up young goddess, smoked
cigarettes through the entire meal.

Roy, who had intended to forego the polo,

whose only wish was to be alone again with

Janice and press forward hi^ claim upon her,

fovmd himself caught up perforce by the young

men's enthus^iasm. MicUey, who was go'ng to

play that afternoon, was the only one who let

the champagne alone, and he excused himself

presently, saying he must get into his kit, and
would Tub aiid Sugden meet him around at tlie

stables to run their eyes over his ponies.

Tub seemed loth to adopt tho suggestion.

He settled himself by Janice, and although it

was Micky who was suppdsed to be dcvot«d

to the ]iretty cinema star, this yoimg man was
doing his best to cut him out. He, also, had
noted that the slim little hand bore no ring. So

she—Marigold, as he supposed—wasn't engaged
to this Sugden bear after all. And to Tub alone

of them all, " Marigold " seemed different.

The women chipped him openly about his

sudden interest in her, and they chipped her as

well. . .

" Don't forget that Tub has pots of money,
the golden-haired Glorianna drawled, between
puffs of smoke.

" And that Uncle Cedric has promised not

to live very much longer," added Phyllis.

Birdie, a small brunette, with a. foxy,

huntress face, did not join in so kindly.
" I somehow can't fancy ;Marigold as the

Baroness Herton," she said.
' Why not '! " Tub asked boldly. " Come,

Birdie, that's luikind of you."
" Yes, my dear, considering cverythiilg, it

is," agi-eed Glorianna. '" I believe you're

jealous because Jack's only a baronet, and
you hate this new competition between musical

comedy and the movies."
Out of the welter of give and take in the

matter of this small talk—which at its best was
in bad taste, and at its worst down-right vulgar

-—Sugden, and to some extent Janice, gathered

that Birdie was Lady Siualle, and had once been
a chorus girl, and that Tub was Lord Theodore
Reame, heir to the Barony of Herton.
Poor Janice longed to get away, yet feared

to be alone again with Roy.
She knew he was studying her surreptitiously

all the time, and that although Tub—Lord
Theodore—was decidedly the best of the lot,

Roy Sugden had taken a great dislilie to the
cheerful young man.

' I say, why don't we see anything of you
these days ? " Tub whispered in her ear.

" I'm so very busy," she faltered.
" And so different," he urged. " I say, I'm

glad you've given up cigarettes. Of course,

I'm rather used to it, but I do hate to see girls

making chimneys of themselves. And Birdie

smokes without a holder. It's all over between
her and me, you know. I can't stand her
hands."

.Janice twisted about tmcomfortably. She
hated these confidences. They were not meant
for her ears.

But Lord Theodore persisted.
" And when am I going to see you again ?

"

he whispered, his lips as elo.se to her ear as he
ilared—and he dared mxich, this forward youth.

" Oh, I don't know I

"

" Are yovi down at Hurstfield all the time ?
"

' Mostly," Janice rephed. " Yovi'd better

write if—if you're so keen." In that way she
could shift the burden of responsibility to

i\Iarigold, where it belonged.

Oh, dear, she had got into such a tangle, and
wliat would Marigold say ? It was dreadful 1

" Darling, you'rp not gone on the author-
i hap, are you '/ " his lordship went on, growing
increasingly bold.

Hero was a way out if she chose to take it

;

but again, what would Marigold say ? She
dared not commit Marigold to anything so
serious as an engagement with Roy, particularly

iw it was plain that Marigold had two minds on
the subject. And it wasn't fair to Roy, cither.

I'm not ' gone ' on anybody," Janice re-

torted rather pettishly, " least of all on you,
sir."

Sho rose,' pushing back her chair rather
liastily.

" Oh, aren't you going to stop for the polo ?

Micky will bo so disappointed," shrilled tho
good-natured Phyllis. ,.

" Let us hope he'll recover," Birdie said drily.
" I really must be going now," Janice

rc|5lied, with a glance at Roy. " Tlianks,
awfully, for such a nice lunch, and so glad to
have seen you all again. Good-bye, every-
body."

After all, if she was to have a cinema career,
she really must learn to act a bit, and her fare-

wells came out in Marigold's airy, laughing
way.
Roy quickly seconded her motion. Ho said

good-bye, briefly, furious that apparently the
irrepressible Tub was to pay for his and " Little

.lane's " lunch. What should have been a
happ.y how", or at least an interesting one, was
completely spoiled for him.
He scowled like a thlindcr-cloud as he led

the way back to wliere he had kept the cab
waiting.

" I'm sorry about the polo," .Tanice said
meekly, but I really could not etand those
people another minute."
That cheered him up a bit, but he could not

forget the spectacle of Tub whispering in her
ear whenever the faintest chance offered. And
he had been too far away to hear what was
said, too. Indeed, nobody but Janice could
have heard.

" You seemed to like one of them," he said
stiffly. ' So those are some of the friends I've
heard so much about."

Janice's face flamed scarlet. He was criticis-

ing not I'.er, but Marigold, so sho liad to como
to Marigold's defence.

" What's the matter with them J
"

Sugden shrugged h'S shoulders.
" Jlather inconsistent, aren't yon ? Just

now you said, yourself, you couldn't stand "em."
" Oh, I wasn't in the mood."
" And never would be—^^unless for this Tub

person. I'm not so sure about him. You
seemed to like his edging up to you, and—and
kissing your ear

'

" How dare you !
" .Janice cried angrily.

Roy realised that ho had let his jealous temper
carry him too far. It was a prreat pity that
little Jane didn't soem to understand that a
fellow requires very little to make him jealous.
The storms of love are more eloquent than the
calms, if less comfortable.

TKe Ring.

JANICE was so busy conquering her indig-
nation, which included tears, that she
could pay no attention to her immediate

destiny.
She felt as though in letting Roy run into

her by chance and then deliberately putting
herself in the way of meeting friends of Mari-
gold's, she had committed a crime. She was
terribly afraid to face Marigold with this double
confession. Rather would she have been
whipped. It wasn't always easy to think of

Marigold in this newly softened mood of hers.

Marigold had played the tyrant for so long,

holding the high hand over both mother and

bister, bending them to lier strong and immensely
selfish will, that .Janice had lost «omo natural
qualities of self-cxpresHioi). Sho wa-s still

exactly what Marigold wished her to be, oven—

>

in this case—Marigold, herself.

And how she had bungled it

!

Back sped the cab, tho driver speculating
dreamily upon the si7.e of the tip he certainly

ought to get in spite of tho fact that the gentle-

man inside looked neither an idiot nor a gilded
" knut." But from' Ranelagh the order had
been back to Bond Street to a big jeweller's.

That meant something. The gentleman, per-

haiiK, was ijitejiding to buy a present for tho
weeping young lady by his side. Some girl's

eyes can be dried only in that way. The taxi-

cab driver ha<l a girl of his own, and he had
known her to weep.

Well, people arc curious.

Tlie driver had a good view of both his fares,

although they were not aware of it. There
was a plate-glass screen in front of him that

made an almost peifect reflection. Sojnetimcs
he had seen—but no matter. He wasn't seeing

anything of that sort now.
" Morbid, I calls it." he said to himself. " Why

don't they pull theirselves together and enjoy all

this petrol I'm a-wastin' on 'em ?
''

There sat the gentleman with a fivce like

pickles, all screwed up fit to scare children.i

scowling, saying something to himself which by
the look of 'im wasn't pleasant, to put it mildly.

And he kept to liis side of the cab, just as tho

young lady kept to hers.

Was he a-kidnapping of 'or ?

.Judging by his face, he- might hive been.

She looked like she was hoping to be hung.
The driver became gloomy, also. Tf they

didn't cheer up soon, that tip of his wouldn't
be worth tho petrol to carry it to the bank. It

was only happj' people who forgot theii'selves

and counted out something near what a fellow

had a right to expect.

He cast a fishy eye at Roy as they drew up
to the jeweller's.

-And now there was an argument.
Heaven save us, byt the young lady didn't

want any present ! (Jould you beat that ?

She wasn't coming in—not she.

Perhaps the gentleman wasn't making it big

enough. Probably trying to put her off with

a plated wrist-watch. Plenty of tight-wads

cut a dash in Bond Street by just- peeling off

the outside skin of their roll of notes.

To hasten the transaction, the driver got

downi from his perch and examined something
under the hood of the engine which he announced,
audibly was boiling. '

-

" I haven't the least objection to making a

scene if you haven't," Roy was saying politely.
" It's a great pity we haven't the camera-man.
It would make a splendid picture. In two
seconds I'll go down on my knees right here on
the pavement, and beg you to get out of this

expensive cab, and—it's an absolute promise,

not an empty threat. One "

And she" knew he'd do it. Before he could

count " Two," she was out of the cab and
possibly contemplating a dramatic attempt at

escape. ~ -

{Another imtahnent next week.)

BETTY BLYTHE
BETTY BLYTHE, the fascinating Vita-

grapli player, has many decided views
of her own. During a discussion on

marriage recently, she was asked wha t her ideas on
tlie subject were, and she thoughtfully replied :

" Girls can support themselves so well now-
a-days that there is really no need. Truth-
fully, I should love to be married, if I could
ever find anybody who could come half-way
up to my ideals, but nobody ever docs ; or,

perhaps I should say, that I am so fearfully

busy that I never have time to find out whether
ai^yone does or not."

Betty, who has a tall, commanding figure,

always makes a point of designing her own
dresses for the screen. Her modiste explains
that all she has to do is to carry out Betty's
suggestions. " Tho minute she tries on a
partly finished gown^ sho knows instantly
whether she likes it or not, and if tliere are any
bad lines she detects them at once. Wlien
sho makes a selection, she doesn't go back on it,

and wish she had chosen something else. But
then sho always chooses wisely, and there's

WHO DESIGNS ALL HER OWN
DRESSES FOR THE SCREEN.

no reason why she should change her mind."
This is the secret why her producers won't
let her play in character parts. Every role
sho takes must present her with an opportunity
to display her skill in the art. of dressing. In
one of her new pictures Betty is supposed to
be a miUioiiairo's daughter, with a passion for
clothes.

Betty has always sighed for a professional
life, and before her entry into pictures, sho
appeared on the stage for a short time. She
is so much in love with the screen that she
would not give it up for anything in the world.

" There is one sail fact about -it, though,"
she says, " and that is that you never, m your
own estimation, reach the top. No matter
how hard you work, there is always something
rnore to learn, and no matter what success may
come to you, you ca-n always feel that there
aro infinitely greater heights to be reached
yet."
Some of the recent Vitagraph pictures in

which Betty Blytho appears, with Harry Morey,
aro " Tangled Lines " and " The Green God'"
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The First Experience of a Small-Part Man.

GIW"""
"""""""Illll„„7„ M ""^"""t

iiveitva Actoi::
I LEFT the dressing-room feeling that I

had made a very good job of it. With
other members of the cast of a popular

play at a West-End theatre, I had been
offered the opportunity of playing a small
part on the screen, and had joyfully availed

myself of what promised to afford a most
interesting experience. On arrival at the

studio, situated in a country district af>out

twenty miles out of London. I was .supplied

with clothing from the wardrobe, allotted a
Crc£sing-room, and told to " get on with it.

You'll be wanted in an hour."

The clothes provided turned out to be the

uniform of a Hungarian bandsman, or Czecho-

slovak oliieer of high rank, so I proceeded to

make-up my face for the part. A grey

moustache and imperial, hastily manufac-
tured of crepe hair, having been gummed ou
as a finishing touch, I responded to the

invitation of the call-boy to slep down on to

the stage, and in duo course found myself

under the astonished gaze of the assistant

producer.

My Make-Up All Wrong.

THAT gentleman performed a number of

complicated evolutions indicative of

dismay, aiid eventually burst into

song.
" Look at him !

" was the burden of his

lay. " Take him away ! A number three

make-up !
" And here followed a number of

technicalities which I was unable at the

moment to sort out in any satisfactory order.

It was soon explained to me, however, that

the " make-up," which I had always regarded

as perfectly satisfactory for the theatre, was
not the slightest use before the camera, and
a few moments later I found myself once again

seated in the dressing-room, niy appearance

rndergomg a complete transformation at the

hands of an expert.

When next I ventured to take a glance at

myself in the mirror, I gave a gasp of horror.

My face had assumed a sickly yellow hue, as

of one recovering from a long and violent

illness. Cabalistic signs of a dark brown tint

appeared between my eyebrows and my
eyelashes, and my tout ensemble was some-

thing between a ghost and tha Oriental

sorcerer.

I returned to the studio, and there found a

crowd of people, made up in a fashion similar

to myself and grouped round the "set" were

the producer and his satellites at work.

It may be as well to explain here that all the

action taking place on any one particular

scene, or " set," as it is called, throughout

the play is photographed consecutively, and

r.ot in the order in which it appears in the

finished picture, thus affording the actor an

opportunity of running through the whole

{.'arsut of emotion at the word of command,
without any of tho pieliminaiy j-eriod of

"working it up" which one geti oa the

legitimate stage.

Inside the Studio.

'HOSH of you who have r.ever seen tho

r inside of a cinema studio, picture to

yourselves a com>)ination of a furniture

warehouse, a carpenter's shop, and a glorified

conservatory ; throw in a number of exceed-

ingly powerful arc lamps, and the picture is

complete.

A scene wa.s in progress on my return.
The "set" in question, was approxiniately
eight feet in breadth, iind in this space five
characters appeared, each of whom had to do
his own ])articular business satisfactorily
without obscuring any of his fellow players,
or himself over-stepping a certain boundary
which was " out " of the j)icture.

" We'll take it again, Mr. Blank. You
were out !

" was the first remark I heard from
the producer, and Mr. Blank, looking very
sorry for himself, returned to his difficult task
with some degree of resignation.

My Turn Next!

EVENTUALLY my turn came. My name
was called, and with considerable
nervousness I stepped forward on to

the " set " to receive my instructions from
the producer.

Tho scene to be taken was a " close-up "

view of an incident in a terrific battle, and I,

as the l(;ader of the invading army, liad to lj«

thrown bodily out of the picture. A sort of
crane apparatus had been erected, and a wire
running on a pulley-wheel overhead was made
fast roimd my waist. The preliminary
business leading to my dramatic exit was
rehearsed to the satisfaction of the producer,
and the next impression I rcceiv<xl was of a
stentorian voice shouting " Lights !

"—the
buzz and crackle of the big arcs as they lit up
one by one, and (hen the producer's 'Get
ready : I'll take !

"

A Precarious Position.

1 FOUND myself going through the previously
rehearsed action automatically ; became
aware of a whirring, clicking sound, which

sub-consciously I knew to be the camera,
and hcanl confused shoutings to the a^jtors,

to the crancman, and to all and sundry, when
suddenly there came a gigantic tug on tho^

wire, and I was travelling through the air at a
considerable speed until just as suddenly

—

dead silence. The camera had stopped, and,
unfortunately for me, so had the crane. I

was dangling ten or twelve feet from the

ground, and wondering idly how long it would
be before the wire cut me in two like a piece,

of cheese. Amid considerable laughter I was
released from my precarious position, and'

informed that I should not be required again'

for an hour. Thanking my stars that there

was no "re-take," I set out on a tour of

inspection round the studio.

A CHAT WITH " Mr. PERLMUTTER."
ROBERT LEONARD, One of the Famous Pair. Talks About Pictures.

O

ROBERT LEONARD—
"Perlmutter." (Photo:
Fouhham <fc Banjield.)

kH .' " remarked
the stage-
door keeper

confidentially, as I
stood by his little

sanctum atthe Savoy
Theatre, "it's alway.s
tliem as is high up
that's the nicest,
after all. Take the
docks and bishops
wot call 'ere. Why,
they're as friendly as
you please—it's the
young swelled-heads
that get so uppi.sh.

Same with the actors
—it's the nobodies
wot refuse to see this

and that person, but
the big, big people

—

t!io actors wot are
aetors—they're the

real gents !

"

I proved the truth of these remarks a few
minutes later, when word came through that
Robert Leonard would see me.

Xow, Mr. Leonard, as we all know, is a fine

actor, tho half of the famous pair that made
" Potash and Perlmutter " two of the best-
loved characters on the boards. But a clever
actor is also man enough to get mighty tired

after a strenuous performance, and liable,

therefore, to feel disinclined for visitors, and
anything in the shape of an " interview.''-

Not so Mr. Leonard, who gave me as hearty a
welcome as if he had just got up, instead of
being wearied by a tryijig afternoon's work, and
whose remarks were punctuated by laughter
as genial and thoroughly good-tempered as his

appearance.
" Now, Mr. Leonard," I began. " I'm not

deceived into thinking you're net busy, and
eo I'm going to reward your kindness in seeing
me by keeping you not more than a few minutes ;

but I'd be awfully glad to hear something about
the worl-; you've done for the films. Let me see.

did you and Mr. Yorke ever appear in " Potash
and Perlmutter " on the screen ?

"

" No ; tho only films I've ever appeared in

were "The Tailor of Bond .Street" and "A
Just Deception."

" Are you likely to be going into pictures
again ?

"

'-There's no telling. As I say, we've never,
played the two characters you mention for the
film, but we might possibly do thein» shortly.]

They appealed to irs very much."
Conversation was interrupted for a moment,'

while my Jiost plastered his jovial features with
another layer of grease, in the process of re-

moving his make-up. •

When he again emerged, I said :

" Did you find your experience in real film

studios of practical assistance when it came to
playing in ' Business before Pleasirre,' in which
screen life figures so largely ?

"

" Without a doubt ; though, of course, in the
piece we're 'kidding ' each other all the time."
Mr. Leonard chuckled and added :

" It's a good
lesson for the public who want to be picture
directors—the more attention they pay to it.

the less they'll know about the business !

"

" You say that you derived help for your
stage-play from your previous film experience.

Do you think the stage and screen are really

allied, generally speaking ?
"

" No," replied Mr. Leonard. " They arej

quite different arts. But to me the moving|
picture business is very remarkable. Take onei

little thing, though it has often been mentioned,,
and that is the topsy-turvy method of scene
taking. Maybe you'll take scene 70. then jump
to 150, and perhaps end on-four, and yet in the
finished article, what continuity and smooth-
ness 1 Speaking of this, reminds me that in

one pictiue I had the amusing and unique
experience of marrying the girl before I met her.

and courting her four weeks after I'd married
her !

"

A hearty laugh from us both terminated this

most informal " talk for publication," and seeing

Mr. Leonard was freed from his make up, I rose

to free him from his interview.
" Thank you so much for seeing me," I re-

marked. " Not everyone would have done so

after a performance."
" I know some are like that," said Mr. Leonard.

" But I don't know why it is." He paused and
reflected for a moment, then his face lightened.

"I guess it's just swelled head," he added, by
way of explanation. " Good-bye, and good luck !

"

My last impression of him was a face wreathed
in smiles, and a big, hearty, handshaker

M. H. C.
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Filial Love an. tke Film

• Good bye. my Boy I

" WILLIAM 3. HART in " The Poppy Qlrl a Hiubiu<l.
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Eddie , lyonv^

EDDIE LYONS.

The Bad Boys of the Pictures.

EDDIE LYONS and Lee Moran have
won a preat reputation for their

own particular brand of comedy.
For years now, these two irrepressible

boys have been appearing in httle

tangles and troubles. Getting in and out of scrapes, stealinc eacli other's

sweethearts, and so on. Their adventures are ]\i^t the soit of things

which might happen to any two high-spirited youths, and it is mainly

because of their reality to life that the Lyons-Mornn films are so popular.

Besides being screen companions, Kddie and Lee are inseparable

friends in real life, and have the warmest regard and afTection for one

another. They started their screen life together, and have been staunch

pals during the upward trend of a successful career.

Strangelv enough, they were both born in the same State, although they

did not get reallv acquainted with one another until some years after tliis

LtE MORAN. memorable event !

Fddie an3 Le» are both as funny off the screen as they are on it, and their associates at the studios

at L niversal City desire nothing better than a party with the two partners-in-fun as the leading spirits.

nil

BERTH CONTROL. 13
LEE MORAN

in "MUMS THE WORD
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A CHARMING STORY OF A MARRIAGE-A DISILLUSIONMENT-AND THE SEQUEL.

IDNl/T Tffltr
shack, a grim tragedy was being . enacted,

which, if Hen Mnrbury could have seen it, would
have convinced him that Chick Severance was
not only a loafer, but something more dangerous,

and even Edith's faith in her lover would have
been shaken.

Edith's Mysterious Lover.

OLD Hen Marbury was in a bad temper. He
glowered at his daughter Edith as she
moved about the little sitting-room, and

at last, having worked himself up to the right

—

or the wrong—state of mind, he put down his

pipe and his paper.
" That Chick Severance is still hanging around

here after you. I tell j-ou I won't have it.

He'll never be a son-in-law of mine, the loafing

vagabond."
Edith put down the cloth with which she had

been polishing the dishes, and came towards her

father. Her pretty face was flushed with
resentment. She was tired of these scenes,

which occurred almost every night, and angry
at her father's sneers at her lover. It was her

earnings as the assistant cashier of the local

farmers' bank that kept the house going. Her
father did nothing but discuss politics, and
lament his hard luck, and she knew their hard-up
state was d\ie not to Hen Marbury's hard luck,

but to his rooted objection to hard work.
" Chick is no loafer," she said spiritedly. " I

am old enough to choose my own friends,

father, and I am not going to give Chick up."
" You're crazy, girl !

" shouted her father.
" What can you see in this man 1 What does he

do for a living ? Answer me that."

Edith bit her lips, and made no reply.

The question was one she had asked herself

more than once. Chick Severance certainly lived

a very mysterious life. Since he had taken a little

shack cottage in the town, he had never done
any work, yet he always had plenty of money.
Her father was only repeating what she had
heard others say. But though she was worried

in her mind about her lover's mode of life,

she had faith in him. One day he would
explain everything. In the meantime, it was
no' good continuing the argument. " Life was
getting xmbearable. She made up her mind
that she would leave home that night, and seek

a situation in New York. Poverty and liard-

ehips would be preferable to these everlasting
squabbles.

Old Hen Marburj-, satisfied that he had
crushed his daughter, turned to his paper with a
grim chuckle, and presently went to bed.

Peace reigned within the Marbury household

;

t out in the woods, by Chick Severance's

Two Shots in the Night.

STEALING up to the door of the shack was
a muffled figure, and dodging behind the
trees on his trail was Chick Severance, o

revolver in his hand. The muffled figure

entered the shack, and Chick followed. A few
second.? later two shots rang out. A light

appeared in the shack, and by its rays an
observer might have seen Chick Severance
standing over the dead bodj' of a man. It was
the body of the man Chick had followed into the
shack.
An hour later, three men cautiously ap-

proached the shack. They carried heavy grip-

sacks, and moved like men who did not wish to

be seen. One of them gave a signal, and the
door was opened by Chick. The leader of the
three looked at him closely for a moment, and
then said :

" You're C^hick, eh ?
"

"That's me," replied Severance.
" I'm Barker," said the other. " The Boss

said you'd be here. We've got the stuff from
the bank. A cop chased us, shooting his gun,
but we got away without a scratch. Anything
happened here ?

"

" Some !
" replied Chick grimly, pointing

under the table to tlio body of the man he had
shot.

" Snakes !
" cried Barker, starting back.

" What is it A cop ?
"

" Yes," returned Chick. " And there may
be some more soon. We had better drag that
body into the inner room, and then you boys
get the stuff on to the launch. I'll follow you
down in a few minutes."
The three men carried the body into the next

room, and then went off with the spoils of the
robbery at the bank.

Chick looked carefully around the room, and
was just about to turn out the light, when his
quick ear caught the sound of a footstep out-
side. Keeping his revolver handy for use, he
threw open the door.

" Edith !

"

"Chick !

"

" What brings you out in the woods at this
hour of the night, Edith ?

"

" I've left home. Chick. I was going to wait
till the first train in the morning, and get away
to the city. I can't live with father any longer."
She stopped talking, and looked at Chick

curiously.
" What are you doing here ? " she asked.
"I'll explain later," replied Chick hurriedly.

" I am waiting for some friends. They'll be
here in a minute. '

He walked up and down the room, thinking
rapidly. The appearance of the girl had upset
all his plans. What could he do ? He cast
an anxious glance at the inner room, which held
such a grim secret.

While he was considering what best to do.
Barker and the two men came back. Barker
started when ho saw the girl, and turning to
Chick, he said suspiciously :

" What's the game ?
"

" Friend of mine," returned Chick easily.
" Come over here."
He took Barker on one side, and explained the

position.
" She can't stop here," said Barker. " Think of

that in the next room. She would give us
away."

" I know what we will do," said Chick. " We
will tell her we're detectives. That cop I shot
is sure to have a badge. (Jet it out of his pocket,
and leave the rest to me."

Barker went into the next room, and taking
the dead detective's star badge from his pocket,
handed it to Chick.

Edith Marbury, who . had been wondering
what all this muttered conversation meant,
turned to Chick in some concern.

" What does it all mean ? " she said. " Who
are the.se men ?

"

" They are all friends of mine," returned
Chick. " We are detectives, and we are on a
big case. It will not be safe for you to stay
here. You had better come with us."

Ho pulled out the detective's badge as he
spoke, and showed it to her.

Edith, now quite satisfied that Chick was a
detective, and that this fact explained all that
had been so mysterious, was quite excited at tho
prospect of an adventure, and readily consented
to go with Chick and his friends.

It was well past midnight when they got on
board the motor-launch, and before they had
travelled many miles Edith fell asleep.

When she awoke it was broad daylight. Th^
launch was moored to a pier. Chick was bending
over her. She noticed he was in his shirt sleeves,

and at the same moment that his coat wa-n

thrown over her shoulders. She gave him a
tender smile as he helped her to her feet. Then
she uttered a cry of dismay.

" My bag. I must have left it in the shack.
It had my money in it. There was not much,
but it was all I had in the world."

" Never mind, dear," said Chick reassuringly.
" Let me be your banker. You can pay rrle

back when you get a berth."

He took lier to a big boarding-house where lie

and his friends were staying, and engaged a
room for her. Then he went to order some
breakfast.

A\'hen he came back he was looking very
serious.

" I've been thinking things over," he said.
" Why don't you let me be your banker lor

life ? Let us get married straight away. I'll get
the Registrar to come round at once. Do say
'
j es,' Edith."
Edith's head was turned awa5', but when she

looked up at him Chick read her answer in her
shining eyes.

" I have always loved you. Chick," she
whispered. " I could never love any other
man."

Chick must have known just where to find the
registrar, for he was back with him in a very
short time, and the ceremony was over almost
before Edith had realised it had begun.
The girl sat down in the little sitting-roorn.

holding her marriage certificate in her hand,
and looking shyly at the ring Chick had placed
on her finger. She was bewildered and de-
lighted.

It seemed too wonderful to be true. She
thanked the good fairy that had guided lier

footsteps to the wood that night, as Chick bent
over her, and kissed her again and again.

.

" I sha'n't be very long, dear," he said. " I
have to do some very important business, or I

would not leave you. Don't forget to make a
good breakfast."

Edith sat in a reverie after her husband had
gone, thinking of the squabbles she had left

behind, and the glorious future she had before
her.

Her daydreams were broken by the sound of
men talking in the next room, and she recog-
nised the voice of Barker.

"There'll be some long faces among the
depositors of the farmers' bank to-day," \ic

was saying. " What a haul, and what a get

away ! I thought that girl was going to "bo
awkward, but Chick has got her squared all

right."
" The farmers' bank ! Chick! Her husband."
The words burned into the girl's brain as she

stood listening. Then Chick was a robber, not a
[Continued on page 16.)
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IRISH, AND PROUD OF IT TOO i

m Charmed to Meei You ! This Wants Looking Into, Just an Irish Smile. I can look stern. Do I Know You i

CREIGHTON HALE.
He might be just a Prosperous Young Business Man Instead of a Picture Star.

WHAT makes Creight'oii Hale look so different ?
"

This is a question you might very easily be tempted to ask.

The answer is really very simple. It is " Because he dresses
that way."

(Jreigliton doesn't look in the least " theatrical." He might be just

a well-groomed, prosperous young business man, instead of a jjopular

)notion picture star.

Not for a moment would I suggest that male picture stars arc not, as

a rule, well-dressed. Tlicy are. But Creighton Hale is, if possible,

more so.

Hi; -^'othes are well-tailored on British lines ; he wears no jewellery,

and makes no attempt to, appear impressive. He is just natural.

A Noticeable Air of British Refinement.

IN addition, Creighton has tliat -noticeable air of British refinement,

for he is an Irish boy, liom in Cork. But his round, boyish face has
a man's mind and intellect l.ehind it.

Creighton Hale's fatlier was an Insh singer and manager, who used to

tour Ireland in a repertoire co)npany. It was only natural that the lad

should also have a desire for a stage career ; as a matter of fact, he was
• arried on before he could walk. This was when he played the ])art of a
'baby" in a melodrama. Later on, Croighton played " Little Wdlie

"

parts in numeroiis plaj-s.

However, his stage career v/as interrupted when he was packed oli to
school in London. Later he took up electrical engineering ; but it did
not appeal to him very much, and after a brief career as a journalist,

he returned to the stage.

Toured with Lady Forbes Roberfson.

TEN years ago lie went to America with Ladj' Forbes Robertson's
companj% and lie has remained there ever since. The idea of
working in pictures did not occur to young Hale until his friend

House Peters, with whom he acted on several occasions on tJio legiti-

mate stage, told him to " try for a job."
Creighton, recounting the story says, '' Peters oozed prosperity. His

overcoat was of the latest cut, his ha{ obviously new, and he wore yellow
gloves. I asked him if he' had foimd a gold mine. ' No,' replied Peters
in a ponderous manner. ' I'm playing in pictures.'

"

-Started as an Extra.

SU(JH prosperity was not to be slighted, but Creighton was not sure
whether he would like pictures, or whether he would be a success
in them. Ho he secured a position as an extra, under an assumed

name.
Frank Powell, who was then a director of Pathe, took an instant

liking to him, and induced him to go into, pictures in earnest. He took
the advice, and later appeared with great success in " The Taint,"
" The Exploits of Elaine," " The Romance of Elaine," and " The
Laughing Mask." Creighton Hale was always very successful when
appearing with Pearl White. The two artistes indeed made one of the
ha])piest of combinations.

Otlier successes were attained as co-star with Gladys Hulette in " The
Plotters " and " Love and Finance."
The young actor declared that some of his busiest days were ex-

perienced when performing with Pearl White in serials.
" Wo worked very hard, day after day," ho stated. " I usually left

my house at 7 a.m., and drove my little old motor-car to the studio at
Icrsey City. Wo worked steadily all day, coming home any old hour
at night, sometimes so utterly fagged out that I'd fall asleep at tlie wheel,
and catch my.self just in time making a bee-line for an obstructive
lamp-post !

"

Creighton is not too fond of newspaper publicity. " I can't talk
about my favourite country cstat<'," he says, " because I haven't got

one. I can't discuss my preference for one make of motor-car over
another, because I've only had experience with one, and I can't declare
that my pet dog is ' a thousand dollar Pom,' because it's a terrier, and
it was given to me for a present."

Creighton Hale's chief hobby is horse-riding, and the open air.

He has no use for the so-called Bohemian life of Broadway.

CREIGHTON HALE.
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THE HONEST THIGF.
(Continued from page 14.)

d. tX'tive. These in(.Ti were liis partncr^i in

< riine. They had robbed tlie fiunicrs" b inU. Tlie

bank in which she had liccn assistant casliicr.

A knock cnnie at her door. It was a nepro
waiter with her breakfast. Hardly knowinK
what she was doinp, slic t )ld liiin to take it to

the next room. As he entered with the tray,

she heard shouts of laughter os the men seized

tipon it, and presently she heard them sitting

down at the tabic.

Very gently slio tried tlie door which com-
municated with the next room—it opened.
There, on a chair within her reach, was a big.

gripsack she had seen on tlie laimi ji. There wa.s

no doubt that it contained the proceeds of the
robbery at the farmers' b ink. The men were
talking and laughing together e.Kcite Uy.

There was a el ance to get the bag.

A'ery softly she opened the door still wider,
lifted the bag inside her own room, and gently
closed the door. She did not know what she
was going to do, but her mind was clear on two
things. She must try to get the bag back to
the bank, and tell the police where the robbers
were. Heartbroken at the thought that her
husband, the man slie loved, wms a thief, she
was determined that she would at least save
him from tliii< crime. What she was going to

do when the money was safely back in the bank,

*I don't like milk—
but I love

BIRD'S Custard!'

IF
one of your children

does not care for milk,

remember that BIRD'S— * the

Pure Custard'— changes milk

into a delicious golden cream
that all children love.

BIRD'S Custard does more,

— it actually adds 25% to the

nutriment of milk.

You can therefore easily understand

how greatly it helps in the building up of

sturdy boys and healthy girls.

No food that goes with fruit is so

creamy and egg-like as

1 • y7
irds

C318

the Pure Cuslard
The sight of this golden dish excites

the most pleasing anticipations. These are

always realised, because "BIRD'S is the only

Custard that tastes as good as it looks!'*

Remember, the more BIRD'S Custard and
stewed fruit you give the family, in reason, the

better the general health.

she did not know. How she could explain to
her father her absence without implicating
Chick IT the crime, she could not think. But
poor at all cost she determined that, though shti

could never be happy again, the people in her
home town should not suffer. She was going
get the money back to the bank, and then.jpei •

haps, see could hide somewhere where Cnick
could never find her,

8he stole out of the boarding-house unob-
served, and made her way to a public telephone
bo.\. She gave her message to the police, and
then got to the railway-station. With th'i

money Chick had lent her she bought a ticket.

A Welcome Return.

AFKVV hours later she was struggling u|i

the main street of her native town,
carrying the bag. It was very heavy,

and she was almost exhausted when she reached
the bank.
A large crowd of people were standing oui

side discussing the robbery, and no one uoticerl
her as she staggered in with the bag. 'I'h.j

manager met her in the inner office.
" What does this mean, Miss Alarbury ?

'' he
cried, looking at Edith and the bag.

" Tt is the stolen money," she panted. Count,
it, and see if it is all there."
Hardly knowing what he was doing, the

manager carried the bag into his private ofRce,
and Edith sat down on a chair, half-faintiiig
from the excitement and the exhaustion of her
journey.

"Hallo! So you're here, are you? Well,
you've got a nerve !

"

The words, roughly spoken, recalled, her to
herself.

Standing before her was a local policernr-'i,

and in his hand he held her bag.
" .See here, young lady," he said grimly.

" You and me are going to have a little talk.
Reckon you won't deny this is your bag. And
where we found that bag we found the dead body
of a detective. Now, what have you got to say
about it ?

"

" Ask the manager," returned Edith, pointing
to that official, who had just come into tho room.

" Miss Marbury has just brought back the
money the robbers took from the bank," said
the manager. " .She has done more than all the
police," he added sarcastically.

' Every dollar is there," he went on, turning
(o Edith. " And you may rely on the bank
recognising the services you have rendered, not
only to the bank but to all the investors."

" Well, even if that is so," said the policeman
doggedly, " there's the dead detective to
account for, and this young lady can't deny it

was her bag we found in the shack. Who 'shot
the detective ? That's what I'm out to find."
'I did !

"
.

'

Edith turned at the voice, and saw Chick
standing in the doorway.

Explanation.

I
SHOT him,'' went on Chick. ' I shot him
in self-defence ; but he was not a detec-
tive. He was the advance agent of the

bank robbers sent on to spy out the land. H«
got to know I was on his track, and came into
the shack to kill me. Fortunately for nje, I wa.'"

not in, but I saw him c^-eeping to the door, and
followed him. I called to liim to surrender,
but he fired at me. I fired in return, and shot
him. I was the real detective, and had been
sent down specially to trap the bank robbers.

" I put my badge in the dead man's pocket,
and impersonated him. 1 knew none of the
gang had seen the advance agent, and when I

showed them the body of the suppo.sed detectixe
they did not suspect me. This young lady
recox-ered the stolen property, and told tie
police where the robbers were. They were all

arrested, and I came along to clear things up."
" Then you know Miss Marbury ? " asked the

bewildered policeman.
" I ought to." replied Chick, with a smile. " S' e

«m' Miss Marbury. but now she is my wife."
" Oh. Chick." said Edith, when they wfr«

outside the bank. " And I thought you were
a bank robber. I shall never doubt you again."

" You will never have cause to do so, dear."
answered Chick. '" And now for our honey-*
moon !

"

Aclap'ed from inn'drn'.s intln^ Pathe photo-play,
PaUnitiy HELENE CHADWICK a? liU'h Mir-,
burij l!y permitisivn.
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CONSTANCE COLLIER—Tragedy Queen.

A CHARMING series of photographs

of CONSTANCE COLLIER, the

celebrated English actress, who

Las returned to England after a visit

to America, which was far too long to

suit the thousands of her admirers on

this side. She is here seen in the parts

which gave her a world-wide reputatioa.

1

How to be Beautiful.

By MIMOSA.

It is not every woman's good fortun* to

be endowed by Nature with fine features

and a flawless complexion, but uowa^days

it is possible to make the plainest fac«

attractive, and that, too, in the privacy

of one's- home, without recourse to beauty

specialists, which usually involve expen-

sive treatments, and much Iros.s of time. I

shall endeavour to show you iu the follow-

ing- lines how much may be doue in this

direction by any woman of ordinary intelli-

gence. When facial applications are

necessary, use only the pure ingredients

just as they come to the chemist himself.

Do not alliow yourself to be i>ersuaded

into buying some cheap ready-made pre-

paration in.stead. Any chemist will gladly

obtain the original concentrated ingre-

dients for you, if you insist, and although

he may not have them in stock, you. will be

well advised to wait while he orders them

for you. The improvement in your ap^iear-

ance will be ample compensation for any

trouble taken to obtain these. simple and

harmless beautifiers.

Beauty in Breathing.—A great deal can be done

towiuds brigliteiiing the eyes by .systematic breatn-

iw iov ten minutes each morning and evenmp.

Breatlie slowly and deeply to the luUest capacity of

the liings. You should stand erect by an open window.

The cors. ts should not be worn diuing this, exercise.

About Shampooing.- Even the best shamp'io is

somewhat drvmg, and if the hair is not natiu-ally

oilv I suggest that just before the shampoo, yon.

ap'ply olive oil to the scalp, rubbing it into the hair

roots vigorously. Then use pure stallax for the

shampoo. Dissolve a teaspoonful in a cup of hot

water. This will leave the hair very dean, soft and

fluffy.

An Instantaneous Beantifier.— Instead of face

powder, use a simple lotion made from one ounce of

cleminite and foiu- teaspoonfuls of water. Tins

lotion will tone and dear the sl;in, and acts as a

protection against =un and wind. A httle applied

with the fingrr-tips instantly gives the skin a delight-

ful bloomy " appearance. No powder is necessary,

and the result lasts all day long luider the most

trying conditions.

To Permanently Remove Superfluous Hair.— It is

a simple matter to remove a downy growth of ha'r

temporarily, but to remove it permanently is quite

another matter. It is a pity that it is not more

"enerally l<nown that powdered phemmol may be

used for this purpose. Apply it directly to the hiW.

The recommended treatment is designed not mere y

to instantly remove the hau-, but also to eventually

kill the roots entirely. Any chemist should be able

to supply vou with an ounce of pheniinol, which

quantity should be sufficient.

The Real Cause of Most Bad Complexions.— It is

an accepted fact that no truly beautiful completion

ever came out of jars and bottles, and the longer one

uses cosmetics the worse the complexion becomes.

.Skin, to be healthy, must breathe. It also must

expel, through the pores, its share of the body s

effete material. Creams and powders rlog the pores,

interfering both with elimination and breathing.

If more women understood this there would be fewer

self-ruined complexions. If they would use ordmary

mercolised wax instead of cosmetics they would have

natural, healthy complexions. This remarkable

substance is not absorbed by the skin ;
its action is

just the opposite. The skin repels mercohscd wax,

and at the same time throws off all impcrlections.

4n exquisite new complexion peeps out, quite free

from any appearance of artiliciality. Apply nightly

like cold cream, for a week or two, washing it oil in

the morning.

About Hair Tonics.- Kach week almost one hears

of some wonderlui discovery for improving the hau-,

aud although this paragraph may seiiii a httle

supcrlluous, an old-tashioiied recipe may come iw

•I wi l -oiiii- diaugi'. One thing al>out it is that it

will grow hair, and also prevent it falling out. From
your ciieuiist get an original package of boranium,

to this aild i-piiit of bay rum, allow it to stAUil

:5() minutes, then add sulheicnt water to make half

a pint Uub t.risklv into the scalp with the lingev-

tips and vou will immediately experience that dean
tingling sensation which is a sure sign of healthy

aelnm.

P-VUKKU BKl-MONT'S CLYXOL BKRBIE3
FOR OlJJiSlTY. [AdYT.]
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The Hon. & Rev. James Adderley
writes:—"I am Rlad to have tlie opportunity of

recommendinR the ' De Rcszkc ' Cigarettes, which
are quite excellent. I remember how popular they
were in France when I used to sell them in our hut
m 1910."

Sir John Lavery, A.R.A. writes:—"Sir
I,avery's Iriends smoke the ' Ue Reszkc
and like them very much."

John
Cigaiittcs

Nevll Maskelyne. Esq.
write-;:— "I find your ' Dc
Reszke' American Cif:areUc>
arc of the same hish quality as
your Turkish blend,"

"
"PJE RESZKES " are

popular with smokers
of the discritninating type.

Tliese cigarettes possess a
qiialily tliat wins admiration
Irom everyone.

DeRiBszke
ifc^tocrji CIGARETTES
Sold at all Tobacconists

. Stores,

and Military Canteens.

WHY
NOT

YOU?
QTHE RS—Including

many famous beauties
and actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust and
peach -silk skin by using
"Firmanec," the famous
eecret preparation.

A few days' trial will

astonish and convince you.
Why not start to-day? Send JEAN BINET & CO-
IS. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for (Dept. 10).

supply under plain cover to 34. strand. londOS.
Manageress— W C. 2.

\ f,

X .skin food e\i-i itroduccrl. Re-

he^liint.' ;itKl flagrant, it inelts into the
skin. Oljt.iinai.le of Sclfridgc's, Ilaiiod'e,

and Hon M;irili6. Hrivtcn. eti-,, or

THELINTINE MFO CO.. LONDON. N 1.

\^iSHiNGCream .

fARE YOU SHORT?
H 80, let the Girvan System help you
to increase your height. Mr.Brigf^s re-

ports 5 inches increase ; Driver E. F..

3 inches ; Mr. Ratclitfe, 4 ioches ; Mi83
Leedell.i inches ; Mr. Ketley,4 ioches.
This system greatly improves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send 3

penny stamps for fuithet parliculais
and £100 Guarantee to Knriuiry
Dept. ex.. 17. Stroud Green Road,
London. N. 4.

(fAjUf%uhJL—

entirely if you use Valentine's
Extract. It stains grey or faded
hair black or any shade of brown
required and makes the hair soft

and glossy. Will not wash out

;

is odourless, and does not soil

the pillow. A natural, impercep-
tible, lasting stain. Try it to-day.

Of (Ininists. Is., 23. »nd Ss. Sd.
per l>oUl''. lly post ;Jd. extra. R. 3.

(VALENTINE. 46», Holborn Viaduct,
London. £ C. 1.

ME and MARY By ME.
IF

you write to Mary PicUford, you will get a
real answer. I do not mean that she w ill

actunliy ink it. Kven Mary I'ic-kford can only
live (24) twenty-four -hours each daj ! But she
ha.s so projected her personality over all thote
who work with and for her tliat the actual
answer will be straight from Mary I'ickford's

heart.

I !;now—for T wrote to her. My answer
resulted in an in'erview. After the interview,

I asked it I could not have a part in " Daddy
Long-Legs."
The picture wa« almost finished. But in spile

f/f this and many other reasons, I got it

—

personally, from Little Mary.
So when I received a call to be at the studio

at S a.m., I felt incipient twinkles already running
over me. In my mind's eye, I saw the hep.d-

lines of my life's history
" DlSCOVEHKD BY MARY PICKFORD."
So 1 pressed (ho dress I was to wear at

' Julia's" party, shinod the buckles on my
dancing shoes, and wore my lucky pin—though
for once I felt tlu't it was unnecessary. I

arrived, at the witching hour of nine a.m., on
the studio steps.

My interviovk' wi(h Miss Pickford had taken
place chiefly " on Location " between scenes,

so that I had also had a chance to talk to various
members of the coinpanx . Now, while we wailed
lor dressing-rooms, I chatted with several of

niy previous acquaintances—for dressing-rooms
were scarce.

I have been toM that tliere is " a natural
process of selection " in this world. But there
are times when e\'ery generous woman knows
that she must assist nature.

Being the most extraneous of extras, I im-
mediately selected " Julia Pendleton." as Mary
Pickford is called in "Daddy Long Legs," for a
dressing-room companion.

" Do you always put on your make-up before
you come ? " I asked her, as we waited in the
chilly sunshine for a dressing-room.

" Yes—because then I don't have to get heie

so earlv.
"

" That's why I dressed first too," I replied.
" Though 1 did feel <jueer coming over in an
evening frock so early. 1 never wore a low-cut
gown in the daytime before. I?ut it saved
carrying things, too. 1 really could do without
a dressing-room at all ; only it is so kind of you
to let me share yours, and 1 tcould like to touch
up my hair. Besides, a real dressing-room
would be so thrilling ! 1 dare say everybody
does feel thrilled on their very first day 'i

"

.Julia's deep eyes flickered whimsically into

mine.
"I dare say,'' she said. And then we sud-

denly talked.

By and by T said :

" T suppose it's almost time that I was ma<le
up ?

"

" Quite," said Julia. " We'll get a dressing-

room now, in a minute."
" And who does the make-up ?

"

" Who does—who—— ? Why you do cf

course !

"

" You look too ro.sy still, even tlirough all that."

said " .Julia " critically (and indeed m.v cheek"
were blazing with excitement, and honest

effort). " But you re.illy make up very well.
"

Which was delightful of her. Myself, I thought
the result the most startling thing that I had
ever beheld.

I said good-bye to the Queen of Hearts, who
gave me her personal promise that [ should be
called again ; and ran and cashed my little

brown pay cheque.
I was " in pictures !

"

I was in danger of missing mj' once-every-
hour car ! It was getting dark and chilly—and
it was a long way home.
An automobile swerved in time to miss me.

The face of the soldier passenger lighted up with
interest as he saw the sign above my head.

He craned back, and as our ej'es met we both
laughed with pleasure. For him—a stranger

—

I was a touchstone of truth—a real, live actress

in full war-paint, coming out of a real movie
studio ! Jt wasn't grease-paint that disguised

mc—it was glamour.

." My letter resulted in an interview."
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More Beauty Secrets of Screen Stars—Exercises for the Un-
graceful—The Importance of Careful Selection of Clothes

MOST cinema stars when aekcd for their

beauty secrets place fresh air and
exercise first. Certainly there is no

beauty without health; and fresh air and
exercise is health's oivn beauty secret. So,

if you would be beautiful, become a fresh-air

enthusiast. Saturate yourself with it. Get
out into tho open where the sunbeams loiter

and till your Kings full, often, repeatedly,

with tho only sure blood-purifier. Breathe
through your nose and not through your
mouth. Your mouth is especially adapted
for the reception of food, and your nose
for air. Breathe deeply—expand your Kuigs
to the full. Do this each day as oUen as

you can, and if you beinoaa a narrow, flat

• best, yon will soon notice it roundinc: out
to line? dV beauty.

The Value of Sunshine.

COfTRT gunshino ; seek , its beneficial

influences. You have noticed how the
child loves to play in the sunny places.

He is the gainer thereby, for his rosy cheeks,
even shining through tho occasional smudge
that sometimes besmirches them, are the
Kun -kissed cheeks. The healthy child is an
out-of-door child—the lover of the sun and
beloved by the sun. At the touch of the sun-
beams his heart responds and the blood
buoyantly rushes along the blood-vessels,
I ashfidly peeping out through the tiny
.apillariea of the soft^-skinned round face.

t!et the sunshine into your system. It

will radiate and glow in your cheeks and
will make its influence felt even iu the tiniest

cell of your body.

Grace of Movement,

HERE are a few exercises that will prove
of special interest to the girl who
wishes to make the most ol herself and

o cure any little defect of carriage that
prevents her from possessing grace of move-
ment—that greatest of .all beauty as.sots

which only health can give.

A New Portrait of Mis.s IVY CLOSE on h»;r

Skootamotor. (i'holo ; i^lwin Ncame.)

For Defective Carriage.

FOR defective carriage, take, the proper
.standing posil;ion, then place on the
head some light weight such as a book,

and walk around the house and upstairs and
downstairs carrying this weight on the head.

The Flat -Chested Girl.

FOR flat chest, practise deep breathing
exercises in tho open air and lift the
shoulders high in order to fill the tops

of the lungs with air. If one shoulder is higher
than tlie other, practise depressing the right
ono until it is on a level with the other.

Round Shoulders,

FOR round shoulders, place a stick across
the back at the level of the elbows, and,
placing the arms behind and iinder tho

stick, place the hands on tho chest and walk
around the room for five or ten minutes in

this position.
To sum up, I might add these few rules :

Begin the process to-day and keep at it all

your life.

Regulate your weight by diet and exercise.

Remember that the success of -any system
of diet or exercise depends largely upon
your attitude of mind ; but the mind will not
build bone and muscle unless it has good
food to work on.

Choice of Qotbing.

WEAR clothing that will permit free easy
motion at all times.

Select shoes that allow the centre of

gravity of the weight of your body to fall on
the ball of the foot, and then walk " straight-
foot "—like the Indians.

Set aside a certain time each day for
systematic exercises. This requires will-power.

Select healthful pleasures—outdoor sports
including long walks and niount,ain clinjbing

if possible.

How To Be Thin.

ANNETTE KELLERMAN, the world-
famous swimmer and Fox cinema star

—

whom Professor Dudley A. Sargent, of

Harvard University, says is the most nearly
perfect,,pjiysically, of living women—says that
during _lier career as a swinnner and a motion
pictiire star; thousands of persons frnm all over
tho world have written, asking how to be thin.

"To all ot these people I reply," she says,

that there &re two things necessary. Thogo
are : exercise .and proper food. i

-

Moreover, one of thom is of no use without
the other. , • k r

" A fat, fluffy, lazy woman, who stays in tho
house, or who never travels anywhere without
going in her car, w ill never get tliin—no matter
how much she may diet.

" And the keenest exponent of the strenuous
life is likely to get stouter and stouter, if she is

di.sposed ^ to obesity, provided she doe.s not
.
guard against eating fattening foods. .

" Persistence is absolutely essential, both in

dieting and in exercise. -
.

" There are several simple
exercises which

, can be per-
formed in the home. A simple
rourso in calisthenics—per-

formed regularly every morn-
ing before breakfast— will

suffice. Walkhig and' swim-
ming .are the greatest means
thero are for keeping tho
fig-iro slender. ,

' -

" Swimming develops and
bi-auiilies a woman's arms. It

develops the .arch of tho chest.
It reduces flabby breasts and
makes tliem firm.

' So, girls, if you would bo
thin .and willowy, don't bo
iiizy about your exercise, and
put a strong curb on your
appetites."

A Dn':s9HR.

Unequalled in

Opportunities

CINEMA
ACTING

The New Profession

— for Ambitious —
MEN and WOMEN
AT our various centres quali-

fied and well-known pro-
ducers v/ill train you for a
well-paid position in this con-
genial, uncrowded, and rapidly
developing profession. Write
or call at any of the addresses
below for full particulars The
terms are moderate and in-

clusive. Write Secretary:

The

LONDON and PROVINCIAL
CINEMA COLLEGES,

236, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C 1.

(Studio: 38, Great Onnoiid St., W.C. 1.)

Branches, ami Studios also at

58, West Regent Street, Glasgow ;

8, North Bridge Street, Edinburgh ;

16, Brown St. (near G.P.O.), Manchester.

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
Nerv'insin'ss deprives you of eiiiployinent, i)if.a,sui and ma.ny
advai!tai,'es in life. If you wish ta pirfeper ami eujoy life,

stieiigtben vour nei"ves, and regain confidence in yourself by
w^irvM, tho Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treat»
ment> Ciuaranteed Cure in 12 days. U'^ed l»y Vice-Admiral to

Stanian. Colonel to Private, D.S.O.'s, MX'.'*, M.M.'s, and
D.r.M.'s. Merelv send 3 penny stamps foi" pai LicuTars.—

GODFRV Er.I.IOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 53G. Imperial
Buildings. Ludgate Circus. London. E.C. 4.

lon^ darlC
eyelashes

Cream will darken yohr
lashes and brows, and
make tlicm thick, long
and silky, thiia giving to
the eyes that fa.'cinating, ex-
pressive look which men find
so appealinp. "EYDOLASH'
is a ical d iikener—not a " make^

up." Petec
Use also EYDOL"
—it olra KtlR-eyes,
ill) pal ti) S to tli.-iu

woii.lerfi il Ijiilliau-

cy ami youthful
cbanii. Haimlcsa.
2/9 III r Ijottle.

tiou inipossi-

lile. Harmless.
In ivorint* pots,
full price 1,B (loll size—no extra,
to pay). Of all .'lieniiits ,t stores, or
iliiectfroiu • f.YDOL " Co lUept.

28). 170, Strand. London. W.C. 2.

UhSlliN REGISTEREU.

THE HOME CINEMATOGRAPH
How to obtain one for 2/3. Particulars free.

Wnic at once:

BRITISHSCOPE, 236H, High Holborn, London, W.C. t
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ONE of the most important factors

in Cmema production is the choice

of a subject, and the selection of an

attractive title. No amount of skilful

production or superb photography

can save a bad subject. There has

lately been quite a run on popular

songs. Everybody likes to meet old

friends even in new guises; so that a

producer has something in his favour

in selecting a song which has t>een

sung and even whistled by every-

body. " Father O'Flynn," which

has just been produced, is a case in

point. It was a sheer delight to see

in the flesh the dear old priest, who
was all in the world to his (lock.

AND now we have another winner

coming. " The Man who Broke the

Bank at Monte Carlo," a song

which has been round the world

many, many times, and which was
written and composed to celebrate

one of the most astounding freaks

of good luck even in that metro-

polis of the wheel of fortune.

CHARLES COBORN, the great

Comedian of the Vaudeville Stage,

has been identified with the song

for years and years. He produced

it, popularized it, and immortalized

it, and now he is going to film it.

* * *

WITH all that can be done in the

way of production and photography,

"The Man who Broke the Bank
at Monte Carlo" will be a great

Cinema propo:ition. It is being

filmed in the lovely country which
has made Monaco famous, and
Charles Coborn will be supported |

by a company of the most accom-
plished artists in the world of

cinema.
* «

THERE is everything to recom-
mend it to as enduring a popularity

as the song. Ask at your favourite

cinema house when it is coming.
And if you want to know any more
about it, write to us

:

NEW REGAL SUPER-FILMS.
40, Gerrard Street, LONDON, W.I.

Delay Is Dangerous

IT
was ia " X'enfrpaiice ami tlie Woman " in

wliieh the licroine, wlio hai\ been captured
by outlaws, nianagos to escape and got.

back to lier husband, who is seeking high and
low for her/anion^; tho iiiountaiii«. After the
(huinjcrs through which both luul pssscd, they
very naturally embrace one another.

I'h eryone in tlie audience was highly excited,
for the outlaws were getting nearer and nearer
evcvy minute, when, suddenly, a man who
could stand the tuspeiise no longer, shouted
out at the back of tho hall :

" for goodness'
sake get a move on ; don't stand there kissing,

or you'll be caught aijain."

Half-a-crown awarded to Constance Trigg,

109, Newland S(^•eet West. Lincoln.

The First There.

AT the Bruntoii ,Studios they cpiW Ressie
Harriscnle the moriiituf star, because
she is always the first one ready for

duty each day. —

—

One of the Old Ones.

LlT l'LK OIRI. (to film actress): "My father
says he has often seen you act on the
stage before you went into pictures."

E.Kcited Actress :
" A\'hat did he say he had

seen ine in ?
"

Little Girl i " The 'Eighties !

^

—•»- —
It was Getting Late.

THE n.anager ot a nio\ im; picture star has
a lot to put up with. One morning recently
a local newspaper man rang JMarlc I^arkin

tip at 2.30 in the morning and roused him
from his slumbers to ask, "Is it true that
Mary I'ickford r< retiring?" To which

Mark an-iwered in a sleepy
ought to be at this hour."

" .ShB

Why the Barbers are Cross.

THK barbers of Los Angeles, the great film
citj-, have a grievance. Owing to the large
ntnnber of Bolslievist pictures which are

being produced, they find that their trade
is slipping away from them, Thomas lnc«
is the latest culprit. He is about to produc«
a film entitled ' Americanism '•. Bolshevism."
in which he has to have a large Bolshevist
army. Mr. Ince insists upon men wilh
natural beards, and, of course, -every Bolsl;.

has a beard, so therefore whole armies of
supers arc passing by the barbers' shops each
day. The soap-rsakers are trembling too,
for they think that Mr. Ince, in his craze for
realism, ivill pi'evont the picture Bolshies
fjom washing their faces.

Made All the Difference.
PRODUCER: "I want you to write mc a

new story for our next production."'
.Scenario author ;

" Does the star lilio

her new ieadinc man ?
''

Croducer :
" Why do you ask that ? What

diflercnce does it make ?
"

.Scenario author :
" Oh. I just wanted to know

liow many kissing scenes to include !

"

•— —
All Sorts.

HAVE you noticed liow many different kiinls

of film actors there are ? There are f huso
with wavy hair, those with long, smooth

hair, brushed well back, those who are getting a
trifle thin on top— and Bill Earnurn.

The JiitTEf.

MUTT AND JEFF AT THE PEACE CONFERENCE.

tleff stumbles upon what hi

is the Peace Conference, but he
that it is merely a wax-work show

imagmes
informed

To plaj' a trick on Mutt, .Jeff disguises Imir

self as a French soldier and tells Mutt that
he is summoned to appear before the Confer-
ence.

THIS PERSON Mtrrr has
COMMITTED MURDCR,! I

SHE BE SHOT AT once!!

Meanwhile the Professor has fixed a
battery on to the dummy figures, which
makes them move. Jeff gets some of his
own back as Mutt bows.

Mutt shudders as a drea<lftd sentence
is passed upon him, but when he discosers

that the Peace Conference is a fake, he

makes poor old Jeft suffer.

'J'hc abnrr pichirex are taken from the film f>y permission of the Fox Film Cowpmy.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
Stars in notable scenes from photo-plays which can be seen to-day.

CHARLES RAY in " The Laws of the North." {Paramount.) ALICE BRADY in "The Death Dance." (Qaumont.)

VIOLET HOPSON and BASIL GILL in DOROTHY DALTON in "Vive La France." MADGE KENNEDY in "Friend and Husband."
" A Soul's Crucifixion." (Granger.) (Paramount.) (Qoldwyn.)

GLADYS BROCKWELL and CHARLES CLARY BESSIE LOVE, DE WOLF HOPPER, and FRANK BENNETT in "Stranded," a story ot the stage,
in " Call of the Soul." (i'Vi.) (Tnamjlc.)
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Nobles
^ for Value ^
The design, quality and value of the garmeali
you buy from Noble's will completely aaiiafy
yoD. Noble's (upply all your dress requircmeaii
•t the lowest possible prices, as
they are actual manulactureri.

Model
F4178 3VG

A dainty Dress, in New Printed Voilft
in Reseda, Rose. Navy. Maiive cr Mole.
The sailor collar, cufls nrd waibtlwnd are
made of plain \'oile. slitcl»cil v.\Xii

Plain skirt, gathered in to waiat. In s^oclc '

sizes to fit figures » it!i

Bust AV.iisi

S4 ins. 24 ins.

aC ins. 26 ins.

SSins. SSins.

Fric«31/C Ifmade<;peciaUy to measure^
price 35/-

PATTERN'S POST FREE

Front
Skirt Lengftt)

81-.S6ins.

8C-38 ins.

88-40 ins.

Hatariala by the yard
For ladies who prefer to liave their
clothes made up tlietnseU'es. John
Noble, Limited, will send a selection
of materials post free. Please tell us
exactly what you would like us to seed
to you.

Send y9ur address to-day for NobU's
Free Fashion Guide Aii the Season's

Dress Ideas Ii.'ti>lra:(d.

JOHN NOBLE ltd
43 Brook SL Mills, Manchester.

REAL POSTCARD PHOTOGRAPHS
Me$$ri. Hepworlh Picture Plays Ltd. have just added
some fine new postcard studies of Miss Alma Taylor, Miss

Cfarissie White, Henry Edwards & Gerald Araes to the large

stock of real photographs which they already hold.

Fulldetails ofthese new photographs canbe obtain-
ed by sending direct to Publicity Dept., Hepworth
Picture Plays. Ltd.. 2. Denman St., Piccadilly. W.7.

Stamped addressed envelope should be enclosed for reply

.

HAVE

NICE CURLS

BEFORE AFTER.

Everv lady can have" a beautiful head of

CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETREX will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.
You will be delighted with the results.
Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6,
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Oept 89), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C. 1.

^ SHOW YOUR FRIENDS MM
"^he Picture Show,"

YOUR FDITOR RFPF IFS K W. (Homsey).—you liave Uved in London in
1 vy»_il\ l^L^l 1 v^flV IVL-r LIL,^. your life, and yet have never seen Charlie Cliaptti.,

PICTURES IN THE TRAIN.

IF
we were to go into the history of the inventioni
and improvements winch surround us to-day,
the outstanding fact we would notice is this :

That in practically every case the proposal to introduce
into the world something new and unfamiliar was in-

variably regarded as either " impossible or "absurd."
The student of progress could, in fact, find a good

deal for reflection in the frequency with which these
two words have been set up as obstacles in the path of
every innovation. And that we shall continue for all time
to use them tor the same purpose is certain. It is a
curious commentary on our hatred tor change and
our disUke for the new order of things till it becomes
old enough to cherish. Yet it is interesting to reflect
how often some " wild-cat scheme " has proved a
success, and confuted the prophecies of the wise men
who predicted failure. But this, of coarse, is merely
by way of reminder that to flrst of all prove a thing a
failure before condemning it is by far the better part
of wisdom. And if I record below the suggestion
which P. 0., of Tonbridge, has sent me, it is because its

novelty may be of interest to some, even though iti

practicability is not apparent to all.
" I was travelling up to Edinboro' the other day,"

he writes, " when an idea occurred to me. Couldn't
a coach be specially fitted up as a cinema ? It would
pass the time away, and two or three performances
each evening would enable everyone on the train to see
them."

Although my correspondent's scheme is fraught
with difficulties, it cannot be reasonably regarded as
either absurd or impossible. No one who has endured
the weariness of a long railway journey will fail to
appreciate the need for something that shall reUeve
the monotony which even the scenery fails to reduce
and which compels passengers to seek refuge behind
their newspapers or in sleep.

The restaurant car came to minister to oar bodily
needs, but the greatest defect in modern railway travel-
ling, namely, its tiresome dullness, has not yet been
remedied. The cinema seems to be admirably suited
for the purpose, and would undoubtedly be welcomed
by the traveUing public as an attractive improvement.
It will be interesting to see, however, whether the rail-

ways in this country or in America will be the first to
adopt it.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-
able time before publication, letters cannot be
answered in the next issue? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post.

Address: The Editor, "The Picture Show,"
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

D. T. (Bolton).—Doubtless you will hear from
Pearl White in time, as her correspondence must be
enormous. However, you can write to her again if

you like through this office.
" Irishman " (Dublin).—Creighton Hale lia«

light brown hair aiid blue eyes, and is 5 feet 10 inches
in height.

C.\KOL's Admirer " (Edmonton).—Couldn't I
possibly manage to bring out this paper two or three
times a week, or even daily ? Honestly, I couldn't.
Why, my staff and I would be killed liy the work :

Anyway, I apprecLite deeply your great interest in
the pappr, and shall not forget about your favourites.
Yes. there is plenty of time before you, as you are
only fifteen, and may Fortune smile upon you, as
you hope.

P. H. M. (Bromley).—Sorry, your poem is not
suitable, though your sentiments are all right. I
am not, as a matter of fact. rer4Uiring any verse.

" IsOBEl " (Edinburgh).—(Jbd this paper 'hits
the right nail on the head " every time. Yes. Mary
Pickford is my favourite also. Ha\e noted your
re(|uest about the other two.

B. C. (Stratiord-on-Avon).—Yes, Olga Petrova
is married, and her husband's name is Dr. .Tohn
^itewart. The only fault that you have to find with
The Pict-tee Show is that it is not big enouah.
Well, I'll forgive you for being so greedy. You
can have it bound in half-yearly or yearly volumes,
as you think best. Did you like the art plate of
Mary Miles Minter ?

• WiLLl.VM " (Manchester).—What, another imi-
tator of Charlie Chaplin I The number must now be
legion. Thanks for your drawings : though I am
sorry. William. I cannot publish them.

L. A. C. (Grimsby).—Jfarie Walcarap was born in
1894 : but I am sorry I cannot give her address,
as this is against the rules. Xo : Creighton Hale
has not given up acting for the films.

1'om Sttx, W. S. Hart, or hundreds of others on (ti'-

screcn." What have you been doing, K. W., nio-i
of those twenty years of your life ? No. I (I mi i

Hiink I slmll raLse the price of this paper, altfaough I

am (*bd you like it so much. Ask your new,'«igent !•/

get you the copies you want. He can do it.

G. P. (.Southend).—The particulars about the film
which you saw many years ago would be ratli^i

difficult to trace after all this time. 1 suppose ymi
want general information about the several artist^ -

you name, and I shall oblige you as soon as I can
Didn't you know Mary Pickford was married ? Her
husband is Owen .Moore.

•' Border La d " (Carlisle), and W. McX. (Glasgw ;

-—I am afraid I can hold out no hope about gettin.'
on the films. The film companies cannot po.s.sil»l.\

find work, even in "crowds," for the hundreds air I

hundreds who are clamouring to get in. Many .stag'-

artistes themselves cannot obtain a footing becaus'
the film profession has become so overcrowded.

" iRISH-lTAtUX " (Belfast).—As you say you aro
" head over heels in love with Warren Kerrigan

'

it may be of some interest to you to know tliat he i-

not married. He was Iwrn in Louisville, Kentuck\
in 18S!», and played on the stage for quite along timi-

liefore starting for the films. Did you notice our
page of pictures of him in our issue of July SiCth '!

BRiGAUtER Robert (Bruxelles).—It was certainl>
very kind of SLiry Pickford to have sent your gun
team tha=e fine photographs of herself, and if yon
^pnd your souvenir through this office, I sliall he
jdeased to forward it on to her.

S. E. S (Birmingham).—Sorry, I cannot use your
poem. .Several of the lines don't rhyme. Beside^.
1 am not reiiuiring any verse for this paper.

E. W. (Loushborough).—There is no need to ask
my i)ermi3sion to wTite again, for you are welcome to
as often as you like. Am pleased you like this paper
to much that " not a paragraph can be left tmread."

E. S. (Wolverhampton).—Yes, Antonio Moreno
is a bachelor.

" .Sarah " (Dunfermline), and P. E. M. (Cowes).

—

Sorry, I cannot put you in touch with the readers
you want. Jly mail each day is so enormous that,
although letters are dealt with as quickly as time
permit':, it is not possible to keep a record of readers"
names and addresses.

E. 51. (Brighton).—Yes. Mary Pickford has a sister

named Lottie, who was also on the films. Perhai)^
you do love acting, but don't set your heart on being
a star. See reply above to " Border Lad," of

Carlisle.

K. M. D. (Leeds).—Pearl White is her real name.
Ethel (Hull).— Certainly, you may ask all tie

r(uestions >ou want. Photos of those you name vill

be printed in due course. Perhaps by tlus time you
ma>' have heard from Alma Taylor. I expect she
has numerous letters to answer, hence the delay.

K. Y. (Islington), J. S. (Cricklewood), D. L. ( .

(Merlhvr). A. W. (Wilmslow). A. D. (Tunbridge
Wells), E. R. (Chelmsford), R. D. B. (Cardiff), M. G.
(Belfast), W. R. (Downham Market) and others.
Sorry. I have no photos of any artistes for disposal.

Xo addresses can be given, but letters can be sent,

care of this paper, as stated in the rule below.
W. H. A. (Dalston).—William S. Hart has not led

anyone to the altar as yet and it does not look a« if

he will. Pearl White will continue to act in serials

as far as I know at present. See reply above as re-

gards photos. Glad " The Picture Show " has
satisfied your longing for a paper of this kind.

" KlDDlF " (Bristol).—Yes, the artistes do receive
bundrefls 01 letters daily, but. still, your letter ma>
bf replied to all the same. So you like Marjoric
Willis in " A Romany I/ass," though the popular
William S. Hart heads your list of favourites.

G. K. (Cam). Rupert Julian is his correct name.
May print another photo of him later on.

" Israelite " (Birmingham).—Why should you
nut be proud of your race / ^^nd among those of you
who have proved their talenTs on the stage. Madame
Sarali Bernhardt, as you say. is the greatest.

(More answers vext week.)

HINTS TO PiaURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

Wby no: a saggeitioa box at every pictare

theatre ? It would be a great help to the

manager if he received suggestions from

his patrons. It would aisist him in his

efforts to please the public, and give them

what they want At present there are

many pictures shown that people do not

want to see.—2/6 awarded to F. Allcock,

300, Station Road, King's Heath, B'ham.

IN answer to the many inquiries^ we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
' Cinema actors and actresses, " The Pictare Show " will forward all such letters on, bat it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose l\d. stamp to the Editor, " The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farrinedon Street, London. E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.)
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CHRISTINE MAITLAND.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS NEXT WEEK.
Another Beautiful Art Plate to add to your

Collection Next Week.

THANK YOU ! THANK YOTJ ! This to

iny very many kind readers who liavo

wrilteu'to me saying nice things about
the new art plntos.

" Every weok wo turn first to your gossip to

know wliom to oxpoct next," writcri Daisy,

Tom, and Bessie. " l.ct us have our favourite

soon—Douglas Faiibanks."
And Douglas Fairbanks it is next week, so bo

sure to order your copy early, as it is one of

the best portraits of this cheerful star.

Her Greatest Ambition.
CHRISTINE aiAITLAND, whom you see

above, tells me that her greatest ambi-
tion in real hfe is to play a Feter Pan

part on the fdm.
" I have seen Peter Pan on the stage seven-

iteen times," she said, " and I'm so enamoured
of the wee chap I'll never be happy until I

play him."

. But

BUT the B. and C. Film Company, for whom
Miss MaitUmd played in tiieir productions
of " Twelve Ten " and " The Sinless

Sinner," insist on casting her for vamp parts.

Perhaps one of the reasons is that Miss Mait-
land understands the art of dressing the part.

She says that she has great difficulty in

convincing her smart dressmakora that she
really wants to wear the ultra fashionable

gowns made of hideously coloured materials,

but she knows the pliotographic value of these

same gowns. You will agree that she is right

when you see her in these films.

Geraldins's Little Lot.

IT
i^ a good job for Gerakline Farrar, tlie

prima donna star of the Goldwyn Films,

that she has not to travel in this country
in these clays of railway strikes. When Geraldine
arrived at Los Angeles recently her luggage
corsisted of thirty-eight tiirnks and five motor-
cars. Willi her she also brought fourteen
servants, secretaries, and altendants, and a
dog. They are thinking of enlaiging Los
Angeles during Gerakline's stay.

A "Quick Change" Artiste.

RESOl'RCEFUIA'ESS is a groat asset to a
cinema aitiste, and William S. C'onklin

may certainly claim to be right tliere, with
the goods in this respect. Recently, while
playing the villain in a Thomas H. Inco picture,

iie was called for a ro-tako of a scene. He
pcated hiinsulf in a chair, and hitched up ore
|lcg of his trousers as he crossed his legs. 1 he
|diiector raised his hand.

" Mr. Conklin," ho said, " you are supposed
[to wear black socks in this scone. Yours are
\w bite !

"

" Oh," smilingly remarked Conklin, " I had
jforgotton which it was." Then he crossed liis

ilogs tlio opposite way, hitched up tlio other

CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES. PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

trouser leg, and exposed a black sock on that

foot. (He is some lad, isn't lie '!)

Beating Charlie.

DO you know that it is cjuite possible that
" Fatty " Arbuckle will top Charlie

Chaplin this year in the matter of

salary ? The big comedian has signed a con-

tract with Adolph Zukor calling for twenty-two
two-reel comedies and two five-reel films to be

finished in three years at a total figure of

3,000,000 dollars. Arbuckle gets 12.5,000

dollars a negative—the same amount that

Chaplin receives from First National—but

where " Fatty " has the pull over his famous
rival is that lie turns out many more pictures

than Charlie.

A Star of the "Range."

NO, not a queen of the cattle range of the

wild and woolly West, but a real toj>-

liner at the cooking range. This is

Marie M^alcamp's boast. The Universal star is

very proud of her cooking and never misses

spending some part of the day in the kitchen.

The kids in the neighbourhood are always being

invited to tea to test Marie's cakes, and no
casualties have been reported as yet.

So Near and Yet So Far.

MARY ANDERSON has a real grievance.

She lives within a stone's throw of the

beach, and yet bemoans the fact that

she has not set foot on the sands for several

weeks. She lias been too busy reading stories

for her futvire production, under Mr. Wayne
Mack. Mr. Mack says she has splendid judg-

ment, and he fully appreciates her assistance in

choosing the story, as in her acting.

A Busy Player.

THERE is not much rest for Charles Ray
these daj's. No sooner has he completed
a photo-play than another is ready for

him to start on. A day or two of rest spent in

his garden and his car and Charles is at work
again.

The Real Thing.
T^Hl'; Perfect Lover" is the name of a

Selznick production that is now being
filmed. It called for a fruit and vege-

table stand to be erected in the studio, and when
you see this on the screen remember this true

story.

For the purpose of realism, the property man
brought out an entire fruit and vegetable "^tore,

and moved it on a trucli to the studio. When
the .set was finally built on the studio floor, it

was loaded up with e\'ery sort of eatables

—

from bananas, peaches, oranges, grapes, and
cherries, to potatoes, cabbage, onions, tomatoes,

and radishes. The scenes which called for this

store are among some of tiie most important ii»

the play, and the set was therefore left standing
in the studio for several days.

A Kindly Thought.

IF
anyone could have kept a very close watch
upon the store, they would have noticed

that as each hour and day passed, the

stock was slowly but surely diminishing.

First an electrician would walk up, pull a

banana off the bunch ; next a stage-hand would
get an apple or two; and the assistant director

would show a preference for peaches. One
tiling is certain—everyone connected with the

studio took it for granted that the fruit stand
was a kindly thought for tlieir benefit.

When It was Needed.

IT
was late at night when the stock showed
a great and sudden loss among the vege-

tables, and it was later discovered that

Sam Brown, the coloured caretaker, was moving
the stand in wholesale lots to his mammy at

home. When it finally came time for Director

Ince to take his vegetable stand scenes, there

was not enough stock left to feed a hungry
canary. Another load of fruit and vegetables

had to bo brought to the studio to fill up tlie

stand. Director Ince then placed a guard
over the stand to make sure that no more of

the stock was touched until he had finished

filming his scenes.

A New Star.

THERE is a lot of praise over in America
for Peggy May, the pretty English actress

who is a newcomer to Filmland. Her
first photo-play is called " The House of In-

trigue," and it is said she photographs beaut i-

fully, and is a capable actress, with no httia

personality.

A Rattlesnake Thrill.

WHEN you see " The Westerners " you will

see what is probably the only photograph
of a real live, diamond-back rattlesnake

preparing to inject its venom into an uncon-
sciously lieroic actor. This is how it happened :

Graham Pettie, assured that the rattler's fangs

had been removed, permitted a close-up of the

snake uncoiling menacingly at his feet, to bo

taken while a cowboy shot the reptile's head off.

Subsequent investigation, however, revealed

that the owner had forgotten to render the

rattlesnake harmless.

MR. BERNARD DUDLEY. M.S3 MERCY HALTON. MR. BERTRAM BURLEIGH.

Three notable players of the Harma Film Company. Bernard Dudley in a character part. M'rcy
Halton, whom we shall soon see in a new photo-play, entitled "Sands of Time." And only Bertr=.n>

Burleigh's admirers will recognise in the last picture Harma 's handsome soldier-actor, whicJ* says u
lot for his wonderful make-up. This is how we shall see him in "Sands of Time."
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CINEMA CHAT

DOROTHY DE VERE, whom you have seen
in Christie Comedies.

A Tall Order.

ROD LA ROCQUE, whom we are soon to
see jilaying opposite pretty Mollie King,
is a stickler for clothes. Rod declares tliat

Ills eagerness for perfection oomes as much from
a sense of the artistic as it does from the realisa-
tion tliat clothes cover a multitude of movie
stars. Because of liis extreme height—six feet
two in silk socks—Rod oven has to liavc liis

canes made to order ; and when he walked into
a shop the other day ho asked casually, " Do
you raise cane liero ? " Although his friends are
still laughing. Rod doesn't see it was a funny
thing to ask.

The Kiddies' Key.

JANE AND KATHERINE LEE, the clever
JCiddies, were recently invited, among a
party of screen artistes, to assist in wel-

( oming home from war Virginia soldiers. The
boys, of course, occupied the limelight, but Jane
and Katherine were accorded a great i-ecoption.
And recently, while making a " personal "

appearance at Medford, they were presented
with the key of the city by the Mayor. The key
is two feet long and a foot wide, and is suitably
inscribed. —

—

Animal Comedies.
FRANK HAYES, whom you will remember

was formerly with JIack Sonnett comedies,
lias been engaged to play in the cast of

•' Wild Lions and Loose
Bandits," the third of a
series of t w o - r e e 1

animal comedies which
aio being produced at
Universal City. The
leading parts are, of
course, taken by the
three .animal stars —
•foe the Monkey,
("harley the Elephant,
and C';csar the Lion.

Eleven Year Old
Star.

THIS is Betty Davis,
the clever little

cinema actress
who, although only
eleven years of age,
has already ])layed

a number of big parts
on tho screen. Her
lirst appearance in

Filmland was in " The
Faith of a Child," and
you may have seen her
i n " The Happy
Warrior," and .as Meg
in " A Ronianv Lass."

Are You Interested in Dress ?

I
CAN almost see my girl readers smile when
they read the headline of this paragraph.
Show me tho girl who is »iy< interested.

So this little titbit of news is for my girl readers
only. Next Saturday, Septcinbor tith. Home
Fashions' grand autumn dress numlier is

coming out, with a beautiful 8-pago jjhoto-

gravuro suppUwncnt devoted to tho screen's

most popular stars in their latest gowns. Apart
from tho beautiful photographs, there is a
wealth of hints to the girl who wants to make
1 ho most of herself—for who dresses more care-

fully than the stars of the screen. Not merely a
fashion display, but to make a fashion so suit

their individual requirements that tho whole is

a beautiful picture—the real art of dressing.

Take my advice and get a copy next Saturday.
It will be fourpence lialfpenny well spent.

Have You a Friend Abroad ?

IF
you have a fiiend abroad who you tliiak

would like to see The Picture Show,
write their name and address on a postcard,

and wo will send this week's copy free of charge.

Just jiut FHK1<: COPY on tho left-hand

corner of your postcard, and address it to :

The Editor, The Picture Show, The Fleetwuy
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C 4.

Work to Keep Fit.

EK. LINCOLN says he has discovered a

, method of keeping tit that has gynj.

jiractice beaten " all hollow." As one of

the all-star cast of " Desert Gold," Lincoln has
been out on the Colorado desert, doing some
very strenuous work—riding, fighting, and
climbing mountains in the regular scenes.

" Tho only way to keep from getting stiff and
sore is to keep right at it," says Mr. Lincoln.
" So when I got a day off, instead of following

the example of some of the other stars in our
jiicture, and loafing, I take a horseback ride

early in the morning, and in tlio afternoon a
long climb in tho desert mountains. I come
back tired, and before eating dinner spend half

an hour in the hot sulphur sjjring baths at our
headquarters. Palace Springs. Tho result is

that 1 haven't felt a bit sore since the very first

tlay of the work, which, I have to admit, was a

terror."

Flayed Many Paits.

IHE.\R that Hatie Delaro, who is in the east
of Marion Davies' new photo-play, " April
Folly," has forsaken the path of grandes

dames and " maternal ' women, to play a lady
of uncertain age and temper. Her liandling of

tho role is said to be wonderful. Miss Delaro,
you know, was the original American " Pitti

Sing " in " The Jlikado," having been coached
by Sir Arthur Sullivan himself. She brought
the first successful troupe of pickaninnies over
here and to the Continent, playing at the Folies

Bergeres on the same bill with .4nna Held and
Yvette Cuilbert.

Do You Knovtr
—Thdt Beverley Bayne (Mrs. Frauf is X.
Bushman) has the distinction of having been
starred in every picture in which she has
appeared ?

* * >> *

—That she has apj^eared in more than SUO
jiictures ?

* * *

— That Max Man in, who has written such well-

known plays as " Tlie House of Glass," " Cheat-
ing Cheaters, " " Eyes of Youth," and " The
Woman in Room 13," is now at the heivd of the
Goldwyn scenario department ?

* * *

— That Nazimova has signed a contract for

another two years with Metro ?

* * *

—That Elsij Ferguson has been interested in

social servi e work for a great many years,
especially in the problems of tho working girl ?

* • *

—Tliat Monroe Salisbury merely uses a
" straight " make-up for his Indian characters,
using but a slightly darker colour than visual ?

* * *

—That he believes that every story and character
presented to the public shovild carry a message,
and, above al'^ a clean one V

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Aneeles.

Honour for Marie Walcamp.
MAHIl'; WALtJAMP has been promoted to

(ire cliief of Senora, a litlle lownsliip in
Northern California, where Mario has

been filming some scenes in the Tempest Cody
series of two-reel Western dramas. The local
firemen gave a grand ball in her hoiifiur, and she
was presented with a small gold helmet, axe,
and hose, and solemnly elected honorary fire-

fighteriu-chief.

Society on the Film.

SOCIETY ladies in Los .\ngeles are vyin;^
with each other to get on the films, an(l are
quite content to contribute gratuitous

"Atmosphere" with the professional "extra"
at five dollars a day. Four of them recently
walked on in Viola Dana's " Please (Jet Married.''
.Anudier joung lady does it quite regularly for

Taken in America before she sailed for

England, FANNY WARD and her husband,
JACK DEAN, at home, with MABEL

NORMAND.

the fun of the thing, and is known as " The
bullion Dollar Extra Cirl." She has any
amount of cash, drives her own car to work in
the morning, and gives the other extra girls,

who have no cars, a lift liome when the day's
work is done.

Wants Her to Cry.

MARGARITA FISHER has received a
request from a " Picture Show " reader
to abandon her smiles for once, and show

what she can do in the emoting line. The letter
concludes :

" I have seen all your pictures, and
come to the conclusion that life is much too
pleasant for you. Can you cry ? Please show
me. If you will, T will write you a crying story."
M.argarita has written her critic, and is now.
waiting for the " crying story."

Elsie Codd.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

An interval for refreshment at the Selznick Studios. Reading from left to Here is MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN, who is supposed to be

right we can see Mrs. L. J. SELZNICK, OWEN MOORE, husband of Mary listening attentively, while her new director reads out the scena-io

Pickford, MYRON SELZNICK, and OLIVE. THOMAS, wife of Jack Pickford. for a new picture play. Mildred was not in a very studious mood
that afternoon, though.

A photograph of J. WARREN KERRIGANS own company taken in Mexico, where "A Mans "FATTY" AR3UCKLE pointing with glea
Chance is being filmed. This is Jack Kerrigan s first in-'ependent production. LILLIAN WALKER to a "fat" contract, which he has just

IS leading lady. signed for the coming year.

Two of Britain s own—STEWART ROME and VIOLET HOPSON— Why tbese expressions of disg ;st and hor.or ? It i; " America, the Land < i

who are playing in a new production, " The Gentleman Rider." The the Free," and the d .te is July first, or Ti\he:, July thirst. PERCY
horse is Ghurka, who recently won a race at Sandown, although MARMONT is receiving Pro', ibition hospitality at the hands of his di ectjr,

he IS ciUed "Jupiter" in th; film. TOM TERRISS, and they are drinking to the happiness of "Pussyfcot."
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The Story of a Painter Who Would Not Sacrifice His Art to Money-Making.

HiJ Dearextp
" The Shoemaker with his Last,

the Workman with his Lathe, the
Artist with his Canvas, to each of
these there is pride in the dignity

of his work, and to uphold that
dignity a man will fight against a
thousand odds, for it is his dearest

possession."

WilKN Stephen Axliff's father
lied he loft his -son his blost^-

iiig and £30(1, and carried
wit}) liiin tn tlie grave Sle|.i)ien'M

projijiso that if ever lie decided to

be. an artist he would iiex er prosti-
tute his art for money.

Wlien Stephen gave tliat pronii':o

to hi') dying fatlier lie meant every
word ho sai<l. Up to that time lie had Ijeen
earning a living as a elerk in tho City,
but his whole being revolted ,at tlie dismal
drudgery of adding up other people's money.
With £300 lie saw Fame beekoning to him
with the torch ot promise. He had faith in
himself and a belief in the world. So he look
a studio and began to paint. He painted many
jjielures, but found few jnu-cdiasers. And so
wo find him one morning owing ten pounds
rent to liis landlord and no |iros|iect of paying
it. Other arlist-i— or at lenst ineii who had
studios and pain^eil )nctares- -ha,d lii pt the pot
boiling by (lointr dauljs rluit sold. I'ut the only
pot that was l.'oiliiig at the moment, wc meet
Stephen uas a sixpenny [lot which held two
egi;s, and if you add a little bread and a very
little butter of indifferent Cjuality, you liave

Stephen's dinner.

VVhile he was eating it, tliere came into liis

studio a pretty flower-giil. Her name was
fOmma Lobb, bi:t she was known at home, in

the court where she li\ f d, and in the places
where .she sold her flowers, as " Red Emma."
Einma liad been attracted to the studio by a

sign outside which read :
" Models walk straight

Mp."
.

*

"

Strictly speaking, Stephen o\ight to have
removed that sign some months before, for tho

all-sufficient reason that he was not in a. position

to pay any model the recognised rate of pay for

a sitting, and when Emma asked him for a job
as model he remembered that truth, and tohl

her that he could not pay her more than thrce-

iind -sixpence a day.
, _ ..

Now it so happened that Emma had been
driven out of the place where she lived witli her
father, lier mother, her brother, and .?overal

other members of tho Lobb family still in tho
infancy stage, because she liad not earned two
s!jil|inj.'^,a day. And when you add to that

fact that she had been driven out without her
supper, you can f|nite understand that to

Ernn^a three-and -sixpence meant weaith. .So

she promptly closed with the ofieR While
those business negotiations were going on,

Einrna liad both eyes focusscd on the eggs, ono
of which was partially eaten. So intent was her
lo.ok that Stephen asked her what was the
matter. Were the eggs Ijad '!

Emma re|jlied by a look that jilainly said :

" I wish ] had a lot of bad ones like that one
diat is left."

Stephen rightly interpreted tliis to mean that
Blie wa>i liungry, so he made her sit down at the
table .nid !.<< Ilic odier ecg and what remained
of tin. bicad-aiid-liutter. Being an artist,

Steplieii took some of the flowers from Emma's
basket and decorated the table with them, but
1 am afraid that Emma did not notice the
flowers much. She liad seen .so many flowers,

but a real egg was something that existed only
in her dreams.

When Emma had finished her egg, she asked
what she had to do to earn the threc-and-six-

penco a day.
Steplien did not know how Ko explain, but

liis eye caught sight of a statue of Venus, and he
jiointed to that

" 1 mean like that," ho said.

Emma gave one glance at the statue, and then
flared up.

" 1 am respectable, I am," she .said. And
picking up her basket, .she marched out of the
studio.

Her departure set Stephen thinking. From
the artistic standpoint, Emma's ideas of respec-
tability were all wrou", but still they were her
ideas, and her ideal. What had become of his

ideal ? What of his promise to his dying
father ? He knew in his heart that had Emma
con.sented to sit for him as a model he would
liave painted one of those pictures tho dealers
had asked him for—a picture that would sell^

Wrong as lumna wfts in )ier ideas of art, she
had brought him back to his ideal. Tho
ipnorant flower-girl had sa ved him from breaking
his promise to his dead father.

While Stephen is working out his problem,
we will follow ]\nima to her home. The house
where the Lobbs lived—or rather existed—was
in an evil-smelling court. Herbert Lobb, the
head of the house, was a man who called himself
a Socialist, but he would never have been allowed
to live in any Socialist colony, liccausc he was
too lazy to work. He mouthed high principles,

but lived a low-down life. If he had any belief

at all, it was that his wife, Emma, and )icr

brother Charlie should earn enou.eh to keep him.
And it must be said that so far as he could do it

tjy threats and blows, Herbert Lobb literally

(.Irove this principle into his family.

Ho was in the midst of one of his impassioned
utterances , on the tyranny of employers when
Emma entered. It never struck Herbert Lobb
that he was.aiot only a tyrant to his family, but
also a slave-driver. So pleased was he with
the sound of his own voice that he forgot to ask
Emma if she had made up the two shillincs, and,
thankful for this small mercy, the girl sank into

a ohair, content to remain hungry so long as she
was unnoticed.

" If I had only fifty pounds," he shouted,
alai'ing at the family as if they had taken it from
him, '" I could buy a little sliop. Emma could
wait on the customers, and you—turning to his

wife—could keep it nice and -clean. You're
good at scrubbing."

yir. Lobb carefully avoided mentioning any
,iob of work for himself.. Even when ho was
building castles in the air he never cast himself
for any ]xirt that meant work.

" What's wrong with that picture ?
" lie

demanded, banging his fist on the table.

Nobody answered. Enniia and her mother
w-ere not listening. They were only too pleased
that for once Lobb was arguing with his mouth
and not with his fist or his boot.

But I'ttle Chai-lio was listening. He was not
thinking of his father, but of what fifty pounds
would do for his mother and Emma and the
kiddies. To Charlie fifty pounds meant a for-

tune on which they could live for ever. All that
night he thought of ways to get that fifty pounds,
and when he set out in the morning the thought
still obsessed his brain and impelled his tired

body.
That afternoon he was passing a .shop when

PouT/c/zion
his eye caught a notice printed

on a piece of cardbcard. It read :

" «;.")0 for a shilling." Charlie

could .scarcely believe what lio

saw. His untutored mind never

dreamed that tho notice meant;

anything but what it staled. To
him the notice was the means to

unlock tlie gates of the Eldorado
wherein liis niother, Emma, and
tho kids eould live in luxury for

ever. Ho had made elevenpence

IV the sale of his papers, and ho

I iishod along the strc-ct to got the

other penny.
Having secured it he returned

to the shop.
" 1 want fifty pounds," he said,

holding out his shilling.
" What I " gasped the shopman. " Run

aw.ay, my lad. Don't waste my time."
" It's in the winder," said Charlie simply.
" Oh," .said the .shopman. " I see what you

mean."
He turned to his stores and took dovm a pair

of braces, which he handed to the boy.

Charlie looked at them with a bewildered eye.
" It's like this," explained the shopman.

" "^ou see this ? " pointing to a piece of paper
sewn on to the braces. That's an insurance

for fifty pounds. So if you was to die your
family would get fifty pounds. An' don'(> furgit,

them braces is worth more than a shilling."

So that was it, thought Charlie, as he walked
out of the shop, the braces clasped tightly in

his hand. If he was to die, there would be fifty

pounds for mother, Emma, and the kids.

He stumbled along, thinking hard. And as

he walked, the poor, half-starved boy began to

glow with the glory of a great vision. He saw
his mother, Emma', and the kids welt fed and
well clothed. Tliey were in a nice clean house,

with big piles of hot buttered toast on the table
.

before them. Hot buttered toast was Charlie's

image of a feast of plenty. He had only-tasted

it once, but the taste still lingered, tie could

smell it now.
He saw another vision of something in the mud

beneath the waters, but he brushed his hand
across his eyes to shut it out.

He must liurry before it came again.

Swiftly he shuffled along before he came to

a wharf. Taking oS his ragged coat, he fastened

on the braeos, -

Then with head erect and a glorious light

shining in h'S eyes, he marched to the end of the

piles.

For one second he stood, a tragic silhouette-

against the sky, and then he made the great

sacrifice.
- There wa-?^ little gurgling of the dark waters, a
few eddies which for a few brief moments marked
the grave of a hero in rags, and all was still.

Too late the boat propelled by tho wharf
minder and his mates. The drags only found
the poor half-starved body. Charlie's soul had
gone aloft.

A Vain Sacrifice.

THE police broke the news to Lobb and his

family. It almost put out the faint

spark of hope that had kept Jlrs. Lobb
alive through thd misery of the past years, but
the poor must e ver struggle on. She looked at

her babies, clasped the youngest to her breast,

and cried.

Red' Emma murmured as she stared into the

fire :

" 'E give father everything 'e 'ad in 'is

pockets,- an' me everything 'e 'ad in 'is 'eart."

As for Lobb, he forgot what grief he felt

when he learned of the insurance coupon.

And he never thought of Charlie's sacrifice as

he cursed Fate when the representative of the

assurance company informed him that, owing
to the fact that the boy had committed suicide,

(Continued on cage 8.)
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His Dearest Possession

the cornp{vny were not liable for the lifty

pounds.
a'o Charlie's great sacrifice had been in vain.

True to Ideals.

SOON after the funeral, Emma found herself

once more striving to keep the homo
togetlier by selling Hower.s, but trade was

very bad.
Depressed to tlie point of despair, she li-aned

against a pillar, wondering what she could do
to earn a little money. Then she rememberetl
Stephen Ayliff's offer of three and sixpence a
<l_ny to act as a model. In her mind she was
just as much against posing for the sort of
picture that Stephen had suggested as she was
on that day she had refused his offer, but" poverty
brealfs dow^l many principles. Others did it.

Why should she not taka what was offered ?

.she made her way to the studio, and walked
straight upstairs. But when she opened the
<loor she saw she was too late. Another model
was posing for the pictures that sell. Like
herself, iSteplieii had fought for his ideal, but
poverty had beaten him. He was engaged on
I ho first of the pictures he had promised his_

lather he would never paint. -

Kmma would have nni away, but he called
lier in, and told her the story of his struggles.

" And now you have come too late to help
me even in this," he .said sadly.

The model caught enough of their conversation
to guess the story of the previous meeting
of Stephen and Kmma, and, with the spon-
taneous generosity of the true Bohemian, .she

offered Kmma the position of model.
"I've got enough to last me for a week rr

two," she said. " You need the money more
than I do. Take it, and good luck."
Humming a merry tune, she left the studio.
Alone with Kmma. Stephen felt once more all

liis old repulsion at painting. trash. With such
a model as Emma he felt he could do good
work.
He snatched the half finished picture from the

ea^-el, and tore it in two.
" I will have another try," he said.

And. taking Emma to another painting, he
showed her the sort of picture he could paint
but could not .sell.

" I don't know anytliing about painting,"
said Emma, looking at the picture with the
eyes of an enthusiast, " but something tells me
that this is right and the other is wrong. You'd
bo miserable if you painted the other kind.
Money i.sn't everything if it is 'ard to do without
It.''

Emma's words rekindled the fire of hope in

Stephen's heart, and he engaged her as a model
to sit for the pictures he wanted to paint, and to
which she would not object.

As time went on, Stephen decided that Emma
would make even a better wife than a model,
iand he asked her to marry him.

" There seems to be nothing in front of either

of vis but poverty,'' he said. " Why not share
it together ?

"

" Poverty with you is like Paradise to me."
said Emma. " I don't want fine clothe.s. I

only want to work for you and wait on you."
And so they were married, and began once

more the old struggle against poverty, but each
felt stronger for the other's help.

But faith, while it strengthens the spirit, does
not fill empty cupboards. Stephen sold very
few pictitres, and what he did sell only brought
liim in enough to eke out » bare existence.

One day, when he was painting with Emma
ns his model, she fell off the chair to the floor.

As he picked her up, cursing himself for not
having seen she was tired, she whispered her
secret.

" You're not sorry, dear, are you ? " she asked
pleadingly.

,
" Sorry ! It's just too wonderful !

" cried

Stephen.
Then he became practical, and helped Emma

to bed. Mrs. Lobb was sent for, and, after a
few days, she told Stephen that Emma mtist

liavc a doctor.

Stephen waited anxiously for the doctor to

come out of the little bedroom.
" Your wife is all rit-ht, but you must get her

down to tlie country," said the physician.
" Down to the country !

" J'oor Stephen
wondered where the money was to come from.

but ho went into the bedroom with a smiling
face, and talked about country cottages as if

ho owned a dozen.
Jlc painted mure pictures, and .sold them at

a, price which ilid not allow him the wages of
a labourer. But he Won throtigh, and l'"mma
was installed in a lovely old cottage covered
Vrith " leepers.

.\nd Stephen went back to town to renew
(ho old struggle, but this time he was once
moro alone. T'hings went from bad to worse.
;Ho had to send a poimd every week for Emma's
keep, and often that left him with only a few
coppers lor himself.

One day he remembered, that an artist friend .

had told him that there was work to bp had
at a lirm that printed garish posters— a .sort; of
lli'st cousin to "Pictures that Sell." lie had
spurned the suggestion at the time, hut now
that Enuna niu.s.t bo kept in the coiuitiy Stephen
p'ut his pri'dc hi his pocket and went to see the
manager of llie firm. He took with him some
specimens of his work, but, after one f^lajice at
them, the manager pushed them aside con-
teniptuously.
"My dear sir." he said. ' VVe want broad

< ffecls, not inspiration. You are too much of .

an artist for this game."
Almost crushcil with bitter disappointment,

Stephen staggered out into the street. Hail he
had only himself to think of at that moment
lie would have given up the strufrgle, but across
his troubled iniud came a vision of Emma
waiting in the country cottage for the great
<lay. For her sake there must be no
sinrender.

.•\s he stood there, a procession of sandwich-
board men passed him, dragging their steps in

the march of misery.
" Ready money," breathed Stephen.
If lie could not sell pictures, he would carry

posters. He followed the procession to the
liiring-place, and interviewed the foreman,
who promised him a job in the morning.

The Reward.

STEPHEN went home and wi'ote a glowing
letter to Emma. In it he said he liad got
a commission to jiaint a big picture, and

soon their troubles would.be at an end. And
when one thinks of Stephen in this hour of his

trial, one feels sine that the recording angel
wrote down this lie against him in ink that
would soon fade.

One day. when Stephen returned home tired

out with walking the streets with his boards, he
found a telegram waiting for him. " Come at

once I it said. Stephen rushed to the station,

only to find that the last train to the little

village where Emma was lodging had goije.

It was twenty-five miles by road, but Stephen
Ayliff did not hesitate. " Kmma was ill. He
must get there somehow. In after, years he
could never remember how he did that walk.

His only <-lear recollection was staggering up
to the cottage and tapping at the window.

He had not strength left to get to the door.
The next thing he remembered was t he motherly
old landlady helping him in the cottage, and
whispering to him :

" The baby was born to-day. The worst is

over, and your wife is doing well."
And the next day, when Stejihoii saw liis

child, an<l jealiserl that lOmma had been spared
tb him, a new hope sprung up within him.
He tolil Emma more stories about the wonderful
picture he was painting, and when, at the end
of two day.s, he wenfMaack to London, he left

Emma supremely hajjpy.
.About three weeks after her baby was bom.

Emma, now feeling well and strong, determined
to come up to London, and surprise Stephen
at work on the great picture. But it, was she
\v\io <iot the surprise. As she was p'assing

Picc idilly Circus, she almost ran into Stephen
'carrying his saiidvvich-boards. Kmma stopped
dead, and then turned away with the tears
running down her cheeks. Like a flash oarne tb
her tlio knowledge of Stephen's sacrifice. 'He
had done all this for her. While she hacj been
well looked after in the country, he had been
starving in London, earning the money
keep her by -working with the castaways of the
city. ,

Kmma was waiting at the studio when Stephe.-.

came home from work. She ran to meet him,
and, with her licad on his shoulder, she told liini

that she knew all. But Kinnia was wrong.
Neither she nor Stephen knew all. There was
a letter in the next room which wps to chase the
shadows away for ever. W'hile Stephen had
been carrying the sandwich-boards, a wealthy
art patron had bought one of his best paintings
—one of the many he had been compelled to

sell for next to nothing. He had tried to find

Stephen when the latter was down in the
country with Emma, and he had now
written.
The letter was brought in by the landlady.

In it the patron said that he would not only
buy all Stephen's paintings, but also see that
he occupied that place in the world of ar{, to

which his talents entitled hiin.

^Irs. Lobb, looking in the room a minute
later, thought the young people had gone Cra/-y,

for they were dancing up and down the room
like a coujjIc oi children.

WK will just take one more peep at Kmma
and Stephen. It is a bright summer day.

and the sunbeams are stealing through
the latticetl panes of the creeper-covered cottage
in the country. They play around a little cot.

lighting up the dimples of a bonny baby. And
by the cot, with the proud look of parents,
stand Emma and Stephen.

Adapted jrnm incidents . in the Hepworlh
photo-play. "His Dearest Possession " from the

noi-cl by E. Temple Thurston, Jeaturing Chtissie

White and Hcnrij Edwards. By ptni:iif;ion.

MILTON SILLS.
Now, anyone just seeing Milton Sills would

naturally think him a perfectly cjuiet,saiie

man, and, as he says, perhaps he is—at
limes. But there are a lot of times that he
isn't. The other night, while driving in his car
at a fearful speed, he didn't feel that he was
having excitement enough, so he drove right

into a police patrol waggon, taking off the
hospitable steps to this free 'bus. Of course, he
was profuse with apologies to the police, and
finally made them see it his way. You can
imagine, however, what a fix he would have
been in had they not believed his story.

His Frivolous Side.

I tell you this by way of introducing the
frivoloxis side of one of the screen's most popular
leading men, Jlilton Sills, who is playing
opposite Enid Bennett in her latest Thos. H.
Ince photo-play.
He is a great student of psychology and

philosophy, is a Harvard graduate, and could
be one of the finest teachers of philosophy in

America to-day if he cared to take it up
seriously.

" Philosophy and psychology are two of my
pet hobbies," he said. " I read everything that

AN ARTISTE, "SPEED DEMON."
AND STUDENT.

is printed on the subject. I delight in getting
into a discussion with someone who is interested
along the same line. I love to get other
peoples view points. I love a discussion of
ideas."

Big-Hearted Boy.
Milton Sills is actor, artist, teacher, and real

true blue, bis;-hearted " boy." He is so full of
the big out-of-doors—he loves to ride and hunt,
is a great lover of camp life, and enjoys his car,
" more than anybody," he says.

Mr. Sills' career has been rather varied from,
the spoken drama to pictures, appearing first

in serious dramatic plays, to the other extreme
of wild sensational character portrayals. To
read the names of some of the leading stars ho
has appeared with, reads very much hko
" Who is Who in Stageland."

Aside from the splendid artist that_ he is, and
the seriousness with which he takes his work, he
is really just as light and care-free as any school-
boy when not at work. He does like to drive
fast in his car, and do all kinds of exciting things,
but he can he the doctor of philosophy as well,

and with as much ease. In other words, Milton
Sills is " Dr. Jckyl and Mr. Hytle " up to date.
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Studying, This Artiste is Breaking Speed Laws. To dash along in a racing car at about 80 m les an hour ic Mil'.on's
idea of a good time.
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MARIE WALCAMP.
The Golden-Haired Dare-Devil of Trans-Atlantic Serials.

POSSIBLY bctausc Irt fatlicr was a railway engineer, Marie Wakaiil^)'s first job in pictures was a
daring stunt on a locomotive, which she had to' drive. (She made so deep an impression that a
producer picked her out as a fortlicoijiing serial star. ' '

'

In quick succession she appeared in " Liberty," " The Red Ace," and " The Moon Child," each more
successful than its predecessor : and now she is being starred in " Tlic Red (ilove."

.J. P. McUowan calls his leading artiste " Marie Wildcat." This inspiration originally came from Joo
]\lcDonough, the camera-man, who savs :

The Poor Camera Man.
WHEN Marie's working I never can tell for sure just what's g<-ing to happen, notwithstanding tho'

producer's directions. She's just like a wildcat—when she feels the impulse she strikes out—and
while the result is always dramatically satisfactory, think of the poor camera-man. ,

"It's harder to keep 'Marie Wildcat' in front of a camera when she's on a horse than anything I
ever attempted."

,

One of the hair-raising things Marie docs in her latest picture is to hang on the very edge of a Cliff,

with sliecr death thousands of feet below, and nothing but a flying lasso from a horseman on the other
side to save her. •

In this picture Marie plays the part of a daughter of the proprietor of a gambling hell, who chahges
the entire current of a young man's life. She proves herself absolutely fcarle-ss, and this quality,

coupled with her lightning judgment and skill, make her one of the real dare-devils of the screen.

1'htro are thrills galore in "The Red Glove." Some of the features of the picture are gorilla servants,

and a band of villains, called The Vultures.

Heroine of " The Red Glove.

scene showing ALFRED ALLEN as " Gentleman Geoff " repulsing

raid on his gambling hall. During this scene Alfred Allen was shot

in the eye by a man with a revolver and blank cartridge. For a time

it was feared he would lose the sight of his eye, but the actor is now
progressing latisfactorily.

MARIE is tlie "fair-play " daugh'.er ol " Gentleman Geoff," the proprietor of a gambling salccn.
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li
ENID BENNETT is afraid of the future, in

"Partners Three."
And JACK PICKFORD is not happy in

Majesty's Bunker Bean."
rilriirno'inC
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The Girl With a Thousand Expressio
MAIi AIAH.SU started her serc-cn eareer under

direction of IJ. \V. Grirtith, und thin artilrte

appeared in many of his hcst productions.
'

Her (irst suocoss was in a, one-reel production,
" The Lady and the Telephone Girl," and no douVjt
piotiiro-t'oors will still recall her amusing performai
ihe telephone girl in this film.

fn thojie days, thp (ive-reel picturo was unUnown,
GriCfith ina<le some of the earliest " iont; " pictures,
at that time consisted only of two parts.
One of these was "The Uattle of Klder-Bush G

find Mae Marsh was featured in this together with Bl
iSweet, who was then ktiown as Daphne Wayno. K

.Although a picture of two parts was a great innovSi'
and experiment then, it proved a huge success, ancAl
was in a large measure due to the cleverness and c£ni
of Mae Marsh. J

It was a story of a battle witli Red-skins, and one of t

most pleasing scenes was the appearance of Mae l^r
from a large chest in the hall, after the departure at t

tndians.
j

In the chsst she had also hidden a haby and some puppi'
and this pathetic little ecene made a deep impression
the audience.

,^

Since those days, Mae lias appeared in success ft{t

.success, and she has always had a warm place in the
of British picture-goers.
Some of the most recent successes in which she

appeared for the Stoll-Goldwyn Company are " The Helo
Traitor," "Money Mad," " Th'? Glorious Adveiitu
" Fields of Honour," " The Cinderella Man," " Tollj
tlie Circus," and " Sunshine Alley."
Mae Marsh recently stated that it was her intentioj

leave pictures for a while in order to play on the
This nK)ve would come as a great disappointment t<j

hosts of admirers in this country, fof- her talent and pie

personality are unequalled.

in "THE BELOVED TRAITOR.
in "MON!

In "THE GLORIOJS
ADVENTURE,"

1
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Don't Miss this Thrilling Serial, being the Adventures in the Life of a Cinema Star.

READ THIS FIRST.

Laf.t week's insh.lmont tol.l how
l^^;f^<^\'^°

'?
°"

a shoDDina visit to J-ondou, is met b> Ko>. «o.\

fnvit°sCr to ln..ch. but at that moment some ot

Marigold's society friends come on the scene, a d,S to the remarkable likeness of the two guK
thev imaaiiie Janice to he really Mangold Ko\

s o vs Seasure at the type of l>er at;^l"am «nc^^.

JIuring the whole time of the meet., g w I o>^

Janice had been in difficulties, « .'

„

saspected that at last the young P^od"^" '^'1'^

of her real identitv, she was not sure on the point, ami

Bhe devested the idea of being

sister awa\ . When, later on, Koy takes hei to .i

jeweller's to buy an engagement ring, she •"'>''';

perplexed than ever. Does Koy wish to b~^^
engaWd to Janice or Marigold ? Janice is so bewil-

dered that she attempts to run away.

You tan Now Bead On.

Roy Takes a Firm Stand.
" IF vou run. I'll chase you and brinfr you

I back," Kov said p'itnly. " And thoi. tins

fellow will nip after us like a cricket,

claimine that stalwart constable's assistance as

he poes Oh. a n-nilar old-fashioned movie

stunt," but scnrcelv worthy of IManpold Clare-

Janice abandoned the idea. She was maliint;,

not herself, but Marigold, ridiculous. A\ orse

and worse. ,^ t

That hadn't occurred to her before, so intent

had she been ui)on her own wounded feehiiys.

J)id even Iier very soul belong to Mango.d '/

It would .seem so.
, , . • ,i

She stood as white a,s death, ignorinfr the

curious glances of the people, some of whom
passed b\- and some of whom lingered, sensing,

only as Londoners can, a bit of drama.

A r'l"'''
woman who had strayed into this

smart, but bv no means undemocratic thorough-

fare, npproaihed her with a baby on one arm

and a basket of heather on the other.
" Good luck, lidv ! You 'ave such a pretty,

lucky fice. Spare" a copper for a cup o' tea.

.lear'ie. See the biby 't 'E s a-smilmg at yer.

That's luck, that is. 'E don't smile at every

pretty fice—only the good ones and tue lucky

ones "

. 1 V 1 I 1

A« Roy pressed some notes into the delignted

and eager v>abn of the taxicab driver, the dis-

tracted Janice dived into her pur.se and pro-

duced a shillinc: to get rid of the gipsy.

She found herself entering the shop chifchmg

a bunch of heather.
" Good luck, lidy ! Ah, yer ave got such a

luck\' fic'f* !

'

Dear Heaven, would her shaky knees liold

her up 'i
'

.

" We want to buy on engagement ring—

a

diamond one. I think." Boy announced to the

custodian of the door, in a voice unnecessarily

loud, and. if the truth be told, pompous.

Somebody else in a frock coat came forward

immediately. . .

Diamond rings ? Yes, sir. this way, it

vou please."' . , ,

" This way, Jane," said the determined lover,

glaring at his helpless fiancee. " Didn't you

hear ? "
.

A pretty American woman who was selecting

something' at a counter they were parsing

turoed abruptly to stare at them.
^ ^

"I guess he's a re'lsidar 'cave ma.n ! she

announced to a mature relative who accom-

panied her.
• Didn't know they had em m

England."
, ^ ,

The relative, a stout, but properly corseted

lady, chuckled.
,

' Cave man '
? Why, Sadie love, he s only

liclping her to make up her mind."

Vnaware of these comments. Janice allowed

herself to be piloted to the spot where diamond

rings were sold. A chair was slipped forward

just in time to prevent her utter collapse.

She sank upon it gratefully.

It seemed to her at that moment that never,

never woulil .she be able to forgive Roy. Alarm-

ing plans for paying him back chased tliemsolvea

through her o"utraged consciousness. If she

hadn't known better, she would have thought

bo fiafi had too much champagne for lunch.

.1 iiytiC'

Clare.

Then tho start lii

idea came to her
that perhaps a very
little went to his

head.
She was right, in

one way. Roy Sugden was thoroughly intoxi-

cated—but not by wine.
Doubtless she couldn't know what it meant

to him to discover that his girl, so latel.v

imagined to be 'a thing of dreams, was real

after all. It was as thougVi he had buried

something far dearer than his own life ;
ancl

then, miraculously, the gra\e was empty. His

love was reality—flesh and blood.

How much "he knew or guessed he kept to

himself. Perliaps it was little ;
perhaps, as

Janice suspected, he was not quite sure about

her identity. But never once did he call her

JNIarigoId.

And he was liuying an engagement ring for

her, a great big diamond ring that he knew ho

could ill afford. That was the true joy of the

lover. The love that doesn't cost more than

one can afford, in every possible way, isii t

worthy of the name.
He rejected the more modest stones with the

scorn and abandon of a war-profiteer.
" Hold out J our hand, sweetheart,"' he com-

manded.
She did so ; it was a little hand: cold, white,

and trembling.
He fitted 4 he ring on.
" Can't you express an opinion '" he asked,

a note of ^disappointment in his eager voice.

Ah, she couldn't spoil this moment—not for

a thousand Marigolds ! Those ready tears

rushed to her eyes "as she raised them to his, so

full of love for her.
" It s beautiful, Roy ! You see, I—I don t

know what to say."

So that was how she began to punish him for

his high-handed conduct." Very thoughtfully,

the salesman who was ser\ing them coughed,

and dived down to fetcli up another tray.^

Ko, she likes it. This one will do," Roy
said, flourishing his cheque-book and a fountain

pen.
The jeweller's people generally know by

instinct when to take the cheques of strangers,

and when to waver diplouiatically. It is true

there was gome slight delay while the receipt

was being made out, so they may have rung

up Roy s bank, but when they walked out of

the shop Janice was wearing a two hundred

pound jewel on the third finger of her left hand.

She was engaged to be married to Roy
Sugden.

She—or ]\Iarigold ?

Marigold's Ring

NOW came another cf tho.se moments that

Janice had been dreading. ' v,

Her instinct was to make a stand on

the pavement outside the jeweller's and, in

vulgar parlance, '" tell Roy oR '.

"

Richly, indeed, did he deserve it. Going on

the assumjrtion that all is fair in love, lie had

chosen to do this thing in such a public fashion

that for hor to lui\e continued her jM-otests

would have meant a scene. Indeed, she grew

hot with shame when she remembered that that

was what she had very nearly if not actually

done.

Ringing in her ears as .she left the shop were

the words of the pretty American woman :

By ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.
" Good gracious, auntie, that's Marigol I

Clare ! Well. I'm ble.ssed !

"

She had compromised not herself, but Man-
gold. It was Marigold for wliom a diamon<l

ring had been bought ; Marigold who was en-

gaged once more to Roy Sugden. And if ho

didn't know tlie difference |

Now she was alone with him. again—th.it

is to say, alone in a crowd walking toward.s

J'iccadiUy. Not only was it time for her to bw

getting back to Brighton, but every atom of her

cried out for release. She could not trust herselt

to speak.
Roy, too, was silent, .\gain they reached the

corner from wliich it had all started. If on!;,

she hadn't happened to be at that corner at a cc>

tain moment. One second later.she would ha\ •

disappeared into Stewart's, and Roy and sho

would have missed each other.
_

'

" Will > ou let me say good-bye to you here ?
•

she asked, miserably conscious that if he didn t

choo.se to, pleading was in vain.

He looked at his watch, and, to her unspeak-

able relief, said :

"Darling, I'm afraid so. I had a most iic-

portant business appointment three hours ago,

and it's just possible the chap is still waiting.

Will you forgive me if I put you in a cab and let

vou go off bv yourself ? " •
,

.

'

Forgi\e him" ! She could have kissed hirn

for sheer gratitude alone.
" I shall see you again, soon," he said, leaning

into the cab. "" Don't play about with J-awton

any more, will you '! He "mightn't understand.

Show him your ring."

She found herself puzzling over that. ^^ hy the

constant reference to Daere Lawton •? What
had Lawton to do with her ? ; ,

Oh, what a day it had been ! .

-

She shuddered to contemplate the conse-

quences of most of the things that had happened.

There was every necessity to see Mangold

at once, and yet" IMarigold was the one person

in the world 'she most dreaded to meet. Her

sister"s contempt and anger would be almost

iinpo.ssible to face.

Could she sav, " I love Roy ! He belongs to

me, and I to" Wm ! We're engaged. Look,

this is the ring we bought together."

Marigold had been determined that Roy
should not know of the imposture, lu the

beginning she had been almost hysterical about

it. It had been taken for granted that Roy must

never know that Marigold Clare had not acted

those difficult and dangerous scenes in his .

play.
. , J ,

And. oh, horrors, to-morrow it had been ar-

ranged for Janice, in the role of Marigold, to g"

to Hurstfield for the re.st of the animal scenes,

and the diving pictures.

In the train the unhappy girl's mind wandered

to other things. SheT.at chin ou hand, gazing

with blank eyes at the flying scenery. His

touch on her arm, the thrill of pain and pleasure

of meeting him so miexpectedly, the protest,

vet the joy of being with him. And tlien.thar

dreadful hour at Rar elagh, each moment of which

was torment, vet somehow wonderful rjecausehe

was tlierc. None of Marigold's friends had sus-

pected that she was not' her sister; and, oh.

oitter thought, there was the po=,>ibility that

Roy whatever he might suspect—was not

actiiallv sure he had been making love to another

girl. . .

'

By this time—it was nearing five—MarigoWn

work for the day at the studio would be over;

and she, too, wo"uld be on her way to Brighton

in the motor. There she would remain for a few

days in seclusion, while Janice went on with

the scenes that Marigold found beyond her

courage.
, , , , ^,

•

Probably Marigold would reach the cottage

first, and be alarmed as to what could havo

detained her sister so long.

And how was Janice to tell her ?

(Continued on page 13 )
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MAN WHO MADE SERIALS POPULAR.

What will his next mo /e be ? He waTts watchinj carefully ! A'l ! That's hi' game, then. I can be a tojgh cus.o r.er, tool I've oj'.wis'ei iiim again.

FRANCIS FORD.
An Actor, Author, and Producer of Screen Serials.

FRANCIS FORD is one of the most distinguished figures in tlie

film world. He has had a remarkable career since entering tlie

silent drama, and lias carved a niche in the screen Hall of Fame,
as an actor, producer, and author qf photo-plays.

The first serial in which Francis Ford appeared was called " Lucille

Love," and the character of Hugo Loubeque, which he played, became so

well-known that many people still call him by this name. "Grace Cunard,

;

who also played in the picture, is still " Lucille Love to many picture-

goers.

Mr. Ford was bom in Portland, Me., September .15, 1883. While still

in a high school, he left to enlist in the Spanish-Arnerican War, and at

tlie conclusion of the war decided not to return to school, preferring

to complete his training in the college of Life.

He entered upon a business career ; but city days and city ways had
little attraction for one of his keen, artistic temperament, and soon he
joined a road repertoire company playing small parts.

A Wise Change.

HE was, later, leading man with a prominent stock company. He
soon tired of life on the boards, however, and took up the silent

drama. That this change was a wise one cannot be denied, for

to-day he is one of the most popular actors in the world.

Among the many successes in which he has appeared are " Lucille

Love," " The Broken Coin," " Peg o' the Ring," " The Campbells Are
Comin'," and scores of others.

Francis Ford's great successes have been connected with serials,

and in these he has not only played the leading part, assisted by Grace
(,'unard, but he has also directed the entire production as well.

On Making Serials.

SERIAL management means that the director must be always on
the job," said Francis recently. " It is the hardest kind of
hard work, but I've never been afraid of work yet, and I'm not

going to begin now. When I have a leading role myself in a production,
as I have in the present one, 1 watch all the action, even my own scenes,
from a position near the camera, until we are ready for the camera.

" Then 1 enter, the action myself, indicating, of course, what it will

he beforehand, so that there wdl be no surprises. This is the way we
managed in ' Lucille Love ' and in ' The Broken Coin,' and we have
found it to be a good way.
"I love acting, and always have. I was supposed to go to college, you

know, but I preferred the army, anil went to Cuba instead. That
military experience has been invaluable to me in pictures.

' Then, after that excitement, I could not contemplate a business
or ju'ofcssional career. Ordinary professions, I mean. 1 wanted
to go on the stage.

Didn't Like His Voice.

WELL, 1 did go, as you know, but they didn't like my voice. Did
you e\yv licar of such a direct steer to the movies ? I followed
"the lead of Providence while the industry was still young and

rather insignificant.
" You need a good memory and the ability to look at things in a lar"C

way in order to produce a successful serial. The great thing is to have
a good clear picture of what you want at tlic beginning, and never lose
sight of the thing as a whole while working on the details.

What the Policeman Wanted.

THK signs which conic to us of our popularity arc tremendously
gratifying. Recently I had a little experience in'Chfcago which
might interest you. Some one lent ns a car, and I was drivin"

it down tiie Michigan Boulevard when a big policeman shouted to nio
to halt.

'•
[ pulled up, thinking that I had broken all the traffic regulations and

wondering how much it would take to square him. ' You Francis Ford '/
'

he asked, with a County Cork accent. ' Guilty,' said I ;
' what have I

done ?
'

Nothing at all, at all,' said he, ' but me darn boy makes me take
him every week to see you in the pictures. Shure, Oi don't want to spind
my evenings at the movies, but he makes me. I just thought Oi'd loiko

to tell Jiijn Oi'd had a talk with ye. On ye go !
'
"

We shall soon see him in a new F.B.O. serial, entitled '"The Silent

^fystery."

FRANCIS FORD.
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The Girl Who Dared from page '4

A Man's Way.

FOR Marigold, al^io. it liad bcoii a difTuiiIt day,

yet less toinpliiated betause Ijiisiness

connected with the film had taken its

author to London. It did not occur to her,

however, that Roy and lier sister would meet.

It was a hot day, and \ arious members of the

company allowed the discomfort of it to prey

upon their nerves. Lawton the iiroducer,

always so kind and considerate of everybody,

had "shown himself in a new light. He had

suddenly become snappy and quarrelsome.

There was nearly a break with Fred IMersthani,

and a downright refusal on the i)art of Jlr.s.

Mogra to rehearse one of her scenes further, after

she had patiently pone tlirovigh it seven times,

and then, according to Lawton, it wasn't right.

Old Armett, who always blamed it on the

cuckoo when he'd had a bad night, was the worse

for a headache. The very sight of him, with his

head tied up in a wet tosvel—which caused delays

when ho was needed—drove Lawton to dis-

traction.

And Lawton was particularly severe with
Marigold.

' More life—more ginger—more , appeal !

For Heaven's sake, girl, ha\en't you got any
' pep ' in you ? " he roared at her through the

megaphone.
That was all very well in the old days when she

was a beginner, and in the process of being
" made " by Da'-re Lawton. S!ie forgot that

some such means had been employed to teach

her in the art of film-acting. Now, liowever,

she resented it ; before all the company, too !

They tried not to look pleased, it is true, but

Jlerstham for one could not conceal his smug
satisfaction.

Marigoldjt remblod with rage under his harsh

^•riticism, and the more he scolded, the worse

she was able to respond.
' Smile, can't you ? This isn't a fimeral

scene I AVish it could be. I'd like to see the

lot of you buried ! For i>i-ty's sake. Miss Clare,

I—beg—of—you '.

"

He had reached a stage of drawling san asm
now ; affecting a patience which he had lost

'igos ago, piling it on until Marigold fairly hated
liim.
" You have just become reconciled with your

lover. Miss Clare, after a long separation. He
was true to you all the time. You are glad to

see him. Perhaps that isn't quite clear to you.

Merstham is your lover, Jliss Clare, not a

gentleman you have secret plans to murder.
Look into liis eyes—not at the very handsome
tie-pin he's wearing. Here, give me that pin,

Merstham ; perhajw it bothers her ! It does

nie. Now, Miss Clare, once again, please !

Slowlv—a long look—your hands on liis shoulders

—now the kiss

—

kiss I said l You're not acting

a ruffled hen or mad dog scene ! For pi-ty s—
sake—a kiss—hold thirty seconds !

"

At the end of the thirty seconds Marigold
threw up her arms and screamed, while Mei-s-

tliam went to his make-up box to repair the

danaage to his countenance the embrace had
inflicted.

Lawton pail no attention to the scream.

Now wo'll ' shoot ' that scene," ho said.
'' .\nd if you don't do it properly. Miss Clare,

1 shall dock your salary for the expense of the

film wasted, and go on doing it until you decide

to cease this temperamental fooling."

The other members of the company secretly

wondered at Mf^n;,'old's not throwing up her

contract on the spot. Any one of them would
have done so. and they were far from being stars.

Never in the history of Filmland had such a
thing happened, and even Merstham surprised

himself by beginning to feel sorry for her.

During the hmcheon interval, she retired to

her dressing-room and lay on the couch, too

exhausted and upset to think about food. The
room was cool and shuttered, a great relief after

the heat of the studio and the blinding arc lights.

There would be a couple of hours for rest, tliank

Heaven. But her nerves were quivering, and
she felt as if she were going to be \ erv ill.

Lawton rnado it worse by intruding upon this

rest period, and became very cross because he
could not indufo her to eat anything.

" It's silly of you to behave like this !
" he

Raid fuming, as he strode to and fro. " I supjiose

if Sugden were here you'd be in a better temper !

"

That was funnv.

" Temper ! Good heavens, how I've managed
to keep it, I don't know ! It's amazing how
many insulting things you found to say, Dacre."

You can't act," he said grimly, a mood of
desperate jiessimism gripping liini. " Thank
goodness, your sister will be here to-morrow !

"

Marigold winced. Yet she remained sur-
prisin_gly meek, for her.

" I hope you won't go for poor Janice as you
have for mo this morning," she said, tears
smarting her eyelids.

'-' Oh, my dear ! Say you forgive me, child.

I'm not very well. This heat is killing me, and
you're all such a- bunch of stupids. Marigold,
I—I'm not myself, lately."

" I'\e noticed it," she said softly. " What is

it, Dacre ? Can I help ?
"

He was on the polTit of saj'ing something
that he decided not to say.

" You can buck »ip in these love scenes,-^' he
replied instead. " I know you don't liko

Merstham, but if you had to be in love with
every actor you pl.iycd with—well, it would
be a busy life, wouldn't it ?

"

" It isn't because I dislike him," Marigold
replied. f)ur esteem for each other is mutual."

" Well, he manages to disguise his as far as
the pictures are concerned," Morton inter-

rupted.
" It's an off day with me, Dacre. I think

there's going to be a thunderstorm. I feel so
Cjueer. Armett has a headache, too."

' Ha ! His came out of a bottle."
" Well, you're a bunch of nerves yourself.

You can't blame it all on us—on me. You've
been a beast the whole morning."

". Perhaps I have," he admitted. " You're
right. Marigold. There's .something in the
air. If I believed in such things, I'd say that
somewhere Fate is busy playing tricks with my
destiny."

Marigold stared at him a little wildly.

That's exactly how I feel," she said. " That's
why I didn't resent your being so hateful. Half
the time I <lidn't hear what you were saying."

" Oh, didn't you !
" Lawton replied, sarcasm

heavy upon him again. " Well, you pay better
attention this afternoon, my girl."

He stamped out, bunging the door behind him.

Marigold Bank back upon the couch again,
Vior ner\es quivering with the memory of what
he had said about Fate. She felt that way
herself, und longed for the day to end. To-
morrow she would remain in bed all day. It

seemed us though she could not wait for to-
morrow to come.

Certainly Dacre Lawton had changed 'lately.

During Janice's illne.ss, he and Marigold hiwl

seen a great deal of each other at the cottage,
and she had come to wonder at her feelings foi

him, to question and marvel. She had found
herself looking forward to his visits, when they
would sit in the garden and talk of things un-
connected with work. Somehow she had been
impelled to open her heart to him. In the little

garden in the hollow of tlie downs by the .sea,

Slarigold Clare hud discovered a soul in herself

that she had never known existed. The dangci
Janice had run on her account had l>e«n

primarily resjwnsible. In her love for her sister,

she found this strange, meek soul of hers. Yet
the discovery was not made in a moment, and
the alteration came but gradually.

Lawton, who in the In-ginning had despised
her for her cowardice, made the discovery with
her, and followed its consequence step by step.

In his grim way he had been sympathetic, and
there had been a moment when they looked into
each other's eyes thoroughly startled by what
they saw there. Because Marigold had ne\er
expected to fall in love with Dacre Lawton,
becau.se she believed her.self to be in love, with
Roy, she did not recognise what she read m his

eyes, nor realise the dawn o' passion that lay in

her own.
Even now she did not know why she had

submitted so tamely to his uiikindness this morn-
ing, any more than she knew why he had been
unkind. He set it down to the intense heat,
and no doubt the weather was partially respon-
sible.

The gong assemblmg tliem for the aftcrnoo.n

sounded, and Slarigold dragged herself up,
changed her dre-ss. aurl went to the studio.

Half ?.n hour later .she fainted, and Lawton
stopped work for the day. Then he drove with
her down to Brighton.

(Another thrilling instalment next week.)

SYD. CHAPLIN GOES TO FRANCE.
But en route Grants Special Interview to THE PICTURE SHOW.

you receive just as much money for a feature
occupying several months in the making as
if you hiid made several ' quick fire ' contribu-
tions in the same time."

" Can vou tell me anvthing about this first

film ? " " •
-

.

" I am afraid the details must remain secret
at present, but I caji tell you of a little joke
1 played upon the members of a Press dinner
in New York, at which 1 was the guest of honour
just before sailing.

" .A.t the conclusion of it I made a speech, in

which I said I was not going to follow the usual
policy of secrecy towards the Press regarding
jiarticulare of the story, and so on, of my film,

but that all should be made public. At this

announcement the company began to sit up and
take notice ! However, I went on, I had not
then the leisure to go into details personally,
but a pamiihlet containing them would Ije

handed to e\'eryone present. Tin.-- wn-s done,
each booklet bearing on the cover ' Syd Chaplin's
Speech : Synopsis and I'articulars of his Latest
Film.' But when the recipients . came to

investigate, all they fotmd inside were soiiu^

sheets from a (Ireek newspaper ! Howc\er,
they took the joke very well."

Before I left Mr. Chaplin. I asked him if he had
any message for readers of The Picture Show .

"Tell them," he replied, " how glad I am to
return to the screen, and, while I do not like

to boast—in fact, I do not beheve in people
speaking largely of this and that wonderful
thing they intend doing !—I am going to work
v:;;i hard upon these comedies, and trust the
results will be .successful."

In conclusion, I will answer the qiiestion,

which I feel has been in your minds the whole
time you have been reading these wotxls

—
" Is

Syd like Charlie ?
"

The answer is—No.
He is fair-haired, brown -eyccL taller than his

brother, and altogether of sturdier build.

M. H. C.

SYDNEY CHAP-
lAS, brotherof
Charles the

Great, has arrived
from America, and
is now in France
busily engaged upon
the first of the four
five-reel comedies
which he has con-
tracted to make for

Famous - Players-
J.asky. at the sen-
sational figure of

2.5J,000 dollars pen
picture. He stayed
111 London biit a few

days fii route, but durmg that brief period

he kmdlv granted, despite the multifarious calls

upon his time, and the tact that his arr'val had
not been widely announced, a special interview

with The PtCTORE S.'iow.
" i\Iy first comedy calls for a Continental

background," Jlr. Chaplin said, as we sat in

the Savoy Hotel, drinking tea to the accom-
paniment of a jazz orchestra, " and so I thought
I might as well give the public the real thing.

It will be made at the Eclair Studios, near

Paris. I expect it will keep me busy about four

months. As well ns playing the lead, I am
directing my four )iictures. and am writing some
of the stories. The first is written, and the

.second half finished, but I am open to purchast

storie=. The writing of u five-reel eomedi' is

no joke !

'

" Your contract allows you two years in

whith to make your four pictures, does it not,

Mr. Chaplin ? 1 take it that you do not believe

in an excessive output ?
"

" No. I believe in ' few .and far between '

pictures. Look how some of the early .screen

stars have faded into oblivion. The public

saw them so frequently that they got tired of

them. Another aspect of the matter is that
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4 4mYYYA r\ ¥\r> a nn ¥ /\¥7¥> big scenes from the latest . . .

IHI^ liil/l^ O. IV. GRIFFITH PHOTO-PLAY HONOURED
* AaI-^ \lAal^rm K M^\J ¥ aV© with a royal command performance

LILLIAN GISH pomays liie part of Lucie, a delightfully innocent Aus- Lucie inherits a large fortune, and at once becomes the object of the atten-
trahan girl. Her winsome personality and talent have won for her a large tions of Sir Roger Brighton, an unscrupulous fortune-hunter, who has

and enthusiastic screen following. resolved to win her at any cost.

HENRY B. WALTHALL, who plays the pan oi bir Rotjer Briiihton. ROSEMARY THEBE as Mdlle. Corintee, and HENRY WALTHALL.

"The Great Love," which will no doubt prove to bs one of the finest films of the year, was produced by the master hand of D. W. Griffith.
Besides^ contaming a simple human story of the sort "that might happen to anyone," it deals with the greatest love of all—r.imely, love
of one's country. This film contains many fine players and popular British celebrities including Queen Alexandra, The Princess Monaco,
The Countess Masserene, Lady John Lavery, Lady Diana Cooper, daughter of the Duke of Rutland, and other society ladies. The f !ni has been

honoured with a Royal Command performance, {llullandcr I'tliiiK.)
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I
MILKMAID I

ICAFEAULAIT]
= Tlie true Cafe au Lait of the Parisians

j= —fragrant and delicious—that pre- :

= cisely is jNIilkmaid Cafe au Lait. i

= Much nicer, easier to prepare, and :

=: more economical than ordinary coff ee. :

= Served cold as Cafe FrappJ (Iced :

= Coffee) it is one of the most refreshing :

= drinks imaginable on a hot day. :

= Try it I :

= Sold everywhere. 5^d.,10id., and 1/8 pertin- :

~- For inlrodiictory purposes, a ^Xd. tin of Caf,-
\= a:i Lait and ka'ndsom-: book of Recipes trill :— ieitt free on receipt of 3d. to cover postage.
\~ Address

:

= Nestle s i F.R.D;pt.i .6-8, Eastcheap, E.C.3.
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Unequalled in

Opportunities

CINEMA
ACTING

The New Profession

— for Ambitious —
MEN and WOMEN
AT oar various centres quali-

fied and well-known pro-
ducers will train you for a

well-paid position in this con-
genial, uncrowded. and rapidly
developing profession. Write
or call at any of the addresses
below for full particulars. The
terms are moderate and in-

clusive. Write Secretary:

The

LONDON and PROVINCIAL
CINEMA COLLEGES,

236, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. 1.

(bUidio: 3i, Great OrmoQcl St., W.C. 1.)

Branches and Studios also at

58. We«t Regent Street, Claagow ;

8, North Bridge Street, Edinburgh ;

16. Brown St. (near G.P.O.), Manchester.

mmmm' buy them mmm
Tbe Children's Newspaper

mwM EVERY FRIDAY. mmM

Mistaken Identity.

DURIXG the showing of a pifture, a minister
on the .screen caino under discussion as
follows :

" Look, Bill ! Ain't liR like the bloke what
played the planner at Li/.a's wedding ?

"

Bill :
" Yuh ; but it ain't him, no fear. He don't

work at no pictures. He works down the fried

lish shop !

"

2s. M. awarded to Doris Froy, 55, Coniugton
Road, Lewisluun, S.K.

The Property Man Didn't Know.
ALLKX HOLUBAR had some diflifulty in

petting a casserole the other day to
fini.sh a scene, so he sent a boy to the

property room. ^
" Jlr. Holubar wants a ra-s-serole," the boy

told one of the a.ssistant.s in the property room.
" What do you think this is ? " said the man.

" I'm not running a draper's shop. Go to the
wardrobe 1

'

And it took Dorothy Phillips herself to con-
vince the indignant property man that.aciusserole
was a baking dish, and not a first cousin to a
camisole.

Nothing Wou!d Convince Him.

DID you c\ er meet one of those wise peoj>le

who think they know everj-thing ?
"

asked Harold Lloyd, the Patho
comedian. " I mean one of those chaps who
will argue and argue imtil you prove him wrong,
and then he starts all over again. I met one
of this branct the other day. No matter what
I said, he'd argue or say right out flat that I

didn't know what I was talking about-.

"'Would you believe me if I told you the
Duke of Wellington was dead ? ' I finally asked
him, and I was getting pee\-ish.

" ' Xo,' said he. ' For all I know the General
may still be with the Army of Occupation
overseas.'

"

—¥*—
Thought Deczraticns Were Wanted.

HERE is the newest story told against
Priscilla Dean.

It seenis that she had gone to China-
town in San Francisco to purchase one of those
s'lk kimonos which are so comfortable to
lounge about the studio in during hot weather.

Priscilla met Ling High Lo, the proprietor,

who knew a lot about silk, but not so much
about the English language.

" I would like to buy sometliing nice to wear
around the studio," said the star.

" Velly good, lady, velly good," answered
the Chinee. " How large is vour studio ?

"

For the Children.

IF
tliere is one paper fliat is quite certain to

meet with the approval of any child, that
paper is " Chuckles." The youngsters

simply delight in its infinit* variety of funny
coloured pictures and school and adventuro
stories. ''Chuckles" costs IJd. every Friday,
"i'ou can judge its popularity for yourself by
taking home a copj' to-day.

Always First.

H.A.ROLD LLOYD, the comedian, recall',

with broad grins, tho days when ho
worlved as a reporter on a little morning

newspaper.
" Wc got a bit previous one morning." ho

stales, and printed the death notice of a
man named Sam Jones. Jlr. Jones wasn't
dead when the |)aper was issued. As a matter
of fact, he may be alive and kicking to-day.
But that didn't bother our editor—ho came
out the next day with a paragraph that read
like this :

" "i'esterday we were the first newspaper
to print news of the death of Sam Jones. To-
day we arc the first newspaper to deny the
report. ' The Morning Sua ' is always first."

Just Sd !

A wise man s<ud

:

It was Douglas Fairbanks who put the rrora

in movies ; Charlie Chaplin wlio put the Jeel

ii\ feattires ; and Samuel Goldfish who put the
gold in Goldwyn !

— « .

Any Excuse.
Movie Star: "I'll have you understand- that

actors are born, not made !

"

Bad-tempered Producer :
" That's right.

Shift the blame from yourself !

"

Too Poor For Anything.
" Thai was a probletn play you saw at the

movie, wa.sn't it ?
"

" Yes ; the problem was. Why was it produced ?
"

Couldn't Stand It.

Handsome Actor :
" I won't play opposite

her any more !

"

Director :
" Why not ?

"

Handsome Actor :
'" I don't like the taste of

the brand of lip rouge she uses."

A Dreadful Error.
What's that director so- mad about ?

"

" He forgot himself for a moment and praised

an actor."
The Jester.

MUTT AND JEFF GIVE DANCING LESSONS

Mutt and Jeff decide to go
into the dance business. So
they call on a promoter.

As he insists on a lady in- He is delighted with the at-

structor. Mutt makes Jeff im- tractive insti^ictress, and engaged
personate a member of the fair her at once,

sex.

The Local Watch Committee, And the Mutt and Jeff dancing However, the magistrate was

however, are dead against all academy is raided, and the ver>- lenient, and only gave

dancing.
" cnlorits arrested. them 20 jears'- hard labour.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PUYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

DOROTHY GISH in "Battling Jane." (I'arawoiiiU.) NORMA TALMADGE in "Her Only Way." ((laumoiti.

No. 1

Just Out

!

A New Sports Weekly.

A PROFUSELY illustrated journal dealing with
every kind of sport and game—magniticent arti-

cles and photographs—superb stories—splendid

Art Plate of Joe Beckett and his greatest rivals I'KEE
with every copy of No. i—^i.ooo offered for iz foot-

ball results—a paper you can't afford to miss. BUY
- YOUR COPY TO-DAY

I

niusltatedWoekljf
Every Friday - 2d.
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"And now for Bed

"I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

clean as a new pin. Now
I don t worry about wTinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth. .
My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

ing years younger. When
1 look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provemenL And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed.*

Vomerojf
SkinFood

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars

of High-class Chemists

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.

nnnd nn nn nnnn

KATHLEEN CLIFFORD has beautiful hands.

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.
The Best Jewels for Your Fingers are Polished Nails -To Manicure

at Home—To Improve the Shape of Your Hands.

trtixrinp fingers, email joints, nncl smooth skin

if it is c ared for half as much as i'. deserves.

Berauso one uses a tyjiewriler is no ex' use

for thick finjjers and rouph skin if the liantls ate

l>athod in pure olive oil. A Wiimble will distort tho

shape of the finger. Rings will defonn fingers

when worn until they bc<onic buried in the fle8h.

Tight gloves have a tendency to prevent projxT
circulation in the hands and anus which ends
in rheumatic fingers and enlarged joints.

A Few Hint*.

IT
i.s not difficult to keep the hands in a s<jft

and presentable condition. They shoulit

not be exposed to the sun and wind too

freely. Strong soaps and hard water should Ije

avoided. Tlie water can be softeped by a pinch

of borax, and if the soap is iinpxire, the hands

should be washed in oil. Oil has the power to

cleanse the skin more thoroughly than soap and
water, and if they are dried thoroughly will give

no <liscomfort. There is nothing known si

beneficial as pure glycerine and rose-water (or,

if you want a bleach, glycerine and lemon-

iuicej in both healing and whitening tho hands.

If that simple home-made lotion is used every

(lay, the hands will never suffer from any of the

discomforts of dryne.'W or chapping, and will

•ilways appear smooth and white.

Now for Your Finger Nails.

DAINTY fincer-niil.? are Nature's finLshing

touch for a l)eautiful woman. They
have always seemed to me to be the

natural jewels of the hands, and, if they are in

food order, that other jewels are unnecessary,

if not superfluous.

The colour of the nails should l>e pinjt, like

the deep, fresh heart of a blu.sh rose. In shape

they are nearly like the filljert nut. In size,

they should be neither too Isree nor foo small.

They are more like the petals of a half-blown

rose, or the hning of a sea-shell than anything

else in Nature. At their base must be a crescent,

liny in proportion to the size of the nail, but as

elear cut and silvery as a young moon on the

night of its debut in the sky.

Details of Manicuring.

LOOKING after the needs of the hands need
not require much time, or many articles

for manicuring purposes. After the

hands are thoroughly cleansed with soap and
water, the nails are ready for attention. Tho
nail-brush is the best medium for cleansinft

them. When the pointed end of the file is used,

care should be taken not to break the tender
skin next to the nail.

How to Cleanse Them.

IF
the nails are in good condition, normally,

th? morning hand-bath should be supple-

mented by soaking the nails themselves

for five minutes in warm .soapsuds, or a lather

made cf Cistile soap. This should be foUowe.i

by a careful pre.ssing bsck, with the towel, of

the skin about the nail=, until each portion of

the skin is detached. Next wrap aiound tho

pointed end of an orance-wood stick a bit of

anti.septic cotton. Moi.'-ten this with a few

drojis of peroxide of hydrogen. With thi*

carefully remove the dust tliat may t«main
between the nail and the skin.

To Polish.

FILK the nail into any shape you wish. A
slightly pointed effect is admissible, and
is lieconiinvr to nearly all hands. Never

use scissors, as this makes the nails foarse and
thick. Highly j)olishe<l nails are too con-

spicuous to bie beaut ifuL

Pour a little warm olive oil on the palmbf you«

hand, and rub well into the nails. PoUsh with a

piece of chamois leather. The result is all the

most fastidious girl can desire.

A Deesser.

HAVE you noticed how few rings the cinema
star wears ? Of course, sometimes the
part she plays requites her to wear a lot,

but when she has a part in which she can dress

as she likes, you will seldom see more than one
ring on her hand—sometimes not one.

Character from Hands.

YOUR hands ore more expressive to a reader
of character than your face. One glance

at Charlie Chaplin's hands—and notice

them when you see " Sunnyside," as I did

—

the lone, sensitive fingers proclaim him an
artist. Never neglect your hands, even if you
have no time to go to a manicurist. Spend a
few minutes on their care at home—it is time
well spent, for nothing hallmarks a girl so

quickly as nicely-kept hands.

To Blettcli the Skin.

IF
housework has roughened the skin, get

them into condition by the following

method. Beat into a tablesnoonful of

eround oatmeal a httle cold cream—enough to

make a thick paste

—

and, it your bands want
bleaching, squeeze a lew drops of lemon-juice

in as well.

Spread this mixture on an old pair cf chamois
gloves, from which the tops of the fingers have
been cut, and after washing the hands in really

hot, soapy water, dry and shp the gloves on,

wearing them all night.

You will soon find a great improvement in the

texture of your skin, especially if, before doing

any diity work, you rub the hands with a little

vaseline, especially into the cuticle round the

finger nails. This will prevent the dirt from
becoming ingrained into the skin.

Care For Your Hands.

THF.RE is a charm expressed in a beautiful

hand that often supersedes that ex-

pressetl in t!-.e face. Many women are

under the law of toil and bear the indelible im-

print of handicraft.

Every trade, e\-ery employment—except the

tre.idmill—calls for some assi.stanco from the

hands. Hard work, when long continued, de-

stroys the. shape and contour, .but the- useful

hand need never lose its shajw, its romid and
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MABY ODETTE,
A Charming British Screen Artiste.

CHAKMINU little Mary Odctto is a diuightcr

of France, aiul she was born in Dieppo,

about seventeen summers ago. - Hhf.

was always passionately fond of tUuieing, and

appeared on the stage in a dancing scene befoi.

she was ton yoars old.

Later on Mary appeared in "A Midsumnn i

Night's Droain,'' " The Death of Tintageles,
"

and " Bluff King Hall." She was a fairy in each

of those productions, and a very dainty one .sIk^

made, too ! Then little Miss Odette considered

it was timo she turned her art into more am-
bitious chatmels, and so secured an engagement

to play in a lihn entitled " Dombey and Son."

"Sue" Her Favourite Part.

IN
this production, at the age of fifteen, she

took the role of Florence Dombey. Her

next big film part was in " The Greatest

Wish in the World." This Vas followed by the

part of Sue in " A Spinner of Dreams."
^

Mary Odette considers that " Suo " is her

favourite character so far. She is intensely fond

of dramatic jiarts, and this role completely

satisfied her love for drama.
Mary Odette's favotn'ite recreations are

swimming and tennis, although, to bo sure, she

IS so busy at the studios now that she does not

have a great deal of time to herselt, in which she'

might enjoy her hobbies.
. .

Mary Odette is a great believer in British

r.iotioii pictures, and is convinced that the time

i< not far distant when they will bo regarded as

I lie best in the world.

To Appear in " Lady Clare."

THIS clever artiste is at present at work on

Tennyson's "Lady Clare, ' and she is very

enthusiastic indeed about her new part.

Slio is a
piomine nt
member of the
Jack London
Club, an or-

ganisation de-
voted to tho
care and pro-
tection of
animals, and

she will have
under her per-
sonal care the
various unusual
animals, which
Wilfred Noy,
the producer, is

introducing in-

to tho film. Tho
story calls for a
jerboa, a mon-
goose, and a
white doe, in

oddition to
other animals.

Mary Odette plays
a dual rolo in her
now picture. Part
of tho time she is

Coltie, a girl, and
sho also masquer-
ados as a boy
named Ronnie.
Mary is finite

a nice boy,
isn't she 7

Recent Photographs of MAR'^ ODETTE.
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This month has been a real, honesl-to-
goodness "exterior" month, end most of the
BROADWEST Artistes have spent more
than a few days in the'Stiidio. River scenes,
race-course scenes, farm scenes have followed
in quick succession, and when you see the re-

sulton the screen you will realise that English
scenery wants a lot of beating, after all.

"A Son of David" is all but ready for the
projecting room now, and this film will in-

troduce to you BROADWEST'S latest dis-

covery in the person of Patricia Romney.
This dainty little lady has n»ver done any
big film worli, but Walter West quicklv
discovered the latent talent, although Pat
only took part in a big crowd, to commence
with. But BROADWEST are always on the
look out for someone wonh while, and in
Patricia Romney, Mr. West feels sure he
has discovered a player, wlio, within the
course of time, will prove herself a first-

class cinema actress.

This budding star will also appear in "The
Great Coup," the Nat Gculd story which
is just having the finishing touches put to
it. Whilst I write, " The Great Coup "

company are up-river " shooting " pic-nic
scenes. Yes! it all sounds very beautiful,
but believe me these players v. ork e':ceed-
ins,ly hard when cn location.
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YOU KNOW WHO THIS IS 7

Despite the warm weather, you are .".11 en-
thusiastic picturegoers, I know, and no doubt
many of you have ali'cady seen "The
Woman Wins." If you have not seen it,

make a point of visiting the picture hall in
your district where it is being shown.
Violet Hopson is truly wonderful as the
heroine.
Then there is "The Irresistible Flapper,"
who will win her way to everyone's heart.
Ivy Close is the "black lam'bkin"cf the
family, and Viclet Hopson appears .'iS

her cider sister. Basil Gill and Gerald
Ames are in the cast, the story is a good
one, and the photography excellent, so what
more can you want ?

Violet Hopson is now commencing work en
the screen version of " Snow in the Desert."
This story you will recollect v. as published as
a serial in the "Daily Sketch " a few months
back. Walter West will personally supervise
the production. So you Qtn bank on some-
thing far above the average for this energetic
and go-ahead BROADWEST director is one
of the few who move with the times.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING.
And now 1 am going to tell you how vou can
add still further to your cclleclion of cinema
filayers' portraits—or if you have nt i a col-

ection, this is an excellent opportunity of
starting one. BROADWEST are ofrcring,free

of charge to anyone who likes to apply 'o

Billie Bristow, at the Studio, Wood Street,

Walthamstow, post-card portraits of Violet
Hopson, Stewart Rome, and Gregory Scott.

All you have to do is to send in your applica-
tion with a stamped and addressed envelope
for return of thejiosl cards. Now get your
pen and give BROADWEST more work.
That is why they're here, and the more work
they have the happier thcv are !

c BROADWEST FILMS Ltd
175, Waraour Street, LONDON, W.

'S'^S'lS'S'^'SyCPhwic : Gcrrard 2iO)&l^^t'S't.
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General Sir R. G. Egertoji, K.C,B.
writes: — "Having smoked many hundreds of

your ' De Re^zke' Cigarettes I am pleased to be
able to testify to tlieir pleasing qnalities, and the

total absence of any disagreeable after-effects."

Hugh^de Selincourt. Esq. writes :—" Your
'De Reszke' Cigarettes have a softer touch on tlie

palate than any American cigarette I have tasted."

Normea Allin.Esq. ""tes:-" Your 'DeReszke'
Cigarettcsare just deliglilful.

J could smoke them in-

cessantly without the slight-

est effect on the throat."

GOOD words like

these are won on
the field of merit,

ly^^ where outstanding

"quality alone can gain

applause.

Sfcvcs'CIGARETTES

MIND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
Are you " Mastt-'i " of .vour mind? Aie >ini Lif ti

mioded, stionc-willed. Sf lf-conh<ient. ami feuccfssfiil f

I,earn the secrets of Mind-Mastery and Stionij Nei ves, iJanish
xhyneas, awkwardness, timidity, worry, nelf-fear**. anil

"Nerves." Learn how to more than hold yovu' own In the
Kavy. Army, R.A.F,. tlie I'lofessions, Business, and S'ltit-ty,

Kend only 3cl* stamps for particulars of confidential Mentu-
Kerve strengthening methods. Used in the Navy from Vice-
Admiral to Seaman, and in the Armv from Colonel to I'livate,

M.C'a. D.C.M.'a, and M.M. s —GODl-UY ELMO'lT-SMITH.
LTD.. 536, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Ciicns, London. E.C.4.

The Asthma Sufferers' Greatest Friend.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

Speedy antl Pleasant in its effects, and always to be relied on.

1/3 per Tin, from all Chemists; postage, 2d. extra
Free Trial Pjckace from 1 IIINKSMAN. Chemist. Carluke.

If yonr Chemist is without it, ask him to get you Hinksman's.

REAL POSTCARD PHOTOGRAPHS
Messrs. Hepworlh Picture Plays Ltd. have just added
some fine new poslcard studies of Miss Alma Taylor, Miss

Chrissie White, Henry Edwards & Gerald Ames to the large

stock of real photographs which they already hold.

Full details of these new photographs can be obtain-
ed by sending direct to Publicity Dept., Heoworth
Picture Plays, Ltd., 2, Denman St.,-Piccadilly, W.1.

Stamped addressed envelope should be enclosed for reply.

iJ BEAUTIFIES THE EYES
.lO^i--^ "Eyilol" will eive your ^^^HH

l^M^' g ^ eyes that iirillinney, -^"^^^^
Q vivacity, and expression

vhich men find so apjiealitig. It

clears the eyes, freshens and stren^'thens

Ihi-m. luakiuL- th^m nalitralh mme
l.-antiful. I'aiticularly letteshing

aftci motoiing.
" Eydol" is recolninen.len liy leading'

artiesses.includiag Miss Kyrle Bcllew

Hiss I'hyllis Bedells, Mdlle, I.iicienne

hervyle, etc. "Eydol" is

Iiaiialess. Uelieves eye-strain

mi.l headache. Indispensable for

all whose eyes au> weak or

tiled-looking.

2,'9 per hot tie

Of all Stoics'
Chemists, or

fioin — "EYDOI*'
Laboratories V

(Dept. -if',

fvorine Puts. 1'6. 170 Strand. LONDON. W. C 2

Use •• Eydola-sh
"

to darken your
eyebrows and
huihcs. It makes
Ihem thick, long,

and silky. In

ne Pots. 1,'6.

Diiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

fARE YOU SHORT?
It 80, let the Girvan System help you

to increime your height. Mr.Bripgs re-

ports 6 Inches Increase ; Driver E. F..

a Inches ; Mr. ItatclifTe. 4 inches ; Wiss
l«edell, 4 Inches ; Mr. Ketley, 4 inches.

J'his syBlein greatly improves the

health, figure, and carriage. Send 3

penny Btaiuits for further particulars

and £100 Ouarantee to Enquiry
l>oi>t. C.T., 17, Stroud Oteen Koad,
I,ondon. N.4.

IMPROVING THE THEATRE.
SOMETIME in the near future, when bricks have

become more plentiful iind hoases not so rare,
the super-cinema, we are told, is to make its

appearance. It may be even that the theatre of
colossal proportions and elaborate design will come
before the houses, though whatever controversies
such a contingency may suggest is not within my
province to discuss.

Sulflcient unto the moment, at any rate, is the news
that the day of the super-cinema is approaching. But,
however welcome it may be, the picture theatre-going
public, which is becoming keenly critical of the cinema
generally, will look for something more than a mere
improvement in size and design. There are already a
few cinema theatres scattered about the kingdom
which are large and comfortable, well-ventilated, and,
to a certain extent, elaborate in comparison with their
smaller and humbler next-door neighbours which
show as good pictures. But in none of these has
perfection been attained.

The music, still so often a source of complaint in
the majority of picture theatres, is greatly in need of
improvement, and though the solitary piano of the old
days is being superseded by the orchestra, yet the latter
too frequently oSends by destroying an illusion and
spoiling the effect of some particular scene. Again,
it is peculiar to note that many theatres have not yet
awakened to the necessity of a time-table or an
illuminated automatic indicator announcing to those
outside the title of the picture showing. Yet this is
one of the things the would-be patron often looks tor.
Also, a more general use of the illuminated clock,
cleaner and better-arranged seating accommodation,
refreshment bars and cloak-rooms where possible, and
tiny, shaded lights so arranged as to prevent people
stumbling to their seats in the dark are amongst the
host of suggestions which theatre managers could
easily gather for themselves.
Even the small theatre of to-day could effect some

of these improvements without leaving the field

entirely to the super-cinema ol the future.

THE EDITOR,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-
able time before publication, letters cannot be
answered in the next issue? A statnped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post.
Address: The Editor, "The Picture Show,"
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E,C. 4.

C. E. B. (Hornscy). - Cicigliton Hale, who is cliipf

amongst your favourites, is thirty, and was born in
Ireland. Jle lifis light brown hair, blue e.ye.'s, and
gives his height as 5lt. lOin. He made his debut On
the stage, at the age of live, in " East Lynne," and
lias been a success ever since,
NORAH.—All right, Norah, don't get so indignant.

George Walsh has done nothing to nie, I assure you,
and I like him as much .as 1 like anyone else. You
see, I cannot publish the photo of everybody's
favourite at once, so someone's got to wait. Did you
not see his picture and article in the issue for June
7th, and on the cover, August 16th ? Be patient, and
you will see him again.
K. M. (St. Helier).—Am pleased to know vou

treasure " Th,-; Picture Shows " you have, and that
you would not part with them for anything. Marie
Waleamp is twenty-five.

C. ,T. S. (Oxford).— Constance and Norma Talmadge
are not one and the same. They are sisters. Eliza-
beth Risdon, 1 believe, is in America. No, there is

110 intention to raise the price of tliis paper, and I am
glad you consider the illustrations and general " get-
up " A. 1.

•' Love in a Mist " (Sliemeld).~That charming
actress. Alma Taylor, is not married. William
Karnuiu is married to Olive White, and Mas born in
Boston, Mass.. U.S.A.

" Ln..\c " (.Maida Vale).— Of course, I remember
you writing to me once before, as I recognisetl vour
handwriting when 1 opened your letter. Olivr;
Thomas is Jack Pickford's wife, and she will be
twenty-one on October liOth. 1 am sure our boys in
hospital must appreciate your thouglitfulness in .send-
ing them a copy of this paper to read.

J. B. (Northampton).—J. W.arren Kerrigan?
Have you missed our page in No. 13 ?

F. A. C. (Bath).—Sorry, I cannot tell vou where
you can obtain the photographs vou want.

1'. E. (Woolwich).—Lottie Pickford's little daughter
is named Mary Pickford llupp. Mary Pickford has
no cliildrcn. Viola Dana (whose real name is Flu-
gr.ath) is married to John CoUins. Owen Moore
lias brown hair and dark blue eves.

L. W. P. (Ciravescnd).—Pearl White is thirty,
and was born in Springfield, Missouri. The answer
to your other question will be announced later when
the film is released, which will not be for some time,

" Dolly " (Birmingham).—You ask whether .you
might shake liands with me ? You may with
pleasure. And since distance separates us, let us
imagine that the greeting has been performed heartily
in will if not in deed. You must have got U]) early
to have bought your copy at seven o'clock in the
mornUig,

D. H. (Heme Bay).—Of course, you may write—
every day, if you like. Jack Pickford Is the younger,
as ho was born in 1896, and Mary Pickford in 189;j.
Fatty Arbuekle is thirty-two, and was bom in Smith
Centre, Kansas. Monroe Salisbury is twenty-one,
and has dark hair and brown eyes.

" Hazel Eyes " (Bradford).—Your entry Into my
circle of new friends^is welcomed, "Hazel Eytyi," and
now that you have introduced yourself, I Iioik; to
liear from you again. I am glad your ix;rsistcnt
efforts to secure your copy of thi.s paper were re-
warded with success, anil tliat vou and your motlier,
who are "such good chums," both enjoy reading it.

Yes, we all love Mary Pickford, and, as you say, "she,
has a childhke sympathy, ready smile or tear which
I)enetrates even the liardest soul of man."
M. C. (High Wycombe).—Pearl White's book ts

called "Just Me." Watch THE PiCTUEE SHOW for
further news of this book.
D. C. (Wallsend-on-Tyne).—If the film you mention

was out four years ago, I do not think you will see
it again. Not many films are re-issued, and the few
that are, are of special interest. Sorry, I cannot
use your jokes for the " Film Eim " page, as any
contributions for the latter should liave direct bearing
on the cinema. Am glad to know you see The
Picture Show wherever you go. May tlie cir-
culation go up to " billions " as you say.

D. M. O. (Manchester).—Would I mind if you made
a very bold suggestion ? Not at all, and let it be as
bold as you like. The coiniietition idea lias not been
dropped, though 1 do not care about having an age
limit from nine to sixteen as you suggest.

P. L. (Slough).—Douglas Fairbanks measures
5 ft. 10 in. His very first appearance on the screen
of life was in 1883. He has no other name. Alice
Joyce was at one time a telephone girl. I understand
Mrs. Drew has not given up the pictures, so tiiat you
will still have an opportunity of seeing her.

" Elsie " (Crewe).—Viola Dana was born in 1898
in Brooklyn, New York. Her real name is Flugrath,
and she lias light green eyes and dark brown liair.

V. A. (London, N.W.).—You are ambitious to
act for the films, and are very worried as to what you
should do. Then take my advice and don't worry.
You also say you arc without a career, but cannot
you possibly turn your hand to something ? Even
if you did apply to any film companies, .vou would
find that they already have the names of hundreds
of applicants (many of tiiein experienced) from whom
they can choose those they want—and, at present,
I am told, they have got all they do want.

" KiKl " (Ipswich).—The " Fox Kiddies " arc
Francis Carpenter and Virginia Corbin. Francis is

eight years old, measures 3 ft. 2 in", turns the scale
at forty pounds (when last I heard), and has blue
eyes and light hair. Little Virginia is two years her
junior.

N. M. (Ilford).—Dorofhy Dalton (and not Mae
Marsh) is featured in " The Kaiser's Shadow." D. D.
is married to I>cw Cody. A full-page photograph
of her appeared in our issue for May 31st. Ask your
newsagent if he cannot get it for you. Jack Warren
K-errigan is not married, anil I have no doubt he gets
hundreds of love-letters. Do you really mean to
w rite him one ?

M. W. (Newcastle).—You can WTite to Douglas
Fairbanks in the same way as you have written to
Olive Thomas—i.e., through the office of this paper.
Y'es, Eddie Polo is married, but not Marie Waleamp.

E. M. B. (Nune.aton).—W. S. Hart, you consider,
must be noble to portray manhood as he does. No,
he is not married.

A. B. (Westcliff).—Nothing has happened to
Maurice Costello, and as he is a great favourite of
yours, you will be able to see him again, for he is still

.acting. It is necessary for the artistes to rehearse
their parts, and they very often do actually speak
the words you see on the screen.

" JlOLLY and Betty " (Glasgow).—Why is Mildred
Harris not more popular ? I don't know. But she
ought to be, don't you think so ? Anita Stewart
does act for the films still. Probably you may soon
hear something of Carrie Shand.
W. W. (Belvedere).—\'ou have heard several times

that Mary Pickford is dead ? Peojile who circulate
these absurd rumours, W. W., ouglit to be severely
punched.
M. A. (Glasgow).—So you keep a date-book of all

your favourites ? Well, you can enter this. Mary
Pickford is a Canadian, and is twenty-six, and George
Walsh is an .\merican, and was born twenty-seven
> ears ago. Will get you other jiarticulars about him.
Douglas Fairbanks is 5 ft. 10 hi. in height, and has
black hair and hazel-brown eyes. Thanks, many,
many, for all your good wishes for the " dear old
Picture show."

D. K. (Hull).—Billie Burke is tliirty-three. All

letters are sent on, but as 1 iiave already said on this

page, I am sorry no addresses whatever can be given
to anyone. Glad you would not miss this paper "for
worlds."
R. H. (Dewsbury).—Charlie Chaplin was bom in

1889, in Brixton, London.
M. H. M. (Clydebank).—\'ou don't care about

seeing Charles Bay in overalls, though you love to
see liim in evening dress Why not submit your
suggestion to a producer '?

E. W. (.\berdecn).—This, unfortunately, is one of

(hose questions I cannot answer, " Do you tliink

So-and-So will answer my letter ? " Only the
artiste knows, so you must hope for the best, and I

trust you will not be disappointed. I don't think
you will be.

(Continued on page 23.)
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. T). H. (Birmin^Jiam).—Dorotliy Dalton is married
ia I.cw Cody, and Enid iionnett's liubby is I'rcd

Niblo.
fli.siK and Eva (Carnoustie).—Your letter is one

that delights an editor's lieart, brief and to the
point. Paulino Frederielt is married to Willard
Slack. The (ii.sli (!irls arc not married. Anita
Stewart, I am jileased to say, lias not left olt acting
for tlio screen. Norma Talina<lgc"s hubby is Joseph
Stlicnck. Do yo\i uiean l.ottic Pickford ? Yes, she
is still iilayinjf. (ilad you like tliis page so much.
M. C. (Wrexham).—Antonio Moreno is not married

as yet. Hope he will send you that nice photograph
you have written for.

E. .T. (Wrexham).—Perliaps, Douglas Fairbanks
will oblige you with liis ^ihoto. Yes. "Mr. Fix-
It " was very good.

" Olive E. " (Birtley).—For three years you have
cherished an ambition to be a screen actress, though
many others have cherished one longer. As you
remark, there are hundreds waiting to get on the
lUms, and, alas, how many disappointed ones there
will be I

" Bon " (.'\shington).—Owen Moore is the husband
of Mary Pickford. Am I a lady or a gentleman ?

1 am a gentleman—or rather, I try to be one. For
a girl of fifteen, ^•o^l^ letter is very sensibly written.
No, that is not flattery, believe me. I trust I may
continue to merit a good opinion for patience.

C. B. R. (Glasgow).—Douglas Fairbanks' height
is really 5 ft. 10 in., althougli on the films he may
sometimes appear to you as being shorter.

H.\DDON (Cardiff).- So you treasme this paper
so highly that you would willingly give me a helping
hand for nothing, if you lived closer. Well, I appre-
ciate the spirit of your offer, all the same. You do
not name yom four favourites, and, as 1 happen to
have no photos for disposal, yoiu' only way of getting
them would be by writing to your favourites througli
the oHice of this paper, of comse, and I will send the
letters on.

T. C. (Bedford).— Thanks for sending up the circu-
lation eight more. Hope yon have now seen the
photographs of Warren Kerrigan.
H. W. (South Shields).— Comparatively few

pictures, after they have gone the round of the
country, are shown again in later years. I agre«
with you, however, that " a really good pictme ought
to be like a good book— almost immortal."

J. P. (Eastbourne).— At present the openings for
child artistes in this country are very few. Even as
regards America you may have noticed that the
juvenile stars are not many considering the size of
the industry. Yes. Eddie Polo is married, and is

now in England with his wife. Have you read our
mterview with him ?

D. E. (Perth).- Am not sure who the artiste is

From your description. Are you referring to Tom
Mix ? 'I'hanlis for recommending this paper broad-
east.

Pte. L. K. T. (Swindon). - No, Olga Petrova does
not live in Poland now, but in America. As you say
you are leaving fop Russia (and probably have done
so by the time this appears in print), may I wisli you
a safe and speedy retmn home '!

D. R. ((Jloucester).— Warren Kerrigan is not
married, nor is Alma Taylor.

D. M. (Dcvonport).— You fell head over heels in
love with Owen Nares, but when you heard he was
married you nearly fainted. I am afraid Pearl
White could not lielp you to become a cinema
actress. Nor can I, D. M., sorry. (Uad you have
such a nice collection of photographs of film stars.

L. A. H. (Walthamstow). What ' Free*"(!uide "

for cinema acting do you mean ? Have you misread
one of om' advertisements ?

R. H. (Leeds).— Thetia Bara is not married.
Madge Kennedy is Mrs. Harold Bolston. Other
particulars will be given as soon as I can get them.

.T. K. (Walthamstow).- Mildred Harris is eighteen.
(Vliat rumours have you heard ?

E. S. (Glasgow).— I ciuitc agree with you that wc
ihould not allow our admiration of American players
to stop us from encouraging British talent.

I. C. (North Shields). — Thanks for lioping I shall
always have good luck and plenty of readers. I hope
so, too. Pearl White is not married, and it is her
real name. The latter applies also to Pauline
Frederick (Mrs. Wiliard Mack). Elizabeth Risdon
is at present on the stage, and William Farnum's
better half is Olive V.'hite. So you think " Big Bill

"

has " such a magnetic personaUty." Dorothy Dalton
is Mrs. Lew Cody, and Theda Bara's nationality is

American. Will get news about the others.

K. H. (London, S.W.).— Sorry, I cannot tell yon
what was the cause of Sidney Drew's death. One
account I saw attributed his illness to an internal cold.
Mrs. Drew has not given up film work. 1 do not
know if " Les Miserablcs " will be shown again.
Yes, I have read the book.

" Ginger " (Airdrie). - Yes, Marguerite Clart is

thirty, though you would not think it to look at Tier.

Your great desire is to go to America. Perhaps, one
(lay, you will be able to realise it.

M.viUH (Glasgow).- You say you will be on the
screen this summer. 1 fancy I can hear many otiier
rtaders murmur " Lucky girl 1

"

\\. C. (Bath). Sorry, but questions concerning the
religion of players cannot be answered. Ask me
another.

" Kiddy " (Liverpool). - Elsie Ferguson is married
to Thomas B. Clarke, jun., a New York bar»kcr. Ye.s,
sho played in " .\ Doll's llouse."

V. J,. (Birmingham), (ferald Ames is married,
but not Antonio Moreno.

1). S. (Newcastle).- Glad to know 1 always sound so

cheerful in spite of the lumdieds and hundreds of

letters I have to read. Not much use worrying, is

it ? Bob Warwick is married to Josephine Whittell,
but Mabel Normand hajs not taken to herself a partner
as yet. I have no matrimonial news of Creighton
Hale.

S. O. S. (Manchester).- Sorry, I have no book on
theatrical make-up to seiul. Any theatrical cog-

tumicr will be able to supply you with the grease-
paint, etc., you require.

C. E. B. (London, S.E.). - Thanks for your sugges-
tion, l5ut the articles dealing with the history of the
cinema would not suit this paper.

Vkronic'A (Wolverhampton). — So Pauline
Frederick is your ideal heroine for a foreign story,
wliile Ethel Clayton is the right sort for a typist's r^le.

The latter has not retired from the screen. Norma
Talmadge in private life is Mrs. Joseph Schenck.
Constance Talmadge is not married, and has golden
hair and blue eyes.

V. V. (Islington). - Priscilla Dean was Ijorn in 189fi,

and I shall bear in mind yom' request for more about
her. Two of her very latest plays are " The Beautifid
Penitent " and " The Brazen Beauty," to be shown
later.

A. P. (South Shields). — Pearl White is thirty, and
Antonio Moreno is a year older. I am sure, too, that
Pearl is loved by everyone wlio has seen her.

D. W. (Hull). There was such a ru.sh in Hull for
The Picture Show that many people, you say, could
not obtain it. However, I am glad you were one of
the lucky ones. No, Grace Cunard and Francis Ford
are not man and wife. The former is already wedded
to Joe Moore, and is, therefore, a relation to Mary
Pickford by Marriage.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

It would a good p!an to fix a ring at the

back of each seat into which walking slicks

or wet umbrellas might be placed. Becides

adding to comfort, it would b: easier to

k;ep an eye on on;'s properly. Things

placed on the floor sometimes vanish !
—

2/6 awarded to L. S. Arrand, 2, Licdum
Slr^et, KuTithorpe, Lircs.

DO YOU KNOW ONE?
If so, write it 03 a postcard and edfress

it to Tte Editor, "The Piclur; Show,"
Cough House, Gough Square, Fhet Street

E.G. 4. A prize of 2/6 w!ll be awarded

for every hint prir ted. When more than

on:: competitor sends in the saxe hint, tLe

prize will be given to the s :nd;r of that

firsl received

" Cinders " (Manchester).- Florence Tm'ner is not
playing for the films at present.

E. A. M. (Grantham). Charlie Chaplin's film,
" Sunnyside," is now showing. I shall consider
your Hint."
Peter (Reigate).— " Some " nickname, as you

remark, for a girl. Mary Pickford recovered from
her illness a long time ago. You say I don't publish
her photo often enough. But I must let the other
favourites have a look in sometimes.
Betty (Stockport).- The "Picture Show" has

plenty of readers in Stockport, though the others
are probably shy about WTiting. Gl.ad to hear you
never miss a picture in which Hem'y Edwards is
starring. He is one of our best.

I. T. (Gt. Marlow). - Pearl White came into the
world thirty years ago, and gives her birthplace as
Springfield, Missouri. Sorry, I cannot give her
address. I will send your letter on, if you like.

J. S. (Liverpool). - Unless your photograph de-
ceives me, I cannot say that I notice any resemblance
between your likeness and that of Lionelle Howard
or William S. Hart. The former's eyebrows and lips
are different to yours, and his eyes are fuller. W. S.
Hart has the long Irish upper lip which you lack.
Still, it's very nice and flattering, as you say, to be
mistaken at times for some screen celebrity. 'Thanks
for photo.

MuRlEly (Neath).- Mae Marsh has auburn hair and
grey eyes, and will reach her twenty-fourth birthday
on November 9th. Mary Miles Minter is seventeen,
and Mary Pickford, who is twenty-six, possesses light
brown hair and hazel eyes.

Maisie (Shellield). You would like Charles Clary
to take a hero's part, as he is too much of a real mail
to have played that role in " The Honour System."
But somebody has to be the villain sometimes.

Both he and William Farnum feature in Fox produc-
tions. I couldn't tell you whether this company
would forward on your letters.

L. G. (Southend). Florence Turner is now on the
stage, but Broncho Billy and Maurice Costello are
playing for the films again.

P. R. 0. (Colchester) .and Pte. C. F. (H.M.S.
' Blake "). Sorry, I cannot put you in touch with
any other reader of this paper. No record is kept of
readers' names aad addresses once their letters have
been attended to.

" Redhead '' (Bristol).— Louise Glaum was born
in 1894. Ray (iodfrey is 5ft. 1 in. in height, and has
golden hair and grey eyes. Mary MacLaren's real
name is Mary MacDonald, and Katherine MacDonald
is her sister.

W. H. (Streatham).- I do not know that testi-
monials such as you mention would be of much use,
unless your own capabilities for acting Avere above
the average.

J. H. (Portsmouth).- Because you are very tiny
yourself you are interested in Marguerite Clark.
Probably you know that saying that " good things
are often made up in small parcels." Marguerite's
year of birth is 1887.

" Second Charlie " (Birmingham).- I am sure
you must have the optimism of youth in abundance.
No doubt you can imitate " the one and only Charlie

"

to a certain extent, and so can many others. But
although you are quite certain that cinema acting
must be very easy, it isn't. You say you like to con-
centrate your mind on your work until you can see
it in front of you. Personally, I would rather have
it behind me.

(;. R. (London, N.).
—

" Monday is the nicest day
in the week, because it is ' The Picture Show ' day."
Yoiu' opinion is echoed in practically every letter I
receive, and it is a good thing I am not conceited.
Your idea of having a " Mary Pickford " book, in
which you put everything conc<-rmng your favourite,
is an excellent one, and might be worth copying by
other readers wiio have their own favourite stars.
The London address of the Fox Film Co. is 7i-76,
Old Compton Street, W. 1.

L. H. (Raynes Park).—So you think that if your
own life story was wTitten and filmed it would make
" a fine tale." But a producer might think differently.
Perhaps your parents arc wise in not wishli\g yon
to go on the stage. Perhaps " Playwriting for "the
Cinema," by E. A. Dench, would assist you.

R. A. (Brighton).—Sorry, your contribution is not
quite suitable.

I. P. (Glasgow).—Thanks for interesting photo of
yourself in fancy dress which is very nice. Yoii
evidently believe in having a lot of favourites, judging
from your big list. Yes, I have heard of Pearl
White's book. You will hear mtre of this later in
" The Picture Show." Hope your left eye will soon
be better.

A. D. (Hammersmith).—Mae Marsh will be
twefity-four on November 9th. So you have begun
to train for cinema acting. Well, I Avish you hick.

Eri-' " (Douglas).—The first serial was " What
Happened to Mary ? " The first picture theatre in

the world—no, I am afraid, Eric, I must give it up.

J. J. (Berne).—Yes, Sessue Hayakawa is a real

Japane.se, and acts for Famous Players- Lasky.
Photographs of him appeared in this paper for

.May 17th and June 28tli, which may be ordered
through a newsagent in the usual way.

L. W. (Blackpool) complains about the way some
picture-goers insist on reading aloud the sub-tiTles

of films. The habit is? certainly most annoying to
others, besides being unnecessary.

(J. B. H. (London, S.E.)—Pleased, I am sure, to
make the acquaintance of a grand-niece of the great
pickle king. Yes, George Walsh is married, and his

wife is Seena Owen. He is an American. If you
don't think you would like stage lite it may be as
Weil not to accept the offer you have ha^. Do I
think 4s. 6d. too much for you to alwajs pay for a
seat at the pictures ? Well, you must have plenty
of money.

" Dorothy " (Hartlepool).—Both Jack and Mary
took the name of " Pickford " as their screen surname.
Smith, of course, is their real name.

D. G. (London).—I doubt very much, " D. G.,"
whether Violet Hopson could assist you to get on
t he films. Besides having had no experience, you are

rather young.
SAXON " (Streatham).—Glad you liked the full-

page photograph of ^larguerite Clark. Eugene
O'Brien's will come along in due time. Cannot say
what part the former will be playing in the future.

No ; Mary Pickford has no children. Olga Petrova
first saw the world in Warsaw, Poland.

J. D. (Potherham).— I do not know cf any studio

near your address. Who told you (iracc Cunard was
dead? " Her Barrier" is one of her newest plays
to be shown later on.

M. M. (London, W ) remarks that .she has noticed
that Jladge Kennedy is Ihc female embodiment of

Bryant Washburn in almost every expression, and
wonders if the same tiling has struck anyone else.

IN answer to the many inquiries^ we have reieivcd from our readers as to how they can send letters to
' Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to da!e has been sent on. 7 he Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter, f^ow to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose ii with a loose I id. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show," 1 he Fleclway
House, Parringdon Street, Lcndcn, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including Ccvnty and

Country, if a reply is required.)
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A Beautiful Art Supplement Showing
What Will Be Worn by Famous

Cinema Stars in the Autumn.

Would you like to know what MARY PICKFORD is wearing this Autumn ?

Perhaps you'd prefer to see PEARL WHITES latest styles, or maybe
PAULINE FREDERICK or MAE MARSH will be wearing something

that would suit you better.

Your favourite cinema star is SUie to be wearmg something you would fancy

in the way of dress and that's why this HOME FASHIONS 8-page

Photogravure Supplement is certain to appeal to you. It appears in the issue

out on September 6th, and in it you can inspect at close quarters all the

very smartest and latest Autumn styles worn by ALL the best known screen

favourites. And there's a heap of other fashions news and designs as well in

FOR OCTOBER. OUT ON SAT., SEPT. 6th.

Price Everywhere,

a.m.
—and stil! you're tired. Not tired—but weary,
satisfied with everything, at variance with everj-

It's so usual. Too usual, for you're inclined

to ignore that languid, depressed feeling.
Decide iioii' to feci refreshed each morning—eager
and ready for work and play alike. Decide now to
he HE.\LTHV. - -

Kkovah Health Salts arc a well-tried maker and
keeper of health. They rid the system of impurities,
cleanse the blood, stimulate the liver. Just give a

helping hand to nature.
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bodv.

iealthiatt
Makes you fit—keeps you fit.

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM, Ltd . Manchester. <9
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—

comes to 3"ou in dainty hygienic jars

—

which are made entirely by machiner}^

. untoiiched b}- hand from start to finish,

and never used twice. The delicious freshness

and flavour of Laitova is

retained by the package

—the jar is filled and sealed

without handhng—and you

are certain of its absolute

purity. Order to-day "The
dainty hygienic jar full of

nutriment."

// you caiiiwt obtain, send your grocer's

name and 1/4 in stamps and we will

send you a large 1/4 jar post free.

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM,Ltd.,
M.WCHESTER.
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES. PLAYS. AND PLAYERS.

GODFREY TEARLE. (Photo: Claud Harris.)

AND MORE ART PLATES.
Don't miss next week's announcement of
the next Art Plate to be given in THE

PICTURE SHOW.

WHO do you think v.iU be pictured on our
next Art Plate ? I've tried to "sweedle "

the name out of the Editor, but he only
"miles his inscrutable smile, and quotes " wait
and see," but I'll f;et the news for you next
week, I promise yo\i.—

—

Good-Looking Godfrey Tearle.

YOU will not have needed to read the name
underneath the photograph above. God-
frey Tearle is well known botli to admirers

>f the stage and screen, and has made a name
or hims^elf in both, so when I was fortunate
nough to see him in the B. and C. Studios at
Valthamstow, the other day, 1 asked him for

lis views—stage ver^u^ screen.

In his opinion film acting needs much more
eal knowledge and careful study than the
tage, and beginners are mucli more likely to
Licceed on the stage than the screen.

'he Screen as a Training School
or the Stage.
-GODFREY TEARLE likes film work just

J as much as he does the stage.

Each of them to him has its virtues.

For films you have only the one eye of your
imera to concentrate on, whereas in the theatre
)u have to feel the pulse of your audience, and
ough yom- audience is just wonderful, they
ip and. cheer and encourage you—they also

' Igot and cough, and the camera never does
at. ]5ut. on the other hand, you can correct
iir stage mistakes next time, and there's no
xt time on the film—any mistake you make
there for all time, and for an average of ieii
.llion people to see.

So he thinks films are splendid training for
3 stage.

iming Photo-plays.
"HIO reason we have not seen aa much of

Mr. 'J'oarle lately as we would have liked
was because he has been to the Front,

w he's back in " civvies " again, and many o(
old friends who look hini up are surprised
find the same Godfrey Tearle as they have
-ays known ; not a bit altered, in spite of
res and other such experiences,
n the "Sinless Sinner" lio played the

-ding nian to Marie Doro's lead ; and in

' Nobody's Wife " he is playing joint lead with
Jose Collins. Don't miss these plioto-plays.

— —
,

Another Soldier Hero.

BY the way, I hear that one of the souvenirs
Robert Warwick brought back from the
Front was a clipping from the " Berliner

Tageblatt," showing a cinema theatre advertise-
ment, announcing Robert Warwick in " The Man
of the Hour." What amused jNlr. Warwick
about this was the fact that at the same time
he was appearing in Berlin in this picture, he was
detailed there on General Pershing's staff.

He Tickled.

WHEN you see the new I'athe serial. "The
Great tiamble." you will see Charles
Hutchinson fighting a ferocious bear.

While this scene was being taken, I hear, a
number of feet of film was spoilt by the bear,

at the most critical moment of the struggle,

tickling the hero in the ribs and making him
laugh.

•— M-

Wedding Bells.

THERE is news of another iiiteresting wed-
ding in the movie world. Pretty iMollie

King last June changed her name to

Mrs. Kenneth Dade Alexander. The marriage
took place in JIanhattan, where Mollie was born
and brought up, and where she won fame
behind the footlights. Nellie King, the brunette
sister of Mollie, and Mary Miles Minter, acted
as maid of honour and bridesmaid.

So We Shall See Her.

AS you know, Jfarguerite Snow is Mrs. .Jamea
Cruze, and has not been appearing on
the screen lately. But I hear that the

Metro have asked her to take a holiday from her
housewifely duties, and as a result we are to see

lier playing the feminine lead in a picture

opposite Hale Hamilton.

Peerless Pearl Forsaking Serials.

PEARL WHITE is forsaking the serial. She
is to come into her own at last as an
actress of ability. The Fox Film Com-

pany, with whom she has signed up, are not
going to present her in " thrillers," but in real

plays, all adapted from well-known books and
stage successes.

Pearl lias been the greatest serial queen that
ever lived, and earned for herself and Patho
fortunes. She has a city and a country home,
many motors, and an army of servants. When
we see the first of her new photo-plays, we shall

see as a background her country place at Bay-
side, Long Island.

FLORENCE REED, whom we are soon to see

in a new Granger photo-play, entitled " Wives
of Men."

Another Photo Wanted.
JOE M.4RTIN, the Orang Outang Universal

star, has received his first letter from an
admirer. It was addressed to " Mr. Jos

Hang-a-tang," and read :

" Dear Joe,—1 have seen one of your plays,
and enjoyed it very much. If it would not be
too much trouble, I would love to have one of
your photos.—Sincerely, Francis Hyde."
Does this mean that Joe ought to engage a

secretary, or that Francis thinks Joe is even
more human tlian he looks T

Constance's Idea of Rest.

NORMA and Constance Talmadge spent part
of their summer holiday in the Adirondack
mountains, and part in Norma's summer

home by the sea. In a recent letter, Constanca
told her mother that she was having a splendid
rest, had gained five pounds, walked seven
miles, caught eleven fish, and escaped quite six

pictures she would probably have had to see in

town.

GABY DESLYS, the well-known French dancer
and screen actress, shortly appearing in a new

photo-play. {Photo: Claud Harris.)

A Lover !n the Air.

MABEL NORMAXD has a new admirer.
He has an original way of asking for a
photograph. He dropped his written

request from an aeroplane, which passes daily

over the Goldw\-n Studios.
*•

Ann Litt'e's Big Ambition.

AT last Ann Little's ambition to appear
with \\'illiam S. Hart in a Western
picture is to be realised. She is to

appear in the new film, entitled " Sf|uai'e

Deal Sanderson." jMiss 'Little is a Westerner
in reality. She is an out-door gii'l : a fine rider,

a quick shot, talented and charming. " f hava
always admired Mr. Hart in his work," sha
confessed, not long ago, " and I ha\ e olwaj's
wanted to pla3' opposite in a film with hinu I
was highly delighted when I was told I was to

play tlie only fcmifiine role in his next picture."

In order to protluce '" Square Deal Samlcr-on."
Hart and his entire company joiu'iieycd l.'iO

miles to a piece of desolate land, whore they
lived for two weeks while portraying the Ufa

for the screen.

The Metro Menagerie.

ST.VRTED by a pair of lurllc doves, used by
Viola Dana, the Metro Film Company now
boasts of a niouagcric. \ cago was built

for Viola's birds, and soon an ancient tortoise,

used in another ])icture, and a clupnumk that,

did a comedy bit in a third, were added. Tln-n
Bert Lyioll contributed a gortreous maca (hit
appeared with him in " iuisy to Make Money "

].,alor, two baby piglets thai were used in tliJ

same picture were added.
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Realism.

ALTHOUGH Dustiu Farnum is generally

averse to divulging meehanioal secreta

whereby effects are produced in screen

plays, because he is of the opinion that tp

destroy the iUnsion is to decrease the effect o£

the picture oh its audience, the star, caught
momentarily off his guard, in commenting upon
the big things expected of his forthcoming photo-
play, " A Man's Fight," gave a description of the

tornado effect which forms one of the spec-

tacular effects of that drama. The wind storm,
which is causing so much conjecture because of

its realism, starts with eddying gusts. Papers
on olTlice tables are whirled about. There's a
rush to close windows. Outside in the street

the wind grows in power, and a man, ambling
along, is blown off his feet. A laundryman hiis

the family washing blown out of his basket ;

a jug and other articles on display in front of the

general store are picked up and danced away
before the power of the wind. And the " heavy. '

seeking refuge from the blast near a brick

chimney, is mortally injured when the rliimney
falls upon him. It is all very realistic and very
wonderful. But this is how it is done. The
wind is raised by two giant aeroplane propellers,

anchored just outside the range of the camera on
either side of it. At a given signal, the engines

are started, the characters perform before it

in a cloud of dust, the artificial trees bend and
sway, and the " effect " is there. Rather
eimplo when you know it, but certainly a won-
derful and realistic eft"ect.

The Perfect Holiday.

IT
is interesting to know a film player's idea

of a perfect holiday.

Billie Burke's idea is a good tennis game.
Harry Carey prefers a book, and a swing in

, the garden of his ranch.
Marion Davies goes in for real exercise, and

spends her spare time in trying to learn to fly

her new aeroplane. -

Pearl White, before taking vp hti new duties,
is just " loafing."

Real Thrills of the Air.

WE arc promised some real " thrillers " in a
coming Universal film, which has not
yet received a title. The plot concerns

tho attempts of air bandits to raid the
Express Aerial Mails. In it we are to see
Francesca Billington, Carnien Phillips, 'Wallace
MacDonald, Raymond Ripley, and Lieut. O. L.
Lockbear, the daring aviator, wlio makes a
speciality of the " stunt " of juujping from one
aeroplane to another in mid-air.

NORMA TALMADGE spends part of her holiday

trying to make Dinky enjoy bathing as much as
she does.

More Max Linder Films.

AT last more news of Max Linder, the dandy
comedian. I hear he is to return to the

screen in a Frencli version of the rm'sical

comedy, " The Little Cafe. '

Elsie Janis and Matt Moore.

ELSIE .LA.NIS, whoin you know is to appe.Tr

in a number of screen plays, is to have
Matt Moore as her leading man in "Every-

body's Sv.Cftheart." Matt is a brother df Owen
and Tom, and is manied to versatile Mabel
Normand.

Anita Stewart's Sister.

NOW tomes Anita Stewart's sister to the

screen. She is said to be a very pretty
girl, and a fine actress. We shall see lier

with Eugene O'Brien in " The Perfect Lover."
By the way, did you know that-Anita spends
all her .spare time in her dressing-room modelling

' fairies, nymphs, ond strange faces in wax ? J t

was whilo sho was filming "Human Desire,'

her latest picture, that tho star's hobby was
revealed. Jliss Stewart was late for work, and
tho entire company started a search, for her.

The director located her calmly moulding a liny

baby face out of clay in her drcssLng-room.
" Oh, is it time to go to work ? " slfe exclaimed.
" You know, I was so busy liere I had forgo tt<»n

we were to jnake a few scenes to-day. Tn fatit,

I was hopiilg it would rain, so that I could
finish this figure."

But it didn't rain, and so far as anybody
knows, the tiny baby face isn't finished yet.

Fay Filmer's Friendly Advice.

HAVE you taken my advice and bought
your copy of "Home Fashions" yet?
If not, don't miss this wonderful oppor-

tunity of obtaining a fashion paper that helps

you to dress well.

It does not merely display coming fashions, but
advises !/o« to adapt these fashions to yourfigure.

Learn the secrets of being well dressed, which
every screen star possesses, which is revealed in
" Home Fashions," now on sale for fourpence
halfpenny.

How Tom Keeps Fit.

DO you know that Thomas Sant.schi, who is

to appear v ith Madlaine Traverse in her
latest photo-play, " Rose of the West,

'

is devoted to out of door sports, is a collector of

guns, and spends all the time he can spare

imnting and fishing ? He fimily believes that

to give his best to his work he must keep his

body vigorous with exercises and fresh air.

Do You Know

—

—That Bryant Washburn thinks that men's
present-day attire is too plain, and that briUiant-

hucd clothing would do a lot toward brightening

our streets and spirits ?

* • *

—That Mrs. Sydney Drew just dotes ' i: ijig luits ?

* * *

—That Eugene O'Brien ha-s been insured for one
million dollars ?

• •

—That it is probable that Naziniova will

appear as " Tess " in Metro's picturisation of

Thomas Hardy'.s " Tess of the D'Urbervilles " ?

• •

—That William Faversham and Masine Elliot

have formed a film partnership ?

• * *

-r-That Barbara Cnstlcton is to be featuriid in a

new serial called " The Lady in Grey 7
"

Fay Filmer.

D. W. GRIFFITH, the world-famous producer.]
Everyone who has seen "The Birth of a Nation,"]
"Intolerance," "Hearts of the World," and
"The Great Love," must pay homage to his!

master mind,

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from Los Angeles,

Orange Juice for Christening.

EDNA PUKVIANCE christened the first ofl-

^'yd Chaplin's aerial fleet before its maideiij
flight in Catalina. The ceremony, wast

performed with a bottle of orange juice, for we'ro!
strictly temperance now, you know.

Florence Turner Again.
FLORENCE TURNER, well reraembered by

the British public, and fornlerly 'with
Vitagraph in the old Costello days, haa

signed on with Universal, to be featured in
one-reel society comedies.

So You Will See Him.
EDDIE RICKENBACHER, America's Acel

of Aces, was given a royal reception on
his arrival in the Angel City. He in to

be featured in Doug. Fairbanks' next production}
for the United Artists' Corporation.

Pauline Frederick Walks On. ' ' !'

PAULINE FREDERICK is here for thel
summer, and recently took part in an('

open-air performance of " Tho Merchanti.
of Venice," organised by some prominent;
members of Los Angeles society. Thomas,
Holding was the Bassanio, whilst Miss Frederickj
contented herself with a walking-ou part in tho
casket scene. .

A Princess in Pictures. , " -AREALLY tnily Egyptian princess is the:

latest aspirant to Los Angeles film honour?,!
and a new coi-poration, entitled the:

Princess Delia Pattra Pictures, is being formedl
to exploit her Royal Highness. The story ot;

the first play is woven round her own experi-i

en'ces when she made a sensational escape from]
her Egyptian home to evade jnarriage with a|

Turk. The princess declares she is breaking:

into pictures with the idea of emancipating tliaj

women of her own country, and can best conveyi
her message through the imiversal medium ofi

motion pictures. .

An All-Black Company.
CAPTAIN LESLIE PE.\COCKE has jusb;

organised the Democracy Film Company,)
composed entirely of coloured members.!

Ho declares that his novel venture was inspired

by his admiration of the loyalty of America's
colovn'ed citizens during the Great War, andj

that he hopes in the plays which he is preparing;

for production to help to overcome the cmeil
prejudice of race. Apart from this mission, liaj

believes that he will make the project a financiatj

success, as there are over twelve million of tho
coloured races in the L'^nited States alone on^

whom he can rely as an appreciative audience,
i

His principal star is Princess Tha'ia Nihil-

1

Kalani, a descendant of a former ruler of the)

JIawaiian Islands. Elsu; Codd.
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Pl)otograpl)s from Far and Near of ProipiDcnt Picture Players

MABEL NORMAND is never happier than when she is amongst the children.

Here you see her besieged by a crowd of kiddies as she is about to leave the
Coldwyn studios. They are asking her to buy "hearts" for the benefit of a

juvenile charity.

HENRY EDWARCS, the famous British producer and picture-

player, returning from the King's garden party. His invitation was
an acknowledgment of his war services. Capt. PAULKIMBERLEY,

manager of Hepworth's, Is seated at the back of the car.

Mme. NAZfMOVA playing in her garden
with two of her pet dogs.

BESSIE LOVE chatting with her directo", David Smith,
just before making a "scene."

DOROTHY GISH contemplates
black wig.

her famotJt

Cheer up, boys," sayj their director, to EDDIE LYONS an 1

LEE MORAN, as he pulls them from their slumbers at a.m., in
order to go over some details fo." a new comedy.

This photograph wa^ taken before the heat wave. It shows Auri le Sydney and the
producer, W. J. Kellino, searching for the sun. Meanwhile the ope ator takei th«

opportunity of inspecting Aurcle's watch.
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Don't Miss this Thrilling Serial, being the Adventures in the Life of a Cinema Star.

' READ THIS FIRST.
LAST week you read how Roy Sugik-n takes

Janice to a jeweller's and buys her an en-

gagement-ring. She is still in a state of per-

plexity, for she doe^ not know whether Roy has
discovered her secret of impersonation, or not.

She wonders if the young producer knows whether
he is engaged to .Janice, or Marigold. Meanwhile,
Marigold has had a hu.sy and trying day at the
ftudio, and is so exhausted that she collapses.

Dacro Lawton «to|>s work for the dlay, and drives
his leading lady to her home at Brighton.

You Can Now Read On.

The Ring.

IN the cab, coming from the station, .lanice

took off her ring and shpped it into her
bag.

The Hlac silk muslin, limp and jaded after the
day's vicissitudes, and .Janice her.'ielf the some,
she crept !iko a thief into the garden.

Her'inother was sitting there in a basket-chair
knitting a white jumper. Knittinc had alwaj m

been a passion with Mrs. Clare, but since jumpers
becpjiie fashionable, it had grown into a positive
v ice. She was a small, slightly shrewish-looking
woman, with.more than the remains of good looks.

It was from her the daughters had got their dainty
colouring, richly coloured hair, and neat figures.

iShe glanced up, marking the girl'.? dis-.spirited

air, and immediately grew anxious, for Janice
was her favourite.

" My dear, how late you are ! Has anything
happened ? You look positively done up."

Jlrs. Claro generally saw the dark side of
things firs', and had an uncanny predilection
for putting her finger on the sore spot, if there
was one. _
By nature, .Janice was not a liar, and, like a

yreat many other good girls, it was assumed—

•

even by herself—that she " told mother every-
thing."

" Why, no—nothing's happened," she replied.

What do you mean, Mimi ?
"

' I don't know. I just thought you looked
queer. You know I'm rather psychic at times.
1 felt just the same when JIarigold came
back "

' Oh, JIarigold's back ?
"

" Hours ago. She fainted in the studio this
aftenioon, and Mr. Lawton drove her home.
They've gone for a walk. I thought myself
it would be too much exertion for her, but,
of course. Marigold never pays the slightest
attention to what I say."

" Oh, Mimi dear, I think she does !

"

replied. " Marigold's been such
lately."
^" Yes, lately," said Mrs. Clare, with a

sniff. " One wonders how long it will last.

• Janice went into the dim, cool house and up
to her room, where she bathed and changed into
a gingham dress of her own. Now she felt more
herself. In Marigold's wonderful frock she had
been altogether too much Marigold.
When she came down again her mother s

sharp eyes noted this change.
I'm not altogether sure it's good for you to

wear Marigold's things, and I don't apijrove in
the least of this masquerade. I like your own
personality best, Jan dear."

' Well, Mimi, so do I," .Janice confes.sed, as
she sat down in a chair opposite her mother.
" But I must go through with it, now."

" And get killed by another lion," said Mrs.
Clare. " I sha'n't have a moment's peace
until that wretched film is finished."

•Janice closed her eyes.

Peace ? It seemed to be a word entirely
without meaning.

" Here they come," Mrs. Claro announced
as the gate clicked.

" What made you so late, Jan ? " Marigold .

cried, hastening forward ahead of Lawton.
' I've had such a queer feeling about j ou--as
though something had happened."
Thero it was again !

"Just what I felt," said the psychio mother.
' iShe looked like a rag when she got back.
And it's no good giving Janiic deei'nt clothe.?.

.Janice

dear—

tiny

Th.at iliac dress
isn't fit to be worn
again. She oucht to
bo kept in holland
pin.afores."

" Oh, Jan. you
naughty tom-boy !

'

laugh.

Well, we shall need a tom-boy to-merrow."
Lawton put in, thinking of the strenuoii.s work
ahead. " Perhaps it's as well she is one.

'

A shadow ^lassed over Marigold's face.
" Dacre, I m a cowardly beas.t to let hor do

it-
"

" I wish yoti wouldn't keep harping on that,
'

.Janice broke in a little pettishly.
It suddenly occurred to her that here, before

Mr. Lawton and her mother, it wodld be easier
to tell a part of her story than alone with
Marigold.

" .4nd someth'.ng did happen—while I ^a.'- in
London.'

f^^ ; „ - •

" I ran into Mr. Sugden -—•''

Lawton's eyes narrowed, while Marigold g.i.ve

a faint cry of dismay.
" But he thought yovi were I " Marigold

questioned quickly—as much in emphatic
as-ertion as question, however. .

" I—I believe so. But it didn't end with just
niy meeting hiin."

Lawton .sat down on the grass and lit a cigar-
ette. Whatever these two girls thought

—

particularly Marigold with her head in the sand
like a fatuous ostrich—Roy Sugden was no
fool.

"Well, plea.se go on,'' Marigold said, with a
touch of her old asperity. I think you must
have been awfully careless, Jan.''
At that Janice flared up.
" I couldn't help meeting Iiim, could I ? It

was in the street."
" I suppose not. However ''

'" Before I knew how it happened, he Iiustled
mo into«a cab '

" Whatever for ?
"

" You see, I was just going to have my lunch,
and——-"

" Do you usually lunch in cabs ? " Marigold
inquired bitterly.

" Let the child tel! her story," Lawton inier-

po.sed. " You'll put her off entirely.
'

Indeed, the worst that she had feared was
now upon poor Janice, but she was grateful
to Lawton for his support.

' He made mo go with him to Ranelagh."
" Ranelagh !

" echoed Marigold. " That's
where I first met Roy. Don't j-o\i remember,
Dacre 'i There was a polo match—the first

after the war—and you took me out there.
'

' I remember, ' Lawton said grimly. '' But
let .Janice tell us."

.lanice was near to tear.?, btit ,she went on
bravely.

' And thero we met some people who knew
you and they made us lunch with them.
Honestly, not one of tliein suspected."

" Who were they ? " Marigold asked breath-
lessly.

" Quito a crowd. There was a woman they
called Pliyilis, and her husband was Mickey. And
a young man called Tod—Lord Theodore,
somethinsr.

'

' Those people !
" gasped Marigold. " Do j ovi

mean to say they never guessed ?
"

" Really and truly, they didn't, IVI.irigold."
" It's incredible !

"

ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.
" I don't like it," Mrs. Clare Raid, over l.er

knitting. " It'rf death to .Janice's personalilj .

She's got as much right to be herself in this world
as you have. Marigold."

There was a brief silence, then .Janice said,
" .Mimi is light. I have !

"

"Hello, iliis sounds like mutiny:" Lawton
exclaimed. But it was difficult to judge, from
the tone of his voice whether he sympathise-l
with .Janice or Marigold.

" After this film is released, you cm be any-
body you please," Marigold said. " Oh, .Janice,
you promLsed "

" Of course 1 did, and I'll keep my wordi
But there's something else to tell you and I don t.

know how. "

" Oh, heavens, I suppose in the end you made
a mess of it !

"

And then one of those queer, elusive fancier
for putting off the inevitable, the sort of fancy
that takes hold tipon anyone who is in a tighO
corner, fastened upon .Janice.

" No, I <lidn't,'' ,she asserted sturdily. " Yc^i
won't be at Hurstfield for the next few da\-,
will you. Marigold ?

"

" No, thank goodness—but what's that got
U) do with it ? \Vhat'8 the ' soraetfiing else

'

you mentioned ?
"

"S ju.st want to know what to-do,'' Janice
replied, teinpoi-arily side-tracking the story of the
ling. No one who hadn't seen it could possibly
believe how she had been coerced in that matter,
and least of all. Marigold. For a few days thcn^
would be a chance to recover one's breath. ,.

" You see," Janice went on, " this Tod youi,!.'

man tried to get rather friendly. He's going
1o write or come down to Hurstfield or some-
thing. Everybixly was chipping him—or us—
but he didn't mind "

' What a nice match that would be for yC ' .

.Janice," said Mrs. Clare, halting her needles ar.il

adopting the rapt, far away expre.s.sion of a
mother who sees a title and riches in the offing

But Marigold took Lord Theodore's lioniH^"

to herself.
" What a lark ! Fancy old Tod's comir.;:

acro.ss at this l.ato day '. It's the first tii,.'

he's shown the slightest interest in me."
" In Janice," Dacre Lawton corrected quietly

' But he thought .Janice was I ? You said -m

—didn't you, .Jan ?
"

"Yes, he did," .Janice replied, heartily !

-

lieved for this respite.

But immediately Dacre Lawton reverted to
a subject she was doing her best to avoid.

" .4nd what about Sugden ? Was he pleased
'''

.Janice turned crimson with guilt, but fort;:-

nately the twilight shielded her.
" N-not very," she was impelled to confess.
Marigold laughed sadly.

,

" Poor Roy I He's eating his heart put for
me. He'd simply hate Tod." ;

" What a remarkably conceite<l young woman
you are," said Lawton. " Cad, I thought you'd
got over it !

"

Remorseless was (his man, whatever his

inner feelings. The rarest and most precious gift

of the gods was his—he could love a woman
in spite of lier grossest fo,ults. He could even
admit and pierce the faults. He could despise
her for them—yet still love her.

Alarigold turned to him. hurt and bewildered.
" What can you mean, Dacre ?

"

' Perhaps some day I'll tell you," he replied,
" but not now."
At Mi'S. Clare's request he remained to .supper,

but left soon after the meal wa.s over.

Janice had gone to bed and was sound asleep

when Mrs. Clare came into Marigold's roon>,

very white-faced, holding something c!o.sely in

the palm of her hand.
She had always been a worried little niothc!

ever nince she was left a widow with the^e

two very pretty daughters on her hands, and
that may have aceotmted for her .slightly nag-
ging disposition. With two such girls, a mother

(Continued on pane S.J
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needs bo -watchful, and no ono but herself

knew the many sleepless nif^hts she had endured
on Marigold's' account. That was one reason

why she had kept Janice close to her—lest Iho

child be not strong enough to faoo the many
temptations of the world.

" What is it, Mimi ? " Marigold asked,

startled by the white-face and shrinking figiire.

" Oh, Marigold, I'm so frightened ! I told

Janice to get me some samples of wool to-day,

and just now, when I went to her room to as);

about them, she was sleeping so sweetly that I

<lidn't care to disturb her. So I looked in her

hand-bag, and—oh, Marigold, see what I

found !
"

.

Mrs. Clare opened her pahn to disclose a
large, single-stone, diamond ring !

The Engagement Ring Mystery.

MARIGOLD and her mother exchanged
mute glances of question and dis-

may.
There lay the ring, a most expensive-looking

jewel, winking \ip at them in the candle-light as

only a diamond can. It had a malicious,

almost a wicked air as though to say " Now
then, who do you suppose gave nie to your
good little .Janice ? " '

For, unless .Janice had turned thief, some-
body had certauily given her the ring. It could
scarcely have found its way into her hand-
bag by accident.

" Perhaps that flirtation with Lord Theodore
Reame went further than she told us," Mrs. Clare

faltered. " Oh, dear, you girls are such a worry
to me !

"

Marigold's lips set tightly. She was .ingry

with her sister.

Give it to me, Minii. I'll wake her up and
a.?k her

"

' But she was so tired—she has sucli a hard
day ahead of her to-morrow," Mrs. Clare ob-

jected. " .A.nd it can't be VBi-y much on her

conscience or .she wouldn't have fallen asleep

so soon."
' Well, I sha'n't sleep a wink unless I know

wliat this means, " said Alarigold.

Mrs. Clare surrendered the ring meekly,
and JIarigold, slipping on a wrapper, went fo

lier sister s room.
Janice sat up in bed with a startled air. She

hail been sound asleep, and the siidden appear-

ance of Marigold with a candle, and the expres-

sion of an avenging angel, bewildeicd her.

Jiarigold held out the ring.

Mimi found this in your handbag ! M'here
did you get it ?

"

Even a worm will turn. It was .Janice's ring.

Roy and she had bought it together, and it had
been bought fur her. Janice reached out her
hand without warning, and snatched it, slipping

it on to her finger.
" What business has anybody to go poking

about in my bag V " she exclaimed defiantly.
" What—yovu' own mother ?

"

' \Ve\], why didn't Mimi come to me, herself ?

Perhaps I'd 've told her.
"

" You can tell me, ' said Marigold.
" I won't !

" Janice replied.

There was a stubborn streak in her, and this

catching of her unawares, this rousing her from
sleep to demand impossible explanations,
brought it all out.

"' Who gave you that ring ?
" said Marigold,

equally stubborn. ^
. 5<

I won't tell you !
" '

.

" You got it under false jjretences. Who-
ever gave it to you thought you were I."

Janice winced at this near shot, but held her
o^vn, nevertheless. .

'• He didn't !

'

" Oh—- he '
"

" Well, did you imagine it was a woman
gave it to me ? " said t^ie brazen .Janice.

Was it Lord Theodore ?
"

" Sha'n't tell you !

"

.Janice "—in exasperation, Marigold lai<l

hands on Iier sister's shoulders and shook her
ruthlessly

—
" now will yon tell me !

"

No—no— -no !

"

The door opened and Mrs. Clare's distressed

face peered in.

" Oh, .Janice, my baby !

"

"Make her leave me alone, Mimi !
' .Janice

whimpered fiercely. " It's my ring - and J

don't liave to tell—not yet !

"

" Oh, my biiby !
' moaned Mrs. Clare.

" Your baby seems ija k^now her way abou:v
oil right," sneered Maiigold. "And she's as
stubborn as a mule. Not a word from her,
except that a man gave her the thing. How do
I know what silly games she's been playing—in
my name ! Tt makes me wild."

" You mean you're just curious," said Janice.
' You want to know something that isn't any
of your business."

'riiis was a first-class sisterly scrap, and, now
that it had liegun, .Janice was amazed to find )iow
little she feared Marigold.

" I want to know who gave you that ring,
.and why V " stormed Marigold.

" .Jan, baby ! can't you see how worried we
are '/ " Mrs. Claro pleaded. "It isn't right for
you to take presents from men. You must
give it back, dear."

" It's right enough if it's an eiigagcment ring,''

.Janice said loftily.

Of co\u'se. she might have to eat a horrible
d(jse of humble pie after this, but, just for the
moment, she w«s rather enjoying herself. They
had puslied her too far—or, at least. Marigold
Jiad.

She satr up in bed, fluslied and indignant',

flourishing her left hand ostentatiously, and
cheeking Marigold for all she was worth.

" The child's engaged :
" gasped her mother.

"The child is swanking," said Marigold dis-

gustedly. " It's probably an imitation and she
bo\ight it herself."

" Think what you like !
" said the smug

.Janice, knowing perfectly well that Marigold
Isnew it was not an imitation.

" Is that your last word ?
'

" My very last." said .Janice. " And I'd be
yjleased if you'd kiss nie good-night and let me
go to sleep again."

Kiss you !
" ejaculated Marigold.

But Mrs. (;lare took the invitation seriously and
put her arms around her naughty daughter.

' Oh, my baby ! Tell Mimi—whisijer in my
ear—that's a good child.

'

.Janice whispered :
" It's all riglit, Mimi

darling. I've not done anything wrong,
honestly."
And with that Mrs. Clare hadjo be content.
.Janice, however, was not nearly so light-

hearted about the affair as she pretended. She
was badly frightened, in fact. She knew the
truth would have to come out sometime—before
Marigold went back fo Hurstfield—but she had
not counted upon this premature disclosure. So
much depended upon Roy and who he thought
she was. Slie might have been mistaken in

assuming that he took her for herself, and not for

MarigoM.

Janice Keep* Her Secret.
MORNING brought no change in the sihi< i

warfare; that is, no change for il

better.

The cixr was waiting to take .Janice to Hin>;
field, and slie came down. to breakfast dresjsed in

Marigold's clothes, and wearing an irritating and
slightly exaggerated imitation of Marigold's most,
dignified manner. Also, she wore the diamond
ring, although she meant to take that oflE before
she reached Hurstfield. • -

As the saying is, they fought like cats and
dogs ; or, to be more exact, like sisters who love
each other dearly. But it was a healthy sign
as far as .Janice was concerned. The day of
Marigold s iron rule over her was broken, and
now that it was moming she began to wee the

. affair less tragically. At the beginning of this
story it was ntentioned that the pods had blessed
Janifie wil h a .sense of humour. Nature had not
intended her for the roles that Marigohl played.
She was a hoyden with an immensely cheerful
nature, and smiles became h^r more than tears.
She was beginning to see, now, that this affair

had its funny side. Also, a deep conviction had
taken hold of her that Marigold really didn't
care a button for Roy Sugden. Marigold wi
jiist being what most people are at heart, a _

in the manger.
" Mimi, please forbid her to wear that ring

rehearsal," Marigold said KtifHy, when h- i

sister's antics )iad well-nigh driven her maii.
" She's compromised me quite enough as it i-^.

'

" What can / do ? " asked Mis. Clare.
" Mimi, she's compromised me quite enoni.'.

a.s it is,'' ' .Janice mimicked faithfullj'.
" Oh, you tiresome chit !

"

"Please forgive me, Marigold; but I hf.
to practi.se talking and acting like you."

" You're only doing it to be rude. If yc\i

don't take off that ring at once I won't let you
go to Hurstfield. I—I'll go myself !

''

Oh,, and be eaten alive by lions 131 '

elepliants !
" squealed .Janice, in mock terroi.

" You girls are causing me great pain,'' t!i^

mother said sorrowfully. "I've never kiiov :

you to fjuarrel like this."
" No, because Marigold bos.sed the lot of u?,

and I never dared to call my soul my own
before, ' said .Janice. " Now she knows what it

feels like to be answered back. Good-bye, I'm
oil !

' She swished up to her mother and gave
her a Marigold kiss. _

Marigold followed her to the gate, still angry,
but a little wistful. After all, .Janice was doing
soinetliijig for her that she hadn't the courage to
do for herself. And.Jan wasn't a bit afraid, eithe;

.

(Another thrilling instalment next week.)

ANITA STEWART.
IM.A.GINE a veiy dainty young lady, with a

skin of delicate texture, fine, golden-brown
hair and leaf-brown eyes, and you have a

picture of Anita Stewart. Her height is about
five feet four.

This popular artiste was born in Brooklyn,
in 1896, and at the age of four she went tp a
public school in her native town, to begin her
education.

. She also .studied singing and the
piano, and while at school Anita played in

several amateur operas with great -uccess.

Miss Stewart lias a delightful home in Holly-
wood. The rooms are very large, with unusually
liigh ceilings. The drawing-room is done in

dark V)lue and sunset brown.
.•V sun-]iorch nms the whole length of the

house, and there is a large, rolling lawn, which
is so beautiful that it looks like a green velvet,

carpet.

In Love with Life.

ANIT.\ is yovuig, and naiurally very much
in love with life, although she confesses
that " Sometimes I am sorry that I am

so successful, because, " pei'haps when I grow
old, love or friendship, or something equally
big, may be denied me.' Y'on see unhappy,
.famous people around you eyerywhere. Some-
times I think that great success is never really a
blessing.'

So jou .see that even happy cinema stars

have their thoughtful moments at times.

Seeks for Sweetness and Beauty.

ANIT.'V STF.WAHT, like many other pretty
screen artistes, has r;o beauty .secrets.

Her only recipe is as much " out-of-

doors'' asi)t)s>-i)(Ic. She never siuolie-: r 'gaiTites.

HER ONLY BEAUTY RECIPE
IS 'OUT OF DOORS!"

and does not believe in girls taking '' a lot
•

wine.''.

She never uses slang, and has a sweet, loval/i'

disposition, and believes in seeking for t) ^

sweetness and beauty of life.

Some of Anita's most notable productions
were with the Vitagraph »,"ompi«ny. She
appeared with great success in " The Wood
Violet," "The .Juggeniaut,'' "The iJodde^.^.

" The Combat,'' " The Daring of Diane," ar.'l

A Million Bid."
Anita Stewart arranged the scheme of <J'

coration for her home, and she is just as p;.

ticular about her dressing-room. The art

furnishing is one of her pet hobbies.

She has recently moved to a new studio, ami
for this she ordered an elaborate set of pure
white furniture, and some attractive draperie--.

.\nita is inariied to Mr. Rudolph Cameron,
and the yomig couple are very much in love

with one "another. Rudolph has just received

his discharge from the army.

Happy Home Life.

WHEN we are at home," she says, "w^
just live .1 happy, simple life. W'-
play tennis or croquet together in tlie

garden, and just adore afternoon tea. I hk'

mine with a little lemon, while Rudolph prefe;

cream and sugar.
'

.4nita has another house at Bay Shore, Lo'.l

Island, which she calls " Tlie 'Wood Violei,

after )ier first big screen sncces.".

-Anita Stewart is just finisliing her characte:

isation of " Madge, ' ii> an elaborate adaptat lc

of ' In Old Kentucky,'' prepared by Tom
Gefaghty, and directed by Marshall A. NeiLi:

Mho has a large number of tlrp Marv Piclrfo;.,

|,!'odiictiOiis to credit.
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MORE "MARVELS OF THE UNIVERSE.'
The Beaver's Amazing Inlelligence.

THE pictures entitled " Marvels of tbe Uni-
verso,' issued by Granger's Kxclusives,

Ltd., continue to be of absorVjing interest.

The series dealing with the life of the beaver tells

kn amazing story of animal intelligence.

The portrayal commences during the heat of

midsummer, but the clever animal workers are

teadily making plans for the time when the

woods and streams will be iccboimd during the

winter's cold, when, food is very diliicult for them
to obtain. •

The beaver lives in a house built of masses of

ticks, placed in mid-stream. The entrance to the

house is hidden below the water level, and to keep
this entrance submerged the members of the

colony dam tlie stream below the house, thus
regulating the height of the water. The animals,

who live mainly on bark, cut down small trees to

•tore branches near the liouse as winter food.

Wonderful picture.? are shown of the beavers
towing six-foot saplings, and diving with branches
«o that these may be .stored under water when the

ice forms in winter.

Mr. Seal at Home.
San Magail I.sland, Califprnia, is the happy

hunting-ground of seals. Hei-o are seen seals by
the thousand disporting themselves in every con-

ceivable attitxido on the rocks and in the shallow
water. During August the bulls leave for tlieir

private feeding ground off Japan.
An interesting series of impressions are shown

of a well-known Country Fair. Daredevil tricks

on horseback .succeed one another with hghtnint:
rapidity. Really wonderful it is to seo with whin
agility riders change horses during the progress
of a race.

One very human picture, which w ill undoiibtedl

y

make a great appeal to all picture-goers, is entitled

ile and My Dog." This film shows, in scenic

form, the rambles of a man and his best friend

through Wa.shington, 5Iontana, and Alaska.

Wonderful Journey With a Dog.

FOR years two men, Scotty and Humpty (the

cook), had lived togetlier in the mountains
of the West, but one day, after an argument

(and battle), the partners divided their belonging'

-

-—Humpty taking the boat, and Scotty the dog.

And so Scotty, with his four-footed companion,
started for the " Hielands," where his heart.wav.

One week they would he wandering amid lovely

cascades, the next the Rockies would know them.
As they wandered through the lonely mountains

Scotty began to feel the full measure of pure
friendship which came to exist between him and
his dog. Together they watched the nmning
waters, ever changing yet always the same, and
at night they shared what shelter could be found.

At one stage they were fortunate in finding a
huge boulder with a cave-like opening as large

as a small room, and for one night, at least, a
mansion of stone v ;!-^ tlicirs.

All zebras are not marked in the same way. This is a particularly fine specimen.

A beautiful study of the Dingo fox, who
makes his home in old tree trunks.

The boar with the largest teeth on earth.

animal is very fierce.

This dog travelled 1,500 miles over the Rockies
helping to take pictures for Granger's "Marvels

of the Universe."

A buil-thrower at work. Those accustomed to it can
throw with remarkable ease the most powerful bull.

Inset, a large sea) 35 years old, and weighing two tons.

iPholc :

Granger's
Ltd)

1
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MNDItfcflhe
Clothei don't make the man In thl>ca3« —
bat they do alter the appearance. Poor
Tom Mia and "Bill " Hart don't leem quite

at ease in "glad
ragj." This, by tlie

way, Is one of tbs
very lew occasion i

on which these two
players have ever
been pboto^Erapbed

with collars aatf

ALBERT RAY JACK PICKFORD WILLIAM S. HART. (Inset) JAMES I. CORBETT.



IS

^^^^

A British Producer with British Idea's.

HENRY EDWARDS is one of the most popular and accomplished of all picture plovers, and we shou'd feel

justly proud that we can claim him as a Briton. For pure screen a;'t his worU is unrivalled, and a
picture with Henry in it is a deligVitful and refreshing change from the artificial " stunting " nfid stiiving

after mechanical climaxes, which is so noticeable in many screen plays.

VVhen, in a very short while, the British motion pictuie reigns supreme, due credit should be paid to the

brilliant accomplishment of this popular British actor.

^
Henry Edwards is not one of those who will .sacrifice art to mere commercialism, and he ecorns to

introduce unpleasant incidents into pictures for the sake of ^cnsationaliam.

Up From Zomerset.
HENRY EDWARDS is a West coimtryman, having, as the sonii says. " Come up from

Zomerset," Before his introduction to the screen, he appeared at the Haymarket, .

Apollo, fStrand, Duke of York's, and Royalty Theatres in London. A breakdown in

health was indirectly the cause of him transferring his energies from the stage to the screen.

He was due to go to America on a long tour, but decided to stay in London, and it was here
that Mr. Hepworth. the famous produfccr, approached him with a view to obtaining, his

services. Fortunately for picture-goers, he accepted the proposal, and now, of course, bis

heart and soul are thoroughly in film work.

As Joe Stubbs in " MERELY
MRS. STUBBS.

-.1
As Bert Gammage in "THE KINSMAN.

'"4

l'h(jti'gr(iphs : Hrpuorth Film Co.
In "A WELSH SINGER." As Newlands in " DOO
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A THRILLING WESTERN STORY OF A MAN WHO MADE GOOD.

".A-j^--; .y^''T~:^^'5,Vii»'
-.y^:— —'ir:}^

OVER the roUiri'.;

s u n - b n k e (\

ground of an
Arizona prairie a girl

was riding witli an
easy rein f-lie

voung, not more than
WILLIAM \ '^^HK^^H^ twenty-two, with fair

c vtART ^^Ik. ^^^^K^J^lxr ^^"^ ^'^^ ^S^^-n/\ni
, ^f^^MiX^ pyeS; and her pretty

.

as ^^^^^^ , ^^^Bel̂ ^ face was tanned witli

Steve Ransom. ^^!5sss=ssSS5*^ open-air exercise.
Kot that Elsa Miller

was alway.i in the open. Behind her, as she rode, was the town of Yellow Dog,

and the post oflice, in which Elsa worked with her brother Carl.

As she turned into a bv-path, Elsa came suddenly on a scene that sent a hot

flame of anger to her cheeks. A vicious-looking Mexican was savagely beating

his horse with a raw hide whip. Pas,sionately fond of all animals, Elsa rode

forward cal'in" on the man to stop. As she came up to him, she noticed that hi?

eves were inflamed with drink and that he was in a dangerous mood. With an

evil leer the Mexican sprang towards her, and before she could prevent him he

had seized the bridle of her horse. ' You don't like me beating my horse, eh ?
'

he shouted "Well, I take vours." As he started to pull her from tlie saddle.

Elsa shouted for help as she struggled but her heart grew faint as she realised

that it was not likely that anyone would be passing that part, which was off the

But help wa~ at hand in the person of a tall athletic man with a strong clean-

shaven face His iac? was not the only thing about him that was strong, for

with one powerful blow he knocked the drunken Mexican into a clump of chapparal.
" Looks as if I arrived in time, ma'am," he said, as he cast a look of contempt

on the Mexican, now sobered by fright.
. ^. .

The girl explained, and the newcomer turned his attention to the Mesirans

horse, which stood with one forefoot poised gingerly in the air.

'Why, he's lame!" said the man.
, , , . . j .

Takiu" a knife from his pocket, he lifted up the horse s hoof and prised out a

stone Then giving the animal a pat on the haunches, he sent him galloping

away on the trail. Turning to the Mexican, he said: " Now you can walk home.

And beat it quicklv if you don't want helping with my boot."

Glad to get off so lightlv the Mexican scuttled away like a frightened rabbit.
' Chance \ ou should meet anv more vermin like that," said the man, "I'll

rido along with you if you like. My name is Steve AUen, and I'm riding in to

Vellow Dog." . . . « „„ , , J t

"Thank vou. v»rv much," replied the girl. "Ill be glad of your company
hack, for tliat man" really frightened me."

, . . ^
They rode along the trail side bv side, Elsa secretly admiring her rescuer. And

there was reason for her admiration, for Allen was every inch a man. When the.\

reached Yellow Dog, Allen gave a graceful sweep of his black sombrero and wheeled

l.i* horse. , , , ,,
" Mavbe I'll see you again. I'm staying around here for a time.
" I shall be pleased to see you," replied the girl frankly. " I am the telegraph

operator at the post office." „ j ai
Steve \llen did not let the grass grow under his feet, for he called at the office

the verv next dav, bringing with him a bunch of wild flowers. Elsa smiled her

thanks as she tookthe flowers, and introduced Allen to her brother, who immediately

took a liking to the man who had rescued his sister. „
Whatever iHteve Allen's business was, it brought him to Yellow Dog ever}- day.

and he never rode into the town without calling at the office.

" I had to come to Yellow Dog, so I thought I'd just drop in," was his invariable

rreetin" 4 man of action rather than words. Steve found it very difficult to find

'xcu«es° for calling so he stuck to the one. And Carl Miller would chuckle to

Himself as he busied himself with his books and left Allen to chat with his

'"
T^hev were stirring times even at Y'cUow Dog at this period. America was

pxpeclVd to come in»o the war at any moment, and the newspapers that came
into the town were eageriy bought up by the inhabitants as soon as they

^'^One^dav as \llen was chatting with Elsa, their attention was attracted by a

large crowd in the square. Herman Brandt, the owner of the Magdalene Sliue.

was addressing the gathering. '
. „ . , ^ , ti- _ ^

" If America comes into this war, it will be ruin, he shouted. We must

play the game with Germany, who has always been a good friend to us. It will

be "suicid.al for us to help England."
Steve AUen's lips tightened as he heard the words.

. \, ,

• "
I'll lay that Brandt is more of a German than an American, he muttered.

" It's about time another speaker got to that crowd." , .„ , .

He walked out to the crowd and listened to some more of Brandt s pro-German

utterances, and then pushing his way forward he raised his hand. His com-

nmnding fiaure focussed attention. ,
, „ . . ,

" This talk is no good, bovs," he said. " We ate Americans, and if our country

calls us, we have got to go. "That is all there is to it, and the man who don't answer

that call when it comes is a traitor."
, i ^ c^t • a

The crowd which had listened In silence to Brandt, cheered Steve s words,

and the mine owner, feeling that he was losing his influence over them, began

another speech, from which it was clear that his sympathies were entirely

with Germany, and that his pretended concern tor America was sheer

"^^SiSve's face crimooned with anger as he listened to Brandt's oily words, and,

snatching a small American flag from outside a store, he rushed up to the mine

iwner. , . ., . n ,, i, • ^
" If you arc a good American, kiss this flag, he cned.

Brandt'*' face paled, but as he looked round the crowd he saw they were all

with St'-ve He had got to dissemble or show he was a (ierroan at heart. He
raised the flag, but before it could touch his lips Steve flung lum aside.

" That flag needs no traitor's kiss," he said grimb'. And Brandt, with an evil

look on his face slunk out of the crowd.
_

As the crowd stood tilking, Elsa Miller rushed up waving a telegram. War
ts declared !

" she cried, her eyes shining with excitement. „ ^ ^
Steve Allen took off his hat and gave a real cowboy s yell. I m off to Tort

Scott bovs," he shoiit.ed. " I mean to be the first to enlist. „ .

"

A ringing cheer greeted his word? as the meu ran for their horses, all anxious •

to answer the call of their country.

Wanted by the Police.

IN the private office of the Magdalene Mine Herman Brandt was talking m
liis chief assistant, Schloss.
"Who is this Allen?" he demanded. "Find out all about hira, and

report to me. The hour has come, and if he is dangerous, he must be removed :

" He lives on the hill," replied Scliloss, " and while he is riding to enlist we cim
examine his cabin."
Taking some of his trusted men with htm, Brandt rode off accompanied bv

Schloss. Almost the first thing they found in Steve's cabin was a photograpii
of a man in the uniform -of an officer in the American army. On the hack w^i^

written :
" To my son Stephen. May you ever be loyal to the flag you ser\'-.

James Ransom."
" Ranspm," said Brandt, looking at Sch!o.5s. "and he calla himself Allen. A

man does not change'his name for nothing. We must find out his secret."
The conspirators rode back to the mine where Brandt sent a telegram to tb-

Sheriff of WiUow Springs :
" Have you got any information about a man named

Steve Ransom ?
"

In a little while the Sheriff replied :
" Ransom wanted for manslaughter."

" Now we have hira," cried Brandt exultantly. " All we have to do is to wire
to Fort Scott telling them that a man giving the name of. Allen is coming to enlist

and that he is wanted by the Sheriff. Tliey will arrest him. and put liiin in prison,
and that will be one meddlesome patriot out of our way."

All unconscious of these designs against him, Steve Ransom, as we will now
call him. rode on to Fort Scott, and to his great joy when he arrived there he found
that he was the first man to come to enlist since the declaration of war. He was
warmly welcomed by the officer who sent hira to wait in a tent while the surgeon
could find time to exaraine him. It chanced that this particular tent was next
to the orderly room, and while he was waiting Steve heaid the telegraph operator
call out the message from the Sheriff ordering his arrest. Before the officer luid

received the me.s,sage, Steve had crawled out of the tent, and, finding his horse
where he had tethered him, galloped away.

Clear of the fort he reined in his horse and shaded bis eyes with his hands as he
looked towards Yellow Dog.

" Well, General, old boy," he multeted, stroking the neck of his steed. " I

guess they'll be after tis slick But there's a girl in YeUow Dog, and I'm going to
say good-bye to ber, cost wliat it may."
And as if he knew the need for haste, General, at the touch of his master's heel,

sprang forward at liis top speed.
Half-way between the fort and Yellow Dog he spotted a group of men standing

around a figure on the ground. Sle\e crept closer and recognised in the prostrate
man Carl Miller. The men around him were Brandt, Schloss, and another man
belonging to the mine. Brandt was reading a telegram, and from the excited
expression on his face Steve decided it was very important news. Eventually
Brandt and Scliloss rode off, leaving the third man to look after Miller.

Steve Ransom bit his lips with vexation. He felt sure that Brandt was planning:
some villainy with which the telegram was in some way connected, but he couhl
not ride after hira without pts-sing the man they had left behind. And, to add
to his dilemma, the troopers from Fort Scott would by this time be on his track.
If he rushed by the men in charge of Carl, he vyould certainly be recognised, and
the man would give information to the troopers, who would catch up with liim
before he could track Brandt and find out what he was planning. As he stood
there thinking what 'las best to do, a cloud of dust signalled another rider fioni
the direction of Yell.iw Dog. and the next minute Elsa Miller rode into \iew.

Steve heard her explain .that her brotlfcr s horse had galloped into the town
riderless, and knowing something must have happened to him she had ridden
to find him.

As the girl bent over her brother, Steve heard Carl say :
" Get that man away

for a minute. It is a matter of life or death
Turning to the man, Elsa said :

" My brother is parched. Will you get Mm
some water ?

"

The man grumblingly obeyed, but Steve, keeping a sliarp eye on him, noticed
that as soon as he was out of sight he crept back and, crouching behind a bu.sh.

listened to what Carl was tclhng Elsa. As he watched the man, Steve saw him
draw his revolver and level it at the pair. Ransom's own gun was out like a
flash, and it was liis weapon that spoke first.

With a loud cry the man pitched forward on his face, and then turned over
with one convulsive movement He had gone to a higher master than Brandt
of the Magdalene Mine.

" What does all this mean ? " cried Steve, as he rushed to the brother and
sister.

" Y'ou are just the man we need," said Carl. " Listen. Brandt is a German
spy. 1 came out to meet him with a telegram, it was all about mining, and I

had no suspicion that anything was wrong. When I got to this spot, my horse
shied and I was thrown to the ground. Brandt and the others found me and
took the telegram from my hand. I recovered consciousness while Brandt was
reading the wire, and to my horror I learned that the mining terms were merely
a code. The real message read :

" Pershing and bis staff have sailed." As I
lay here helpless, I heard Brandt say how he would send a wireless message, by a
wireless plant that is liidden in the mine, to Berlin, giving the Huns the information
that would enable them to locate the transport on which Pershing is and sink
her with their U-boats. Don't worrj- about me, but you and Elsa ride straight
for the mine. It will take some time for them to fix up the 'wireless, and you may
be in time to save Pershing."

|

Steve Ransom could see that this was the only way In which they could out-
wit Brandt ; and making Carl as comfortable as possible, he and Elsa galloped
as hard as they could to Magdalene Mine. Tethering their horses in a little thicket
they crept forward on foot.

|

" Look !
" said Elsa clutching Steve by the. arm. She pointed to the assay

shed, and Steve, following her finger, saw the roof of the shed parting w liile a wire-
less mast appeared through the orifice.

" We are in time," breathed Elsa. " They have not rigged up Uie mast yet.^

But we must Iiiirrj-."

We can't go tlirough the office," said Steve. " They would be sure to see
lis. Do you think you could let me carry you across tliat trestle-work which
runs to the top of the Rhed? The.v will be inside, anJ we shall not be seea._ It's

.

dangerous, but it is our only chance."
" I'm ready to face any danger—with you,"' wliispered Elsa.
-Taking the girl in Ids arms, Steve mounted the trestle-work. The stmts of

timber were .about a foot apart, and it needed a sure foot and a cool head to climb
the trestle-work, encmnbered.as lie was with the weight of the girl, but they reached

\Pontinueil on oaae 75 I
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MALVINA LONGFELLOW'S SWEET EXPRESSIONS.

Reverie. Inquiry, The dawn of a stnile. Just pensive.

MALVINA LONGFELLOW.
This Artiste Is Just One More Reason Why British Films Are Forging Ahead,

MALVINA LONGFELLOW, is the clever cinema star who has
t.iken the ill-fated Lady Hamilton and made of her a live,

throbbing human for all time.

Imagine beautiful, pale skin kissed into warmth by the sun, great

flark eyes, calm and steadfast, but with the mystery of Mona Lisa
dwelling in their depths ; a broad, low, unruffled forehead, and black,

vibrant hair.

But even then you have not got her. You need to see her
ivi yourself, before you've realised even the A. B.C. of her charm.

Malvina at Home.

I HAD to run down to her farm in Essex to find this out, and it was the
wisest move I could have made. For Malvina at home is even
more fascinating than in the pictures. Somehow the old

thirteenth-century house, with its oaken beams and pretty furnishings,

t liat breathes of lavender and days when life but glided by, seems the

i-ne and only suitable setting for Miss Longfellow.

The ancient moat and tlie wonderful gardens admired in turn, we
strolled down to a fragrant comer in her garden, where, beside clumps of

fcweetwilliam and southernwood, I fired oS the questions one usually asks

II star.

I had just learned that my hostess was bom in Now York and that

her father was a well-known artist, when d-r-o-n-e, d-r-o-a-e overhead
m the blue, so I broke in—

—

" Keen on flying ?
''

Experience !n the Air.

RATHER '. I hope to fly quite a good deal when I have more
time than just at present. The first time 1 went up was in

Long Island with one of the first fliers—an American called

Hamilton. Poor boy, he was killed in France ! But there—it's about
fiiy film work I thnik you said you wanted to hear.

'It was as- an artist's model that I learned the elements of posing,

Jind also, strange to say, it was something in that very posing that set

me longing to be an actress. And once I make up my mind to gratify

an ambitibn, then wild horses won't drag me oil the scent. I just keep
at it."

" And "

A Super with Sarah.

NOT long afterwards I made my first appearance as a super with Sarah
Bernhardt, and followed that up with small parts in the Metro-
politan Opera. Then I transferred my affections to dramatic

work."
But, knowing .something about tliis, I must tell yoxi myself that

Malvina made a great hit in two Bernstein plays—" The Thief " and
'

' The Whirlwind." For she won't do so. Modesty is her only weak-
ness. I never met anyone so fresh and unspoiled.

A short time with Seymour Hicks at The Comedy, then into pictures,

.ind a brilliant debut as .Jacynth in " Holy Orders," by Marie Corelli, and
qualiy brilliant success in " For All Eternity," " Thelma," " Adam
Bcde,'' and " Bella the Gip-y."

Love for England.

DURlN(i the war,"' Malvina continued in her soft, caressing voice,
" I did some pictures in .America for America, but, loving Eng-

land so mucli and having my home here, I just had to come back."
" How is it you've created such a perfect Lady Hamilton '!

"

Because I've read every book about her tiiat exists, and studied

her from every point of view. After all, she was just a beautiful woman
III love with love, and I've tried to interpret this."

" And now "

"
J want to play ' Gwynne ' and the title-role of ' The Life of Josephine,'

wliicli I hope to do after finishing ' Love in Bondage.' "

" And the secret of your success ? "' I questioned eagerly, as we shook
good-bye.

' I don't know," she said, " unless, as a girl said to me in a letter

the other day i
' I always enjoy the pictures you're in because you

are so real.' Tho sweetest compliment I ever had paid to me.
It's what I've always tried to be."

vlALVlNA LON(, FELLOW.
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Dodging
the
Camera.

CHARLES RAY looking at you through the little

window in his speed car.

WHAT CHARLES RAY THINKS OF IT.

LOUISE GLAUM AGREES WITH HIM TOO.

IT
was an nmisvially warm day, and e\cryone out at
the big studio liad been working liard, bul at luurh-
time began to scatter around in various places for a

bit of rest and chatter. I had dropped in to excliange
a few views with Louise Glaum, when Charles Ray
came sauntering by. He came in, and, with that won-
derful, bashful, boyish simplicity that has endeared him
to all the picture-loving i^ublic, he joined in our dis-

cussion.
" I think some of the folks are very foolish," he said,

" to take thejTiselves so seriously, really. I know that
when success comes to one it is after a real lunrd struggle,
811(1 you really feel so )5roud of yourself, but things
viigjii change—we miqht loso our poptilarity overnight,
one poor picture miqht do more damage than a dozen
good ones could eclipse."

" Oh, I think you are absolutely right, Charlie,"
interrupted Louise Glavim. • " The successful ones are
no better than the less fortunate ones ; they were just
more lucky."

I thought to myself : what two splendid folk* they
were—both big stars, and yet had so much thought for

their fellow players who had not had, perhaps, the
same wonderful opportunities as they. Charles Ray is

just like a big, overgrown coimtry boy. He never has
any big ideas about lording it over anyone. He just goes
along day by day. working, and working hard.

" I sometimes think that it is all a dream," continued Charles.
" Life is a very funny proposition, and are any of us too sure of
it ! I can see now where situations arose in my work that
meant the turning-point—in fact, it was vital to me to know
just which way to jump, and it was a case of just pure luck I

happened to jump the right way. But how close I was to failure !

,Just wh"n some of us think we are the biggest success, or have
(lone the greatest part we have ever played, someone comes
along and takes all the starch out of us by saying, ' It was
rotten !

' So I ask you : Is not success close kin to failure ?
"

Think it over, and see how close kin is your success to

failure."

.'I

With WANDA HAWLEY in a motor-car called "Greased Lightning.'

"BORDER WIRELESS (continued froin\
page 14.

'

tlie outside tritra.nce to the wireless loft witliont
mishap. The door was open, and as they peerc I

in they siw t^e o;or.itor at the ke.vlxiarJ. A
(flowing spark was showing at the end of tlw
instrument, and.KI&a. poiiitiiig to it, whispered;
" He is sending cut the calling signal."

."^ttve Ransom turned the girl's face towards
him, and tiikirig her in lis arm-, lie s id, in a
low voice which thri li-d with pas-ion:

" r\e got to let you risk your l:fe because yoii
can work tliat instrument, ijut if anything hap-
pens, I want you to know that I love you."

KIsa did not reply with her lips, but her little
hands tightened cm Steve's arms, and he knew
his love was returned.
Taking his revolver in his hand Steve softly

opened the door. Absorbed in his work tlia

operator did not hear anything until he foiiml
hini.self looking into the muzzle of Hansom's gun.
• Droi) that and come right lierel" hissed Steve.

" And don't forget to keep your hands up as you
walk."

.\s the operator came towards him, Steve, still

covering him. dropped the wooden bars which
elo-sed the door to the inner ollice. while Elsa
seated her.=elf at the keyboard and flashed out a
message for help to Fort Scott, which had got a
wireless station.
The operator, who, like Brandt, was a Gcrn-iin

spy, realised that if the girl got through to the
fort it would only be a qtresticn of 1 me before
the soldiitrs came up and captured him and liis

comrades. Brandt . nd a dozen men we e down-
stairs. . If he could give thf m wiirning thcv <mii •!

rush up and oierrower the m^n wno had him
covered, stop the message going to the f(jn, ten 1

their own to Berlin, and get clean away.
Wat-ching his chance he sprang at Kansoni. It

would have been his last spring on <iirth bad
Steve dared to fire, but he knew the shot would
alarm those downstairs. All this flashed through
his brain in the tenth part of a second as tie

met the spy's spring with a straight drive fniui
the shoulder.

,\nd then began a fight for life between the
two men while Elm, having got into comrojmica-
tion wi!h the fort, devoted all her energiea to
getting the message through.
"Smash the wireless!'" shouted Steve, as wi;h

n crushing blow he knocked his opponent sense-
less.

Then, picking up his revolver, he stood at tbe
fii'e of the door at which the spes were already
bitt-iing. A shot vms fired through the panel
and Steve replied. A howl of pain told him hii
bullet had got home. He fired again and the
assailants stampeded, only to return in a few
minutes with a hea\iLT battering-ram. Stfve
saw flat it was only a questioA of seconds befcra
the door collapsed, and. covering Elsa with his

body, he backed out on to a spiral staircase that
icd to another building.'

He had barely got to the first turning bofore
the spies were on him firing as they came.
Ransom felt the burning sear of a bullet on tbe
side of his head, but by a desperate ellort he
staggered to another turn of the staircase where,
for the moment, he was out of range of tha
flying bullets. Wounded and weak from his exer-
tions, he knew it was only a matter of minutes
before the (jermans would get him.

Elsa smiled bravely as she helped to steady
him with her arms, and to Steve Ransom, on tha
threshold of death, came the consoling thought
that he had declared his love and that he was
loved in retuni.
Once more the spies tried to rush the staircase,

and once more Steve's bullets beat them back.
As they retired Elsa clutched at Steve's arm.
"Listen! The soldiers!"
From outside came the sound of gallop'n?

horses and the shouts of men. The spies heani
it too nnd bolted for safety, but ttiey were too
late. The mine was surrounded and they emerged
only to find them.elves hemmed in with a tin?
of bayonets. In a few minutes they were aU
rounded up and made pHsoners.
The oflicer in charge found Steve unconscious

with his head pillowed in Elsa's lap.
" This is the man the SherifT ordered me to

arrest," he said, more to himself than to the
girl.

"What has he done?" asked Elsa tremblingly;
for Carl had told her about the Sheriff's wire.

• Nothing he is going to suffer for," returned
the officer reassuringly. " He shot a bully who
drew on him first, and if he did any wrong at
all. which I don't admit. I guess he's wiped at

out by saving General Pershing nnd hi» staff.

And I reckon America owes you a debt, yoang
lady, for the part you have played."
There was no question of trying Steve Ransom

on the Sherifi"s charge; and when a few months
later he set out for France as a trooper in I'nela

Som's cavalry, Elsa was there to wish him God-
speed.
And he carried with him her promise to marry

him when he returned.

[Adapleil from iiicidenlx in l/ie ArlcrafI vholo-plaii,

•'BORDER WIRELESS " by permission, nnd fea-

turina WILLIAM HART as Sieve awl WAADA
HAWLEV as Elsa.i
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Spoilt the Effect.

I
T IS oil© of the most dramatic scenes in tlio

film. The young gipsy " blood," unable

to express lu mere words liis liatred for

his white rival, has enlisted the aid of a violin.

It needs but little imagination to understand
that the tune ho is playing tells of the terrible

vengeance he will eventually reap. Excite-

ment reaches fever heat. The strain is terrible

when—heavens ! What is that 'J

A misguided violinist in the orchestra has

just started to render, What 'cher, me old

brown son, 'ow are yer ?
"

2s. Od. awarded to Bernard Archer, 15,

White Street, Birkenhead, Cheshire.

brings it down on the h.ead of the athletic

George. The director shouted :• Give us a

regular swing ! You don't need to hurt him,

but let it fly, and hold it back when i't nears

George's head." The camera started, and the
" heavy " swung the chair with great vigour,

and brought it down on the head of George
Walsh with an ominous thud. George went
down for the count, and it was fully five minutes

before he recovered sufficiently to ask what had
hit him and where. The " heavy " required

considerable assurance of protection and for-

giveness before he would consent to face George
again.

Why They Needed the Hospital.

IF
all the actors Ijad been sent to the liospital

who discovered that they were suffermg

from some serious ailiiieiits at the Univei'sal

Oily Studios the other day, the studio would
have been an Adamless Eden. The reason was
discovered when the management found that

Kddie Lyons and Lee Moian, the twin funsters,

were using a score of pretty nurses from the

.si udent ho.spital for some of the scenes in " Heart
Troubles," their newest comedy, dealing with
saiiitorium life.

Strange, But True.
A resident of Los Angeles was showing a

\ isitor to the moving picture city the sights

<i! the town.
" That house has an odd history," he said,

puinting to a particular building.
" In what way ? " inquired the visitor.

It has never once been photographed
f<j! a fihn story."

Not True to Life.
Binks : Moving picture weddings are never

tj iip to life."

.finks: " Why not ? ''

Binks :
" In pictures the bridegroom is

usually smiling and looking happy !

"

Too Realistic.

EDWARD DILLOX who directs George
Walsh's pictures, will be careful as to his

demands for more ' pep ' and emotion
"viifu .staging "battle"' scenes wnth the star.

When you ,see " Putting One Over," George
Walsh's latest, you will see the scene in which
one o£ the actors swings a chair in the air and

Eggs So Dear, Too

!

Old Comedian :
" Well, if jou were such a

great success as Hamlet, why not induce some
movie manager to film the tragedy with you as

the star 1
"

Old Tragedian :
" It would be a crime, my

friend ! It is the words that count, the beautiful

writing !

"

Old Comedian :
" Peihap.=. But the screen

would be a protection against the impulses of

audiences to throw iliings at you '.

"

Speed.
Time flies ! The movies can count tuonty

years in half a minute !

Brilliant.

Joker : " I've got a good scheme to pay off

the country's war debt."
Croaker : • What is it ?

"

.Teker :
" Impose a tax of sixpence on every-

one who wants to be a movie actor.''

Money Delightfully Earned.
Someone watched Doug. Fairbanks jitvot

on one ear, turn a half dozen back flops, and land
on his little finger.

Just think," said the person ;
'' he gets a

ni'llion dollars a year for just doing that !

'

' Yes, ' said her friend; ' but think of the
girl who gets a thousand a week for playing
opposite Tom Jlooi'e !

"

Those Long Serials.
" Do you like that new movie serial

picture house '?
"

" I can't tell yet. I've only seen the
fourth episode."

at your

eighty-

MUTT PLAYS A JOKE ON JEFF.

One day Mutt having nothing And obtaining a live crab he The crab gives Jeff an awful
to do plans a practica jokel on places it in his friend s room. time, and Mutt takes him along
Jeff. to the rifle range

—

17

Princess Antome Bibesco
(nee Miss lilizabeth Asqiiitli) writes :—" I think the
'De Rcszke Cigarettes quite excellent."

Captain Herbert Heyner writes:—"I find
Sniokinsr in noway affects my voice, thanks to the
smoothness' of your excellent ' De Reszlie'
Cigarettes."

Ernest Parke, Esq. writes :
—" I have pleasure

in expressing my tiigli appreciation of the quality
and blend of your ' De Reszke ' Cigarettes.

Madame Albant writes : — " My friends spea'i
hi^^hly of the excellent quality of your ' DcReszket
Cigarettes."

>EOPLE who know a
good cigarette say the *^
" De Reszke" is tin-

usually good. Why not try^'''^-'^^

a box ?

DeReszke
^istocrjtCIGARETTES ,x

eyelashes
'Cream will daiken yonr

i
lashes and brow:?, acl
make them thick, long,
and silky, thus giving to
the eyps that fascinating, ex-
pressive look which itii'i. find
so appe^iling. "EYDOLASH"
is a real tlarkenei—not a make

Detec-
Use also " tYDOL "

— it clears the eyes,
imparting to them
wonderfrU brillian-

cy and yoiithful
charm. Hainiless.

2/9 per bottle.

a pho'a

i on imjiossible.
HarntlciiFj. In
i V o r i n e pots,
full price 1/6 (Jnll ^ize—no extra,
to pay;. Of all rhemists & stores, or
direct from EYDOL Co (Dept. 28f,

170, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

iii

III
III

Hi

i

i

Noblc'i Childrea'a Depart-
ment i( unequalled for value.
All lEarments at manufac-
turer s prices — dainty, well- "^^5

out, well-made, servieeable.

Smart School Frock
Model 4#5fC^
F4159 lO «^
A dainty Pinafore Diess in Navy,
lifuwji, Saxeliluc.or Grey Gabdr-
dtneaoth. Tlie Skirt is cut fully

wide, and arran^ied wilh panel
Iront and Inmined self buttons.
Complete \\\\\\ Blouse top of
Ivory cord Poplin, which is made
detachable for washing. Length
(neck to lieiii) and prices—

24 i7 30 33 Si>

16/9 18 9 20 9 -22,9 24/9
PATTHRNS POST FREE

Materials by the Yard
For Indies who prefer to have
their Clotlies made up them-
selves John Noble. Ltd.. will

send a selection ol mattrials

post free.

lis;

i,tit<t )viir addiiss lo->ay Jor
AobU's F'<e hashwn Guide.

AU tht Stascns Buss ideas
l.iusltaltd.

JOHN NOBLE ltd
|

43 Brook St. Uills, Uaiioh«stac

BUY THEM— and bombards him with Poor little Jeff was so hurt The officer however, did not
/>i « ti

bullets, hoping to kill the by his experience that ho sympathise. but had them bolh I Th/J rnimP<?n\ N^JXAKHJ^nf^P
lierfo crraturo. made a co.nplaint to the police, put in a cell with the crab. I I l/V Vl/IIUIVlf O IiV«V*?J/U|/Vl

Thf. abfjie piciurf.i arr ttikni from the film >»/ pfnnisxion oj thf. Fnx Film dm-ptinn. EVERY FRIDAY, i^^ll
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IF you want to know
ALL about the latest

styles worn by your

favourite cinema star this

autumn, you must see the

HOME FASHIONS
8-page Art Supplement of

There's never been such an

opportunity of examining at

close quarters all the pretty

frocks and taking styles of al-

most every well-known screen

favourite of the day and, may-

be, such a chance may never

occur again. When you

look through this wonderful

supplement, you can choose

something on exactly the same

lines as that chosen by

MARY PICKFORD,
MAE MARSH, PEARL
WHITE, or whoever your

own particular favourite may
be. There are photographs

of :-

Mary Pickford

Pearl White
Mae Marsh
Alma Taylor
Norma Talmadge
Pauline Frederick

Dorothy Dalton
Mabel Normand
Elsie Ferguson
Violet Hopson

and many others.

You get a wonderful selection of

Autumn fashions, and a free coat

pattern, in addition to this superb

8-page cinema supplement, in

A "CLOSE-UP" OF MARY GLYNNE

Phot.,] MARY GLYNNE. {RUa MartiiX

RATHER pweet, don't you think ? " re.

niarkod Mary C.lynne, who is also Mrs.
Dennis Neilson-Terry, surveying with

pride her pretty new dressing-room at the
Apollo Theatre.

" Very," I replied, but I was tliinking of her.

She reminded mo of nothing so inuoh as ;i flower,

with her pale gold hair, delif-ate colourhig, and.

candid blue eyes, and certainly no flower ever
had a stern more graceful than'her slender body.

" Oh, bat it's going to be much prettier when
it's finished,' went on ihy hostess, with her
youthful enthusiasm that is so engaging.

" Well, it's very cosy now," I said, rousing
myself from consideration of the room's occu-
pant to contemplation of the room itself, with
its pale grey walls and lirightly coloured hangings.
"But surely such details cannot be interesting

to your readers ' ' she broke in with a laugh.
" Oh, but, believe me, they are ! Pleaio go

on."
"Well — there's baby

"'

" Why. of course there is !
" I broke in.

" Though, bless me, I was nearly forgetting her!

FACTS ABOUT FILMS.

Do you know that a close-up—a picture with
eyes as big as small plates, and faces that
are five or six feet across, if you could

measure them on the screen—are magnified
from little pictures, often not so big as a pea.
The complete photograph from which the

screen picture is obtained does not measure a
square inch. You can imagine how many
thouSijRids of separate photographs, all under
one square inch, have to bo thrown upon the
screen—the technical term is projected—in order
to make up one evening's cinema entertainment.

I'^ach phbtograph is different to its neighbour
—only slightly so—that is where one of the
wonders of cinematography comes in. The
pictures are projected on to the .screen so
quickl}' you never see the change that is really

there.

Reels are current talk in the cinema world.
It's the stock length that governs the trade. A
reel is a thousand feet in length by about one
inch wide. Circular tin boxes are made to
contain them. These boxes just fit into the

It just doesn't scorn possible that you've got a
daughter of your own."

" She's a year and a half, and can walk and
alk," explained the young mother proudly.
" We call her Hazel Mary."

" I suppose you've already decided about her
future t

"

" Hardly yet," replied Hazel Mary's mother
seriously. I'm not awfully keen for her to do
acting unless she specially wishes to do it—which
wotddn't be surprising. I think," she ad('o',
with a little laugh, " that she would look nice
on the film !

"

I gave a start.
" That reminds me. Miss Glynne "

" What ? " she said anxiously.
" Why, I came to ask you about your creen

d6but, and how you like film acting, and wl ether
you find any diflii ulties attached to it, anf!

"

" Stop !
" implored Miss Glynne laugh'ngly,

" and 1 will tell you all !

" .My first— and at the moment oni}— pi< turo
is called ' The Cry for Justice,' produced by Mr.
FrengucUi for Vanity Films. I am playing with
Mr. (JeoBrey Wihner, Jliss Amy Brandon

-

Tliomas, and Mr. Norman Page. '^J'here is not
much to tell you about my role, which is just

a simple little milliner with nothing very exciting

to do. But then, of course, I've only just

begun film \rork. In my next, picture I shall

play with my husband, who takes the villain's

role.
" I cannot say that I h.xve found any difTr-

cidty with screen actin?," she continued,
• except perhaps suddenness of it. It is

dilfi'ult to ( ry on the spur of the moment, for

instance, and then again, tliere is no time to

t'.iink out one s part. But on the whole it caino
quite iiptunlly to me.

" I shotdd like to do something really exciting
for the films

'

" Sturts '! " I suggested.
" No, not exactly, but play gome role with

plenty of action about, it !
" The blue eyes

sparkled. " E^^pej ially out of doors. My
ambition is to play in open-air films.

" Pictures have r.lyvays interested me. long
before I ever went into ihem, and in our spare
tiiiie my husband and I continually go to see

thcMi. But at firsf I was afiaid to go m ftr

8(-reen work because I thought I wouldn't look
nice !

" '

It was my turn to laugh this time. Imagine
this fairy -like person not " looking nice !

"

" But despite my fondness for pictures, I

think I shall always act on the stage as well—

I

don't think films will ever tempt me to give it

up.
As I took my departure, I ventured to remark

'upon the sheaf of telegrams attached to the wall,

and a beautiful bunch of white heather hung over
the dressing-table.

" The first are from many kind friends,"

answered Miss GljTine. " The second,'' and .she

smiled tenderly, " came from my husband. He
gave it to me for my first night performance in

'Tillv. '
" M. H. C.

iron cases, that you may have seen the theatre

boy.carrying to the station after the performance
is over.

These thousands of feet of film are com-
posed of celluloid, and on every foot of it

sixteen photographs are printed. Each picture

is 'about the 'size of a postage stamp—an inch
wide and three-quarters of an inch deep. Every
picture shows some slightly different aspect of

the photo-play of which it is a part. .

, Thrown on to the screen, at the rate of

sixteen pictures a second—sixteen, you see, is a
cinema magic number—for there are sixteen

pictures to the foot and sixteen to t'ne second—
so quickly is the movement made these thousands
of different pictures appear to be one lorig

jnoving picture play.

It was Edison who invented the standard
size for moving picture film. No matter what
cinema you visit, how big the screen is ufton
which the picture is thrown, the original is

always a little photograph about postage stump
size.

Kveryone in the cinema world of invention,

be it Paul or Lumiere,has adhered to the recog-

nised Edison standard.
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A TYPIST CROSSED IN LOVE.

Constance Backner Chats with You.
" "V'ES!, I was very spiteful," said Constance

I Backner. " Mabel Dredge's was a

spiteful part in ' Qtiinneys.' " You
'Know, Mabel is Joe Quinney's secretary. To
(;ivo the story its proper interpretation, I had to

be bead-over-heels in love with Jim, the fore-

man. The part—well, I lost my heart in it.

Just wlien Jim decided that to have Posy

—

Quinney's daughter—without a dowry was
better than to possess me with a big cheque,

I was just spitfire spiteful, and boiling with

fnge. Really, I could have done any wicked
thing, so immersed was I in the character.

, "Yes, I went through the daily work of an

office girl, for it is only when a film player

ihoroughly understands all the conditions

shat she has to portray that she can give an
adequate rendering of the part she plays. It

is no use being a typist, or any class of girl upon
the screen, imtil one knows the conditions

under which they live. The atmosphere, as

it is called, can never be obtained otherwise."
" And your fellow typists, would they be

epiteful if crossed in love ?
"

" My opinion is, that any good girl who really

loved a man would be a little spiteful when she

iound her hopes of joy snatched from her."

Be.sides screen acting, Constance is very
fond of domestic work, and she declares that

t'very woman should bo " home-proud" before

anything else. F. A. Hunt.

A FEW HOMELY
HINTS ON

BEAUTY
By MIMOSA.

Every woman sliould take pride in he»
personal appearance. If it is not possibte

to be beautiful in the fullest sense of th«
word, at least you eaa have tlic attractive-
ness of a pleasant expression, glossy, well-

kept hair, (jyes sliaded by long lashes, well
marked eyebrows and a clear, natural com-
plexion. My first advice is to avoid most
manufactured " beauty preparations." Use
simple, pure, natural ingredients. U.se theso
regularly and do not make constant chang..*s

and experiments. The various things I

use and advise can be bought in original

packages fronr any reliable chemist. If they
are not in stock, he can at once procure
them for you if you insist.

How to Discard an Unsightly Complexion.— How
many women exclaim as they 1)c1m>UI their ugly
complexion in the mirror, " If I ccukl only tear off
this old skin !

" Ami, do you know, it is now pos-
sible to do that very thing ? Not to actually remove
the entire skin all of a sudden ; that would be too
heroic a method and painful, too, I imagine. The
worn out cuticle comes off in such tiny particles, and
so gr<adually—requiring about ten days to complete
the transformation—it doesn't hurt a bit. Day by
day the beautiful complexion underneath comes forth.
Marvellous ! No matter how mnddy, rongh, blotchy
or aged your complexion, you can surely discard it

by this simple process. Just get some ordinary
mercolised wax at your chemist's, apply nightly like
cold cream, washing it off in the mornings.

New Painless Way to Remove Hairy Growths.—
It now transpires that the mysterious white paste
used so successfully by many beauty specialists for
ridding the skin of oVjjectionable hairy growths is
nothing more than powdered pheminol which can be
found in any cliemist's shop. With pheminol and
water make enough paste to cover hairy SMface

;

apply, and in two or tlu'ce minutes ruli off, wash the
skin, and it will be free from hair or blemish.

Shampoo and Hair Beautifier.—You complain ot
brittle, faded hair. You will find that keeping the
scalp clean and healthy is the most eflecfive way to
restore the natural beauty and softness, but in
selecting your shampoo avoid soaps or mixtures
containing " free " alkali. By dissolving a tcaspoon-
ful of stallax in a cup of hot water you will have a
mild, soothing, cleansing mixture that makes the
head feel fine and removes all dust, dan<lruft', and
excess of oil, leaving the scalp clean and pliant, and
assuring a beautiful growth of long, lustrous, fluffy
hair.

No Powder Necessary.—Yes, powder has ruinea
more complexions than it has aided, and while yon
use it you can hope for nothing better than an imita-
tion of a ri'al complexion. "Take my advice. Get
from your chemist some ordinary cleminite and
dissolve in a little water, then you will have an ideal
yet inexpensive lotion, which seems a part of the
skin. The result lasts all day long even under the
most trying conditions. To prepare the face and
neck for an evening in a hot ballroom there is nothing
to equal this simple and harmless lotion.

If Eyelashes are Short.—Eyelashes will be greatly
beautilied if mennalinc be applieii at lash-roots with
thumb and foreflngcr. \ few such treatments make
thcni grow long, silky, and curly. Thin, straggly
eyebrows will grow thick a;ul lustrous by merely
nibbing mciuialine on, but be careful, and don't get
any wlicro no hair is wanted.

Wonderful Growth ol Hair.—Long ago I made a
resolution to try and concoct a real hair grower.
My own foriiuila, now perfected after tedious experi-
menting, has had the ell'cct of giving me a wealth o(

hair that is surprising. Obtain from your chemist nn
original package of boranium and nii\ with this

i-pint of bay r\nu. liub this into the sialp night
an. I morning with the llngcr-tips. Jl sets the haii

roots tingling with new life.

p\RKER helmont's ci.ynol berries
FOR OBESITY.- I.VDVT.l
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ALICE JOYCE Explains the Mysteries of Make-Up for the Screen—A Holiday Toilet Hint.

ALICE
JOYCE

making up
for the screen.

I
HAVE received many letters from readen
—some of them would-be oinemti- stars

—

asking me to explain the mysteries of

•creen make-up, ftnd certainly make-up for

film work is very different from Btape make-up,
*nd njiich more mysterious. Even famous stara

like Alice Joyce, the beautiful Vitagraph star,

eonfesses she is always trying new experi-

ments.
She says, " I have been in pictures for more

than eight years, and I am still a student of

make-up. It is a fa.«cinating subject, and one
essential to the actress of shadow drama.
Wethods arc continually changing. New light-

ing effects require new make-up effects. I have
constantly tried to reproduce the natural human
colouring and expression. When the spectator

of a picture detects the pencilled lines about the

eyes or the black, creasy smear of roiige on the

lips, he is reminded that he is observing just a
picture of picture people. The illusion we
•trive to create is broken by the obtrusion of

artifice. The first principle of make-up is to

reproduce faithfully the human coimtenance.

To beautify is a second consideration which it

dependent on the fir=!t.

Personally, 1 beUcve the best colour to use

for facial make-up under the strong lights used

m the studio is blup, because in certain shades

It photographs better than the yellow used so

generally. Yet, on the other hand, it is such a

tricky colour that it proves dangerous unless

one is absolutely certain of the lights. On the

whole, yellow is the best tint for gaining the

natural flesh colour.
" There are a thousand or more tricks to make-

Bp, and I do not pretend to know them all.

There are certain fundamentals, however, which
beginners must know before they can hope to

achieve a satisfactory effect. To profcfsional

players these things are known, but to screen

aspirants they constitute part of the many
mysteries of motion pictvircs. For instance, it

may be interesting to know that in order to

round the cheek, you must put on the nitike-up

at the back of the face, laying it on heavily

about the jawline and extending it back on the

neck. To thin the face, you must put the make-

up forward.
" Describing make-up generally, I can best

make it clear by illustrating my own. In

mnking-up my eye.', the principal medium of

expression, 1 use some mascnro on the Ia5-hes,

and a black line on the upper lid following the
contour. To obtain an especially appealing
effect, I draw a straight lino out from the corner
of the eyes, but 1 never uso any lines orshadow.s
below the eyes. Thus there is given full pliiy

for expression, (he colour on the upper lid

providing a background. (Jrcen is the best
shade to use for face shadowing and for that
over the eyes, because it does not smear, as does
blvio or black, colours which many players use.

Curved lines must never be used on the eye-
brows. I know the arched eyebrow.s are the
ideal of almost all women, but on the screen

they give a startled, strained look.

" In my own work I u.se what is known as
No. 8 powder, juvenile blend, and No. 3 grease
paint. I first smoothly apply the grease paint,

then cover it with powder. Next, 1 brush off

the powder with a tine brush, which is known
Bs a blending brush, and which resembles very
much a baby's hair brush. This not only blends
the powder and pamt, but prevents the two
elements from smearing.

" The hands and arms should be whitened,
otherwise there would be a noticeable contrast.

If the hands and arms were not whitened, the

" / shade my eyes vilh green," site say.t. Note
Ihe effect in iliis pliulograpli from her new Vitograph
plioto-play, " The Spark Divine."

face would show so light in contrast that it

would appear to be set on a body to which it;

did not belong.
" In making-up my lips I Krst apply the rouge

liberally and then rub it down. On the upper
lip I leave only enoiigh to mark the contour.

On the lower I keep a heavier colour because
of the s"hadows that are bound to be cast.

" When wearing light colours or ' evening
gowns, I always use pink rouge under the chin
and at the point of the jaw to prevent halation,

which is a halo reflected on the face from the
white shoulders or arms when the lights strike

ot a centre angle. This glaring effect, which is

caused from light reflecting on a white surface,

is the rea.son for eliminating white as a colour
for clothes, linens and hangings. The table-

cloths and bed linens you see in pictures are

usually light blue, and the cloths that photo-
graph white are invariably yellow."

i'or the sake of British girls wlio may want

to know what is generally used over here, 1
culled the following from Miss Billie Bristow, of
the Broadwest Studio.

She says :
" ff you are to work indoors u.'iiupf

an artificial light, use a pale No. 5 grease puiiiU

This must not bo dark yellow.
"For the eyes uso black; for the lips a

bluish crimson lake.
" If you are working out of doors, mix a liltia

No. 3 with the No. 5 for your skin."
She also says it is better not to use red lot

picture make-up. as the grease paint varies so,

and one cannot judge well what thickness lha
paint should be applied.

To Use.
(jrea.se the face well before applying (he grcasa

paint, and remove the grease paint with cold
cream. In no circumstances use water on the
face until every particle of grease paint ha*
been removed.

There really is no mystery about the make-up
that motion picture players have to use when
appearing before the camera except the mystery
of why some put so much of it on their faces,

according to Rupert .Julian.

Mary RIacLaren declares " make-up heis mys-
teries for none but the uniniated, who overdo it

in natural light "shooting" and underdo ifc

under artificial lights."

I'r'scilla Dean, however, .avers that " there

are details about making-up that only the

greatest of histrions have mastered, just as only
tlve greatest musicians have mastered the tccli-

nif-al shades and lights of violin or piano
playing."

Allen J. Holuhar is an advocate of very bght
make-up, and believes that after the " founda-
tion " is laid nothing more should be used than
powder.

" How can the muscles of the face come into

play with the impediment of thick make-up t
"

lie asks, logically enough,; and adds that lio

uses real hair—women's, if obtainable, for his

screen beards ; and boy's blonde hair for the

locks of a. white-haired ancient, for that photo-
graphs according to the required type

A HOLIDAY BEAUTY HINT.
This portrait of BESSIE LOVE was snapped a«

t! 13 pretty star was g,ivin^ her hair a sun batb

BESSIE LOVE.

on the sands. Sun is a wonderful bleach for fair'

hair. Take Bessie's advice and do the ame.

A Dresseb,
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

DOROTHY PHILLIPS in ."The Talk of the Town." Ideal. MABEL NORMAND in "The Venus ModeL" Stoll.

MAUD WAYNE in " Who is lo Blame.
(Tr:a,njl' /

LINA CAVALIERI in "A Woman of Impulse.'
{ruinuits I'layrs.) J

BABY GLORIA JOYiii "Coriniu', Coino Here."

A Great NEW Home Story Paper.
There's no end of good tilings in No. I of Bow Bells. There's a

dramatic serial, a magnificent complete novel, articles on fortune-

telling and love, a novel prize competition, and last, but not least,

the first of a series of 4 superb COLOURED FREE PLATES
is given with every copy. Buy yours TO-DAY

ASK FOR No I OF

Bow &UU
ON SALE TO-DAY id.

2
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REAL POSTCARDPHOTOGRAPHS
Mesiis. Hepwotth Picture Plays Lid. Iiave jusl added

lome fine new postcard studies of IVliw Alma Taylor. MUs
Chritsie White. Henrj Edwards & Gerald Aibcs to iKe large

slock of real photographs which they already hold.

Fulldetail3 of these new photographs can be obtain-

ed by sending direct to Publicity Dept., Hepworth
Picture Plays, Ltd., 2, Denman St., Piccadilly, W. 1.

Stamped addressed envelope should be enclosed for reply.

NERVOUSNESS
is the greatest drawback in life to any man or woman, li yo»

are nervous, timid, lowspirittd. lack, scll-cnntidence. will

power, mind concentration, bliisti. or feel nwltward lu thfi

presence of others, send 3 penny stamps for |i±rticulars of the

Mento-Nerue Strengthening Tieatmenl, used in tlie Navy from
Vice-Admiral to Seaman, and in the .\rmv from Colone'. to

Private. D.SO. s, M.C.'s. .M M.'sand IXC'.M.'i.

QOOFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd.,

S36. Imperial Buildin:s, Ludsite Circa), LoaJw, E,C, 4,

CINEMA ASPIRANTS
rAU. *rig«^ —

Receive e.\i)crt, tuition. J5tiKlents .ire iir-iuded in

our own I'RODUC'TIOXS, when iiroticient.

Write or call for particulars.

A1 CINEMA COLLEGE & STUDIO,
Wl.RenBeld St .GLASGOW EVIJtVTniM^ VP TO HA TE.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
.\ r. al in.l lla:inl.-ss cine fnv Super-
flous Hair it 'a«t : '. Tho-e .^uIr.li^.s

1
1 Unsightly Hairs on fave. neck.
1 111. need not worry any
more if t li.-v « ill wi Tte u-;| in crintldciice),

. Mclosing 2 6 for the M onder ful discovery
it

^ / >,vhi.hiss'
DISPELLS

cnt post frep in plain wiapper.
onrc—yoH will not Ik* ili sap-
Ad.iress. Manageress (No. 'Ji

THE ALLMu'i T CO., 32-34 Tbeobald'f Road. LONDON. WX. 1.

fARE YOU SHORT?
If«o. let the Girvan System lielp you
to Increase your height. Mr.Brigt!8 re-

ports 5 inches iDcrease ; Driver K. P..

i inches ; llr. Ratclitfe, 4 inches ; 5Iis3

I,^edeU. 4 inches ; Mr. Ketley. 4 inches.
This system jfreatly improves the
health, ligure. and cariiag^. Send 3
penny stamps for further particulais
and £100 Guarantee to Entjuiiy
Dept. C.T.. 17, Slroud Gieen It^^ad.

London , N .4.

LONG, complete novels by some of the most

popular authors of the day. 96 pages of

closely packed reading matter for 4d, Buy
the following titles to-day.

No. 8.—"HERHUSBAND'SSLAVE "

By ANDREW MURRAY.

No. 9. " THE CALL OF LOVE "

By HENRY ST, JOHN COOPER,

No. 10. — 'RACHEL VANITY"
By ARTHUR APPLIN.

ii{iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyiiiiii

ccd. Re.
Is into the
s. Hanod's,

and Bon MaulnV IJrixton. etc. or

THE LINTINE HFC. CO., LONDON. M.l.

V^iSHiNGCream

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

BRITISH PRODUCTIONS WILL LEAD.
Several weeks ago, when the subject of British and

American films were first dealt with on this page,
there immeiliately began a stead; stream of letters
to this paper disclosing a widespread interest in our
home-made pictures. And the point which struck me
is that never once has the subject been dropped, for
every post continues to bring from various parts of the
country the expressed desire of which these words are
typical :

" I hope that British films will soon come to
the front."

There are certain pictures, of course, like the Wild
West dramas, which we cannot expect to see repro-
duced over here, since their atmosphere is essentially
American. But, in their stead, the production of the
racing picture, of which we have already a few good
samples, will typify the national character and be
accorded a hearty welcome.

The plays containing pastoral scenes, in which the
beauty of British scenery and British talent can be
shown to advantage, will also come as something fresh
after the surfeit of American surroundings to which
we have grown so accustomed.

Then, again, it will be a very pleasing change to see
a little more of British customs and ideals on the
screen.

There is no justification, in fact, for supposing that
whatever is best in the motion picture industry of
America cannot be surpassed by the people of these
isles.

For myself, I have sufficient faith in the foresight
of the British producer and the qualitites of the British
artiste to entertain no qualms about the future of oui
own pictures.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-
able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, "The Picture Show, "The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

A. B. (Kingston).—All letters for .trtistes are sent
on as fjuickl.v as possible, but owing to spare on this

page separate acknowledgment.-; of these Iptters

cannot be made. If you wrote to W. ^i. Hart " a
fortnight ago," it is much too e^ly to expect a reply.
Most of the letters have to l)€ forwarded on to
America, and, as nearly all favourites have hundreds
of letters to attend to besides their own work, it is

best to wait patiently till the reply comes along,
.lames Knight, the Harma star, was born in Canter-
bury.

• Elsie " (Canterbury).—Beth Sully is Douglas
Fairbanks' wife. I shall certainly be pleased to
forward on your letters to him and itary Pii-kford.

H. L. (Merton Park).—I am afraid I could not
help you much in a personal interview. " IT. L."
Vou see, there are hundreds like yourself, who have
an ambition to get on the screen, and producers
cannot possibly give all of them parts, even in crowds.

" QcFEXlE " (Gla.sgow).—Your idea that Mary
Pickford '

is extremely common looking " is an
extraordinary' one, and I expect a good many of

Mary's admirers will be wanting to throw brickbats
at you. Still, you are quite safe, as I sha'n't let on
where you are. Xo ; Alma Taylor and Henr.v
Edwards are not married, or even engaged to each
other. The other particulars you want are not
disclosed.

A. 0-. T. (Glasgow).—Mary Pickford is married to
Owen Moore. Douglas' Fairbanks did not come to
this country to be filmed in" Mr. Fi.K-lt " which was
taken over the other side. W. B. Warren will be
featured in this paper one of these flays.

E. P. (Gateshead).—Virginia Kirtby is the wife of
Eddie Lyons, hut Lee Moran has not so far got any-
one to share his joys and sorrows.

M. J. (Belfast).—Kiches will not enable you to
become a cinema actress, M. .T., and if you are
aspiring to become a millionairess, I hope you will

remember me in your will, William Desmond's wife
is Lillian Lamson, and I shall not forget to have a
photo and news of him in the P. s.

.T. W. (Bethesda).—Much .as I love music, I don't
think it would do to print a rag-time song in this

journal every week.
H. C. (Harrogate).—Antonio Moreno is tliiit.v-one,

and still single. Sorry, no particulars of the other
artiste as yet. Grace (,'unard has not left the screen
at all. I have no photographs of any artistes for

disposal.

.M. M. (Hove).—It might be a good idea to write
a lilm-play round the actor .vou mentioti, thougli
its acceptance by a producer would natiually depend
upon a great many things. Anyway, I wish you suc-
cess.

A. C. (Worksop).—Have you asked your newsagent ?

He cait get the hack number for you if he tries. I

liijpe yo.i will not need to pluck up courage to wife
to me a second time, for I am really quite harmless.
Some ilay I.hope to sec the old Norman ruins round
your district.

Pte. G. L. (.Army of the Rhine).—I would suggest
your getting a coi)y of " The .stage." home of the
iiiforination in it might guide you.

0. F. H. (Hampton Hill) and M. B. (London, E.).—
It is a mystery character.

E. A. jj. (Cambridge).—The only, and beat, advice
1 can give you if you have had no previou-s cxi)erience
on the stage is to save yourself the trouble of going
round the lilin studios as you would receive no satis-
faction.

F. M. B. (Clapham Common).—No, I shall not
trounce you for having your own opinion, because
1 know that tliere are some people (unfortunately,
they are very few) who arc not influenced by the
objectionable film. But one must consider the effect
on the majority, and especially the youthful and
impressionable members of cinema audiences, with
whom it is otherwise. Besides. " true t<^ life " films
need not always be sordid. At the moment, I am
ti cking information about your namesa'ke, anfl trust
\ oil will not mind waiting.

" Ginger Mick " (Bow).—What a funny nom-de-
phime ! As you have disclosed your name and
.Ttldress this time, 1 am answering and, having also
complied with your request, I trust I have earned
your " undying gratitude." No, in spite of all the
nice things said to me'by readers, I still remain very
modest, I can assure you. Mary I'ickford's eyes are
blue, not deep brown.

K. .M. H. "(Stroud Green).—Henry Edwards Is not
marri(;d, nor is Alma Taylor. But Clirissie White is,

though her husband's name Is not disclosed. TIm?
first-named artiste has brown hair and grey eyes.
Hope you will hear from him. Dustin farnum has
not abandoned the films, and his photo is down on
my list. I don't mind typewritten letters at all, so
send me another when you like.

• J5.\RiuRA " ((ilasgow).—Would I please tell

I'earl White to write you a letter. Are you looking
for a ^cerctary " Barbara " '! Because I am so afraid

luy time won't allow me to fill the post.
\V. O'.M. (Plumstead).—Sorry, I don't know of any

vacancies, but sometimes the cinema trade papers
advertise such openings as you mention.

s. A. (Whitley Bay).—Am afraid the film you men-
tion was shown too long ago, and I don't happen to
have the cast by me. Sorry.

G. D. (Tipton).—Yes, Pearl Wliite now stars for

Fox instead of Path^. Sorry, I have no record of the
•(hlre.ss of the reader you refer to, so that I am unable
to convey your message to her.

" Five Land Girls " (Swanley .Junction).—Sorr.v,

I have no art plates or photos of any kind to oblige

you all with. What a pity you have no cinema
theatre where you are. Anyway, 1 am glad you all

look forward to this paper every week.

X, S. (Hove).—Yes, Maurice Costello has two
daughters, Helen and Dolores, who played for the
films, and now their popular father has returned to the
screen. I cannot say whether we shall have many
more coster plays, but there is a good deal in London
lire which could be made interesting on the films.

Don't you think so '!

" Warren's ADsriRER " (Weybridge).—Quite .1

number seem to have fallen " desperately in love "

with Warren Kerrigan. Ho is surely to be envied.
-All photos of favourites will make their appearance in

due course.
F. S. (Auckland).—Ford Sterling, when last I

heard, was all right, and was still making his many
admirers laugh. Pearl White is still single. !So

you can smile one minute and frown the next. Which
are vou doing now '/

L. J. and K. W. S. (Xorbury).—The authority for

mv reply on this page was a statement made some time
ago by Charlie Chaplin himself. The other remarl{

you point out was made, you will notice, by another
iictor. -And there I must leave it.

" Doris " (Manchester).—Sorry, I have no
particulars about the two artistes at present.

L. I. B. (Plumstead).—They have all decUned to

give their measuremejits. so what can I do '? But
one day I hope to catch them with a measuring
tape, aiid then I shall let you know.

H. iL (Tredegar).—Thanks for photo of yourself

as another edition of Charlie Chaplin. If imitation 1 e

the sinccrcst form of flattery, Charlie must feel more
than flattered, for I do not think any oth^r artlbte

in the world is so widely imitated. Glad to hear your
" pieces " are going well.

B. R. (Paisley).—Sorry to disappoint you, but I

have no details of lier at the moment of writing. But
vou may be sure I shall publish something as soon as

i know. Glad to hear Mary Pickford is your " veriest

favourite."
" Kate " (Farnborough).—Mrs. Sydney Drew's

real name is Lucille McVey. " Jane Morrow " was
the name she assumed as an entertainer before she
l oinmenced playing for the films. Yes, we shall still

see her on the screen.

H. H. (Dorchester).—I accept your assurance that

you are not a relative of the great " W. S. H. " though
i have no doubt you would like to be. I have not
forgotten the child artistes, as you will see from previ-

ous issues, and there will be more about them in

the future.

W. S. (Army of the Rhine).—A'our drawing of Mary
Pickford is not quite like her, though I am glad this

paper affords you such delight.

W. B. (Reading).—Sorry, I have no v.tcancy.

Your suggestion for the competition you propose
would not suit a paper like this.

F. H. (Gillingham).—So you delight in anything
with a touch of the " WiM West," because you have
high hopes of living there some day. Theda Bara
was born in Cincinnati in 1890, so now ,vou can tcU

her nationality. She is not married.

(Continued on back cover.)
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Wasted with
Indigestion

Sleepless, Nervous and Painworn,
but Cured by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

Mr?. Wditb, 5, Headcorn Road, Tottenham, London,
N. 17, says:—"I have no hesitation in saying that Dr.

Cassell's "Tablets saved my life. I had been a sutrenc

from indigestion for years, but last May an attacls came
on tliat made me helpless. I dared not eat. Tlie least

morsel made me suffer the most terrible pain, and wind
formed all round my body, setting my heart going like an
engine. The pain went ri.cjht through to my baclc, and
round my side too. I was tortured witli headaches, and
my nerves were in a dreadful state. For weeks I never
seemed to get any sleep, and I went as thin as a .shadow.

"Doctors' medicines did no good, but when I got Dr.

Cassell's Tablets I icgained my health rapidly. Now I

eat what I like, and nothing hurts me."

Dr. Cassell's
Tablets

Dr. Cassell's Tablets are the recognised Remedy for

Nervoui Breakdown
Nerve Paralysis

Mai-Nutrition

Neurasthenia

Sleeplessness

Ansmia
Kidney Trouble

Indigestion

Wasting Diseases

Palpitation

Vital Exhaustion

Nervous Debility

Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers,
and during the Critical Periods of LUe.

Sold by Chemists and Stores throughout the British Empire.
Prices: I 3 and 3,'-, the 3, - size being the more economtcal.

FREE
INFORMATION

as to the suit-

ability of Dr.
Ci'-SseH'e Tablets
in any particular

case will be sent
o:i request.

—

Address Dr.
C.\SSIiLI,'s C>.,
Ltd., C!: ester
Road, Man-
chester,England

Pi

"Promise us

Laitova^Mother
!

"

Lailova's 'creamy-lemon' flavour makes a

direct appeal to the kiddies' palate. And
Mother smilingly assents and promises

them Laitova every day knowing that

its purity, its wholesomeness, and its

nourishing qualities are excellent for growing i :hild ren.

The daily spread for the children's bread.

Be sure you ask for Laitova—there are many
Lemon Cheeses and you want the best.

If you cannot obtain, send us your grocer''s name and ijj^ in

stamps, and we will send you large 1/4 jar post free.

SUTCLIFFE 6 BINGHAM, Ltd., Manchester.
6. C|7

Yon can eaaiiy avofd that most <ll3-

qnieting sign of age—«rey hair— by
iis,ing Valentine's Extract, which
irnpaits a natural colour. li^'bt

I

brown, dark brown or black, and

I
makes the hair soft and ^^lossy. It

Fis a perfect, cleanly and harmless
* stain, washable and lasting. One
]i<inid, most easy to apply. No
odour Bor stickiness. Does not
foilthe pillow.

Price Not Advanced. Quality and
Strength fnalntained at Pre-War

Standard.
Of allChennHtf-.at l/.,2/-,A 5/6 per
bottlc;or,H de.iired.by pest ad. extra.

R. S. VALENTINE. 46a. Holborn Viadwt. London. E.C. 1.

WHEN
communicating

with Advef
tisers, please

mention " The
Picture Show."

THEY NEVER FAIL

UNEQUALLED
FOR THE SPEEDY CURE OF

CONSTIPATION,
INDIGESTION,
HEADACHE,
BILIOUSNESS,

AND ALL

LIVER OR STOMACH TROUBLES

A TONIC TO THE
WHOLE SYSTERi.

In oval boxes, gSd., 1/3 and 3/-

at all Chemists. Post free-, lod.,

1/3. or 3/-, from

C.WHELPTON&SON, LTD.,

4, CRANE COURT, FLEET STREET,
LONDON, E.C. 4.

Can you eat what you fancy 7
You lancy " pippin "-fruit, rich pastry, or—well anything. Sometimes
past experience tells you that your favourite dish disagrees— disorganises
the action of vital functions.
There's a happy band of people who eat just what
they fancy—on whom dietetic changes have no effect.
They tone up their system, occasionally—just when
necessary—help nature in a pleasant gentle way to
fulfil its duties. Their habits are regular, their
system functions consistently, always.
This happy band use Kliovah Health Salts—the
ple.-isant refreshing drink that will make you fit now,
and keep vou lit, always. Join them to-day.

Makes you fit—keeps you fit.

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM. Lid.. Manchester.
/" o/ nil grocers,

<f) '.tores & Hoots'branchcs.

ARE YOU TOO FAT ?
Send To-Day for

A FREE SAMPLE
Of My simple Nature-Cure

FOR OVER-FATNESS.
To prove what the remedy which cured me can do
for others, I want every reader who is too fat, or
gaining fat, to accept to-day a is. 6d. size bo.x from
me without charge or obligation. No exercising, starv-
ing, sweating or dangerous drugs, just a simple

nature-cure. Let me prove to you that you need no longer remain fat.

Address: Mrs. A. MASON (Dept. P.S. 9),
13, Red Lion Square, London, W.C. 1.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

{Cuiilinni'il from jia'ji' '-2.)

.r It. (<lliist;()\v).— I liarlie C'liitplin liis only ?i;iiur-.

Pearl ami C'lirissie White are not related in iiny

way.
Jt. ('.(nirkonlirail).—Mabel Xormand l-itwenty-nvc,

anil was born In Jiil^ton. .Mass. Vou will not be able

to sot on till' lilms jnst now, 1!. ('. Wliv not «ail
till you are olilor and more experieneed '!

f. (.'. (.lolnistoiu'). • Nki.i.ik '
( Harrow-iii-Fnrness).

C. K. H. (lluhvill). \>. W. (Xottiiipham). O. 1'. J).

( \Ve>toii-Sii]),.r-.V.are). H. \V. (Cardifl). and X. M.
( Waltciii-ori-Tlianies). .\>l; your newsagent to get

lilt back numbers wliUli be ean obtain through the
n>ual (liannels. ^orry. no addresses whatever can
lie liiveii. Please see the rule below.

It. H. (Newtown).- Kddle I'olo is at present in this

eoimtr\.
H. C. \V. ]I. (.\rmy of the Rhine). -Thanks for

Vlioto of yourself as t'harlie. You look as if you mean
business. - Yes, I know the film, and an» glad you
were able to take part in it. Hope you arc having a
pood time.

I. . (), (Blaekiiool). - As Mary Pickford ha.s not yet
\i^iteil this eountr.v, 1 really eonUI not tell you
wlieilicr she will ever come to lllaekpool, as you ask.
Why not write to her if you want to ?

I\ V (Huddi rslieUl). Sorry 1 eannot give you the
address of the reader \ou want. Xo, 1 am not
f irming a reader^' pholo gallery.

P.^NSY " (Oultou Broad) —" Some " letter-pai)er.

So you are disappointed beeause (iraee t iinard

doe.s not call hersell •' J-ueille J-ovc." Both are
pretty names. Yes. Pauline Frederick has dark
liair and browu i-\ es.

K. ('. (Suntierland).—Elizabeth Risdon is acting
fi-r films In America. Charles itock died quite
recently.

M. C, (Twickenham). "Paddy Long- Legs " will

111- rclea.sed in October. Pearl White and Chrissii;

White are no relation to each other at all.

Kttik ( P.radford).- Yes, Chrissie White is married,
but at' the moment she lias not disclosed the
inrti.-ulars yon ask.

PHTi'RK J.ovER " (Ldmonton).—Thanks for

t lose new readers. I am sorry 1 van spare no room
just now. at any rate, for your suggestion.

LitK A (Shipley).—Xo need to ask. as 1 am always
pleased to forward on letters, so send yours along.
Don't, however (if I may anticipate a possible

ii i'-^tion). ask lor an acknowledgment on this page
ijf any letters for artistes, as that cannot be given,

(twirig to la<k of spai'C. .So nianv ask tiiis question
^lli.'nt looking at the rule on this pag '. Am glad
.jj^i lik'' this paper so uuich, but 1 juefer not . to
raise the price.

It, W. (Woolwich). So far. .Tames Knight has been
reticent cunccrning the questions you ask. Perhapi
ii;ie day he will tell ns.

It. >i. V. (Stroud iJreen).— J am sure your patience
will he rewarded in due time, for Carol Holloway s

portrait is on the list ni favourites to appear. 1

have also made a note about Jlarjorie Yillis.

.\MY (Merton). - True Boardniaii (not Baldwin)
died some time ago. and it would be of no general
interest to publish his photograph now. torry, no
d-tails.

E. B. (Hostings).—I suppose you mean Kenneth
Harlan V J shall certainly not forget him and Carnu l

jMyers in future issues. Clad you consider this
the most splendid t«o-penny worth" you have ever

lia.l."

L. L. (Keighley).- Alma Taylor and Henry
Kdwanls arc not engage ! to each other, so your
inloriiiant is wrong. Some iieople always get the
notion (why, 1 don't know!) that because a certain
actor and actress play together they must be either
engaged or married. It's awfully good of you to
offer to help, though 1 am able to manage.
W. X. (l)omastcr)."A ]>'g's Life" and

' Shoulder .\rms " both featured Edna Purvtauce.
.Sorry. I don't know.

.16.V.N (Blaekl)nrn). .\GNi;s (Birmingham), and
others. -Elizabeth Itisdon is in America.

E, P. (Balham). " Having ascertained that 1 am
in want of cinema actresses " you would like an
i.iteiview But who toM you that 1 required any
cinema artistes, E. P. And what should I do
with them, anyway '! ^ - -

JKSSIE (Leeds)."- Xo, the rumour a>)0ut Charlie
( haplin or .Mildred, ilarris is not true. Hi fact, it's

absurd. Francis Kord is not married as yet, but
(;race Cunard i^ wedded to Joe' Moore. Carlyle
Blackwell is still single. , 1 liavc not forgotten
Cannel .Myers. ,so watch the " P. S." ,

-
;

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

I would buy a large supply of cheap um-
brellas, then, v/hen it rained, I would

lend ibem to my patrons. I would ask a

deposit, which wojld be returned in full

when the umbrilla was brought back.

This service would make friends for my
theatre, and also keep the entrance from

becoming crowded with people who had

seen the show and were waiting for the

rain to stop. 2/6 awarded to James

Green, 16. Sefton Street, Hull.

1. W. (>t. Kildai \t the time of writing, Alma
Xa.\lor i-^ silent about her exact age,

.M, P. (Swansea), I'aHliiie Frederick was born in
Bo-ton. Alass.. and is thirty-three.

Jl. and 1), L. (Xcwca.stle).—I am awfully sorry for
your loss. Eddie Lyons is married to Virginia
Kirtby. He was born in America thirty-two years
ago, ...

( vil.o (<;lasgow). -Florence Turner is in
America. Of the others, J have no news, just now.
Your suggestion for a series of technical articles, even
though written, as you say. in a popular iftyle: would
liardiv suit a jiaper like tliis.

P. H. (Broekley).— July 4th. 1876 is the date of
William Farnuni's birth, and Bo.ston. Mass., the
place, "i es, lie is their brother. Marguerite Clark
is a brunette.

'

T. L. P. (Callander).- Thanks for the two pretty
postcard views. Your jioem on .Mary Pickford i*

quite goml, and 1 am sure she will appreciate it.

Sorry there is no cinema near you, thougli 1 am ftlad
"

to'know The Picture Show makes up for it in some
wav.

.j. n. (Xorth Shields).— Billie Kitcliii- is still on the
films ; and who told you that Cliarlie Chaplin copied
li»s .style Charlie himself had imitators on the
screen, and the only one now left is Pilly West.

B. B. (Forest Hill.)—Herewith the particulars-:
Jiianita Hansen was Ixirn ui 1897, in ]>es Moines,
Iowa, U.S..\. She is 5 feet 3 inches in lieiglit, and
has blue eyes and blond liair. Eugene O'Brien is

just nine inches taller. He w.is born tlurt>-fi\e
years ago, and has light brown hau- and blue eycs.
Julian Eltingc was born in Boston. Mass.. in 1880.

K, O. (Birmingham).— I couldn't say . why P^arl
White only pla.\ed in serials. I believe Creletrton
Hale is married, and so is (jerald Ames. Glad yon
liked Jlic photos of Crcighton Hale and James Knight.

F. M. (Tooting).—Clara Kimball Young married
James Young.- j)on't know about the others. You
Say your film play covers " about ninety pages ot

very small, close writing." Have you written it in

the form of a story or scenario t Besides, sienario
editors prefer to consider typewritten matter. I

am afraid your suggestion for showing the whole of a
serial over again at one -itting after the last episode
would not commend itself to exhibitors.

E. H. (Mexboro).—Thanks for photo, hut I am
afraid jou will ha^e no chance of getting on the
lilms. Producers arc already receiving so man.v
applications that they are not an.xio.is to consider
any more. ...

.1. F. (Finsbury Park).—Yes, 1 think it would be
vise of you not to throw away your money. .Sec

reply above. 1 have not heard about jUouglas
Fairbanks re-marrying.

C. X. (Uoclidale).—Have you trie<l your news-
agent '! He ought to get them for you. Photos of
all those yon name will appear in due course.

K. \. H, (Stroud tJrcen).—.Sorry you lost through
not giving \our name and a<ldress previously. I

don't think either of the players you mention is

married. Clad to hear you are going to be married,
and here's my best \rtshes for your future.

X. D. (Liverpool).—Florence VValz is the wife of

Earle Williams. Stewart Rome and tiregory .Scott

are txitli single and both have brown hair.

A. J. (Woldingham).—Film artistes paint their
faces ^ellow because it photograplts better than
their natural colour. When the paint gets washed
off, of course, it has to be put on again. " l)!»yl>reak

"

was the last' picture whicli Juhan J.'Estrange ap-
peared in. Have no news of him at the moment.
Broncho Billy has returned to the screen, but not
Mary Fuller. Sorry. 1 haven't the particulars yoi'
want of Fanny Ward, but hopf to get them soon.

s. W. (Worthing).—Jack and Mary are Ijrothet

and sister, and Pickford is the professional name
they have adopted. Their real name is Snuth.

IN ansifer to the many inquiries^ we have received from our readers as to hew they can send letters to
^ Cinema actors and actresses, " The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it mast be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
ore forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose 1 id. stamp to the Editor, ' The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, ifa reply is repaired,)
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FRANK KEENAN
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MABEL NORMAND
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES. PLAYS. AND PLAYERS.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS.
Who ha5 had an extraordinary rapid rise to

fame. He appears in D. W. Griffith's latest

screen masterpiece, "Broken Blossom:."

THE RISE OF RICHARD.
RICHARD BARTHELMESS, tho latPst

entry to the charmed circle o£ Griffith

celebrities, is not new to charticter roles.

Although his leap to screen prominence in less

than thr^a years has been made in. parts suited
to his agile youth, he had considerable experience
lis a character actor before the screen lured him.
He made his entrance on the picture stage as

a Russian j'outh in " War Brides " with Nazi-
inova. He didn't have much acting to do, so
he contented himself with registering good looks
and personality. These proved fatal. From
that time until Griffith rescued him, he was the
modern lover with little to do but play Dick
Barthelmess. And this the public deemed
sufficient. He made eloquent love to the fair

on tho screen—and the fair among movie fans
reciprocated. Fow knights ever wooed fairer

ladies than has Barthelmess. He has been the
modem Romeo to such Juliets as Marguerite
Clark, A'^iola Dana, Madge Kennedy, Ann Pen-
nington' and Dorothy Gish.

" I was continually playmg the sons of wealthy
manufacturers," he remarks.
Among the recent plays in which he is the

buoyant lover are " I'll get Him Yet " with
Dorothy Gish, " Threo Men and a Girl " with
IMarguerite Clark, " Peppy Polly " with the
younger Gish, and " The Girl Who Stayed at
Home."
Now he is the great Chinese lover of Lillian

Gish in " Broken Blossoms," but he is a new
revelation. No longer just the lovable youth,
he achieves greatness as an actor. Ho has
triumphed in a part that few actors many years
his senior would dare attempt.

Mary's Mother.

VERY few people know what a hard struggle
Mrs. Smith, the mother of Mary Pickford,
had when the little star was a baby. She

was only 24 years old when her husband died,
and she was left with three small children, the
oldest not yet five and the youngest a babe in
arms. Her first start in tho big fight was to
lot rooms with the handicap of the three children
and an invalid mother.

have its effect, when a helping h.and came from
an electrician from a Toronto theatre.

" Wouldn't it be nice. Mrs. Smith," he said,
" if you could get tho cliildien on tho stage ?

They covild bo such a big help to j-ou ?
"

Mary's mother looked at the man horrified.
" Good gracious !

" said she, " do you think
I would let my children go on tho stage where
actresses smoke ?

"

' Oh, but they <lon't," said Mrs. Smith's
boarder. " Where did you get that idea ?

"

Finally he persuaded Mrs. Smith to go to the
theatre and judge for herself, with the result

that Gladys Mary, then five years of age,

accepted a small part in " Tlie Silver King."

How Mary Climbed the Ladder.

FROM the little silver salary in " The Silver
- King " to tho thousand dollar retainers

of the cinema world is well known to

you. —

—

When Beauty is a Handicap.

FEW women would agree that beauty is a
handicap, but this is the complaint of

• Ruble d'Remer who will shortly bo seen
in " The Dust of Desire."

The actress who is blessed with good looks,"

says Mi^s d'Remer, is always compelled to play
pretty parts. Tho director looks on a face and
figure and forgets she may have ability, but tho
best parts are those where character has to bo
interpreted, whether in stage or screen plays.

My advice to would-be cinema starj is : Don't
be content "nith always wearing a smile and
pretty drosses,, try to persuade the director

that you are a woman who can mirror life."

Racing on the Screen.
NOTHING pictures humanity in the raw so

much as a race-course scene. The roar
of the ring, tho strained faces of the

betting men, the elegant toilettes of beautiful
women all combine to make a picture which
grips and thrills. Such a scene will be depicted
in " The Gentleman Rider," the Broadwest fiim

now in the course of production.

An Equine Star.

ONE of the central figures in the screen
drama will be Ghurka. a real racehorse
who won at Sandown Park. Ghurka lias

already appeared in "A Gamble for Love," "A
Fortune at Stake, " A Turf Consi^iracy,'' and his
next appearances will be in the Broadwest
production, " The Great Coup," and the first

Hopson picture, " Tho Gentleman Rider."— **—
A Mov(ie)ing Appeal.

MARY MACL.4.REN has a keen sense of
humour. Here is a story she told with
great success at a dinner-party the other

day.
" I want a bit of silver to give to a poor lame

man," s&id a little boy to his mother.
' Bless his dear heart, he shall have it. Isn't

he a kind-hearted boy," she added, turning to a
smiling aunt who stood by.

" And where is the lame man, dear ? " asked
auntie.

" He's outside the picture show," said the
dear little boy, " he takes the entrance -money."

Fell to Rise Again.

WILLIAM RFSSELL, the now Fox star,

start-pd life with one ambition to become
an acrobat. Ho realised his wish, but

soon fell from the " high " position. Tho fall

injured Russell's hip and stopped his career
as an acrobat. A lesser man would have given
up hope, but RusscU thought out a system of
jihysical culture for him.-i?lf, and by constant
practice o%'ercame the injury. So much .so that
he can do a good acrobatic stunt when the film
demands it.

News of William Hirt.

DO you know why William S. Hart did not
join the LTnited Artists '? It was arranged
that he should play with the Big Four,

Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, D. W.
Griffith, and Mary Pickford, but Adolph
Zuljor stepped in and signed Hart up for a
bigger salary than even the United Artists

A Hard Strugglp.

AS she says herself, "I was working, working
all the time and never an idle moment,"
and this must have been true, for in

addition to looking after the rooms she took in
sewing, often keeping on till midnight.

All work find little sleep was beginning to

A BACK VIEW 07 FRONT LINE STARS: DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, MARV PICKFORD,
CHARLIE CHAPLIN, an.i D. W. GRIFFITH talk ng to OSCAR A. PRICE, Pre.idcnt o: the

Uni eJ Arti ts' Corpo.alion, othe wi e t'ae Bij Four.
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could offer. Hart's explanation is that he pre-
ferred to work as a screen artist, rather than bo
worried with business, which would have
been the case had he joined up with the Big
Four. —

—

Don't Be Too Late.

IF you want a deiightful photogravure plate
of Lllliau Gish, order your copy of Thv.
Picture Show cai'ly, as there is bovuid

to be a very lai'ge demand next week.
— t-t-

—

The Perfect Butler.

THERE is no limit to the educational powers
of the film, provided producers would put
on the right stuff. Hero is the story

on the lighter side, which Dorothy Phillips
tel's.

She was dining with Allen Holubar—who, you
laiow, is her husband—and Monroe Salisbury,
at Los Angeles, and was particularly struck with
the butler's efficient service.

" What a jewel he is," said Dorothy. "He
niu«t have had years of experience."

" Not at all. I learned rccentlj' that all he
I; news he picked up from watching butlers on
the movies." —

—

A Fortunate Reader.

THE Editress of " Woman's World " tells

mo that £500 has been won by a reader
of her paper, and that another 'splendid

eum of £.300 is offered. Do you take iu this

greatest of all ladies' papers ?

Peggy Peeling Potatoes.
" ^JEOPLE of this ago defy custom, they

are continually introducing something
new and different from the old way of

thinking or doing.

A new beautifier for the hands has just been
discovered by Peggy Pearce of the Universal
Film Company. Peggy has just returned from
working in " A Man of Peace," where many of

the scenes are laid in the country far from a
town, so the company had to camp out. As
well as piaying leading woman, Peggy helped
cook, and, with the aid of a cowboy, Peggy peeled
every potato eaten by the voracious members
of the cast.

" There are mineral elements in the peelings
of potatoes," declares Miss Pearce, " that bene-
ficially affect the epidermis. Certainly peeling
potatoes didn't hurt my hands—if anything, it

helped them, for, in spite of the strong Arizona
eun and the alkali, my hands, by frequent con-

tnct with potato peeling?, seemed to improve.
There is something cleansing in contact with the
covering of the vegetable, something that
beautifies the skin, evidently."
And thus is for ever dispelled the illusion

that the mental task of spud-surgery is harmful
to the hands.

Eddie Polo's Tip.

HOW Eddie Polo does his strong man screen
stunts is told bj himself. " I am always
in perfect condition," he says. ' When

I am not acting for the screen, I always 'go
through a certain amount of physical c,\ercises,

and I never travel without my athletic para-
phernalia. Therefore, I am always in con-
dition."

The Latest Film Fashions.

HAVE you bought your copy of the October
number of "Home Fashions"? No
reader of Thk [Picture Show should

miss seeing this remarkable display of Autumn
fashions, as worn by the world's most famous
film stars.

, /-

Real Chinaman in British Photo-plays.

WHEN' you see "The'Pursuit of Pamela"
on the screen, you will see a real China-
man in the part of Fah-Ni, the Chinese

servant, who repays Pamela for her kindness by
freeing her from the disaster of her mistaken
marriage.

Blr. Harold Shaw, the producer, had a hercu-
lean task to overcome the almost insuperable
difficulty of conveying by gesture alone what
he required this actor to do, for Ma-Fu could
not speak or understand one word of Eng-
lish.

Screen or Stage.

ELAINE HAMMERSTELV made her first

appearance on the legitimate stage at
the age of five. But the lure of the

movies was evidently in her blood, for she did
not take kindly to the speaking stage, and when
tlie opportunity to appear before the camera
arose, she packed her bag, said good-bye
to the footlights, and wended her way studio-
wards.
Her first picture was " The Face in the Moon-

light." Her success was instantaneous, and
when the newspapers printed notices stating
that " the dark-haired beauty was enrapturing
the hearts of film fans," she knew finally that
the limelights had lost, and the camera had
won.

Since then she has made many screen successes,

and never once glanced longingly towards " the
boards."

Fay Filmer.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
The popular and beautiful young screen star,
now playing for Selznick pictures. Elaine
is the granddaughter of the lale Oscar

Hammerstein, the Grand Opera King.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from Los Angeles.

PRTSCILLA DEAN has a strange hobby.
Her beautiful home near Pasadena ia

surrounded by a large estate on which
she is cultivating over a hundred difierent
kinds of cactus. She has some of the rarer -

specimens of the spineless variety, though most
of her queer pets have very prickly point*." I like raising cacti,'' is her explanation of
her unique hobby, " for they make my home
60 truly Californian."

LILA LEE confesses that she is haunted by
the dread of growing fat ! She has her
dresses specially made so that they can't

be let out round the waist, and heroically fore-

goes candy and the usual dainties beloved of
other little girls in order to preserve the willowy
charm of youth. Lila is only sixteen, so you
might think that " she should worry." However,
she says that she's taking no chances. Lila
is the only ingenue on the screen with coal-
black hair, and, to add to this esclusiveness,
it is also perfectly straight.

M'
RS. SYDNEY DREW is collecting hat-

pins, which she sends to a New Jersey
convalescent camp. There they are

turned to a profitable purpose by soldiers
Buftering from cramp or partially paralysed
fingers The pins are used for winding strips of
gaj'-coloured paper, which are then rolled into
bails and made into beads by dropping them
into shellac or varnish. Necklaces made from
these beads are then sold, and furnish the -

doughboys with a little extra pocket-money.

DOROTHY DALTON is on strained t^rms
with her camera-man. She says she
recently bought a dream of a silk dress

that caught the light and threw it back in
ever-changing colours. When she first appeared
in it upon the studio stage the camera-man
squinted through his " finder," changed the
lights, then finally declared that she would have
to change her dress, as it was photographically
impossible, having too many " high lights," or
some such scientific objection. And that gown
cost Dot several hundred dollars !

The first Chinese character actor on the British screen. MA-FU playing in "The Pursuit of
Pamela," with DOUGLAS MUNRO, for the London Films Company.

MONROE SALISBURY cherishes two pet
longings. The one is to spend a year in

Egypt : the other to see the day when
costume plays become really popular and
romance can be staged in its proper atmos-,

phere. Elsie Codd.
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Pbotograpbs frono Far and Near of ProiDinent Picture Players

PRISCILLA DEAN has had a good many mothers ALICE JOYCE showing her father, John D. Joyce, of the Bureau of Printing and Engraving, how
—on the screen. But here you see Priscilla with a motion picture camera works. Although Alice has been a star for almost ten years, her father had
her real, original mamma, who used to spank her never visited a studio until recently when he took a sight-seeing trip through the Vitagraph plant,

long before her motion picture days.

Rehearsing a scene in a new Metro production. The photograph WILL ROGERS, the famous monologue artist ani lariat thrower, is now dis-

shows EUGENE PALLETTE, the leading man, MAY ALLISON, playing a hitherto unsuspected talent as a screen player. Our photograph shows
leading lady, and the pro^uce.^ him arriving at Culver City, California, where the Goldwyn Studios are located.

PAULINE FREDERICK has stopped work for a brief interval on "The Peace of Roaring River." a new Goldwyn CAROL HOLLOWAY on 'Sultan,'

production. She is acting as hostess at an informal luncheon party, the oldest circus horse in America.
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Don't Miss this Thrilling Serial, being the Adventures in the Life of a Cinema Star.

READ THIS FIRST.
Last week's instalment told how Janice, who Jiad

become engaged to Koy Sugden, keeps the news
from her jealous sister Marigold. When Janice goes

to bed however, her mother discovers the ring

when looking in her daughter's bag for some patterns

which she asked her to get when in London, in

spite of Marigold's repeated questions tlie next

mornina, Janice remains defiant, and goes off to tlie

studio to take her sister's place in the new film still m
possession of her secret.

You Can Now Head On.

Janice at the Studio.
" 'T'AKE caro o£ yourself," Marigold said, as

J[ casually as tho strained relations between
them warranted.

" No fear," Janice replied.

And then, because there really wasn't a mean
streak in her, sho turned back, and suddenly
gave Marigold a hug and a kiss.

" Silly old bean ! Of course I won't wear the

ring at Hurstfiold. It's / who's engaged to be

married, not you."
That was all the satisfaction Marigold got,

but it cleared matters up a bit. All day long she

puzzled over who the man could be, but such

was her high opinion of herself that the fact

that he might be Roy Sugden never occurred

to her.

To-day it vpas not so hot, but the air was
oppressive, and as she neared Hur-stfield Janice's

mood suffered a change. Tho sun sweltered

behind a grey blanket of sky, the hedges were
white with dust, and every growing thing hung
forlorn and limp for lack of moisture.

Janice had decided to do without a dresser

for her scenes, since the woman who attended
Marigold would be sure to detect the masquerade,
and it would then be a matter of moments for .

the news to go flj.ng through the company. At
first it had be«n planned for Marigold to disguise

herself as a maid, but this was - found to be
impractical and . hazardous. It was so much,
simpler for Lawton to arrange the scones in such
a way that when Janice was required Marigold
could fake a holiday.

So Janice was alone in the car with the dre.ss-

basket holding her costumes, and feeling

desperately shy as well as depressed.

Would Roy be there ? Would he know that-

she was not Marigold ? So much depended
upon that.

She took off the ring, and slung it on to a thin

chain she had brought for the purpose, fastened

the chain about her neck, and slipped the ring

imder her blouse. It was there safe and soimd,
and she liked the feel of it.

In the dressing-room, tacked on the wall

beside the mirror, was the typewritten " Order
of tho Day." From it sho learned that Miss
Clare was expected to present herself for the

bathing-pool and diving scenes at 10.30.

Tlicro was not too much time, and Janice hur-
ried out of her street clothes and into the fetching

bathing-dress as fast as she could. It was
a satisfaction to find herself ready, with ten

.-ninutes to spare. The call-boy knocked at her
door just as she was wondering if any further

improvements were needed in her make-up, and
announced that Mr. Lawton would like to see

her as soon as she was dressed.

So she wrapped herself in tho waterproof
cloak Marigold had provided, and went to find

tho producer.
He was not in his office, as she had suppo!5cd

ho would be, but down by the pool where the

Bcenes were to bo filmed. Some of the others
were sitting about on the grass under the, trees,

and the camera-man and his assistant were busy
with their machine.
Lawton stood apart with a stranger in grey

flannels. No, not a stranger ! With a gasp of

dismay, .lanico recognised the infatuated Lord
Theodore Reame.

" Here's a friend of yours. Miss Clare," Dacre
Lawton annovmced, with a Eolemn wink.
" Wants to know if you object to his watching
tho show this morning. Better say you'd be

By ELIZABETH YORK MILLER,
" Then yoxi—you know the diflercnce ?

"

Janice faltered.
" Between Jane and Marigold ?

"

" Yes," she whispered.
" Tho moods of a woman are as varied as

the climate of England," he replied enigmat;
cally, " and that is saying a great deal."

So she was left pretty much as before.

charmed. He's tall

ing about putting ;i

few thousands at
our disposal." 'Wto

If over money was •j^^^'^^

being got on false ^rm,^'' Oiare.

pretences, this was an occasion ; but no doubt
Lawton saw no reason why he should refuse
it. ^

,
-

Eager and afraid how she would take it, the
irrepressible young man began to explain his
sudden passion for the moving picture industry.

" England must buck up, you know ; and wo
chaps with a few brains are needed, or the
Yanks will have a clear field. What ?

"

" The chaps with money are needed most of
all," said Lawton drily. " I can supply all the
brains that the Stella Company neods."

Fortunately, Janice did not have to talk very
much, but she did wish, with all her heart and
soul, that this had been one of Marigold's days
at Hurstfield.

Furtively her eyes searched for Roy Sugden,
but the rehearsal was wU on before he appeared,
and by that time she had no chance to think of

anything but the difficult work in hand.
There was that dreadful scene which Marigold

had decided was beyond her—a scene, which but
for Dacre Lawton's stubborn insistence upon
realism, could have been " faked "—when
Janice had to lay at tho bottom of the tank
while Mersthanr dived for her three tirnes

before he brought her up unconscious. The first

time .she came up gasping and kicking with the
abandon of a half-drowned puppy. Ajid then,
of course, it had to be done over again. Un-
conscious people don't thre-sh about. Then it

was done again, '.' just to be sure," and then it

was done to the tune of the camera.
At the end, wrapped in her waterproof cape,

Janice found herself sitting on the grass with
Roy Sugden beside her. They lookedjnto each
other's eyes, and in a whisper he asked:

" Where is your ring ?
" :

Did he think she was Marigold ?

She put a hand to her breast and replied
huskily, "Here."

" I see," he said. " You were wise not to
wear it. But I'm glad you've got it with you.
You're mine, little Jane—all mine !

"

And so she was. What did it really matter
if he thought she was Marigold 1 It was she
he loved. But so long as he kept up the pretence
—if it was a pretence—of accepting her as Mari-
gold, she could not be really sure. An insane
desire took possession of her to see him with
Marigold when he, at least, did not know.
Then, only, could she be sure.

Are you very; ti^ed, darling ? " ho asked,
as they sat side by side on tho grass whilff a
comedy scene was arranged in which Janice had
no "part.

" A bit breathless," she confessed.
, He glowered in the direction of Lord Theodojo
who, much against that young gentleman's
will, was being firmly button-holed by Dacre
Lawton.

" Ho didn't lose any time, did he ? " Roy
said gloomily. " But I can't help feeling sorry
for the idiot. Lawton says he's putting ten
thousand pounds into the company."

" Isn't it a sound company ? " Janice asked
fearfully.

" The beH, and Heaven knows we need the
monev."

" Well, then ?
"

" Dear ' little. Jane !
' Now Marigold was

never as simple as you are."

Lawton asks Some Questions.
" ¥ OOiC here, Janice, what's this between

I . you and Sugden ?

"

The day's work was over, and Janice
was just ready to step out into the car that
was to take her back to Brighton. Dacre
Lawton liad appeared and told her to como
back into the dressing-room, as he wished to

have a word with her.

She stood before him frightened and abashed.
Was he angry with her '/ Thank goodness, no
need to pretend before him. She could be her-

self.
" Mr. Sugden thinks I'm Marigold," she

faltered, " and he's in love with Marigold."
" Nonsense '. He doesn't think anything of the

sort."
" Has he said so ?

"

" Not a word—to me."
" Then 1

"

" Janice, you're in love with him—aren't

you ?
"

ller hands flew to her face.
" Oh, dear Heaven !

"

" Well, why not 1 What's there to cry

about ? He's head over heels in. love with
yo"-" ' '

.

"But Marigold " -
'

" I have a dim idea that Marigold will survive

the blow," Lawton said in his curt, dry way.
Her hands dropped and she stared at him

fixedly.

Little remarks let fall by her mother and
even by Marigold herself had made her
wonder at times about Dacre Lawton's interest

in her sister. Lawton had always been taken so

much for granted by Marigold, yet lately

there was a difference.
" Janice, are you prepared to stand aside

and let Marigold marry Sugden ? " he asked.

In her own consciousness nothing had got

as far as that. A shiver of protest ran its cold

course down her spine.
" If Marigold cares for him "

" And if he doesn't care for her ?
"

" I don't know—oh, I don't know ! It's

—it's like stealing."

Lawton laughed harshly.
" That's what I thought. To steal another

man's girl ! But that sort of theft isn't

accomplished without the consent of the pur-

loined party, is it ? Suppose that Marigold
doesn't care for Sugden ?

"

Janice's face cleared.
" I don't think she does."

"Ha! Neither do I. Come on, are you
ready ?

"

" Are you driving back with me ?
"

" Of course I am—and so is Sugden," he
added.

" Oh, but that's impossible .' " Janice
exclaimed. " Marigold didn't want Roy to

know- "

" It s her own fault that he does know.
However, we'll play this merry game as long

as she likes. As long as both of them like, when
it comes to that. You and I will take a walk
over the downs and leave them alone—only

Marigold will know, and perhaps bo worried
because you and I are together."

" I don't cjuito understand," Janioc said.
" You don't need to, my dear."
" But if she comes out to meet the car

"

" She W-on't. I've telephoned that Sugden if

coming back with us. She didn't like it a

bit, but she'll have to put up with it. I rang
ofi in the midst of a heated argument."

(Continued on page 8.)
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Round the "Lot" with CHARLIE.
WITH a humour tliat is typically Chaplin-

osquo, Charlie has camouflaged the

hvolijst of all modern industries behind
the demure frontage of an old English village,

and there it stands to-day, the Chaplin Studio
at Hollywood, Los Angeles, drowsing in the
sunlight.

" It's pretty, isn't it ? " he said.

He was showing me his studio for the first

time, and, even after eighteen months, I don't
think Charlie has quite got over the first sur-

j)rise and delight at finding himself the sole

proprietor of the most beautiful film-plant in

the worU.
There is nothing boastful in his attitude, for

there isn't an ounce of bounce and brag in

Charhe's modest composition. It's juct the
naive delight of a child who has been given a
wonderful toy, and who wakes up every morn-
ing incredulously asking himself :

" Is it really

mine ?
"

And now I can hear from the Chaplin " fans
"

a whisper, a murmur, growing in volume and
finding expression in something to the following

effect :

" But what about Charlie ? The studio can
<rait. We want to know what Charlie's like.

Is he as funny as he is on the screen ? How does
lie walk and talk ? Is it true that he never
smiles ?

"

My first meeting with Charlie Chaplin was at

i>os Angeles railway -station. I picked him
out at once from the crowd, as he came forward
with the correct Chaplin smile, and the thought
instantly crossed ipy mind :

" How like his

pictures !

"

In the course of a bewildering afternoon of

almost chaotic impressions, I made the ac-

quaintance of a whole variety of Chaplins, and
mentally decided that not one of hia picluies

was a bit like him.

Is Charlie Really Shy ?

I
SUPPOSE the secret of Chaplin's failure as

a photographic " still " is his intense
" alivenoss," his vivacity, and mobility of

facial expression. I was told before I met him
tliat I should find him shy. He's nothing of

the sort, though possibly, not being an awe-
iaspiring sort of person, I didn't impress him
that way. I only know him as a man of charm-
ing manners and very rare mentality, who
possesses a fund of interesting conversaticn

and a social ease which should place him on an
equal footing with any man on earth.

I told him of his reputation for shyness, and
ho smiled.

"No, I'm not shy," he said, "only timid;
a big difference, you know."

Yes, as I was going to say ;

He's a little chap, slender and beautifully

proportioned, with small feet and exquisite,

expressive little hands. His most striking

feature are a pair of clear, deep-blue eyes,

fringed with long, dark eyelaslies—eyes that

ivSect every passing thought and emotion, that

alternately dream and twinkle, eyes that have
the candour and sincerity of a child, but also

the fire of a real man's enthusiasm for real big

things.

It is very grateful to English ears to listen to

Chaplin's well-bred English voice and clear-cut

speech in the midst of every variety of American
accent. Beyond the use of an occasional
transatlantic idiom, he talks like the average
cultured Englishman who has just landed in

the States.
" The only thing that's wrong with this

place," he said when showing me over his model
studio, " is that it's much too tidy. I think
sometimes I could work better if things were
more in a mess. I should feel more comfort-
able if tViere were r^ibbish heaps in som* of
those comers."

The Little Village Church.

WE walked through the beautiful grounds,
past the swimming-pool, destined for
" business and pleasure," to the big

iStage back of the n.ain buildings, on which a
fouple of "sets" wore still standing fro.m
" Siinnysido." In another part of the grounds
he showed me a realistic little village street,
|With the church in the background, that first

dawns on the vision in the same picture.

They say clothes make the man—but thess
are the clothes that Charlie Chaplin made.

A friendly cup
of tea in th«

grounds.

" We re keeping it up as long as we can," he ex-
plained " It's so pretty that I hate to have to pull it

down, but I'm afraid that it will soon have to go to
make room for another set."
He then led the way to his own private office, a big

quiet, restful room, with deep leather chairs and settees,

his dressing-room curtained off in an alcove from the
rest of the apartment. It contains a white dressing-table,
whilst on tho settee I noted one straw hat, and a
flioice variety of decadent bowlers.

A view of the ChapUn Studio from the street. The corner building to the right is Charlie's
personal sanctum. The roof of the stage can be seen in rear.

Showing a visitor lounJ a scene fo. a new corned/-
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The Girl Who Dared Zl!r;;:U

For some unknown reason, Roy, Sugden
elected to rido outride with the chauffeur,
and Janice was rather reheved.

" He acts as though he had Something on
his mind," Lawton said cheerfully.

Janice sighed. It could be nothing to what
she had on hers.

" Please tell me your plans," she said. " That
is, if you have any."

I.awton laughed and looked sidewise at her
with the air of an indulgent father.

" [ told you I was going to take you. for a
walk," ho said. -

..
" Well, how are wo to manage that ?

"

" You will excuse yourself when we reach tlio

cottage, go inside and change frocks with
Marigold. Then she will come down and enter-

tain Siigden, while you slip out by the back gate
—and so, over the downs with me."

" But why—wliy ? " Janice asked, wide-
eyed with wonder.

" Well, I'll tell you, little lady. Things havo
come to a crisis—with me. I've told Marigold
she's to give Svigden his answer onco and for

all—yes, or no."
Janice gave a sharp sigh and laid a hand on

her breast where the ring was hidden.
" I didn't tell Marigold," sho faltered.

" Mr. Sugden asked me to marry him, and "

" And you accepted him ?
"

"He wouldn't take no for an answer. He

—

he " But words failed her.

Lawton chuckled. '
'

"' Better tlian I thought," he said. " It

Marigold invites him to renew his proposal to
her, he'll be in rather a fix."

" But if he thinks I'm Marigold—if ho
doesn't know the difference between us, and
she cares fof him "

" My dear, I could tell the difference between
you blindfolded."

" Quito so. Blindfolded, yes. But with your
eyes open ? Why sometimes even mother is

puzzled." .

'

When they reached the cottage, Janice
excused herself and hurried up to her sister as
arranged. Fortunately their mother was out and
did not need to be taken into their confidence.

" Now don't begin ragging me all over again,"
Janice said quietly, as she slipped out of her
dress. " It's Mr. Lawton's fault. Ho would come
back, and he would bring Roy. He says you're
to make up your mind about Roy."

Marigold gazed at her sister with an uncertain
air.

" And what will you be doing meanwhile 1
"

she asked.
" Mr. Lawton is going to meet mo at the end

of the back garden. We're going for a walk."
" Jan, are you in love with Dacre ? Was

it he who gave you that ring 1 " Marigold asked
ia a choking whisper.

" Don't bo silly 1
"

" Won't you answer me, please ?
"

" It's too utterly silly."

"That's not an answer. Jan, if you care
for Dacre "

Janice crimsoned, which might have been
taken for guilt. -

" Oh, Marigold', I'm afraid I've got you in a
frightful hole—that is, unless Roy has
guessed

"

Confession was actually on the tip of Janice's
tongue, but a curious thing had happened.
Marigold hadn't waited to hear what she was
saying, but rushed hurriedly from the room.
As soon as she appeared in the garden,

Lawton—flinging her a look that went straight

to her liep.rt—muttered something about their

not minding if he made himself scarce, and
etrolled around the side of the cottage.

He had to wait nearly ton minutes before
Janice turned up, and when she finally came lie

pretended not to notice that obviously she
bad been crying.

" Well, Janice," he said, " supposing our yOung
friend Sugden really doesn't know there are two
of you—I'm supposing it for argument's sake—

•

and that Marigold makes up her mind that he's

the man she wishes to many ?
"

Janice's hands clenched together fiercely.

"He—he can't !
. And besides—there's the

ring. I'm engaged to him, Mr. Lawton. I didn't
get a chanco to tell Marigold. Oh, but if he
mentions the ring, she'll guc.is right enough !

I hadn't thought of that. Marigold is so quick-
witted. I'm a perfect fool compared to hor."

Back in the garden, Sugden and^Iarigold stood
ookiug at each other, carefully considering the
situation in which they found themselves.
Then Sugden drew forward one of the baskei

chairs, and invited hor to be seated.
-" Marigold," he began quietly, " when did you

and I first fancy ourselves in love with each other?"
A little flustered by this unexpected thrust,

she replied :

" Don't you remember ? It was the evening
that Ben Adam got loose. You—you pro-
posed to mo by the big oak, afterwards."

Yes,", he agreed, " I did propo.so to you,
but it was little Jane I kissed."

Roy Gets the Ring Back,

ROY leaned forward and laid a hand over
one of Marigold's. It wrts a cool, friendly
hand, with none of a lover'^ eager touch."

" Yes, Marigold, it was ' Jane ' that I kissed,
and .lane wlio was so dreadfully fcurt by the
JionVand .whom we looked after at Lavender
Cottage, and, in short, this wondei-ful Jane
whom I love AVhere is she, Marigold ?

"

Marigold drew her hand away uneasily.
" You find me changed," she murmured.

" I can't help it, Roy ; I'm subject to moods.
Roy, I'm afraid I don't care for you as much
as I thought. It's very hard to tell you this

"

" Do go on, I'm listening."
" It is true, I had my ' Jane ' moods."
" Ah, yesterday was one of them !

" Sugden
exclaimed. " Yesterday was the greatest day
of my life. Marigold. But even Jane can be
tiresome, particularly when she thinks she's
doing something she .shouldn't."

'" I don't think I understand you," Marigold
said coldly. " Wo began to discuss our engage-
ment, which I—I broke at Lavender Cottage."

" Oh, no, it was Jane who broke that,"
Sugden put in, " but you ratified it subse-
quently. You really didn't care for me at all,

but .Tans does, you see. So yesterday I asked
her to marry me."
A light began to dawn on Marigold. Roy

was pretending, making fun of her. Yesterday
ho had asked " Jane," as lie called her, to
nmrry him. So that was the secret of Janice's
ring. Janice had given her a^yay. She was
terribly angry and mortified.

" I haven't the least idea what you are talking
about ! "shecried. " I'Uscnd your beastly ring
back to you ; I never want to sec you again."

Sho thought if sho brazened it out, he might
bo convinced that he was in error.

" My dear Marigold, I hope we'll see each
other again and often. But how can you return
what isn't yours ? Give it to me now, if that's
the way you feel about it."

Oh,' if only sho could ! Then he would bo

RANK KEENAN is one of the old-timers
in pictures. He started his screen_career
with Universal, and later he was featured

in a number of Thomas Inco productions,
including " The Thoroughbred," " The Sin
You Do," and " The Bride of Hate." He also
scored a big success in Pathe's " Loaded Dice."
His ma.sterly interpretations have made him
popular wherever motion pictures are shown.
Frank Keenan's strongest hobby is outdoor

exercise. He believes that freslj air and mus-
cular exertion combined come nearer being a
cure for all ills than any medicine.

Jokes About His Age.

HE jokes about his age with the younger
men in his casts. Whenever occasion
arises for violent exercise, he goes to it with

a will, and more than once ho h.as caused the
younger men to 'stare in wide-eyed amazeinent
at his strength and agility.

Keen an was bom in Dubuque, Iowa, on
April 8th, 1858. His first appearance on the
stage was made at the Boston College Hall in

1S71"', and his professional debut was with the
veteran actor, Joseph Proctor.
For some years Mr. Keenan had nn extended

experience in stock companies, and, acting with
many playcr.s of repute, he derived all tho benefit
of such associations.

Frank Keenan is a great idealist in reg.ard to
screen matters, and all his energies aio con-
cerned in layinga better foundation forscreen art.

" Wo ore leaving behind us .sometliing for
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convinced tlyit there was no " Jane " at all.

From really liking Roy Sugden, eho bad come
suddenly to hate liini.

" I have it in my jowol-caso," she said, with
airy confidence.

As she started towards tho house, Roy got
up^ and sauntered after her.

'

'Where are you going ?" she demanded,
" With you," he replied.
Marigold laughed, knowing well what was in

his mind. _ ...
" How, ridiculous you are, Roy ! Do you

really imagine I've got a doublo tucked away
somewhere ?

"

" I'm sure of it !
" he said.

She tossccl lier lidftd.
•

" Well, I don't think it's quite proper, but
yoti may come if you like. There isn't ;v living
soul in the cottage but the cook." ._ , , .

He said nothing, but contiriu'efl to follow heff
She went up.staiis to Janice's room, the door of
which was op'en, and Sugden stood there wiitch-
ing her. It was just the scrt of room he would
imagine little Jane to possess—a white room,
plainly but daintily fiirnishcd, with a bowl of
roses on tho small table, and, gratifying to note,
n, photograph of himself that lie had given her
at Lavender Cottage. Yes, it was Jane's room
right enough, but Marigcid certainly acted as
though it was hers, arid apparently sho ki>cw
all about the ring. He hadn't surprLsed her with
regard to that. ' •

Yet he couldn't know how her heart thumped
as sho walked to the dressing-table and opened
a silver box that stood upon it.

And fortune favoured hor.
Janice had put both tho ring and the chain

by which sho had worn it about her neck iiito

tho silver box. In her opinion, it had best
remain there until the question of its owner-
ship w.as decided.
"Hero you are," said Marigold, slipping it

oft tho chain. " Now, go. Good-bye, and the
best of luck, Roj'. You can cut out-those las*,

few scenes. I'm not coming to the studio any
more for the pre-senf. I'm arranging vfitli

Dacio for a holiday. You must have been
mad to think there—there were two of us !

"

So splendidly did she carry it off that Sugden
left the cottage with his head whirling.
Common sense would have it that Marigold

was right, and that Jane was still the dream

-

girl she had always been. But he knew that
cftrnmon sense hid nothing to do with this affair.

Yet sho had known about the ring. He hadn't
caught her there for a moment. And she had
known exactly where to find it, when—in a
spirit of sheer bravado—he had said she could
give, not send it to him.

(To be continued.)

the future to see and remember," ho said on a
recent occasion. " One of my ideals is to leave
nothing unworthy of the vision of the next
generation." . . v

Rushing Pictures Doesn't Pay,
INSTEAD of rushmg a picture through

when I note weariness in my coiiipai\y,

I say, 'Children, well stop for a while,

and take a little relaxation, I'd rather Igse

money than put out a poor production Ijecauso

we're fagged and not up to our host work. v

" Often an actor comes to mo," contimifed

Srirk, "and says, 'How big is my part ?'' Ij

answer, ' As big as you like to make it, so long
as you don't destixiy the author's idea, or spoil

the dramatic values.'
"

The Screen's Early Days.
FRANK KEENAN has some severe things

to say of some of the inartistic people who
" crept into pictures in the early days."

Some have survived,"' he says, " and be-

come directors, making good commercial use
of their early opportunitif^s, but not advancing
in true art. Good audiences never attended
i4otion pictures at first ; that is how those

people ' got by ' for so long a time. Some of

them are now called groat directors by the un-
knowing, but a few years will serve to eliminate

these cheaters."
. Mr. Keenan is six foot one and a half inches

in height, and he is as straight and active as tho,

youngest juvenile lead.

FRANK KEENAN AS ACTIVE AS A
JUVENILE LEAD
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THE FUNNY STORY OF A FRIEND'S QUARREL.

Trouble in the Office.

THERE had been trouble all day at the'
offices of the Eureka Digestive Pill Com-
pany. George B. Xettleton and T. Boggs

Johns were partners in the firm, and their latest
|)ill, "The Little Violet Me.ssenger of Peace,"
though it promised to make their fortunes,
tl>reatened to destroy the partnership. Nettle-
ton had invented the pill, but Johns had given
it the violet sugar coating, and designed the
violet box, and each claimed that it wa.s

solely his idea that had made the success of
the pill.

" The place is more like a madhouse than an
office," said Mr. Krome, the head clerk, to his

typist. " What do you think they did just now ?

Tony Toler, our best salesman, got hold of
Appleton, the president of the North-Westem
Drug Company, and brought him in to see the
heads. You never saw anything so funny in

your life. Nettleton gives Appleton a cigar,

and Johns immediately persuades Appleton to
throw it away and have one of hi.s. Then they
hoth n.ish to get him a match, and bang their
heads together as each tries to light Appleton's
cigar. And just as the president is gomg to sign
an order for fifty thousand gross, blessed if these
tivo fools don't start the old argument as to who
made the pill go. Appleton stands it for some
time, and then he gets mad. ' I can't do busi-
ness with two maniacs,' ho says, and away he
goes without signing the order. Then Tony
lets loose at the pair of them, and hands in his

notice. A contract for fifty thousand boxes
pone and the best salesman in the business los*^,

all in one day ; and these two boobs are still

at it. Hear them handing out the sweetstufE
to each other."
From the open door of the private office

came the voice of Nettleton :

I'd like to see you where you ought to be,
as my valet, laying out ray pyjamas."

There's one place where you won't see me
any longer, that is as your partner," retorted
Johns. " We dissolve to-day. The only place
I could tolerate you is cleaning my
boots."

" Thank Heaven for that !
" whispered

Krome to the typist. " We might save the
business if ono of them went."

Inside the private office matters were coming
fo a climax. In vain did T. J. Vanderholt, the
firm's lawj er, try to pacify the pair.

" Look here," he exclaimed, his patience
exhausted at last. " If you are determined to
keep up this quarrel, I've got a plan that will

bring peace. I'll deal each of you a hand of
poker. The one that loses shall become the
servant of the winner for a year. He shall

perform the duties of a servant efficiently and
treat his master with respect, and for every
lap.se he shall be fined a hundred dollars. If

cither party, or the wife of one of them,
shall disclose the nature of this agreement,
the breaker of the contract shall forfeit

five thousand dollars. Are you both
game ?

"

" Get the cards !
" cried Nettleton.

" The very thing !
" said Johns.

As the partners sat down glaring at each
other, ^he lawyer dealt the cards. Johns was
just sliort of a straight, which left him with
nothing better than ace high. Nettleton had a
pair of sixes.

" Now, I'vo got you where I said," cried
Nettleton triumphantly, " laying out my
pyjamas ;

"

The New Servant.

T BOGGS JOHNS was seated in the drawing-
, room of his late partner, now his master.

As he caught a reflection of his coat of
livery, he gave a savage kick at a chair, and sent
it fl^^ing across the room. But the next second
he picked it up. Nettleton would be home at
any moment, and if he saw that, it would mean
a fine of a hundred dollars, and already there
was a formidable list of fines against" Johns.
Anotb.er thing was worrying Johns. For nearly
three weeks he had not heard from his fiancee,
Florence Cole, and he was beginning to think
that she might have got to know of the ridiculous
bet, and decide not to have anything more to
do with him. He wandered into the library.
The sight of Nettleton's hou.se coat roused
him to fury. In a few minutes the owner
would arrive, and it would be his duty to
take off his master's outdoor coat and help
him on with the one he had just finished
brtishing.

" Here he comes ! " said the despondent
Johns, as brisk footsteps sounded in the
hall.

Nettleton came in with a cheery smile, and,
stifling a desire to knock the smile off his face,
Johns respectfully helped him on with his
house coat.

Slippers, Johns !
" snapped Nettleton.

" Really, you are the p'orst .servant 1 have
ever known. I have to tell you everything.
You ought to anticipate my wishes and take a
pride in j-our duties."

" Get your own slippers !
" shouted Johns.

" That is an impertinence, Johns," said
Nettleton, taking out his pocket-book, " and it

will cost you a hundred dollars."

A glance at the long list already down in the
book stifled the retort on Johns's hps, and he
brought the slippers.

Mrs. Nettleton came down at this moment,
and her husband handed her a letter.

' That will be a pleasant surprise fot you,
dear," he said. " It's from Florence Cole.
I invited her to spend a few days with
us, and she writes saying she will be here
to-night."

The wretched Johns gave a good imitation
of a man receiving his death sentence. This
was the worst indismity that Nettleton could
have put on him. He tried to picture the face
of Florence when she saw him in the livery of a
butler. Had he expressed at that moment all

that he thought of his ex-partner, his fortune
would have been swallowed up in hundred-dollar
fines.

" And Johns." said Nettleton, turning to the
butler, " I shall expect you to wait at table a
lot better than you have been doing lately.

JMiss Cole is a very dear friend of ours, and it is

my wish that she should have a very happy time
while she is with us."
The edge of Nettleton's pocket-book caught

the butler's eye just in time to stop an outburst,
and Johns sought refuge in the kitchen. Even
Coddles could not now add to his misery.

Coddles was one of the chief torments of
Johns's new life. She was the general servant.
Fat and as plain as a suet dumpling, she lived
in a perpetual atmosphere of romance. At the
first sight of the handsome new butler, she had
fallen in love with him, and a great part of
Johns's day was spent in dodging his elephantine
admirer.
As Johns entered the kitchen, she looked

up from her task of rolling out pastry.

A PAIR.

and gave him a en)ile that she fondly thougtit
was entrancing, but which was merely ex-
pansive.

" Whatever is the matter, Mr. Johns ? " she
asked.

' Nothing—nothing at all !
" replied the

unhappy butler, walking hastily to the other
side of the kitchen, as Coddles, with arms
stretched wide open in sympathy, bore down
upon him.

" Oh, confide in me, dear Mr. Johns !
" cried

Coddles. " The sympathy of a true friend will
help to heal the heart that is torn with
anguish."

Coddles had got that phrase out of her
favourite love story, and had been waiting fcTr

days to try its effect on the stony heart of the
handsome butler.

Johns groaned, and went back to the library.
Better to risk a hundred-dollar fine than to
endure Coddles's sentimental attempts at con-
solation. Up and down the room he paced,
racking his brains to find out a way to 'avoid
the meeting with'Florence. He could, of course,
break the contract, but he had sworn that he
would never let Nettleton wm by this meanfi.
No ; he must face the situation. The next
second he was faced with it. The door opened,
and Florence appeared. For one brief second
she stood framed in the doorway, while the
wretched Johns gazed at her with idiotic
helplessness.

' What does this mean, T. Boggs ? " said
Miss Cole.

" I can't explain," returned tho unhappy
Johns. " You'll have to trust me, Florence.
My lips are sealed."

" Rubbish !
" exclaimed Florence. " You

don't suppose I'm going to be put off like

that ! If j'ou won't tell me, George Nettleton
will."

The glorious thought of Nettleton telling the
secret, and losing his five thousand dollars,

brought a real smile to the face of Johns.
" I wish he would," he said fervently.

" You try him, Florence. That would indeed
be joy."

Mis-s Cole marched off to find her host.
' What is the meaning of this idiotic mas-

querade ? Wiat is T. Boggs doing in a butler's
livery ?

"

Nettleton stared blankly at his wife. This
was a contingency he had not thought of.

" It's a secret," he replied weakly. " We
mustn't tell you, Florence."

" Very well, then," said Miss Cole. " If you
won't tell me, I leave this house. I refuse to
stay in a place where such idiocy is carried on.

I'm going to pack."
Without another word Miss Cole went up to

her room.
" There, George ! You heard that ? " said

Mrs. Nettleton indignantly. " I'm not going
to be a party to this farce any longer. I'm
going to tell Florence the truth."

" You mustn't !
" said her husband wildly.

" Tliiuk of the five thousand !

"

Bitterly he regretted the idea of inviting

Florence. What he had imagined would be the

crowning point in the humiUation of his partner

looked like' making him lose the five thousand.

By dint of much persuasion, he managed to

make his wife promise she would not tell

Florence, but both George Nettleton and his

wife were very miserable. Keeping the secret

meant losing • the friendship of Florence, for

(Continued on page 14.)
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PLAYING PEEK-A-BOO WITH FAME
u

MARY PICKFORD AS FAIRY GOD-
MOTHER TO HER LITTLE NIECE.

DO j'ou believe in fairy godmothers ? Mary Pickford Rupp does.

And, goodness knows, Mary Pickford Hupp has cause to !

One lump or two ? " says the fairy godmother.
" Oh, free lumps, if 'oo please. Auntie Mary !

"

We were all having tea in Fairy Godmother Mary Pickford's studio

l)ungalow, which is all pink and grey like a really truly fairy castle. Tiny

Mary's tea, of course, was merely imagination, plus water and sugar. Well

does littlest Mary know that only a fairy godmother could ever supply all

that sugar for her tea.

Very round and rosy indeed, with big brown eyes that seem just made
for the fairyland of picturedom, is Mary Pickford's niece. And if you
believe her, she's working in pictures right now. Naturally, a fairy god-

mother who can do anything and everything will let you jilay in pictures if

you really want to.
" Playin' in pitchers !

" says littlest Mary seriously. And she looks over

to see what Fairy Godmamma Mary has to say about it.

" I've Just Had a Birfday."

BUT, alas, it seems these are not pictures which it is likely you will ever

see '. They're just pictures so that dear Auntie Mary and " Mamma
Lottie " and '" Mamma Pickford " (Mrs. Pickford) may recall by

and by just how littlest Mary looked when she was a dear little girl. Per-

haps some day you will see her in other pictures, but you must be patient.

For when tiny Mary is asked how old she is, three chubby little fingers are

held up, and she says :

" This many years, and I've just had a birfday !

"

You soon learn that this Httle bundle of loveliness visits Fairy Godmother
Mary at her cottage-castle almost every day. She always comes in the big

blue car, sometimes with " Mamma Lottie,'' and sometimes with " Mamma
Pickford."

Happy, happy Mary Pickford Rupp '.

No, sir, you can't fool httlcst Mary. She Icnows there are fairy god-

mothers. Who else but a fairy godmother would Imow of such a wonderful

place as a studio ? Who else could produce a

pretty pink hat from nowhere in particular

almost the very minute you wished for

it ? Who else eould have all your sixty-two

dollies dressed in pink overnight, or giva

give you a string of pearls for your birthday t

And who, pray tell, but a fairy godmother
would wish away your tears with a magic

handkerchief, and banish all your childish

ailments with a kiss ?

" Oh, my, yes. Fairy godmother aunties are

much more indulgent than mammas or grand-

mas even !
" explains Mary Pickford, as she

passes you the cream.

Little Pink Lady—for that is what we shall

call you, since you love pink so much—you arc

playing " Peek-a-Boo '" with Fame, and we are

patiently waiting until you see fit to walk

right into our hearts, just as your Fairy God-

mother, Britain's Sweetheart, has done.

Here's littlest MARY taking part ot liei

family of sixty-two dollies tor an outing.

When tiny MARY is asked how old she is, three chubby little fingers are held up, and bhe

says, "This many years, and I've just had a birfday." Imet : A photograph of Uncle Jack.
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for the Screen.

Jlorniand is undoubtedly tlie leading screen comedienne,

e to follow tlie quiet life of an artist who paints, not acts,

ided otherwise, and she became instead the prankish, torn-

Mid in due course of time she went to New- York, and made
dy as a chorus cirl.

was with the Vitagraph Company, and then she joined the

idcr the direction of D. W. Griffith. It was in the Keystone

ne a great public favourite.

wyn Studios, and has already appeared in a number of fine

including " Dodging a Million," " The Floor Below," " The
rl," and " Si*^ Hopkins." •

uld not allow the names of artistes to be published, in order

aining their services, and Mabel was always referred to as

ah. Girl." Nearly all the other girls on the screen at that

[pickford and Daphne WajTie, who is now, of course, Blanche

screen celebrities from time to time, including the

efaarlie Chaplin, and Tom Moore. And she was,

il JCeystone comedy before Charlie Chaplin,

ftck Sennett went to her and offered

[his was a high salary, then.
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A Pair of Sixes from page 10.

tliat determined young lady had announced
that she was leaving the house never to visit

it again.
As Florence came down the stairs, she ran

into Mr. Vanderholt, the la«^er, who had been

invited to dinner. Vanderholt had long been in

love with Florence, but she hod so plainly told

him that she did not desire his attention." that

I'.e had given up all hope of winning hei-. To his

great astonishment Florence now gave him a

charmmg smile, and, thus encouraged, the lawyer

lost no time in pressing his suit. In less than

an hour he had once more proposed lo'Florence,

as that beautiful and far-seeing young lady

had intended he should. She was determined

to get to the bottom of the mystery about
T. Boggs, and since she could get no informa-

tion from him or Nettleton, she decided that

Vandei-holt must tell her.

As the lawyer waited for her answer, she

pretended to hesitate.
" We couldn't start married life with a secret

between vis, could we, Van ? " she said. " 'What
is the meaning of T. Boggs being in this house
as a butler ?

"

Feeling certain that he had won Jier, Vander-
holt told the whole story of the game of poker

and the bet.
" Thank you," said Florence sweetly. " And

now let me tell you that I wouldn't marry you
if you were the only man in the world."

With this parting" shot the beautiful Miss Cole

ran upstairs to change her frock. She had
already changed lier mind about going. Her
place now was right by the side of T. Boggs.

Quickly she sought her lover, and told him
that she knew everything.

" And now, listen to me, T. Boggs," she said.

"George Nettleton is going to suffer for the

indignity he has put on you. You must pretend
to fall in love with Mrs. Nettleton; and soon' he
wiU be so glad to have you out of the ho\ise

(l)at he will release you from this idiotic

wager."
Florence's plan succeeded better than she

had anticipated. Johns played his part to

perfection. He took a positive delight in

waiting on Mis. Nettleton, and he was always
careful not to do anything to her husband that

would incur a fine of a hundred dollars. Days
went on, and George Nettleton became a very
miserable man. Distracted by jealousy, he was
many times on the 'point of releasing Johns
from the wager. As for the latter, he was
now positively revelling in his duties as butler.

Nettleton was miserable, and that itself was
.sufficient to make him wildly happy. His only
worry was Coddles, whose love grew stronger

the more she was rebivfled.

The climax came one day when. Florence
dexterously substituted -one of her scented
handkerchiefs in Nettleton's pocket in such a
way that Mrs. Nettleton was bound to find it.

While she waited outside the door, loud, hys-
lerical screams told her that her ruse had
succeeded. When she entered the room, she

found George Nettleton vainly trying to assure

his wife that he knew nothing of the handker-
chief. Florence had carefully scented h^r dress

\vith the same perfume that she had sprayed
on her handkerchief, and she deliberately

bent over Mrs. Nettleton, so that the latter

rould smell it. The distracted wife at once
recognised the perfume, and in face of this fresh

evidence she refused to listen to her husband's
explanation.

This was the last straw that broke down
George Nettleton's resolution. He decided that,

at all costs, T. Boggs Johns and Florence must
leave his house, for by this time he realised that
they had combined to make his life miserable,

in revenge for his part in the wager.
He called in Vanderholt, and the contract

was broken by mutual jconserit. And tlien

Florence confessed to her part in the plan wliich

had resulted in the freedom of her lover from
the degradation ' of waiting on his partner.

Mrs. Nettleton was satisfied, and T. Boggs
Johns took off his coat of livery. Both partners
had learned a les.son, and they went back to

push the Violet Messenger of Peace with the
harmony of a mutual understanding.

Adapted frorrh incidents in the farcical photo-
play, "A PAIR OF SIXES.," jealuring
TA YLOlt HOLMES as T. Boggs Johnx,. bxj

permission o/ the Film Booking Ojffcces, Ltd.

'

Louise Lovely
A SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERVIEW.

WIIICN I came to the stage whore Louise
Lovely was working, 1 saw before me
a' dainty blonde vision of loveliness.

When Miss Lovely read the name on my
card, she beamed with delight, and rushed
towards me. Sho came to me with outstretched
hands, and I could see by the happiness on
her face that she was glad to welcome an
Englishman and the representative of The
Picture Show.

She w-clcomcd me to Lo.i Angeles and plied
mo with questions about England. Just
then the Director called her, and I watcl>ed
her play a scene as a little girl. She held a
tiny fluffy dog in her arms, and whilst the
camera was clicking off footage, I snapped
her with my own Kodak. When the scene was
over, she came back- to me and introduced
mo witli pride to all the company. Every-
body seems to lovo her, and 1 observed that
she radiates happiness. The Director called
to her to change her costume, and I waited
and watched her play a dramatic scene.

She invited me to take lunch with her at
the big studio cafe. Here one sees the
strangest sights. Cowboys, Mexicans, Chinese,
Roman senators, tramps, millionaires, lords
and ladies all mingle with each other at the
tables and chat and eat. It was most interest-
ing to me to see the various types. There
is a spirit of good fellowship in this great
army of picture players.

Some charming open-air studies of LOUISE LOVEL'V.
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TOM MOORE'S MANY EXPRESSIONS

In serious mood. The pain of poverty. The lilt of Irish laughter. When a man's down ! Tnii wants th nking over.

TOM MOORE.
He is a Humariy Great-Hearted Man', as Well as a Fine Actor.

TOM MOORE, the GolJwyn star, is an interesting young man for rhany
reasons, and, like the majority of Irish folk, he has a very modest
nature. After considerable questioning, and not a little observing,

the following facts have been learned about him.
He says he is older than he looks. He was bom in County Mayo,

Ireland, and he has been an actor since his early youth, and a screen
favourite for a number of years.

At present he is Living with his mother in Hollywood, California, near
the Goldwyn studios in Culver City, and they both like Irish tea in

I he evening after dinner. Not just tea, mind you, but real Irish tea.

All the Moore brothers will tell you that it takes an Irish mother to
make real tea, and only an Irish heart can appreciate it.

He Loves Sfmplicity.

TOM MOORE dislikes anything showy, and lives in almost Spartan
simplicity. He doesn't own one article of jewellery except
necessary cuff-links and studs, and he possesses just one modest

little motor-car to ride to the studio in when the weather isn't fine

enough to permit him to ride his horse over.
The steed's name is very correctly—Pat.

Tom also enjoys a game of golf and polo. He hates writing letters,

and his correspondence weighs heavily on his conscience. There are
so many from his screen admirers, and although he loves to receive
and read them, and especially appreciates criticism, he doesn't promise
to answer them all.

A Bit of Blarney Stone.

LIKE most natives of the Emerald Isle, he has a superstitious vein.

His mascot is just what you would expect—a bit of blarney stone.
Tom detests screen " vampires," because they don't exist in real

life, he contends, and he dislikes the super-heroic hero for the same reason.
He enjoys playing roles that are human and like the men he sees

about liim every day.
Tom was thirteen years old when his parents went to America, and

settled in Toledo, where Tom was placed in school. But his adventurous
spirit and school did not get on very well together, and when his brother
Owen decided to run away from home, he declared that he was also game.
The two brothers, got away all right, and equally all right they were

brought back home,
.Tom says he still recalls vividly the spanking ho got.

He Meets Alice Joyce.

LATER on, Tom got a situation as a super in a small touring company.
Then the " handsome hero " left the cast, and Tom got the job.

During his tours, he met George Le Soire, who prevailed upon
him to try pictme work with the Kalem Company. And it was while
with this company he met Alice Joyce.
Then Tom received an offer to play for another company, which he

accepted. But Kalem did not want to lose him, and sent for him to
return.

Ho talked it over with Alice, and finally summoned up all his Irish
courage and wit, and proposed—no, not to Miss Joyce, but to Kalem

—

that if he were permitted to play opposite Miss Joyce in all her pictures,
he would stick to them. And he did stick to them, and algo to Alice.

A Very Human Man.

IT
is in his big love for his little daughter, Alice Mary, -whose photo-
graph we printed last week, that one finds the real Tom Moore.
Ho is a human, great-hearted man, as well as a line actor, and if

all connected with motion pictures were inspired with his idealism, the
most relentless critic could not find a word of reproach against film art.

Eight merry Moores loft Ireland, and at that time the children re-

sembled a flight of stairs. Tom was the eldest, th(!n there were Owen,
Mary, Jack, Matt, and Joe. Two of the little ones died soon after
arrival in America. As a boy his imitations of actors kept the family

in roars. To this day he doesn't know whether they were laughing at

the way he mimicked his stage favourites—or at him. ^
Some of Tom Moore's recent productions for the GoldwjTi company arc :

" The Floor Below " " Go West Young Man," and " Just for to-Night."

Tom has undoubtedly secured his niche in the Hall of Fame. The name
Moore will always be a permanent one in the history of motion pictures.

TOM MOORE—Him:eH.
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:n t ESSENG-ROOM.
The Fascination of a Scarf—To Adorn a Frock—Hints on

Being Photographed.

WHAT the cinema star does not know al)OTit

dresa is not worth knowing. Just look

at those photographs of pretty Corinne

CrifTith and see the graceful way she has of

tlraping a scarf.

The Charm of a Scarf.A SCARF is a fascinating acc^essory to any
frock—if it is worn in the right way.

. For the purpose of having a photograph
taken it is invaUiablc. It gives distinction to a
gown and grace lo the wearer. Besides the ways
illustrated hero, tlicre are many ways in which a
scarf can beautify a gown.
One of the latest ideas is to wear it as a tunic

—a hole being cut for the head to pass through,

the scarf forming a panel back and front.

A Fascinating Tulle Scarf.

AGAIN, a piece of tulle, about a yard and a
half long, is worn with an evening gown.
Each end is attached to the wrist with a

bracelet of silver ribbon or artificial flowers, so

tliat the tulle drapes the shoulders at the back
or falls gi^acefully as the wearer wall;s.

A Picture, not a Portrait.

REV^ERTING to having a photograph taken,
remember the.se hints :

Never wear a perfectly new frock. You
will not feel at case in it. Wear your liair

loosely. Have you ever seen a screen star with
her hair in elaborate puffs and coils as if she had
just come from the hairdresser ?

Don't wear a hat unless it is a " picture hat."
Fa-shionable hats go out of date so quickly.
Don't wear, stiff satins or a lot of jewellery.

Diamonds do not photograph well, and stiff satins

have a way of making j'ou look upholstered.
Velvets always photograph well, and the simpler

the frock the more artistic will be the photograph.

Points to Remember.
REMEMBER that in a photograph every-

thing is either black or.white. Be sure

to wear stockings the same colour as j-our

frock, and avoid shoes not in keeping—also any
trimmings that will " cut " the figure. Let
your frock be of one colour. A blouse of one
colour and a skirt of another seldom makes a
pleasing picture. Finally, furs are the most

becoming garments you can
be photographed in.

A DnESSER.

CORINNE QBIFFITH, the Vitagraph star,

in an elaborate Erie gown. With a joundation

of gold cloth is worn
a circular scarf of
gold net embroidered '-..^
with gold braid.

To Get a Natural Expression.

JUST before the photographer is go\t\» to " tako " the photo-
graph, moisten your lips. You will by that action prevent
the set expression of the mouth that spoils so many por-

traits, caused by the sitter straining to keep her head in position.
If your hair is fair and you want a picture with high lights

on your hair, ask the photographer to lightly powder your hair.
'J'his gives a most effective light to the head, if top lights are
*iot to be used.

Silrcrfish net over silver cloth. A
beautiful black satin scarf forms

sleeves from wrist to elboiv and
loops at the hack to form a train.

A scarf of net edged with sequins and

embroidered with true lovers' knots, with the

same ornamental beads. This scarf is draped

to form a train.
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A Tca-Timc Chat with Fanny Ward.

FANNV
WARD.

FANNY WARD'S method of dealing with
interviewers is interesting.

She first invites you to liave tea with
her. Upon arrival at her home in Berkeley
Square, you are greeted in the breeziest way
imaginable by someone whom, for a moment,
you take to be a young girl friend of Miss
Ward's, till you look again, and recognise Miss
Ward herself—someone who begs you to make
yourself " quite at home," and immediately
plies you with strawberries and cream and
distracting French pastries, evincing at the same
time a tender concern for your teacup.

Then, when you are all comfortably fixed,

yoiu' hostess leans back in her big carved chair,
regards you with a dazzling smile and the blue
eyes of a baby, and says in a clear, very Ameri-
can tone :

'' I hate interviews !

"

After which, of course, there is no interview,
properly speal<iTig. I defy anyone to resist

Fanny Ward, or to be formal and business-like
with their mouth full of strawberries and cream.
Hence what follows is the record, not so much
of a conversation with a famous star of stage and
screen, as of a simple, " homey " chat with a
simple " homey " woman.
For instance, we talked about such matters

as the tiresomeness of coming back to a house
with five years' dirt in it ; the arrival of Mae
Marsh's baby girl; and the sort of man Charlie
Chaplin is in private Ufe.

" We live quite near him in Los Angeles,"
remarked Miss Ward, " and, of coiu-so, know him
well. Oh, he's a darling ! You would love
him—and California. But I love London, too

—

I should like to divide my time between England
and America."

I asked Miss Ward for any news from tlie
" other side," and she spoke of D. W. Griffith's

contemplated return visit to Europe, Mae
Marsh's rumoured retirement from the screen,
Adolph Zuker's attempt to supplant Mary
Pickford with Mary Miles Minter, and the
recent invention of a wonderfully powerful
studio light which enables objocts to be photo-
graphed at a great distance from the camera

—

.
' as far as we are from the Savoy Hotel !

" she
explained.
Having got thus far, I endeavoured to elicit

some details of her future plans from my
golden-haired companion.

" Oh, T don't know what I'll do yet— I haven't
any plans at all, though I've had three or four
offers made mo. I would have appeared on tho
gtage two months ago if I could only have
obtained a theatre. You .want more theatres
over here. Have some more tea ?

"

T made another attempt to steer the conversa-
tion roimd to Miss Ward hetsolf, and asked her
about her recent; screen work.

" The last picture I did

—

do try this cake !

—

was ' The Cry of the Weak.' Recent ones are
' The Yellow Ticket,' ' Innocent,' and
' Common Clay.' The last two named both ran
for a year on the stage in New York."

" Do you think the stage helps the screen.

Miss Ward ?
"

" Wonderfully—especially drama. By the
way, my favourite picture—favourite as regards
my own work in it, which 1 think is the best
I've done—is very dramatic. It is called " The
Profiteers," and deals with conditions after the
war. Ithasjustbeen released in America. Great
part !—beautiful gowns !—everything I like !

"

" Then you share the common feminine weak-
ness, after all !

" t exclaimed triumphantly

—

Miss Ward had remarked earlier how tired she
was of tho subject of dress—and my eyes strayed,
as they had done several times during the after-

noon, to the expensively simple black gown of

my hostess, relieved only by -her wonderful
pearls, and the chic black hat she still wore,
with its magnificent Bird of Paradise plume.

" Well, I'm only fond of it when I have a
good part to go with it," she admitted laughingly.
'Otherwise, it's the bane of my life ! Why,
sometimes I have twenty-seven changes in a
picture. You never can wear the same thing
twice in films—hat, shoes, gloves, nothing—
which comes very expensive. And when you
have a short rest of a week or two between
pictvires, the time is spent in getting fresh clothes!

" Wlien I first met Jlae ISIarsh—among the
scenes of ' Intolerance '—she said to me, 'How
I have cnviecLyou all your beautiful clothes !

'

and I replied, ' And how I have envied you your
rags !

' " ^

Miss Ward laughed again, and, as she did so, I
looked at her, at all her wonderful vivacity and
energy, her beauty, her slenderness, above all,

her changeless look of j outh, and marvelled..

I even was so bold as to beg for some clue to
the miracle. i

" Think young ! " was the characteristic reply,
'

' the mind controls the face. Atid, if you would
keep slim, take ' Turkish laths!''' An anti-

climax perhaps, but a practical m\c.
When I eventually tore myself away from

Jliss Ward, I ventured to remind hes that,

after all, lhad come from a paper,4ind therefore

should like to know if she had any message to

send to my readers.
" Be sure and give them my love," she said in

her own cordial way, " and—yes, there is one
littlo thing I would like to correct. ' My
last appearance in London was in ' Tho
Price,' November 1912, at tho Aldwjch

Theatre."
M. H. C.

A photograph of Fanny Ward's delightful American home.
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"And now for Bed
"

"I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and
clean as a new pin. Now
1 don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

mg years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed."

Vomeroj/
SkinFood

1/6, 3/6 and 5/. Jars

of High-class Chemists

and Perfumers.
»*i - * .

'r

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.
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"THE MAN WHO FORGOT."
The Village Joy Day.

MR. F. MARTIN THORNTON and the

Harma Company have met with a most
cordial leception in Cornwall during

their three weeks' sojourn in connection with the

forthcoming Harma production, " The Man
Who Forgot."
The exteriors were taken at the quaint fishing

village of I'orthleven and Cadgworth, and
evoked the greatest interest amongst visitors

and residents. In one of the many pretty
scenes, that of a wedding which was enacted at
St. Bartholomew's church, Porthleven, quite a
unique incident took place.

All the villagers turned out in Sunday attire,

and after the ceremony local fishermen unhar-

nessed the naa attached to the coach in which
were seated the newly married couple (Marjorio
Villis and Bernard Dudley) and drew it through
the main street to the cottage. It is seventy
years ago since such an incident actually
occurred in the village.

Historical Training Ground.
ANOTHER incident shows a wrestling match

between James Knight and Bernard
Dudley, and peculiar interest is lent to

this inasmuch as it took place on a pitch on which
Bob Fitzsimmons trained for more than one of
his famous fights, whilst it was also used by
Hancock, the well-known Cornish wrestler, who
in later years met with a tragic end in New York.

A BRITISH MASTERPIECE
IN THE MAKING.

The wrestling scene is quite a realistic per-

formance. James Knight is an expert in the

art, having toured for some time as an amateur
to give exhibition turns with the celebrated
Peter Gofi.

A Fine Character Actor;
BERNARD DUDLEY, who is playing an

exceptionally strong part in this new
production, will, it ia confidently believed,

prove one of the best character actors on the
screen.

In this film ho has been given a great oppor-
tunity for virile dramatic interpretation, and
his work in " A Romany Lass " and " The Great
Impostor " will be especially remembered.

BERNARD DUDLEY, a virile

character actor.

A realistic scene from Harma's great British production, " The Man Who
Forgot."

JAMES KNIGHT. Harma's handsome
hero.

1000
for

CLERKS
and

Shorthand-Typists
THE proprietors of the " Daily

Sketch " beg to announce that, in

connection with the Examinations
of the Royal Society of Arts of 1920, they
offer prizes amounting in 'the aggregate
to £1,000.
Can anyone recall an occasion when a

girl shorthand-typist was given a chance
to win a first prize of £250, equal, in
many cases, to nearly two years' wages,
bimply because she was efficient at her
office work?

But this chance is open to men, too.

Who will win the biggest prizes—men or
women? There is a chance for all com-
petitors of both sexes, and even if they
fait to win the £250, there remain prizes
scaling downwards from £100 to £75 and
£50, and then by tens to £10, finishing
with eight prizes of £5 each. This is in

the advanced section (up to age 30) alone.
Both in the intermediate (up to 25) and

elementary (maximum age 18) sections

the prizes are attractive. Think how use-

ful £tQ, or even £30 or £20, would be
w hen you want to fill the " bottom
drawer."

As many as 91 prizes are to be awarded
in three grades, so that learners and
experts may compete in their proper
sections.

In order to become eligible for any one
of the prizes, it will be necessary only to
pass in three subjects—Shorthand, Type-
writing, and English.

- The examinations are not to take place
for some months yet, so that anyone may
start to learn shorthand and typing to-day
and become sufficiently expert to com-
pete successfully, at any rate in the pre-
liminary stages; iij fact, it is not im-
probable that they may attain a degree
of efficiency which will make them quali-
fied for the highest grade.

In addition to the prizes, the certifi-

cates of the Roya! Society of Arts will be
awarded to those who obtain a certain
number of marks. This certificate in it-

self is recognised by business people as of
such great value that with it any person
may be assured of a good business
position.

Examinations will take place at centres
throughout the whole of the British Isles,

and the standard of judging will be the
same throughout.

For full particulars, either write to the
Examination Officer of the Royal Society
of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, W.C.,
enclosing 3d. for the 1920 syllabus, or see
the

DAILY SKETCH
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

GLORIA SWANSON in " Every Woman's Husband." Triangle. CARUSO in "My Cousin." Artcrafl.

YOU may not consider yourself pretty, but there may
be plenty of otfier people who think you are. Every
girl should enter this competition—there's nothing

to pay and there are hundreds of prizes to be won.
Mr. OWEN NARES will be the Judge. Full particulars in J

ID
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The Very Rev. W. R. Inge, D.D.
wiites;—"My friends say your ' De Reszke' Cigar-

ettes are excellent."

Arthur Wimperis, Esq. writes:—"I am s ill

smoking your ' De Reszke' Cigarettes with great
enjoyment. My working day is now divided
between Darcwski and ' De Reszke.'"

A. E. Matthews, Esq. writes:—" Without doubt
the ' De Reszke ' American is the one cigarette worth
^trjing to get to day."

Miss Perceval Allen writes :

—
" I have

pleasure in telling you Iiow much I appreciate
the really delicious ' De Reszke '

Cigarettes. They surely are the

nicest cigarettes
!

"

A GOOD many people

express the opinion that

. "De Reszkes" are the

l)est cigarettes one can buy.

'

Why not prove it to your

own satisfaction by getting

a box to-day ?

The riclure Show, Scylemher 20th, 1919.

'DeReszke
^s«o«9' CIGARETTES

Said at all Tobacconists, Stores,

and Military Canteens.

The Asthma Sufferers' Greatest Friend.

HINKSMAN'Q
1Msf^maReliever^

Speedy and Pleasant in its effects, and always to be relied on.

1/3 per Tin, from all Chemists; postage, 2cl. extra
Fiee Trial Package from I HlNKSMAN. Chemist. Carl.ike.

If yoor Chemist is without it, ask him to get you Hinksman's.

fARE YOU SHORT?
180. let the Glrvan System help you

lo Increase your height. Mr. BrigBS re-

ports 5 inches increase; Driver E. F.,

SiDcbes ; Mr. Itatclitfe. 4 inches ; Miss

Leedell, 4 inches ; Mr. Ketley. 4 inches.

This system greatly improves the

health, figure, and carriage. Send 3

penny Btarnps for fitrther parliculai-a

and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17. Slroud Green Road,

London. N. 4.

REAL POSTCARD PHOTOGRAPHS
Me»sra. Hepworth Picture Plays Ltd. have iusi added

some fine new postcard studies of Miss Alma Taylor, Miss

Chrissie White. Henry Edwards & Gerald Ames lo the large

fclock ol leal photographs which ihey already hold,

Fulldetails of these neiv photographs can be obtain-

ed by sending direct to Publicity Dept., Heoivorth

Picture PIc.ys, Ltd., 2, Denman St., Piccadilly, W.I.

Stamped addressed envelope should beenclosed for reply.

CINEMA ASPIRANTS
:(AU. AGES):

Receive expert tuition. Students are included in

our own PRODUCTIONS, when proficient.

Write or call for particulars.

A1 CINEMA COLLEGE & STUDIO,
l71,RenBeld St .GLASGOW. EVEnYrillSO VI' TO D.iTK.

r""Ring in New Stories "
I

I I

j
EVERY GIRL SHOULD READ

|

BOW BELLS
I

THE GREAT NEW I

I
STORY PAPER

, 1 ID

I

Every Thursday. Price \ 2 •

|

I
ASK YOUR NEWSAGENT FOR IT. |

Not Used to Their Parts.

IT wiis the ciiil of the tliird part, and rvs the
lijlhts went up, two •,'irls started expressing
tliuir opinions on the picture in question.

Said tho fir.st girl : " I think it is a splendid
fihn, don't you ? Tliis is the first timo it has
been .ihown hero."

" Yes, it is rathor good," agreed lier friend.
' but I rarely go on the f^rst day ; Uie actors
never seem to act to perfoctioa lill they have
plaxjcd it a time or two."

{2s. 6d. awarded to Jliss Irene M. JIason,
18, Georgo Street, Barwell, near Hinckley.)

So Simp'.e.
They are asking this riddle in America ;

"If Doug Fairbank.s ever had the tooth-
acliP, what kind of a toothache would it be 1

"

The answer is, of course, jumping.

The vi.sitor to the motion picture studio was
greatly impressed, when watching a tender
love scene.

" Do they really got paid for doing that ?
"

he asked incredulously.

He Will Be Doug.

IN one of the scenes in Doug, Fairbanks' first

picture for the United Artists he had to jump
into a tank of water. After going in, he de-

cided that the rest of the company should have a
taste of the water, so every-
body arSund got a good duck-
ing, clothes and all. Those who
boat it for the ofifico were
Riven a thorough soaking by
Doug., Vic Fleming and Joe
Henabcrry, who dragged them
out and gave them tlie water
cure fia the fire hose. The
dry cleaning establishments in

Hollywood did a rushing busi-
ness that day,

H Wife Too !

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S mail
bag contains some funny
things in the way of re-

quests. Possibly it's because
Charlie has the reputation of
being a funny fellow that his

correspondents send him scena-
rios of the "True unto Death"
variety and try to touch him lARRY SEMON,
forahttleloan— say five thou- the Vita</ranh
sand pounds." Couched in the ^ vita^rapn

suave, courteous phrasing of the East there came,
however, the otlier day the most astounding
proposition Chaplin has ever received in thn
whole course of his astounding career. Here
it is just as it came to hand :

Tokio, Japan,
" Dear the comedy king :

I am very applaud your clever trick you
have extraordinary feelings of community very
very mtich in Japan, you are comedys authority
of world indede. May I trouble please give me
vour big photograph and your wife. Good bye,

" H, T."

"Tempi- Bells and Garlic Smells."
WRITING of the Pacific joys of California,

where he is now working in a
new production, Richard Barthelmess

saj's :

" Ain watcliing purple stmsets from the moun-
tain tops astride a Mexican pony, or dashing

into the warm surf rolling in

from the niyistic land of temple
bells and garlic smells of the
distant Orient."

Which shows that the poetic
Chinaman in "Broken Blos-
soms " has a sense of humour
oU the screen.

One Against Fred Goodwins.
FRED GOODWINS, the

British screen comedian,
was standing near the

Palace Theatre on Peace night
watching the crowd go by, when
an alcoholic individual walked
up to him, surveyed him from
head to foot and then yelled
" Bloomin' old one-pip ! I'm
as good as you are now !

"

The humour of the situation
was not so much his mistaking
Fred for an officer as the fact

that the comedian promptly
recognised his critic as a corporal

who had once detailed him to a potato -peeljng
fatigue when he was a private stationed at
Winchester !

the Jester of

Comedies.

Boy :
" I know somebody who knows all

the movie stars."
Girl :

" Who is that ?
"

Boy : " The Income-tax Collector."

Her Hobby. '
. :

IVIAN MARTIN remarked that sha
adored Japanese prints, and has a large
collection. Or did she mean prince ?

The Jester.

JEFF THINKS HE IS THE WORLD S CHAMPION,

The new boxing champion is_

a terror, and nil his opponents
are taken aw'ay on stretchers.

Mutt, being short of cash, Jeft is to have a few lessons

unfolds a little scheme to Jed from Mutt, and then go and
whereby they may make money, meet the champion in the ring.

But jtist then a load of bricks

falls on them, and little Jeff loses

consciousness.

Ho dreams that his fight

has been successful, and he is

cheered by an admiring crowd.

But, alas, he regains his lost

senses, only to find the unsym-
pathetic Mutt jeering at him!

\The above pictures are taken from the film by permission of the Fox Film Company,
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WATCH THE GROWTH OF YOUR HAIR
Harlene Hair-DrilV^ Lengthens, Strengthens & Beautifies,

TEST IT YOURSELF FREE TO-DAY
THIS world-famous growth-promoting hair tonic and food

needs no further recommendation than to state that its

adoption by milhons of men and women in all walks of

life continues to receive enthusiastic endorsement.
Have you tried " Harlene Hair-Drill "

? If not, you should
lose no time in writing for a Free
Trial Outfit, which will last you
seven days and prove to you the

unique benefits to be derived from
this splendid toilet exercise.

NO EXCUSE FOR UNHEALTHY,
UNLOVELY HAIR.

If you ha\e not hair that is

healthy, radiant and luxuriant,

hair that is free from unhealthy
accumulations, hair that defies

Father Time, hair that glints and
glistens in the sun, try " Harlene
Hair-Drill " to-day free of cost to

vou, except the small expenditure
of 4d, on stamps to defray cost of

l^ostage and packing on your free
" Harlene Hair-Drill " Outfit. [See

Coupon below.)

"HAlR-DRlLL" ENSURES
HAIR BEAUTY.

No one indeed who values and
appreciates hair that is healthy,
hair that is beautiful, hair that will

not fall out, grow too greasy or too
dry, or become thin, brittle, and
lustreless, can dispense with "Har-
lene Hair-Drill." Why ? Because
' Harlene Hair-Drill " penetrates
to the very roots of the hair.

TRY "HARLENE" FREE.
Two minutes a day " Harlene

Hair-Drill " will quickly restore
your hair to its best. If you are
troubled with

SCURF OR DRYNESS,
OVER-GREASINESS OF THE
SCALP

THIN OR BRITTLE HAIR,
SPLITTING OR FALLING HAIR,

you should obtain at once a Free Trial Outiif:
A short course of Hair-Drill will quickly convince you of

the wonderful benefits to be de-
ri\'ed from its daily practice, and
the opportunity is freely offered to

you in the unique

Pp C" C* Four-fold Gift Outfit^ described below.

THIS GIFT PARCEL
COMPRISES

:

A bottle of the un-
rivalled hair food
and hair tonic,
" Harlene - for-the

-

Hair."

A "Cremex" Sham-
poo Powder to

cleanse scalp and
hair and prepare
them both for "Har-
lene Hair-Drill."

3. A bottle of *' Uzon " Brilliantine, which gives the hair the
sheen and softness of silk.

4. A copy of the new edition of the " Hair-Drill " Manual,
giving complete instructions.

LETTERS OF PRAISE FROM ALL.

Thousands of letters in terms of unqualified

approval have been received by the proprietors of
" Harlene."
Famous Actresses, Cinema Queens, and especially

women workers in factories and offices, who
have been worried over the condition of their

hair—all have been particularly pleased with
the wonderful results obtained from the
practice of " Hair- Drill."

HARLENE" FOR MEN ALSO.

Men, too, find that " Harlene " prevents
Scalp Irritation, Dryness, and a tendency
to Baldness. It is no exaggeration to say
that millions of men and women in all walks
of life practise the refreshing and beneficial
" Hair-Drill " daily, and so preserve
hair health and beauty.

" Harlene Hair-Drill " will

banish and prevent the retura
of all hair ailments, and you
can prove this free, as so many
others have already done.
Make up your mind to
accept this free offer at once

—

to-day.

WRITE FOR A FREE TRIAL

OUTFIT.

After a Free trial you will be
able to obtain further supplies of
" Harlene " at is. i jd., as. gd..

and 4S. gd. per bottle ;
" Uzon "

Brilliantine at is. i|d. and 2S. ad.

per bottle; and* " Cremex "

Shampoo Powders at is. i|d.

per box of seven (single

packets ad. each), from all

direct from Edwards' Harlene,

d -26, Lamb's Conduit Street,

Wlien your hair is attached

by scurf, dryness, over-
greasiness, and begins to fall

out and become brittle, thin,

and weak, it needs the beneficial tjeat-

ment of "Harlene Hair-Drill ^' to give

new health and strength to the im-
poverished hair roots. Send for a free

trial outfit.

Chemists and Stores, or

Limited, 20, 22, 24, an
London, W.C. i.

1.

HARLENE HAIR-DRILL"
GIFT OUTFIT COUPON.

Detach and post to

EDWARDS' HARLENE, LTD.,

20, 22, 24, & 26, Lamb's Conduit Street,

London, W.C.I.

Dear Sirs,—Please send me your Free " Harlene " Four-
fold Hair-Growing Outfit as described. I enclose 4d. in

stamps for postage and packing of parcel to my address.

Picture Show, zo/g/'iQ.

NOTE TO READER.

Write your FULL name and address clearly on a plain

piece of paper, pin this coupon to it, and post as directed

above. (Mark envelope " Sample Dept.")



i \ BEAUTIFIES THE EYES
iO^i—^ "Eydol" will give your .g^titL^ J^^—^ "Eydol"

X^YY'^Q^ li r I m s

g vivacitj'. anrt express

vliicb men find so api)ealing,

cleiirs the eyes, fresliens and atrwngtbeaa

theui. inakina tlieni uaHiralh nioie
.

lieautiful. ravticulaiiy letrcshing

after motoring.
"Eydol" is reconinienileil by leading

actresscs.incliuliiii! Miss Kyrle Bellew,

Miss Phyllis Bedells. MrlUe Lucieuno

Dervylc, etc. "Eydol" i

harmless. Kelieves eye-straii

and headache. Indispensable to

all whose eyes

Use " Eydolash "

to darken your
eycV<row9 and
lashes. It makes
them thick, long,
anil silky. 1 1]

IvoriiK- l'"t^, 1'6.

'eak
tireri-looking.

2/1.' pel bottle
01 all Stoies'
Chemists, or

froni-"EVD01."\
Laboratories \

no, Strand. LONDON. W.O

and
direc

IHIIUIUIlllllUUIIIIinilililiHIOllllllllllHlilllllllinillllH

SING
Achieve success on the Stage
or Concert-Platform. Good
Singers and Reciters wanted.
Our Fundamental training saves
two. thirds of your time. Results

certain. No more drudgery, lost voices or throat
troubles. Our educational discoveiics are as important
as witleess telegraphy. Postal, class. private lessons. Two
lessons free. Write us explaining your own case fully,

or call. Address precisely: A.Picture, ADVANCE ACADEMY.
^IMMiHl^^^Mi 54. Norfolk Sq., Paddington. W.2

IF YOU SUFFER
Irom nervous, worried f.-elinRS,

lack of energy, self-confidcnci?,

will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, "send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars ot the
Mcnto-Nerve Strengthenin
T r e a t m e
liLLIOTT-SM
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus, London. E .C.4

erve Strengthening I
'

!nt. — GODFRY
SMITH, Ltd., 536, I

You can
speak
fluent
FRENCH,
SPANISH
or

A':-

ITALIAN
after only 30 HOURS' easy study
by Dr. Roseuth.il's imiqiie system, which is

by far the simplest, (luiekest and most prac-

tical method of learuini; these languages. Only
Ten Minutes' application three

times a day for ten weeks is

necessary, and you spiak
the langiiaae after the first

day's study. Briofly, . the
Kosenthal system, based on
Nature's plan, associates

words with ideas and teach-

es you by coiierent,common-
sense sentences so that
witliout exhaiistivf' mental
effort or nieiuorisins per-
plexing rules and excep-
tions

. YOU QUICKLY BECOME
A PRACTICAL LINGUIST

This pleasant " odd mo-
ments" study \yill greatly increase your earning
powers, widen your outlook, and reveal new
joys in the land of Uterature.

Read and accept special offer below.

GERMAN.
Ex/rat/ fro
GivcrnintH.
fori .— .

''It Ts of essential
importance to the
nation ^hit. the
study of the IJ.'niian

language shouhl be
not only^uaintaiued
but extended."

Be pr-partl fo-- Ike

commercial Ji^hl
ftoiv commencing—
study Cerf/tjtt iioir

by the simfilj Rosen-
thal method.

THREE DAYS'fREE EXAMINATION FORM.
To FUNK & WAGNALLS CO.,Salisbury Sq.,Lonaon.E.C.4.

Gentlemen.— 1 accept (.ffev of IX-. ROSENTHAL'S
PRACTICAL LINGUl.STRY in the Lannua^e
at the Special Price of Sixteen Shillings per set. of the

iKwks for one language. Please send the.se linnks on

Approbation, can iiige paid. If for any reason 1 am not

satisfied with them. I may within three days after their

receipt retiirn them to you. If retained. I shall remit
you 4s. within 5 days, and balance in monthly instal-

ments of 4s. until tJtal amount is paid.

(Mr.)

„ (Mrs.)
"''""'(Miss)

(Rev.) .; .

Profession or Business ;

Address.

BUY THEM

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

Tl)c Children's Newspaper
mmm every friday. ma

WHY YOUR FAVOURITE?
Have you ever tried to analyse the reasons why you

are sometimes attracted towards a particular person ?
Personality, we are told, has a great deal to do with it ;

but the average man or woman, who has no inclina-
tion to try and probe the psychical mysteries which
he hidden in this term, prefers to explain the causes
in the simple language o! everyday use.

Thus, when we ewne in personal contact with those
who attract us to them, we attribute it, among other
tilings, to : Dress, personal looks, physique, mental
power, conduct, quality of nature, sympathy in ideals
and desires. But in the case of those whom we have
not seen, except photographically on the screen, it

would be interesting to know why they become of
siich paramount interest to us. Every popular artiste in
Filmland has his or her enormous circle oi unseen
admirers, comprising people of all ages and nationalities,
whose only bond is that of the common admiration
for a particular player. Let it be announced that
such and such a " star " has fallen ill, and imme-
diately a strong current of sympathy is aroused in
thousands of hearts th? world over. Is there a picture
showing in which some favourite is appearing ?
Then there are hundreds of people who will go any
reasonable distance to see the him. Undoubtedly, the
" drawing-power " of the film artiste is wonderful.
Yet, what is the reason ?

Those of you who have your own favourites will

doubtle.ss be ready to champion them. At the same
time, I am curious to know why they are your favour-
ites; though, in accepting my invitation, I should
prefer you to name only one, and to state your reasons
as briefly as you can.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
'

Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, "The Picture Show, "The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

" Puzzled " (Camden Town).

—

The Ticture
Show knew quite well that Kililie Polo was in

London, but the paraaraph you refer to in the issue

for July lOtli was written before luldie had started
for this country. Kcmember that this paper goes
to prcs.j several weeks before the date of publica-
tion. iJid you see our interview with him in our
issue, July 20th '!

" (iL.VDYS " (Brighton).—You have heard that
Fatty Arbiicklc is dead. Who told you that, Gladys >

You can dry yourtears, for Fatty is still alive and as

larf,'e and as humorous as ever. Warner Oland aiid

Ilciiry fisell are playing in Pearl White's serial,
" The Lightning Raider," which you will be able to
see shortly.

" Brads " (Kennington).—-Thanks for your in-

formation which also reache.l me shortly after from
another source. All the authorities I have seen spell

Charles Clary without an " e " in the surname. Is

it possible bis signature has misled you '! Glad you
have received an autographed portrait from Smiling
Bill Parsons.

S. D. (Luton).—Ann Pennington is not at present
on the films. Wlien last I heard, Montague Love,
who is about forty-two, was on the stage. Bebe
Daniels' is her right naiue, and she was born on
January 14 1901, in Dallas, Texas.

" Easter " (Birkenhead).—Y'our interesting letter

has been touched on elsewhere. Yes, Henry Ainley
is still plajlng for the films. Glad to know you are

such a "bookworm." So am I. " The Nature of

the Beast " was specially written for the film, and
the stof>- you refer to may have been based on it.

L. W. "(Liverpool).—William S. Hart has not
. married anybody as yet. The rule at foot of next
page will tell you how to write to him.

" J.,ONESOME Yankee " (Redruth).—Glad you like

this " cute httle paper," and that it stands so high
in your estimation. Why, yes, I'H hustle and
print the photos of those of your favourites that
have not already appeared. Y'ou want me to give

you " a hunch about Buster Keaton.".' Sure, I will.

(Say, Horace, what's " hunch " mean, anyway ?)

Excuse' me whispering to my assistant, won't you ?

The " EngUsli.guy " who told you Fatty Arbuckle
is dead, is WTong. Perhaps your English girl friends

mean no harm when they tease y6u. Anyway, I

hope you won't be lonesome long.

M: R. (Grimsby).—Baby Marie Osborne and Mary
Pickford are no relation to each other at all. What,
a rumour !

' FLORRIE AND LOUIE" (Hampstcad).—I should
advise you not to have anything to do with the

concern.
M. H. (P^eigate).—Y'cs, I think you are lucky.

Perhaps, Mary Pickford will also send you her
photograph in time. •

" Ivy and Marjorie " (Teddington).—Keither is

married. Antonio Moreno is thirty-one. Fancy
asking for addresses, after saying you read this

paper " every week." .Se<? nUe next page.

P. D. (Kedhiri).—Pearl White wears a wig, but
her own hair is auburn. At the moment of writing,

Autonio Moreno's new picture has not been announced.

T/ie Picture Show, Sepiember 20tli, 1919.

_
U. M. (Bath).—In private lite, .Tackle .Saundcr*''

IS Mrs. E. D. Horkheimer, and has a baby girl named
Jacqueline. On her mother's side, Mintcr is the
real name of Mary Miles. That is to say, Minter is
her mother's maiden name, and Shelby her married
one. Carincl Myers was born in 1901. Vlotet
Hopson was liorn in California of TCnglish parent*.

' Max " (Bordeaux).—Ethel Clayton was bornm 18!)0 in Cliampaign, Illinois, U.S.A. Billie Burke
was born on August 7, 188(;, and has auburn hair
anil blue eyes. No, I have no photos at all of any
artistes for disposal, or. would be pleased to oblige
you.

M. C. (Ilford).—Yes, Louise Lovely is still on the
films, I am glad to say. Marguerite Clark was
thirty-one on February 2i of this year, and is the
possessor of brown hair and hazel eyes.

" H. M. S." (Gosport), and others.—There Is no
truth whatever in the rumour that Mary Pickford
is retiring from the films.

Mrs. W. K. M. (Thames-Ditton).—Please see latter
part of reply to "Max" of Bordeaux.

•• Si orcii Lassie" (Kilmarnock).-—Yes, so far Pearl
White has appeared in serials. Mary Fuller is not
at present acting for the films. Other details are
lacking. I do not know what would be the best
way to train a child for the films as the openings
for juvenile artistes in this country are not many.

N. L. T.- (Liverpool).—" Broncho Billy" (G. M.
Anderson) is very much alive although rumour killed
him as it did Pearl White. One of his latest picture.4
is • Shooting Mad." Mury Pickford is not leaving
the filmi at all, but will still continue making pictures

'

in a new concern called the United Artistes' Associa-
tion, which includes D. W. Griffith, Charlie Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks, and herself. OUve Thomas is

the wife of Jack Pickford. No, I am not goinjj
grey through all the questions I have to answer on
this page. In fact, its wonderful how I manage to
jircicrve the natural colour of my hair. " ~

" Oi'TicE " (Snape).—In reply to yours (1) See
rule iiextpag!. (2) Yes, I hope to have a portrait of
her before long. (3) Little Madge Evans is ten years
old. So your cousin did you a good turn by recom-
iiicndiiig this paper to you.

" Er.F " (Glasgow).—^As a rule, artistes answer the
letters they receive. Mary Pickford has no children.

M. A. B. (Styal).—If she is, the information has
not been made public as yet.

H. P. (Liverpool).—Thanks for your suggestion,
but I don't think I shall be able to adopt it.

.T. L. (Wallsend-on-Tyne).—Pauline Frederick is

thirty-three, and Cliarles Ray is twenty-eight.
Aliii't Taylor has not made her age public as yet.

.

You may have to wait som" time before W. S. Hart
'

answers your letter, as he probably receives huadreds
of others.

" Mavis " (Ealing).—Peggy Hyland is English.
Sorry, I cannot tell you. The Mary Pickford rumour
has already been denied. Aren't you glad ?

M. J. (Leed-i).—What an imposing list of favourites.
.Tune Caprice is twenty. You shall have some photos
of her expressions in THE PICTUKE SHOW. I note
she heads your list.

"' P'lLW Lover " (East Dulwich).—Y'ou didn't
know which was Charlie Chaplin in the photogr^^h ?

Perhaps the absence of liis famotis moustache liii-.led

you. No, Mary Pickford has not -followed the
" bobbed hair " fashion, and it would be a pity if

she were to sacrifice her lovely curls.

I. S. (West Kensington).—Paidiue Frederick is

an American, and is thirty-tiiree. I cannot say
whether she will ever come to London.

L. J. (Rhondda).—I am strre Charles Ray would
not object to a Welsh girl being amongst liis corres-
pondents, so try your luck. He possesses brown
hair and eyes, measures 6 ft. in height, and was born
in 18;) 1 in .Jacksonville, IHinois. I am awaiting in-

formation about the other player. _
. F. R. F. ( Wiiitby).—Franklyn Farnum and Douglas
Fairbanks are' two different people. Do they seem
to you alike ?

R. F. (Bristol).—Irene Castle is twenty-six, and is

in America. Ttie other one, I don't know about.
Cr. W. (Blackburn).—Yes, it is surprising how

tastes differ with regard to film stars. Your favourite,
Gladys Brockwell, has dark brown hair and eyes.—

A. C. (Birmingham).—David Powell has dark hair
and eyes and hails from Scotland. James Knight
has not disclosed any particulars.

" .Smiler " (Wolverhampton).—Sorry your
previous letter was not answered because you failed

to give your name and address, but that is a general
editorial rule. Glad to know the cheery face of

Douglas Fairbanks acts as a tonic to you when you
are in the dumps. No, Mary Pickford has no " dear
children to follow in her footsteps."

" Enqi'IRER " (Weston-Super-Mare).—Y'our re-

qtiest was complied with, but you iiKiy have to wait
sonie time for her answer. Jiddie Polo, at the
moment of writing, is in this country, but the others
are iu America.

" Alma " (Fulliam).—Alma Taylor lias blue eyes,
and Henry Edwards has brown hair and grey eyes.
They are not married. I cannot say if she will
answer your letter, but you can try your luck.

- " Britain First" (Lincoln).—I am sorry I have
no photographs ot Gregory Scott for disposal. You
call obtain beautiful free iK>st-card portraits of some
of 'ihe Broadwest players on applicat'on to Billie

IJristow, The Studio, Wood Street, Waithamstow.
Send a st:imped and addressed envelope.

M. E. W. (Birmingham).—The answers to the
questions re Alma Taylor, Henry Edwards, and
Pauline Frederick, are answered above.

More answers opposiltr
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V,. S. G. (Hamniersniitb).~Louise Glaum is (still

artins for tlie liluiM.

M. 1). (WatciUio).— raulinc Fmlerick was born
in 18sr.. Maty IMcklord on April 8, 1803, and Mar-

tiiK-iilo ( lark on February 22, 1888. George Walsli

is
• soni<' bov " aa you say.

W. 11. (York). -Pli-aspd to know you rccpived such

a nice letter and ))hoto from Violet Ilopson. Your
re(iupst has been atteiuled to.

W. E. (Maneliester).—.Ml the ruinours you have
heard about Cliarlie t'liaplin are (|uite absurd.

A. B, (Chelinsf(ird).— I do not know where the

film is being shown just now. Couldn't tell you
what to do when you want an old film to be exhibited

again. No objeelion at all to your writing again if

\ on want to.
• Bon " (Hull).—None of them have disclosed their

birthdays up to now. Rather a pity, isn't it ?

D. G. A. (West Ham).—Your drawings are very

good but not (juite u)) to publication standard.

PraetK'e is what you reiinire most, a!ul, if possible,

some lessons at a" local art school. 1 am sure your
work will show great impro\einent in a short tinie.

If you will send your address tlic sketciies will be

returned to vou.
H. F. W. (Array of the Eliine).— (1) Charlie Chaplin

is a Londoner. (2) I should prefer to answer this

(|uestion through the post. (3) I have not heard of

one. (4) Some of these companies have ceased to

exist or have become amalgamated with others. (5)

They are not a producing firm.

n. B. (Ifarlesden).—Your newsagent can obtain

them for you in tlie usual way.
"Tommy " (Ediington).— \'es, there will be more

about William lUissell as news of liim reaches

me.
'• The Showman " (Leeds).—So you are not really

a travelling showman, but just a keen picture-goer.

Frederick Ward and something about him will appear
in due time.

D. W. (- ).—Chrissie White and Stewart Rome
are not married to each other. I don't know about
the other. Florence La Badie was killed. What is

the name of voiir town, by the way ?

M. P. (Westcliff).—Gladys Leslie is twenty, was
born in New York City, and possesses light hair and
brovrn eyes. Alma Taylor is in this country, and
" The Nature of the Beast " is her latest film.

" CORNCOB " (Meltham).—As the artiste in ques-

tion has onlv just made her debut on the films, very
few details about her have been made known at the

moment.
A. S. F. (Aldershot).—A copy of " The Stage " will

give you the information required;
(t. S. (Guernsey).—Edna Puirviance is not married.

Lilian Gish is twenty-two, and Dorothy, her sister, is

twenty.
" Anita " (Glasgow).—Y'ou should get " Playwrit-

ing for the Cinema," by E. A. Dencli, published by
A. <fe C. Black, .'5, Soho Square, LondoUi W., price

Is. 6d,, postage 4d. extra. Glad you can find nothing
to grumble at in this paper.

R. L. W. (Westcliff).—Niagara Falls, New York
City, is where Norma Talmadge was born. Gladys
Leslie also comes from New Y''ork City.

I. S. (Fleet).—Pearl White and Antonio Moreno
may have made love to each other on the fllnis, but
why should that make you think they were engaged ?

Y'our previous reque.st was complied with.

E. D. (Bradford).—No, Pearl Whit* is not dart.
Her hair is auburn, and her eyes are blue.

F. M. (Portsmouth).—Thanks awfully for tlmse
sixteen new readers. Y'ou're a brick, F. M. Hope
you will get a.reply to your letter if one Im not come
already.

I. A. B. (Southampton).—Y'es, Eddie Polo is married,
but the answer to your other question J am unable
to tell you just now. " The Bull's Eye " is not
published in book form.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

I tbink it would be a good plan if every picture

theatre had foot rests fixed at the bottom

of the chairs in front. This would pre-

vent (he inconvenience of having other

people's feet stuck on the back of your

chair.— 2/6 awarded to G. Lathwell, Staff,

Junior United Service Club, London, S.W. 1

fN answer to the many inquiries we have received
' from our readers as to how they can send letters

to Cinema actors and actresses, " The Picture
Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must
be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee
such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many
of these Stars travel alt over the world, a consider^
able time must elapse before the letters reach them.
All letters are forwarded by the next mail, and
every letter received to date has been sent on. The
Editor cannot enter into any correspondence on this
matter. How to send your letter : Write the
name of the Star on the envelope, and enclose it

with a loose 1 id. stamp to the Editor," The Picture
Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full

address, including County and Country, if a reply
is required.}

J-ne LAjecum

. 'The7^
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LOUISE HUFF.

YOUNGER EVERY PART.
A Delightful Storv of Louise Huff's Climb

down the Calendar.

LOUISE HUFF, who appears above, is the
deHghtful little lady we sec so often playing
opposito .lack Pickford. Sinoe her Orst

nppearance (which was in " Ben Hur," by the
way) she has been a \iniversal favourite. She
says that the most amusing of her •xperienees
on the screen was when she was first of all cast

for a girl of seventeen in the film of that name.
Then, for " Great Expectations," when she
hopped down tho calendar ladder and appeared
as a girl of fourteen. Her next role was in
" The Lonesome Chap," as a youngster of about
eleven. " And for weeks," added Miss Huff,
" I wondered if my next part was to be a baby
in long clothes."

Our Art Plans.

DOES the Art Tlate of Lillian Gish (given
with this week's issue of The Picture

" Show) come up to your expectations ?

It is, to my mind, (juite the most delightful

jiortrait of this beautiful star. Do you know
liow old Lillian was when she lirst made her
debut on tlie stage ? She was six years old,

and appeared in " The Little Ued Schoolhouse."
J.ater, she w.as one of the fairy dancers with
f-'aruh Bernhardt, who was then making one of

her .American tours. After two seasons with
jVlnie. Bernhardt, she came to New York to
finish her dancing lessons. There Lillian re-

newed the acouaintance of Mary Pickford,

whom she had niet wliile on the Icgitiniate

stage, and while visiting the Biograph Studios
she was engaged by D. W. Ciriflith, who was
attracted by her natural poise and power of

expression, and soon gained fame as one of the
greatest emotional actresses of the silent drama.

CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS:

As you may know, she is a slim, gracefid

blonde, with large blue> eyes, and a wonderful
power of expression, aid her age is twcnty-t ,\o

last year. Her birthday, if you are thinking of

writing her, is October 1 4tb, so you will just have
tirao.

Next Week's Splend'd New Serial.

DON'T miss the tliriUing racing serial lliat

begins in our next issue, it is entitled
" The Gentleman Ruler," and two of your

great f vvourites are now being filmed in the
characters of hero and heroine in a Broadwest
photo-play. When you read tho romantic love
story of Marjorio Uenton and Frank Cunning-
ham, picture them as Violet Hopson and Stewart
Rome. You will be able to see them on the
screen soon.

Shirley Mason's Husband.

DID you know that Shirley Mason was
n'larricd ? Well, she is. The happy
man's name is Bernard Burning, and ho

is a particularly handsome young man. Bernie,

as ho is fam.iliarly called by his friends, has
been on thS directional siile of cinema work,
with Edison and Metro, but it is declared that
he is too good-looking to be a director, and ho
has been persuaded to appear as an actor. So
we shall soon see him for ourselves.

Monthly "Birthdays."

HERE is a new idea for birthday parties

that will please the younger generation
. more than us older folk if it becomes

universal.
Bevi^rley Bayno Bushman gives a little birth-

day party on tlie ninth of each month for her
infant si^n, Richard Stanbury Bushman,' who,
you will remember, was born last June, and
similar birthday parties celebrate t'le existence
of Mary Marsh Amies, the daugliter of our own
Mae Marsh. Mary, you v/ill remeiubor, is also

a Juno baby, having made her first bow to old
Mother Earth on Friday, June 13th.

A Musical Star.

HAVE you seen Mildred Jloo.e, who is leading
woman for Eddie Lyons and Lee IMoran ?

I hear she is a most accomplished musi-
cian. She plays tho piano, zither, oboe, banjo,
and accordion, and is applying herself to master
tho piccolo. She is going to be the chief pic-

coloist in a woman's orchestra in the next
Lyons-Moran joy feast.

Eddie Polo's Presents.

IF
ever you meet Eddie Polo—and believe me
ho is a man worth meeting—ask him to
show you his treasures, they have been

collected from all parts of the world. From
one tour he returned with thirty -four loving-
cups. Thirty-three were of gold, silver, tin.

pewter, ivorj^ and brass. The other cup was a
neatly chased little goblet, presented to tho star
by a young admirer, who confided to Mr. Polo
that he had taken it from his grandmother's
sideboard ; and, as no address was sent with this
lust gift, Eddie has been unable to return it.

A Mixed Collection.

HARRY CAREY is' another star who ha'i

a unique collection of gifts. During his
latest trip, he received fifteen six-s!iootcrs,

a bale of Wikl West rattle-nake hat-band.s,
which were rushed from the factorv for presenta-
tion by his admirers, el«ven sets of spurs, and a
red flannel muffler, presented by an old lady,
who entreated him to fold it across his "buzzuin"
on- cold morniui'S.

A British Fiim You Will L ke.

THE principal characters in Harma's " Sands
of Time," directed by Randle Ayrton,
are played by Miss Mercy Hatton, Jliss

Kate Phillips, Mrs. Hayden Coffin, Bertram
Burleighj Charles Groves, and John Gliddon.
In taking the exteriors, which are, according
to experts, the exact counterpart of the locality

in which the situations are laid in Thibet, tho
players had some exciting experiences.
0ns of them, in order to make good his escape

from death at the hands of Thibetan priests,

had to jump from a precipice a distance of

Hi) feet. Tho local residents declared that it

would be impossible for the feat to be succes.s-

fully accomplished, but to their astonishmer.t
it was, and the player was afterwards able to
swim a considerable distance and so evado h's

pursuers. For some time he is seen luider water
breathing through a reed. It is a tense incident.

Tom Mix's Maxims..

TOJl MIX, the Cowboy King of Fox Films,
is original in all his methods, and becomes
wroth with anyone who says that " it's

not done that way on the stage."

Tom says :
" If you do a thing naturally,

why must you chaisge it and do ' according t^i

Hoyle ? ' For instance, I have heard it said

that mounting a horse from the left side is th^
proper way. Who said so ? If I can mount my
horse from right or left side, and do it naturally,

why shouldn't I mount him from the right side

when occasion demands ? Suppose I'm being
chased ? Must I run round to the left side of

my horse when I can get away quicker by
mounting from the right side ?

Seeing is Believing.
".'T^HIS sort of thing is all right to talk about

I in the drawing-room," says Tom, " but
out on the plains it wouldn't do at all.

It wouldn't bo natural—and, woll„ it coiddn't
be done. Too many men would be killed."

BERTRAM BURLEIGH in

Harma's "Sands of Time."
There are some pretty scenes with kiddies in "Sands of Time." Here you see

MERC/ HATTON romping with her little pupils.

KATE PHILLIPS plays

an important part.
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CINEMA CHAT '" "-^
fi>om page 3.

ARTHUR J. MAVNE, appearing in a Harma
picture, "The Knave of Hearts."

'* Colonel of the Knutc."
ARTHUR J. MAYNE, whoso portrait

appears here, is back to the screen after
three years in the Royal Navy. You

will shortly see him in a Harnia production,
" The Knave of Hearts," in which ho plays the
part of Sir Guy Milton, a sort of " Colonel of tlie

Knuts," who gets everybody out of trouble
at the critical moment. He also plays a prin-
cipal part in a picture recently completed by
tho Central Company.

Prior to joining the Navy, " A. J." toured in

a successful revuo as tho " dude " comedian.
He also appeared in one of George Dance's
companies at the Aldwyoh Theatre, besides
being screened in such pictures as " Shadows,"
" Tlio Ivory Hand," etc.

Since his retuni; ho tells me he is immensely
struck by the rapid advance in production
methods, and is confident of a big future for

British picture.s.

Do You Know

—

—That Antonio Moreno was bom in Madrid in

1888, and came to America at the age of four-

teen ?
* Jl^ *

—That Peari White receive? several hundred
letters a day ?

« * *

—That Ralph Graves, who played the leading

rolo in " Sporting Life," is only nineteen years

old ?
* * *

—That he has a home at Old Jlanor, Chidding-
lord, Surrey, as well as a residence in New York
City ?

* * *

—That Jewel Carmen's right name is Evelyn
Quick ?

* « «

— That Peggy Hyland's hair is red and her eyes

are blue ?
* » _ *

—That she lives in a tiny buhgalow in Holly-

wood, Los Angeles ?

« * *

That Doris May is an accomplished musician,
and ax:compani(!d the groat violinist, Jan
Kubclik, when-sho wa? just a youngster 1

* * *

—Tliat tho Edison Company's production,
" Molly, tho Drummer Boy," -a as Viola Dana's
first picture, and led to a contract with that

company ?
* *

That Emory Johnson (tho husband of Ella

Hall) has two new cherished possessions—his

banjo and his buby ?

The First "Big Four" Picture.
EVERYONE will be interested to hc.n,r that

tho first " Big Four " picture has been
completed, iind will shortly be released in

America. When British picture-goers will have
an opportunity of seeing this, it is impossible fa
say, IKS the majority of exhibitors in this country
are so loaded up with good, bad, and indifferent

pictures that this all-important event is likely to
bo deferred for a long time. The release of many
splendid Britisli pictures have also been held up
for months owing to the " booking aliead

"

policy, and it is to be hoped that some way out
of tliia difficulty will soon be found. The first.
" Big Four " release features Douglas Fair-
banks, and it is called " His Majesty, the
American," a somewhat unfortunate title, con-
sidering the picture is likely to be shown in many
other countries besides the United States.

Still, I am told it is a fine film, abounding in

many novelties.

Its very beginning offers a feature that alone
has cost cjuite a sum to produce. It shows Doug,
in the agonies of a nightinar*-, and the stunts ho
goes through, and the dangers he courts, start

tho story oit' with a rush,
Marjorie Daw plays the feminine leid.

He Prefers Serial Work.

THE many admirers of Harry Gsell will be
pleased to know that lie is again to be seen
on tho screen opposite Pcur! White, in the

new Pithe serial, " The Lightning Raider."
Harry was, of course, tho popular hero in her
previous serial, "The Fatal Ring." Ho was
bom in Los ^Vngeles, and has had a long career
on tho speaking stage in addition to Iris numerous
screen appearances.

Unlike the majority of screen players who do
serial work, he prefers s<;rials to features, and
hopes to continue indefinitely in this line of

work. In " The Lightning Raider " ho
raturally goes through many thrilling adventures
with the fearless Pearl.

New British Comedies.

FRED GOODWINS, who h.as been for tho
past four yo.ars one of Movielond's most
prominent figures, and who left California

last year as' a private in the British Army, has
contracted to appear in and produce a series of

light eccentric two-reel comedies on this side,

under the trade -mark of Alliance Films.

His tw:o years as a member of the Chaplin
company, to say nothing of a long career in

support of lialf a score of ^America's best known
film stars, should help in no small way to make,
this new venture an event ^^orth watching in

British film circles. — -t-f—

•

A Dog Tragedy.

WHEN Mrne. N'azimova, tho Metro star,

returned to hor home in l.os .Angeles,

after several .
weeks' .absence, fehe was

joyously greeted by one of the p^PPy- flogs that
appeared with hor in one of her pictures.

" Hallo, Buster!" she cried. "Where's Bill J
"

Bill %vas Buster's twin, and pal.

Buster dropped his joyful

tail, and his eye looked sad.

Then it was explained that

Bill became sick two days
after his mistress left. The
veterinary said it was distem-

per. Buster might have ex-

plained that it was lonesome-

ness.
—+4

—

Popular Aur^le Sydney.

"

j\ URELE SYDNEY,
tho popular Gaumont
Tjrodiicer and actor,

Mas many friends and ad-

mirers among picture-goers,

and he naturally receives a

great many requests for his

autograph. In our photo-

'

graph, ho is shown at the

recent cinema sports ;neei-

ing, where he has been way-
laid by a young enthusiast.

You will shortly have an
opportunity of witnessing
Aurele Sydney's sensational

new picture, which tells of a

plot to destroy tlie world's

wheat crop. Fay Filmer,

FROM "OVER THERE.**
Notes and Newt from Lot Angeles.

MADGE KENNEDY has a curious pet, an
Australian Kaola bear, which was sent
her by an admirer from " down under."

The animal is a cross between a parrot and a
squirrel, jumps like a kangaroo, eats lettuce
and eucalyptus leaves, and is tame and affec-
tionate.

Bill Hart Writing His Plays.

ON lookmg in at the W. S. Hart Studio on
Sunset Boulevard, I found the etem,
silent man of the West ponderously

pounding the keys of a Remington with two
fingers. " I'm workin' at a script," he said,
pointing to his desk. " Yon see, I'm jest writm'
another story, and seem to have a good runnin'
start. 1 like to play real folks. I believe those
that live wrong and think wrong get their
deserts in this life, and that'a what I'm figgerin'

to show in my p'ctures."

Happy Endin gs

.

A GOOD deal of controversy is raging over
here on the subject of the " happy
ending " to a screen story. D. 'W.

Griffith announced his intention of getting
away, once for. all, from the conventional "fade-
out," with its inovitablo embrace. Monroe
Salisbury is another advocate of the film without
the " final clinch." He declares it " sticky and
sentimental," and not at all artistic. " How
much more satisfactory is a hearty handshake
or, better' yet—leave the future somewhat in

doubt. Don't make your final scene seem like

the end of the world for your players. Let your
spectators imderstand clearly that your picture
is but a page from the book of life, not the
book itself." The advice rings true. Scenario
writers, please note.

It's An III Wind.
FLORENCE REED was destined to becorr.c

a professional pianist when an accident
Occurred which materially altered all her

plans and ambition*. Through a splinter, one of

her fingers became poisoned, and an operation
had to- be performed, which necessitated tho
shortening of a tendon. Now, she says, she is

happier as (ui actress than ever she would have
been as a musician. So, as the old gossips say,

it all hai>pened for the best.

Lieutenant Locklear's Latest Movie Stunt.

I
HAVE recorded several of the hair-raising
episodes of the new aerial serial, in wliicli

this daredevil of the air is being feattffed,

and would scarcely credit them had I not seen
several of then: with my own eyes. This last one,
however—^well ! In mid-air, Loeklear deliber-
ately set fire to his niacliine, hurtled do^vn to
earth, needless to say, strictly according to plan,
and then directly he got out of the camera's
range, righted the 'plane, put out the fire, and
quietly went home to dinner I

" 'Eisiv. CODD.

AUR£LE SYDNE'y, the British producer and actor, obliges an
admirer with his autograph.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES

MABEL NORMAND receiving ice-cream, in large quantities, from her producer.

Many scenes in Mabel's new Goldwyn picture deal- with life below stairs in a big

metropolitan hotel. This explains where the ice cream comes from.
This photograph was taken the day after Prohibition came into

force in America. BILL HART is, trying his hand at an ice-

cream soda.

In " The Uplifters," MAY ALLISON had to do
some housework, and her director is consulting
with her as to the most efficient means of scrub-

bing a floor.

PAULINE FREDERICK takes (advantage of a fifteen minute wait between scenes to exchange
experiences with her associates at the Goldwyn Studios. Her mother, Mrs. L. E. FREDERICK,

is the lady in black and white tweed costume.

ANITA STEWART takes a nice long drink, while
her director looks on longingly.

This is not the first time EDDIE LYONS and LEE MORAN have got a bit mixed up.

They are always full of fun whether at the studio or away from it.
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DON'T MISS OUR SPLENDID NEW SERIAL, ''THE GENTLEMAN RIDERS NEXT WEEK.

Dacre Lawson's Proposal.

WHEN Dacfo Lawton canio back into the

garden, ho found it deserted. Then ho
whistled softly, and Janice popped a

glowing face from beliind a syringa bush.
" Nobody here !

" Lawton hissed, in stage

conspirator fashion.

"I'll wait," Janice , replied. "Perhaps
they're inside.''

llawton i«vostigated and found 5Iarigold

by herself in the living-room, looking limp and
thoroughly woe-bogone.

" Oh, Daore, he's gone ! I sent him away,"
she said. " What do you think ? Ho'd forced

poor Jane to be engaged to him. Gave her a

ring. No wonder she was afraid to confess

where she got it. But I've sent him packing,

and she mustn't run any more such ri.sks. Why,
she might fall in love with him 1

"

Lawton laughed tenderly.
" What a horrible fate for Janice ! " ho

exclaimed.
" Yes. You see, she could never be sure

about him, could she ? She would always
wonder whether it wasn't me that he really

loved."
Lawton turned this over in his mind as he

went out to tell Janice that the coast

w.as clear. Sho seemed shghtly disappointed,
bat murmured something about helping to

prepare supper, as their mother would bo
homo soon.
Lawton went back to the living-room. Mari-

gold sat as before, white-faced and altogether

pensive. He dropped down on the couch beside

her.
" W.as Sugden heartbroken ? " he asked.
" I don't know. He's so queer. Pretended

that I wasn't the girl he'd made love to. Fancy
that !

"

" But you're not," Lawton said.

Marigold smiled faintly.
' " But, you see, ho thought I was," she argued
ambiguously.

" Marigold, what an egotistical little bnite
you are ! I wonder why I love you so ?

"

" You love ma ? Why, you despise me,
Dacrs. Every breath you draw, you're pointing
out my faults."

" Yed, that's my fault. I see yours too
plainly. By all the rules of the game, I, too,

ought to be desperately in love with Janice.

But it happens I'm not—not in the same way.
She's a great little .sport, Janice, but she isn't

•you—and it's you I love. Lucky for me,
because Janice regards me as a father. For
Heaven's sake, Marigold, don't say that you
do !

"

]\Iarigold gasped, and hor face went a shade
whiter.

" Oh, Dacre, you'ro only fooling-^nly being
beastly. It isn't fair

"

" To ask you to marry me !
"

" You can't be serious."
" Can you ?

"

"Y-yes." '

" Then tell mn. Marigold, is there any
chance ? I've waited, hating Sugden a little,

and envying him much. I've waited, watching
this comedy playing itself out until it's be-
come what nearly every comedy is at heart,

a tragedy. And now I can wait no longer.

I'm not terribly young. Marigold, but you are
the sort of girl who would disillusion a young
man. T havo no illusions about you. You
see, my dear, I know you. And you wouldn't
have an easy time with me for a husband. If

you cared for me, I might break your heart,

but you could never break mine."
This was a curious way for a man to court

a girl, but Dacre Lawton was a curious and
unusual type of man. Yet he was just the
right sort of Tn<\n for Marigold.

" I don't want my heart broken ! " she
nailed.

In a moment .she was in his arms, her head
Ogainst his shoulder.

" Oil, Dacre, bo good to me ! I'm fright-

enc(L You'ro
hard and stern. I

—

I wish I didn't care 'wssj, r

you." /,',""'

"But you do?" ^''"'^'

" Ye", ever so much. It was strange that I

began to care the day I told you I couldn't
play those dreadful scenes. You sneered at
me, Dacre."

" Poor kid ! But afterwards T understood.
And if it hadn't happened, you might have
married Sugden. Heavens, how jealous I was
of him !

"

" And now, poor fellow, he'll be jealous of
you," Mangold said pensively.

She did not- see the smile that hovered on
Lawton's lips.

Her conceit amused and irritated him, but
just now he could not find it in his heart to
scold her.

Janice came into the room to announce that
supper was ready, and Marigold started .self-

consciously, but her lover kept his arm about
her waist.

" Now, Janice, what do you think of me for

a brother-in-law ? " he asked.
" Oh, it's all right, then t " She nodded

happily, and ran to her sister, giving her a
tender hug and kiss. " I'm so glad, Mari-
gold." — i-'-

Indeed, it seemed as though the whole
world was right, for now there would no
longer be any bar to her own happiness. - She
was too shy to speak of Sugden or to ask any
questions as to what had passed between him
and Marigold, but she thought it a httle unkind
that nobody else mentioned him.

Gradually a feeling of uneasiness crept into

her heart, particularly when Marigold an-
nounced that they were going to cut the few
last scenes of the film—scenes that could be dis-

pensed with—and take a long and immediate
holiday.

Mrs. Clare, who had been beaming all the
evening, expressed ecstatic delight at this news.

" We'll go to Dieppe," Marigold said brightly.-
" And Dacre will join us just as soon as he can
settle up affairs at Hurstfield."
. And then Roy was mentioned at last.

" I must arrange with Sugden about the
new play before I can take a holiday," I-awton
said.

Janice raised timid eyes to him, but he was
looking at Marigold, whose lips were puckered
and upon who.se forehead a wee frown gathered.

" Dacre, Roy Sugden isn't the only scenario

writer in the world. Of course, he's awfully
cleuer—I know that—but I wish you'd get rid

of him. After to-day I feel that it would be
too painful

"'

" Painful to whom ? " Lawton asked. " And
why 1

"

" Well, it won't be very pleasant to have
one's discarded suitor knocking about all the

time. I want to cut Roy out of my life in

every possible way. I never want to see him
again."

Janice's heart thumjied miserably. What
did Marigold mean ?

" That's nonsense !
" Lawton said, good-

humoiiredly. " Besides, we have a contract
with him, and he's too good a man to Io.se."

Then he turned to Janice. " And what does the
' understudy ' think ? Do.es she want to cut
Sugden out of her life, too ?

"

" It's nothing whatever to do with Janice,"

By ELIZABETH YORK MILLER.
JIarigold put in quickly, before Iier sister could
speak.-

Janice was getting ready for bed before she
made the discovery that her ring was missing.
At first she thought she must have put it

somewhere else, but an inkling of the truth
dawned on her as the door opened and her
sister came in, wearing a slightly perturbed
look.

" Yes," Marigold admitted, " I gave it

back to him. You see, he thought he was
engaged to me. You rather overstepped your-
self, Jan dear."

Fierce anger swept .Janice like a storm,
leaving her cold and trembling.

" You had no right " she bejgan ; then
choked up, and found it impossible to go on,

" I had every right. I can't marry two
men, can I ?

" _

" Nobody wants you to," Janice said, half-

dead with the effort she was making to teep
her temper. " It was I he asked to marry
him ; it was for me he bought that ring."

" Yovi don't exist as far as Roy Sugden is

concerned," Marigold said patiently. Can't
you get that through your head, Jan dear ?

"

" You mean you don't want me to exist,"

Janice replied. " You mean that my happi-
ness isn't to be counted for anything against
your selfish pride. Roy knows the difference

between us. He never calls me ' Marigold,'
and—and I don't believe he'smade love to you.

'

Marigold's eyes opened wide.
' Good heavens, you're in lovo with him !

"

she gasped.
Janice flung herself face downwards on the

bed, and wept ; while a chastened Marigold
crept from the room.

Curious she hadn't thought before that
Janice might be in love with Roy. But he
Shamefacedly she recalled his refusal to
believe that she was the girl he loved. He
had been ungallantly positive on that score,

and had gone away angry, hurt, and dis-

illusioned. She had tfiought it was because
of her final and positive refusal.

The little ostrich found that it was no longer
of any use to bury her head in the sand ; she was
fairly caught.

Marigold Charges Her Mind.
" I'VE changed my mind about cutting those

I scenes,' ' Marigold was saying over the
telej^hone. " And—about some other

things, Dacre. I'll be at Hurstfield in about
an hour."
Lawton muttered something unintelligible,

and hung up the receiver. He was well used
"to Marigold's vagaries, but this last one did not
ill plea.se him. He had wanted those purely
spectacular animal scenes, although the last

they were doing were not essential to the story.

After he had rung off, he remembered that they
were scenes which Marigold had refused to play,

yet just now she had said explicitly that she
would be coming over to Hurstfield herself.

Well, the only thing to do was to wait until

she came before he could guess what she had
up her sleeve.

He turned to the mass of correspondence on
his desk, and was deep in it when the door
opened, and Roy Sugden came in, looking like

the victim of a prolonged nightmare.
Lawton, who was feeling very cheerful

himself, expressed deep solicitude.
" What on earth's the matter, old chap ?

You're fairly done in."

'Since Roy was no longer his rival, he found
himself liking the young man again.

" I believe I'm a ' mental case,' " Roy said

grimly. " HallucinatiorB, or something. How-
ever, let's hope they'll pass. Now about those

cuts
"

" Oh, Miss Clare has just rung up to say
she'll do the scenes, after all. She's on her
way over now.

(Continue// cn page 8.)
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PERCY *< «<]!llli|{{||iA Vitagraph

MARMONT. player.

British Actor Triumphs in America.
EIGHTEEN years ago, a small dramatic

company toured the Britisli Isles in

a historical drama. History affords no
further details of that company ; its chief

claim to remembrance to-day lies in the fact

that it marked the stage debut of Percy Mar-
mont, tlie Bntish actor, who has become the

most eminent leading man on the screen in

America.
Even in his brief screen career to date, this

sterling artist has evolved a picture tocluiique

which stands out as the flower of a rich and
varied experience in the " legitimate," and
which has earned him a high reputation.

At the advanced age of sixteen, Percy Mar-
morit upset the traditions of his provincial,

professional British forbears by running away
from home to go on the stage. AVlien this

drama had run its course, the fjcdgling actor

was engaged to go to South Africa as the

juvenile lead in a musical comedy company
whose repertoire included " The Girl From
Kay's," " The Chinese Honeymoon," " The
Telephone Girl," and " Little Miss Nobody."

His First Screen Appearance.

ON his return to England, he turned to
serious work in his chosen profession and
entered the company headecf by Sir

George Alexander. Then came the well-re-

membered Tree production of " The Eternal
City," in whicli young Marmont created the
role of David Kossi. This engagenicnt was
followed by several seasons under Cyril Maude,
and then Percy Marmont toured the provinces
with liis own company.
Marmont's initial performance before the

motion picture camera came as the result of a
lark while he was ia Africa, in a local-made
photo-play entitled " The Voor Trekker." In
this photo-play he played the role of a lonely
Englishman, upholding every worthy tradition

of his race during the stirring scenes of the Zulu
uprising. His part called for a rough-rider who
could portray a stalwart, adventurous Briton ;

Marmont .wa.s selected, and scored a signal

personal success throughout the African cities

where this picture was exhibited.

America Impressed by British Acting.

IT was in New York, however, that Percy
Marmont made his real, serious screen
debut, and it came about in this wise. He

had gone to a studio to visit an actor friend
who was working there. He was seen by the
director,. who was casting for " Rosb of the
World," Elsie Ferguson's picture ; the director
was so impressed by " that tall Englishman's "

appearance, that he made inquiries as to
Marmont's experience, and then offered him the
lead in Miss Ferguson's picture.

The latest photo-dramn in which he has
appeared is " Vengeance," a dramatic story
laid in Paris, in which ho plays opposite Alice
Joyce, the popular Vitagraph star. The picture
tells the story of a beautiful young Parisienno
who is married to a man who is wildly jealous of
every man she meets.
What the near future holds in store for Percy

Marmont is on the knees of the gods, but his
steady and rapid rise in the screen world presages
far greater honours to come—and shortly.
The rare artistry and screen technique whit'h
are the results of his innate talent ai\d his rich
stage career have already established him
among the leading lights of "the film world, and
ensure the frequent appearance on the American
icroun of Percy Mannout, one of Britain's own.

PERCY MARMONT in "The Turn of the
Wheel." Stall.

One of the "three men " in "Three Men and
a Girl." Paramount,

PERCY MARMONT (at right) in "Vengeance," the Vitagraph picture in which the sterling

British actor is leading man to ALICE JOYCE.



The Girl Who Dared ^"""""^^
irom page 6.

Sugdcn's hollo%v eyes questioned the older
man, and Lawton smiled cheerfully.

*

" By tlio way, you must congratulate me.
Hard lines on you, Sugden, but last evening
Marigold 'S.nd I camo to an understanding."

" Marigold ? " Sugden echoed.
" Surest thing in the world. I say, you

aren't really so miserable as all that, are
you ? Honestly, I thought you didn't care
tuppence."

" That's one of my hallucinations—that I
did care," Sugden replied quietly. Then he
closed his eyes and pressed his hands to his

forehead. " I must see a doctor," he mut-
tered.

Indeed, so convincing had been Marigold's by-
play with the ring, that tlie poor fellow began
to fear that he was not in his right mind. How
could- there bo iwo girls so alike in every way,
and yet so unlike ? Nobody h.^d ever men-
tioned another Miss Clare, not even Diicre
Lawton ; and certainly no one in the company
but himself had the faintest suspicion of this

double identity which had haunted him from
its inception.
Why, ho remembered so clearly when it

began, down there by the brook after " she "

—

the girl of his dreams—had dashed out and
saved little Eddie Mogra from the lion. He had
taken that brave girl in his arms and kissed her.

Yet it had been another girl who camo to him
half an hour later under tho big oak, and whom
he asked to marry him. It had been another
girl who had lunched at Lavender cottage that
Sunday ; but the girl of his dreams, who later

on was carried unconscious back to Lavender
Cottage. Even Aunt Susan had noticed the
difference. And those precious three weeks at

Lavender Cottage when she was getting well

again, she had been the dream girl all the time.

After that, first she had been one and then the
other, until now the wretched young man began .

to doubt his own sanity.

Lawton put a hand on his shoulder.
" Listen, my lad, I'm not going to say anything

more until Marigold comes, but for what it's

worth to you, you can take my solemn word
that youVc not the least bit in love with her.

Otherwise, I wouldn't be so lighthearted about
it. I've beeii jealous of you, Sugden, but bless

my heart, if Marigokl had preferred you to me,
I'd luave stood aside. You'ro a good-looking
follow, and she's flirted with you a bit, but,

believe me', it hasn't done you any harm."
With this enigmatic statement Hoy had to be

, content. Had ho known what was in store for

him he would have been more than satisfied.

Meanwhile Marigold, retaining a certain

amount of her high-handedness to the last, had
prevailed upon an unwilling Janice to come for

.T, motor drive with her. It was only when they
wero in t!io car that sha-announccd their destina-

tion to be Hurstfield.
" What have I got to do now ? " Jixnice asked

di-earily.

Marigold gave her a,n affectionate hug.
" Bo just yourself, Jan dear."

Janice's first eSort at being herself was to

weep.
' Oh, Jan, I'm not a pig, really.

,
J.^n, you

must try to forgive me for being so selfish and
conceited and—and blind. Everybody's going

to know. Everybody,.Jnn. Don't you understand?
And besides, l"vo thought it all out. It'll be a
splendid piece of advertising. We'll protend we
did it on purpose. That'll save my face all

right."
But Janice did not really understand until

tho big ear drew up before the main entrance of

Hurstfield Hall, and the grinning chauffeur,

who was one of tho few in the .secret, got down
and opened the door.

Most of the company was assembled vmder
tho trees near the pool watching tho tiick ele-

phant.? having their morning bath. Hearing
tho car, Lawton snatched his hat and called to

Roy to follow him.
Old Armett, who since tho day before yes-

terday's headache had temporarily forsworn
drink, sat up, rubbing his eyes and gaping with
amazement. There had " been times when he
liad seen double, but on this occasion he couldn't

hold himself to blame.
Nora Contts shrieked, and Mcrstham, in the

act of tossing buns to tho elephants, nearly fell

into tho pool.

Across tho lawn came two young women,

hand in hand, as like in appearance as the pro-
verbial two peas, even to their print dresses and
garden hats. But there was a difference in their

manner, for one was shy and tremulous looking,
whilo tho other bore Jiorself with tho cool self-

confidonce of Marigold Claro.

Lawton began to laugh under his breath, and
nudged his companion.

" VVhat price hallucinations, Sugden ? " ho
said. " Now can you tell me which is which ?

One of them, I believe, asked you always to
call her ' Jane.'

"

" The Girl Who Dared."
" iT went off wonderfully well, didn't it ?

""

1 said Marigrtkl smugly. " I don't think
Fred Merstham will ever forgive us for

talcing him in ! And as for poor Tod—what a
sell for him !

"

The luckless Lord Theodore had turned up
again, and been treated with polite indifference

by Janice.
Lawton smiled whimsically at his beautiful

sweetheart and patted her hand.
" It was plucky and decent of you, dear," he

said. " You're a thorough-going sport at heart,
Marigold."

" I did it for the sake of the advertising,"
Marigold maintained stoutly.

" No, you didn't. You were just playing
lair with Janice and your public. And the
public will love you all the more for it, too."

" You needn't praise me, Dacre. You know
how conceited I am—but Heaven knows I've

had a little of it knocked out."
He caught hor tp him with a sudden and rare

show of passion. He loved her more than he
was willing to admit even to liin.self.

And those other two ?

- They were fi^ankly 'young in heart and years.

They were so young that the man knelt at tho
knees of the dre.am-girl, covering her hands with
kisses. She had been liist so often, and then he
had searched and hungered for her, and at last

tried to make himself believe the impossible—
that she had never existed except in his imagina-
tion.

There, in the cottage by tho sea, they lived

and re-acted tho pain and rapture of those days
when Fate, in the form of Marigold, had denied

The rktuic ShoiC, SiptLmhrr Zllh, l^l^.

them to each other. And, of course, they p!annc<l
their future, whicli did not include Janicc'B
being a moving-picture star.

" My darling ring !
" .lanice cooed to tho

glittering jewel, wliich h«<l found its way back
whore it belorLgcd. " How frightened I was of
you. Hoy—imd how angry, ttio."

" I don't believe you wero half as frightonwl
as I was," he replied. " You see, I had to carry
it through on sheer bluff. I wasn't at all euro
that you cared for .me."
A few demonst-rations followed to prove that

sbo had always cared for him.
" And secretly I was fearfully end wonder-

fully happy," she confessed. " Marigold and I

had an awful row about it afterwards.
Boy was silent on tho subject of Marigold.

This perfect hour must not ho spoiled by telling

Janice whixt he thought of her sister.
" We're going to bo'inarrial at once," ho said

rather fiercely. " I might lose you again, and
Lavender Cot-tage is waiting for us. Aunt
Suaan Ls longing for me to get ni.irried so she
can go off on her own with a clear conscience."

" At once ? " Janice asked. _ ,

"

" Next week."
'

" .411 right, next week," she agrieed promptly.
' " It will be much bettei for Mimi, as she's going
to Dieppe with Marigold, and sp can get u-sed to
being without pie."

After a while they went into the garden and
watched the moon come up and talked about its

being such a wonderful moon, and how strange
it was they two shoukl have found each other,
and how splendid was life in every way.

Mrs. Clare, dozing .alono over her interminable
knitting, smiled wearily to herself.

" Well, Heaven luiows, I Iir.pe both of my
girls will be happy,'" she remarked to the'whito
jumper.
Then she roused herself and chose a ^)all of

rose-coloured wool that was to be wc vea into
the culfs and collar.

Pvose -colour—the fadeless hue, of love. Tho
anxious little mother smiled less we.irily and
attacked her work with vigour.

Rose-colour—yes. She -inust hurry and
finish the jumper, which was for Janice.

THE, END.
Next Monday : A Thrilling Racing Serial,

"THE GENTLEMAN RIDER."

BESSIE BARRISCALE.
BESSIE BARRISC.A.LE, who has gained

much fame and popularity by her ability

and charming personality, was born in

New York-. At the early age of five she first

appeared on the stage, and before her teens .she

had played many child parts. Bessie first

gained prominence as Lovey Mary in " Jlrs.

Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch." Her entry into

photo -play drama was as Juanita in " The Rose
of the Rancho."
- Some of her best known screen successes were
" Bullets and Brown Eyes," " The Golden C'l.aw,"

".Honor's Altar," "Not 3Iy Sister," and "The
Last Act." '

In private life Bessie is Sirs. Howard Hick-
man. Her husband is also a .screen actor, and

' a producer. She is about five feet three inches

in height, has blue ey&s, golden hair, and is .said

to be very pretty oft the screen as well as on.

She is very ambitious, and fond of all sports and
dancing.

Everybody Adores Her.

THE popular star is adored at the studio,

and everybody, even the stage hands,

call her Bessie. It is the general verdict

in HoUvwood that there is no one who can win
the affections of the juvenile players so success-

fully as Bessie. One of her recent productions

included a scene in *tho children's ward in a

real hospital. An hour beforehand Bessie went
from one little bed to another, talking and laugh-

ing with each occupant, and by the time the

director was ready, the children were having

the time of their lives, listening to stories and
patting the " pretty lady's h.ind."

Her Hobby is Her Home.

NEXT to children her chief hobby is her

liome. She says she obtains the greatest

thrill of "ifileasure, after a day's work,

when she is ablo to say to the chauffeur,
" Home." . .

In these days motion picture stars are supposed

She Does Not Do Everything,

But Does Some Things Well.

to do everything, but there are many things
Bessie confesses she doesn't do. For instance ;

What Bessie Doesn't Do.

TAME wild horses. ,

Drivo an aeroplane or a railway loco-
motive.

Cut her la^vn or do her gardening, and hasn't
any intention of painting her house or digging a
well with her o.wn hands. ,.

Care^ for the occult, especially, and hasn't
-any idea that she's a reineamation of Quern
Elizabeth or Jeanne d'Arc. .

Own a yacht, motor-boat, office building,
Russian wolfhound, string of horses or aeroplane.

Hluit big game, rope elephants, harpoon
whales or eat snails.

On the other hand, here are a few things that
Bessie does :

.What Bessie Does Do.

KNOW how to act on the stage and for the
camera, and loves both,

Jjoven her home and knows how to make
.it beautiful. She superintends her household.

Ride, swim, play golf, bridge, but most of all

loves ai good book. She is a student and an
artist at heart.

Know how to cook, but hasn't time to practisa
it. , .

•

Drive her own car sometimes, but. prefers a
cjiauffeur, because she can utilise the time to
bettor advantage reading a plot or planning
gowns or business for her pictures..

Know how to sing, dance, play the piano, and,
.what is better, the knows how to speak. Her
speaking voice is music, and that is a very rare
gift;

Possess a good business head and l-mcws how
to uso every circumstance to good .Klvantage.

.

But best of all ."he knows how to practise all

the womanly gr.iccs .is well as every professjon^I

art, and she stands in motion pictures for tho
be.st that the tenn noble womanhood implies,'
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One of the mast versatile of all screen players. Have you seen her in her laleit Gaumont photo-p'ay, " Madam Who "1(See opposite page. ]
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MARY PICKFORD and Maria are very

good friends, despite the fact that Maria

won't speali to Mary. Day after day
they work toaether on the same set, little Mary
chatting merrily, Maria saying never a word.

Hut Mary doesn't care. Maria's stony silence

.iloes not annoy her in the least, nor does the

(act that Maria often crowds the little star away
from her honoured place before the camera.

In fact, incredible as it may seem, this pleases

Mary very much ; no professional jealousy

at ail.

But. after all, why shouldn't it ? That's

really Maria's reason for being aronnd : hours

aiid hours of valuable time are saved by this

very strange lady'; and, in spite of the fact that

fhc has never said a single, solitary word since

her arrival at the studio, her services are con-

sidered indispensable.

The nature of the work Maria does, however,
IS in no way responsible for her sphinx-like

silence. She just naturally refuses to talk, no
matter what the inducements. Of course, this

reticence builds up a wall of aloofness, and

1 revents this queer maiden from making many
friends; but that doesn' t -appear to worry her in

the least.

Nevertheless, in spite of all her faults, the

paradoxical fact remains that there is a most
peculiar fascination about Miss Maria. She
piques your curiosity the moment you see her.

Xo matter how hard you try, you find it almost

MARY'S SILENT PARTNER.
Do You Know of "Maria Pickford" ? Her Services

are Indispensable.

impossible to keep your eyes oS her when she is pass, for Maria has proved an invaluable aide,
on the set alone. She possesses magnetism, a and I want her with me always—as my silent
compelling personality. Perhaps it ia this partner."
remarkable quality which has so fascmated
Charles Rosher, Miss Pickford's photo-
grapher. At any rate, an unusual amount of
attention is bestowed upon Maria by Mr.
Rosher—and Mr. Rosher is a married man !

Ofttimes ho may b6 seen tenderly stroking
the lady's hair, or assisting her on or off the
set with all the gallantry of a knight of old.

Yet, strangely enough, no one is shocked

—

for Charles Rosher invented Maria. And
the other day when she fell down and broke
her nose, Rosher is said to have wept real

tears. This report, however, is unconfirmed.
In fact, the property man denies that Rosher
wept. Ho says that, on the contrary,
Roshor's remarks, directed to him, related
to the carelessness of property men in

general, and to him in particular.

Maria is the exact height of Miss Pickford,
))ut much thinner. Her neck is about three
feet long and only an inch square. Impo.ssible,
you say ? Oh no, not at all. You see,

JMaria is a dummy. She is used Vjy Mr.
Rosher in getting light effects, which saves
a great deal of Miss Pickford's time and
energy. If a certain light effect is wanted,
a properly man is ordered to fetch Maria.
This lady is then assisted on to the set, and
poses by the hour. She has beautiful
golden curls, just like little Mary's own,
and a pleasant smile that won't rub off

;

her sedate manner is a thing to ponder
over.

" Poor Maria," said Miss Pickford, as
she watched a husky property man drag
tlie lady off tho set. " She undergoes so
much without complaint."

" Sometimes, as I sit here thinking out
the action for my part, Maria starts me
dreaming ; weird imaginings are conjured
up by watching her. Frequently T find
myself believing that Maria is not a lifeless

mannikin, but some odd creature come
among us from a bizarre and distant world.
Indeed, there have been times when 1
could picture Maria shaking her golden
curls and coming suddenly out of her
trance to rebuke us for the manner in which
we have imposed upon her. Silly, silly

thoughts. Adjusting MARIA to the same height as MARY
" Let us hope this will never come to PICKFORD,

Id the Lion's Den rir
IT

isn't every day in the week that one meets

a nobleman—and a Chinese one at that

—

but such was my interesting experience

tho other day when I had the pleasure of

making the acquaintance of the Marquis Chi

Limg.-
I was distinctly impressed, not only by the mag-

nificence of the gentleman in question, but also

by the severe dignity of his demeanour, which,

trxith to tell, overawed me net a httle. How-
ever, just as I was anxiously wondering whether

I ought to make so'mo Oriental obeisance, or

merely descend to the commonplace custom of

shaking hands, I was rcUeved to see tlie

Marquis's " honourable " features break into

a smile. While a voice, unmistakably Englioh,

faid :

" So sorry to have kept you waiting. Will

jou como along to my dress>ng-room right

away, please 1 I have tc go ' on ' in a few

minutes."
It was Leon M. Lion.
" So this is your last week at the New Theatre,

Mr. Lion ? " I remarked, as I seated nivself in

a coiiify chair. Meanwhile my host's dresser

put a few finishing touches to hi.9 master's

toilet. " What a successful nm ' The Chinese

I'uzzlo ' has had ! And now I understand that

we are to sco your pl-iy on the screen, with your-

ec lf in your original role ?
"

" Ves, it has been done for the Ideal Company,
and I am very delighted with tlic way in

LEON M. LION as Marquis
Chi Lung.

(.Drawing by Douylan Jejferies.)

which it has
been worked
out. Ididnot
write the
screen ver-
sion ; that has
been done by
Mr. Fred
Goodwins, but,
of course, I
was able to
give him assis-

tance."
'

' Do you
favour adapta-
tions for the
screen, Mr.
Lion ?

"

" Well,
naturally, so
much depends
on how they
are done.
Some are most
successful."

" Will you
tell me some-
thing of your
previous work
for the films ?

"

" A? a playwright ? Well, Fve made several
film adaptations for Hepworth's— Tho Hancing
Judge,' ' The Touch of tho Child,' and
' The Cobweb ' amongst them. As regards
my previous appearances or* the screen, I've

played in—lot me see
—

' Grip,' ' Tho Wom.an
Who Was Nothing,' and ' A Honeymoon For
Three.' These are some that occur to me."

" How about the famous witticisms and
proverbs which forme<l so striking a feature of
' The Chinese Puzzle ' on the stage. Will
these be lost on the film ?

"

" Some of them are being used," rephed Mr.
Lion ;

" and I am hoping they will manage to

'get across' photographically."
" Did you experience any difficulty in por-

traying the jNIarquis Chi Lung for the screen ?
"

I next asked.
" There certainly was some difSculty with

my make-up, because it had to be entirely

difierent from that used for the role on tho
stage. For instance, I was obliged to ' build

up ' my face in plaster of Paris, and as for tho
beard and moustache—why, I had almost to'-

put each hair on separately. Ordinary make-
up is quite unsuited for film work. If I had
used tho hnes you see marked on my face,

they would have con'.e out just as they ."jppear

to you close at hand—simply as ugly streaks."

At this juncture the call-boy became in-

sistent, and I rose to take mj' departure.
" Tliere's one interesting little thing about

tho film version of ' Tlie Chinese Puzzle,' " -

remarked Air. Lion, as he bade me gobd-bje.
" Tho scenes that in the stage version were
supposed to take place at Zouche de la Haye
were enacted for the screen at a real mansion,
which, strangely enough, is called Haye's
Place."

51. H. C.
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GOOD-F^
FILM FAREWELLS-GRAVE AND GAY

WILLIAM S. HART
has been sentenced

by the Court to

serve a term of

ten years in prison

in "The
Poppy Girl '3

Husband.

"

•Till We Meet Again." " A Fond Farewell '

• PEARL
WHITE in • The Fatal Ring." (l>ii((i(' I

"For Another's Sake." WILLIAM FARNUU
in " A Tale ol Two Cltle«." (/i>> )

Lover a Doubt A Painful Parting. ' ALICE JOTCE and
WALTER MCORAILIn " Find the Woman." (I irnurnph i



WHY HE NEVER LAUGHS ON SUNDAY.

FATTY AUnUCKLE S gonial sinile and weighty frame are faix.ilinr to all pictuW^p
known pr«.>vt'rb, " Laut;h and Grow Kat," eecms to have proved true enough in his

Still, " Fatty " states that it is really no joke making jokes, nnd, in common with hUt i

diiins, he has. to work very hard and seriously in order to make othiT people liiigh. He not

vi his pictures, but he. produces the plots.

His very latest hobby is the runnilip of a poultry business on a small scale. Ho hix5 I

built near his dressing-room, in which ducks, turlieys, and all kinds of poultry frolic

to their hearts' content, until Fatty has time to teach them the tricks they do on the ,

screen. Ducks have already proved their talent in many of his filuis. ,

His nickname has stuck to him so long, ever since he appeared with Mabel Nor-
tnand, in those far-ofi days, that he announces having cast off his < laiin to " Koseoe,"
and permanently adopted the name of " Fatty."
He never laughs on 'Sunday ! Not beeHU»e ho is a Puritan, but because kughtcr is

his business si )C days a week, and he considers the best way tor him to Vsave a rest is

to be serious on the seventh.
Alost of his own happiness he obtains from reading. He says he reads ten pages

of .Mrtrcus Aurehus every morning before he goes to the ttudio for woik,

whicli shows that he has not quite iacU a frivolous turn of mind as yoxi

miglit supporo.
Here is a brief account of the comedian's life, as he tells it himself. "Bom

in Kansas thirty-two years ago ; of white parents, who didn't tliink I would

ever weigh more than twenty stone ; went to Santa Clara College, where I

luatriculatod in football, baseball, at.d avoirdupois-
;

saiig in certain theatres,

with t-heaid of lantern slides showini;

what the noise wa.s all about ; learned

to dance gracefully,, and went into

hluie in I'JIt}—that's all."
"

Fatty is married to

.Mmta Durfree, a
petite comedienne

v!io aUo pFays

in screen
comedies.
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Hts stealthy movements terrified her. He appeared to her always
i-s a strange beast proTvIing about the peaceful, pleasant home.

The Death of Elsie's Mothsr.

IT
was a eioriou? sunriTicr afternoon, tho sun-
light liUered through the leaves of the big
elm under which a young girl was lazily

swinsina:. ...
EUie Dean was young, and life had so far

been kind to her.

Her father had died when she was a baby and
her mother's loving care had been devoted to

her one child until a few months aaro. when she
had met and married Martin Ross.

Elsie did not like him particularly. Ho was
not the kind of man who attracted children.

Jiiit a= they scarcely ever met. she troubled
httle about him.
Probably she would not have thought of him

at an, but for the fact that he had brought Sima.
a Hindoo, into the house, and she thoroughly
disliked the man. He frightenefl her. He was
always meeting her at unexpected plac-es on the
staircase, along the corridor. His stealthy

movements terrified her, he appeared to her
always as a strange beast prowling about the

peacetTil. pleasant home.
She was thinking of him now. as the swing

swayc-<l her to and fro. Her mother had riot

been well the last week or so. and had been
obliged to keep her room, and Sima had dared
to try to stop her from entering the sich chamber.

' Your mamma must Be kept quiet," he had
said.

A defiant expression shone in the ffiri"s eyes
as she thought of him. and then they fille<l with
tears. .She had not meant to disturb her
mother. She lo%-ed her far too well for that.

How happy they had been when they could
always be together, with no horrid Sima to
interfere !

Suddenly she sprang oft the sning and ran
hastily across the lawn. A smile parted her lips.

All her grievances forgotten,

An elderly gentleman, wearing the garb of a

flerej man. c-ame towards her.
" And how is my little neighbour to-dar ?

'"

l.e av<ei 'h'«>n'uny.

" I am all right. I always
,\n\."

" \nd your dear mamma ?
"

.\ cloud passed over the girl's

: oe.
" Mamma is not so well, 1 am

raid."
Oh, that is \-ery bad news.

Iii.it. see, here is tho doctor.
r'.>rhaps he can tell us differently."
The doctor was an old man

- ho had served th" family for
^ars. He shdook' his head in
iswer to his old friend's question.

"J cannot tinderstand it, quite.
"

' rs. Uoss appears weaker every
y, yet she ha* every care and
•ention possible. Her husband,
• ">r man, is quite upset about.it.

'-'.s suggested taking her away

—

•troad—but there is no air finer
an this."

Meantime, up in the sick
lamber, Sima was measuring
;t the medicine the doctor had

•:t.

With a stealthy movement, he
lok from his sash a small bottle

.lid another spoon and deftly
-'ibstituted the one for the other.

Then he handed the concoction
his master, who was sitting by

: s wife's side, apparently much
i) 'rturbed by the fact that she
did not improve.

Martin Ross presented the elas.=!

1 hU wife and watched her drink
.with a queer expression in his
yes.

Half an hour likter. while seated
•i his-study, Sima appeared be-
tore him.
The eyes of the two men met.
" How'long before the end ?

"

muttered Ross thickly. " I can-
not h^-ar it much loncer."
The Hindoo smiled.

"' Only another day. One mors
1 ly—and then, sahib "—he threw

his hands—•"" wealth all

yours.''

The features of the husband
relaxed somewhat, and an ug!y
smile flitted across his face.

" Yes. the money will be. all mine,'' he said.
Out from the sunshine came Elsie Dean, her

twinkling feet boimdins up towards the stairs.

Sima made a quick dart to stay her. but with
8 scream the girl evaded him and rushed up to
-her mother's room.

"I don't like him! Don't let him touch
me '.

'' she cried.

Mrs. Ross turned her head feebly and then
her arms went round her little daughter.

Hush, my darling," she said. " Do not be
fooli.sh. You are growing up and will soon be
a young lady."

Elsie nestled her head against her mother's
shoulder.

' Will I have a nic-e time when I am grown
up t " she asked.

'Mrs. Ross caressingly stroked her daughter's
hair.

" You will, indeed. You will go to forties
and baUs, and wear the famous pearl necklace
which my mother gave to me :

"

The girl's eyes sparkled with delight.
" Will I really, mother ? " she said. " Oh, I

do wish 1 was grown up new J
"

Mrs. Ro^ sighed as she kissed -the bright
eager, young face.

" Yon will grow up quite soon enough." she
said.

Later, when Elsie had gone to bed, Mr. Ross
came to bid his wife good-night.

^

She put her thin hand appealingly on his arm.
" Martin, should anything happen to me, you

win look after my little girl ? " she whispered.
" Of course, niy dear. But. why think so

morbidly * You wifl soon be strong and well
yourself," he said, patting her hand consolingly.
But as the dawn was breaking, Sima entered

his master's bed-chamber.
For a moment he stood gazinsr down at the

sleeping man, then he opened wide the curtains
so that the light from the window fell full upoa
his face.

Martin started up.
" Well ? " he said.

" I come to tell you, i«ahlb, your lady, s!i«

has gon*!," said Sima steadily.
•• Dead !

"

The %vretched man stared at the Hindoo in

horror.
Sima bowed his liead.
' But think of the wealth which is now yours,

sahib," he said slowly.
Martin fell back among the pillows and

covered his head with tlie clothes.

.The WUl.

MR-S. RCS.^ was biuncd in. the little church-
yard, and the Rev. William Gavin, after
the sad ceremony, wended his -way to

the bi;; house, to hear the reading of the -will.

He had not seen Elsie for a day or so, and he
was anxious to know how she wsis faring.

The girl sat in the library, her little hand^
folded in her lap. She had heen crying bitteriy.

and the old man's heart ached as he watched'
her.

The lawyer read the will.

Mrs. Ross had bequeathed to her only child
two-thirds of her property, also a valuable and
celebrated set of pearts. Martin she ha^l

appointed executor until EUs© was eighteen.
The clergj-man heaved a sigh of relief. He

had feared that the mother might not have
deemed it necessary to protect her child's

interest.

Martin Ross left the room with the lawyer.
He was far too astute to allow his face to
betray his disappointment, but as eron as tho
lawyer left, after partaking of refreshments, hg
went into h.s study and closed the doors.
Here Sima joined him, eager to hear tho news.

His master's gloomy face startled him.
" What is it, sahib ? " he said.

Martin looked at the Hindoo.
".She left nearly all to tlie g.r . . , - - . i

bitterly. And then he explained the full terms
of the will.

" But the money will be in your hands for

some years to come. You can enjoy it, and it

you are careful, who knows what may happen."
Slartin Ross nodded his head thoughifully,

and his brow cleared. He could use the money,
and as for Elsie she would be sent sway to

school.

And Elsie, having lost her mother, was anxiou^i

to go. A /ew days later, she went over to the
vicarase to say good-bye to her old friend.

A somewhat lanky youth came running o "

to meet her.

It was the vicar's son.
" I am going to boarding-school,'' exclaimed

Elsie importantly.

The four years at school were over, and K'-

was returning for her birthday.
Her stepfather had taken a house in New

York, and there he proposed she should meet,
him.

As he came into the big hall to tvelcome her,

the giri threw her arms impulsively roUiid hi-s

neck.
"' I am so glad to be home again," she saicL
" Good. I have invited a lady to dino with

as to-night. She is an actress, and will give

you a good rime. So put on a prettj" frock, my
dear," said Martin Ross affectionately.

Fanette Lisbom was in the big" drawing-
room when the girl came down. She was a tall,

striking woman, dressed very expensively.
Elsie was not quite certain if she liked her.

She was an observant young lady, and she
did not quite approve of the fainiUarity between
her two elder companions, but she was so glad
to be free from school- that she did not trouble
her head very much about Martin Ross's aSairs.

The following morning the young lady finding
herself with nothing particular to do, decided
to call on her.old friend Billy Ga-vin, who was
now a fully fledged doctor with a practice in

the city. They quickly drifted into their old
relationship, and the young g:irl opened her
heart to her companion, who thought her the
most bewitching little girl he knew.
A few weeks later, her stepfather met her

aeain in the hall, and his face wore a very
troubled expression.

" Is anything wrong ? " asked the giri,

wonderingly.
He put out his hand and caught her by the

shoulder.
" Elsie my d^r, how can I tell yon ? I have

had some very bad news," he said htiskily.
' Bad news." Her face was full of sympathy

i£oatinued on pag^ 16.)
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Plain Jane, and no nonsense. Alter "Coming through the rye." Good old Saturday night.

QUEENIE THOMAS. SOME PHOTOGRAPHIC IMPRESSIONS OF ONE
OF BRITAIN'S LEADING SCREEN ARTISTES.

Making up for a picture.

QUEENIE THOMAS started her professional career at

the Gaiety, uinler the management of the late IMr.

George Edwardes. Later, she was introduced to

James Welch, and slie appeared for him in his last revival

of " When Knights Were Bold," " The New Clown," and
" Tho Man in the Street."

During thia time she received much valuable coaching,
both from Jimmy Welch and Mr. Bertram Phillips, which
laid the foundation for the extraordinary knowledge of

technique so rarely found in combination with youth

—

Queenie not yet having attained her majority.

Subsequently, having taken a fancy to screen work,
Queenie Thomas walked on" in a Barker productio.'i so

successfully that she was given an opportunity to play
several parts of varying importance for Mr. Samuelson and
Martin Thornton. This was followed by an agreement
giving Mr. Bertram Phillips the exclusive rights to her
services, and since that time she has played for no one
else.

Queenie is remarkably versatile, and can still play the
part of a child- of fifteen, while also being capable of giving

an excellent performance as a woman of thirty-five.

She has an exceptionally beautiful head of dark brown
hair, with natural bronze lights, and her eyes, although
sometimes described as blue, grey, or even brown, are really

a deep violet.

Queenie plays a good game of golf, rides and drives well,

and confesses to being excitable, impulsive, and tempera-
mental to a degree.

Her latest production is called " A Little Child Shall

Lead Them." Very fond of sweetmeats, especially chocolate?

Sunday morning. Nobody's darling 1 I hear you calling me 1
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MONEY MAD. ^'ZT,e1/:r

His deceitful eyes dropped under the thrust-

ing look.

"Yes. I You know your mother loft your
money in my charge for mo to speculate witli ?

"

" I lyiow my money was left in your charge,"

said Elsie very quietly.
" Your mother's will provided' that I was to

invest your money, and I did so !

"

" Yes." Tho girl was eyeing him shrewdly.
" The investments have failed. The money

is gone," he said.

Elsie stared in front of her.

She thought of all the things she had planned
to do.

Billy was poor and struggling. She knew
it, although he had tried to keep it from her.

She had meant to make him let her help. And
then there was a children's home she was
interested in. Billy had taken her there—but
they would be obliged to close down now, for

the matron had told her there was a lack of

funds.
The girl thought of all the wasteful extrava-

gance she had seen going on in the house
since her return from school.

No wonder he had lost the money her mother
had given him.
The girl shrugged her shoulders slightly,

as she put her dreams resolutely away from
her, and, after all, she had a good education
and she was young and strong.

He did not quite understand her way of

taking the loss of her money, but suddenly he
smiled.

She was a simple little thing, scarcely more
than a child, certainly very young for her

years. He had nothing to foar from her.

Martin Ross was a superstitious man, and
New York was just at this time in the throes

of a spiritualistic craze.

Sima professed to be a medium, and as he
was a Hindoo, many people took him seriously.

One evening, some days later, Billy was
invited to the Ross mansion to attend a seance

at which Sima would officiate, Fanette was
also of tho party.
But neither Elsie npr the young doctor

would take it seriously, and tho seance was
a failure, much to the annoyance of the others.

Sima, especially, was very annoyed.
" It is no use," he cried, glaring at tho

offenders. " Tho spirits will not come because
of the sceptic in our midst."

Feeling themselves in disgrace, the two
young people stole out into the grounds together.

It was a beautiful evening, the moon shining

a silver path for them between the trees.

The girl opened her heart to her companion,
and told him of the loss of her money.

Billy was not at all satisfied. He did not
like Martin Ross or his friend Fanette Lisborn,

and wished he was in a position to take Elsie

from her stepfather's charge.

But he was poor, often put to shifts which tho

girl dreamed little of, and he did not see his way
to marriage for many years to come. And so

he kept silent.

But one day, Elsie mentioned the famous
pearls.

"They were left to me," she said, "but my
stepfather has not once mentioned them."

" I should ask him for them," said Billy.

" Make him give them to you, and then take
them to Charlton, the jeweller. He will look
after them for you."

" That *s a splendid idea," cried the girl

clapping her hands. " Oh, Billy what would I

do without you ?
"

After dinner that evening, Elsie broached the

subject.
" Oh, Father Ross !

" she said suddenly,
" Have you my mother's necklace or did that

go also with my money ?
"

" The pearls. Oh, I have thom, of course.

Do you think that anything could make me
sell that present to you from your mother,"
ho asked reproachfully.

Elsie shook her head.
" I didn't think so," she said. " But where

is it ?
"

" Ah !

"

Mr. Ross smilingly crossed the room to a
small cabinet, and, selecting a key from his

bunch, opened a drawer.

The girl waited while he drew out the long
icnthor case, and, with another peculiar smile
at her, opened it.

The girl caught her breath as the beautiful
gems lay exposed.

" Oh I How lovely they are," she cried, as
she took the case from his hand, apparently
the bettor to admire thom.

" I must keep this," she said suddenly, as
though the thought had just come in her mind.

Mr. Ross expostulated, but Elsie was deter-
mined.

She wanted the pearls. They were hers,

and she wanted to look at them whenever she
liked. Finally she marched up to her room
taking the case with her.

She saw Sima prowling about the corridor.

She had never lost her dislike for tlie man, and
now a sudden fear came over her.

She had the pearls, but supposing they were
stolen from her. She must put them in a
safe place at once, somewhere where people
who coveted them could never get them.

She glanced round the room, but there was no
hiding-place there.

Then she thought of her old friend the
clergyman. He was living near. She would
take them to him, and ho could mind them
until she, could take them to Mr. Charlton.

She put on her hat and coat, and then tried

to put the case into her handbag, but it was
far too large.

She took out the necklace and dropped it into
tho bag. Then, after hiding the case, she stole

out of the house. _
Ross saw her go. He called to Sima, and

together the two men ru.shed up to her room
meaning to regain possession of the jewels.

But all they discovered was the empty case.

The pearls had disappeared.-
The following day Billy Gavin and Elsie

Dean called at the jeweller's.

" I have brought you the Dean pearls, Mr.
Charlton," she said. " 1 want you to take
care of them for me."

IVIr. Charlton expressed his willingnes.".

Elsie opened her bag and brought out the
necklace.
The jeweller examined it.

" But this is not the necklace. These pearls
are only imitation," he said.

" Not the real ones t
"

-The girl was dumbfounded.
Billy and she walked slowly home together.
" I am sure he has the real somewhere in the

hou.se. He could hardly soli it," the girl said
suddenly. " Oh, Billy, if only we were fortune-
tellers.".

" I wonder if we could bait them," he said
slowly.

" Bait them I What do you mean ?
"

Billy walked on for a few minutes, his brow
wrinkled in thought.
"I have a patient, a Madam Rama. She is

an Oriental lady who earns large sums by telling

people the supposed, future. Shall we go and
see her ?

"

Madam Rama lived in a small house away
from her business. She was a delicate little

woman, and had to go through a serious
operation.

Leaving the girl in the tiny hall, the doctor
went in to see her.

" I shall lose all my clients," she wailed, " if

I shut up my place ! They will come and go
away again, and I shall be ruined !

"

"Then why not let someone take your
place. Madam Rama ?

"

The young doctor, in whom the foi'tune-

teller had great faith,' talked to her seriously for

about an hour. Then Elsie was admitted.
Some few days later Elsie spoke to Fanette.
" I have found tho greatest mystic of all,"

she said. " She can tell most marvellous things.

What she has told me is really wonderful. You
ought to go and see her."

The following day, punctual to the minute,
Fanette arrived at the house.

She knocked, and a tall personage in Egyptian
attire opened the door to her.

" Madam Rama never speaks," he said. " Go
through the curtains, madam."
With a beating heart Fanette entered tho

mystic chamber.
" Help mo, Madam Rama ? Tell me every-

thing !
" she said a little breathlessly, as the

mystic reached for a slate and a piece of chalk,
and she commenced to write.

" Madam's mind dwells upon a man she does
not love. I see him. He is afraid of losing
groat wealth. Your destiny is wrapped in
his."

Fanette leaned eagerly forward.
" Yes ! Yes ! Will you not be more

explicit ?
'-'

The veiled woman shook her head. Then sh«
held out a shell for the offering.

Fanette dropped a note into it and went
out. She drove at once to tho Ross man.sion.

." I have fovmd a new mystic, Martm," she
said, as soon as he had greeted her. "She is

wonderful. She told me all about you."
" What did sho tell you about me ? " asked

Martin.
Fanette came closer to him.
" She said you were in great danger. It

was through money — your money was in

danger."
" Ah !

"

Fanette, watching him narrowly, saw that ho
was alarmed.

" You go and see her ? she suggested
eageily.

" I will."

Madam Rama was just about to close for the
day when Ross arrived.
He was usliered into her presence, and the

mystic knelt beside the pool.
Then she WTOte upon the slate.
" You have something valuable in your pos-

session, something you prize, but a woman
would rofo you—she suspects the hiding-
place."

Ross waited to read no more. Throwing a
note into the bowl she offered him, he hurried
from the house.

Scarcely had he left before Elsie—for it was
she who had taken madam's place—was chang-
ing into her own clothes, and five minutes later

she and Billy, who was with her disguised as an
Egyptian, followed Ross. " If only we can
get there in time, wo shall see where he keeps
thc»m," said Billy, as they hailed a taxicab.

Ross entered tho drawing-room. He was
so agitated that he did not think to glance
around.

Fanette was sitting in a big lounge chair
waiting for him, but she did not speak when she
saw wha-t he was doing.
For Ross had gone straight to tho heavy,

big plush curtain which covered the window,
and, holding it up, unripped a seam.
He had scarcely done it, however, when he

caught the sound of the opening of a door. With
his mind full of what he had heard, he rushed out
to see who had come in. It was Elsie and the
young doctor.

" Why do you bring visitors here at this

time of the day ? " he growled.
The young people, abashed at his manner and

finding themselves discovered, said good-bye,
and Elsie ran up to her room. Billy, however,
meant to watch Ross.

Muttering to himself, the man returned to

tho drawing-room.
At the door he started back, for suddenly he

had come face to face with Fanette, and, from
her manner, he guessed instinctively she had
taken his treasure.

" You here, too ? " he said, in a thick, un-
natural voice. " You were here when I came
in !

" he shouted. " You have taken the
pearls, give them to me !

"

He advanced threateningly towards her, and
Fanette frightened, and hardly knov\'ing what
she was doing, drew a revolver from her hand-
bag and discharged it full at him.

(Cairtinued on page 21).

BEAUTIFUL POSTCARDS OF YOUR FAVOURITES.
So many requc-stg have boon received from readers for photo<;raiih.s of their screen favourites that, in.

response to their wishes, the Publishing Department of "THE PXCTUKE SHOW" has made arrangements
to issue photographic postcard studies of a number of popular artistes. The first set of our " ALL STAH
SERIES," which is Now on Sale, consists of the following cinema celebrities :

—

MARY PICKFORD, CHARLIE CHAPLIN, MAE MARSH,
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, MARGUERITE CLARK, and CREIOHTON HALE.

These attractive photogravure postcards arc issued at the surprisingly cheap price of ONE SHILLING, po-.t

free, and as there is bound to be a big demand for them, do not delay in making your application. Send
Postal order for One Shilling, made payivble to "Amalgamated Press," and crossed & Co. It

to " The Picture Show," Postcard Dept., 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G. 4. V
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SHE WILL HAVE TO PAY A LARGE
INCOME TAX ON HER FACE-VALUE

GLADYS LESLIE, whom, they say, possesses

a smile of million dollar power

—

OF course, you always expect- poUlen-eurled
girlies to be mingling with daisies and can-
aries and goldfish, don't you ? Just as you

expect to find the siren in a stuffy room wreathed
with incense and little else. Yes, a garden " set"
seemed most ajjpropriate for a meeting with
Miss Gladys Leslie, Vitagraph star, whom, they
say, possesses a smile of million dollar power.
The Leslie home is in Brooklyn, just a few

streets from the concrete walls of the Vita-
graph castle of pictures. It was a tranquil
autumn day of crimson and gold when I made
my visit. The vines over the porch and clamber-
ing lip the sides of the tall trees weit; a mint of

gold leaves. Asters of purple and yellow and
pink and white clustered in a veritable mob
scene along the walks.
And then I met Miss Leslie, hair the colour

of the fall leaves, and the smile that is worth a
million golden sovereigns.

" Do come into my garden, sir," she said ;

or words to that effect.

I gazed about at the flowers, the veiling fern
fronds, and the thick rug of grass. I felt

compelled to utter sweet little psalms in praise

of nature.
" Aren't those daffodils beautiful ? " I ex-

claimed rhapsodically, gazing at a clump of

yellow blooms.
" Those ? said Miss Leslie, with some em-

phasis and a halfmillion dollar twinkle in her
eyes, "Those aren't daffodils; they are
common old mustard flowers that we've been
trying to drive out of this lawn ever since we
moved hero."
Then she laughed mischievously,, and shook

her head.
" You will like my garden," she said. " Come

on !

"

I came. As we rounded the corner of the
house I beheld a perfectly edible prospect. My
gardener hostess stopped, folded
her arms, and surveyed her. domain
as proudly as did that Roman
emperor his plot of cabbages for

which he exchanged an empire.
There were cabbages, and carrots,

and late lettuce, and tasselled corn,
and tomato vines, and

" This is t7)y garden. The one
out in front is mother's. You .see

I'm very practical. You know fre.«h

vegetables are terribly expensive', if

you can get them at any
price."

Miss Leslie was serious,

very serious, and when she is

that way sho speaks with
great emphasis. There is no
quavering nor faltering, nor
I-don't-know-my - own - mind
way about this young lady.
She is positive. Her bright
blue eyes, which I think are
heirlooms from Gallic ances-
tors, twinkle with the expres-
sion of an alert mind.

—and a half

million dollar

twinkle in

her eye.

Gladys likespictures that mirror the happy side

of living. "Of course,! don'twish to confine my
self to one type," she says. " No ambitious actress
wants that. Yet I am a firm believer in making
happiness by thinking it. Photo-plays having
the philosophy of happiness are bound to create
the thought in those who see them. All our
troubles, as well as our joys, are matter of

thought."

In " A Stitch in Time," " Too Many Crooks,"
and other of her recent plays, she is remembered
for a personality that seems bubbling with the
joy-of-living. She can tell an entire story witii

her eyes. They can be naughty, pleading,
merry, flirtatious, demure, sinister—but mostly
they're merry. And that smile—that million
dollar smile—is quite as much of the eyes as the
lips. I think it has been correctly assessed at
the named figure. Some day Miss Leslie is

going to pay a heavy income tax on it, because
it IS going to earn her an mconie proportionaio
to its value.
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LOVELY EYELASHES

Signor Lavreitzski, a wtll-known Italian scientific
cliemist, is tlie inventor of SHADOLI, a niar-
vellous preparation which rapidly produces
Lovely Dark Eyelashes and Eyebrows of perfect
and natural growth llie kind so admired whir/i
are so rare A few applications will strikingly
transform the most lioinely face, making it sweet
and attractive. Commence to-day, and see how
much more attractive you will look inthree weeks.
SHADOLI is quite harmless, and is .sold in
sealed packages, price 4/0, post free, by the sole
English Agents, Messrs. Chapman, Ltd., British
and Foreign Toilet Depot (Dept. 156), 13, Ited
Lion Sfi

,
London, W'.C.. also from Boots' Branches,

Harrods, Selfridge's, Wliiteley's, die.

r (if imitations of thi. UaUan Prescritl on.

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES,
Nervousness deprives you of einp'oyirient, pl?is»ues. an-l m my
aitvanlages in life. If yuu wish to ino:Jper ami enjoy lif.-.

vtrenifthen your neives. and letiain contidcnce in yontself by
lining the Meato-Nerve Strengthening Treat-
ment* Guaranteed Ciiie in 12 .Uys. r>.L'd by Vicp-Adinira-l t'l

seaman. Colonel to Plicate. U.S.O.'s, M.C.'s, M.M.'s. aild

I>.C.M.*». Mcielv send ;J penny stampa for particulars.

—

GODFR7 EUXOTT-SMZTH, Ltd., 536. Imperial
} aildings. Ludgate Circus, LondoQ. E.G. 4.

SPEEDY LEATHER STITCHER.
for only

4'6
Speedy Automatic

Lockstitch Awl for quickly and strongly sewing
all Leather and Canvas, Harness, Boots, Be'ts,
Bags, Tents, C^c. Perfect Lockstitch as sewing
machine, but stronger. Save money, do your own
icpairs. Simple to use. Necessity in every home
and workshop. Complete "itli three different blades
and thread, 4 6, postage 3d. Extra waxed thread,

9d. reel, 3 for 2'-. Send at once. Instructions
with Stitcher.—P. PENN & CO.. 142-144. Cotten-
ham Road. London. N. 19.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical Discovery of the
Alje. It teaclK'synu to play the piano beauti-
fully bv car an, I \anip to thousands of sonys
in all k^s with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the sli-jhtest knowledge of music.
Simple as .\.U,C 150.000 sold and ever>one
(IclKhtid. Sutc.'~< guaianteed. Money lo-

tUMu-d if not a>-.tateil. Complete, post fv,-.

2'6 IP 1 I' II I -Imperial Publishing
Co. II. l>ei>t I. 28. South Castle St.<
Liverpool. ^;^tal.H^h.•.l 187J.

= TO-MORROW.

'

=

I WOMAN S WEEKLY |
= gives to every reader a =

I
FREE I

I Blouse Pattern! i

= Order your Copy TO-DA Y, i \d. =

AGENTS WANTED.
Private Xmas Cards

Secure your Sample li^ok from the
largest Manulaclurers in the Trade.

SPLENDID COMMISS ON and PRIZES.
SUCCESS CERTAIN. Write—

"IMPERIALART' Pub'-sli rs i>
I

t I) .HULL.

11.11^.1:6^. '^xJiJsim
The Battle Picture.

BULf.KTS were pelting upon us like rain,"
e.tIcI the old vetcrnn. " Men fsll right

• and left, cannoii.s roared like thunder
ilsclf, and, worst of all, the enemy managed to
pet witliin a hundred yards of our position. I
was mad with exeitement ! When all of a
sudden I turned and

.
found that my regiment

had rhanged its position, and I was cut off—

•

left to the mercy of the enemy, sir !

"

, The veteran pau.sed.
" Weil, « hat did you do ? " asked an impatient

listener.
" Went home," said the old fellow sleepily.

" The producer told me to be
ready dressed for the part at
nine o'clock the next morning!"

2s. 6d. awarded to R. Manger,
21, Kensington Place, St. Heliers,

Jersey, Channel Islands.—

—

Cat'ght at Last.

HOUDINI, the man who
can get out of locked
gaols and handcuffs, is

now appearing in films. It is

said that the only thing he
can t escape from is a plwjto play
after he has been photographed.

Sky High.

BABY MARIE OSBORKE,
while she is a sunshine
star," is also & serious

ittle seeker for knowledge.
Siie recently faced her father,

Leon T. Osborne, who makes
the Baby Marie pictures.

' I'apa !

"

" What is it, Marie ?
"

" I've just read a poem and
in it thev tell of ' dogs of high degree !

'
"

" Well" ? "
" Does that mean Skye terriers t " she de-

murely asked. —

—

Clcse at Hand.

WIXKLE, the Pathe cnmcdy star, does
not always agree with the referee who
gives the four-round decisions in the

Los Angeles boxing bouts. Recently this

official gave three doubtful decisions, and great

was the wrath of many onlookers. Just before

the main bout, the card was interrupted by a

Victory Loan speaker. • In referring to the

The bold bad

Sunshine

conducting of the late war, thi.< speaker shouted :

" Is there a man in the world who never nimle
a mistake ? If there i.s ono man within my
hearing who can say that he never made u
mistal:e, I want to see him."

" Take a look at the referee !
" shouted Winkle

sarcastically. And a round of cheers followed
this sally.

Funny Scenarios Wanted.
HERE'S an opportunity for humouristr with

bright ideas. Arthur Gadsby tells mo
that the Central Film Producing Com-

pany are in need of one-red comedy scenarios on
the lines of the Christie, Billi-

k.-!n, and Star Comedies. They
should have humorous situ-

ations and a funny plot, and
not depend on sl>ip-8tick.

They are open to purchase as
many as they find suitable, ns

tlieyintciid specialising in this

blanch of film production.
Scenarios should be sent to
Mr. Arthur Gadsby, Ceutrnl
I'i''turos, Lincoln. A stnnipf"!

and a'ldressed envelope should
1)0 enclosed for return in caso
of unsuitabiUty.

The Good Old Days.
SOCRATES, the ancient

Creek, had just been
grumbled at by his wife

lor tearing a piece of? The
I'lCTURK Show to light his pipo
with!

" .Tu.st for that I won't take
you to the movies to-«ig1it,"

she said.
" That doesn't worry me,"

lie chirped gleefully. "The jolly old- things
haven't been invented yet. Ha, ha! "

"villyun " from
Comedies.

Differerca of Opinion.
TWINKLE, twinkle little stflr.

Your Siilaries how high they are !

Our patience you most sorely try.

Your liiiiit seems to be the sky.
The Producer.

Twinkle, twinkle little star.

We know how valuable we are ;

Our salaries are not too liigh.

The public praise us to the sky.

The Artiste. The Jester.

MUTT AND JEFF IN SEARCH OF FORTUNE.

(1) Mutt .and Je!? in

search of fortune open a
boot-cleaning " parlour " in

a lonely spot.

(2) They have no luc-k,

but while they are waiting
for customers, a distressed
damsel seeks their aid.

(3) With true chivalry,
they go to the governor and
demand to know why helia?
robbed her of her oil wells.

(4) Ho casts them in

prison, but Jeff very v.ali-

antly fights a duel with
the brutal ofHoial.

(5) Later on, Mutt and
the girl escape, and reach
the wireless station and
signal for assistance.

(6) The girl was so grate-

ful to .left for his bravery that
she decided to marrj' our
hero, much to Mutt's disgust.

(ItcvToiluced by permission p! The Fox Film CompanyJ
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TODAY

PEGGY HYLAND in "The Girl with
No Regrets." {Fox.)

^FLORENCE REED in " Wives of Men," a play full of surprises. {Qranger's.)

BILLIE BURKE in "The Make-
Believe Wife." (Paramounl.)

WILLIAM FARNUM and RUBY DE REMER in "For
Freedom." (Fox.)

GERALDINE FARRAR and WALLACE
REID in "Maria Rosa." (Para 111011111.)

PHOTOGRAVURE
POSTCARDS OF
PICTURE STARS

Your favourite Cinema Star on a Postcard. Set No. 1 of ",^11 Star Series" pos'.cards a.e now ready.

The set comprises beautifully printed portraits of

—

MARY PICKFORD, DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, CREIGHTON HALE,
CHARLIE CHAPLIN, MARGUERITE CLARK and MAE MARSH.

Price one shilling the set, post free. (The set cannot be broken and no single postcard can supplied.)

Send a shilling postal order to-day, made payable to Amalgamated Press, and crossed

to
—"The Picture Show" Postcard Dept., 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill, E.G. 4.
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Every lady can have" a beautiful head of
CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive liair. One
bottle of VETROS will keep tlie hair in lovely
carl3 for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your frieni^.
You will be delighted with the results.
Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6, •,

post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept. 13«),15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C. 1.

eyelashes
Cream "ili daiken your
lashes ami brows, and
make them ihick. Ion
and siiky. thiia giving
the eyes that fascinatini
pressive Jook*which men find
so appealing. • EYDOL.\SH
is a real dai kener— lu-t a " make

Detec
L'Se also " EYDOL "

—it cleais the eyes,
iinpartinp to them
wonderful hiillian-
cy and youthful
charm. llaimlesy.
2/9 per l>ottle.

ticn •iiiicsiiM
ilariiiless.

i V o 4 i n e pots,
full piic-' 1/6 (full size—ooextra
t(< payj. Of all rhemists A stores, or
diiect fjum EYDOL Co- (Dept.

170. Strand. London, W.C. 2.

REAL POSTCARD PHOTOGRAPHS
Messri. Hepworlh Piclure Plays Ltd. have iust added
lome hne new postcard studies of Miss Alma Taylor, Miss
Cbrissie White, Henry Edwards & Gerald Ames to the laise
ktock of real photographs which ttiey already hold.

Fulldetails of these new photographs caabe obtain-
ed by sending direct to Publicity Dept., Hepworth
Picture Plays, Ltd., 2, Denman St., Piccadilly, W.I.

Stamped addr ejsed envelope shouM be enclosed for reply.

entirely if yo>t us« Vaientine'sExtraot.
It stain? t'ley or faded hair biaclc or
any shade of brown required and make.s
the haij soft and glossy. Will not wa.'.h

out ; is '»doi\rless, and does not soil

theitillov. A n.atufal. iniperc^ptibJe,

lasting .stain. Tiy1t to-day.

PRICE NCT ADVANCED. QUALITY
AND StPENCTH MAINTAINED AT

PRE-WAR STANDARD.
Of Cll.-linsts, Is., 2s., ui.i 5s. 6d, p.T i.,,tt>.

):> i)..sf:i.l. ixt..i R. S. VALENTIKE. 46a.
Holborn Viaduct, London E.C. 1.

IN THE DRESSING
Stars and Their Dressing Rooms—Does Your Looking-Class

Tell the Truth?—A Hair Hint.

ST.A.(.;E (lrcssiiig-rooni.s nn> iifdoriou.sly im-
coinfortable ijlace.-i. That, porliap."!, is why
.so nmiij- jx'oplo arc amazorl wlion they first

set eyes upon tho stiidio oaiictutn of a movio
star. IiLStead of the tiny room \vlilc}i is a!l that-
the limited space of a legitimate theatre can
aHord, is a lovely, C'o;;y loonpe, or a suite of
rooms, or perhaps even a five or six-roomed
Viungalow, such as ^laty Piokford possessed on
the Fatuous Players -La.sky plant. Marguerite
C'hirlc goe.s one better still, for her new " dressing-
it>om " at-tho Lcs Angeles studios is nothing le.ss

than a picturesque cottage, set in a garden gay
with flowers.

* * *

Lock to the L-ghting.

THE confer of the sanctum in which the star
makes her toilette is one of the most
interesting places the feminine eye" could

ever chance to behold, for it is fitted up
with every conceivable aid to comfort and
beauty. I'articular care is given to lighting
arrangements, so that t'le mirrors shall be lit, not
with a cold'and garish light that liiagnilies and
distorts, but an " honest " radiance that throws
no shadows on the face, and aHonis as true a
reflection as any mirror can give.

* • «

Have You Noticed This ?

IT
is a comfort sometimes—Isn't it, though?—to
ki\ow that our mirrors ne\er show us exactly
as we really are. Jhe clearest glass gives a

decidedly yellow tinge to the complexion, and
the straightest, most regular features will often
appear crooked in reflection. If you want to
prove this, look over the shoulder of your
jirettiest friend when she stands' at her dressing-
table : jou will observe tl;at she is not ncarFy
so good looking in the mirror. An actress who
has made a name for herself on the screen once
told me that when she began practising the art
of silent expression before her looking-glass, she
was aghast at the plainne-ss of her features in
animation. So aghast was she, indeed, that she
very nearly relinquished all thought of a movie
career. Yet her beauty is now common know-
ledge among picture-lo\ers both sides of the
Atlaiitic.

* » *

See Yourself as Others See You.
BILLIE BURKE advises the regular habit

of a good scrutiny of both Ijack-view and
- ^ pTofile before leaving tho toilet -table." Xo
actress wouUl dream of omitting this, of course;
but I doubt whether oiie girl in ten outside the
profession surveys more than one aspect of her
person when she dresses. And morc's the pity,
for the worlil is full of women who.se coiffures
don't balance their profiles, and whose carefully
curled " front ends " are betrayed by straight
wisps at tho nape of tlie neck.

Study Yourself in Your Looking-GIass.

DO you e.ver'sit down and look at yourself in
the glass, and sort out your good and bad
points ? It's a good habit if yon do it

with the determination to benefit by the ex-
perience, and not to mope over tho things you
would like to alter. Alter them. As long ao'

you are young, j qu can always iuiprove joursclf

to an almost unlimited extent ; and no troubli
i:i too great if it is going to give you the con-

fidence in yourself that comes of tho knowledge
that vou are alway.-j at your best.

* « •

A Hair Hint.

IF your hair is a trial to you, seek expert advice—and take it. If it is scanty and jjroue to

rlandnilT, you can ha,rdly do better tbai\ u

tonic of bay rum and cantharides, to be well

rubbed into tho .scalp every night. Jf it is greasy,

shampoo it once a week. Krush your hair well,

but avoid stiff bristles ; bnish it firmly, but

gently, from the roots to the tifw, and make as

little use of your coml; as your style of coiflnre

will allow. Do not comb out any'iitan^les that

the brush will conquer, as rough treatment

bK>aks the hair and occar^ions tho.so ugly " split

ends " that are so fatal to proper growth.

Gloria Swanson says she keeps her hair bright

and glossy by a shampoo every ten days, pre-

ceded over-night by finger-tip massage with a

refined cold cream. This < Icanses the pores,

nourishes the roots, and stimiHatcs the pigment
cells from which the hair accjuircs its colour. She
dries her hair in the open air whenever possible,

and always rigid!3' avoids fierce artificial heat.
•

As They Do in France.

FREN'CH women take far more care of their

hair thsin we do, both as regards treating

it and dressing it becomingly, and in

Paris hairdressers take the greatest trouble to

secure a special shampoo for each customer.

A lady's maid told me that if the lady she

shampoos has red hair, she adds a little beet-

root juice to the shampoo mixture ; for the

flaxen-haired, camomile flowers give delightful

bright lights. The dark-haired woman requires

rosemary, while the silver-haired one shoitld

have a tinge of washing blue added to the

final rinsing water.

A French actress is known to add a wineglass-

full of claret to the warm rain water in which her

hair is rinsed. She says this not only strengthens

the hair, but gives it a beautiful gloss.
* * «

Scap on the Skin,

IT
is an erroneous idea that soap is injurious lo

the complexion. Some .soaps are, of coursr

,

especially the pretty-eolourod, scented

varieties; but the tenderest of skins will stand a

gentle nightly latheiing with pure Castile, w hich

is now as easily obtainable as in pre-war days.

The skin of the face collects more dust during;

the day than any other pijrt of the body, and it

is quite iiupossible to cleanse it adequately with

clear water, or even a niassage cream. Use hot

wat«r to wash, and rinse hi cold to close the

pores. People who go to bed

without washing deserve tho

most shocking skins, w hen you
consider the dirt and germs one

is exiJosed to in

streets, and trams,

and elsewhere.

MARY PICKFORD suffers under the hands of her maids. She has not yet got used to having
the tangles pulled out of her curls, and is being manicured at the same time.
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MONEY MAD. (Continued from
page 16.)

Ross (ell face downwards on the floor as Billy

rushed in.

Fanette turned to him.
" Ho killed himself ! Here is the revolver !

"

she said hysterically.

Billy took it from her. Then he knelt
down by the dead man as Elsie and Sima rushed

'

into tho apartment.
Fanette, who had nev-er 4ost her wits, now

saw an opportimity of putting the blame on
soraoono else.

" Oh, Dr. Gavin," she cried, clasping her
liands, " why did you do it 1 It was so
cowardly !

"

She began to cry.

Billy stared up- at her in astonishment.
" What are you talking about ? " he said.

Fanette raised her head from her hands.
" You killed him !

" she said. " I saw you
fire the shot."
Then she rushed out to 'phone for the police.

Elsie was in despair.
Her lover was in danger. Neither Fanette nor

Sima liked him, and their evidence would put
her lover to death. •

Elsie appealed to the Hindoo.
" Sima," she said, " with your wonderful

occult powers, cannot j'ou tell me who shot
Mr. Ross ?

"

But Sima shook his head.
Elsie gazed into his dark face very steadily.
' Then, if you cannot, there is no one but

Madam Rama," she said.
" Madam Rama—who is she ? I would like

to see anyone who is more clever than I," said
tho Hindoo.

Elsie gave him the address, and, while this
was going on, Fanette was in terror of beuig
discovered.

She had the pearls, but she was afraid. She
did not know what to do with them. Where
was a safe place to keep them.

Fearful of the future, she paid another visit to
^ladara Rama.

Agai" the writing took the place of speech.
Veiy slowly words appeared on the slate.

" Pearls—I see pearls—a secret hiding-place—a woman takes them." The pencil paused.
Very cautiously the mystic managed to glance

at her client's fear-stricken face. Then the
pencil went on.

" Her face I cannot see, but she hides tKem

-Inother pause, the guilty, woman puts her
hand up fearfully to her hair. The pencil pro-
ceeded.

" In her hair. A man is shot. They think
another guilty, but I know he is not."
The client's eyes were now nearly out of her

head with terror, and, with mouth half open, she
stared at the fatal writing.

" You think we mystics reveal the truth
for your puny pay. No, madam, it is when wo
get you thus that we reap our reward. One-half
the pearls to me, madam, or the truth will be
revealed."
The mystie.put down the slate and rose to her

feet. From \jnder her veil her eyes glinted
ominously at the woman who cowed before her.

Fanette, thoroughly terrified, took the
pearls from her hair.

Madam Rama took them in her hand. Then
very slowly she let the veil drop from her face,
and Fanette recognised the face of Elsia Dean
With a snarl of rage she dashed forward, but

madam had detectives ready.
Thoroughly defeated, Fanette confessed to

the murder of Mr. Ross. As she was speaking',
Sima came in, and, believing that Fanettp
had betrayed him as an accomplice to the false
charge against Billy Gavin, he confessed to the
truth concerning the death of Elsie's mother,
but put all the blame on Martin Ross.

In the gloaming, Billy and Elsie were sitting
close together.

" I shall have to go and call on Madam
Rama to-morrow," the young man suddenly
said: " T want to ask Madam Rama when I am
going to be married."

Elsie laughed.
" You dear old silly," she said happily, as

she held up her face to be kissed.

CAMOUFLAGE
Building up a charming woodland glade,
with a waterfall in an ' every-day ' sort
of field. Branches and leafy twigs are
inserted around the pond, to add to
the picture. Try it in your garden.

The unattractive scene as it was originally before the cmema producer began to work.

Rockery, trees, and plants were added, and the water provided a miniature waterfall.

Adapted from incidents in the Ooldwyn photo-
play "MONEY MAD," featuring MAE
MAIiSH as Elsie Dean. By permission.

The finished scene, with MARY PICKFORD. This we shall see in her new [production,
Heart of the Hills. '

' Photographs by Chas, Rosher, the famous camera man.
'The
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How to be

Beautiful
By MIMOSA.

It is not every woman's good. fortune to be

endowed by Nature with fine features and a

flawless complexion, but nowadays it is

jiossible to make the plainest face attractive,

and that, too, in the privacy of one's home,
without recourse to beauty specialists, which
usually involve expensive treatments, and
much loss of time. I shall endeavour to

show you in the following lines how much
may be done in this direction by any woman
of ordinary intelligence. When facial -applica-

tions are necessary, use only the pure in-

gredients just as they come to the chemist

himself. Do not allow yourself to be per-

suaded into buying some cheap ready-made
preparation instead. Arty chemist will gladly

obtain the original concentrated ingredients

for you, if you insist, and although he may
not have them in stock, you will be well

,11 1 vised to wait while ho orders them for you.

'J'ho improvement in your appearance will be

ample compensation for any trouble taken to

obtain these simple and harmless beautifiers.

Beauty in Breathing. — A groat deal c.in be clone

towards brigliteninR tlie eyes liy systematic broatliing

lor ten minutes eaeh raorniii'„' and evcnins. ISrcathe

slowly and deeply to the fullest capacity of the lunas.

Vou should stand erect by an open window. The
corsets should not be worn during this exercise.

About Shampooing.— Even the best sliampoo is

soniewliat dryinfr, and it the hair is not naturally
i>ily, 1 suggest that just before the shampoo you
apply olive oil to the scalp, rubbing it into the hair

roots vigorously. Then use pure stallax for the
.'-liampoo. Dissolve a tcaspoonful in a cup of hot
water. Tlii.s will leave the hair very clean,soft and tlutfy.

An Instantaneous Bsautifier.— Instead of face
powder, use a simple lotion made from one ounce of

i lcmitiite and four tcaspoonfuls of water. This lotion

will tone and clear the skin, and acts .as a protection
.-mainst sun and wind. A little applied with the
liiiger-tips instantly gives the skin a delightful

bloomy " appearance. No powder is necessary,
and the result lasts all day long under the most
trying conditions.

To Permanently Remove Superfluous Hair.—It is

a snnple matter to remove a downy growth of hair
temporarily, but to remove it permanently is quite
a not her matter. It is a pity that it is not more
(;c:ierally known that powdered phemiuol may be
used for this purpose. Apply it directly to the hair.

The recommended treatment is designed not merely
(o instantly remove the hair, bat also to eventually
kill the roots entirely. Any chemist should be able
to supply you with an ounce of pheminol, which
«juantity should be sutlicient.

The Real Cause of Most Bad Complexions.— It is

an accepted fact that no truly beautiful complexion
ever came out of jars and bottles, and the longer one
iisr.s cosmetics ttie worse tbe complexion becomes.
Skin, to be healthy, must breathe. It also must expel,
through the pores, its sliare of the body's effete

material. Creams and powders clog the pores,

i':terfering both with elimination and breathing. If

more ^voiuen understood this, there would be fewer
self-ruined complexions. If they would use ordinary
iiiercolised wax instead of cosmetics, they would have
natural, liealthy complexions. This remarkable
Mibstance is not absorbed by the skin ; its action is

just the opposite. The skin repels merroliscd wax,
and at the same time throws off all imperfections.
An exciuisite new complexion peeps out, ((uite free

Irom any appearance of artificiality. Apply nightly
like told cream, for a week or two, washing it olf in

the morning.

About Hair Tonics. - Each week almost one hears
of some wonderful discovery for improving the hair,

and although this paragraph may seem a little super-
lliious, an old-fasiiioned recip:; may come as a welcome
change One thing about it is that it wiH grow hair,

jind also prevent it falling out. From your chemist
fci:t an original package of boraniiiin, to this add
} pint of l)ay rum, allow it to stand 30 minutes, then
add sufficient water to make half a pint. Hub
l/riskly into the scalp with the finger-tips, and you
will immediately experience that clean tingling
scn.sation which is a sure sign of healthy action.

PARKER BELMONT'S CLYNOL BERRIES
rOR OBESITY. lADVX.J

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.
CHILDREN AS ARTISTES.

Although the stage has long familiarised us with the
histrionic abilities o! children by giving us produc-
tions in which all the artistes were juveniles, tbe
screen has not so far utiUsed the idea to tbe same
extent.

Hitherto, the film has made use of the child only in
minor paris, and yet the extraordinary success which
has crowned the eSorts of these very youthiul artistes
is such as to have made some of them almost as
popular and aj famous as tbe older and more experi-
enced stars. The babies of the film world have shown
that they, too, have talent, and that on the screen no
detail seems too small and no role too insignificant to
escape commendation, provided they are well done.
DiiTicult as it is to act before the camera, which so
faithfully records tbe smallest error, these starlets
of the screen have proved themselves intelUgent and
sympathetic in the portrayal of their roles.

The hearts of thousands in every country were
captivated by the charm and cleverness of some
juvenile genius which the camera had photographeJ
for their delight. Baby Marie Osborne, Madge Evans,
Gloria Joy, the Lee Kiddies, among others, soon
became familiar names in many a household. The
film had helped them to triumph.

I do not wonder that many other juvenile hearts
have ached to win the laurels which have so far been
awarded to a chosen few. Many children have excel,
lent natural gifts, and many of them are born actors
and actresses. Unfortunately, the film industry to-day
is not capable of absorbing more than a very small
proportion of juvenile talent. And even if it offers no
consolation, it is a point worth remembering. But the
future, as we know, is not barren of cJevelopments,
and the " all-child-artistes " film play may prove to

be one of the projects ot some ambitious producer.

TUE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

M. P. W. (Birmingham).—Marcia IManon was born
in Paris, but Florence Vidor, who was bom in 1895,
is an American. More about them later on.

N. B. (Uarrogate).—No, I am not connected with
the paper you mention, and thanks for your good
opinion of this one. Warren Kerrigan is single.

E. C. (Leeds).—You seem to have got a bit mixed
up, and your friend has evidently given you the wrong
address. I am sorry I can find you no position " as
a music-hall artiste with a troupe." You must try
somewhere else.

" Annie " (Newcastle).—Mae Marsh will be twenty-
four on November 9th. I think it is. Let me have
your letter to Mary I'ickford, and I will send it on.

B. M. (Barnsley).—Charlie Chaplin was born iu

Brixton a suburb of London. The address of the
company you want is 74-76, Old Compton Street
London, W. 1.

.lEAN " (Kidderminster).—Y'es, Pearl White is

her real name.
Kenk " (Paddington).—Mary Pickford- measures

^ ft. in height. She certainly does adapt herself

wonderfully, as you say, to various parts. The
photos you want will come along in due time.

" Impatient " (Cardiff).—Irene Castle married
Robert Treman of New York on May 3rd. Yes, it

does seem a long time for the public to have to wait
between the trade show of a picture and its public
exiiibition, but I suppose it cannot be helped.

A. C. (London, S.W.).—Sorry, I cannot tell you
exactly when Jack PickFord and Olive Thomas were
married.

M. B. (Staines).—Alma Taylor is not married.
Sorry, I am unable to give you the name and address
of the reader von want.

A. K. N. (S.s. Keynes).—Glad to hear you find The
Picture Show so popular wherever you go. Yes,
Stewart Rome was in the Army, which accounts for

his absence from the films during the last year or
more.

A. B. (Liverpool) writes to say that he is a cabin
boy on the S.s. Lapland which brought Eddie Polo
anil his wife over to England, and that while in mid-
Atlantic he saw one or two " hajr-raising " feats

jicrformed by a member of the company. Write
again, A. B., and tell us more.
W. D. (Oldham).—I am afraid I cannot tell you

who the actor is on the little piece ot film which you
have sent me, especially as he has turned his face the
other way so that it cannot be seen.

" John " (I)ysart).—So you think you are crowing
more like Fatty Arbuckle year after year. But you
arc still very tiny, John, and you will need to grow
very much bigger and fatter to become like Fatty,
won't vou ?

" SWANCHii,DE Glooue."—(1) Ernie Shields has
not appeared in any recent productions. You will

probably read about it in The Pictore Show when
the time comes. (2) The information about Elizabeth
liisdon has not been made public. (3) It all depends
upon point of view. Nearly everybody have theirown
Ideas about who is " The perfect woman."' (4) Glad

you enjoyed vour holiday—that was because you took
The Picture Show with you.

J. W (Cwmparc Trcochy).—Why should I be
angry at your writing a second time ? Write as often
as you like, and you will always be welcome. No, (

have no particular favourite. I like them aH. Then;
lias not been much news about her up to now, but 1

shall get particulars. Evelyn Quick is the real
name of Jewel Carmen.

S. F. (London, S.Ii.).— Sorry replies in the "next
issue " are not possible, as you will see by the par.i-
graph at the head of these answers. By tlie tini<-

this appears in print the release date of "God's Good
Slan "will probably have been announced, but at the
moment it is not known.
"Ivy" (Farnborough).- Oh, yes, I exist right

enough, and some at least there are who can testify to
having seen me in tlic flesh. But I am one of those
about w hom no particulars can be published, as I pre-
fer to live quietly amongst " the great unknown."
Your wish for more about Creighton Hale has
been duly noted.

A. li (Army of the Rhine).—Glad to hear The
Pk'ti.Tie Show is so popular amongst the boys, and
that it is pa.ssed round. But sixpence for a copy at
a German bookstall is too much.

" FaUny " (Camberwell).—Neither of yout lieroes
liav»made up their minds to marry as yet. 'The lirst

one, W. S. Hart, will be forty-three on December (Uh.

This is a photograph of the charming STANLEY
DAVIS COLOURED PLATE which is given free v/ith

evety copy of No. i of "The Family Pictorial," the

new home picture weekly. Now on sale every-
where. Price 2d.

He was born in Newburgh, New York. The second
one, J. W. Kerrigan, is thirty, and first saw tlie

world in Louisville, Kentucky. As regards yoiu-

heroines, Mae Marsh, who is Mrs. Louis Lee Amies,
will reach her twenty-fourth birthday on November
9th. She was born in Madrid, New Mexico. Mai-
gueritc Clark, wlio is thirty-one, was born in Ciii-

einati, and recently married H. Palmerson \VilliaiMs.

Grace Cunard was born in Paris twenty-five years ago.
Her husband is Joe Moore.

O. H. (Hasliiigden).—Stewart Rome's real name is

Wernham Ryott.
H. F. (London, S.W.).—The Ofucstion re Warren

Kerrigan is answered above. William and Dustin
Farnum are brothers, and Franklyn Faruum is their

cousin. ....
E. J. (Tetkham).—June Caprice says her height is

5 ft. '2 in. Alma GlUck is Mrs. Efram Zimbalist.

George Chesboro is also married.

H. r. (Belfast).—I will find out full particulars

and will let you know Y'our ojMiiion of The
Picture Show that " there is such a variety in its

contents, the pictures so plentiful and clear, and the
news about the stars so homely and intimate," is

most welcome.
" Jock " (Manchester).—Dorothy Dalton's " lucky

man " is Lew Cody. Y'es there will be an art plate

of everyone's favourite in time. Yes, most people
hate Mondays, and the only remedy is the " P. S."

" Ivv."— It was Fanny Ward in " The Cheat," not

Blanche Sweet or Hazel Dawn. Jack Pickford is

More answers opposite.
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E (Olasftow).- Mary Charlesoii is the wue of

Henry B. 'WalthaJI. Have- no. raatrimoni.il uews of

the otbet i)Iaycr. So vou. have botu taught to
" print '" voiu: li tters, but your own liandwritins.

»vhich you" have iiitersipetsed here aad there, seems to

nie all riylit. . ,

1) K (Kast Kirkby).— As you say you are sixteen,

Mary Miles Miuter is just one year older than you.

Her'liirthday is on April 1st, and she has golden ciu-ls

and blue eves. Of course, you may write to her.

What did you think of the ait plati^ ol her .'

•• M.lK " (Tottenham). Thonia.s .Mcighaii lias dark,

wavy hair and blue eyes, and Douglas- l;'airbauks

possesses black hair and hazel-brownj eyes. The
particulars about Mrs. Owen Nares have not been

made public.
•' KiDDIK " (Tayport). - " The Gentleman Rider

and •
.\ Daughter of Kvc " are two new pictures

featuring Violet Hopson. Pearl White is single.

M. U. (Huddersfteld). - Sorry, I haven't the name<
by inc. (;ladys Hulette is in her teens, and hits

brown hair and grey eyes. I shall not forget to )ia\ e

something about her.
• R. I''. ( bundoc). Cannot say whether the first one

is married. Eddie Lyons was born in .America in

1887. and his wife is Virginia ICirtby. Owen Nares

was born in England, and " Tinker, Tailor, Soldier,

Sailor "
i,s one of his latest pictures. Gregory Scott

comes from Bedford; and is still single. Eddie Polo

was born in Los Angeles, (.'alifornia', though he is of

Italian descent. He is married, and his wife. Pearl

Polo, is also a film player. Mary Miles Minter has
not given her hand and heart to anyone as yet. Her
birthplace is Shreveport. Louisana, U.S.A.

" (ji'EECtiv " (Bournemouth). -What an un-

comjnon Christian name t Broncho Billy, your
favourite, has returned to the screen, and " Son of ii

Cuii " and "' Shooting Mad " are two of his newest
films. He was born in America,.

F. D. (Riclimond).-On September 2-2nd Dorothy
Daltflu will be twenty-six. She first saw the world
in Chicago, Illinois, and has Ijeen on the tilms for

some years. Williami S. Hjirt is forty-throe, and
declares he has no intention of marrying. Enid
Bennett (is tliat the artiste you mean ?) has light

hair, and Is ii It. 3 in. tall. No, I am sorry I canaot
tell you, or anyone else, V. D., how to get on the
films. If only I conid, I know I should make life-

long friends of many of my readers.

E. E. (London, S.W.).~Irene C:vstlo is twenty-six,

and was recently married a second time to Jlobert
Trem.m, of New York. More about Elliott Dexter
lat.er on.

K. B.. (Luton). — It's, extraordinary how many
people are discovering that they are the doubles of

this or that artiste. Personally, 1 don't think you
look like Kalpli' Kellard from your photo : but, of

HINTS TO PiaURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

At Cinemas wbere the performance is continuous,

why not have a small red-bulb glow-lamp

fixed at the ends of each row, with switches

conveniently placed, wired from ordinary

circuit, which, whea lit, would indicate

which rows have vacant seats in them.

When a row becomes full, the lights for

that particular row may be switched off

by the attendant from some convenient

po3ition. This would be a great boon to

patrons, who are momentarily blinded by

the sudden darkness, and also to attendants,

and would quite dispense with hand-torches.

It could further be elaborated by

having a small disc attached to the bulb,

which would, at a glance, show HOW
MANY seats in each row are vacant,

operated from time to time by the atten-

dant—2/6 awarded to Mr. B. Boulto:i,.

% O chard St.'eet„ West Didsbury,

Memchester.

course, I may be wrong. 1 Bave no news of lii;ii

just now.
Jj. L.— Vivian Martin was born' not so many years

ago near (Jriuid Rapids, Michigan. Reciuest for
photos of Grace Cunard and Francis Ford has been
noted.

M. H. (Kensington).— Sorry, your pen-name is too
long and the distance too great to oblige. (Jlad you
liked the photo of. C'atoI, Holloway. She has dark
brown hair and blue eyes, and was born on April

30tli, 1802. Her father was a college professor, and
as Carol is not married she lives with her mother in
sunny California. William Duncan is a Scotchman.
He went to America at an early age. became an
exponent of physical culture, and then took up film
acting. You can write to them through this office
if you like, a.s no addresses can be given.

Batis (Newport). Herbert Kawlinson, not " Harry
Rawlings " is an Englishman, and wa.s born iii

Brighton in 1885. You will be able to see him in
" The Common Cause," which will be released
shortly. I shall not forget him in this paper.

F. D. (Southampton). Trust by the time ihU
appears in print you will be well enough to be out of
hospital. Pearl White is American. Do you know
what film the artiste you named appeared in ? Yes,
if you wrote to one of the cinema traile journals you
could be put in touch with a firm which may be able
to supply you with what you want.

P. F. (North Shields). So you have so many
favourite's you don't know who to choose as the best.
Well, there's safety in numbers, isn't there '!

Marguerite Clark is thirty-one and doesn't look it.

The " awful rumour " you have heard, 1 am glad to
say, is not true.

H. T. (E:ist Boldon).—You are afraid you might
make me vain with too.mui^h praise. Not iit all. I
am getting news about the artiste you name. Mar-
guerite Clark's birthday is February 2'.?nd, 1888, and
Mary Pickford's is April 8th, 1893. So yours is a day
after. Pearl White was. born in 1880. Your art
gallery must be nuite a nice one.

K. W. AND A. (4. (Sowerby Bridge). -It is a rule
with practically all papers not to answer aiionyinoiis
letters. Names and addresses of correspondents are
require<:l iis " a guarantee of good faith," and, as you
see, we only publish iiom-de-plumes or initials. Lew
Cody was born in Waterville, Maine, U.S.A., in 1885,
and is married to Dorothy Dalton. Do I wish 1 was
going to Blackpool '? Rather ! Hope you both had
a nice time.
W. M. (Dublin).— Viola Dana married the lata

John Collins. She is now twenty-one, and ^v;ls born
in Brooklyn,, New York. Thanks so much for
recommending this paper to your friends.

(More -Answers Next Week.)

FN answer to the many tnquiries^we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
' Cinema actors and actresses, " The Picture Show " will forward all such letters cn, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over (he world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose 2 \d. stamp to the Editor, " The Picture Show," 'J he Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.)

KidneyPains
Lady Who Suffered for Thirty Years now Better

than Ever, Thanks to Dr. CasselFs Tablets.

Mrs. Walker, of 41, Kelburn Street, Barr-
head, near Glasgow, says:— "1 have pleasure
in telling you that my mother, Mrs. Cairns,

has derived very great benefit from Dr.
Cassell's Tablets. My mother is now sixty-

i seven years of age, and has suffered for about
thirty years from a functional complaint which
used to make her unable to move sometimes.
About two months ago she caught a chill,

which affected her kidneys and laid her up
altogether. She was in frightful pain all round

ncr body and in her back, and to move at all caused her intense
suffering. Reading about Dr. Cassell's Tablets, I decided to get
her some, and from that time she improved wonderfully. She is

now better than she has been for years, and it is all due to Dr.
Cassell's Tablets."

Dr. CasselFs
Tablets

Prices :

1/3 and 3/-

The 31- siu
betng Ike ir^re

ceo no m ic at.

Sold by Ckcm-
tits in all parts

of the World.

Refuse sub-
atituto<.

Dr. Cassell's Tablets are the recognised horns
Remedy for:-—

Nervoos Breakdown Kidney Troable
Nerve Paralysis
Malnatrition
Sleeplessness

Specially valuable for NursinR Mother
durin? the Critical Pcriodi of L'f •.

Indigestion
Wasting Diseases
Palpitation

Nervous Debility

Hid

Free

Info:m;tioa
.Ls to the snit-
aliility ot Dr.
Cass*rl^s'rabIct^
in your casf
Bent on retiiiest.

1>K. Cahsri.l's
Co., Ltd.,

CnEMTBK UoXI>.
M ANcn K&n'KH

the
the

daily spread for
children's bread

—

comes to you in dainty hygienic jars

—

which are made, entirely by machinery,

untouched by hand from start to iinish,

and never used twice. The delicious freshness

and flavour of Laitova is

retained by the package

—the jar is filled and sealed

without handling—and you

are certain of its absolute

purity. Order to-day " The

dainty hj'gienic jar full of

nutriment."

// you cannot obtain, send your grocer's

name and 1/4 in stamps and wc will

send you- a targe 1/4 jar post Jrcc.

SUTCI.IFFE & BINGII.\M,Ltd.,
M,\NCIli:srHK. tfi



EASTERN'FOAM
VAN I <>l-lIMG CRiEAIM

The Gift of Beauty.
A LOVELY rose-petal-like beauty of texture and

colouring of the skin and complexion is yours

—

if vou use 'EASTERN FOAM.'

SEE how almost the first application of ' EASTERN FOAM

'

w ill smooth away dryness, roughness, blotches or other

skin defects.

SEE how il will " vanish " sallowness, dullness and other com-
plexion blemishes, for 'EASTERN FOAM ' is a wonderful Skin Cieam,

re.'loring elasticity lo tired, relaxed and sagging skin, making it firm

and smooth a joy to the eye of every beholder, and fragrant with

the mystic perfume which is exclusive to ' EASTERN FOAM."

HOLIDAY WARNING.—Beware of the dangers to the skin and

complexion caused by unusual exposure to the sun and winds,

!:all-laden air and water, change of air and diet, sea bathing, &c.

U<e just a little ' EASTERN FOAM ' monuii^; and night as your

measure of beauty insurance.

Do not be tempted lo use any substitute for ' EASTERN FOAM
'

— there is nothing else like it. and ample supplies are now available,

Of all Chemists and Stores, 14 per pot.

'J'hi Biiti-^h Dniij Houses, Ltd., London. ^

^uixiiun. car troin

NOBLE
Wcll-drc«tcd women will want notbiot
•mart>r or more ItraotiT* iban Nob'c't
Earlr Autumn ModeU. The new maic-
ri It «rc charming, the d«itfn> most bc-

fif'^T^ coming, and Talue unsurpattcd.
Being actual manufactureia,
Nobla't price! are praciioal y
>i holctale.

Model
ri.013
M cTuI c;ostui!;e f-.r Siisi Ic or

uii.Uy weir. Made in Grcv, Njv>.
cl lilack Costume Serite. The C»t

.(')Pi<is, loi<£) IS lined to waist and
rnndc wirhbflt and sUt i>ockcts
'I'hree g >rtd |iUiit walking Skirt.
In slock sizes to fii Troiit
itiist W' tisT Skirt UciisUi

ISC ilis. 2(i ins. Cf. 3«

Note the pr:c^ — only 42 •

TATTEUNS K>ST I KM

Materials by the yard
For ladies who prefer to have ihcir

clithc!) iii.ide up (heuiselvafc. John
Nohlc. Limited, will send a i^ectton
of n.ateruils post free. I'lea^e tell u&
exactly nhat you would Uk« us to
-cr.d to you.

iVwrf to-day for SobU's Free l'a%h:on
GuiJt. A I the Latest Drgss intas

JOHN NOBLE ltd
43 Brook Si. Milla, Manchester

fARE YOU SHORT?
If so. let tb« Cirvan System help you
to increase your height. KlT.Krig^fs re-

ports 5 inches incrcaj** ; Driver E, F..

3 inches; "Sir. lUtcli<re. 4 inches ; Mis.»

Leedell.* incbrft ;Mr. Ketley, 4 inches.
Tbi3 Byst<»m great*y improves the
health, Agure, and carriage. Sepd 8

X)*?nny sUiops for f\irther parliculaxs
and £100 GuaraTitee 'to Ku^uiry
Dept. C.T.. J7, Btroud GreeD Ku«d.
London . N.4.

CINEMA ASPIRANTS
:(AI.I. AGES):

Receive cxiicrt tuition. .Students are included in

our own PllODUCTIONS, when prolicicnt.

Write or call for particulars-

A1 CINEMA COLLECE & STUDIO,
ni.RenHfW St .GLASOOW KVKl:YTIUS': 11' n I'A 11:
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

KATE STAFFORD, who plays the part of

Marie Doro's dear old Nannie in the B. & C.

photo-play, " A Sinless Sinner."

BIG BILL HART.
A New Portrait of this Great Favourite Gur

Art Plate Kext Week.

NOW yovi know that at last you are to have
this great favourite for your art plate
collection. Among the many petitions

for him one girl writes :

'' I think the way William Hart looks when
he is telling a girl he loves her is just too wonrlor-

ful for anything. I have never missed a Hart
picture, and I hope I never .shall have to. He
always makes me cry. Do let u.s have an Art
Plate of him soon." When 1 showed this letter

to the Editor, he promised thi.s plate shouUl come
next. Look out for it on Monday.—»

—

Free Art Plate of Marguerite Clark.

BY the way, to tliose of yo,k (and 1 know
there are many) who are collecting these
plates, it will be welcome news that

" Woman's Weekly," the paper that no girl

should miss, by the way, is giving an art plate of
Marguerite Clark in this week's issue, out to-

morrow, Tuesday. This plate is the same size

as the ones we are giving with The 1'icture
Show, and is, in fact, a companion plate.

There is Marguerite's life

story told in a nutshell

also in this num-
berof " Woman'.s
Weeklv." If vou

you order your copy to-day from your rjews-

agent, you will be sure of obtaining it to-morrow.

A NoFed Canine Ac'or.

WHEN you see The Climbers "—a forth-

coming Vitagraph picture, in which
Corimie Griffith plays the lead—notice

the dog that takes part. He is a Pekinese, and
his name is King Beetle. Ho is the son of
Minoru. who was owned by the late King
Edward, and was named after the only horse
that ever won a Derby for the King,—

—

What Cm He Be Next ?

FRANK NOKCROSS fells us he has just
celebrated one of the strangest records as
a cinema actor. He says he has held by

proxy every high office and distinction pro-
curable. He has been a king, a president, a
czar, a sheriff, a justice, a multi-millionaire, a
hangman, and scores of other things. To
complete his record, lie has just appeared as a
coroner in a photo-plaj^ " The Winchester
Woman," in which Alice Jojce plays the
leading part. —

—

Earle Williams Handsomer than Ever.

EARLE WILLIAMS is said to have enlmncerl
his good looks by a scar on his forehead.
When you see him in " The Hornet's Nest,"

you will notice he wears this scar in several
scenes to impersonate a crook whose distin-
guishing mark is such a scar.

" Makes yon look fifty per cent, more hand-
some, if it is possible," remarked one of the
feminine players of the company. Others have
echoed this opinion, that actually the scar has
greatly improved this star's appearance. Let
me know what j-ou think when you see this film.

—

—

Why They are Polite.

STEWART ROME'S fellow artistes in the
Broadwest Studio are particularly polite
to him these days. It seems that Stewart

was one of the huge audience to witness the
Beckett r. SIcGoorty fight, and Stewart, being
a great boxing enthusiast, says he is simply
aching to try some of the Beckett punches. So
now you know the reason.

Some Thrills.

ONE expects to be startled by film serials,

but it is not often they contain such a
bunch of surprises as in the coming photo-

play, entitled " The Cireat Gold Swindle "—

a

mysterious hand .'teals £10,000 in notes; a
girl is rescued from drowning by an eighty feet
dive from a bridge ; a horse and carriage, driven
at full sjieed along a country road, suddenly

disappear into a salt pit; caught on the top
floor of a high building, a thief escapes down a
lift shaft, with a rapidly descending lift in

pursuit ; a long ladder with a man and a girl

clinging to it is pushed away from the top and
crashes to the groimd—these are only a few of
the thrills which we shall see in tlie picture-
houses sometime before Christmas.

Mabel in the A!r.

MABEL NORMAND has made her first

flight in a sea-plane. After lantling.

someone asked her how she liked it and
if .she had been scared; but Mabel said it was just
like being out in her motor-car. " But," she said,
" the time I went up a few years ago, that was
vastly different."

Bliss Normand was one of the first girls to go
up in a ']5lane,and that was when aviators were
making records and flying with their leg.?

hanging in space in wobbly machines that
dropped all the time; ljut plucky Mabel never
feared, although she admits she was thrilled.

An Eye-Witness's Story.

AERIEXD who has just come back from
a holiday in Scotland tells me she wnsi

a spectator of one of the most thrilling

sights on the river Clyde.
A young lady was rowing on the river, and,

apparentl}' through inexperience, lost one of

her oars. Over-reaching herself in an effort to

reclaim it, she lost her balance, and fell into

the swirling waters of the Clyde. Noticing the
unfortunate girl's predicament, a young man
cjuicldy divested himself of his outer garments
and, taking the 30-foot dive from Jamaica
Bridge, went to her assistance, A riverman who
had witnessed the accident, was soon alongside

the struggling pair, and assisted them into his

boat, which soon made for the steep bank. A
lope was thrown by willing helpers, by which
the heroic rescuer climbed hand over Uanfl

ashore, taking charge of the operations in

assisting the young lady to land.

Later mj' friend heard that the heroine wag
Marjory L. Smart, and the hero Mr, T, K.
Murray. Miss Smart is a student of the A

I

Cinema College and Studio, of Glasgow, and
Mr. Murray is one of the principals of the
College, so no doubt we shall see this stunt in a
forthcoming picture play.—

—

Jackie Saunders Coming Again.
1HEAR that Jackie Saunders has been

engaged for the star role in a forthcoming
World Pictures production of " Daddie's

Girl," a well-known play
in which several
actresses have scorcil

1 v/o;il',l like I'j kiiuw wli .t MARY PICKFORD is telUng LILLIAN GISH, wouldn't you
who the third cover is laid for.

It looks as if it is a huge secret, and 1 vvondet
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bits big enoxigh to give them a chance to

ascend the ladder of theatrical fame.
Like many other cinema stars, Miss Saunders

began her career with the Biograph.Company,
which lias ofttiine been referred to aa the
mother of stars. She made her first picture soon
after she left the convent in Philadelphia, in

which city she was born in 1892. Those of yon
•who have seen her in " Shrine of Happiness," "'A
Bit of Kindling," and " Betty Be Good" will look
forward to her appearance in " Daddie's Girl."

Villagers' Chance to be Cinema Stars.

IF you were lucky enough to be taking your
holidays at Polperro, the little Cornish
fishing village, a few weeks ago, you would

have had a chance to appear in a B & C film.

This company, in the making of their latest'

photo-play, wanted an old-fashioned crowd, so
they posted a proclamation in a prominent place,

askijig the inhabitants to. become stars for a
clay. On the appointed time and day, those
who answered the call, were provided with the
parb of one hundred years ago, and they had a
day which will, provide food for anecdote for
many generations to come. At the end of the
clay they had a real old Engli.sh gathering by
way of celebration, and a novel moans of pay-
ment for their services was made by competition.
Kach was provided with a coupon, and little

Maxy Maitlaiid was chosen to draw lots. No
on© grudged the highest prize falling by good
fortime to the poorest child in the place. Hia
father was killed in the war, and his mother had
fcix children, of which he was the youngest.

A Disappointment for Cook.
ALICE BRADY disappointed her cook the

other day. For her newest photo-play,
entitled " Sinners," she bought a

ready-made costume at a sale. Her very
fastidious French, maid opened the box, and nt
once reported to the cook that she was sure
Miss Brady had bought her a present—a new
costume—and cook began to wonder how il;

was that Miss Brady knew her birthday was
coming that next week. But when Alice came
liome she immediately dispelled all such hopes,
explaining that the costume was a new one
intended for herself, and she enjoyed her maid's
distress concerning her mistress's appearance for

some time, before she set her mind at rest by
explaining the situation.

" Cecilia of the Pink Foses."

MARION DAVIES is one of the most
elusive little stars I know. For weeks
we have been trying to get her to tell

ua something about herself for readers of The
Picture Show, but she is always either finishing

a picture, or starting one, or in the midst o£

one, and any of these seems sufficient pretext
for her mvisibility. Never mind, we will get

her one day. Doesn't she act delightfully in

Lovers of Drury Lane and Lyceum cJramas
will recognise the portrait of SABA
RALEIGH. We shall see her in the B. & C.

production, "Nobody's Child," shortly.

" Cecilia of the Pink Roses," the latest Gaumont
film, the story of which appears on page 10,

Don't You Want a Set ?

HAVE yon .sent for a .set of our " All Star
Series " pf postcards ? No. 1 ?et is now
on sale, and contains beautiful art post-

cards of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
Marguerite Clark, Creighton Hale, Mae Marsh,
and Charlie Chaplin. No separate postcards
can bo sent, but you can have the set by sending
a postal order for one shilling, made payable to
the Amalgamated Press, and crossed & Co.,
and addressing your application to The Picture
Show Postcard Department.

Charles Ray and Whiskers.
CHARLES RAY now has whiskers. When I

read this annomicement I gasped with
dismay, but it is all right—Whiskers is

the name Charles has given his new dog, a pup.
It is, however, an ari.stocratic canine, and cost his

owner £50. We are promised that we shall seo
AVhiskers in some of Jlr. Ray's forthcoming films.

Not Her Ambition.
ELSIE FERGUSON, in an interview, affii-mg

that she is not like all other picture stars

in at least one respect. She says that, aa
a child, it was never her ambition to be an
actress, and that she had no dreams of film

stardom—in fact, she did not consider them
seriously until two years ago.

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notts and News from Los Angeles.

WILLIAM FARNUM is sending out S.O.S.
calls for original scenarios. He afcserts

that he is only forced to use adaptationa
of famous novels as most of tlio scripts Bub-
mittod to him seem to lack the vital eparlc|

Personally ho prefers a stoi-y specially writteit

for the screen to the picturiaation of stories that;

have already been told in a book or a play.

Every synopsis that he receives is carefully

read, and even a script that is badly expres-sed

and clumsily worked out will bo pureha«cd for

the sake of any really bright idea it may happen,

to contain. Anybody amongst our readers got

IX brain -wave for Big Bill ?

Hedda's Pierrette Costume.

IN
the " Crimson Gardenia," Hedda Nov.-v

wears a dress to which she is rather senti-

mentally attached. It is a piorretto

costume, in which she appeared when playing

at the Imperial Theatre in Potrograd, and in a
creation of Sarastop, the RiLssian Lucille. The
bodice is of black velvet, with a big ruft of white

tulle. With it Madame Nova wears white

stockings, black satin shppers, and a black satin

hat tied under the chin with sauey ribbons.

Bessie's Hat.
BESSIE BARRISCALE has a wonderful col-

lection of hats, some of which are worth
their weight in gold. A few of her bonnets

belonging to the periods between 1840 and 1880,

are so unique that they would be a valuable

acquisition to any museum. But her real hobby
are shoes. She has hundreds of pairs of every

description, each one of which, according to

Bessie, has an individual character of its own.

Char'iie Loves Them.

AND, talking of shoes, the other day I had
the privilege of handhng the sacred

mud -scows that adorn the Cliaplin pedal

extremities on the screen. They aro patched

together in a hundred places, but Charlie is so

attached to them, that there will be very little

of the original footwear left by the time he

regretfully discards them. What particularly

struck me was that their size is really 7iot so

preposterous wlien you hold them in your hand,

but then, as Charlie remarked with his apologetic

smile :
" You see, I'm rather a small mail.

'

Can you wonder ihat Norma Talmadge is beloved by the newsboys in America? If you look
closely at this picture, you will see her in the centre. She had called at their holiday camp and
treated them to ice cream, cake, sweets, and everything, and acted as umpire for all their

games afterwards.

About Marjoiie Daw.
MAR.JORIE DAW, who has been Doug.

Fairbanks' leading lady in eight pictures,

has signed on to star with the First

National, under Marshall Neilan's direction,

Marjorie lives with her fifteen -year-old brother,

who is her advLser in all things pertaining to her

career, especially in the matter of clothes.

Marjorie is very fond of riding and swimming,
and is glad that her first star vehicle is to bo

a western picture.

A Beautiful Present.

BESSIE LOVE has received a beautiful

ivory bedroom suite from her ^ients;
on the occasion of her graduatic^' from

Hollywood High School. ^ > • -

Her Holiday.

BABY MARIE OSBORN has been .^lieuding

her vacation in taking swimming Jesisons

and lavishing her young affections on her

now pet, a snow-white lamb.

Family Life on the Screen.

MR. .\XD MRS. JA^MES CRUZE recently

entertained a number of giiests to dinner,

and after the repast exhibited a " family

drama " on their private screen. The picture

began with their wedding, then came the baby's

first bath, first step, and a close-up of his first

tooth. H. B. Warner is evidently contemplat-

ing .something on the same lines for some future

date. He told me that he had taken his weo
daughter to the Jos.se Hampton Studio, where he
is now working, and had her feat ures perpetuated

on the creeping celluloids. Usually, Miss Warner,
who is four months old, is noted for her temper-
amentality, but after the development- of some
200 foet of close-ups, it transpired that tho

capricious infant had not registered one single

change of expression ! Elsie Codd.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

MAY ALLISON, the pretty Metro star, taking The players in a new circusjpicture, called "One Thing at a Time o' Day, having their lunch in

part in a baseball game. The Metro Studio the tent. At the end of the table JOHN INCH, the producer, may be seen drinking ginger pop.

has its own team. Next to EILEEN PERCY, at the bottom of the table, is BERT LYTELL, who stars in the picture.

ANITA STEWART as "Joan of Arc," of the Boy Scouts. Her TOM MOORE reads the scenario of his [nextj Goldwyn picture, called

husband, Rudolph Cameron is holding the "still" camera, while the "Lord and Lady Al^y," by R. £C. Carton, and is evidently highly
producer turns the handle of the movie camera. amused by it.

A scene from "The Little Welsh Girl," produced by Fred. Paul for the London Film Company. EDNA FLUGRATH in "The Splendid Waster." This
The scene was taken in the heart ot Wales, and the crowd that gathered round were only film was made in a distant part of our Empire -

too eager to play the part allotted to them. You will like this splendid British film. namely. Africa—by a British company.
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Ouh Nzo SkcrfhShuai
An adaptation of the romantic racing story now being filmed
by the Broadwest Film Company, in which Violet Hopson,
Stewart Rome, and Gregory Scott play the leading- characters.

VIOLET HOPSON as
Marjorie Denton, and
STEWART ROME as
Frank Cunningham.

A TALL, slender, daik-eyed girl, stamped
with that indefinable hall-mark of

gentlewoman from the dainty patent-
leather riding boots to the shining coils of
jet black hair which enhanced the delicate pallor
of a perfect, oval face, stood in a loose box
stroking the neck of a racehorse as thorough-
bred as herself.

" It seems to me, Jupiter."' she said, " thofc

jou're the only asset of the Denton estate, and
you're handicapped with the Denton debts.'

Every time you run you'll have to carry the
house of Denton on your back, and I am afraid
that you will find it too much, wonderful as
you are."

Jupiter arched his glossy neck in pride, and
then stuck out his velvety mu2.zle and pawed
with his forefoot, as if to say, " You try me.
It won't be the first time a horse lias won back
a fortune for the Dentons, and I'm as good as
anything that ever ran in the old colours.

"

JIarjorie Denton gave Jupiter another pat
and walked slowly from the stable to the red-
bricked, creeper-covered house. As she stood
for a inoment in the cobbled courtyard, the sun
played on the glass of the muUion'ed windows
and the twinkling sunbeams seemed to say :

'" Never say die. Stick to the old house."
' I will," said the girl aloud. " I won't sell a

Stick or stone, and I won't part with Jupiter !

"

The resolution heartened her, and it was with
a light step that she entered the hoxise and went
to her room to change her dress. On the hall-

table was a letter, and JIarjorie's face brightened
up as she recognised the handwriting.
"Dear Amit Cynthia," she said, as she opened

the letter.

"I am inviting myself to Denton Hall," the
letter read, " because I know how things stand,
and I feel sure that in .such circumstances two
lieads are better than one, even if one is only
the rattle-pan of your loving Aunt Cynthia."
With the carelessness which was character-

i-stic of Aunt Cynthia, she had forgotten to say
what train she was coming down by, and
Marjorie had scarcely finished dressing when a
station cab rolled into the courtyaixl, and a
cheery voice was calling in the hall

;

" I'm here, Marjorie !

"

Avmt Cynthia was one of those women who
radiate cheerfulness. Her pleasant face and
frank smile wore the outward signs of a sunny
temperament. Still on the right side of forty,

.Aunt CjTithia was still a girl at heart, and she
and Marjorie were more like sistei-s than aunt
and niece.

Cynthia's luggage having been disposed of,

the two sat down in the drawing-room over a
cup of tea, and Marjoiio gave a brief outline of

what -Aunt (,'ynthia succinctly described as
' the trouble.

'

Her father had died leaving a load of debts
behind him. Denton Hall and the Denton
racing ?tables were the only assets, and of tho

horses in training, only one. Jupi-
ter, was likely to pay for his keep.

" So you see, .\unt Cynthia,"'

went on Marjorie, "its a case of

selling up or cariying on—and I've

decided to carry on."'

That's the real Denton spirit,

old girl," cried Cynthia enthusiasti-

cally. " ."^nd I'm going to be right

by your side, as the Americans say.

Now about J upiter. From all I have
heard, lie's a horse that will pay

his way and a lot over. I don't know much

—

never"was one of the brainy kind—but I do

know a bit about horses. If we work our cards

right with Jupiter, we ought to be able to land

enough with stakes and bets to payoff the debts

and leave you .something to live on. Women
did wonderful things during the war, and there's

no reason that we should not do something in

peace. The first thing to do is to find a httle

capital to go on with.
'

That's just the trouble." said Marjorie.
'" Sloney does not grow on trees, and there's

nobody in Epsom I could a.sk for a loan. I

have cut down all expenses, but Denton Hall

and the st&bles want keeping up. 1 am train-

ing Jupiter myself, with the help of old Tom
Harris, the head lad, and I believe if we
can Only carry on, the horse will pull us through.

Aunt Cynthia proved a great help and
comfort to Marjorie in tho days that followed.

Her aunt's cheerfulness encouraged the girl

in her eft'ory^ to win back the Denton fortunes.

But while Maijorie's whole mind was on the

stables. Aunt Cynthia had an idea that there

was a quicker and safer method—marriage.

Since her arrival at Denton Hall, .\unt Cynthia
had noticed that a neighbour. Sir Reginald
Buckley, was obviously in love with her niece.

She was thinking of hiin one .sunny afternoon
when the baronet appeared.

Sir Reginald Buckley was a well-groomed,
good-looking man of about thirty-six, but there

was something about his cordial manner which
repelled. Hisjileasant smile looked as though
it had been put on with his clothes, and one
felt that he chose his words as carefully as he
chose his ties. There was something artificial

about the man, something that suggested he
was acting a part.

Sir Reginald came forward with outstretched

hand.
What a beatttiful day. Miss Denton. I

have been frying to do a little work, but the
sun tempted me out."

.\unt Cynthia noticed that his eyes were
looking over her head and she smiled to herself.

She knew it was not the sun, but her niece,

that had brought Sir Reginald out, and after

a few moments polite conversation she suggested
that they should stroll to the stables.

" We shall find Marjorie there grooming
Jtipiter," she saidT " She almost worships
that horse."

It was an essentially modern but pretty
picture that met the eyes of the baronet as

they entered the stable-yard.

^Marjorie Denton, dressed in beautifully cut
riding breeches, high boots, and a white shirt

blouse, was giving Jupiter a business-like

grooming. She smiled a welcome to the
baronet and when she had fini.shed, put on
her coat and .strolled with Sir Reginald through
the grounds to the hou.se. Aunt C>^^thia had
tactfully di.sappeared and awaited her niece's

return with pardonable curiosity.

She looked up expectantly when the girl

entered the drawing-room aJ»out an hour later.

" How does Lady Buckley sound, aunt 3
"

said Marjorie, with a mischievotis smile.
' My dear ! Has he "

'.' Yes ; but I have refused. You see, I
don't love him, and even if 1 did, I want to get
the stables clear before I think of marriage.
Xo, we will carry on as we are for a while."
Aunt Cynthia sighed, but she did not try

to persuade her niece, and very soon she changed
the subject.

" Have you heard we are to have a new
neighbour ? " she asked.

^' No," replied Marjorie.- " Who is it ?
"

'' A Mr. Frank Cunningham, from Australia.
Frightfully rich, they say.''
"And the usual type, I suppose," said the

girl careles.sly. Loud check suit, ycMow
waistcoat, big diamond.?, and an accent you
could cut with a knife."

" Yes, I suppose so," agreed Aunt Cynthia.
'" That's the kind that has the money these
days."
The next day Amit Cynthia saw the new-

comer as he was walking at the head of his
string of horses with his trainer. He was not
at all what Marjorie had. pictured him, and
Aunt Cynthia's practised eye dwelt admiringly
on the fine animals he had brought with him.

" I have seen our bu.shranger neighbour,
'

she said to Marjorie, when the girl came iu to
tea that afternoon.

Oh ! What is he like ?
'' said Marjorie,

without any interest in her voice.
" Just as you said, dear," replied Cynitliia.

determined that Marjorie should have a sur-
prise. "" Even to the diamonds and yellow
waistcoat."

Marjorie made no repl;,-. she was looking at &
letter tliat had come by the afternoon's post.

" lt"s an application for payment of one of
the dad's racing debts," she said, turning to her
aunt. " There is a balance of five thousand.
They seem to be decent people, and I think 1
will .send them something on accoimt, and ask
them to give me time to paj-. Firm o£ Bill-

brook and Co.'
The elder Miss Denton glanced at the letter.
' You know you needn't pay this," she said.

'' They have no claim on you. ' - - .

" I know, but it is a debt of honour, aunt.
I must keep the name of Denton clean. l"il

pay it off as soon as I can."
As they were talking, a maid came with a

message that Tom Harris, the head lad, wished
to speak to Marjorie.

. ^ ^
' Tell him to come in at once,"' said Marjo'rit*,

for the old head lad was a great favourite of hers.
" Silent Tom, ' as he was called ia racing

circles because of his ability to keep a stable
secret, was a typical horseman of the old~ school.

" It s about Juj)iter, miss," he .said. " I've
an idea we ought to enter film in that selling

steeplechase race at Gatwick. He's a bit
within himself, but if he's half the horse I think
he is he should have no difBculty in winning a
' seller.'

'

" But suppose they bid for him ? " said Mar-
jorie. " If he wins like the good one we think
he is, there will be a rush to get him, and I can t

go to any fancy price to retain him."
" I've thought of that, mi.ss,'' said Tom.

" It's a risk, but we'll have to take it. One
thing is certain. He won t " win by a mile,' as
they say. Jordan may not be a fasliionable

jockey, but he knows how to rkle, and it won"t
be by more than half a length that he ll win by.
if win ho can. But we nmst try Jupiter befori'

we can tell for a certainty what he is. If we'd
plenty of horses here to tiy him with it would be
different, but we haven't, so we must give him a
public trial. If they do not go mad in the sale

ring, we can easily buy him in."'
" Very well, Tom,"' said Mai-jorie : but it was

with some misgiving that she consented.

{Continued on page 8).
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^^w-^ rv^WltW^ 1^ ¥ T^/^¥ TT^ Great activity prevails at the studios of the " Big Four."

TWO OF THE BIG rOxjK. "Ut:::irij;^:;sLZ;^

EDSEL FORD, President of the Ford Motor Co., and Mrs. HENRY FORD visit CHARLIE CHAPLIN is tickled at the idea of seeing DOUGLAS
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, and watch the filming of his first 'United Artistes' picture. FAIRBANKS in the uniform of a French officer.

Here are three young men who are determined to make good in the pic- DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and CHARLIE CHAPLIN, two of the "Big Four,"
ture world. They've got their Sunday suits on, and are trying to look their are idolised by the boys. Here you see a troup of Boy Scouts, who have in-

best. Reading from left to right, they are Mr. C. CHAPLIN, -Mr. D. "vaded the studios, and are making themselves quite at home amongst the
FAIRBANKS, and Mr. " Al." JOLSON. popular stars.

CLEMENT K. SilOKTER, the well known London editor, lluuhe pays a visit to the Fox Studios. Here you see the well-known player,

visits the studio ot the "Big Four." MADLAINE TRAVERSE, posing beside the great screen comedian.
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The Gentleman Rider'<'°";;;;f/f<""

The following day, while superintending the
work of her horses on tlie Downs, Marjorio had
a little adventure with a touch of romance in
it. As she was going to ride away her girth
slipped, and with an exclamation of annoyance
ehe dismounted. As she was tugging at the
girth, a young man rode up, and, with a genial
Excuse me, may I help ? " he swiftly adjusted

the leather. Ho was a tall, good-looking man
with a strong, clean-cut face, and the sort of

eyes that denote honesty and courage.
Marjorie thanked him, and was abovit to ride

off when she saw a strange string of horses
preparing for work imder the' direction of an
elderly man with a hard-bitten face.

" That must be Mr. Cvmningham," she said
aloud. ' Where is his yellow waistcoat ?

"

" Has he got one 2 " said the young man at
her side.

" Oh, yes," laughed Marjorie, " and big
diamonds. He's quite impossible, they say."
The yoiuig man looked at her strangely for

a moment, then a curious look came into his

eyes.
" I know the man," he said. " And you are

light, he is impossible. The sort of man that
wpuld beat his wife if he had one."

" Then let us hope he has not got one," said
Marjorie, with a smile.

As the stranger turned his mount's head,
Marjorie called after him.

"' To whom am I indebted for this assist-

ance ? " she asked.
" Oh, say Mr. Nobody from Xowhere,"

laughed the stranger, as he cantered away.

The Selling-Plate Race.

IT
was a glorious day for the opening of the
Gatwick meeting. The sun shone from an
almost cloudless blue sky, and the ladies in

the club enclosure did full justice to the weather,
by appearing in a bewildering variety of gor-
geous frocks that would not liave disgraced an
Ascot meeting. In the cheaper parts a large
crowd of holiday makers jostled each other with
that genial good hamour which is a characteristic
of all race crowds, ilarjorie, who had not been
to a race meeting for a long time, revelled in tho
sunshine and the atmosphere of the great game.
Even the raucous voices of the boolcmakers
roaring the odds in Tattersall's sounded pleas-
antly in her ears. Aunt Cynthia was in her
element. This sports-loving Englishwoman was
a keen racing enthusiast. Like her niece, she
loved a thorouiihbrcd, and both were sound
judges of a lioi-se. As they strolled roxmd tho
paddcck inspei tiu'j; the runners for the first race,
their words of commendation or disapproval
drew many a tribute from the eyes of the hard-
bitten stable-lads who were leading the horses
round. As they leaned over the paddock r:;i!s,

tho voices of two men came floating to Mar-
jorie s ears.

I hear Cunningham- lias taken Oakhurst
House, at Epsom, and set up a racing stable
there."

" Frightfully rich, isn't he
' Vcs, and as lucky as he is rich. They say

his real business in this country is to find a
brido to share his great wealth. In the mean-
time, tlio bookies are wishing he would go back
to Austi'alia. He's liit the ring hard since he
came over."

" Better find him and get him to give you a
tip."

"I would, but lies not l)ere to-day. I met
him at the club last night, and he told me he
had a big business deal on in town that wovild
prevent him coming."
The \oices of the two men faded away, but

Jlarjorie caught a last sentence as they turned
to tho enclosure.

"Yes, one of tlioso strong, silent, men, you
know. If he wants anything he'll got it."

Somehow tho conversation had grated on
Marjorio's oars. Perha])S it was because she
was having such a hard struggle to carry on
that the luck of Mr. Cunningliani irritated her.

She pictured liim as one of the new type of
profiteer millionaires ; self-taught, self-made,
domineering and vulgar.

" It's a good job he Isn't here to-day," she
thought, as 'iho and her aunt went to see the
Etart cf the first race, " or he might have taken

a fancy to Jupiter, and
,
with his disgustingly

swollen bank balance no one could stop
him." - ' T •

The antipathy she ha<l fonned towards Mr.
Cunningham inai.le Marjorie put a small wager on
an outsider to beat a horse of his, wliicli was an
odds on favourite in tho first race, and to her
mortification her fancy, after looking all over a
winner, was caught on tho post and beaten by
tho shortest of heads by the favourite.

" Cunninghiim's luck," said tho crowd. And
J.Iarjorie felt i-hc had uiiotlier grievance against
tho rich .\iistralian.

But her thoughts were soon tunied to
Jupiter, and, wliilo they were shouting tho
odds for the second race, she went to super-
intend his saddling. Jupiter, who was being
given a final polisli by Tom Harris, turned
round and gave l>i r a little whinny of welcome
.IS sho entered tho stall. The saffdling having
been completed to his njistress's satisfaction, old
Tom gave his horse a montli wash, but, though
the lad gave a tug at his leading rein, the wily
liorse planteil his forefeet firmly and looked
lit his mistre-s with begging eyes, and refused
to budge.

" He's ;iiter that bit of siigar, MLss Marjorie.
He knows you've got it. He knows," chuckled
Old Tom.
With a laugh Marjorie oxtracteil a lump of

sugar from h-!r bag and gave it to Jupiter.
" -Another -one when you've won, old boy,"

.she .said, patting his neck. And, nodding his head
as though he understood, Jupiter walked
sedately into tlie parade ring.

The favourite was Ronnie, a reliable old
jumper who could be depended upon when his
owner backed him, provided the oppo.sition was
not too classy. He wss ridden by a crack
jockey and was speedily in.stalleJ a five to four
favourite.

.lust before the horses started for the post,
old Tom Harris came up to Marjorie.
"We've gotten to one to our ten pounds," he

said, " I wish we'd got it to a tho-asand."
He turned to Jordan, the stable jockey.

Let hiin run his own race," he said,
" unless he starts to lose it. "Vou understand.
We want him to win, but not by if mile."
Jordan nodded his head as old Tom gave him

a leg up, and he cantered out of the paddock
after the others.
When Marjorie reached the club stand, Ronnie

was a six to four on chance, while Jupiter had
drifted out to a hundred to eight offered.
Through her. glasses she noticed that while
some of the others were very fractious at the
starting gate, Jupiter was standing as quiet
as an old .sheep.

" Tliey're off !

'

The familiar roar .sent her blood tingling as she
glued her' eyes to her glasses.

" He's nicely placed, just behind Ronnie,
Satrap, and Doris," came the quiet voice of
.\unt Cynthia.
Two hopeless outsiders came to grief at the

EUGENE O'BRIEN, who has been seen
chiefly in productions featuring Norma
Talmadge, has been accorded a popular

following such as very few leading men enjoy.

As a reward, he has just been asked to sign

a contract which will make him a star in his

own right, and although the amount of salary

is not divulged, it is said to be one of the highest
ever paid to an actor at the commencement of

his career as a star.

Eugene first entered public life on the spoken
stage, becoming a member of a musical comedy
company under the maiiagemerrt of Charles
Froliman. From almost the first he was a great
success, and soon won recognition from the
critics and the jiublic.

Appeared With Elsie Janis.

SHORTLY after his debut, he signed a
contract to appear with Elsie Janis.

Another season found him with Ethel
Barrymore, another with Margaret Illington.

and then with Kyrle Bellew.
Eugene's first screen work was in a film

entitled "' Just Out of College "
; later he was

.seen in Essanay's " The Chaperon."

first jump, but Jupiter was taking his fern <

very smoothly, and running well within himsHi.
Ho was still- third wlien they came round for
the Bccond time, but he came close up to thr
leaders, Ronnie and Doris, after the fiiiiil

jump.
Just inside the distance .Tupiter drew up le\< 1

on the outside. Jordan was risking nothing I .

,

waiting for a chance on the rails. And so tli< >
came into full view of the stands, as pretty .i

race as man could wish to watch. The jocke\s
on Ronnie and Doris had their whips out, but
Jordan was sitting still. His eyes were fixed
on the winning-post and he refused to be
rattled by the shouts of tho other jockeys.

" Now !
" He his.se<l the word at Jtipit< i

ears, and settled down in t.ho saddle for tli

final rush.

It was all over. Whips rose and /ell, Iml
Ronnie and Doris were finished. Jujnter had
his head in front and meant to keep it there.

" I'll lay twenty to one bar the favourite !

'

yelled a bookmaker, and even as he spoke Jupiter
flashed past the post a good winner.

Marjorie dashed down from the stand to pnt
her horse, and, as soon as he had had his rub
down, she gave him the promi.scd lump of sugar.
Though it was only two .seUing pL-iteis

.Jupiter had beat''n, the manner in which he had
tlone it had created a favourable impression i n
owners and trainers, and it was with a sinking
heart that Marjorie went to tho- sale ring.
Someone started the bidding at 125 guineas,

and Marjorie made it 130. And so it went on
till 200 guineas was reached.

Marjorie could not sec the man who was
bidding against her, but it was always the same
voice that topped her bid. At four hundred
Marjorio felt the chill fear of defeat creeping
over her.

Four hundred and twenty -five !
" she cried

desperately.
" Five hundred," came that deadly, calm

voice from the crowd.
Ai\A so the duel went on till the unknown

topped Marjorie' s bid of six hundred with six
hundred and fifty.

White with anger and fear of losing her
favourite, the girl was about to. bid again
when Aunt Cynthia expostulated.

" You can't, dear," she .said. " You haven't
got the money,"

" I must—I must save Jupiter ! I couldn't
lo.se him !

" cried the girl pitifully.
" For the last time," came the voice of the

auctioneer. " Any advance on six fifty ?
"

Marjorie was about to speak, but Aunt
Cynthia laid a restraining hand on her arm.
The hammer came down. Marjorie had lost

Jupiter.
AVith a heart full of bitterness Marjorie went

up to the auctioneer and asked the name of tho
buyer.

" Your horse was sold to Mr. Cunningham,
of Ep.aonij" came the reply.

(Another long instalment next Monday.)

One of his most entertaining characters, and
the one which gained for him his first promi-
nence, was with ilary Pickford in " Rebecca of

Simnybrook Farm."
Another big success was with Elsie Ferguson

in " Under the Greenwood Tree," and " Tho
Heart of the Wilds."

Eugene also played an important part in

Frank- Keenry's " A Romance of the Under-
world."

An Actcr of Distinction.

THEN came the series of Norma Talmadge
productions, ui which his distinctive sup-
port of that sterling actress was an out-

standing feature.

In this .series, he played in " Poppy,'' " The
Moth, ' " Ghosts of 'Yesterday," " De Lux©
Annie," " The Safety Curtain," and " Her
Only Way."

In all his work; his sympathetic, intelligent,

and dignified acting has iinpres.sed itself vividly
on all who have seen him. Picture-goers will

thus welcome the news that this polished artiste

has now been " starred," and his new picturt'j

will be eagerly awaited.

RITr'PlUI\ A'^nfPM Norma Talmadge s Leading

CUIldliv U DKiL^ri* Man Now Becomes a Star.

Charles Ray : Character Studies of this Popular Favourite in our Centre Pa^es Next Week.
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A CHARMING COMPLETE STORY OF A 'LITTLE MOTHER'S" LOVE.

CECILIA

MRS. MADDEN was dying. Standing by her

bod was lier husband .Iciemiah, and her

two children, CeciUa and Johnny, while in

the background was Fatlicr McGovran, the priest,

who liad been one of the tew real friends of the

family since they liad arrived in Xew York from
Ireland in search ot the toitune which .Jeiry liad

fondly bpliovi!d was to bo picked up in the

streets of the bij; city. Jerry was a bricklayer,

and his wages were barely sufficient to Iceep the

family when liis wife haci been well. Since her

illness, ilie burden of the struggle had fallen on
th.i shoulders of 'nis daughter Cecilia, at an age
when most girls were at school.

The patient look of resignation on his wife's

pain-stricken face ( ut Jerry like a knife, as he
iield her hand and tried to comfort her by saying
she would soon gi'l better.

ATrs. Madden smiled bravely at her husband.
" No one on earth can help mo now, Jerry

darlint. I shall soon be at rest. I want you to

promise me sonietliing, .Jerry. If ever you
should get monsy, send the children to one of

th.ose grand schooh. 1 want t^elie to bo a lady,

and Joiiuny a 2oo(l man. Ami 1 want you to

remember alw;iys that 1 have boon happy with
you—so happy, Jerry."
And so, very calmly and peacefully, with a

simple faith in another world where she would
be re-united with her loved ones, Mrs. Madden s

gentle spirit left the pain-r.ieked bodj'.

And, as so often happens, wealth came to

.Torry when if, was too late to use it to alleviate

his wife's sufferin;;s.

A patent brick with which he had been ex-
perimenting for years was sucessfully completed,
and tho invention was taken up by a syndicate.
Father McGowan brought tho news as Jerry
returned home one evening bringing with him
n bunch of pink roses for Celie. All through the
grim struggle with poverty, Jerry had managed
once or twice every week to bring h.omo to little

Celie a bunch of her favourite flowers. It was
perhaps extravagance, but it was j\istified.

Nothing in the world pleased Cecilia like these
roses, and they had also been a great comfort
to her mother. Often had .Jerry to go without
his tobacco to buy them, but he had been moro
than repaid for this sacrifice by the happiness
lie gave to his daughter.
He stood there now with the roses m his hand,

Mhil5 Father McGowan told him the story of the
sale of the patent to a syndicate.

" You are a very rich man now, Jerry.

Almost a n.iillionaire !

"

.Slowly the meaning of it rjl came to Jerry.
" But it won't biing her back. Father," he

Baid. " It won't bring her back."
' No ; but it will enable you to carry out her

dying wishes," said the priest. " Cecilia and
.Johnny will go to school. She will bo watching
them from above." —

" An' Celie will be able to have pink roses

every day," said Jerry.

Learning to be a Lady.
ACTINtx under the advice of Father

Mctjlowan, .Jerry Maddon began his plans
for the future of his family. He bought

a big houso in town. Cecilia was sent to a
hiilies' seminary, and Johnny went to college.

I'oor (.'ecilia soon found out that wealth
cannot do everything. Her school life was far

from happy. Her lack of education made lior

an object of scorn to hor schoolfellows, who were
alwajs ilovising some scheme to amioy the

bricklayer's daughter. Rut
little Celie bore their insults

silently. Pho never com-
pl.iined in her letters to her father, .ind devoted
all her energies to improving herself. But often

at tho end of a day's persecution, she would
give way to tears in the jirivacy of her bedroom,
and when she said her psayers at night she
would add a special plea for herself.

" Please God make me a lady soon." That
was the cry that came right from tho heart of tho
persecuted bricklayer's child. And as if in

answer to her prayer, there came into her life

a dazzling ray of sunshine which made her forget

the potty spite of her enemies. As she was
walking in the street one day, she saw a little

kitten run over by a car. Cecilia's lovo of

animals was as great as her love of roses, and
she at once ran to tho spot and picked up the
kitten. Her action was observed by a young
man, whose good looks and aristocratic manner
had made him secretly admired by all the girls

in the school. Raising his hat, he said :

" Can I bo of any service ?
"

" Thank you," said Cecilia. " I think tho
littlo one is moro frightened than hurt, I will

take it to tho school .vith ine."

Ho helped her scrape tho mud from the
kitten's fur, and then accompanied her to the
sehoolhouso. He told her that his name was
Horace, and that he was the grandson of Judge
Twombley. To the friendless girl whose heart
had been aching for someone to talk to, Horace
i;ame like a PrinccX'harming. She found herself

telling him about her troubles and aspirations,

and he proved himself a sympathetic listener.

They met many times after this, and gradually
the friendship ripened into love. Once moro the
jealous girls began to make Cecilia miserable,
and at last their covert hostility developed into

an open attack. They reported to the head
of the school that Cecilia was secretly meeting
a young man in town, and poor little Celie was
severely lectured by the mistress. But in her
new friend Cecilia had found a happiness that
made her immune from tho attacks of inistress

and pupils. The hard words and cruel acts

had lost their power to hurt her. For the first

limo since she had loft home she was happy,
."^nd Horace's love spurred her on to learning.

She worked hard, and at last even the mistress

had to admit that the bricklayer's daughter
was the cleverest and best behaved girl in the
school. At length the time cam© when Ceciha s

education was finished, and she returned homo.
She had left a pretty but ignorant girl ; she

returned an accomplished and beautiful young
ladj'. But her heart was still tho same. She
was still Cocili.". of the Roses to her father. But
if old Jerry was pleasqd about his daughter,
ho was troubled about his son. Johnny had
not done well at college. He had mixed in a
fast set, and his face already showed traces of

dissipation.

But what hurt the old bricklayer most was
that ho knew his son despised liim. Johnny
was only too glad to spend the niofley his father

allowed him, but he was ashamed of the mau who
had made it. Old .Jerry was still the fame man
he had been before the invention made iiim rich.

He had no desiro to change his habits or his

friendships. Tim Rafferty, who had worked
with him as a bricklayer, and Father JIcGowan
were the only men ho was really fri^nilly v. ith,

and though to please his son he conformed to

the conventions of soeietv. he was no\cr happy

Cecilia and
lip.r broOi'.r

Johnny.

ill tho stiff, starched shirt and evening dress,',
and ho nould retire to his little snuggery and
take off the collar that choked hin; as soon as he.
could get away irom tho guests at the dinner .

parties his son compelled him to give. Cecilia,

too, was worried about her brother, and strove
to r gain the influence she liad h;iil over him in .

those days of poveity when she had been the ,

" Little Mother ' to him. She spoke to Horace .

about him, for the young man, now a district
_

attorney, was engaged to Cecilia,

"I'll do all 1 can, Cecilia," s.^id Hor.ac©
" but Johnny seems to resent any ndvieo 1
give !:im. The best thing I can do is to keep an ,

eye on him without Jiis knowing it. Vorhapa
he will soon get tireil of aping tho ' Man about
Town.' "

But neither knew how far Johnny had do«

—

Sf ended in dissipation. His path was inader!
easy by tho large allowance his doting father
gave hiin,and very soon ho was mnrked out for •

a victim by .Joe Dickson, a notorious Ihick-
inailer and sharper.

In the Clutch of a Blackmailer.

IN one of the cafes frequented by tho fast set,

\'iola Ra3', the cabaret singer, and Jce
l")ickson, were seated at a tablo talking

in whispers.
" He will be here .soon now," sail Dieksou.

" You know the part yon have to play. Vi.ur

beauty is the bait to get him on tho hook, and
once he is caught, I will take care he <loes uo^i
escape until we have bled him for every ccn^l
his old fool of a father possesses. I intend to

.
!

Uiake a big strike this tinie, and finis); with ti e
game. The police are getting too iriuch in-

terested in my movements to please ine, so cn«/
liiore game for high stakes, and wo will leavft-^

New Yoi'k behind us." 'VT

' Leave him to me. Joe," said the woman with
a laugh. '" This fool is the easiest thing I hav9
ever struck. I'm handing out ' The woman
v.ho uants.to rise to better things' dope, audV.
you'll laugh to kill yourself the way !;c swallowsl
it and asks for niore. Better leave me uow,~*
Joe, while I get the right look of ' the woman
without a real frieml in tVie world.'"

Scarcely had Dickson left, wlien Johnny
Madden entered the cafe. He v\as.,in oveninf!

dress, and alre.idy bore evidence of having had
moro wine than was good for liim, although it

was quite early in tho evening.
Viola Ray welcomed him with a' smile, and

pointed to a chair at her table. For a thne she
chatted gaily, h".t in a little while she set he^
mijiiature stage for tho act that was to land
dupe in a net from which there would be nO||
escape. Like the accomplished actress she was,(|
she changed her expression of enforced gaiety

to one of hojieless despair. ,
" You are worrying about soinething," sai'l

Johnny, quick to see tho change. " \Vhat i:

your trouble ? Tell me about it. Let me hel

you."
Viola, who had artfully placed her diaii

opposite a narror, mot his questions with
downcast gaze, but all tho time she was elosel

observing him from tho comer of her eye.

No," she said sadly, " you >:iust not won-
about rne. You are rich, and lif-; is before yo'

1 have !>een very selfish to come into your Iif(

(Continued on page 16.)
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GRACE DARMOND jotting down a few ideas lor new scenarios.

Wouldn't You Just Like Some of These Stars to be Your OH ice Companions ?

GEORGE WALSH
ch&ti &nd sEBilei at
tall typint In " aUk
Flnknce '

( f"r J
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THE SFAR WJH THE EYES OF A CHILD.

DELIGHTFUL Madgo KcniiPily was born in California. Slio

njiilly iiiteiulod to become an arlisl, and it was wliilo studyinp
witb tlio Art Students J^oapue in New York tliat fate led her

from tbe canvas to the SPreeii- Cliancc sent her on a ( anipinfi-trip
witli some other students to JIaine. A frroup of aftors liappenrd

' to be nearby, and the canipers joined villi them in giving some
porfornianees tor their mutual amusement. Henry Woodniff was
among those present, and .applauded Miss Kennedy's work. On
t lie's])ur' of the rnoment she nskeil him for an opportunity to really

uiid truly ai't—and he gave it to licr, with the ultimate result of la r

groat sui I r^s in " Over Night,' " Fair and Warmer," and " Haby
JVline. ' 'i'lic'u .she turned to the movies, and became one of (.'old-

wyn's most popular stars. Her latest triumphs are "Fiiond
J lu-^band " and " The Service Star," out this month. Shq is

gouur.illy regarded as one' of the fno';t pl'^asing actresses
nu tlu; screen—or stage, and own^ the most truthful
innocent eyes. .\s

one interviewer
lie ¥ c r i b e d her,

"The star with the
eyes of a child."
Jn private lilo she
IS Mrs. Harold
Uolster.
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Th< I'ltttlK Sl,;,r. (J, to liih, 1913,
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To ELUOTT DEXTER.
A winding road through verdant

dales,

Where through the night the poppies
sleep.

A rakish car in whicli'we sweep
On and afar to distant vales.

The swift -winged wind in jealous

spite

Would steal our breath, as througli

the night

We hasten till the starhght pales."

BY WAY OF EXPLANATION.
Nor ever, in the days of old, when m^n

were brave and ladies fair, were four more

noble knights beheld, than those that I am
naming here. Each one ideal, each one

sublime. How can a girl essay a choice ?

Their virtues then I'll tell in rhyme, an.I

in their combined smiles

ii

»

To WILLIAM HART,
' Under the stars, a desert night

;

A camp fire gleaming ruddily.

Still figures sleeping in its light

—

8avc one, who, rifle on his knee
Watclies the trails so steadfastly

—

While Hmned against the sombre
sky

A lone coyote greets the dawn
^Vith pitiful and long drawn cry.

And, tinally, the night is gone."

Ann Little, who is now acting
opposite Wilham Hart, is one of

the most daring of cinema eques-
triennes. No feat on horseback is

new to her. She can ride a buck-
ing horse with the skill of a per-
former of the three-ring circus,

and in the next scene she can carry
off Parisian elotlies as gracefully as
a French marquise.

To ROBERT WARWICK.
' From plaintive vioUns soft strains

Of dulcet music fill the air

;

The rhythmic motion in our brain?
Must lead us into mazes fair

—

A dreamy waltz, the soft perfume
Of blossoms, drifting throu* the door
That leads into the quiet room
Where hearts shall break—ah, never

more."
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF THOMAS MEIGHAN.

Deep in thought. That worried look. The Love light in his eyes. Grimly in earnest. Something to por»der over.

THOMAS MEIGHAN.
A Hero of Many Parts now to Play in Peg o' My Heart,

THOINIAS JIEIGHAN has hcen foituiiate enough to play licro

to quite a number of charming screen artistes. These include
Blanche Sweet, Pauline Frederick, Marie- 'Doro, Wanda Hawley,

and Norma Talmadge.

Thomas was intended by his pai'ents to be a doctor, and although
lie soon demonstrated the fact that physic and professionar consulta-
tions were not in his line, little did he dream that he would rise to such
eminence as a picture player.

When he should have been studying " dry-as-dust " works on medicine,
he was gaining prominencs as a football player and an athlete. He
became a brilliant half-back, and played in league matches for a champion
American team.

Wide Experience of Speaking Stage.

BEFORE ho took up screen work, Thomas Jleighan had a wide
experience of the speaking stage, where he also gained much
popularity. He was a member of an all-star cast which played

in the American production of " The Two Orphans."' And for a brief

while he appeared in London in " The College Widow."
A season with Miss Grace George rapidly estabhshed his position- as

one of the leading juvenile actors of the country.

After his return from his visit to London, he toured for three year^ in

a production appropriately called " The Return of Peter Oriffen."
Then he journeyed across the water again and was seen in London in
' Broadway Jones," and other stage plaj-s.

Mistaken for An Englishman.

HIS last appearance on the legitimate stage before going over
to the screen was as the laAvver for the defence in •' On
Trial."

Mr. Meighan has often been mistaken for an Englishman, owing
to his likneess to the type, but he is in rcalit}', an Americarn
having been born in Pittsburg. It wa.s in that town' that he spent his
Bchool days, and his spare pocket-money at the .school " tuck-shop."
As related above, he rapidly made his 'mark as a footballer, and hi^
presence was much sought after by Captains of local teams. Tin;
newspapers were full of accounts of his prowess at the game.
An actor does more than his fair share of -wandering about the '^lol.'c

during his career, and Thomas Meigham is no excejition.
"

Travelled Thousands of Miles.

THE number of thuusands of miles which ho estimates that he has
covered makes one's head dizzj' to tliink of.

His fame as a screen artiste ha,«, however, altered thines,
and he has now settled down in Los Angeles in a comfortable bungalow.
'" Thac is one of the beauties of film acting," he says. " Vou do know
where you are likely to be the following week or so, whicli is not alwavs
the case vyith the speaking stage. Although I am very fond of travel-
ing,, one likes to .settle in the same spot for a while." Thomas looks
every inch a hero in private life, as he al.so does when he is on the screen.
He is over six feet in -height, has wavy, dark haii', and blue e\ es. Hi.s
weight is 13st. 8lbs.

First Rate Athlete.

HE is still a lirst-rate atlilele. and takes part ill all .sports when (he
opportunity arises. While he naturally had still a great liking
for football, working at the studio "does not allow him U,

indulge in his out-door hobbies to any great extent, but ho makes a
habit of going for a spin of a couple of miles or so each day, as regularly
as cioek-work.

This is his means of keeping fit, and preparing for any ' stunt"
which he may be called upon to perform at a moment's notice.

The latest production in which Thomas Meigham is featured is
-' Peg

o' My Heart,'' the comedy bj' Hartlej' Manners. Wanda Hawley
also appears in this jji'odiKlion. A series of films, with Xoima Tal-

madc'c aic also numbered amongst his most recent succssc--.

THOMAS MEIGHAN.
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"And now for Bed
"

"I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

clean as a new pin. Now
I don't worry about wrinkles

or crow s feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

ing years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before gomg to bed."

Vomerojf
SkinFood

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars

of High-class ChemisU

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29. Old Bond Street,

LONDON.

A STAR OF THE STAGE AND SCREEN.
JOSE COLLINS CHATS ABOUT HER NEW PICTURE.

mu annu aa uu aa ua bhi annn ai

YOr caiinol see I\li-s Collins now," said
tlio still's sccrftiiry to a visitor at tlie

fitoge-door of IJaly's 'I'lientrc. " Sfio s

jiU-l going to Imvf! an interview." And 1, the
fiivoiucd envoy of 'J'liic I'iCTfiti-; Show, followed
my guide to tljf; " patioiit's (.Irossing-rnom.

1 have been in a few dipssiiig-roornii in iny
time, but never in so gorgeoun or so spatiolis a
one as Miss Collins'. With its colour scheme
of pink and white, and its general elegance and
Virilliancp, it formed a (it setting indeed for its

lieaufifiil owner who, attired as the far-famed
' Maiil of the Mountains," reminded ine of
lualiiiig -1. mu( li as a glorious, flaming jioony.

1 could not Jiclj) remarking on the- array of
original drawings which decorated the walls
ciich of them representing some celebrity of the
thcatricnl world.

Yes," said Miss Collins. " they form a
unique collection, don't they '.' 'J'here are fifty

in all, and they arc the work of tlioiO t«'o
famous artists, Jfassell and r.uchel.

'

AVhen I had looked at thern to my licart's

content, 1 ventiu-ed to remind Miss Collins that
1 had come to talk to her about pictures of

another variety, particularly about the one in

whieli she makes fier rea|)peurance on the screen
—' Nobody's Child,' the li. and C. [iioduction.

Discovered Singing in a Cafe.

"f IfAVK a very sympathetic [i;irt in this

1 film, ' my liostess saiil. " 1 take the rolo

of an Italian peasant girl who fjeeomes
famous through lier voice. One of the most
interesting scenes is that in which the heroine
is discovered singing in a tenth-rate cafe in a
Balkan town. It is in this, scene that 1 first

meet my lo\'er of the story, played by Mr.
(lodfrey 'rearlc. 1 \enture to think the ' at-

mosfiliere ' of this scene—together willi many
more elaborate ones has )>fi-n caught remark
ablv well liy mj producer, .Mr. (ieorg'- Kdwards
Hail."

" 1 shnvild iinagiuc you found such a role

particularly suited Iri you, iMis.^ (,'olluis, ( on •

Bidenng \ our o^wn great success as a .sniger ?

" Well, of course, 1 found my own experienc o

as a singer fielped me to realise the jiari. But
then I lo\e film work !

''

JOSE COLLINS. (Fouhham d- Bar.fi'M.j

' Jl seems a long tune since we saw von on
the screen, Mis.s CollTn-s,"

"I liaveii't appeared because I've been
singing so liard, and 1 thought further work
might spoil my voice, but fortunately [ find it.

doesn't. But there was one film in winch you
would have seen me not so long back, if it had
not met with disaster. I refer to ttie N'ational
I'llm, wliich, as you know, was burnt. I worked
very liard in that, and in one scene look a
decided lisk wlicn a house had to fall down—
with inc inside it I

' U'he other films in wliich I have appeared."
went on ]\Iiss Collins, ' were 'The Impostor.'
" Tho iJght that J-'ailed,' and A Woman'i
Honour."

It was now timr' for Miss Collins lo ehang'*
for her next scene in ' The Maid," and so I hail
lo take my departure, but liefore 1 left Miss
Collins told rnc liow much slie wanted to make
hci picture " a;- good as it can possibly be."
(.'(msiidering .slie is in it, 1 do not 4eo iiow ifc

coujd be anything else. M. If. C.

CECILIA THi; PINK ROSES. from ijuqr: 70.

but if you only knew the t(;!ribli- loneliness crt a

cabaret singer's life, you would, jicrhajis, not
griidg'. me the fic'ting li!']ipiiiess you b;ivo

gi\t^n iiic. Vitu irc the oril\- rcid fricTid J have had
lor !n,in\ ye.irs. Your ^Nuip'tby has me.int
so much, but it would be selfish ot me to brina

you into i.jx lib . .After to-night we must part."
" I won't giM- _\ou ui) !

" cried the infatuated

young mm, raising his voice in his excitement.
" Husli !

" fileadc'l the v.oman. '' We can't

talk here. Come and fice nie to-morrow at this

addic.-~."'

SIm' hmdcd biin a card, and left the table.

i\':i'ldcn called for more ivine, and his niuddled
tinun began to conceive a ijiclure of A'iola as

till' heroine in distress, and himseit as the hero.

Ibid be but knnwn, this was just what the
designing v.onvui bad planned. AVcll versed
in till' ways of men, she knew there wa« no
siipT vvi\v ol appealing to a luol tb ui :)C' uriiig

hi- inpii'hy.

Little Mother Puts Things Right.

Mt)P.-\'IXC was hieaking when Johnny
Madilcn returned hon.e. It was only
by a m'eat effort that be managed to lot

liimself in, and after se\cral attempts lo climb
the staircase lie fell down and -Icpt. The noise

was hea.'-d by Cecilia. Slipping on her
dressing-gown, Cecilia went down stjiirs, and
the tears came into lier eyes as she saw tho state

he was in.

Excrtiriii all her strength, '.slie assisted her
lirother to his room, and laid hiin on the btd.
.\s slie did .so, the card \'iol.v Kay luid given him
fell out of his pocket, and Cecili.i's worst festrs

wi>re conKi'incd. She felt instinctivey that it

was this w-'inuui who had been leading her
brotle-r on the load to niiii. .\nd while h.a

slept she tbougl.l how bho could savf; bin..
She took the .iddrcss, and the nr<xt ;;.ortinig
the showed it lo llorate.
When .Johnny jMadden awoke next day, he

dress'.vl hii::sell with care, and took a cab to
\lola Ray's apartments. 'Very artfully the siren
led him on, and in a very short time .Johnny
was on Lis knees before her, asking her lo
marry him.

•It was at tliis^ itage that Joe Dickson entered
tiie room. Viola Sf raiig to her feet.

" My husband I
" sVie gasped.

Looking very stern, iJickson beg-in to play
the part of tlie outraged husband. At (irst

riotlung but Madden's life would satisfy him.
but .after a' spell of heroics, he suggested that
the insult could be wiped out with moricy. A
glimmering of how lie l.ad been duped began to
pcnetrat' Johnny Madf'en's hrain, but be
realised that he was in a tight comer, and l.c

consented to sign a paper agreeing to pay Dick-
son the sum demanded.

Jurt as he w,a8 about to .sign, the door n.-us

burst open, and Horace Twoniblty rushed in,

iolbiwed by two policcniCn.
" Th!- gan-o's up, Pickson '.

" he cried, cti\ eririg

the blackmarjer with a re\olver. ''
I. arrest

yovi on a charge of attempted blai kmail :

"

It "was a sadder btit much wiser Johnny
Madden tliat returned home with Horace. The
scales fell from his eyes, and he saw that while
b.e thought lie had been playing the man, he
had really been acting the fool.

In this mood he confes.scd to Cecilia, and
promised lier that he would make a new start,

and it was a happy party that sat round Jorry
Madden's table that night. To Cecilia all tho
thorns liad gone from tho roses, and the future
\vas as bright as the petals of hor favourito
flower.

Adapted Jrom incidinls in the Oaunuirit j.lfAo-

phii/, 'CKC/LfA OF THE J'JNK JtOSr:.'^."

f,-aluri,'ii MAi:l().\ DAVIES A^l CECILIA.
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SEA ANGLING FOR SPORT.
A Fine Pastime for all the Year Round—Under £1 for Tackle-

-

Where to Fish, etc., etc,

1 PERSONALLY think .there is no finer

pastime tlian angling — especially sea

tishing.

I know that a great in:iny people will disagice

with me, especially those who know nothing
about the subject, and it is with the hope that

I shall, by this article, convert a few of your
readers t<j luy way of tliinking that I hftvo

consented to write it.

A Sporting Chancs.

IN the first place, I will try to remove a few

of the general misconceptions which exist

about sea fishing. The principal ones are

that it is not real sport, that it is an ex-

pensive hobby, and that very little skill is

necessary to successfully angle for sea fish.

I will take the first objection and ask, " What
is real sport as regards angling ? " My answer
is, and I am sure every true angler will agree

with me, true sport is catching fish on light

tackle of such a strength that the odds of the

fish escaping are greater than those of its beinn

caught. In other words, tackle should be used
which an average-sized fish can break away from
unless it be prevented doing so by the angler's

skill. It's a case of your skill against the strength

of the fish—and the best wins. Surely that is a

sporting enough proposition for anyone '!

Under £1 for Tackle.

NOW for the question of expense. In this

sport, as with every other pastime,

expense is a comparative term. Splendid

results can be obtained from tackle which cost

a few shillings—a very few, too—as well as

with tackle which cost many pounds. I think

the cheapest way to set about going sea fishing

is to buy a good second-hand pike rod. Make
certain it is a good one, for it will be severely

tested. Get a six-inch reel, 100 yards of line,

gut, hooks and lead. With this tackle the

fisherman will be able to

angle at every fishing

station round the Britislx

Isles every day in the J^ear,

which is a great deal more
than can be said of any other

branch of fishing for sport.

What would or rather

could be caught with such
tackle is a fair question.

The answer is, everything
which swims in the seas

which touch our coasts.

By everything, I mean
everything in reason. I

should not like to go to

Ballycotton and fish for

100-poimd halibut with such
a rod, but I would use it

for all fish vip to 50 pounds,
and, believe me, that is what,

the Americans call " some "

fish.

If I could purchase such
a rod, reel, and line as I
have spoken about for 30s.,

t should be able to fish a
whole year with a tackle

expenditure of under £1,

and nobody could grumble
at that.

Experience will Always
Win.

ON the question of skill

whole books full of
articles have been

written, but tho best way
of settling tho question is

to give a set of tackle to

two men, one experienced
and the other inexperienced,
and see who catches the
fish ? There can be no argu-
ment. Tho class of fi.shing

which calls for, in my
opinion, the greatest amount
of skill is bass and mullet
fishing. A boss has first

of all to bo foiuid, and no

novice can do that. Having found him, ho
has to be hooked, and when hooked—landed.
A 6 or 7 potmd bass in a iieavy run of water
and on , 100 yards of line is almost as

strong as a salmon of eqi'ial weight. He fights

to the last ounce and is full of tricks. I assume
that single gut will be used in his capture, and
in those circumstances a skilful angler has a
good half-hour of sport as excellent as many
wealthy sportsmen get on their expensive
salmon rivers.

Mullet are equally difficult to catch, as they
are such dainty feeders, but they are more
difficult to land becaiixe of their delicate mouths.
Tighten the pressure on them half an ounce
too much and they are away, the hook having
torn from the mouth of the fish.

Increasing in Popularity.

1AM glad to know that sea angling is greatly
increasing in popularity, and when I say
angling 1 mean angling. The day has gone

past when people go to the seaside and use a
meat-hook on a clothes-line with a weight
enough to anchor a fair-sized boat. Even boat-
men, who are amongst the most conservative
men in these conservative islands of ours, have
recognised that holiday makers want to go
angling properly, and many of them have
purchased rods and tackle which they hire to

their patrons at a reasonable rate.

My readers may ask, " When is the best time
to po sea angling '! ' My answer is

"' all times,''

if yovi know where to go. Sea fish can be caught
all the year round, but as a general rule the
spring fishing commences in February down in

South Cornwall and finishes up about a year
later on tho East Coast. Or, in other words,
do your early fishing on the South-west and
West Coasts, ami your late fishing on the East
(_'c.ia>t— the latter for preference.

''Shots'—from
Broadwest

WILLIAM FARNUM, the Fox Star, is an
we see him with a tuna weighin

ardent

e u8!
fisherman,
pounds.

Never before Violet Hopson's visit in per

son to the Cinema at Clapham, on the

occasion of its Fifth Anniversary, did I

realise that picture-goers were so very

enthusiastic about our British cinema
star supreme. So many thousands of

people from all over London and the

suburbs congregated to catch a glimpse of

this charming BROADWEST player

that the e nema would not hold half the

people who were anxious to obtain seats,

so an overflow entertainment was arranged

on the roof.

Miss Hopson was given a truly wonderful
reception, and after she had charmingly

acknowledged the big bouquet which was
presented to her, it was quite three-

quarters of an hour before the vast

assembly of autograph hunters would allow

her to go. I wondered it Miss Hopson
ever suffered from writer's cramp— I am
sure I should have done if 1 had signed ray

name as many times as did Miss Hopson.

Certainly "A Soul's Crucifixion" (this

was the BROADWEST picture which
was being exhibited at Clapham) is one of

the finest British productions yet manufac-
tured, and to prove how good it is I have
only to mention that Messrs. Grangers
(who are renting the film) are already

receiving repeat bookings for this excellent

picture.

POPPY WYNDHAM.
Meanwhile, work at the two BROAD-
WEST Studios goes on apace. Walter
West is busy personally directing Violet

Hopson, Stewart Rome, and Sir Simeon
Stuart in "Snow in the Desej ! —and what
endless trouble Mr. West lakes !o obtain

absolutely the goods.

A few weeks ago London wa« rai-.sacked

before two real tape machines could be
obtained for an office scene. But
BROADWEST got them m the end, and
you will see them actually working ifi

" Snow in the Desert.
*

"A Son of David " and "The Great
Coup ' are completed. If was erroneously

staled last month that Patricia Romney
would appear in " The Great Coup '

—

this is not the case, for, as I expect you have

already read. Poppy Wyndham will

appear as the lead, Stewart Rome and
Gregory Scott are also playing in this pro-

duction, which throbs with the atmosphere

and excitement of the Turf throughout.

So great was ihe demand tor portraits of
BROADWEST players last mimh that 1

expect so mt of you were disappointed at having
to wait so long for tH(m. Bui, although
BROADWEST had thousands in stock, the sup-
ply was quickly exhausted, and a fresh consign-
ment had to be printed before nW the applications

which arrived during the week of this paper's
publication could be answered. B.B.

O
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LOVELY EYELASHES

Signor Lavreitzski, a well-known Italian scientific

chemist, is the inventor of SHAD(JLI, a mar-
vellous prepHfation wliicli rapirlly produces
Lovely Dark Eyelashes and Eyebrows of perfect
and natural growth

—

!fie ki)i<l no admired uhieh
are so rare. A few applications will strikinsly
transform the most homely face, making it sweet
and attractive. Commence to-day, and see how
much more attractive you will look in three weeks.
SHADOLl is quite harmless, and is sold in

sealed packages, ])rice 4/6, post free, by the .sole

English Asents, Messrs. Chapman, Ltd., British
and Foreign Toilet I>ep6t (Dept. 157). 15, Ited
Lion Sq., London, W.C, also from Boots' Branche-^,
Harrods, Selfridge's, Whiteley's, &c.

EfW^yf f'f iitntattons of thi l!a:ian Pt facrif.'.O'l

MIND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
Aie von "Master" of your iiijn<t'.' Aie you clear-

niiutied. strong-willed, seU*con lideii f . anrl snccesjsl >i I

I-earn the secrets of Mind-Mastery atid Strong Nerves. Baoifh
thyne.'^s. aw kwanlness.

.
timidity, worry, self-fear?, and

'Nerves." Leain how to more than hold your own in the
Navy, Army, K.A.F,. the Profe.-sions, Business, and Society.
^end only 3cl> stamps for particulars of confidential Mento-
Nerve strengtlieni ni; methods. Used in the Navy from Vice-
Admiral to Seamnn, and in the Armv from Colonel to Private.
M.C.'s. D.C.M.'.«. and M.M.'s.—GODKRY ELLlOTT-gMlTH.
LTD.. 536. Imperial Buildiniis. Ludyate Circus, London. E.C4.

1
I

BEAUTIFIES THE EYES
/C^,^.-^ "Eydol" wiU give yonr^.<C*5-* "Eydor- w>ll giie ymi

iXM/^r^ eyes that r i 1 1 i a n c

U vivacity, and expiessinn

which men flD<l so appealing. It

clears the eyes, freshens and strengthens

them, makini! them uaJurally more

l*antifal. Particularly refreshing

after motoring.
,

• • £ydol " is recomraendea by leadin?

actresses.including Miss Kyrle Bellew.

Miss Phyllis Bedells, MdMe Lncienne

liervyle, etc. "Eydol" i»

harmless. P,elieve3 eye-straiu

and headache. Indisjiensable for

all whose eyes aie weak or
tired. looking.

Use " Eydolash
"

to darken your
eyebrows and
lashes. It makes
them thick, long,

and silky. In
[vorine Pots. 1'6.

3/9 per bottle
Of all Sloies' and
Chemists, or direct

from — ''EY D O 1.

Laboratorie
(Dept. 23).

no. Strand. LONDON, W. 0
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WRITING FOR THE FILMS
A profitable spare-time study for the long winter
nights. Turn your ideas into money ! Learn
what to write, and where to sell. Win success at

your own flieside. Expert Advice and Critic'sm.

Scenarios Placed. Complete and Inexpensive
Course. Parln.ular^ free.

Wedgwood Drawbell. 90, lona St., Edinburgh.

CINEMA ASPIRANTS
:(AI.I. AGES)i

Receive expert tuition. .Students are included in

our own PRODUCXIOXS, when proflcicnt.

Write or call for particulars.

A1 CINEMA COLLECE & STUDIO,
17l.Een6eld St .GLASGOW /. Vi:KYTI!IXr; Ul' To D.ITK-

BUY THEM

Tt)c Children's Newspaper

WM EVERY FRIDAY.

IN Filmland Ih. re are iii uiy ije jjiU- s\\io i.ever

step before tlic camera, yet witliout whom
tliere would be no pictures. The property

man—or " Props," fts he is more usually called

—i.s one of thcni. Though unseen and unsung,
he is a very hard worker, and our picture stars

and producer.s are well aware of the important
part that he plavs towards the success of the
film.

In every sceno that flashes )jefore us on the
screen there are a great many pmpeiiies that

are essential to the buildin-.! up of the story

—

articles of furniture, trinket?, flowers, animals,
inotor-cars, and a thousand and one other things
without which the picture, would be incomplete.

It is the property man's job to find these, and
;it the very shortest notice he- is expected to

produce any .Trticle> from a thimble to a battle-

ship, almost as if he wero a magician ; to supply
everything, in fact, except the scenery and
the actors themselves.

Just for Ons Week.
HERE is an example of some of the diffi-

culties with which the property n.an has
to contend. At the l?roadwest Film

Studios not long ago the producer sent for his

assistant, and greeted him with the fcilowing

instructions.
" For this week's work I shuJl require tVie

complete furniture and accessories for a kitchen,

a stockbroker's office, and a drapery stores.

Among other things, I want a hot joint of beef,

three typewriters, a cash regLstor, tTventy babies
ill perambulators, and an aeroplane." Then
he quietly handed the property man a complete
list of the " other things " that would be
needed, and walked out of the room.

Yet " Props " remained perfectly calm : it

was all in the day's work. His not to reason
why, his but to beg. borrow, cr— purcliase the
goods and deliver them to time.
The fitt'ng-out of the kitchen was a com-

parativ<^ly easy job, the furniture and utensils

being liired from a big household supply com-
pany in London : but when it is remembered
tliat actual cookery was fequired to take place

ni the scene, that real stoves with real fires,

real pastry, and steaming hot food had to appear,
the size of the property man's task can be easily

realised. Yet who, after watching a scene of
this .sort on the screen, coulA bring themse'.ves

to believe tliat it was t.'ikrn,not in a real kitchen,

but in precisely the same studio in which every
other interior setting of the same picture was
fdmed t

He Must Be Accurate.

THI'. property mnn is responsible to the pro-
ducer that every detail is correct, or the
critical picture -goer will be cjuick to find

fault.

Tlio setting of the draper's shop was so far

beyond the ken of poor old " Preps" that he
had to cppea! to a large drapery firai to come

to his aid. So, on an curly closing day, the
wliole department was promptly packed into a

nutnber of motor vans and tratssported to the
picture studio, where the scene was set by the
experienced shop-assistants—even to the over-
head wire apparatus which takes the money
from tlie coiuit'Tto the cash desk.

A Breakdown.

EVEN so commonplace an incident as the
breaking down of a motor-cur involves
a great deal of work for the property

man. It would bo- Bim pie enough to hring the
ear to a standstill, and then flash upon the
sereen the wonls " Jhe car has broken down."
but a good pifwhicer aims at telling his story aa
far as possible l^y pi turiis alone, thus reducing
tlie nmnber of wearisome sab-titlcs to a miiii-

-muui.
'

In "A Daoghter of Eve," which will Ije

released before very long.- a real breakdown
had to be .irranged.-and Props " was sent out
to scour the countryside for a car that would
suit the purpo.sc. Ex entually one was .found

,

and when the picture appenrs, \ou will notice
that the tyres go flat and the bcrmet works
loose, thus conveying clearly the impre.ssion of
a breakdown without tlie a'wistance of a worc'ed
explanation.

Quite often the producer, requires the use of
live stock. In one film, a flock of five himdretl
sheep was required, and had to be driven
several miles to the spot which had been selected
for the setting of the scene, whilst in another a
number cf white mice had to be let loose in the
Eiudio. The difficulty of catching theni .ag£vin

can be easily imagined.

Even so quiet a domestic animal as« cat may
not always be a suitable subject for the camera.
The average " pussy," if placed upon a tablf,

will jump down antl run away, so the property
man h-as to search around until he can find an
animal tliat -nill sit still atrd be good whilst the
picture is being "shot.". On -one occasion a
tame fox wa-s required, and whj;n at last one
was found, the okl lady who owned it would
not allow P>eynard out of her sight, so the pro-

perty man had to arrange for her to accompany
her pet to the studio.

Another amusing incident occurred in a scene
depicting a little boy fishing, for wliich h largo-

sized roach was rec|uired. With a deal of patience

and a big net, Props " eventually caught a
beautiful specimen and attached it to the end
of the line. As soon as everything was ready,

the rod was handed to the small boy. and the
latter's strusgle with the roach was most
realistic. When, however, he discovered that

he had pulled a live fish out of the water, the
yoimgster was so excited that he dropped the

rod into the stream, then fell in after it, and the

unfortunate property man had to rescue both
the hoy and the fishitig tackle before the picture

could be ro-takcn.
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Birthday Stones-^Which You Should Wear—VOUR Lucky Stone
told in Rhyme-^Billie Burke's Novel Idea for a Boudoir Cap,

Here is a riiyme you can commit to memory

VV/ho are iii Jaminrii horn" JVo linns sarc GARNETS ihoM be worn
They will ru-nire them evnslancy.
True frknUshlp and fidelity.

'T'lm February born will find
Siivyrity and peace of miiut,

freedom from passion and from vure
If they the PEARL will always wear.

"VJ/flO in this world of ours their eyis" In March first open would be wite.
In days of peril finn and brace,
Should wear a JACIXTU lo the grarc.

Those whofrortt April dale their years,
* DIAMONDS should wear lest bitter tears
For vain repentuncc flow this stone,
Emblem of innocence is known.

"W/HO first beholds the light of day
la springs street floireni month "/ May,

And irears an emerald all )icr life,

Shalt be a loved and happy wife.

VV/HO comes with summer, to this earth" An/I owes to J IJNE'her days of birth,
WHh rings of CATSEYE on her hand,
Van health, wealth, and lony life command.
The glowing lit'BY should adorn
* Those who in •'•nyn; July are bora.
They n itl be then u im/il and fren
From lore's doniA nnd u}ixii-ly.

yV/EAR « MOONSTONE or for thee" No conjugal felicity.

The August born without their stone
/s said must lice. unlu,-cd alone.

MAIDEN horn uhen Au,tnmn's l/'avcs
Are ru.'it/iiig

A SAPPU/lll-:
'Twill cure di

•jitendter's breeze.
I In r tn-ow should bind,
5 (// the rntnd.

QCTOPER's child is horn for woe,^ And life's ricissitudes must 1;now.
But lay an opal on her breast,
A nd hope will lull these woes to rest.

yv/HO first comes to this world below.
;

*' With dear Noeember fog and snow.
Should prize the TOPAZ' amber hue,
Emljlem offriends and lorers true.

IP cobl December gace you birth,
" This irorld of snow and ice. and mirth.
Place on your hand a TORQUOI.'<E blur.
Success will Ijlcss whate'er you do.

Aie Opals Unlucky ?

YOU will noii.ce that Octol-.f>r"!3 rl.iW is

awarded the opal, niid October readers
will be comforted by (!io faet tliat tlie

belief in the bad fortune wlileh tlie opid brin^rs
is almost entirely without support : it is based
v>n the vaguest and most misty foundation.

During the past two or three years there has
been a decided revulsion of feehng in regard to
the opal, and .it i,s cominfi steadily to the front
;>s a claimant for favour. Not only is the stono
worn by its old-time admirers, but it is in
demand by hosts who ha\o heretofore refused
to regard it kindly, and the cruel superstition
which has surrounded it so far dyinp out.

A DnEssER.

yORMA TALMADOE wearing a beautiful
<lold cloth gown, veiled vnth purple chiffon, worn
with a purple Jan and a corsage oj shaded purph
pansics.

AMONG the many treasures po^sessf.d by
Norma Tahnadgo is a ring set with a
beautiful emerald given her on her twenty-

first birthday. The emerald is Norma's birtli-
diiy stone, as she was born in ."\hiy, and thougli
sho may be above and beyond all influence 'of
tradition or superstition, yet when we read m
the ancient legends that every month of the
year has a stone dedicated to it.solf, is it not
natural that, if we are allowed preference, we
would choose for our own the stone that marks
the month of our birth ?

Of course, all say there is nothing in it ; but
.since It has been considered well to mark tho
months m such fashion, why, liy all means wear
the proper stone, not as a- jirop'if iat ion to Fate
but as something fitting and in keeping with th.i
spirit of tho time.

Them have been sewral li.sts of stones given
lis marking the months, and while those are
BliKo 111 many essentials, theie are some points of
•.lilfcrciu.'O.

Isn't thi.-. a ,i:,rrl l,„„d,,ir rap BILLIE I
is wcurcng .' ll coii.-'i.^ts oJ a length of acc
pleated chiffon, worn round the hair like a

UnKE
ordion-

crown.

HARMA'S
Photo-plays
are as certain I'n their results as WAR LOAN M.V'DS.

Splendid Photography
Natural Acting
Gripping Stories
Delightful Comedy

Hundreds of letters from cinegoers testify to rk«
intense pleasure they derive from seeing

these All-British Productions.

Harma's
Three
Stars.

JAMES KNIGHT, BERNARD DUDLEY.

NOW Being Shown
" THE WARRIOR STRAIN." by F. Marta

Thornton. The first film in which H.R.H. The
Prince of Wales appeared, and also ihe firs! 61m
to be carried to Trade Shows by Aeroplane.
"THE SILVER GREYHOUND,' an ib-

sorbing story of intrigue and crime.

Ask your Exhibitors when
you can see these.

Be sure you look out for :

—

"KNAVE OF HEARTS." a unique story
of love and revenge, by F. Martin Thornton.

" THE POWER OF RIGHT," a play with
a great appeal to all true Britishers.

" THE GATES OF DUTY," directed by
Randle Ayrton, scenario by Reuben Gillmer. A
romantic story, with high ideals and spectacular
Eastern settings.

" SANDS OF TIME," produced by Randle
Ayrton, from a story by Reuben Gillmer. En-
thusiastically praised by Trade and lay press. A
charming plot, with wonderful scenery. .\ player
jumps I 19 feet to save his life.

"THE MAN WHO FORGOT," directed,

by F. Martin Thornton from a story by Reuben
Gillmer. One of the most powerful sea stories

yet screened, with beautiful views of the Cornish
Coast. Featuring all the Harma Stars.

Make surt; that your Exhibitors
have booked these.

HARMA & CO «0J WardourSlreel."rm«iT*/» «x ^V., LONDON. W.
(STUDIOS AT CROYDON. SURREY.)
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MILKMASD
GAFE AU LAIT

Leaves no " grounds " for complaint.

The most d'jlicious and most
economical Coffee obtainable.
Requires neither sugar nor milk

—

you simph^ add boiling water and
it's ready in a trice—the finest

coHee you ever tasted.

Sold everywhere, at 5td..
10:d., and I '8 per tin.

Fof introductory purposes, a i\d. I'm of
Cafe au Lait and handsome book of Recipes
Witt be sent free on receipt of id. to

cover postage. Address:

NESTLE'S
(r.R. Dept.), 6-8. Eastcheap. Loodon. E.C. 3-

FILM ACTING
The new profession for both sexes. Large
salaries can be earned by trained beginners.
We qualify you at our studio for our own and

other productions. Call or write.

LONDON & PROVINCIAL CINEMA COLLEGES,
233, High Holborn W.C. J

mi
NICE CURLS

Everv ladv ran liave'' a beautiful head of

CUftLY and WAVY kair. There is no need
tp have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely

curU for months, -also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely iiarm-
lC33. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.

You will bo delighted with the results.

IMce 2/6 Jier bottle, or three bottles for 5/6,
post paid, direct from the makers. CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept 135),1S, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C. 1.

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS M
" 'TT/ze Picture Show.

Wanted to See Johnson Win.
TIIKV were showinc tlie pictures of the fiijJit

between Jack Johnson and Jess Willa'rd.
In the viUase there lived a darUie who

was well known to the local ladji. The filiii

was to bo shown fivm Mo'iday to Suturday, and
on the Ihursday nifrht one of the Ijoy? niet the
d.irkie and asUcd liini wliere he was going He
replied "'To the picture*.

' Hut you" ve" been every night this week, so
far.' an.^wered the otlicr.

' That I have." the negro responded. " but
up to now Je.-^ Willard has alwayn won. I
«uess Jack ought to win to-nigh», though."
lis. Od. aivarded to Pte. J. B. JIoCbII, VVoroester
Kegt. Headquarters, Chisledon Camp, Wiltshire.

Who's Guilly.

PP%OOlXTiUN' on the new Ch-irl.-s' Ray
picture was stopjied for w>ine tune
becaii-?e Charles lest the peculiar cap

wliieli he is wearing in the scenes. Tl'.c studio
Wiis searc-hpd high and low, but the cap was nor
to bo- found. J'resently the big outdoor pool
w.'\s ordere«l to be drained, and when the water
was putnpod out the cap was found in this. .

The cap -was - hurriedly cleaned and dried,
while the whole company w,-ited. Just how
the cap i-eaclied the jKjol is unknown, but any-
how, Charles Ray's sportive dog. " Whiskers,"
was tied up for the rest of the day.

I Should Say Sp.

CH.VRHE tHAI'UX lidd an iuleresting

talk the other day with a London profes-
-sor. of political economy who was up at

the studio. The*- were dismssinp 4-he astute-
ness of Americans, and after one of <"harlie's
remarks tlie professor ^^as .silent for a lime, as
though lie w-pre cocritating on some tleep and
knotty problem. Then, suddenly, as thoiish he
had tumWed- to 'the best possible arirument to
clinch the matter, lie said :

'' Clever, did you
say, Mr. Chaplin ? I quite agree with you.
AVhy. the American is so deucecUy clever, he Tan
ticep his trousers up without a single .~ign of the
races '.

"

His Loved One. „ . .

WATCHU working so hai\l for ?
""

n-Ut^X

t!'.e director of a recent acquisition

to the staff of Bessie Bairiscaie's
couipany. '

'" I'm working for myself,
replied t!ie property ii'.an.

"
and I Ijke it,"

When von work

for other people they are r.ft<"ii unsr.itoful, but
v\hen >ou work for yourself you are aure t

Jippreciatlon.
'

'" That fminds mo of ji storv." romiU-k ;

Director Howard Hickiuan, a= the sl.iH gaHi-r
uroimd.

'" A sailing .ship Wiis baltored iq n storm, ni •

was loi'.king badly. The pninps were immri -

nnd every male f>erson t'jok his turn. Tl:
putr.pi-d dcsixratfly, and tal'ii-d as t\iey puuii'
One- man s.iid :

I'm pumping for my wife nnd cjiililren."

Another -aid :
' l"ni {>uiupirig for niy father

and mot'i'-r.'

'".Still nnotlier pumped f'>r his grandmother,
and others p'.imped for sv.pct hearts, iiateis. ats.i

lirothei-.s. A little t it JVll'^-.v 4it one of th"
purnps was silent, but ho pimiped like n biill

fro2 at a choir rehearsal. I'i'--'jn'ly 30tiiebf"iy

asked :

Who r.re you. strnngj-r ?
'

' I m .Tones*.' he gasped^
" ' Well, aiiri you pumT>in' f-. r soi;ie U'v - l

one ? ' -
"

.

."suie. I'm p'lie.pirr fer .Jones, by c'ld !

"'

Sour Grapes.

MONROK SALISBX'RY, in Us "hours of
ease,'' which are few and far betwee/i.
seeks the briny deep, not for inspiration,

but for fish. At this season of tlie year su:f
fishing is especially good at Santa Monica ai.d

other beaches near Los .Angeles, and Monroe
there from sunrise to sunset, with rod and reel,

and usually manages to bring l>atk a full bask' i

to the studio.

The other day he cauglit a fifteen-pound tun.i—or maybe it w.-is a yellow-tail : anyhow, it w i-s

an awfully big fi-h, and he exliibited it .it tiu
Ktudio.

'" Old stuff !
" remarked Harry Carey, who i-

nlso all 'enthusiastic tout not always successful
fishenniin. " I brought home one. too. the
other day. Mine cost me sis silver pieces ; itow
much was vours ?

"

Exeicise—and Grow Fat.

NO wonder sf rnt jieople ha\-e lost f.iith 'n tl;«

eilicacy of exercise as a mciins of reducing
weight. Who gets more bumps than tlm

" fat folks '" of the picture sho«s we'd like t'^i

know, or practises deeper breathing. swift>^r

footwork, and the like, and yet they never soem
lo lose an oiuice 7

The Jester.

MUTT BOASTS, BUT JEFF, AS USUAL, WINS

[MOCCASIN

DIAD.ALIVB

WARD WftN TO i

X Shave

Mutt, the new sheriff, sees a He boasts to the Post Office Meanwhile, a plot is hatcl
chance to win fame and fortune, lady what he is go-ng to do. in orison

—

—and Mutt returns and finds

himself " held up."'

His degradation is made
the more complete

—

.—by the arrival of his hated
rival Mutt.

Jcfl didn't boast, he went out and captured the bandit single handed, winning the ofh
of sher>5. and the hand of the fair postmistress. Frurti Ute FOX I'lLM. b'j permhsion.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

WALLACE REID and ANN LITTLE in " The Man From
Funeral Range." {Paramouni.)

CHET RYAN in a dramatic.scene in " The Hiding o£ Black Bill." ( VUagraph.)

SMILING BILL PARSONS causes you to laugh from beginning to end in "Have Another." [SloU.)

TAYLOR HOLMES in " Ruggles of Red Gap." (F.B.O.) TOM MIX in "Roarin' Reform." i/'.v.)

^..^-f
f

I Ih Illustrated

Weekly

j
For 3d,

Tlir. Mc'W Illustrated gii-es astonixhiiu/ ralw. Its

topical arliclKs, its profusion of bcaiUiful picluns
ami masterly stories, its artistic covers, fashions, aiul
cartoons are ui every way equal to those published by
any J/- magazine. Yet the New Illustrated only
costs 3i. Jf you have not seen it, why not get a

copy TO DA Y 1 ILLUSTRATED \
'-^ On Sale Everywhere.
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YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.
LITTLE THINGS FILMS TEACH YOU.

The idea that only educational films are capable ol

teaching us anything, in so far, oli course, as the
cinema is concprnod, is with many a popular notion,
although the question is one which is open to dispute.

The educational picture, rightly enough, is the
recognised channel through which we expect to

receive a larger proportion of knoivledge and a wiser
revelation oJ the world in which we live. Yet such is

the public dislilse for anything that is dryly academic
that even this type of picture has to be made suftitient'.y

entertaining to arouse the necessary amount of interest.

But, as I have already hinted, it does not constitute

the only pictorial medium through which we may
acquire wisdom, and to those who possess an observant
eye it is often possible to discover useful hints in non-
educational plays as well.
My curiosity has been aroused to the point of trying

to ascertain how many of my readers have benefited,

and in what manner, by the films they have seen apart
from travel pictures and others which have been
specially taken for the purposes of instruction. And
I may confess that for this desire I am indebted to two
correspondents whose letters have interested me.
One of them, L. M. (of Barnsley), commenting on the
value of films in general, remarks :

" Being a girl, they are, of course, specially attrac-
tive to me, for one gets such excellent ideas for little

dresses, and you can also see what particular style

suits people of your type. And. again, there are little

wrinkles you can pick up about hair-dressing and
how to make your own hair suit you best."
And my second correspondent, J. G. H. (of Black-

burn), makes this interesting confession :

" I think pictures are an education. Personally.
I learn many things from them, such as points of dress,

manners and style of playing games like tennis and
golf. Many of my chums have noticed a great
difference in me. Instead of the clumsy tom-boy I

was, I am now comparatively neat and dainty : and
indirectly it is due to the pictures, of which in the
winter I am passionately fond."

There must, of course, be many other ways in which
the film is exercising a wholesome influence on the life

of the individual. And if you have benefited in any
way by some of the many splendid pictures you have
seen, I invite you to tell me so briefly, for I should like

to know.
THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPOKDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember (hat, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-
able time before publicdtion, letter? cannot be

answered in the next issue? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring sn immediate answer by post, f ddre.<;s :

The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

M. A. C. (Wnking). —Doilgl;iK r;iirli.Tnl;s «as I>f»rn

on May 2:1, 1XS:{. He lias lilack l .-iir and li.'izcl-

brown eyes. Previous to your let tor, im_> ftill-p.iL'e

portrait of liiiii appean>cl, t ivightoii Hale is tw entj -

seven

,

" Blue " (Belfast),—Is that yonr favourite col'.iir ?

your riuestion wliethor Mary pirkfonl would ari.twpr
your letter is one tli.at only slie eoiikl answer. But
most probably '•lit' " ill If \-oii write to her. Yes, Mrs.
Drew will still l>e seen on the lilins.

" Entiii st.^STic Ee.vdek " (Canterbury).— Yes,
James Knial't w.is born in Canterbury, liut I

don't kntju wliereaboufs. "Daddy Long- Legs"
w ill lie released early in Oetober.
"Trixik" (.\rdwiek).—Yes, .Io.s6 Collins is to

appear on the films. ^Varrcn Kerrigan is still sinsle.

L. K.( Lower lOdnionton).—When last I heard. King
Uagsot w:i-< on the stuf/e, Vesta Tilley (I.ady ee
Frecce) is not on ti.e films,

L. C. (l)arwen).—Tlicda Bar.i's real name !•?

Tlieodosia (ioodmaii, and she was horn in ( incinnati
in 1890. Pearl White was born in 188i).

P. A. II. ( ll.'iriin<;ay).—Evelyn Thaw and Evol.vn
' Nesbit ari' the same,

D. H. V, (Wellini^boro),—Mary Piekford is married
to Owen Moore. What funny rnnionrs do gvt about,

" rxio.N .T.M K."— It is too bad to write and ask
questions one week, and then complain that they
have not been .'mswerrd in the next number. Eveii

.if your letter «.is the <iiil\ one to deal with, it eould
not be done, lieea-.ise the nest week's paper i.s already
printed. If > on weren't so entlnisiastie about Britisii

.films, I shonhl have been real cross with yon. Elaine
JIainmerstein is a {.'raiiddanahfer of fisear, not
Unuehter. flrey eyes, brown, wavy hair,

" CciiLV "
( liarnsley).— \ yonr letter was sent on.

See rule on baek page, When.\oii ii:((ujre about the
cast of a certain picture, please state wlio-e film it was.
Many films ha\c similar names, llow abont William
Ku.s.sell on the Cover '! No, I am not likely to meet
Pearl White in the near future, as she is still in ,\nierieu.
If I do, I will reriieiuber ,\on to her.

" FtORKNCK " (Itristol).—^iorry I cannot help you
to get on the films, although tlu- deseri|)tion you give
of your attractions soumls quite pleasimr. The
oppoftunities for new artistes are so few. though.

" INTKRKSTKD "
( Wood (irt'cn).—The information

you desire will be found in a cinema trade journal.

DORlt- " (Worcestershire).—Do you think the
kind of pioture.s >ou refer to are very true to life.

If there are any women like that, I haven't seen
them. Well, Doris, how do you like the new i)late.s '!

' .Jo,\N " (West Hartlepool).— Yes, more pictures
of Irene Castle soon. It was Marv Piekford in
" Madame Butterfly,"

" Ml KIEL " (Carlisle),—George Walsh is married to
Seena Owen, Vcs, Irene Ca.st.lc is married again,
Ihe gentleman's name i,s Robert 'Trcniau. Tom
Moore is husband of Alice Joyce.

" Eva " (Chatham).—David Powell was opposite
Elsie I'erguson in " The Lie." Mary Piekford lias

no children, her sister Lottie has a daughter. You
will see that we arc priiding art plates again.

M. E. B. (S. Kensington).—The film you refer to
was called "Madame Butterfly," adapted from the
opera of that name.

B. W. (Birmingham).—VaU^ka Suratt has left the
screen for the time being, and has returned to the
legitimate stage.

\. A. JK (Newcastle).—Monroe Salisbury was born
in New York, not England.. The other information
has not been made public. Ho you are for Tom .Moore.
Tom has just signed a contract to appear in several
new pictures, so you will have greater opportunities
to se? him. He is husband to Alice Joyce.

A. H. ((llasgow).—The .scene you refer to was made
by double exposure. This is a very etfeetive idea,
which often appears in pictures. Althongh there are
ai)[>areidly two actresses very much re.-endiling oi:e
another, there is really only one. 'J his is one of the
camera-man's clever tricks.

E. L, P. (Dudley).- Many readers appear to see a
resemblance between the hero in " .Tuile.K " and
Thomas Harding, but they are certainly not the
hame. I!en6 Creste of "Judex " fame is of French
ii.itionality : while Thomas Harding, who has acted
with (Ilea Petrova. is an American.

" DAltKlL." - Mrs. Vernon Castle in " Patria."

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

The bills [Osted up cu'.side the tin:m;s cn\y

slate the azmi cf (he p'ayer taking ihe

leading pari, and wko is not id every c^s:

a favourite. An cctor or cctress tak'ng a

small pait may be mo e pcpuhr, It

would, tkertfore, be a help if ths names
of all ihe ar'istes laking part were pub-

lished.— 2/6 awarded to Miss E Eowker,

72, St. George's Park Avenue, Westcliff-

cn-Sea, Essex.

V. D. (Belf.a.st).- Pleased to liear Tm: PlCTlRE
Show hiis made a " great hit " in .vour town. The same
sfiitements. I am elad to .say. reach me from else-
where. Chicago, Illinois, is the birthplace of Dorotliy
Dalton, and the date is September 22nd, 1803, Her
husband is Lew Cody. Erank Keenan was born in
18fi8.

A. P. (Hartford).— No. Olga Petrova's photo diil

not appear in any of the issues you mention, x
have noted your rerjuest for a large photo of her.
Are you still in the Service '!

D. B. (London, S.W.).-'I have not heard of the
company yon mean, though the firm, 1 know, has u
stock company.

" Beattv " (London, E,C,1.— Having only one
imele named Tom. ami not knowing how to address
me, you decided, after tliinking it over " a long time,"
to call me " I'nele Tom " as well. Well. I don't mind
this new relationship, so long as noliod;i' else comes
along and calls mc " (irandpa." I should then have
to think at)out growing a lengthy beard, and buying
a pair of specs. When W. S. Hart cries, you "

siiiipl.v

have to cry with him." Well, next time Bill appears
on the screen, I shall li.stcn for your sobs. Leon Barry
is married to JMarie Crousa/. Of course, I am not
angry with ,\ ou. Write to me again,

<}. C. (Chapeltown).- Stella Muir's mother Is

French, and her fattier is English. She has bronze
turly hair, and .\ ou can write to her, if you like, but
as to whether she will reply to your letter is a chestnut
1 cannot answer. However, try your luck. I am
afraid you will not find a vacancy in a film company
ju.st now. It's quite as dilheult as looking for the
proverbial needle in a haystack.
"Interested" (Balham). r;odfrcy Tearle is

English, and is a brother of Conway Tearte. who
plays ill American fdms. Photos and news of
Violet Hopsen have already appeared, and I sh.nll not
forget that yon would like to hear more of IIenr,\-

Aiiiley.
1'. fi. (Sunderland).- .Tnne Lec is seven, and

K.itherine Lee is nine. Pearl Whit*' is now with
Eox, Her first serial with Patlu"- was "' The I'erils of
Pauline." Mary Eulli'r has not been on the HIm-i for
bome years. Milton Sills was born in Chicago.

J. P. M( L. (Hull), tie your questions: (1) No
.nnnounce.ment has been made at tlie moment

; (2)
Alma Taylor is not married ; and 1 have not heant
who Jewel Carmen's life partner is, if she lias one

;

(f!) there is no r>artieular district, as the fdm may be
taken anywhere, according" to the scene of tie;
s'ojy.

H. S. (lielfast).—Yes, it was very brave of Mr. ai d
Mrs. Martin Johnson to go amongst the cannibals ,t.

theydid. Per.sonally, 1 am content to face a tanm-
bal—on the screen.

L. D. (Nottingham).—Do you remember that
sa,\mg ' Humour is a lying jade " '! .So Witiat yon
have heard is not true, tJlail vou like Kddics
" golden siiule." Yes, the comedies he and Lv
a|)pear in are light and amusing,

" Briohteves " (Southsca),--Thcda Bara wa,
born III Cincinnati twenty-nine years ago, and is not
mani( d. She has dark brown hair anil eyes, and i-
.') ft. (i in. in height. How did you like being " one
of the I iowd " '!

W. J. S. (Huckingliani).—Art r'lates were i.ssued
with the first four numbers, and then recommcn'cil
with No. 14.
Calia (Holton).—Vou may have better luck bv

writing to her through this oltice. Anyway, you can
try. Your " terrible writing " is not so bad .as vou
make it out to be, so let's have further samples of it.

No, Warren Kerrigan is not iiiarrieij. Have vou
his photo as well y

M, S. (Eliiidon).—You win your bet easilv, for. as
you say, 1 " would have a job " to send \ou photos
of all your favourites. And you are right, M. s

,

because I haven't any jil-otos for disposal, Hope
you liked the art jilate of Mary Miles Minter for
which you were waiting so anxiously.

E. C. S. (Liveriiool).—Anita Stewart, I believe, has
her own comjiany, and makes pictures for Eirst
National. Irene Castle is now Mrs. Itobcrt Treman
You can write to Elsie Janis through the olfice of tl.is

parier.

J. A. (Atlierton).—filad >ou think the serial is

"champion." No. Olive White ami Pearl Whit<' are
not related to each other.

B. B. (Clacton-ou-Sea).—Dorothy Daltou was born
in Chicago, Illinois.

D. B. (Shettield).—Cannot understand how it

happened, flladys Brockwell is twenty-two and
iiladys Leslie is twenty. The iihotos you mention are
due to appear before long.

T. W. (Maidenhead).—I am snre you would keep
tlie secret, but they are both ni.vstery characters to
me as well. What otlier letter do voii refer to ?
"Acssri;" (Kilburn).—,Sorry 1 have not lieard

of the gentleman as yet. Your argument, I regret,
is one I am unable to settle.

F. H. (Cheltenham).—Florence Turner is returnin;;
to the screen. Yes, Hart's pictures are very iiopulai".
British films are certainly coming to the "front.

" Waddi.e.s " (Lincoln).—Elizabeth Eisdon has
gone back to the theatre. Yes, there are quite a lot
of pretty girls 'on the films, as you s.i.v.

B. fi. (Kensington).—Mae Marsh was born in
Madrid. New Mexico, on November 9. ]8!»5. An art
plate of her was given away with the issue for
May 24.

" Ixoi'isiTiVF. " (Scarborough).—Your opinion of
the " P. S." is most acceptable. Iv.v Close is married
to Elwin Neanie, the well-known iiliotographer.

S. fi. (Kensington).—Mary Pickford's new plav
will he released in October. Sorry. I cannot gi^f
you her address, S. (I. 'J'he rule on back pagt> will
tell you how to write to her. No. 1 shall not forget
Marguerite Clark.
H. C. (Holbea'li).— flregory Scott is not married.
B. H. (Southsea).—Don't apologise. It's quite a'\

right, for I am not disclosing^any names and addrcs.ses.
as you see. As I have no matrimonial news of the
artiste in i|uestion, I must presume him to be single,

K, C, (South Kensington).—Jane Lee is seven,
and Katlierine Lee is nine.

P. M. (.Aljcrdare).— Vou are longing to write to
Charlie Chaplin '! Well, what's stopping you V

Herewith the names of those wlio are marrie.l
amongst your favourites : Madge Kcniied.v, Enid

. Bennett. Dorothj Dalton, Jhie Marsli, Mary Piekford
Norma Talinadge William Farnuni, Dust.ia Farniini,-
Sessnc Ha.vakawa, Charlie Chaiilin, Douglas Eair-
hanks, Bryant Wasldiurn. The unniarritd ones are :

I'earl White, Theda Bara, Mary Miles Minter, (Jladys
Brockwell, W. S. Hart, and Antonio Mor.^no.

D. A. If. (West Hampstead).—Thanks for your
photo. Do I rei|uire any smoking "" ntensiis " v

No. thanks. I don't. Yes, you would probably staml
" one chance in a thousand." as you say, to get on
the tUnis, and, unfortunately, I cannot tell you how
to get that chance,

A. E. J. (Wigan).— filad to hear you mean to be
always a staunch supporter of this jiaper. Charles
Kay is (> ft. in heigtit. and has brown hair and e.vcs.
Yes, your three favourites are all good.

F. Tt. (West cliff).—Constance Talmadgc is nine-
teen, and ilary Sliles Minter is 'wo years her junior.
Both were born in the States.

W. B. (London. S.E.).— Pearl White's height is

5 ft., and her age is thirty, ( p to the moment of
writing. Isobel lOlsoin has not gi\en the necessary
particulars about herself.

" Flvi'FY " (Northampton).—Sorry about yonr
previous letter, but I really don't remeniber it. Did
you sign your full name ? Anyway, you have not
offended me, though 1 try to answer all questions a.s

iiuiekly as timi' and space in this iiaper permits. Ybii
will have already seen the Mary Piekford rumour
denied. She is not leaving the films at all. Stewart
Kouie is not married.' Thanks for yoat good
M'ishes.

(ContinueJ on back cover.)
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ONE MILLION "HAIR BEAUTY" FREE GIFS
1,000,000 ''harleme:" hair-drill outfits free.

Luxuriant, Abundant, Wavy Tresses for AEI

Who Post the GIFT COUPOM Belcw To-Day,

AS surely as tlie magic words " Open, Sesame !
" revealed to

the hero of the Arabian Nights Story priceless treasures

in gold, silver, and precious gems, so to-clay is the golden

treasury of beautiful healthy hair, by the wonderful gift Offer

made here, placed in the possession of the tens of thousands

of men and women readers.

tiair poverty unquestionably means a dowdy appearance.

Haif hea.lth brings with it the return of youth, a fascination

of appearance and charm which is irresistible in its appeal.

It is hair health and hair in abundance that " Harlene

Hair-Drill " offers you to-day.

Every morning of your Hfe, and perhaps several times

during the day, you stand before your mirror to brush and

comb your hair, and do not realise the alarming secret that is

being revealed to you.

A Renriaijcabje Revejation
As you brush your Ivair a powdery scurf falls on your shoulder, or

perhaps the hair lies dank
and lifeless when you ])art it.

Perhaps in tho comb there is

a mass of hair pulled from
the head, or perhaps—well,

there are a host of symptoms
that clearly tell you hair

poverty has set in.

You may banish that hair

poverty to-day. Take tlie

opportunity now, whilst you
are thinking of this import-
ant matter, and send at ones
for the Free Gift that awaits
you.

To every man or woman
who writes there will be sent

a full week's outfit, every-
thing necessary to (•ommenco
a delightful yet scientific course

of healthy hair culture.

And, chief of all, in the
wonderful gift parceJ which
will be sent yoH is the trial

bottle of "Harlene" its-lf,

that wonderful golden liquid

which, like wme to drooping
spirits, stimulates and i-evivoa

the drooping hair.

• " Harlene " itself is com-
posed of tho very eleraenta

that the hair will absorb, aftd

so increiise its growth and
abundance. This golden liquid

is hair food, just as milk is tho
food for tiny children. And
whilst it feeds and actually promotes new hair growth, it cleanses away
the dust and decaying matter that chokes out tho life of the hair,

giving a sens© of freshness and freedom to the scalp, and withal

a subtle, rostraiiifed, biit enticing perfume that the most fastidious

appreciate.

A Gift Every Reader Wants.
Everybody should try the delightful experience of " Harlene Hair-

Drill," and, of course, particulaily those who havo thin, weak,
straggling hair that is always falling out, splitting at tlio ends, or
losing its brightness and " tone."

Hprc in detiiil is the actaal coutonts of your gift "Harlene Hair-
Drill " parcel

:

1. A trial bottle of " Harlene "—the scientific liquid hair-

food and natural growth-promoting tonic.

Drill

2. A packet of the unrivalled " Cremex " Shampoo, the

finest, purest, and most soothing hair and scalp cleanser,

which prepares the head for " Hair-Drill."

3. A bottle of " Uzon " Brilliantine, which gives the final

touch of beauty to the hair, and is most beneficial to

those whose scalp is dry.

4. A copy of the newly published " Hair-Drill '* Manual,
the most authoritative and clearly written treatise on
the toilet ever produced.

Tlicre are no restrictions attached to this four-fold gift. Simply
send your name and address, written clearly on a blank piece of

piper, together with the coupon below, and yow may commence
to gain hair beauty in the deliL,htf j1 " Harlene Hair-Drill " way.

'Ihe " Harlene Hair-Drill " four-fold gift ia for you if you arc

troubled with

1. Falling hair. 3. Splitting Hair. 5. Scurf.

2. Greasy Scalp. 4. Dank or Lifeless Hair. 6. Over-Dry Scalp.

7. Thinning Hair. 8. Baldness.

Bo resolved that as the

spiing time wakes to life tha

millions of winter hidden
buds and blossoms, the " Har-
lene Hair-Drill " free gift

shall wake to life the hidden
beauties of your hair. Every
day that you neglect, tho

more your hair increases its

poverty, but no rnatter how
difficult your case may be,

no matter what disappoint-

ments you may have had,
" Harlene Hair - Drill " will

never fail you. Vouched for

by Royalty itsc.'lf, as well as

by a host of the world's

most beautiful actresses and
society men and women, tbia

.scientific method of hair-

culture awaita your test and
trial.

Let " Harleno Hair-Drill
"

enrich your hair, increase its

value to you. Simply send

4d. in etami)s for postage and
packing, and a free Harleno
Outfit will be sent to your ad-

dress in any part of the world.

Cut out tho coupon below and
post as directed to-day.

After a Fiee Trial you will

be able to obtain further sup-

plies of " Harlene" at Is. 1>tl.,

2s. 9U., and 4 j. 9d. per IjoUle,

" Uzon " Brilliantine at Is. Ijd., and 2s. 9d. per bottle, and " Cremex "

Shampoo Powders, Is. lid. per box of seven shampoos (singlo paeketa

2d. each), from all Chemists and Stores, or direct from Edwards' Har-
leno, Limited, 20, 22, 24, and 2G, Lamb's Conduit St., London, W.C.L

* HARLENE " FREE GIFT COUPON.
Detach and post to EDWARDS' HARLENE, Ltd.,

20, 22, 24, and 86, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C. 1.

Pnar Sirs,— Ploiisc sond ine ymii free " Harleno" Kom-Fol.l IIuir-( innv-

uig Outlifc ad aiiuounued. 1 oiiilosc 4U. in stamps for postage anJ packing
to ray address.

IHciure Hhoti; 4yl0/19.

NOTE TO_READEft.

Write your full name ajul a Mi-ess clia ly on a ih<M< of pape'^, P'« 'f.'*
ruuimu to it, ami post lis ittrcrleil al.oie. {Amrk enrelope " Suwple Dept.")

Wlml looel'j liulr I llotr different I Tlie secret > Wliv,
I " Harlene Uair-Dril/," of eoume. Just tuo minutes
a ilnu fiioen to t/iis delightful tniktlask and tlie most
inipooerlshed head of hair makes to rrjay/iificent

beavtif. You are invited to test " Harlene Hair-
' to-day FREE. Send the form helnr, toijelker with your name and address, ami a tour-

Fohl Illif HetUh Gift leili at once be posted to your own door.
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/NSWESS TO CORRESPONDENTS
{Continued from Fage 22}.

^V. O. (I'Vuiioy). >i()ri.v, 1 camiot put ymi in tim-h
nitli thp render you iiieiituiii, lis X am unable to tra "e
till- name and address.

M. If .(irastiM£rs),and otliprs. - 'I'lio re!'ei|it of letters
tci tie iVirwarderl Id artistes eannot-bo ai^nowledist-d-
separately on l liis pane lor reasont of space. Kindly
refer ti) the rule below.

" l.l l.r " (.-sandwi'li). Willi/mi and Diiftin Kariiiini
lire linithers, and Kraiiklyn Furnuni is tlieir cousin.

.M. It. ( Kradford).- Tor once rumour is ( iirre t

that I'earl White wears a wiu- a L'o'den one in her
j ictures. But her own -hair is not tiaric, but auburn.

" .\p.iKi s " (.\binKdon). Well, there's nothiii/
like enjoying yoiu'self wliile young, so loud as yo.i
dii yourself and others no liarni. So you like »»iin-
niiiitr. .Annette Kellernian, about wlioiu .\(>;i ask,
has not (jiven up film actint;. Ves, Fatty .Arbuclyle
i> .\inerieaM', rijlit i-noujih. I'anuy anyone Saying lie

wasSfot'h '. lie was liorn in Sniitlj ( cuter. Kuiis.is.

J have passed on your rei|iiest to the " T>i<',-<ser."

.1. I'. (Burton-on-Trent). - Why be .shy aho it

writins; to nie ? ] like to hear from ever.vone. (il.'nl

you are so fond of .lames Kiiisjiifs actuu. .Vou eau
write to him, care of this paper, l)y followiu'^ tlit

instructions below.
W. W. (i. S. (Bishop Stortfonl;.-dvy, Clo^e wi-s

the winner of the "Daily Mirror" tl.iioo Ueaut.\
ronipetition held some years asjo. Sorry, 1 do n'(rt

know of any film artiste who is a pliilafeHst. Have
you a good collection of stamps '!

.

.
" I'TK. T. B." (I'atleshall Camp). -Yes, Void Kter-

liiii; still |)lays lor the tilms. .Sorry. I cannot under-
t.ike 111 forward phot(n or applications to liliii stuiliie;.

W. T. ( Kiclimond).-- 1 shall Ite [ileased to forwanl
your letter to i;<lna Purviance, and, as she doiibCess.
receives nian.v letters from admirers, 1don't suppose
she would mind another one writinu to her.

K. li. (London, N.). It is very dillieult to tell >(iii

within so l)rief a space what (|ii.-«lilication< and
experience you need for filui aelinj!. But. tielieve
me. it is not easy. 1 shall not forget photos of your
favourites.

V. T. ( KiHiniond). Vauline 1'n derielv is American,
and her husl)and is Will.ard Mack.

15. (i. (Harrogate), riiirence l,a Badie is dead. T
shall remember your reiiuest for a photo of Klla Hall.
So pleased to hear .\ou look forward to Mondays.

It. K. <i. (Ifolland Park). - So y<iu think that Ol-ja
Tetrova is "just the darliiigest old t'ling on tiie

face of the earth." Well, 1 -shall not forget to liave
a nice, large piioto of lier and more news before
liuig. ._

" l.liiEKTY " (Old Basliford).—T>espUe Vour noni-
de-phmie. yon have not taken a liberty at all in w riting
to me. KiniembiT, this is my readers' \cry m\n
page, .so write and write often. Marie Walcamp
is single, and (iraee Cunard is married to .Toe Moore,
Both the first two artistes arc twenty-five. ."V-^ you
.•ire only llft'.'cn, 1 should advi.se jou to wait a few
years more.

.\. W. B. (t'uliilt Towii). -Florence 'niriuT we
sh dl soon -see, and Maurice f'ost-Ho lias tome back,
'riianks for your opinion that " tliis is the finest
]iiclnri' paiier publislied."

I>. F. (Seaeombe).—Your suggestion that iiictuje
tliealres should have pianolas instead 0/ pianos
would not inove a success. The former kind of
iii.strumelit is all riglit hi itswa.v, but too meclianieal.
,iiid the iiuisie woiUd not be an iniproNemcut at
all.

P.. M. (Swansp.i).—Has Antonio Moreno got a girl ?
Well, lie may have, B. Jl.. or he ma.\ not have. If
the former is the ease, he is eerfainl,\ keeping it a ilaik
scerct. for I "liave not heard that he is engaged or
likely to be.

" Bk.\Tkii K "' (.\orwieli).--So the 1*. S. is far ahead
of otiiers. Tluanks. Stewart Bonie lias been in the
.Vrniy right enough. 1 do not know about the other
stateniciit.

K. S. (Highbury I'ark). -T)o you mean .Tiilian
KltingeV Hi; takes female iiart.s, and is playing in
vaudeville.

" .\ri) \\ "
( .Xeerington). —Xo, your voice, how ever

good, would not help you to get on the films. Yes,
^1. Henii Crests is I'leuch. 'I'lierc is no Mrf. Stewart
]tomc af present.

F. W. (((line). -Little Mary McAllister is nine,
Mary Miles .Minter is not married aiKl is not Knglisli.
She was borii in Shrcvejiort, J.ou«iana. V.S..V.,
.seventeen years ago.

P. I!. (Blaekwell). lie M.iry .Miles .Minter see rcply
aliove. .June <'a]>rice was born on Noveiiilicr 19

M. T. (Hiiddcr-licld). - The photo wa- that uf
Mice Brad.v. .•ind tlie mistake wa.s not noticed till tyo
l:i!p for correction.

I. .M. \. (Kpsom).--I eaimot remember at the
lu'mieiit whether either of the two books you name
'1. been tllnied. Sec rule In/low about writing to
artisfes. - *

-
• - •

It. (Chatlinm). Biitli ( lifford has dark bliu>, not
gf eyes. .Haven't heard vet.

S. (}. (Dublin). -Yes. Pearl White has joined the
l'o\ Company. Sle' leis ii'iburn Jiaii'.dhough .she

Wear- a wig) and blue e.\es. So "some sa.v that
shi' is in love with -Antonio .Moieiio. aiuLmore say slit

i-^ in love with Creigliton Hah-." .\11 of which runiourh
arc very silly, ikjii't yiju tirink so '!- She is single, but
she has to make lovi-. tiefore the aimera and the
bi tter she does il, the lietter actress she proves her-
self to be.

V " Piiil.iP " ( Broiides'Miry). Colour films are com-
iie: but it may be .some time before they supersede
1 1 e present ones. ...

/.. Z. ( AccriugtoiU. -Sorry. I know /i( no wicli
I'd ik a-^ you mention. Well, if you are " in a iiosition
to li. lp the pii TI iti; SHOW tremendously," Z. Z.,
go ahead, and let's know file result. < .

X. (;. (Siiiilheiid). .li, .M. Anderson left the icreen
f ir .1 time, but lue- now ' ome back.

' " Krk" ( Biandford). - ()li\e Thomas ib tweiity-
oii ". or rather will lie on October L'o. . She appears in
S Iziiick pictiiris. I don't want to di.sappoint you.
ICric, but getting on th'' films at pr<>senl -is very
dilli Mlt, I assure you. There is not tlie demand for
artisti-s that niaii\ peo|ile siipiiOsc.

.

Hoi hi;h(ii.p " (I pper HoUowa.v).—'If you duii't
mill I w rit ing to nic again. I shall be pleased to su)iply
til - information by po«t, ou receipt of a stamped,
addivssi'd cnvclojie.

• iil.ioi .Mmif.i. " (Klackliiirn). I am sorry to hear
(if "Niiiir allli •tion. though I do not know of any
artistes who are deformed. I should think you
would fin! s-i-naiio writing interciting even if you
do meet Willi the iiievitabli- disappointments at th<-
si.irl. Write again, of course. - -

I. . I-;. MrN. (t<dcli. st-i), -Carol Hollowayand Wil-
liam Duncan ar not married to Oaeh other. Kliza-
b th in Kisdon i^ on tb" .^tage.

II. K. M. (Khondda). -Warren Kerjigan is thirtv
year- oM and mude Jiis very fir.-t appearance in
t.oiiisville, Kentucky.

C. It. (Belfast 1. .Marv Pi kford's next pieturi- folic
shown 111 till' public is

'" J)addv l,ong-I,egs," so wateh
for it. She was born on Aprii S, mo:!. Kihir Hurl; •

w.i> li-irii on August 7. 1KH«, an.l Marguerite Clark
on February -Jii. l.><s,-<. Pauline Frederick is thirty-
tlirci- and Mildred Harri- i^ eighteen.

.A. S. f .Norwich), -tier.ilil .Ames is married. Ye-
yoii iiiay writi' to Maig^eritc-t lark, and 1 will send
on your letter.

. . J). S. ( Liverpool). -So yiiii .were. born in .Vpril as
well. Mary Pickfoni's birthday is on the 8lh of that
month. Is yours on the seme date '?

F. ti. H. (Piitney).--Xo. ".The Brass Bullet " was
tinly written for the lilm and is not juililished in book
form. I ' •

K. \. K. ( Di-rby). —Sorry about the mistake, which
vva- not noticed till too j.ite. Tlv infopnulion as
giv. 11 on this iiage is correct, that is. ' Con taiice
T.iliiiadge- was born on .April I i',' 1 90(1.

,1. K. (Xotring Hill Cafe). -Alice Joyce ami il.iry
Pickfoid are >ister--in-l;:w. Tom' jjoorc is ilie

hiisliand of the former.
li. S. (Sunderland). - Forward '? Xo, I should

think you rather liaekward if you didn't ask au\ ipics-
tioiis. i;\elyn Creele will be twenty-three on
X'ovember ;i, and she i- still on the tihns. Ooroihy
D.iltoii was born on Se)iremtier -l-l. lSO:i, and i^

married to -Lew Cody. Mae ilursh. who is Mrs.
Louis Ix e .Amies in private lite, will reach her twenty-
fourth birthday on -November t',

W. S. ( Uelgravi:i).—7\!tlioiigli your )ioitry
atiout Pearl White is not too good, she may b^- in-
tep^ted to read it. What a relid to know you are
not sutferiiig from lilm fever.

B. (I'.iniiitigluini).—Yes. Marie W;dcamp is

.\merieaii. Iml w hy li"r tilms are >o >caice your way
is lieyoiid my ken. Ilcrncw play, "The^Bed (ilove,"
is just released. A- soon as yotir letter to her reaclie-
nie. 1 shall send it on. - .

-

.M. S, (Barking). -More photos of Pearl White wHl
have appcaieil bi lore you s.'c tlii> in print. ] know
of no studio w here yiui could leariT lilm ivork. M, S..

and. besides. )irodiieers h.ive too maiiv auplicants
wdrrying theui already, (ilad you like the serial
story. "

.-

" Ivv ' (Calney.—Quite a number of others,
besides you." have ifttempted discriptions of me. and
though many are aiuusing and none have olfended.

yi'l not one far is correct. And as I like U) tx' a
bit niyslerioiLs, X must keep you all gnessing aa to
what I -am like. , Antonlo-Mor< no-i« a- .viwr oMer
th in Pearl White, wlio is thirty, and Ixith are single.
Warner" OJa'nd"is twenty-seCen, but at the nnnAeilt I
haven't -heard whether he in i<liis;le or lotluTwisi'.
William lliissell in tlilrty-thrre and is married ^>
Charlotte Burton; -OeorKe Walsh If twenty-seveR
an ! is married to Secna Owen ; Mary Pickford'ii
husband in Owen Moore, and she Is twenty-six

;
Mary

Milcs .Minter is seventeen and .single ; Jewel ('aPmon
and Louise J,ovely are twinty-one and tWenty-three
res|iectively. Other particulars not reloaw-d yet, but
they will come along in time.

J'. -M. C. (Belfast).—Mary Miles Minter was bon>.in.
Slireveport, Louisiana. i)orotliy Oish j.s

' also a
daughter of tlu' C.S. A. , .

M. K. (South Shields).—Billic Burke is her right
name. Could I give you some more pliotos of Wdllwc -

Jteid .' Yes, certainly, later on, ' Did you like those
which have appeared ?

D. B. (Hull).—Her real nnme is Gladys Smith.
Sorry. I have no iihotcs of Mary or her husband to
send you.

" Kl.M.v \si> Ada." (Glasgow).—" AnBabels K»-
maiice " is an old film, which was released about twu
years ago. Who started that riMnour about Mary
I'ickford retiring from the films '! Anyway, it'F not
true. 1 did not rejily throiigli the post as you asked
me not to, but why did you enclose a l.}d. stamp?
There will bi^ heaps more about Ma.gueritc Clark, and
'J'oin Moore from time to time.

(i. T. (Southend).—Sorry, I cannot trace your
pr<'vious letter in which you omitted yonr name anij
aildress. Would you mind rejicating your qiicntions
and I shall trv and answer them .as soon as iKissibli-.

M. K. C. (New Shildon).^-Birthd.ays arc: Billie
Burke.' .Aiigu.st 7,'188<1 ; June Caprice, Xovembr r 19,
ISOO; Dorothy Dalton, September 22, 189:! : -Norma
Talmadge. May 2, 1897. Tlie others were horn in
the following "year.": Eddie Lvons, 1887; (ieorge
Wal.-h, 1892; Lee Morau, 1S.''9 ; (iladvs Broek-wIL
lK9t : SeenaOwen. 1892; Irene Castle. 1893 : Ethel
Clavfoii, isno: Antonio Moreno, 1888; Cameron
Carr. l.'^TK ; Dorothy (Ji.sh, 1899.
M. D. (Bristol).—Iri;no Castle is twenty-six, and

(lady- Hiilctte is also in hcT teins. " The Lightning
Jtaider " will lie released in Xovemlier.

L. .M. (TIaistow).—Yes, -Antonio Moreno was bom
in Sunny Spain, and is tlilfty-one. •

S. K. (Hull) —Mary Miles Minti-r is " swpct seven-
teen. ' and W. S. Hart is still a'bachelor. •

C. D. (Kpnnington).— .As you' may notiop, I am not
forgetting to give the artistes of little repute—more
limelight. I'laiis for our nev-' art plates were under
wa.^' w li-'u your letter came, so I liojie you are collect ing
these sejiia photos now. Let me have partioiil.ars of
your last ituestioii and 1 will answer it tlirough the
post

.

(More Answers Next Week )

The Asthma Sutfarers ^ eatesi Frund.

HINKSMAN\
1 i/fsf^maRelieverLJ

Spef'.ly and Pleasant ir. its ef'ectc. and ilwnys to be re'ied on

1/3 p'sr Tin, from all Chami3t<i ; postasre, 2d. extra
Free Trial Pjckai;e ir^^m I HiNKSMAiV. Clieniist. t ar uke.

If your Chemist is without it. atk him to get you Hinksniaii*s

AGENTS WANTED
S Private Xmas Cards
fl Secure your Sample Book Irom the

g larf;est Mdiiufacturers in the Trade,

a SPLENDID COMMISS ON and PRIZES.
SUCCESS CERTAIN. Write—

i "IMPERIAL ART" Pub ishirs Den D HULL.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
Tbt iii...-t wuij.i-iUil .Mu.-iical IiKscovfij of ihf
-Age. It tt-aoliep y.iii In play the piano bcaiili-

fullj" by far anil \hiiiu Iu thoiistaDd- of snn»:.*

iu all keys with ONE HOUK'S PEACTll'K
H ith'iiit the slightest knowledg!:) of unii^ic.

Siiiipll; a.s .\.B.C. 150,000 Fold and everyone
delii-'hteil, Siicces.** guaranteed. Monej re-

tiu iie-l if not as stated, C'cni^Iete. i nst tree.

2 6 I" r P.O.'—Imperial Publishinc
Co. ii. Pe|.t.<. 28, SoTitb Castle St..
Liverpool. K.-t-iiiii-hu.i i-t-j

/ S"*"*' '° tf>e many inquiries we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
Cinema actors and actresses. The Picture Show " will forwar3 all such letters cn,but it must be

distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose il with a loose Hd. stamp 'to the Editor," The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farrtngdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.)

fARE YOU SHORT?
If so, let the Giivjin SySitein LeJp yuu
to i Dfrcase your height. Mr.iiriygH

ports 5 iucUes increitiie ; Diiver E. F..

y inches ; Mr. lUtcli tfe. 4 inches ; Misi
I.eedell,4 iacUvH ; Mr. Ketley, 4 iaclies.

I'his Bj stem greatly improves thr
bealth, I'igutt. aiid caiviage. feeDd 3

peuny stamps fur further pajliculan*
and llOU Uuaiantet; to Enquiry
Dept. t'.T.. 17. bUoud Gretii IWad,
London, N.4. •

Pnnt*^(l and iHibii-hotI every Momlav by (he I'ropiictors, Thk Amalgam.med Press, LIMITED. Tlic Fleet\Cay House. l''arrin2fioD Street. London" li.C. 4: Advertise-
ment OMicf.^, JJie l leetjvay Hou.se, Karrinf^don Street. London. J:.C'. 4. Ilc^istered lor transmission by Canadian Maaaziuc Poit. Subscription Rates: loiand, 154. 2L
rtr lumuni; Mnsiic copies. Mid. ; Abroad (exeept Sontli Airiea and Ansfrahwia), 135. i>rr annum ; Siiwle eopie^. 3d. Sole A2cnt3 for South Africa, TUE CENXUAIi
N Istns AGENCY, LTD. isoJc Agcuts for Au^tralirand *New Zealand. MiiiiSRS. tiORiJO.N & GOTca Lm; and tor CanadA, Xu£ Ihperial Niiws Co., Ltd.
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ELINOR FAIR.

FOR YOUR COLLECTION.
More and more Art Plates Coming. How you
can get one of Mabel Normand Next Week.

I
KNOW our Art Plate of William S. Hurt
svill give Hniversal satisfaction. Big" Bill.'

as he is affectionately known, is big in

heart- as well as in. stature. Readers who have
written him through The Picture Show, and
received beautifnl signed portraits from him,
tell me they are his "admirers for life." Well
done. Bin.

Mor> and More.

BV the way, don't forget that " Woman's
Weekly," the delightful t}iree half-

penny girl's paper—for whicli, by the
way, I have written for quite a number of years
the cinema gossip, and who introduced me
first of all to a number of my readers here—has
another companion plate, free, iil their next
issue, out Tuesday of next week. I have had
a glimpse of this plate. It is of Mabel Normand.
So if you are collecting, remember " Woman's
Weekly," dated October 18th, and you will get

another beautiful Art Plate for yonr collection.

Also, in our next week's issue of The Pictuhe
Show, 1 shall be able to tell you who will be on
our next Art Plate, due the week after next.

A Delightful Heroine.

THE above portrait is of Elinor Fair, who
is co-staning with Albeit Bay in Fox
photo-plays. Isn't she delightful ? I

hear she is at present studying conversational
French. Elinor is quite a student, and takes
up one thing after another because she feels

that the more she acquires this way the more
competent it will help her to bo in her work.

A Free Gift for Your Friend Abroad.

DON'T forget to send a postcard to The
Picture Show it you have a friend
abroad who you think would like to see

a copy of our paper.. Just a po.t^tcard addressed
to The Editor, The Picture Show, Fleetway
House, Farring<lon Street, E.C. 4. on which is

written the name and address of your friend
and marked " Free Copy," will en.^ure them
receiving, free of charge the current issue of
The PlCTUKi; Show. A real free gift, is it

not ?

M—
Another Ethel M. Dell Novel Filmed.

THE filming of Ktliel M. Dell'.s ])opular
novel. " Tho Swindler," has been com-
pleted under Maurice IChoy's direction.

Tho final scone, erected for tho taking of s( enes

CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

actually on board ship, represented a saloon

on the Olympic. To verify every detail, special

visits wore taken to this floating palace ; the
copy is luxurious, remarkable for the inclu.-ion

of a gallery and the well above the saloon
itself. If correctness counts at all, it will be
found to advantage in " The Swindler." Mar-
joric Hume throughout displays a great breadth
of talent, and during the coming boom in

Engli.'^h films her expre.=si\e personality and
the freshness of oveiything she does will create

))art of that universal appeal English players

are now making to the American world. Miss
Hume boars a marvellous resemblance to

Norma Talmadge, but her own art is in itself

of intrinsic worth.

Stage Play for Pearl.

TIGER'S OCTB, " the first Fox play to star

Miss Pearl White, is the pictiue
version of the play which London

theatre-goers will remember was produced at

tlic Garrick Theatre, with Miss Madge Titheradge
in the star part. This play was cho.scn because
the part of Mary, the " cub " daughter of Hank
Bloss. the " Tiger," affords her a dominant role,

whicVi calls for the strongest kind of emotional
acting.

Diving from an Aeroplane.
DIVING from aeroplanes is to be ai\othcr

feat in the repertoire of expert swimmers
if Annette Kellerman's example bo

followed. This daring and expert swimmer,
who is appearing in " Queen of the Sea," took
a flight in a hydroplane with an aviator friend,

when Miss Kellcrmin conceived the idea of mak.
ing the first dive ever done from an aeroplane.

The machme was brought to within 40 feet of

the surface of the ocean. The feat was suc-

cessfully accomplished. You will remember
that Miss Kellerman's greatest dive was that
which we see in the Fox film, " Queen of the

Sea," from a tight-rope 80 feet above the ocean.

A Rich and Rare G ft.

THEDA BARA has just received a mag-
nificent tiger skill, which measures
10 feet 6 inches from the nose to the t-p

of the tail, and is beautifully striped. This
skin is a gift to Miss Bara from a number of

British officers in India. The officer, who
wrote to Miss Bara for himself and his com-
rades, stated that he has admired her produc-
tions in India ; that her pictures have en-

livened many a lonely evening for the British

residents there ; and that the officers had
resolved to send her the skin of tho next animal
slain. This animal, a man-eater, he stated,

had spread terror among the natives of that
section.

Miss Bara willingly complied with the
request to send autographed photographs of

herself. She is exceedingly proud in the
possession of this jungle
monarch.

The 'Way of Success.
GERALDINEFAR-

RAR says that
to succeetl on

the screen one must
practise rigid economy-,
toil incessantly, anfl,

above all, be perfectly
natural and himiaii.

On the day she told
this to an interviewer
at the Goldwy n Studio-^,
she had been at the

" studio since ten minutes
past seven, and it was
then late afternoon.

' Of course, I do not
get here so early evcr.\'

morning," she said,
" but you understand
what 1 inean when I

say * work.' 1 have
done (hat all my life,

and find it |)ays."

Real Talent.

I HAVE heard men say that you can ncvdc
make an actor out of a sup-r, but
that is untrue," declared William Des-

mond. And then the star went on to relate
an incident which happened a few days ar;o

while filming scenes for his latest production,
"A Sage Brush Hamlet."

In one scene in this photo-play there is a wild
ride of the cowboys, and among them was one
named L. R. Trainer. Just as the riders were
approaching the camera, and coming at a
terrific speed. Trainer's horse fell, throwing the
rider lieavily to the ground. The others swerved
their horses from the fallen man and swept past
the camera.

" What do you suppose that chap did ?
"

queried Desmond. '" Do you suppo.se he
crumpled up and lay there ? Not on your life.

He kept on acting. No sooner had he hit the
ground tlian he got to his feet, pulled his gun,
and kept on shouting and \.aving his arm.H
imtil he was able to gel off out of range of tho
camera. The horse picked himself up and
followed him. That is what I call real acting
talent. A man who can take a tumble liko

that and keep on acting is more than a cow-
boy ; he comes mighty near being an artiste.

— —

•

News of Hazel Daly,

I HEAR we are to welcome Hazel Daly bad:
to the screen ui a new Goldwyn picture,
in which Tom Moore plays the leading

man's part.

You will remember Hazel Daly for her splendi;l
work in " Brown of Harvard."' Her next
appearance is to be in a pictiue version of ona
of Sir Arthur Pinero's piays.

Piide Must Suffer.

LOU TELLEGAN makes a -verj- handsome
Arabian sheik in a coming picture in

which he appears oppo.site his wife,

Geraldine Farrar ; but pride ha* to suffer.

One of his most becoming costumes is a vol-

uminous cape or burnous of white flannel—and
California is not cool on the summer.

"Everywoman " on the Screen.

IF you saw '' Everywoman "—that wonderful
symbolic play tiiat was produced at Drury
-Lane a few seasons ago—jou will be in-

terested to know that in the photo-play version,
which is now being completed by the Famous
Players-Lasky, in California, Mis.? ^'iolet

Hemming, the British actress, has been cast
for the title-role of Everyworran. We are to see
Wanda Hawlej' as Beauty, Bebe Daniels as
Vice, Theodore Roberts as Wealth, Irving
Cummings as Passion, Raymond Ilatton as
Flattery, Clara Horton as Youth, and Margaret
Looinis as Modesty.

In some of the big scenes, as manv as fifleeu

A scene from " Ihe Swindler." a comine photo play
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hundred extras—mostly beautiful girls—will

appear.

All for Art's Sake.

BY the way, when you seo tho Ai-teraffc

picture, "" Male and Keinale," reinembep
this is the title for the film' version of

Sir James M. Bai l ie's successful play, " Tho
Admirable C'richtoii."

During tlio filming of this. Tom IMeighan had
a very rough time. ITo was shipwrecked ; then
the sun and salt sea caused an epidemic of

f:»cial blisteiings. Then can^e tho scene in

which the only apparel worn was constructed
from goat skins, and portions of poor Tom's
ai.atomy, not yet burnt, underwent some
ecorehing and made life miserable for the rest

of the time. —

—

William Farnum in Romantic Photo-play.

ANOTHER big story which will make a
tino pictiu-o play is Justin Huntley
MacCarthy's iiiiiuortal story, " If I

were King." I hear that William Farnum is

to star in this. — —

•

Wanted a Rhyme.

IT is rumoured that William Hart and Anno
Little are going to collaborate in writing
a popular song with some such title as

" Down Beneath Tho Sheltering Yucca," or
" Carrie My Cactus Queen."

It was William Hart who got tho inspiration,

83 he clainis that every kind of wooing has
been exploited from moonlight serenades ia

Venice to Hula Hula love-making on the
be.ach, but the possibilities of the yucca, sage
brush, and cactus have been overlooked.

" But the trouble is," objects .\nno, " methods
of wooing on the desert are so restricted.

You can't bask in the shade of the yucca,
because it does not give a shade, and you can't
sit down and talk it over on the cushion of a
cactus, because its prickly ; and if you offered

your adored one a bouquet of sage brush, she
woiild probably send you a healthy rattlesnake
in return. And," Anne finished, " who can
lind a word that will rhyme with yucca ?

"

—

—

Have You Written Her?
PAULINE FREDERICK, the beautiful

Goldwyn star, attends to her own post
bag instead of giving it to the more or

less tender care of her secretary, and Miss
Frederick's mail bag is no small one. But she
maintains that if people are nice enough to

write, it is up to her to reciprocate by personal
letters. Not all letters are answered, of course,

for some merely ask for photographs, but many
contain thoughtful criticism of her woric

These, she says, are always more than welcome
" When you cannot stand criticism," said Mii;
Frederick, " then it is time to stop work."

Don't be Too Late.

YOU will be moro than delighted at the
, wonderful postcards of your favourite

.'tars now being sent post free for Is.

If you haven't sent for your set yet, do. so
to-day before they run out of print. No. I

contains bcaatiful art pictures of Mary Pickford,
Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, Mae
Marah, Marguerito Clark, and Creigliton Hale.
All you have to do to get a set is to send a'

shilling postal order made payable to the
Amalgamated I'rcss, and crossed & Co., to TijE
Picture Show Postcard Department, No. 1

All-iStar Series, 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C 4.

— t-f

—

Do You Know—

•

—That Ruby Do Remer has been made a star
by the World Film Corporation ?

* * •

:

—

That Bessie Love has 7iow received her
diploma from the Los Angeles High School !

* *
.

—

That Nazimova has been eulogised in a song
called " Tho Red Lantern," after her successful
photo-play ?

* •

-

—

That Ma'roia Manon's name was Camille
.\nkewith when she made her filni debut with
Laskv ?

-

* • * ~

—That Katherine MacDonald is a (harming
mixture of Freneh and Scotch—and hails from
Pittsburg ?

* « *

—That it was David Belasco who altered Gladys
Smith's name to Mary Pickford ?

* • *

—Tliat Barbara Castleton has brown hair and
eyes, is 5 ft. 5 in. tall and weighs 128 lb. ?

* * *

—That Houdini is an American, and was born
at a farm '!

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from Los Angeles.

Her Favourite Autfaor«.

LILLI.W CISH'S favourite authors arc
Arnold Bcimett and George Bernard
Shaw. Her pet hobby is physical

culture, and she will tell you with pardonable
pride that she can do some stunts that even
Douglas Fairbanks hasn't as yet licen ;il)le

to master.

A Pretty Compliment.
MAKGAKITA FISHER has received a

roniarkable tribute from a soldier
admirer just returned from Franc/?.

It is a four-minute phonograph record,
and this is what it says: " Jly dear Miss
Fisher,— I suffered the loss of both hands in a
grenade explosion at the Front, and, as I can't
write with my feet, I am employing this means of
letting you know how thoroughly I enjoy your
performances on the screen. I hope you'll riot

think me rude for encroaching on your tirhe.
'

The record concluded with some pretty com-
pliments and tho gallant warrior's name and
address.

Another Use for -Hofrpint.

RUTH ROLAND rodo a horse blindfolded
with no bridle and saddle in a scene of
" Hands Up," carrying a hairpin con-

cealed in her hand to goad her Pegafciis to
action. But it wasn't necessary. The horse
made straight for a chasm soFne 150 feet deep,
and, warned by the shouts of her fellow-players,
Ruth just dropped off, sustaining injuries tluit

laid her up for five weeks. .And she relates
that when they picked her up, she still held
that highly uimecessary hairpin clutdicd
tightly in her hand.

Taking Care of Papa.

TOM MOORE'S little daughter .\lice w.is
much relieved when they at last com-
pleted the film, " Lord and Lady Algy.

'

" The horses were so frisky,'' she confided to a
syiupathetic , friend, "and I worried so over
papa. ' She used to follow the ostlers about
when they brought out the horses of a morning
for tho big hunting scenes and beg them "not
to give papa a pony that stood on its hind legs.''

And every morning she would Avhisjjer to her
special friend, a husky cowboy, " Ride Hickory
hard, so that he will be tired when my daddy
uses him for the picture."

It Is in the Picture.

MAY ALLISON got a desired effect into a
picture the other day by resorting to a
most unladylike trick. She wa.s playing

the part of a poor little secretary, riding home
in a street car, and gazing out at the motor cars
and mansions of the rich. A luxurious motor-
car happened to be running parallel with tho
car in which she was seated, and May was
" registering " api^ropriate envy of the stylishly
appointed female enthroned therein. Catching
sight of the camera, the lady raised her lorg-
nette, unable to restrain her curiosity, then.-sho
was suddenly seen to redden, drop her lorgnette,

and give the chauffeur" the
command to put on sjjeed.

May had managed to. get
this haughty bit of
effect by sticking

out an impu-
dent tongue at
,the horrified
plutocrat

!

,

Et:iE CoDD.

** Listeners Never Hear Good of Themselves."
FRED NIBLO, directins at Thomas Ince's Studio, learnt the truth of this old saying the other day Here we tet

him listening; to a lot of " extras " criticising his direction and giving their ideas of how thci/ would direct a show.

By the look of him, it wasn't pleasant hcario;, either. But " listeners never hear good of themselves," do they ?
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PI}oto.^raphs froip Far apd Near of Proipincnt Picture Players

This is MR. THOMAS INCH, on the left, talking to—no, not President Wilson,
but to LEE GOWNER, the character actor of Ince's Studios. Isn't it a

a wonderful make-up ?

GREGORY SCOl f, who takes the part of Sir Reginald Buckley
in " The Gentleman Rider," examines the black eye given him by

Stewart Rome during the filming of the picture.

Tnrougfi her good worlcm a crowd
at theBroadwest Studios, POPPY
WYNDHAM—this is she—was
given a small part which led to
" lead " in a coming photo-play,

entitled " The Great Coup.
'

VIOLEl HOPSON with Ghurka, the famous racehorse, who has a
star part in Miss Hopson s racing photo-play " The Gentleman
Rider." In this play, Ghurka, being a cinema artiste, changes his
name. You will recognise hiiti in the character of Jupiter in this

film. stortj on page 6

)

This delightful study of ANNA Q. NILSSON
,J was taken during the filming of " Soldiers

of Fortune." By the way, Miss NILSSON is

called the "Lovely Anna Q." at the studio,
because her disposition is as lovely as her face.

Two of the principal characters we shall see in a coming new Bio
film, entitled " The Carter Case." You will recognise them as

Herbert Rawlingson and Margaret Marsh.

One of the many thrills in "Perils of Ihunder Mountain, a conuiii; Vii.i|;iapli

serial. You notice that two favourites, ANTONIO MORENO and CAROL
HOLLOWAY, are the figures on top of the hut.
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RIDER
An adaptation of the romantic racing story now being
filmed by the Broadwest Film Company, in which
Violet Hopson, Stewart Rome, and Gregory Scott play

the leading characters.

" I am Mr.

Cunningham.'

RE.\D THIS FIRST.

MARJORIE DENTON, a beautiful and lovable
gill of twenty-five is left in sole charge of the

Denton racing stables by the death of her father.
Unfortunately the old man leaves a lot of outstand-
ing debts behind, but, with the true courage typical
of the British woman, Majorie determines to carry
on and pay off these debt,s.

Her aunt Cynthia, a kind and sports-loving woman,
comes to live with her, and together they set out to
put the Denton stables on a new footing.

Marjorie's pride is Jupiter, a beautiful horse who
has every prospect of doing big things.

Nearby lives Sir Reginald Buckley, who js in love
with Marjorie and proposes to her, but JIarjorie tloes
not love him, except as a friend, and althousli she
refuses him, ho determines to gain her affections.

Marjorie is pressed for an outstanding racing debt
of her father's owing to Billbrook, the bookmaker, and-
though slic is not legally bound to pay, she decides
that it is a debt of lionour, and sends something on"
account.

Pressed for money, Marjorie decided to enter
Jupiter for a selling race, as she realises that nothing
else can be done, and she mast have money from
.somewhere.

The lUtlo racing town is set agog with excitement
by the arrival of a wealthy Australian gentleman
named Frank Cunningham, with a valuable string
of horses. Marjorie makes up her mind to tUslike
him, believing him to be a newly rich, impossible
sort of man, and, as she describes him to a stranger
she meets on the downs, " wearing a yellow waistcoat,
big diamonds, with an accent you could cut with a
knife."

Jupiter wins the race, and JIarjorie tries to buy
liim in, but the price rises too high for her, and her
favourite is knocked down at 650 guineas. Broken-
hearted at the loss of the liorse she loves, Marjorie
nKjuires the naine of the buyer, and she harbours
another grudge against the Australian when she
Icarus that he, Frank Cunningham, has bought hini.

Jupiter Comes Back.

IT
was the week after Gatwick races and
Marjorie Denton was feeling tired of
battling against poverty. The loss of

Jupiter had destroyed all her hopes o£ making;
a fortune on tho turf, and she was asking lierself

whether it was worth while trying any longer
to make the stablos pay.
Ah to Mr. Cunningham, she did not c.Tre

what his motive had been in bidding for the
horse. All she know was that he had got him
and she cherished a bitter resentment against
this man who had so much luck, yet liad taken
away from her tlie one hope of rebuilding her
fortunes.

She was in thi.5 mood when, one morning, one
of the lads came running up to her in great
excitement.

" What do you think, mi.ss ? .Jupiter has
como home. He must have run away from his

new place."

Tlio sound of the name of her favourite made
Marjorio's blood race. She must see him
before they came for him. She ru.shed to the
stables and was greeted with a whinny of
welcome from her pot who recogni.sed her
footsteps long before she rcaclied tlio box.

" Oh, you dea." ! " cried tlie

girl, hugging him round the neck.
" You know it was not my fault
you had to go."

.^nd the' intelligent animal tried

his best to assure her of his faith

in his old mistress. He laid his

muzzle on her shoulder, but every
now and again he cocked his ears

and cast a backward glance at the
road as if afraid his new owner
would be after him.

'" Taken French leave, miss," said

old Tom Harris. " I expect they'll

be coining after him soon. I could
kick myself for liaving persuaded

you to put him in that selling r.ue."
" Never mind, Tom," said Marjorie. " You

did it for tho best. We were the victims of

bad luck. How 1 wish we could keep him ;

but we shall haver to send over to Mr. Cimning-
hain s place and tell them Jupiter is here. He
looks quite -thin, Tom. Surely they cannot
have been starving him or ill-treating him ?

"

" Xo fear, miss. I don't like Mr. Cunning-
ham for having got our beautj', but from all I
hear of him he's much too fond of horses to
ill-use them. Fine horeemaii, too, they say
ho is."

While Marjorie was enjoying the company of

}>er old favourite, Mr. Cunningham, having
discovered that Jupiter had returned to his old
quarters, had followed him and was being
received by aunt Cynthia, who sent one of the
servants to tell her niece tliat Mr. Cunningham
had called to see her.

When Marjorie entered the drawing-room
slie saw the man who had helped her with her
horde's girth on the Downs talking to her aunt.

" Good-day', Mr. Nobody of Nowhere," she
sai<l pleasantly. - -

Then, turning to her avmt, she said :

" Where is Mr. Cunningham ?
"

" I am Mr. Cunningham," answered the
young man, with a quizzical smile. " I don't
wear a yellow waistcoat nor big diamonds, and
if I had a wife I am afraid I should not beat her."

Poor Marjorie flushed with mortification. All
her unreasoning prejudice against Cunningham
vanished when she realised that he was not at
all like she had pictured.

She looked at her aunt to remind her that
she had told her the fib about the Australian,
and then turned to her visitor.

" I intended to tell you how much I hated
you for having out -bid me in the sale of .Jupiter,

but I must apologise to you instead for my
rudeness the other morning. I suppose you
have come -for .Jupiter ?

"

" Yes," replied tho Australian, with a
winning smile. " I am afraid he does not like

me as much as I like liim. But I can't be
angry with him for ninning away. Had I been
in liis place I should have done the same."

JIarjorie could not take cfTenee at the obvious
ccmpliment. It was so sincere and she was
conscious of a feeling of joy at meeting the
sti"anger again.

They talked for a little while, and then
•Marjorie oflered to take liim to the stables to
leelaim the horse.

" You had a perfect right to buy him," she
said, as she stood stroking .Jiipiter's neck, " but
you will understand how sorry I was to lose him.
You see, my father gave him to me when I was
a little girl for a birthday present, and I prac-
tically trained him myself."

" Had I known that I would not have bid
for him," said Cunningham quietly. " There
arc so many people who simply look at a race-
horse as a moans of making monej', and have
no real love for animals."

" Yes," agreed Marjorie, " but I am sure
you like animals for themselves." Then,
fctjing she had said too much, she added

. hastily : " All I ask is that I may 1)6 uUowed
to come over and see liim sometimes."

' I shall be delighted, and I am sure Jupiter
will be," said the Australian, raising his hat
as he took liold of the horse's headstall and le<l

him out of the box. " Good-bye. I may hojie

to see you again soon."
Jupiter went quietly, but not without many

a backward glance at his former mistress.
When Marjorie returned to the house, she burst

in upon her aunt with an indignant protest.
" How could you tell me that horrible story

about the yellow waistcoat. I think he's

splendid. Quite the nicest nlan 'I have met.
We are to go over and look at his stables soon.

'

Aunt Cynthia said nothing, but she thought
a lot.

That night Marjorie and her aunt went to a
dinner party at Sir Reginald Buckley's house.
It was a very bright affair, and came as a
welcome relief to the mistress of Denton Hall,

who was getting tired of .spending her evenings
poring over debts which she could not pay.

She found herself in the conservatory with
her host after dinner, and the conversation
turned on nuing.
"I think you are doing. splendidly carrying

on as yoti are," .said Sir Reginald. Not
many girls would have the pluck to do it.''

" It's very hard sometimes," said JIarjorie,

with a sigh. " Things were not exactly as

they might have been when dad died. There's an
awful lot of debts hanging o\er the old place."

The baronet was silent for some moments.
Then he suddenly said :

" Why don't you let me help you, Mifs
Denton ? It's only - a question of a little

"capital until things turn romid. After all, even
if you have refused to marry me, remember we
are neighbours and, I hope, friends always."

" Oh, I couldn't think of it," replied Marjorie
quickly. "It's very kind of you to offer to help,

but I must manage ?on;ehcw.''
"It would bo quite a business deal," per-

sisted the baronet. '" I think you wculd be
w ise to accept my offer. You c aA't carry cn
without capital."

The girl realised the tmtli of tliis statement,
and in the end she accepted a loan of £2,000.

for which she gave an I.O.U., but there was a
vague foreboding in her mind when she took
the money.
Her fears would have been r?a]ised had si e

heard a conversation between Sir Reginald
Buckley' and Billbrook, the bookmaker, over
the telephone the next morning.

'" I want you to keep pressing Miss Denton
f'lr that eld racing debt of. her father's," said

the baronet. "Tell her she will have to send
another in.stalmcnt on at once or you will take
proceedings. She has got the money." -

" You hear that," he said, turning to one c£-

liis quests who was helping himself to a largo

whisky-and-soda. " You said I would have no
chance with her, Goddard. What de yuu
think now ?

"

Gcddr.rd was too" deep in Sir Keginald's debt
to offer any lemonstance at the. baronet's
scoundrelly tactics.

" Pretty smart, P.eggie," he said, " but dor/'t

forget you have not got her yet. She's j'lsr

like her father. You may break, but you will

never bend her."
"Won't I," chuckled the baronet. "You'll

see. She is pajHng Billbrook with the money
I am lending her and very soon she will be in my
power. To pay her debts she'll have to marry
me. And now I'm going to get to work tn
that fool Cunningham. I hate that man, and
I mean to break him. Fancy a man paying
six hundred aiid fifty for a tubed horse."

" Don't be so certain he's a fool," advHsed
Goddaixl quietly. " He had not that reputa-
tion in Australia."

[Continued on page 8).
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Plots and Counter Plots.

MARJORIE and her aunt did not wait long
before availing tliemsolvcs of the in-

vitation to Visit Cunningham's stables.

The Australian met them uith unfeigned
pleaBUf'i, and after Marjorio luid greeted ./upiter

to her heart's content, Cunningham showedJ,hern
liis horse, Flatfatcher, a good-looking chaser
of whom ho expected big things.

" I ride him to-morrow in the C'rackthorpe

Stake?, ' her f#,id to Ahi>'jorie, " and though
it is a stable secret I don't mind telling you I

fool certain I shall win. Could I pei.suado you
to I'ome to the meeting ?

"

" We shall be delighted," replied Marjorie,
" and I hope we shall see you win!"
When his guests had departed, Cunningham

went to Jupiter's box and gave the old horse a
friendly pat.

" Well, she's gone, old fellow," he said, " and
we don't secn\ to have made much of .the
rin,ning yet. What a fool you were to win
that selling race. If I'd been in your place, I

would have stayed with Miss Denton for ever."

Sir Reginald Buckley heard of JIarjorie'g

visit to Oakhurst stables, and his haired towards
Cunningham inc reased.

" Curse the fool !
" he muttered. " She's far

toa fond of that follow to please me. But; he
will pay for that to-morrow. He'll lose a
decent pile on Flatcatcher. and there's more
than a chance he'll break hi? neck."

Sir lioginald's cunning brain had evolved a
plot a^ainst Cunningham which only an \m-
principled scoundrel could !mvo thought of.

The details he kept to himself,, but when he
saw Billbrook that night he told him to take
all the money he could get for Flatcatcher, and
not to hedge a penny."

" It's a bit risky, isn't it ! I don t see what
IS going to beat him on form," said the book-'
n!akcr.

^ ,

" Von needn't worry about form, " -aid the
baronet signiticantly. " You can take it from
nie that Flatcatcher uill not win. Do you
get me ?

"

" You mean there moy^ be .an accident '.' '\
" Put it that way if' you like," returned

Buckley, with a hard laugh as he turned away.

1 he Crackthorpe Stakes.

1''HERE was a fairly big field for the Crack-
thrope Stakes, but only two of the
horses were backed for much money.

Cininingham's Flatcatcher and Buckley's Scope-
grace. >Iarjorie and her aunt went into the
paddock to wish Cunningham luck as he was -

mounting his horse. The Australian looked
a perfect horseman as ho sat in the saddle.

He was as well trained as his mount, and in his

all-white colours he looked even handsomer
than he liad oa the Downs.

" I do hope you will win," said ihe girl.

" I mean to try hard," answered Cunningham,
" and I think I shall."

The two women walked back to the stand to
sec the start. It was a two-mile steeplechase
with fairly stiff fences, and a water jump wide
cnougli to test the abilities of a good 'chaser,

Tho field was soon reduced by a mnnber of
falls, and when they were coming round foi" the
second time, Cunningham was in a good position.

His most dangerous rival was Scapegrace, but
even at this stage the ringmen nere shouting,
" Flatcatcher will win it."

"Ho is winning!" cried Marjorie excitedly
to lier aimt, pointing to where Cunningham
was leading in front of Scapegrace with the
others gradually falling back.
A few seconds later she clutched Cynthia's

arm with a suppressed scream.
" Oh ! He's dowu !

"
.

A deep roar came from the crowd.
'

" Flateatcher's down."
Nobody saw quite clearly what had hap-

pened. The rider of Scapegrace had whipped
up his inoiuit level to Cunningham, and the next
tccond Flatcatcher had fallen, throwing his

rider heavily.
Marjorie's heart was beating loud enough to

Ijc heard as with trembling liimds she tried to

keep licr glasses focussed on the inert form of
Cunningham.
And in that terrible moment of suspense she

krcw that the fallen rider was ,the man she
loved.
A groat feeling of thankfulness surged

tlirough her as she saw him get to his feet and
walk slowly back to the paddock.

" Thank heaven he is not hurt !
" she said to

herself, as, taking tho arm of her aunt she
went to )ncet the dismounted rider.

" What a lucky escape !
" she cried, as he camo

up to her. " You might have been killed. It
was a terrible accident !

"

" That was no accident, Miss,Denton," replied
Cunningham grimly. "1 have been riding too
long to be deceived. Buckley's jockey de-
liberately bumpcid me."
A look of horfor came into the girl's eyes.
" Are you certain ? " she asked.
" Positive," replied Cunningham.
With set lips Marjorie went to where Sir

Reginald was chattin^^ with some friends. As
he saw her he came towards her with his usual
polite smile. ' "

^
" Hard luck for Cunningham, Miss Denton.

But for that accident he might have won."
jMarjovie looked him straight in tlie face.

" Do you think that bump was accidental,
•Sir Reginald '! " she asked.

.\ quick look of fear came into Buckley's
eyes. ,

" Certainly," he replied.
" Then I don't believe you !

" snapped the
girl. And turning on her heel she left hire
without another word.

Marjorio waited until Cunningham had
changed his riding kit, ^ud then walked with
him from the course. they passed out of
tho enclosure, tliey met Buckley. Marjorie did
not turn her head, but Cunningham gave the
baronet a meaning look.

" So that is it, my lady," said Buckley, as ho
watched their retreating figures with a savage
frown on his face. " You'll be sorry for this
lji?fore to-morrow night. If you won't marry
me, you certainly sha'n't inarry him. Bill-

brook will attend to you." •

Vfry bitterly did Marjorie reproach her.self

fur having borrowed money from Sir Reginald
as she sat thinking over the day's events that
night.' She had no doubt that it was by
Buckley's ortfers that hi'; jockey had bumped
Cunningham. She' i-emembered- seeing his faco
w hciv the crowd fiis£ began to shout "Flat-
catcher wins." He was still confident, though
i'\cry good judge could see Flatcatcher was
winning. .And he had turned with a sneer to
his friend Goddard, who had laughed.. There
was no doubt that these scoimdrels knew then
that Flatcatcher was going to be brought down.
It was nothing short of attemjited n.urder, for

only Cunningham's luck had saved him from
being killed or at least seriou-sly injure<}. A
man who could plan such a dastardly deed was
capable of anything. Why had she not been
guided by her first feelings of mistrust 7

Marjorie'a worst fears were realised the next
morning. The first post brought a letter from
Billbrook demanding payment of the balance cf
her father's racing debt—which amounted to
i;:i,000—in fourteen days or he would recover
it through the court.

Blazing with anger, the girl showed the letter
to her aunt, and then hurriedly dressing herself
in her outdoor clothes, she went oft to see
Billbrook. .. j

^

After being kept waiting in the outer office;

for some time, she was shomi into a private
room. .

,
,i

Billbrook, a coarse fat man, with a remorse-''
less face, did not rise from his desk, but pointed
to a chair.
." Well, have you brought the money ? " Wo

said, with »i sneer.
" I have nob got the amount, and you know

it," replied Marjorie indignantly. " You will

have to give me time to pay."
" You got )ny note," said Billbrook brutally.

" I hope you have not come here to wa.ste my,
time by any whining appeals. We have been
far too lenient with j^ou already."

All .Nfarjorie's pride rose at the callous cruelty
of the man.

" You know that legally you .cannot make
ine pnj a farthing of the money," she said. " It
is not my d<'bt."

Don't you make any mistake about that !

"

.shouted Billbrook. "The fact that on have
paid .some of it is sufiicient acknowledgment
that you owe the money. Fourteen daja is all

the time you will t'Ct, my lady, so you'd better
be quick and find the money." - v

^larjorie saw it was no use humiliating herself
before such a brute and turned to go ; but
before she reached the door another door opened
and Sir Reginald Buckley walked in. Ho
seated himself familiarlj on the edge of tho
desk, and from Billbrook's servile manner
towards him Marjorie realised the truth.

" Oh, 1 see it all now !
" sho cried. " You

are
" Exactly. BiUbi-ook and Co. and all the

rest !
" retorted Buckley, with a sneer. " And

let jne tell you that I want my two thousand
as well as the three you owe me as Billbrook
and Co. You've got to pay the lot in fourteen"

days or Denton Hall and your beloved stables
will be sold lip."

(The conclusion of this thrilling story next Men-
day.)

DOROTHY PHILLIPS
A Beautiful Mother with

a True Mother's Heart.

DOROTHY PHILLIPS jumped into instant
fame with her first appearance on tlio

stage.

Those of us who have seen her in ' The
Heart of Humanity," " Storm and Sunshine, '

" The Rescue," and " Love's Miracle " know
that sho is equally famous on the screen.

She is, as you know, the wife of Allen HolUfcar,

one of the cleverest of the actoi-s and directors of

Universal City, and they possess'one of the most
delightful of children, wee Daby Gwendolyn.

To Mary or Not To Marry ?

DOROTHY PHILLIPS was recently asked
if she considered that to marry spoilt

tho career of a cinema star, whether it

le.s.sened her hold on the public, and had a bad
effect on her work, or whether it increased her
artistry by providing her with a new battery
of emotions. This was her reply :

" When I played in ' Everywoman,' " she said,
" Henry W. Savage was kind enough to ])redict

that I might become a great actress—if I could
learn to live. I didn't know just what he
meant, but I do now.

" ' Morgan's Girl ' was my first important
picture. I thought it was about the best I
could do. The critics were kind, although one,
after paying me a compliment, said my work
was ' still crude.'

" Then I was married to AUen ,1. Holubar.
Ho directed me in ' The Heart of Humanity.'
Could I have jilayed Nanette if I was not a wife

and mother myself 1

" The difference between my acting in
' Morgan's Girl ' and ' The Heart of Humanity '

is the difference between the emotional range
of the girl and the woman, the spinster and tlie

wife-mother."
If you would know Dorothy's real character,

listen to this story.

It was during the filming of a scene, and he
was only one of the crowd in the scene, but ho
loved flowers, and when in the course of the scene
a flower-pot was smashed (as called for by the
scenario), he sprang forward for the flower that
lay on the" ground and placed it in an outer,

ragged pocket, where it nestled safely.

He did not notice, in his wild rush, that the

scene wasn't over—the camera-man was still

grinding, and that the action of the scene con-
tinued. It was spoiled, of course. The pro-
ducer berated him for his interruption.

Maybe, it served an ordinary super right for

daring to love flowers. But while it incurred
official wrath., his action brought the notice cf

the leading woman. For next day a great

basket of flowers and green'things were delivere<l

at his address, and a card on them read :

" To one who loves flowers, from yours
sincerely,

" Dorothy Philups."

It is a pretty story, isn't it ?

By the way, have you seen Miss Phillips in

her latest photo-play, The Talk of the Town " ?

It is a delightful drama about an over-disciplinf d
girl. It has a big surprise ending. Don't
miss it !
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TAKING SUGCEXry^ FORILQCK
MARY PICKFORD TELLS OF HER AMBITIONS AND GIVES US HER RECIPES FOR

HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
' l A THAT is your recipe for success ?

"

YV asl'=f^<i Mary Pickford, as she
pushed the curtains back to let more

sunlight into the already radiant vooni, and
turned a vase o£ flowers so that all the blooms
could smile at us.

She paused for an instant at my question

and became thoughtful ; when she turned
toward me, her eyes were meditative, wistful.

" My formula for success ? " she repeated
flowly. " Why, really, I am not a success—that

is, not yet !

"

My expression must have been one of amaze-
ment, for she continued :

" When you speak of sviccess, it sounds like

something accomplished—something finished.

I have attained success in a measure—every
one must who is willing to work hard for it.

But I'm only just starting ! I don't mean
the money end of it. That is only a part.

Pictures are so new that the world is only just

beginning to take them seri-

ously. There are heaps nnd

without making our labour show for anything.
For instance, 1 don't believe 1 could work in

ugly drab surroundings. However, this docs
not mean that one must be rich to have bright-

ness and beauty. They are easy to obtain
when the sun shines and one can open the
windows."
> Undoubtedly there are other things which
contribute toward success in the picture world,
but none can deny that it is work that has put
Mary Pickford where she is to-day. Looks 1

Yes. Brains ? By all means. To make silver

shine, you must first have the silver, and then
the polishing paste. After that—the elbow
grease. And the greatest of these is the elbow
grease.

Her Brother's
Stockings.

PICTURKS were
not a new art
when Miss Pick-

ford first entered them

;

they were merely a
new departure. Jfary
worked hard on tlu

heaps of thmgs still to

find out about them, to

experiment with, discover,

evolve. The stage has
sound and colour. The
pictures have neither.

But the screen is the

biggest medium of ex-

pression in the world.
Where plays and books
and paintings are seen by
liundreds, pictures are
seen by thousands. Isn't

that enough to inspire one
with the desire to find

jicw messages to express,
and new modes of ex-
pressing them ? You can't
preserve cut-and - dried
opinions about any part oj

picture work. It's so ful'

of life, and interest and
movement and energy."

'But. how can you ac-

complish all those things ?
'

I a.sked, regarding the busi-

ness brains and artistic

powers of this sprite from
a new angle—that of a

woman still working to suc-
ceed.

" Only by work," she said,

ns she settled down in the
big, comfy, wicker chair by
the window where the sun-
light made spun gold of

each priceless curl. " Ijols

and lots of work—and then
more work after that.

Work in the Right Way.

OF course," Miss Pick-
ford added,
must not only

work, ono must work
in the right way. Wo
are to apt to toil

stage ; real work. She had the habit. She
kept it when she went to the studio, in the days
when she used to bring her '

little brothers
stockings in her pocket, aiKU darn them between
scenes. She was alwaj's doing something.

' Working in the correct manwer involves
many things. One cannot work correctly
without eating correctly—also regularly. And
one tiiust have fresh air.

Diet and Exercise.

PERSONALLY, I am not a
faddist regarding diet. I eat

J

very little ; and right hero
I may say that I believe most *

of us eat too much and eat it £ Z,,,^
too rapidly and not with sufliciciiO ^.-r-js^^

regularity. I make every possible effort to
have my ineals served at regular times.
Then, too, to keep fit for work, one must get his

fill of fresh air. 1 am able to take advantage
of the out-of-doors because my work often carries

me on ' location,' which is usually some point in

the open country away from the studio. Besides
this, I motor to and from my dressing apart-
ments, usually driving the car myself. I always
ride in an open machine, thus making it possible
to breathe deeply of fresh air.

" If one cannot be outside, then some form
of recreation should be indulged in which will

insure physical fitness. For myself, I go horse-
back riding whenever opportunity present43 itself.

This, I find, gives ine a goodly amount of

exercise and supplies tlie vigour needed for my
work."

spark
An Inherited Formula.

IT took an electrician to start the
that has since illumined the screen.
When Mary's father was killed by an

accident, her mother was left to provide for three
sinall children and a paralytic parent. She fol-

lowed that first instinct of business preservation
common to all striving women, and took in
' boarders." Among them was a man who
worked as an, electrician at ono of the Toronto
theatres. And he suggested to the overworked
ittlo woman that her bright children might bo
taken on at this playhouse, and so help to swell

the family finances. However, it was not till

motjier had gone and sat in the wings, to jud<.'o

at first hand_ what kind of environment they
would find tHere, that she consented to let the
children try for the stage.

This trial, of course, was successful, aiid that
she might still be with them, the indomitable
mother took an engagement herself, and for

many years played chnracter parts in the same
companies with her children. Between times,
she got their meals, made their clothes, and saw-

to their lessons. So you see Little Mary did not,

invent her formula for success. She inherited it.

We sat at a little, wicker table,

where the sun shone in upon us,

and the breeze stirred the muslin
curtains, filling the room with
the fragrance of flowers. .\nd we
each had a crisp and juicy little

chop, an Irish potato, and some
stewed fruit.

When luncheon was over, we
chatted awhile, and then Miss

Pickford led the way to the little green
gate in front of her bungalow -dressing-

room, where Beauty—her latest, love-

liest birthday gift—stood, saddled
and bridled, cocking an eager ear in

her direction. We watched the pony
a moment, and then Miss Pickford
turned to me and shook hand=.

" Keep moving, keep fit— and
w ork !

" she said, as she swung quickly

into the saddle. " That, I believe, is

the formula for success."
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Y," CF SUNSHINE.

I.KS HAY is stil! a boy—just tuonly-
t years of age—and, try as lie will, be
not muke himself any older, altlioiigli

4>s lliut for years Iio (lid overytliinR lo

itfiU a))pear older and givo liiin dignity.

Ibn't lliink I sueeocded," Siiid t'luules.

>t9in to li.'olc upon mo as a boy even

odit is said tliat in the >lvidio bo is

nickname to be jjroud of, isn't it .'

firt! er vas very mueli against bis

It alter seeing liim for tl\o first tinio

need ibat bis son would make good,
I bo withdraw his objoetion, but gave
ting.

ise of you who have soon him in the

I depu ted on this page, will agree
ne that Charlie has "made good."
the picture on the left wo sec ban
jtriTig Means," a coming photo-plnv.
will be showing all over the countrv
ijid of the month (Oetober :271h, lo

I). Don't miss seeing liun m this

iiaeter study of a farm drudge who
a hero.

AW OF THE NORTH. ' In "THE SHERIFF'S SON.'
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A THRILLING STORY OF A STRONG MAN'S SELF-SACRIFICE.

THERE was great excitement, in the little

town of Gilgal, Illinois, on one balmy
summer evening in the year 1863. The,war

between North and South liaci just besun, and
I'resident Lincoln had sent out a stirring call

for vohmteers to fight for liberty and the emanci-
pation of the slaves. The terrible tragedy of
jace hatred had already cast a black shadow on
many liomes. There were Northern State?
men married to Southern States women, and
Southern men married to Northern women.
Many soldiers had fallen on the field of battle

shot by their near relatives, and thousands more
were yet to fall in this most terrible of all con-
flicts—ci\ il war. [n this awful hour State came
before family, and the sacred ties of hearth and
home were shattered by the shells of strife.

Leaning against a wall looking moodily at a
poster calling for vohmteers was a man in the
full pride of young manhood. He was Jim
Bludsoe, the engineer of the Mississipi steam
packet "The Prairie Belle." To him the call

came with a ruthlessness that his brain almost
refused to grasp. His wife was a Southern
woman, and one to whom the South meant more
than life. There was a Jittle baby just twelve
months old, and' .Tim shuddered as he thought
what his wife Gabrielle would say when she
heard of his decision, for he had already made
up his mind to fight for the North. Well, it

was no use shirking the ordeal. With a shrug
of liis shovilders he braced himself up and
marched oft to the recruiting-room. A few
minutes later he had taken the oath, and carao
out carrying his uniform as a private in the Con-
federate army.
Jim Bludsoe's fears were more than realised

when he told his wife that he had enlisted under
Lincoln's banner. All the love she had borne
him through their brief married life—and few
people liad been happier than the Bludsoes

—

was turned to bitter, unreasoning hatred.
" J hate your xmiform and 1 hate yow !

" she
cried. " I never wish to see your face again.

'

And while Jim Bludsoe was on his way to

join his legiment, his wife was flying to her
southern home in Natchez, taking with her her
baby boy. It was only one of many similar

tragedies—the /parting of Imsband and wife :

the separation of father and child.

Banty.

THE war over, Jim Bludsoe returned to find

that his wife had left him for ever. She
had run away from her home with Ben

!Merrill, an unscrupulous gambler, leaving her
child, now a boy of four, with her mother. It

was with a sad heart that Bludsoe returned to
(Ji'gal and resumed his old duties as engineer of
" The i^jairie Belle."

Apart'from his own domestic trouble, the little

town had not changed much. He was heartily

welcomed by Squire Taggart, the owner of Tag-
gart's store, and Taggart's motherless daughter
Kate, by Joe Bowers, the village blacksmith,
and other old friends. Bludsoe was accom-
j)anied by a negro whom he addres.sed as Banty.
Although the North had fought to free the negro
s'aves, there was still a strong prejudice against

treating blacks on terms of equality, and in

Taggart "s bar there was gome remonstrance •

when Jim ordered a drink for the negro as well

as Viimself.
" You lca\ e that boy alone," said Jim. " He

can't .speak for himself, but J can speak for liim.

You see that scar on his throat. He got that
fetcliing me a drink of water. It cost him the
loss of his speech, but it saved my life. He
goes where 1 go."
The incident passed off that time, but it was

repeated not many days later when Jim Kissane,

a contractor who had come to Gilgal to build a
levee to prevent the waters of jhe Mississipi

overflowing, objected to Banty 's preserce in the
bar.

Higii words pas.sed between him and Bludsoe,
and Ki.ssane raised his hand to strike. In a
second the two men were iu deadly grips. Some
of Kissane's friends attempted to help liim, but
Bludsoe was more than a match for tlie lot, and
at the end of a terrific struggle he-had soundly
thrashed Kissane and his friends.

' You want to watch Kissane, .Jim," said Joe
Bowers. " He is a dangerous man. I don't
believe he is straight. That levee isn't what it

.should be. If the floods come, it will go down
like a pack of cards. And he is a crook gambler.
I'm siu-e of that. Squire Taggart is always
playing with him, and he never wins. The
old mai. must owe him a lot of money in addition
(o what he has paid him."

" Thanks, Joe," replied Jim, " but I'm not
afraid of any card sharper. If Kissane wants
any more trouble, I reckon he knows where to
fintl me."

But Kissane had no intention of risking
another encoiuiter with Bludsoe if he could avoid
it. He preferred ,i less tlangerous plan. By
subtle suggestion he made out that .Tim Bludsoe
an^l Banty were worlcing against him, and that
to get their revenge and ruin him they meant to
weaken the levee so that if the floods came he
would be blamed.

i\lark my words, gentlemen," he said, " if

ever anythir^g happens to tliat levee, you can
look to Blu.^soe and his nigger pal.~\'

Kissane was popular with a certain section of
the Dcopte in Gilgal. He spent his money freely,

and was looked upon .as a .'jport. Moreover, most
of the better class people had put their money-in
the scheme for building the levee, and if it col-

lapsed their di\-idends would be gone.- So that
Kissane's words had a certain effect, and the
stage was now set for the dramatic denouement
lie had planned.

Gabrielle Returns.

IN the rneantime there had been a still greater
sensation in Gilgal. Jim Bludsoe's wife
had come back. Deserted by the scoun-

drel who had persuaded Iier to leave her home,
she had returned to Natchez to learn that her
husband had taken her boy away, and she came
back to her old home determined to have a look
at her boy, whom she really loved, despite her
faults. She would risk Blud.soe's anger for a
sight of her child.

It was Kate Taggart who first saw her, and the
gentle heart of the girl went out in sympathy to
the erring mother. She comforted Gabrielle
while the latter told her the story of her suffer-

ings. And it was Kate's hand that led her back
to her husband.
At first Jim Bludsoe had nothing but bitter

reproaches for the woman who had left him, but
in the end, yielding to Kate Taggart's entreaties,
he forgave her, and the penitent wife went back
to her husband and child.

It was soon after her arrival that Kissane
sti'uck his blow. He rushed into Taggart's
bar one day holding a spade in his hand.

" Y'ou see this, gentlemen '/ " he cried. " It
is Banty's spade. I caught him digging at the
levee to weaken it. I knocked him down, and
would have shot him then and there, but my first

tliought was for the safety of the town. I
repaired the damage as well a? I could, but-

1

cannot guarantee that the levee is safe. Gentle-
men, that nigger must swing for this."

There was a wild stampede to catch Banty,
and in a few minutes lie was being kicked and
dragged to an upper room in Taggart's stores.

In vain Banty protested his innocence by way
of signs. It was pitiable to watch him, but h '

could no spcakvand the crowd, mostly haneer.s-

on of Kissane's, were for lynching him with-
out a trial.

.Joe Bowers saw the scene, and at once ran to

find Bludsoe. When Jim got to the stores, tlw
crowd wei-e hustling Banty down the steps.

Angrily they shouted at Bludsoe, telling him
the charge against Banty.

' Who makes that charge ? " shouted Blud-
soe.

'" I do," said Kissane, " and I accuse yon of

being in league with hi.m to wreck the levee.

Take the nigger back, boys. We'll deal with
him." .

" Will you ? " yelled Jim, snatching a rifle

from Joe Bowers. " It will bfe when I am dead,
t hen. That boy risked his life for me in the war.
He trumped Death's ace for me that day, and 1

am going to stand by him now."
With a savage rush Jim cleared the stairs and

followed the cro>vd into the room. It was ono
man against many, but Bludsoe's fighting blood
was up, and he hurled his enemies right and left.

It was a desperate fight, but despite the odd.n

againtit him, Jim Bludsoe triumphed and rescued
Banty. As he was descending the stairs. Ki.s-

sane, rftad with •'ury, drew a knife and raised it

to strike, but a warning shout from Joe Bowers,
who had him covered with a rifle, caused him to
drop the knife with a .savage curse.

.Tina Bludsoe picked it up with a laugh, and
calmly proceeded to pare an apple with it.

Then, when he had eaten the apple, he threw the
knife back to Kissane with a contemptuous
smile.

But Kissane was not yet beateri. He .had
loosened the sand bags of the levee to sonn-

purpose, and early the following morning v

cry of horror rang through the town.
The levee is broken. Run for your lives t .

Indian Mount," shouted a man, running hatlesi

through the streets.

Even as he spoke the waters of the mighty
Mississipi came surging like a cataract througii

the town. The terrified inhabitants snatched u|>

their valuables, and as many of their belongings
as they could carry, and ran to the high ground
of Indian Mount.
Jim Bludsoe heard the alarm, and rushed off

to save his wife and child.
' Don't make me go with the others, Jim,"

pleaded his wife. '" The women ^yoT.'t speak to
me."'

' Very well, then," cried Jim, as he snatched
up a light couch, " we will take to a boat."
Having seen that his wife andfchild were safe

near the boat, Jim cast a look at the levee. " It

will hold for a little lime yet," he said. " You
stay here with the boy while Banty and T try t<>

get some more clothes and a little food."

No sooner had the two men gone than Ki.s-

sane ran up and persuaded Gabrielle to get in

the boat with her child. Unknown to her ho
had made h hole in the bottom planking, and
no sooner was it in mid-stream than it began to

iink.

Jim and Banly, returning with the last load,

were transfixed with horror at the sight. Ga-
brielle, her child clutched in one arm, was paving
the other frantically for help ; the boat wn/i

now- almost full of water. Banty at once
dashed in to save Gabrielle and the boy, but.

before Jiiii could follow hini, he was seized by
some of Kissane's men, who accu.sed him of

aiding the negro to escape. " We hold him
responsible for the levee's collapse !

" ha
cried. The boat was now practically submerged,
and when the rest of the crowd came on tha

(Continued on page 16 )
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF A BORN ACTRESS.

Susoicions. Amazement. inquiry. I like you. Reverie.

GERTRUDE McCOY.
Born With a Taste for Make-believe, She Ran Away

TAKE the sun on tlie com for hair, and the grey green of the tremu-
lous seas on an April cloud day for eyes, then add to them the

fire of lightning and the swift grace of the swallow, and mould
together with the usual human ingredients in the usual human way, and
you have Gertrude McCoy.

At least that is how she appeared to me when I ran her down, not at

her own pretty home at Bushey, nor at the Savoy which Americans more or

less make their rendezvous, but in her dressing-room at the Gaumont
Studio at Shepherd's Bush. And she had just finis.hed an exciting scene

in their new picture " Angel Esquire."

Gertrude McCoy took to filming via the stage, feeling, like lots of

other actresses who have done the same, that the screen holds out

greater promise than the boards of aiij' theatre.

But let me give you our talk.
" I'm from down in Georgia," she announced, looking as if she expected

mo to contri^dict her.

You see, she talks the beautiful English of the Southerner and has a

Scotch father, so you really have to be told she's American to believe it.

" Think I m\ist have been boi-n with a taste for grcase-paiut, because
even when a kiddie I dreamed dreams and never could see myself doing
anything else but acting. Thus the years slid by until I was about fourteen,

when my desire had become a passion, so I ran away to find fame and
fortune • behind the footliglits. That was Scotch enough, wasn't it "?

But the parents hauled me back. . . . Only for a time, though. . . .

Impatient, eager, panting to make-believe, 1 ran away a little later, and
this time they gave in.

'J'he Two Offerings ' was ray first play. Then I toured the States.

What a joy-lit time ! 'Twas all a movie-picture of light and shade—the
shade intriguing me most of all. Perhaps the Celtic strain was feeding
on it.

First Played With Mary Pickford.
"1~>TJT the film was beckoning me. I couldn't keep away from its

II lure. Even across the footlights I saw the silver-sheet. So I

said 'good-bye' to the stage in ' The Fair Co-ed,' and Mr. J). W.
Griffith took me under his wing. Indeed, lie even made me up, and I

. Jiaven't altered my make-up a wliit since then."
" And your first picture ? ' I asked breathlessly. It's so long sinoe

I've met such a vibrant pei-sonality. For while she sat talking to me
there, she sat embroidering mysterious crepe-de-Chine pretties as if it

wa.sn"t enough that her tongue should be busy, but her fingers must also

keep pace with her thoughts.

She laughed a low, thrilling laugh.
" Why, my first picture was a biograph called ' Our Peach Basket

Hats,' and ^lary Pickford and I, who ])layed the two girls, were always
getting into trouble through the ' Peach Baskets.'

"

Her Husband Lured Her to England.
" n ND now you've come over to

"

y\ " No, [ liaven't." Again the laugh, this time spiced with
mischief. " My husband— ' A real Mackay ' as they say in the

North, because Duncan McCVae is his.name—lured me here. You see, he
came over and joined up with the Imperial Forces. I met him at
the Edison Studio in New York. He came to act, but now he's a pro-

ducer. ' The Usurper ' he produced for the British Actors, as perluaps

you know.
" I played for Gau?nont in America in ' The Isle of Love ' and ' Gates

of Divorce,' so it's like playing at homo again being with them now."
" What kind of parts do you like to play ?

"—my eyes on a wonderful
dove's wing velvet dressing-gown, draped by artist hands. And hers.

Will Make You Laugh or Cry.
" /^H, I like good dramatic plays or harum-scarum ones. You see,

V-/ I just can't rest. I must either make people cry and cry
myself, or else make them langli. To me there's scarcely an

half-way. I love to work up emotion. To watch eyes widen. Why,

to Find Fame and Fortune Behind the Footlights,

I can almost hear the heart-beat, feel the pulse quicken. Then, and then
onh', am I real happy—when I've got my audience cupped in my hand.
And there you have Gertrude ilcCoy.

She's a bundle of smouldering sunshine. She can make you laugh.

She can make you cry. She can get right down to bed rock and play
with you till you don't know whetlicr you're standing on your head or

on your feet.

Talk of rockets ! She'll soar all right.

GERTRUDE MeCOY,
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JIM BLUDSOE.
scene they could not see it nor llie forms of

Banly with the ctiild On hi" back and GabrieUe
clinging to S'omo overhan;.'inf.' shriil)s. In their

anger at the> prospect of tlieir homes being

washed away liy tlie flood, they were ready to

listen to tlie liei> told by Ki.ssane and his gauir.

and there were, cries that Bludsoe should be

lynched.
But the more reasonable men were not to be

fwaycd by mad damoiir, and one of the leading

townsmen stayed the tumult.
" Banty has gone to try to sa\e my wife and

child whi'cjh this scoundrel "— pointing' to Kis-

sane—" tent adrift in a leaky boat !
" shouted

Jim Bludsoe. "I will be responsible for the

return of Banty with my own life."

In the meantime the gallant Banty was
having a grim struggle with death in the swirl-

ing river. He left (.labriellc clin(;lii2 to a Ivrancli.

and swain back with the boy. and brought him
safely to the rising groimd. Little Blud.^oe

told the crowd how the darkie had saved him
and his mother, and popular opinion s^oon

veered rour\d in Jim Bludsoes favoin-. Bu6|

Jim was already in a boat with Banty. rowing
as hard as he could to (iabrielle.

They were only just in time. Oabrielle's face

was only just abo\:e the water, and her strength

was completely gone when they dragged her

in the boat, tihe was quite uncon.scious when
they reached the shoie, but willing hands
worked hard at artificial respiration and brought
her back to life.

Rettlbution.A WEEK passed, and the waters of the

Jlississippi subsided. The people of Gilgal

returned to tlie tovrn and rebuilt their

homes. Oabrielle was still suffering from the

effects of her immersion, and. despite the atten-

tions of her husband and the careful nursing of

Kate Taggart did not recover her strength.

•Sometimes it seemed to Kate that GabrieUe did

not wish, to live.

It was with a heavy heart that Jim Biudsoe
had returned to his duties on "The I'rairie

Belle." He left Gilgal with his little boy on
board for St. Louis, and once again " The
I'rairie Belle'' maintained her unbeaten record

on the river. It was just before the start on
the return journey that, to Jim's delight Squire

Tacgart and his daughter Kate came on board.

But his joy was soon turned to bitter grief.

From Kate's lips he learned that GabrieUe had
died soon after he had left Gilgal.

" And before she died. Jim." said Kate, " .she

made me swear to tell you that Ben Merrill, the

man wlio enticed her away and then deserted

her, was no other than Kissane. He is a scoun-

drel without a heart. Jim " went on Kate. " He
has ruined father by gambling, and before we
left he threatened father that ruiless he con-

sented to my marriage with him he would have

him sold up. Dad refused, and that is why he

came to St. Louis to raise the money. T cdme
with him in the hope that 1 uiiglil catch you
here, and see you before you Uarni d of poor

Gabriello's death from the lips of a stranger."

Hardly had Kate finished speaking when a

shadow fell across the floor of the engine-room.

'"It was Kissane, who advanced tosvards

Sqtiire Taggart with an evil leer on his face.
' You thought you had escaped me, did you? "

he cried.

He got no further. With a cry of " Ben
Merrill, Ive got jou now)" Jim was upon
him.
The gambler struggled to free himself from

the grip of steel that fastened round his throat,

but in vain. Bludsoe was fast choking him to

death when the captain of " The I'rairie Bell
'

ran in.
" Stop that, Jim 1

" he shouted. " That new
boat is overhauling us. You nnist settle this

another time,"

Bludsoe determined that Merrill should not

escape, threw him into a workshop in the i ngine-

room, and lodied the door. In his excitement

he quite forgot that a little earlier he had placed

his boy in tlie same room in order that the little

one should not get injuied by the machinery.

The boy. frightened at the sudden appearance

of Kissiine with his face battered and brui.sed,

began to beat at the door. But Jiin Bludsoe.

thinking it was Kissane, only laughed grimly,

ond shouted for more fire for the boilers.
*

' The I'rairie Bell ' has never been passed

on the river"jel while I have been at the throttle
"

he cried. " and she nev er will be !

"

And so he raced his boat to keep his boast,
while within a few feet of him his only son was
beating at the door with his little hand.s, locked
in a room with the man who had ruined his
mother's life.

But a greater danger than losing her name as
"The Queen of the Ri\er " soon as.^ailed the
" The I'rairie Belle," Her heated engines set
alight the woodwork, and the ten-ible cry of fire

lang through the boat. It was then that Jim
Bludsoe performed the act that immortali.sed
his name on the river for ever.

'
1 11 run her nose on the bank," he shouted

to the captain, " and keep her there imtil every
soul on board is saved,"
True to his word he kept to his post vyhile the

flames crept nearer and nearer. But Jim Blud-
soe never budged. With his hands blistered by
the flames he ke|)t to the throttle keeping up
steam so that the paddles dro\ e the l>oaf"s nose
still deeper in the bank.
Only when he heard the welcome shout that

all were .safe did he quit hi- post and then with

1~^EA LISM , Ihoii art a virtue, but some-
y~\ times you can have too inucit of a good

tliinq .'
"

.

Thus spake " Fatty " Arbnckle. producer of

and star in Paramount -.Vrbuckle comedies, after
an experience in which he and others sliared.

Not the least of the " others " was George
S. Dovigherty, the. famous detective.

Mr. Dougherty is in Southern California
on a visit, and, as he is a friend of " Fatty '

Arbuckle, dropped in to see him at his studio
a few days ago, while the comedian was at work
on a western mining camp scene for a new
comedy, and on the point of staging a hold-up.
There were several extras on the " lot."
' Fatty " went over to Mr. Dougherty.

' You might as well work in this scene,"
said Arbuckle to Dougherty. " .Just stand
there and pretend to be scared when those
chaps order you to throw up your hands."

' All right," laughed the oflicer.

The pseudo.crooks gave the command with
Ie\ elled guns :

" L'p with your hands —and keep "em up !

"

Everybody obeyed, acting for all they were
worth. The actors didn't have anything but
property jewellery, of cour.se, but iNIr. Dougherty
iiad a roll of notes and a nice gold repeater. He
handed them over with a grimace. Out of the
scene went the hold-up men, moiniting horses
and riding like the wind clear outside the lot,

" Gut, " called Fatty.
The cameras ceased to grind. He walked

over to the former police commissioner.
' How was it " he asked.
" I'retty good from where I stood. Those

fellows knew their Vjusinesi—or they're pretty

a flash of horror he remembered that his son
was in the room in which he had locked Kiw-
sane.

With a cry of agony he forced liis way to a shaft
which ran to the room. But there was one
before him. Banty had heard that the boy wa*
still on l)oard. and had come to save him, Thu
brave darkie lowered Jim down the shaft, and
held on to the rope while the flames roared round
him, .Once inside that prison encased by fire,

Jim Blud-soP was seized by Kis.sane now mad
with fear. Then began a fight for life. Fear
had cixeii Kissane a giant's strength, but Jim
Bludsoe had heard the voice of his son. and that
gave him an almost- superhuman power. Gradu-
ally he forced Kissane back, and, picking up his

son, he pulled the rope as a signal to Banty,
<)ut of the very jaws of death came the tliree,

and they landed on the bank of the ri\er just as
' 'the I'rairie Belle " blew up with a loud ex-
plosioti, and sank beneath the water, carrying
with her the blackened corpse of Ben Merrill,

{Adapted from incidents in th^ .'I'rianq/f,

drama. "JIM ISLI DSOE;' Jeatunng WIL-
FRED LfCAS ax Jim )

good actors. I wish jou'd gel back my money
and watch."
"Oh, of course!" laughed FaKy. "Here.

Pete, run over and get bai k the lo6t, will you V
"

" Sure !
" answered I'ele, a property maji,

only to return in ten minutes, winded.
• ''They —they've gone !'" he said, '" Ko trace
of "em. People outside say they beat it down
the road at top speed on those two hoi-se»

" Don't tell the police," begged Dougherty.
" I'd never hear the last of it. Let me get 'em
-— I've done harder things."

All right," said Fatty.
He loaned Dougherty his fast car. and the

otTicer vanished in a cloud of smoke and dust.
How he did the trick nobody knows, and

Dougherty won"t tell, but about six o"clo('k he
came back with hiswatch and notes.

" Where are the men ?
"' asked Fatty.

" I don t know," was the reply. " But I got
the stuff—that"s enough, isn"t it ':

"

" Sure 1 But do you think they were real

crook's ?
"

" Well, if they were not. they looked the part
and knew how the triek is done.

'

" Personally," said Fatty, " I believe they
were enjoying a little holiday from prison.''

" Why ? " cjueried Dougherty.
" Something I didn't learn till after they d

gone makes me think so, " he remarked ruefully.
" I had a diamond stick pin in my shirt front.

I didn't see or feel it being taken, but it's gone."'
" Maybe you lost it," smiled Dougherty.
" Sure I did ! Hereafter. I'm going to get a

record of every ' bad man ' I employ. 'J'I.e

only satisfactory thing about it is that we got
a good scene aiiylio\v."

"Fatty " Arbuckle with some boys in his company.

"REALISM? WELL, LISTEN TO THIS!'
Former Police Commissioner of New York is only one Victim of
Clever Crooks who work in Scene of a "Fatty " Arbuckle Comedy.

/
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TALK WITH VIOLET VANBRUGH

(Phuto:

Claud Harris.)

ON DRESS
AND FILMS.

THE sceno was Violet

Vanbi-ugh'a dress-

ing-room at tlio

Court Theatre, a room
that in its simplicity and
lightness strangely re-

minded me in some way
of a nursery. Maybe it

was tho low, comfy wicker
chairs, and cream walls

and furniture that aided
this impression ; any-
way, it had none of the
exotic sumptuousncss one
is apt to associate with a

big theatrical star.

Somehow, I should
im.agine Miss Vanbrugh
disliked ostentation in

any form, preferring the
Bimplo tilings of life,

whoso dignity lies in their

very simplicity. She is

"ike that herself—so

simple, unaffected, and
kind that her very real

ilignity is all the more
impressive because it is

unconscious, because it is

inherent. Violet Van-

VIOIET
VANBRUGH.
brugh is a great artiste, but she is also something more—a great lady.

AT tho beginning of the proceedings, Miss Vanbrugh's wire-haired fox

tcriier, "Punch," had been decidedly boisterous, intimating, in

a series of high-pitched barks, that ho supposed I had come to

interview him, but upon his mistress convincing him—with difficulty—that

ho was labouring under a delusion, ho eventually subsided upon his littlo

feather-bed in a corner of the room.
" It seems a long time since your previous stage appearance, Miss Van-

brugh," I remarked, as we seated ourselves by the old-fashioned window.
" Yes, it is two years since I played in ' Mr. Pomeroy's Reputation.' I

am glad to be back."
"And how glad we are to welcome you! But today I've come (o

remind you of something that happened several years-Trgo—your first

apjiearance in films."'
" Oh. yes. That was away back in 1011, when I appeared in Sir Herbert

Tree's film production of ' Henry VIII.,' in which I was Catherine of

Aragf n. It was not a good picture—we had bad weather, for one thing.
" Then, in 1913, while I was in Germany, I acted with tho Heino Players

at Heidelberg, in a picturisation of ' Macbeth.' Some of tho scenes, I

remember, were taken at a beautiful old castle at Hartenberg, dating back
to 1000."

" What is your candid opinion of films. Miss Vanburgh ?
"

A Startling Confession. -

REALLY, I have no opinion !
" she said lavighingly, and then made a

startling confession—"Though I've played in films, I've been to

a picture-house only twit e in Tny life !

- " You SCO, I've no chance of going," she w«nt on, in answer to my look
of astonishment. ' I get so little, time, and when I do have any leisure

naturally I feel I ought to see productions in my own line of work. So
you will see that I am hardly in a position to express any definite views
upon the screen. But when I was acting for the films. I found the work
very interesting, and particularly liked the opportunities it gave me for

being out in the open. Stage work keeps one in so much, you know.
" 'riio Heine Players thought I was particularly suited for screen acting

—that I had a film personality. They wanted me to go back again."
" And do you think you will appear on the films in the future ? ' I

,~Ued.^
" I've thought about it," admitted Miss Vanbrugh, " but I don't know

yet. Of course, I shall stay with ' Trimmed in Scarlet,' and then when
that is over I have a little play, suitable for the music-hall, which I mean
to do some day. I was to have appeared in it for Sir. Oswald Stoll, but he
let mo off to ilo my present one, and so, when this is finished I shall probably
appear at tho Coliseum in the sketch. , It is a delightful costume playlet."

" Ah, costume

—

dress ! . You must have something to say about dre.s.^'.

Miss Vanbrugh, particularly as your " Cordelia ' gowns are turning eveiy
feminine eye green With envy !

"

A Dress Secret. "-

MISS V.VNBRUGH smiled. " Line, individuality—those are the two
important considerations in dress.

" I design most of my gowns, and can mostly see a part ' dressed '

at once— I get it in my mind's eye."

A Royal Gift.

AS Miss Vanbrugh spoko she shifted her position a little, and in doing
so rovoaliid a magnificent brooch which had hithei'to biien hidden
in tlio folds of her gown. It was composed of tho letters " K. K." in

diamonds, surmounted by a crown. A"s I rose to go, I ventured to ask its

wearer if il- had a history,
" It was given to mo by King Edward," Miss V^anbrugh roplieil, "when

T played in u command porformanco of ' Dr. Johnson ' at Sandringhani.
Tho German Emperor was also present— 1 believe it was on tho oci'asion

of his last visit to England." M. II. C.

FAMOUS FILM STARS
will teach you how to act for the

CINEMA in your own home.

A remarkable series of lessons has been
prepared by some of the most famous
leaders of the Cinema. For the first time
the art and knowledge of how to become
a screen star is fully explained in a series

of books in correspondence course form.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
The highest paid Screen Actor,explains the methods w hich have
brought him world-wide renown.

The lessens also include booi\s

written by

MARY PICKFORD.

! VIOLET HOPSON.

Mary Pickford
TheWorld's Sweetheart of the Screen.

Aurelc Sydney
The creator of the wonderful film

character Ultus.

Violet Hopson
The famous British Screen star.

Stewart Rome
The popular film actor.

Kenelm Foss
The well-known producer.

Eliot Stanard
Who has written a great number of

the most successful film plays.

This series of books is in the form of clear, concise, practical

lessons by these leaders in the various phases of cinematography,
and covers all the points you want to know.

How to decide if you are suitable for film
acting—How to approach the producer

—

Faults for beginners lo avoid—The art of
learning your part— Secrets of make-up and
dressing for the Screen—Types of actors
and actresses who are wanted—The most
common cause of failure—The great
demand for Screen Plays— How to write a
scenario—The art of production—How to
avoid "Camera Fright "—How to help the

producer.

Every phase of Cinema acting is comprehensively dealt with in

this.wondtrful series of books, which have been written by
acknowledged experts in the different aspects of Cinema acting

and producing.

SEND NO MONEY.
Such confidence have the publishers in this remarkable Course
that they are willing to send it to you for FREE EXAMINATION
for 3 days. If you decide not to keep it, return the Course at

any lime within days, and you owe nothing. But if you are

perfectly satisfied—and we are sure vou will be -send only 30 -

in FULL PAYMENT. Write a postcard NOW, and the complete
Cinema Course will be sent at once, all charges prepaid.

The Cinema Section (Dept. 11),

THE STANDARD ART BOOR CO., LTD.,
59 60, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.
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The new Jtreet completed Noes- ^
penie was spared In making thin g
icone realittlc. Most ol the «cene« g
wereStaken at night, with street g
llghn and electric signs glaring. '/

More than 260 photo playeis, each a '{

type ol New Tork's slum area, took

part in the scene,
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IN
How do you choose your Frocks ?—Hints on Hairdressing—Study

- - your face, then arrange your hair to balance—Hat Hints - -

counteract this too ctecided tendenc y by building

the hair high. Give the coiffure the effect of a

pyramid. The one high point at the top of the

head will materially lengthen the face and lessen

the roundness which tends to insipidity. The
high coiffure will thus give distinction to a face

tliat had lacked it.

For Ihe Low Forehead.

IF
the forehead is low, comb the liair loosely

back: from it. This will add to the alertness

and intelligence of the expression, and you
notice how very becoming tliis is to beautiful

Jose Collins. If, on the other hand, nature has

given you the knobby, by which I mean what
you- call the intelleetvial forehead, the brow
wWch is full and high and broad, with projecting

bumps, modify nature's extreme by training the

hair to fall in loose tendrils upon it. Also comb
the rest of the hair, but loosely, from about it,

never tightly, for that will give the ^Irawn,

frightened look which nature has already care-

lessly bestowed.

Study Your Face.

IF
the face be broad, do not build the hair out

loosely about the ears. Instead, comb it

upward above the ears.

If the face be slender, its apparent breadth. is

added to by the " fluffing " out of the hair about

the ears.

If the face is angular, its hardness is reduced

by a soft arrangement of the hair,

AH a Matter of Balance.

IN
arrangement of the hair, remember that

balance is the law of beauty, as it is of

wisdom. For instance, balance the heavy

jaw by drawing the hair in a loose mass well

forward above the brow. Balance the snub

nose by a loose coiffure.

When Choosing a Hal.

ALSO be sure, when you choose a hat, to

study your appearancje from all ansles.

And never decide on a style until you
have seen yourself in it full length.

A hat to be becoming must suit your figure,

as well as yOur face ; above all. it must tone
with your clothes.

A Deesseb.

'J'ltc sequiii toque is scat at its best in this de-

lifjhlful photographruJANNA Q. N JLESSON,
the feimous Paramount film aeircss.

THE cinema star, when she chooses her
clothes, does not ask, " Wlvit is the
fashion ? " but " What will suit me ?

"

Fashions change, butj taste endures. Fashions
come and go, but becoraingiiess is a fixed

quantity.
And the girl wlio is wise in her own beauty

will make this lier <:reed. She will determine,
after much observation of herself, what is

becoming to her and what is not, never to cross
the danger line, between, h

'

She will not aggressively defy fashion. She
will adojit its becoming modes, and adapt its

mibccoming ones to the point only of becoming-
ness. But she will resolutely determine that
she will wear nothing that will detract from her
beauty.

An Important Beauty Secret.

IT is my opinion that tlie woman who discovers
the style of hairdressing tliat is adapted to
her individual style is the clever woman,

and has solved the most- important of beauty
Si r rets.

If nature has given vouaround, chubby face,

ALICE BRADY believes time is we:i spent in selecting a hat that looks well from all angle;.

Purchase your autumn dress requirements
from Noble's, and re»t assured of obtaining
quality, value, and smart style. Noble's
bein^ actual manufacturers,
charge only the lowest prices.

STYLISH COAT.
Model AC/

A

S442S OO %^
Smart Coat, made from good blanket
cloth. The new sty:e collar canbe worn

,

up or down as desired. Single breaslcd
fronts, side pockets, full back and all

round belt give this model a very aitr.^c-

live look. The inset sleeves are finished

rowsofsti citin^. Length 44 ins. Colours
Nigger lirow.i, Navy, Uottle Green, anJ

Pri.e.65 0
PATTERNS POST FREE.

Write to-day for John Noble's
illustrated List --sent FREE,

Materials by the' yard
Foe ladies who prefer lo have their
clotlies in^de up tlieinselves, John
Noble, Limited, will send a selection
of materials post Ircc. Please te!l us
exactly wliat you would like us to
sei-d to you.

JOHN NOBLE LTD
43 Brook Si. Mills, Majichester

euelashes
J Cream ^vill ^arkeo your
lashes auU browp. and
make thtm thick. Ipnt
and silky, thus givitif

the eyes that fascinatiog, ex-
pressive Jook. which men find

so appealing. " EYDOLASH '

is a real daikener—not a" " iiYak

DetPc-
Use also " EYDOL "

— it clears the eyes,
-imparting to them
wonderful brillian-
cy and youthful
charm . Harmless.
2/9 i>er bottle.

tion impossil
Harmless. In
i V o r i n e pot.,
full price 1/6 Ifuli

topayf. Of all chi^m
'lirectfrom EYDOL Cq. (Dept.

170, Strand, London. W.C

BBBBBHHBBHBIB

tllSTIRON
PANi

It's the Pan
that does it

!

Cast Iron
is just right

for cooking

in— boils quickly and thoroughly.

And the wear ! Why, a CAST IRON
saucepan will outlast a dozen of

enamelled steel or tin. Make sure

your cooking utensils are Cast Iron.

DON T BE PUT OFF with short-livtd cnanifllcd

itMi or tin ware. INSIST ON CAST IRON I

'Procurable al all Ironmongtrs,B
mW, SHOW YOUR FRIENDS MM
^he Picture Show/'



TO-DAY'S
TOILET HINTS.

INTERESTING SELECTIONS FROM THE
WORLD'S SMARTEST BEAUTY ARTICLES
—SIMPLE RECIPES MOST EFFECTIVE.

How to Discard an Unsightly
Complexion.
" Toilet Club Not03."

How many women exclaim as they behokl

their ugly complexion, in the mirror, "If .

I

cooW only tear off this old sUiii !
" And, do

yoo know', it is now possible to do that very

thing ? Not to actually remove the entire

Bkin all of a sudden : that would be too heroic

a method and , painful, too, I imacine. The
worn-out cuticle comes off in such tiny par-

tides, and so gradually— requirinp; aboiit

tea days to complete the t ran'-formation—it

doesn't' hurt a bit. Day by day the beautiful

complexion underneath
.
comes forth. Alar-

rclioiis ! No matter, how muddj', rough,

blotchy or aged your complexion.- you tan
enrely' discard it by this simple process. _.3u«t

ge> some ordinary
.
mercoUsed wax at your

chemist, apply nightly like cold cream, washing
il off in the morning*.

Why Have Grey Hair ?
When a simple, old-fashioned and harmless

recipe will correct it.

Few people know that grey hair is not a

net-essary feature of age, that it can be avoided

without" resorting to hair d.vps. A very old,

home-made remedy will turn the hair back to a

natural colour m a few days. It is only neces-

sary to get from the chemist jwo ounces of

concentrate of tamraalitc and mix it with three

ounces of bay rum. Apply this simple lotion

to the hair for a few nights with a small sponpe.

and you will soon have the pleasure of seeing

\\te greyness disappear. This recipe is perfectly

harmless, is neither sticky nor greasy, and has

piven perfect satisfaction for many generations

to those in possession of the secret,

A Strange Shampoo.
" Cosy Corner Chats,"

• • • I was much interested to learn from

this .jonng woman with the beautiful glossy

hair *that she never washes it with soap or

artificial shampoo powders. Instead she makes
her own shampoo by dissolving a teaspoontul of

stallax granules in a cup of hot water. " I

make my chemist get the stallax for me," said

she. It comes only in J lb. sealed packages,

enough to make up twenty-five or thirty in-

dividual shampoos, and ic smells so good T could

almost eat it." Certainly this little lady's hair

did look wonderful even if she lia= strange ideas

of a shampoo. I am tempted to try t lie plan myself.

Blackheads Instantly Go;
The new sparkling face bath treatment

gives instant' relief.

A very simple, harmless and pleasant pro-

cess is now used to remove blackheads' and
correct greasiness and large pores in the skin.

You have only to drop a tablet of stymol,

obtained from the chemist s, into a glass of hot

water, and bathe the faee with the liquid after

the effervescence has subsided. The black-

heads will then come right ©ff on the towel.

The enlarged pores immediately contract to

normal and the greasiness disappears, leaving

the skin smooth, soft and cool and free from
blemish. But to make sure that this desirable

result is permanent, it is advisable to repeat the
• reatmetit several times at intervalsof, say, about
four of five days.

Is Powder Necessary?
" Practical Suggestions."

I say emphatically. No ! There is a simple
lotion wliicli can be easily and cheaply made
at home, and it is at the same time both effective

and beneficial to the complexion. Cleminite is

a splendid substitute for face powder, which is

at the bottom of many complexion troubles. Get
about an ounce from the chemist's and dissolve

in four tablespoonfuls of water. The result is a

fine clear liquid, which in«tantly gives the
face, neck or arms that peach-like bloom of

perfect health. There is nothing to equal it

IOC greasy skins, and the result lasts all day
long under the most trying conditions. -

T/ie Picture Show, Octoher llih, 1919.

PARKKR BF.tMONr S CI.VNOL EERIllES
1 OK oiiKsiry. (Advt.)

FILiW FTLUsT^
They Got Off Lightly.

IT hajipejied during the ,scr

o well-known theatre.
•recning of a picture at

The orchestra had
a soloist whoso ability was more or less

doubtful.
She had just finished "executing" a solo,

and agonising the audience, when the lights
went out, and the title of the first picture was
shown on the screen. It was :

" It Might Have Been Worse."— 2.S. Gd. awarded to IMi.ss A. Krouman, 131
Kirkewhite Street, Nottingliaiii.

How That Man Could Run.

IT was a.AVild West picture,
man" had just shot his
restaurant. Two coloured

men in the audience sighed
in deep sympathy when it

M as over.

"Joe," said one, "that re-
minds me of a scrap we had one
time in a barber's shop. Ah
was cuttin' a fellow's hair,
when in comes a guy and starts
shootin' at him. Shot twice."

" Whut was yo' all doin,'
Sam, while all dis shootin' was
goin" on ? " inquired his friend.

" Who ? Ue ? Well, suh,
when he .shoots de first time. Ah
was cuttin' dat fellow's hair,
but when he hands out de
second shot, believe me. Ah was
just passin' de firie-station in

de next street !

"

and the
victim il

bad
the

mut-
Ij y>u ciijiii) Fux ^itnuiiine.

Comedies, you will recognise this
beggar on hwfjhter-maker oj Filmland.
near a pic-

said a woman • here'i

His Holiday.

HELP the blind
tered tlfe

the corner,
ture theatre.

" Here, poor man
some money !

"

She dropped the co'iYis on the pavement, and
the " blind man ' leaned forward to pick tiiem up.

" I thought you were blind ! exclaimed the
woman.

" No lady, I am only taking the regular
blind man's place for a while."

• Is he ill
'

" No, lady. He's inside seeing Alma Taylor's
latest picture."

Why He waf Silent.

IT was a sad scene on the screen. The poor
family were being put out as they had no
money to pay the rent. The old, sick mother

cried as she saw the furniture cast out. Sud-
denly her little boy, who, trying to help tho
family affairs, had been selling newspapers,
came in with his papers unsold.. It was too
pathetic for anything.

The boy said nothing, but there was a look
of pleading in his eyes as he turned to the land-
lord.

' Why doesn't he say something ? " inquired
a woman in the audience.

" You see, it's this way," her escort replied.
Money talks, but the poor little boy is broke."

A Little Bet.

EAHLE WILLIAMS wan
walking down one of the
streets near theVitagraph

Studios when he noticed a
very young man on the
other . side of the street

watching him intently. As it

was nothing new for EaTle to
receive attention of this sort,

he thought nothing further
of it. . - '

'

Finally, the lad crossed the
street, and stepping timidly
up said :

" Mr Williams ?
"

" Yes, my boy."
• " \\'ell, Mr. Williams, will

you do me a favour ?
"

" Why, certainly : if I can
conveniently do so " replied
the star.

" Well, it's thi.a way,'" be-
gan the boy, "1 want you

to.help me win a bet."
" A bet ? " inquired Earle. " What do you

mean ? ','

'

"You see," replied the boy, " my girl goes
to the pictures an awful lot She's stuck on you.
Naturally, I was jealous. She raved a lot about
your good looks, and I bet her you^wasn't near
as good looking as on the screen. She took up
the bet, and now I want to show you to her. 1

think I've won."
But Earle remembered an important engage-

ment, and got on a passing tramcar.

Mutt aRd Jeff Try to Make an Honest Living.

Mutt listens to Jeff's idea
for making an honest li\'ing,

and they open a school to
teach swimming.

Jeif conceives the brilliant He and Mutt teach the
idea of having a lady in- ladies, though .Jeff insists on
structor to teach the men. Mutt taking ^he dangferous

and a number of burly end of the diving-board,

policemen arrive.

One .day the lady swim-
nicrs recogni.se the voices in

the men's swimming bath.

"I can hear my husband's
voice," cried one.

And, bringing Mutt and
Jetf with them, they con-
front them talking to tho
lady instructor.

As usual. Mutt and Jeff

do not get off scott free.
" We won't take policeman
again," said Jeff.

From the fiim, hy permission of (he Fox Film Company^
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. WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

'The Soul of a 75." A Stirring Eprc of Verdun. VIRGINIA PEARSON in "The Love
(Wallurdaw.) Auction." (Fox.)

THE BINNEY SISTERS in "Sporting Life."
{l'\i»wus-L/aski/.)

MADGE KENNEDY as Marilyn, the little drudge without a swaethearf, in

"The Service Star." (Stoll.)

CONSTANCE TALMADGE in " Mrs. Leffing-

well's Boots." (Ilnuitionl.)

1

BABY GLORIA JOY in "Corinne, Come Here. ' [Patlii:) ELSIE FERGUSON m ' Under the Greenwood Tree." \Ail<-rufl.)

1,000 PRIZESforHandwriting see

This is a competition (or EVERYONE and everyone should

enter—man or woman, girl or boy. The first Prize is

100 Guineas, and there are over 1,000 other prizes. No
entrance fee. All particulars in thu week's " Handy Stories."

TO-MORROWS
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HAVE

NICICURLS

BEFORE AFTER.

Every lady can havei a beautiful head of

CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sieelc, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely

curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friend?.

You will be delighted with the rcsulta.

Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6.
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD, (Dept. 13e>,15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C. 1.

NERVOUSNESS
is the greatest drawback in lif«^ to any ni in nr woiii.^n. If you
*re nervous, tiiuid. low-spirited, lack self-confidence, will

power, miad coDceotratioD, blush, or feel awkward in the
presence of others, send 3 peony stamps f'n pirticiiiai~s of the
Rento-Nene Strcmjthening Treatment, used in the 2»avy from
Vice-Admiral to £ieani:iii. and in the Armv from Colonel to

Private. D S.O.V, M.C.':i. M M.'> and O.C.Sl.'^.

QODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH. Ltd.,

S36, Imperial Building). L\jA% ate Circus. Londoa B.C. 4.

You can eiisilv' avoid that most dis-

guiellng si^n of age—grey hair—by
using Valentine's Extract, which
imparts a natural colour, light

brown, dark brown or black, and
makes the hair soft and glossy. It
is a perfect, cleanly and harmless
stain, washable and lasting. One
liquid, most easy to apply. No
c-dour nor stickioess. I>oe3 not
soil the pillow.

Price Not Advanced. Quality and
Strength maintained at Pre-War

Standard.
Of allChemists.at X.««2 6 6 per
bottle;or.if desiied.bypost Sd.esttra.

R. S. VALENTINE. 46a, Holbom VUduct London, LC. 1.

CINEMA ASPIRANTS
AGES):

Receive expert tuition. Students are included in

our own PKODUCXIONS, when proUcient.

Write or call for particulars.

A1 CINEMA COLLEGE & STUDIO,
ni.BenBeld St .OLASSOW EV II I .\r; IT TO li\ TE

fARE YOU SHORT?
II 30. let the (iirvan System help you
to increase your height. Mr.Brigifs re-

I-orts S inchea iocrea**e ; Driver E. F..

7, inch s ; Mr. lUtclifTe. 4 inches ; Miss
L«edel1.4 inches ; Mr. Ketley.4 i aches,

fhia »y Htem gr^t ly i m proves the
bcr^Ith. HgTire. and C9.rriage. Send 3

periny «tainpfi for furtiieT particulars

AD J tW) Ouarantee to KDljuirjr

Uirpt. <.'.T.. 17. WKoud Ureen K.jad.

l/>nrl'n.N,4. •

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

THE FACE AND THE FILM.

THERE are three natural ways in which we are
able to interpret our thoughts and emotions :

By speech, gesture, and facial expression.
Writing, of course, is an acquired method. The first

is common enough ; while gesture, as we know,
may be employed by itself, or as an aid to speech
when a movement of the hand or some other part oi
the body is used to illustrate or emphasise a spoken
thought.

But until recent years facial e-ipression was the most
rarely nsed of the three, probably because it had
never been brought to our notice in so interesting
a manner as it is now. And the thing which has
achieved this result is the cinema. True, the spoken
stage had already shown us that facial expression
could be used to convey certain of our meanings,
but since the theatre never had need to rely solely
on this method it was not seriously regarded as an art,

and hence we had no opportunity ot recognising its

value.
But when the photo-play tame with its sUent

interpretations of drama and comedy, it had neces-
sarily to rely entirely upon other media in the absence ol
speech. Gesture and facial expression were cultivated
and used to the fullest extent, and the latter especially
is being used to-day with such success on the films
that thousands who have witnessed the growing
perfection of this art have suddenly awakened to
the reahsation that in their own face?, too, they can
cultivate the same power of expression which for
years has lain dormant and unused.

Proof of this has reached me in abundance during
the last few months : nor has it been furnished only
by those who are seized by the desire to act for the
films. Even those who are content to lUl the role of
spectators have expressed the keenness with which
they now watch oa the screen every movement o! the
lips of the artistes, the various glances of the eyes
indicative of a different meaning, and the dehcate,
but nevertheless intelligible, movements of eyebrows
and pyeUds.

Undoubtedly the film is proving that the expressive
possibilities of the features can be made a usef'il and
fascinating study, and that every face, whether
beautiful or plain, has a power which need not be
wasted.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kind'y remember that, owins^ i j

(he fact that this paper goes to pres', a consider,
able time before publication, letter; cannot be
answered in the next issue .-' A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post.
Address: The Editor, "The Picture Show,"
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

A. D. (Redhill).—P.c Peari WliUo"? new .~pri;il.

Wc shall S3on see her ia " The Lightning Haider. I
liave not heard anything of the artiste you name, but
if you send nie your letter 1 will try anj find lir-r.

V. B. (Eastleieh).—Xo, I do not publijli the name?
and addresses of those who a.sk iiue.stious. and rcailers
w ho do not give the former are not answered. Your
letters should be put iu closed enveloiies bearing the
film names of the artistes, and should be accompanied
by loose stamps. Ye.s. there are many faults notice-
able in some pictures in addition to the one you
uientinn.

"Dick"" (Perth) —Edward Earle was born in
Toronto. Canada. Marguerite flayton and Ktliei
Clayton are not related to eaeli other, filoria Hope is

sixtee!!. Knid Markov twenty^tlirce, and fran'.iie I.cc
is seven.

" Vera " (Tranmere).—There is no truth in the
rumour at all. Mary Piekford will still be seen in
pictures, and let's us hope lor niiiny a long year.
Norma Talraadge is twenty-two. and Fay Filmer
has promised not to forget her. Let nic have your
letter to Norma Talmadge. and I shall send it on :

Ijiit remember there is no need to ask permission
next time, as I am willing to forward any letters my
readers care to send me for artistes.

'" Fran'cesca " (Loudon, S.W.).—I'es. they are
brothers. Xfaric Walcump has not made up lier

mind to marrv anyone as yet.

PTE. B. M (Archangel) writes on the popularitv
of The PrcxrRE .'^how where, he is. and continues':
We three picture-houses in Archangel, bnt

tlicy mostly show Russian films. Occasionally we
got an Knglish film out here, ui which case they have
a fellow in the cinema who interprets the reading
to the Russian audience, ft is quite amusing to
hear hiin bellowing out iu Russian, because it sounds
so fiiniiv,' and our fellows can do nothing but sit and
laugh at him all through the show."

T. J. (i. (Southend).—" Pimple " lias not been in
films for some time, and is at present on the stage,
.shall not forget yoar favourite.

• DofBTFi i.
" (Ashton-umler-Lyne).—Xo. " fea-

turing " does not m\iu that such-and-such an artiste
will appear in persja. It is simply an expression
meaning that the actor or actress is iu a- certain
lilm.

1*. JfcD. (Ot. Yarmouth^—Harry Morey is mar-
ried, and is forty-one. I note you wish to have more
about him in this i)appr, l)iit I am sorry I have no
1 hotugr.iph of him to send you.

fi. v.. (Chester), K. 0, (Bristol), F. H. (Fishponds)
and Others.—The Pktire Show hat no phot<js of
any artistes for disposal, but don't forget to colle(#
the art plates, and oui " All Star " Art .Series ot
postcards.

B. J^C. (Elgin).—Flora Finch was in vaudevill.j
when last I heard, .she was th<> one who used to
liUiy opposite the late John Bunny.

• .sqvir " (Bristol).—Thanks for all vour ap-
preciative remarks about the P.S, which 1 am glad
you find the best of all. Besides the one voii Jiave
mentioned. " The Bravest Wav " and 'The City
ot Dim Face.-j " also feature .Si-ssue Hayakawa.

H. B. (Bur.slcm).—Sorry. I cannot accede to voiir
request, as 1 iiiefer that all letters for artist<-s should
be sent through the office of this paper.

" Win- " (Eastbourne).—Yes. Mary Pickford is onlv
lior screen name, and Gladys Smith her real maiden
name.
"R.VE STiM.EV (Redruth) writes, apropos the

editorial on " The Handsoiiie Hero " which lias
aroused a good deal of discussion :

" Give m<' rough
Bill Hart, William Fariiuin. Uoiiglas Fairbanks,
Wellington Playter, or .somebody equally line and
manly every time. They are all nu'ii Iwth in actions
and appearance. The mo>lern movie hero is just
an insipid vanity bag." .Most of iny lady corn--
spondents state they prefer the plain or rough type
01 hero while a few vote for the handsome kimi,

PiPPETTE " (Stroud).—Stewart Rome and Heury
Edwards are single.

" DORIS " (.Mumbles).—Yes, put your letter to
Pearl White in a closed envelope bearing her name,
and enclose a loose lid. stamp, and I'U do the rest.

Why not write to .Antonio Moreno if you want his

photo ? Write again by all means. .

" .\LICE "
( Aecrington).—Lead pencil and bright

green paper don't go well together, .Alice, but Fll

forgive you this time. William S. Hart says he is

going to remain a bachelor all his life, and Henry
Edwards also single, though I enn't say whether
be is as determined .as Bill. The others are silent
about their matrimonial affairs.

I. T. ( Bartou-on-Humber).—Grace Cunard is

t\M-Mty-fivc. liddic J.yons was born in America,
where he lives. J,ee Moraii measures ,'> feet 10 inclies

ill height. Request for photo of .vour favourite has
been duly noted.

Jl. MtP.f.Aecrington).—In the argument l>etwrpu
your friend and yourself as to who played tlie title-

role in " What Happenerl to Mary 't
" you were right

in saying it was Mary Fuller. She is not ou the tilms

now.
L. P. (Edmontonl.—William Duncan is a v(ry

modest man. The year of his birth lia-s been kept a
secret so far. but I am living in hopes ol learning it

before long.
L. Y. (Liverpool).—Mabel Xormand is twenty-five,

and JIar>' Miles Minter is seventeen. The latter has
golden hair and blue eyes. So you know " loti- of

people who want to know more about the mwies ?
"

'Tell them to read The PicirRE Show.
O. M. R. (Portsmouth).—As such a large number

of letters to artistes are sent through the oltice of
this paper, I am not able as a rule to acknowledge
their receipt owing to pressure of time and space on
tills page which is required for other questioic*. I

hope you will dul.v receive from your fa\-ourite the
photo \ou have asked for. aiKt I intend imblishing
one of her in this paper. I am getting the par-
ticulars yon want. 1 am glad to know you are sufli

a sincere admirer of the P. S. Write again.

D. P. A. (Olouoester).
—

" Shooting Mad " and
" Son of a (inn " are t«o recent films in which >ou
will be able to see your favourite, (Jilbert Maxwell
Anderson. 1 \vA\ send your let^ter on to him if \ou
like.

M. W. (Whitley Bay).—Yes, he is on the films.

Ivy Close is English, but has not made public the
facts you want.

G. R. (Minehead).—Jack Pickford was born in

Toronto, Canada, in 1800. His real name is Smith.
That " exceedingly lucky man," Owen Moore, was
born in Ireland in 189:3, the same year as his pretty
and popular wife. He has brown hair and dark blue

eyes. Billie liurke is her real name. She was born
on .August Ttli. 1883. Pauline Frederick gives her

height as j feet i inches, and the date of her birth

as August 12th, 1383. She hails from Boston, and
possesses blue c>es and dark brown hair. I forgive

\ oil for being inquisitive. Will remember the photos
jou want printed.

G. K. (Littletowu).—Perhaps they are related,

but I am not sure.

Eve (Plaistow).—Sorry I am unable to furnish

vou with the reader's name and address as I have no
record of it. Ghsria Hope is sixteen, but I am
sorry. Eve. 1 cannot give her address. Haven't
vou seen the rule 011 back ot cover.

E. J. (South Kensington).—Xo, Francis Carpenter
and Virginia Lee Corbiu are not brother and sister.

The other artiste's age has not been disclosed. I

haven't heard 01 Pearl Wliite baring any relatives

oa the screen. Better wait tiU ybii have finislie 1

\ our. schooling. Your sister aud two cousiiii were
iuckv. weren't they ?

I)." D. (Hale).—So Vioh-t Hopson appeals vtry
much to the outdoor girl. Yes, she is a gocd rider

and' a line artiste.

R. W. (Wimbledon Park).—Earle William? is

vounger than you thiiik. His birthday is on Feb-
hiarv 2-ind, 1880. and he w;is born in Sacremeiito.

California. He has black hair, blue eyes, and
measures 5 feet 1 1 inches. I wasn't bored I assure

you.
(Continued on back cover.)
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Can you eat what you fancy ?
You fancy " pippin "-fruit, rich pastry, or—well anything. Sometimes
past experience iclH you ttiat your favourite disli disagrees—disorgmiscs
the aQtion of vital functions.
Tljere'a a happy band of people who eat just what
they fancy—on whom dietetic changes have no effect.

They tone up tljeir system, occasionally—just when
necessary—help nature in a pleasant gentle way to

fulfil its duties. Theif habits are regular, their

system functions cortsistently, always.
This happy band use Kkovah Health Salts—the
pleasant refreshing drink that will maUe you fit now,
and keep yqy fit, always. Joip them ta-day.

Makes you fit—keeps you fit.

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM, Ltd., Manchester.
Ill lins, of all grocers,

stores & Hoots' branches.

POPULAR FICTION
at a POPULAR PRICE!

FLEETWAY
NOVELS-4?
Get th3se splendid stories TO-DA Y.

AGENTS WANTED^
Private Xmas Cards \

Secure vour Sample Book from the g
largest Manufacturers in the Trade. g

SPLENDID COMMISSION a&4 PRIZES.

SUCCESS CERTAIN. Writ^—
"IMPER!ALART"PuUsliers(Dcpt D),HULL.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
A !• il Ila:m!eS3 cuiw kir Super*
flOUS Hair nt H^t •

'. Those suffi'i iiig

1
1 Unsightly H»ira '"-'l-''.

1 L UIS need not worry any
more 't' t in v i)i wj itf u-sjiii Liinikitiice),

i iKl..siiig2 6 lui till-- "uuduiful discuveiy

DISPEUUO'*
jost free in iili^iu wrapper.

Writfc at unci;—j'Mi wiU nol bo disap-

^ i.ti-.l. AJdic-ss. Maiiii^eiess (No. 9.

THE ALLMO'l T CO., 32-34 Theobald's Road, LONDON, W.C. 1.

/ >-,vl.i<.h is s-nt Host ti.

FILM ACTING
The new profession for both sexes. Large
salaries can be earned by trained beginners.
We qualify you at our studio for our own and

other productions. Call or write.

LONDON & PROVINCIAL CINEMA COLLEGES,
235, High Holborn, W.C. 1.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The rnri.-t wnndeifnl Mu^^kivl Di.";covei-y o/ tlie

Atje. It Ifiichvs ytui to play tluj piaoo beauti-

fully t>y ear Jipil vamp tu thoviH^uili of sunga
iu all keys vith ONK llOUlVici PRACTIUK
u ithyiit, the sljyhtfst kiKtwlerig? of music.
Siniple as A.B.C. 100,000 sold and evcij-ono

(ItliiihlotK SucL'fSrf trviar.xntcfd. Money rc-

Im iit-a i( not as strttt?il. C' liiplt-te, i>oj,t free.

2 8 (pel I'.o.i-lmperial Publishtng
Co. iU Ucpt.). 28. South Castle St.*
Liverpool- K'-tiii.iu h- A iH7L'.

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.

luie* can Iw cnimctly
1)0 (Jvinmn iiiiiut^ oiyan inlga

R. FIELD (Dept. 19). Hall Aveaua, HUDD£RSPIELD.

WHEN

communicating

with Adver-

tisers, please

mention " The
Picture Show."

W<*5ir " )'"'"' Health—Secure Perfect, Freedom of Move-
incnt—and a Beautiful, Fashionable, an4 Stylish Figure.

Gold Medal Health
\ f A-

SKNT FOn

(See Coupon below.)'.

To secure the health benefit and figure improvement
of the Arobron Corset, it 13 only necessary to fill la and
forward the coupon below. You will be delighted with
the value and style of Mr. Ambrose Wilson's latest

corset masterpiece.

A beautiful figure is an asset not
to be reckoned in money. Yet
a beautiful figure is now obtain-
able by all, owing to the won-
derful benefits given by the
Ambron Corset.

The knowledge that the Ambron
Corset is a supreme aid to the
acquisition of a beautiful figure

becomes more widesj^read every
year, and to-day there arc many
thousands of ladies who wear the
Ambron Corset, and are loud in

its praise.

Some day you will trj^ the Ambron
Corset, and enjoy the comfort,
health, and beauty that evei'y

Ambron Wearer gains from it.

Why not begin to-day ? Roahse
that new sense of comfort, style,

and well-being that the .\nibroii

Corset represents.

HOW TO ORDER.
Write your full name and aildicsi on

a piece of papc-r, fill in attached Coupon,
cut out and pin Coupou tj the paper,
and post to me at once.

Draw two lines right across the postal
order thus / /, and make it payable to

Ambrose Wilson, Ltd., at General Post
Office. London.

Note.—Foreign and Colonial ortlers

must be accompanied by the full amount
and i/fli extra to pay for postage, \ij.,

io/5-

The full price of the Ambron
Corset is only 8/11, but all I

ask is that you send me A
postal order for 1 • and by
return of post I will send you
a pair of Ambrcn Corsets that
will fit you likq a glove. Per-
fect comfort, figure correct-
ness, ideal support, and grace
of line are their outstanding
merits.

Coupon. To secuie pioinijt atteutinii to oi<icc, this Cuiuiu^i.mvist
ha cut out an^i sent y^ith yovu lettei.

Pkiise seuil nie au Auibroi^ Corse^ o^ apgvgv^J, ai^e asfpVoHa ;

Siz^pf Waist ...9M$t. Hip?
Also ful' pyiute<i pai ticulajs, I ^mdo^e together with Sci. c-vf i TAkT
Pua'i'AtiKi ^nA if I do not immediately ivtuui Coiai-t. I ^mU pay you tbe
baianee of 7'il either in one sum or by weekly instrtlmeiH.^ nl X • cjiL-h.

- J ic Hie ^ho',L, II 10,19. No.

VdsT Ydl'lt ()rj)KU AT ONCE TO—

AMBROSE WILSON, Ltd.,
^ae^AMei^Ho^s^^^O^Vai^

i LEARN i

CINEMA ACTING
I in a REAL STUPaO. |
g Successful Pupils CAN g
g ACT IN OUR OWN ^
g PRODUCTIONS. g
® DAY & EVENING CLASSES. H
^ Addrejf. g
^ The South London Cinema Studios,

ra 10, BLACKHliATH MILL. S.E. R3

exquisite face cicdmfoi beautifying

preserving the skin. ImiiMilIC il

delicat« treiim s:ui>vy svliilv-, wl.li a

I'roiiranccre rdiiiscciil of all tlit: ninsi

lieituiKul udriurii c\er pruiliived.ii.iU

you v sual se Ul{.iOI.INr,. Gently rubber! on the (ace.

it melts into lbs skin, toninii and besulifying the ct m-
plexion. llisneilhci sticky 01 arcajy. Il is )iliaruiltevd

not tOiJrow hair. Famous beauties are using il re^ulaily

and say itacls as a chairo. Try il lo-day. You will be

m ire than satisfied, A larae jar, conla ning two ounces

ol this wonderful cream, costs only I '-. Obtainable
of Solfridge's. Bark^i's, HairoJ s, Bon M9rch.\ all

CK( mists, Hair^Jroiscrs, etc., or of the minulactun r<

(pjsi free).LIN riNE MANLiF.At'. r»-RiNGCO.,
Pcntonvtlle Road, LONDON, N.l.

\^iSHiNGCream



ART PLATE OF WILLIAM S. HART INSIDE THIS ISSUE.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
- ((.'uiiUvunI Jri in intge -ll.)

I'KARr (Swansea).- This U tlic only citn iiia

paper I am responsible for, so tliaiiks (or all ><iiii-

piaisc. fio •• IVarr " .sif(nitii < tear's. But 1 am sure
\ou arc not always sorrow! ul.

f. B. S. (Torpoiiit).- She has playid ouly ii\

f^erials for I'athd. Charles J!ay says liis height i^

(1 feet. His wife's name is not (j;i\(ii. lie was horn
twenty-eicht years ajio in Jacksonville, Illinois, and
has brown liair anil eyes.

M. 1'. ( Harrouate).— Eililii' Tolo is of Italian
tles< ent liiit was horn in [,os Angeles, California. . lie

is twenty-nine, has hlaek hair and (lark hrown ey es,

and married Pearl (irant. Jtlis height i^ feet •

HA inelies. ]>ou!.'Ias Fairt)anks was horn in J)i*nver,

Colorado, on May -J.-ird. I88:i. His hi-it;ht is fi-et

HI inelie.s, and he has hlaek hair and hazel hrown
eyes.

K, 1,. (.\herileen). - (ilad to mile \ou lia\e so m.niy
favourites amongst irritish artisles. 'I'hi- partieidar.^
you want, about Isohel Klsoni have not been made
piihlie.

"Hopeful" (Comilet.on).— .\s you use siieh .ui

ojilimistie uoiu-de-plume, 1 will not'disappoint .\ou.

So if your two favourites liaVe' not appeared lielore

this—and I am writing in advance of several issuers -

1 can oidv say watch the 1'. S. carefully for their -

phot'igra' lis.

li. J. (lirixham).- Arlington. I'.S/A., is tlie birth-
place of ,lune Cajiriee, an<l tlie time wa.s twVnty
years a!;o. "'

laii ille l.ove " (otherwise Craee
Cunard) is still in I'ilmland, sn you Imve nussed lier

someliow. That was an old lilm. and I liaven't (he '

names, i'ou may rest as>ured 'I'ur. I'KTUtE SHOW
will always he kept u|) to a hi'-'h stanihird.

I). (). ( Liverpool). Yes, .Mary I'ieklord is „'enerally

reijarded as very prett\. If .Norma. Talmadue re-

plies to you. you can still address her when writing
ayain b.\ her .seiccn name if you like. l.s that what
you mean ? >

X. W. Where do .vou happen to reside ? Pleased
to know this paper proves both interesting and in-

structive to you. Charlie Chaplin is I'.u'ilish " to
the backbone," as the sayiny Hoes, and bis home is in

America. I have no doiibt Violet Uopson will serul

you her photo if you ask her nicely. Ves. Isnhel

101-t ni is English, "but have no further jiartii ulars.

The other report has since been corrected. There is

u >thing to forgiv e, >>. \V., so I shall await your uc.\l

letter.
" Vam Ha " (Hiufiar).— I am not to inipiiic where

your noin-de-phime camo from bee^iuse no <uu-

knows. What dark ni.vstery is tliis '! However. I

shall emb my ciiriosily. 1 shall yet news of Wheeler
Oakman as desired. Thanks for all the nice things
yiui've said.

E. h. }l. (Cove).—WilliiHn s. Hart i- evidently not
a marrying man. or he would doubtless have entered
the bonds of matrimony long aj-'o. What a pity the
picture-house in your jtart is not open every day.

E. S. N. (Bristol).- Sorry, 1 do not know of any
part you coidd take.

P. L. (lOnsilelield (irecn).—Pearl White is now
with the I'o.v Comj)any. She has aubtun hair and
blue eyes.
H. 15. (London, N.).—I think it would he V)est for

you to wait, for at present there arc praeticall.v no
openings anywhere.

U. 31. F. (Liverpool).—Yes, your ref|Uest.ivas coni-
l)lied with. (;lad to know Creighton Hale sent you
his photo. Yes, you may send more letters to b(' .

forwarded to artistes, but pleasir note they cannot
be acknowledged on this iiage.

E. H. (Dudley).—A coloured photo such as you
suggest would be expensive, and would mean an
increase in tlx; [irice of this paper, and 1 do not think
it would be wise to make it more. Your other sug-
gestion has already been made, but 1 am afraid 1
cannot adopt it at present.

J. C. (Harrogate).—" The Wild Cat of Paris" is

a new lilm featuring Priscilla Dean. Lee Morah had
not married when last 1 heard. Isobcr Elsom is

silent about the particulars you want.
W. D. (Haydock).—Y'es, your letters will he for-

warded as soon as you let me have them. Kdtlie
Polo Is 5 feet Si inches in height, but tlic other
artiste's measurements have been mislaid.

" I'LUKFY " (Cardiff).—Do you mean Klla Hall ?

If so, she has not left the screen, and I shall put in
something about her. No, 1 never hear of any
vacancies for the fdm, that's the pity of it.

" Hyp.WI.V " (Manchester).—1 expect you will
think this is a rather Iwlated acknowledgment, but
my querists are so mai^- .and the space is limited. Yes,
I agree with much yoti say, that a little work in a
film studio would soon dispel the dreams and illusions
of many a would-be star. I note you speak from ex-
perience. Yes, it i.s time the advantages of the cinema
were recognised by our schools. 1 shall not forget
the artistes of lesser renown.

K. S. (Sandyeove).—Am interested to learn that
Anita Stewart is so popidar with peoph' in Ireland,
and I shall do my best to .satisfy my Irish readers
atout her. She has her own companV.
K C. (Shepherd's Bush).—Douglas Fairbanks was

born on .May T.i, William S. Hart was born
on December B, 187().

M. W. (Heading).—As you have asked again, I

mac iiiention lint lit^ers^ f<ir artistes are nfjt ac-

knowledged here lor re;}sons of space. Ye„s, there are
jiiore art jilates to coine,' so have alt jour frames
ready.

H' H. (Ivaling). -Don't he shy aliont writing,
and thanks awfull> for doing .\<iur lit'le hit for the
1'. S. ri'eijmnieiiding it to a rrlend. No. Kddii'

Polo and Fianeis I'ord are not one and the same by
a long way.. Do you think they look alike?

v.. .>L ( Itlrmingham).- Stewart Itimie was horn in

18S7. Chrissle White. Henry. Ainley and .\lnut

Taylor have not disclosed their ages.

(1. B. ( Hurton-on- Tient).— Hav<- made a nolo Hbout
•Neal Hart and Kin'-de> lien<'<liet. Ben W il.son's

wife is .fessie .Me.\l!i>l er. . .Xritonio .Moreno is single.

I)6n't know about the other artiste. Ves, Mary,
Lottie, .and .luck IMckford are aU related, and Smith
i^ their real name.

B. K. (Cardilf). - It might be a better idei if you
olfered your su'ggestion to one of the lilm companies.
Thanks for your good wishe-.

" I'.ir.lir. " (<llasgpw). (llaily^ lirockw i ll and Carol
Ilolloway are both single. Pauline Fredi riek i..- Mrs.
Willard Maek. Furllicr information has not been
ii lea^ed. (Had to know yon an- so patient.

C. II. (Bedford J'ark).- Perhaps the time may
<'onu' when the openings lor lilm artis'les in this'

country will lie more than they are at present.
Lavender l.ee is still on the lilms.

M. W. (London. S.W.). - Iiessie Love wa* born in

Los .Xiigelo-, California, and Juno Caprite in Arling-
ton, in I80ii.

"•(.)I'I?BN1K " (Luton). The rule below will answer
your hr^t (|nesti<iu. Ves. Ses.^ue Hayakawa is a
painter thounh 1 l annot say that 1 have seen any of

his work. He was born on .7imi~ 111, 1881). Douglas
Fairbanks has black hair and ha/el lirown eyes.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

Why not provide something of interest

for early door patrons? A pianoforte

solo, a gramophone advertising the

latest songs, or anything to while away
the time. It is very tiring sitting for

perhaps an hour before the show com-
mences, which is often the case in a
seaside town in the busy season.—2/6

awarded to Mrs. R. Brown, 68, Kent
Road, Blacitpool, Lanes.

G L. J. (Chester).— Henry Edward:, !.- not married.
He was born in Somerset, but has not made his age
public. Ue was educated at Harrow, is 5 ft. 1 1 in. in
lieight. and has brown hair and grey eyes.

M'. B (liateshead-on-Tyne).— (ilad you liked the
full-page photograph of Harry Jforey. Lillian

Walker is fitill on the films, so you may see her yet.

I. H. M. (Hackney).—Clara Kiml)all Young mar-
ried ,1ajnes Young, the clireetor. Charlie Chaplin is

thirty.

A. M. S. (\ew Silkswortl.).—Many thanl-s to you
for reeommemling this paper to all your friends.

Ivy Close is the wife of Khvin Ni'ame. the well-known
photographer. The other artiste is still on the
screen.

E. H. (Leeds).—.Jean Southern was born twenty-
one years ago in Philadelphia. Iso, Constance Tal-
madgc is not married.

" MON.^ " (Mansfield),— Thank you for passing
this paper on to your workmat<>s in a safety lainp
room at a colliery, and 1 hope they all like it as n^.ucli

"

as you do.
" .K^.'SlK " (Peekhara).—I will forward your letter

to Stewart Jlonu^ if you like. He is not married,
and was born in 1887. - . -

F. W. (Wolverhanii)ton).—Herbert Bawlinson was
born in Brighton thirty-four years ago.

S. E. (Plymouth).— r;.' M. Anderson retired from
the .screen for a while, but is now playing again.
Yt)U will have seen tlie reply to your other ((uestion

before this. No trouble at all. Come again.

.T. B. (fJlasgow).—Photos and news of both artistes

will ajipear in due course.

-'^I. E. (Xorthfleet).—1 am sure your husband in

Germany must ajipreciate the P. S., which you send
out to him. as much as you do. Yes wrijte to them
for the back numbers, ho your birthday and Charlie
Chaplin's both fall on the same da.v. He is five years
older than you are. I shall not forget yoiir request

for a photo of your favourite.

V. l>.\ C. (Laiisdown).—Yes 1 am quite u~ed to

roiilidenccs and never abu.se them. Some.of Doucla-
Fairbanks's early jiictures are " The J;anib/' " ili-

Pietiirc In the "l*!ipers," "The <}oo<l Jtad'-Maii."
" The Half Breed," " Facing the Music," and " The
Americano." "Bound in Morocco" was

;
produced

b.\ a company he formed himself, the plays being
ri'ldisid through Artcraft. Yes, I shall be pli'aseil

to have your vii'ws on the subject you m'-ntion.

"ll.V/.Hh" (Durham).—I have not seen. his naniv
advertised recently. .

L. B. (Somerset).—Eddie Polo is twenty-nine, and
his wile's name is Pearl tiraut. - The other was a
in.\stery ehara<'t.er.

S. B. ((ilasgow).- -filad the " F.;xpression* " pane
interests you. Vour photos are good, but 1 reall>

don't know of any opening at present.

E. W. L. (Longhton>.—H<!rbert EaN)liiison is still

on the tllius, and vou can write to him care of thiv
paper. He is down on my list all right.

1). M('(l. (Walton).— Pleased to hear from you again
and to know you are married. Yes. I quite under-
stand you do not wish to pay big fees lor nothing.
Has your husband had any luck with lii~ lilm
])la.vs '! My best thanks lor reeonuiicnding thi

paper even to strangers.

F. H. C. (Stratford-on-Avon). -Yes, the circula-
tion grows bigger and bigger. Olta I'etrova married
Dr. .John Stewart.

M. ( Harlcsd(Mi).- JLirie Waleani)) was born In

1804. Eddie Polo in 18!)(», Pearl Wliit^' in 188'.).' BiHie
P.iirke on August 7, 1880, and .Marguerite Clark iw
February 22, 1888.

P. S. (L<indoii, W.).- Pauline Frederick is thirty-

three and is on the lilms.

(J.. T. (Worcester). -( 1) They have to provide sonv
of them. (2) No, film artistes don't live at thestuilio.

(>) I am afraid 1 couldn't tell you which is the l.e^t

company to apply to. (4) A* faras 1 know, they are
all right. (.)) Eddie Polo is in this country at the
time of writing, but Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford h.ive not been over yet.

" Lily " (Dundee). - I nmler.stand that .Alma
Taylor is her right name. Ves, " Comin' thro' the
Eye " was a si)len<lid lilm. So you will be out in
India when you read this. Well. I couldn't .see the
" mistakes and blots " in your letter, and will await
tlie next.

" Eom.vstk: " (Liverpool) and T. H. (Wigan).

—

.Tames Knight was born in Canterbury, but par-
ticulars as to his age are lacking. He is single.

" Si NNY .Ii.M " (Littlehampton).- Florence La
Badic was killed. You have won your bet in saying
tliat Eddie Polo is not yet thirty. He is twenty-nine,
to be exact. Yes, Dorotliy Dalton is the wife of I,<'W

Cody. Why is Mary Pickford .so iiretty '/ Whal's
this, a riddle? He might have been in the Army,
1 don't know. Ch.arlie Chaiilin met his wife in

America. No, she does not act with him.

E. O. (Nottingham).—King Baggot is shortly ap-
pearing in another film.

; 810. H. F. W. (Army on the Eliine).-.Thanks
•for tlie interesting cutting from the " Cologne Post."
Evidently the cinema pests who persist in conversing
while the pictures are being shown are as bad your
side as they are here. So the (ierman cinema is

years behind the English. Yes, (ierman "comics"
are always poor stuff.

" BOBBIK " (Leigh).—Missouri Is in .\meric.-u No.
I couldn't say why (!ladys Smith chose the name of
' Mary Pickford." At one time she used " Nictiol-

s:on " as her,_s< reen name, (i ad y.r u me iu to collect

'©^•'"All Star" Seriei of Postoirds."

E. M. CI. (.\ddiscombe).— Cilarl to hear you are one
of those patient ones. No, I do not know of anj one
in Croydon I could have the pleasure of intro<Iucing

you to, and I don't care about putting readers in
touch with one another for many rea.sons. Ves.

Wallace Eeid is a " topping actor." How is your
collection of photographs getting on ?

F. L. (Bradford).—One authority gives Dorothy
Ciish's age as twenty, and another says she is a year
older. So there > on are. One day we shall probably
arrive at the truth. Haven't heard about the new
studios you mention. There's bound to be quite
a number in this country before long.

" Joyce " (Southport).—So you were deliglit«d

with the art plate of Mary Miles Mintcr. Everybody
seemed tremendously pleased wiUi It. The c^ist of
"Three Men and a Girl" is as follows: Sylvia
Weston (Marguerite Clark) ; Christopher Kent
(Eichard Barthelmess) ; Dr. Henry Forsv th (Percy
Armont) ; Julius Yanueman (Jerome Patrick)

;

Abbv (.^iaggie Holloway Fisher) ; iNIrs. Julie Draper
(Betty Bouton).

F. M. (Exeter).—Landis CuUen was b.orn in 1896.
Jos6 Collins will be featured in " Nobody's Child."
Elinor Fair is seVenteen and has brown hair and eves.

IN answer to the many inquiries we hove received from our readers as to how they con send letters to
^ Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture Show*' will forward all such letters on, but it n ust t>e

distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many of these
Stars travel alt over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent o/i. 7 he Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose 2 ^d. stamp to the Editor/' The Picture Show.*' 4 he Fteetway
House, Farringdon Street, London. E C. 4 (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.)

I'rinted and published every Mondav by the Proprietors, The Amaloam,\tud Pri:ss. Limited, The Fleetwav House, Farringdon Stieet, Londnu IvC. 4 AJvertHi!-
nient Olhces, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London. E.C. 4. Registered for transmission liy Caiiadiaii M.iga^iiit! Post., Subseriptiou Katei: Inland, I.Vi 2L
per annum; Single copies, yjd. ; Abroad (except South Africa and Australasia), las. per annum; Single comes. 3j. Sole Agents for South .vi'rica. TiiE <'r^' r; vti

N News AOUNct. Ltd. Sole Agents tor Australia auJ .V'.w Zealau I .Mt:s.SRS. (ioiiDOS A (Jorcn Lru. ; and tor Cauada, TUE Impkri.\l Nliws Co.. Ltd II/IO/ IS).
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PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES. PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

J, W. KERRIGAN.

ART PLATE OF " JUDY."
Mary Pickford in " Oaddy Long-Legs" Art

Plate Next Week.

ONE of the most talked of photo-plays of

the screen year is " Daddy Long Legs,"

with RLary Pickford, still the world's

sweetheart, as Judy Abbott. No more fitting

celebration of this event could be thought of

than the beautiful art plate of the great little

star as the little orphan which is to be given

away with the next issue of^TdE Picture Show.
Don't miss it whatever you do. You will live

over again the many delightful episodes of this

world-famous character of novel and screen

every time you look at it. Mary Pickford as

Judy Abbott will remain in your memory long

aiter the film is worn out.

Don't forget next week's Issue of "The Picture

Show."

How Would They Vote Now ?
^

I
HEAR there was a voting contest in one of

the leading American picture theatres the

other day to decide which are the most
popular productions in which Mary Pick-

ford has appeared. The voting showed
" M'liss " to be the most popular ; The
Poor Little Rich Girl," 2nd ;

" Stella M^ris,"

3rd ;
" Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," 4th

;

" The Little American," 5th ;
'" Rags," Gth ;

and " Amarilly of Clothesline Alley," 7th. But
that was before they saw her in " Daddy Long-
Legs."

To Get an Art Plate of Mabel Normand.

IF
you are collecting these plates, remember
also that "Woman's \Yeekly "— the IJd.
paper for girls of all ages, and for the woman

who is still a girl at heart—is giving a com-
panion art plato to The Picture Show series

in this week's issue. It is a fine new portrait of

Mabel Normand, who is now delighting us in

her latest photo-play, " The Venus Model."
The issue of " Woman's Weekly " containing this

.free gift is out to-morrow, Tuesday.

A Bachelor Hero.

ABOVE is a portrait of J. Warren Kerrigan,
whom many of my readers call the
handsomest hero on the screen. In answer

to many anxious inquiries, he is not married.
—-M-

—

When Will Warren Marry.

W'
AKREX KERUIGAX says that he is not

going to marry until he leaves the screen,
as he considers that a married man is

not convincing in a romantic role. " Several
limes," ho says, " it has been rumoured that I

am married or engaged, and 1 have then re-

ceived letters from all o\er the co\uilry siiying

that such a move would spoil the author's
enjoyment of my type of roles."

Now Mirguerite is Married.

I
HEAR that Marguerite Clark is a real home-
bird. Wherever her work calls her, instead

of living in hotels, she has always insisted

on taking an apartment or a house. Since her

marriage, homes have become almost a fad

with her. Mischievously she tells that in the

eight months she has been married, she and
her husband have had four houses. She talks

of leaving the screen for a while when her

present contract ends in November. I hope
she is persuaded to change her mind. AVe can't

spare our fairy of Filmland yet awhile, can we ?—

—

Nol What You Would Think.
STRANGE as it may seem, comedians

—

especially comedians of the film—who
make us scream \\ith laughter when we

see them on the screen, are quiet, diffident

fellows when we meet thera in real life. Take
Harold Lloyd, for instance ; if you were to meet
him you would wonder how this youth, with
the low voice and quiet and composed manner,
could, with no other comedy make-up than a
pair of large bone spectacles, create a mirth-
provoking personality on the screen.

When He Decided to be an Actor.

IT is always interesting to know how star

first began. Mr. Lloyd says that as a little

boy he was crazy about make-up. He
remembers standing hours before the mirror
making eyebrows and moustache with charcoal,
or anything that would leave a mark on his

small face. Then he begin experimenting on
the boys in the neighbourhood.

" We would dress up in all sorts of wild cos-

tvmncs," he said, " and prance up and down the
quiet streets ; but our chief point was make-up.
As I gi-ew older, and found I covild buy materials
for this purpose, my pennies went for greases
and paints instead of sweets, and it was then I

decided to be an actor."—-M—
Lovely by Namj and Philosophy.

DO you know how Louise Lovely got her
name ? It seems that her name is

Carbasso, which, being French, noboly
attempted to pronounce. At the studio in

which she worked, the peof le called her " lovely
lady," so when it became a necessitj to change
her surname, " Lovely " naturally suggested
itself. We all know her name suits her, and it

also suits her philosophy. Listen to this.
" I never worry, never," she said. " Nothing

can ever tnake me worry. I see humour in

every tragedy. I have not anything to look
forward to. I live only for to-day. I have no
ambitions, and don't worry aborrt to-morrow's
bank account. I shall always work to-day on

whatever I find to do, and not worry. If I

thought of the po.ssibilities of evil I would look
like all the other prematurely old, wrinkled
women one sees daily. I intend to stay young
always, and the only way to do that is to

eliminate worry."

Tess on the Screen.

TESS OF THE D'URBERVILLES," the
world-famous novel of Thomas Hardy,
is to be screened again. Rumour has

it that Alice Lake will play Tess, surrounded by
a cast of well-known screen players.— —

•

Forty Years an Actor.

THEODORE ROBERTS recently celebrated
the clo.se of his- fifth year in motion pictures
and has signed a new contract with the

Famous Playors-Lasky.
" t trust I will be able to sign and carry out

many more such contracts," the veteran actor
said, " for I have no ambition to go back to tha
spoken dr-ama, no such ambition whatsoever."
Do you know that Theodore Roberts .soon

will be able to celebrate his fortieth year a* an
actor, for he made his debut on thi stage on
May 1st, 18S0.

The First Serial Star.
^

DO you know thit Ben Wilson holds tl»«

distinction of being one of the screen's
first actors to work in serial productions ?

We ar-e soon to see him with" Neva Gerber
in a thrilling serial based on the • adventures
of a criminologist entitled, " The Trail of tha
Octopus."

The Right Character for Owen Moore.

I
HEAR that after many weeks of the most
painstaking search for exactly the right

story for the first of the Owen Moore
pictvn-es, " Piccadilly Jim " has been selected.

The character in the story is one that is perfectly

adapted to Owen Moor-e's personality, and r'?

Ijest described as an aristocrat with a seiise of
humour, and we all know that Owen Moore's
sense of humour is as Celtic as his nationality.

He Smiled at First, then
" I HAVE had requests for all sorts of

Y souvenirs, but this one beats the Dutch."
said William Farnum, as he glanced

casually at the beginning of a letter handed to
him by his secretarj', and remarked, with that
winning smile of his :

" She wants a lock of my pretty curly hair,

as she calls it." Then he read the rest of tha
letter, gr-ew serious, and handed the missive
back to his secretary with a few low-spoken

The name of MARY PICKFORD, as Judy in "Daddy Long-Lep;s," is on everybody's lips.

see her with her mother talking to visitors to the studio.

Here we
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words, as if thoy were too private for the general
ear. The rest of the letter read :

" Your lovely locks are just like my father's

hair, that I used to lovo to comb and curl whilo
seated on his lap wlien I was a little girl, my
father's pet. Daddy died in Africa, far away
from me, and always my heart yearns for just
one lock oj tlio loveliest hair I ever saw. I see

all of your pictiires, and always long for a curl

of the only liair I have ever seen that is like

(laddie's. Please, Mr. Fainum, for memory's
take, do me this little favour."—

—

Drury Lane Dramas on the Screen.

THE BEST OF LUCK," the famous Drury
Lane drama which in 1910 was one of
the successes of the theatrical season,

with Madge Titheradge in the star part, is the
(ir?t of the six Drury Lane melodramas Xo be
filmed by the Metro Pictures Corporation. The
other dramas to be filmed are " The Marriage of
Mayfair," " The Great Millionaire," Hearts
are Trumps," and " The Hope,"

Mrs. Charlie Chaplin Well Again.

ALL my readers will be glad to know that
Mildred Harris Chaplin, wife of the
famous screen comedian, has now

entirely recovered from her serious illness,

followii.g the birth and death of her first baby.
Mrs. Chaplin is going to Katalina Island, off

the const of California, to gain the complete
res* necessary before recommencing her pictme
career. She travelled from Los Angeles to the
island by way of airship.

Has He Got Yours ?

HALE HAMILTON is a busy star these
days. Between acting in Metro pictures
and writing his own parts, he also collects

fountain pens.
" It is very inferesting," said Hale, referring

t6 the writing, " and besides being a remunera-
tive pastime it enables me to make a fine

collection."
" Of what ? " asked his friend.
" Fountain pens," laughed Hamilton, dis.

playing two vest pockets lined with various
styles. " All my friends have different kinds
and 1 do not recall who loaned them to me."

Also Elliott Dexter.

GOOD news has come to hand about Elliott
Dexter, who, you know, has been ill for

several months with nervous breakdown,
brought about through overwork. So much
in demand, Mr. Dexter has for several years

had practically no holidays,
and eventually he paid toll for

his years of strenuous, con-
tinual work by collapsing com-
pletely. For several weeks he
lingered between life and death ;

but now he has happily made
¥uch rapid progress that when
you read these lines he will

have resumed work.
— —

What He Felt Like.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN has a
Jap chaufteur, and a car
(fiftt hides him effectively

when hie goes out, for the
screen's greatest comedian has
a horror of V)eing pointed out as
such. Once a fellovy motorist
did «pot him—he was driving
his ov^^n car at the time—and
began following him. Another
car joined l!ic procession, and
in a few moments another
tagged on. By the time Charlie
realised that he was not alono
on the highway, he had an
attendant train of no fewer than
eight cars. It took him half
an hour to shake oft his pur-
suers, and since then he has
let a cliaviffeur do the driving.

" I felt like a circus paradej" said Charlie,

s —

—

Cheering the Sad Sea Waves.
DOUGL.\S FAIRBANKS' pet diversion

this simamer has been to go down by the
sad sea waves and give them something .

to laugh about. With Cherokee, the beautiful
white horse who worked with him in " Bound
In jNIorocco," Douglas goes through a variety
of performances, from standing on his head to
turning cart wheels in rapid succession on
Cherokee's broad back ; and the horse stands
for it. Then he has been thrilling the beholders
by performing all sorts of stunts, from doing
hand springs on the beach to carelessly diving
off the pier. I wish I had seen him, don't you '!

This little lady

Metro Pictures,

JUNE CAPRICE, who, hke the busy bee, im-
proves the shining hour. The knitting craze
has overtaken her, and she spends all her
spare moments in this industrious manner.

Do You Know.
•

—

TluU in ." Playthings of Passion," Kitty
Gordon displays 200,000 dollars' worth of jewels
and dresses ?

* * *

—Thai Geraldjne Farrar is earning ten thousand
dollars a week, and her husband, Lou Tellegen,

one thousand 1
« * *

—That Tom Moore is very reticent, and never
goes to see his Goldwyn pictures in public,

preferring to look at them critically in the
studio's private projection rooms ?

* * *

—That Fanny Ward's daughter, Dorothy
Barnato, was bequeathed 2,500,000 dollars by
her late husband. Captain Isaac Bamato ?

* * *

—That the last picture in wliich Sydney Drew
appeared was" Squared " ?

* * *

•

—

That Mary Pickford is now personally
responsible for every detail of her new pictures ?

* * *

—That Lucille Stewart, one time "V^itagraph and
]Metro player, and now leading woman for

Selznick, is a sister of the famous Anita ?

* * *

—That 'Violet Mersereau is returning to the

screen as star in " Lovo Wins," a production by
a brand new company ?

* * 4>

—That William Farnum has a little adopted
daughter called Olive ?

,1.

—That Sylvia Bremen hails from Australia,

although there's a dash of Italian in her fascinat-

ing composition, too ?

—That Kay LauriU, who made her film debut
in Rex Beach's " The Brand," was born on a
little farm in Western Pennsylvania ?

* * .

—That her name is really Leslie ?

* * *

—That Florence Turner iif directing a series of

one-reel comedies, in which she is also playing

the star role, for Universal 1

Pay Filmer.

showing RICHARD A. ROWLAND, President of

some film scenes is the much talked of Nazimova.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

Couldn't Spell.

HAROLD LLOYD, the comedian, lias a
grudge against the artist who is design-
ing a set of art titles for his next picture.

One of these titles should read :
" Here, tip him

a nickel." The first time the artist submitted
his work, he spelt the last word " nikkle."
After that ho rang variations to the tunes of
" niccle," " niklle," and " knickle." At last,

in sheer de.speration,- Lloyd told him to mako
it " dime." " Surely you can spell that," he
added, with withering sarcasm. And twenty
minutes after, the artist proudly laid the follow-

ing title before him :
" Here, tip him a dim."

Her Hobby.
**

ETHEL CLAYTON declares that hen dearest
hobby is " Women." " They fascinate
me," t^he says, " women who are strug-

gling with their problems, whatever they may
be, and climbing upward, whether in married
life, in girl life, or in the vast business of making
a living. I do not believe I have ever met a
very bad woman or a very good ono—in fact,

the worst woman I ever knew was a ' good '

woman."

To Appear with Pauline.

PAULINE FREDERICK'S dearest posses-
sion is " Stocker," a little black
Pomeranian. She first met him as a puppy

at a dog show, and the wee ball of fluff instantly
won her heart by trying to follow her home.
That settled matters for Miss Frederick, and
now Stocker is a daily feature at the Goldwyn
Studio. He has been borrowed for several pictures
and " supports " his beloved mistreBS in " The
Fear Woman."

Living the Part.
QERALDINE FARRAR takes her work

very seriously, and lives every part she
plays. For instance, during the filming

of " Carmen " she gave many merry parties at
her house, and tried to surround herself with a
general atmosphere of sunshine and laughter.
On the other hand, whilst she was working in
" Joan the Woman," she lived the life of a
recluse, refused every invitation, and did no
entertaining herself.

-

News of Billie Burke.

BILLIE BURKE is a girl of very quiet tastes.

She has a preference for smocks and
gingham dresses, hates perfumes, and

never uses make-up for the street. The golden
hour of her busy day is 4.30 p.m., when she is

met at the studio by little Miss Patricia and
her nurse, after which they drive home together
and have a romp till baby's bedtime at six.

The adored little daughter seems to inherit her
jiiother's simple tastes, for Billie says she
prefers pebbles and flowers as playthings to tho

most expensive toys. Ei.sie Codd.
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Pbotograpbs frorp Far and Near of Proroincnt Picture Players

Pretty ANITA STEWART shows us that she is quite at home with JUNE ELVIDGE and EARL METCALF seeing themselves as others will see them
an aeroplane. She is at present hard at work on a new production, in their latest World photo-play, "Coax Me."
'Called "In Old Kentucky," directed by Marshall Nielan, who has ^ —

many of Mary Pickford's successes to his credit.

Little MADGE EVANS heard that Broadway was called "the gayest street in the world," This is GLORIA SWANSON out for her before-breakfast ride,

so she went to have a look at it. Can you wonder that she was disappointed ? We are shortly to see her in a number of Artcraft specials.

frhe latest portrait of beautiful PAULINE FREDERICK taken at home. You will recognise GERALDINE FARRAR and her director. The Arabian
Sheik on the left is LOU TELLEGAN.

This is a snapshot of the Ascot Speedway Motor Races at Los Angeles. It was a twenty-five-mile race, and the winner in No. 17 car was Tom Mis,
the Fojt cowboy star.

, ..j,^, j,.
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A Thrilling Story of a Man Who Takes the Law Into His Own Hands, and His Punishment.

PROLOGUE.
THE story of " Tlie Silent Master " reaHy

starts in Paris, whero' tho Marquis de
Sombreuil, a very wealthy nobleman, being

filled with indignation at the many crimes
committed by the rich against the poor,
determines to take the law into his own hands.
To carry out this work, he hires Le Beau Robert,
a dangerous criminal, and leader of a gang of
Apaches. To the criminals of tho underworld
of Paris, the Jiiarquis is known as "The Silent
Master "

; to the world of fashion, as Valentin
St. Simon. On the night he has determined to
capture Monsieur Duval, an imprincipled
oppressor of the poor, the marquis, when dining
in a restaurant with a girl named Jacqueline
Fourall, whom he had previously saved from
the Apaches, meets a young man who, under
the name of Eugene de Presles, is seeldng
adventure.

Thinking he will cure the young man of a
craze which must eventually lead him into
serious trouble, the marquis says he will show
him a real adventure if he will give him his word
to keep silent. Eugene takes part in the capture
of Duval, and witnesses his trial at the Court of
St. Simon, where Duval is sentenced to bo
flogged, and his ill-gotten wealth confiscated
and given to the poor. When he parts with
Eugene, the marquis makes him promise that he
will not make a companion of Robert ; but tho
boy, who still craves for excitement, accom-
panies Robert on an Apache adventure, which
ends in robbery and murder.

Hearing of this, the marquis finds Eugene,
and again begs him to break with Robert, warn-
ing him that if he divulges anything that betrays
Robert, the Apache will have a terrible revenge.
The marquis, filled with regret that his

endeavour to save Eugene had only made tho
youth anxious to see more of the underworld,
determines to abandon his mysterious life as
" The Silent Master," and he goes to America
under his real name.

A Romantic Adventure.

THE Marquis de Sombreuil was smoking
a cigar on the verandah of his brother-
in-law's house. It was a glorious moon-

light night. The earth was carpeted with
snow, and in the background the tall, straight
pines stood like silent sentinels guarding a
world at peace. The marquis found himself
mentally contrasting the beautiful serenity of
tho scene with the morbid excitement of the
underworld of Paris, which he had left behind
for ever.

" Here," he thought, " is where man can rise

to all that is best in human nature, undisturbed
by greed and hatred."

His meditations were broken by the sudden
appearance of a sleigh drawn by a horse which
had bolted, and was now madly careering at a
pace which threatened to upset the sleigh at any
moment. The marquis caught a glimpse of a
woman trying vainly to check the runaway as
he threw down his cigar and started in pureuit.
A few hundred yards further on the sleigh
overturned, and the occupant was thrown out.
When De Sombreuil got to the spot he found

the victim of the accident was a remarkably
beautiful young woman. The fall had loosened
coils of magnificent brown hair wliich framed
a delicate, oval face, now deadly white. To his
great relief tho marquis realised that she was
only stunned, but it was imperative that she
ehould be got indoors without delay, as in that
freezing atmosphere life could not bo long
prolonged by an unconscious person. A little

higher up the road the marquis saw a lady's bag,
wliich had been thrown out of the sleigh. He
ran to it, and found inside several letters
addressed to Miss Virginia Monterey, and ha
remembered that his brother-in-law had pointed
out the house to him on tho previous day.
Picking up the unconscious girl, he carried her
to her home, and thanks to his timely aid, sho
soon recovered.
As he walked home through the snow, the

marquis felt a strange feeling of exaltation.
With him it was truly a case of love at first

sight, and ho knew that the beautiful girl was
the only woman he had ever loved—the only
one who could make him happy.
The next morning Mrs. Carjingford, the

marquis's sister-in-law, called on Virginia, and
found that young lady not only thoroughly
recovered, but full of curiosity as to the identity
of her. rescuer.

" I have only a dim recollection of being
carried along by someone so big and so strong,"
she said. " I am dying to know who he is."

" He is my brother, the Marquis de
Sombreuil," said Mrs. Carlingford. " I am
afraid, Vii-ginia, he has lost his heart to you—
he who has successfully withstood the alluring
beatity of the queens of Parisian society."

Virginia^lushed, but it was easy to see that
she was secretly delighted to know that she would
have an opportunity of meeting her rescuer.

" Don't be foolish, Mrs. Carlingford," she
said. " It is only natural that I should like to
thank the man who did me such a service."

" You can see him now," replied Mrs.
Carlingford. taking out a photograph. " It is ^

a remarkably good likeness."
Virginia blushed again as she looked on the

handsome features of the marquis.
" I must ring him up to-thajik him;" she said.
" Do. And if you like I will bring him along

during the day," said Mrs. Carlingford.
The acquaintance so romantically formed

soon ripened into love, and in a few months'
time Virginia and Valentin were engaged to bo
married. But the past that De Sombreuil
thought was buried for ever came like a black
shadow between him and his love. .

The night of his betrothal dinner Valentin
found Virginia in tears. In her hand was a
letter from a lawyer in Paris, whom she had
sent to look for her brother. In it the lawyer
stated that the boy had been introduced to
criminals by a mysterious unknown ; and, to
his horror, Valentin realised that Virginia's
brother was the young man he had met under
the name of Eugene de Presles.

" Would that I could meet the scoundrel wlio
took advantage of my brother's youth and
nnocence !

" cried Virginia. " Such a man
should be made to suffer the torture he inflicts

on others."
She paced the room in deep distress.
" I suppose you never met my brother in

Paris ? " she asked.
Valentin hesitated. Por a moment he thought

of confessing all, but ho realised that in her
present state of mind Virginia would not
\inder.stand the motive that had prompted him
to take l^ugeno on the adventure to capture
Dvival. Besides, he was faced with the fact

tliat though he had meant well, ho had put the
boy in the power of Robert. But for him
Eugene would never have seen the Apache. He
could see his happiness lost for ever if he
confessed.

" No," ho snid, " I never met him."
And with the knowledge that he had lied,

and the remorse he felt at his part in tho ruin

of Eugene, the marquis went to the altar with
the woman he so truly loved.

A Voice From the Past.A YEAR had passed, and to the happmess
of Valentin and his wife camo the
greater joy of a baby girl. In his new-

found content the black shadow of the past^
which had never ceased to make Valentin suffer,

grew fainter. He tried to make himself believe
that Eugene was now free from the evil influenco
of Robert, but once again a sinister hand
stretched ovit across the sea to wreck his

happiness. The lawyer employed by Virginia
wrote to say that Eugene was on tho point of

finishing a sentence of imprisonment for taking
part in an Apache crime, and that she must
sail at once in order to meet him when he cam(^
out of prison.

Virginia insisted on going, and Valentin had
no alternative, but to accompany her. In his

desperate plight, he wrote to Jacqueline, asking
her to meet Eugene before his sister could see
him. and keep him safe in his old rooms while
he thought out some plan to avert the disaster
that threatened hiin.

When the marquis and his wife arrived in

Paris, the lawyer arranged that Eugene should
meet Vii-ginia at her hotel. This gave Valentin
a chance to get Jacqueline to meet Eugene
outside the prison gates, and persuade him to

go to the rooms he had used as " The Silent

Master."
Valentin had arranged with Jacqueline to

telephone him, and to his great relief, the girl

sent a message to say that Eugene was safe in

the St. Simon rooms. He went to his old place,

and was met at the door by the girl.
" Eugene is upstairs," she said. " He is a

physical wreck, and terrified at the thought
that Robert would find out where he is. I

persuaded him to have a sleep. Poor boy, ho
is in a terrible state."

" We must get him out of the country as
soon as possible," said Valentin. " He will

never be safe from Robert while he remains in

Paris."
Together they ascended to the bedroom. The

marquis opened the door, and then drew back
with an exclamation of astonishment. The
room- was empty. An open window showed tho
way Eugene had escaped.
What had happened ?

Had Robert, with the cunning of his kind,
traced the boy to his refuge ? With a sinking
feeling of despair Valentin went back to the
hotel where Virginia was staying.

As he opened the door of her room, he gave a
gasp of horror. For there, clinging to his sister,

and looking like some hunted animal, was
Eugene.
As he caught sight of Valentin, Eugene

screamed in terror, and clung still tighter to

Virginia.
" There he is ! " he whimpered " The

Silent Master. The man who got me in the
power of Robert. Don't let him get near me.
Don't let him touch me !

"

Valentin came forward with an appealing
gesture.

" Let me explain, Virginia !
" he cried.

(Continued on page 8.)
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BQ/WQETH
By J. STEWART WOODHOUSE.

THERE is a strangft fatality in the life of

Hobart Bosworth ; a persistency of

strange sequence that a modern scenario

editor would brand as unnatural and un-
convincing, yet things have happened in

his life that even the most daring spinner
of yarns would not invent, and through it

all runs a weird refrain of the sea.

This might never have been confessed by
the famous actor, but for the coincidence
of my appearance for an interview, just at a
time when he was dressing as a sea captain
for the big special Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction, " The Man Behind the Door."

" Well, I See you are a sea captain," I ob-
served, as my introductory comment. He
straightened his stalwart body with a touch
of pride, his eyes clo.sed as though he were
yielding to a delightful dream and he smiled.

" At last," he barely whispered.
Tliere was a significance in the tone with

which he spoke those two words, and realising

I had struck a reminiscent chord, I repeated them
with a rising inflection that conveyed polite
interrogation.

" In this world of make-believo," he laughed,
" I am harking back to the dreams of my youth."
He sat himself as he waved me to a stool,

aiid commenced pulling whiffs of smoke from a
pipe, the stem of which curled down over his
chin, just such a one as you would imagine
would bo smoked by an old tar seated on a
coil of rope at a wharf.

" The sea lust must have crept into my
veins as a heritage from generations back," he
commented " for I am a direct descendant of
Miles Standish, and John and I'riscilla Alden
on my father's side and of old Dutch settlers on
my mother's. Most of my ancestors on both
sides followed the sea. My father fought through
the (Uvil War as a naval ofiicer.

:

" I was born inland—at Marietta, Ohio, and
the only childhood reminiscence I had of the sea
was the model of an American privateer of the
war of 1812, which my grandfather had in his
barn. I played with this, and made up my mind
I wanted to be a captain of a ship. VVhen I was
twelve my father listened to my ambitions,
and sent mo to school in preparation for
Annapolis. 1 was impetuous, and decided on
a short cut, so I ran away, and on Juno 15,
1879, I shipped as 'Boy' on 'The Sovereign
of the Seas.' She was a merchant clipper. I'or
iny services I received one dollar a month and
the scraps from the captain's table.

HOBART^
BOSWORTH

" For three years I rode the sea? in old merchant sailing .ships, visiting

all parts of the world. , It was a tough life. The experience that drove
me ashore was my sailing on a whaling vessel into the Arctic. The
abuse by the sailors, the abominable food, the terrible living conditions—

•

all revolted me against the life, and when we returned to San Francisco
I bade a hearty good-bye to the sea.

" Just a year ago I met. a great uncle who asked me what it wa,3

prompted me, when a boy, to run away to sea. I told him about tjio

ship in my grandfather's barn, whereupon he said he still had the ohl

model, though in bad shape, and would send it to me. He did. Thei;o

was little left but the hull and some of tha lower masts. I engaged
Captain W. F. Davey. a master mariner of the old English merchant
marine, now living in Los Angeles, to rig the ship anew. He has done
this perfectly. There she stands, the ' Isabella,' " and he waved his

hand to a lung table on the side of his dressing-room where tha
wonderful model stood.

" And just as the rigging was completed," he continued, " I wa.i

offered a contract to play this big sea captain part for Mr. Ince. Bub
spealiing of the strange cycles in which lives sometimes seem to

move—" he pau.sed to refill and light his pipe.

Memories of Theodore Robert
HEX I left the sea and landed in San Francisco I secured

a job, doing stevedore work on the docks and driving

a four horse truck. I later di.scovered that my first

shore employer was the father of the well-known actor Theo-
dore Roljerts, and in years past had been a business

partner with my grandfather, owner of the ship model,
in Marietta, Ohio. Years later when I went upon
the stage I supported Florence Roberts. I had no
idea there was any relationship between the two. I

was taken ill and ordered to California. I was placed
on a stretcher and put in a baggage car. The train

was wrecked, and .1 was pulled out from under a ton

of dried fish by a stranger. He took charge of me and
we .started on for California. By chance, Theodore
Roberts boarded this train and discovered me. He
remarked that Florence had mentioned my illness to

him, and I asked if ho were related to her.
" Then he told me she was his cousin, and had

been born in the old Woodbridge house in Marietta.

Strange ? l-isten ! The stranger who had assumed
care of me interrupted our conversation to ask if I

had known the Woodbridge family. I told him I had,

and went to school with the girls, and I mentioned
their names. Then with a smile he remarked, ' I

married Susie.'
" Unusual sequence in the events of life ? Tha

INCE world is filled with strange examples."
STAR.

HOBART EOSWORTH £nd the model ship "Isabella" that moulded his lile.

1
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THE SILENT MASTER. from page 9'

" Explain !
" replied Virginia, her eyes

(laming with anger. " Explain ! Im there
anything in the world that could make me
h.-tcn to you in the face of the brother I can see ?

The innocent boy you ruined. The boy you
swore you had never seen. I never wish to see

you again !

"

Tn vain Valentin pleaded with his wife at

least to grant him the right to speak in his

defence. Virginia met all his protestations with
contemptuous, cutting words, and at last

Valentin gave up the attempt to reason with
her, and staggered from the rOom.

In the excitement of the quarrel, Virginia
forgot all about Eugene, and she was recalled

to her sense? by a waiter rushing in wildly.
" Madame !

" he cried. " The tramp you
told me to admit. He has gone. Ran out of

the hotel through the servants' entrance."
" Eugene gone !

" screamed Virginia. " Then
he is lost to mo again."

For Her Dear Saka.

BACK in his old roon\s, Valentin gave way
to despair. All that life had held for

him was gone. Ho knew Vu'ginia would
never forgive him. Perhaps, had he confessed
when she asked him on the eve of their wedding,
she might have excused his conduct, but now •

How long he sat there he did not know. He
was in a stupor. Nothing mattered now

—

nothing.
He was aroused by Jacqueline, who came in

with a look of terror in her eyes.
" Master," she said, in a horror-stricken whisper,

" Robert has got hold of Eugene. He means to
be revenged on him at the Silent Mill to-night."

" Robert has got Eugene," echoed Valentin,
in a dull, uncomprehending voice.

Then, as the full meaning of the girl's words
struck him, he once more became the man of

action. At all costs the boy must be saved from
the Apache. Too well did the marquis know
the terrible torture that Robert would inflict

on his helpless enemy.
" He accuses Eugene of having betrayed him

to the police," went on Jacqueline.
The marquis nodded.
" I understand," he said. " Have no fear,

I will save Eugene."
No light shone from the Silent Mill as Valentin

came to the haunt of the Apaches, but well he
knew that the gang were inside. He gave a
peculiar whistle, and presently a partition in a
door slid back, and the villainous face of an
Apache peered through the opening.

" The Silent Master," he whispered. " You
have been long away, master."

" I wish to see Robert," replied Valentin.
" Tell him I am here."
He spoke with all his old authority, and the

man disappeared to do his bidding. He returned
in a few moments and opened the door.

It was a weird and grim scene that mot
Valentin's gaze as he entered the underground
cellar. Seated around a table were Robert and
halt a dozen of the worst type of Apaches,
and, tied to a post, the sweat of fear dripping
from his deadly pale face, was Eugene. He
was a pitiable object, looking more like a
scarecrow than a man.

Valentin was too well versed in the ways of
the underworld to betray any surpri.se. Ho
nodded 'cheerfully to the Apaches, and gulped
down a drink that was offered him, making no
ccmnient about Eugene. After chatting some
time he turned to Robert.

' I wish to speak to you privately," he said.

The leader of the Apaches led the way to a
room above, but it was with surly grace that
he did so. He was in an ugly humour.

" Well ? " he demanded gruffly.
" I want you to set Eugene free," returned

Valentin smoothly.
Robert gave a sardonic grin.
" You can have his dead body when I have

finished with him. Nobody betrays Robert
and lives."

" I will give you the whole of my fortune
for his life, said Valentin.

" No," replied Robert savagely. " Money is

Bwect, but revenge is sweeter."
Valentin wasted no more words. Drawing a

revolver, he throw himself on the Apache. There
wa.s a short, grim struggle, and Robert was
underneath, with the barrel of Valentin's
revolver pressed against his head.

" If you don't agree, I uill ehoot you like a
dog !

" whispered the marquis.
" What guarantee have I that you will play

straight ? " gasped Robert.
" My word, and my cheque to-morrow."
" Let mo get up, then. You can have the

sq\iealcr."

The rest of the gang made an ugly demonstra-
tion against Eugene being released, but Robert
drove them back with threats and curses, and
in a few minutes Eugene was free.

" Go to your sister, and ftike warning by your
escape," said Valentin. " If you persist in
o-ssociating with criminals, you will again fall

into the hands of Robert, and if you do, no
power on earth will save you."

Eugene scuttled off without even a word of
thanks for the man who had saved him from a
terrible death.

A Little Chi/d.

IN a poverty-stricken tenement in New York
the Marquis do Sombreuil sat before a
tireless grate. The fact that he had risked

his life and sacrificed his fortune to save Eugene
had not moved Virginia from her vow never
to SCO him again. Her heart had turned to ice

against him, and, feeling that he had nothing to
live for, Valentin had sunk lower and lower
xuitil he had become one of the many derelicts
of the great city.

Pulling his tat^tered coat around his shivering
form he went out into the street.

He came back later in the day more hungry
than when he had set out. With a groan of

despair he was about to throw himself on the
bed, when he started back with an incoherent
cry. For there, fast asleep, was a little baby
girl that reminded him strangely of his Juliette.
With trembling hands he raised the coverlet.
There was a letter pinned to the child's frock,
and when he had read it he knew the truth.
It was .Juliette. Virginia had sent her back to him.
With a choking prayer of thankfulness

Valentin called the landlady of the tenement,
and together they made the little one com-
fortable. It seemed to the human derelict
that God had sent a message :

" Drift no more on the Sea of Despair. Let
yoiu' child pilot you through the Channel of Good
intentions to the Harbour of Regeneration."
And in the days that followed Valentin

obeyed the call. He found work, and giadually
became a respectable citizen. He was still

poor, but there was enough for comfort and a
lew luxuries for Juliette.

For months he lived in a Vale of Content.
Greater happiness than he had dared to hope
for had come to him.
But his trials were not yet over. One day, on

returning from work, he met Virginia on the
stsiirs, and the stony stare of contem'pt that sho
gave him roused him to anger.

' Have you come to taunt us with our
poverty ? " he asked.
"I came to see my child," replied Virginia

haughtily. " I still have a mother's rights.

You forget that I only seiat her to you to save
you from utter degradation.", ,-: -

.'

And with a look of scorn she turned away
without another word.

"

The meeting left Valentin a broken, man.
The cruel words had undone all Virginia's
kindness in sending Juliette back. He had lived
in hope that one day Virginia would sec that ho
had tried to save Eugene, not to ruin him ;,

and that -she would forgive him. Hut now
there was no hope. It was bettor he should
disappear. Although it broke his heart to
separate from .Juliette, he sent her back to her
mother, and once more he wont out into tho
world—friendless and alone.
Some days later, while "wandering about tho

city, ho mot .Jacqueline. She was now a
vaudeville star.-having out herself ofi from the
Apaches.

Valentin asked about Eugene.
" Dead 1

" said the girl. " Ho would not
leave the underworld, and once more got under
the influence of Rob'ert. He was sliot wlxilo

trying to escape from the police."
To Jacqueline, who, though she liad been

born an Apache, had always wished to lead an
honest life, Valentin confided his miserable story.

" I am going," ho said, " to look foe the la?t

time at the home where I lived with Virginia,

and knew such great happiness. In a week I

will come back and say good-bye to you who
have always believed in me. Then I shall

disappear for ever."*««•***
AS Valentin approached his old home he

almos't wished ho had not come. Every-
thing reminded him of the happy past.

Recollection.? that should have been sweet
stabbed him like a knife. The house ho knew was
empty, and he wondered if it would bo possibfo
to get in and look just oneo at the old rooms.
He tried a door, and found it open. Cautiou.sly'

he crept inside, as if afraid to wake the memories
of the Past.

As he entered one room something came
rushing towards him, and he felt two tiny

arms clasjjed roujid his neck. . . : . ,

" Dadda ! You've come back !

"

" Juliette !

"

Valentin wondered if his troubled mind had
conjured up a vision, but the warmth of the
clinging arms told him it was indeed his child.

Like a man in a dream he permitted himself
to be led by the hand to another room, and
there, waiting for him was. Virginia.

Softly, and without a word, Juliette took the
hands of her father and mother and joined them
together. Then she left them.
The peaceful shadows of evening were falling

over the old home, and, as husband and wife sab

in tho gloaming, hand in hand, Valentin asked
the question that had puzzled him all that day
of great happiness.

" How did you know I was coming here ?
"

" Jacqueline wrote and told me," replied

Virginia. " And she told me many more things

which in my pride and blindness I had not
seen. I wonder how you could forgive me ?

" Let us speak no more of the past," said

Valentin. " Only of the future—the future

that belongs to us and Jaliette."

(Adapted from, incidents in the photo-play version of

E. Phillips Oppenfieim's famous novel, "The Court of

SL Simon," erUilled "THE SILENT MASTER,"
featuring_ ROBERT WARWICK' as St. Simon, by
permission of the Gaumont Film Company.)

EARLE WILLIAMS,
" VILLAIN •• ON THE STAGE &
" HERO ' ON THE SCREEN.

EARLE WILLIAMS, like many other screen
actors received his trainigu on the speaking
stage. His first appearance, at a very

early age, was in a blood curdling melodrama
called " Siberia."

Curiously enough, tho popular .Vitagraph
artiste, always played the villain on the
legitimate stage, but when he entered pictures

he was immediately given the hero to portray,
and he was so sviccessful that he has rarely

departed from this popular role.

Born in a Sunny Clime.

EARLE WILLIAMS was born in what is

termed the " sunny Sacramento Valley,"
where his father owns some famous grape-

vines. His father, it is interesting to note,

fought in thirty-two battles in the American
Civil War.
Ho lives with his young wife in- a pretty

bungalow, in Los Angeles. The furniture is in

massive mahogany ; and, as Earle remarks,
" It's all meant to bo used." There are also many
lov.ely Japanese curios, •quaint lamps, Chinese

lilies scenting tlie iitmosphere, and a tall,

antique candlestick \thieh stands guard over
the hearthstone.

In fact, this clever artiste's hou'so is funiished
with an individuality and good taste that one
would expect.

His Big Ambition.

BUT Earle's especial pride is his books.
Every visitor is invited to inspect his

handsome bookcases, filled with beauti-

fully bound volumes. Reading and study are

his favourite hobbies.

A little point which indicates how intensely

interested he is in screen art is the section of his

library devoted to books and magazines about
motion pictures.

Earle has one great ambition which he hopes
to fulfill some day, and that is to make a pro-

longed tour round- tho world. A hurried visit

to certain interesting parts is not sufficient.

His idea is to take a leisurely trip, so that ha
can spend as much time as he desires in liho

places that interest him most.





Hobbies of Screen Stars.

By May Herachel Clarke,

THERE is, peihapis, no question of greater
interest to film-goers than the manner in

which their {avourite stars spend the brief

pella of leisure snatched from the studios

—

just what particular pursuit or interest en-
livens those precious spare moments.
Now, as we have often discovered, the hobbies

of these screen celebrities do not dii^er greatly-—

-

generally speaking—from those of less illustrious

folk. The majority, for instance, indulge in

outdoor sports and pastimes, having, apart
from pleasiue making, a healthy desire to " keep
lit," while quite a number, once the magic land
of " make believe " is left behind, find their
recreation in such simple and everyday pleasures
aa reading, singing, gardening, and in some
instances, even cooking !

However, there are a few stars who indulge
among their hobbies some pursuit that is

sufficiently out of the ordinary to make it worthy
of special mention.

Dorothy Collects Dreams.

MANY of us are fond of collecting stamps
autographs, old china, etc., but Dorothy
Dalton collects

—

Dreams I or, strictly

•peaking, the records of them. She has a dream-
book representing the care and attention of

years, for it is filled from cover to cover with
newspaper clippings and personal letters

recounting wonderfxil materialisations of sleep's

illusions. Throughout its pages are liundreda

of names and addresses of men and women

—

some of them famous—who have foreseen in

nightly visions the coming of events. Miss
Dalton is greatly interested in thesa psychic
phenomena, and hopes some day, from all tho
material she has gathered, to write a book on
the subject.

The Art of Acquisition.

ANOTHER actress who has the " collection

craze " is Rubye de Remer, who makes a
speciality of kimonos. She hasaremark-

oble collection of them—remarkable more from
tlie point of view of Cjuality than quantity.

Olive Tell also numbers amoiig her hobbies
the art of acquisition, and her particular fad

takes the form of bead collecting.

Two other screen stars who are collectors

are Violet Hopson and Clara Kimball Young.
The former favours quaint jewels, while the

latter's penchant for acquiring rare and beautiful

fans is well-known.

Sculpture and Aviation.

QUITli; a number of film folk indulge in paint-

ing and drawing, but not so many in

sculpturing. Among the comparative few
wlio do, however, may be included Stuart

Holmes, Theda Bara, Edna Mayo, and Lou
Tellegen. Mr. Tellegen is also very keen on flying

•—which is still expensive enough to be uncom-
mon as a hobby ! Creighton Hale is another

star one of whose pastimes is aviation.

" It's a Myth," says Wanda,

WANDA HAWLEYhasan uncommon hobby
ill the study of Mythology, about which
she confesses she is " crazy."

"I di<-ln't learn much about it at school,

either," she will tell you, " but like most young
people I went through the ' Classic Myths '

and one thing and another. But I learned to

love the fabled characters and places through

later reading. Bulfinch has been my constant

companion along with old Omar, and Murray's
• Manual of Mythology ' has an honoured place

on my bookshelves.
" But what I like to do is to invest these

mythical people with real human traits. Which
is rather silly, I suppose, for they were not

human Vjcings at all."

Priscilla's Peculiar Preference.

PRISCILLA DEAN'S peculiar fad is California

cactus, and on her country estate- near

I'asadena she has more than a Inmdred

different varieties growhig. She has a few of

the spineless cactus made famous by Luther

Benbank; but most of her treasures have

prickly points that are distinctly uncomfortable

to como in contact with.
" I like raising cacti because it's different,"

says Miss i'riscilla. " They show that my home

i3 truly C'ulifornian."

The Pictare Show, Octoh<r 1919.

The orphans all loved to watch Judy draw funny pictures of the trustees, but once she was caught—
then it wasn't funny for Judy.

No matter what happened, Judy was blamed. Sometimes she deserved it, sometimes she didn't.

Once Judy got hold of the key of the pantry. You can imagine the Rood time the orphans had.
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It is wonderful what a difference clothes and environment make in an orphan. Through the kindness of one of the trustees Judy is sent to school, where sh9
learns " to be a lady." At the college lawn theatricals, Judy, as Juliet, meets Jarvis Pendleton, when J arvis wishes himself ten years younger.

On her holidays she learns she is to meet her mysterious She finds that he and Jarvis are one. Ke proposes, as he has learnt by her letters she
guardian, whom she has nicknamed " Daddy Long-Legs." has grown to love him. Then wc sec one oi the prettiest love scenes ever screened.
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INTRODUCING EVE UNSELL.
FAMOUS SCENARIO WRITER CHATS ON PHOTO-PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

EVE UNSELL.

THR very
cliarming
subject of

this interview
is already
familiar to you
as a scenario
writer of tlio

liighest re-

pute, whoso
work has
become sy-
nonymous
with the best
in the silent

drama, and
whose name
has figured
beneath the
titles of more

successful photo-plays than . have space here to
enumerate fullj'.

Suffice it to say that Miss Unsell, who has
been associated during the course of her career
with Pathe, Kalem, Universal, Metro, Triumph,
Morosco, Select, Realart, and Famous Players
productions—principally the latter—numbers
among her contributions to the screen sudi
photo -plays as " Are You a Mason ? " " The
Man from Mexico," " The Morals of Marci\s,"
*' The Long Trail," "Double Crossed." Madame
Jealousy," " The Eagle's Mate," " Tho Dawn
of a To-morrow," " The Honeymooners," The
Silent Sacrifice," " The Whirlpool," " Tiiree
Men and a Girl," " Eyes of the Soul," " Con-
spiracy " (in collaboration with John Emerson),
* Zaza," " Gold>," and " Bella Donna " (in

collaboration with Hugh Ford), "The CrystaU
Gazer " (in collaboration with Edna Rieley),
" The Test of Honour," and " Sinners "—many
of which have been seen on this side.

In these plays, as you know, h9\ e shone many
of the brightest stars in the film firmament,
iind so, what with Miss Unsell's personal work,
and the celebrities with whom it has brought
lier in contact, it seemed safe to predict that
boliind that famous name of hers might be
found a very interesting personality whose
experiences and reminiscences would prove
interesting to the readers of The Picture Snow.

A Delightful Personality.

I
CONFESS I went in some trepidation. You
see, I thought that though Miss,Unsell would
undoubtedly be interesting, she might, at the

same time, be " high-brow." She had made
such a success—and I am a bit nervous of
" literary ladies."

Instead, I found her a real dear. Just that.
She's so womanly—^without the slightest trace

of " pose " or " literariness," and gives one a
" homey " feeling at once. And I liked her
pretty frock, with its bunch of flowers stuck
in the bolt, and her dainty shoes, and her
merry smile, and the delightful American accent
which clings to her from life-long association
with the States, though she herself, as she
laughingly told me, is of Welsh, French, Iri.sh,

and English extraction.

And how we talked !—of Miss UnsoU's
previous visits to England (this is her third);
of babies and kittens (both of which she adores) ;

of roses (her pet extravagance); of English
women's complexions ; American girl's ankles ;

the Frenchwoman's art of dressing—a hundred
and one dehghtful fomin.ine topics, what tima
my hostess fed me on chocolates which !iad
come all the way from Los Angeles.

Eventually^the conversation drifted rorind to
pictures, and, remembering my mission, 1 begged
Miss Un.sell to tell me how she came to take \ip
writing, and scenario writing in perticular.

She Laughed.
"J guess, like Topsy, I 'just growed ' into

it ! To bfgin with, I did newspaper work.
While at ICmereon College, IJoston, where I
took a course in dramatic literature, I wrote a
play, and afterwards went to New York, where
I worked for papers and magazines such as
' The New York Herald ' and ' JIunsey's.'
And then, though 1 hit rather dubious about
attaining success, 1 broke into writing tor tho
screen. One day 1 got an ideji which seemed to
mo .suitable for presentation as a plioto-jilp.y,

and I sent it, simply in synopsis form, together
with three otlur ideas, which subsequently
occurred to me, to Pathe Frcres in America—
and out of the four I hey bought one, wliich
wasn't so bad for a beginner.

For Alice Joyce.

NEXT I tried Kalem, and Alice .Joyce bought
two of my synopses, and, following those,
Universal purchased two comedies.

" Jly first, picture of any note was cnllerl
' The Nightly, Confession,' and my first

huniorous experience—though 1 was honfied
at the time—in the film game was gcing to see
one of my photo-pUiys, which called for the
cliaracturs being dressed as knights in .nrmour,
and finding them in George Washington Coicnial
costumes !

"

" Tell me, Miss Unsell, do any difficulties,

any hardships lie behind your success ? " I

asked, after our mutual laughter.
" No, I can't say I've encountered any,"

was the reply. " As a matter of fact, I think
things have come to me ton easily, perhaps. I

suppose I'm just fortunate in having a ' picture
eye '

; I visualise everything I see and hear,
and in an action at once see its structure.

" I did once have rather a difficult task, when
a certain very popular author conceived the
idea of writing a screen story, with the result

that I was called in at ten o'clock at night to
make the best of a bad job upon which produc-
tion was to be commenced immediately. Well,
I did my best, and laboured on it steadily till

five the next morning, but to little purpose.
That author thought he could write a photo-
play—and he did and had it -produced, but you
never saw such a thing in all your life !

Hard on tke Author.
"y^N the other hand, it is pretty hard on
\^ successful authors to have their work,

which has appeared in book or magazine
form, hacked about on the screen, as sometimes

happens. Personally, I am a great believer,'
when dealing with adaptations, in writing in
harmony with the autlior's ideas.

" I am a believer in tho power of the 6ub-
title, too, despite some folks who seem to con-
sider it of small import. Imagine ' Hamlet '

on the screen, played indeed as it should be,
but with farcical subtitles. Insmcdiafcly you
would liave a burlesque. But only get good
subtitles, and it doesn't matter how" many you
liave in a picture.

" Going back to my beginnings in screen
drama, I commenced continuity writing with
' Salambo,' though that film was not shown
eventually. My work attracted attention, and
1 was promoted to staff reader. And then I

wrote ' Wild Flowers,' for Marguerite Clark.
That was my first ' go ' at a scenario, which, as
you know, embraces the synopsis, subtitles,
continuity—the whole story."

We spoke for a minute of Marguerite and her
sister, Cora, and the young girl they have
adopted, Alcta Dore, whoso liistory you have
already learnt.

" Marguerite is one of my favourite stars,''

confessed Miss Unsell. " Cora is a dear, too.
In fact, her sister's affection is one of -the biggest
things in Marguerite's life. By the way, befoio
I left America, Marguerite specially told me to
give her love to Englandi

" Elsie Ferguson, who is probably coming over
here, is another of my idols. She is so intellec-
tual, .so spiritual, and these cjualities show in all
her work. She never makes a false move. One
of my latest, and I think also one of my best
screen adaptations, has been done for her

—

' Eyes of the Soul.'

Memories of Pc uline Frederick.

AND tlien there is Pauline Frederic k, for
wliom I wrote ' Out of the Shadow,'
whit h has just been released. lam very

fond of Miss Frederick. I remember how kind sho
was to me once when I was ill, and I treasure a
beautiful photograph of herself that slie sent
me on that occasion.

" But of course I might go on and on talk-
ing about the stars with whom I have been
associated—Hayakawn, Lou-Tc llegan, Mary
Pickford, John B^rryrnore, Alice Brady, etc.,

etc.—so I guess you cl better stop me !
" con-

cluded Miss Unsell with a laugh.
" Only on condition that you tell me more

about yourself—more about your recent work,"
I' returned.

" Well, I've just scenarioised Rupert Hughes'
great -work, ' The Cup of Fury,' for the Eminent
Authors' Pictures Inc., of wliich Rex Beach is

president. This will be a Goldwyn picture.
Another scenario' which 1 have just fin.shcd,
and of which I own to being a bit proud, is
' The World's Shadow,' for the Adanac Com -

pany. This is a Canadian film—you notice the
name of the comp.tny is ' Canada ' reversed—

•

and I may add that the Canadian Govemriient
is interested in it."

M. H. C.

MONTAGUE LOVE arrives in the studio— — and fixes his hair over "'that bald patch"— —when he is ready for any dramatic scene.
From "STARS AS THEY ARE." {Phillips' Film.)
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HARRY CAREY'S VARIED EXPRESSIONS.

In merry mood. Interrogation. A real sense of humour Doubts. "You've me to reckon with,'

HARRY CAREY.
Cheyenne Harry —The Rough-and-Ready Cowboy, with a College Education.

EVERY other year or so, until lie made a reputation in pictures,

Harry Carey wrote a different profession or avocation after his

name. Here are just a few of the things he has been : Cowboy,
railway superintendent, author, lawyer, playwright, stage-manager,

athlete, prize-fighter, expert swimmer, and prospector.

And he is only thirty-five !

If his lifj-story could be told in fuU, it would read like one of his own
tlirilUng plays. He has without a doubt had a more diversified career

than any other actor on the screen.

Carey's parents wanted him to be a lawyer, his father being the well-

known judge Henry D. Care}% of New York. But young Harry evi-

dently thought that a revolver was a better argument than Jaw.

So instead of learning to talk to juries, he became familiar with riding

wild horses, and he broke into Screenland when both he and the industry

were young.

First at School.

AT school Harry waS always fir.^t in everything connected with both
books and sport. He entered New Y^ork University at seventeen,

and had a splendid athletic career, which no doubt laid the

foundation of his great success as a robust screen actor.

He held the record for the high jump, and also for throwing the

sixteen-pound hammer. He also played football, and baseball in the

college teams.
Staging plays for the dramatic society gave him as keen delight as

athletics. He not only staged and acted in these theatrical efforts, but
was often the author of them as well.

After a brief period as a lawyer, Harry got an idea for a real, " dyed-
in-the-wool " Western play, and he determined to get liis local colour

first hand.
So he shut up his law office and went to Montana to try the life of a

cowpunchcr. This hfe suited him admirably, and later on, when he
staged his play, which he called " Montana,"' it proved a great success.

Prospected in Alaska;

WITH the money he made out of this play Harry Carey set off to

Alaska, where he " prospected " for gold for several months,
but with little success.

On his return, he wrote another play, entitled " The Heart of Alaska,"

and he toured in this, playing the principal part until he went into pictures.

In those days people scoffed at films, and they were considered to be
below the dignity of a regular actor. But Carey usually knows what he
vants, and he signed up a contract with the famous old Biograph Com-
pany, where he met Henry Walthall, and for a time went into partner-

ship with him. Together they produced some very good pictures.

jLater on Carey joined the Universal Company, and quickly establLshed

a reputation tor his brilliant work.

The Mission of the Screen i

NO one believes more firmly in the mission of the screen than he docs.

His film work is distinguished for its sincerity and restraint.

He never overplays, and never rants, and, unlike the work of

eome other actors who portray similar roles, we are impressed by his

refinement, which we are confident underlies his rough exterior.

He is a cowboy with a college education.

(The Happiest Days.

THIS is what he says of his screen life : "I was one of the earliest

converts to the 'silent drama' long before moving pictures came
into their own, chiefly, I suppose' because I inherit a love for the

great outdoors. The happiest days of my life have been spent in the
open with my horse and rifle

;
many of the plots for my stories and

plays have come to mo at the camp-fire. To me the motion picturo
art is capable of higher developments than that of the spoken drama."

Harrj^ Carey has made " Cheyenne Harry," the character he inevitably
assumes in his productions, one of the best-loved figures of Screenland,
for he has made of him a real Westerner who deals in heart interest and
human appeal rather than in gun play and sensational stunts.

HARR/ CAREY.
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B theatcc and the screen, was educated
Concluding her studies, she decided
during her tour camo to Eilgland.
ceini? her, as I did, in tho role of JIamie
Rockefeller in "The School Girl," in support
of iMiss Edna May; and ajaiii in "The
Duchess of Danz'io," and with Mr. Charles
llawtrey in " Mr. George."

Later we have seen and loved her on
the screen. You have only to look at the
photographs on this page to believe that she
is famous for her Extravagance in clothes.
She is small, being in all about five feet
four inches tall, and possesses the most
wonderful mass of curly red-gold hair, and
- a pair of most expressive grey eyes.

In "THE MAKE-BELIEVE WIFE.'
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mi^mmMM
The concluding chapters of the romantic racing story
now being filmed by the Broadwest Film Company,
in which Violet Hopson, Stewart Rome, and Gregory

Scott play the leading characters.

the other end, with tlie informa-

tion as to the amount 'tliey had
cleared by the defeat of Flat catcher.

The news soothed Buckley's in-

jured feelings, and he at once

started to make his jilans for the

ruin of his rival.

VIOLET
HOPSON as
Marjorie
Denton, and
STEWART ROME as
Frank
Cunningham.

Jupiter Comes Back.

FLATCATCHER'S fall in the Crackthorpe
Stakes was the subject of much comment
in the Turf Club, of which Sir Reginald

Buckley and Frank Cunningham were mernbers.
The baionet was' fully aware that many people
tliought the fall was deliberately planned, and he
endeavoured to avert suspicion by ridiculing

Cunningham as a rider to a small circle of his

liangers-on in the club smoke-room.
'"You'd better go slow, Reggie," wliispered

his friend Goddard, " Cminingham has just

come in."

Buckley tiu-ned to .see the Australian standing
at the end of the room and, from the expression
on liis face, the baronet knew he had overheard
his insulting remarks. A spasm of fear passed
over Buckley's face, but he attempted to bluff

it out.
" As I was saying," he remarked, " Cunning-

ham is a thorough sportsman, and a better rider

never threw a Icg over a horse."
Slimy as well as~crooked, I see."

r The words, coldly contemptuous, came from
Cmmingham, who had wallcedAip to Buckley.

" What do you mean ? " blustered Buckley.
" That you deliberately planned to down me.

and I would have told you so yesterday but for

the fact that I was with ajady."
" A lady ? " sneered Buckley. " The only

lady I saw you with was ]Miss Denton, who visits

my house, and allows me to pay her racing
;debts:"

' You '
" The words came swiftly, but

.swifter still was the Australian's right fist, which
caught the baronet on the side of the' head and
sent, him sprawling under the table.

. Half a dozen members threw themselves on
'Cunningham, who rained insult upon insult upon
•BueUley to make him get up and fight. But
Sir Reginald had ho desire'to sample any more
of the Australian's punches, and he remained
under the table imtil Cunningham's friends per-
^laded him to leave the club.

The baronet's courage returned as soon as
Cunningham had gone. He allowed himself
to be helped up by Goddard, who was secretly
chuckling at the baronet's humiliation. He
owed Sir Reggie many a hiding himself, but he
wa* too much in his debt tcf dare what Cunning-
ham had done.

" I'll make him pay for this !
" spluttered the

baronet. " I'll ruin him and that girl D»nton."
Ho looked a pitiable object with his bruised

face, but there was a vindictive glare in his eyes
as, uttering more threats, Jie left the club on the
arm of Gocldard.
The next morning, Buckley's eye was a sight,

nnd Goddard, who had stayed with him, could
not resist telling him about it.

" He's not only spoilt your beauty, Reggie,"
he chuckled, " but he's dished your chances with
Iho girl."

" Shut up !
" snarled Buckley, " or

"

'J'hc telephone bell cut off. his threat and ho
went to the instrument. It was Billbrook at

To Help the Girl He Loved.

HEN Cunningham left the

club, he was grimly de-

lighted at the thought that

he had given Sir Reginald what
he deserved, but behind his satis-

faction was the disturbing reflection

ttiat Marjorie was financially in the power of

the baronet. His fears that Buckley would
take a despicable revenge, by attacking Mar-
jorie through this debt, were confirmed when ho

received a letter from Aunt Cynthia asking him
to eome over and see if he could help her in a

matter which concerned her niece.

Cunningham went over at once, and the elder

Miss Denton quickly told him what had passed

between Marjorie and Buckley in Billbrook's

office.
" The scoundrels !

" exclaimed the Australian.
" Only the most cowardly curs would desce(id

to such villainy ! What can we do ? I sup-

pose Miss Dentou would not let me lend her the

money ?
"

Aunt Cynthia shook her head.
" I am sure she would not.

"

Cunningham paced up and down the room
trying to think out some plan.

'" There must be a way. Miss Denton," he
said at last. " I will go and think out some-
thing. At nil events we have got thirteen of

the fourteen days to find some plan to outwit

them."
On the way from Denton Hall, a rough outline

of a possiVjle means of saving the girl he loved .

came into Cunningham's head. •

" It might be done,'' he muttered, as he went
to liis study. Taking up pen and paper, he
wrote a letter to Marjorie in which he suggested

that, as Jupiter did not seem comfortable in his

new quarters, he should go back to his old stable

on the understanding that Marjorie "should train

him and Cunningham should ride him in hia

races. He added that, in view of the fact that

the horse had so many engagements in the im-
mediate future, it was essential that the arrange-

ment, which would be beneficial to both, should
be arrived at without delay.

Putting the note in an envelope, he went to the

stables and led out .Jupiter. Fastening the note
to the horse's headstall, he said :

" You shall

be my postman, old fellow. She will think more
of my plan if yea carry it to her.".

Giving Jupiter a smack on his haunches, he
sent him on his mission with an inward prayer
that Marjorie %vould consent.

Marjorie Denton was in the stable-yard talking

to Tom Harris when the clatter of hoofs made
her turn her head.

" Look, Tom ! Here's Jupiter again !

"

Her old favourite came rimning towards her,

and, as he laid his head Over her shoulder, the
girl noticed the letter.

Tears came into her eyes as she read it. The
innate nobility of Cunningham's nature was
apparent in every line.

" I don't think yovi are wise to leave such a
wonderful man," she confided to Jupiter. "What
shall I do ?

"

The horse answered the question by making
for his old box, and, half swayed by this omen,
Marjorie went slowly to the house to talk the
matter over with Aunt Cynthia.

I.iko a wise general, Cunningham quickly
followed his note to Denton Hall, and he speedily

got Aunt Cynthia on his side as the three dis-

cussed the project.
" You see," said Cunningham, " my idea will

bo of mutual benefit. No hor.se can do ju; ti<o

to his training if he is not happy in his surroiuid-
ings. Fit and well, I think he is a certainty for

the Whissenden Steeplechase, and we could land
a nice stake with him."

" I quite see the importance of making a
decision," said Marjorie. " The only objection
I have to your ofier is that I think it is too
generous."

" Not at all," replied Cunningham ea4J:crly.
" I give you my word that you- will be helping
me to wipe out Flatcatcher's defeat.",

" Very well," said Marjorie, " it shall' bo a-s

you wish."
" You'll not regret it," said Cunningham,

holding out his hand. " Geod-bye Mar—

I

mean Miss Denton."
A quick blush mounted to the girl's cheek at

the slip of the tongue, but it was a blush of

shyness, not of anger. She gave him a reassur-

ing smile. " We are partners r.ow," she said,

"so we need not be quite so formal," And
Cvinningham, afraid that if he stayed any longer
ho would tell her just what he really thought of

her, made a hmried exit. The time was not yet ;

he must wait until he had done something to

deserve her love, he told himself.

Revenre.

SIR REGINALD BUCKLEY and Billbrook
were seated in the latter's office a week
before the Whissenden Steeplechase. The

baronet was looking very pleased with himself.
" You needn't worry," he said, turning to Bill-

brook with a cunning smile. " Jupiter will- not
win. I have arranged for everything."

" An accident again ? " said Billbrook, lifting

his eyes. .

' ',

'""Yes; and this tinie I hope a fatal one,'*

replied Buckley, with an evil leer. .

,

Bad as he was, BilTbrook shivered at tl»6

malignant note in the baronet'^ voice.

'"I don't like this business," he began. But Sir

Regii»ald cut him short. :

!

" You leave that part to me," he said. " All

you've got to do is to see that Cunningharit'.^

money comes in this office. He's riding Jupiter
himself, and he is sure to want to have a plunge.

It is your business to see that we get the bulk of

the money."
" There will be no difficulty about that. As

a matter of fact, his commission agent, Benson,
has already hinted that he was going to have
a cut at the firm, and he added something about
' if we are big enough to stand it,' " said Bill'

brook quietly.
" Did he ? " said Buckley. " He needn't

worry. We sha'n't have to stand it."

While the two men were talking, the telephone
bell rang. Billbrook went to it, and then, put-

ting down the receiver and covering the mouth-
piece with his hand, he turned to Buckley.

" It's Benson ! He wants to know if we will

take a thousand Jupiter, starting price." ,

" Tell him yes, and ask him if he wants any
more," snapped the baronet.

The Race For Love,

THE great day arrived at last. The Wiis-
senden Steeplechase was not an important
race in the ordinary sense, but the fact

that Cunningham was renewing his duel vtdth

Lefirey, Sir Reginald Buckley's jockey, made
the race the big event of the day. Marjorie and
Aunt Cynthia arrived on the course early, but,

despite their keen love of racing, they could take
but little interest in the events that preceded
Jupiter's race. It was two days before- Bill-

brook's bills came due, and Marjorie's fortunes

were in the hands of Cunningham and the speed
and courage of Jupiter.

Her hopes rose high as she went in the pad-
dock and saw Cunningham. He looked so

strong, so fearless and confident.

[Continued on page 13.]
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS fN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

VIRGINIA PEARSON in "The Love Auction." WILLIAM FARNUM in "The Man Who
(Fox.) Repaid." (Fox.)

BESSIE LOVE in "Polly Ann." {Triangle.)

JANE and KATHERINE LEE in "Smiles." (Fox.) ALICE BRADY in "The Better Half." (Oaumont.)

ENID BENNETT in "Fuss and Feathers." (I'aramiunt.) WILLIAM S. HART in GERALDINE FARRAR in "The Stronger Vow." (Goldwyii.)
" Branding Broadway."

(Artcrajt.)

FREE Satin Picture ofDOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
You are sure to like the HOME MIRROR. No. 1 is a splendid pro-
duction. Every copy contains a superb FREE SATIN PICTURE of
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS printed in colours, and there are 3 magnifi-
cent serials, a special cinema feature, and many Hrst-ra*e articles.

Buy your copy NOW!

ASK FOR
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The Gentleman Rider^^""'
""'"^
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The Australian came towards her willi a
smile.

"I do hope you win," said Marjorie. And, as
Cunningham looked into her eyes, he saw some-
thing that filled him with hope that, when he
asked the question that meant so much to him,
he would not be disappointed. He saw, too,

the lurking fear in the girl's eyes that he
might be beaten. He knew how much it

meant to Marjorie and he also realised what it

meant to him. Unless Jupiter won, she would
Btill be in the power of Bncklcy, and she would
be too proud to ask him for help.

" Don't worry, Marjorie," he said confidently.
" I am going to win. I've backed Jupiter to

win ten thousand, and nine thousand of

it will come from Billbrook."
" You will bo careful, Frank, won't you ?

"

Baid the girl anxiously. " Yon know what
happened before."

It was the first time Marjorie had called him
by his Christian name, and Cunningham felt the
blood rush to his head.

" Yes," he answered, and, to his surprise, his

tone was quite cool, " and I was only just think-
ing what a bib of luck it was for us that it did
happen. I know what to expect from Leffrey
now. He won't catch me napping again."
But it was well for Marjorie that she could not

hear a conversation that was taking place at
that moment between Buckley and his jockey.

" Understand, Leffrey. He's got to come
down again. You're on five hundred to nothing
if you do the job properly. There must be no
mistake."

" There won't be any mistake," replied
Leffrey, " and th&re won't be an inquiry by tlio

stewards either. It will ho an accident all right.

Leave it to me, guv'nor."
All unconscious of the vile plot that was being

hatched against him, Cimningham chatted
cheerily to Marjorie as he carefully examined his

girths, surcingle, and stirrup leathers. He was
leaving nothing to chance. He gave a confident
emile fo Marjorie as he mounted and rode out of

the paddock, and then, leaning over his horse's

neck, he whispered :
" You've got to do it,

Jupiter, old boy ! You're not only carrj'ing the
Denton fortunes, but her happiness and mine."

It might have be^n fancy, but Cunningham
thought he felt the old horse brace himself up as
he spoke as if to say :

" You do your share ; I'll

do mine."
" They're off."

Never had the old. familiar cry thrilled Mar-
jorie Denton as it did on this day. Aunt
Cynthia, who was standing by her side, felt the
girl tremble, but there was no sign of nerves on
]\Iarjorie's face as she put her glasses on the
field. Frank Cunningham was content to let his
rivals set the pace, and he kept Jupiter well be-
hind. He had not only to ride to win, but
also to watch Leffrey, for, though he had no
actual knowledge of the plot against him, he
felt pretty certain that Buckley meant to try to
down him as he had done in the Crackthorpe
Stakes.

Marjorie held her breath as the horses came
to the first fence, and then, as Jupiter cleared it

like a bird, she clutched her aunt's arm.
" He'll do it, aunt ! I feel certain he'll do

it !
" she cried.

As she spoke, she^ caught sight of Sir Reginald
Buckley. He was standing with Goddard, and
there was a confident smile on his face which
made Marjorie's heart-siak.

She turned her eyes on the nmners. Jupiter
was going strong. He was still behind, but
Marjorie knew that CunningViam did not want
to be in front yet. His mount could stay all day,
and he had a nice turn of speed when it came to
the run homo. Buckley's Scapegrace was run-
ning side by side with Jupiter, and Slarjorie
could see Frank keep turning to look at Leffrey.

Four of the field were out before they had gone
round for the first time, but Jupiter was taking
liis fences in beautiful style. Half-way round
for the second time Cunningham began to close
up to the leatlers. Leffrey kept with him, but
JIarjorie could see that his mount was not very
fresh and it was onlj- by an effort that he kept
pace with Jupiter. Both horses cleared the
water-jump together, but, as they raced to the
next fence, Leftrey had to use his whip to keep
Scapegrace alongside of Jupiter.

N'eck and neck they came to the jump. And
then it happened !

As they rose, Leffrey deliberately pulled his
mount against Cunningham's.

" Did you see that '!
"

" Deliberate !
"

" The dog !

"

The shouts rang in Marjorie's ears as. sick
with fear, she .saw Jupiter stumble. With a
great effort, Cunningham kept his seat in the
saddle. Jupiter half went down, but picked
himself up like a cat, and the next second ho
burst away. In twenty strides he had put
daylight between himself and his rival, and bo-
fore the last fence was reached he was leading the
field and all danger was past.

" Jupiter wins I

"

And as Jupiter galloped past the post, an easy
winner, Marjorie saw Buckley. He was like a
man who had seen some horrible vision. His
face was deadly pale and distorted with passion.
Dimly Marjorie heard rnen speaking his name,

and that of Leftrej-, with the loathing tliat all true
sportsmen feel for a cur and a crook, as she h urried
to the paddock to congratulate rider and horse.

" You wonderful man !
" she said, " and you—you, Jupiter."

And the old horse cocked his ears with jaunty
pride as much as to say :

" There was never any
doubt about it."

" Leffrey tried to down you, Frank," said the
girl. " They're all talking" about it !

"

" Yes, I know" replied Curmingham grimly ;

" but "Jupiter was too clever for him. It was
the horse that sa\ed us, Marjorie. Flatcatchcr
would never have recovered like Jupiter did."

Close by Jupiter's bo.K Marjorie and Frank
were talking together. The Australian had just
asked the question that meant ever}"thing to him,
and he had got the ans%ver he wanted.
Very tenderly he took the girl's face between

his hands and leaned forward to kiss her.
" Oh, look, Frank ! Look !

"

Cunningham turned his head, and there,

peeping over the gate of his box was Jupiter,
liis eyes beaming a blessing. Then, like the

gentleman he was, he discreetly retired.

•'HER DOU RLE "n FE."
Splendid New Serial Next Week.

Alone I do it

!

Persir) Powder washes on a new,

marvellous and rapid principle and is

the most wonderful clothes washer yet

known. ^PersiT) washes clothes by boiling

and rinsing only. ^ersif) works entirely

without rubbing and bleaches without injuring.

Boil and rinse only—not a rub.

^PersiQ washes everything : heavy Linen, Calico,

Lace, Muslins arid Curtains: splendid for Flannels

and Woollens (^^^ Spedal instructions).

GUARAMT£Cs--Pei'sil Is made by Joseph CroaHeld A Sons,
Ltd., (by appointment to H.M, the King) famous Soapmakera
for over tOO years*
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THOMAS H. INCE
:: :: PRODUCER AND SPORTSMAN :: ::

IN Culver City, California, Thomas H. Ince has

built the most modern motion picture studio

in the world. There is nothing like it in the

industry. The administration building is

fashioned along old Colonial design, and the

entire atmosphere of the plant is that of the

greatest refinement.

Mr. Tnco has, in the advancement of tho

motion picture business, given something that

was distinctly his own. in all his productions.

He has alwnys been a leader instead of copjing

«he ideas of someone else.

He was the first to stage

big battle scenes.

Mr. Ince was one of the

first tointroduce the
vampire to the screen,

with Louise Glaum as the

vampire. He was, without
question, the " father " o(

the Indian and Western
picture, introducing to tho I

public the much-loved Bill

Hart. He was the first

producer to see the possi-

bility in Japanese artistes,

and engaged Sessue

Hayakawa to play tlie leading role in " The
Typhoon." And last, but not least, he saw the
great possibility in the small town story, and
gave to the public the inimitable Charles Ray,
with Dorothy Dalton as tho best of dramatic
stars, and Enid Bennett as the winsome,
appealing tvpe, absolutely in a class by her-

self.

Mr. Ince is a keen aviator, and is always ready
to further the advancement of this latest means
of quick travel.

In order to encourage
youthful pilots, he has
offered to present to the first

aviator who accompli.shes a
flight across the Pacific
Ocean the magnificent prize
of 50,000 dollai-s, a sum
which everyone will agree is

well worth striving for. The
only condition is that the
flight must be made via the
Hawaiian Islands.

Mr. Ince will also be re-

membered as one of the
founders of the famous
Triangle organisation.

THOMAS H. INCE is himself a keen aviator.

THOMAS H. INCE giving H. E. COLES, Mayor.'of Venice, his certified cheque for 50,000 dollars
to pay over to thelfirst aviator that crosses the Pacific via Hawaiian Islands.

rCORSET
ICOMFORT

for all women is absolutely certain in this im-
proved style. You will have better health, and
a more graceful figure, by wearing

Tjfe

Corset

12/ik
Posiagsdluvadextra

Sbckedmallsaes

£xmi20to30iD&
The Beautifit" Corset is the outcome of many
years' experience and study of women's corset
comfort. It gives a beautiful lissom figure with-
out impairing the health, and a graceful carriage
that makes its wearer the envy of all. The follow-
ing are some of the features of the "Beautifit

"

Corset.

Of fine quality White Coutille, with rustless
supports making them washable throughout.

Provided with lacings on either side of the
busk it gives support where needed, grants
full play to the figure, and is easily adjust-
able to individual needs.

This lacing arrangement also makes the
"Beautifit" Corset eminently suitable for
Nursing Mothers, and saves the expense of
special corsets.

It is fully boned with pliable busk and steels,
of sufficient length to give perfect shape,
but not so long as to impede free movement.

There are no superfluous frills, so you pay for
quality materials only.

Adjustable suspenders of best quality.

Don t delay another hour.

Send Cheque or Postal Order for 12/11
to address belovtr at once, and make
sure of obtaining

COMPLETE CORSET COMFORT
Give waist measurement over underclothing.

Cash MUST accompany every order, and we
guarantee perfect satisfaction or

money refunded.

THE BEAUTIFIT CORSET CO.,
Dapt.78, 19/21 LUDGATE H1LL,L0ND0N, E.C.4.

BEAUTIFIES THE EYES
"Eydol" will gi

i^n^K^ ^y^^ briUlanc
U vivacity, and expression

which men flod so * apj^aling. It
clears the eyes, fveabeuii and streogtbeus
tflem, making them tiattiraily morn
beaut if . Pai ticulai ly refieshiug
after inotorin g.

" Eydol " is recommended l)y leadini^

actresses. inchuling Miss Kyrle Rellew,
M ins rbyllis Bedells, Mdlle. LucieDOe
Dervyle. etc. " Eydol " is

harmless. Relieves eye-ntrain
and headache. Indispensable (ov

uU whose oyos are weak or

Us© " Kydolash "

to darken your
cyetrows and
lushes, H makes
them thick, long,
and silky. lii

Ivoiiue I'oU. 1/6.

and
direct

tired-looktng.

2/0 per bottle
Of all Stores
Chemistfl, or

Labor a t ori es
(Dept. 'Js,

l70.Strand, LONDON. W.C 2
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I WAS A SIGHT FROM

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

I Cured it Quickly, Root and
All, so it never Returned.

WILL

THE

SEND FREE FULL PAflTICULARS OF

SACRED HINDOO SECRET WHICH

CURED ME.

Tot Tears I was the victim of horrid hair growths on

mj lac* and arms. I was a sisht. Every time X met

Mother woman with this " mannisli " niarlt and saw how
It •poiled her loolis I hfoame tlie more distracted, lor 1

ka4 tried all tiie pastes, powdtrs. li((uids. and other
' hair-removers I had
ever heard of. but al-

wavs with the same
unsatijsfactory result.

Finally itiy husband,
a noted surgeon and an
officer In the Britisli

Army, secured from a

native Hindoo soldier

(whose life he had
saved! the closely

cuarded secret of the

Hindoo religion, which
forbids Hindoo women
to have the slightest

trace ot hair except

the hair on their head.

I used it. In a lew
days all iny bair

Erowths had gone. To-

day not a trace can be

found. It has been

killed for ever, root and
all Mv experience witli

this wonderful remedy
was so remarkable tliat

I feel it my duty to tell

my experience to others

afflicted that they may
profit by it, and not

waste their time and
worthless concoctions " as I did.

to any lady

tht native uumen n) India
never have any trace of
Suverfluotis Hair. 1 will

' tend yon the secret.

money on
Therefore.ue.^.u.c. w ....... who will send me tj,e coupon

below or copy of it, with your name and address, within

the next few days, eending two penny stamps l" c'sr
my outlay for posting. I will send quite free full informa-

tion «o that vou may for ever end all trace of embarrass-

Ins bair by tlie wonderful metlrnd that cured me. I will

also send you free particulars of other valuable beauty

•ecrets as soon as thev are ready. Please state whether

lire, or Miss, and address your letter as below.

THIS FREE COUPON
or copy of same to be
sent with your name and
address and 2d. stamps.

Mes HUDSON: Please sf-nd me free full informa-

tion and instructions to cure superfluous hair, also

details of other beauty secrets as soon-as you can.

Address. Fhedeeica HrDSON-. Dept. H 140. ^o. 9,

Old Cavendish Street, London, W.l.

IMPOBTANT ^'OTE.—^frs. Ilndson belongs fo a iamilij

ftlak in Society, and is the v idow of a prominent Army
Officer, to you can write her with every confidence.

AdiTtti as above.

ARE YOl) INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA?

Many opporlunitiee occur for men and women in

thirgrowing British indti^try. There is a demand
for trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
_ Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE.
36. Rathbone Place. Oxford Street. W.l.

AGENTS WANTED.
Private Xmas Cards

B Secure your Sample Book from the g
largest Manufacturers in the Trade. g

SPLENDID COMMISSION and PRIZES.
SUCCESS CERTAIN. Write—

jj

i "IMPERIAL ART" Publ shcrs'Dept.Di.HULL. Z

fARE YOU SHORT?
( (lO. let the Glrvan Systcto b^lp you

to Increane your height. Mr.BriggB re-

rtorti 5 inches increawe; Driver K, F..

3 jncbes ; Mr. Ratclitfe, 4 ioches ; Misn
Medell.4 iDchPB ; Mr. Ketley, 4 tncbes.
This Byetem greatly improves 'the
lieiUtta. figure, and carriage. Send 3
penny Btaiupa for further particularn
and /lOO Guarantee' to Knijuiry
I>ept. C.T.. 17. Stroud Oreen Koad,
Tx>n<lon. N.4.

Overheard at the Cinema.
TWO young laolics at the cinema were dis-

cussing their personal affairs.
" Got a chap yet, Liz ? " inquired one.

" Yes," returned her coinpanion. " And he'a
a regular toff. He's working at Johnson'.s."

" You don't say so ! Why, they tell me he's
real refined."

" Rather ! Why, he took me to a restaurant
last week, and when we had coffee he poured it

into a saucer to cool it ; but he didn't blow it

like common people would—he fanned it with
his hat !

"

2s. 6d. awarded to W. J. Flatman. 41,
Farnham Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

Only Missed Two Parts.

THIO consoling friend leaned toward the
plump, crape - decorated widow and
her plump crape - decorated daushter.

In a solemn whisper that con-
trasted deeply with the gay
music of the orchestra, and the
gay colour of the announcement.^
of forthcoming events shown
on the screen, she said very
sympathetically :

" 1 suppose the death of a
husband and father in the home
makes a break in your lives that
one who has not experienced it
can hardly imagine?''

" Well, it's an awful break,"
responded the widow, " but not
so bad as you might think.
Nellie and me took turns takin?
care of him. and that way wi-

only missed two parts of the
new serial, even counting the
funeral."

No Wonder.
''^^'^^

FILM ST.AR : " Bessie and I have had a
quarrel. You know she is getting fright-
fully stout, and last night 1 told her she

looked like an inflated balloon."
Jni : "Well, you can hardly blame her for

going up in the air."

" Has the talking -machine run down t
" h«

asked sarcastically.
" No." wearily replied a man who had sat

beside her. " She went home."

Cool Cheek.
FIRST Motion Ptctobe Actor (indignantly) t

" What did you want to go round telling
people I was borrowing money for ?

"

. Second Actor :
" Well, I only mentioned it

to one or two particular friend-s."

First Actor :
" Well, don't ever do that

again, or I'll never borrow another dollar from
you !

"

Don't You Believe It !

BRKATHLESSLY they watched the
hero as he scanned "the tape from
the tape machine.

" What is that thing that he
is pulling the strip of paper out
of '! " inquired the innocent girl.

" Oh, the actual business deals
are taking place in New York,
and he is looking to see what the
market prices are," explained the
young man.

" And j ou mean he pets all

those figures on that from New
York ?

"

" Yes."
" Well, j-ou needn't try to

make me believe that machine
holds tape enough to reach fron»
here to New York."

She Went Too.

MRS. JONES r
" I hear that

your husband goes to
the pictures dearly

every night."
-

"
" Yfea. I suppose he hales t-oMrs. Bones

* stay at- home alone."

Wfe^r Biarriaffe tike a motion

Relief at Last.

MR. AND MRS. FILM FUN were attending
a picture show. A lady seated directly
behind them kindly explained the

pictures at great length, and with much dis-
tinctness. Finally the explanations ceased, and
Mr. Film Fun turned round.

Bilks :

picture ?
"

JiLKS :
" nr bite^ Tell me '.

"

Btlks (who is a sadly hen-pecked husband) ;

" Because it's one scene fight after another."

We know that Charlie Chaplin ig the- king of

fun-makers, and yet—we hate to say it—when-"
ever wc see him a film comes before our eyes.

The Jester,

MUTT TRIES TO GET HIS OWN BACK.

lU for rvuT

tumt Rvtrr
jtff".

Mutt ha\'ing got a job a=

manager lets Jeff know he
is only there by his charity.

But Jeff resents his com-
mands with good eftect.

Mutt plans for revenge.

And how was he to know
that Jeff had moved from
behind the back sheet ?

And that liis well-aimed
blow would hit the strong
man 7

Mutt was sure when the
strong man had finished
with him.

From the Fox Flt-M, by permission.

But Jeff had improved
his time by a quiet talk
with the fairy queen.
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ESSING
The Summer Girl gets ready for Winter Festivities—Hints for

Dancers—The Latest Fashion—A Beauty Secret,

WITH the longer nights most gii-Is are

turning their thoughts to evening frocks

for indoor festivities. Dancing, I hear,

is to be as groat a ctMo this year as ever. And
what better exercise can you have ? But there

are sad ilays of reckoning for the summer girl.

After dancing merrily through two months of

outdoor life, she now takes a full-length view

of herself in the mirror, and discovers that she

will have to pay the piper by a course of beauty

doctoring. The face that looked merely healthy

and boyish in its tan in tho country appears

heavy, coarse, and masculine.

In the environment of her dainty room at

home she becomes possessed of a sudden desire

to get rid of her tan. Hands which were svipple

and graceful on the tiller of a sailboat, seem
sadly in need of a manicuring now that she is

bade in town. The hair that blowsed and
tumbled coquettishly about her faco on the

Khore, looks "bleached and coarse above her

evening gowns. Her figure has lost some of its

finer curves. Her waist is a bit too big, and her

ankles look large and unshapely above her

dancing-shoes. More than that, she has a

general feeling that she needs grooming.

NELL SHIPMAN, the Vilagraph Uar, wearing
a beautiful evening frock showing the latest

decollette back.

Get Your Feet Into Condition.

THE girl who is wanting to accept every
invitation she can get to dance will do well
to follow this recipe of a well-known pro-

fessional dancer :

Before retiring at night she should bathe her
feet in very hot salt water, iising coarse cooking
salt in the proportion of a tablespoonful to a
pint of water. This will reduce the swelling,
and if she will add to her cold bath in the morning
several tablespoonfuls of salt, the cold salt water
will have a tendency to make the flesh firm.

This is particularly good advice if your feet
are inclined to swell.

A Recipe For Sunburn.

FOR general sunbm-n use this lotion : Six
draihms of pulverised borax mixed
thoroughly with three-quarters of an

ounce of pure glycerine and twelve ounces of

orange flower water. Twelve ounces of the
orange flower water is equal to twenty-four
tablespoonfuls.

Th's Year's Fashions.

THEI^ again Dame Fashion has no pity on her
devotees. She refuses to take into con-
sideration their shortcomings. Thvis she

decrees this year that decoUetto gowns must be
very decollette in the back, in sjjite of the fact
that few women havo beautiful backs to display.

In fact, SO" few are the number who possess this

charm that to turn one's back on a person and
show skin white and dazzling, shoulders per-
fectly made, causes something of a sensation,
and the woman who can boast this beautj asset
is envied by all her sisters.

Yet iif we are to be in fashion this year we must
wear our evening frocks cut out generously in

the back, and to create a pretty effect the average
woman must do something to beautify her back.

A Pretty Skin.A PRETTY skin on your face does not mean
that your back and shoulders can boast
of so fine a covering. There the skin is

apt to be coar=er and more yellow than your
pink and white complexion ; but much can be
done to improve the colour and texture if you
can get your sister or mother to help, for it is

almost impossible to reach one's own back to

massage it properly.

A Thorough Cleansing.

THE beautifying treatment is very much like

that applied to the face. First lay small
towels in water as hot as the hands can

stand. Wring these out until they are almost
dry, clap them on to the back and cover with a
dry Turkish towel. As soon as they become
cool, change them for hot fresh cloths. Keep
this up for about fifteen minutes, or until all the

pores are opened thoroughly. Now take great

dabs of cold cream and rub into the open pores.

Take off with wads of absorbent cotton.

The cream, you will be surprised to find, will

be- quite soiled, for the opened pores will emit
their secretions. Apply fresh cold cream, rub
in thoroughly, and wipe off with clean cotton.

Keep this up vmtil the cream is as clean when it

comes off as when it was applied to the back.
Powder with fine oatmeal, and you will bo
delighted at tho result. A Disesser.

SPECIAL NOTICE! Next Week's 'THE PICTURE SHOW.'
Am 5ng the many alltactions ol the next issue of "The Picture '<I-4PR r^OIIRT P I IFF "
Show. "is the beginning of a splendid new love setia!, entitled :

lli-ilv yJ\J\J IJi-ti-M I-tir IL,.

Don't miss this intimate story of an ordinary girl, \v!io became a famous cinema star. It is a story of jealousies,
trials, surprises, romance and love, and it begins in " The Picture Show " ne.xt week.

MARY PICKFORD as Judy in "Daddy Long-Legs."
Free "w i 11* every copv,

OWEN MOORE. A New Portr ait on our Cover.
OLIVE THOMAS. Some cf the many bewitching expressions,

and a Full Size Picture.

GERALD AMFS in characters he has made on the screen.

And all the usual feat-jres. Don't miss next week's I'jsua of " The Picture ShoM." Out on Monday.
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"And now for Bed

"I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

clean as a new pin. Now
I don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about ihe

eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

mg years younger. When
I look in my glass 1 can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed.

Vomeroji
SkinFoo

'

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars

of High-class Chemists

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.
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BEFORE. AFTER.

Every ladv can hnre a beautiful lica^l of
CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.

You will be delighted «ith the results.

Priee 2/6 per bottle, or three bnttli's for 5/6.
post paid, direct from the makers. CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept. 114), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C.I.

The Asthma Sufferers' Greatest Friend.

Speedy and Pleasant in its efrects, and always to be relied on.

1/3 per Tin, from all Chemists ; postagre, 2d. extra
Ffee Trial Package frum 1 HinKSMAN. Clieinist. Carluke.

If jom Chemisl is without it, ask him to get yon Hinksman's.

CINEMA ASPIRANTS
= (AI.Z. AGES):

Receive expert tuition. Students are included in

our own PRODUCTIONS, when proficient.

Write or call for particulars.

A1 CINEMA COLLEGE & STUDIO,
171,Eenaeld St. .GLASGOW. EVERYTIIISG VP TO DATE.

IF YOU SUFFER
Irom nervous, worried feelings,

lack of energy, self-confidence,

will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in tlie presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the
Mento-Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. — GODFRY
ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd,, 536,
Imperial Buildinss, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.G. 4,

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical Discovery of the
Age. It teaches you to play the piano beaviti-

fully by ear and vamp to thousands of fongs
in all keys with ONE HOUK'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music.
Simple as A. B.C. 150.t)00 sold and everyone
deliahtf-d. Success iznaranteed. Money re-

turned if not as stated. Complete, post free.

2/6 (per P.O. i—Imperial Publishing
Co. <!' iVpt.i. 28, South Castle St.,
Liverpool. Iista»>li-hed 1872.

FILM ACTING
The new profession for*both sexes. Carge
salaries can be earned by trained beginners.
We qualify you at our studio for our own and

other productions. Call or write.

LONDON & PROVINCIAL CINEMA COLLEGES,
236, High Holborn, W.C. I,

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.
FILM FAULTS,

If cinema audiences are inclined to be more critical
to-day than they were in the past, the change of
attitude is one to be welcomed rather than de-
plored. In the early days, almost anythins in the
motion-picture was accepted in a spirit of passiveness,
because curiosity in a new kind of entertainment
rather than serious interest, marked the public attitude.
To-day the average cinema-goer is also a critic with a
lofty purpose in view, and whose keen interest in the
screen-play enables him to detect even the smallest
details that happen to be wrong.

Space alone has kept me from acknowledging the
many letters which readers have sent me at various times
pointing out faults in film plays which could have been
prevented. These imperfections, which appear to be fairly
numerous, are due, no doubt, in the main to two causes—carelessness and want of closer attention to historical
details. The time which often elapses between the
taking of two consecutive scenes must oBer a brimful
0$ likely errors, unless great care is taken to prevent
their occurrence. Too often it looks, however, as if

those responsible reUed only on memory to assist
them in reconstructing a previous scene, with the
result that curious and absurd diflerences, where no
change is supposed to have taken place, are frequently
noticeable. In the matter of probability, we know a
certain amount of licence is necessary, and just as
literature and tbe spoken drama must exaggerate on
occasions for the sake of sustaining interest in a
situation, so, too, the screen-play must be excused a
similar hberty. But the danger of trespassing too far
beyond the limit is an ever-present one unless guarded
against.

Plays which deal in any part with liistory or with
the manners and customs of peoples of other countries
often contain ludicrous mistakes. Wrist-watches,
telephones and other inventions of modern times,
have a habit of creeping into periods when they were
never in use. Curious and extraordinary styles of
dress and uniform are not infrequent.

Yet no author, artiste or producer, need feel that
the detection of such faults displays an unfriendly
spirit. The public is not ungrateful for the efforts
made to please it, though it feels that the motion
picture is worthy of more careful attention to detail.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the tact that this paper goes to press a consider-
able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address :

The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

E. H. (Lower Tootins).—The part of Ha^-nes Waldon
in " The House of Hate " wa.s taken b.v J, Webb
Dillion. Antonio Moreno was Harve.v Cresbam,
C'reishton Hale did not play in this serial at all.

C. M. (Southampton).— Charlie Chaplin's feet are
the same a.s anyone else'.*, and so are Pearl Wliite's
ear?, so don't, please, pay an.v attention to the absiu-d
rumoiu-s you may hear about either.

CRYSTAL " (Dorking), OTHERS.— All letters
should give the full names and addresses of the \\Titers,

though not for publication. Aiionx mous letters are
not answered.
"Jiujrr" (.Slicrwood).—The information you

require Ins not been disclosed for public in-
formation,

T, E. ^U.pper Norwood).— So people say that you
are like Billle Burke ? She was born in Washington,
D.C'. Yes, I do wish you every success as you say
you h.ave had an offer to go to America, •Don't
forget the old paper when you get there:
" Cinema " (Salford),- June Caprice is not a

British star. She w.is born twent.v years ago in
Arlington, Mass., and her real name is Betty Lawson,

" A.JAX " (Glossop),— So you and your mates think
that William Russell has the look of a Itussian, Of
course, jou know that BUI is American born and
bred, Eddie Polo is twenty-nine, and his wife is

Pearl Grant. Dustin Farnum is also married.
Pearl White and Charlie Chaplin were both born in

the same .vear, 1889. The former is single. Chrissie
M'hite, Owen Nares, and Violet Hopson are all

wedded, but further particulars about them have
not Ijcen disclosed. Mar.v Pickford has no children,
and her new play will be out soon. Your " worthy
Editor " must leave you to guess all about him.
Fancy taking a week to write your letter. You must
have been bus.v :

F, I), (St, Leonards),— Jean Southern is twenty-
one, Mary Miles Winter's own name is Juliet
Shelby. Minter is the family name on her mother's
side.

E, B. (Southend).—No, Eileen Sedgwick did not
marry Eddie Polo. Sec above. Tsnro Aoki and
Scssue Hayakawa are life partners. True Boardman
i.s dead. No, Jlarie Walcamp is American, not
lOnglisli,

M, JlcP. (.\ccrinston).—1 may have answered

your previous letter, though it's difficult to remember.
If I haven't, you must absolve me from all blame, for
it might not liavc reached me. Anyway, it w.i8 Mary
Fuller who pla>ed in " Wliat HapjM-ned to Mary," so
that you are right, and not your friend,

E, S. M. (Tolloross).—Pearl (Jrant. Eddie Polo"»
wife, plays a small part in " The Circus King." Ben
WiLson marriefl Jessie Mc.Mlister, Florence La Badie
was killed some time ago.

1). M. (I pper Norwood).— Paidine Stark Is nine-
teen. Her eyes are dark grey, and lier liair is brown,
Violet Hopson is married, and has black hair. Jane
Fee is seven, Katherine Lee Is two years her senior,
and Madge Evans is ten,

\. V, B. (Chelmsford), Much depends on th«
manager of the theatre, so .vou might a.sk him if there
is any chance- of the films you mention being shown
a second time. As this is being written several weeks
in advance of the time you will .see it in print, I am
sorry I cannot tell >ou where the pictiu'es are being
c.\hibite<l.

' Pat " (Leigh-on-Sea).— No, I cannot say that
your writing does look girlish. Do your friends think
it does ? I don't think 'Marguerite Clark's hnsb.md
has ever been a film actor. Yes, they do often speak
the words .vou see on the screen, as you can tell by
obser\ing their lips. The question of what clothes
the artistes shall wear depends on the parts they are
to play.

N. P, (London).— I have no information in regard
to your iiKiuiry about Mr. and Mr.<. Scssue Hayakawa.

'1'. G. (Manchester). - No, Warren Kerriaan is not
married, Jose Collins' other plaj-s will be announced
in time.

N. Df.Q. (Willesden).— Quite a good idea of .vours
to have a small screen on which our art plat-es will

be pasted. It ought to look very pretty if arranged
artistieall.v with a few border designs, Irene Cattle
was born in 1893. Thanks \ery much for getting
new readers, and for the little bit of heather you
enclosed for luek,

D, C. C, (Bayswatcr),— Hope you had replies to
your letters by now. I have made note of the
large photos >ou would like to see printerl. 1 ha\c
not heard that there is any maximum height for a
girl artiste. Yes. sometimes the camera docs ex-
aggerate where necessary,

if. C. (Walthamstow).— Yes, Monday is the great
day, isn't it ? Mar}- Pickford is 5 ft, Eddie Polo lias

acted in a number of serials,

"SPHINX" (Bedford),- Charles Ogle played (he
spy in " The Firefly of France," Tom Mix is mar.-ied
to Victoria Forde. Yes, Naomi Childers is still on the
films, and plays in Goldwj-n pictures,

"Carrie" (Leicester). Gladys Hulctte is in her
teens. The answers to your other questions re
Pearl White, t^erald Ames, and Violet Hopson have
already been replied to, so you will have read the
answers before you see this.

" MONS Stak " (Rochdale).—Authorities, like

doctors, often disagree, and so you must te prepared
for varying statements about the ages of artistes,

and especially the lailies, I have seen Mary Pick-
ford's age given as 2.3, 24, 25, and 26, but I believe
you will find the last one correct.

P, R, P. (Haverstock Hill).- Crane Wilbur is the
name. All art plates are given away with this paper,
and not .separately.

" Pat " (Sutton Coldfield) writes to say she intends
binding her copies of The PiCTCTtE Show herself, and
thinks the hint may be of use to other readers. She
will use two sheets of cardboard, the same size as
the " P. S.," with some corrugated paper for the back.
Over these will be sewn some pretty cretonne, and
inside will be a flvleaf of white foolscap. The covers
of each issue of THE PlCTfRE SHOW will be left as
they are. Attached to the back, top. and bottom
will be so many strings of narrow bebf ribbon of
different colours, and these will be fastened to the
back by press studs. One of the strings will run
tlu-ough the middle of each Picture Show. Thim
the numbers can not only be kept in volume form,
but any particular issue can be easily removed for

perusal, if necessar.v.

H. H, (London, S.E.).— Sorry I cannot accede to
your proposal, as the names and addresses of our
"r'^aders are given in confidence. If you place your
scheme on a business footing and advertise it, .vou
will find it a better plan in this way tojelect from
among the applicants those whom you think are
really capat le.

D. P. (Brondesbury).—Henrv Edwards is a
bachelor. Your other request has been noted,

T. S, {Tufnell Park).—Perhaps there will come a
day when William S. Hart will really retire from the
screen, but let us hope that day will be distant.

Irene Castle, another one of your " pet stars," will be
on the films for some time, I shall a%ait with a
biave heart your next " load of questions."

"Donald " (Olasgow).—Yonr well-known country-
man, William Duncan, is married to Florence Dye.
Carol Holloway had not w edded anyone when last I

heard. MoUie King was married recently to Kenneth
D. Alexander, a millionaire horse-owner.

" Chummy" (Maidstone).—Anna Querentia Nils-

son was born in Ystad, Sweden. Sylvia Brcamer
was born in Sydney, Australia,

(Continued on page 23.)
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
(Continued from Page 22.)

" Diamond "~
(Chester).—I have indeed been

«le!iii;e(l witli shoals of appreciative letters about the
art plates, and have emerged happy and smiling.

Mabel Normand's " saucy face " greeted our readers
front tlie cover of the second issue of this ijaper, as
you know, and I shall bear her in mind for an art

plate, as well as the others you have mentioned.
A. K. (Sale).—No. .Tunc Caprice, otherwise Betty

Lawson, is not English, but American. .Tackle

Saunders in private life is Jlrs. E. D. Horkheimer.
Won't your friends be surprised when they know I

have answered your letter.

A. 0. (Albi. Tarn).—This time I have got your
town right, haven't I ? I am pleased to hear from
you again, but am sorry 1 am not requiring any out-

side stories at present.. However, I hope to hear
you have had some success with your efforts. No, I

«lo not know the gentleman you refer to. Oh, yes,

all my readers' names and addresses are finite secret

with rae, and, of course, those who do not give them
are not answered, in accordance with the usual
editorial rule. Trouble me as often as you please.

T. M. S. (Kirlvintilloch).—As a ruie, only letters

asking questions of general interest are replied to
on this page. I am sorry I canuot now remember
the letter you wrote so long ago and whetlier it came
under the above heading. No, Mary Pickford does
not wear a wig. The paper you enclosed a cutting
from mast have been misinformed.

K. and J. (Hull).—Mrs. Charlie Chaplin is alive
ami well, so the report of her death, as Mark Twain
would say. has been " gro.ssly exaggerated."

E. W. (Waltham Cross).—No, I have never beon
a cinema actor myself. My pleasure lies in watching

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

Why not paint the eigarette ash trays

on back of seats with "Phosphorus,"
which would act as a guide both to

people coming in out of the light

into the dark, and also would
assure gentlemen putting lighted

cigarette ends into it, as often it is

too dark to distinguish ash trays,

with the result cigarette ends are

thrown on floor, which makes the

danger of catching fire to carpet.

—2s. 6d. awarded to Ralph Munro,
(please send address).

those who do play, and in telling others all I can about
them. Niles Welch appears in American films.

V. J. ((iravesend).—Mary Miles Mintcr has a
sister named Margaret Shelby. Marguerite Clark
is thirty-one, George Walsh is twenty-seven, and, as
far as I know, is just as nice off the screen as he
appears on it.

.To." (Dundee).—George Walsh is American, and
his wife, Seena Owen, is also on the films. Sorry. I
don't know tlie name of the town. jOther particulars
not rclcase<l a? yet.

" English " (Chorlton-cum-Hardy). — Franklyn
Famum is cousin to Dustin. Florence Turner has
been on the stage for some time and that is why you
have missed her. She is now in America making
films. The other two are .still acting on the films.

There will bo more about Pauline ' Frederick as I
am not going to forget her. ,

'• TIMOTHY " (Newport).—Earic Williams's wife
Is a non-professional. In " The Lightning Raider,"
Pearl White plays the title-r61e, Henry Gsell is
•' Thomas Norton," Warner Oland is " Wu Fang,"

,

Frank Redman is " Hop Sing," and William Burt
appears as " The Wasp." ^

I. V. (Edinburgh).—Yes, December 6th is the
correct date of William S. Hart's birthday. Sorry,

j

I couldn't tell you. ,1

0. A. (Luton).
—"Pimple" is now on the stage.'

Herbert Rawlinson, your favourite, was bora iu'
Brighton in 188.5. Your request has been noted. |t~

T. H. (Plumstead).—Nearly every new correspond-
ent seems to write to me only after he or she has
' itlucked up courage " tfl do so. Do I appear then
to be so ferocious ? Believe me, I am the most
mild-mannered of men, so let no fears trouble you.
Shall be pleased to know If you do get his photo.
Stewart Rome is English right enough,-and w.is born
at Newbury. He has brown hair. The colour of
Mac Marsh's eyes is grey. 'I'hc other artiste is silent
(ibout the required particulars.

•' (iwLADYs " ((Gloucester).—Besides the one of
Pauline Frederick, you have also missed the art

plate of Owen Nares, but as these art plates are not
issued separately, I would suggest your trying to get

the issues, Nos. 2 and 3, which contain them. I-

shall remember your favourite when issuing more
of these plates. As to your questions, (I) Marsh
Allen as " Sir Francis Lennox " also starred with
Malvina Longfellow in " Thelma." (2) Sorry, haven't
the name. (3) Clara Kimball Young is 5 ft. 9 in. in

height, and has black eyes.
" Philadelphia " (West Hartlepool).—Your fir.st

and second letters were both received, but you
will probably have read by "now that letters for

artists cannot be acknowledged here, as i|uestions

of general interest claim more attention. For your
good opinion of the P.S., many thanks.

sr. Cm. (Newbury).—Glad to hear Stewart Rome
replied to your letter by sending you his photo-
graph. Antonio Moreno is not Italian, but Spanish.

E. H. (Crovdon).—Wallace Reid is married to

Dorothy Davenport ; Thomas Meighan to Francis

Ring ; Pauline Frederick to Willard Mack ; Elsie

Ferguson to Thomas B. Clarke, jun., a New York
banker. An art plate of Mary Pickford was given

away with the first number of this paper.

A. E. (Plaistow).—In his early days, Owen Moore
acted with Mary Pickford. Theotliersarenot married.

" Curious " (Cardiff).—Sorry, 1 liave riot bejn able

to get the names.

W. K. (London).—Albert Ray and Charles Ray
are not brothers, but cousins.

11. W. H. (Durham).-Sorry, I cannot get you any
signatures of artistes. But why not write to the

latter yourself through this office ?

G. S. (Hull).— I hope to have an art plate of your
favomite in time. The statement you saw in " a
London paper a short time ago " that Mary Pick-

ford was to be engaged to Douglas Fairbanks is,

needless to say, without foundation.

W. M. R. (Ilford).—Sessuc Hayakawa has been on
the stage in .lapan, but I cannot say whether he will

ever favour us with a visit to this country.

M. W. (Bangor).—Did you like the art plate of

Pearl White you wanted so much ? She has auljiiru

liair and blue eyes. Criticisms on the comparative
merits of various artistes do not offend, but interest

me.
C. P. (New Lenton).—I was neither bored with

your letter nor did I laugh, so come along again when
you want to. William Russell married Charlotte
Burton. He was born on April 12, 1886. Charles
Ray is twenty-eight, and William S. Hart will

be forty-three on December 6th. Glad you like our
mitldle pages.

M. B. (Cape Town).—Pleased to. hear from yon all

that way. If you send' your letters, I will forward '

them on.

P. G. (Topsham).—Norma Talmadge is twenty-
two. Niagara Falls, New York, is her birthplace.
No, her husband is not an actor.

D. S. (Bedford).—Many readers have written to
me saying they have received splendid photos and
replies from artistes in response to letters sent
through this office, so why not try your luck as
regards Eugene O'Brien and Norma Talmadge ?

The former was bom in 1884 in Dublin, and has
light bro\rti hair and blue eyes. He stands 6 ft.

high.

E. N. G. (Weston-super-Mare).—Stewart Rome
Is single. In " A Turf Conspiracy," the leading
parts were played by Violet Hopson, Gerald Ames,
and .Toan Legge.

F. W. (Norwich).—A " good picture " of her will
come along in time. Vivian Martin was born near
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

" Eloise " (Hendon).—Glad you like Gladys
Cooper's acting so much, though she is too busy with
her theatrical engagements just now to satisfy your
desire to see more of her on the screen. Her husband,
Herbert Buckmaster is not an actor.

A. B. (Cape Town).—You wish Grace Cunard was
really married to Francis Ford. But the former
has already chosen her partner in .Toe Moore, one
of the brothers of Owen Moore. Glad to hear you
look forward to each mail because of this paper.

N. IC. A. (Birmingham).—Malvina Longfellow is

still on the films. Will get you the particulars if I can.
" Daddy Long-Legs " may be out by the time you
see this in print; if not, you will not have long to
wait.

\ " DoREEN " (Farnley Tyas).—Geraldinc Farrar
was featureil with Wallace Reid iu " The Woman
God Forgot."

" Digger " (Swindon).—Pleased to know you have
had a reply from Mary Pickford and such a lovely
photo of her. Sorry, I haven't the reader's name anil
address. Francis Ford has not disappearcfl. You
will see him in " The Silent Mystery," released
December 8th.

S. C. B. (London. E.).—The exact date of Mary
Miles Minter's birthday is April 1, 1902.

fAfore Answers Next Week.)

BEAUTY_HINTS.
By Rose Stuart.

Jf^^nswer to the many inquiries^ we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
Cinema actors and actresses. The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be

distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter .- Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose 1 id. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show." The Fleetway
House, Farrtngdon Street, London. E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.)

ROSE STUART,
Bcauly Specialist.

Home-made toilet preparations are bcttM
as a rule than the ones you buy already pr»-

pared. You can buy the ingredients at *iiy

chemist's at little cost and mi.x them at hoiae.

You will be surprised at the wonderful way in

which they benefit your hair and complesion.

FOR THE HAIR.
Here is a simple receipt, which any lady or

gentleman can mix at home, that will imme-
diately remove dandruff, stimulate the growth
of the hair, and prevent it from falling out.

Merely dissolvo 1

drachm of powdered
sanolite in 3 ounces
of bay rum and add
3 ounces of waier.

Apply to tho scalp

once a day and rob
it in well wiiero

there is dandroif.

Not only is this mix-
turo a powerful
stimulant to the
scalp, but it 13 an
active germicidal

agent, and ecnrf

immediately • dis-

appears where it is applied. The hair c&a
be prevented from falling out, and made to
grow long, thick, and beautiful by the aU ol

this simple mixture.

FOR GREY HAIR.
Any lady or gentleman can restore tlicir

grey, streaked, or faded hair to its natural
colour with this simple, home-made mixture.

To a half pint of water add one ounce of biy
rum, J ounce of Orlex Compound, and ^ ount-o

of glycerine. These ingredients can be par-
chased at any chemist's, at little cost. Apply
to the hair every other day until the hiie

becomes its original colour. This is not a
dye, does not colour tho scalp, is not sticky or
greasy, and does not rub off.

FOR THE COMPLEXION.
You can make at home a greaselc-'s

vanishing cream that will beautify the c»jia-

plexion, make the skin soft, smooth and pliaWe,
and prevent the hands from chapping. Dis-

solve J ounce of powdered grexite in 1 ounce cf

glycerine and add a pint of water. Thesa
ingredients cost little at any chemist's, it

makes more than a pint of greaseless vanishing
cream or lotion that will give the complesion
the clear velvety appearance of youth, and
remove wrinkles, roughness, and chaps. Mea
will find it excellent after shaving.

[Apvt.I

' *^;B.UYS,A-

ith massive Oak-Ca.se,22-iiich
ichly coloured Horn.unbtfak-
able silent Swiss Motiir,
11-in. nickelled TurntaiWe,
and extra loud lusulitrdi
Sound Box, etc. Gigantic
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portable Hornlesw,
,111.1 exquisitely ilesik-iuJ Tjbli
(Irands leildy for iimneiiiale 4e.
livery itiifi' f,>m /',i,.\<'t

pounds under shop pricas.
IN .\rrROVAI, witli ailtmiH! *nd
•eilles PACKKl) KKK.K. C.Mini.tBJI
I. Complete siitiefnetion or nuiKj

tuii.le.l. Write (or iiioiiyter nm>T»i«
sis I'd-IIAV

MEAD COMPANY. Dept. 10 C
BALSALL HEATH. BIRMINCHAW.

mW SHOW YOUR FRIENDS

'^he Picture Show.
»»



24 READ THIS STORY OF A GREAT SIN AND A TERRIBLE REVENGE.

WITHOUT
MERCY!

The Story of a Mother's Vengeance.

By JOHN GOODWIN.
thor of "Blackmail," "The Spider Woman," &c

Mistress of Millions.

•' |S Mr. Calverley below ? Ask him to come

I up instantly, please."

The woman hung up the fclephone-

receiver, and sut back. The dusky old room

was an excellent setting for her mature beauty.

On the floors below, the business of the bank

was over for the day. The long, panelled room

upstairs was the inner sanctum of the bank of

Garth. Garth & Trelawne—the last of the great

private banks of London ; one that stands alone,

and deals with the affairs of princes. As all

the world knows, it is the only bank in London

owned and controlled by a woman, Mrs. Enid

Garth.
It was the rigid rule of the house that no X)ne,

from the highest subordinate downwards, should

ever enter that wide, upper room on any pretext

whatever unless summoned there by Mrs. Garth.

Mr. Calverley, her manager, came at once.

"Mr. Calverley," said his chief, motioning

him to a chair, "I wish you to tell me what you

know of this new financier wlio has burst like a

comet upon London—the man of whom all the

City'is talking. I mean. Sir Melmoth Craven:,
" I have made the usual inquiries," said Cal-

verley ; "he has great' interests in South

America. Bylall I can learn , his credit is of the

highest." . .

Mrs. Garth tapped the table with her pen.
" His agents," she said, " have been making

advances for a financial backing from Garth's.

" I should advise accepting." •
'

Mrs. Garth turned suddenly in her chair, and

looked the manager in the eyes.
" I feel it would be a mistake," she said slowly.

" There is some mystery about this man. - My
instinct tell me to refuse any alliance with Sir

Melmoth Craven."
Then Mrs. Garth turned the subject abruptly.
" Let us wind up the business for the day,

Mr. Calverlcv." -
For thirty minutes Mrs. Garth

discussed affairs with her manager,

handling matters of finance and policy

with a swift, decisive grasp that proved

the bom business mind. At the end he

gathered up his notes and rose.
" Adraftfrom the Credit Marseillais has

been paid in to us," he said, " for £60,000.
'

"Quito right," answered Mrs. Garth

briefly ;
" it was due."

Mr. Calverley looked a little aggrieved.

He hesitated.

"Mrs. Garth," he said, " yon have

called me your right hand at Garth s

bank, and I have tried to deserve it.

I have practically all the bank's business

at my finger-tips." But—these amazingly

heavy payments from the great Frencli

credit house ! I know nothing of them

or their origin, and they are enormously

important." He paused. " Would it

not be better to take me into your confi-

dence concerning them ?
"

Mrs. Garth turned to Calverley, her

face as hard as adamant.
" Mr. Calverley," she said cuttingly,

" you have served this bank for forty

years, and your father served mine. Have
yon not iearnod better than to ask

questions on a matter that concerns me
alone 2 "

,

Mrs. Garth smiled a little grimly to

herself as she closed the door.
" Has it not '! " she murmured. " I

think I could give you a shock, my all-

eeeing manager."

Slie rose from her chair.
" And this man. Craven—what of him ? \Miat

is it (hat tells ine a new danger has come into
my life ? And to-night he is to be my guest. I
must learn more of him. Well, Garth's bank
lins.great reso'urces—but I have resources that
lire greater than Garth's."
She moved to the door by which Calverley

had left, and slipped home the little bolt. Mrs.
Garth went to an archway in the back wall,
panelled like the rest of the room, with smooth
mahogany. One of the panels opened to her
touch, disclosing a sm.ill cavity in which stood a
telephone. Holding the receiver, she clicked
the hook several times with her finger, ap-
parently tapping out a Morse alphabet letter.

_ When the answer came, she spoke in a voice
curiously thin, clear, and sharp.

" Is that Mr. Drave ? Make the sign, please

—

repeat it. Good 1 I ordered you, two days
ago, to get me the secret dossier of Sir Melmoth
Craven. I require the. full facts about him. It

was to have been ready to-morrow.'" .

A man's voice replfed^—deep, but sharp and
curt as her own. .

' ' .

" It is ready'now ; I have it here, and it is;

complete. Tberd i^-amsfiing strrff"in it. I think
you will find it very interesting.'' -

'" Excetteiit !" replied Mrs. Garth. "I will,

come to" you "atr once. Wait for nte. I will be
wjth you in twenty minutea-.'l '

She_closed the panel and, returning to the table

railed up by the desk-telephone the number of

her own house in Berkeley Terrace, where ]Mrs.

Garth reigned as one oi the most famous hostesses

in London. A manservant answered, and she
told him to bring her daughter to the tele-

phone.
" Margaret," she called softlj', " are you

there ? Listen, dearest. I may be an hour or

more late—very urgent matters are keeping me.

Dulling, you will have to receive our guests and
ujxilo^iie for mts."

" Yes, mother. But what is wrong ? " said a
gentle little voice in reply—a voice diaiming aa

the note of a flute. " VVhere are you ?
"

.
" Margaret, 1 have (old you never to ask me

(hat over the wire. I am in the City—that is

enough. Can you hear me ? I am so very

sorry to leave you like this, dear ; but get the
dance going, and be hostess for me. You will

do it charmingly. I shall not be very long."

Mrs. Garth picked up her gloves and loft th«
table.

" It may take longer than I think," she mur-
mured. " If Sir Melmoth Craven is not good
enough for Garth's, perhaps Madame Vampire
might suit him." A bitter little laugh broke
from her. " Madame Vampire !

"

" If Calverley knew—if the world knew where
the jvealth of Garth's and its princely charities

really came from !
" She paused, and added,

scarcely in a whisper : " And—if Margaret
knew !

"
. .

'

There were throe doors to the room. One at

either end led to separate exits in the huge paMio
ccranttn-g-lionse^ below.' The third door, iron-

studded,,wrs set ioan archway in the back wall.'

This one Mrs. Garth opened with a key and
pilssefl through. • The door closed b"hind her
with a poft double. click, and silence leigncd in

the panelled room of Garth's. .
'=

Lool;, my daurjhier, took xvcU ! These are the marks
man you wish to marry."

Margaret's Suitor*.

DOESN'T she look glorious !
" said a young

man at the ball-room door, with deep
admiration. For a moment he forgot

the girl at his side. But his partner bore no
malice.

" She is perfectly lovely !
" she said, with a

little sigh. " There is not Margaret Garth's
e(iual in all London to-night ! "_

The best band in London was play-^
ing a sparkling two-step, and the
daughter and heiress of the house of

Garth whirled down the great ball-room
on her partner's arm. ^

Margaret's eyes, sapphire-blue, had
none of the jewel's hardness, but rather
the soft sheen of a violas petal, and
the frank friendliness of a happy
child's. Her dark hair, with its chestnut
shimmer, was a perfect foil to the
wonderful pearls twined round her snowyl
nock. ' «*l .

The man who danced with her wag
just as striking in his way. He was
John Orme, the young M.F. His steel-

blue eyes had still a boyish light in

them, although they had looked death
in the face a hundred times.

A poor man, and a poor man's son, but
with a wonderful Army record and a
recently won seat in Parliament, he had
felt at first slightly embarras-sed in this

resort of the super-wealthy, yet he would
not have changed places at that moment
with any man on earth. Orhie himself

was tall and remarkably handsome, lithe,

and tough of frame, with sun-tanned
forehead and a clean-cut, fighting jaw.

Men said of him, " a splendid friend and-

a straight enemy." Women liked his shy^

smile and gentle deference ; they were th»
only living creatures who could scare

John Orme.
Margaret knew no more of him thaa-

that he held the V.C., and that hia

attacks on war profiteers and thoi
of the
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snpor-rich ;,'cnoralIy, had won him the ropii-

tatioii of being the fiercest youns firebrand in

the Cojnmon?. She could hai-dly beliovo it.

For his part, Orme luiew enough of

Mnrgaiot to fool convinced that she wfis tho
most glorious and desirable girl in creation.

" What do you think of the dance ? " laughed
Margaret, glancing at him. There were two
hundred guests, but everything had gone
smoothly, and the Garth ball was irt full swing.
" Alone I did it ! My mother is away, and I am
playing hostess for her.''

" It is a triumph," said Orme. " You have
done it splendidly, Miss Margaret."

" I miss my mother, though. I was frightened
at first. 1 wonder what can be keeping her ?

Do you like niy pearls ? They aro her gift to

U-O on my birthday. But I forgot !
" saicl Mar-

garet, laughing. "You aro a revolutionist.

You would like to tear them from mo and give
me for a necklace the guillotine !

"

" A revolutionist ! I ? " exclaimed Orme.
" You were never more mistaken. Why should
you liken mo to brutes who murder women ?

1 am no Hun !

"

" But rebellion's your creed, isn't it ? The
great cry—the People to the front, and a new
world in the making !

"

" All I care for is the world's happiness and
canity," said Orme. " Fair play for the
men who fought, and who come back to
a country that has forgotten everything
but how to bleed them." His eyes
flashed for a moment with a hard light ;

then he laughed, and looked down into
the sweet face close to his. " But. good
heavens, who wants new worlds on
such a night as this, with such music,
and you to dance with ! I say, you
aren't tiring yourself^ Miss Margaret—

•

you who have so much to do ? Shall we
sit out the rest ?

"

" No, no !
" she said. " Not while this

music lasts. You dance well, and I could
waltz to tho end of time with a good
partner. Quicker !

"

Orme obeyed. He felt that he would
iiave flung his whole career out of the
window for one breath of encouragement
from her—for the least hint that even
for a moment she could prefer him to
olhers. It was what his soul burned
for. But the response was not there.
Nothing but mere : friendliness, and
perhaps a touch of patronage.

Presently tho music ceased, and Mar-
garet, who had parted from Orme, moved
towards the door as a newcomer arrived.
This was Sir Melmoth Craven, the
financier. His entry caused a little stir

among those who were nearest.
Orme looked across. A quick frown of

anger and amazement knitted the young
man's brow.

" Craven !
" said Orme \mder his

breath. " Melmoth Craven ! What, in

Heaven's name, is that scoundiel doing
here ?

"

strike a note of tragedy ; but with tho know-
ledge ho had of JIargaret's partner it made every
nerve in Ormo's body tingle with disgust.

Before the dance was over Craven steered
his partner deftly to the side of tho room.

" Shall we sit for a while ?
" he suggested.

" I want so much to talk to you."
Margaret did not demur, and they were soon

seated in two deep chairs, side by side, in a
recess near the ball-i-oom, so softly lit by tho
shaded bulb which shone from behind a palm
that they could scarcely see each other's faces.

" Will you turn on the other lights, please ?
"

said Margaret. " We have a habit of dimness
here—my mother's eyes are not very good, and,
except in the ball-room, we are always under-
lit."

Craven did not at once obey.
" I am hoping your mother and I shall he

friends," he said gently. " All that I have
heard has made me regard her as one of tho
greatest women of the day. Do you know, I
feel like an interloper, here in her house, when
I am not even acquainted with her."

Margaret laughed.
" Few men let such a thing trouble them in

London nowadays," she said. " I asked hez-

to send you a card for to-night. It soundsj
dreadful, doesn't it ? But I do that sort of
thing. I am very spoiled."

The Gates of Life.

SIR MELMOTH CRAVEN was nob
young—he might have been any
age between thirty and fifty. His hair was

iron-grey, his face handsome, but deeply lined
under the eyes. He was of more than average
height, and had an air of great distinction.
He moved across the room as though the well-

dressed throng in it were merely fm'niture.
Making straight for Margaret, his narrow eyes
and rather tliin lips melted into a smile of
wonderful charm.

" How delightful you look. Miss Garth," he
Raid gently, " and how trivial the af?air seems
now that kept me back—I am nearly an hour
late. I have not seen my hostess yet."

" I am your hostess. Sir Melmoth," said
Margaret ; there was a quick answering flush
on her cheeks. " My mother is not here. I will

fiiul you a partner."
' "There is no partner for me if you abandon

me," he pleaded. " Did you not promise me
this dance two nights ago ?

"

He had his way. Ten seconds later Margaret
was whirling down tho room to tho lilt of tho
band, in the tall man's arms.
To Orme, the sight was hateful, and tho

fighting light camo into his eyes, 'fo sco tho
woman one loves dancing with another man is

a common enough thing, and does not generally

amazing charm, and the blood ran quicker in
Margaret's veins as she listened'.

She had known Sir Melmoth Craven for
barely a fortnight. He had descended meteor-
like upon London, to which ho had been a
stranger so long that few remembered him.
But lio boro an ancient name and title, wa?
wealthy, and had a hand in great enterprises ;

his personal charm was undeniable.
Margaret had met him five or six times at

some of the best houses, and had felt his com-
pelling power from the start. It gave way,
sometimes, to a strange feeling of repulsion
that crept over lier, but that was gone and
forgotten. She knew he was more to her thaa
any man who had entered her life.

" That was man's work, and well done," she
said softly. " Yes, you have, as you say, mada
good, and won all that is worth having."

" No !
" he said, with a changed voice. " I

have won nothing !

"

Margaret glanced at him, wondering.
" All that I have is dust and Dead Sea fi-uit,"

said Craven, in tones that vibrated strongly,
" unless you care for me. Margaret, ilargaret,

I love you !

"

Tho girl's heart seemed to stand still. Sha
had scarcely dreamed of this. No words would
come to her. Craven sought her hands and
raised her to her feet.

" Women have never entered iriy

life till now," he said. "'I did nof;

know that the fuller half of the world
was hidden from me. Till I met you, I
did not know what love was—and now
you aro to me the world and all it holds.
All in the hollow of your little hands,
Slargaret. I am not young, but every
thing I have and am is yours. If you lova
me, I ask only to live in your service.

Come to me, and I will make the years
wonderful to you—I will open for you the
gates of Life !

"

For a moment she stood silent, as if

afraid, trembling slightly.

Then Craven drew her to him, and
Margaret yielded, voiceless, with a littta

sob of surrender. He kissed her fiercely,

holding her to him, and tho girl hid her
face in his coat, her heart beating wildly.
Neither of them spoke.
Slowly Margaret raised her head. A

thrill, like the cold edge of a knife, rail

through her. Craven was looking over
her shoulder towards the entrance to tho
recess, and a glare of such cold venom
was in his e5'es that the girl shrank.

" Melmoth !
" she breathed. " WTiat

is it ?
"

Tho tall figure of John Orme liad ap-
peared for a moment at the entrance

:

ho stood as if petrified by what he had
seen, and his hands clenched till tha
knuckles grow white.

M
(Tills piclurc illustrates one oj the many dramatic incidents

in this magnificent new story.)

" It was absolutely charming of you."
" It seems strange you should not know

my mother. You live in the North, don't you ?
"

" Yes ; Cravenshawis in the North," he said,
smiling. " But the old place only came to ma
twelve months ago, and for years I have been an
exile. Thei-e was only the estate and the name

—

my predecessors have been poor for a genera-
tion." He clasped his thin, strong hands over
his knee. " I've been living a rough life in rough
coimtries—striving for and hunting money as
my forebears hunted foxes. And—well, I'va
made good !

"

" And can settle down now as a country
gentleman ?

"

Sir Melmoth laughed.
" No," ho said briefly. " That will not suit

nie, except for a short holiday. I've tho habit
of work. I believe in work and power, and all

tho big, stirring things that life has to offer.

I've had to fight for them, you see, and I know
the things that matter."

" You must have had a wonderful life. Tell
me about it."

He leaned forward and spoke. Tho master
of Cravonshaw, when ho chose, had a gift of
speech that few men can equal ; he talked with

A Ghost from the Past>

ARGARET was standmg witli her
back to the entranoc. When sha
turned, startled, to follow tha

direction of Craven's glance, the figure in
the doorway had passed on.

" What did you see ? " slio said faintly.
" You looked so strange !

"

" Nothing !
" said Sir Melmoth, recovering

himself. Aiul he tookherhandsagain. '"Dearest,
tell me that yovi are happy at last—that you
love me, and trust me befoi'e all men I Here "

" I am happier than I ever dreamed of
being." The girl trembled slightly, and said
suddenly : Let us go where it is light. Some-
how this dark place stifles me."

Craven protested, but quickly gave way, and
they passed out into tlie ball-room.
John Orme had already made his way in tha

opposite direction.

It was by tho merest accident that Orme,
passing the recess, had soon wJiat he did. Anil
the sight had pulled him up in his stride, as if

he had been shot. Barely for tho inside of a
moment, but it was long enough. Then he passed
on.

With a curious, blind stop Ornio moved into
tho farther corridor, hardly knowing whero ho
went or what he did. Ho stopped, leaning a liand
against tho wall. His face was drawn and
wliite.

Ormo bore upon his body tho marks o( throe
wounds—-legacies of tho Bocho. But not ono of
them had caused him such agony as that which
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hot through his heart when he saw Margaret in

Craven's arms. It was the deatli-knoU of his

hopes.
" Margaret ! And that man, of all living

beings !
" ho gasped. " A*, I think I would

kill him first ! The devil must be at w-ork
to-night !

"

He became suddenly aware that someone was
approaching him, and pulled himself together
with a strong effort. A tall woman, superbly
dressed, came up the corridor. She nearly ran
hito Orme before she saw him.

" Mr. Orme !
" she cried. " Is it you ?

"

Her voice changed to sudden concern. " What
is the matter ? You look ill !

"

" It is nothing, Mrs. Garth," he said, in a
voice he tried to control. " I

"

" Ha^•e you seen my daughter anywhere ? I

am looking for her." Margaret and her partner
passed at that moment, crossing the passage
some little distance down. " There she is at

last." Mrs. Gartli paused a moment, and fol-

lowed the couple with her eyes. " Who is that
with her ?

"

"That," said Orme very quietly indeed, "is
Sir Melmoth Craven."

Mrs. Garth had an ear keenly perceptive of

tones. She darted a look of challenge and
inquiry at Orme.

" You seem to mean something," she said

abruptly. " Do you know him ?
"

Orme suddenly stiffened, and stood
very iipriglit.

" Mrs. Garth," he said in a clear, level

voice, " it is impossible, for reasons which
I think you will understand before the
night is over, for me to say anything what-
ever to you about Craven." '

He made a brief bow, and was about to

withdraw. Mrs. Garth stepped forward,
and her eyes searched his face keenly.

" I should like to see you presently, and
Bpeak with you," she said. " First, how-
ever, I must find Margaret."

She entered the ball-room, but for

Bome time was unable to find her
daughter. There were guests, too, on
every hand, who hail to be greeted and
who delayed lior. Mrs. Garth passed on
her quest as quickly as she was able,

and presently found herself in the recess

where stood the two chairs. It was not
occupied, but at the moment Margaret
entered, accompanied by a man.

" Mother !
" exclaimed the girl, darting

forward with a little glad cry and taking
her hands. " Here you are at last !

Have I done well ? " She seemed over-
wrought, and to be repressing some
excitement. " Mother, this is Sir Melmoth
Craven." Her voice sank lower, and her
eyes sparkled with happiness. " I have
promised to be his wife 1

"

" Margaret !

"

The girl paused, and then, with a little

laugh, as if by some sudden impulse,
flitted out and left them together.

Mra. Garth stood absolutely still. A
curious little shiver—so sliglit as to be
unnoticeablo save to herself—ran througli

her, like some premonition of evil, as
he looked at the man before her. Her
eyes, though still handsome, were not

half a dozen lime?. But I lovo her, and .eho

loves me. She has promised to be my wife."
Instead of answering, Mr.?. Garth stretched

out a hand and clicked a little electric switch on
the wall beside her. There were a couplo of
bulbs overhead that shone a sudden light full
on Sir Melmoth's face.

A tiny gasp rose in the woman's throat, and
was stifled between her shut teeth. A dreadful
look shone for a moment in the fine, dimmed
eyes, as though some evil thing, too vile to be
faced, had suddenly confronted her—some
ghost of the past, long forgotten.
The brusque increase of light, wholly unex-

pected, disconcerted Craven slightly. His
pupils contracted, and he drew back a little.

When his eyes sought her face again, he saw
nothing there but the cold, well-controlled
countenance of a woman of the world, wlio
refused to betray herself by any outward sign
whatever. By a supremo effort, Mrs. Garth
had mastered her emotion.
She moved, so as to bring her face well into

the light. Craven looked anxiously at her, as
if beseeching her to reply. Not once had she
opened her lips.

" Maj' I hope for the reply that will make me
happy ? " he said gently.

Mrs. Garth rose to her feet. Her eyes had
grown steelly in their coldness.

She struck her heel on the floor, and pointc
to the entrance.

" Go !

"

Craven looked her in tlio eyes, and tumc
away without a word. At the entrance, h
stopped and glanced back.

1 think," he sa ' you niay bjaid quiotly,
'

rather sorry for this."
The next moment ho was gone. Mrs. Garti

sank into her chair, and suddenly buried h^
face in hter hands. A little moan of ghee
horror escaped her.

Craven, his face dead white, and his eyes ret
with anger, was already half-way down th(
staircase. On the broad landing ho moi
JIargaret, who came towards him with hand:
outstretched.

" Is all well, Melmoth ? " she exclaimed
gladly. " I could not help telling }ier then—

J

could not wait ! Is What is the mattei
with you ?

"

He caught her hands.
" Margaret," he said hoarsely, " .she has

turned me from the house. So"ineone whoso
interest it is has poisoned her mind. Remember
only this—you are mine to all eternity, and I'll

claim you in spite of all the world ! You hear t

If you know wliat love and loyalty are, do your
part, as I shall do mine !

"

He bent his eyes upon hers with the com-
p;^lling gaze .she knew well, and suddenly
gripped her hands till she nearly cried
with pain. Releasing Iter presently, ho
left the house without another worch

(Anotlier thrilling incident which occurs in an early instalment

of the powerful new story, " Without Mercy.' )

at all

Btrong, and in the dim light .she could see no
more than the outline of his face.

Sir Melmoth had bowed deeply when ho was
presented. As he raised his e\-es to hers a
faintly puzzled look passed over his countenance.
He sx)oke with grave courtesy.

" Mrs. Garth, I should not open my acquain-
tance in such a manner, I know. But there are
things in a man's life that take first place. May
I speak to you very earnestly ?

"

Mrs. Garth, still silent, seated herself slowly
In one of the chairs. The reason was that she
felt unable to stand, but Craven naturally took
it for acquie=cei>co. He sank into the other
chair, and leaned slightly forward.

" I must put myself in order," he said. " I

am Craven, of Cravenshaw—a good name, I

think—and now, at least, a good estate. As
far as means go and repute, I believe I heed
fear no scrutiny. These are banal matters, but
you have the fullest right to know tliem.

Hay I say that, f>/r the time, I liave hoped
for an aliiunro with you of quite a different
•ort 7

"But this is a greater matter— the greatest
•I my life. I have met your daughter jierhaps

" Bly answer is easily given," she said in icy

tones. " You are known to be interested in

financial undertakings "—there was bitter scorn
in her voice—" with which no one of my house
could be alhed. It is my deepest humiliation
that my daughter's name should have been
coupled, even for a monierit, with yours !

"

Craven sprang to his feet,
" Mrs. CJarth, 5'ou speak as if I were an

enemy, or as if you had been listening to

enemies of mine ! You know as little of me as

I of you. In justice
"

" ]3ut I can end that instantly," she inter-

rupted, as if he had not spoken. " Had I known
a little earlier what I have learned to-day,. you
would never have entered thi.? house, licave
it at once. Sir Melmoth ! Strike me from the
li.st of your acquaintances, and never pass
through my door again !

"

• " Are you in your senses ? " he said thickly.

And great veins began to stand out on his fore-

head.
" If you are not gone before I have occasion

to tell you again," she said fiercely, " I will give
you my reasons publicly, liere in my own ball-

room, and bar you from every decent house in

London I

"

Out of the Black Past,

THERE was a lump in Margaret's
throat aa she turned Ijlindly up
the stairs again. Amazement and

distress filled her. She sought her
mother, but the recess was empty, and
it was .some time before she found Mrs.
Garth, looking strangely wliite and ill,

but talking quietly to a famous states-
man in the ball-room. As soon as she
was able, the girl drew her mother
aside.

" What have you done ? " whispered
the girl, in tones that trembled.
" Why "

" Hush !
" said Mrs. Garth, very

gently, lajing a hand on the girl's arm.
" Not here. Remember our guests and
our duty. I will hear all you have to

say presently, Margaret. Trust me only."
Her tone was so final that Margaret

turned away, feeling unutterably miser-
able. The dance went on ; the glitter

and the music continued hour by hour,
and the smartly dressed thrang made
merry in their own fashion. Mrs. Garth
thought they would never go. John
Orme had left long before. Margaret
had abandoned the whole affair, and was
no more to be .seen.

When the last guests had taken their

leave, Mrs. Garth gave an order to the
butler, and, going upstair.s, passed into

her own room. She came out in a few
minutes, no longer wearing the somewhat
unusually high-necked evening-gown
that was habitual with her, but a laced

dressing-gown. A soft, silken shawl Was about
her shoulders.

She paused on the landing. There was dread
on her face, but resolutely she set her lips tight,

and entered the boudoir.

Blargaret was there, on the sofa. She raised

her face, and it was tear-stained. Mrs. Garth
locked the door, and crossing quickly to th«
girl seized her hands.
A quick sob of love and pity broke from her.
" Margaret," she panted, " my darling, have

you ever doubted that I lo\e you more than
anything in the world ? That my one care on
earth is to i^rotect you and shield you—to make
you happy 2

"

The girl looked at her piteously. Then, with
a little cry, she buried her face in her mother's
breast.

"I know, it,"- she said brokenly. " I know
that you w ould give your heart's blood for me

—

as I would for you. And so, mother, I cannot
believe you will stand in the way of my happi-
ness now !

" A sob of pain shook her. " Ah,
say you will not refuse me !

"

" Heaven forgi\e me for having to hurt yoa
so," said her mother in a low voice ;

" but

what you ask is impossible."
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" Wh:^ 1
"

" I will tell you quickly. I

know more of Sir Mclmoth
Cravon than London thinks

it knows. I have sources of in-

formation that aro closed to

others. But the knowledge I

now have only reached mo
to-day; had it been earlier,

Sir Melmoth wauld havo been
refused admittance. Margaret,
this man is a leading power
in the Steinberg Syndicate—

a

band of financial brigands who
exploit the poor, traffic in the
necessaries of life, and enrich
themselves by juggling with the
wealth of others. He may be
rich—ornot. Hecan becharm-
iiig—when it pays him. But
ho has neither repute nor
honour."

jMargaret tore her hands free

with a gesture of impatience,
and stood up.

" What is all this to me " ?

she cried. "I know nothing
of business, mother ! But am
1 a ( hild that I cannot judge a
man's worth ? I suppose all this

means that Mr. Orme, who
attacks everybody wealthier
tlian himself, has chosen to
denounce Sir Melmoth Craven !

"

; h* said scornfully.

Mr. Orme has less than
notliing to do with it, Margaret.
1 tell you what I know."

Mrs. Garth's voice, broken
with the emotion which racked
lier, yet earned truth and con-
viction to the listening girl.

But Margaret was beyond con -

v.'nving. The whirlwind wooing
of Craven had carried her out
of her everyday self—she was
ai one who hves and moves
u idor a strange all-conquering
iufluenee.

" And I tell you !
" she cried

defiantly " that I love Melmoth
and honour him !

"

Mrs. Garth stepped quickly
forward, and placed her hands
on the girl's shoulders.

Margaret," she shid in a voice that quivered
with emotion, " I know the world and women
iiS few know them, and I tell you this from the
bottom of my soul—you do not love Sir Mel- •

moth ! Look me in the eyes ! I say you do
not love him. He has fascinated you, carried
you oft your feet—as he has done with many
tiufore you. You aro scarcely sane to-night—it

is not love that you feel ! And more—T toll

you that he does not love you ! Ah, it's bitter

to have to say this to you, but it is true. Ho
has trapped you, for the man is base to the
core !

"

Margaret drew back.
" V.'hat is all this ? " she exclaimed pas-

sionately. " Words—words ! Wo Garths deal
with life at first hand ! I havo heard it from
Melmoth's own Hps, and I know when a man
s|)oaks the truth !

" A cry, piteous but defiant,
came from the girl. " I lovo him ! Ho has
h'jld me in his arms—ho has kissod my lips !

1 gave liim my word, and I will never break
it !

"

She threw herself on the couch, and burietl

hor face in her arms, sobbing.

Mrs. Cartli stood silent. Her faro was drawn
with pain ; sl\o felt the infinite pity and son-ow
thtit only a mother can know. Behind it burned
a fierce anger at the cause. .

' Thero seems to bo some curse on the women
of oiu- name," she said, under her breath.
'" Wo throw all in the balance, and wreck our
lives wlicn the lightning stroke comes, and tho
inau calls."

She looked at her dauglitej, and know well
I hat argument or reason would bo wasted.

" I shall loso this fight !
" tho elder woman

whispered to herself, " unless—there is the last

report:. She will do soino mad thing—sho is

out of my hands, sundered from me. Ah, I

I'.iink I would kill myself, and her, rather than
lot this come to pass !

"

A look of agony passed over hor face. Sho

" Remember, I pay you for looking exactly like me, and above all things, for

your silence 1

'

'

{Another dramatic episode which occurs in this spleniid romance.)

walked up and down the room twice with a
faltering step, as if hesitating. A sob was
stifled in hor breast.

And then came dot«rmination.
" It is tho only way," sho breathed

—
" tho

only way !

"

She passed quickly across and knelt by her
daughter.

" Margaret," she said softly, " listen to me.
I. shall tell you how Melmoth Cravon onco
treated a woman—and I shall bo very brief. I
swear to you that it is true. Yoxx owe me this.

Will you listen, Margaret ?
"

" Yes," said tho girl dully, without raising

her head ;
" it will make no difierencc."

" He,ar, then." She took her daughter's
hand in hers. " Many years ago, a girl whom I

knew well—ahnost ns well as I know you, for

sho was related to me—was living in South
Amori'-a with her brother. Ho held a Govern-
ment post—a commissioner.sh!p of mines. Tho
girl kept house for him. They were English,
and bore a well-known name.

" The Government post came to an end, a
successor came out to wind it up, and this young
Englishman I speak of, being now free, with his

own way to make, wont up-country into tho
wild.s. His quest was a silver mino, which ho
had discovered in tho hills a little while! before,

and behoved might prove of great value. It

transpired, later, that he was right. His object
was to secure his legal claim and titles to this

mine.

"His sifter went with him on tho expedition,
riding at his side through that wild fon>st

country. She was active and fearless—mado
for a frontierswoman. Aro you listening,

Margaret ?
"

Margaret nodded listlessly.

" Boforo they arrived at the place for which
tlioy woro making, tho man was suddenly
stricken down by tho fovor of tho country, and
in loss than ton hours ho was dead. His sister

was lieart-brokon. All sho
could do was to bury liim,

with tho help of tho two
native servants who had ac-
companied them. Except for

these, sho was now alone in

that wilderness. And then it

was that Jlelrnoth Craven
( ame upon her.

" At that time, Cravon was a
a young man, who had left-

lOnglancl under a cloud, and was
seeking his fortune in tho sam(!

country. He already knew
tho girl, and had mado love

to her. Knowing his character

and disliking it, she had re-

pulsed him. Craven had got

wind of the silver mino pros-

pect hor brother had found, and
was following with the inten-

tion of jumping the clivim-—as

they call it—himself.

" Cravon wa? travelling with

a following of Gauchos and
niflfians, such as that land i.s

full of. Even the two servants

\\\\Q were with tho girl were

in his pay. And now, two

hundred n.iles from the nearest

civilisation, she was in his

power.
" Craven 'demanded from

her al! details of tho mine's

whereabouts, whicli she had
from her brother. Sho refused.

Melmoth Craven's answer was
simple. He said ho was glad of

hor refusal—that it gave him
)jleasurc—and tho end would bo

the same. Since sho dei lined

his ofJer, tho lash should make
her speak, and then sho should

bo a gift to his Indian fol-

lowers."

Margaret started, and looked

up slowly.

" Shall I tell you what ho

did ? " said JIrs'. Garth, her

voice tenso and cjuivering.
" You havo to know it now !

Me had her stripped to tho

waist, and her wrists tied to a
sapling, and in that forest clearing, bofcjre tho

eyes of the scoundrels who wore with him, tho

lash was laid upon her with all the strength

of a half breed's arm.
" Jlargaret, there are men on earth who aro

devils of cruelty, to whom crvielty is a passic n,

and all that passion means ! Craven took tho

whip into his own hands !

"

Mrs. Garth's voice died in a dry sob. Ti en

she went on, dully :

" In the end, tho g:rl was delivered from
him. He could do no more than he had
done."

I'here was another pause.
'' Margaret,"' she pleaded, ''have you nothing

to say ?'"

l\Iargaret had risen to her foot. Thero was
terror and amazement on her face— and evoi
bewilderment that mingled with tho cruel

shock.
Comprehension of this terrible story of a

brutal wrong was beyond hor, and Mrs. Garth
saw it.

" Margaret, it is more than >-our mind can

conceive ! But you aro my daughti-r, mino is

the sacrifice, and, come what may, 1 will savo
you from Craven !

"

With a sudden movement she stood erect,

and untwisted tho silken, shaw l from I'.er siijiorb

white slioidders.

Deep-scarred across the ivory skin, in ragged,

red wheals that crossed and recrossed, were tho

f wonty-yoar-okl scars of tho l ish.

Look well, Margaret, at wliat no living soul

has seen since then ! There is the work—these

aro tho marks—of tho man you wish to marry 1

"

You will be anxious to continue this won-
derful story tlie most thrilling an.i

dr]>matic serial ever written so got Th.s
Week's ANSWERS at once, on sale

everywhere, and read the remainder of a
long and arresting first instaUnent.
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS. AND PLAYERS.

SHIRLEY MASO-nT.

This is Shirley, the youngest of three sisters

famous in Screenland. Edna Flugrath and
Viola Dana being just a wee bit older.

"JUDY."
The World's Sweetheart!;in " Daiddy Long-

Legs " this week's Art Plate.

OXLy tlinsie of .you who have citlier read
the story or seen it visualised on .stage'

or screen will fuliy appreciate our
beautiful character sturly of Mary Piekford
pivon as an art plate in .this week's issue ot

'i'HE Picture Show. Mary as Judy Abbott,
the little orphan, is perhaps one of the greatest
.-haractcr studies this world-famous- little

artiste has yet given us, and that is saying a
lot; isn't it'l_ You jvill never regret adJing Ihia

art plate to j-our colle-jtion. Next week 1 sliall

Ise abie to announce who will adorn our next.

Another Art Plate.

OH ! and by th-? way, the Editress of
'" Woman's Weekly "

_
tells me that

her art plate '.

is ot Charles Ray. I do like his snvle, don't
jou ? If you collect "Woman's Weekly "

•lates as well as The Picture Show you will

J^on have a goodly collection

A Nasty One.
' THOMAS J. HOLDIXG. who is playing

I opposite Louise Glaum in her forthcoming
• production, tells me he is wondering who

lias a grudge against him. The other evening
they were taking some night scenes in which
^Ir. Holding is rescued from a burning building.
Suddenly the water from the fire hose was
turned on\him in full force. The night was
:old, so you can guess Mi- Holdmg did not
much appreciate the sudden bath.— —

•

Owen Moore Elazes From the Sky.
ALTHC)UGH the screen star tloes not get

any ajiplauso from the audience, he is

lu( ky if he is employed by the Sclznick
Film Company, as it is their'policy to give each
of the stars a special oleetric sign campaign. At
present, in New York City, Owen Moore's name is

bla/.ing from a huge sign, as he has been recently
signed to make a scries of special productions.
Ho ia, as you know, Mary Pickford's luisband.
Don't you like the portrait on our cover of him

Nine Cups for Billiards.

WHEN you see the new Pauline Frederick
film, look out for VVillard I.ouis. It is
said he is a wizard with the cue, having

won a billiard championship at the Los Angeles
Athletic Club, which makes his total of silver
and gold cups up to nine.

Jack's Leading Ladies.

JWARRKX Kl^RIUGAN has started a new
, series of .special productions with his own

company. H had been a matter ot co;n-

ment that Mr. Kerrigan seemed so imchaiigeable
in the matter of leading ladies. You will remem-
ber he generally played ojjposite Lois Wilson,

y but now he seems to have adopted the policj' ot

other screen celebrities. Lilian Walker is to

appear in two of his pictures, and now I hear
charming Fritzi Brunette plays the leading
feminine role for his next picture.

Not AH Posing in Pictures.

PLAY'ING a heroine's role is not merelv a
matter of posing in pretty gowns in

drawing-rooms and cafes, as a lot of my
readers seem to think. • Possibly that is the full

extent ot the actual physical exertion of most,
actresses who play heroine roles on the stage,

but it is by no means the end of the efforts that
must be put forth by the screen actress of

heroine parts. In tact, the latter must be able

to perform many a feat which would {)rovo

ditTicult tor a fairly strong man to perform.—

—

Some Real Work.
EXTRICATING a man from an overturned

motor-caT and then dragging him to some
near-by house, while the camera records

every motion —almost every groan—is not
unfamiliar to most screen heroines.

Digging wifli pick-a.xe or spade, ploughing,
scrubbing, shouldering heavy burdens—all

thtse are common achievements in the routine
of the film star.

Priseilla Dean, for example, -says that she has
scrubbed thovisands of .scpiare feet ot floor space
and lifted more tons ot dead weight than anv
office building caretaker of her own age any-
where in the countrj-.— —

-

Can You Beat This ?

EDDIE POLO picks up human beings and
throws theni at other hmnan beings so
often in sonie of his serial productions

that the little task no longer .seems out of the
ordinary. In " The Circus King." it is estimated
Eddie was called upon from first to last to do
more lifting ot one sort or another than the
average man does in a period of ten years.—

—

And I Believe Them.

THEN Ruth Clifford says she has baked, and
cooked, and washed dishes so many times
that she has lost account of her kitchen

experiences.

And if anyone questions whether it is not hard
work—the hardest in the world—to act some of

the fight .scenes, let him ask certain stars about
it. Ploughing half a day, they all maintain, is

not half so tiring or half so exhausting as a
half-hour screen fight rehearsal.

Something to Look Forward To.
BELOW is a scene from a commg photo,

play, " Her Cross," in wliieh we shall

see our British beautv girl. Ivy Close-,

in the star part. Hargrave Mansell, who i4

also in the picture, has had forty years' e.x-

perience of the. stage, both in this eoimtry and
on the Continent. He has a delightful personality
—an old-worUI, courfly manner which appeal
to young and old. Besides .=ecing him in " Her
Cross," we shall see him in' '" Footprints in

the Snow " and " The Broken Doll."

EDiTH JOH^ISO.^^, who has taken part in many
"jungle " pictures, is quite at ease when actin»
with wild animals. She is said to possess a
magnetism, which at once makes the most

savage animal friendly disposed towards her.

Can She Do It.

GRACE DARLING, whom we are soon to

see in a film entitled "Virtuous Men,' is

reported to be making an attempt to eop.v-

right her features, and for this purpose she ha.i

applied to the Patent Olfices, AVashington, for a
replica ot her features fashioned by a well-

known sculptor.

Miss Darling says the reason for making thi,^

experiment is that she has information of

attempts to imitate her, and as her face is her
fortune, she is going to try and protect it by
patenting.

Incidentally, Miss Darling was one of the first

cinema stars to recognise the necessitv for

wearing only the very finest gowns for pictures,

and was wearing Lucille creations for the screea
long before other stars recognised their value.

She is also an" authoress ot some repute, but
strangely enough s^ie has never written about
the stage or the screen.

IV/ CLOSE and C. HARGRA'VE MANSELL in " Her Cross, a coming Master Film photo-play..
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CINEMA ^J^^^'jp
Continued
from p. 3.

Want Good Music Too.

IT
is surprising how eveiy day more and more
people are unconsciously coming to realise

that to appreciate the pictures you must
have good music. The other day a friend said to
me, ''^Do you know wliere they play the best
music for the pictures ?

"

VoT a moment I was nonplussed, and asked :

' Do you mean where do they show tlio best
pictures V

"

" No," was the answer, " the pictures are
secondary, for the place that plays the best
music always seems to liave the best pictures
too, and I do not seem to enjoy any pictures
unless the music is good."— —

•

" Sinners " for Sinners.

SOME practical jester has decided that tlie

first eyes to see the film version of
" Sinners," in which AJice Brady makes

her bow as a Realart star, are to be those of the
prisoners at the American prison. Sing Sing.

Incidentally, the request for such a .showing
oomes from the inmates themselves, who were
the first to witness the performance of the same
play when it was given on the stage in 1914.

Clara's Kind Heart.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, I hear, has just
opened a home for crippled children. It
seems that Miss Young became interested

in a crippled youngster, because a child she
found near the studio one day asked her for

employment when she was leaving for home.
Miss Young was intere.sted and took the lad in

the car with her to his home, and there she
found several children and a widow who found it

difficult to live. Mi.ss Young wanted to adopt
the boy, but the mother would not consent, so
she engaged a teacher for him so that oiie day
he might be able to earn his own living.

This started Miss Young on her charitable
mis.5ion, and now she has ten children quartered
in her summer bungalow, and when she essays
to entertain fellow actors and actresses, she has
acquired the habit of making them earn their

dinners by going over to the bungalow and
entertaining the children. Therefore there is

often an hour in the day when talented stars
display their talents for nothing.

Tom Mix's Advice.
" '^^WING into your saddle and forget your

troubles.' That is what I would like

to say to every man I meet on ,the city

streets," said Tom j\Iix. " To my mind the man
who owns a Rolls-Royce is missing all that is

worth having in life, if he has not a real honest-

to-goodncss saddle to bounce him out of liis

worries."
" I am sure," went on Tom, " that no man,

even if he owns half a citj^, can feel half as
satisfied as a cowboy who lias thrown a steer,
and I advise any city man who feels a tinge of
discontent, to get rid of his motor-car and hop on
a horse, and take a swift trot into the country."

Early and Late.

ALLKN HOLUBAR, the Universal director,
says that the tendency of the age is to
get as much fun out of life as possible

with a minimum of work, but that is not the
way screen stars are made. Some of the young
people who work at the studios, he says, remind
him of a clerk he knew, who was seldom to time,
and his employer repi-oved him.
"My man," he said, "you come very late

every morning."
" That 1 do, sir," the clerk replied, T but I

make it up by going away very early in the
afternoon."

A Real Accident.
1HEAR tliat Harold Lloyd, the Pathe

comedian, was seriously injured a few
weeks ago, wliea a property bomb, thought

to be harmless, exploded when he lit a cigarette
with it. He was badly burnt, and it was feared
for a time that he would lose the sight of one eye.—

—

Do You Know
-

—

That Priscilla Deau bates violet perfume and
white carnations ?

* - «—That if you have a friend abroad you can
send them a copy of The PiCTur.E Show
free by sending their address to the Editor,
marking your postcard free copy ?

* * *

—That Elf ie Ferguson objects to being watched
while she is acting before the camera ?

* *
*—That the inviolable rule at the W. S. Hart

Studio ia " Never fake anythmg " ?
* * *

—That Kitty Gordon designs her stage and
screen dresse.'s herself 't

* • •
—That Olive Thomas has two dogs, called
" Upstairs ' and " Down," presumably after
her photo-play of that name—or, rather,
combination of names ?

* * *

—That Carter De Haven's new home is called
" De Haven of Rest " ?

* • *

—Thai Kathleen Kirkham likes an occasional
visit to the gallery of a theatre to study the
" galiei-jntes " 2

Fay Filmer.

MAE MURRAY, who danced her way into
screen success.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angela.

Her Favourite Colour.

MABEL NORMAND'S favourite colour i-

blue, and she is very emphatic in her
conviction that it is the only possible

shade for cute little brunettes,—in short, for
girls like Mabel. She detests narrow skirts,
and refuses to wear them as a concession to tho
tyranny of Dame Fashion, for she says they
restrict her freedom of movement, and Mabel,
being a bit of a tomboy, needs a lot of room to
" move around."

4-»

The Rug with a History.

MOST of the big business deals in the movi.
world are transacted .on a wonderful
Oriental rug in the lobby of the Hot<l

Alexandria, the most famous of all the luxurious
caravanserai of the Angel City. It was on thi.s

magic carpet that the Big Four discussed their
epoch-making plans for the artistic development
of the moving picture industry ; and so huge
are the transactions that have been closed on its-

costly arabesques that it is knowTj to everybody
in the movie and journalistic world as tho
million dollar rug."

THE BIG FOUR. UOUGLAS MARY, CHARLIE aod D. W. GRIFFiTH, watching a comic scent being

screened. They are enjoying it ;oo, aren't they ?

What was Behind.A HUGE piece of canvas, resembling an
amateur attempt at a marquee, to the
rear of Charles Ray's palatial home has

been intriguing liis friends and infuriating the
local beauty experts for some time past. Various
conjectures have been made as to what the
canvas concealed, and why this blot on the
landscape ? Ray lias been pestered with
inquiries from so-called " friends," asking
whether he has been constructing a new type of
airship or merely raising lettuces. At last the
veil has been lifted, and Ray and his chums are
now rejoicing in the possession of a fine new
swimming pool. —
What Did He Mean ?

DOUG. FAIRBANKS is still puzzling over a
letter he has received from a youthful
admirer. He has not yet decided

whether the curt message is intended as a
graceful compliment, or is meant to convey g,

subtle species of snub. ..

" Dear Doug," thus the letter runs, "if you'
will send me one of your pictures, I will send
you a pictture of my pet rat."

Is He Gentle ?

TOM MIX has a good story. Needless to
say, it is about a horse. A gentleman
from the East came down to a Westerni

ranch and gave fhe animal in question the
" once-over" with a view to purcha.se.
"Is he gentle ? ' he asked of a husky

maverick.
" He's sure plumb gentle," was the ready'

answer. Then there was a pause. " Say,"'
said the bronco-buster, in a- sudden burst of
confidence, " I'm powerful sorry, but wo
never did get the whole of that horse into tho
barn, though we got his head in a couple of
times." Elsie Codd.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

WILLIAM FARNUM reading over the plot of a new An interesting photograph showing ANN LITTLE, and JACK HOTIE, seated next to her, with
play, while the director points out some interesting a "crowd" of cowboys, waiting to begin work on a new Western picture. The director is seen

situation? in it. sitting to the right of the picture.

PAULINE STARK. NORMAN KERRY, and ANNA Q. NILSSON at play MADGE KENNEDY and her mother outside their house, not
between scenes in Allan Dwan's forthcoming production, "Soldiers of Fortune." far from the Goldwyn Studios.

Admirals of the United States Navy, on a visit to Los Angeles, call at the Goldwyn Studios at Culver City. Reading Iroin left to right, arc PAULINE
FREDERICK. GERALDINE FARRAR, LOU TELLEGEN (behmd), MABEL NORMAND. and SAMUEL GOLDWYN.
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BEGIN THIS FASCINATING NEW SERIAL TO-DAY!

Double
"I |.
£1 room at Balham t hat she shared with her

sister Bethia, and marvelled, as she
waited with a cup of tea for her to wake up, at
Bathia's surprising beauty. It was a beauty
t-o compelling and without fault, and of so fine
a quality, that one wondered to see it in the

' setting of homely sun-oundings.
And beautiful Bethia sat up and took her

tea and kcr letter from the hand of the younger
sister that nobody, even George Battersby not
excepted, had ever dreamed of calling beautiful.
You must know to start with, that Harry,

though the younger, considered herself responsi-
ble for Bethia ; an opinion which Bethia' only
shared when some escapade had called down
on her pretty head a Nemesis that could be
halved by being shared.
As ?oon as. you saw the Marvell girls together,

you were vaguely aware of this attitude of
Harry's. At twenty-three Bethia was distin-
guishing herself by a lack of discretion, and
love of gaiety that would have been noticeable
at seventeen, and Harry, with her peculiar
idea of responsibility, naturally assumed a
gravity sufficient for them both. Harry was
Bethia's junior by about two years ; Bethia
frankly described her as "an old twenty-
one."

Bethia was always ovely, even when she was
cross. She had a clear, delicately fair skin that
couldn't flush to anything more unbecoming
than a faint coral : she had a dear little rosebud
mouth, with a perfect line ; and dewy blue eyes
all made up of loving looks and tender tears
and happy laughter ; and her hair was all golden
threads that stood out in pretty waves and
curls without any assistance : and she had a
neck that an artist would have raved over, if an
artist had ever seen it ; and her nose was shapely
and straight and neither too long nor too short
nor too thick. In short, as Harry put it, she was
about ten times more like an angel than any
picture of an angel that was ever painted.

Harry's angel—we will take a look at Harry
by-and-by, bxit you must know she simply
does not count as a " looker '' as the Americans
say, when Bethia is there—Harry's sleepy angel
tossed the loose halo from her face, and took
her tea from Harry who had been up since six,
and was not sleepy at all.

Don't be sorry for Bethia. She was not ill,

or anything like that. She only lost her beauty
sleep the night before, and one must not bum
the candle at both ends. Besides, Harry liked
getting up.

" Such a swagger-looking letter, Bethia

!

Do be quick and open."
" It's from Delia Fawley ! Oh, I wonder—

I wonder "

Bethia was wide awake now. She looked
more lovely than ever, with her great blue
eyes dancing with anticipation and a rosy,
tipped finger hesitating in the flap of the letter.
Slowly she drew out the violet-scented missive.

" It is < It is ! I've wangled it at last ! An
invitation to the Towers ! I'm to go next week

—

for a fortnight—you can read it. Oh ! It's
like a lovely dream com© true To get rii^ht
away—out of this squalid hole—to see life

—

and be waited on—and to meet the right sort
of people—and be made much of " A kind
of sob rose in Bethia's throat, and stopped her
words. Harriet turned to her, almost startled
by her vehemence.

" Does it mean so much to you ? " she said
slowly.

" It will be heavenly," Bethia murmured.
And she looked so very like an angel that Harry
had to hold her close in her warm arms, a?;ainst
flic front of her kitchen ovcr.ill, just to as.sure
herself that this picture-book sister of hers
was real flesh and blood, and not likely to
waft away to the Heaven she spoke of so
rapturously.

'HABRy" MARVELL.
" I've been fishing for this for ages," she went

on. " But I didn't really expect it ; for the
Fawleys are really county people—or they
would be if they went in for that sort of stuffy
society—and you know father's position—

•

just a business manager—well, it shows they
think something of me."

" You'll want heaps of clothes," began Harry
doubtfully.

" Rather ! There's a big house-party ; and
there are lots of smart people staying at Aber-
sulwy this season !

"

" There's your green cr?pe de Chine—and the
cream ninon—could we do that up again, do
you think ?

"

' Could I go in a saek, do you think, to a house
like the Towers ? " retorted Bethia sharplj'.

She didn't look sharp, though. She looked
just as angelic as ever.

" Xo, I m not taking any old rags, thanks !

This is the chance of my life, and I'm going to
make the best of it. I shall go to Aunt Elizabeth,
to point out to her that I've got a chance at
last of beirg a credit to the family—and it's

up to her to turn me out fit to be seen. She'll
do it. I'll go and see her as soon as I've had
breakfast."

" Will she ? Why when father was so ill

- —don't you remember ?—and was ordered all

kinds of things we couldn't afford to buy, Aunt
Elizabeth flatly refu.sed to help at all."

" That is quite different," said Bethia.
" Well, I hope Aunt Elizabeth will think so. I

wouldn't like to ask her myself."

Hany had so little faith in the idea of Aunt
Elizabeth's generosity that when Bethia had
started on her errand she had a review of their
joint wardrobe ; it did not seem very inadequate
to her idea, but then, what did she know about
smart hou.se-parties at the seaside ?

" .All Bethia's shoes are worn down on the
left heel," she said to herself. " I could let her
have my best ones—if only she could wear mine
with her tiny feet

"

Harry sighed. It seemed such a shame that
beautiful Bethia should not be dressed as be-
fitted her beauty. Then she got out the old

portmanteau and planned to reline it with some
etout calico.

But Bethia returned looking almost more
like a fairy queen than an angel. For Aunt
Elizabeth had turned up trumps, and promised
to give her niece an outfit that no girl need be
ashamed of.

Aunt Elizabeth was a rich widow ; she had no
Bj'mpathy for the chronic hard-up state of tho
Marvells, but Bethia's radiant charm touched
a chord in her that even her meaoneEa could
never resist.

^" A new suit-case—crocodile skin—and she's
lending me her dressing-case—such a beauty

—

and her emeralds too ' She says emeralds only
look nice on a perfect neck—and she's thankful
there's one in the family that can wear them.
I'm to have them for keeps when she dies—I'm
to go shopping with her to-morrow ; think of it

!

To have my head in the shops "

'' Oh, I'm so relieved !
" Harry had to rub

away a tear of thankfulness. " I was worrying
about how we were going to manage—witlr
the rent—and the instalments on the drawing-
room"—the drawing-room had been entirely
refurnished a few months ago to please Bethia.

" Aunt Elizabeth is a dear. If only she hadn't
been so cruel to poor mother " It was hard
for Harry's loyal nature to forget that Aimt
Elizabeth had treated her dead mother with
uniform unkindness.
However, it was certainly very generous of

Aunt Elizabeth, and until it was time for Bethia
to go, the house was kept in a perfect whirl
of shopping and answering the door to take in

parcels, and appointments with dressmakers, and
what not. And at last she was off with a grand
new suit-case, and a nice lot of pocket money,
looking. Harry thought, more lovely than she
had ever done.

" Of course, no one could deny that your
sister is a beautiful girl," said George Battersby
as they returned from seeing her off at the station,
" but she's not my stylo. She's too much of the
cinema actress for me. Give me my brown
mouse."

" I thought you'd never seen a cinema show,"
retorted Harry. " But I like you to call me your
mouse."
Harry certainly was rather a " brown mouse "

type, at any rate, she had dark brown eyes and
long eyelashes, and browny hair that would
have been dull: had it not looked well-brushed,
and had not the sun been in the habit of finding

out high lights in it. She was certainly not
beautiful. Her nose was too short much too
short for beauty ; it had nothing of a bridge to

it, such as a classic feature ought to boast

;

and yet George thought it a dear little nose.

Then those absurdly long eyelashes of hers

curled upwards exactly in line with its upward
tilt, which is what the critics of beauty tell us
is just what eyelashes ought not to do. And
her eyes were too wide apart ; her top lip

was too short ; and her chin was just a chin :

I don't suppose anybody but George, and per-

haps the dead mother, who knew it when she was
a baby, had taken the trouble to find out the

dimple that sometimes came there.

She had a long straight sweep of eyebrows too

incongruously darker than her hair, accentuating

the wide space between her eyes. And the eyes

were just big and brown ; more like a horse's

eyes than a mouse after all. Her soft hair, worn
close to her head, looked as if it were cut short

like a boy's. It was quite long really ; but she

liked it out of the way like that . and it hid her

ears, which were small and pretty, and her one
good point from a critic's point of view. And
I am afraid she dressed rather anyhow.
For the rest, she was .clean-limbed and

Btliletic in build ; she would measure out.

and weigh up, more substantial than her lithe

appearance suggested ; and she looked taller

•.Continued on page 8,1
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HOLIDAY SNAPSHOTS OF HAPPY STARS

HOBART BOSWORTH glories in the r.imple life, with a horse Jor a DOROTHY DALTON, amidst charming scenery, finds relaxation in fishing,

companion.

theie are occasional hills to climb. likes a daily dip in the briny.

\
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HER DOUBLE LIFE. f")

than her actual five foot four. She had a mouth
that opened freely ; and had a look that might
he stubborn if it were not good-humoured ;

the sort of girl who thinks what she shall do,

count the consequences, makes \ip her mind,
and does it.

Add a curious little air of having something
to keep an ej'e on, and a healthy determination
not to let that interfere too much with her
petting all the good out of a good world that
life might offer, I want you to like Harry, even
if she is not a beauty ; and we may be thankful
in passing that it is both impolite and unusual
to pull a girl's looks to pieces in this way.
George, for instance, thought she was just

right.

Perhaps it is a bit trj'ing to be bom as a sort

of foil for perfect beauty ; but that had been
Harry's natural part in the home ; she was so
used to it she didn't mind a bit.

Especially now—now that the one man in

the world had told her that she was the one
girl in the world. It had made such a differ-

ence to Harrj' ; she went about the daily

round, singing to herself and smiling at the
world out of those dark eyes of hers, that looked
you so straight in the face.

It was too wonderful—almost too good to be
true, that Romance should have come first of

aJl to Harry, while it was still veiled from
the waiting blue eyes of her lovely elder sister.

However, Bethia was confident of finding, if

not Romance, at least Life with a big L and
Opportunity at the Towers ; and Harry waited
impatiently for great news in her infrequent
letters. Bethia was not a good correspondent ;

her communications were more often picttue
cards than letters.

She had been gone about a week when the
telegram came.
Harry was strolling on ClSpham Common

with George. He came for her when she was
thinking about it, and it was crumpled up in

her pocket all the time. But she couldn't tell

George. That was what made her so quiet that

day.
How's Bethia getting on ? " asked George.

Somehow he made that simple question sovmd as
if he didn't like Bethia. " I don't see what good
she thinks these smart folks are going to do
her. They're not your class—I don't mean
to say they're better in any way—but they're

tremendously rich and rather fast—and she'll

only burn her fingers if she tries to keep up
with them. I'm glad you have the sense to keep
out of it."

" Bethia loves society," Harry exctised her
sister weakly.

She is a great deal too pretty," said George—" too theatrical -looking—and she hasn't
the brains to go with it."'

And I have neither looks nor brains,"

thought Harry. And she slipped her arm
happily inside the elbow of the big strong man
who thought her, with neither, the dearest
thing in the world.

George was good to look at. He was a level-

headed, strong-willed, clean-living young
fellow ; he had got on surprisingly since his

father handed on to him the little old-fashioned

business that George's enterprise had made
•into an important firm.

His people were strict Nonconformists of the
old school, and George had inherited all their

instincts if he had rejected some of their dogma.
When he got an idea in his head, it stuck there ;

he was a big man ; he had blue eyes that could

be kind and tender or very keen and determined ;

they looked keen and determined when he
talked about " theatricals."

Harry was a very human little soul. Her
dreams of being engaged did, I must confess,

include taxis and chocs., restaurant suppers
and scats in the stalls, just now and then.

But then George had been brought up differ-

ently. And after all, it was much nicer just

to stroll and taik together while the pleasant
evening wore on into dusk.

George did not complain that Harry was
quiet. But it did strike him that she was a bit

absent-minded. Ho didn't know about the
telegram—the horrid, perplexing, torturing

telegram that was engrossing Harry's thoughts.
" Come at once. Invited to stay. Urgent

need. Bring fifty pounds. Bethia."
Enough to bother anyone, wasn't it ? Harry

didn't know what to do. Of course she must

go. Bethia needed her. But what could be the
matter ? And where, where in the world was
she to get the money to take her there, the
clothes to go in, let alone the impossible sum
of fifty pounds ?

' Betnia's style of beauty doesn't appeal to
me," went on George, " but she'd certainly
jnake a fortune as a cinema actress."

" Do cinema actresses make such big for-
tunes ? " asked Harry wistfully.

" Oh, rather," said George easily. He knew
absolutely nothing about it.

" I wish I was beautiful," thought Harry.
" How on earth shall I manage it ? I wish I
dare tell George."
But she couldn't tell George, because he

was so frightfully well-off that she was quite
sure he would give her the money on the spot,
and she lov^d George so much that she would
rather have died than take it from him. -

She couldn't go to Aunt Elizabeth ; she
didn't know what to do. She couldn't do
anything but go herself—without telling even
her father anything beyond that she was going
to stay a day or so with her sister. She couldn't
tell George she was going to the Towers, he
wouldn't like it, and he would make her tell

the whole story, which she didn't want to do.
She must pack her best things in the old

portmanteau—bow she wished she had carried
out that scheme for relining it—cash her precious
War-Savings Certificates—that would be nearly
five pounds to pay her expenses—and get oil

the very next morning.
So she made up a little story for George, to

keep him away for a few days, packed up and
went by the first train.

And as a more sophisticated visitor would
have known, she arrived at Abersulwy at
seven a.m. to find the Towers wrapped in
slumber.

Harry Arrives at Ihs Towers.
HAKRY was in the unpleasant po.sition of

having arrived before breakfast at a
house where she was not expected,

before her sister was up. However, it was
a glorious morning in a beautiful spot, and
like a sensible girl she decided to get all the
good out of it she couM.

So she begged a biscuit from the surprised
looking manservant at the Towers, and a towel ;

and was very soon down by the glorious sea,

on a smooth rock left wet by the tide, with
the sun making a pathway across the water to her
very feet.

When the movie-man saw Harry that
September morning, he said :

" iShe's a regular
corker."

She wore a boy's blue swimming suit, cling-

ing wet and close to her limbs. She had pulled
ofi a cap that covered her hair, and the brown
curls played in the breeze. She was back on
her beloved rock after a glorious dip that not
even the thought of Bethia could spoil ; and

ETHEL CLAYTOX has played in many
notable film dramas within recent years,

and for a very brief period she went on
the stage. However, Miss Clayton found she
preferred the silent to the spoken di'ama, and
quickly I'eturned to motion pictures.

Her clever screen work has made lier very
popular in the film world, while her exceptional
beauty, and perfect figtire ha^ve also made lier

a favxjurite with those who believe a pretty face

to be half the success in a screen actresse's

career.

Ethel is one of those rare artistes who can be
termed a pioneer film player, for she came to the
screen in the early days of the evolution of the

cinema.

Wanted to go to Japan.

ETHEL CLAYTON' always had a great
ambition to visit the Orient, and she
deteiTniued to spend her holiday this year

in the land of the cherry blossom. The present
scarcity of shipping and the difficulty of securing
a return pas.sport forced her to call the interest-

ing trip off until next year.
' I promised to be back at the studio in a

month," she stated, " I had my tickets and
passport to Japan, but I did not intend to stir

one foot off American soil until I was sure I

she was under the impression that she bad all
that part of the coast of England to herself.
And the movie-man thought she was a

" regular corker !
"

The motor-boat, containing the movie-man
and his assistant, came slowly into sight round
the furthest of two little headlands of half-
submerged rock that ran out far into the water,
slieltering the nice deep bay that Harry had
selected for her swim.
Harry didn't see the man. Or the boat, or the

camera. For one thing they came along vcrj-
silently ; for another, she was looking, not at;

the sea, but at the cliff-face over her head :

for a shower of small gravel had just surprised
her by rattling down thence about her shoulders,
and she wanted to find out the cause of it. The
explanation was not long in pre,senting it.self,

heralded^ by a further bombardment.
Harry's rock, you must understand, was at

the foot of a steep cliff that rose up fifty feet
or more, a barren, almost sheer declivity, with
a fringe of sea-thrift and short grass at the
top of it.

' Here ! Mind what you're about !
" shouted

Harry indignant!j\ " Stop that ! Do you
hear ?

"

As she spoke she got a good mouthful of
gravel and grass ; a most annoying surprise.

Over the top of the cliff a leg was to be seen ;

a short, stout, dimpled, well-developed leg,
age apparently about seven, clad in a short
white sock and ankle-strap slipper, the toe of
which was kicking vigorously at the cliff face,
apparently with no regard for the appalling
price of shoe-leather. Hence the shower of
gravel which had irritated the bather. Set
rolling by the action of the toe, the gravel ran
in a steady stream down a narrow cleft in the
cliff-side, leaped a hollow worn away by the
weather, and resumed its course in close forma-
tion until about three feet above Harry's head,
where it left the cliff face altogether, to disperse
itself through space and rattle about her head
and the rock at her feet.

"You're a rude, mischievous little girl'"
cried Harry. Stop it, I tell you !

"

She was thoroughly aroused, and equally de-
termined not to be driven from her rock by
this naughty child. She knew that the leg
belonged to a girl-child because it was topped
by a garment known in nurseries as a romper',
stuffed out with garments in the style that is

de rigueur for small girls at the seaside. At
the side of the leg a face, rather red with
exertion, now appeared, looking down.^ and
this face slaked out a length of immistakable
red tongue at the reproving stranger, after
which a second leg was brought into play, and
the face was withdrawn.

Then Harry's mind, which worked quickly,
took in the import of those fragments of gravel
at her feet.

(Continued on page 10.)

could get back in time to be in California for my
next picture."

Ethel has the reputation of being one of the
hardest workers and most determined women
on the screen. She is very emphatic, and
decisive in all things. She is not the sort who-
worries when decisions are needed, but seenis^

endowed with a strength of character that seems;
lacking in many women.

Essentially Feminine.
THERE is none of the " vine-clinging " tjrpe

about her. Yet, withal, she is essentially

feminine. .She loves everj-thing feminine,
though'the frothy things of life are only inci-

dental with her. She simply loves planning
shopping expeditions, is a student of human
nature, and has a great appreciation of values,,

combined with feeling and understanding.
These virtues are, probably, the reason why

she is able to play dramatic roles for the screen,

with so much success.

One of Ethel Clayton's hobbies is modem,
painting. " Colour is one of the things which
makes life really wonderful," she says. " It adds
a joy and a zeal to experience. And yet we dress

ourselves in dull, depressing fabrics, we live in,

dull houses and we build dull houses.
" One would thiivk we were totally colour-

blind to judge by the way we live."

ETHEL CLAYTON With So Much Success.
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HER DOUBLE LIFE. (/r^^T/Za)

"If that little imp slips or breaks away just

a few inches of the sod up there, she will be
Irarlecl on these rocks—and killed."

She sprang to her feet. She must get up
there, before the horrible thing can happen.
tTasting a quick glance around, she decided
what to do.
A dozen or more steps cut roughly in the rock

fomo twenty yards away led to the remains of
11 zig-zag path to the top of the cliff. In places
this path had crumbled away so as to leave
very little foothold ; in fact, Harry, inspecting
its possibilities early that morning, had de-
cided to go roimd rather than try it. But this

was an emergency. She must quickly reach
that mischievous child, catch her and restore her,

with a warning, to whatever careless people
were responsible for her.

It was really rough on Harry ; she couldn't
leave her own responsibilities for half an hour
before she found herself shouldering somebody
else's.

So she ran, barefooted and bareheaded, in

her skimpy bathing-suit, along the smooth
rocks. She sprinted while the going was
good ; turned like a deet^and began to scramblo
up the path, that was all small stones and sand
that ran down beneath her feet, and only gave
room for one foot at a time.
An ancient notice-board read :

" This Path
is Dangerous," but Harry took no notice of
that. She was sure-footed as a donkey—and
as obstinate, her relations said. She kept on,
pressing forward, face to the wall, her arms
eutspread, her fingers groping for any purchase
the sheer cliff afforded, and hoping the path
might become wider at the next step.

She was now half-way up the cliff, and almost
directly beneath the miniature land-slide.

Looking down was a straight drop on to the
clean, sharp-topped I'oeks ; it made Harry
shudder, though her ner\ e was steady enough :

and then a fresh shower of gravel came rattling
about her ears.

" If you do that again, I'm going to give
you stjch a whipping," threatened -Harry, now
thoroughly aroused.
And a whimper, a terrified whimper, an-

swered, accompanied by more gravel, and a
lump of sod which all but startled her from her
insecure perch.
She gazed horror-struck. It had happened,

just as she had feared. The carele.ss child had
gone too far. She was now " over the top,"
and desperately trying to legain her hold of
the crumbling grass that broke off in her fingers,

the while the little feet kicked valiantly at the
loose cliff face.

A whimper, then a shrill, startled cry :

." Dan ! Da—an ! I'm falling !

"

Then Harriet saw a plump little body sliding

slowly towards her, and gathering speed as it

came. She braced herself for a big effort.
" Don't be frightened ! I'm going to catch

you !
" she shouted.

It was an awful sit;uation for an older person ;

but this youngster showed more than the
ordinary share of courage.

" I'm not frightened !
" came a choking

voice.
" Then neither am I !

" Harry said to her.self.

Slie loosed one hand from its precious hold of
a bramble root, and sprang boldly across the
narrow cleft that yawned across her path. It
would have been a small matter if the path
had been on the level ; but her heart was in her
mouth, as she reflected that a wrong step, a few
inches out of place, would plunge her to what
would be at best a very painful accident.
Hurrah ! There was footing here of a sort,

though it crumbled at a touch. She threw her
weight against the cliff at her back, and stretch-
ing up hor arms, caught the child round the
knees as she slipped down to her level. There
followed a tense minute of struggling for the
balance ; then a moment of despair, when the
narrow footway seemed all but gone : and then
the girl and child clung together motionless,
breathless, and for the moment safe.

" Near thing, that, wasn't it ?
" said the

ehitd, in a small, shaky voice. " Say, it looks
pretty hard—down there, doesn't it ?

"

" Don't look down !
" ordered Harry. She

had not felt afraid before, the did so now,
horribly, with that warm, clinging child's body
in lier arms, hcUi up by them between life and
<tea(li. And what a good thing they wcrf

strong arms, too ! Already in quite a few
seconds the strain on her muscles was painful.
How was it going to end ? On one side lay
the chasm she had had difficulty in crossing
alone ; ahead and leading upwards the way
was st ill more precarious.

" We have to try to get back," said Harry,
as calmly as she could speak. " Don't move
till I tell you. I shall jump across first, then
you must take my hand and "

' No. Wait for the rope," said the astonish-
ing child. " Dan won't be long. We're all

right here, and I've got orders when I got in
a tight place to wait right there till Dan
comes."

" What rope ? " Harry looked round, mys-
tified

; then, following the child's gaze, .she saw
a stout rope, with a noose in the end, being
paid out steadily from the top of the cliff by
a pair of strong, hairy .irms. Also a face,
liairy, rod, cross, mouth very wide, shouting.

"Little varmint! Easy now. Two of ye!
Catch it when it comes down. Put it round
you, miss, aiui hold on to the kid. Xow you
can get down to the bottom whiles I pay out.
Can you get it ?

"

Quite easily !
" cried Harry ctieertuUy.

She felt she could have hugged that cross,
hairy man ; she uttered a wild " Hurrah !

" as
the rope swung right into her clutching fingers.

A moment's work to adjust it under her arras ;

to get a firm grasp of the chi'd's leather belt,
then :

" Stick fast !
" she cried to the unseen

rescuer, as she started on her perilous journey.
Perilous ! Why, it was child's play now, with
the safe support of the rope to keep them both
from falling on the rocks below.

Neverthele.ss, she did not breathe freely till

they were safe on the smooth rock. She found
herself looking at her little heap of raiment as
at something she had ne\er expected to see
again.

" That's all right," said the child. " Funny,
I always do come out all right. They say I'm
a mascot."* Then, turning to the water, and
making hor hands into a megaphone, sho
shouted :

" Say, Boss, I'm all right, you see.

Did you get any of that ?
"

Then a boat grated on the beach and a big
man sprang out in such haste that his very-

white flannels were splashed to the knees.
He was a broad-shouldered brown-faced man ;

and ho made straight for Harry, extending a
brown hand that shook visiblj'.

" I—I can't thank you enotigh," said the
man.

" Wliy do j'ou want to thank me ? " asked
the mj-stified Harry, wondering greatly where
all these people were turnifig up from.

" That'o my kid," he explained briefiy. " I
saw it all, and—well, it's no good trying to

tliank you. She'd have clashed her brains
out on those rocks— if she's got any
brains."

He had got the plump little girl in liis arms
now.

" A real good belting's what j-ou want for
that," lie said. Little monkey ! I wonder
will you ever learn to obey."

" If she were mjf child," ^aid Harry, " I

should keep her away from such dangerous
places. It makes me sick to think of it."

' Oh, but there's no danger, not if I'm.
good," cried the child, wriggling free to ex-
postulate. ' Don't go saying the Boss lets

me go into danger. He wouldn't for all the
films in the world. There's alwajs Dan
sleuthing me—with the rope. It was my
own fault, trying to do sttints 'without the
rope '

" Ay, and if I'd my way it's a taste of the
rope's end you'd be after getting, you young
limb ! Not to speak of risking your own
worthless little neck, here's the young lady
jnight have been killed through ye."

Dan had joined the party humedly by the
less direct route ; he was an immense, hau-y,

taj-toed man, in .shirt and trousers, and the
rope was coiled in his hand.

And Hairy suddenly took in the whole idea,

motor-launch, camera-man and all. She turned
on the big man in huge disgust.

" Then the whole thing was a fake, and I've

been taken in—all to make a moving-picture
scn.sation !

"

. Her eyes flashed, and her voice shook with
indignation.

" Oh, great !
" breathed the movie-man undei

his breath.
But aloud lie said very gently, and in a voice?

that Harry could not help liking :

" Ill's right. We are making a film ; that's
our busmess. But there was no fako about
your part

; you performed a very brave act
and saved my kid from sure death. She's a'

naughty imp, sure enough ; but she's " th^*
world to me. Daisy Hellows ; you've seert
her name, any way ?

"

Harry shook her liead.

"I never go to -the pictures," she said stiiHy-'
" Say, that's a pity. Well, here's Daisy

;

our friend here's Dan, who's Daisy's nurse-
man and guardian angel, but she sometimes
gives liiin the .shp

"

" Like nussing an eel," put in Dan gruffly.

"As for me, I'm Octavius G. Hellowe.*
You've heard of me ? No ! Well, this beats
me, sure. Any way, I don't know your name,,
or who and what you are ; but if you're a
princess of the blood royal—and in that get-
up you might be anything delicious—I've just'

got to have you play in my new production.
Vou're made for it."

Harry laughed.

"I can tell you that if I did take to film-"

acting it woukhi't bo for sport," she said,>
with lier towel round her neck, rubbing the wet
roots of her hair. " If there were money in it—

•

but then you are joking, surely ! What could
I do ?

"

" Joking was never further from my thoughts.
And money in it ? I should smile. But here,
may I call at your hotel ? " -

" No, no," interposed Harrj'. " I'm staying
at the Towers, the big house up there. But

—

oh, no. It wouldn't do, please. And I'm only
here a day or two."

" Then I have it. Come down here to-morrow
same time, and we'll be waiting for you in the
motor-boat, and I'll put % business proposition
to you."

He shook hands warmly again ; the funny
little girl made a rush at her and kissed her
warmly ; then they all leaped aboard the
launch and glided away round the headland.

Harry sat there rubbing her hair and watch-
ing the last faint ripple of the propeller. It

was all like a waking dream—a queer, fantastic,

rather frightening, rather
_
fascinating dream.

And yet it was really tm'e. Here she wa."--,

Harry Marvell, wanting some money the worsi
way in the world, and it was no dream that
she had just made an appointment—a .secret

appointment. Oh, what would George say to
it '!—to talk over a cinema-actins; engage-
ment with the nice man in the niotor-launcli.

" That was I—T, Ted !
" said the movie-

man to liis companion in the launch. " Did
you get it ? The expression, the faoe-play, the
emotion that she showed, all unconscious, too.

mind. I never saw such expressive eyes anil
eyebrows. And such^ a jolly nice straight-
looking common-or-garden girl. None of the
book of beauty style. Why, the public'll

rave over her. It was just wonderful."
' I don't doubt it," answered Ted, a young,

bored -looking man with a deep scar in his
forehead. " I don't doubt it for a moment

;

but you must remember that .she's probably
got lots of blue-blooded relatives who won't
hear of it. She's somebody important, by
her looks, and staying at the Towers, which is

more like a castle than a house."'

" She's not rich, for all that," chipped in

Daisy, who was now munching chocolate, and
listening to her elders with all her eare. " 1

saw her clo', while you were talking, and hei
things wa.sn't like rich ladies wear. Why, any
of our walking-on folks have swankier undies.

And her stockings were darned, lots of dams,
and

"

Muzzle it !
" shouted Ted, crimson to the

ears.
" None the less," muttered Octavius O.'''

Hellows, " there's something in it. By their

clothes you shall know them, my boy. She'll

join the crowd yet, mark my words. And, by
Jingo, she'll find it a paying proposition, if

she'll -only make a habit of looking lik»

that."

(Anotfier long instalment of this fascinating

story next Monday.)
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Most of them appear to be able to turn their

energies to other things besides acting, as our
photographs below will show.
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A THRILLING COMPLETE STORY OF A CRIMINAL WHO TRIED TO BURY HIS PAST.

Locks'

DIamondv/
The Burial of "Silver" Jim.

ON the verandah ot a country house in the
little town of Wendell a man stood read-
ing a telegram. He was a tall, distin-

guished-looking man about thirty years of ag«,
but liis fine head of hair was silvery groy.
Behind him stood a manservant, who had just

brought him the telegram, and he was watching
his master with an anxious look.

" Is it a job for us, sir ?
" he said eagerly.

" No, Crabbe. This is to say that my little

sister Marjorie has graduated at St. pjlizabeth's.

fShc will bo here to-morrow, and with her coming
I pass out of the world of crooks. ' Silver Jim '

disappears, and in his place is Mr. James Farrell,

country gentleman."
" You don't mean you are going to give up

the game for ever, Jim ? " said Crabbe witli

regret in his voice and looks.
" I do, and we are going to bury tlic past right

now."
Farrell led the way to the collar and opened

a big chest. It was fdled with burglars' tools,

disguises, and weapons of all sorts.

Crabbe protested every time one of the articles

disappeared into a pit Jim had dug in readiness,
or was shoved into a furnace. To him this

burial meant the ,end of tlie only life he had
over Ivuown—-the h'fe of a crook with all its ex-
citement and danger. --

" We've had some glorious times, Jim," he
said plaintively as he balanced a beautifully
made jemmy in his hand. " Why give it up ?

Wo shall be a very miserable pair with nothing
to do."

" It's no good, Crabbe. My mind is made
up. I've invested enough money in annuities
to keep my sLster and myself comfortably.
You have all you need. We're lucky to get out
of the game in this way instead of finishing up
in prison."
When the last article had been burned or

buried Farr?ll gave a sharp look round to see

that every trace of the past had been removed,
and then he went upstairs.

After his master had gone, Crabbe stood
regarding the pit and the furnace just as he
might have stood at the graveside of a dear
friend.

"There goes the last of the old life," he
muttered. " For the sake of a little girl, the
finest crook in the world is going to walk
straight."

There was no regret for the past he had
buried in James Farrell's mind as he went to

meet his sister the next day. And Marjorie
Farrell was a girl of whom any man might be
proud. As she came running along the plat-

form to meet her brother. Jim realised that his

little sister had grown into a very beautiful

woman. As Farrell lifted her in his arras and
kissed her, Jio saw behind her a strikingly pretty
girl with beautiful golden hair and blue eyes, who
was accompanied by a young man, obviously her
brother.

" My dearest chum in the convent, Lolita
Mendoza," said Marjorie, " and her brotlier

Raymond. They are going to stay with us for

some time."
" I am very pleased to hear it," said Jim,

shaking hands warmly. " Welcome home, my
little sister."

He led the way to his motor-car, inwardly
re.solving that he would try to make Lolita

Mendoza's stay as pleasant and as long as pos-

sible. The days that followed were the happiest
that Jainos Farrell had ever known. Marjorie
had asked for his con.sent to her engagement to

Kaymond, and Jim had given it willingly.
" I feel sure you will be happy, Marjorie," ho

said,

and—
" P^aymond is a fine young fellow,

" Lolita !
" interrupted Marjorie slily,' as

she looked up in her brother's eyes. " Oh, you
needn't try to deny it, Jim. I saw it a.s soon
as we arrived. Why, you left oflE kissing me to

look at her."
" You nm away," replied Jim, giving the girl

a little pat. " You're much too forward for a
girl of your age."

Marjorie ran away laughing, but she turned
with a mischievous look and gave her brother a
parting shot. "I think she likes you, Jim.
Why don't you ask her ?

"

Jim Farrell stood looking after his sister.

Was she riglit ? Could Lolita care for him ? He
was still a young man, but he was much older
than Lolita.
.f" I've a good mind to take Marjorie's advice,"

he muttered. -' 1 don't remember being nervous
before, and I have had my share of tight

corner.?, but I am scared of asking the question
that means so much to me. . If she refused
me "

Jim did not finish the sentence. He knew
there had never been a woman in liis life that
had made his blood thrill like Lolita Mendoza.
If Jie could not wiii her love, he wished for no
ether.

But before he could make up his mind to ask
Lolita, something happened which sealed his

lips for the time.

For the Sake of a Pal.

ONE evening, as he was listening to Lolita
singing, Crabbe came into the drawing-
room and gave him one of their old sig-

nals that meant he must accompany him at
once. Jim knew that it had something to do
with the past that he hoped he had buried for

ever, and it was with a iiull feeling of despair
that he followed Crabbe from the room.
Once in the grounds Crabbe began to talk in

excited whispers.
"It's 'Chip' Skinner aid his pals," he said.

" The cops have got ' Chappy ' Downing, and
they want you to help."
He took Farrell to a clump of trees where

three men were hiding. One of them came out
to meet Farrell.

" Crabbe's told about ' Chappy,' Jim, has he ?

It's a question of money. We've got a lawyer
who can get him off, only he wants ten thousand
dollars, arid we can't raise it."

" It's no ase, ' Chip.' I haven't got so much
money, or you could have it right away. As
Crabbe knows, all my money is locked up in
annuities. I couldn't raise it anyway."

" But you could bring off a job that would
make it," suggested ' Chip.' " Chappy ' always
played the game straight with you, Jim."

Farrell shook his head.
" I would if I could, but I have finished with

the crook game. I'm on the level now, and
mean to keep straight."

" You can't desert ' Chappy,' Jim," pleaded
Crabbe. " Remember that night in Paris
when he held up the police while we made our
get-away ? You promised then that if e\-er he
\vas in trouble you would repay that debt."

Farrell hesitated. All his life he had never
gone back on a pal, and he had always kept his
word. Ho hated the thought of going back
to the old life, but he could not bring himself to
desert " Chappy " Downing.

" AH right," he said at last. " I'll do one
more job to get ' Chappy ' clear, biit it will be
tlie last."

Farrell soon made his plans. He determined
to get hold of the Dalton diamond necklace.

which he knew was in Seymour's jewellery

Stores. His scheme was simple, but he felt it

would bo successful. Accoinpanied by, a femal'-

member of the gang, he would go to Seymour's
Store, and after examining a number of very
expensive jewels, he would ask tc see something
much better. They would be sure to show him
the Dalton necklace, and while he was signing

a cheque for it, Crabbe, representing himself to

be a detective from Central Station, would
arrest him. Crabbe would ask the proprietoi

to accompany him to the police station, bringing

the necklace for evidence, and on the way be
and Jim would throw themselves upon the man,
bind and gag him, and get away in another

motor-car that would follow them up.
A few days later Farrell, dres.sej in the height

of fashion and accompanied by a woman expen -

sively gowned, entered Seymour's stores. The
plan worked as smoothly as Jim had hoped. In
a very short tijne he was in the private office of

the firm, and young Seymour, in the absence oi

his father, was showing the lady the famous
Dalton necklace. Jim had represented himself
to be a wealthy contractor desirous of buying
a present for his wife. Ho stood aloof with an

' air of boredom as if fifty thoxisand doUar neeU -

laces were presents he gave away every day.
As Jim strolled about the room he suddenl.\'

came face to face with an oil painting of an elderly

man with a coarse, cunning face.

Farrell's face went deadly pale, and h'-

clenched his hands and bit his lip to control

liimself. Having recovered his self-possession,

he strolled up to young Seymour and asked

casually who the original of the pictture was.
" Oh, that is my father," replied the younp

man. "It is supposed to be a very good like

ness."
Jim said no more, and his accomplice lia\ ing

decided to buy the necklace, he sat down to

sign a cheque.
At that moment Crabbe made his dramatic

appearance.
" Caught you fair this time," he shouted as

he handcuffed Farrell.

Then to the astonlshsd Seymour he told the

tale as arranged. The jeweller had no suspicion

that anything was wrong. He was only too

thankful that the opportune arrival of the sup-

posed detective had saved liim from being

robbed. Crabbe hustled Jim through the

stores, followed by Seymour carrying the neck-

lace as evidence. The overthrow of Seymour
proved even easier than the prelimbiaries had
been, and in a very short time the gang were

back at their headquarters, wliile Seymour was
explaining to the police at Central Station how
he had been duped.
As Jim opened the case containing the neck-

lace, he thanked his stai-s that his last job had
been so easy.

But as he gazed on the necklace, his face

changed colour.
" Sold !

" he gasped. " These are imitation

stones."
Cries of dismay came from the other members

of the gang. It would have gone hard with

Seymour if they;^could have got hold of him at

that moment.
" I can see what it is," said Jim when the

clamour had subsided. " Old Seymour has

pledged the necklace and had this substitute

made. Now there is only one place where ha

could pawn such a valuable necklace, and I

know where that is. Don't worry, I shall get

that necklace to-night."

Jim Farrell was as good as his word. The
recovery of the real necklace proved a much

(Continued on paoe 16. J
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF OLIVE THOMAS.

I*

1 feel so cross. A tnfle shy. Are you serious ? Full ot fun.

OLIVE THOMAS.
Little Miss Happiness Who Will Always Remain a Child at Heart.

OLIVE THOMAS ought to be called " Miss Happiness," because
she never worries. She says so JierseU, and she ought to know.
She bases lier contented frame of mind upon the assumption

tliat you can't change anything that is going to happen to you any more
than you can cliangc anything that has already befallen you.

" That's wliy I never worry," explains Olive, "and that is why! don't
think peoplelshoukl get conceited and think themselves better than others."

Her Unselfishness.

MAYBE another reason for her unrufHed state lies in the fact that
she is always thinking of other people—a state of affairs which
is supposed to bring more happiness than anything else. Any-

way, her two brothers are her especial care and pride. The elder one

—

.i;.'cd twenty-five—she wishes to help realise his ambition—that of

M-tting up an electrical shop in New York ; while the younger she has
jJready started on the road to good fortune by a nice little banking
.account. The rest of Olive's family—almost the important part !—is

composed of her mother and a little sister, and, of course, husband Jack.
Oh, and we mustn't forget her adored small niece, Mary Pickford Hupp.
How She Started.

NOW for some biographical bits about Olive. At present. a star in

lier own right, and Mrs. Pickford Junior into the baigain, Olive
started out in life as a shopgirl—a prosaic fact she cheerfully

i.wns. (" I am a good judge of ginghams to this day," she will tell you.)
Next she posed for photographei .s, and later for artists— some of the niost

-amous in America—graduating still later to the Ziegfeld Folies, and then
lo—pictures, her first engagement being with Triangle. Since then,

to use a familiar expression, she has ' never looked back."

"Miss Inquisitive."

THERE is nothing " up stage " about Olive, and when she entered
the motion picture field she realised that she had a lot to learn,

and set about learning it—from A to Z—in her characteristically

breezy and impetuous fashion, earning before very long the sobriquet

of " Miss Inquisitive." In fact, it has been said that this scintillating

twinklcr of the silver sheet learnt to act and direct and turn a camera,
and all tlie rest of it, by merely \ising the question mark. And you
sec where she is to-day, and what she is—a beauty with brains.

A Real Child.

OLIVE THOMAS is a real child at heart, without any foolish and
unnecessary dignity, and still takes delight in " kidding " folks,

and winning their hearts.

She's a dainty little thing, not much more than five feet tall, with
beautiful blue eyes and brown hair that has the most fascinating lights

in it imaginable. And her maiden name, which was really Olivetta
DHffy, conveys one of the most important things about her. • She'

is Irish—all through.

A Regular Family Girl.

OLIVE is a regular family gir), and she loves home life better than
the smartest of the smart restaurants on Broadway. If vou call

on her at any time, there is sure to be a large party of relatives
around her.

Her mother frequently travels all the? way from Pittsburg to Los
Angeles to sec her " little girl," as she still loves to call Olive.

Then there is usually in attendance on her her big brother, who,
while duly iinprcs.sed with his sister's importance, is determined not to
let it run away with him.

He wants Olive to know that after all she is only a sister, and in order
that she won't forget, he slaps her on the back and pulls her hair and
calls her "sis," to make her feel at home.

Wanis to Play on the Stage.

SOME day," says Olive, " I am going to play in a s(ago ])roduetion,
but tliat some day must be a long way olT. I know my wish is

a common one among motion picture stars, but 1 am going to

be assured that I will be successful before I try it. I don't want to play
any heavy drama, but just a plain, everyday, human character."

The Marriage Question.

TALKING of marriage, Olive remarked that in the early days of
motion pictures, they used to keep the marriage of a star a deep,
dark secret, and even to this day some of them seemtobehevo

that if their matrimonial connections are made public they will loso
some of their following.

" I don't believe that being married makes any diUcrencc afc all, do
you "? " she inquires.

Perhaps the safest answer to make to this inquiry is " It all depends."

OLIVE THOMAS.
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Iriim pane ^^ 1

more difficult job lliau the Hicft of the paste one liad

been. The necklace, with other deposits, w.is in a

safe with a timc-loel<, but wlieii l''airell had woiUed
as " Silver .lim," time-locks had been one of his

specialities. But tliouuli lie sot the iiecklaca tlicrc

was no chance of iZettiMH rid of it, for by some means
detectives ^mt on liis (rack, and lie and Crablx; only
just managed to <;et rlcnr and si'ck safety in Wendell.

Here another matter c laimed .lim's attention.

-Raymond Jlendoza had nut the olfer of a good
berth'in South America, and he wished to get married

as soon as jiossible so that he eoulil take his wife

with him. The preparations were hurried on, and
at la.st the great day arrived, (,'rabbe was attending

to the wants of the guests wlien suddenly his eyo

alighted on a man chatting with Uaytuond.
" Young Seymour I

" he gasped.

There was no time to . warn Jim.
Crabbc rushed to his room, shoved a revolver in

his pocket and hid liimself behind the curtains.

Jim Farrell, smiling and debonnaire, was welcom-

ing the wedding guests, when Jlaymond suddenly

appeared with Seymour.
" Allow- me to introduce Mr. Seymour, my best

man," he said.

For one short second the two men stared at each

other. Then Seymour opened his lips.
,

" You "

He got no tiirtlier. I'rora beliind the curtain came
the voice of Crabbe.

" Utter one sound antT you arc a dead man, he

hissed. ...
" Delighted to meet von." said Farrell.

To airexccpt the tliK i' actors the scene had passed

unnoticed, hut Srvimiur knew that Crabbe would

keep his word. I'or the present he was powerless.

Crabbe never left liis side. At the wedding breakfast

he served Seymour witli great deference, but under

the serviette he carried on liis arm, Seymour .saw the

muzzle of the revolver. • •

At last evervthing was over and the guests began

to depart. Farivll gave Seymour a sign and led

tlie way to the library. •
^" Well," he said, when they were alone, ' V\ hat

do voH propose to do ?
"

"This,"Teplied F-tirrell. " I want you to give me
vour word that you will not say anything alioiit our

previous meeting until my sister has sailed with her

liusband to-morrow. Then I give you my word that

I will place myself in ^•ou^ hands to call in the police

or do what von will."
" Your word ? The word of a thief," sneered

Seymour.
, „ „" Yes, but not always a tliief," replied larrell.

" I was sentenced for a crime committed by another,

a crime which cost me my fortune as well as my good

name. Years ago I was in business with a partner

who absconded, leaving me to face the music. My
little sister, her you have seen to-day, was taken from

me and sent to an orphanage. 1 was sent to prison,

but on the way there I met Crablie, and I escaped

Avith him. Kverv honest way of earning a living was

barred to me, and I had no alternative to becoming

a crook. I gave up the life some time ago, but I took

on just one more job to raise the money to help one

who had helped me. What is more, I have got the

diamonds, and it is only through me that you can

get them back. What do \ ou say ?
"

" I don't know," replied Seymour. " Somehow I

believe yoiu: storv. 1 will give you my word that I

will not expose vou. to-day. To-morrow, when \ou

have handed over the necklace, we will have another

James Farrell gave a sigh of relief. He had

another card up his sleeve wliich would have put the

game in his hand.s, but he had not cared to use it.

He could have told Seymour that lie was the son of

the man ^^h6 \-cars before had been his partner and

absconded. lie had recognised the man from the

painting in tlie private office when he went to steal

tlic Dalton necklace. Very generously he had

refrained from telling the young man that his father

was a thief, and he did not mean that ho should ever

Know it if it could be avoided.
^

THAT night " Silver Jim " laid his plans for

another start on the straight path. He ac-

companied young Seymour to his father's

office and got au interview with Seymour, senior.

Faced l)y the man he had so liiisely betrayed,

Seymonr willingly consented not to prosecute, and
lie also signcsl a ciicfiue for the amount he had robbed
Farrell of when he absconded, which enabled " Silver

Jim " to pa>- the money needed by the lawyer for the

defence of liis old pal.

Leaving Sevmour to t<'ll the best story he could to

his son, Jim "went back to ask Lolita the rpicstion

tliat mattered more to him than anything else in life.

He found her in the garden looking very sad.
" You arc worrying over losing Kaymond," siiid

Jim.
" Yes," replied the girl. " It is the first time we

hove really been parted. I also miss Marjorie."
" Why should not we join them ? " asked Jim

softly, taking her hand.
" We '! " she asked, .shyly turning her face away.
" Yes, we, J.olita. Will you m.irry me, and we

will go out to them ? \ou know I love you, and
have never loved anyone before. Say ' yes,' Lolita."

And Lolita .said " Yes."
(Adapted from iiicidenln in the Triannle pholo plini,

'•TIME LOCKS AM) l>I A MOS DS." iiil/i

WILLIAM DKSMOXDue Silver Jim,avd MILDKED
UAHlilS (Mrs. Charlie Clmpitn) as Lolita.)

Bewitching Bessie Barriscale.

BESSIK I?MUlI,SrALE Ls otic of the most
ln'wit<;liiii<; of our bcivcn favourite.s.

She slartcil her Rtaj;o career ;it the age
of five at th(! iusti^ratioii of her fatlier, wlio

vv.as an lOiiglish ixctor and wlio came over to

Ainerica with the (i^-.st
" Liglits <>' London"

cotii[)any. Ifer lirst part was with Jaiucs A.

llearno in "Shore Acres," and .sfic stayed

with this fino actor to play every kind of

cliild part from Little J'iva to Fauntleroy.

Played in " Lovey Mary."'

Foil ten months she delighted us over here

as " Lovey Mary," in that stage success,

and her latest screen success over here

i<? in "Madam Who," which has just beea

releasc^d.

Bessie is about live feet three inches tall.

Sh(^ has blue eyes, and mas.ses of golden hair,

which you can .sec for yourself by the photo-

graph on your right Below is a scene from
"

'J'lic \Voinan Aliehael Married " in which we
art^ soon to sec Mi.ss Barriscale and Mr. Jack

Holt in the leading parts.

Bessie Barriscale is married to Howard
Hickman, the well-known producer.

l)iscu.ssing the ([uestion of clothes, she

says that no salary '

is too big for a star

when this matter is considered. In one of

her recent jiit tures she wore an outfit that _
cost £H00, exclusive of jefrcls, and appeared^
in it in only one

scene.

BESSIE BARRISCALE in the dining room of her home in Holywood.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STAR^ fN NOTABLE SCFNF:<! FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

PAULINE FREDERICK in " Out of the

Shadows." (Famous.Laaky.)
CONSTANCE TALMADGE in "The Lesson." NORMA TALMADGE in " Poppy." (Oaumont.)

(Oaumont
.)

GERALDINE FARRAR in " Temptation, ' (Arttrujt.) GLADYS BRO^KWELL in " The Forbidden Room." (Fox.)

FREE
Pattern

!

VERY little material VERY
easy to make VERY nice

when you've made it. It LOOKS
nice—and you can walk about in it

COMFORTABLY.

{Given away idth i/iis

iieek's'HOMEchat;
l\d.) Ifyour neivsagent

has sold out, ask him to

order a copy for you.
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Get Invited

!

IP YOU can
play the

piano, you are

elwayt ** good
company. * You
ere invited to jolly

social gatherings

because of your

ability lo ac-

company songs

or give pianoforte

solos. You can quickly learn lo play— wilboul

fatigue—without trouble—by the Wright-Higgins*
system of postal tuition, f^esults are swift— the

drudgery oMearning gives place to pleasant, rapid

CCCOmplishment—and you become proficient in

half the time required by other methods. Be ready

Xo accept those invitations this winter.

Send for Booklet " Training versus
Teaching'* now— it is FBEE.

Please stale if Rev., Mr.. Mrs./ Miss, or title;

also if Beginner, E!cm?ntary, or Moderate,

R. WRIGHT-HIGGINS, F.R.C 0 .L.Mus.T.C.L.

49 Oak House, Parkhurst Rd., London, N.7.

at
nnnnnannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
ess depi i ve:^ yoii of employmen t. pi pannes. :ind many

advantages in life, if you wish to prosper and enjoy life,

Btrengtben your nerves, and regain confidence in yourself by

using the MeDtO'Nerve Strengtbenine Treat*
nent. Guaranteed <'ure in 12 days. Used by Vice-Aduuial to

t-caman. Colonel to ^livate. D.S.O.'s. M.C.'s. M.M.'s, and
D.C.M.'s. Merelv send S penny stamps for pai ticulavs.—

GODFRY EI.I.IOTT.SMITH, Ltd., 533. Imjenal
finildings. Ludgate Circus. London. E.C. 4.

entirely if you use Valentine's Extract.
It stains yrey or faded Lair black or

any shade of brown renilired and makes
the hair soft and glossy. Will notwash
out; is odouiless. and does not soil

the pillow. A natural, iinpei ceptible,

lastin; stain. Try it to-day.

PRICE NOT ADVANCED. QUALITY
AND STRENGTH MAINTAINED AT

PRE-WAR STANDARD.
Of Chemists. Is., 2s., ao'l 6s. 6<1, pei bottle.

By post :!d. extra. R. S. VALENTINE. 46a,

Holbora Viaduct, London E.C. I.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most woDderful Musical Discovery of the
Age. It teaches you to play the piano Ijeauti-

fally by ear aad vamp to thousands of songs
in all keys with ONE HOUR'S FRACTICK
w ithuut tlie slightest knowledi^e of initsic.

Simple as A. B.C. 150,000 sold and everyone
di.'liL'hted. Success guaranteed. Money re-

turned if not as stated. Conipl'^te. post free.

2/6 (per r.o.)~Imperial Publishing
Co. iL Dept.), 28. South Castle St.,
Liverpool- K,-t,ii.ii^iiLd lev-j.

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.

jilayed in any kt y.

cocked hat." Post f

All the
Iafej<t tunes

f^rM can be played

1^ n the
Chella-phone.
1 ii - only pnckt-t

tmuif nt on w hicb
fs can be correctly
n iniuth orcan into a

Iittini,'.s2/tif fioni the riiakri

.

R.FlELD(Dept. l9),Hall Avenue. HUDDERSFIELD.

rARE YOU SHORT?
1(80, let the Oirvan System help you
to increase your height. Slr-Brig^s re-

I^rts 5 nichCH increa»e ; Driver K. F.,

'A incbea ; Mr. lUtcliire, 4 inches ; Miss
litedell. 4 inches ;Mr. Ketley, 4 inches.

JhiH ByKleiii yreatly iinpioviK the
health, Jigure, and carriage. Send 3

penny stampn for further parlicularti

«od £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17, Stioud Cieen Road,

lx>ndoD. N.4.

T ESSHNG-ROOM
Real Work for the Reel—Enid Bennett on Scrubbing—The Business

Girl and Her Friendships—Work and Love.

OUR pliotograph shows Knid Bennett tilili.s-

ing the time between her scenes by sewing
a lace collar on Iter new coat. And have

yon noticed wliat really useful housewives
most stars would make in a home ? Theirs ia

not the life of a stage actress. They do not
simply walk on and look the part of a maid or
worker, they really liav? to know how the thing
is done, and Jo it in front of the camera.

It was only the other day that a visitor to
the Ince studios found Enid Bennett, this same
little star who draws a salary of anything over
£200 a week, with a pail of soapy wat^r
and a brush scouring the oilcloth. It wa.sn't
her own kitchen—she hires a maid to do that.
It was a kitchen in a little flat that liad been
constructed on tlie stage, but she was scrubbing
just like her own maid does. It was the same
work. The big difference was in the satary the
two women receive for their work.

Miss Bennett had been cast m the role of a
young woman married to a poor clerk, and she
was putting a bit of realism into the part. The
camera was grinding while she scrubbed. As
the director called " cut," and the camera-
man shouted " lights off," Miss Bennett stag-
gered to her feet and put lier hands to Iter aching
back. ' Who wrote this story ? " she asked,
and staggered over to a rocking chair in the
living room set into which she dropped with
a sigh of relief.

Friendship in Business.

AND it i.s a mistaken idea that the man of
to-day does not care for the girl who
can wjrk.

T^c day is past when men admired the useless,
.senseless, clinging girl who could do nothing
for herself, who was unable to look up a train, to
come to a decision, without the help of a mascu-
line relation.

The screen girl has proved that—for who has
as many admirers as she—and the business girl

of our own acquaintance.
The business girl who is not above working for

her living, working hard, and making friends
as she goes along.

This brings mo to the cjuestion of friendships
made in business.

Platonic Friendship.

MOST love affairs of to-day worth the name
begin in friendship and that may be
why so many people sneer at " platonic

friendship." But what'S in a name ? Sympathy
and understanding between a girl and a man who
are not relations may be considered " platonic."
And it is certainly true that, in the vast

majority of cases, it ripens into love. But is it

any worse a friendship for that 1

Friendship and Love.

IT is the business girl's friendships with her
men and women friends that lend interest
and happiness to life. Nowadays girls

liave far greater opportunities of making friends,
and one of the charms of the business girl is

that she can have men friends without imagining
that every man who shows her consideration
and admiration is going to " fall in love."

Sometimes girls are perhaps too anxious to
make friends. They rush into intimacies with a
njan or a girl friend, and are disappointed when
tlie friendship dies an untimely death from
being overdone in the beginning.

Choose Your Friends.

MAKE friends by all means, girls, but exer-
cise di.scretion at the beginning, and you
are not so likely to regret it later on. There

are some girls who simply cannot help making
friends ; both men -and girls are attracted by
their bright ways, their kind words, and im-
selfish manners.

" She is a general favourite," we say of such a
girl, and perhaps wonder wistfully why she has
so many loyal friends, wliy she never lacks a
partner, at. a dance, or some one to go about
with. " She manages to get round people," says
the spiteful girl, who would give tlie world for
her social success, the secret of her popularity.

She Has "a Way" with Her.

THE popular );irl has always her little love
affairs. She makes friends in busine.ss aad
at liome. She has " a way " with lier,

but there is nothing mysterioua about her
attraction.

In tlie first place, the popular girl who has
more lovers than her more beautiful friend
is unselfish, generous with kind words and help-
ful deeds. She is always ready to sympathi.w
with other people's worries, and would no more
dream of snubbing a man because he is shy and
uninteresting than she would try to attract
another girl's lover from sheer malice or thought-
less cruelly. To sum up, she has a knack of
entering into other people's joys as well as their
sorrows, and she never grudges prosperity and
happiness to others.

What He Will Think.

THE business girl who has " no time " for
friendships is not getting the best out
of life. It is just as bad to get engros.sed

in one's work as to neglect work and duty for
the sake of an interesting flirtation.

" There is a time and a place for every-
thing," and the business girl who allows lier
love affairs to interfere with her work is very
foolish. John will think all the more of you if

you make your duty to your employer come
before any outing and pleasure he may offer.
The girl who is faitliful to her work will make
all the better wife, and John is wise enough
to see that.

Capable and Attractive.

THE business and professional girl has proved
once for all that she can be a keen,
capable business woman and an interest-

ing attractive girl at the same time. She knows
the folly of affecting mannish ways, slangy
expressions. The tyjie of girl who flouri-shed a
cigarette case before her old-fashioned maiden
aunt, who imagined that a latch-key should
make her emancipated in the sense of losing
all her soft feminine charm, very soon realised .

that her attitude was not a success.

A Dbesser.

ENID BENNETT can sew as well as scrub.
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THE PROGRESS MOTION PICTURE.
A. G. GRANGER—Head of the firm of Granger's Exclusives, whose latest pictures,

"Marvels of the Universe," are creating so much interest— talks about films.

G. GRANGER.

IN spite of the
opinions of
sonio of tho

hard to please
critics, I tliink the

motion picture haa
progressed in a
highly satisfactory

niannf^r during the
last few years.

It is only neces-

sary to reflect for

a moment, and
recall the type of

films which were
in evidence a dozen
or so years ago in

order to come to

such a decision.

Progress has indeed
been so rapid that
many people go to

a cinema theatre
regularly n o w a-

days, who would never dream of doing such
a thing so recently as half-a-dozen years
ago.

When Pictures Were a Novelty.

THE first pictures in motion to be shown
publicly were those exhibited at variety
theatres. They were inserted in the

programme as one of the " turns," and people
went to see them more for the novelty of the
thing than for any real artistic merit in the
subjects presented. Pictures that moved were
looked upon in nmch the same way then as the
bearded lady at the circus or the fire-eater.

And it was fully expected by the majority of
tlie people that when the newness wore off,

moving pictures would fade away and be for-

gotten, like many other subjects of temporary
curiosity.

The high state of proficiency of the motion
picture of to-day is solely due to the industry,
and faith, of far-seeing men of that period, who
hail great belief iu the future of the cinemato-
graph.

Progress Came Gradually.

CREDIT cannot be given to any special
individuals, for cinematographic art has
evolved, by the aid of many, although,

alas, some of those who did splendid work in
the early days liave not always reaped their
just reward

!

The einematogragh camera, the projecting
machine, the process of film printing, methods
of producing, the elevation of the type of film
artists, are but a few of the thmgs contributing
to the motion picture which have undergone
immense changes through the years. The very
screen itself upon which the finished product
is flashed has been experimented upon continu-
ally.

The days when " something white " would
do pinned on the side of a converted shop, or
a white-washed wall in a disused railway
arch, have gone for ever.
To-day the screen is a silver-sheet which has

been proved to be the most satisfactory medium
for receiving the reflection from the operating
machine.

Travel Pictures Were Popular.

THE pictures which did duty during tho
" iimsic hall " stage of the cinematograph
were either short " topicals or so-called

comic pictures. They were so elementary in every
way that picture-goers to-dny would despise
them.
Some time later a notable step forward was

observed, both in regard to technique and
subject matter of motion pictures. This was

the arrival of what ^vere known as " Hale's

Tours."
This organisation presented travel pictures,

in a novel way, and the public flocked to see

them. The idea of being conveyed in a hall

resembling a train, with vibration and tho

whistle of the railway guard complete, to

various interesting quarters of tho globe,

appealed greatly to the public imagination.

Britain First in the Field.

AFTER the travel picture came very good
British drama, anfl it is to our credit

that Britain was the first in the field

with the " better picture." Noteworthy pictures

at this time w ere Sir Herbert Tree in Shakespeare
and historical pictures like " Sixty Years a
Queen/' dealing with the life story of Queen
Victoria. About this time, also, some American
companies presented excellent iilms, for instance,

the Vitagraph Company, " A. B.," " Kalem,"
and " Lubin."

There were also, many splendid spectacular
pictures, such as " Nero " and " Quo Vadis."
When the success of this type of entertainment
was assured, and the cinematograph became
better known, an unfortunate set-back became
apparent, ilany American mushroom companies,
with largo capitals, entered the field, and owing
chiefly to the fact that at that time there were
not sufficient theatres to absorb all their pro-
ductions, films of a highly sensational and
offensive nature were made.

A Bad Period in Pictures.

FILMS dealing with the life of Sweeney
Tod, the demon barber, and many other
unpleasant topics were rife at this period.

Fortunately, however, local watch committees,
and licensing authorities stepped in and
eventually put a stop to their exhibition.
The pity of it was, however, that many

small British and American companies, which
were endeavouring to keep the tone of picture
plays to a high standard, were engulfed when
these wealthy companies came along, as they
were naturally unable to compete with tliera.

But times have changed again, and the cry to-

day is all for efficiency and progress.
Although the photo-play of to-day is on a

very high pl.ane, there is still considerable
room for improvement. And all the best
producers are alive to this important fact.

Just as the super-film of to-day is miles ahead
oi the old " flicker " variety, so will the film
of the future be a considerable advancement on
that of the present.

"Interest" Film is Now Most Popular.

IT
is interesting to note that what is known
as the "interest" film is now enjoying a
large measure of popularity. The success

which has attended the series called " The
Marvels of the Universe ' has exceeded all

expectations. As one whose business it is to
watch the trend of public taste, I may say
that although I anticipated that the after-
math of the war would create a great desire on
the part of picture-goers to see pictures of this
nature, I was not fully prepared for such an
avalanche of interest. Letters have reached me
from people all over the country, thanking me
for presenting such interesting films, and
hoping that a constant supply will be forth-
coming.

This leads me to think that, in addition to the
picture drama, there is a groat demand for tho
educational picture, providing it can also bo
matle interesting.

Young men who havo been in the Army, and
seen some of the world, and girls imbued with
the spirit of adventure, are all " strong " for
the interest picture. While, naturally, of course,
tho older folk revel in the quaint "happenings,
and curious people, iu distant parts of the
world.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO READER :> OF " THE PICTURE SHOW."
GRAND NEW COMPETITION ! MANY BIG MONEY PRIZES '

SEE SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT I NEXT WEEK!

Home-madeBeauty
Helps and Money-
saving Recipes.

By MIMOSA.

It is quite impossible for me to give advice
in these columns regarding the merits of

various preparations on the market. In
general, my advice to women who wish to
retain, or regain, their youthful appearance
is to avoid the many unreliable cheap made-up
preparations. Nature provides many simple
'' beantifiers " and the best results are obtained
from their use. You must not bo disap-

pointed if you experience a little trouble in

obtaining some of the ingredients mentioned
below. They can all bo obtained, however,
from any reliable chemist, r.nd even if he does
not happen to have them in stock he will

gladly obtain them for j'ou at a few hours'

notice, if you insist—and j'ou should insist.

The smart, dainty woman of to-day likes to

know what she is using.

Sura Way of Permanently Removing
Superfluous Hairs,—The usual hair removera
on the market I have found not at all satisfactory.
I reconiiiiend the following preparation. It ia

really wonderful in its action, destroying hairs
completely in a few moments. Many women have
merely a down on the arms and face and imagine
they do not need a hau" remover. They hardly
realise what a wonderful difference there would be
in their appearance if this down, even light as it

may be, were removed. Get at any good chemist
an ounce of pure powdered pheminol. Mix a little

of it into a paste with water and apply to the hair
growths. Wash off after two minutes pnd the hiiirs

will have entirely disappeared. A little non-greasy
face cream can then be applied with advantage.

Powder Not Necessary,—Few women know
that it is possible to give the complexion a
delightfully smooth, velvety appearance in a few
moments by the application of ordiu.iry cleminite.
If you have no cleminite in the house, get about
an ounce from your chemist and dissolve it in four
tablespoonfuls of cold water. This lotion applied
to file face, neck or arms, with the finger tips, imme-
diately gives that peach-like bloom so much admired

:

powder is not necessary, and the result lasts all day
long. For an evening in a hot hall-room this recipe
is unrivalled. You will not get that greasy, shiny
look so often seen after a little exerti.jn.

Natural Wavy Hair.—Your h.iir will regain
its ricli lustre, and fluffy appearance, if cleansecl
occasionally witli a mild shampoo. The very best
tiling I know of for this purpose is plain stalla.v, a
tcaspoonfiil of which dissolved iu a cup of hot walJcr

is sufficient for the thickest growth of hair. Pare
stallax, however, seems rather expensive as it is

only sold in the original packages which cost half-a-
crown. This quantity, however, is sufficient for
twenty-five or thirty shampoos, so it really is most
economical in the long run. Dry, irritating or pro-
fusely oily scalps are soon put in iv healthy condition,
and dull, brittle hair grows bright and even iu colour,
ancl will he ever so soft and fluffy.

Hair Culture.—There is no excuse for falling

hair ; no excuse for thin, sick hair, or bald spot's.

No beauty of fcatiucs can make up for a distrcssinj?

lack of liair growth, and the formula which J propose
giving you will positively force the hair to grow.
Mix about an ounce of boraniura in 1-pint of bay
rum, shake the bottle well and allow it to stanil

for half-an-hour, then add J-pint of fresh cohl water
and strain. Hid) well into the scalp, and in two weeks'
time look for the new growth

; you will ugt rciiuire

a microscope to sec it.

To Renew Complexions without Cos-
metics. If the excessive user of cosmetics only
know tho impression her artiticiality really maket
upon others, she would quirklv seek the means of
gaining a uatur,il complexion, J.ct her acquire tho
mcrcohscd wax habit, discarding mako-up entirely,
and she will soon havo the kind of complexion that
ivomen envy, and men admire. It is so easy to get
a little mcrcoliscd w»x from tho <hi'mist and use it

nightly like cold cream, washing it olf in tho morning,
(iradually the lifeless, soiled outer cuticle peels olf

in tiny invisible flakes, and in a week or so you have
a brand now complexion, clear, soft, vclvetv, and
of girlish colour and texture. i"he treatment Is fo
simple, harniloss, and marvellously olfective, tho
wonder is th:d every woman whoso skin ia witherci.
and iliscolourod has not already adopted it.

P.MlKEll BELMONT'S CLYNOL BERRIES
l-'Oll OBESITY. [.\DVT.)
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS believes in laughing
oway his troubles. So why don't you ?

No Cause For Alarm.
It was a very exciting part in the seria?.

The hero was being bound with ropos by tlio

gang, and suspended head first over boiling acid.

Suddenly a reassuring voice from the rear
of the hall was heard to say to its neighbour :

" It's all right, Liz ; don't be frightened.
If he does fall in, it's only soap-suds !

"

Everyone breathtfd onco more.
(23. 6d. awarded to Miss Margaret E. Lloyd,

31, Black Diamond Street, Chester.)

Kol Sura About It.
" Waiter !

" cried the absent-minded film
actor, busily studying his next part.. " if I have
dined, bring me the bill. If I haven't, bring me
a steak pudding."

Oh ! Those Clothes.
Blrs. Jones gave her faithful cook a shilling

one evening, and told her to go to the picture-

theatre, and see the new Chaplin film. The
next morning slie asked Jane how she liked

the show.
" Yes'm," said Jane earnestly, " I laughed at

that man's actions, but my goodness, ma'am,
who ia that man s tailor ?

"

Some Gun

!

Two colovired men one night watched closely

Bome war pictures, and ai'gued the matter
loudly.

" Nigger," protested one, " doan' yo' know
dem Germans got guns what kin shoot clean
'cross de ocean ?

"

" Go 'way, man !
" insisted his friend. " Why,

dem British, dey got guns what all dey wants
is yo' address."

Much the Best
Interviewer (to Movie Artist) :

" You seem
to have played a large number of parts. Which
role do you like the best."

Movie Actor :
" The pay-PoU."

Two Ways of Looking At It.

A man with only one eye appeared at the
booUing-offico of a cinema, and complained
that, as he could only see half the show at once,
ho ought to be let m at half price.

" Oh, no," replied the manager, " you must
pay double, because it will take you twice as
long to see the show !

"

— —

•

Those Silly Questions.
" Had a puncture ?

" asked the property man,
with an air of interest.

Tho film comedian straightened his back,
looked up, and swallowed his feelings with a
Luge gulp.

" No, my friend," he replied. " I'm just

changing tlie air in the tyres. The other lot must
be ' tyred ' by now. so I'm going to give it a
rest." —

—

Faded With Age.
i'nODUCER :

" Your scenario lacks colour."
Author :

" You have kept it so long I
suppose the colour has faded."

Have you ever laughed ever any incident that has happcnea when you have been watch
ing the pictures? Half-a-Crown will be sent to the sender of any story that we print.
No copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be finaL Adriress Film Fun,

'The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.U. 4.

Could Never Forget It.

Ann Little was " doinjr " a picture out i" ^
Kmall Californian town, -where tho local colour
is bettor than the home comforts.

" It's a grand place," she wrote to a friend.
' Tho gas is bad, and the water is worse, the
hotel isn't, and the town ain't. The man who
started the place went away the second day and
forgot it—I never will."— —
Please Take Her Out.
A young couple at a motion picture show were

Bcatecl behind an (^Iderly lady, whose enjoyment
of the picture was marred by their loud and
constant discussion of the pictures.

The play depicted a reckless husband who
left his wife and children to starve in a ricketty
tenement room. This .seemed to excite the girl,

and clutching her escort by the arm, she said :

" Promise you'll never leave me, will you,
dearie ?

"

This was too much for the elderly lady.
" Don't ever leave her anywhere," she said.

" Take her out with you now, so that the rest of

us can enjoy the show."
•—>—

Easily Settled.

Cinema Cashier :
" If that child is over

twelve, it will cost you .<?evenpence."

Mrs. Murphy :
" Then, bedad, he is not over

twelve."
.—

—

A B;g Joke.
Seedy Super :

" How did you know I got
my living chiefly by writing jokes '

"

Famous St.ar :
" Because you asked me to

marry you."

A Comedian From Africa.

They call him " Big Charlie " in the studio.

He is really a great elephant weighing 12,000
pounds. His trainer has to keep his eye on him,
for he is fond of doing comic stunts on his own.
The other day the director invited a number

of sailors, who were at the Pacific Coast, to come

over and visit the studios, and they at on"'*
espied Big Charlie."

' Big Charlie " looked at them with a friendiv
eye. Then one hundred and fifty of the sailor-

picked up a rope, and tied one end of it to th"
elephant's harness. They then coitimenced a.

tug-of-war. It was a close thing for a while, but
the sailor boys had a little the best of t1i<!

struggle, and inch by inch they gained i;round.
The big shoulders tugged, and the big ear-i

flapped, then Big Charlie's big knees began t y

tremble, and he went to the mat.
On another occasion the eleplrant strolled out

one day when his keeper was away, pulled ujj

about lOil small trees by tho roots, went down
to the sea for a bathe, and came back as though
nothing had happened.

—• —

Dying to Order.
One afternoon, a few day« ago. a screen actress

was chatting to a friend, when the call-bo\
came up to her with a me.ssage.

" .Just a minute," said the actress. " I'll ba
back soon. I just have to go into the studio
and die. It won't take long."

What About His Head ?
A super who was playing the part of a cosr-

boy was thrown from his hor.so. and lianged his

head so hard on the ground that he made a
dent in his hat.

He says next time he rides a horse he will

take his hat off first.

Some film actresses are not so popular as they
u.sed to be because their salaries have soared
beyond the imagination of the producers.—

—

If Doug, continues his jumping about business
much longer, he'll soon be as thin as a rail.

What is so piinful as to have the. people in

the seats ahead stand up just as the hero givea
the heroine the kiss you had been waiting to
see 1 ,

The Jester.

JEFF AND HIS PETS.

1. When JeH's aunt died
she left him her pets to take
care of

—

2. .\nd Jeff

fond of them.
Cj^uite 3. One took a special

liking to Mutt, but he didn't
like this much.

RK3MT Mtm!
I'll err KID or
tM AU IF YOU
UT HI KUP

MABEL

4. And when the toi loise

thought iic wiis there to

amuse him.

5. Mutt became really

cross, and allowed Jeff to keep
bis sjjecial friend Mabel only.

5. Have you .seen him
being introduced to Mabel !

By permi»»ion o< Fox Film Co.
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The demand for " HOME FASHIONS >'

ia invariably so great that you should

lose no time in securing a copy^

NEW Designs
You will tind ALL the newest, smartest, and mo*t
practical styles for the coming winter, incliKliiig

designs of coats, costumes, dresses, afternoon frocks,

blouses, skirts, and underclothes in this splendid number
of HOME FASHIONS. You will also find out how to

knit or crochet the newest junipers. Fancy Dresses as

worn on the films, adapted for paper patterns, and a

charming article on " Styles fiom Stars," in which tlie

fashion secrets of our film favourites are revealed, are

two other remai'kable features in this issue.
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BEFORE AFTER.

Every lady can liave a beautiful head of

CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETKOS will keep the hair in lovely

curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.

You will be delighted with the results.

Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6,

post paid, direct from the maker.?, CHAPMAN,
LTD, (Dept. 115),15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C. 1.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

FILM ACTING
The new profession for both sexes. Large
salaries can be earned by trained beginners.
We qualify you at our studio for our own and

other productions. Call or write,

LONDON & PROVINCIAL CINEMA COLLEGES,
255, High Holborn. W.C. I.

on^ dark,
eyelashes.

Cream ^'J' daikea your
la^shes and l>tow5, aud
make tbem thick, loui;.

and Bilky, thus ^iviug to
the eyes that fascinating. ex
pressive look »vhich uieu ti

so appeahni:. " EyDOLAt^H "

is a real darkener—not a " make
up." Detec-

Use also " EYDOL"
— it cleais the eyes.
iiupai ting to them
wonderful brillian-
cy and yoiithful
charm. laiiiiles>.

2/9 per Lottie.

lion imjiossiblt

Harmless. In
ivorine pots,
full price 1/6 (full si'se—noextra
to pay;. Of all i^hem'ists * stores. Of
direct fiom EYDOL Co. (Dept. 2S),

170. Strand. London, W.C. 2.

nnnnn rtjy THFM nnnnnn

T/ie

Children's Ne'V^spaper

gnnn EVERY FRIDAY. °nnn
nnnn

CiNEMA ASPIRANTS
:(AI.I. AGES)=

Receive expert tuition. Students arc included in

our own PKODUCTIONS, when prolicient.

Write or call for particulars.

A1 CINEMA COLLEGE & STUDIO,
171,R<-nfieM St .GLASGOW. lA IJlVIUlyC t'l' 'JO /».! TK.

ENGLISH HISTORICAL PLAYS.
It is a singular fact that, while we may enjoy the

present and look forward to the future, the past never
fails to retain its fascination for us. Whatever the
present advantages may be, the " good old days "

is a phrase by v/hich we seek to express our apprecia-
tion of days gone by, even though we may not have
enjoyed them ourselves. True, in the latter case, it

is only a pose which we like to adopt. But where Time
has denied us the personal experience of earlier days,
we have the written word of the chroniclers of history.

From this we gain our instruction and interest, and
our curiosity is whetted to know more about the days
in which our forefathers lived.

England is peculiarly a country of glorious traditions,

and each period has its own store of interest which will

never fail in its attraction. From the pages of books
which tell their story in prose and song we have
gleaned something about the men and women who
made their times notable, and themselves renowned.
Their dress, their customs and manners, and the
surroundings in which they lived, have interested us
no less than their deeds. And what imagination has
failed to picture, the spoken and the silent stage have
both helped us to realise with the resources of their

talents and arts.

But though the moving picture, with its greater
advantages in scenery, has provided us with some
excellent historical plays, there is yet room for more.
Most of those already produced have been staged
abroad, and have had no bearing, of course, on the
history of this country. And even where some of them
have attempted to portray the England of the olden
times, they have lacked somehow, in spite of their

quahties, that touch of genuineness which only
Ens^lish players amidst real English scenes can give.

This is one reason why we shall accord a hearty v/el-

come to the historical plays which the British pro-
ducer may be including in his programme.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact tliat this paper goes to press a consider-
able timebeforepublicatif^^
ansv>'ered in the next issue f A stamped and

addressed envelop e must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post.

Address: The Editor, "The Picture Show,"
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

E. S. T. (Eltham).—From your letter, 1 presume
you have kept a oopy of your questions, so to save
space will not repeat Ihcin. (1) Why be pi'^zzled ?

Tlio pLir in September 13t!i issue is, of course,
later news. Kemember that all these answers are
WTitten and sent to press several weeks before you
see them, so that a good deal in the way of change
can take place in the meantime. (2) There are four
Moore Brothers and references to all of t.hem have
been made. (3) A slip. See reply to A. K.. of
Coventry, in July 12th issue. Her married name
was already known to me, but I do not think she
wishes it to be made public. (4) I have not seen
the book you mention, but 5 ou could probably
obtain it if you know the publishers.

S. L. (Stepney).—What ? Have you other
favourites still besides all those you have named ?

Why, your ioves .must he numerous. Alma Taylor
was born in London — exactly when I do not
know—and has blue eyes. She joined Hepworths
when slie was twelve, which I don't think could
have been so very long ago, and has remained with
them ever since.

51. 1. (Harrogate).—Well, I do answer all I can
as quickly as time and space on this page permits.
If you have had to wait some time for this, you
must forsrive me. Eddie Polo i.. twenty-nine, and
was born in Los Angeles, California. JIary Pickford
was born on April 8, 1893, in Toronto. Canada.
Douglas Fairbanks was bora in Dinver, Colorado,
on Mav 23. 1883.

A. F. (Finsbury Park), R. B. (Monmouth),-
" Ch.arlie " (Saltley), G. P. C. (S. Woodford), A.
.ind X. D. (Hove), A. M. (Dubhn). T. H. (lioniford),

C. C. (Southall), " Iris " (HyUon), and J. K. D.
(Glasgow).—Excuse me dragging you all in together,
but it is better to be in here than outside in the cold.
Your questions have been answered in this and in
previous issues against the initials or nom-de-plumes
of other readers, so I trust the information will do
for you all as well, and (hat you will write again.

C. W. M. (Hampstead).—Your first question is

answered in the rule below. Tom Mix was born in
Oklahome.

11. B. (Glasgow).—Pearl Grant Is Eddie Polo's
better half.

" TiiYR.\ " (Levenshulme).—How am I getting
along ? Oh, very well, thank you. .^s you say, I

am " up to the neck in work," but still happ.v.
Christopher Kent, in " Three Men and a Girl,"
was no other than our friend, Richard Biirtbelmess.
The Picture Show is one of those good things of
wliich yon can never have too much.

G. A. (Rochdale).— I thought you were " Broncho
Bill.v " when I glanced at your name first. " Saii-

sonia " is the siTcen name of l.ucian Alberti. Will
remember your request about Maristc.

" M.\iilE " (Stroud Green).—Voa can address the

nrti-it.es you mention by their film names implead of
by tlieir married ones. .M. Rene Creste played the
title-role in "Judex." \e.<, W. S. Jiart'.s iiluys are
always worlli seeing.

il. II. (Glasgow).—" Motion I'ieture Operations,
Stage Electrics and Illusions," is the title of a \><>iik

wliirh may answ-r your que.stioas. It can be had
)i>r .")s., post free,- from S. Rentell and Co., Ltd., 3'j,

Maiden J.aiie, London, W.C. 2.

A. C. IS. (Ijristol).—K.in;y noticing how well Mary
MacLaren had trimmed her naiU ! You must be
observant ! Do you mean Cameron O.rr ? Yes,

'

he iloes make " an excellent ras-eal," Jmt f.idy on the
films, of course. King.ston-on-Thames is his birth-
place. He has black hair, and is 5 ft. 11 in. iu
height. Some cf his films are: '".Meg o' the
Woods," " The llu'-'ged Path." " A Turf Con-
spiracy," " Under .Su.spieion," ' A Daughter of
Eve," .and " '1 he Gentleman Rider," to be shown later.

D. F. H. (Yorks).—Wanda Hawley has dark liair

and black eyes, and was born in New York twenty-
four years ago. Besides " Tfie Price of a (iood
Time," she has also appeared in " A fiau'n a. Man,"
'" Betsy's Burglar. I'lic Dynast," " The Flame
of the Yukon," and '' The .Moder.s Confession."
W. L. (Chobhaiii).— Marie Walcanip says she is

not married at the moment of writing. Will consider
your suggestion.

C. G. B. (Halesworth). -" The Hope CUent" and
" BattUng .lane " are two other filni-s for which
Dorothy Gish has acted before thf camera. A
new one of hers is " The Peril Within."

E. M. B. W. (Isleworf.h).—You have guessed right
(he ver.v first time. Mnry Pickford is twenty-six.
Her hair is not auburn, but light brov.n.
W. M. (Leicester).— (iladdcn James st^-.rted his

stage career at the age of six, and when he twik up
screen work lie joined the Vitagraph, for vhiiti
company he is still playing. He was born in Zanes-
ville, Ohio. Mollie King is twenty-one, and wa-i

born in Xew York. .She has a sLster n.ained Nellie
King. Y'our other questions have been answered
elsewhere.

G. R. (Pembroke Dock), and " May Queen

"

(Gosfortb).
—

'1 he artiste you both name ha- not tieen

on the films for srrme (ime, and, therefore, there has
been no news about her.

K. R. (Blackpool).— Queenie Thomas and Olive
Thomas are no relafion to each other—in fact, the
hitter's real name is Olive Duffy. I hope you have
Been " The Lightning Raider."

V. L. (Xewc.istle-on Tyne).—^\'es, unfortunately,
the openings are fewer than the applicants. Kath-
erine MacDonald, who took the part of Kathleen
Harkness, was the one who pl.iyed with W. S.

Hart in " Riildle Gwane." No. your one letter hasn't
made any ditference, so you can send another one
when vou like.

'• Ginger Mick " (Bow), E. B. (London, E.C ).

" Indignant " (Ponders End), and others, aU hurl
large and heavy brickbats at " Queenie " of (ila.sgow.

for saying that JIary Pickford is
" common looking."

So look out, Queenie, they're coming.
M. K. (Eahn?).—No, I am not surprised to receive

a letter from " a woman of forty-four," for my
-correspondents arc >oung and old. Your letter

quite interested me. I note you have travelled all

ove/ India aiid-~liave even lived there tlressed a-s a
Jlohammedan, and that you liave also been to
Australia and Africa. No doubt the pictures which
depict scenes'in these ilifferent lands must be doubly^
intere.sting to you. 1 am glad you like the good,'

clean pictures " made in England." There will be
plentK more of them.

F. G. (Birmingham).—Do you mean Violet Mer-
sereau ? .she went on the tlieatrieal stage when
quite a child, She is now twenty-live, and wa»
born in New York.
H. SI. (Chester).—Jack Pickford is twenty-three

(not twenty-lwo, as you said in figures bust time,
Mr. Printer), ami i-s married to Olive Thomas.

•• GWEN " (Cannock).—" The Key of the World.".
" Pallard the Punter," and " The Green Terror,"
are just three of Heather Thatcher's films.

(Corttinued on l>ack cover.)

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

Put up the lights after every picture, as

sometimeSj during the exciiement of

the picture, patrons drop personal

belongings, and the light for about
half a minute would give them time

to look for them, without groping

about, or striking matches to the

danger of other people. It would also

assist people who are standing to find

a seat without inconveniencing those

sitting down.
2 6 awarded to H. LEW, 105,

Trafalgar Street, Walworth, London,
S.E.
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,vit1i lnas^ivl• f)aI<-C;is ,22-inch
rirlilycol uri'd H ni.uii n-ak-
iM' silent Swiss Mntor,
H-in. nicki lied Turntable,
ami extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, ete. Ciigaitic
stock of Cabinet (iranii-

phin' S, Portable Ho nl -sa,

a*id t;\quisitt'Iy desijincU Table
firands ready for iiniufdiate do.
Uvi?ry (iii'C'f "out 'tuto v at

pounds under shop prices.
DNAl'Pia'VAL with in tunes ana
;ciUes PAl'KH) f'RKK. CARUTArjl':
I. CouipMc satisfaction m nii)n: y

fuiidra. Mr) to foi inonstei- Bargain
sts TO.DAY
MEAD COMPANY. Dept. 10 C,
BALSALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA?

Many opportunities occur for men and women in
this growing BritisU indu.-try. There is a demand
for trained beginners as Film Artiats and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA CO LEGE,
36. Ratlibone Place. Oxford Street. W.l.

BEAUTY BLUSH CLOTH
nparts a natuijil rosy tint to the niost delicate

[ likin, iintl Efives complexion the liealthy colour
covetfd by every woman. Easily carried in

jiy piiTSft or k'ovo. Concealed in han<lkei chief , can
' rvi\// be applied in a crowd unnoticed. Absolutely

- Perspiration proof — SuppJant-s rou/e — leaves
I the }^M\n Imt the DEZ.XCATB TINT.

Sent prepaid for 13, -t 3 f"r 3.*<

ORIENTAL TOILET CO (Dept. b),
22, George Street, Euston Rd., I.ondon,N.W.l.

Soil it'

paw

— it will cook quickly
and thoroughly

It is a scientifically proved fact

that water boils more quick'y in

CAST IRON —you save Coal !

CAST IRON lasts a lifetime
—you save Money !

CAST IRON Pans are the most
hygienic Kitchenware. Thsy do not
chip and are easier to clean too.

DON'T BE PUT OFF with short-
lived enamelled steel or tinware.

INSIST O.V CAST IRON.
FVocurablc at all Ironmonxers.RBBBamaa

WHEN
communicating

with Adver'

tisers, please

mention "The
Picture Show."

Kidney Trouble
Serious Operation Averted.

Wonderful Cure by Dr. CasselFs Tablets

Mrs. EMMA CASEY, 9. Pool Bank Street.

Nuneaton, saj's: "Dr. C^ssell's Tablets saved
my life. Acute Kidney Disease attacked me
suddenly. 1 found I was losing blood, and
was told that I had burst a blood vessel.

Operation was advised to remove a stone in
the Iddnej^s, but 1 felt too old (66) to undertake
the risk, and all the medical attention 1 had
proved unavailing. 1 was little more than
skin and bone. 1 had frightful spasms of wind,
knife-like pains in my back, and 1 was constipated to an excessiva
degree.

" 1 had been in bed three months when my daughter got Dr.
Cassell's Tablets. I took them, and, though it seems incredible, I

obtamed almost immediate relief. Then I improved rapidly, and
now 1 am better than before my illness."

Dr. CasselFs
Tablets

HOVTE PRICES:
13 and 3,-,

I lie 3^- size
being tUe icorc
eroaomital.

Sold by
(Jhcmists in all

parts of the
world. Kofuse
substitutes.

Dr. Ca!.scirs Tablets are the recognised
liome remedy jor

Nervous Breakdown Kidney Trouble

Malnutrition Indigestion

Sleeplessness Wasting Diseases

Anaemia Neivoos Debility

Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
and during the Critical Periods of Life.

FREE
INFORMATION

tlic

al.ility i.f Ui.

Cassell's Tablets in
ytjur ca.«e sent r^w

request. I>r.

Cassell's Co.. Llil .

Chester Road,
Manchester, Knt:.

Cheapest
and Best!

Long complete nove's by some of the most popular
authors of the day—96 pages of closely packed reaiiing
matter for 4d. Get anv, or all, of the following titles

'to-day. On sale everyv. h;re.

No. 5. AS FATE DECREED
by Henry St. John Cooper

No. 6. INTO TEMPTATION
by E. Almaz Stout

No. 7. FAR TOO GOOD FOR HIM
by Mabel St. John

No. 8. HER HUSBAND S SLAVE
by Andrew Murray

No. 9. THE CALL OF LOVE
by Henry St. John Cooper

No. 10. RACHEL VANITY
by Arthur Applin

No. n. HIS DECEASED WIFE'S
SISTER by Andrew Murray

No. 12. HER FATHER S SECRET
by Henry St. John Cooper

No. 13. A MAN'S AMBITION
by Douglas Walshe and

Christine Ashley
No. 14. THOU SHALT NOT !

by Douglas Walshe

It 's sensible economy to purchase all dress

requirements from >iobIc'». Being actual manu-
facture! s. Noble's price."! are practically wliole-

gale.and you obtain the very
latest styles and the nen est

materials.

Model
F4389

is useful Dress in N..vy. Ni ..•-r

Brown, Crev aiKl Black (j.ib.uihiie

Clolh The luuic is (lesgiicd

witli band at neck, and cutTs ol

conlras.inj? shade. The Blac:

m.i le i>i all Ulaclt. T«o gored
ski.t sligl'tly ^athcie:! at tack,

111 slock sizes :o tit

Tior.t

Bust W.iist Skin l.eiigtll

ins. 24 ins. 31-^iiiis.

Sll nis. M ins. Sf' S" >"S-

118 ins. 28 ins. .'Vs.loins.

Price ae/a U "i.idc specially to

measure, price 40;-

Materials by the yard
Per la lies \vh> pr» for lo li.we

their ct'illies in.ule iiu tlicins-lvcs

John N.ible, Limited. « iU send a

lection of niateii,ils post tree

lei.e tell us cxartly
!• u d li..e lis 10 seutt t

i ll .It

Stfid jcNr a.iiirtss to -liny or
r\^6.r's /i.us.m.-t.i /aj-V.tf/i i:..*.

JOHN NOBLE^TD
'43Brook St. UUls. caaachostar
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"

mmm buy them gi!?^^?^
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
iConlinwd fr m pjgp 2Z.)

" Archiuald (Sbiitliport).— No, it was not t
mistake on my part. Tlie rclea.'ie d-ite of " Uaddy
Lona-Lf'RS " was given by tlie WalturiUivr Film Co.
as Ot-tobLT 13tli. As Bometimps lipppcni', liowevcr,
a new film is Bliown in tlic provinces before it is

pRl)lltly exhibited in Ix)ndon. Have I to wait till

R film is released before I caQ see it ? Certainly
not, Archibald.

N. F. (New York).—Pleased to know tliat as an
American eirl you appreciate The ITctire Show
BO much. You are lucky to h ive a kind friend livin?
in this country who sends you out the pa7)cr every
week. Hope you vs^ill visit our part of the world
Bome day.

I tliank all my readers who have written giving
me their rcisoris why certain artistes are Ih. ir

favourites. The letUrs W( re in every case ni' 8t
iiitcrestins, and I only rcsrct that lack of si)ace
prevents me pivina any extracts.

" Loyal Header " (Truro).—(1) Mary Miles
Mintei Unot married. (2) April 1, 1902, in LouLsiana,
Shrcvcport, LouLsiiina, U.S..\. (3) Astra Films.

C. A. H. (Fidham).—Your nora-de-plume to
treraendonsly patriotic, but too lon^, so t hoiie you
will not think I disagree ^< .lU the sentiment because
1 print your initials instead. Questions 1 and 2 I
hope to Rnswcr shortly. (3) Pauline Frcdirick'a
" l>a Tosca " is a great fUm, but whether it is her
greatest in her own opinion, I cannot" s;iy. (4)
Herewith I print your request to W. S. Hart th-at
on behalf of his British admirers you " hope he will
not retire from the screen." (5) True Boardman died
last year. (6) The feature you mention has been
' crowded out " for the present. (7) Will see v.hat
1 can do. Thanks for your criticisms, but I think
Ihit readers in Hcneral prefer the art plates to be to
sc!>ia than in blue like the cover.

M. W. (Harrogate).—Wanda Hawley Is twenty-
two, and was born in Seattle, Washington. Some
of her plays are " Mr. Fix-It," " Grc.-.^cd Lightning,"
' Old Wives for Kcw," acd " A Pair of Silk Stock-
i.igs."

G.' D. (Lowestoft).— L^obcl Elsom Is modest, and
prefers not to say anything about tlie particulara
you want.
M. T. (Shrewsbury). -I note with pleasure that

this paper is your ideal. The young "minister in
" Polly of the Circus," was Vemnn St^?ele, who
t«ok the part of the Rev. .lohn Diiilghs.

, ,

M. B. (Wednesb-.iry).—Tom Mix is married to
Victoria Forde, but his age i.s, np to the moment Ol
writing, "a dark and deadly secret." " —

" DORRIE " (lladford).—Henry--Edwards only .hai
t<i act tlie part, but he Ls really not deformed, iiadge
Evans Ls eight, Mary MacAllister is nine, Jane
is seven, and Kath-rine Lee and Zoe. Kae are both
nine. No. the last-named i.^ not English. She wai
bom in Chicago. lAlice Bradv is married.
"Sal" (Hatfield).—Inc.'cdiblo, but true U th<!

chronicles are to be believed that EL<ie Ferguson i*

re;Uly thirty-six, though ten years of her life have
left no trace on her looks. Francis King will doubt-
less fee! proud and not Jealous, for she roust be
qnite accustomed by now to bearing her hubby,
Thomas Meighan, described by such nice phrasci
a.s " the sweetest thing that ever was." H-; to

thirty-one. Anita Stewart is married to Rudolph
Cameron, and James Crane is the husband of .Mice
Brady. Y^our suggestion is a good one, but difScuU
to adopt in a paper like this which goes to presa
several weeks in advance of the date of publication.

C. L. (London, S.W..).—Sorry, I wasn't in when
you telephoned. What made you feel " so horribly
nervous " al>out writing to Scssue Hayakawa T

HLs wife wouldn't object, I am sure. Hope you have
ha<l his reply. What do you mean when you say
that " perhaps a widower cannot laugh at ' Sunny-
side ' ? " Do you think he has buried his sense ol
humour ? Edna Purviance is charming, and lo
also is Mildred Harris.

" noLl.Y " (Bhiekpool).—Never mind if roa cannot
help bein3 curio js. It's a^niall fault in these days.

Mabel Normand Is twcnty-flvp, and was bom in
Boston, Mass. Doubtkss you have seen the answers
to your other (im .stion5 before this.

" MOLLIE " (Ipswich).—Yes. Ethel Clayton ha§
gn abundance oi talent : 1890 is the year of hf r

birth, and Champaign, Illinois, tiic place. So you
Bee, she i,s cot British. Her husband was the late
Joseph Eaufmann.

J. F. (London, N.). —I c.innot promise you a
" Douglas Fairbanks Number," but there will ba
more abotit him (."jm time to time.

N. W. (Rochdale).—Henry Edwards Is not married.
Pleased to hear j-on have had an answer from
William Farnum, and tlianka for spreading the good
news about this paper.

T. L. (Margate).—It was Marguerite Cla.vton. and
not Ethel LUiyton, who played in " Inside tlie Lin 'S."

The name of the native girl in " The Elder Miae
Blossom " is not known.

" Dor.is "• (Wolverhampton).—Am getting newa
of the arti.ste you name, and will print all particidara
as soon ss they reach me. It may not be safe to send
your autograph'book backwards and forwards to so
many artistes for signatures. Why not try getting
letters from them 1 Yes, I receive a very, very
large number of letters, and am sorry to have kept
you waiting..

•'• MoxTEZASA " (Wlgan).—Thanks for your sug-
gestion.

CoxsTAKT Reader " (Leicester).—Madge Ken-
nedy U married. The serial you name may be rhow-
Ing by the time you" see this. Yes, the wedding
scene in "Xhe House of Hate " was line. Your wishes
for art plates of your favourites have been noted.

" Fetek Pan " (Charmouth).—Sorry, am not <iuit«

snre who you mean. Constance Talmadge took the
part of the Mountain Girl in " Intolerance."

" F.'- Mc." -(Pimlico).—Your letter was received,
but " Hinta " are not acknowledged, except those
which are selected for the half-crown pri7.e.

W. M. N. (Edinburgh).—An art plate of Owen
Nares was given away nith the tliird Dumt>er ci this

paper. The other two will come along in lime.
W. J. A. (Aberdeen).—The trade journals deal

with the subjects you mentioD, but for a paper like

this they would be too technical to be of general
Interest. Yes, Violet . Mer.sereau '

Is riglit. Your
scheme for dilTerent coloured tickets, one for each
picture, would not work out, I am afraid. In practice.
People are constantly going into a picture theatre at
odd times, and while tickets of a certain coloiu to

represent a particular picture were being sold, that
picture might come to an end on the screen.. To
regulat.* pictures and tickets would, of course, te
Impossible.

F. R. W. (Liverpool).—Yon might send your
scenarios to New Regal Super Films, 40, Gerrard
Street, London, W.

L, R. (Blackpool).—Pronounce Thomas Melghan's
surname as Mec-an. " The Fighting Hope," " Arms
and the Girl," and " The Heart of Wetona," are
some of his Elms. Lina Cavalieri Is married to
Lucien Jluratore, and wis born in Rome in 1884.

R. H. (Combe Martin).—Juliet Shelby Is her resl

name, and Mlntcr is her mother's maiden name. Her
birthday is on April Ist. I cannot say just when she
will get your letter, as she may be travelling when
your coramunication reaches America.

8. L. W. (Hutton).—I am obliged to yon for yonr
offer, but regret I cannot accept it, as I am able to deal
with all the correspondence I receive, despite its size.

J. H.. T. (Paignton).—Godfrey Tcarle is a son of
Osmond Tearle, who. In his time, was a well-known
Shakeape-irian actor. Godfrey Tcarle himself made
his reputation on the stage before taking np film
acting. 'Conway Teatle,' who acts in screen plays on
the other side of the Atlantic, is his brother. I note
you want more news of Godfrey, and also of Stewart
Rome.

D. F. (London, N.W.).—Do I think the demand at
picture studios is greater for " bobbed hair " girls,

or for lon»:hi\ired girls t Well, np to now the
question h?A not been brought to a head.

J. W, H. (Seacombe).—Yes, Jack Pickford has

not been on t)ic films for some fim^, but hi.-

appearance will be in a lirst National productioii
entitled •• Bill Apperson's Boy."

" Owes " (Cannock).—So you and your brother,
Bert, have started collcelinc our- photos oi lilin

favourites, he naturally turning his attention to tli'-

ladies, while yoii arc getting Irold, photographically,
01 course, of all tlie gentlemen. Sf/tar, you say, h<-

has got more in his collcciion than vou have. Well,
I inurt see what 1 can do, (iwcn. VVe really mustn't
let Bort beat vou.

G. S. (Islington).—In "The Bed Circle," Ruth
Roland took the leading part. PearlAViiit e did not
ftar in it at all. Therefore, your sister loses licr
argument with you.

N. M. (South Woolwich).—(1) I am sure Sessue
H.iyakawa will be pleased to get your letter. (2)
The envelope containing it should be clo5.;d down, as
we regard all such communications as private.
Further l.nstructions in the rule below, [i) It will
appear in due time, il it has not done so before you
sec this.

• Feed " (Bournemouth).—Franrelia Billiniton
Is twenty-three, and her height is 5 ft. 7 in. Ilenry
Gsell is thirty. Evelyn Quick and Jewel Carmen .ire

one and the same. She began acting tor the films
with Ifeyst.one.

"AtirK" (Birmingham).— I note that you found
enoujh courage to write to me, and hope the quantity
will p;ove sufficient to last you for another time.
All your questions have already been answered, .Vlice.

Mildred Harris to alive, Mary Pickford's hair is

naturally curly and Is her very own, flerald \mti b
irarried, and .Mary .Milea Minteris "sweetjicventeen.'*

L. R. (Chard).—Warner Oland was born in Sweden
In ISSO. Yes, there will be more about Irene (astle
later.

" FOTO " (Newca.--tleV—One of the trade journals
m!2ht be able to furnish you with the inforniatiou
you desire.

P. H. (E-\cter) —No, Marjorie Villis does not sjh li

her surname with a W. Clad you haven't misstU a
single issue of this paper.

" Hazel " (Cardif ).— .\3 a large number of nn-
Bwers have already gone to pre-s, I mav have Included
my reply to you amongst them—that is, if yiiii ni-
closed jour full name in the first inst^juce. Your
question re Marguerite Clark's letter is alr(;.dy
answered in the rule below, whicii is intvndrd ba
a general acknowledgment, as no other ran 'oe giien.
" Tiie Bridal Chair " Is to be releasi-d in l''pbrimr\',
1920, and doubtless it ^\iil be shown in Canliif. Ves,
Marguerite Fisher is splendid. She left the hhi!>= for
awhile, whii h c.vpl.iins why you have not s^s-n Ihtso.
mn.ch. Y'our ' Irightfully stern letter " did not make
me weep. I am quite dry-eyed and fricndiv sti'l.

" Peg " (Hyde Park, W.).—So the others lauuhed
at you for daring to write to me becaiusc they thinlt
f am such an " unapproachable person." Can't
Imagine mystli being so bad all that, I assure yon.
'lliis page is the open door to my sanctum— wiilk
right in, and don't knock. You have no <|Ueitions,
but just a humble request for more alxuit ICiigene
O'Brien, P>obcrt Warwick, and William IX-^mond.
I have jotud it donTi so that I shan't forg' t.

More Answers Next }Veek

JN answer to the many intjuiries we have received
' from our readers as to how they can send lettcn
to Cinema actors and actresses. " The Pictan
Show " will forward all such Utters on, but it must
be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee
tuch tetters will be replied to. Moreover, as many
of these Stars travel all over the world, a consider-
able time must elapse before the letters reach thenu
All letters are forwarded by the next mail, and
every letter received to date has been sent on. The
Editor cannot enter into any correspondence on this
matter. How to send your letter : Write the
name of the Star on the envelope, and enclose it
icith aloose lid. stamp to the Editor," The Picture
Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose year fu'l
address, including County and Country, if a reply

is reQuired.)

JAN£ NOVAK
A beautiful portrait of this

winsome artiste on our cover.

_ nno

ROBERT HARROW
A full-page portrait of the

ever-popular " Bobbie."

ENID BENNETT
interesting snaps showing how Enid spent her

summer holiday.

RENE KELLY
An interview with the clever stige and scieen artiste

who created a stage success in "Daddy Long-Legs."

DOROTHY GISH
Delightful photographic

studies of this fascinating

THEODOREROBERTS
A page of photographic
" expressions '

of this

renowned screen actor.

LonJ Instalment of New Serial Story, Entertain'ng Short Story, and PAGES & PAGES OF PICTURES.
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